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NOTICE TO THIS EDITION.

The Editor of the Handbook for Travellers in Soutli Germany requests that

travellers who may, in tire use of the Work, detect anj' faults or omissions

which they can correctfrom personal knowledge, will have the kindness to mark
them down on the spot and communicate to him a notice of the same, favouring

him at the same time witli their names—addressed to Mr. Murray, Albemarle

Street. They may be reminded that by such communications they are not

merely furnishing the means of improving the Handbook, but are contributing

to the benefit, infonnation, and comfort of future travellers in general.

No attention can be paid to letters from innkeepers in praise of their

own houses; and the postage of them is so onerous that they cannot be received.

(5 i(i

Caution to TnAVEi.LERS.—By a recent Act of Parliament, the introduction

into England o(foreign pirated Editions o( the works of British authors, in which

the copyright subsists, is totallg prohibited. Travellers will therefore bear in

mind that even a single copy is contraband, and is liable to seizure at the

English Custom-house.

Caution to IrtNKEEPERS and others.—The Editor of the Handbooks

has learned from various quarters that a person or persons have of late been

extorting money from innkeeiiers, tradespeople, artists, and others, on the Con-

tinent, under pretext of procuring recommendations and favourable notices of

tliem and tlieir establishments in the Handbooks for Travellers. Tlie Editor,

therefore, thinks proper to warn all whom it may concern, that recommendations

in the Handbooks are not to be obtained by purchase, and that the persons

alluded to are not only unauthorized by liim, but are totally unknown to him.

All those, tlierefore, wlio put confidence in such promises, may rest assured that

fliey will be defrauded of their money without attaining their object.— 1813.
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PREFACE.

The plan and origin of the Handbook have been suflSciently ex-

plained in the Preface to the volume on Northern Germany.

The countries described in the following pages have been much

less trodden by English travellers, and more rarely described by

English authors
;
many of the routes, indeed, are scarcely alluded

to in any work in our language. For this reason the writer has

bestowed even more labour upon this than on the preceding volume,

with the desire of rendering it as accurate a guide as possible. The

work might, indeed, have appeared much sooner but for the addi-

tional care which he thought advisable to bestow upon it. With

this object in view, he visited, in the course of last autumn, several

districts which he had not before explored, and revisited others re-

specting which he desired more minute and recent information.

The principal object of his journey, however, was to descend the

lower part of the Danube, in its course through Hungary, which

has of late become so interesting in the eyes of Europe by the esta-

blishment of steam-navigation upon it, and the prospect of its

becoming a new line of communication between Europe and Asia,

as well on account of the facilities which it affords as the shortest

and most easy route to Constantinople.

The Author feels that, in spite of his endeavours, he can scarcely

hope to have attained perfect accuracy
;
and he has therefore only to

rely on the indulgence of his readers to excuse, as far as possible,

the mistakes which must necessarily creep into such a work, and to

repeat his request, that all who use the work will do him the favour

to transmit to him (through his publisher) notices of any errors which
they may delect, subjoining, if possible, their names to such communi-

a 3



VI PREFACE.

cations, in order to authenticate them. The very useful and obliging

hints and corrections already forwarded to him by many persons

who have made notes on the Handbook for Northern Germany, will

enable him to improve the new edition of that volume most mate-
rially : but, in many instances, it would have added to their value

had they been accompanied by the name of the person communicat-
ing them.—1837.

The German translation, with improvements, of the Handbook, by

Baedeker, Coblenz, 1842, has furnished the Editor with many cor-

rections for this 3rd Edition.—1843.

PLAN OF THE HANDBOOK.
•1

ABBUKVIATIONS, &c.

The points of the Compass ore often marked simply by the letters N. 8. E. W.

(»*h) right, (/) left,—applied to the banks of a river. The right bank is that which lies

on the right hand of a person whose back is turned towards the source or the quarter from

which the current descends.

Miles ,
—Distances arc always reduced to English miles, except when foreign miles are

expressly mentioned.

Tlie names of Inns precede the description of every place, because the first information

needed by a traveller is where to lodge.

Instead of designating a town by the vague words ** large," or ** small," the amount of

the population, according to the latest census, is almost invariably stated, as presenting a

more exact scale of the importance and size of the place.

In order to avoid repetition, the Routes through the larger states of Europe are preceded

by a chapter of preliminary information ; and to facilitate reference to it, each division or

paragraph is separately numbered with Arabic figures.

Eacli Route is numbered with Arabic figures, corresponding with the figures attached to

the Route on the Map, which thus serves as an Index to tlie book
;
at tlie same time tbat

it presents a tolerably exact view of the great high roads of Europe, and of the course of

public conveyances.

The Map is to be placed at the end.
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PEELIMINARY INFORMATION.
f

REIGNING HOUSES IN SOUTHERN GERMANY.

WURTEMBERG.
Raised to the regal dignity, 1806.

Frederick William, present Kina^ bOrn
1781, succeeded his father, 1816. Married,
1st, 1808, Charlotte, daughter of Maximi-
lian, King of Bavaria, divorced 1814. 2nd,

1816, the Grand-Duchess Catherine, daugh-
ter of Emperor Paul of Russia, died 1819.
3rd, 1620, Pauline Theresa Louise, daughter

of his uncle, Duke Lewis.—Has issue by 2nd
marriage: 1. Mary, born 1816, married 1839,
William, Hereditary Prince of the Nether-
lands. 2. Sophia, bom 1818. 3rd marriage :

3. Catherine, born 1821. 4. Charles Alex-
ander, Crown-Prince, born 1823. 5. Augus-
tus, born 1820.

AUSTRIA.

Rudolph, Count of Ilabsburg in Switzer-

land, is regarded as the founder of the

Austrian family, and was the llrst Emperor
chosen out of it (1273), He invested his

sons with the territories of Austria, Styria,

and Carinthia. Tlie various branches and
possessions of the family became united in

the person of the Emperor Maximilian,

] 519—vviio likewise made one of the three

fortunate marriages to which Austria is in-

debted for so many of her territorial acquisi-

tions, viz., with Mary, daughter of Charles

tlie Bold, who brought him Burgundy, Ar-

tois, and the Netherlands. The other two
were that of'Philip, son of Maximilian, with

Joanna of Spain, who conveyed the Spanish
Monarchy to the Atistrian family, and that

of Maximilian, grandson of Ferdinand, with

Anne, daughter of Ladislaus, King of Hun-
gary, which entailed Hungary and Bohemia
on their posterity—hence tlie epigram:

“ Bella gerant alii, tu, felix Austria, nube;
Nam qute Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus.”

The male succession of the line of Ilabs-

burg became extinct with Charles VI. (1740),

but he was succeeded by his daughter Maria
Theresa, who married the Archduke Francis

of Tuscany—thus uniting the branches of

Habsburg and Lorraine after a separation of

1000 years.

The house of Habsburg produced 19 Em-
perors of Germany.
Ferdinand (1st of Austria, 5th of Hunga-

ry), present Empertrry born 1793, succeeded

his father 1835, married 1831, Mary Anne,

daughter ofVictor Emmanuel, King of Sardi-
nia, and has no issue.

BHOTHERS AND SISTERS OF THE EMPEROR.

1. MurieLouise, Duchess of Parma, h. 1791,

widow of the Emperor Napoleon.
2. Mary Clementina, born 1798, married

1816, Prince Leopold of Sicily.

3. Francis Charle.s Joseph,' born 1802, mar-
ried 1824, Sophy, daughter of King Maxi-
milian of Bavaria, twin sister of tlie Queen
of Saxony— has issue * Francis Joseph
Charles, born 1830;—^ Ferdinand, born

1832 r® Charles, born 1833 ;—4 Mary Anne,
born 1835.

4. Marianne, born 1804.

UNCLES AND AUNTS OF THE EMPEROR.

1. Ferdinand, Grand-Duke of Tuscany

—

d. 1824.

2. Archduke Charles, tlie celebrated ge-
neral, bom 1771, married 1815, Henrietta,
Princess of Nassau, and has 6 children.

3. Archduke Joseph, Palatine of Ilungan,*,

born 1776, thrice married, and has 4 chil-

dren.
4. Archduke John, born 1782, united by a

Morganatic marriage with the daughter of

the post-master of Aussce. who bears the

name Freyinn von Brandhof—having de-

clined the title of Countess oiTered to her in

1839.

5. Archduke Rainier, born 1783, Viceroy
of Italy, married a sister of tlie King of Sar-

dinia, and has 7 children.

6. Archduke Lewis, born 1784.



reigning houses. IX

BAVARIA.

The royal hoaae of Bavaria is one of the

oldest reigning families of Europe, tracing

its origin from Luitpold, Duke of Bavaria,

who died 920. His descendant in the 9di
generation was Otto of \Vlttelsbach, who was
invested by the Emperor in the

Dukedom of Bavaria. His descendants
branched out into two lines^lst, the Pala>

tine line (made EHectora), 1620), and 2nd,
the Ducal, which became extinct 1777, and
fell to the Elector Theodore (of the Neuburg-
Sulzbach family), which becoming extinct

on his death, 1799, was succeeded by the
line of Deuxponts-Birkenfeld'Biscliweiler,
raised 1806 to the dignity of a regal honse.

Present King, Lewis diaries Augustus,
b<mi 25th August, 1786

;
succeeded his

father Maximilian, 1823; married 1810.

Theresa, daughter of the Duke of Saxe>
AltenbuJg :~luue, 1. Maximilian, Crown^
Prince, bom 1811. 2. Mathilda, born 1813,

married the Hereditary Prince of Hesae-
Darmstadt. 3. Otho, King of Greece. 4.

Theodolinda, died 1817. 5. Luitpold, born
1821. 6. Adelgunda, born 1823. 7. Hilde-
gard, born 1825. 8. Alexandra, bom 1626.
9. Adalbert, born 1828.

BR0THEB8 AND SISTERS OF THE KINO.

* Augusta, bom 1788, married 1806, Duke
Eugene of Leuchten^rg (Beauharnois).
^ Charlotte, born 1792, married, 1st, the
present King of Wiirtemberg, divorced
1814; 2nd, the late Emperor Francis of
Austria. « Charies Theodore, born 1795.

Ducal Line.

Formerly styled the Pfalz-Birkenfeld
branch—now without territorial possessions
—Duke MaxiraQian, bom 1808, married
1828, Ludovica, daughter of the late King
Maximilian of Bavaria.



Table A.

English Money reduced to an equivalent Value in the

English Money. Hamburg.'^ Saxony.f Prussia.

f

£ s* d. Mar. Sch. Th. G. Gr. Th.
0 0 1 0 4 0 Of 0
0
0

0

0

2
3

0
0 33

0
0

0

0 03
0 0 4 0 4 0 2§ 0
0 0 5 0 0 H 0 41
0 0 6 0 6t 0 4 0 5
0 0 7 0 8 0 0 Si
0 0 8 0 9t 0 0 6;l
0 0 9 0 lOf 0 6 0
0 0 10 0 11? 0 0
0 0 11 0 12| 0 0 %
0 1 0 0 13^ 0 8 0 w
0 2 0 1 11? 0 16 0 20
0 3 0 2 9? 1 0 1 0
0 4 0 3 6f 1 8 1 10
0 5 0 4 1 16 1 20
0 6 0 5 2? 2 0 2 0
0 7 0 6 0 2 8 2 10
0 8 0 6 13? 2 16 2 20
0 9 0 7 11? 3 0 3 0
0 10 0 8 9? 3 8 3 10
0 11 0 9 6? 3 16 3 20
0 12 0 10 4 0 4 0
0 13 0 11 2? 4 8 4 10
0 14 0 12 0 4 16 4 20
0 15 0 12 13? 5 0 5 0
0 16 0 13 11? 5 8 5 10
0 17 0 14 5 16 5 20
0 18 0 15 6? 6 0 6 0
0 19 0 16 6 8 6 10
1 0 0 17 2? 6 16 6 20
2 0 0 34 13 8 13 10
3 0 0 51 6| 20 0 20 0
4 0 0 63 9| 26 16 26 20
5 0 0 85 11? 33 8 33 10
6 0 0 102 13? 40 0 40 0
7 0 0 120 0 46 16 46 20
8 0 0 137 2? 53 8 53 10
9 0 0 154 4? 60 0 60 0
10 0 0 171 6? 66 16 66 20
20 0 0 342 13? 133 8 133 10

30 0 0 514 ; 200 0 200 0
40 0 0 685 11? 266 16 266 20
50 0 0 857 92 333 8 333 10

* 16 Hamburg Shillings = 1 Marc.

I* 24 Good Groschen or 30 Silver Groschen = 1 Tlialer.

J 60 Kreutzers = 1 Florin.

} 20 Stivers =s 1 Guilder.
||

100 Venetian Cents := 1 Lira.



Table A. XI

Money of various States on the Continent of Europe.

AustriaJ.
Frankfurt.^
Bavaria.

Holland.

$

Venetian
Lombardy.

II

France.^

Fl Kr. Fl. Kr. Gui. Stiv. Lira. Cts. Fr. Cts.

0 0 3 0 1 0 124 0 loA

0 5 0 6 0 2 0 25 0 234^

0 7^ 0 9 0 3 0 374 0 31t?r

0 10 0 12 0 4 0 60 0 41j%

0 12i 0 15 0 5 0 624 0 52)

0 15 0 18 0 6 0 75 0

0 17^ 0 21 0 7 0 874 0 7214

0 0 24 0 8 1 0 0 83t^

0 22i 0 27 0 9 1 124 0 93,4

0 25 0 30 0 10 1 25 1

0 27^ 0 33 0 11 1 374 1

0 30 0 36 0 12 1 50 1 25

1 0 1 12 1 4 3 0 2 50

1 30 1 48 1 16 4 50 3 75

2 0 2 24 2 8 6 0 5 0

2 30 3 0
ou 0 7 50 6 25

3 0 3 36 3 12 9 0 7 50

3 30 4 12 4 4 10 50 8 75

4 0 4 48 4 16 12 0 10 0

4 30 5 24 5 8 13 60 11 25

5 0 6 0 6 0 15 0 12 50

5 30 6 36 6 12 16 50 13 75

(i 0 7 12 7 4 18 0 15 0

6 30 7 48 7 16 19 50 16 25

7 0 8 24 8 8 21 0 17 50

7 30 9 0 9 0 22 50 18 75

8 0 9 36 9 12 24 0 20 0

8 30 10 12 10 4 25 50 21 25

9 0 10 48 10 16 27 0 22 50

9 30 11 24 11 8 28 5(1 23 75

10 0 12 0 12 0 30 0 25 0

20 0 24 0 24 0 60 0 50 0

30 0 30 0 36 0 00 0 75 0

40 0 48 0 48 0 120 0 100 0

30 0 60 0 60 0 150 0 125 0
1

fiO 0 72 0 72 0 180 0 160 0

70 0 84 0 84 0 210 0 175 0

80 0 96 0 96 0 210 0 200 0

90 0 108 0 108 0 270 0 225 0

100 0 120 0 120 0 300 0 250 0

200 0 240 0 240 0 600 0 500 0

300 0 360 0 360 0 900 0 760 0

400 0 ISO 0 480 0 1200 0 1000 0
•lOO 0 600 0 600 0 1500 0 1250 0

^ 100 French CenU = 1 Franc.
If more be receive<i for a pound »tcrlin^ than is expressed on this scale, it will l>e so

much gain by the exchange; if less, it will be so much loss.

(This Table is not for the use of merchants, but travellers.)—The value of the Knglisli
sovereign is rated; it seldom actually brings more than U Jl. 42 kr.

;
and KnglUh bank

notes are usually exchanged at 11 fl. 36 kr. for £1.
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Table D.

FLORINS (at the rate of 24 to the Mark of Silver) reduced to the Value

at par of the Money of

Florins

(au

pied

de

24
fl.)

of

60

Kreutzers.

France,

Francs of
100

Centimes.

Switzerland.

Francs of
10

Batz.

Prussia.

Dollars
current of

30
Silver E

Groschen. B

Sazony,

KiX'DoUars of

24
Groschen.

England.

Pound Sterling,

of
20 Shillings,

or
240 Pence.

Fl. Kr. Fr. C. Fr. B. T. Gr. T. Gr. £ s. d.

1 4 — — -,3 — -,2 — —
1

2 — 7 — -,5 -,6 — -,4 —
-I

3 — 11 — -,7 — -,9 — -,9 — — 1

4 — 14 — 1,- — 1,1 — -,7 — — IJ

__ 5 — 18 — 1,2 — 1,4 — 1,- — — n
6 22 — 1,5 — 1,7 — 1,3 — — 2

___ 7 _ 25 — 1,7 — 2,- — 1,6 — —
__ 8 29 — 1,9 — 2,3 — 1,8 — —

9 32 — 2,1 — 2,6 — 2,- — — 3

- 10 36 — 2,4 — 2,9 — 2,2 — —
20 — 72 — 4,8 — 5,7 — 4,4 — —
30 1 8 — 7,3 — 8,6 — 6,7 — — 10

40 1 44 — 9,7 — 11,4 — 8,9 — 1 IJ

— 60 1 80 1 2,1 — 14,3 — 11,1 — 1 ‘^1

1 2 15 1 4,5 17,1 _3L 13,3 1 8

2 4 31 2 9,1 1 4,3 1 2,7 — 3 4

3 6 46 4 3,6 1 21,4 1 16,- — 5 -

4 8 62 5 8,2 2 8,6 2 5,3 — 6 8

10 77 7 2,7 2 25,7 2 18,7 — 8 4

0 12 93 8 7,3 3 12,9 3 8,- — 10 -

7 15 8 10 1,8 4 >“ 3 21,3 — 11 8

8 17 24 11 6,4 4 17,1 4 10,7 — 13 4

9 19 39 12 -,9 5 4,3 5 — 15 —

10 21 55 14 5,5 5 21,4 5 13,3 — 16 8

20 — . 43 10 29 -,9 11 12,9 11 2,7 1 13 4

30 - 64 65 43 6,4 17 4,3 16 16,- 2 10 —

40 86 20 58 1,8 22 25,7 22 6,3 3 6 8

50 107 74 72 7,3 28 17,1 27 18,7 4 3 4

60 129 29 87 2,7 34 8,6 33 8,- 5 — —

70 150 84 101 8,2 40 ~ 38 21,3 5 16 8

80 172 39 116 3,7 45 21,4 44 10,7 6 13 4

90 193 94 130 9,1 51 12,9 50 7 10

100 — 216 49 145 4,6 57 4,3 55 13,3 8 6 8



Tabi.e R.

To reduce KRON THALERS (Dollars of Brabant, or Crowns)

to Florins.

a 4



XIV

Table F.

Various Foreign Measures of Length reduced to the English Measure.

Foreign Measure.
Englisli Measure.

Observations.

Miles. Furl. Yds.

1 Rohemian Mile — 5 6 17 Some people make a

1 Danish Mile 4 5 104 German geographical

1 French Post — 4 6 166 mile =; 8071 yards

1 Flanders Mile zzz. 3 7 50 English, or 4 miles 4

1 German Geogra))hical Mile 4 4 183 furlongs 151 yards.

1 long Mile 5 6 7 Some = 8101 yards

1 short Mile — 3 7 39 English, or 4 miles

1 Hamburg Mile :z= 4 5 104 4 furlongs 181 yards.

1 Dutch Mile = 3 5 16 Some = 8106 yards

1 Italian Mile =: 1 1 45 English, or 4 miles 4

1 Prussian Mile — 4 6 108 furlongs 186 yards.

1 Russian Werst = 5 67

1 Saxon Mile 5 5 5

1 Swiss Mile 5 1 133

1 Westphalian Mile 6 6 208

14 Dresden feet= 13 Englisli feet.

I Dresden Ell = 2 Dresden feet = 1;^ English feet.'

21 Dresden Ells = 13 English yards

I Dresden Ruthe orPercli= 8 Dresden Ells= 4|f English yards, or 4*9523

Englisli yards.

A Saxon mile has been fixed at 2000 Ruthen = 9905 English yards = 5 miles

5 furlongs 5 yards English.

1 French League (lieue commune) =: 4444 metres (25 = 1 degree of lathude).

1 Lieue de poste = 3898 metres = 4263 English yards or — 2*412 Englisli

miles.

j4uatrian Measures.

iMud ... 1 .loch = If English acre.

Corn ... 1 Metzen — 12,^ „ bushels.

Liquids . . 1 Eimer = ,,
gallons.

Solids . . Ceniner = 123 lbs.

Timber . . Klafter = 216 cubic feet.
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^ 70. MONEY.

In Bavariaand WUrtemberg, as well as in Baden, Darmstadt, Frankfurt, &c.,

accounts are kept in Florins or Gulden. 1 Florin = Is. 8d., contains 60

Kreutzers. 3 kr. = It/. 11 Florins 45 kr. = £1 sterling.

u
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Gold Coins (rare),

FI. hr.

Carolin (or Louis d’or) . . . = 11 6 to 12

Ducat = 5 24 to 36

Silver (New Coinage).

Until within a few years the florin was an imaginary coin, and did not exist

as a piece of money. The States of South and West Germany, however,

including Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Hesse, and Frankfurt, have recently com-

bined to issue a uniform coinage, including pieces of

—

A'creins Thaler (=2 Prussian Dollars) = 3 fl. 30 kr.

Kr.

Florin . . = 60 = Is. 8rf. = 2 Fr. francs 15 cents,

i Florin . . = 30 = lOcf.

J-
Florin . . = 15 = 5d.

Pieces of 6 kr., 3 kr. (Groschen), and 1 kr.

Old Coinage.

Fl.

2

1

2

hr.

42

20

24

= 4s. l^ACrown, Kronthaler or Brabant Thaler

^ Kronthaler ....
Conventions Thaler

Pieces of two and one Florin . . = = 3s. id. and Is. Sd.

Zwanziger or KopfstUck . . . = 0 24 = Os. 8d.

(N. B. 2^ Zwanzigers make 1 Florin.)

^ Zwanziger . . . . . = 0 12 = Os. id.

^ Zwanziger . . . . . = 0 6 = Os. 2d.

The name Zwanziger (i. e. Twenty Kreutzer piece) properly applies to

Austria alone, where this coin goes for 20 Kreutzers, and bears upon it the

figure 20, tlie ^ Zwanziger or Zehner goes for 10, and the J for 5 Kreutzers;

while in Bavaria and Wlirtemberg they pass respectively for 24, 12, and 6 kr.

Value of foreign coins in florins and kreutzers ;

—

French Louis d’or .

Napoleon .

— 5-franc piece

1 franc

English Sovereign .

Dutch 10-guilder piece

Brabant Dollar

Prussian Friedrichs d’or

Dollar

Fl. kr.

= 11 6 to 12

- 9 30 to 20

= 2 20

=r 0 28

11 45 to 11 36

= 9 54 to 10 Fl.

= 2 42 = 4s. 7;}rf.

= 9 48

= 1 45

Brabant Dollars (originally struck by the Emperor of Austria in the Uiw

Countries) are a very common coin, oiurent without loss throughout Southern
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—

73 . lohnkutscher. 3

Germany. The table at the begimiing of this volume for reducing them into

florins and kreutzers may be found useful.

§ 71. POSTING AND ROADS.

The price for post horses varies in Wurtemberg, as in Austria, with the price

of fodder, from about 1 fl. 15 kr. to 1 fl. .30 kr. for each horse per post of

2 German miles. The postmaster at Stuttgart is entitled to 15 kr. extra.

Owing to the badness of the roads through parts of the Black Forest, especially

on the approaches to Wildbad, an extra charge of 15 kr. per horse is allowed

from June to September at the post stations of VV'ildbad, Calw, Neuenburg, and

Herrenalb, and between those places; also from Neuenburg to Pforzheim and

Neuenburg and Wilferdingen.

A light open carriage, holding 4 without heavy baggage, may be drawn by

2 horses: a heavy trunk counts as one person. If the postboy driving 2 horses

cannot sit upon the box of the carriage, the postmaster is entitled to charge

15 kr. extra per post.

The Postilion is entitled by the tariff to receive for one post— driving 2 horses,

40 kr.
; 3 horses, 50 kr.

;
4 horses, 1 fl. Travellers usually pay 1 fl. for 2 horses

per post, which satisfies the postboys. Three Zwanzigers per post is high pay.

A Laufzettel (§ 32) may be obtained in Wurtemberg and Bavaria, indeed

throughout Southern Germany as well as in Austria. The tolls are included

in the postmaster’s ticket (Zettel), and are paid beforehand.

“1 have invariably found posting on the cross roads in Wurtemberg and
Bavaria better than on the main and frequented roads

;
the horses fresher, and

the postilions more civil and contented.”—H. M.
“ Though the roadsui Wurtemberg are generally well kept, they are for the

most part very hilly and consequently tedious, especially in Suabia.”—D.

^ 73. LOHNKUTsciiEn, voiTURiER. See ^ Zi {North Germany).

As a general rule for all parts of Germany, the traveller who avails himself of
this kind of conveyance must make his bargain over night. If he wait till the
morning, it is most likely he will tind all the conveyances gone from tlie town
before he is up, as the Lohnkutscher sets out betimes. In B.avaria and Wlir-
temberg from 8 to 10 Gulden a day is a fair price for the entire use of a carriage,
where no back fare (Retour geld) is demanded. Where back fare is required,
the Lohnkutscher ought not to receive more tlian

J of tliat sura. It continually
happens that the driver of the coach is not the person with whom the bargain has
been made; and it will prevent disputes, and attempts at cheating, if the em-
ployer repeat the terms of his bargain to the driver before setting out. The usual
day 8 journey of a Lohnkutscher averages 10 or 1 1 hours, at the rate of 1 miles
au hour, including stop£>age3.

Far Inns see Bavaria, § 80.
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ROUTES THROUGH WURTEMBERG.

ROUTE 150.

HEIDELBEBG TO STUTTGART BY HEIL-

BRONN.

14J German miles = 71 English

miles. Eilwageii daily in 13 hours.

Posting (very good) in 15 hours, in-

cluding a halt of 2 hours at Heilbronn.

Heidelberg is described in Hand-book
for North Germany. Route 105.

The first stage lies along the left bank
of the lovely Neckar, passing on the

right hand the Wolfsbrunnen, and the

secularised Convent of Neuburg upon
the opposite bank of the river. At the

village of Neckargemiind (/n«, Pfalz,

good), situated at the junction of the

Elsenz with tlie Neckar, the road leaves

the valley of the Neckar and turns south.

The country beyond loses its beauty,

and continues without interest as far as

Heilbronn.

If Wiesenbach. Post good. Here
the formation of tlie variegated sand-

stone (Bunter Sandstein) ceases, and is

succeeded by the M iischelkalk.

2f Sinsheim. Inns ; PfUlzer Hof, new
inn and good; DreiKbnige; Goldener

Adler (Post). A town of 2800 inhabit-

ants. Tlie abbey of Sinsheim was one of

the richest in the Vale of the Elsenz :

scanty ruins of the ancient edifice re-

main
;

but one octagon tower, Stif/s

Tht/rm, in the round style, is still ]ier-

fect, and dates probably from the earliest

foundation of the abbey, 1099. Turenne

defeated the Imperial army here in 1674,

and 15 years later the town was almost

entirely destroyed by the French. About

3 miles south of the town, on the summit

of a conical hill, rises the octagon tower

of the castle of Steinsberg, commonly
called the Weiler Thurm.

2f Furfeld is the first post station

within the territory of Wurtemberg: it

has no inn. 3 miles to tlie FI. lie the

salt-works of Rappenau, which supply

the whole of Baden with salt, from

brine springs, obtained by borings.

The inn Zur .Sonne is good : that called

Salinen Wirthschaft is provided with
brine baths.

2 Heilbronn. Inns ; Sonne, indiffer-

ent
;
Falke (Post)_; Rose, next Rathhaus.

Heilbronn is prettily situated on the

right bank of the Neckar, which is here

crossed by a covered wooden bridge
;

it

has about 11,000 inhabitants, 300 of

whom are Catholics, the rest Protes-

tants. Down to the beginning of the

present century it retained the privi-

leges of a free city of the empire, origi-

nally bestowed upon it by the Emperor
Frederick Barbarossa. It was long a
place of importance from its position

near the frontiers of Suabia, Franconia,

and the circle of the Rhine, as well as

from its commerce, now much dimi-

nished. A canal has recently been car-

ried into the town to facilitate the traffic

from it into the Neckar and Rhine.

The most interesting building is the

Church of St. Kilian, remarkable for

its architecture and for its beautiful

tower, built 1529, 220 ft. high. The
foundation of the nave was laid 1013,

but the choir, in tlie purest Gothic

style, and richly ornamented with

carvings, was not completed till the

end of the 15th century. It contains

some curious monuments and painted

glass.

The Town Hull (Rathhaus), an an-

cient edifice, with a complicated clock,

contains among the records deposited

in it several Imperial Charters and

Papal Bulis, also a declaration of war

(Fehdebrief) against the town from

Gotz of Berlichingen, the Knight with

the Iron Hand, whose history is so well

known from the drama of Gdthe. An-

other memorial of him still sundves

in the tall square tower, sometimes

called the Thie/s Tower or Gbtzen's

Thurin, standing on the outskirts

of the town, in which he was con-

fined a prisoner for 4 years, by the

citizens, and was not released until
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1522, after paying a ransom of 2,000

gulden.

The House of the Teutonic Knights

(Deutsches Haus) is now a barrack.

Russter's House, in the market-place,

is said to be the oldest in the town.

A monument by Dannecker tlie sculp-

tor in the town church-yard is much
praised.

The best view of Heilbronn, and the

Neckar valley, is to be obtained from
the JVartberg (Watch Tower Hill) over-

looking the town, and conspicuous at a
distance from the tower 60 ft. high on

its summit. The banks of the river are

clothed with vineyards producing a very

tolerable wine. The vintage is cele-

brated here by an annual festival.

About 3 miles to the E. of Heilbronn,

on the summit of a hill, stand the shat-

tered ruins of the castle of H'einsberg,

called Weibertreue (woman's fidelity),

from a story connected with it, which
may be found in the “ Spectator,” and
which has also furnished the subject of

one of Burger’s ballads. During the

wars of Guelph and Ghibelline, the

castle was besieged by Conrad III. of
Hohenstaufen, who became at length so

Irritated at the resistance ofl'ered by the

garrison, that he vowed to put all the

men in it to the sword. He, however,
disclaimed any intention of injuring

the women, and offered to allow them
not only to depart in safety, but to

carry with them their most valuable
property. The offer was accepted, the

gates opened, and out marched the

women, each carrying on her back
her husband or lover. A society of
ladies, headed by the Queen of Wiir-
temberg, has been formed for the pur-
pose of preserving the ruins from further

decay, and rendering them accessible to

visitors.^ Eilwagen goes dixWy from Heil-
hronn to Mergentheim (Route 161).
The descent of the Neckar from Heil-
bronn to Heidelberg, an interesting

voyage of 10 or 12 hours by Steamer,
is described in Route 158. A Steamer
plies regularly.

Tlie journey to Stuttgart is continued
along the banks of the Neckar, past the
village of Lauffeii, to ^

2^ Besigheim.—7«n : .Sonne. About
2 miles off the road, on tlie right, rises,

on an isolated hill, the fortress of

Hohen Asperg, now used as a state

prison.

2 ! vdwigsburg (^Inns : Waldhorn;
Post), lies about a mile to the W. of

the Neckar : it was at one time the re-

sidence of the Sovereigns of Wiirtem-
berg. It owes its rise to Duke Rber-

hard Lewis, who built it to gratify the

caprice of a profligate and extravagant

mistress, and at the same time to re-

venge himself upon his wife and the

estates of Wiirtem berg, with whom he
liad quarrelled, intending to make it

his capital in preference to Stuttgart.

Indeed, its more elevated situation and
commanding view give it advantages

over the actual capital. Charles .Street,

which traverses the town from one end
to the other, is a mile long, and, like

most of the other streets, is lined with

an avenue of trees. The whole has a
lonely and dull appearance, in spite of

its 7000 inhabitants, and a numerous
garrison always stationed here. The
deserted Palace, one of the largest in

Germany, contains a Gallery of Paint-

ings of no great value; chiefly works
of the old German, Dutch, and Flemish
schools. The Palace Gardens, at one
time celebrated over Germany, are fall-

ing into disorder from neglect. The
view from Emich’s Tower, an artificial

castle in the Gothic style, is very fine.

Two other Royal Chateaux, Monrepos
and La Favorite, are situated within 3
miles of Ludwigsburg.

Marbach, the birlh-)ilace of Schiller,

a village on the right bank of the

Neckar, is only 6 miles distant from
hence. The cottage in which lie first

drew breath is still in existence.

Stuttgart is so environed by hills, that

little is seen of it before you reacli it.

In descending the last slope the Royal
Villa of Rosenstein is seen on the left.

2 Stuttgaht Intis : IMarcqnardt’s

Hotel, Kbnigs .Strasse
;
very good, but

rather dear: — Tuble-d'Hote (French
Cook), Ifl. 12kr. with wine

;
breakfast

with eggs 18 kr.
;
Kdnig von England,

fair
;

Hotel de Russie, next to the post-
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oifice
;
Kbnig von Wurtemberg. The

hotels are much improved of late. The
wines of the Nectar are light, but by no
means to be despised. The agreeable

effervescing wine (Mussirender Neckar-
wein) made at Esslingen and Heilbroim,

should be tasted. .Stuttgart is supplied

with drinking water brought from a
distance in subterranean aqueducts

;

the agreeable mineral water from Kann-
stadt is also drunk at table.

Stuttgart, the capital of Wurtemberg,
the residence of the Court and Foreign

Ministers, and seat of tlie Chambers,
contains 40,000 inhabitants. It is pret-

tily situated in the small valley of the

Nesen brook, surrounded by hills of no
great height, entirely covered on their

slopes with vineyards, and rising so

close to the town ns to impend over it

;

whence the following verses :

—

“ Si Ton ne cueillnil fi Stuttgart Ic raisin,

La ville irait se noyor dans le vin.*’

Their vicinity is, indeed, injurious to

the health of the town, preventing a

free circulation of air, and allowing the

exhalations from the valley to stagnate

and produce a kind of malaria, at some
seasons.

The Neckar, a fine navigable stream,

receives the Nesenbach only 2 miles

lower dowti, and offers a navigable

channel for trade and traffic to the

Rhine and the sea. .Stuttgart, it is

said, owes Its origin and Its name to a

Stud, Siuten-Ga?-ten, established here

by a Duke of Wurtemberg in the 1 Jth

century. It is indebted for the import-

ance it has now attained solely to the

residence of a court, and a passing tra-

veller will probably find it but a dull

place. For a oa))ital it is somewhat
deficient in collections of works of art

and in fine monuments
:
perhaps owing

to its recent origin, a large part of the

town having been built since 1805,

when the sovereign of Wurtemberg was

raised by Napoleon from the rank of

Duke to that of King. The town is

traversed by one very imposing and fine

street, the Konigs Strasse, stretching

from one end of it to the other, and

crossing one end of the Square in which

STUTTGART. [ScCt. IX.

are situated the Old and New Palace,
and the Theatre.

The Palace (Schloss) is a vast and
handsome freestone edifice, begun 1746,
with two projecting wings. The roof,

immediately above the grand entrance,
is surmounted by “an enormous gilt

crown, which more resembles those

showy ensigns of loyalty which allure

travellers by the road side, than the ap-
propriate ornament of a sovereign resi-

dence.”

—

Autumn near the Rhine. The
interior is handsomely furnished, but
now exhibits a somewhat faded splen-

dour. It is decorated with several

pieces of sculpture by Canova and
Dannecker, and it takes nearly an hour
to traverse its hundred apartments. The
two sides of the Palace are very much
alike, and it will save time and trouble

to be contented with seeing oidy one
half of it.

On the right hand, as you face the

Palace, lies the stately OW Pa/ac«, built

1553, bearing the aspect of a feudal

fortress, now occupied by officers of the

Court or Government. Behind it is

the Slifiskirche, a Gothic church, built

1419—1531, containing the monu-
ments of the Dukes of Wurtemberg
from the 13th to the 17th century.

The Hospital Church contains a statue

(in clay) of Christ, by Dannecker; in

the cloisters are many monuments of

old families. In the Church of St. Leon-
hards is the tomb of Reuchlin, the

friend of Melancthon.

The building on the left of the New
Palace is the Theatre

;

and next to it

is the dwelling of Dannecker the Sculp-

tor, converted into a Caf6 since his

death in 1841. He is best known by
his celebrated Ariadne, at Frankfurt

;

but his statues of Christ and Sappho
are very fine

;
ofa girl and bird (1 839);

Milo and the Lion (1775) ;
the busts

of Schiller (colossal) and Gothe are

worthy of the sculptor of the Ariadne.

Wagner, a pupil of Dannecker, is a pro-

mising artist.

The Royal Studhouse, adjoining the

Palace, contains some of the finest horses

in Germany, including many pure

Arabians, and is a most extensive es-
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tablishment
;

but there is a want of

cleanliness, ami “ grooming'' does not

seem to be understood.

Das SHindehaiis,—House ofthe Estates

or Parliament of Wiirtemberg.—The
chambers are open to tlie public, not

only during debates, but at divisions.

The members speak from their seats,

not from a tribune, and votes are given

by each member answering “ja” or

“ nein’’ as his name is called.

In front of the Stiftskirche, near the

Old Palace, stands a colossal bronze

Statue of Schiller, designed by Thor-

•waldsen and cast at Munich : it is rather

stifl’and heavy.

The Public Library
,
behind the Pa-

lace, Neckar Strasse No. 8, is open daily

from 9 to 12, and from 3 to 5. It con-

tains 197,000 volumes, and 1800 MSS.
The collection of Bibles is said to be

the largest in the world, amounting to

8544 volumes, in 60 difl'ereut languages.

A New Building (Kunstanstaltcn
Gebaude) is in progress in the Neckar
Strasse,to contain collections of works of

art
;
among them a series of casts from

the works of Thorwaldsen.

Museum of Natural History, also in

the Neckar .Strasse, next door to the

Library. The lower story is occupied
by the public archives.

The most valuable part of the Zoo-
logical collections are the acquisitions

of Professor Ludwig, from the Cape of

Good Hope, and of Prince Paul of

Wiirtemberg, from Brazil, made by
them during their travels in those

countries. The Natural History of
Wiirtemberg is very completely illus-

trated in every department. A gene-
ral notion of its geological structure

may be formed from a series of speci-

mens of the rocks. There is a most
remarkable group of 12 Mammoths’
tusks, embedded in a miiss of diluvial

deposit not more than 5 feet square,
from Kannstadt on the Neckar, 3 miles
ofl

;
there are fossil lizards (Ichthyosauri)

from the lias of Boll
;
a new species of

Saurian (Mastodonsaurus Salaman-
drius) from an alum slate quarry, near
Schwabisch Hall

; impressions of leaves
of plants, from the fresh-water forma-

tion of Kannstadt, others from the

Keuper formation near Stuttgart; leaves

and fish from CEhningen, and a nume-
rous collection of bones and teeth from
caves in Wiirtemberg. A portion of
the skin and hair of the Mammoth
found in the ice in Siberia merits notice.

There is also a mineralogical and ana-

tomical cabinet.

The Royal Cabinet of Medals, in-

cluding also many antiquities dug up
in Wiirtemberg, is at No. 16, Neckar
Strasse.

The Chi) (§ 40) here is called Museum.
The Post and Eibvagen Bureau is on

the Post Platz, next door to the Hotel

de Russie. Eilwagen daily—to Ulm
and Strasburg

;
to Heidelberg and

Frankfurt,
;

to Carlsruhe and Stras-

burg
;
to Nuremberg and Wurzburg;

to Schaft'hausen
;
to Friedrichshafen

;
to

Wildbad.
The Palace Gardens, to which the

public are freely admitted, form one of

the most agreeable features of Stuttgart.

They extend along the bottom of the

valley as far as Rose>istein, a distance

of 2 miles, and are traversed by car-

riage roads shaded by avenues of trees,

and by winding foot [rnths. The water-

nymphs of sandstone are by Dannecker.

Some of the orange-trees placed in the

summer around the circular basin of

water are 300 years old, and a foot in

diameter. Adjoining the Palace Gar-
den is the Botanic Garden,

Rosenstein is an elegant modern
Grecian villa, occasionally visited by
the king in summer; furnished with

great elegance, decorated with several

pleasing works of modern sculptors—

•

Cupid Angry (Der Zbrnliche Amor),
a Girl about to bathe, bas-relief of .luuo

and her Peacock, are works of Hofer of

Ludwigsburg; here is an exquisite statue

of Psyche, by Dannecker. The greatest

attraction, however, of Rosenstein, is

its situation on a sort of promontory
between two valleys, commanding a
view of Stuttgart on the one side, and
its vineyard bills, and of the beautiful

winding Neckar on the other
;
with the

bridge and town of Kannstadt, close at

hand, beneatli the siwctator’s feet.
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backed by a fine range of hills. One
of them, the Rothenberg, is conspicuous
from the Greek Church, in the form of

a circular temple, on its summit. The
country around may be said to be one
vast garden, teeming with corn, wine,

and fruits. Tickets of admission to the

villa of Rosenstein may be obtained

from the innkeepers in Stuttgart

About a mile beyond Rosenstein is

Kannstadt, a town of 4000 inhab.

It is on the right bank of the Neckar.

{Inns: Frossners, best; Znm Ochsen.

Lodgings are subject to a tarilf, and
living is cheap.) It is chiefly remark-

able on account of its mineral springs, of

which more than 30 burst forth in and
about the town. There is a tepid water

much resembling the Carlsbad in qua-

lity. Tlie other waters are cold
;
they

contain Epsom, Glauber, and common
salts, mixed with a small jiortion of

iron, and are eflicacious in curing

disorders of the digestion. Kannstadt

is much frequented in summer, espe-

cially by the inhabitants of Stuttgart,

who often drive over in the morning,

drink their allotted number of glasses,

or take their bath, perhaps dine at the

table-d’li6te, and then return. The
number of such visitors on .Sundays is

particularly large. A Knrsaal\vAS been

erected about f of a mile beyond the

town, under the hill from which many
of the springs rise. An avenue of trees

leads u]) to it. It is elegantly deco-

rated within with frescoes in the Mu-
nich style on its ceilings, and its walls

are covered with views of the principal

German watering places. The stone

quarries near this disclose some singu-

lar fresh-waterfossils, plants, &c. In the

summer there are horse-races at Kann-

stadt.

The little town of flaiblingeii {Inn,

Post, good), an ancient possession of

the Hohenstaufen family, 6 miles N. E.

of Kannstadt, is believed to have fur-

nished the name Ghibelline to the Im-

perial party, in opposition to that of

Guelph.
The Solitude is an abandoned palace

of the Dukes of Wurtemberg ;
built in

a style of great splendour, 1767, on the

top of a high hill, in a very retired spot,

as its name imports. It is about 0
miles from Stuttgart, on the W. The
view from it is very extensive.

Hohenheim, another deserted ])alace,

about 6 miles from .Stuttgart, has been
converted since 1817 into a school of
agriculture, and is said to be the most
complete in Europe. The farm at-

tached to it is nearly 1000 acres in

extent, and is appropriated to the sup-

port of the school and the instruction

of the pupils, about 100 in number. It

possesses a large stock of cattle and
sheep, and a collection of agricultural

implements of almost every country.

The building itself is out of repair,

and the gardens are no longer kept up.

A school of forestry is attached.

Eilwagen daily to Heidelberg, Mainz,

and Frankfurt, Carlsruhe and Stras-

burg, to Ulm, Augsburg, and Munich,
to Wildbad daily in summer. Twice
a week to Nuremberg. Daily to Milan.

N. B. The most direct post road from

Stuttgart to Mantdieim and Mayence is

by Illingen (Route 151),13ruchsal (good

sleeping quarters), Waghitusel, Mann-
heim, in all 15^ miles : and at least

2 miles shorter than the road by Heil-

bronn and Heidelberg, but far less

agreeable.

ROUTE 151.

CAKLSBUIIE TO STUTTGART.

10^ Germ, miles z= 50 Eng. miles.

An Eilwagen daily in 0^ hours.

A good road, but hilly. The first

part of it is the same as that from

Carlsruhe to Heidelberg (Route 105),

as far as Durlach, the ancient residence

of the Markgraves of Baden, where it

turns off to the right.

2^ Wilferdingen. Inn : Post, toler-

able sleeping quarters : a day s jour-

ney from Mannheim, and ^ a day's

journey through the Black Forest, by

Neuenburg (Route 161), to Wildbad,

1^ Pforzheim. Inn ; Post, is a bad

dining-house, but good sleeping quar-

ters.

An active manufacturing town of

6000 inhabitants, situated near the junc-
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fion of the Enz, the Wurm, and the Na-

gold, three streams taking their rise in the

Black Forest. J t has iron-works, cloth

manufactories, and a considerable tim-

ber trade. The Schlosskirche on a heiglit,

and the burial vault of the princes of

Baden within it, are worth notice. In

1834 the Grand Duke of Baden caused

a monument to be erected to the memory
of 400 men of Pforzheim, who, headed

by their burgomaster, sacrificed them-

selves in defending their prince at the

battle of VVimpfen, 1 622. (Route 158.)

There is a post road from Pforzheim to

Wildbad, 3^ Germ, miles by Neuen-
burg (Route 159).

The road now runs for some distance

along the left bank of the Enz. At
Eutingen a small pyramid has been

erected by the villagers, to commemo-
rate the abolition of villainage (Leilrei-

genschaft) by Prince Cliarles Frederick,

in 1789. Before that time the peasantry

of this part of Wurtemberg were serfs

(adscripti glebae) bought and sold with

the land, and obliged to work a certain

number of days in tlie week for their

landlords.

Etisberg is the first village in WUr-
temberg.

2^ lllingen, a straggling village.

[Here the direct road from Stuttgart to

Alannheim by Bruclisal turns off. Tlie

first post station is Bretten, a village of

2800 inhabitants, 14 miles N.W. of

lllingen; it was the birth-place of;

Melancthon the Reformer.] After

leaving lllingen, Vaihingen (/««,
Wilder Mann), a town of 3000 in-

habitants, with an old castle, turreted

walls, and a church, is passed, beyond
wliich the Enz is crossed to Enzvaihin-
gen.

2 Schwieberdingen. On the left, in

the distance, appears the castle and state

prison of Hohen Asperg.

2 Stuttgart. Page 5.

ROUTE 152.

STUTTGART TO ULM.

11 Germ, miles = 53 Eng. miles.
An Eilwagen goes daily in 12 hours.
The valleys of the Neckar and Fils,

along which the road lies, as far as

Geissl ingen, are two of the most beau-

tiful in Suabia.

After passing on the left the royal

villa of Rosenstein (p. 7), the traveller

enters the valley of the Neckar, and
begins to ascend it. Its sides are com-
pletely lined with vineyards, while on
the lower ground are orchards and rich

fields of maize. On the opposite bank
rises the hill of Rothenberg, crowned by
the Greek chapel erected by the King
of Wurtemberg to contain the remains

of his second wife, a Russian princess.

It is a rotunda with 3 porticoes : the

Greek church service is performed in it

by resident priests. It contains statues

of the four evangelists, St. John and
another by Dannecker, and two others

modelled by Thoi'waldsen. It stands

on the spot once occupied by the feu-

dal castle of Wurtemberg, the cradle of

the present regal family, all traces of

which have disappeared.

The Neckar is crossed by a bridge

at Esslingen ( Inns ; Reichsadler
;

Krone), a manufacturing town of 6400
inhab., whose Gothic Church (Frauen-

kirche), surmounted by a tower and
elegant spire 230 ft. high, was built in

1440. The view from the old castle,

whose walls descend to the town, is fine.

3 Plochingen. J?iu

:

Post; clean,

comfortable, and good. The wooden
bridge over the Neckar is curious.

Here our road quits the valley of

the Neckar, and follows up that of

the Fils as far as Geisslingen.

2 Goppingen. Inn: Post; good.

A flourishing small town on the Fils,

with 5000 inhabitants. About 5 miles

S. of this lies Boll, a frequented water-

ing place, prettily situated at the foot

of the Rauhe Alp. Its springs are cold

and sulphureous. The large Bath-

house, distant I mile from the village

of Boll, is the property of the crown,

and contains about 100 bedrooms,

which are let at fixed prices, vary-

ing from I to 6 II. a week.

Soon after quitting Gbppiiigeii, the

eye is attracted by the Hoheiistauf-

enberg, a remarkable conical hill,

about 2 miles to the left of the road.

u 3
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On its suminlt once stood the Castle

(Stamnischloss) of the noble family of

Hohensiattfen, who, from simple barons

and owners of a single tower, raised

themselves above all the princely

houses of Germany
; but it lias long

since disappeared, and tbe only ves'-

tigesnow to be discovered of the cradle

of kings and emperors are a few stunted

walls barely projecting above the ver-

dant turf. It owes its destruction to

the violence of the peasants in tbe war
of 1525. On the slope of the hill

lies the village of Hohenstaufen (Jnn,
Lamm) : within its little Church may
be seen a representation of the em-
peror Frederick Barbarossa, and the

words “ Hie transibat Cmsar,” in-

scribed over an ancient doorway, mark
the way the emperor went to mass.

The view from the summit, 2123 ft.

high, is most extensive
;
a practised

eye may discover within the circle of

the horizon 60 towns and villages. Be-

hind the Hohenstaufen, at some dis-

tance on the N.E., rises the more lofty

summit of the Rechberg. More tlian

one feudal tower, overlooking the fer-

tile valley, is passed before reaching

2 Geisslingen. Post, a small Inn.

This inconsiderable town is romanti-

cally situated in a narrow glen, at the

foot of the hills called Rauhe Alp, with

the domineering ronnil tower of the

decayed castle (Helfenstein) on the

heights above it. The traveller is here

beset by a crowd of girls olVering for

sale toys in bone, wood, and ivory,

which are manufactured ou the spot;

they are so importunate, that it is ge-

nerally necessary to buy something in

order to be rid of them. The upper

end of the deep delile in which the

town lies is singularly beautiful,—
clothed with rich foliage on the one

side, overhung by gigantic rocks on the

other, while tbe Fils, here a mere mill-

stream, runs at the bottom.

A well-constructed road leads out of

the valley to the high land, dividing

the waters which join the Neckar from

those which contribute their supplies to

the Danube. The country becomes

open and somewhat dreary. A steep

hill is , avoided by the construction of
tbe new road.

2 Luizhausen, a small village with

a clean and good Inn : a long declivity,

considerably eased by a new line of
road, leads down from it to

2 Ulm.—Inns: Post (Rad, Wheel),
good and moderate

;
— Hirsch. The

Schwarzer Ochs, near the Danube
bridge, was often the residence of the

Emperor Charles V.
Ulm is a fortress and the frontier city

of Wurtemberg, and is situated on the

left bank of the Danube, the right bank
being Bavarian. It has nearly 16,000

inhabitants (13,000 Protestants, 3000
Catholics), and some trade and manu-
factures, though not enough to give it

the appearance of activity and prospe-

rity. From the 14th to the end of the

16th centuries Ulm was an Imperial

Free city, and one of the most flourish-

ing in Germany
;
whence the proverb,

“ Ulmer Geld regiert die Welt.” The
manufacture of linen alone employed
400 master weavers, whereas at present

there are but 68. Among the exports

are grits (Gersten) and snails; the lat-

ter being fattened in the surrounding

district, are packed in casks by thou-

sands, and exported to Austria and

other Catholic countries, where they

are esteemed a great delicacy for the

table, especially during the season of

Lent. The species of snail is that

known to naturalists as the Helix po-

malia

:

it has been calculated that 4

millions are exported annually. A
great quantity of pipe heads are made
here. The streets are narrow ;

the houses

for the most part of wood, with pointed

gables turned to the street.

Ulm is ingloriously distinguished in

modern history, through the disgracefid

surrender of the place to the French by

General Mack in 1805, when 30,000

Austrians, through the cowardice or

stupidity of their leader, capitulated

without striking a blow, and were made
prisoners of war. A body of 12,000,

commanded by Prince Ferdinand ol

Este, made a bold attempt to break-

out, but all his infantry and the greater

part of his cavalry were slain or cap-
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tured, ami a few hundred men alone

succeeded in cutting tlieir way through

the enemy into Boliemia. The Forti-

fications, already at that time dilapi-

dated, and entirely dismantled after

the surrender, are now being restored

;

and Ulm is again being converted into

a tirst-class fortress under the direction

of the most experienced Prussian engi-

neers at the expense of the Confedera-

tion, as a bulwark to Germany and the

valley of the Danube against France.

The most interesting object in Ulm is

the Minster, one of the six finest Gothic

cathedrals in Germany, now a Protes-

tant church. Though unfinished, and
now neglected and somewhat in decay,

it is a majestic and remarkable edifice

;

it was begun 1377, and continued

down to 1468. It was erected en-

tirely at the expense of the citizens,

without the aid of contributions from
abroad, papal indulgences, or remission

of taxes, to which so many other similar

edifices owe their origin. The Tower
is a bold structure, 337 ft. high, left un-
finished, owing to a disturbance caused

by a lateral thrust in the fabric, which
occurred while it was in progress

1492, and thwarted the architect in

the completion of his original design.

Had the plan been carried out, it

would have been 491 ft. high. The
view from the top extends as far as the

Alps in clear weather, and includes a
large part of Suabia and Bavaria with

the memorable fields of Blenheim
and HochstUdt; and in the foreground

commands the scene of oireration of
the Austrian and French armies in

1805. An engraved tablet comme-
morates a feat of foolhardiness on the

part of the Emperor Maximilian, who,
on ascending the tower, 1492, leaped up-
on the parapet, and balancing himself on
one leg swung the otlier round in the air.

Six doorways, all richly decorated
with sculpture, lead into the cliurch.

The beauty of the chief Portal below
the tower, surpassing all the rest, will
not escape observation. It consists of
three pointed arches, is 45 ft. high and (I

ft. deep, recessed within pillars, mould-
ings, and niches occupied by statues.

The body of the church exceeds in

dimensions both Strasburg and St. Ste-

jihen’s at Vienna, being 485 ft. long,

200 ft. wide, and 144 ft. high : it has

5 aisles. The nave is rather bare and
naked

;
but the eflect of the vast num-

ber of pillars is grand. In the choir

are several windows of rich painted

glass, executed 1480, by Hans Wild
and Cramer

;
the two finest contain

representations of the genealogical tree

of Christ, the Life ol' the Virgin Mary,
and the Life and Passion of the Sa-

viour. Not less interesting is the carved

work of the oaken stalls in the choir,

by Jorge SyiTin, an artist of Ulm,
1469-74, said to be the finest in Ger-

many. The stone font and pulpit,

together with several statues within the

church and over the entrance, display

the skill of Syrlin the younger. The
Sacraments Hdvslein or Tabernacle, a

remarkable fretted Gothic pinnacle

of filigree-like stonework, resembling

that at Nuremberg, is attributed to

Adam Kraft, and is 90 ft. in height.

The S. poi'ch displays a fanciful device,

a tree carved in stone, with its branches

bent and lopped to form the arch. “ In
the sacristy is preserved a figure of

Christ as large as life, seated on an ass

on wheels, which used to be dragged
round the city in procession on Palm
Sunday.”

The Rathhaus is a curious old Go-
thic building of 1370, but not hand-
some. Its front was originally painted

in fresco, and traces of it remain. In
the market square before it is a very
handsome Fountain (Fischkasten), sur-

mounted by statues of knights around
a Gothic spire

;
it is the work of Jorge

Syrlin the elder. The Veste, connected
with the Rathhaus by a covered jjassage,

is remarkable for the extensive vaults
and subterraneous passages and dun-
geons running under it, in ancient
times doubtless the jdace of torture and
confinement of unfortunate prisoners.

The Deutsche Haus, which existed be-

fore the year 1226, but was thoroughly
repaired in 1726, is one of the most
striking edifices in the town.

Steamers ply on the Danube from
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Donauworth (Route 175) to Ratisboii.
|

Eilvvagen convey passengers to and
from Ulm to meet them. The voyage
down the Danube is described in Route
175. An attempt made in 1839 to

run steamers between Ulm and Ratis-

bon was arrested by the sliallowness of

the river.

From Ulm to Augsburg is described
in Route 165.

ROUTE 153.

STRASBURG TO STUTTGART BY THE
KNIEBIS—THE BATHS OF AOTOGAST
AND RIPPOLUSAU.

This is tlie most direct line from
Paris to Munich and Vienna, and the

distance from Strasl)urg to Stuttgart

about
J
'shorter than by way of Carls-

ruhe; but tlie iirst p.art of the road is

not in good condition, or provided with

])ost-horses, tlierefore it is little fre-

quented. Horses may generally be

hired at Appcnweier (on the road

from Carlsriihe to Freiburg) or at Op-
penau, to go to Freudenstadt. A
direct road from Kchl (Route 107),

crossing the great highway from Frank-

furt to Rasle, a few miles north of Olf-

enburg, leads to

3 Oberkirch.

—

Jnn: Ziir Linde. A
small town, prettily situated in the

valley of the Rench, by the side of

which our road now begins to ascend.

1^ Opyjenau. — (/«« ; Krone, not

good.) A town of 1600 inhabitants,

at the foot of the Kniebis : much
Kirschwasser is made here, A little

to the S. of the road, and within a

circle of 12 miles, lie the baths of Au-
togast, Griesbach, and Petersthal. A
still more agreeable and frequented

Bad is Rippoldsau, about 6 miles from

Griesbach, but separated from it by

a high ridge.

An excellent road has recently been

constructed over the Kniebis; but a

heavy carriage will still require extra

horses or oxen for the ascent, which

occupies between 2 and 3 hours. Along

the summit of the ridge, nearly 3000

feet above the sea, runs the frontier

line of Baden and Wurtemberg. Here

may be seen the remains of fortifica-

tions thrown up in the last century to

defend the jrass against the French.
The view of the valley and windings
of the Rhine, of Strasburg, and the

Vosges mountains, &c., from the top,

is very extensive and very beautiful
indeed.

“ Near the highest elevation of the

Kniebis, a road turns abruptly to the

South, and by a very steep descent
plunges into the deep valley of the

Schappach, in the midst of which, as

if fallen from the clouds, stands Rip-
poldsau, one of the most attractive but
least known of tbe Brunnen of Ger-
many, situated nearly in the centre of

the Black Forest. It is a small vil-

lage, or rather collection of accommo-
dations for traveller, where, to their

surprise, in the midst of this apparent

solitude, they find themselves seated in

one of the most singular and beautiful

dining-rooms, at a table-d’hfife, with
from 150 to upwards of 200 guests to

bear them company. The property lie-

longed originally to the grand duchy of

Baden, but was purchased about 1

0

years ago of Prince Fiirstenberg by the

present proprietor, M. Gorenger, who has

speculated largely in improvements
and buildings, which promise to yield

a handsome remuneration, there being

few similar places which, in point of

scenery, mineralogy, and mineral wa-
ters, can rival this secluded spot,”

—

Stanley .—The Bath Hoitse is a very

handsome establishment,— the waters,

furnished by 3 springs, the .Joseph’s,

Leopold’s, and Wenzel’s Brunnen, are

alkalo-saline, and are considered very

ellicacious in many complaints. The
vale of Schappach, at the bead of

which Rippoldsau is situated, is dis-

tinguished for the picturesque costume

of its inhabitants, and the rustic fa-

shion of their houses, as well ns for its

constant variety of pleasing prospect.

It is about 10 miles long from the

Kniebis to Wolfach, where it opens

out into the Kinzig Thai, and its whole

length is scattered over with farm-

houses. There is another road from

this to Strasburg by Hausach and Off-

enburg (Route 108), occupying about
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8^ hours, stoppages not included. Ba-

den may be reached in about 10 hours

through Freudenstadt, Forbach, Gerns-

bach, and down the romantic valley of

the Murg.
Freudenstadt .—Inn : Lowe. A

town of 3600 inhabitants : founded in

1599, by a duke of WUrtemherg, for

the reception of Protestants driven

from Styria and Carinthia by religious

persecution. From hence to Stuttgart

this road is provided with post-horses

at the following stations :

—

2 Pfalzgrafenweiler.

2 Nagold.

The heights of Ober Jettingen com-
mand a fine view of the range of moun-
tains called the Suabiau Alps.

1^ Herrenberg. — Inns: Post:

Deutsches Haus.

A road turns off from this to Tubin-

gen (Route 155).

IJ Bbblingen.

2 Stuttgart, p. 5.

ROUTE 151.

STUTTGART TO NUREMBERG.

24 Germ, miles = 115J Eng. miles.

EUivagen daily
;
4 days in the week

by Ellwangen, 3 days by Hall.

The way from Stuttgart lies through

Kannstadt, described p. 8, to

2 Waiblingen.— (Inn: Post, very

good
;

frequented by dinner parties

from Stuttgart.) A small town of

2900 inhabifant.s, anciently VYibelin-

gen, from which the faction of the

emj^erors of the house of Hohenstaufen,

to whom it anciently belonged, derived

the name of Ghibelline.

During this and the two following

stages the road ascends the beautiful

vale of the Rems.
2 Schomdorf.
3 Gemiind.— Inn: Post. An an-

cient town of 6000 inhabitants, on the

Rems, possessing 18 churches, and 3
very old. The pilgrimage church of

St. Salvator, on a neighbouring hill, is

excavated in the rock.

3 Aalen.—Post unprepossessing, but
it has one capital bedroom. Here
the road to Ratisbon strikes olT (Route

163). Hence to Dinkelsbiihl the road is

devoid of interest. At Wasseraiffin-

gen there are extensive iron furnaces.

2 Ellwangen.

—

Iim : Post. A town

of 3000 inhabitants, on the Jaxt ; was

once the chief town of the territory of

the princely Priory. The Castle of the

priory still remains. It, the celebrated

pilgrimage church, and the Haupt-

kirche, are the principal buildings.

2^ Dinkelsbiihl.

—

Inns : Drei Moh-
ren

;
Ochs. The first town in Bavaria.

(^76.) It has 7000 inhabitants; many
of them are stocking weavers. The
parish Church of St. George deserves

notice.

14^ Feuchtwangen.

—

Inns: Hirsch

and Schwan. A town of 2005 inhabi-

tants. The old church is worth notice.

3 Ansbach.—Irms: Krone; Branden-

burger Hof. Described in Route 171.

2 Kloster Heilsbronn.—The Gothic

church of the sequestrated Cistercian

abbey is rich in carved ornaments, and
contains some curious monuments of

the Burg-graves of Nuremberg, Mark-
graves of Brandenburg; also paintings

by Wolgemuth, &c. A Gothic chapel,

now degraded into a brewhouse, de-

serves attention for the richness of its

portal, in the most florid style of Gothic
ornament.

3 Nuremberg.—Inns : Baierischer

Hof; Rothes Ross. (Route 167.)

Another route, same distance.

Stuttgart, to

—

2 Waiblingen.

2 Backnang.
3 Wiistenroth.

3 Schwiibisch Hall.— Inns : Adler
;

Lamm. A most picturesque and an-

tique town of 6800 inhab., on the

Kocher. Its churches contain some
curiosities, old carvings, &c. St. Mi-
chael's possesses a remarkable work of

art, the entomljment of Christ, carved

in wood. Like other places whose
names are compounded with the word
Hall or Salz, it possesses considerable

salt-works, less productive now than

formerly, since thediscovery of strong-

er brine sjirings in otlier parts of the

kingdom of WUrtemberg. Tlie money
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called Heller (Huller) is said to have
been first coined here, and hence to

have derived its name. The Rathhaus
and principal church are fine Gothic
edifices.

3.1 Krailsheim. — Inns : Lamm,
Falke.

Feuchhvangen
3 Ansbach I as above,

2 Kloster Heilsbronn
|

p. 13.

3 NuaEMDERG J

ROUTE 155.

STUTTGART TO SCHAFFHAUSEN BY

TUBINGEN.

19 Germ, miles = 92 Eng. miles.

An Eilwagen daily in 2C hours. The
road is hilly.

About 4 miles on the left of the road

lies Hohenheim, formerly a royal pa-

lace, and park, now converted into an

agricultural institution. (See p. 8.)

2 Waldenbuch. — Dannecker the

sculptor was born here
;

tlie son of a

groom in the Duke of Wiirtem berg’s

service, and was himself a stable boy.

2 Tubingen.—Inns: Traube (Post),

good ;—Hirsch. This ancient town, of

8000 inhab., situated on the Neckar, in

one of tlie prettiest and most fertile

districts of Suabia, is chiefly remark-

able as being tlie seat of tlie University

of the kingdom ofW urtemberg,fouiided

1477, and numbering among its earliest

professors Ueuchlin and Melanctlion.

It maintains both a Catholic and Pro-

testant theological faculty, and pos-

sesses rich endowments, upon which

fellows and scholars are supported. It

was attended by 658 students in 1835.

A new and handsome University is

building. Among various valuable col-

lections belonging to it, the most im-

portant is a Library of 140,000 vo-

lumes, and a mineralogical and zoolo-

gical cabinet. The Castle of Hohentu-

bingen on the heights, the ancient strong-

hold of tlie Pfalzgraves of Tubingen,

who became extinct in 1631, has been

conceded by tlie government to the use

of the University. The Church of St.

George contains several monuments of

princes of the house of Wurtemberg,

who are represented in full armour on
their tombs.

The Museum, a club in which con-
certs and balls are sometimes given, is a
new building.

The views of the vale of the Neckar
from the Castle and from the hill of
Osterberg, where Wieland composed
his ‘ Oberon ’ in a summer-house, de-
serve special mention. Uhlaiid the

lyric poet lives here.

2^ Hechingen .—Inns : Furstenhut

;

Post
;
Lowe. Capital of the domains

of the Prince of Hohenzollem-Hech-
ingeii, one of the oldest noble races of
Suabia, with 3400 inhabitants. The
view from the Weilerbnrg is magni-
ficent. The Chdteau of tlie prince i.s

surrounded by beautiful gardens and
pleasure-grounds.

An avenue of poplars, 2 miles long,

leads hence to the Castle llohenzoUem,

the nest of the black eagle, the cradle

of the royal family of Prussia. While
the elder branch of Hechingen gradu-

ally lost ground and influence in per-

petual contests with the dukes of Wur-
temberg, till reduced to the condition

of princes in little else but name, the

younger branch became Burg-graves of

Nuremberg, and, augmenting their in-

fluence, purchased in 1417 the Mark of

Brandenburg, with the electoral dig-

nity, from the Emperor .Sigismund.

Two centuries later they obtained kingly

rank, which they still maintain. The
old Castle stands on the summit of a

height 2620 feet above the sea level. It

was ruined by the forces of the Han-
seatic League, 1423, but the ruins have

been partly restored within a few ye.ars.

It contains some curious armour, and

the Chapel, Knights' Hall, anil Donjon,

are worth examination, besides which

the view from the top of the new tower

is delightful. A ticket ofadmission to the

Castle must be obtained at Hechingen.

IJ Bahlingen.

—

Inn; Post (Adler).

Has been rebuilt since 1803, when the

town was burnt. The chain of hills

running on the left of theroad is a branch

of the Suabian Alp. The country

grows wilder and more dreary before

reaching
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2.^ Wellad ingen.

2 Sijeichingen.—/««;Post; tolerable.

Tuttlingeii. — Inns : Post; —
Laimn. A town of 6000 inhabitants,

on the right bank of the Danube, newly

built since 1803, at which time it was

destroyed by fire. Outside tlie town is

the ruined Castle of Hohenberg, de-

stroyed in the Thirty Years’ War. It

was the scene of a bloody action in

1643, called the “ Surprise of Tutt-

lingen,” in which the Bavarians, under
their skilful general, Mercey, fell uu-

perceived upon the allied French and
Swedish forces quartered in the town,

and cut to pieces or made prisoners the

greater number.
Below Tuttlingen, and especially

from Friedingen to Inzighofen, the

banks of the Suabian Danube are very

picturesque, abounding in old castles.

The most remarkable of these, for their

elevated and isolated position and pic-

turesque form, are Kallenberg, Bron-
nen, Wildenstein, near the suppressed

convent Beuroiqand Werenwaag. This
part of the Danube is not navigable

;

but the pedestrian would be well re-

paid by an excursion on foot along its

banks.

A little beyotid Tuttlingen the fron-

tier line of Wurtemberg and Baden is

crossed. The heights over which the

road now jtasses command one of the

finest distant views of the Alps of
.Switzerland and Tyrol which can be
obtained in Germany.
On the left of the road are seen the

ruined castles of llohenkriihe, Hohen-
stav/en, and Hohentwiel, standing upon
truncated conical hills, regarded by
geologists as a group of extinct volca-

noes. Hohentwiel Irelongs to Wiirtem-
berg, though surrounded by the terri-

tory of Baden.

2^ .Stockacli.

2 Katidegg.

1^ .Scuaffhausen, in Switzerland.

UOUTK 150.

STUTTGART TO FIUF.DRICMSIIAFEN, ON
THE LAKE OF CON.STANCE.

21^ Germ, miles = 107 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen 4 times a week by Reut-
lingen (a.) and 3 times by Uracb (b).

(a.) 3 Neckar Thailfingen.

The post-houses at every station are

Inns, and, with one exception, tolerably

good.

2 Reutlingen.

—

(Inns: Post
; Oclise).

An old town of 10,0U0 inhab.
;
du-

ring the middle ages constantly at war
with the princes of Wurtemberg. Its

Church with a tall spire contains a beau-

tiful Gothic Font and a curious carving

of the Entombment.
Beyond Pfullingen begins the very

steep and long ascent of the Suabian
Alp, requiring Vorspann. An interest-

ing excursion may be made from this a
little on the right of the high road, first

to the cave called Nehelhbhle, in which
Prince Ulric of Wurtemberg concealed
himself from the chiefs of the Suabian
League (the key is kept at Ober-
hausen) : and next to the Castle of
Lichtenstein, a very remarkable feudal
stronghold, literally an eagle's nest,

perched on the apex of a towering rock,

on the edge of tremendous precipices

sinking down on all sides, and ap-
proached only by a dizzy drawbridge.
It belongs to Graf Wilhelm von Wur-
temberg, who has restored it in good
style and decorated the interior with
frescoes illustrating the story of Prince
Ulric, as told in Haufl'’s charming ro-

mance named after this castle. A bust
of the author has been set up here.

The castle contains an armory, library,

and elegant chapel
;

the site is very ro-

mantic, the view charming, and will

well repay the detour.

2 Enstingen.—(Inn not good).
3 Zwiefalten was once a Benedictine

Abbey, and is now a Mad-bonse.

1^ Riedlingen, on theDanube. Near
this rises the Bassen, an isolated hill,

commanding a fine view oftheSchwa-
bisch Alb, tlie Lake of Constance, and
the .Swiss Alps.

2 .Saulgau.

IJ Alzhausen.

2^ Ravensburg.
2 Tettnang.

Friedrichshafen, in p. 16.
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(b.) From Stuttgart through

—

3 Necharthailfiiigen to

2 Urach.

—

Inns; Post;—Fass(Tun).

Oil the right of the road rises the ruined

Castle, Hohen Urach, tlie residence

of the Dukes of WUrtemberg be-

fore Stuttgart. Tbe Church of St.

Amandus contains tbe beautifully

carved Stall nr throne of oak, of Duke
Eberhard, 1472. Tbe way lies tbrough

the romantic valley of Seeburg, over-

looked by the heights of the Alb, from

which the ruins of many an old castle

peer down.
2 Miinsingen.

—

Inn ; Post.

3 Ehingen (Inn; Kronprinz), on

the left bank of the Danube, has a fine

church. (See Route 157.)

.3 Biherach.

—

Inns ; Elite (Duck)
;

Post ;—Rad. An industrious town of

4800 inhab. The poet Wieland was
born in the neighbouring village Holz-

heim.

2;^ Waldsee. — Inn ; Post
;

Resi-

dence of the Mediatized Prince of

Waldburg-Wolfegg. Waldsee is en-

circled on two sides by a pretty tahe.

2^ Ravensbnrg (Inn ; Post), once

a free imperial city, is surmounted by

an old castle, commanding a fine view

of the Alps. About 3 miles oil' is the

Abbey of li'eingarten, once celebrated

for possessing a portion of our Saviour's

blood ! now an Orphan Asylum : it has

a fine church.

1^ Tettnang.

—

Inn ; Post; wretched,

and exorbitant charges. The huge

Castle belonged to Ihe extinct family

of Montfort.

There is a direct road hence by Lin-

dau (in Bavaria), 2^ Germ, miles, to

Bregenz (in Austria), 1^ miles; both

on the liue of Constance. There is a

constant water communication along

the lake and between the towns of Con-

stance, Sernatingen, and Ueberlingen

at its W. extremity, and Friedrich-

shafen and Lindau at its E. end
;
also

between these places and Rorschach on

the S. and Swiss side of the lake, by

means of 10 or 12 steam-boats. It takes

7 hours to go from one extremity of the

lake to the other, and 2 hours to cross

from Friedrichshal'eii to Rorschach.

The Lake of Constance is more fully
described in the Swiss Handbook; its

banks are for the most part flat, but
fertile, and sprinkled with houses and
villages, while above its S. shore rises

the silveiy outline of the Alps of Ap-
penzell. Its depth between Friedrichs-

hafen and Rorschach is 849 feet.

I Friedrichsbafen.— (Inn there is

but one, and that a mere pot-house
of the worst kind.) A small but in-

creasing town, on the N. shore of the

lake of Constance (Bodensee), with a
port or quay for steamers, at which
goods are shipped from and to Italy and
Switzerland. Its situation is very beau-

tiful, on which aqcount the king of

WUrtemberg occupies, as a summer re-

sidence, the Chdteau, with stately towers,

which was originally a Benedictine

Priory. It commands a splendid pros-

pect across the lake over the influx of

Ihe Rhine, and to the Alps of Tyrol

(Vorarlberg) on the E., and Glarus

and Appenzell on the S.

At Mbrsburg, an hour’s drive from

Friedrichshafeu to the W., is a beau-

tifully situated Inn, Das Schitf, large

and airy—and civil people. Heiligen-

herg, near this, a castle of the Prince of

Fiirsteidierg, occuiiies a very remark-

able position on tbe brink of the lime-

stone platform, overlooking the lake;

it has a fine old ball and a curious

gatehouse, and is approached by a

bridge thrown across a chasm.

ROUTE 157.

ULM TO SCHAKFHAUSEN.

18 Germ, miles = 94 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen daily in 20 hours.

For Ihe first 3 stages the road ascends

the valley of the Danube; soon after

quitting Ulm, the road passes the con-

fluence of the lller with the Danube.

The Castle of Wiblingen, on the banks

of the lller, is fitted up as a residence

for one of the princes of Wiirtemberg.

3 Ehingen.—/««;—Kronprinz ;— .-V

town of 2800 iiihabilants, on tlie left

bank of the Danube, supposed to be

the Dracuina of Ptolemy. The estates

of Lower Austria used anciently to
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assemble liere in the Land and Ritler-

haus. The church in the lower town,

built 1454, and the Rathhaus, are the

principal buildings.

3 Riedlingen.—On the left bank of

the Danube, a town of 1800 inhabit-

ants. About 5 miles E. of this rises

the isolated and conspicuous hill of

Bussell, celebrated for its view, extend-

ing as far as the Lake of Constance and
the Alps of Switzerland and Tyrol

;

remains of a tower, said to be of Roman
origin, exist upon its summit.

2^ Mengen.— A walled town of

2020 inhabitants. In its parish Church

is a miracle-working image of the

^ irgin. About 10 miles higher up the

Danube lies the town and old castle of

Sigmaringen (Ians ; Krone
;
Bar), re-

sidence of a princely family, one of

the branches of Hohenzollern, whose
territory contains 42,400 inhabitants,

and the chief town 1600 inhabitants.

2 Moskirch {Inn, Adler) lies

within the Baden territory. The
country through which the road now
]iasses was the scene of the campaign
between the French under Moreau,
and the Archduke Charles, in the re-

volutionary war, 1799.

2^ Stockach.

—

Inn ; Post, tolerable.

—A town of 1300 inhabitants, 3 miles

distant from the Lake of Constance.

1^ Steusslingen-Singen, stands im-
mediately under the ruins of Hohen-
twiet, an ancient feudal fortress perched
on an isolated rock, and accessible by
one narrow pathway. Though sur-

rounded by the territory of Baden, it

now lielongs to Wurtemberg.
2 Randegg. — Swiss frontier and

Baden Custom-house.
1^- ScHAFPiiAUSEN.

—

Inn; Couronne,
good.—In Handbook for Switzerland.

ROUTE 158.

DESCENT OP THE NECKSR. HEII.BRONN
TO HEIDELUEUO.

Steam-boats commenced the navi-
gation of the Neckar in 1842 between
Heidelberg and Heilbromi, ascending in
12 or 14 hours, descending in 7 or 8.

They are liable to be stopped in

NECK.\K. WIMPFEN. 17

summer and autumn by the want of

water.—Carriages are not taken. No
good carriage road runs for any dis-

tance along the Neckar side, so that its

beauties, like those of the Moselle, are

accessible only to those who walk or

descend in a boat.

The first part of the voyage is not

the most interesting : the finest scenery

lies near Gundelsheim and Hasmer-

sheim. The places of most importance

passed after quitting Heilbronn are

—

(W.) Neckar-sulm, where the Sulm
enters the Neckar.

{rt.) Jaxtfeld. — Inns : Anker
;
—

supplied with brine baths;— Schifi’.

—

A village of 525 inhabitants, situated

between the rivers Kocher and Jaxt,

which pour their tributary waters into

the Neckar within a short distance of

each other. Between Kocherfeld and
Jaxtfeld are the salt-works of Fried-

7'ichshall,—of great importance to Wiir-

temberg, since they render her inde-

pendent of other countries for this va-

luable article : they were established

in 1812. The deposit of salt is situated

in rocks of the Muschelkalk, a calca-

reous formation coiTesponding in age

with the new red sandstone of England.
The salt is obtained in the state of

brine, by boring through the rock until

a spring sufficiently strong to be worth
evaporating without any intermediate

process is reached. The borings some-
times descend to the depth of 600 feet.

The hydraulic machinery employed in

raising the brine to the surface is very

interesting, as well as the evaporating

houses. About 20 miles up the valley

of the Jaxt is Jaxthausen, the family
castle of the celebrated robber-knight,

Gbtz von Berlichingen, with the Iron

Hand.

(/.) IVimpfen.—(A large new Hotel,

above the Neckar, contains 70 bedrooms
and 20 baths, supplied with brine from
the salt-works.) Thissmall town, which
belongs to Hesse Darmstadt, consists of

two parts, Wimpfen in the valley, and,

above it, Wimpfen on the hill. Their
united population is 2600 inhab. 'I’he

Sti/tskirche, distinguished by its three

spires, is a noble Gothic e<lifice of the
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13th century, partly in the round or

Romanesque, partly in the pointed
style, but much injured. At the right

side of its curiously carved portal is a
representation of a.Tewish child suckled
by a sow. Wimpfen on the hill is be-

lieved to stand on the site of the Roman
Cornelia (named after Julius Caesar's

wife), which was destroyed by Attila

and the Huns. In ascending to it an
ancient tower is passed, the foundations

of which are said to be of Roman con-

struction. The remarkable rampart
raised by the Emperor Probus, to re-

strain the barbarians, extends from
Wimpfen on the Neckar to the Damibe
a little above Ratisbon (Route 175).

Tlie StadlAirche contains some curious

carvings and paintings. Near Wim-
pfen, tlie imperial troops, under Tilly,

defeated the Markgrave George Fre-

derick of Iladen, 1622 : 5000 were left

dead upon the field
;
among them 400

men of Worr.heim, who, headed by their

burgomaster, sacrificed themselves to

secure the retreat of their prince, the

Markgrave. Close to Wimpfen-am-
Berg are the salt-works of Ludwigshall,

situated, like those of Friedrichshall

and Klemenshall, on the Muschelkalk.

The brine is employed for baths.

Below Wimpfen the Neckar quits

WUrtemberg, and traverses the domi-

nions of tlie Grand Duke of Badeu.

(ri.) The village of Gundelsheim :

—

ThecastleofHornegg, above it, became
in the 13th century a stronghold of the

Teutonic knights, and residence of the

Grand Masters of the order, many of

whom sleep in the chapel, with their

effigies carved in stone reclining upon

their tombs, their hands folded in prayer,

and their feet resting on couchant lions.

Not far distant is the very ancient

chapel of St. Michael.

(1.) Beyond the village "of Heins-

heim rise the ruins of the knightly

Castle of Ehrenberg, one of the most

picturesque on the river. The walls

of its quadrangular donjon are 12
' feet thick. Farther down is the

Castle of

(/.) Guttemberg, overgrown with

ivy.
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(/.) Near the village of Hasmersheim
extensive gypsum quarries, both open
and subterraneous, are worked in the
Muschelkalk.

(r/.) The Castle of Homberg was
the favourite residence and stronghold
of Gotz of tlie Iron Hand. He wrote
his memoirs here, and died here,

1562. The castle was inhabited
nearly down to the end of tlie last

centurj'. G'otz’s armour, a plain suit,

is still preserved here.

(ri.) Neckarelz.— Jnn ; Alte Post.

The inn Prince Karl at Mosbach,
2 miles from the river, is recom-
mended as better. Near tliis tliere

are also salt-works.

(rl.) Diedesheim.—Here the Neckar
is crossed by a bridge of boats.

(1.) Obrigheim is associated with

an old church and a ruined castle

called Neuburg or Hohinrot. The
vale of the Neckar is here contracted

by naked rocks. The Castle of

Dauebstein and the red ruin of Min-
neberg next appear in sight.

(rl.) Zwingeiiberg.— An extensive

feudal fortress surrounded by high

walls, and by 5 out of the 8 towers

which once defended the approach of

it. It deserves to be visited. Its

picturesque appearance, and its situ-

ation amidst some of the wildest sce-

nery presented by the borders of the

Neckar, here confined by rocks and
wooded hills within very narrow limits,

are very remarkable. After an abrupt

turn of the river (/.), Wimmersliach

is passed, and beyond it the romantic

town of

(rl.) Eberbach. — /nn : Krone.

It has 3000 inhabitants. The scales

of the bleak (Cyprinus alburnus) are

collected here to make false pearls.

20,000 fish yield only one pound of

this pearl essence, as the colouring

matter which gives lustre to the scales

is called. Near this rises the Katzen-

biichel, the highest hill of the 0<len-

wald, 1932 feet above the sea level.

A tower has been erected on its sum-

mit on account of the view. Between

Eberbach and

1
(rl.) Hirschborn (a small town
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overlooked by an obi castle), the

Neckar pursues a very sinuous course

for 6 miles through solitary woodland

scenery.

(/.) Dilsburg.—A village and fort,

still inhabited, on the top of a hill,

commanding a fine view of

(r/.) Neckar Steimich—{Inn : Die

Harfe—Harp) and its four picturesque

castles, which belonged to the family

of Landschaden — literally, “ bane of

the land

a

name given to the

founder of the family, a robber-knight,

on account of his constant feuds and
depredations on the property of his

neighbours, and of all who approached

his stronghold. He was placed under

the ban of the empire for his otlences.

The village church, which is frequented

equally by Catholic and Protestant,

without any interruption of harmony,
is the burial-place of the Landschaden,
and contains many curious monuments
of the family. A pathway leads up
the hill from it to the four castles.

The first, Vorderburg, consists of little

beside a square donjon
;

the second,

Mittel, or Schwesterburg, is more ex-

tensive, and better preserved, so as to be

still habitable
;

the third, the old or

further castle, Hinterburg, shows evi-

dent marks of having been destroyed

by violence, though, from its position,

the thickness of its walls, and the

deep ditch around it, partly cut in

the rock, it must have been a place

of great strength during the feudal

times
;
the fourth and highest of these

castles overlooks all the rest, and is

distatit from the lowest about a mile

;

it is called by the peasantry the Swal-
low't Nett, a very appropriate name,
from its position on a pointed rock,

with an inaccessible precipice extend-
ing below it towards the river. It is

more ancient tiian the others, and wiis

probably the earliest fastness of tlie

Landschadens. No better situation

could have been chosen by one who
followed the profession of a robber,
since it commands a view of the river

and valley up and down, and of all

who traverse it.

(/.) Neckargemtiiid lies on the road

from Heidelberg to Heilbronn. (Route

150.) Near it stands the Castle of

Dilsherg.

(f.) Heidelberg, in Handbook
for N. Germany.

ROUTE 159.

STUTTGART TO THE BATHS OF WILDBAD.

6.^ Germ, miles = 30f Eng. miles.

An Eilwagen runs during the sea-

son from May 15 to Sept. 15 daily in 9

or 10 hours. About 4 miles from Stutt-

gart the royal park called Solitude is

passed. (See p. 8.)

2. Bdblingen.

3. Calw (pronounced Calhe, § 71)

—

Inn, Post)—a town of 4,300 inhabit-

ants, on the Nagold—of considerable

manufacturing industry—serving as a

depot for the charcoal made in the sur-

rounding district of the Black Forest.

It was burned by the French under

Melac, in 1692. Above it stands the

ruined Castle of the Counts of Calw.

A road ascends the Nagold from this,

passing the Castle of Waldeck to

Teinach Baths, where there is an aci-

dulous and a chalybeate spring, very

much resembling those of Wildbad in

situation.

The mountains are for the most part

composed of granite, and are univer-

sally covered to their summits with

forests of black firs. The peasants of

the disti'ict are hewers of wood, which,

after being trimmed in the forest and
dragged on sledges to the brow of

some eminence, is hurled down into

the nearest river bed, whence, by the

aid of sluices, it is floated down the

Enz and Nagold to the Rhine, and
thence to Holland.

At Hirsau, beautifully secluded on
the Nagold, are the picturesque ruins

of a castle and convent and church of

•St. Peter, destroyed by the French
under Melac, in the atrocious war of

the Palatinate, 1692.

The road between Hirsau and Calm-
bach, recently improved, rises with a

gradual ascent up to a high pass, and
though still hilly, diminishes the length

of the journey by about an hour.
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2 JVildbad— Inns: The Bellevue,
best, recently built by Count Dillen, a
W urtemberg landowner. Table-d’hote
1 fl. 15 kr., including wines; bedrooms
at 10 fl. a week and upwards :—Ba-
discher Hof : — Bar charges lower;
table-d’hote at 12^ and 4. There are

several other inferior inns, atid rooms
may be procured in lodging-houses.

Tliere are likewise apartments for

strangers in the Schloss, an old build-

ing in the principal street.

“ This small and retired watering

place lies in a valley of the Black
Forest.

“ The Black Forest is a mountainous
district commencing to the S.W. of the

Bhine, near Basle, and reaching N.E.
to Durlach and Pforzheim. Its length

from Sackingen to Pforzheim is 20
Germ, miles

;
its width at the south is

10 Germ, miles. Its area is rather more
than 90 square Germ, miles. The high

region of tlie Black Forest is of great

importance, inasmuch ns it turns the

waters of the Bhine to the west, which
otherwise would naturally run into tlie

Danube, and be emptied in the Black

Sea instead of the German Ocean.
“ Wildliad being situated at a consi-

derable elevation above the sea level,

has a somewhat alpine climate. The
snow sometimes lies on the neiglibour-

ing hills from the middle of November
to the middle of May. The summer
is however hot, though tempered by
cool breezes which draw down (he val-

leys. Wildbad derives its name from

being a natural, ns distinguished from

an artificial, warm bath
;

the bath

being taken upon the warm sand,

through which the water flows.

“ A detailed account of Wildbad, and

of the curative effects of its baths, has

been published in French by .Professor

Heim, M.D. (18391, and in German
by Dr. Flicker (1810).

“ The Wildbad baths are (like other

natural hot baths) considered as pecu-

liarly beneficial for rheumatism, gout,

when attended with loss of power in

the joints, paralysis, and other diseases

of the joints and limbs, and also for

some diseases of the skin. The water
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is also sometimes taken internally, but
its effects, when employed in this’ man-
ner, are not important. Dr. Heim con-
siders the fV ildbad baths as pernicious
or useless in cases where there is a dis-

position to hemorrhage or constitu-
tional languor, rand also in consump-
tive cases.

“The thermal waters of Wildbad are
nearly pure ; their principal chemical
ingredient is common salt. The mean
temperature of the different baths
varies from 26° to 30° Bcaumur
(
= 92° to 100° Fahr.) Their tem-

perature is quite independent of that of
the external air, and is the same at all

times. In the beths commonly used,
the temperature, being nearly that of
the human body, is agreeable to the

feelings. There is a popular saying on
the spot, that when anything is per-

fectly suitable, it is ‘like the Wildbad
waters.’ There is a charitable institu-

tion at Wildbad to enable poor persons

to take the baths (Stiftung fUr arme
Badbediirftige).

“The season of Wildbad begins in

May and lasts to the middle of Sep-
tember. The number of visitors has

increased regularly from 470 in 1830
to 1235 in 1838: of the 1235, 839 were
from Wlirtemberg, 170 from the Grand
Duchy of Baden, 130 English, 50
from Bavaria, and 27 French.

“There is a small reading-room, where
Galignani, the Journal des Debats,

and the principal German newspapers

are taken in.

“ The native population of Wildbad
is poor. Tlie men are employed in the

forest, and leave the cultivation of the

ground to the women. Goitres abound,

as in some of tlie narrow Swiss valleys.’’

—G. C. L.

The situation of Wildbad in the

depth of the Black Forest is romantic,

and the neighbourhood has some plea-

sant rides and walks. There is a

shady .and very agreeable prowniod* by

the side of the brook Enz, here running

rapidly among large stones.

A tarn or mountain |x>ol
,
named the

M'ilder See, is situate in the Black

Forest, at a distance of about 2^ hours'
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walk from Wildbad. It is in the

midst of a peat bog, in which the

Finns pumilio (or dwarf pine) grows

abundantly. The Black Forest, in the

neighbourhood of Wildbad, consists

principally of three sorts of fir
;

the

spruce, Scotch, and silver.

The shortest way to the Baths of

Teinach avoids Hirsau, and crosses the

mountains by the Castle of Zavelstein,

an imposing ruin,—its keep planted

with trees. There are many cretins

and cases of goitre in these close

valleys of the Black Forest. There is

a post road from W'ildbad to Pforz-

heim on the way to Carlsruhe (Route

151), by Neuenburg, If Germ, miles.

—Inn: Post,—to be avoided. Pforz-

heim, 1:^ G. miles.

A new carriage road is made up
the valley of the Enz to Freudenstadt

(Route 153), whence the traveller may
descend the Murgthal to Baden.

There is a more direct cross-road over

the mountains to Baden by Herrenalb

and Gernsbach (Route 160).

ROUTE 160.

BADEN-BADEN TO WILDBAD.

5 Germ, miles = 24 Eng. miles.

Owing to the badness of this road,

—

not projierly a post road, — extra

charges are permitted to be made on
certain stages (see 5 71), conformably
with the posting regulations. At

If Gernsbach (described in Hand-
book for North Germany), the river

Murg is crossed.

The first place within the territory of
Wurtemberg is LoHenau

;
in the hill

near the village are 7 caverns called

Teufelskammern, formed apparently
by the force of running water. A
little way above them is the Teufels-
miihle, a confused heap of fallen rocks
of sandstone.

2 miles from Lofienau, after crossing
a steep hill called Die Capelle, you
reach

If Herrenalb {Inn, Oebs), a small
hamlet grouped round the buildings of
a once-celebrated abbei/, destroyed in

the Thirty Years’ War. In the church-

yard are many tombstones of the abbots.

Hence to Wildbad the road is l>ad

and very hilly, witli two very steep hills

;

it takes about 3 hours. A continued

ascent for nearly 3 miles leads to

Dobel
;

whence, descending through

the woods, you reach

2^ Wildbad. (See p. 20.)

ROUTE 161.

MANNHEIM TO WILDBAD.

15f Germ, miles — 74f Eng. miles.

Mannheim. 1 In Hand-book
2 Schwetzingen. / for N. Germany.
2 Wagbausel. A bad cross road to

2^ Bruchsal. Inn : Zahringer Hof,

tolerably good.

If Weingarten. — Turning oft’ at

Durlach.

3f Wilferdingen. /zm ; Post. Toler-

able sleeping quarters, 1 day’s journey

from Mannheim, f a day’s journey

from Wildbad. (§ 71.)

2 Neuenburg. Inn: Post (§71).
The road runs entirely through the

Black Forest to

If Wildbad. (Route, p. 20.)

ROUTE 162.

STUTTGART TO WURZBURG.

21 Germ, miles = 103 Eng. miles.

From Stuttgart (p. 6) to

6f Heilbron?: is described in Route
150. The road hence passes close

under the Castle of Weinsberg (p. 5).

3. “ Oehringen. Inn: Wurtemberger
Hof

;
fare bad, and prices high. The

Protestant Church contains some an-
cient monuments of the Hohenlohe
family, and at the E. end a bas-relief,

erected towards the end of the last cen-

tury by one of the princes of that house,
in commemoration of his Goldene
Hochzeit, or 50th anniversary of the

marriage-day, wife and husband being
both alive. In the cloisters, preserved

within a case, is a group of figures, in

wood, of the Virgin and Child, St.

Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. Jerome,
St. Gregory, beneath a canopy of ela-

borate fret-work, carved also in wood."
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“The Schloss of Prince Holienlohe
Langenburg, at Waldenburg, is con-
spicuous on the right of the road to

2 KUuzelsau.—“Chief Inn dirty, with
only moderate accommodation. A fine

new road is in progress into the val-

ley.

“ A tedious ascent leads across the

high land separating the valley of the

Kocher from tliat of tlie Jaxt. Upon
tlie descent the road passes over some
natural caverns in the limestone, and a
church which is partly built in a recess

of the rock.'’

2 Ailringen.

2 Mergenlheim. Inn

:

Hirsch
;
good

fare, reasonable prices, and civil land-

lord. This town contains the Palace

of the Grand Master of the Teutonic

Order, now occupied by Prince Paul
of Wiirtemberg, who has formed in it

a Museum of Natural History, which is

shown to strangers, together with some
portraits of the Masters of the Order.

The cliurch in the Schloss (now Pro-

testant) deserves special notice. Mer-
gentheim is resorted to in the season

on account of its mineral waters, saline

clialybeate, resembling tliose of Kis-

singen.

Tlicre is a direct road to W Urzburg

through Euerhausen, leaving Bischofs-
heim on the left.

2 Bischofsheim.

3^ Wurzburg. Boute 167, p. 57.

—

G. C. L.

ROUTE 163.

STUTTGAIIT TO RATISBON.

34^ Germ, miles = 164 Eng. miles.

The most direct line from Paris to

Vienna ; it is a cross road, but posting
is good, and accommodation fair. Good
Inns at Neuburg and Nbrdlingen.
From Stuttgart to

10 Aalen is described in Route 154.

Tlirough a pretty country,—the hills

clothed with forest trees. Near the

pretty town of Lorcheim, which is

passed about half way on this stage,

—

the ruined schloss of Hapjwnburg, be-

longing to the King of WUrtemberg,
is seen rising on the summit of a hill.

3 Bbpflngen. A miserable small

town, surmounted by an old castle.

2 Donauwdrth. t

2 Burgheim, and I Described in

thence to
|
Route 175.

14 Ratisbon, p. 73.J
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§ 76. PASSPORTS.

Though the police have much relaxed of late in strictness, a traveller about

to enter Bavaria should obtain the signature of a Minister of that country to his

passport. In quiet times like the present, now that Europe is no longer rife

with revolution, the English traveller is not much molested in Bavaria on

account of his passport, provided it be en regie

;

he has merely to submit it

to the police in those places where he remains some days. § 26.—In some

towns of Bavaria and Austria a traveller must obtain “ a permission to depart,”

before he is allowed to pass their gates for good.

§ 77. MONEY.

The Bavarian currency is the same as that of WUrtemherg (§ 70), except

that the coins are struck in Bavaria. Accounts are kept in florins and kreutzers.

Tlie most common Bavariati Silver coins are

—

The Florin (Gulden) = Is. 8(1.

^ ditto 10(i.

Pieces of 1 kreutzer, of which 60 make a florin.

— 3 kr. (Groschen) — 20 —
— 6 kr. (Sechser) — 10 —
— 12 kr. (Zwblfer) — 5 —
— 24 kr. (Zwanziger) 2J

’ —
Bavarian dollars (Bayrische Thaler) = 2 fl. 24 krs.

^ = 1 fl. 12 krs. = 1 Aust. fl.

Foreign Silver coins reduced to Bavarian value :

—

Prussian Friedrichs d’or = 9 A. 48 to 51 kr.

— Dollar =1 54

— ^ or 10 Silver Groschen = 35

— h or a S. gr. = 17^
— or 2^ S. gr. =

Prussian coins are very common throughout Northern Bavaria.

Kroiithalers (ecus de Brabant) are universally current, = 2 11. 42 kr.
; i do.

= 1 fl. 20 kr.
; J do. = 40 or 39 kr.

GoW.—The Dutch 10-guilder piece is worth only 9 fl. 54 krs., though

marked “ 10 Guilden." English Gold generally suffers a loss.

Bavarian Notes of 10 or 100 florins are very convenient, and are universally

current.

§ 78. POSTING AND ROADS.

Tariff :

—

For every horse per post 1 11. 15 kr.

Munich, Augsburg, Ratisbon, Nuremberg, WUrzburg, are royal posts, and

the charge for each horse is 1 fl. 30 kr.

The postilion is entitled to demand as Trinkgeld, per post—

for 2 horses 40 kr. for 4 horses 19-

3 — 50 kr.
— ^

but he is never restricted to his legal demand except m cases of misconduct.

English travellers generally give 1 florin, or at the utmost 3 zwanz.gers, as m
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Wurtemberg. If you paid him three times the amount, you could not induce

him to exceed his ordinary |)ace.

Tiie Roads throughout Bavaria are generally bad; indeed, laudable as is

the encouragement given by the present king to the fine arts, he would yet

confer much solid benefit on ids country were he to appropriate some portiou

of his expenditure to the improvement ot the art of road-making in his

dominions. A German mile an liour, including stoppages, is, with rare

exceptions, the usual rate of travelling post, and neither bribes nor threats

avail to induce the postboy to exceed it. In point of sjreed, the Bavarian post

is behind that of Austria and Wurtemberg.

§ 79. TOLLS.

There are no turnpikes in Bavaria
;
the only toll is for PJlastergeld (paving

money), which is demanded in some towns and villages, and which is very

trifling.

§ 80. INNS—CHARGES.

Tlie traveller in .Southern Germany must by no means expect to meet

with splendid hotels, provided with the excellent accommodation to which

he has become accustomed on the Rhine, at Frankfurt, Baden, &c. Except

in the chief towns, the inns are generally built on low vairlts
;

the entrance

serves for man and beast
;
and an oppressive odour of the stable often pervades

them. The extreme disregard to cleaidiness and sweetness, which is most

annoying and disgusting to Englishmen, merits the utmost reprobation. The

Germans themselves do not seem to be aware of it :—let it be hoped that their

increased intercourse witli the English will introduce a taste for cleanliness and

a greater appreciation of it. In the bed-rooms, the small provision made for

washing, usually confined to a small shallow pie-dish, a caraffe or tumbler of

water, and a handkerchief for a towel, proclaims the nature of German habits

in this res])ect, and shows how easily the desire for ablution is satisfied.

On an average the individual Charges at Inns may be thus calculated :

—

Room, ]>er diem, 36 kr. to 1 fl.
;

tea or breakfast, with bread and butter, 18 kr.

to.36kr.
;
dinner—table d’hote (including wine in a wine district), 18 kr. to

1 fl. 12 kr.
;
dinner in private, 4 zwanzigers. Lodging is charged less by the bed

tlian by the room ; the host will always take out or put in a bed to a room to

accommodate a party.

Living is much cheaper in .South Germany than in North Germany or

Switzerland. The difference is nearly J, so that a florin in the south will go
nearly as far as a dollar in the north. The daily expense at an inn of the better

class for breakfast, dinner with wine at the table d'hote, bed, tea, or supper,

ought not to exceed 2 ft. 21 kr. or 3 fl.

It is seldom necessary to ask for a separate sitting-room, the best bed-rooms
being furnished with sofas, tables, and escritoires, and being used by the

Germans themselves to sit in, or take their meals.

“The number of good rooms in an inn, especially a country inn, is generally

limited ; if the traveller gets one of these, and tlie house is not too full to prevent

c
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his being well attended to, he gives it a good character
;

if it is crowded, and
he gets an inferior room, he condemns it. I am sure I have l)cen in tlie same
inn, and during the same summer, under such different circumstances, that I

could hardly believe it the same, and persons who are lodging on the third floor

will seldom agree in report with those on the first."—C. D.
“ On the ottier hand, an inn may afford excellent accommodation for a single

pedestrian, which is wholly inadequate for a family party, including ladies,

for a night.”

“Some of the smaller villages in Central Germany have inns which boast of

more civility and cleanliness than many of the large hotels, but the quality and

cooking of meats is generally very bad.”—J. D.
“ The traveller who starts at 5 or 6 in the morning, after a hurried and

light breakfast of coffee or tea, usually finds his appetite well sharpened about

11 or 12. Any order given to prepare refreshment, however slight, causes

a delay of at least half an hour
;
but as this is the common dining hour of the

people, he will always find soup, and roast or boiled meat ready smoking, and

may make a capital luncheon almost while the horses are being changed.”—H. M.

^ 81. DEER.

One of the characteristics of the Bavarian is his inordinate love for beer, to

which he seems even more addicted than the natives of other parts of Germany.

The moment the frontier is crossed, this devotion to beer becomes perceptible

in the breweries in the great towns, where they are almost invariably the largest

and most imposing buildings, and in the number of cellars and guiiiguetles in

their environs, whither the citizens resort to drink it. The conversation of the

people constantly runs upon the amount and the quality of the annual brewing :

it is a subject of as important discussion as the vintage or harvest in other

countries, or the state of the stocks at Paris or Frankfurt. At the commence-

ment of the season a surprising anxiety is everywhere manifested to discover

where the best beer is to he had
;
and, when ascertained, the favoured beer-shop

becomes the constant place of resort till the supply is exhausted, A genuine

beer-drinker will contrive to swallow 10 to 12 measures, each holding more

than a pint English. Brewing is the most flourishing trade in Bavaria
; it

employs more than 5600 establishments, and nearly 96 million gallons are

made annually. It also forms the largest source of revenue to the state,

furnishing, it is said, nearly § of the whole amount.

§ 82. SKETCH OF THE CHIEF OBJECTS OF CURIOSITY IN BAVARIA.

Bavaria may be described as two great undulating plains, nearly surrounded

by mountains, sloping gradually the one from the N. and the other from the S.

towards the valley of the Danube. The country is more or less fertile, generally

producing corn, chiefly rye and barley, but often lying waste and uncultivated,

invariably interspersed with tufts and patches of fir-trees, looking like fragments

of some great forestonce continuous. They supply the place of coal-mines in a

large part of the coiuitry, being kept up to furnish the inhabitants with fuel.
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The lower levels of these plains, on the banks of the Danube and Isar, are

occupied by extensive morasses. The most fertile districts are the circle of

the Rezat and Upper Danube, the hop-garden of Bavaria
;
while the circle

of the Lower Danube and the neighbourhood of Ansbach may be termed a

vast granary, supplying a much larger quantity of corn than is required for the

consumption of the country.

To 6nd romantic scenery the ti-aveller must repair to the south of Bavaria,

close under the high wall of the Alps, which bound the land from the Lake of

Constance (Boden See) to the territory of Salzburg
;
and which, though not

lielouging to the principal chain of the Alps, yet attain, in some of their peaks,

a height of nearly 10,000 feet. The narrow fringe of wooded hills at the base

of this mountainous district is intersected by verdant pastoral valleys, pene-

trating deep into the interior of the chain, terminating in snow and glaciers

;

above all, in beautiful lakes varying in character of scenery, from the pleasing

to the sublime. Though they are inferior, on the whole, to those of Switzerland,

Austria, and Italy, a traveller proceeding from Munich eastward may explore

their beauties with profit and pleasure, skirting the Alps, and visiting in suc-

cession the lakes of Ammer, Staffel, Staremberg, Waller, Kochel, Tegern,

Chiem (the largest in Bavaria), and concluding with the most beautiful of all,

the Kdnigsee, on the borders of Salzburg, situated in a narrow slip of Bavaria,

almost enclosed within the Austrian territory.

Fisheriet .—The waters of these lakes and mountain-streams are usually let

to different proprietors, but permission to fish in them is easily obtained. The

regulation observed is, that all the fish caught be transferred to the owner's

tanks, or, if kept, be paid for at so much a pound. The proprietor sends his

own servant along with the angler, to carry his fish In a small barrel.

The other mountainous districts of Bavaria are not wanting in pleasing

scenery, especially that of Muggendorf, called the Franconian Switzerland,

famed for its bone caves, in the north of Bavaria, between Bamberg, Nurem-
berg, and Baireuth

;
the same may be said of the Fichtelgebirge, touching the

frontier of Bohemia. The banks of the Maine are pleasing and fertile, and)

near Wurzburg, are clothed with the vineyards producing the very good Fran-

conian wines of Stein and Leiste, considered inferior to those of the Rhine
only. These are the most interesting districts in as far as regards scenery.

Bavaria contains a number of very ancient and venerable cities, anciently

free towns of the empire, such as Augsburg, Ratisbon, and, above all, Nuremberg;

in their day of prosperity, focuses of wealth, the emporia of commerce, and the

cradles of liberty, created and fostered by the extensive carrying trade over-land

from Italy and the East to the Baltic, and to the great cities of the Netherlands.

They were ruined by the civil and religious dissensions, and the long and bloody

wars, which desolated Germany in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; by the

discovery of the Cape, and by the rivalry of the maritime powers of England
and Holland, whose merchants chalked out a fresh track for commerce, an<l

thus the sources of the ancient prosperity of many of the imiierial cities of

Germany were dried up. They still, however, exhibit unerjuivocal marks of

c2
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the wealth and splendour of their merchant-nobles. Nuremberg, in particular,

is deserving of especial mention for its various monuments in almost every

department of the arts. Little less remarkable are the episcopal cities, Wiirz-

burg and Bamberg, once capitals of Ecclesiastical Principalities, although they

have declined even more than the imperial towns. The vast acquisitions of the

Romish church, exhibited in the number, size, and splendour of the churches

and monasteries (for the most part suppressed by the French, but in some

instances restored by the present king), cannot fail of exciting surprise. .Such

monuments of priestly wealth and power are met with both in Franconia (on

the borders of the Maine) and in Suabia at tlie foot of the Alps, near the pretty

lakes mentioned above
;
where, within the space of a day's journey, no lees than

twelve such colonies were planted in the middle of a fat and fertile district

called, from its monkish owners, the Priests' Corner (Pfaffenwinkel.)

The central point of attraction, however, to the traveller in Bavaria, is

undoubtedly tbe capital. .Since the beginning of the reign of the present

monarch, King Lewis, Munich has become the chosen seat of the fine arts
;

and ranks, for architectural embellishments, galleries, and collections of all

kinds, public and private, among the chief cities of Europe. A detailed account

of the improvements now in progress at Munich, and of the treasures of art

accumulated there, chiefly by the exertions of the reigning sovereign, who has

done more towards encouraging the arts, and developing a pure and correct

taste for painting, sculpture, and architecture, notwithstanding the limited

resources of tbe country, than any monarch in Europe, will be found in Route

166 .

^ 83 . PILGHIMAGES (wAI.LFAHRTEN).

One of the things which strike with surprise the English traveller is the extent

to which the practice of making pilgrimages is, even at the present day, carried

in the Roman Catholic countries of southern and eastern Europe. Thousands,

nay, hundreds of thousands of pilgrims throughout the Austrian and Bavarian

dominions, as well as in France, .Spain, and Switzerland, make annually a jour-

ney to the shrine of some favourite saint, to kiss some jirecious relic, or to worship

before some miracle-working picture or statue of the Virgin. Many of these

jiictures are of great antiquity, mostly in that rude style of art called Byzantine,

executed by artists of the Greek empire
;
and not a few represent the Virgin

and Child with a negro complexion. There is always some tradition or story

of the origin of each attached to the shrine
;
and the string of miracles, which

continue to the present day, and which, apparently, are not likely to cease, are

carefully recorded, and generally detailed in printed books sold on the spot.

The memory of these miraculous interpositions is further preserved by gifts

deposited in the treasury of the church, usually consisting of models in silver,

or even gold, of the parts of the body relieved of some ailment by the supposed

intercession of the image, or by paintings, or votive tablets containing represent-

ations, rudely painted, of escapes from a shipwreck, a house on fire, a carriage

which the horses have run away with, a broken bridge, tlie descent of an ava-
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lanche, and such perils and dangers by flood and field as flesh is heir to, which

the actual interposition of the Virgin is supposed to liave averted; and siie is,

in consequence, always drawn entlironed on the clouds, in the same manner as

Jupiter is introduced in the old prints of .lEsop's Fables. The palladium of the

shrine, whether a hideous black figure carved in wood, or a stilf ungainly

picture covered over with embroidered and tinselled silk or velvet, witli two

holes cut in it to allow the heads of the Virgin and Child to be seen, is usually

resplendent with gold, diamonds, and other precious gems, the gifts of wealthy

pilgrims. The treasiuries of these churches are stored with rich dresses, brocades,

trinkets, and jewels, for the decoration of the image, and with costly plate for

tlie service of the altar, which, in some instances, has accumulated to an enor-

mous extent. Princes, popes, emperors, and kings, even down to modern times,

have visited in person, and have contributed largely. The pilgrimage church

is usually approached by a little avenue of chapels somewhat like sentry-boxes,

dotting the wayside. These are ornamented with paintings representing the

suflerings of our Lord on the way to Calvary, and are called Stations or Via

Crucis. In France the most celebrated shrines are at Puy, in the Velai, and

that of Notre Dame de la Garde, at Marseilles, whose fame extends over the

whole Mediterranean, so that even the poorest captain of a Maltese or Neapoli-

tan trabacolo bangs up her picture in his cabin, and propitiates her by a burning

lamp. In Spain, St. James of Compostella
;

in Switzerland, Our Lady of

Ehisiedeln
; in Bavaria, the Black Lady of Altotting; in Austria, Blaria Taferl

;

in Styria, Maria Zell, which is a German Loretto
;

in Bohemia, St. John of

Nepomuc's shrine at Prague; in Ireland, Crow Patrick and its Stations; are

the chief focuses of pilgrimage. It would be tedious to enumerate the number
of shrines of minor repute in the Austrian states, which abound in every district,

all of which have their votaries. Some pilgrimage churches have there sprung

up, even within the present century.

Every year, at a stated season, printed bills are affixed to all the church doors

of Vienna, stating the time fixed for the pilgrimage to Maria Zell, and the

indulgences to be obtained by it. Pilgrims assemble from every parish on the

day appointed, and headed by priests and banners they pour forth in a long

procession, men and women, from the gate. See Route 215.

The church of Rome, in lier worldly wisdom, never omits to take advantage

of any circumstance which may make the observance of lier rites attractive.

Thus, if her masses and services are long, their tediousness is forgotten amidst

the ravishing strains of music, and perfumed gales of incense
;
and the attention

is riveted and amused by draj)eriesand vestments, by gold, glitter, and paintings.

If tlie pilgrimages she enjoins are wearisome, the spirits of the tired pilgrim are

elevated and his strength refreshed by the balmy air of the mountain-tops, and
by all the charms of beautiful scenery and extensive prospects. Here we have

another proof how particularly engaging is the worship on high places ;
the pil-

grimage church is almost always situated high up on the mountains, anil it

seems as though so slight a physical approach to heaven had the efl'ect of raising

the mind above earthly things.
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There are few sounds more truly impressive than the chant of a band of pil-
grims on their march, as it comes upon the ear amidst Uie lonely solitudes of
the high Alps, among dills and precipices. The simple peasants of Austria
and Bavaria are no mean choristers

; and the deep melody of their voices, the
solemnness of the scene, and the earnestness of the manner of those who thus
raise the hymn in the grandest temple of the God ol' nature, serve to increase
the effect which it produces on the mind. It is difficult not to believe them
sincere who engage in these exercises of piety.

ROUTES THROUGH BAVARIA.

ROUTE 165.

m,M TO AUGSBURG.

10 Germ, miles = 48 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen daily in 9 hours.

A bridge across the Danube connects

tlie town of Ulm (p. 10) (’in Wiirtem-
berg) with the suburb of Neu Ulm in

Bavaria. PassjHjrts are here vise by
the Bavarian authorities. (§ 76.) The
road is very uninteresting, and in the

latter jmrt hilly. For a short distance

a glimpse of the Danube is obtained.

On the opposite side of the river rises

Elchingen, a village and ancient abbey
from which Marshal Ney received the

title of Duke, as a reward for an ad-

vantage gained by him over the Aus-
trians here, 1805. The inhabitants of

the village of Falheim breed snails for-

the A'ienna market.

3 Giinzburg.—Iim

:

Black Ox.

—

The Guntiaof the Romans, built at the

junction of the Gimz and Danube,
The number of inhabitants amounts to

3600. “ Mary Ward, an Englishwo-

man, founded a convent here, but it

has no longer any professed nuns

—

though the ladies of the establishment

wear a dress resembling that of nuns.”

—

E. S.

Burgau, a dirty town, post-house

small.

2^ Zusmarshausen, a neat country

post-house.

3J Augsburg.—Iims

:

Drei Mohren

f3 Moors), good, moderate, and com-

fortable, with great civility
;
the cellar

is largely stored with Italian and other
wines. The classical wines, Falernian,
Csecuban, &c. may be had in perfec-

tion.

' Hotel Lutz, a large new Inn at the

liaUway station, outside the walls, for-

merly a manufactory, clean and well
managed.”—G. C. Goldene Traube
(Grapes) ;—Das Weisse Lamm, near
tlie post and Eilwagen office.

Augsburg, a city of 31,208 inhabi-

tants (18,500 Catholics, and 11,200
Protestants, who live together in the

most ircrfect harmony, in spite of the

difference of religion), stands in the

angle formed by the junction of the

rivers Wertach and Lech, called by
the Romans Vindo and Liens, whence
the original city founded by them re-

ceived its name ofAugusta Vindelicorum.

It attained the height of prosperity as a
free city of the empire during the 15th

and 16th centuries, when it ranked
among the first of Europe, in the ex-

tent of its population and commerce,
being the staple place of the trade be-

tween Northern Europe, Italy, and the

Levant. It was also distinguished for

the perfection of its manufactures, es-

pecially that of linen, in which it was

unrivalled. During the above period

its principal citizens were literally

j)i'inces. A daughter of the burgher

Welser, Philippina, tlie most beautiful

woman of her time, became the wife of

Ferdinand of Tyrol, son of the Emperor
Ferdinand I., 1550; who, when a youth

of 19, fell desperately in love with her
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while attending the Imperial Diet, held

at Augsburg. The house in which

Philippina was born still exists.

Bartholomew Welser, another of ttie

family, fitted out an expedition to colo-

nise and take possession of Venexuela,

which had been given him as a pledge

by Charles V., and of which he kept

possession till after the emperor's deatii.

The patrician house of Fugger, the

wealthiest mercliants, capitalists, and
speculators of tlieir day—in fact the

Rothschilds of the middle ages— car-

ried on trade at the same time both

with the East and West Indies in ships

of their own, and were proprietors of

the richest mines in Europe. They
more than once replenished, from their

own private resources, the exhausted

treasuries of the Emperors Maximilian
and Charles \. They received from
the former patents of nobility, and the

privilege of coining money. In the

following century (1619) the family

numbered, in its 5 branches. 17 counts

and countesses of the empire, all tracing

their origin from a simple weaver of

Augsburg, who at that time had scarcely

been laid in nis grave half a century.

The name and the family are still num-
bered among those of the German
noblesse

;
but many of its branches have

died off, and the living descendants of
the patrician stock are reduced in for-

tmie and influence proportionately with
the city from which they sprang.

Augsburg is historically remarkable
as the seat of many Diets of the Empire
during the 16th century

;
at one of

which, in 1518, Charles V. promul-
gated the Interim; another, in 1555,
tirst granted toleration to the Protestants

(Lutherans) of Germany. The fortunes
of the imperial city were ruined during
the 17th ceiitnry, when the religious

wars which desolated Europe, and the

discovery of the passage round the Cape,
drove into other channels the commerce
which it at one time monopolised. The
surviving trade and manufactures, al-

though they furnish no equivalent for
that which it has lost, employ a large
part of its reduced ])op’ilation. The
most important business at present car-

ried on here is banking and stock-job-

bing, Augslmrg being, next to Frank-
furt, one of the most influential money
markets on the Continent.

The situation of Bavaria in the

centre of Germany is favourable for

the transit trade between the North
states of the Confederation, and Swit-
zerland, Austria, and the countries

South of the Alps. The trade between
Italy and Germany is almost exclu-

sively in the hands of the merchants of

Augsburg; the number of houses there

amounts to 2163, and the extent of their

transactions to 47 millions of florins.

This is the staple place for the silk of
Italy and the productions of the Levant,

which are distributed from Augsburg
all over Germany, and from this place
the manufactures of Germany, esj)e-

cially its linens, find their way over the

Alps to Italy. Whoever has payments
to make in Italy or the Levant, hands
over the money to a house in Augsburg
(Berghaus).
“ A large Cotton Mill for spinning

and weaving,which employs lOOOhands,
has lately been established, worked by
water, with which the town is well sup-
plied from the Lech. There is also a ma-
nufactory of machinery. It is proposed
that .\ugsburg shall be the centre of a
system of Railways, one leading through
Nuremberg to Leipsig, and another to

Lindau on the Lake of Constance.'’

—

F. M-.

The town is still surrounded by
walls and ditches

;
but they no longer

serve as fortifications, nor is the place
capable of defence. Within, the quaint
antique architecture of its houses, the
vast size of many of the mansions, not
uufrequently decorated with rich scroll-

work, or covered I'rom top to bottom
with faded frescoes, once representing
subjects from Scripture, or the lives of
the saints, give an impression ol' de-
jKirted magnificence, 'fhe lleberhaus is

the best preserved specimen of external
])ictori,al decoration, being covered with
frescoes, the work of Matthiius Kager,
but even they are faded and dingy.
Witliin it is preserved a piece of cloth
woven in 1146 by Conrad Fugger, the
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founder of that family
;
several cups

given to the weavers' guild, and their

ancient banners.

The Maximilian Slrasse, one of the

finest streets in Germany, has an im-
posing effect : it is distinguished by its

length and breadth, by three Bronze
Fountains in the centre, the finest of

which, the Hercules Brunnen, adorned
with elegant figures of Naiads, is the

work of Adrian de Vries, 1.^99 : the

Augustus Brunnen was executed by
Hubert Gerhard (1590).
The Tonvnhalt, or Bathliaus, near the

one extremity of the Maximilian Strasse,

is the handsomest structure in the town

—

a civic palace, of Italian architecture,

built by Elias Holl, 1620. Internally,

the only thing worthy of remark is the

Golden Hall on tlie second story, a
handsome lofty apartment, decorated

with much gilding and meritless fresco.

Its dimensions are 120 feet long, GO
feet wide, and 50 feet liigh

;
it is re-

markable for being unsupported by
pillars, and having three rows of win-

dows, one above the other. The collec-

tion of paintings which it formerly

contained has been removed to another

building. Close to the llathhaus stands

a lofty belfry, called the Tower of

Perlach.

The Cathedral IS an irregular build-

ing, devoid of symmetry or grandeur,

having a doulde choir, which gives it

the api)carance of two churches joined

together. It is of various dates; the

nave, resting on square piers, and the

cry))t, seem to be part of the original

edifice b. 994. Its ornamented i)ortal,

and ancient brass doors, covered with

rude bas-reliefs in the Byzantine style

of art, of sacred and heathen subjects

mixed— Adam and Eve, tlie Centaur,

the Temptation of the Serpent, &c.,

executed 1070, deserve notice. Be-

hind the altar, preserved under lock

,and key, is a picture of the Bolognese

School (
Jnn. Carracci)—the subject,

Christ bearing the Cross.

The Schliiss, or Palace, a large build-

ing adjoining the cathedral, anciently

the Bishop's Palace, now used for

government offices, &c., is historically

remarkable, because in it the famous

[Sect. X.

declaration of the Protestants, called

the Confession of Augsburg, was pre-

sented to the Emperor Charles V. in

15;i0. It is well known that the em-
peror was very unwilling that the con-
fession should be made public; and,

fearing the impression which it might
produce on the members of the Diet,

he adjourned the assembly, previous to

the perusal of the document, to the

chapel of the palace, which was ca-

pable of holding only a limited num-
ber of persons. At first, Cliarles com-
manded that it should be read in

Latin
;

to which Bayer, the chancellor

of Saxony, boldly replied, “ Sire, we
are on German gi-ound

;
and 1 trust

that your Majesty will not order the

apology of our faith, which ought to

be made as |)ublic as possible, to be

read in a language not understood by
the Germans.” He then proceeded to

read it in a voice so loud and distinct,

that it was heard in the adjoining

rooms, and even hy the crowds assem-

bled under the window in the court-

yard of the palace. The chapel has

been mucli altered since the event

took place, having been subdivided by
partitions into smaller apartments. The
Palace in itself is remarkably plain

a?id undistinguished, both externally

and internally. It was here, probably,

that the conference between Luther and
the Cardinal of Gaeta took place, in

1542, on tlie reformed religion.

The Church of St. Ulric and Afra,
at one end of the Maximilian Slrasse,

contains the bodies of these two saints,

also several monuments of the Fugger

family, and an organ presented by

them. The convent attached to it,

now converted into a barrack, was one

of the most wealthy in Europe : its pre-

cious library is transferred to Munich.

The Fuggerei, in the lower part of

the town, is a distinct quarter, entered

by gates of its own, named after its

founders, and consisting of about 100

small houses, let out at a low rent to

poor persons. It is not worth visiting.

The Golleig of Paintings, at one

time in the Rathhaus, is now removed

to the ci-(/ee«n/ convent ofSt. Catherine,

situated in a narrow street nearly be-
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bind the Drei Mohren. The best pic-

tures h.ive been removed to the gallery

at Munich ; those that remain are either

of the old German school, and only

interesting for the history of art, or

they are works whose genuineness is

doubted ; there are some very ancient

frescoes here.
“ The /tin ofthe Three Moors is men-

tioned in the town lecortls as eaily os

1364—so that it has existed under the

same sign for nearly 500 years. Ad-
joining is the stately Mansion of the

eldest branch of the Fugger family,

like an immense Venetian palazzo,

consisting of a double quadrangle on

arcades
;

in one gallery is a faded

fresco of Maximilian’s triumph. The
room in which Charles V. was feted

by the wealthy merchant, Anthony
Count Fugger, is still in its original

state. ‘ I feel myself,’ said the host,

‘ so amply repaid by the honour

of this visit, that this bond now be-

comes useless;’ and immediately he

burned in a lire of cinnamon the do-

cument which he held as a security

from the Emperor for a heavy loan.

The ceiling is of cedar, richly carved,

brown, massive, precisely in the style

of that adjoining the Golden Saloon

in the Rathhaus. A winding or cork-

screw stair also remains of the original

mansion, in a comer of the house : the

elegantly ornamented front and the

rest of the building date from 1690,

when the old palace was partly burned
down. In the drawing-room, facing

the street, and decorated with fairly

executed frescoes more than 100
years old, Naiwleou received the ma-
gistrates of Augsburg, and coolly an-

nounced to them that their privileges

as a free city were at an end, and that

they were to consider the King of Bava-
ria their master.''—U. .S. “ A part of

the building, now the Kunst Ferein,

contains a room with a magnificent

ceiling painted in arabesques, in the

style of Primaticcio.”—H. R.
The AUgemeine Zeitung, also called

Augsburg Gazette, the best and most
widely circulated newspaper in Ger-
many, is printed here. The proprietor

is the bookseller, Baron Cotta. Many

I

articles on political subjects are con-

I tributed (it is understood), indirectly,

by tlie ministers of the great powers.

The newspapers of the jirincipal

states of Europe are taken in at the

club established in the Bourse, called

Musenm (§ 40), opposite the Rathhaus.

Augsburg is the buthplace of Hans
Holbein the elder, father of the painter

so well known by his works in England,
where he died. His grandfather, also

of Augsburg, was a respectable artist.

On the western wall of the town a

curious postern gate, called AUe Fin-
lass, may be seen. By means of ma-
chinery connected with it, the warder
could let down the drawbridge and
open one valve of the door without

exposing himself to be seen or touolied,

and could keep prisoners those who
entered, until, by inspecting them from
a gallery above, he was enabled to

ascertain that their intentions were
friendly. It was constructed to enable

the Emperor Maximilian, when be-

nighted on his hunting excursions, to

enter the town alter the gates were shut.
“ The lane called ‘ Dort hinab’ is so

named, according to the tradition,

from the Devil having in these words,
‘ Down that way,’ directed Luther
on his flight out of the town from his

pursuers. A bust of his friendly guide
on I hat occasion may still be seen over

a weaver’s door.”—F. M.
'I'he principal Cannon Foundry in

Bavaria is situated at Augsburg : se-

veral richly ornamented brass jiieces

may be seen in front of the Arsenal,

bearing dates between 1500 and 1526.

Eilwiigen go daily to Municli (2 or

3 railway trains)
;

to Strasburg by
Ulm and Stuttgart

;
to Switzerland by

Liudau
; to Nuremberg twice a day;

daily to Italy by Innsbruck; 3 times a

week to Wurzburg.

ROUTE 166.

UAILROAD AUGSBUKG TO MUNICH.

8^ Germ, miles = 41 Eng. miles.

A lluilroad ojiened in Oct. 1840.

Trains 3 times a day, in 2( hours.

The charge for baggage is high, often

equalling, if not exceeding, the fare.

c 3
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2iifl class carriages are covered, and com-
fortable for men. For a light britzka
16 11., for a heavy carriage 20 (1. are

charged. This, with the fare of 4 pas-

sengers, exceeds the price of jiosting.

The railroad, on quitting Augshurg,
crosses the Lech, and proceeds up its

right bank to Merching; thence runs to

Furstenfeldbruck, and, passing a little

to theS. of Nyniphenburg, reaches Mu-
nich. It is carried considerahly to the

S. of the post road by Dachau.
Post road. The country is generally

flat, and throughout uniiiteresting, the

only pleasing feature being the distant

view of the Tyrolese mountains, oc-

casionally seen on the S. At the ex-

tremity of a nearly straight avenue, 4

miles long, stands the small town and
castle of Friedberg, on the top of a
height, overlooking the course of the

river Lech, which is crossed hy the

road between this and Augsburg. The
castle was originally built by the Ba-
varian Dukes, to keep in check their

neighbours, the Bishops of Augsburg.

24 Kurasburg, a good country inn.

3 .Schwabhausen, a solitary jtost-

housc. In the course of this stage the

town of Dachau is ptissed. It is planted

on the summit of an eminence over-

looking the Hat dreary moor. The
road through it is steep ; but an inscrip-

tion on the plain wall tells us it was
tnuch steeper until an Elector of Ba-
varia caused it to be lowered for the

convenience of travellers— “itineran-

tium et commercii commodo.”
The Royal Palace of Nymphenburg,

with itspresen'es and deer-park, lies on

the right, that of Schleisheim on the

left, at some distance from the road.

(See page 58.)

The Railroad Terminus is outside

tlie town, near the Karls Thor.

3 Munich. — (Germ. Munchen
;

Ital. Monaco.) Inns

:

Baierischer

Hof, Promenaden Platz, new and
good, and not extravagant, though not

cheap : improved since its commence-
ment, when complaints were justly

made, especially of had attendance.

It is an immense establishment, con-

tains 123 rooms and nearly 200 beds,

and is said to have cost 40,000/.

Tables-d’hofe at 1 and 5, in a hand-
some saloon. Servants 4 H. a day.

Goldner Hirsch (Golden Stag), greatly

improved under a new landlord, the son
of the former one, and now scarcely, if

at all, inferior to its rival. Table-d'hole
1 11. 12 kr.

;
good.—Goldener Holm

(Golden Cock) ;—Goldenes Kreutz;

—

Schwarzer Adler (table-d'hote 48 kr.

without wine). The Restaurant of

Boitel, 4, Promenaden Strasse, is good
and moderate.

Munich is built on the banks of the

river Isar, with no natural advantages

of situation, in the midst of a plain

neither fertile nor picturesque
;

it is

one of the most elevated cities of

Europe, being nearly 1600 ft. above the

level of the sea. Its
i)
0))ulation amounts

to 95,780 souls (6000 Protestants), or

110,000 including the suburbs.

Instead of epitomising the annals of

the city, which are singularly uninte-

resting, let it suffice that it owes its

origin to some salt-warehouses erected

on the spot, for I lie reception of the salt

brought from the mines of Reichenhall

and .Salzburg, and its name to the

Monks (Monchen) who owned them.

It first hecame the residence of the Ba-
varian Duke Lewis in 1255. Munich,

in the last century, was a mere ordinary

second-rate German capital, distin-

guislied neitlier for its situation nor

architecture, but merely as being tlie

residence of an Elector. It was sur-

rounded by walls and a ditch (removetl

and filled up in 1791), and entered by
castellated gates, several of which have

been preserved, and, with their loop-

holed and embattled Hanking towers,

still retain a feudal and martial air.

The houses were built in the quaint,

but not unpicturesque style adopted

also at Augsburg : they are irregular in

size and form; their fronts, crowded
with windows, are ornamented either

with stucco jiatterns and scroll-work, or

with rude fresco paintings. They have

often a lantern-like projection or oriel

window at the corner, and are sur-

mounted by high roofs jierforated with

3 or 4 tiers of small windows, giving

that part of the house the appearance

of the hull of a three-decker witli tlie
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ports open. The great market- place

(or Scbraimeu Platz) and neighbouring

streets of the old town preserve intact

the character of ancient Munich.

.Since tlie beginning of the present

centurj-, Munich has thrust out new
quarters and suburbs beyond tlie line

of its former walls, its population has

nearly doubled’itself, and the number
of fine buildings, which have risen up

on all sides within that period, have

scarcely a j)arallel in another European

capital. Its increase has been so rapid,

that it already stretches over an extent

of ground nearly double that of tlie

old town, which still forms the centre

or nucleus. A serious evil connected

with this rapidity of growth has been,

tliat, although the streets are laid out

on a regular plan prepared by the go-

vernment, the buildings have been

commenced on too many points at

once, and the houses are scattered and
disconnected, having wide intervals

between. Some of the finest new
buildings stand quite isolated, or on
the outskirts of the town ;

they' have

not been so placed as to group together,

to be seen at one view, or to unite in

producing one grand effect. Thus the

whole has an unfinished appearance
;

and, indeed, Munich can only be

looked upon as a city in progress, since

the new works commenced, and the

improvements contemplated, will take

more than 10 years to finish. There
are few ca[)itals in Europe N. of the

Alps which will better repay the tra-

veller for a visit, or hold out greater

inducements fur a prolonged stay, than

Munich at the present time. Access to

society is easily obtained by anybody
provided with good recommendations,
and admission to the Court by all jxn-

sons of suitable pretensions and ])osi-

tion. The king himself speaks English,

and is particularly civil to our country-
men ; a presentation to him through
the English Minister, Lord Erskine, is

usually followed by an invitation to

some of the court entertainments. The
courtesy and urbanity of the English
Minister to strangers applying to him
is particularly conspicuous. The col-
lections of works of art, Including the

UNicu.—The King.

celebrated Dusseldorf gallery, the Bois-

seree cabinet, and the ^Egina marbles,

together with the productions of living

artists in painting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture, will furnish those who take

pleasure in such objects with ample
enjoyment for a residence of many
weeks.

Munich owes its present prominent
position, as the scat of the fine arts,

mainly to one individual, the reigning

monarch, Lewis of Bavaria. Himself
a poet of no mean skill, he has made
the study of art his favourite pursuit

from early youth, and, even while

Crown Prince, had formed a first-rate

gallery of sculpture (the Glyptothek),

and a valuble cabinet of paintings

;

sparing neither pains nor expense in

the accumulation of such treasures.

The improvements in the town, in-

cluding the erection of a vast number
ofsplendid edifices, museums, churches,

&c., have been planned and executed
under his auspices, chiefly by the very
eminent architect Von Kleuze. Nor is

his patronage confined to architecture
;

since, no sooner is the plan of a new
building decided on, than work is

chalked out for the painter and sculp-

tor, in furnishing decorations for the

exterior and interior. The arts of
painting in fresco, in encaustic, and
upon glass, once believed to have been
lost, but in truth only nearly forgotten

from neglect, have been revived and
carried to their former jjerfection.

There are, probably, not I'ewer than
from 600 to 800 artists resident in

Munich at the present time, eitlier at-

tracted thither from other countries, by
the encouragement thus held out to

them, or bred iind educated on thes]iot.

Tlie prince who has originated all this

is not a solitary patron of art, since he
has created a taste, or set a fashion,

which has spread over his own counlry
through all parts of Germany; and
when it is considered that he had only
the resources of a second-rate state at his

command, and tliat the expenses of the
Palace, the Glyptothek, and the build-

ings connected with them, have been
defrayed from his own ]aivy ))urse, our
admiration at the completion of so
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maiij' grand undertakings, which would
have ilone credit to the wealthiest na-

tion in Euiojje, is increased. The funds,

however, for all these enterprises are not

raised without pinching other useful

and necessary departments of state ex-

penditure
;
and it is to be feared that

Munich thrives to the injury of Bavaria.

In order to form an estimate of the

present state of architecture in Munich,
the traveller must view tlie Glyptothek
and Pinacothek (both by Von Klenze)

;

he must traverse the Ludwigs Strasse,

the Uegent Street of Munich, which in-

cludes the University, the Church of

St. Lewis, the Library, the Blind Asy-
lum (built by the King from his privy

purse), and the Palace of Prince Max,
the Georgianum or Priests' Seminary
(named from Prince George the Bich,

its founder), the Young Ladies’ School

(Tbchtcrscliule) and the Ladies’ College

(Damenstift),—all recent constructions,

some of them, indeed, scarcely finished.

Most of these buildings, it must be con-

fessed, are deficient in picturesque elfect,

from their uniformity of surface.—It is

intended that this street shall terminate

with a magnificent arch of triumph

opening into a grand circus, the foun-

dations of whicli are laid : this will

form a most im))osing entrance into

the city. The works of the modern
German School of historical painting

may be seen in the New Palace of the

King, in the Hull of Festivals, in the

Palace of I’rince Max, in the Pinaco-

thek and Glyptothek, in the new

Church of St. Lewis, and in the Cha-

pel of All .Saints, as well as in the

studios of Hess, Kaulbach, and Sclmorr,

the most eminent of the artists who re-

side here. The atelier of Scliwanthaler

the sculptor usually contains some sjre-

cimens of the sister art from his hands
;

and many new edifices, public and

private, are also decorated with the

productions of liis chisel.

The Churches are not, perhaps, the

most interesting public buildings in

Munich ; the following are the best

wortliy of notice.

The Cathedral, Frauenkirche, is a

vast pile, entirely of brick, erected

1 188 ;
it is distinguished by its two tall

[Sect. X.

dome-capired towers, .336 ft. high. The
side aisles are of the same height as the

centre one. In front of the high altar

is the imposing Monument of the Empr.
Lewis the Bavarian, raised to his me-
mory by Maximilian L, 1622. It

is supported on each side by the figures

of two Bavarian Dukes, Albert and
William V.,and at the ailgles by kneel-
ing knights, all in bronze, and as large

as life. It was designed by the painter

Peter de Witte (Candido), a pupil of
Vasari. Over the tomb is susjjended

the canlinal’s hat of Cleselius, who
began the world as a baker’s apprentice

in Munich.
St. Michael's, or the Jesuits' Church,

—a handsome edifice in the Italian

style, remarkable for its wide roof

unsupported by pillars, contains. r/ior-

tvaldsen's Monument of Eugene Beau-
harnois, Duke of Leuchtenberg, erected

by his wife, sister of the King of Ba-
varia. It consists of a whole-length

statue of the Duke, attended by a
muse and by the genii of Life and
Death. The sacred music in this church
on Sunday is fine. The compositions

of Palestrina, Lotti, Lasso, and other

old masters, are admirably performed.
“ In St. Peter's Church, said to be the

oldest in Munich, a very curious Go-
thic altar-piece of carved stone Itas been

recently discovered, behind a wooden
screen. It dates from the 13th century.

In the upper division is Christ, as

judge of the world; in the middle, the

Last Judgment
;
and below, the Cruci-

tjxiim.”—F. M.
The Church of St. Ca'getan or of the

Theatines (Theate was the see of Bishop

Caraft'a, one of the [founders of the

order), opposite the Palace, also Italian,

surmounted by a dome, and internally

coated with stucco-work to exul>erance,

contains beneath it the burial vaults of

the Royal Family.

The Church of St. Lewis (Ludwig's

Kirche), completed 1842, was designed

by Professor Gartner, in the style of

Gothic called Byzantine or Roman-
esque, which is common in the N. of

Italy. The height of its two towers is

220 ft., the length of the nave is 250.

It is constructed of brick, faced with
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white marble. In a row of niches above

the porch, statues of Clirist and the

four Evangelists, by Schwanthaler, are

placed
;
over these is a fine circular

window, and colossal figures of St. Pe-

ter and St. Paul, by the same sculptor,

decorate the angles of the gable. A
fine fresco of Cornelius, an immense
painting of the Last Judgment, 64 ft.

liigh, occupies the entire end wall. The
facade of this church is not unlike that

of file Cathedral of Orvietto.

The Chapel of ^ll Saints (Aller-

heiligen Kapelle), behind the Palace,

also in the Byzantine style, and by Von
Klenze, is a less massive but more ele-

gant structure than the preceding. 'I’he

carvings of the door-v/ay and circular

window are equally well executed with

the liest ancient examples. The interior,

entirely painted in fresco, on a gold

ground, by Hess and his pupils, is

deserving of minute attention. The sub-

jects are from the Old and New Testa-

ments, except the compartments above
the altar illustrating the Seven Sacra-

ments. The effect of the gold ground
is rich without appearing glaring, and
notwithstanding the splendid character

of the internal decorations, all that is

not painting or gold within the building

being marble or scagliola, its general

character is solemn. The roof is sup-

p.irted by pillars of red Salzburg mar-
ble, having gilt capitals. The cost of the

internal decorations exceeded 40,00011.

The Parish Church of Maria Hilf in

tlie Suburb Au is a building in the

pointed Gothic style, witli high lancet

windows, and rellects credit on the ar-

chitect Ohlmiiller. A chief ornament
of tliis church are 19 large windows of

modem painted glass, containing sub-
jects from the Life of the Virgin, de-
signed by living painters, and executed
under the direction of Hess in the china
manufactory at Munich, in co-opera-
tion with the artist Frank of Benedict-
lieuern, who has succeeded in bringing
Irack this art to at least its ancient per-

fection.

The Basilica of St, Bon facius, in the
KarlStrasse, nearly opposite the Glyp-
tothek, founded lb3’>, to be finished in

,
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1845, exceeds in size and splendour
any of tlie modern ecclesiastical edi-

fices of Munich. It is built in the

Romanesque style, and resembles the

Church of St. Paul (fuori delle Mura)
at Rome. It is of red brick, the inte-

rior supported by 72 beautiful mo-
nolithic columns of Tyrolese marble,

each 20 ft. long. It is divided by them
into a nave, 78 ft. high, and 50 wide,
and 4 aisles. The pavement is of mar-
ble, the roof of wood painted blue with
gold stars, the beams being carved and
gilt. The Frescoes which decorate the

interiorsurpass in grandeur ofdesign and
beauty of execution all other works of
living artists here. “ The upper series,

between the round-headed windows, re-

present events in the lives of the Saints
and Martyrs who were instrumental in

establishing Christianity in Germany.
The lower series, devoted to the history

of St. Boniface, are designed and
painted by Hess and his pupils. The de-
parture of the Saint from his native
shore (England) is the work of the mas-
ter himself; and fon colour, feeling, and
expression one of the finest frescoes of
modern times. The monochrome com-
partments which separate the larger

frescoes have all the simple beauty and
touching pathos of Overbeck's draw-
ings, witli more, perhaps, of variety and
power.’’—R. Attached to this church is

a Benedictine Convent.
The Royal Palace or Residenz may

be divided into the old or central
building, and the new building, con-
sisting of two wings, inhabited by the
King and the Crown Prince.
The original Palace, begun at the

end of the 16th century, from designs
of Peter Candid, though vast in extent,

has not the slightest pretension to archi-
tectural beauty. It includes 4 irregular
court-yards. Beneath the arch -way
leading from the Chapel-court to the
Fountain-court, a curious nreinorial of
the athletic prowess of an ancestor of
the reigning family (1409), called,
froin his agility, Christopher the Reap-
er, is preserved. It consists of a huge
black stone, now chained to the wall,

which he is said to have lifted and
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hurled to a considerable distance. A
nail stuck into the wall about 12 ft.

from the ground, marks the height
reached by his heel in jumping!
The only part of the old Palace worth

visiting, unless the traveller have a
mind to be dragged through long
suites of apartments hung with uninte-

resting family portraits and faded da-

mask and velvet, and furnished with

thrones and state beds,—is the Rich
Chapel, so called from the expenditure

of ])recious metals and stones upon it

;

—its floor being of jasper, ])ori)hyry,

and amethyst; its walls of Floren-

tine mosaic; and the altar, with all

its u])purtenances, as well as the pipes

of the organ, of solid silver. Many
will view with greater interest a small

portable altar preserved in it. which be-

longed to Mary Queen of Scots. She
])erformed her devotions before it while

in prison, and carried it with her to the

scaffold, where, at the moment before she

laid her head on the block, she bestowed

it on one of her attendants. It was pre-

sented to William, V., Elector of Ba-
varia, by Pope I..eo Eleventh. This

chapel is shown Monday and Satur-

day, from 10 to 12.

Tliere is also a Treasury (Schatz-

kammer) in the Palace, containing the

Hegalia and lioyal Jewels, among
tliem the Palatinate Pearl, and a vast

number of costly trinkets : “a magnifi-

cent blue diamond, several pink dia-

monds, many fine single stones, eme-

ralds and sa))phires of immense size and

value, the King's crown, with otliers of

older date which belonged to the

Counts Palatine ;
also several works of

Benvenuto Cellini : the crowns ofChar-

lemagne, and those of Henry 11. and his

Empress Kunigunda.” It is shown to

the public on Tuesdays and Thursdays

from 10 to 1 2, under the superintendence

of the Uoyal Chamberlain.

The New Palace (Neu or Kbnigs-

bau), a massive structure facing the

Max Joseph’s Square, and copied from

the Pitti Palace at Florence, has been

built by the architect Von Klenze for

the present King. Although the lower

story is not yet finished, and though

[Sect. X.

the rest of the building is inhabited by
the court, the King allows it to be
shown to the public at fixed hours.

The interior is not fitted up after the

usual manner of the common run of

palaces—of which the traveller sees so

many on the Continent,—but is an
admirable example of a style of decora-

tion prevalent in Germany, but un-
known in England, which, projrerly

speaking, is a revival or imitation of

the ornaments of the Loggie of the Va-
tican, and of a still more ancient mo-
del, the houses of Pompeii. The ground
floor consists of state apartments, whose

walls are painted in fresco, with sub-

jects from the ancient national epic

(which may be termed a German Os-

sian) the Niebelungenlied. They' are

the productions of Julius Schnorr, and
are masterly efforts of historical paint-

ing. Some years must elapse before

they can be finished. The apartments

of the King and Queen occupy the first

floor. Those of the King are decorated

on the ceilings and walls with encaustic

paintings illustrating the Greek poets,

Homer, Hesiod, Anacreon, Sophocles,

&c.
;
those of her Majesty contain sub-

jects from the German poetry of Schil-

ler, Goethe, Klopstock, Tieck, Burger,

Wieland, and the songs of the early'

minstrels. The Throne-room is paiutcrl

by Kaulhneh. The paintings are sur-

rounded by beautiful Arabesque or

Romanesque borders, either original or

copied from Pompeii, and are further

enriched with classical cornices, marble

bas-reliefs, and raised patterns in stucco

or gold, which, in their novel effect

and splendour, leave damask hangings

or tapestry far Irehiud. The floors are

of various kinds of wood inlaid in pat-

terns, diflerent in each a])artment, and

forming a sort of wooden mosaic. In

short there is perhaps no palace in Eu-

rope (excepting Windsor Castle) which,

in magnificence, comfort, and refined

good taste, can vie with that of the

King of Bavaria. It is truly a national

palace, since the execution of it has

employed the skill and talents of native

artists in so many difl’erent depart-

ments; and the object of the King has
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l>een to fit it up in a style not dependent

on the fashion of the day, hut which

will be as appropriate 200 years hence

as at the time it was first planned.

The apartments on the second floor

are designed for balls and court enter-

tainments.

Adjoining the palace, on one side of

the Jlax Joseph’s Square, is the Thea-

tre

;

opposite the Palace is the New
Post-Office, and in the centre of the

square is the statue of the late king.
^

It is intended that the central portion

of the palace shall remain in its pristine

antique form
;
but the wing facing the

Hofgarten has been recently extended,

built up, and fronted with a very

handsome Palladian facade, 800 ft.

long, and is internally decorated with

even greater splendour and taste than

the Konigsbau.

The Festhaii, as this part of the

building is called, contains the state

apartments for drawing-rooms and court

festivities, as well as the apartments of

the Crown Prince. The Ball-room is

decorated with reliefs and paintings,

in the Pompeian style, of Greek dances

;

the Hall of Beauties^ith statues ofmo-

dern female beauties
;

the Banqueting-

room with battle scenes by Hess and
Adam. Three halls, adorned with pic-

tures of large dimensions, representing

the chief events in the lives of Charle-

magne, Frederick Barbarossa, and Ru-
dolph of Ha])sburg, by Schnorr, precede

the Grand Hall, called Thron Saal,

which is very superb, and will be

decorated with 14 colossal whole-

length statues in gilt bronze of the

Electors and Princes of Bavaria, in

the costume of the time in which they

lived, 10 ft. high, designed by Schwan-
thaUr and cast by .Stiglmaier : they

each cost 1 0001., and the gilding ofeach
also 1000/. On one side runs a gallery

resting on 20 caryatid statues of white

marble.

Tlie Hofgarten, a square enclosure,

planted with rows of trees, contiguous
to the palace, is surrounded by an open
Arcaili lined with Fresco paintings by
modern German artists. They are a
scries of representations of the most

remarkable events in the annals of Ba-
varia from the time of Otto of 4Vittels-

bach, the founder of the reigning fami-

ly. They are by no means undeserving

of attention as works of art
;
while the

design of exhibiting thus publicly to

the Bavarians the noble deeds of their

forefathers is highly praiseworthy
;
and

this truly national gallery appears to

be viewed with interest by all classes.

Besides the historical paintings, a con-

siderable space is covered with land-

scapes of remarkable places in Greece,

Italy, Sicily, &c.
;

the verses above
them are from the royal pen. One side

of the Hofgarten is occupied by the

Bazaar, which includes cafes, restau-

rants, shops, &c.
;
another side, opposite

the palace, by the old picture-gallery
;

and a third by a large barrack.

In the summer months a military

band plays in the Hofgarten on Wed-
nesday evening from C to 7.

The Glyplothek, Gallery of Sculp-
ture (yXi/iTTOf, carved, and (nxri, i'eposi-

tory), is a very chaste and classical

edifice of the Ionic order, erected by
Von Klenze for the present King

;
who,

while Crown Prince, formed the very in-

teresting and valuable collection depo-
sited in it entirely at liis own e.xpense.

Admission gratis,—Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday, with tickets,

obtained at the Pinacothek from the

Director of the Galleries
;

Friday,

without tickets,—hours from 9 to 12,

and 2 to 4. On Wednesday and Sa-
turday it is closed, except when the

King is out of town. No one is al-

lowed to draw in the gallery without
especial permission I'rom the King.
The distribution of the interior is

such, that a separate ajiartment is

devoted to the works of each distinct

epoch in art. The decorations of every

apartment are ada])ted to its contents.

The walls are scagliola of the richest

colours, the floors are of marble, and
the ceilings are decorated with fresco

and stucco patterns, and with gilding
;—all which ornaments, far from dis-

tracting the attention from the sculp-

tures, will be found to relieve them,

and to make them stand out prom inently

,
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as it were, from the well - contrived

background of a picture. The statues

are lighted from one side only.

Here follows an enumeration of the

objects best worth notice in the collec-

tion ; it is chronologically arranged in

12 apartments.

The first is occupied with Egyptian

Antiquities. — II. Etruscan. — III.
|

rEginetan, which is entirely devoted to

the marbles discovered in the island of

.dEgina by Baron Haller, Messrs. Cock-
erell and Forster, Englishmen, and
some other artists, in 1811. They
adorned the two pediments of a temple,

conjectured by some to be that of.Jupiter

Panliellenius, in /Egina ; and it is sup-

posed that the artist who made tliem
|

intended to represent in his composi-

tion some noble actions of the jEacidie,

because jEacus, their ancestor, was the

founder of the temple, and held in

great respect in ./Egina. They have

l)een skilfully restored by Thorwald-

sen, and they are now arranged in the

order in which they stood on the two

pediments of the temple, as far as it

can be determined by the attitudes of

the tigures, and the relative position

they occupied when dug out of the

ground, which was carefully noted at

the time of the discovery. I hey form

two gi-oups ;—one, representing Hercules

and Telamon (the son of yEacus)

lighting against Laomedon and the

Trojans, consists of 4 figures; the other

group of 12 figures is regarded as the

contest of the Greeks and Trojans over

tlie body of Patroclus; as described by

Homer, in which Ajax (gi-andson of

yEacus) holds a conspicuous position.

A figure of Minerva occupies the centre

of both groups.

These marbles are worthy of parti-

cular notice, as being almost the only

surviving specimens of the jEginetan

school of sculpture, whose productions

stood somewhat in the same relation to

the works of Phidias (ofwhich we have

such perfect examples in tlie Elgin

marbles) as the early paintings of

Giotto, Cimabue, Massaccio, and other

early Italian artists do to those of

Raphael and Michael Angelo. Al-

though the drawing of tlie figures is

generally correct in these statues, tlie

character of the sculpture is stift' and
hard, the faces are unmeaning and
almost all alike; the drajieries hang in

plaits rather than folds, and the hair is

like maccaroni. These marbles were
purchased by the present King, when
Crown Prince of Bavaria, for 6000/.
It must ever remain a subject of re-

gret with the English, that they did
not find their way to the British Mu-
seum; and it is provoking to know
that they were lost to us solely by mis-
management, an agent having been
actually despatched from England with
authority to oiler 8000/. for them.
On the wall o])j)osite the window of

the room of the yEgina marbles is a
model of the front of the temple to

which these marbles appertained, re-

stored, so as to show the blue and red
paint with which both the building
and statues are well ascertained to have
been originally covered. Remains of
the jiaint were actually detected in va-'

rious parts. Around the room are

arranged a great number of fragments,

also found amoit^st the ruins of the

Temple.
I^'. The Hall of Apollo, for works of

the lime and school of Phidias.—The
sf.atue (§ 82) from which it is named
is said to be the work of Ageladas,

master of Phidias. It was formerly

called the Barbarini Muse.
y. Hall of Bacchus.—The Barbarini

Faun (96), supposed to have been
executed by Praxiteles or Scopas, is

a masterly production of ancient art.

It represents a Bacchanal sunk in an
uneasy slumber after a deep carouse.

—

(100.) Head of a laughing Faun,
called Fauno Colla Ulacchia, from a

green stain in the marble. The Slar-

riage of Bacchus and Ariadne, a bas-

relief on a sarcophagus.

VI. Hall of the Sons of Niobe.

—

The Ilioneus (125), without doubt tlie

gem of the gallery, is a kneeling figure

of one of the sons, represented at the

moment when Apollo is supposed to

point towards him his deadly arrow,

before which he is crouching in terror.
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“ The head and arms are wanting, but

tJie supplicatory expression of the at-

titude, the turn of the body, so de-

precatory, so imploring; the bloom of

adolescence, which seems absolutely

shed over the cold marble
;
the un-

erjualled delicacy and elegance of the

whole; touched me unspeakably."’

—

Ml'S. Jameson. This exquisitely finished

statue is thought to have belonged to

tlie collection of the Emperor Ru-
dolph II. at Prague, dispersed after

his death. It was accidentally dis-

covered in the yard of a stone-mason

who had provided it rvitli a head and
arms to fit.—(1"24.) Another son of

Niobe, stretched on liis back, and in

bis last gasp, is good, though vastly

inferior to the preceding.—(132.) Tlie

Medusa Rondanini, a majestic, rather

than terrible, head : also a masterpiece.

Rooms VII. and VIII. are decorated

with modem frescoes by Cornelius, and
his scholars Zimraermann and Schlott-

hauer. The subjects in the Vllth,

called Hall of the Gods, are taken
from heathen mythology

;
those in the

Vlllth, the Trojan Hidl, from Homer’s
Iliad.

IX. The H.-ill of Heroes. (1.50.) The
Warrior binding on his Sandal

;
also

called Jason.—(152.) Alexander the

Great.—(157.) Nero, as a Gladiator.

X. The Roman Hall is the most
splendid of all in its decorations, while

its contents are inferior works, proclaim-

ing the decay of art. Among them_ is

a series of busts of the Roman emperors,

and several splendid marble candelabra.

XI. Hall of coloured Sculpture.

—

(293.) Ceres
;
the head, shoulder, and

arms of white marble
;
the drapery,

llowing elegantly behind, is of black :

a very beautiful statue.—(294.) Bronze

Bust of a Boy
;
of the best period of

Greek art : holes are left for the eyes,

which were of glass or precious stone.

XII. Hall of Modern Sculpture, oc-

cupied by works executed since the Re-
naissance or revival of classic taste,

showing how ancient art has influenced

modern.—The most remarkable statues

are (313 and 328.) Canora's Paris and
Venus

;
a copy of that at Florence.

—

(329.) Thorwaklsens Adonis.—(314.)

Schadow's Girl fastening her Sandal.

—

A bust of the King of Bavaria (325),
by Thorivaldsen, is also good.

GROUND PLAN OF THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE PINACOTHEK.
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The Pinacolhek, or Picture GnlUnj I only just now quite completed. It is

painting, and irsn, repositorg), 1 built after the design of the archi-

was begun in 1826, and opened in
j

tect Von Klenze, who, in addition

1836; but the internal decorations are ' to the praise of having constructed a
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beautiful edifice, deserves also that of

having formed the most convenient and
appropriate receptacle for paintings in

Europe. The facade above the corridor

is surmounted by a row of statues of 25
of the greatest painters, modelled by
Schvvanthaler.

Admission .— It is thrown open to

strangers from 9 to 2, every day but
Saturday.

The gallery is nearly in the shape
of two T's

(
H'-I) joined. Tlie en-

trance for the public is at the eastern

end. The number of paintings is

limited to about 1500, consisting of a
selection of the best works out of all

the collections belonging to the King
of llavaria, including the galleries of

Diisseldorf, Mannheim, Deux-Ponts,
and many other cabinets, which amount
in all to 7000. They are arranged

according to schools, in 7 splendid

halls, and 23 adjoining small cabinets,

on the first floor. The large pictures

of each division, or school, are placed

in the central halls, which are lighted

from above
;
the smaller works in the

small cabinets with side lights. The
central halls communicate on the one

side with the above-mentioned cabi-

nets, on the other with a long coiridor

or gallery, running the whole length of

the building. A separate entrance

leads from it into each of the great

halls, so that the visiter is enabled to

proceed at once to the apartment, or

school, which he desires to see, without

having his attention distracted, os in

the Louvre, by passing a multitude of

other ))ictures. This Corridor is di-

vided into 25 loggie or compartments,

ornamented with highly creditable

fresco jjaintings by Cornelius, who
sketched the designs,Zimmermann,and
their scholars; enriched with the most

beautiful and fanciful grotesque and

arabesque borders, medallions, and gold,

backgrounds. The paintings in each

compartment are intended to illustrate

some particular period in the history of

art, or incidents in the life of some

eminent painter. Tlie lunettes opposite

the window usually contain the main

subject, to which the smaller pieces on

the ceiling and sides bear reference.

The corners are filled with medallion
portraits, in bas-relief, of the painter's

pupils or most distinguished followers.

The 1st Compartment contains a
sort of allegorical frontispiece, repre-

senting King Lewis of Bavaria in the

grove of Painting and Poetry, sur-

rounded by the most eminent artists of

Italy and Gennany, and by the classic

poets of Greece and Borne. The ])aint-

ings on the ceiling are intended to de-

lineate the connexion of the arts with

religion. 2nd. Giovanni Pisano show-

ing the senate of Pisa his designs fur

the Campo Santo. On the ceiling. St.

Bernard preaching ;—the Battle of Ico-

nium, and other subjects from the

history of the Crusades, wdiich Irad so

great an influence in transferring to the

West the arts of the East. 3rd. Ci-

mabue's picture of the Madonna car-

ried in ])rocession through the streets of

Florence, and other events in that

painter's life. 4th. In the cupola,

Giotto w'hile a shepherd boy received

as a scholar by Cimabue,—showing

the Pope his paintings,—and travel-

ling with the I’upe to Avignon. 5th.

Fra Giovanni da Fiesole refuses the

bishopric of Florence
;
in the cupola

are scenes from his life—assuming the

monk’s habit, in the convent of San

Mai'co—ornamenting the monks’ cells

with his pencil—dis]daying his archi-

tectural plans to Cosirto de’hledici—and

painting in the chapel of the A atican.

fith. Massaccio in S. Carmine, Flo-

rence, — with Cardinal Clemente at

Rome. 7 th. Pietro Perugiiio (Ra-

phael’s master). In the cupola, his

scholars and their characteristics. 8th.

Forerunners and contemporaries of

Raphael—Luca Signorelli's Vision of

the Last .ludgment. 9th. I-eonardo da

Vinci supported in his last moments

by Francis I.— Leonardo as jrortniit-

painter, and as teacher. 10th. Cor-

reggio and his scholars : the 4 Ele-

ments— the recumbent figure in the

lunette represents the artist himself,

surrounded by allegorical figures of

music, poetry, &c. 11th. Titian, his

master and his scholars; the Bellini
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and other }3aiiiters of the Venetian

school—Titian painting Charles X .

—

visited by Giulio Romano, Vasari, &c.

12th. Michael Angelo,—designing the

dome of St. Peter’s—surprised by the

Pope as he is lying on his back paint-

ing the Last Judgment in the Sistine

Chapel,—and executing the statue of

Moses. 13th. Raphael's Death oc-

cupies the lunette. On the ceiling he

is represented studying under his father

—taken by him to Perugino—showing
the designs for the Loggie of the A'a-

tican to Pope Julius—and engaged in

jmintiiig them with his pupils. 14th.

Rubens in England as amb^sadur and
artist. On the roof, Rubens before

Mary de’ Medici. 15th. Le Sueur
working at night among the Carme-
lites. In the cupola, Nic. Poussin
and his school at Rome—.\pollo and
Minerva drive away the Furies from
him. 16th. Rembrandt. In the cu-

pola, Claude Lorraine. 17th. Albert

Diirer treated with distinction by the

jjainters of Antwerp. In the cupola,

scenes from his life—as the scholar of

Wohlgemuth,—his friend Pirkheimer
reading to him, contrary to the will of

his wife, while he paints. 18th. Hol-
bein’s life; lunette. Joyous Gamesters
surprised by Death ; above it. Vision

of the Virgin and Child as in the paint-

ing now at Dresden, the artist’s master-

))iece
;

Holbein embarking for Eng-
land

;
taking leave of Erasmus

;
show-

ing his works to Henry YIIL; paint-

ing Sir Thomas More and his family.
19th. Lucas van Leyden on his death-
Ired

;
the ruling jiassion of the artist

still strong. 20th. Hans Hemling

—

AiKKialyptic visions of Saints, &c.

—

The artist in St. Ursula’s Hosjiital at
Bruges. 21st. John and Hubert van
Eyck—John and his sister instructed

by Hubert—discovery of oil painting
—im|>arting the secret

;
the brothers

displaying their works to Philip tlie

Good; lunette, tlie Worship of the
I>amb, from the famous painting by
A an Eyck, at Ghent. 22nd. William
^f Cologne, painting on his knees the
^ irgin and Child—his death in )io-

verty. 23rd. German architecture

—

the Emperor Henry the Fowler sur-

rounding a city with walls
;
the ar-

chitect of the Dom of Cologne (Master

Gerard) presenting the model to the

Archbishop—lunette, the relics of the

3 Kings carried to Cologne. 24th.

Origin of German civilization in the

days of Charlemagne ;—Charles Mar-
tel conquering the Saracens at Tours

;—St. Boniface preaching the Gospel in

Germany ;—lunette, Charlemagne on
his Throne. 25th. Union of Religion

and Art ;—lunette, the Apotheosis of

Art. “ From the beauty and richness

of its decorations, as well as I’or the

exquisite taste displayed in it, this

Corridor can scarcely be too highly

praised.”

The first apartment of the gallery,

which is entered from the stairs, is an
Ante-room containing portraits of tlie

Founders of the Bavarian Picture
Gallery; John William, Elector Pala-

tine, founder of the Diisseldorf Gal-
lery; Maximilian Emanuel, Elector of

Bavaria; Charles, Duke of Deux-
Ponts

;
Carl Theodore, Elector Pala-

tine, who transferred the Mannheim
Gallery to Munich

;
Max Joseph, who

united the Diisseldorf Gallery with it;

and the present King, Lewis, who has
surpassed all his predecessors in his

zeal for the arts, and is not behind any
of them in the additions he has made
to this collection; witness the Boi.sserte

and Wallerstein Galleries, and the vast

number of single paintings purchased
by him at diS’erent times. He has also

enriched the Munich Gallery with the

choicest works from the provincial col-

lections of Nuremberg, Augsburg, and
Bamberg, ns well as from numerous
churches and monasteries in various
parts of Bavaria.

The 1st and Ilnd Apartments, with
8 side cabinets, are devoted to the
German School. They include the
elite ol the Boisserce Gallery, com-
menced at Cologne in 1804, l>y two
Ijrothers of that name, during the time
of sequestration of churches and mo-
nasteries by the French, and the con-
sequent dispersion of tlie works of art

contained in them. It was jmrchosed
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by file present King, in 1827, for

37.1,00011. These old German masters

(together with the series of Rubens)
may be said to form the great strength

of the Munich gallery, and deserve es-

pecial attention, because no similar col-

lection of their productions exists. A
careful selection has been made for the

Plnacothek, affording examples of the

various excellences of that very early

school. They are deposited in the first

five cabinets leading out of the large

room. The following pictures may be
pointed out as among the best worth at-

tention :

—

J'Vitlium of Cologne (the chief

of the Ryzantine-llhenish school, and
tlie first German painter of his dav, flou-

rished 1380) : (c. 1. 2. 10. 11*) A se-

ries of Saints and Apostles, single

figures in Gothic niches, painted on a
gold ground. School of Cologne : (c. 13.)

Head of our Saviour (black) on the

handkerchiefof .St. Veronica, one of the

very finest productions of this early

school —(c. 5.) Crucifixion. Israel von

Mechenen: (c. 31.) The Ascension of

tlie Virgin—(c. 33.) The Presentatioti

of Christ in the Temple. Hans Ihirg-

mayer : Whole-length figures of St.

Ambrose and St. Kustace—The Mar-
riage of the Virgin—The liirth of the

Virgin announced to her father .Toachim,

who is represented three times in ilifl'e-

rent parts of the painting : the subject

is derived from the pseudo-gospels.

John van Eyck : An altar-piece with

two wings : centre, (c. 36.) Adoration

of the Magi : the elder of the 3 Kings

is the portrait of Philip the Good, Duke
of Burgundy, while the Moor is the

likeness of Charles the Bold
;

left, (c.

35.) Annunciation; right, (c. 37.)

Presentation in Temple—(c. 42.) St.

Luke painting the portrait of the Virgin
;

St. Luke is the portrait of the painter

Hubert van Eyck— Head of Christ.

These are all first-rate works of this mas-

ter—(55.) Figure of the A'irgin in a

blue dress—(61.) Ditto of John Bap-

• Tlie figures refer to tlie numbers on the

pietiircs and in the catalogue. The pictures

in the side cabinets are numbered separately,

and are here distinguished by the letter c. iii

addition to their number.

tist

—

Lucas van Leyden, (c. 38. 39. 10.)

Figures of 6 .Saints, in pairs— Hans
Hemling (c. 48. 49. 54.) The Adora-
tion of the Magi, with two wings

; on
one John the Baptist, on the other St.

Christopher, (c. 41.) The Israelites

gathering Manna, (c. 55.) The Meeting
of Abraham and Melchisedec—Christ

betrayed in the Garden, and Peter strik-

ing off the High Priest’s Servant's ear.

(Does Jiot belong to the Boisseree col-

lection.)—(c. 63.) The Joys and Griefs

of the Virgin, and The Journey of the

Wise Men. In this singidar painting

the chief events connected with the

Birth, Death, and Resurrection of our

Saviour, and the Death and Assumption
of the Virgin, are represented in distinct

groups, portrayed in difl’erent parts of

the same picture with singular minute-

ness. Schoreel (c. 70.) ; The Death of

the Virgin.—The varied attitude and
expression of grief in the persons who
surround the A^irgin is portrayed with

great truth. This is decidedly the mas-

ter’s chef-d’muvre.—(c. 69. 71.) The
founder of the jireceding picture with

his family, attended by St. George and

St. Denis on one side, and .St. Gudule
and St. Christina on the other, are also

of great excellence. Lucas van Leyden :

The Annunciation
;
a capital picture.

—

The A’irgin’s Head
;

very beautiful.

Jlberl Diirer

:

(71 and 76) The four

Apostles.—(c. 124) His own Portrait.

This painting was stolen from Nurem-
berg by an artist to whom it was given

to copy, and who cut away the original

from the panel on which it was painted,

and sold it to the late king of Bavaria

for 630 ll.,returning his own copy, which

lie glued on the panel of the original, to

Nuremberg, in its place.—(72) The
Birth of Christ

;
painted by Durer for

the town council of Nuremberg.—(c.

128.) Portrait of Diirer's Father (c.

139) and of his Master, Wohlgemuth.

Luke Cranach (56) : The Woman taken

in Adultery.—(83) The Death of Lu -

cretia; the painter's best work.—(c. 141)

Portraits of Luther and Melancthou.

JVohlgemulh: Portrait of the Emperor

Maximili.an, with his adventure on

the Martinswand, described in Route
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212, represented in the background.

—

(22) The .•Vgony in tlie Garden.—(27)

The Crucifixion.— (34) The Descent

from the Cross.—(39) The Resurrection.

The brilliancy of the colouring in these

four pictures is astonishing. Lambert

Sustermaiiii (91): Dead Christ in the

arms of the Virgin
;
formerly ascribed

to Daniel di Volterra. Holbein : Portrait

called .Sir T. More.—Portrait, a full

face, with the initials 11. W. on the belt

in front. Q. Matsys

;

(80) The Misers.

Samlrart

:

A Guitar-player. Dietrich :

(155) Laiulscape, a Storm coming on.

—(153) The Rich Man looking up to

Lazarus. — Cabinet. Balthasar Den-

ner

:

(c. 175, 1S7) Two Heads. The
microscopic minuteness with which

every hair and wrinkle is depicted will

excite surprise.

Thelllrd, IVth,and Vth .\partnients,

with 9 cabinets. Flemish and Dutch
masters, including the works of Rubens,

formerly in the Dusseldorf Gallery, de-

scribed by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and re-

garded by him as constituting by far

the finest portion of that collection. Fan-
dyk : (221) St. Sebastian bound to a

tree.—(227) Susanna and the Elders.

Admirable pictures, done when the

artist was very young
;
highly coloured.

“ He never afterwards had so brilliant a

manner of colouring : it kills everything

near it. Behind are figures on horse-

back, touched with great spirit. This
is Vandyk's first manner, when he imi-

tated Rubens and Titian, which sup-

poses the scene in the room : in his pic-

tures afterwards he represented the effects

of common daylight
;
both were equally

true to nature
; but his first manner

carries a suiieriority with it, and seizes

our attention, whilst the pictures paint-

ed in his latter manner run u risk of
lieing overlooked.’’

—

Sir J. It. Por-
fraita (213) of himself,—(212) ofScliny-
ders and Breughel,—(199) of an Or-
ganist of Antwerp.—(c. 335, &c.) 10
small Portraits in brown, of historical

characters of his time, including Tilly,

Wallenstein, and Gustavus Adolpims.
(184) \ irgin and Infant .Saviour on his
feet.-^201) Martyrdom of St. .Sebas-
tian

;
varying in many respects from

the other painting of the same subject.

—(225) The Dead Christ in the arms
of the Virgin. “ Finely coloured

(though not of that splendid kind), cor-

rectly drawn, and finished with the ut-

most care and precision.”—Sir J, It.

—(209) Another Dead Christ, in the

style of Rubens, and by some attributed

to him. “ This dilference of opinion

among connoisseurs shows sufficiently

how much the first manner of I’andyk

was like that of Rubens. He is almost

the only instance of a successful imita-

tion : however, he had afterwardsa man-
ner of his own. St. John is blubber-

ing in a very ungracious manner. The
attitude of the Christ would be admi-
rable, if the head had not so squalid an
apjrearance. The whole appearance of

the Christ is equally light, which, with

the help of the white linen on the Vir-

gin’s knee, makes a large mass of light

:

her head and the head of Mary Magda-
lene make the lesser flights. St. John’s

drapery, which is a light red, makes the

lightlose itselfby degrees in the ground.’’

—Sir J. It. Delorme : (198) Interior

of a Church. JVouvermans : (214) A
Stag crossing a river, followed by the

hunter. There are at least a dozen
good specimens of this artist in the 12th

caliinet. Fan der Heist : (230) Three-
quarter Portrait of Admiral Trorap.

—

(237) Portraits of the family A'anHuten.
Berghem: A Woman on a White Horse,

with cattle beneath a ruined castle.

Fanderwerf : (220) The Magdalen in

contemplation, as large as life. The
16th cabinet is filled entirely with his

paintings
;

the best among them are (c.

480) a Virgin and Child—and (c. 483)
Abraham dismissing Agar. “The Mag-
dalen rvas painted as a companion to the

St. John of Raphael
;
but it was not

thought even by his friends that he had
succeeded : however, he certainly lias

spared no pains: it is as smooth and as

higlily linislied as his small pictures;

but his defects are here magnified, and
consequently more apparent. His pic-

tures, whether great or small, cert.ainly

afford but little pleasure. Of their

want of ell'ect it is worth a painter's while
to inquire into the cause. One of the
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l)rinci]ial causes appears to me, liis

having eiitertauiecl an opinion that the

light of a picture ought to be thrown
solely on the figures, and little or none
on the ground or sky. This gives great

coldness to the effect, and is so conh'ary

to nature, and the practice ofthose paint-

ers with whose works he was surround-

ed, that we cannot help wondering liow

he fell into this mistake. His naked
figures appear to he of a much harder

substance than flesh, though his outline

is far from cutting, or the light not

united with the shade, which are the

most common causes of hardness. But
it appears to me that in the present in-

stance the hardness of manner proceeds

from the softness and union being too

great, the light being everywhere equally

lost in the ground or its shadow
;

for

tliis is not expressing the true elfect of

flesh, the light of which is sometimes

losing itself in the ground, and some-

times distinctly seen, according to the

rising or sinking of the muscles. An
attention to these variations is what gives

the effect of suppleness, which is one of

the characteristics of a good maimer of

colouring. Tliere is in nature a certain

proportion of bluutness and sharjmess
;

in the medium between those two ex-

tremes, the true and perfect art of imi-

tating consists. If tlie sharp predomi-

nate, it gives a dry manner : if the

blunt ])redominate, it makes a manner

equally removed from nature : it gives

what painters call wooliness and heavi-

ness, or that kind of hardness which is

found in tliese pictures of Vanderwerf.

In describing Vanderwerf's manner,

were I to say that all the parts every-

where melt into each other, it might na-

turally be supposed tliat the effect would

be a high degree of softness
;
but it is

notoriously the contrary
;
and I tliink,

for the reason that has been given, his

flesh has the appearance of ivory, or

iilaster, or some otlier liard substance.

What contributes likewise to give this

hardness is a want of transparency in his

colouring, from his admitting little or

no reflections of light. He has also the

defect which is often found in Rem-
brandt—thatof making his light only a

single spot. However, to do him jus-
tice, his figures and his heads are gene-
rally well drawn, and his drapery is ex-
cellent

;
perhaps there are in iiis pictures

as perfect examples of drapery as are to

be found in any other painter's work
whatever.”

—

Sir J. R.
11th Cabinet.—Rembrmidt

:

The mo.st

remarkable pictures are (c. 290) Christ
in the midst of the Doctors.—(c. 257)
Descent from the Cross. “ The chief

merit of Rembrandt’s paintings consists

in his peculiarity of manner—of admit-
ting but little light, and giving to that

little a wonderful brilliancy. The co-

louring of Christ in (c. 258) the Eleva-
tion of the Cross cannot be exceeded :

it is exactly fhe tint ofVandyk's Susanna,
in the other room ; but whether the

ground of this picture has been re-

painted, or the white horse, which was
certainly intended to make the mass of

light broader, has lost its brightness, at

present the Christ makes a disagreeable

string of light. In reality, here are too

many Rembrandts brought together :

his peculiarity does not come amiss,

when mixed with the performances of

other artists of more regular manners
;

the variety then may contribute to re-

lieve the mind, fatigued with regularity.

The same may be said of the A'ander-

werfs; they also are too numerous.

These pictures, however, tire the specta-

tor for reasons totally opposite to each

other : the Rembrandts have too much
salt, and the Vanderwerfs too much
water, on neither of which we can live.’’

—Sir J. R. Gerard Dow : (c. 2S4)

A Mountebank “ haranguing from his

stage, to figures of dilferent ages, but I

cannot add of different characters; for

there is, in truth, no character in the

picture. It is very highly finished, hut

has nothing interesting in it. Gerard

Dow himself is looking from a window
with his palette and pencils in his hand.

The heads have no character, nor are

any circumstances of humour intro-

duced. The only incident is a very dirty

one, which everybody must wish had

been omitted. The rest of the figures

are standing round, without invention or

novelty of any kind. This is supposed
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to bo the largest composition that he ever
|

made, his other works being little more

than single figures
;

anti it plainly ap-
|

jiears that this was too much for him—
more than he knew how to manage.

Even the accessories in the background

are ill managed and disproportioned : a

stump of a tree is too small, atid the

weetis are too large, and both are in-
''

troduced with as much formality as if

they were principal objects.”

—

Sir J. R.

More pleasing pictures are :—A young

woman knitting near a window, with a

child in a cradle
;

a most elaborately

tinished picture.—(c. 28S) An old wo- !

man, with a spinning wheel, saying

!

grace before dinner.— (c. 289) An old'

woman j)eeling applet.—A Hermit at
j

prayer.— (c. 359) A girl at an open

window.—(c. 272) Portrait of Gerard
]

Dow himself.
|

IP’th Apartment.—Rubens

:

The Cen-
\

tral and Largest Hall of the Gallery,

and one cabinet, are exclusively occu-

])ied by 95 works of the great Flemish

Master, including many of his chefs-

d'oeuvre. (257) The Infant Ferdinand of

Spain on horseback.—(256) The Fall of
[

tlie Damned
;
or the Fallen Angels. “ It

is impossible to form an adequate idea

of the powers of Rubens without having

seen this picture : he seems here to have

given a loose to the most capricious ima-

gination in the attitudes and invention

of his fallen angels, who are tumbling
one over the other, ‘ with hideous ruin

and combustion, down to bottomless

perdition.’ If we consider the fruit-

lessness of invention which is discovered

in this work, or the skill which is shown
in composing such an inbnite number
of figures, or the art of the distribution

of light and shadow, the freedom of

hand, the facility with which it seems
to be performed, and, what is still more
extraordinary, the correctness and ad-
mirable taste of drawing of figures fore-

shortened, in attitudes the must difiicult

to execute, we must pronounce this pic-

ture to be one of the greatest efforts of
genius that the art has produced.”

—

Sir
J. R. Sir Joshua gives this picture the

{(reference over all the others on similar

subjects in the Gallery. IVilkie consi-

dered it “ the most sur]rrising of Rubens’

labours. It combines, in first-rate ex-

cellence, his powerful imagination, his

daring composition, and his deepest and
richest tone of colouring ; its small size

is a defect.” (258) The Nativity, with

many angels. “Admirably composed :

the nearest shepherd is particularly well

drawn and coloured. One of the angels,

who has her arras crossed on her breast,

with curled hair, like the Antinous,

seems to be copied from Parmeggiano :

it is much out of Rubens’ common man-
ner.”-

—

Sir J. R. (259) The peasants

turned into frogs for insulting Latona.

—

(262) Seneca dying. “ Copied from

the statue. It is much to be suspected

that this picture was not painted by
Rubens.”

—

Sir J. R. (261) Rubens
andbisfirstwifeElizabeth Brant, “when
he was a young man, for his portrait

here appears not above two or three

and twenty. His wife is very handsome,
and has an agreeable countenance. She
is by much the best part of the picture,

which is I'ather in a bard manner. The
linen is grey ; he was at this period

[afraid of white.”

—

Sir J. R.—(260)
Sampson betrayed by Dalilah.—(263)
The great Last Judgment, formerly at

j

Schleisheim, now fills the central place

in the large gallery. “ There is nothing
very interesting in this picture

;
per-

haps there is too great a quantity of

flesh to have an agreeable effect. Three
naked women and a naked man join

together to make the great mass of light

of the picture. One of the women, who
is looking out of the picture, has for that

reason the appearance of a portrait, and
is said to be one of Rubens’ wives

;
and

a figure rising out of a grave, in the

foreground, is said to be his own por-

trait
;

but, certainly, neittier of these

sujipositions is well founded.”— Sir

J. R. This picture was j)ainted for the

Duke of Pfalz Neuburg, and originally

placed in the .lesuits’ Church of Neu-
burg.—(266) The Magdalen, and three

other ic|jentant Sinners, coming to

Christ.—(265) Rubens’ second wife in

an arm chair.—(269) Michael combat-
ing the fallen Angels. “Michael is
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but an nngracefnl figure
;

liis red man-
tle has but a heavy appearance : it seems
as if it were only laid in flat, to be af-

terwards finished. Tlie picture lias

certainly suffered by cleaning; there

wants, upon the whole, a solidity of

eflect. ’—Sir J. R.— (267) Christ on

the Cross.— (268) “Hoys playing with

or carrying a festoon of flowers and
fruit, painted by Schnyders. Some of

the boys the same as those in the Ban-
queting-house, Whitehall ; it is one of

Rubens's best pictures both for colour-

ing and drawing; it is, indeed, soft and
rich as flesh itself. Though the flowers

are painted with all that beauty of co-

lour which is in nature, yet Rubens has

preserved such brightness and clearness

in his flesh, though in contact with those

flowers, as perhaps no other painter

could have <lone.”—Sir J. R.—(270)
The drunken Silenus supported by Sa-

tyrs. “ One of Rubens's highest co-

loured pictures, but not superior to that

on the same subject at Blenheim. The
composition of this variesin many points”

—Sir J. R.—(271) A Madonna and
Bambino, within a framework of flow-

ers ;
“ the flowers by Breughel, and

eleven boy angels surrounding the gar-

land, who are beautifully coloured,

equally brilliant with the flowers.’’—Sir

J. R.—(276) The Murder of the Inno-

cents. A subject in which the painter

has put forth all his strength and genius

in depicting excited passions. This

jiicture was not at Diisseldorf, and

therefore is not mentioned by Sir.Toshua.—“About 10 portraits: the best are

(283) De Ncy, a monk, with a skull in

his hand; (274) Dr. Van Tuldeu in

black, holding a book shut
;

(272)
Philip IV. of Spain and (273) his

Queen .’’—Sir J. R.—(281) Rubens

second wife, Helena Forman. (The

fair-complexioned dame, whose ruddy

cheeks, in which the blood seems to

glow and circulate, whose laughing and

sparkling blue eyes, heaving bosom, and

curly flaxen tresses, the painter so much
doted on, and which he delighted to

transmit to posterity in so many of his

works.)—(278) The Holy Trinity (over

the door). This picture was painted

[Sect. X.

by Rubens at Munich, and formerly
ornamented the Augustine Church. It

is an excellent production, good in de-
sign and resplendent in colour.—(279)
Peace threatened by Mars, but protected
by Minerva.—(280) A boar-hunt

;
ad-

mirable.—(262) The entombmentof our
Saviour : a very valuable sketch.

—

(28.1) Portraits of Rubens’ second Wife
and Child.— (284) Susanna and the

Elders; one of the best pictures in the

room.— (287) An allegory from the

Book of Revelations : the Virgin with
eagle’s wings treads upon the head of

the Serpent, the Archangel Michael hurls

the 7-headed Dragon and other mon-
sters into the bottomless pit

;
in the

distance is the town of Freysing, for

which jdace this picture was painted.

—(2811) Portrait of the Infant Ferdi-

nand of Spain, in a cardinal’s dress.

—

(290) Portrait of a Queen of Poland.

— (288) The battle of Sennacherib.
“ In this picture there is a great repose

of shadow in large masses
;

the figures

and horses are full of animation.’’

—

Sir J. R.—(291) Fame crowning
Mars. “ The Fame is too red, as well

as the rest of the picture.”—(292) A
shepherd kissing a girl—the man is

thought to resemble the painter.—(293)
The battle of the Amazons. “ Not
much larger than the print

;
painted

in varnish. The woman, who lies

dead at the bottom, with her head
downwards, is beautifully coloured, in

the manner of the woman in the pic-

ture of fallen angels
;
and, though not

a correct form, has a grand, free, open
outline. This appears to be painted at

the same time of his life that he painted

the fall of the angels, which is in his

best manner. It is a pity that the date

is not known.’’

—

Sir J. R.—I’lie As-

cension of the Virgin.—(296) The De-
scent of the Cloven Tongues ;

“ a fine

composition.’’—Meleager and Afalanta.

— (295) Nymphs and Satyrs.—(297)
Castor and Pollux, with two horses

carrying away Phoebe and Eliiira :
“ it

is a fine piece of colouring, but the

composition too artful.”

—

Sir J. R .

—

(298) The Martyi-dom of St. Dawrence;

“the colouring appears raw.’’— (25 1)
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A Lion Hunt. “ This capital produc-

tion appears to be wholly by flie pencil

of Rubens. His powerful painting and

energetic expression are conspicuous in

every part. In the composition, he has

evidently borrowed largely from the

Battle of the Standard, by L. da Vinci.”

It is one of Rubens’ finest works, ex-

celling in those qualities in which he

surpasses all other artists, movement
and action. According to the Cata-

logue the animals are by Schnyders.

—

(250) Portraits of Lord and Lady
Arundel, whole-length. The lady rests

her hand on a ilog's head
;
her husband

stands behind
;
a boy (her son) by her

side, with a hawk, and a dwarf behind

the dog. The Arundel arms, a red

and white shield, with a lion and a

horse for supporters, and the garter in

a label under, are painted on the cur-

tain.—(252) (Over the door) St. Peter

and Paul, “painted in the grand style

of the Italian school.”—(253) The
dead body of the hero Decius crowned
with laurel—(254) Victory crowning
Mars.—(255) The Sabine Women.

In the side Cabinet are the following

remarkable pictures by Rubens : (297)
The small Last Judgment. “ As in the

large picture the blessed are the most
conspicuous, here the damned make,
in a manner, the subject of the compo-
sition : the blessed are faintly repre-

sented at a distance in the upper part

of the picture, near Christ and the

Virgin Mary. This picture is far

superior to the large one on the same
subject in every respect.”

—

Sir J. R.

—

(c. 353) A finished small picture of
tlie St. Christopher, the same as on the

door of the Descent from the Cross at

Antwerp.—(c. 306) The Painter, with
his Wife and Son, in the garden of
his house at Antwerp.—(c. 316) A
landscape, “ with a double (?) rainbow
quite across the picture, very slight

:

the varnish seems to be oil' this picture.”

(c. 317) “A small picture of the fall

of .St. Paul. The horse of St. Paul is

in a remarkably fine attitude, and
there is great spirit and bustle through
the whole picture. Tameness or insi-

pidity is not the character of Rubens
;

in whatever he employs his figures, they

do their business with great energy.”

—

Sir J. R.—(c. 294, &c.) Eighteen

small sketches for the series of pictures

designed for the Gallery of the Lux-
embourg, now in the Louvre, represent-

ing events of the Life of Mary de'

Medici, (c. 324) An exquisite land-

scape with cows.—(c. 325) The Re-
surrection of the Blessed—a truly

wonderful sketcli. Berghe?n : Severa.l

beautiful landscapes : (c. 431) Sunset,

cattle crossing a river.—(c. 438) Morn-
ing, a horseman giving alms.—(234)
Landscape, with ruins on a rock. Both :

(c. 378) Landscape, trees with a distant

vista seen through them.—Evening, with

cattle and mules; the figures by A.
Both.

—

F. Mieris

:

(c. 353) I’he Artist

himself.—(c. 423) A lady before a

looking-glass.—(c. 417) A young lady'

with a parrot.—(c. 274) A soldier in

armour at a table, with a pipe in his

mouth.—(c. 287) The sick lady and
the physician. Wee/iix ; Four pictures

of dead game, of remarkable excellence.

Caspar Netscher

;

A girl with her par-

rot.—A musical party. Ostade : (c.

282) Quarrelsome peasants.—(c. 286)
Peasants dancing and carousing in an
alehouse. Teniers : A merry-making.
—An interior.—Peasants dancing.

Three unrivalled pictures. Paul Pot-

ter : (c. 511) Cows standing up and
lying down before a cottage

;
in fore-

ground a group of peasants and chil-

dren. Schalken : (c. 400) The wise

and foolish virgins with their lamps.

—

(c. 302) A hoy trying to blow out a
candle in a girl's hand. Terburg : (c,

470) A lady dressed in satin receiving

a letter from a trumpeter. IVoinermans

:

(c. 428) A battle piece.—(c. 442) The.
plundering of a village.—(c. 398)
Loaded waggons on the banks of a
stream.

Fth Room. School of Rubens. Cas-
par de Grayer

:

(.320) Virgin and Child,
with various saints in adoration. .Sir

Joshua, who saw it at Dusseldorf, says

of it, “ Here is an immense picture of

Gaspar de Crayer, mentioned not on
account of its excellence, in my own

O
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opinion, but from its being in such
high estimation in this country

;
and it

is certainly one of his largest works.

Though it cannot he said to be defective

in drawing or colouring, yet it is far

from being a striking picture. There
is no union between liis figures and
the grounds

;
the outline is everywhere

seen, which takes away the softness and
richness of effect; the men ai-e insipid

characters, and the women want beauty.

The composition is something on the

plan of ,llie great picture of Rubens in

the St. Augustine's at Antwerp ; that

is, the subject is of the same kind, but
tliere is a great dift'eronce indeed in

their degree of merit. The dead and
cold effect of this picture sets ofl' tliose

of Rubens to great advantage. It

would he a profitable study fora young
painter to look from it to Rubens, and
compare them again and again, till lie

bus investigated and fixed in liis mind
the cause and principles of such bril-

liant efi'ects in one instance, and of

failure in the other.” f-'aiuli/k

:

(319.

321) 'Whole-length portraits of a Bur-

gomaster of Antwerp and his Wife;
and (351) of Duke Wolfgang of Neu-
burg. “ All fine portraits in his high-

linished manner.”—(322) A Madonna
and Child asleep. Jordaens

:

(330)
The Satyr blowing hot and cold.

“Well painted. He ought never to

have attempted higher subjects than

satyrs or animals, or men little above

beasts
;
for he had no idea of grace or

dignity of character ;
he makes, there-

fore, a wretcheil figure in grand sub-

jects. He certainly, however, under-

stood very well the mechanical part of

the art : liis works are generally well

coloured, and executed with great free-

dom of hand.”

—

SirJ. R.—Sdmyders:

(323) A wild boar hunt.—(311) A
lioness devouring a boar. (303) Two
lionesses pursuing a roe. All fine of

their class.

Vlth Room.—

S

panish and French
Schools. Murillo: Six or seven pic-

tures of scenes from the life of the

lower classes in a Spanish town
;
such

os two ragged boys eating melons and

[Sect. X.

grapes; full of humour, and true to

Nature.—(375 ) A girl purchasing fruit.

—(382) An old woman examining a
boy’s head, &c. Velasquez: (369.374)
Several goorl portraits. (385) Claudio
Coello : St. Peter of Alcantara. Nic.
Poussin; (417) The entombment of
Christ.—(412) Adoration of the shep-
herds. Vernel

:

Several marine pieces.

Vllth Room. Italian Schooi.s.

Guercino: (425) Christ crowned with
thorns :— (436) A Holy Family, by
Camilla Procacoini. “His best; finely

coloured : The Christ's head admira-
ble.”

—

Sir J. R.—Domenichino : (442)
Hercules spinning with Omphale. Car-
lo Dolce; (457) Madonna and Child
with a lily. “ This is one of his best

works ; the expression of the Virgin is

very beautiful
;

the Christ, which is a
little figure at length, tliough not ex-

cellent, is still belter than his children

generally are.”

—

Sir J. R.— Titian;

(454) The Virgin and Infant with St.

Antony, St. Jerome, and St. Francis.

(471) Portrait of a man in a black

dress ;—said to be Pietro Aretino. “ A
Kitcat, one hand a-kimbo, the hand
itself not seen, only a bit of the ruffle

;

the other, the left, rests on what appears

to be his sword : he is looking off.

This portrait has a very pleasing coun-
tenance, but is not painted with much
facility, nor is it at all mannered : the

shadows are of no colour
;

the drapery

being black, and the ground being very

near as dark as it, prevents the arm
a-kimbo from having a bad effect. It

is no small part of our art to know
what to bring forward in the light, and
what to throw into shade.”

—

Sir J. R.
— Luca Giordano; (462) and (466)
“ Two portraits dressed in rags, like

beggars, in imitation of Spagnolet's

manner
;
well painted. They are said

to be his own and his father's pictures.

I have seen a ]x)rtrait of Caravaggio,

painted by himself, in the same style :

it is difficult to find nut the wit or hu-
mour of this conceit of being drawn in

the character of beggars.”

—

SirJ. R.

—

Giorgione; (474) Portrait of his wife.

—Paris Bordone : (487) Portrait of a
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lady dressed in red

—

Pordenone: (486)

A musical }«rty.— Tintoretto : (485)

A Magdalen.

—

A. Carracci: Murder

of tlie lunoceuts.—(439) St, Francis.

Flllth Room.— Carlo Cignani

;

(5 1 8)
The Ascension of the Virgin. “ An
immense picture, heavy, and in no

point excellent.”

—

Sir J.R .— Titian:

Diana.

—

Baroccio

:

(498) Noli me tan-

gere. “ The figures have not much
grace

;
the Magdalen looks as if she

was scratching her head ; it is, however,

finely coloured.”

—

Sir J. R .— Guido :

(531) The Assumption of the Virgin.
“ Said to be by Guido, but it is un-

doubtedly a copy. It has that regu-

larity of composition which is frequent

witli Guido : two large angels, and two

little angels on each side, and two che-

rubims. regularly placed in the middle,

under the Virgin’s feet. This formality

is certainly a defect in Guido, how-
ever it might become other painters,

who have adopted a style of more dig-

nity.”

—

Sir J. R. The original is in

the Bridgewater gallery.

—

Domenichino :

(526) “ Susanna and the two elders.

She is sitting at a fountain, the two
elders are behind a balustrade. Her
head is fine, as are those of the old

men; but it is upon the whole a poor,

barren composition. There is as much
expression in the Susanna as perhaps

can be given, preserving at tlie same
time beauty

;
but the colour is inclina-

ble to chalk, at least it appears so after

looking at the warm splendid colours

of Rubens : his full and rich compo-
sition makes this look cold and scanty.

She is awkwardly placed by lierself in

the comer of the picture, which appears
too large for the subject: the canvas
not beingsutliciently filled.”

—

SirJ. R.

The IXth Room is the private cabi-

net of the present King of Bavaria, and
contains pictures of the Italian school,

chiefly collected by himself. Raphael :

(588) Madonna and Child in the man-
ner of the .Sedia at Florence, purcliased
in Kngland from Sir Thomas Baring.
—(585) Portrait by Raphael of his

friend Bindo Altoviti, engraved by

Morghen.—(538) A Holy Family.
(From Dusseldorf.) “Christ and St.

John attending to each other
;
the Vir-

gin sitting on the ground looking at St.

John ;
St. Joseph behind, with both

hands on his staff; which, altogether,

make a very regular pyramid. The
Virgin is beautiful, and so are the

children ;
indeed the wliole is to be

admired ;
but tlie colouring has a dis-

agreeable yellow cast : it is in his first

manner.” Sir J. R. — Francesco

Francia : (579) The Virgin contem-

plating the Child, who is lying on the

grass. Leonardo da Find : Mona Lisa.

—(550) St. Cecilia. Luini

:

(589)
Tlie Virgin and Child. Pietro Peru-
gino : (594) The Virgin, in deep de-

votion, kneeling before the infant Jesus

laid on the ground
;
at the side St.

John and St. Nicholas.—(561) The
Virgin appearing to St. Bernard. Fra
Bartolomeo: (554) A Holy Family;
a masterly painting. Andrea del Sarto :

(55

1

and 552) Two Holy Fa-
milies. (583) Innocenzio da Imola : A
Madonna.

Italian School— Cabinets, 19 to 23.

Carlo Maratti: (c. 663) Vanity
sleeping.— (c. 626) A Sleeping Infant.

Sasso Ferrato

:

(c. 625) Madonna in

adoration. Andrea del Sarto : (c. 572)
Sketches for the Madonna del Sacco.
Carlo Cignani

:

(c. 624) The Virgin
bending over the sleeping Jesus, and
holding a cloth before him

;
St. John

on one side : a very pleasing picture.

Fr. Albani: (c. 631) Venus and
Adonis.— Correggio (?) ; (c. 615) An
Ecce Homo.—(c. 653) “ A head only,

said to be of Coneggio, but apparently

of Domenico Feti. It should seem by
this mistake tliat there isa resemblance
in the manner of Domenico Feti to that

of Correggio : what there is, which is

very little, lies in the colouring; there

is something of a transparent and pearly

tint of colour in this head, but tlie cha-
racter is much inferior to Correggio:
it is in heads or small parts of pictures

only that, perhaps, some resemblance
can be discovered : in the larger works
of Domenico Feti no one can be de-

u 2
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ceived.”—Sir J. R.—Raphael

:

(c. 003)
A Virgin and Child, from tlie Palazzo
Tempi at Florence; date about 1507
—(c. 577) “ A head in an oval frame,

from a collection at Florence, where it

was said to be Raphael, but it is not
by him, nor are the features his,

though it is a picture of Iris time.”

—

J. D.—(c. 571) The Baptism of Christ,

and (c. 583) The Hesun'ection : two
small pictures in his early manner.
Giotto; The A’irgin surrounded by
Saints. The figures are as elaborately

painted as miniatures, and are on a gold

background.

—

Massaccio: Two Heads.

—Two Heads iit fresco
;
attributed to

Raphael aitd Correggio.

Tire lower storg of the Pinacothek

contains collections of draivings by
the Old d/rts/ers, formerly at Mannheim,
amounting to 9000, including 5 of

Raphael, 30 of Fra Bartolomeo ; a de-

sign for the seal of the Academy at

Florence, by Benvenuto Cellini, accom-
panied by his own written explanation

of it
;
a portfolio full of Rembrandt's

Sketches; many by jd, Diirer

;

por-

traits by Holbein ; a series of subjects

from the wars of Maximilian, by Hans
Burgmayer. Paintirrgs itt enamel, on

china, mosaics, arrd similar works of art.

Here are also deposited the cabinet of

engravings, amounting irr riurrrber to

33,000.—A very choice collection of

Fases, including 1800 Etruscan, from

Viterbo, purchased by the preserrt King.

“Professor Thiersch showed us the

collection of Greek vases in the ground

floor of the Pinacothek. The rooms

are painted itt exact imitatiorr of the

Greek mttral pairrtings itt the tombs at

Tarquittiat, most accurately copied by

a young Bavarian artist. These paint-

itigs are most ititerestitig, and represent

the funereal and marriage rites,banquets,

games, &c. of the aticiettts. Floors ad-

mirably iitlaid with Tyrolese marbles;

four rooms of vases, one of the first

collections in the world. Nuptial Fases,

cotitaitiing the Trousseau of the bride,

with appropriate designs oufside.OirTseta

'iupa.. Two large vases purchased by

the Kittg, for 8000 scudi, from Naples.

Magnificeitt Mosaic in the floor of

third room (16 feet square), fouitd
itt the Duke of Lcttchtetiberg's es-

tate itt the South of Italy—represents

Apollo surrouttded by the Zodiac, atid

the Year tiursing the four .Seasons, re-

presented as four children—first-rate

design and chiar'oscuro.”

—

H. R.
The Ijeuchtenberg Gallery of Pic-

tures, formed by Eugene Beauharnois,
Viceroy of Italy, afterwards Duke
of Leuchtetiberg, is a small but very
choice collection, well worthy of at-

tetition. It is to be feared they may
be removed to Russia. The gem
of it, otie of the most remarkable
productions of the Spattish School, is

Murillo's Virgin atid Child. We have
here a distinguished proof that the

painter's skill was as great in tlie more
elevated province of art, as in the

representation of subjects of familiar

life. Other remarkable paintings are

by Fr. Francia ; A Virgin and Child,

with .St. Domenic. Felasquez : Por-
trait of a young man. Salvator Rosa :

A Sunset. Rembrandt

:

His own Por-
trait. Raphael: A Cardinal. P. Fe-

ronese

:

A Spanish Lady, presented to

Philip II. Fatulyk

:

The Children of

Cliavles I. Guercino : The Woman
taken in adultery. At least half the

collection is composed of modern works,

chiefly by French artists
;
among them

Gh'ard's Belisarius. Here are also two
masterpieces of sculpture by Canova,

the Graces and the kneeling Magdalen.
One cabinet in the Lenchtenberg Pa-
lace (not shown to the public) is filled

with memorials and relics of Napoleon.
The day of admission to the palace is

Thursday, from 10 to 11, when it is

liberally thrown open to the public.

The Herrn Boisseree and Bertram
possess a very beautiful collection of

modern Painted Glass, chiefly copies

of the old German paintings formerly

their property,—now in the Pinaco-
thek.

In the Old Picture Gallery in the

Hofgarten is deposited an extensive

collection of carvings in ivory (for-

merly in the Alte Maxburg)
;
but few

of them possess great merit as works of

art. A Crucifix, attributed to H. Du-
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ffr, St. Sebastian, by Fiamingo, and two

bishops’ crosiers, samples of an early

period of art, are the most remarkable.

Tlie larsje building adjoining .St.

Michael's Church, originally the Jesuits'

College, formerly the University, con-

tains at present the Cabinets of Medals and
Gems, and the Museum of Natural His-

tory ; but these institutions will be re-

moved, in the course of a few years,

to the new buildings preparing for them
in the Ludwigs Strasse.

The Royal Library—in a large, use-

ful, and magnificent new building in

Ludwigs .Strasse, is capable of con-

taining two million volumes. Its stair-

case is unparalleled. The collection of

bonks, variously estimated at 400,000
and .540,000 volumes,— or 200,000
works, including 12.000 incunabula,

and 16.000 or 18,000 MSS. besides

more than 100,000 duplicates, now on

sale,—is, in point of extent, the second
in the W'orld,—is surpassed hy the

library at Paris alone, which am.amts
to 626,000 volumes, and 80,000 MSS.
The Reading Room is open to the

public on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, from 8 to 1.

Among tbe rarities of this library

may be mentioned the New Testament
(Greek) in capital letters, of the 8th

century. The Orations of Demostheneis,

on cotton paper, from Chios. A col-

lection of Traditions of a Church at

Ravenna, written on papyrus, 9th cen-
tury. A Translation of the Gospels
into I>atin of the 8th century. New
Testament, written in gold and sdver
letters on purple vellum, of the 9th
century. The Codex Alaricianus,
or I.aw3 given to the Westgoths by
Alaric 1 1, in .506. The Niebelungen-
lied (123.5

'?) A Bible and Missals,
given by the emperor .St. Henry to the
Cathedral of Bamberg (1021), most
richly decorated with miniatures by
Byzantine artists, and the binding en-
riched with carved ivory, set with pre-
cious stones. The Tournament Book
of Duke William IV. of Bavaria. Or-
lando Lasso’s Seven Penitential Psalms,
with coloured borders, rllbert JJiirer’s

Prayer Book, with very interesting

sketches by him and Cranach, .'kmong

early printed books (incunabula) of

a period anterior to the year 1500, this

library possesses 3500 without date
;

including about 50 block books, some
of them printed at Haarlem, and 6000
with dates. One of the oldest speci-

mens of printing (1451) contains an

appeal to arms against the Turks.

Luther’s Bible, decorated with his own
and Melancthon's portraits, is ])reserved

here. Among the Autographs is an

exhortation written by Luther for the

peasants of Suabia, and the correspond-

ence of the Elector Palatine Frederick

V., son in-law of James L, captured

after the battle of Prague, 1620.

Among them is a letter of Charles I.

to his sister.

The Collection of Coins, including
i 20,000 Greek, 18,000 Roman, and
40,000 other medals, is shown to stran-

gers who interest themselves in such
subjects, every day but .Sunday, from
10 to 12.

Tbe New University Building has re-

cently been erected, at the end of the

LudwigsStrasse, andforms aquadrangle
traversed by the street itself. The Uni-
versity of Munich is the principal school

of learning in the Bavarian dominions,
being frequented by aboutl400 students.

It was originally founded at Ingolstadt,

1472; was transferred thence to Land-
shut, 1800; and finally removed to

Munich, 1826. It possesses a library of
its own, amounting to 150,000 works.
The scientific collections at Munich

are very inferior to those of works of

art. The most interesting portion of
the Museum of Natural History in the

Academy of Science, in the Jesuits’

College, is the Brazilian Collection,

formed by Drs. Spix and von Martins,
in their travels through that country.
Besides many rare specimens of ani-

mals, they have here brought together

a collection of dresses, arms, utensils,

implements, and ornaments, curiously
illustrating the manners and customs
of the savage tribes dwelling on the

banks of the Amazon river. The robes
and head-gear, formed of feathers of
parrots and otlatr birds, are very gay.
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Among the curiosities is a sort of
pestle, with which one of the tribes
grind their corn : it is a small club of
wood studded with teeth of enemies
slain in battle. A set of masks, very
hideous, formed of the bark of trees,

daubed with colours, and worn at fes-

tivals. The terrible arrows, steeped in

wourale, or urari, a poison so fatal,

that the slightest wound is followed by
almost instant death. The reed tube,
6 or 8 feet long, out of which they are
discliarged by the breath with uner-
ring aim. The poison itself, and por-

tions of the plant from which it is

obtained. An Indian cradle, shaped
somewhat like a boat : the head of the

infant is bound down tight under a
board, by which, in process of time, the

skull is completely flattened. A species

of clay sometimes eaten as food by
tribes of Indians on the Amazons.
The following objects illustrate the

natural history of llavaria :—Heavers
(Castor fiber) taken on the Amper, a
tributary of the Isar, not far from
Moosburg. Bears : one sliot near Pas-
sau, the other near Traunstein. Both
the above sjrecies of animals are be-

coming rare. The Liimmergeyer (Vul-
tur leucocephalus), and bearded vul-

ture (Gypaefos barbatus), from the

Salzburg Alps. A curious series of

birds' nests.

Among the mineral and fossil pro-

ductions of Bavaria are ; from Eich-

stadt, fossil wood, fish and crabs
;
from

Passau, porcelain earth
;

from Pfalf-

enreith, near Passau, black lead
;
from

Berchtesgaden, rock salt and gypsum
;

from Baireuth, 40 kinds of marble;

fish, plants, and flying lizards (Ptero-

dactyls), from the lithograiiliic stone

quarries, Solenhofen ;— bones of bears,

&c. from the caves of Muggendof.
Admission is given to tlie public, in

summer, on Thursday, 2 to 4. Stran-

gers may obtain entrance by feeing

the keeper any day but Sunday, from

10 to 12.

The Isar Thor, one of the jmcient

entrances into the city from the side

of tlie river, dating from the time of

Lewis the Bavarian, lias been restored.

and decorated with a very fine fresco

representing the return of the Em-
peror Lewis from his victory over
Frederick the Handsome of Austria at ..i-

Muhldorf. (See Route
\

Monuments tn the Public ^uar^.

—

In tlie Market Place, called Schran-
nenplatz, in the old town, stands a
Pillar erected by the Elector Maxi-
milian I. of Bavaria, as a memorial
of the victory gained by him, in con-
junction with the Emperor Ferdinand
II., over the Protestant forces of the
Elector Palatine (son-in-law of .Tames
I.), near Prague. It bears this in-

scription :

—

' Rem, Rogeiii, Regimen, Regionem, Reli-
gionem,

Conserva Ravaris Virgo Maria tuis."

At the 4 corners are figures of angels
combating 4 monsters—a viper, a basil-

isk, a lion, and a dragon, meant to re-

present pestilence, famine, war, and
heresy

!

In Majcimilian Square, opposite the

New Palace, is a statue in bronze of the

late King Max Joseph, modelled by
Rauch of Berlin.

An equestrian statue in bronze of

the Elector Maximilian I., chiefly

known to fame for his successful ex-
pulsion of Protestantism from his domi-
nions, by Thorwaldsen, decorates the

square called Wittelsbacher Platz. It

is formed out of cannon taken from
the Turks in the Greek war.

The bronze Obelisk in the centre of

the circus called Carolineii Platz,

which is passed on going to the Glyp-
totliek and Pinacothek, was erected, as

the inscription informs us, in memory
of the 30,000 Bavarians who fell in

the Russian campaign, “ for the de-

liverance of their country." They died

fighting on the side of Napoleon in

1812. The obelisk is 100 feet high,

and formed partly out of cannon taken

by the Bavarians during the war.

The Studios of the Munich artists

employed on the great public works

ought to he visited. These gentlemen

are very polite to strangers, and feel

j

flattered by a visit, which, properly
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speaking, ought to l)e made hefoie 2

o'clock. All tliat is required is that

the visitor present his card.

Kaulbach (St. Anna ^'orstadt—Tat-

tenbacher Strasse) confines himself al-

most entirely to oil-jminting. One of

his greatest achievements is tlie car-

toon of tlie destruction of Jerusalem :

—Titus entering—tlie Roman Eagle
planted on tlie altar of the Temple

—

the High Priests putting themselves to

death—the Jewish women in despair

—

the Christians conducted forth from
the walls by good angels—above, the 5

Prophets who foretold the event. The
studios of the painters Schnorr and
Hess, and of Schwanthaler the sculptor,

are equally interesting.

The Bronze Foundry of Stieglinaier,

1 mile out of town, on the Nymplien-
hurg road, bids fair to become the

most eminent in Europe. A temporary
wooden building adjoining, at present

contains the model of the colossal figure

of Bavaria, 44 feet high, the work of

.Schwanthaler.

The Theatre in the Max Joseph’s
Platz is a handsome edifice, with a
lofty Corinthian portico, painted with
various colours, conformably, as it is

supposed, with the polychromatic sys-

tem, adopted by the Greeks in their

buildings. Every one must decide for

himself whether this classical practice
was consistent with good taste. Its

internal arrangements and machinery
are excellent, and well worth inspection
by those who have never before seen
the details of a playhouse. To avert
the dariger of fire, water is distributed
in pipes over every part of the build-
ing. the supply being raised by power-
ful pumps out of a canal (lowing
Vieneath it. The roof commands a good
view of Munich.

Tlie days of performance are usually
Sunday. Tuesday, Thursday, and Kri-
day. The performances liegin at 6^ ;

at present they are not first- rate : the
orchestra and chorus are good, but few
of the singers or actors are eminent.

/Vices of yidmution.'—A box, 1st
tier, 8 Gn.

; 2.1, 9 Gn.
; .3.1, 7 Gn.

;

a single place in 1st tier, 1 Gn.
;

in

cii .— Theatre—Mu seum.

2d, 1 Gn. 12 kr. A stall or lock-up
seat (Sperrsitz), in the pit, the most
agreeable part of the house, and fre-

quented by ladies as well as gentlemen,

costs 1 Gn.
The Odeum is a handsome edifice,

devoted to musical entertainments, con-

certs, and balls, which take place peri-

odically, during the winter season. The
English Church Sei-vice is ]ierformed on
Sundays in the ground-floor of the

Odeum,—entrance opposite the Leuch-
tenberg Palace.

The Museum (§ 40."), Promenaden
Strasse, is a club composed of gentle-

men of the upper classes, into which
a stranger may he introduced by a
member for the space of a month.
The institution includes a reading-

room, where the principal European
journals—among them the Times, Ga-
lignani's Messenger, and the Quar-
terly Review—are taken in

;
a bil-

liard-room and ball room, &c. Stran-

gers not provided with introductions,

or iiftending to make only a short stay,

will find the reading-room called Liter-

arische Ferein, in the ground-floor of

the Odeum, well provided with Ger-
man and French papers, including
Gatignani. The landlords of the Hotels

can introduce a stranger gratuitously

for 3 days; but a subscription of only
3 zwanzigers will secure admission for

a month.

A Falet-de- Place receives between
3 and 4 zwanzigers for a day. His
services are almost indispensable here,

as many of the collections ami build-
ings are open for a single hour only,
once or twice a week; without a know-
ledge of which, and some method in

arranging visits to difl'erent objects,

much time will be lost.

Fiacres well appointed and num-
bered stand for hire in Schranncn,
and Max .Joseph’s Platz at the Karls-

thor, Muxthor, and Sendlingerthor,
and in the Odeonplatz, close to the

Hofgarten. Fares vary according to

the time they are employe.l, anil the

number of persons conveyed .—

^

hour,

18 kr. for 1 or 2 persons
;
24 kr. for 3 nr

4 ;
hour, 30 kr. for 1 or 2 persons

; 48,
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for 3 or 4 : 1 hour, 1 fl. for 1 or 2 per-

sons; 1 fl. 12kr.,3 or4 : 2 hours, 1 or

2 persons 1 fl. 48 kr.
;
2 fl. for 3 or 4.

Passports must be delivered iip on
entering the town, and signed by the

police previous to quitting it. If the

stranger meditate remaining more than

a week, he must apply for a Carte de
sejour ( § 26 ). The police regula-

tions are not rigorous
;
and it suffices

to send a servant to the police office

for the passport, without tlie owner being

compelled to apply personally.

Ministers from almost all the Courts

of Europe reside here.

At the depot of the Royal Porcelain

Mumifactory in tlie Kaulinger Gasse,

the painting of Glassfor windows is car-

ried on, and is well worth inspection.

Tlie diflerent colours are laid on one

jiiece of glass,—a variation from the

old process, by winch glass jiainting

was a species of transparent mosaic.

The glass must be beated 7 times in

the furnace, and the most equable tem-

jicrature preserved, without which the

work would be destroyed. Hence the

]irocess is tedious and very expensive.

The stained glass is made at Benedic-

theuern, and it is here painted and
burned, or incrusted.

Lithography was invented at Munich
by Aloys Sennefelder, about 1800,

and the art still maintains great per-

fection here. Good specimens may be

seen at the sliop of Baron Cotta, the

bookseller. Tlie whole of the Bois-

seree gallery has been copied on stone

in a very skilful manner. Piloty and

Co. have also engraved, in a very supe-

rior style, some of the chefs-d’ccuvre of

the Pinacothek, and also of the Leuch-

tenberg Gallery. Baron Cotta, book-

seller, Promenaden .Strasse, keeps a good

assortment of English as well as Ger-

man and French books, guidebooks, &c.

The telescopes of Franenhofer of M u-

nich are justly celebrated tor their ex-

cellence. Since his death, the manu-

facture is carried on, with unabated

reputation, by Mers and Mahler, in the

Muller Strasse. The matheiiiatical and

astronomical instruments manutactured

by Ertel and Son (near St. Bonifacius)

are first-rate, and much cheaper than
in England.
The English Garden is perhaps the

most successful imitation of an English
park out of England : it is about 4 miles

long, but not more than ^ a mile broad.

It is entered from the Hofgarten, and
commences immediately beyond it. It

is laid out with groves and shrubberies,

interspersed with temples, a jiagoda

(near which the band plays on Satur-

day afternoon), a bath-house, &c. &c.
Several branches of the Isar are carried

through it
;

and at the further ex-

tremity is a fine lake. It affords many
pleasant walks and rides, especially

near the borders of the lake, which will

prove equally agreeable to those who
seek retirement or air and exercise.

In its varied walks and shady groves

of line trees, it contrasts most delight-

fully with the monotonous open plain

around Munich, and really deserves

more than one visit. Few cities in Eu-
rope possess so beautiful a promenade.

It was planted originally by tbe cele-

brated Count llumford. A Circular

Temple (monopleros) of the Ionic order

has been erected on the summit of a

mound, near the road running through

the garden : it is a good point of view,

and exhibits a modern example of

the ancient application of colours to

the exterior of a Grecian building.

Another good view of Munich may
be had from the high terrace walk

called elm Gasteig. forming the right

bank of the Isar below the stone bridge.

TheTyrolese Alps appear in tbe distance.

The Great Prison (Zucht and Ar-

beits Haus), in the suburb An, is

worthy the inspection of those who take

an interest in such establishments. One
division is appropriated to prisoners sen-

tenced to 1—8 years' confinement, for

minor offences. To the other belong

great offenders condemned for life, or

for a term not yet fixed (unbestimmte

zeit), with a piovisionai-y sentence for

16 years, liable to be prolonged at the

expiration of that term to 10 years

more, or to be terminated at the judg-

ment of the superior courts, accord-

ing to the conduct of the prisoner.
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“ Every prisoner is obliged to work at

his own trade,—so that there is no kind

of handicraft that is not going on with-

in the prison walls. It is like a general

manufactory—carpenters, blacksm iths,

Siiddlers, tailors, shoemakers, dyers

—

all are seen plying their trades. The
article chiefly produced seems to be

the light blue cloth worn by the Bava-

rian army. Whatever a prisoner gains

by his labour more than sufficing to

keep him, is kept until the term of his

imprisonment expires, and it is then

given to him^—-deducting a quota

for the expenses of the establishment.

There is a sej>arate workshop allotted

to each trade
;
the prisoners work in

company, and are permitted to con-

verse upon allowed topics, overseers

being of course present. Criminals,

who are admitted at so early an age
as not to have yet learned a trade,

are permitted to make choice of one,

which is taught to them. Womeir (who
are rigorously separated from the male
prisoners) follow their trades also :

we see embroidery, stocking-weaving,

straw-hat making and plaiting, and all

the other kinds of labour in which wo-
men are engaged. W'omen who have
lieen servants before are servants still.

In fact, the interior service of the prison

is performed by the criminals,—and
all their wants are supplied by them-
selves, or their neighbours. I tasted the

soup and meat in the kitchen, and the

bread in the bakehouse, and found both
excellent.’’ Every prisoner has a fixed

daily task allotted to him, the produce
of which varies from 9 to 30 kreutzers

daily, and the amount is increased in

proportion to his skill and proficiency,

so that the sum to be laid by, after

deducting the expense of clothing, &c.,

is very small, 76 11., or £6, being the

largest amount on record saved by one
individual, after 22 years of imprison-
ment. The amount of the savings
fund varies according to the number of
prisoners; in 1839 it was 13,140 11.,

in 1840, the number of prisoners hav-
ing decreased, 11,995 fl.

*• I saw some prisoners confined for

life, for crimes which, in England,

would have sent them to the gallows :

these are tasked to a certain quantity of
work, and maintain themselves and be-

nefit the stale at the same time. By a
singularly humane enactment, prisoners

for life are allowed some indulgences

that are denied to those whose punish-

ment is for a limited term.” Although
more heavily ironed, they are not

worked so hard as the rest, but they are

locked up in parties of four in small

cells, instead of working together in

large numbers like the rest.

“ The utmost cleanliness and simpli-

city pervade every department of this

excellent establishment
; a proper dis-

cipline and just restraint are united to

those arrangements that ensure the health

and improvement of the prisoners
;
and

the building itself is one of the most
complete that I have ever seen set apart

for the correction of criminals.”

—

Inglis.

The Piihlic Cemetery, Gottesacker, or

Friedhof{^ 41), lies outside the Sendling
Gate: it is of vast extent, and open to

Catholics and Protestants alike. Not
far from it is the General Hospital, Kran-
kenhaus, supported by contributions

from servants’ wages in the town : wo-
men pay 6 kr., men pay 1 8 kr. per quar-
ter, to entitle them to the benefit of it in

time of sickness. It contains 600 beds.

The October or Folks Fest.—Early in

the month of October, every year, a
species of agricultural meeting, institu-

ted by the King of Bavaria, is held on
the meadows to the S. E. of the town,
called Theresian IViese. Its original

object was the promotion of agriculture

in its various branches, by the distribu-

tion of prizes for the finest farm produce.
The peasantry assemble from I'ar and
near, bringing with them the best speci-

mens of cattle, which are paraded be-

fore the King, who is usually present on
these occasions. Pony-races and matches
of rifle-shooting also take place, and
prizes are given by the King to the

winners, and best marksmen. A high
sloping bank running along one side of

the meadow, cut into st6ps like a Human
amphitheatre, for the convenience of

spectators, commands a good view of

the whole scene, which is interesting to

u 3
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a stranger from the variety of costume,
since the inhabitants of many difl'erent

villages attend, each with their respec-

tive banners. A Statue of Bavaria in

bronze, 55 feet high, cast by Stieglmeyer,
is about to be erected on the Tlieresian

Wiese.

As long os the October festival lasts,

all the collections of art, museums, &c.
are thrown open to the public, gratis.

The immediate Environs of Munich
ahound in taverns and gardens (6 37),
the resort of the middle classes, where a
profusion of beer is drunk, and waltzes

are dani’.ed for G or 8 hours without in-

termission, to the sound of very tolera-

ble music, provided by the proprietors

ofthese places of entertainment. A visit

to some of them, especially on Sundays
and holidays, wiien they are chiefly fre-

quented, will give the stranger an op-
portunity of obtaining some insight into

the manners of the people. He will

then see to advantage the peculiar Mu-
nich head. dress, called liiegel Hauhe—
a small bag of gold or silver tissue with

two points like a swallow’s tail. It is

worn on the back of the head to inclose

the hair, and often costs as much as 30

or 40 gn.
; a piece of extravagance which

even the poorer class of females indulge.

The King is a great cncourager of this

piece of national costume.

Munich has the reputation of being a

very dissolute capital
;
a recent careful

examination of ])opulation returns, kept

at the police-ollice, has proved that this

has been greatly exaggerated. The il-

legitimate births are to the legitimate as

2 to 3, it is true; but this includes a

large number, ^ of females who repair

to the city from a distance. Even iis it

is, the fault apparently lies less with the

people themselves than with the laws,

which lay the most absurd restrictions

upon the liberty of marrying. Munich
ranks in this respect far above Vienna,

where the illegitimate births are as 1 in

67, compared with the whole pojjula-

tion, whereas here it is only 1 in 173.

Nymphenburg^a. Royal Palace about

three miles off, built in the latter end

of the I7th century, is an agreeable af-

ternoon's excursion. It presents towards

Munich a semicircular facade broken so
ns to look like a number of small pa-
vilions. In front are gardens in the
French style, traversed by a straight ca-
nal filled with water of crystalline pu-
rity, falling over ledges of masonry.
Behind, near the Bath House or Pavi-
lion, is an extensive lake, the borders of
which are prettily laid out in the En-
glish style, diversified by art, and planted
round with trees and shrubs. The in-

terior of the palace is not at all remark-
able, but the hothouses are very exten-
sive. and the collection of Brazilian plants
unrivalled. The fountains, supplied
with walerfrom the Lake of Sbiremberg,
throw up a jet 85 ft. high, by the aid of

an hydr,aulic; machine. The Menagerie,
formerly existing here, is broken up,
but one or two specimens of beavers from
the Isar and Danube are still to be seen.

There is a Royal Manufactory of China
here. Either in going or returiung the

visitor should drive through the Hirsch-

garten, which abounds with deer and
other game.

Schleisheirn—a deserted palace of the

Bavarian Electors, about 7 miles from
Munich, in a dreary situation, is chiefly

celebrated for its gallery of pictures.

Since the completion of the Pinacothek
at Munich, however, it has been stripped

of the choicest portion of its contents to

furnish out the metropolitan gallery
;

and it is now reduced to little better

than a large lumber-house. Some mo-
dern pictures of merit are placed here,

and among them one of JVitkie s master-

pieces, the Reading of the Will, for-

merly in the gallery at Munich, but now
buried amidst a mass of rubbish; there is

here, besides, one of the largest pictures

in the world, the Crucifixion, by Tinto-

ret, formerly in the Augustine Church,

Munich ; it is a work of merit, and re-

mains here chiefly on account of its

unmanageable size, and the want of

room for it elsewhere. Also the

following paintings of inferior value

from DUsseldorf, mentioned by Sir

Joshua Reynolds :

—

Bnbens's Diogenes

with a lantern, looking for an honest

man, among a multitude of half-length

figures : this is not Rubens's best man-
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iier of painting—Laban reconciled to

his brotlier—Tlie Ascension of the Vir-

gin.— /'«« Dyk t Portrait of Ids wife in

a white dress: the picture has been da-

maged. At Scldeisheim there is a

school of Agriculture, and a Model

Farm (Musterwirthschaft).

Harladiing—a village consisting of

a church, an inn, and one or two houses,

was at one time the residence of the

landscape painter, Claude Lorraine. It

lies on the borders of the Isar, about

three miles from Munich, and com-

mands a view of the Tyrolese Alps.

A more picturesque excursion in the

neighbourhood of Munich is tliattotlie

I..ake of Staremberg, nearly 19 miles

distant, described in Route 185. Its

scenery, however, is tame in comparison

with that of the Lakes of Tegenisee and
U'alchensee, at the foot of the Bavarian

Alps (Route 187), and vastly inferior

to that of Berchtesgaden and Kbnigsee,

in the midst of the sublimest district of

the chain of the highlands of Salzburg.

—Routes 185, 199. These latter excur-

sions will each occujiy several days
;
but

cannot fail of aflbrding the higijest gra-

tification.

Railway to Augsburg, 3 trains daily

—(in 1812, at 7 a.m., 3 p.m., and

7 p.m.)

Eitwagen— daily— to Augsburg (3
times by railway), to Ulm, Stuttgart,

Heidelberg, Strasburg. To Lindau and
.Switzerland. To Wurzburg, Nurem-
berg, and Frankfurt. To Innsbruck,

Tyrol, and Italy. To Ingolstadt, Nu-
remberg, Saxony, and Prussia. To
Landshut and Ratisbon. To Vienna
by Linz and .Salzburg. Three times a
week to ^'ienna, by Braunau or Lands-
hut. To Tegernsee, and Kreutli Baths,

in summer. Twice a week to Carls-

bad, and Prague, by Ratisbon. To
Gratz, by .Salzburg.

UthakuHcher (§ 34) may always be
beard of at the Hotels of the Goldener
Hahn and .Schwarzer Adler. Boards
are usually set up in front of these houses,
announcing their destination and time
of departure.

ROUTE 167.

FRANKFURT TO WUKZUURG AND
NUREMBERG.

29 Germ. miles=138^ Eng. miles.

Eilwagen twice a day in 24 hours.

If the traveller reach Ratisbon on the

day on which the steamer goes, he may
make the journey from Frankfurt to

Vienna in 4 days.

About 3 miles out of Frankfurt lies

the flourishing manufacturing town of

Offenbach on the Main, containing about
8000 inhabitants : it lies just within the

territory of Darmstadt, marked by red

and white posts. The road thither is

lined with villas and gardens. Beyond
this the country is a sandy plain as far

as

3 Seligenstadt. — Inn: Frankfurter

Hof. An ancient town on the left bank
of the Main. Emma, daughter of Cliar-

lemagne, and her husband, Eginhard,
his secretary, were buried in the parish

church. The Bavarian frontier is cross-

ed at a short distance from the town,
and passports are examined (§ 76) at

Stockstadt.

There is another road (2| miles long-

er than tlie above) from Frankfurt to

Aschaffenburg, along the right bank of
the Main, through Hanau, 2 German
miles, entering Bavaria at Kahl, passing—Dettinge/i, 2 German miles, a large

village, celebrated for the battle gained
by the Austrians and English over the

French in 1743. This was the last en-

gagement in wliich a king of England
appeared in person on the field. On
this occasion George II. displayed con-
siderable skill as the commander of the

army; and his son, the duke of Cum-
berland, distinguished himself by pro-
digies of valour. At tlie Bavarian
Frontier station Klein Ostheim, the

monuments of some of the officers

who fell in the action may be seen in

the churchyard.— Aschaftenburg, IJ.

Total, 5j German miles.

The house and garden of Baron Mer-
henbaum, near the .Schbne Busch,
are deserving of altenfion, and tra-

vellers are received by him with the
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utmost urbanity. The house contains
a large collection of pictures, and in the
garden is a building, the door and win-
dows of which are filled with painted
glass from churches, &c. There is also

an 8-sided summer-house, whence there

is a tine prospect.

The approach to Aschaffenhurg is

very pleasing : the road skirts, for some
distance, the pretty park called Sch'one

Busch, and then crosses the Main by a
stone bridge.

2 Aschaffenhurg.—Inns

;

Post
;
Frei-

hof.— Baierischer Hof, spacious and
comfortable, 1841.

This town (population 7500) lies on
the right bank of the Main. Its most con-
spicuous building is the Royal Palace,

which stands on a commanding emi-
nence above the river. It is a large

square red edifice, with a tower at each an-
gle, built by the .Arch bishops and Elect-

ors of Jlayence for a summer residence.

The date of its construction is 1606, and
the style of architecture Elizabethan or

cinque cento. It contains a gallery of

750 bad pictures
;
and nothing besides

to induce a stranger to wish to pass be-

yond the threshold. The king of Bava-
ria is building in the park a Roman
Villa, a copy of that of Castor and Pol-

lux at Pompeii,with similar decorations.

“The Dom merits the notice of the cu-

rious in architecture
;

it was founded
A. I). 974, but the present edifice is in

diflcrent styles. The cloisters are

considered by Moller to date from the

13th century, and are an early example

of the use of the pointed arch in Ger-

many. In the SlifrsAirche is the bronze

monument of Card. Albert of Branden-

burg, 1525, by Peter Pischer, and a

canopy also supposed to be by him, and

a bas-relief of the Virgin in bronze by

his son Herman. A bronze monument
by Haik is also remarkable. The clois-

ters in the Byzantine style, with capi-

tals differing from one another, deserve

notice.”

—

F. M. The situation of the

town upon tlie winding Main, and the

walks in the gardens around it, and at-

tached to the palace, as well as in the

Sch'one Busch mentioned above, are very

agreeable. A new road to Kissingen

strikes off from Aschaffenburg.—Route
169A.

Between Aschaffenburg and Wurz-
burg lies the forest of Spessart (Silver
Spissa), one of the largest in Germany,
and one of the few remaining fragments
of the great primeval Hercynian Forest,

described by Caesar and Tacitus. The
road is carried for nearly 20 miles
through the midst of it, over numerous
hills of slate and granite, which are the

fundamental rocks of this wild and
thinly-peopled district.

A new road has been opened from
the Aschaffenburg to Wurzburg, longer
than the old by 10 miles, but less hilly

and avoiding the ferries, through
2 Hain described inRoute 169
3 Lohr t A., along the right

2 GmunuenJ bank of the Main to

2 Carlstadt.

3 IViirzburg—(see below.)

The old road runs through
2 tiessenthal.

The highest summit of the Spessart

range of hills is near Rohrbrunn. The
Spessart is being rapidly thinned, so

that timber and wood for fuel have
risen to a high price.

3 Esselbach.—The inn can only

accommodate a few persons : trout

excellent : hilly road.

Tlie road crosses the Main by a dis-

agreeable ferry at Lengfurth. In order

to avoid this inconvenience a bridge

wa.s begun at Markt Heidenfeld in

1837, but is not expected to be finished

for some time, so rapid is the pace at

which German improvements are car-

ried on ! The chateau of Triefenstein.on

a commanding height overlooking the

river, was originally an Augustine mo-
nastery. Near this grows a good wine
called Kallmuth.

3 Rossbrunn.

Near the convent of Zell, now occu-

pied by the Manufactory of Kbnig and
Bauer, inventors of the cylindrical

steam-printing press, the road again ap-

proaches the Main, and the traveller

enjoys an exquisite view over its wind-

ing stream and vine-clad banks. Soon .

after, Wurzburg itself apjiears in sight;

and the road, after skirting the hill on
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Dom.—Palace.

whose summit the citadel rears itself

aloft, enters the town by the suburb

called Maiiiviertel, and crosses the

Main by a singular stone bridge, orna-

mented with statues of saints, &c.

2 W'uKZBUKO :

—

Inns: Kronprinz :

Post, Russicher Hof (formerly Friink-

ischer Hof) : table-d'hote at 1 ;
Adler

small, but tolerable bachelor’s quarters.

The Deutsches Haus not clean, but

tolerable fare, and prices moderate

:

none of the Inns here are good. The
traveller should ask for Franconian

wines, which grow on the hills

round Wiirzburg : the best kinds

are the Steinwein (stoue wine) and
Leiste.

Wurzburg, beautifully situated on

the Main, and containing 25,000 in-

habitants, nearly all Roman Catholics,

was for more than 1000 years the

capital of an ecclesiastical principality,

ruled by a line of 82 bishops, who were

princes of the Empire, and by their

power and wealth exercised great in-

fluence in Germany. This will ac-

count for the number of churches which
sprung up in the chief town of their

territory. Those which remain, how-
ever, are either incomplete or have

been injured by modern alterations, so

that they are deficient in the grandeur

and beauty which they would other-

wise have possessed. The narrow

streets, overhanging houses, and pointed

gables, mark the antiquity of the

town
;
but the private buildings are

inferior in splendour to those of Nu-
reml)erg.

The Cathedral, Dom, was erected in

the 8th century on the spot where St.

Kilian sufl'ered martyrdom : he was an
Irish missionary, who came hither to

preach Christianity, and is now re-

garded as the apostle of Franconia.
Of the original structure nothing re-

mains
;

the present building, distin-

guished by its four towers, shows some
traces of the round style of the 11th
and 12th centuries, particularly in the
two towers at the east end. The in-

terior, modernized and decorated with
much painting and gilding, contains a
long series of monuments of the mag-

nificent. prelates of Wurzburg; their

marble elKgies in high relief planted

upright against the walls and piers,

each bearing the sword of temporal

rule in one hand, and the crosier in the

other. At the extremity of the north

transept is the funereal chapel of

Rishop Schbnboru, in the Italian style,

only remarkable for the profusion of

marble and gilding with which it is

overloaded. The marble pulpit in the

nave is curious.

The Royal, originally Episcopal,

Palace, situated in a square flanked

by two singular tall pillars, was erected

by two bishops of the family of the

Counts of Schonborn, 1720—40, and
is of great size and unusual magnifi-

cence. The staircase is very splendid

and original in its design. Its archi-

tect was a German, John Ralt’r Neuman,
and few royal palaces surpass its now
faded splendour. The 284 apartments

contained in the building, including

the suite occupied by the Emperors of

Germany on their way to the corona-

tion at Frankfurt, are distinguished for

the gorgeous display of gilding, marble.
Gobelin tapestry, silken draperies, and
mirrors. The Chapel, well worth see-

ing, is a very rich specimen of in-

ternal decoration, in the taste of the

time of Louis XIV. The whole edifice,

not undeserving of the title of a German
^'ersailles, being all fitted up in the

French style, is remarkable as an ex-

ample of the unbounded wealth of the

ecclesiastical princes of the Empire,
w'hich they possessed nearly to the end
of the last century, when it was swept
away in the changes which followed the

French Revolution.— Though termed
the Residence, this palace is rarely in-

habited by the royal family. The
gardens attached to it are an agreeable

promenade.
The Julius Spital, a magnificent

asylum for aged, sick, and poor, and
at the same time a school of medicine,
is named after a bishop, who founded
it in 1572, but the present is not

wholly the original building. It is in

extent a palace, having a range of 62
windows in front, and containing 28
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wards, each with 12 beds : flie whole
establishment remarkable for its clean-

liness. Near to it is another very large

church, domed, and in the Italian

style, called Stift Haug. Here the

Prince of Hohenlohe performed his

miracles! “In the crypt of the Neue
Munster, a small' Romanesque church,

once the cathedral, is the plain sarco-

phagus tomb of St. Kilian. His relics

impart virtues to a neighbouring well,

so that it cures sore eyes !
’—H. M.

The Marienkirche in the market-
])lace is a very elegant morceau in the

pointed Gothic style (1377— 1479),

with tall lancet windows, carvings over

the portals, against the buttresses, and
within on the columns.

The most pleasing sight in Wurz-
burg is the view from the Citadel, or

Marienburg, on the left Itank of the

Main. The town itself has a most
imposing appearance, owing to the

number of its towers and steeples : it

is backed by the picturesque hill pro-

ducing the celebrated Stein wine, and
the glittering Main, winding like a

serpent through the landscape, a<Ids to

the view its highest charm. The Hanks

of the hill of tho citadel, also clad with

vineyards, furnish the other prinipal of

t.heFranconiaii wines, called Lefste. The
best sort grows on the slope opposite

the Kapelherg (or ICoppele), a neigh-

bouring hill, named from the white

pilgrimage chapel on its summit, which

is rendered more conspicuous by the

line of stations leading up to it. The
view from this church is not inferior to

that from the citadel.

Permission to enter the Citadel must

be obtained from the Commandant of

Wurzburg: it is easily procured by a

valet-de-place. 'I'liis fortress was the

stronghohl and original residence of

the Bishops, and is supposed to occupy

the site of one of the 50 Homan castles

built by Drusus in Germany. It con-

sists, at present, of a tall donjon, and

several other relics of a feudal edifice,

associated with more recent construc-

tions down to the style of the 18th

century
;
the whole being surrounded

by bastions, &c., on the principles of

[Sect. X.

modem fortification. Each portion is

marked with the arms or effigy of the

warlike churchman during whose rule

it was constructed. The most ancient

portion of the castle is a singular

small circular church, in the round
style of Gothic, with a vaulted roof,

said, as is frequently the case with re-

gard to round churches in Germany, to

have been originally a heathen temple,

though it is only the most ancient form
of a Christian church.

Close under the hill of the Citadel,

between it and the river, lies the church
of St. Burkimrd. a very ancient build-

ing, with nave and towers in the round
style, but calculated to interest the

aniiquary alone.

The Universitg was founded 1582 :

it enjoys some celebrity as a school of

medicine, but the number of students

has declined within a few years. In

1837 there were oidy 420.

The once numerous monastic esta-

blishments of Wurzburg are diminished

to 3 or 4 ;
among those that remain is

an Ur'stdine Nunnenj,

There is a club (J 40) called Har-
monie, and a Theatre, here.

Steamers ply on the Main to Bam-
berg and Frankfurt.

Eilwagen twice a day to Frankfurt

and Nuremberg; ditto to Augsburg
and Munich; daily to Stuttgart, to

Kissingen (during the season), to Ratis-

bon
;
4 limes a week to Ansbach

;
3

times a week to Schweiid’urth, Meinin-

gen, Gotha
;
to Briickenau, Fulda and

Cassel.

From Wurzburg to Nuremberg is

a journey of 12 hours.

2 Kitzingen. Inn

;

Schiitzenhof,

(Schwann very bad). A town of 4500
inhabitants, on the left bank of the

Main, here crossed by a bridge, at the

opposite end of which is the suburb

Etwashausen. Its inhabitants took so

active a part in the peasants’ war

(1525), that the cruel Markgrave Ca-
simir caused 7 to be beheaded, and 69

to have their eyes torn out

!

Through Mainbeniheim and Eincr-

sheim to

2 Possenheim.
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furth.—Gustavus Adolphus.

2^ Laiigenfeld—Inn : Post, “ a very

decent inn, but the beds are very short

indeed.’’—L. S. o. Neustadt, on the

Aisch, is a town of 2000 inhabitants.

2^ Kmskirchen—Poste (^Hirsch)
;

a

good Inn.

2^ Fanibach.

About 5 miles before reacliiiig Nu-

remberg, tlie active manufacturing

town of Fiir//i,situated between tlie Ued-

nitz and Pegnitz, wliich on their junc-

tion close below tbe town are called

Uegnitz, is passed. It has risen up

within a few years to be a formidable

rival to Nuremberg, and already pos-

sesses a population of 15,000 souls.

About one quarter of them are Jews

;

who, being interdicted by an illiberal

law from settling, or even sleeping, in

Nuremberg, have made the fortune of

Fiirth by their industry and perse-

verance. They posseiss a college of their

own here, a separate court of justice, 2

Hebrew printing establishments, and

several schools and synagogues, and

enjoy privileges denied them in otlier

parts of the Continent. The town may
be termed a German Birmingham, its

principal manufactures being brass and
other metal wares, buttons, medals, gold

leaf, toys and trinkets, pipes, mirrors, &c.

The memorable battle between

Gustavus Adolphus and Wallenstein,

which terminated in the retreat of the

Swedish king, after a display of skill

in the art of war on both sides pre-

viously unequalled, took place in the

neighbourhood of Fiirth, 1G32. The
head-quarters of Gustavus in Fiirth

were at the inn called Griiner Baum,
in the street still named after him.
Wallenstein was strongly posted near

Zimdorf, upon the low wooded hill

about 2 miles south of Fiirth, sur-

mounted by the ruins of a fortress, from
which it gets the name ofAUe Fesle. In

addition to the commanding ground,
Wallenstein had fortified himself with-

in ramparts, ditches, anil ]>alisades.

Vet, in spite of this, Gustavus, driven
to desperation by famine and pestilence,

which had mowed down his army, de-
termined on attempting to carry it by
storm. The attack was commenced by

the German troops in the Swedish ser-

vice, but a shower of balls, rained

down from a hundred pieces of artil-

lery, soon compelled them to retreat.

Gustavus then, to shame them, led on
his own sturdy Northern warriors, the

Finlanders
;
but their ranks were shat-

tered by the cannonade in the same
manner, and bravery availed notbing

against an enemy who was not to be

reached. A third attack met with no
better success. A fourth, fifth, and
sixth, from fresh bodies of troops,

proved equally hopeless
;
and at length,

after a ten hours’ engagement, and a
loss of 1700 men, Gustavus was com-
pelled to draw off his forces. The difii-

cult task of efl’ectiiig a retreat in the face

of the enemy was skilfully and bravely

executed by Colonel Hepburn, a Scotch
officer in the Swedish service. Offended
at the promotion of an inferior officer

above his head, he had sworn never to

draw his sword for Gustavus again

;

but now that the king, in his emergency,
begged of him this favour, the brave
soldier forgot his resentment: “Sire,

this is the only service 1 cannot refuse to

perform, since it requires some daring,
’

was his answer, and he executed the

task most gallantly. A small tavern

has been built on the summit of the
hill of the Alte Veste, and it forms
the common resort of holiday-making
citizens. The walk or ride thither in a
fine summer’s afternoon is very agree-

able, and the view over the valley of
the Uegnitz, the towns of Fiirth and
Nuremberg, the railroad between them
and the new Canal, is highly interesting.

In 1835-6, a railroad for steam car-

riages (the first in Germany) was com-
pleted from Furtli to Nuremberg, a
distance of 4J- miles, which is usually
traversed in the space of 15 minutes, an
immense velocity, in comparison with
tlie ordinary sjieed of German convey-
ances. During part of the day, horses

are substituted for steam power : they re-

quire ^ an hour for the journey. About
half-way between the two towns thehigh
road comes in contact with tlie New
Canal, constructed to unite the Danube

I

with the llliiue. (See Routes 173, 175.)
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It is carried below the road and rail-

road, and across tlie river Pegnitz upon
a bridge or aqueduct of masonry. A
handsome Hospital has been built near

the Railway Station, at a cost of

180,000 fl., raised by a tax of one

pfennig on every maas of beer drunk
in the town.

2 Nuremberg (Germ. Nurnberg).

— Inns : Baieriscber Hof
;

good. —
Rothes Ross

;
also good, and good

table-d'bote — Italian cookery. The
landlord keeps a collection of antique

lace for sale; Wittelsbacher Hof, not

far from the Post Office, Strauss.

The 70,000 inhabitants who dwelt

in former times within the walls of

Nuremberg are now diminislied to

43,000. Tliat which was once the

greatest and most wealthy of all the

free Imperial Cities, the residence of

Emperors, the seat of Diets, the focus

of tlie trade of Asia and Europe, the

most important manufacturing town in

Germany, the home of German free-

dom and art, the cradle of the line arts,

of poetry (in its uncoutli infancy, it is

true), and of almost numberless useful

inventions ;—which was alternately the

courted ally and the dreaded rival of

sovereign princes, had degenerated from

the latter iiart of the 17th to the begin-

ning of the 19th century into a dull

provincial town. Forsaken by its an-

cient commerce, it might be compared

to one of the galleons of its own mer-

chants of former days, abandoned by

the receding tide. Its manufactures,

once so universally known and prized

in all parts of the world as to give rise

to a proverb,

—

** Nuremberg's hand
Goes tlirough every land,’*

were reduced to dribble in lead pencils,

pill-boxes, and children's toys.

It has however of late years expe-

rienced a considerable revival of pro-

sperity ;
and, in spite of all this change

of fortune and condition, as a city it

remaitis almost unaltered, retaining,

probably more than any other in

Europe, the aspect of times long gone

by. It is surrounded by feudal walls

[Sect. X.

and turrets (of which, in former days,
it boasted to possess 365), faced and
strengthened in more recent times,

when the influence of gunpowder began
to be felt, by ramparts and incipient

bastions, resembling the early Italian

mode of modern fortification. These
again are inclosed by a ditch 100 ft.

wide and 50 feet deep, lined throughout
with masonry. Its four principal arched
gates are flanked by massive cylin-

drical watch-towers, no longer of use

as fortifications, but picturesque in a
high degree, and serving to complete

the coronet of antique towers which
encircle the city, as seen from a dis-

tance. The stranger arrived within its

walls might fancy himself carried back
to a distant century, as he threads

its irregular streets, and examines its

quaint, gable-faced houses. Its churches

and other public edifices, monuments
of the piety and charity of its citizens,

are singidarly perfect
;

having escaped

unharmed the storm of war, sieges, and
even of the Reformation, which its

inhabitants adopted at an early period,

and without any outbreak of fanatic

iconoclasm. Its private buildings, in-

cluding the palace-like mansions of its

patrician citizens and merchant nobles,

having been built of stone, are equally

well ))ieserved. Many of them are

still inliabited by the families whose

forefathers originally constructed them.

Though built in the prevailing fashion

of tlie period, with narrow, but highly

ornamented fronts, and acutely pointed

gables, they are often of large size, in-

closing 2 or 3 courts, and extending

back from one street into another. The
ground story, low and vaulted, was

usually occupied as a warehouse ;
the

habitable part, though not laid out in

a manner consistent with modern ideas

of comfort, was richly decorated with

carving and stucco
;
indeed, an ancient

author (AHiieas Sylvius), speaking of

the splendour of Nuremberg, declares

that a simple citizen was better lodged

than the king of Scotland. An addi-

tional interest is reflected upon this

venerabR city, by the fume and works

of the great artists it has produced,
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such as Albert Diirer, Peter Vischer,

Ailam Kraft, Veit Stoss, &c.
;

and,

tliough stripped, to a great extent, of

these treasures, iu consequence of pub-
lic and private poverty, she owes lier

chief oniameuts to the productions of

their skill still remaining. It will

thus be easily understood that Nurem-
berg, though dull in a commercial

sense, will aftbrd to the traveller of

taste high entertainment for a residence

of several days. In its ancient and
palmy state, when the seat of arts and
of a far more extensive commerce than

at present, it was termed the Gothic

Athens ; it may now be regarded as a
sort of Pompeii of the Middle Ages.

The Pegnitz, a small stream run-

ning from E. to W., crossed by 14

small bridges, divides the town into

two nearly equal parts, named after

the two great churches situated within
them : the northern, St. Sebald’s side

;

the southern, St. Lawrence's side.

St. Sebald's Church, an extremely
beautiful Gothic edifice, exhibits great

elegance externally and internally, es-

pecially in the choir, built 1337 ;
the

W. end, in the round style, is much
older. The richly carved portal on the

N. side deserves attentive examination,
as well as the carvings in high relief,

by the sculptor, Adam Kraft, repre-

senting the Passion of our Lord, op-
posite the Rathhaus. Inside the church
are more sculptures by Kraft, a curious
bronze font, numerous old paintings,

stained glass windows, and a crucifix

and figures of the Virgin, and St.

John in wood over the high altar, by
Veit Stoss. Ilut by far the most re-

markable object is the celebrated
Shrine of St. Sebaldus, which still stands
in the centre of the choir, though the

church is now devoted to the Lu-
theran service. It is the masterpiece
of the distinguished artist, Peter Fischer
(b. 1160, d. l.TJO), who was assisted in

its constructiun by his five sons
;
he

employed upon it 13 years of labour,
and finished it in 1519. It is a rniida-
ture Gothic chapel, entirely of brotize,

consisting of a rich fretwork canopy
supported on pillars, beneath which.

as in a metal bower, the relics of the

Saint repose in an oakeir chest encased

with silver plates. The workmanship
is most elaborate, but far inferior to

that of the figures of the 12 Apostles

which occupy the niches around the

shrine. The graceful character, the

varied action of the statues, the force of

expression in the countenances, and the

natrrral fall and flow of the draperies,

deserve the highest praise ;—they are

truly first-rate works of art. .Kbove

them are 12 smaller figures of Fathers

of the church, while about 70 fanciful

representations of cupids, mermen,
animals, &c. distributed among flowers

and foliage, are scattered over the

other parts. The miracles of the Saint

are the subject of the bas-reliefs uirder

the coffin. In a niche below, at the

end facing the altar, is an admirable

statue of the artist himself, in a mason’s

dress, with apron on, and chisel in

hand
;
and at the opposite end a figure,

equally excellent, of St. Sebald : the

whole fabric is supported upon snails.

According to tradition, Vischer was
miserably paid for this great work of

labour and art
;
and he has himself

recorded in an inscription upon the

monument, that “ he completed it for

the jjraise of God .Almighty alone, and
the hoirour of St. Sebald, Prince of

Heaven, by the aid of pious persons,

paid by their voluntary contributions.
’

The Parsonage House of St. Se-
bald's, in one corner of the square in

which the church stands, remarkable
for its beautiful oriel window, was the

residence of Melchior Pfinzing, author
of the poem of “ Theuerdank.” He
was a canon of the church.

Opposite St. Sebald's is the Gothic
Chapel of St. Maurice (1313), now
converted into a Picture Gutlenj, filled

witli rejected paintings from the Gal-
lery of Munich and Schleisheim, and
including many from the Hoisseree

collection. They are almost exclu-
sively of the old lUienish and German
school, chiefly interesting to those who
admire these schools, or study the

history of art, and few of them cal-

culated to please the general observer.
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The best are by Luke Cranach (73),
George Penz (76), a pupil of A. Diirer.

St. Jerome ;—an Ecce Homo and Dead
Christ attril)uted to A. Durer ; a good
specimen of Jean Mabuse.

Behind the Church of St. Sebald
stands the Kaihhaus or Town-hall, a
large building in the Italian style,

built 1619, including within it an
older town-hall of 1310. The great

ball belongs to the older portion of the

building, and is remarkable for the

])aintiiigs in oil, by Albert Diirer, with
which its walls are decorated. They
have sull’ered much from time, and
injudicious restoration. Those on the

N. wall, representing the triumphal

car of the Emperor Maximilian, and
the Unjust Judge, (a very vivid al-

legory reminding one of the Pilgrim's

Progress,) togethet with the Band of

Musicians between the doors, are un-
doubtedly his; the re.stare asevidently

the work of an inferior hand.
Adjoining this hall is the Council

Chamber, ornamented with portraits of

the Worthies of Nuremberg, but chiefly

remarkable because in it the business

of the government was transacted, and
in its walls are concealed doors, leading

to Secret and Subterranean Passages

which extend from tlie Uathhaus, in

difl'erent directions under the streets

and houses to the town ditch, and be-

yond the walls. They are ))nrtly ex-

cavated in the rock, and may still be

traced for a considerable distance, but

they are choked up with mud and
water. There can be no doubt that

these outlets, which were kept secret

from the public and not known to exist

until recent times, were constructed to

afford the magistrates the means of

security and escape in case of tumul-

tuous risings among their fellow-citi-

zens, whom it is evident they knew too

well to trust. Below the building is a

range of horrid Dungeons, called Loch-

Gefiingniss, scarcely 6 feet square, and

adjoining them is the Torture Chamber,

still containing the stretching machine,

or perpendicular rack, as at Uatisbon

(j). 77). 'I'hese are now said to be

blocked up, or at least are not shown.

The existence of these instruments

—

not in the lonely castle of some des-

potic prince, or tyrannical robber knight,

but in the centre of the most populous
free cities of Germany—givesa frightful

picture of the jurisprudence of the 16th
and 17th centuries. In one of the

towers on the town-wall called Frosch-
thurm, the Iron Virgin (Eiserne Jung-
frau) was placed. It was a figure of a
girl 7 feet high, which opened by secret

springs, and pierced with poniards,

concealed within its body, the misera-

ble victim who was thrust into its em-
brace. On the approach of the French
army the Virgin and a cartload of

similar instruments were despatched in

haste out of the town, and sold as old

iron.

The civic noblesse of Nuremberg,
deriving rank from Imperial diplomas,

cedes to none in antiquity : several ex-

isting families trace their descent in a

direct line up to the 1 Itli century. They
possess complete and very curious do-

mestic archives, and often a MS.
history of their ancestors.

The ancient form of government of

Nuremberg was decidedly aristocratic,

and bore much resemblance to that of

Venice. About 30 patrician families

for a long time monopolized the chief

authority, and from among them was
chosen the council of state, consisting

of 8 members, who formed the execu-

tive. Even they were in part excluded

from a knowledge of the foreign rela-

tions of the free town, and from the

administration of its finances, which
were confided to the care and honour

of distinct, and almost irresponsible

ministers. That such a body may at

times have been guilty of lurbitrary

acts is highly probable, as well as that

the dungeons and torture chambers

below the Uathhaus may have con-

tribuled to stifle complaints and check

opposition. It is nevertheless certain,

that they were wise rulers and sagacious

politicians, to whose arbitration even

kings and emperors referred their dis-

putes ;
and the increase and jaosperity

of Nuremberg, for 4 centuries, is the

best proof that they understood and
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watched over its interests. In process

of time, however, deep jealousies of tlie

power monopolized by the patrician

body began to spring up among the in-

ferior citizens and the heads of the

guilds
;
and struggles and discontents

arose, which ended with the many
wresting from the few a portion of the

authority from which they had been so

long excluded.

Down to the peace of Presburg the

city possessed a constitution of its own,

enjoying the privileges, grants, and
immunities which had been bestowed

upon it by the various German Em-
perors, beginning as far back as 1219,

such as free election of magistrates,

and independent courts of justice.

The Emperor appointed a Burggraf,

or Stadtholder, who was generally a

member of some noble or princely fa-

mily : he lived in a castle within the

walls, and was intended to be a pro-

tector of the city, though he was usu-
ally regarded by the burghers as a

thorn in its side. The ancestors of the

present Royal Family of Prussia make
their first appearance in history as

Burggraves of Nuremberg. They were
constantly engaged in feuds with the

citizens, until, at last, in 1417, Fred-

eric IV., Burggrave of Nuremberg,
anxious to raise money to purchase (he

Mark of Brandenburg, sold his castle

and a portion of his rights to the citi-

zens for 120,000 gold guldens. No
sooner was tlie purchase concluded,
than the magistrates, assembling to-

getlier men, women, and children,

caused the castle to be levelled with the

ground, so as not to leave a trace of it

behind.

In the upper story of the Uathhaus
is a singular representation in stucco
of a tournament held here in 14.'34, the

figures as large as life.

The Imperial Castle Burg, or Reichs-
veste, occupies the most northern and
elevated position within the town. Be-
ing built on the top of a rock, it towers
above all other edifices, and commands
the best view of Nuremberg and the
country around. It was a favourite
residence of many of the German em-

perors. Nuremberg was conveniently

situated nearly in the centre of their

dominions, and they took pleasure in

the prosperity of the city, knowing
well how much their own treasury be-

nefited by the revenue drawn from it,

and how many sturdy men-at-arms it

could furnish them at a pinch, to com-
l)at foreign or domestic foes. They
even confided to the custody of its

burghers the Imperial Regalia, which

were deposited for three centuries in

the chapel of the Holy Ghost, but are

now removed to Vienna. An edict of

the emperor Frederick I. (Hohenstaufen,

1187) is dated “from our Castle at

Nuremberg.’’ A portion of the building

supposed to have been erected by him
is still standing

;
but there are two

towers to which even an earlier date is

assigned—the pentagonal tower, per-

haps the oldest construction in Nurem-
berg

;
and the Heidentlmrm (heathen

tower), vulgarly so called from some
carved figures once looked upon as idols.

It contains two very singular chapels

in the Romanesque, or round style
;

the lower, or St. Margaret's, supported

by low and thick pillars
;
and the up-

per chapel of St. Ottmar or Kaiser

Kapelle, resting on slight marble pillars

with Corinthian capitals, both evidently

of the time of the Emp. Henry 11., i. e.

the beginning of the 1 1th century. Such
double chapels are common in castles

of the middle ages, and occur at Geln-
hausen, Eger; and in France at Mont-
morillon, the upper division being des-

tined for the seigneur and his family,

the lower for the retainers. The walls

and many-angular bastions on the N.
side are constructed upon the system
of fortification proposed by A. Uiirer,

which he probably learned during his

residence in Italy, where the science of
modern fortification arose, for Vauban
and tlie French did not more than cor-

rect die Jiroportions and angles of each
Hanking face.

—

L. M.r. Tlie lime tree,

in the castle yard, is said to be 700
years old

;
it measures 15 ft. in cir-

cumference at 4 ft. from the ground.

A part of die interior of the castle

“ which is occasionally fitted up for the
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residence of the Kjng of Bavaria, con-
tains some good, pictures of early Ger-
man masters, and several curious porce-

lain stoves. Another suite of rooms serves

for exhibiting every summer the works
of Native artists. In one of the resi-

dence chambers is the portrait of”
Albert Diirer, a copy, the original

having been sawn off from the panel

by one Knffner, a painter, to whom it

was intrusted to be copied, and who,
substituting his own work, sold the

original to the Elector of Bavaria. A
bronze statue of Apollo, originally a
fountain, deposited here, is a work of

Peter Vischer.

The stranger may, perhaps, be sur-

prised to find in the native city of Albert

Diirer so few original works by this

great and amiable artist; but most of

those once in tlie public buildings of

Nuremberg have been given away by
the magistrates to kings and electors,

and tlie greater part of the private col-

lections have been sold, owing to the

reduced circumstances of the owners.

There still remains, however, one paint-

ing, by A. Diirer, the authenticity of

which is beyond suspicion, and which

may be regarded as one of his best

works : it is the portrait of the Burgo-

master ihlzschuher, a rich patrician and
a friend of tlie jiainter

;
and it has re-

mained ns an heir-loom in the possession

of his descendants ever since it was ex-

ecuted (ir>26). It is obligingly shown

to strangers by its jiresent owner, but

only at stated hours
;
and it is generally

necessary to request admission some

hours beforehanJ.

Albert Diirer s house is still standing,

though much altered internally, at the

corner of Albert Durer's Street, No. 376,

close under the castle, near the Tliier-

garten Gate. It is now occupied by a

Society of Artists,who carefully preserve

it from further injury. A bronze statue

of Diirer by Bauch of Berlin has been

erected on the Blilch-markt, or Albert

Durer's Platz, and possesses great ex-

cellence as a work of art.

The Egidienkirche (Church of

St. Giles) is a modern building in

the Italian style, which succeeded.
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in 1718, a very ancient chapel, origi-

nally founded 1140, for some Scotch
Benedictine monks, by the emperor
Conrad 111. It is not in itself very
remarkable, but contains an altar-piece

by Vandyh, a dead Christ, surrounded
by the 2 Marys and St. John, ^’an-

dyk’s name is between the feet of

Christ. The seraphs or angels above
were added by an inferior modern
artist of the town. Behind the altar is

a monumental bas relief in bronze, said

to be by Peter Fischer, but stiff, and in

a hard manner, and more probably

the work of one of his sons (1522).
The 3 side chapels are ancient, having
escaped the flames. The first. St. Wolf-
gang’s, contains a rude carving of the

Entombment
;
the second, St. Eiicha-

rius’s, is curious from its architecture,

being in the transition style, having
slender pillars, with broad capitals, but
poitited arches

;
the third, built in 1315,

is hung round with escutcheons of the

Tetzel family, from the 12th to the 18th

centuries. A sculptured relief, repre-

senting the Coronation of the '\'irgin,

is by Adam Kraft. Next door to this

church is the Gymnasium, or high-

school, founded by Melancthon, whose

statue stands in front of it.

'J'he house of Mr. Fuchs near the

Gymnasium is a fine and finished spe-

cimen of the old German style of archi-

tecture, and its interior gives a curious

insight into the domestic life of the 15th

and 16th centuries.

“ Behind the Egidien Kirche is the

Lindauer Gallery of Pictures, contain-

ing some hundred works chiefly of infe-

rior masters, or copies, but among them

are the 4 Apostles by Diirer, and seve-

ral other good pictures of that age. It

is attached to a school of art.”

—

J. D.

In the Market Place (Haupt Markt)

stands the Catholic Church or Frauen-

kirche, remarkable for the richly carved

decorations, sculpture, &c. which or-

nament its Gothic portal
;
it was finished

1361. It has been lately fitteil up with

some interesting sculptures of the early

German artists, under the direction of

the architect Heidelofl'.

The Beautiful Fountain (Sch'oner
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Brimiieii), in the same square, also de-

serves particular attention. This ele-

gant Gothic obelisk, or spire, of opeTi

work, resembles in shape the crosses

erected to llie memory of Queen Eleanor

in England ; it was executed at the

same time and by tlie same architects

as the neighbouring Frauenkirche. The
figures carved in stone, of no mean
workmanship, represent the seven Elec-

tors; 3 Cliristian worthies, Charle-

magne, Godfrey of Bouillon, and Clo-

vis; 3 Jewish worthies, Judas Macca-
bseus, Joshua, and David; 3 Pagan
worthies, Julius Caesar, Alexander the

Great, and Hector
;
and other heroes,

equally miscellaneous in character,

country, creed, and century.

Behind tlie Frauenkirche is the Goose

^larket, provided with an appropriate

fountain, viz., the bronze figure of a

peasant carrying under his arms two
geese spouting water from their mouths.

It is an exceedingly clever performance

of an artist named Labenwolf, who ex-

ecuted another fountain in the court of

the Uathhaus.

Not many yards distant is the dwell-

ing of Hans Sachs, the cobbler and poet

(1530-38), and a native of Nuremberg,
in a street named after him. His poems
of various kinds exceed 6000 in num-
ber. His satirical songs, directed against

the Roman Catholics, were much in

vogue at the beginning of the Reforma-
tion. Another early efl'ort of poetry

which first saw the light in Nuremberg,
is the “ Theuerdank” of Melchior Pfin-

zing, secretary of the emperor Maxi-
milian, who, indeed, is believed by
some to have assisted in the composition.

It records, in verse, the emperor's mar-
riage with Mary of Burgundy, and was
published in 1517.

On the south f»ank of the Pegnitz lies

the Church of Si. iMwrence, the largest

and finest in Nuremberg, and well worth
seeing. It was founded 1274, and isofa
noble Gothic architecture. The portal at

the W. end, between the towers (1280),
is not to be surpassed in the richness of
its decorations. It is surmounted l)y

a magnificent rose window : the l)ride s

door on the N. side is also very elegant.

The choir, finished 1477, is loftier than

the nave, and contains splendid painted

glass windows, gifts of the patrician

families of Nuremberg, whose riclily

emblazoned coats of arms they bear.

The tinestof all istheVolkamer window,
which, for the depth and brightness of

its colours, and tlie excellence of the

design, is esteemed one of the finest

specimens of glass painting (an art for

which Nuremberg was celebrated) to

be found in Europe. In one window
the 4 Evangelists are represented with

the heads of tlie symbolical animals

allotted to them. St. Luke has a bull’s

head, St. Matthew an eagle’s. One of

the chief ornaments of the interior is

the Sacraments Hiiustein, or repository

for the sacramental wafer, a tapering

spire of Gothic open work, 64 feet high,

executed with a minuteness more com-
monly bestowed on ivory than on stone.

The elegance of the design, and beau-
tiful sharpness of the carved ornaments,

are less wonderful, perhaps, than the

skill exhibited in rearing and support-

ing so slender and graceful a structure,

of such materials, reaching nearly to

the roof of the church. Some, indeed,

have doubted in consequence whether
it really is stone, supposing it to be
formed of plaster moulded, which how-
ever is clearly ascertained not to be the

case. The whole is supported on the

shoulders of 3 kneeling figures, por-

traits of Adam Kraft, the sculptor who
executed it, and his two apprenticts,

who helped. It cost him five years of
hard labour, and was finished 1506. It

is recorded that this eminent artist, who
has left behind somany proofs of his ski 11

in his native city, died in an hospital.

A curious carving in wood by Veit
Stoss, representing the Salutation of the

\ irgin by the Angel, is suspended
from the roof of this church, above the

altar : there is a crucifix by the same
artist of even finer workmanship. The
whole of the church, including the

Sacraments HUuslein, has recently un-
dergone a complete repair, and a new
Slone Pulpit, of beautiful workmanship,
in the style of the Sacraments HUuslein

executed in the town, designed by
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Heidelhojr, one of the first Gothic archi-

tects in Europe, has heen set up.

The Deutsche Haus Kirche (Church
of the Teutonic. Kniglits), a modern
Italian building, begun 1784, on a
grand scale, remains incomplete. The
adjoining convent is turned into a

barrack. They are passed on enter-

ing the town from Fiirth through the

Spittler Thor.

The Churchyard of St. John, about a

mile beyond the Thiergarten Gate to

the N. W. of the town, is without a

parallel in Germany : it has been tlie

burial-])lace of the burgher aristocracy

of Nuremberg for many centuries.

Among the 3000 gravestones contained

in it, all regularly numbered and
mostly decorated with bronze plates

bearing coats-of-arms and devices of

deceased patricians, the following are

remarkable. No. 619, jilhert Diirer’s

grave. A recent examination has

proved that his remains no longer oc-

cupy it, but have been replaced by
those of others. Diirer died of a

piteous complaint—a termagant wife;

a perfect Xantippe, who plagued his

gentle spirit out of his body. No. 503

is Hans Sachs’ grave. Sandrart the

painter was also interred here. The Be-

haim family, which dates from the 12th

century, has a vault here. One of its

memliors. Martin, a native of Nurem-
lierg, made the first terrestrial globe, and

claimed,while Governor of the Azores, to

have discovered Brazil before Columbus
reached Cuba. He is not buried here,

but at Lisbon. The Vault of the

Holzschuhers is decorated with a

sculptured group of “ the Entomb-

ment ” by Adam Kraft, 1507. The road

from the town gate to the church-

yard is planted at regular distances

with 7 stone ’pillars, or stations, each

bearing a bas-relief representing a

scene in the passion of our Saviour,

executed by Adam Kraft. According

to tradition, they were set up by a

citizen of Nuremberg named Martin

Ketzel, as a representation of the Do-

lorous Way in Jerusalem, along which

our Saviour is supposed to have passed

in going from Pilate's house to Cal-
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vary. Ketzel is saitl to have made
two pilgrimages to the Holy Land to

bring back the exact measurements,
and to have placed these ])illars at

intervals between his own house, which
is still standing (opposite that of A.
Diirer), and the gate of the church-
yard, corresponding with the distance

between the real stations ki Jerusalem.
Several of the bas-reliefs are defaced,

so that the merits of the execution and
drawing are now lost

;
but the compo-

sition, as far as it remains, and can
be traced, was beautiful.

Many private collections of works of

art in the town are well deserving the

attention of strangers; especially Mr.
Campe the bookseller’s cabinet of paint-

ings ; the richly worked antique silver

plate of the banker Merkel
;

the cabinet

of paintings and curiosities of Mr.
flertel

;
to which strangers are liberally

admitted at certain times. Good spe-

cimens of modern painted glass may be

seen at Kellner’s—the artist living

opposite A. Durer’s house. Very rvell

executed engravings of the chief build-

ings and monuments of Nuremberg
(the best by Reindel) may be pur-

chased here.

“ The Trodel Market, in an Island of

thePegnitz,is the most picturesque group
of jjawn brokers’ stalls in the world.

The wooden houses, their inhabitants,

and their wares, all belong to by-

gone times
;
and many a relic of quaint

old Burgher habits, or fragments of

domestic luxury unknown to modem
comfort, may be picked up by the

curious collector.’’—J. D.
The Nuremberg Correspondent is one

of the most widely circulated papers

in Germany.
There is a Theatre here, and a club

called Museum (§ 40). They who
would see the Burgher life of Nurem-
berg at the present day should repair

to the Rosenau, a garden belonging to a

private society, to which strangers are

admitted, resorted to by the citizens

and their wives, to drink cofl’ee and
hear music.

The Shop of Reslelmeyer is a kind of

bazaar or show-room for the various
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wares at present manufactured in

Nuremberg.
The manufactures of Nuremberg

seem again on tlie ascendant; at pre-

sent they include cloth, brass and
bronze wares, mirrors, and tin and
lackered ware and furniture; much
steel and brass ware is sent to America.

Nuremberg exports, to all parts of

the globe, the chief supply of chil-

dren’s toys, known in England as

Dutch toys; an inappropriate name,
since they are mostly made by the

peasants of the Thuringiari forest, who
employ themselves and their families

on such labours during the winter

months, and by their frugal habits are

enabled to produce them at a sur-

prisingly low price. Lead pencils are

made here in large quantilies: they

are inferior to the English, but often

bear the name of English makers, and
are sometimes sent over to England
and reimported, in order to confirm

the forgery. Nuremberg is even now
a main depot for goods ))assing from
the .South to the North of Europe, and
vice versa. Houses and property within
the town have doubled in value within
30 or 40 years.

Rise and decay of Nuremberg .—The
earliest mention of Nuremberg in an-

cient records occurs in the hrsl half
of the llth century, when it received

its first privileges from the German
emperors. In the following century
these were augmented, and the city

began to thrive in trade and popula-
tion under the fostering care of tlie

Emperors Conrad and Frederick I.

of Hohenstanfeti, who built the castle

and held Diets here. Hut Frederick
Ilarbarossa was a still greater bene-
factor, confirming all that his pre-

decessors bad done, and conferring
fresh rights and liberties, such as a
municiital constitution, freedom from
customs, and indejtendence of any
sovereign but the Flmperor

;
advan-

tages which were not withdrawn until
tlie lieginiiing of the present century
(1806), when, by a decree of Napoleon,
Nuremtierg ceased to be a free city, and
was given over to the King of llavaria.

During the 15th and 16(h centu-
ries, Nuremberg attained the height
of its wealth and prosperity. It pos-
sessed an independent domain, 23
Germtin miles in extent

; it was able
to furnish a contingent of 6000 fight-

ing men to the army of tlie Emperor
Maximilian, and it was the cetitre of
trade between east and west

;
the chief

mart and staple place for the produce
of Italy and the Levant, which it

received principally from Venice and
Genoa, and distributed over the north
and west of Europe, returning in ex-
change whatever the north had to

oiler. It was admirably adapted also
by its position for an entrepot to the
traffic carried on by means of the Da-
nube and Rhine. But commerce and
the carrying trade of Europe were
by no means the only sources of its

wealth
;
since, in the extent and ce-

lebrity of its manufactures, it deserves
to be considered as the Birmingham
of the period. Its artisans, many of
whom may more properly be styled
artists, especially the workers of metals,
smiths, armourers, cutlers, casters in
bronze and goldsmiths, were esteemed
the most cunning and skilful craftsmen
in Europe, and their productions were
highly prized

;
the cloth weavers and

dyers were likewise in high repute. I'o
this period belong the names of the
Nurem berg art ists—D iirer ( 1 47 1 - 1 5 28),
painter, sculptor, engraver, mathema-
tician, and engineer; Vischer, sculptor
and caster in bronze; Kraft, sculptor

;

and Stoss, carver in wood
;
whose works

served as models to improve the taste
of their townsmen. Many discoveries
both useful and pernicious to man, but
which may be said to belong to the
arts of life, were made here. Thus
playing-cards, if not invented, were
manufactured here as early as 1380:
in 1390, a citizen of Nuremberg built
a paper-mill, without doubt the first in
Germany. Records exist of cannon
being cast here in 1356: those pre-
viously in use are believed to have
been constructed of iron bars held
together by hoojts. The first watches
(called Nuremberg eggs from their
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oval shape) were made liere in 1500,
by one Peter Hele : the first gunlnck
in 1517. In 1360, Rudolph inv'ented

a machine for drawing wire : in 1550,
Erasmus Elmer found out that .par-

ticular alloy of metals called brass

;

the brass of earlier times was a dif-

ferent combination. Hans Lobsingcr,

the inventor of the air-gun (1560),
and Christopher Denner, of the cla-

'rionet (1690), were also natives of

this city.

Various causes contributed to the

decay of Nuremberg : among the

foremost may be reckoned the dis-

covery of the passage to India round
the Cape of Good Hope, which turned

the commerce of the East away from
central Europe into an entirely new
channel. The selfish and misguided
prejudices of the trades and guilds

contributed not a little to the ruin of

its manufacturers : the first, in 1498,
expelled the .lews, and forbade them
under pain of death even to sleep

within the walls
;
and at a later period

tlicy shut their gates upon the Pro-

testant weavers exiled from France

and Flanders, who, however, found
an asylum in other German cities,

whicli their skill soon rendered suc-

cessful competitors of the shorf-siglited

Nurembergers. The calamitous period

of the Thirty Years' war inflicted a

serious and ])ermanent blow on the

city. Tlie citizens, as well as their

neigli hours of Augsburg, adopted early,

and steadfastly adhered to, the Re-

formed faith. For several centuries no

Romanist was allowed to hold property

in the town
;
even now, when all creeds

are tolerated, only of its population

belongs to tliat faith. Nuremberg con-

sequently eagerly espoused the cause of

Gustavus Adolphus
;
who, in 1632, was

compelled to throw himself into the

town with an army of 15,000 men to

protect botli himself and it from the

advancing force of Wallenstein, which

was treble his own. He had barely

time to ensconce himself behind a

rampart, which his troops, aided by
the townsfolk, threw up round the

walls, inclosing the city within a ditch
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8 ft. deep and 12 broad, strengthened
with bastions and halfmoons at in-

tervals, and defended by 300 pieces

of cannon, when the Imperial army
drew near. The fortified camp of the

Swedes, though hastily constructed
within 14 days, appeared so formi-
dable to Wallenstein, that he de-
clined attacking it, and preferred

awaiting quietly until famine should
starve his enemies into surrender.

With this view, he also entrenched
his army within a strong position upon
the height above Fiirth, to the south
of the Rednitz, trusting to be able from
thence to intercept communications
and cut olV supplies from his adver-
sary. It will give some notion of the

extent of his armament to mention
that tins camp was 7 miles in circuit,

that it contairied 15,000 women, nearly

as many carters, sutlers, and servants,

and 30,000 liorses, the greater part

employed to draw the baggage. For
nearly 3 montlis did these 2 masters of

the art of war sit watching each other

like skilful chess-jdayers, each fearful

lest a single move should give advan-
tage to his opponent. Wallenstein, in

thus attempting to starve out the

Swedes, was himself reduced to the

utmost straits ; the country around,

unsparingly and designedly wasted by
fire and sword, was completely drained

and exhausted, so that he was obliged

to send 35 miles for forage, and it

became a question of doubtful result

which party would hold out the

longest. Gustavus had in the mean-
while received reinforcements, which
raised his army to nearly an equality

with that of tlie Imperialists, and in

addition he was backed by 30,000

citizens of Nuremberg capable of

bearing arms, and devoted to his

cause. This very augmentation of

force was of baneful consequence,

in soon quite exhausting his supplies,

which were scanty before. The city,

thougli jireviously well stored, by the

forethought of the magistrates, could

barely funiish enough for its own
wants ;

and famine, and its conse-

quence, disease, laid thousands low.
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both in the camp and city. All the

mills in and al)ovit Nuremberg could

not grind a supply of corn sufficient

for such a multitude, and 50,000 lbs.

of bread, funiished daily by the town,

excited rather than allayed the crav-

ings of hunger. The king, perceiving

the impossibility of retaining his posi-

tion longer, used every eftbrt to bring

on a general engagement and draw
down the enemy from his vantage

ground. When this proved \insuccess-

ful, he was driven to the desjjerate and
hopeless determination of storming his

camp near Fiirth. (See p. 63.) Wal-
lenstein, secured behind his bulwarks,

and showering death upon the Swedish

ranks, laughed to scorn the rash en-

terprise, and Gustavus, unsuccessful

for the first time in his life, was com-
pelled to break up from his quarters

and retreat (Sept. 8, 1632), leaving

a garrison of 5000 men in Nuremberg.
At the time of his departure, 20,000
Swedes and 10,000 of the citizens had
perished of disease and starvation, in

about 8 or 10 weeks; fire and sword
had laid waste the surrounding country,

reducing it to a desert; the neighbour-
ing villages and hamlets were heaps of

ashes and ruin. Wallenstein managed
to keep his ground only for 5 days
after his rival had withdrawn. He
then broke up his camp and retreated,

having scarcely sulTered less tlian Gus-
tavus, nor did he venture any attempt
upon Nuremberg. The extraordinary
efforts made by the city to meet this

exigency, completely exhausted her
financial resources, and left her en-
cumbered with a load of debt whose
burden remained oppressively felt for

more than a century.

Eilwagen daily—to Hatishon (twice);—to Augsburg;—to Baireuth, Hof, and
Dresden

;
— to Wurzburg and Frank-

furt; — to .\nshach and Stuttgart;

—

•1 times a week to Donau worth
;
—

twice a week to Amberg, Kger, and
Prague.

/t railroad \» in progress from I.a’ipzig
to Nuremtrerg by Hof, and its jjro-

longation to Augsburg is projected,
but the difficulties of the surf,ice in

73

this intervening space must retard its

completion.

ROUTE 168.

NUREMBERG TO RATISBON.

13^ Germ, miles = 65 Eng.
Eilwagen every day, in about 12

hours : a very hilly road.

A little to the right of the road, soon

after leaving Nuremberg, lies the

Dutzendleich, a small lake in a wood,
much frequented by the Nurembergers.

2 Feucht.—/«« ; Post; a small inn,

but clean. The road crosses the Canal
constructed to unite the Danube with the

Main and Rhine. (See R. 175, p. 101.)

A considerable height, called Gruner
Berg, intervenes between Feucht and

3 Neumarkt.

—

Inn: Goldene Gans;
uncomfortable

;
— damp sheets com-

plained of. A small town of 3000
inhabitants, once a free town like Nu-
remberg. In the neiglibourhood are

many ruined castles; the most remark-
able is Wolfstein.

1^ Deining.— Inn: Post. Berna-
dette and the French met with a re-

pulse here, 1796, from the Austrians
under the Archduke Charles, and were
driven over the mountains to Neumarkt.
The church still bears a mark of the

action in a cannon ball embedded over
the entrance.

I5 Daswang.

2^ Schambach. From the top of
the hill, a few miles short of R.atis-

bon, there is a fine view of the Da-
nube. On the left bank of the river

lies the suburb Stadt am Hof, which
was entirely burned down by the
French in 1809. A bridge of stone,

1092 ft. long, the oidy one over the
Danube hence to the Black Sea, con-
nects it with Ratisbon, built 1135-46;
and although inconveniently narrow
and steep, and moreover a serious ob-
struction to the navigation of the
river, causing a fall or rapid by the

width of its piers, is a very resjKXt-

able structure, considering that it was
founded 700 years ago.

3 Ratisbon (Germ. Regensburg).— Inns: Guldener Engel, near the

Post Office; clean and good. Goldenes
E
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Kreutz, on the Heide Platz
;
very good.

Lodging and candle, 42 kr.
;
breakfast

or tea, 21 kr.
;
table-d’hote dinner and

J bottle wine, 1 fl. 18 kr.
;
— Das

DampfschilT, close to the landing-place

of the steamers. Drei Helmen
;
an old

house near the Hauptwache, recently

fitted up
;
clean and moderate.—G. C.

Ratisbon is a city of 22,500 inhabit-

ants, on the right bank of the Danube

;

it takes its German name from the

small river Regen, which runs into the

Danube nearly opposite, and it was
called by the Romans Reginum.

Ratisbon is one of those places

which may be said to be more remark-
able for what they have been, tlian

what they are. For many centuries

it nourished among the wealthiest and
most important of the free Imperial

cities. A large portion of the com-
merce of Europe passed through it;

it had factories in distant countries,

and merchants of Kiev in Russia drew

bills upon its bankers. As early as the

Crusades, the boatmen of Ratisbon

were famous
;

they conveyed pious

pilgrims and warriors down the Da-
nube, on their way to the Holy Land.

In later times (from 1063 to 1800) it

became tlie seat of the Imperial Diets,

62 of which were held within its walls.

The Street of Ambassadors reminds the

spectator of the days when the vast

straggling mansions composing it were

occupied by the ministers of the ruling

states of Europe. The Lion of St.

Mark may still be seen over one gate-

way
;
the Eagle of Austria on another;

and the Genoese coat of arms near

a third. The same causes which af-

fected the prosperity of Augsburg and

Nuremberg were equally prejudicial

to the good fortune of Ratisbon
;
and

in the middle of the 17th century it

had already fallen into decay. “ It has

diminished in size one-half, and the

cross which stood in the centre of the

city before the ThirtyYears’ war, is now

outside the modern W. wall.”—L. Mr.

The annals of the town record no less

than 17 sieges which it endured since

the 10th century, accompanied by

bombardments and heavy exactions
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of money. Tlie last of them, in 1809,
when the town was stormed by Napo-
leon, and obstinately defended by the

Austrians, inflicted the severest iiijurj-

;

nearly 200 houses and the whole sub-
urb were then burned to the ground.
Napoleon received a wound in the foot

on this occasion.

In its present state it has a gloomy
air

;
its streets are narrow, many of its

buildings are of very high antiquity

—

evidently, from their style of archi-

tecture, older than any in Nuremberg.
Among its ordinary dwelling-houses
may be observed here and there tall

battlemented towers, with loop-holes in

the walls
;
the habitations and fortresses,

in ancient times, of a tyrannical and
timid aristocracy, who were obliged to

be ever on the defensive, even against

their fellow-citizens. The loftiest of

these is the Golden Tower in the Wal-
ler .Strasse

;
another bears the figures

of Goliath and David painted on
the outside. Though its general ap-

pearance may not be prepossessing,

there are several objects of curiosity

here
;

at the head of which stands

The Cathedral, one of the finest Go-
thic churches in Germany

;
it was be-

gun 1275, by the architect Andrew
Egl, though the greater part of it be-

longs to a much later period. The W.
front is in the decorated style of the

15th century, but there is a portion

on the E., as you enter the church,

which resembles the early English

style. The W. fagade is a noble eleva-

tion, even though the towers are un-

finished
;
and its portal, throwing out

a pier in front, so as to form a double

archway, is laden with sculptured fi-

gures and elegant ornaments. A venera-

ble gloom overspreads the interior from

the painted glass windows, in which

the recently recovered art vies with the

ancient, and almost equals it. The mo-
dern windows were presented by the

present King I^ewis. At his instigation,

also, the interior has undergone a com-

plete repair, and has l>een purged of

numerous gaudy jminted wooden al-

tars and monuments, in the debased

taste of the last century, which dis-
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figured the church and' concealed its

beauties, and none are left behind but

such as are in harmony with the cha-

racter of a Gothic edifice. The high

altar must be excepted, which with all

its appurtenances is of solid silver, but

even this has been so encased as to give

it a Gothic character. The other altars

consist of elegant Gothic canopies,

carved in stone. In the same style is

the singular draw-well within the S.

transept, ornamented with two appro-

priate figures, rei)resenting our Saviour

and the woman of Samaria. Nearly op-

posite to it, against the wall, is a statue

of the Virgin, of singular beauty, liigh-

ly worthy of attention as a work of art

probably of the 14th century.

The most remarkable monuments
are : The bronze statue kneeling of the

Cardinal and Bishop Philip William
Prince of Bavaria

;
that of the Primate

Dalberg, in alabaster, designed by Ca-
nova, and a large bas-relief, in white

marble, by an artist of Passau (?), re-

presenting Christ feeding the multi-

tude
;

it is stilV, but of wonderfully

minute workmanship
;

it deserves to be

called_a picture in stone. The cloisters

on the N. side of the cathedral have
elegant pointed windows, each orna-

mented with figures of Apostles, and
contain many monuments of members
of the Chapter, as well as a number of

Roman antiquities dug up near the

Jacobin Gate.

Tliose who take an interest in the

study of architecture should visit two
older cathedrals, still in existence, which
precede<l the larger cathedral. One
situated within the quadrangle of the

Cloisters, here called Ambitus, is a
miniature octagonal church, stone-

vaulted, and in the round or Roman-
esque style

; it dates probably from the

10th or 11th century; it is called the

Baptistery. The other, adjoining the

cloisters, and entered from them, is

even older, probably nearly as old
as the Roman period, and is in the
form of the ancient basilica; consisting
of a parallelogram, vaulted with semi-
circular niches in the thickness of the
wall

;
in one of them, at the end, stands

the altar, a square block of stone,

hollowed out, probably to contain re-

lics. Opposite to it is a low gallery,

supported on round arches by stunted

pillars. This chapel, for it may be so

termed from its limited size, is lighted

by small round windows placed high

up in the niches on each. side.

Tliese two interesting edifices are not

generally shown
;
but the verger (der

Messner) keeps tlie keys, and will

readily admit any one. An excellent

view of Ratisbon, of the distant chain
of the Alps to the S., and the course of

the Danube as far as Donaustauf, and
the Valhalla, is obtained from the top

of the cathedral. The ascent to it is by
the Esels Thurm (Asses’ Tower), so

called because the materials fur the

upper part of the building were carried

up it on the backs of asses
;
and for

their convenience it was provided with
a winding inclined plane, instead of
a staircase. This tower was a mere
temporary erection, intended to supply
the place of a scaflfolding

;
but as the

building has never been completed, it

has not been removed.

At a short distance from the cathe-
dral, in the corner of the Coni Market,
stands a square massive tower of rough
masonry, called the Roman Tower,
probalily the oldest structure in Ratis-

bon, and a relic of the Roman castle.

The other churches are mostly inte-

resting to the antiquary alone, from
their age and style of architecture,

and have lost much of the beauty
which they once undoubtedly pos-

sessed, from conflagrations and tasteless

alterations.

The churches of Ober and Nieder
Munster belonged to nunneries, long
since dissolved, whose abliesses held
the rank of princesses of the empire,
and occupied seats in the Diet!

The Church of St. Emmeran, patron
of Ratisbon, now half in ruins, has an
isolated tower, and a fore court, in the
round style of a very early period. It

contains some curious monuments, of
St. Emmeran, St. Wolfgang (both
bishops here), of St. Denis the Areo-
pagitc, of King Childeric, who was

E 2
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driven hitlier out of France, of the

Emperor Arnulph and his son, &c.
In the sacristy are preserved the ela-

borately ornamented silver shrines of

Bishops Emmeran and Wolfgang, with

their crosiers.

The abbot of St Emmeran enjoyed

princely rank, and sat at the Diets

on the bench of Rhenisli prelates. The
abbey was 1200 years old at the time

of its dissolution. I'he convent was
built by Theodo IV., and was en-

larged, along with the church, by
Charlemagne.

All the.se churches have been al-

tered, modernised, or rebuilt, so that

they retain very little of the primitive

construction. There is, however, one

other church of high antiquity, which

remains unchanged, the Scoleh Benedic-

tine Church of St. James (Schotten

Kirche). It was founded by Scotch

monks, 110.1, and the only one of

several in dill'ereiit parts of Germany,

at Wurzburg, Erfurth, Vienna, &c.,

which still exists. It has escaped secu-

larisation, ))robably because its depre-

ciated revenues were not worth seizing
;

for it at present barely supports 2

monks of the order, and 5 young

Scotch students, who are transferred

from their native country to be edu-

cated here for the priesthood. “ Besides

a good Library, it possesses portraits of

Mary Queen of Scots, the Pretender,

and Cardinal of York. One of its

priors fought at Culloden in the cause

of the Stuarts. The actual prior is

88, and has been absent from Scotland

since 1775.0 _L. 1841. The

Church, in the round style, and proba-

bly as old as the 10th or 11th century,

is very plain within. It has a singular

projecting porch—a circular arch, sup-

ported at the sides by disengaged pil-

lars resting on winged lions. The wall

on each side of the door-way is orna-

mented with curious carvings ol mon-

sters with tails, half dragon, half

crocodile. It is altogether a great

architectural curiosity.

Tlie vast abbey of St. Emmeran is

now converted into the Palace of

Prince Thurn and Taxis; it is an

[Sect. X.

extensive but not a handsome ediCce.

It is hardly worth the trouble to enter

it, though it contains some modem
paintings. The new Stables are handsome
and large, and the Gothic Chapel, just

built within the area of the old clois-

ters, is an elegant structure, and deserves

notice. Dannecker's statue of Christ is

placed in it. Below itis the family vault.

The Rathhaus, in the Kohlenmarkt,
is a gloomy and irregular pile, but

historically interesting, because the

Diets of the empire were held in it

for nearly a century and a half (1663— 1806). The entrance is by a very

singular Gothic portal. The Diet oc-

cupied 6 apartments, distinguished

neither for their proportions nor de-

corations, and now little better than

lumber-rooms. In the Hall of As-

sembly, or Reichssaal, may still be

seen the Imperial throne (an arm-
chair), with the benches for the Electors

and the ecclesiastical and civil mem-
bers. On the ground-floor of the build-

ing, and below the ground, are the

Dungeons and Chantber of Torture

;

thus described by a traveller who
saw them in 1836: — “The damsel

who acted as my guide was about

to lead me through a long suite of

rooms
;
but I begged lier, in preference,

to let me see the prisons. Accordingly,

having descended the stairs, she disap-

peared, and in a few minutes returned,

bearing a lantern and some sheets of

paper, with which she led the way
to the vaults below the building. After

several turnings and windings, we came
to a door - way, so low that I was

obliged to bend nearly double to enter

it; and, on passing it, 1 found myself,

with my back still bent (for there

was not room to stand upright), in

a low vaulted dungeon 6 feet or 8

feet square, lined with wood, having

a raised step at one end to serve as

a pillow to the inmate of this miserable

cell. Daylight was entirely denied to

him
;
and the oidy air that could reach

him, from the dark ]>assage without,

came through a small grating in the

door. On the outside of this chamber,

my guide stoojred down at a trap-door
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of iron grating, strongly fastened with

bolts and chains; and lighting one

of the pieces of paper, jnished it

through the bars. As it fell, I per-

ceived, by its light, a dungeon more
horrid than tlie first

;
a kind of well

about 12 feet deep, with no other

entrance than this trap-door, so tliat

the prisoner must have been let down
into it as into a living tomb. Of the

former kind of cells there are 19 or

20 ;
of tlie latter, 3 or 4 ; they are,

happily, no longer used. We passed

hence, through several strong iron

doors, to the Torture Chamber, a

lofty apartment, with ample space for

the exercise of the apparatus of cruelty

deposited in it, which, to my surprise,

1 find existing here in a nearly perfect

state. First there is the horizontal rack,

resembling a long bedstead or platform

of boards, upon which the criminal

was laid, his feet attached to one
end, and his arms fastened to a rope

which passed round a windlass at

the other, so as to stretch out his limbs
to the utmost extent that agony would
allow without causing death. It ex-

hibits a refinement of cruelty, being

furnished with a roller armed with
spikes, over which the body of the

sufferer was drawn backwards and
forwards. The second species of tor-

ture resembled the first, but was
inflicted vertically instead of horizon-

tally, by raising the victim by a rope
attached to his arms, which were bound
behind his back, to the roof, and then
letting him fall, by loosening the rope,

to within a few inches of the ground.
Two stones, so heavy that I could
scarcely lift them, were previously
attached to the feet, so that the jerk
inflicted by the sudden fall must have
strained every joint out of its socket.
This instrument consists of an upright
frame of wood, with a windlass about
2 feet from the ground, to which the
roj>e is still fastened by one end, while
the other dangles from a pulley in the
roof, with a triangle of wood attached
to it. To this the arms of the victims
were fastened. The third instrument
was a very high arm-chair, having,

I instead of a cushion, a seat stuck full

of small sharp spikes of wood about

2 inches high, upon which the prisoner

i

was made to sit with weights on his lap,

and others hanging from his feet. A
ladder leaning against the wall has

some of the rounds replaced by angular

pieces of wood, shaped like prisms,

' turning on their axis. The criminal

' was hauled by a rope over a pulley,

passing into the next room, to the top

! of the ladder, and then allowed to de-

I scend
;
the rapid friction up and dorvn

1 grazing every vertebra in his naked

I
back as he passed over the prisms.

There is also a wooden horse, on the

sharp edge of which the criminal was
made to ride

;
and 2 or 3 other instru-

ments equally horrible, the invention

of which is a disgrace to human na-

ture. One side of this chamber is par-

titioned oft' by a screen of wooden
trellis-work

;
and behind it may still

be seen the desk at which the judges

sat, seeing and hearing all that passed,

but unseen themselves, and took down
the confessions extorted from the

victims at the moment of agony, as

well as the seats for the executioner

and surgeon. I felt a tlirill of horror

in beholding this abominable machi-
nery, which, I think, surpasses in ini-

quity the far - famed dungeons of
Venice

;
and is, 1 believe, the only

example in Europe of such an ap-
paratus perfectly preserved. It deserves

to be jrreserved, to show that, at least

in judicial proceedings, the world has
improved. Tlie Torture Chamber lies

directly under the Hall of the Diet;
and, had not the floor been well lined,

the cries of the sufferers must have
reached the ears of the assembly. The
lining is now removed, so that

the light actually appears through
cracks in the ceiling above.”— Sept.

1836. A work entitled Jnstitutio Cri-

minalis Theresiana, date 1769, a copy
of which is shown at the town-house,
contains not only a description of tlie

tortures, but representations of the

modes of inllicting tliem.

The Bishop's Balace (Hischofs Hof),
in which the German emperors were
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lodged during their visits to Ratisbon,
is now a brewery. The Emperor Maxi-
milian II. died in this building, 1576.
The square called Heide Platz re-

ceives its name from a combat which
took place in it, in the presence of the

Emperor Henry I., between a citizen of

Ratisbon, named Hans Bollinger, and
a gigantic heathen Hun, called Craco,
who had previously vanquished all

opponents, but was here vanquished
himself. A rude fresco painting, on the

house opposite the Ralhhaus, No. 73,
represents the duel. At a later period,

a tournament was held here, to main-
tain the innocence of the beautiful

Agnes Rernauer, whose story is related

under the head Straubing, Route 180.

An agreeable Garden, or Allee, occu-

pying the site of ancient fortifications,

runs round (he town, Wilhin it a

small circular Temple has been erected

as a monument to Kepler the astrono-

mer, who died here, of a broken heart,

on bis way to see the Emperor Ferdi-

nand, 1030, and is buried in the neigh-

bouring Protestant churchyard.

The club (J 40), called Harmonie, is

situated in the same building as the

theatre. Those who desire a pleasing

view over the valley of the Danube and
Regen, cannot do belter than cross the

bridge and the suburb of Stadt am
Hof, and walk to the church of Stein-

tveg adjoining it: they will there be re-

paid for their trouble, as it is the pret-

tiest spot near Ratisbon.

The Post and Eitwagen-qffice is in the

Domstrasse (Letter G. No. 61). A let-

ter reaches England in 8 or 9 days from

hence.

Eilwagen twice a week to Vienna, and
dailg to Frankfurt, a.M. through Nu-
remberg

;
and to Munich

;
a Postwa-

geu once a week to Amberg, Eger, and
Prague.

Meydinger, at the Rossell, in the

suburb Stadt am Hof, is a respectable

Lobnkutscher.
Steani-hoats descend the Danube to

Linz and A''ienna, every day in the

height of summer, or every other day.

See Route 180.

No one should quit Ratisbon without

visiting the Temple of Valhalla, at Do-
naustauf, on the left bank of the Dan-
ube, 6 miles below Ratisbon. (.See page
107.) A carriage with two horses may
be hired for 3 fl.=5». to go and return.

Weltenburg {'Route 175, p. 101), about
18 miles above Ratisbon, and 5 above
Kelheim, is tbe only very picturesque
spot on the Danube between Ulm and
Ratisbon. The road thither is good
only as far as Postsaal, the first post
station

,
beyond which it is a cross road.

ROUTE 169.

Wurzburg to kissing en and
BRUCKENAU.

Eilwagen go daily during the season
of the baths.

Travellers may either go direct to

Briickenau from Wurzburg through

2^ Karlstadt— 3J Hamraelburg — 3

Briickenau; or by way of Kissingen,

as follows :

—

2 Opferbaum.

4J Poppenhausen.

—

Inn ; Post.

1^ Kissingen.— Inns : Kurbaus, a
comfortable and well-managed esta-

blishment, has a good and much-fre-

quented table-d'hOte at 1 ;
Baieris-

cher Hof ;—Sitcbsischer Hof. H. de
Russia, large and good; perhaps the

best
;
a double bedroom costs in July

and August 1211. a week, in June and
September 8fl.—prices are marked on

the rooms—Table-d'hfite 48 kr. : Post.

Lodging Houses

:

many new and showy
ones have been lately built, yet there

is often a want of room in July. Dr.

Welsch, a gentleman-like and skilful

physician who speaks English, has am-
ple accommodation in his house for

private families. The Sandersche Hof
may be recommended. The expense at

lodging-houses is about ^ less than

at hotels. Thefare at the tables-d'hote,

and the dinners sent from the Traiteurs

to Lodging-houses, are equally indiffer-

ent, as are also tlie Baths. Pastry,

salad, and fruit are forbidden by the

physicians, therefore omitted altogether.

Kissingen is a town of about 1500 in-

habitants, pleasantly situated on (he

Franconian Saale; it is rapidly increas-
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ing in reputation as a watering-place.

It possesses 3 mineral springs : the Ra-

ffozzi and Pandur Brunnen furnish

saline and chalybeate waters, which

are tonic and aperient without flying

to the head ;
the Ragozzi is used for

drinking, the Pandur for baths : they

are highly recommended as a remedy
for chronic diseases, gout, and com-
plaints of the stomach ; 40,000 bottles

of Ragozzi water are exported annually.

The tliird, or Max Brunnen, is acidu-

lous and alkaline : it is cooling and

diuretic, and not unlike the Seltzer

water, except that it has no iron. The
Ragozzi' water is drunk before break-

fast. The Max Brunnen is taken

after dinner, and the Pandur, which is

not unpleasant in taste, still later. “ It

is usual to begin with 2 or 3 glasses.

The first effect of the waters is com-
monly a slight head-ache, which proves

that they act upon the system, and is

considered a good symptom.”—Pr. J.

The Baths are merely long wooden
tubs, in the shape of coffins, brought

into the patient’s bedroom—the mine-
ral water being conveyed from the

Pandur spring in long narrow buckets,

on the backs of old women, who dis-

charge their burden by bending down
and tilting out the water over their heads.

The King of Bavaria, who frequently

visits Kissingen, has caused a new colon-

nade of chaste architecture, and a hand-
some new Conversations Haus or Gesell-

schafts Saal (to supersede the old Kur-
haus), to be constructed. It is lighted up
twice a week for a dance, but is generally

thinly attended. Other improvements
and new buildingsbavecouverted Kissin-

gen from a poor village into a stately

town. The number ofthe visitors in a sea-
son exceeds 4000 ; a great number are
Russians. The orc/red«y»«r is nearly as
follows; from 6 to 8 a.m. the gue.sts re-

pair to the wells and drink vigorously ;

—

the band plays at 6 ;
from 8 to 1 the crowd

disappears, no one is seen. Atone every
body dines—the wine is bad. From 2J
to 3J it is customary to take coffee on
the Promenade, after which the visiters
disperse in walking parties; exercise on
foot being recommended by the phy- I

sicians. Between 7^ and p. m. there

is again music on the Promenade, and at

8^ the world goes to bed. The life is

monotonous, almost exclusively calcu-

lated for invalids, and ofi'ers a great

contrast to the gaiety of Baden.

In the neighbourhood are many agree-

able walks and drives. A litrle way to

the N., up the valley of the Saale, are

the Salt Works. The principal brine

spring, called Soolen Sprudel, which
supplies them, exhibits the singular

phenomenon of ebbing and flowing

through the Artesian well or shaft,

bored to a depth of more than 300 feet,

to convey its waters to the surface. It

brings up with it great quantities of car-

bonic acid gas, which is collected by
means of a large inverted funnel, sus-

pended over the surface of the water,

and being conveyed by pipes to an ad-
joining building, is administered to pa-
tients in the shape of gas baths. It is

introduced into a wooden tub, in which
the patient is seated, clothed in his

usual dress : its efl'ects are stimulat-

ing, and it diffuses a warmth over the

whole body.
The long Evaporating houses (Gradir

Hauser) deserve notice. They consist of
sheds, nearly 1J mile long, 25 ft. high,
filled with stacks of thorn faggots, over
which the weak brine, pumped out of
the shaft, is made to trickle, dropping
from twig to twig. The water is 6
times raised in passing from one end of
the building to the other

;
and after

this process, its strength is increased 7
times, from 2J per cent, of salt to 17j,
by mere exposure to the atmosphere. It

has been calculated by Professor Forbes
that nearly 3 million cubic ft. of water
are thus carried off as invisible vapour
annually, and avast expenditure of fuel
is thus saved, which is the object and
design of the contrivance. In tlie first

descent of the water a great quantity of
oxide of iron is deposited, which gives to

the faggots in tliat section of the shed
their yellow colour. A sensible cool-
ness is proiluced in the air, even in the
warmest weather, in the neiglibourhood
of the shed, wliile the evaporation is

going on. The faggots are changeel
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every 2 years, on account of the carbo-
nate of lime with which the water en-
crusts them. This stalactitic matter is

broken off and serves to mend the roads,

while the wood is burned, and the

ashes form an excellent manure, owing
to the quantity of alkali contained in

them. It is proposed to convey a por-

tion of the brine to Kissingen to supply
hi'ine baths.

A favourite excursion is to the ruined

castle Bodenlauben, less than a mile dis-

tant from the baths. About 4 miles off

is Booklet, another watering-place, pos-

sessing 4 strong chalybeate springs, in

which the salts of soda are largely

mixed with the iron. Tlie action of the

water is powerfully tonic and exciting.

The accommodation is tolerable, the

principal lodgings and Kurhaus being

under the same management as those

at Kissingen
;

but living is cheaper.

There is a post road from Kissingen to

Meiningen. (.See Route 92, Handbook
for North Germany )

About 18 miles from Kissingen lies

Ilnlckenau. Tire road is not provided

with post-horses—and the journey with

voituriers takes up 4 or H hours.

4. Britckeitau. — Inns ; Baierischer

Hof ;—Post good, situated in the town,

which contains about 1800 inhab. The
Baths are about 2 miles olf

;
they are

agreeably situated in the charming
valley of the .Sinn, resembling that of

Baden, hut on a smaller scale, and are

decidedly the most jjicturcsque of the

Brunnen of Franconia. They are be-

sides fashionable, being in a special

manner patronized by the King of Ba-

varia, who resides here a jmrt of every

season. “ The Baths are on much the

same footing as those at Schlaugcnbad.

The lodging-houses all belong to the

King, and are under the management of

an Inspector. Each room is marked with

its price, but those visiters who do not

stay more than .3 days, are charged one-

third extra. Furniture very scanty

—

attendance bad—waiters, cofliee, &c. all

come from a central building, where

tlie Herr Director and Herr Inspector

preside over towels, candles, &c.
“ 'I'he A^ew Kurhaus is a large build-

ing, looking outside very much like

an ancient basilica, surrounded by an
open arcade. The walls of the great hall

within are covered with Arabesques,
by no means remarkable for taste or

execution. Table-d'h6te in it daily

in 1842, very indifferent, wine worse.
No gambling is allowed. When the

King is there, he expects all the gentle-

men to attend his levees. He speaks
English, converses freely with visiters,

patronizes pic-nics, &c.’’—R.
The Baths consist of a group of houses

exclusively to accommodate visiters,

planted in the midst of thick beech
forests, around a pretty plantation or

garden. The Fursteiibau, the King’s

own residence, is a very modest man-
sion for royalty, placed on a command-
ing eminence. The other edifices, called

Kellerbau, Rothes Haus, Hirsch, Schwan,
&c., are lodging-houses. Living is

cheap on the whole
;
the usual charge

for a room is 1 fl. a day—and the entire

cost of board and lodging need not ex-

ceed 4s. English.

The good qualities of the waters were
first discovered by the princely Abbots
of Fulda, to whom Briickenau formerly

belonged.

The chief of the 3 springs—Briick-

enauer Quellen — affords one of the

purest chalybeate waters known, and,

though the gas is at first apt to fly to

the head, has a tonic or very strength-

ening effect on weak stomachs. It is

used as a finish (after cure) to the waters

of Kissingen. The spring seems in con-

stant ebullition from the quantity of car-

bonic gas which it throws up, and it de-

posits brown stains of oxide of iron upon

every object with which it comes in con-

tapt. Portable baths from any of the

springs are sent into the apartments of

the lodging-houses when required. The
water is so charged with gas, that it

sparkles and ferments with every move-

ment of the body — and it has been

compared to bathing in warm soda wa-

ter or champagne.

The Kinnberger Quelle resembles soda

water in taste, and is useful in diseases

of the kidneys, bladder, &c.

The country around Briickenau is
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well wooded, and intersected in all di-

rections by paths, calling to mind the

grounds of an English park. Owing
to the situation of Briickenau on the W

.

extremity of the Rhongebirge chain ot

hills, its environs abound in delightful

walks and beautiful scenery. The fa-

vourite excursion is to the Franciscan

Convent, on the Kreutzberg, the highest

of the range.

ROUTE 169. (A.)

FRANKFURT TO KISSINGEN BY ASCHAF-

FENBURQ AND LOHR.

17 German miles=77 Eng. miles.

By the formation of new roads, which

tliough hilly are good, this journey is

much shortened, and may be performed

with post-horses in 16 hours, including

stoppages.

5 Aschaflfenburg (Route 167). A
new road here branches off to the E., and
proceeds through a pretty well wooded
country, forming part of the Spessart, to

2 Hain, “ a hamlet pleasantly situ-

ated. The road, though well engineered

and nowhere steep, ascends for more than

half this stage, and finally winds by a

green valley down to the banks of the

Main. Nearly the whole way is close

forest (the Spessart), varied by constant

inequalities of ground."—D.

2^ Lohr .—Inna ; Krone—clean and
civil ; Post (Hirsch) is the next

best, but it contains only 6 good rooms.

Lohr is a thriving little town, delightfully

situated on the Main. It has manufac-
tures of iron, paper, and boats. In the

principal street almost every second
house is an inn, as one is often surprised

to see in the most remote German vil-

lages. A pretty drive along the valley

of the Main to

2 Gmunden, also on the Main.—No
good Inn. Through alternate copse,

wood, forest, corn, and vines, with seve-

ral very steep ascents.

3 Hammelburg.—Inn; Post; indif-

ferent. Near the Post is a stork's nest of
immense size, on tlie gable of a ruined
church.

A well-kept road up the valley of the

Saale. About half way a ruined Cas-

i
tie, Tremberg, is passed on the right.

It is a favourite object for excursions

from Kissingen. A little farther on is

the village of Euerdorf. Thence too

Kissingen may be reached by a pleasant

path along the wooded bank of the

river Saale.”—Pr. F.

2^ Kissingen,— (Route 169.)

ROUTE 170.

WURZBURG TO BAMBERG, BAIREUTH,

AND EGER WITH EXCURSIONS TO
ALE.XANDERSBAD AND THE FICHTEL-

GEBIRGE.

The direct road to Eger is 26 Germ.
milesr=124 Eng. miles.

It is a post road, much traversed dur-

ing the season of the baths, but in many
places not well kept. Eilwagen daily

to Bamberg, Culmbach, and Hof
;
and

ditto from Culmbach to Baireuth.

From Wurzburg to Bamberg there is

the choice of two roads : the first, by
Schweinfurth, the longest by about 7

miles through

2 Opferbaum.

—

Inn ; Post. This
road passes the palace and gardens of

Werneck, formerly the summer resi-

dence of the Archbishop of Wurzburg,
now the seat of the local tribunals.

The country between Wurzburg and
Schweinfurth is one uninterrupted corn-

field.

2^ Schweinfurth. — Inns ; Rabe
;
—

Krone—Post ;—a new Inn near the

bridge. A prosperous manufacturing
town of 7300 inhabitants, chietly Pro-
testants, pleasantly situated on the right

bank of the Main. It was the Trajec-
tus Suevorum of the Romans. It is a
place of great antiquity, was once an
Imperial city, celebrated as the great

corn mart of central Germany, and is

still surrounded by walls and a ditch

:

two of the old gateways also remain.
The chief building is the Rattihaus,

1570. The two door-ways of the

Church are worth observing; they are

said to have been brought from the an-
cient Castle Mainbcrg, in the neigh-

I bourhood. The Ggmnnsium, or public

I

school, was founded byGustavus Adol-

!

plius.

E 3
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Steam Vissels are established on the

Main from Wurzburg to Bamberg, but,

owing to the windings of the river, tlie

distance is more than double that of
the road.

A good road runs along the right

bank of the Main, at the foot of vine-

clad hills, whose heights are often sur-

mounted by old castles, the cradles of
the Franconian noblesse. On the left

of the road stands the secularised mo-
nastery Ober-Theres, about 4 miles

from
3 Hassfurth—hm ; das Ross.

The road crosses a branch of the

Main by a handsome stone bridge, and
the chief stream by an old wooden one at

2 Eltman, and continues along its

left bank as far as Bischberg, where the

Regnitz falls into it. Three miles

above this junction, on the Regnitz, lies

2 Bambehg, (see next column.)
The 2nd and shortest route is by
2 Deftelbach. E. of the town stands

a much-frequented pilgrimage church

83). Near Schwarzenau is a ferry

over the Main
;
and, on the opposite

bank, the Benedictine abbey Schwar-

zach. The church, built 17.43, was
sold at the suppression of the establish-

ment, and has been partly pulled down
by its present owner.

2 Neusses am Sand. A few miles

beyond this tlic road passes (he Abbey of
Ebrach, a magnificent monastery of the

Cistercian order, once by far the richest

in Franconia
;

it was founded by St.

Bernard, 1127. At its dissolution, 1803,

it possessed '54 villages, 2.5,000 acres

of forest, the best vineyards in Franco-

nia, and 200,000 11. income, and the

sale of its estates and other property pro-

duced 742,000 fi. The C/ik?-c4 deserves

attention
;
it is a beautiful and imposing

building in the Gothic style (erected be-

tween 1200 and 1285) ;
but, internally,

has been barbarously modernised. The
rose window over the portal is of great

beauty. It contains many monuments

of members of the family of Hohenstau-

fen, and one of Conrad nicknamed the

Devil, and his mother.

2 Burgwindheim.

2 Unter Neusses. At this village a

[Sect. X.

road turns S. to Pommersfelden, near
which is Weissenstein, the chateau of
Count Schbnbom, about 9 miles from
Bamberg, containing a gallery of 900
pictures, and a fine library.

The view on approaching Bamberg,
with the old castle of Altenberg on the
left, is very striking.

Bambebg. — Inns

:

Deutsches
Haus

; very good. Charges :—Lodging,
42 kr.

;
coffee, 21 kr.

;
tea, 24 kr.

;
table-

.

dli6te, 1 fl. 12 kr.
;
— Bamberger Hof,

in the market-place, also a very good
inn.

Bamberg is agreeably situated nearly

in the centre of Germany, of which it

is one of the most ancient cities. It lies

on the Regnitz, 3 miles above its junc-
tion with the Main, in the midst of

a fertile country, and contains about
20,000 inhabitants. It was originally

the capital of a small principality, the

sovereigns of which were haughty and
powerful prelates. It displays few
marks of its antiquity at the present

day. Its domestic edifices are of compa-
ratively recent date, and it has nothing

in this respect to show comparable to

the venerable and, at the same time,

splendid architecture of the buildings

of Nuremberg.
It has, however, one remarkable edi-

fice, surpassed by few in Germany, and
of which it may well be proud, namely,
the Dom Church or Cathedral, built

upon a commanding eminence, and
conspicuous for its 4 towers. It is a
noble structure, in the Romanesque or

Byzantine style of architecture, founded
lf)04 by the Emperor Henry II., finished

1012; but burned, except the E. end,

and rebuilt 1110; which will account

for the appearance of pointed arches

and vaulting in the interior. Tire sin-

gular apsidal gallery at the W. end, the

elegant cornice and dripstones which
surround the exterior, also the 3 cir-

cular portals, especially that on the N:
side, deserve notice. The interior con-

tains a double choir: that at the K.
end, the only part rescued from the

fire, distinguished from the rest by the

plainness of its arches, is raised upon

a crypt, or subterranean churcl^ in a
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very perfect state, the arches of which

are semicircular, aud are supported

on short pillars. The capitals of these,

as well as those above, behind the high

altar, are almost all of a ditl'erent pat-

tern, aud are very tasteful. Within
the E. choir is the tomb of the Em-
peror Hem-y II. and his Empress Cuni-
gunda, executed in 1513 by Tilmau
Riemenschneider. Their effigies re-

pose upon a white marble sarcophagus,

ornamented at the sides with carvings

representing events in their lives. In

one of them a Benedictine monk ap-

pears, in the capacity of a surgeon,

performing an operation for the stone

on the Emperor. On the other side the

Empress is seeir undergoing the ordeal

of walking over red-hot ploughshares,

to prove her innocence of charges

brought against her. In another com-
partment she is paying, with her own
hand, the labourers engaged in build-

ing the Church of St. Stephen. The
high altar is surmounted by a bronze

crucifix modelled by Schwaiithaler.

There is also a large and very old ivory

crucifix, supposed to have been given
to the Church by Henry II. in 1008,
in a curious style of early art.

On the right of the E. altar, as you
face it, a bronze bas-relief is let into

the wall : it is the monument of Bishop
Ebnet, a work of Peter Vischer, of

Nuremberg. The face is full of ex-

pression, and the robes are executed
with elaborate minuteness. The church
contains altogether more than 130 monu-
ments, in stone and bronze, of bishops

and ecclesiastical dignitaries. The
Chapel of the Holy Nail, dedicated to

St. Andrew, leading out of the S. tran-

sept, is the bmial place of the Dom-
herren, or canons of the Cathedral.

The walls are covered with their monu-
ments, consisting of low reliefs cast in

bronze, and executed with considerable
skill, mostly at Forcheim. The tablets

bear their portraits and coats of arms,
and were prepared during their life-

time.

The choir at the W. end is a good
example of a mure advanced style of
Grothic architecture z the groined vault-

ing is very beautiful. Beneath it re-

poses the body of Pope Clement II.,

who had been Bishop of Bamberg. The
stalls are curiously carved in wood.
On the right of the altar are two more
bronze monuments, by Peter Vischer

;

viz. of Bishops Gross von Trochau
and Truchsess von Pommersfelden :

whether the latter be Yischer’s seems
doubtful. The Sacristy contains, among
other relics, tire skulls of Henry II. and
his Empress in gilded shrines, their

small-tooth ivory combs, crystal night-

lamp, &c.
;
the petticoat of the Empress

Cunigunda, said to be a sovereign re-

medy against the toothache, was stolen

a few years ago. Tliis fine edifice has

undergone a thorough repair, at the

instigation of the King of Bavaria, con-

ducted by the accomplished artist

Heideloff, of Nuremberg
;

tire whitewash
has beerr scraped oft' from the walls arrd

capitals, layittg bare curious old fres-

coes (those iir St. Peter’s choir, W.
eitd, probably of the early part of the

13th century) and sharp sculptured

foliage.

Close to the Dora is the Residenz,

or. Sc/i/oss, formerly palace of the prirrce-

bishops
;

a plain building, erected

1695, of cotrsiderable extent, though
one of the wings only is finished. It

corrtains a considerable gallery of bad
pictures.

Marshal Berthier, Pritrce of Neuf-
chatel, who was married to a Bavariatt

Princess, was killed, in 1815, by fall-

ing from one of the topmost windows,
at the back of the wing looking towards
the town ;—whether he intended to de-
stroy himself, or fell by accident, has
trever beerr clearly explaitted. A red
cross, painted oir the wall, marks the

spot.

Betweeir the Residenz and the Ca-
thedral stands a fragmerrt of art Older
Episcopal Palace (date 1571), in the

cinque cento style, now turned into a
guard-house. The gateway is fairtastic,

but picturesque.

The Michaelsberg, a height adjoin-

ing that orr which the cathedral stands,

is crowited by the Church, and a vast

pile of buildings of tire ancietrt Con-
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vent of St. Michael, now converted into

a poor-house. The Church, originally

built in the early Gothic style, 1121,
was modernised in 1700. It contains
the monument of St. Otho, but it is

hardly worth entering. The shady ter-

race behind the convent, overlooking

the town, commands a view only in-

ferior to that from the Altenberg.

The only other church worth men-
tion is the Pfarrkirche. The exterior

of the E. end (date 1327—87) is in an
elegant style of Gothic

;
the rest of the

building is fiinshed in a difl'erent man-
ner, and even the interior of the choir

is defaced with incongruous stucco-

work.

The Rathhaus is a building of no
great pretensions, covered externally

with rude fresco paintings. It stands

on an island in the Regnilz, close to

the spot where the Neta Canal, con-

structed to unite the Main with the

Danube (see p. 101), issues out of it.

Under the building is an archway, be-

neath which the whole tide of popula-

tion of the town passes in going from

one side of the river to the other.

St. Martin's Church, in the market-

place, was built by the .Icsuits, 1720.

One side of the Maximilian’s Platz is

occupied by the Priest’s Seminmnj. The
Post-Office is in the Lange Gasse.

Tlic miracle-working Prince Hohen-
lohe formerly resided at Hamberg.

At a distance of about 1^ mile from

the town, on the summit of a hill

which overlooks the whole of the ad-

jacent country, rises the donjon and

ruined walls of the Altenherg, a very

ancient castle, originally the seat of tlie

Counts of Babenberg
;

but forfeited

by one of them. Count Adalbert, a

robber-knight. He was condemned to

death by the Emperor Lewis the Child,

in the 10th century, on account of his

lawless deeds and perpetual feuds with

the Episcopal See of ’Wurzburg, which

occasioned him to be placed under the

ban of the Empire. The fate of this

last of the Babenbergers was decided

by the treachery of a priest. Bishop

Hatto of Mainz, who induced Adal-

bert to visit the Emperor’s camp.

[Sect. X.

quieting his suspicion of treachery by
assuring him of the Emperor’s forgiving

disposition, and by making a solemn
vow to conduct him in safety back to

his castle. They set out accordingly
together ; but they had not proceeded
far when Hatto complained of faint-

ness, and they returned to the castle to

procure refreshments; after which they
proceeded to the Emperor’s camp, where
Adalbert was immediately seized, con-
demned, and executed. Hatto, when
upbraided by his victim with treachery

and breaking his oath, basely excused
himself by this reply :

—“ Did I not

keep my word, and conduct you safely

to your castle ? it was no fault of mine
that you were simple enough to leave

it a second time.” The Altenberg after-

wards became the place of residence,

atid often of refuge, in turbulent times,

of the prince-bishops of Bamberg.
The Lombard King, Berengarius, di^
here, a prisoner, in 966 ;

and Otto of

Wittelsbach murdered the Emperor
Philip II. in this castle, 1208. It was
taken, and reduced to ruins, 1553, by
Markgrave Albert of Baireuth

;
and,

although restored, never regained its

former splendour. The part now re-

maining has been repaired : a chapel

has been fitted up in one part, and a
cofi'ee-room in another. The dungeons
are converted into cellais, which furnish

beer, said to be excellent. The view

from the top of the round tower is one

of the finest in Franconia. The hills

arounil are richly clothed with or-

chards, hop-gardens, and vineyards : at

their feet extends the city of Bamberg,
in the form of the letter K. At the ex-

tremity on the left rises the vast edifice

of the convent of St. Michael, in the

centre the venerable Dom. The flat

land around is one vast kitchen gar-

den, in which an immense quantity' of

all kinds of vegetables, cherries, plums,

grapes, and other sorts of fruit, are

cultivated, for home use and for ex-

portation. Liquorice grows here, but

in less quantity now than formerly.

Through the midst of the jdain flows

tlie Regnitz, and the Main is perceived

in the N. E. winding round tlie hill to
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receive its tributary stream. The ex-

cavations for the new canal give ad-

ditional interest to tlie landscape. The

hop grounds around Bamberg are of

high celebrity. The beer made from

them is famed all over Germany, but

is not to be recommended. In the

summer season the inhabitants of the

town repair to what are called the

rock cellars (Felsenkeller), taverns situ-

ated within gardens on the slopes of the

neighbouring hills, which teem with

this favourite beverage. (6 SI.)

Eilicageii twice a week to Coburg,

Nuremberg, Baireuth, and VViirzburg

(on the way to Frankfurt). A small

steamer plies on the Main between

Bamberg and Mayeuce; but when the

water is low the passage is uncertain,

and the circuit is enormous.

Travellers, before quitting Bamberg,
should remember that they are in the

neighbourhood of that picturesque dis-

trict called the Franconian Switzerland,

which may be visited at the expense

of a detour of only two days on the

way either to Baireuth or Nuremberg.
Route 173.

The road to Baireuth, for a couple

of miles, runs across the tract of gar-

den ground which occupies nearly the

whole plain around Bamberg. It then

passes, on the right, the chateau of

Seehof, built by the bishops of Bam-
berg as a hunting seat, near the village

of Memmelsdorf. Afterwards the castle

of Giecb, upon a pointed eminence on

the right, becomes conspicuous : it also

belonged to the bisho))s of Bamberg.
It is said to have had a communication
formerly with the village of Schlesitz,

by means of a subterranean passage.

The level land ends at

2 VVUrgau, beyond which commences
the series of hills, extending almost
without intermission to Baireuth.

2 Hollfeld.

—

Inn: Anker. A village

of 60U inhabitants, oti the Wiesent.

From the summit of the hist hill,

overlooking Baireuth, a beautiful view
opens out. Tlirough a gap in the

forest the range of the Fichtelgebirge
ap{jears in sight, surmounted by the

Oclisenkopf (ox’s head, one of the high-

est of the chain). Tlie road cuts through

a fortified earthwork, erected by the

Swedes in the Tliirty Years’ war on the

brow of the hill, and soon after passes,

on the right, the road leading to Mug-
gendorf from Baireuth. R. 174, p. 95.

The village of Eckersdorf is built

on the slope of a very picturesque dell,

on the opposite side of which, close to

the road, stands a country-house called

the Phantasie, now inhabited by Duke
Alexander of Wiirtemberg. It contains

several interesting works of art, executed

by his late wife, the Princess Marie
d'Orleans, the accomplished daughter

of Louis Philippe—the models for 2
groups—one, Joan of Arc on horseback,

pausing before a prostrate enemy
;
and

2 females on horseback engaged in the

chace; also a bust, in marble, of Joan

d’Arc, executed by the Princess for her

husband, and busts of the Queen and
Prince Royal of the Belgians. Here

is also a portrait of the lamented artist.

It is worth while to walk through the

gardens, prettily laid out in terraces

and shady alcoves
;
they are a favourite

resort of the Baireuthers. An inscrip-

tion on a rock by the road side com-
memorates the gratitude of the French
emigrants to Prince Hardeuberg and
the King of Prussia, for the asylum
afforded to many thousands of them in

this happy land when driven out of

their own country in 1796. Upon the

left, at the entrairce into Baireuth, lies

the Cemetery, in which Jean Paul Fried-

rich Richter, the author, is bur ied ; he
died here 1825.

3 Baireuth.—Inns : Sonne, best, and
good—Anker.

Baireuth, a town of 16,600 inhabit-

ants, on the Red Main, is at preseirt

remarkable for little. It has a cheer-

less and deserted character, since it is

no longer the residence of the court,

upon which it once depended, and it

has little commerce or manufacture.
It has two Palaces : the Alte Sch/oss,

now inhabited by the President of the

Government, converted into public of-

fices ; and the Neue Schluss, containing

a gallery of iraintings of little value.

Behind the Neue Schloss is a Public
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Garden, and in the square in front

stands an equestrian statue of the Mark-
grave Christian Ernst riding over a
Turk, to indicate his having fought

against that nation as a General in the

Austrian service. At his side stands

his favourite dwarf.

A monumental bronze statue of Jean

Paul F. Richter, modelled by Schwan-
thaler, and the gift of the King of Ba-
varia, has lately been set up.

The finest street is the Friedrichs

Strasse, in which the Post Office and
Gymnasium are situated. The Stadt-

kirche, dedicated to St. Mary Mag-
dalen, is a Gothic building (1439

—

1446). Baireuth was a possession of

the ancestors of the reigning royal fa-

mily of Prussia (Hohenzollern), when
tliey were merely Burggraves of Nu-
remberg. In 1791 ,

the last Markgrave
dying without children, it became a

dependency of the crown of Prussia
;

but was yielded up at the peace of

Tilsit to the French, who added it to

the Bavarian dominions.

There is a manufactory of porcelain

and pipe-heads here. Count Munster's

geological cabinet and collection of fos-

sils is one of the finest in Germany.
In the Penitentiary (Strafliaus and Ar-

beitshaus), situated in the suburb St.

Georgen am See, are marble-works, in

which 34 varieties of marble from the

Fichtelgebirge are cut and polished.

Two miles to the FI. is the palace of the

Eremitage, erected by the Markgraves

of Baireuth, George William (1718)

and Frederick
;

a fanciful building,

with gardens, containing fountains, ter-

races, statues, &c., and a very beau-

tiful park attached to it. Within the

building are shown the apai-tments and

bed occupied by Frederick the Great

;

and the room in which his sister, the

Markgravine of Baireuth, wrote her

Memoirs; also a portrait of the White

Lady. She was a widowed Countess

of Orlamiinde, who being in love with

Prince Albert the handsome, of Bran-

denburg, murdered her two children

in the hope of gaining his afi'ections

;

but being spurned, died of grief in the

nunnery of Himmelskron, near Bai-

reuth, and is said still to haunt the
palaces of the Prussian family. The
Hermitage is said to have cost 2,009,000
fl., and the Temple of the Sun alone
100,000 11. This building is an imi-
tation in miniature of St. Peter's church
at Rome, having a semicircular portico

on each side. On Sundays the gardens
are much frequented by the Baireuthers

;

the waterworks and a military band
then play within them.

The garden of the Phantasie has
already been mentioned above. P. 85.

Baireuth is at a short distance from
the Fichtelgebirge on the E., and from
the FTanconian Schweitz on the W., to

each of which districts agreeable ex-
cursions may be made.
The shortest road, and most agree-

able in point of scenery, from Baireuth

to Nuremberg, though not the best kept,

is that which traverses the Franconian
Switzerland (p. 95). It turns out of

the Bamberg road at Trebersdorf.

The pedestrian going from hence to

Alexandersbad will find a direct way
thither by cross-roads and by-paths,

through the midst of the mountains,

shorter by half than the post road.

There is no public conveyance from

Baireuth to Eger unless you go round

by Hof, and thence only twice a week.

The traveller, proceeding to Carls-

bad or Hof, may visit the Eremitage on

his way, making a detour of about 3
miles.

Tliere are no good inns on the direct

road between Baireuth and Carlsbad.

At Eger, and at Alexandersbad a little

off the road, there are tolerable inns.

The road, on quitting Baireuth,

crosses the Red Main, and traverses

the suburb of St. Georgen am See. The
lake (See) from which it derives its name,

no longer exists, having been drained

and converted into cultivable land.

Beyond the village of Bindloch rises

a very steep hill, from the acclivit>'

of which Baireuth is seen to great ad-
vantage, and the Eremitage appears

among the trees on the left, while, from
its summit, the range of tlie Fichtelge-

birge opens out to view. The highest

point of their waving outline is the
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Schneeberg, 3252 feet above the sea

level. At itsfoot rises the White Main,

which, after threading the recesses of

these mountains, issues out of them,

and is crossed by a bridge, about half

a mile before entering

2 Bemeck.

—

Inn: Post. A village

in a valley, so narrow as barely to af-

ford room for two rows of houses. On
the clifl’ above, tower the ruins of an

old castle of the Knights ofWallenrode,

destroyed in the Hussite war. One of

the family built the little chapel on

his return from the Holy Land, 1480.

The small stream, a tributary of the

Main, which traverses Bemeck, is famed
for its trout, and for its pearls, obtained

from a species of muscle. A Royal
Pearl_^sAerystill exists here. The shell

in which the pearls are found is the

Unio linuatus

;

they are not of fine

colours, nor very large size. The time

of collecting them is the month of June
and July, and the number found in

one season is about 150. The fishery

is preserved as a Royal monopoly. In

former days a gallows was planted by
the river side, in terrorem. The road

out of the town lies through a hollow

way under the castle, and up a steep

ascent, from the top of which, if you
look back, no trace of Bemeck is dis-

cernible, so completely is it sunk in the

valley. The little stream crossed near

the end of this stage is the Perlenbach,

above mentioned.

1^ Gefrees.

—

Inn : Lion
;

not good.

Here our road splits; and the left

branch goes to Hof and Dresden
;

tliat

on the right conducts us across the

chain of the Fichtelgebirge, between
Berg Waldstein on the left, and the

Schneeberg and Ochsenkopf on the

right, into IJohemia : it is hilly through-

out. The direct road to Eger is by

1^ Weissenstadt, near which are the
sources of the Eger, &c. Between
Gefrees and Weissenstadt is a bridge
over the Eger, considered the highest in

Germany, being 2185 feet above the
sea level.

—

R. F. S.
2 Thiersheim. It is worth while

to make a slight detour by Wun-
siedel, from Weissenstadt, instead of

going direct to Thiersheim, in order

to visit

Alexandersbad and the Fichtel-
gebirge.

Thetlistance from Baireuth to Alex-
andersbad, in a direct line, is less than

20 miles, or about half the distance of
the post road. This way, however, is

only practicable on foot or on horse-

back, and a considerable part lies across

the country by by-paths, not to be
found without the aid of a guide. In
taking this route, the traveller must
direct his course from Baireuth to Gold
Cronach, as far as which place a cross

or vicinal road runs : thence he must
proceed to WUrmersteinach, at the 8.

base of the Ochsenkopf (the summit of
which may be reached from hence in

one hour, and repays the trouble by a
splendid prospect), then past the source
of the river Main, between the two hills

called Platten and Todtenkopf, by
Neuebau, across the Roslau and Trds-
tau; thence over the Luchsberg to

Alexandersbad.

The carriage road proceeds from
Weissenstadt to

1^ Wunsiedel. — Inns: Einhorn,
not good

;
Baierischer Hof. A small

town of 3500 inhabitants, on the Rossla,
the greater part of which was burned
down to the ground in 1833-4, but
is now rebuilt with many improve-
ments. The frequency of such great
conflagrations in this quarter of Ger-
many, by which not individual build-
ings alone, but the whole or the greater

part of considerable towns and villages

is consumed, is quite apjialling : rarely
a year jiasses without such a calamity.
Wunsiedel is the birth-place of the au-
thor Jean Paul Friedrich Richter,—his
house still stands in the market-place

;

and thatofSand, the mad student who
assassinated Kotzebue. Near this town
coal-mines are worked.

About 2 miles S. of this, at the end
of an avenue of trees, lies

^ Alej’andersbad, a retired watering-
place, originally called Sichartsieutli,

which received its present name in

1782, from the Margrave of Ansparh,
who sold his country and people to the
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King of Prussia, and retiring with the

wealth procured by the bargain, mar-
ried Lady Craven and settled in Eng-
land.

—

L. Mr. It consists of the

Schloss or Kzirhavs, and a few cottaijes

near it. The Kurhaus is a large build-

ing, with two wings, including ball,

dining, and billiard rooms, and 60
chambers belonging to the crown, and
let to a landlord called the inspector,

to whom application for rooms may be
made by letter. The charges are very
high (but a new house was building

1842) ;
bed, I fl. a night, or 5 or 6 11.

per week; table-d'liote, 1^11.!! The
well and the bath-house are separated

from each other by a sort of pleasure-

ground. Tlie water contains a smalt

portion of saline substance, and is richly

impregnated with carbonic acid gas

;

and on account of its strengthening

qualities, it is often used as an after-

cure (Nachknr), following a course of

tlie waters of Carlsbad.

Those who do not take up their resi-

dence here should at least visit the hill

called Luchaberg or Loitiseiiberg, from

the late Queen of Prussia. It exhibits

the singular plienomcnon of a mountain
in ruins. It takes more than two hours

to exiilore it thoroughly, but it may be

reached in about ^ an hour. The road

lies through a wood and along the slopes

of a hill, copiously strewn with loose

masses of granite rock, increasing in

size and in quantity as you advance,

until, at length, the hill itself seems to

consist of nothing else but disjointed

fragments, piled in heaps over one ano-

ther. Such a vast pyramid of loose

rocks might have furnished the Titans

with ammunition when storming .lu-

piter in Olympus. If you begin at the

bottom of the Luchsherg and climb to

the top, or compass it round, you still

find nothing but rooks in pieces, tum-
bled about in all directions; some in-

deed occur as large as a house, but still

without any indication of a fixed nu-

cleus. The result of this singular ca-

price of nature is a sort of labyrinth,

which has been rendered perfectly ac-

cessible by paths, wooden ladders, and

steps cut in the rock, constructed by

the managers of the batlis. It is so in-

tricate in parts that the assistance of a
guide, though not indispensable, is at

least convenient. One may wander for

hours among this colossal heap of stones,

sometimes creeping for many yards
together through caves dark, or barely

admitting a few gleams of light between
the interstices of the huge sujrerincum-

bent masses which form their roof
;

at

others, threading narrow clefts, or

scrambling over projecting masses, to

the summit of the hill : which is itself

a detached block, marked by a cruci-

fix, and commands an extensive view
over the chiefs of the Fichtelgebirge

chain, and towards the Saxon Erzge-

birge, and Bbhmerwald mountains.

Tlie number of trees, sprouting up
in all directions through the crevices,

gives the Luchsherg, at a distance, the

appearance of a wood ; and the peculiai-

lu.xuriance of the dark green moss,

whose long hairy pensile filaments

cover stock and stone with a furry

coating, not distributed in patches, but
involving the rocky walls in a continu-

ous tapestry, and spreading as it were

a carpet over the horizontal surface of

the granite, imparts an air ofsoft beauty

to this singular scene. It is evident that

the rocks have not been Irrought from a

distance, for many have sharp corners

and edges. In some cases it is jwssible

to distinguish where a block has been

broken off from the mass, and the pro-

jections and recesses of neighbouring

fragments agree
;

so that they might, as

it were, be fitted together again. The
ex))lanation of the phenomenon may be,

either that the mountain has been shat-

tered to pieces by an earthquake, or,

which is more probable, that it consisted

of softer and harder kinds of granite in-

termixed
;
that the softer parts, in process

of time, disintegrated by moisture and
frost, have been washed out by rain, so

that as soon as the sunports were re-

moved, the skeleton of the mountain

fell to pieces, and its disjecta membra
were tumbled over one another in the

state in which they now remain. The
rock in many places is so rotten, from

the action of the atmosphere, that it
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may be rubbed to pieces by the fingers.

The soil everywhere about the spot

consists of a small gravel, formed of

decomposed granite.

A longer and most agreeable walk of

2 hours leads from Alexandersbad to

the top of the mountain Kossein, which,

all things considered, is the finest point

of view in the Fichtelgebirge. The
traveller may retiun from it to the

batlis by the singular rock called

Bergsteiii, and may conclude with the

Luchsberg. The Ochsenkopf is 4
hours' distance from the baths.

Early geographers compared the

region of the Fichtelgebirge with the

garden of Eden, because four rivers,

the Main, Eger, Saale, and Naab, had
their sources in and flowed through it.

They described its streams as full of

gold, pearls, and precious stones, and
in this they only exaggerated a real

fact
; but the gold found in them is

very rare, and occurs iir minute grains :

the pearls and precious stones are not

of fine water. Traditionary fables, still

partly credited by the vulgar, have
sent many a poor peasant to search

among his native hills for the magical
mountain, lined (according to the fairy

tale) with richest gems, which the evil

influence of gnomes and cobolds has
removed out of sight. Some even be-

lieve they have gained the threshold

of the enchanted hall, and enjoyed a
glimpse of its gold and glittering jewels,

when in an instant, by the power of
these deceitful spirits, the treasures of

the cavern have been converted into

golden-tressed moss, and sparkling but
worthless granite.

In proceeding from Alexandersbad
and Wunsiedel to Eger, the road lies

through

1^ Thiersheim, a poor village of 900
inliabitants, and thence along the valley
of the Russia, which loses itself in the
Eger, a little beyond Schiriiding, the
last Bavarian village. The Austrian
custom-house isat Muhlbach. Tlie val-
ley of the Eger is narrow, but pictur-
esque. Several ancient castles are
passed, two of which lielonged to the
robber knights named Sparnecker,

89

whose castles were all demolished by the

troops of the Suabiairleague.

24 Eger.—Inn ; Sonne. See Route
260.

ROUTE 171.

Wurzburg to Munich by ansbach.

32J German miles = 156| English

miles. An Eilwagen 4 times a week.

The road runs along the right bank
of the Main, here covered with vine-

yards, until it crosses the river by a
stone bridge, at

2 Ochsenfurth — Inn : Schnecke,
(Snail)—a small town on its left bank.

It has a Franciscan convent, and 2 an-

cient watch-towers.

2^ Uffenheim.

2 Markt Burgel.

3 Ansbach.—Inns : Sterne, good
;

Krone
;
Brandenburger Hof. Formerly

capital of the Markgraviateof the same
name

;
at present a lifeless town of

13,000 inhabitants on the Rezat, pos-

sessing little to interest a passing travel-

ler, but prettily situated. The prin-

cipal building is the deserted Palace,

built 1713, asa residence for the Mark-
graves of Ansbach, who were scions of
a younger branch of the family of Ho-
henzollern. The last of the line sold

his dominions to Prussia 1791, married
Lady Craven, retired into private life,

and died, 1 805, at Brandenburg-house,
near London. The principality was
made over to Bavaria 1805-6. The
Church of St, Gumbert, with 3 towers,

built originally in the Gothic style, has
received tasteless Italian additions. The
choir, with 0 pointed windows, some
painted glass,and several curious monu-
ments, is worth notice. The Palace Gar-
dens are a very agreeable promenade.
There is a second-rate theatre here. In
the Johanniskirchhaf is the grave of
Gasper Hauser, bearing the inscription
“ ajnigma sui temporis : ignota nativitas,

occulta mors, 1833.’’

Friesdorf, a deserted villa of the

Markgraves, is piissed on the way to

3^ Gunzenhausen, a small town on
the Altmiihl, birtliplace of tlie theolo-

gian Osiander. Near the hospital, in

—ALEXANDERSBAD TO EGER.
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the suburb, may be seen some remains
of the Roman Wall called Teufels
Mauer, or Pfahlgraben, begun by
the Emperor Adrian, and continued by
Marcus Aurelius and Probus : it was
designed, like that between Newcastle
and Carlisle, as a protection for the

Roman possessions against the attacks

of barbarians. It extended from Wimp-
fen on the Neckar to Neuburg on the

Danube, a distance of 160 miles. It

was originally an earthen rampart and
stockade, but was afterwards faced with

masonry, and defended at intervals

with watch-towers
;
few traces of this

prototype of the Wall of China now
exist. A new road leads to

Weissenburg

—

{Inn : Rose, so so)

—a town of 4000 inhabitants
;
near

it are (races of the canal begun by
Charlemagne to join tlie Altmuhl and
the Rezat, and through them the Dan-
ube, with the Rhine. On the height

above the town stand the ruins of the

fortress Wiilzburg. A few miles W.
of this lie Pappenlieim and the litho-

graphic stone quarries of Solenhofeu
;

see page 91. A very hilly stage to

3 Eichstiidt.—Inn : Baierischer Hof.

This town lies in the depths of the val-

ley of the Altmuhl, has 7600 inhabit-

ants, and is chief town of a small de-

pendent principality of 6^ German
miles, with a population of 24,000,

and a revenue of 120,000 11. ; bestowed,

1817, on Eugene Beauhaniois, Duke of

liCuchtenberg. This and other pos-

sessions in Italy, &c. rendered the Duke
the riches! private individual in Ba-

varia. The family reside during sum-

mer in the Palace. The Cathedral

(begun 1259,Clioir 1351) isan interest-

ing Gothic edifice. It contains many
curious monuments of Bishops and

Canons of Eichstiidt, tlie shrine and

statue of Willibald, to whom the church

is dedicated, and some fine painted

glass. The JVillihaldsburg, a castle on

the height, was the residence of the Saint,

and of the Prince Bisho|)s, his succes-

sors, whose rich revenues were chiefly

derived from bop grounds. In 1796

it was summoned to surrender by Gene-

ral Desaix, at the head of a consider-

able French force. The governor,

whose name was Krach, swore that, un-
less he was allowed the honours of war,

he would defend it till every man of

his garrison was killed. The terms

were accordingly granted, and he
marched out at the head of—8 invalids !

In the Church of St. Walpurgis are

preserved the remains of that Saint.

They are interred beneath the higli

altar, and a stream of oil, which obtains

the highest repute for its medicinal

qualities, flows from them, between the

months of October and May. On .St.

Walpurgis' Day, May 1, many thou-

sand pilgrims repair to her shrine. The
legend of this Saint relates that she wm
a native of Britain.

3 Ingoldstadl (Inn : Milnchner Hof)

on the Danube, is described in Route

175. Tlie river is here crossed by a

stone bridge.

2^ Pornbach.

2 Pfafl'enhofen.

3J Unterbriick.

About 8 miles from Munich, a little

to the right of the road, lies the Palace

of Schleisheim, page 58.

3 Munich.—Page 34.

ROUTE 172.

NOHEMBEIIG TO AUGSBUBQ.

18‘ Germ. miles=89 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen daily. With post horsesand

a Saufzettel (§ 91), the journey may
be made in 13J hours. Donauw'orth is

the best sleeping place. From Diet-

furth to Donauw'orth, 2 hilly stages, the

rest level.

In the village of Erbaoh lead-pencils

are made.
2 Schwabach.—Inn : Post. An ac-

tive town of 8000 inhabitants, with

flourishing manufactures ;
the chief

being that of pins. More than 2000

dozen of Jews’ harjis (1) are, it is said,

made here annually.

The Gotliic Town Church (1495)

contains pictures by Wohlgemuth and

Martin Schbn, of considerable value.

1> Roth, a toivu of 2400 inhabitants,

on the Reguitz. Tlie old castle was
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built 1335, by the Markgraves of Bran-

denburg.

2k Pleinfeld. At Ellingen, which,

with the surrounding domain, was pre-

sented to the Bavarian Field Marshal

Wrede, for his services in the last war,

our road is crossed by that from Wiirz-

burg to Munich, p. 89.

1^ Weissenburg.—Inn : not good,

p. 90.

lA Dictfurth. About 5 miles on the

E. of the road lies Pappenheim, in an-

cient time the seat of a family of

Counts, who possessed the rank of here-

ditary Marshals of the empire. A mile

from it is Solenhofen, remarkable for

its quarries, which supply Europe, and
indeed the whole world, with lithogra-

phic stones. No stone so well adapted

for the purpose has been found else-

where. It is also used for roofing and
paving; and the working of it in the

quarry, together with tlie conveying of

it to the Danube to be shipped, employs

the greater part of the villagers. It is

a dull yellow limestone, occurring in

slaty beds and thin slabs, easily separa-

ted. Geologists class it among the sub-

ordinate beds of the oolite
;

and it

nearly corresponds with the Stonesfield

slate of England in its fossils. These

are, indeed, so numerous, that it may
be regarded as a perfect museum of or-

ganic remains. Fish, plants, insects,

and crabs, occur in abundance, inter-

mixed with the bones of no less than

7 distinct species of that extraordinary

extinct reptile the pterodactyl, or flying

lizard, whose varied organs fitted it

alike for ezurth, air, or water.

2 Monheim. The inhabitants of

this and the contiguous villages are

chiefly pin-makers. On the top of a
neighbouring hill, called Sichel or

Stiegelberg, a court of justice was held,

in tlie open air, in ancient times.

The monastery of the Holy Crots, a
very striking building (see p. 99), is

passed on tlie descent about 2 m. before
entering

2^ Donamuorlh.— Inm ; Post
;
—

Krelis. Described in Route 175.

2J Meitingen.

3 Aoosburo, p. 30.

ROUTE 173.

B.VMBERG TO NUREMBERG BY ERLANG-

EN, WITH EXCURSION TO MUGGEN-
DORF AND THE FRANCONIAN SWIT-

ZERLAND.

The distance to Nuremberg direct is

7^ Germ. miles=36 Eng. miles. Tlie

visit to the Muggendorf district will

demand at least 2 days ; and 4 may
be agreeably spent in it. For the greater

part of the way the high road runs

parallel with the river Regnitz, and
with the new canal, intended to join

the Main with the Danube, p. 101.

3 Forcheim.—Inn: Baierischer Hof.

This is a small fortified town, of 3500
inhabitants, situated at the junction of

the Wiesent with the Regnitz. It was

a frontier stronghold of the Bishops of

Bamberg, at whose expense the fortifi-

cations were constructed. They with-

stood sieges both in the Thirty, and
Seven years' wars, but are no longer

kept up. The Church and liathhaus,

mentioned by the guide-books, are

hardly worth notice. Charlemagne re-

sided here
;
and several Diets and

Councils of the church were held here

in the middle ages. Forcheim is (3^
Germ, miles) about 16 miles distant

from Muggendorf
;

a toterabk cross

road leads thither up the valley of the

Wiesent. In coming from Nuremberg,
the traveller turns off to Muggendorf
by another cross road, commencing
about 1 mile N. of Bayersdorf, and ex-

tending to Baireuth. On the right of

the road, outside of Bayersdorf, stands

the shell of the chateau of Scharfeneck,

burned by the Swedes in 1634. The
country is pleasing, and the sandy soil

is rendered verdant and fertile by the

waters of the Wiesent, which are raised

by water-wheels to irrigate the meadows.
2 Erlangen. — Innt : Walllisch

(Whale) ;
— Goldener Schwan. A

town of 11,500 inhab., chiefly remark-
able as the seat of a University, num-
bering about 250 students, founded

1743, and celebrated at jtrescnt as a

school of Protestant theology. It oc-

cupies the Scliloss or Palace of the
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Maikgraves of Baireuth. in the centi'e

of the town, in which a library and mu-
seum are also deposited. The town
owes its regular plan and straight streets

to a conflagration, which consumed the
greater part of it in 1706, and its prospe-
rity to the French Protestant emigrants,
driven out of their own country by the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, who
transferred hither their skill in various

manufactures, and their industrious

habits.

24 Nuuemdebg. Route 167, p. 64.

The District of Muggendorf, com-
monly called the Franconian Switzer-

land, may be included within a trian-

gle drawn between the 3 towns of Bam-
berg, Baireuth, and Nuremberg. It

may be conveniently visited at the ex-

pense of a slight detour from the high

roads running between them, which
form the sides of this triangle, and will

well repay the traveller by its highly

picturesque and beautiful scenery, and
singular caves, replete with fossil bones.

It is a high table land, intersected by
numerous valleys 200 or 300 feet

deep, in which the charms of the

district are concentrated. They are

usually traversed by full, clear, wind-

ing streams, whose banks are carpeted

with verdant meadows, and bounded
by high dills or wooded slopes, out of

which fantastically-shaped crags of

limestone burst fortli in the forms of

turrets, arches, and jiinnacles : while

every now and then a real castle is seen

perched on the summit of a projecting

clifl', apparently blockingup the passage.

The angler should repair hither with

his rod. He may, for a small sum, pur-

chase permission to fish in some of tlie

numerous trout streams
;
and he will

not fail of meeting with good sport.

The geologist will find abundant occu-

pation and instruction in the Caverns in

which tliis country abounds, and in

their fossil contents, consisting of bones

and teeth of gigantic bears, hyaenas, and

other wild beasts, now nearly all ex-

hausted. The caves of Gailenreuth

and Kuhloch have suiiplied most of the

cabinets of Europe with specimens, and

have been admirably^ described by Dr.
Buckland. The caverns, of which more
than 40 are enumerated, occur in a
species of limestone, locally called
Hohlenkalk, probably allied to the cal-

careous portions of the English green-
sand formation.

Good carriage roads are rare in this

district
;

but Muggendorf, the central
station and the point of departure for all

the most agreeable excursions, is acces-
sible for carriages by way of Forcheim
and Bayersdorf, as described below, and
from Baireuth by way of Gessess,

Plankenfels, the romantic Wustenstein,
and Streitberg, a tolerable road

;
or by

Nankendorf, Weischenfeld, and the

valley of Rabeneck, which is a more
difficult one. The objects and points

which the traveller ought to see in this very
beautiful district, are the Sophien Hbhle
at Rabenstein, the Riesenbnrg, and the

beautiful valley in which it lies; Tuch-
ersfeld in a remarkable situation, Gos-
weinstein, and Streitberg. Muggendorf,
from its centrical situation, appears

the best head-quarters. The follow-

ing is the narrative of a traveller who
visited this district on his way from
Nuremberg to Bamberg :— “ It took

me 9^ hours to go from Nuremberg
to Muggendorf in a carriage drawn
by two horses, including 1 hour spent

at Erlangen, to dine, and rest the

horses. 1 agreed to pay a vetturino

14 gulden:=l/. 3s. 4t/., for the excur-

sion, that is to say, for being conveyed
to Muggendorf the first day, and car-

ried on to Bamberg the second; leaving

me one hour or two of the evening of

the first day, and the morning of the

second, to see about me. I turned off

the Bamberg road at a small village

(Bayersdorf), a few miles beyond Er-

langen, and passed along a pretty un-

dulating and fertile country, through

the villages Kirschbach and Eberman-
stadt on the Wiesentto Streitberg. (Inn

Golden Kreutz, said to be the best in

the district.) Here the beauties of the

Franconian Switzerland may be said

to commence. The castle of Streitberg,

beneath which the village nestles on the

left, and the feudal watchtower of Nie-
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deck on the right of the valley of the

Wiesent, visible at a distance, but easily

confounded with the limestone clifl's

on which they stand, form a sort of

portal to the district.” The direct

road (not a post road) from Nuremberg
to Baireuth, passes through Streit-

berg
;

that to Muggendorf, branching

off here, turns to the right, up the highly

picturesque vale of the Wiesent.
“ Muggendorf (3^ G. miles from For-

cheim. Inn : Stem, clean beds and rea-

sonable. Trout here in perfection) is

a small village of about 60 houses, con-

taining several inns. The landlord of

the Star sells a very good small map of

the district, at 12 kr.

“ You can hire a carriage for about 5

florins a-day, to make the excursions to

the caves, &c., and a pair of stout

horses at posting prices, though no regu-

lar post-horses are kept here.

“We were first conducted by the so-

called inspector of caverns into that of

Rosenmuller, situated high up in (be

face of the cliff, on the right side of the

valley above Muggendorf. It was lighted

up for our reception, but is neither

large nor distinguished for its sta-

lactites
; that of Rabenstein, which I

saw afterwards, is far more interest-

ing to my mind
;
so that I advise those

who follow me not to waste their time

on it. We then ascended to the to(> of
the hill, and, striking across the fields,

descended to Toos, a solitary mill and
bridge on the Aufsees, at its junction
with the Wiesent. The miller at Toos
keejjs the key of the Riesenburg, situated

about a mile lower down the valley of
the Wiesent. We pursued the road up
the right bank of the Wiesent, along a
valley deserving the name of a Bava-
rian Dovedale, for about 3 miles, till

one of its windings brought us in sight
of the Caelle of 7fa6e«<cA (Raven's fort).

Its feudal turrets, frowning upon tlie

valley, and seeming to close the passage
up or down, and the watermill nestling
at the foot of the rocks, form a most pic-
turesque scene. The castle itself, the
view from it, and the caves excavated
in the rock Itenealh it, deserve notice.
3 miles higher up the valley, near Weis-

chenfeld (/«n, Rothes Ross, very

cheap. The best is by Lovvisch,) is

the cave called Forstershohle, de-

scribed by Dr. Bucklaiid in the ‘ Reli-

quiae Diluvianae,’—but very inferior in

extent and beauty of stalactites to that

of Rabenstein, and not worth seeing

after it. We ascended out of the valley

of the Wiesent at Rabeneck, and again

crossing the table land, reached, in about
halfan hour, the Castle of Uabenstein , one

of the most picturesque feudal remains

in the district, on the edge of a precipice

nearly 150 ft. high, overlooking the

Ahornthal, which is watered by the Kss-

bach. It is now the property of tire

Count Schbnborn, who has restored and
fitted up part of it as a summer resi-

dence, and has deposited in it a curious

collection of fossils, derived from the

neighbouring cave called Sophienhohle,

situated immediately below the chapel
of St. Nicholas (Klaus Kapelle). The
keys of the entrance are kept at the

farm near the castle, where lights and
a guide may be procured, for which a
party pays about 3 fl. The rich booty
of fossils, before alluded to, is derived
from an inner cave discovered acciden-
tally by some workmen employed in

constructing paths along the side of the

valley. It is the most interesting in the

district, and is rendered easily accessi-

ble by steps and boards. There are 3
separate chambers, and there is a de-

scent from the 2nd to the 3rd of 150 ft.

Many of tlie bones of hyaenas, bears,

mammoth (?), and antlers of deer, still

remain in situ, but the owner allows
none to be removed. It is a 4 hours’
drive (about 12 miles) hence to Bai-
reuth, up the Ahom valley. Many
other caves open out into tlie defile of
the Essbach

;
the principal is the Kuh-

loch, nearly opposite Klausstein, near
the Schneidersloch lower down.

“ From Rabenstein, I retraced my
steps past Rabeneck to the mill of Toos,
conspicuous from a distance, with its

white walls and red roof. Providing
myself with the key of the Iliesenhurg, 1

proceeded thither by a narrow jiath across

the meadows, for at Toos the road down
the valley ceases. The Riesenburg is
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certainly one of the chief curiosities of

the district. I can best describe it by
calling it a cave with the top taken off,

so as to leave two arches standing,

forming, as it were, natural bridges

over a dell or glen, scooped out on the

right side of tlie valley. Flights of

steps, carried up it, lead the visiter out

of the valley. As you enter, and look

up the broken vault, through which the

sky appears, you might fancy it the re-

mains of some vast dome-shaped edi-

fice, a work of art, or, as its name ex-

presses, a giant’s castle. The manner,

however, in which the limestone rocks

around have been hollowed out into in-

cipient caves and arches, shows that the

phenomenon is natural, and that it

arises from the tendency of this peculiar

rock to decompose in places and form

caverns. The picturesque vegetation

of the dell, the clumps of trees, and
tuffs of fern and grass shooting from

every crevice and niche, favoured by the

moisture and shade, the singular saddle-

shaped masses of turf whicli hang over

the natural arches, contribute to the

beauty of the spot. Tlie Riesenburg,

however, owes much of its interest to

its situation. This portion of the vale

of the Wiesent presents one of the most

lovely scenes of quiet nature I ever

belield. The rich verdure of the mea-

dows that carpet it, smooth as velvet,

its slopes gushing with streamlets has-

tening to join tlie deep green stream

which winds through the midst, and,

unlike your turbulent alpine torrents

strewing their channels with wrecks,

pursues its quiet and well-conducted

course, ‘without o’erflowing, full,’ and

allows the turf to grow down to its very

margin ; its lofty sides, draperied with

woods, from which every now^and then

start u]i bold and jirecipitous rocks to

a height of 300 ft.;— these features

combine together to form a scene of

beauty which I shall not soon forget. I

quitted this valley at the top of the Rie-

senburg, and again emerging upon the

high ground, directed my steps past the

village of Engelhartsberg towards the

Adlerstein. This a tuiTet-like mass of

bare rock, commanding a delightful

panorama of the whole district, of its

winding valleys, its projecting castles,

and white villages. It forms an admir-
able termination to the day's excursion,

which occupied 8 hours. I dined at

Muggendorf, set oft’ for Bamberg after

dinner, and arrived there in 7 hours, in-

cluding half an hour’s bait for the horses

at Forcheim.”
From Muggendorf another most

agreeable excursion may be made to

Gosweinstein and Pottenstein— “The
carriage road runs up the valley of the

Wiesent, which is wild and romantic
in the extreme

;
the river runs between

banks which are green to the very edge,

and on each side rise rocks of the most
extraordinaryand fastastic shape, varied

by woods of fir of all colours. At the

end of 5 or 6 miles a view is obtained

of Gosweinstein, perched on the top of a
rock— to all appearance inaccessible

from below
;
but a road to it is carried

up the side of a hill so steep as to be

almost impracticable. The Schloss

built on the summit may be reached

in labour from Muggendorf; it com-
mands a splendid view, and of a kind

not usually seen
;
immediately below

it three of the deep narrow valleys,

which abound in this country, diverge

ns from a centre, and you have a view

along their winding streams, and varie-

gated woods and rocks, for a consider-

able distance. In addition to this, you
see over a vast table land for miles in

all directions
;
it is a view which no one

should leave the country without seeing.

“ After leaving Gosweinstein, we
passed over a ])ortion of the table land

for about 4 miles and then descended

into another romantic valley, in which

is situated the village of Pottenstein.

Here we sent back our carriage, de-

siring our driver to await our return

at Gosweinstein.’*'

To Bergersmaus would be belter, as

you avoid the rugged ascent leading to

Gosweinstein, which you have to de-

scend immediately on your arrival

there. By this arrangement you walk

along the bottom of the valley from

Tuchersfeld to Bergersmaus.
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“ We then set out thither on foot,

through one of the most beautiful little

valleys that nature ever formed. In

some parts enormous rocks rise almost

perpendicularly from its sides, leaving

scarcely room for the small stream and

a narrow footpath ;
in others a turn of

the path brings you suddenly upon a

patch of green turf, the valley widening

a little, and then apparently closing at

the other end. After about 5 miles,

walking, we reached the village of

Tucherrfeld, which lies in the midst of

the most extraordinary assemblage of

rocks that it is possible to conceive.

Isolated fragments of an enormous size

and height rise up on every side of it,

as though piled up, mass upon mass, by

some superhuman force. Some are so

high and narrow, and rest upon so un-

stable a foundation, that they seem

ready every moment to fall and crush

the cottages at their feet. They have

the effect of a giant’s castle
;
some are

blackened as though by fire, and the

whole would serve as no unfit represen-

tation of the Hall of Eblis. From
Tuchersfeld we again ascended to Gbs-

weinstein, which is not more than a

mile distant, and found the carriage,

which returned thither by the road, and

reached Muggendorf at 7, after a de-

lightful excursion of 7^ hours.’’—H. B.

The valley from Riesenburg to Gds-

weinstein is very beautiful. Then
going from Muggendorf to Nuremberg
you join the high road to Bamberg at

4 Erlangen.—P. 91.

2 Nuremberg.—P. 64.

ROUTE 174.

NUBEMBERQ TO BAIREUTH.

1 1^ Germ, miles = 55J Eng. miles.

No good Inn to stop at between these

two places. The road is picturesque,

though it does not pass through the

finest parts of the Franconian Switzer-

land.

2^ Eschenau.
1 Grafenherg.

2 I^eupoldsteiri.

Two cross roads here strike off’ to the

left, leading to two of the most pic-

turesque spots in the Franconian Switz-

erland, described in the preceding

Route—the one to Gosweinstein, a small

village, remarkable for its romantic

situation, its old castle, and the view
from it, and for its pilgrimage church,

containing a miracle-working represen-

tation of the Trinity ! and a Capuchin
convent. Petsold’s inn is the best in

the place.

The second road leads to another

remarkable old castle, Pottenstein,

situated on the summit of a rock, ap-

proached by 367 steps, and by a draw-
bridge. The village at its foot is sur-

rounded on all sides by rocky heights,

and the position is romantic.

2 Pegnitz.

A hilly stage over the Zipserberg.

2 Creussen.

2 Baireuth.—P. 85.

ROUTE 174“.

NUREMBERG TO CARLSBAD AND
MARIENBAD.

25^ Germ, miles = 120 Eng. miles.

7'his road is excellent, and there are

few hills, except between Herzbriick

and Weiden, where it is sandy and
hilly. 1 1 is much the best route (though

a slight detour of about 17 miles) from
Frankfurt or Wurzburg to Carlsbad

and Jlarienbad, as by pursuing it the

traveller avoids the severe and tedious

hills near Baireuth and Bamberg.
2 Lauf.—For the two first stages the

road runs by the side of the Pegnitz, up
a pretty valley, chieflyplanted with hops.

1-J
Herzbriick.—Towards the middle

of this stage a steep bill is surmounted.

2 Sulzbach is a picturesque walled

town, of 3000 inhabitants, with a large

chateau, the ancient residence of the

Dukes of Sulzbach. In one of its

towers, called the Hussite's Tower, Je-

rome of Prague was confined after his

unjust seizure by the Duke at Hirschau,

previously to his being sent back to

Constance to suffer at the stake. The
castle stands on an elevation, com-

manding a rich plain, filled with ho[)s

and fruit trees. A road branches off

to Amberg.

2^ Hirschau, remarkable as the place
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where Jerome of Prague was captured

in 1416.

3 Weiden.

—

Inn: Post, tolerable.

2| Schonficht or furth

li Tirschenreuth
Described

IXMitterteich L ^rUoS
2 Eger f
3 Falkenau.

' ‘

3 C.4RLSBAD

ROUTE 175.

THE DANUBE. (A.)

UI.M TO UATISBON, BY BLENHEIM,
DONAUWORTH, and INOOLSTADT.

" Danubin, rio divino.”
Oarcilasso de la Vega.

Preliminary Information. — Tlie

Danube is the chief river of Germany,
and is second to none in Europe, save

the Volga
;

yet the navigation of it

has hitherto borne no proportion to its

rank and size. This has been owing
to the rapidity of its current, the ob-

structions in its channel, but more
than all to the absence of a circu-

lating commerce along its banks, and
the want of enterprise on the part of

their inhabitants to use it as an out-

let for the produce of the countries

which it traverses. The vessels com-
mitted to it, previously to 1830, when
a steamer was first launctied on tlie

river at Vienna, consisted almost ex-

clusively of barges of unpainted jdanks,

slightly connected, so as to hold to-

gether in a descending voyage, but

rarely capable of ascending, and

valued only as so much planking to be

broken up on reaching their destination.

Being intended almost exclusively for

' the conveyance of merchandise, the

accommodation of travellers was little

studied, and the number of those who
may be called travellers for pleasure

was proportionately small. Yet a por-

tion of its banks discloses scenery as

striking as any on the Rhine; indeed

in the opinion of many travellers the

Rhine has nothing to show in its whole

course finer than the defile at Wel-

tenburg, above Ratisbon
;
Passau, and

the defile between it and Linz
;

the

scene around the Strudel and Wirbel,

Molk, and Diirrenstein. It must be

confessed that these beauties are set

further apart than those of the Rhine,
that the traveller must go a longer dis-

tance to seek for them, and that there

is no such continuous chain of grand
views as is afforded by the defile be-

tween Bingen and Coblenz. The
Danube, however, is distinguished

from the Rhine by its vast forests,

feathering down to the water’s edge
from the summit of high mountains,
which confine the river on both sides

;

and, in addition to the picturesque

ruins of ancient castles, it is diversified

with numerous monasteries, palaces in

extent and splendour, and mighty
monuments of ecclesiastical wealth and
power. Such are the convents of Molk,
Gottweih, and Kloster Neuburg. In

historical associations, the Danube does

not yield to the Rhine. It formed for

a long time the frontier line of the

Roman dominions
;

its valley has been

the high road of the barbarous hordes

of Attila
;
and of the armies of Charle-

magne, Gustavus Adolphus, Solyman
the Magnificent, Marlborough, and
Napoleon

;
its shores have echoed, at

one time with the hymns of the pil-

grim of the Cross, and at another with

the enthusiastic shouts of the turhaned

follower of the Prophet
;
and its waters

have been dyed, in turn, with the blood

of Romans, Huns, Germans, Swedes,

Turks, French, and English.

Steamers.— From Ratisbon to the

Black .Sea steam navigation has at last

superseded all other modes of con-

veyance. A steamer attempted in 1839

to ply from Ulm to Ratisbon : on its

first voyage it stuck on a sand-bank,

and remained there till the end of the

autumn. Steamers, however, have com-
menced plying 3 or 4 times a week

between Donauwbrth and Ratisbon.

(See p. 98, 99.) The difficulties of

steam navigation above this are scarcely

to be surmounted, unless some great

improvements, very difficult to elVect,

are made in the bed of the river.

From Ratisbon to Linz and \’ienna,

steamers have been introduced on the

river with the greatest success. Those

plying between Ratisbon and Linz be-
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long to a Bavarian Company ;—those

between Linz and Vienna to an Aus-

trian. Tiie vessels run as long as tlie

river is clear of ice, i. e. from May to

November. In the autumn they are

sometimes retarded by mists, which

then lie long on the surface of the

water.

The lowest on the scale of the anti-

quated craft of tlie Danube, to which
travellers were formerly obliged to re-

sort for conveyance, are the timber

Rafts, resembling those of the Rhine,

e-Kcept that tliey are of smaller dimen-
sions, rarely exceeding 150 feet in

length. They are not unfrequently

dangerous, as was proved by the de-

struction of one of them in 1837, by
running against a bridge, which acci-

dent was attended with serious loss of

life.

Barges .—Of these there are several

kinds, diftering chiefly in size : un-
wieldy fabrics of rough planks, flat-

bottomed, without keel
;
the centre is

covered over with a roof, giving them
the appearance of Noah's ark in the

pictures. They are in fact nothing

better than wooden sheds floating in

flat trays. Sails are never seen on the

Upper Danulje, and even if their use

be known, their management is not

understood. The boats are steered by
paddles formed of the stem of a fir-free,

with a board nailed to one end, sus-

pended over the deck by thongs, while

the broad end immersed in the water

serves to keep them within the influence

of the current, to which they are more
indebted for progressive motion than
to the tioatman’s oars. The vessels are

distinguished by various names, such
as Hohenauen (the largest kind, 150
feet long, and of some l)urtlien), Ne-
benljeys, .Schwemmer, and Kelllieimer

(from Kellheim, a small town where
tliey are built). The last alone are

constructed with sufficient solidity to

be towed up the stream after having
descended it. Sometimes as many as

30 or 10 horses are attached to the
towing-rope to draw them, with a wilil-

looking peasant driver to eacli )iair,

whose shouts and screams are audible

long before the train itself makes its

appearance. Tlie horses have frequeiitlv

to wade across shallows and back waters

at the side of the river, and at times to

ford the river itself, and it is this which
renders necessary a driver to each pair.

The smaller-sized boats are called Gam-
seln. Flatten, and Zillen.

Passage Boats, called Ordmari' start

on fixed days from Ulm, Ratisboii,

Passau, Linz, &c., as long as the river

continues free from ice.

The steam-driven traveller of the

present day may congratulate himself

on not longer being obliged to have re-

course to these slow, dirty, and incon-

venient conveyances
;

on exchanging
the comfortable cabin for the hut of rude
planks run up in the centre of the

vessel, intended rather to protect the

merchandise from wet than to accom-
modate passengers, who were often com-
pelled to shave even this hovel with very
low company, among sacks, casks, and
bales. As the vessel had no deck, there

was no space to move about, and they
must content themselves either to re-

cline upon its sloping roof, or to sit

confined in the little hole of a cabin at

one end. The passenger was constantly

exposed to most vexatious delays, aris-

ing from mists, which, towards autumn,
lie very thick on the river, and seldom
rise until the sun is high in the lieavens

;

but, above all, from winds. A very
slight gust is a sufficient excuse for the

unskilful and timid boatman of the

Danube to make for the shore, wheie
he often lies moored for days together.

Such disagreeable delays were so com-
mon that they were distinguished by a
particular expression, signifying to keep
the wind’s holiday (windfeiern). Add
to this, the chance of running on a sand-
bank, and the certainty of a stoppage,
of one day at least, at the Austrian
custom-house, to unload the cargo.

ULM TO RATISBON.*

The part of Bavaria traversed by the

Danube is an almost uiunterru])ted

• Post road, 25 Germ, miles, *»* 120t l-ing.

miles, runs alongside til’, ur near to, tiie Dan-
ube all the way from Ulm t Ualisbon, slillt-

K
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plain, with few elevations to give pic- I

turesqueness to its banks, until it

reaches Passau. A Steamer plies 3 or
4 times a week between Donauwbrth
and Ratisbon, but does not take car-

riages. Eilwagen carry passengers to

and from Ulm to meet it.

The only scene of beauty between
Ulm and Ratisbon is Weltenburg.
Ulm (p. 10) lies 1623 ft. above the

sea : the Danube is here 200 ft. broad
and 10 or 12 deep.

(r/.) Neu Ulni is the place of em-
barkation from which the vessels set

out. Though by position a suburb of

Ulm, it belongs to Ravaria, while Ulm
itself (see Route 152) is in Wiirtem-
berg.

(/.) The chateau of BolTingen, and
lower down, Thailfingen, a small wa-
tering-place, are the objects first visible.

(/.) Elchingen, on the height, for-

merly a rich Benedictine monastery,
was Napoleon’s liead-quarters, 1805.

Marshal Ney obtained tlie title of

Duke of Elcliingen for his daring pas-

sage of the river at this point, which
led to the captui-e of Mack. See p. 10.

(jV.) Fahlheim and Leipheim (with

its castle, in ancient times a sanctuary

for those who had committed man-
slaughter) are famous for snails, which
are bred, fattened, and exported in

casks by millions, as a delicacy of the

table. Here begins a long Hat i>eat-

bog, called Ried, which extends to

Lauingen.

(r/.) GUnzburg, the first post station

from Ulm.”' p. 30.

(»7.) Castles of Reisensburg and
Landtrost.

(/.) Gundelfingen, at a little dis-

tance from the river.

(1.) Ijauingen, a town of 4000 in-

habitants. It boasts of having pro-

duced the most learned man (Albertus

Magnus, the magician, and Bishop of

Ratisbon, whose house is shown in the

ing about from one side of the river to the

Ollier over bridges ; hut in many parts it is

ill kept.
• 3 Gunzburg. The road hero crosses to

the left bank of the Danube, and then tra-

verses Guudeltingen, Lauingen.

market-place)
;
the most beautiful wo-

man (a Countess of Dillingen)
;
and

the largest horse
;
and the portraits of

all three may still be seen on the
walls of the watchtower called Hof
Thurm in the town.

The Gothic Parish Church, distin-

guished by its high tower (built 1576),
and containing the mausoleum of the

Dukes of the New Palatinate, deserves

notice. The Rathhaus is a modem Gre-
cian building. Most of the convents
are turned into barracks.

(A) Dillingen. t — Inn ; Post. A
town of 3400 inhabitants. The uni-
versity, once under the management of

the Jesuits, was abolished 1802. The
most conspicuous buildings are the

Jesuits' College and the Episcopal Pa-
lace of the Bishop of Augsburg. Louis
XVIII. was shot at here in 1804. A
new bridge has been thrown over the

Danube at this point; and a canal

(Carolinen Canal) has been constructed

from Lauingen hither, to avoid the

windings of the river near tliis.

(A) Hochstcidt. This town of 2200
inhabitants, and the village of Blen-

1 heim, properly Blindheim, a little lower

j

down, close to the river, were the scene

1

of the famous victory gained in 1704,

by Marlborough and Eugene, over the

French and Bavarians, under Marshal
Tallard and the Elector of Bavaria,

who lost 40,000 men, killed, svounded,

and prisoners, 120 pieces of cannon,

and 300 standards. The French were
drawn up behind the small stream

of the Nebelbach
;

their left wing ex-

tended toLiitzingeii; their right wing
rested on Blenheim, which, during the

early part of the action, formed an in-

surmountable obstacle to the efl’orts of

the English, until Marlborough skil-

fully transferred the attack to the

centre of the line, and succeeded in

breaking it, and in crossing the Nebel-

bach. Blenheim was burned during tlie

action. The post road traverses a jiart

of the field, and rests partly on a foun-

dation of bones of men and horses.

t 3 Dillingen, and Iloclistailt.
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part of which were disinterred in con-

structing it a few years back.

In tlie preceding year the French,

under Marshal Villats, gained a battle

at Hochstadt over the Austrians.

(/.) In a short time Donauworth ap-

pears in sight, backed by the heights of

the Schellenherg ;
memorable also for a

victory o( Marlborough, who carried

the entrenched camp of the Bavarians

constructed upon it, a few weeks before

the battle of Blenheim.

(/.) Donauworth*—Inns : Krebs, by
the water-side

;
— Post. This was for-

merly a free imperial city, but is sunk

into a forlorn and unimportant provin-

cial town of 2500 inhabitants. At the

beginning of the 17th century, its in-

habitants had adopted so warmly and
generally the reformed doctrines, that

'

the Catholics were obliged to content
j

themselves with one church, that of the

Convent of the Holy Cross. The fa-
!

natic abbot of this establishment ven-

tured, in spite of the popular prejudice,

to conduct a procession of the host,

with flying colours, &c. tlirough the

streets, and was assaulted by the mob,
barely escaping with his life. In con-

sequence of this and other violent acts

of the citizens, the tosvn was placed

under the ban of the Empire (1607)

;

and Maximilian, Duke of Bavaria,

with an army of 17,000 men, was
ordered to carry it into execution. The
punishment inflicted was the abolition

I

of the Protestant religion, and the con- !

fiscation of the privileges of the town,
j

followed by its transfer to the elector.
|

The consequences of this event were of
the highest moment in the affairs of

• Tlic post road crosses to tfie right batik
of the Danube over a stone bridge; and,
about 5 miles farther, passes the Lech. Be-
yond it lies Rain, a small town, once forti-

lled, beneath wrhose walls Tilly received his
death wound, while defending the passage of
the Lech against the army of Oustavus Adol-
phus. lie lia/1 removed all the bridges, and
taken up a strongly fortilled position; but
the Swedish monarch, without hcsit.ition,
iho'w over a temporary bridge in the face of
Tilly’s tiatteries

; and his vanguard of 300
veteran Fins, who first crossed it, maintaineil
their footing on the right bank unlii the ca-
valry and the rest of the army pa.ssed over.

Europe : the immediate result was the

formation of the Protestant League and
Catholic Union

;
and thus this appa-

rently insignificant riot was the spark

which lighted up the flame of the

Thirty Years’ War.
The sttppressed Monastery of the

Holy Cross, a vast and imposing build-

ing, is now the property of Prince CEt-

tingen Wallerstein. In the church is

buried the unfortunate Mary of Bra-
bant, wife of Louis the Severe, be-

headed by her husband on a groundless

suspicion of her fidelity. When, at

length, he ascertained the innocence of

the murdered victim of his jealousy,

his hair is said to have turned grey in

a single night, though he was only 27
years old. Steamers navigate the

Danube from Donauworth to the

Black Sea.

(/.) Lechsend is so named because
it is opposite the “ termination of the

river Lech,” which here empties itself

into the Danube. On the tongue of
land between the Danube and Lech,
a stone, placed by the road-side, in-

scribed with the words “ Hie ist das
Bayerland, 15-15,” marks the ancient
boundary of Suabia and Bavaria.

(/.) Castle of Bertoldsheim.

(r.) Burgheim,f at a little distance

from the river.

(/.) Steppberg. Here lithographic

stones and slabs of limestone for pave-
ment, derived from the celebrated

quarries of Solonhofen (p. 91), and
known along the Danube by the name
of Kallheimer-platten, are embarked
on the Danube.

(r.) Oberhausen. Near this village,

a little to the right of the high road,

stands the monument of the brave La-
tour d’Auvergne, who, refusing any
rank in the army, chose to remain the

“first grenadier of France.” He was
killed here by an Austrian lancer, IKOO.

(r.) The ruined ciistle of Altonburg.
(r.) Neuburg.J — Inns: Traube

;

t 2 Burglicim.

t 2 Nfuburg.—Road crosses the river to

the right Imiik, and coiitiimes at some dis-

tance from it.

F 2
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clean : Post has 2 or 3 good bed-
rooms

; cuishie better than usual. A
picturesquely situated town of great
antiquity, with a population of 7000
inhabitants, but little trade.

The Chateau of the Dukes of Bava-
ria, of the line of Pfalz Neuburg, at
the E. end of the town, contains many
of their portraits, some old tapestry, re-

presenting the journey of Otto Henry
to the Holy Land, and the likeness of a
wild boar, 7 ft. long, killed in the
neighbourhood. Its 2 massive towers
command a fine view. There is a col-
lection of old armour here. An exten-
sive garden (Hofgai-ten) is attached to

the palace. The Jesuits’ College, now
used for other purposes, is a conspicu-
ous building.

The Donawnoos, a level moor or

rnoss, of about 20 square miles, extend-
ing between Neuburg, Ingoldstadt,

Aichach, and Schrobenhausen, now
occupies both banks of the river,

though tlie larger portion lies on the

right, and renders the voyage dull and
uninteresting. Tlie morass has been
partially drained for cultivation, and
is occupied by colonists brought hither

from various parts of Bavaria, and now
includes 32 settlements with 2500
inhabitants

;
and the communica-

tion over tlie numerous ditches, drains,

and canals is maintained by 122
bridges. There is nothing worth no-

tice for a considerable distance, until

tlie towers of

(/.) Ingoldstadt* appear in view.

Inns: Rose and Munchner Hof
;
not

good. The population of this ancient

and melancholy town is reduced to

9000, a number very disproportionate

to its extent. It has recently been re-

stored to the condition of a fortress

by the construction of very strong

works oil an improved plan, including

a tete-du-poiit, and numerous round
towers of most massive masonry. 1 ts old

fortifications had withstood sieges from

the troops of the League of Schmalkal-

den, from Gustavus Adolphus, and

• 3 Ingoldstadt.— /nns ; Rose; Miincliner

Hot. The road crosses the Danube at Voh-
biiig.

Duke Bernard of Saxe Weimar, and
resisted Moreau (1800) for 3 montlis

;

but he, succeeding at length, caused
them to be demolished. The horse of
Gustavus, which was shot under him at

the siege, was stuffed, and long pre-

served in the Arsenal. Ingoldstadt
lost its University (at which the cele-

brated Dr. Faustus studied) in 1800 :

it is now transferred to Munich. This
was the first place in Germany where
the Jesuits were allowed openly to es-

tablish themselves, and appear in the

character of public teachers. Loyola
called it affectionately “ his little Ben-
jamin.” The cruel Count Tilly died
here, 1632, of the wound he received at

Rain, (p. 99, Note,) defending the pas-

sage of the Lech, in the arms of the bre-

thren of the order, who wrote of the event

in these words :—“ Here was he destined

to yield up his soul, purified by here-

tics' blood, although he had fortified

himself against the devilish bullets of

the Swedes by a consecrated wafer.”

The Upper Parish Church of St.

Marij is worth notice : it contains seve-

ral monuments
;
among them those of

Dr. Eck, one of Luther’s opponents,

and of Marshal Mercey, the Bavarian
general, opposed to Conde and Tu-
renne; who fell at Allersbeim, 1645.

Its two towers are sufficiently massy to

bear cannon if their rool's were re-

moved, in case of siege.

The scenery of the river is still

dreary and monotonous.

(?•/.) Vohburg stands on the site of

the Roman Germanicum
;

its castle,

the seat of a long line of counts, was
the asylum of the unfortunate Agnes
Bernauer, whose story is told at Strau-

bing, p. 109. She was here privately

married to Albert Duke of Bavaria.

The beaver is occasionally met with in

this part of the Danube
;
but is daily

becoming more rare.

(
rt. ) Neustadt.f (The inn is

wretched.) A small town, about a

t 4 Neustadt. During the next stage the

post road runs at a considerable distance

from the river, away from the beautiful

scenery wliiclt distinguishes tliis part of its

I
windiug course.
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mile from the Danube. There are nu-

merous traces of the Romans in this

neighbourhood
;
several ancient roads

and forts have been distinctly traced
;

and a little below

(/.) the village of Hienheim, begins

the celebrated rampart called the De-
vil'> Wall, or Pfalgraben—a rampart

originally of earth, afterwards faced

with stone and strengthened by towers

and castles by the Emperor Probus,

constructed by the Romans to protect

their frontier from the inroads of the

Germans, and carried from the Danube
to the Rhine ! No obstacle turns it

from its direct line
;

it pursues its course

over hills however steep, and across de-

files however deep
;

no forest is so

dense, no morass so treacherous, no
river so rapid as to prevent its passage.

It is lined on the N. side by a ditch,

not very deep — which originally bris-

tled with palisades. See p. 84.

Between Neustadt and Ratisbon the

scenery becomes very interesting. The
Danube forces its way through a grand
and gloomy defile, called Lange Wand
(long wall), nearly an English mile
long, the sides of which are formed by
perpendicular precipices from 400 to

600 ft. high, whose summits in some
parts even overhang the water. The
only vacant space between the cliffs

and the river is occupied by the Con-
vent of

(rt.) Weltenburg, planted on a spot
where the Danube makes an abrupt
bend. It was one of the oldest Bene-
dictine monasteries in Bavaria, and is

said to occupy the site of a Roman sta-

tion, Valentia, and of a temple of Mi-
nerva. It is now converted into a
brewery.

(1.) The MichaeUbery, the hill be-
tween the Danube and the AltmUhl,
commands a noble view up the gorge of
the Danube, Its summit has been made
accessible by a carriage-road, partly cut
in the rock, leading up to the Befreyi-
any't //a/Ir,a rotundatemple built by the
King of Bavaria from GUrtner's design,
to commemorate the War of Liberation.

(/.) Kellheim (Celeusum of the Ro-
mans) lies at the E. extremity of this

defile, on the spot where the Altmuhl
joins the Danube. This small town, of

3000 inhabitants, is likely to acquire

importance from its situation at the

mouth of the Ludwiys-Kanal, a canal

recently formed to unite the Danube
with the Main, through the Altmuhl
and the Regnitz. The Altmuhl has

been rendered navigable as far as

Dietfurth, where the excavated canal

begins, and is continued as far as Bam-
berg on the Main, a distance from

Kellheim of about 112 miles (23j
Germ, miles). The summit level is

at Neumarkt on the Sulz, where the

canal is 300 ft. above the level of the

Danube at Kellheim, and 360 ft.

above that of the Regnitz at Bamberg.
It has 94 locks, and near Nieder QHls-

bach traverses a Tunnel 900 ft. long.

The dimensions of the canal are 54 ft.

in width at top, and 34 ft. at bottom
;

the estimated cost, 817,5004 It is cal-

culated ,that a barge may be tracked

through it in 6 or 7 days. It was begun
1837. Its construction is due to the in-

stigationof the King of Bavaria, who will

thus realise, after the lapse of 1 000 years,

the favourite scheme of Charlemagne,
of connecting the Black Sea with the

German Ocean. By means of it one
might embark at Tower Stairs and go
by water to Constantinople. Barges
are built at Kellheim.

Kellheim is much exposed to ice-

bursts and inundations from the two
rivers upon which it is situated, so

that its inhabitants are often driven

into the roofs of their houses to escape

drowning. The Valley of the Altmuhl
is very picturesque, and its cliffs and
rocky sides are crested by frequent

ruined castles.

* (rt.) Post Saal. An excellent

road has been formed, by the side of

the river, hence to Ratisbon, by ex-

cavating the rocks which form its

bank, and by exploding a mine at the

base of a cliff 180 ft. high, which at

once shattered the face of the rock

from top to bottom, and allowed the

engitiecr to carry the road over the

* 2J Post Saal.
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fallen fragments
;
farther on, a monu-

mental tablet and two stone lions at

the water-side, to tlie left near Abaci),

commemorate its construction in the

reign of Karl Theodor. At Abach is

a sulphureous spring. The tall round
tower 150 ft. high above Abach, called

Hungerthurm, is all that remains of

the Heinrichsburg, which must origin-

ally have been one of the most exten-

sive feudal fortresses in Germany. It

occupied probably the site of the Ro-
man Ahudiacum

;

it was long the re-

sidence of the Bavarian dukes, and was
the birth-place of the Emperor Henry
II. When he kept his court here,

the chronicles record that he made a

daily pilgrimage on foot to early mass
at St. Emmeran's church in Ratishon.

The Danube makes a great bend be-

tween Abach and Ratishon, so as to

double the direct distance between the

two places.

(r/.) Oberndorf is historically re-

markable as the spot where Otto of

Wittelsbach, the murderer of the Em-
peror Philip, was overtaken by just

retribution for his crime, and having

been detected in a barn belonging to

the monks of Ebrach by Henry Von
Kalatin, was dragged forth l)y him
and killed (1208). His head was cut

off and thrown into the river. His

body remained for 9 years unburied

on the spot still called Stumpfsteine

;

no one venturing to inter him, as he

had been placed under the ban of the

Empire.

(/.) At Sinzing the river Laber falls

into the Danube ; and near

(/.) Priifening, the Naab, a much
more considerable stream, enters it.

(/.) Stadt am Hof, connected, by a

stone bridge, with

*(?•/.) Ratisbon. Seep. 73.

ROUTE 176.

AUGSBURG TO LINDAU ON THE LAKE OF

CONSTANCE, BY MEMMINQEN, OR BY

KEMPTEN.

20J Germ, miles = 97 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen daily; road dull, and not well
kept.

Schwabmunchen
; a considerable

village, with a tolerable inn. There
are remains of a Roman bridge over
the Wertach, near this.

4 Mindelheim .—Inn : Post. This
town, of about 3400 inhabitants, was
the capital of a jirincipality created

by the Emperor Joseph I., in order

that he might bestow it upon the Duke
of Marlborough, as a reward for his

victory of Blenheim. The possession

of Mindelheim gave the Duke a seat in

the Diet
; but the princijiality was re-

stored to the crown of Bavaria, at the

jieace of Rastadt. The brave soldier

of fortune, Georg von Frundsberg, who
scaled the walls of Rome along with

the Constable de Bourbon, was bom
here, and is buried in the Pari»h

Church. He served under Maximilian
and Charles V., and has been called

the German Bayard : his motto was
“ The more foes, the more honour.”

IJ Erkheim.—Road hilly.

ij Memmingen {Inns; Golden
Falcon, middling.—J. D. Baierischer

Hof, fair accommodation) was formerly

a free city of the Holy Roman empire,

down to 1803. It has now 7400 in-

habitants, and some flourishing manu-
factures.

About 9 miles S. E. of Memmingen
lies the sequestrated Benedictine abbey

Ottobeuern, a palace in extent. A few

miles beyond Memmingen, the road

crosses the Iller, enters Wurtemberg,

and traverses a portion of its territory,

till within a few miles of Lindau.

3 Leutkirchen. Here the Wurtem-
berg posting tariff (§71) begins.

3^ Wangen. Inn, Post or Sonne.

Road hilly.

There is a fine view from the brow

of the last hill, overlooking the lake of

Constance, and the Tyrolese and Swiss

Alps.

3J Lindau.—Inns

:

Krone, best for

families ;
the fish called Rheinlacken

are famed ;
Sonne ;—Goldener Gans

;

—Storck, small. None very good. This

is a frontier fortiess of Bavaria, situated

at the S, W. angle of the kingdom
;

it
• 2i Ratisbou.
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—

m,
has a population of nearly 3000, chiefly ^

of the Lutheran faith, and is built on two
[

islands in the lake, connected with the

shore by wooden bridges more than

1000 feet long. A small harbour has

been constructed to shelter vessels navi-

gating the lake.

The Romans under Tiberius are '

believed to have swept the lake of

Constance (Lacus Brigantinus) with a

fleet, and to have constructed a fort
j

on the island now occupied by Lindau.

The fragment of a black wall and i

tower still standing near the bridge,

called Heulenmauer, is supposed to be

a part of this castle. Tiberius and
Drusus set out from hence on their

expedition against the Rhaeti and Vin-
delici. A Railroad is marked out from

this to Augsburg.
Litidau is one of the stations for the

steamers (8 or 10 in number) navigat-

ing the lake of Constance, allbrding

opportunities every day of going to

every part of its circumference. Eilwa-

gen go every day from the Swiss town
of Rorschach, on the opipiosite shore, to

Coire and Milan. .See p. 124, Route 190.

The distance from Lindau to Bre-

genz in Tyrol (Route 212) is only 1^
Germ, miles; the road skirts along the

margin of the lake, at the foot of the
j

hill. The Austrian frontier custom-
j

house (§ 26) is at I^oschau.
|

There is a second route from Augs-
'

burg to Lindau, through Kempten, i

which is taken once a week by the

p)08t-waggon ;
it is about 7 miles longer !

than the other road. It turns off to

the E. from the preceding route at '

Schwabmuncben. '

5 Buchloe.

Kaufbeueni, on the Wertach.
j

One of the many places in this part of
,

Bavaria which once enjoyed the privi-

lege of Imperial freedom. It has now
4000 inhabitants.

2 Ober Giinsburg is by some sup-
pxwed to be tbe Roman Guntia.

2 Kempten— (^Jnns : Hirsch
;
—

Krone, in the new town, comfortable)
consists of an Old town, once Imp>erial,

situated in the valley, formerly occu-

pied by Protestants, surrounded by
walls

;
and a more modem town whicli

belonged to the abbot, situated on an
eminence, and inhabited by Roman
Catholics. It lies on the Iller, and has

6000 inhabitants. It is regarded as

the Roman station Campodumim. The
abbot of Kempten, a rich and powerful

ecclesiastic, possessed a territory of

16 German square miles, and held his

court in the Convent still existing.

There are vast forests in this part of

Bavaria.

2 Nellenbriick.

2 Rottenbach.

4 Lindau.

ROUTE 176».

ULM TO INNSBRUCK, BY FUSSEN.

33J Germ, miles = 80J Eng. miles.

The road ascends from New Ulm
along the right bank of the Iller.

3 Illertissen .—Inn ; Hirsch, good.

Kelliniinz, a considerable village, is

said to be the Roman Coetius Mans.

A chateau of Prince Schwarzenberg

is conspicuous on the heights. At a

short distance from Fallheim, through

which the road passes, lies Baben-

hausen, capital of the territory of FUrst

Fugger, one of the 32 descendants of

the celebrated Augsburg weaver, ori-

ginally sovereign princes and counts of

the German Empire, now mediatised.

It contains the Prince’s Residenz Schloss.

—Inns : Biir;—Sonne.

3^ Memmingen in Route 176.

2 Schwenden.—A poor inn.

2^ Kempten in Route 176.

3 Nesselwang at the foot of the

Edelsberg 5300 ft. high. Post, a hum-
ble inn, but artbrding tolerable accom-
modation for 2 or 3.

2^ Fiissen in Route 177.

16 Innsbruck in Route 212.

ROUTE 177.

AUGSBOUO TO INNSBRUCK, BY FUSSEN.

27 Germ, miles = 130 Eng. miles.

An Eilwagen runs 4 times a week.

The road follows the course of the
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river Lech, nearly up to its source in

the mountains of Tyrol.

3 Lechfeld.

Landsherg.— A town of 3000
inhabitants, on tlie right bank of the

Lech, here crossed by a long wooden
bridge.

85 Schongau.
4 Fiissen.

—

I?m : Post, good. A
small town of 1600 inhabitants, beau-

tifully situated at the foot of the Alps,

in the entrance or jaws, as it were,

of a narrow defile, through which the

I..ech forces its way into the plain. This

narrow gorge was anciently called Fau-
ces JuticB, whence, it is said, comes
Fiissen. The Castle of the Bishops

of Augsburg stands on a rocky height

above. It is still tolerably perfect,

retaining much of the splendour of a

baronial residence of tlie 14tli century,

and is well worth a visit. It now be-

longs to the King.

Tlie most remarkable building in

the town is the sequestrated /Ibbey

of Ft. Magnus, now the jiroperty of

Prince Wallerstein. The existing Ab-
bey Church, a building of the 18th

century, conlains, among other relics

of the saint, his walking-stick, which

was carried about the country to chase

vermin from the fields.

From the position of the town at

the entrance of the pass into Tyrol,

there is considerable traffic through it.

For the same reason it has been found

important as a military position, and

has been the scene of repeated contests

down to 1800, when the French and

Austrians disputed the possession of it.

In 1735, a treaty of peace was signed

at the post-house, between the Empress

Maria Theresa and the Elector Maxi-
milian III. of Bavaria.

About 5 miles E. of Fiissen stands the

interesting Castle of Hohen Schwan-

gau, which has been rescued from a

state of decay, carefully restored, with-

out prejudice to its Gothic character,

fitted up as a residence for the Crown

Prince of Bavaria, and decorated for

him, with great taste, with frescoes re-

lating to the former owners of Schwan-

gau, by artists of the Munich school

;

IlOHEN SCIIW.A.XGAU. [ScCt. X.

with painted glass, ancient armour, &c.
Schwangau possesses a further claim to

notice as the residence of the family of

Guelph, by whom it was sold to the

Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. The
ill-starred Conradin of Suabia here

took leave of his mother on his depar-

ture for Rome
;
aud, at a later period,

Luther was sheltered within its walls

during the Diet of Augsburg. No
traveller should pass this way without

visiting it. The Castle court, or terrace,

commanding exquisite views in all di-

rections, and looking down upon the

Swan lake, is ornamented with 3 foun-

tains, each with a statue,—the Ma-
donna, by Glinde

;
the Swan, by Schal-

ler; the Lion, by Schwanthaler. The
1st Hall, that of the Schwanritter, is

painted by Neher and Quaglio ; the 2nd
(Schreyensaal) by Lindenschmidt; 3rd

contains views in the East to illustrate

the journey made by the Crown Prince

to Constantinople ;
4th, History of

Hohen Schwangau ;
5th, Bertha's Cham-

ber
;
6th, Ladies’ Chamber. On the

second floor,— 1st, Heroes’ Hall
;
2nd,

Hohen Staufl'ensaal, painted by Linden-

schmidt

;

3rd, Tasso’s Chamber; 4th,

Guelph’s Hall
;

5th, Chamber of Au-
(haris Duke of Bavaria, who married

the Lombard Princess Theodolinda;

6 th is decorated with illustrations of

the life of a knight during the middle

ages; and an upper chamber with a

series from the life of a noble lady.

Half a mile from Fusseii the Lech

forms a fine fall, close to the road.

The Bavarian custom-house is hard by.

The Austrian custom-house is I5 mile

from FUssen. The road into Tyrol,

beyond FUssen, was constructed by

excavating the solid rock, in the reign

of Joseph II. Ober Pinzwang is the

first place in Tyrol. Here the valley

contracts into a grand and picturesque

defile, called Kniepass, formerly de-

fended by a castle now in picbiresque

ruins, whicli was an outwork of Fort Eh-
renburg. To this pass succeeds a small

plain
;
and after passing the little Gothic

Huttenkapelle, built 1515, we reach

3 Ueutte

—

(Inn; Post; good), beau-

tifully situated on the Lech. Abotit
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2 miles off to the E. is the fall of the

Staubi, formed by the stream of the

Ache, which issues out of two small

lakes
;

it is said to be 90 ft. high, and
is easily reached by paths made by
tbe postmaster. The scenery of these

lakes, the Plansee and Heilerwangersee,

is also very striking.

Beyond Reutte the road begins to

ascend, threading the pass of the Eh-
renburger Klause, once defended by the

fortress of Ehrenburg, deemed impreg-
nable until stormed in 1552 by George,
Duke of Mecklenburg, with a detach-

ment of the troops of Prince Maurice
of Saxony, who marched through this

pass with an army of 20,000 foot and
2000 horse, and would have surprised

the Emperor Charles V. at Innsbruck,
but for the mutiny of a regiment at

Reutte, which occasioned the delay of
a day, and allowed Charles to escape
narrowly across the Alps in a litter.

The fortress was yielded up to the

French in 1800, and was by them de-
molished, since which it has remained
in a state of ruin. A little beyond this

our road makes a most circuitous curve,
and does not recover its S. direction

till the summit of the pass is sur-

mounted. As late as the 17th century,
plague chapels and burial-grounds were
erected by the road-side, showing the

prevalence of the disease along this line

of traffic.

3 Leermoos

—

Inn

:

Post. There is

tolerable cross road
; no hills, hence to

Partenkirch, 7 Stunden. From thispoint
the road ascends to the summit of the

p^ or the ridge called Auf-der-Fern,
dividing the waters which flow into the
L,ech from those which run into the
Inn. On the opposite descent a won-
derfully romantic ravine is passed, in ^

whose depths lie two small lakes, while
above them tower the picturesque ruins
ot the Castle Sigmundsburg, named
from the Archduke .Sigmund, who built
it. A fort called Femstein, built
across the road, in ancient times, closed
the passage up and down : it checked,
for a day and a half, the advance of
the troo|» of Maurice of Saxony.

2 Nassereit—(/««; Post, tolerable)

—A considerable village, the first in

Tyrol. In the course of this stage the

road ascends considerably, and the

scenery of the Vale of the Inn attains

the height of grandeur and sublimity.

On the opposite side the glaciers of the

Oetzthal open out to view; near Bar-
wies, below the level of the road, on
the right, is the round tower or Donjon-
keep of the Castle of Klam. Oswald
W elser, one of the lawless lords of this

robber’s nest, had the audacity to seize

the Abbot of Wilten in his bed, and
carry him off to this castle, where he
was deposited in its deepest dungeon,
in spite of the terrors of tbe church.

2 Ober Miemingen. The borders
of the river Inn are reached near

lA Telfs. 1 T T> oio
4 Innsbruck. }

^12.

ROUTE 178.

AUGSBURG TO KATISBON.

16^ Germ, miles = 79^ Eng. miles.
Eilwageu daily.

At the town of Friedberg (Route
166) our road turns off N. E. to

3 Aichach.—A small town, beyond
which the road passes through the vil-

lage of Wittelsbach, and under the
hill which once bore the castle of Otto
von Wittelsbach, the cradle of the
reigning house of Bavaria. Its founder,
Otto, was laid under the ban of the
Empire for the murder of the Emperor
Philip, 1198, his possessions seized, and
his castle destroyed, 1209. A church
and a monument have been built on its

site.

2 Schrobenhausen .—Inn ; Post.

2 Pbrnbach.
2 Geissenfeld.

Neustadt.— A deserted town,
which, with the remainder of the route
to Ratisbon, has been described at

p. 100.

2^ Post Saal, p. 101.

2^ Ratisbon, p. 73.

ROUTE 179.
UATISBON TO EGBU AND CAKI.8UAD, BY

AMBEKG.

23 Germ, miles = 110| Eng. miles.
To Eger direct, avoiding Amberg, only

V 3
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1 8^ Germ, miles = 89 English miles.

Postwagen hirice a week. The road is

bad, and ill provided with post-horses
;

it is an almost continual though very

gradual ascent, from the moment of

quitting the Danube
;

the scenery of

the valleys of the Regen and Naab is

very pleasing. After passing through

Stadt am Hof, tlie suburb of Ratisbon,

the river Regen is crossed by a bridge,

and the road ascends along its left bank

to Regenstauf, where it re-crosses the

river, and leaves it to traverse a hilly

ridge into the valley of Naab, which it

reaches at

3 Burg Lengenfeld.

—

2 Schwandorf.

—

Inn

:

Post
;

a vil-

lage with a castle of Prince Waller-

stein.

Here the road to Amberg crosses the

Naab. But since there is nothing re-

markable in that town, the traveller,

bound for Eger or Carlsbad, had better

avoid the detour, and continue along

the left bank of the Naab to

1^ Schwarzenfeld
;
a pretty village

with 2 bridges, a large saw-mill
;

a

chateau, and a pilgrimage church on

the hill above, approached by a line of

chapels. The roads hereabout are mac-
adamised with white quartz pebbles,

brought down by the streams from the

Bbhmer Wald mountains. The ex-

cessive purity of this rock renders it a

lit material, when pounded, for the

Bohemian glass.

The next town is Naabhurg, occu-

pying the slope and summit of a height,

still surrounded by antique walls, and

approached by low arched gateways.

The highest building is a Gothic

Church, in the elegant pointed style,

with lancet windows.

2^ Wernberg.

—

Inn

:

Post
;
tolerable

sleeping quarters. A new road has been

made from this to Nuremberg by Hirs-

cbau. Route 174“.

[We will now return to the road

from Schwandorf to

3 Amberg.

—

Inns : Schwan ;—Wit-

telsbacher Hof Wilder Mann. This

was formerly chief town of the Uirper

Palatinate; it is situated on the Vils,

and has 7000 inhabitants.

2 Hirschau, in p. 95.

2 Wernberg.
Here the direct road from Ratisbon

rejoins that from Amberg.]
2 Weiden.— Inn: Post; Golden

Adler, not good. The church bells are

rung at 1 1 at night as a sort of curfew,
and at 1 in the morning, in pursuance
of an old custom, dating from the time
of the Swedish invasion. Weiden is

an old town, prettily situated on the

Waldnab. About 4 miles beyond it

the road passes through another pic-

turesque old town, ,Neustadt on the

Waldnab. This is a hilly stage, but
no extra horses are imposed.

2^ Schonficht, a dreary country

—

but good road, and not hilly.

1:^ Tirschenreuth.

—

Inn

:

Post.

[A very bad road has been made
direct from this to Marienbad and
Carlsbad, through Mahring (the Ba-
varian custom-house, 10 miles), Bre-

merhof (Austrian ditto)
;

it was mac-
adamised in 1836, as far as the

Bohemian frontier, tlience to Marien-
bad

;
is still a mere corduroy road, very

bad.]

1^ Milterteich.—At Waldsassen, 4
miles from Eger, the Bavarian frontier

is passed, and that of Bohemia is en-

tered. The suppressed convent, a con-

spicuous building, is converted into the

Landgericht.

The road is conducted, for a consi-

derable distance, through forests, to

2 Egei -.—Route 260.

2 Sandau.

2 Marienbad.—Route 261.

ROUTE 180.*

THE DANUBE (b).—RATISBON TO PASS.AU.

For preliminary information respect-

ing a voyage down the Danube, see p.

96.

• A Post Road, from Ratisbon to Passau, ’

runs along the riglit bank of the Danube, i

but not always in sight of it, though in ftill
J

view of the opposite bank, '

The distance is 15 Germ, milessTSt Eng,
miles. Eilwagen daily to Passau. .\ Lohn-
kutschcr. with a carriage and 2 horses, may
be hired forl2 toH Guldens and a Trinkgeld,
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Steamers ply on the Danube, between

Ratisbon and Vienna, daily in sum-
mer (from May to October), and every

other day, except in winter. They
make the voyage to Linz in 12 hours,

and up the stream from Linz to Ratis-

bon in 24 hours, stopping at night. In

the autumn, when mists lie long, or the

river is low, the steamer takes 1^ days

in descending, and halts for the night

at Passau. Carriages are taken on

board, tbe charge for one being double
the passenger’s fare, making the ex-

pense nearly as great as posting. The
vessels are clean, and provided with a

good table-d’hote. Fare 15 fl. in

the 1st place, and 10 il. in tbe 2nd.

Up the stream from Linz to Ratisbon

is less— 1 1 fl. 15 kr. and 7 fl. 10 kr. The
vessels touch at Straubing, Deggendorf,

Vilshofen, and Passau. They start

from below the bridge at Ratisbon,

near tbe inn “ Das Dampfschift’.”

An Ordinari, or public passage-boat

(see p. 97), sets out once a week from
Ratisbon.

The Danube reaches the most north-

ern point in its whole course at Ratis-

bon. Below this, it is rather more
interesting than above

;
the left bank

rises into considerable hills, hut the

right continues flat as far as Vilshofen

and Passau, where a sensible improve-
ment takes place. The chief point of

interest above Passau is Donaustauf
and the Valhalla,)6 miles below Ratis-

bon.

(/.) The river Regen, from which
comes Regensburg, the German name
of Ratisbon, flows into the Danube
close to the houses of .Stadt am Hof.
The left bank is picturesque from the

outset. It consists of wooded hills, in

whose recesses are one or two country-
houses and taverns, orplaces ofsummer
resort for the citizens. The chief of
these is the beer-cellar of Tegernheim.

and the journey may tie thus performed in
12 hours, exclusive of sto{ipa^e«. Vallialla
may be visited on tlie way, at the expense of
a det/air of about 3 miles, crossing the Dan-
ulie at Stadt am Hof, re-crossing it at tlie
bridge of Donaustauf, and joining the higli-

post road at Barbling.

(/.) At Tegernheim the limestotie

hills, which have followed the course of

the Danube from the Suabiau Alps,

give place to porphyry, as usual, to

the evident increase of the picturesque

Their slopes are planted with vines.

(/.) Donaustauf. — Iiin : The Val-
halla Hotel.

The ruined castle of Donaustauf and
the Falhath, on tbe neighbouring height,

are conspicuous objects, even from the

bridge of Ratisbon and from the roads

on both sides of the Danube. Tlie

castle of Stauf and the small town at

its feet were originally the property of

the Bishops of Regensburg. The castle

was blown up, and reduced to its pre-

sent ruinous condition, by Duke Ber-

nard of Weimar, in the Thirty Years'

War (1634), after a siege which its

small garrison withstood for more than

2 months. Both town and castle now
belong to the Prince of Thurn and
Taxis, who resides, during summer,
in the white Villa at the lower end of

the town. He has taken pains to pre-

serve the ruins, has rendered them ac-

cessible by footpaths carried up the

height, and has improved the pic-

turesque beauty of the spot by planta-

tions. The view from the castle is

delightful.

(4) About i mile outside of the

town, beyond the white Church of St,

.Salvator, on the summit of a com-
manding eminence, 300 ft. above the

Danube, and relieved by a background
of dark wood, stands

Valhali.a, a Grecian Temple of the

Doric order, in the colossal proportions

of the Parthenon, built by the present

King Lewis of Bavaria, as a national

monumeiit and temple of fame for Ger-
many

;
in which he has placed statues

and busts of the worthies of Germany,
her heroes and statesmen, sages, poets,

artists, musicians, &c., — from Ar-
minius, the conqueror of the Romans,
down to Blucher and Schwarzenberg

;

from the early Minne and Mcistcr-

singers down to Gothe, Schiller, and the

poets of the present era. A series of 3

terraces, faced with Cyclopean masonry.
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serves as a basement to it. Flights of
'

stone steps lead to it. i

The chief sculptors of Germany have
prepared decorations for the exterior

j

and interior. “ The northern pediment,
62 feet from the ground, represents

j

(in detached 6gnres) the “Hermann ;

Schlacht,’’ or victory gained by Ar- i

minius over the Romans : the southern

(sard to be designed by Rauch, though
executed by Schwanthaler), Germany
receiving the German states, each at-

tended by a symbolical figure, intended

to represent the provinces it regained

from the French.
“ Tlie interior is very gorgeous

;
the

floor paved, and walls lined with
polished marble, from the neighbour-

hoods of Ilaireuth and Salzburg. Color
is freely employed on the architectural

mouldings, and even on the caryatides

which support the roof, which preserves

its external form, and is composed of

metal gilt, the pannels ornamented with

platina stors upon a blue ground. The
space between the horizontal bearers

and the roof is filled with elaborate

scroll-work, containing figures of the

gods and heroes of the German my-
thology.

“ lichind two Ionic pillars at the

northern end, opposite to the bronze por-

tals of the principal entrance, is a recess

(the ‘opistho demos'), destined, it is

said, to contain the statue of the royal

founder.
“ The sides are divided by bold pro-

jections into three compartments, in the

centre of each of which is placed one

of the 6 figures of Victory, sculptured

in white marble by Rauch. Beneath

and on each side are ranged the busts of

the illustrious men to whose memory
the temple is dedicated. Their num-
ber amounts at present to more than

90—among them A. Diirer, Peter Vis-

cher, Erwin von Steinbach, Klopstock,

Gluck, Mozart. (Luther is said to be

excluded designedly [?] .)

“ On a frieze of white marble, running

round the building more than midway

from the ground, are represented, in

relief, scenes from ancient German his-

tory, from the earliest times down to

the introduction of Christianity. They
are executed in Carrara marble by
Professor Wagner of Rome. Above
this, tablets of white marble are let into

the wall, bearing in letters of gold the

names of the ‘ great and good,’ of
whom no authentic portrait is pre-

served. Among them are Alfred, Eg-
bert, Charlemagne, Pepin, and even

I

Hengist and Horsa. The 14 caryatides,

executed in limestone from the designs

of Schwanthaler, are intended to repre-

sent the ‘ Walkyren’ or Houris of the

ancient German Paradise
;
their hair is

coloured brown, flesh like ivory, bear-

skins gilt, tunics violet, under-drapery
white.”—R.
The building is lighted from open-

ings in the roof, glazed with ground
glass, and from a single window at

the N. end. No wood has been allowed
to form part of the fabric; the roof-tree

is of cast-iron
;

the white limestone,

nearly approaching to marble, of which
the building is constructed, comes from
Eichstiidt. The first stone was laid in

1830, and it was completed in 1842.

The architect is yon Klenze, and the

whole construction is masterly and
magnificent. Many of the stones are

of vast size; those which connect the

pillars above are 15 feet long, and re-

quired 26 horses to draw them up the

hill. “ When seen at a distance,however,

the temple, colossal as it is, unfortu-

nately shrinks into insignificance com-
pared with the vast substructions of

masonry of the same colour, on which
it is built.”—R.
A carriage road has been constructed

direct from Munich to the Valhalla

;

it winds up the hill from the bridge of

Donaustauf to the back of the Temple.

The view from the platform of the

Temple is most striking, and extends over

the flat plain of Bavaria to the snowy

j

peaks of the Alps of Tyrol in the south,

to the east as far as Sh-aubing, along

the line of the Danube, which bursts

out to view in flashes here and tliere,

and up the stream to Ratisbou, and far

beyond it.

The wooden bridges at Donaustauf,

and elsewhere on the Danube, are of a
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slight construction, in order that tlioy

may be removed in winter to allow tree

passage to the ice. The principle on

which they are built is nevertheless so

secure that, though they tremble under

the weight of a man walking across

them, they rarely give way.

(/.) Worth, a large chateau, with

towers at the corners, formerly belonged

to the Bishops of Ratisbon,’ and is now
the property of Prince Thurn and
Taxis. It is opposite to

(r/.) Pfiitter.* (Castra Vetera.)

The soil of the district round Strau- !

bing is a fine rich vegetable mould,
,

very fertile, called from its dark colour

Dunkelbodeii. The farmers inhabiting
|

the district are reputed to be very ,

wealthy
;
a single individual has some-

j

times 35 or 40 horses, and 12 pair of

oxen. From Donaustauf to .Straubing,

the river winds so very much that it

takes only half the time to reach Strau-

bing on foot from Platter that is re-

quired in a boat following its tortuous

course. It often changes its channel,

the banks are flat, and the scenery dull

in consequence. Owing to these ex-

cessive and tiresome meanderings, the

town ofStraubing is seen at one time on

the rt., at another on the It. of the tra-

veller, now Irefore and now behind the

vessel.

{/.J Sossau. A small white pilgri-

mage church with a high red roof : its

walls within are covered from top to

bottom with votive paintings, presented I

by pilgrims (§ 83) to the statue of the

Virgin within it, which is said to have

been transported hither, together with

the church, by angels in 1531, from a

neighbouring village which had become
Protestant.

(/.) A short distance above Strau-

bing is a strong dam of masonry fSos-

sauer Beschlacht) constructed by the

.Straubingers (1480), to close up an old
1

arm of the Danube, and turn the river

directly under their own walls, where it

still continues to flow.
'

(rt.) Straubing.^—Inn : liar; good.

• Fott Rirni. 3 Pfatter.

f Straubing .—During a great portion of

An ancient town of about 7500 inhab-
itants. In the centre of it rises the

tall square tower of the Rathhaus, sur-

mounted by 5 pointed spires. Near
the upper end is the Pfarrkirche, also

with a tall tower
;

at the lower end,

close to the bridge, is the Castle, now a

barrack
;

in the Carmelites' or Gymna-
sial Church, is the tomb of Duke Al-

bert XL, a masterpiece of old German
sculpture. Outside the walls, not far

from the water-side, is St. Peter s

Church, an old building modernised
within, but showing, in the Byzantine
portal leading to the tower, its real

antiquity. “ In one of the 3 chapels

planted round the churchyai-d, a tomb-
stone is pointed out as that which
covers the grave of the unfortunate

Agnes Bernauer. Though the daughter

of an humble citizen of Augsburg, this

fair damsel by her beauty and virtue

had gained the heart of Albert, son of

Duke Ernest of Bavaria, and he was
privately married to her. The secret,

unfortunately for the happiness of the

youthful couple, reached the ears of the

Duke, who had planned for his son a
more exalted match, and he carried his

anger so far as to deny him admission
to a tournament, on account of what
he called his dishonourable connexion
with a female of low birth. Albert re-

torted by publicly acknowledging Ag-
nes as his lawful wife, but by this an-
nouncement brought ruin on her and
misery on himself; since his father,

taking advantage of his absence not
long after, caused Agnes to be seized,

condemned to death upon false accu-
sation, and cast from the bridge of
Straubing into the Danube, amidst the

lamentations of the populace. Having
succeeded in freeing herself from the

bonds which surrounded her, the poor
victim, shrieking for help and mercy,
endeavoured to reach the bank, and
had nearly effected a landing, when a

the two next stages the road runs at adisUiuce
of 2. 3, and even 4 miles from the Danube,
null tlie traveller by land must lie sutislled

with occasional glimpses of it The Hue
hills, however, on the opposite bank are welt

seen.
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miscreant, with a hooked pole caught
her by her long hair, and dragging her

back into the stream, kept her under
water until the tragedy was completed.
The fury and despair of AUiert, on
hearing these horrid tidings, were
boundless.” ( Ph?iche’s Dnmibe.J He
fled away, and in open rebellion joined

the army of Louis the Bearded, his

father’s bitterest foe, and with him in-

vaded his native land to take vengeance
on the murderers of his wife. This

deadly and unnatural feud lasted a
long time, and was at last with difB-

culty appeased by the intervention of

the Emperor.
Fraunhofer, the optician, was born

here in a street which now bears his

name.

(/.) Ober Altaich, a Benedictine

convent, with two towers, stands nearly

on a level with tlie river. Tlie church

is decorated with fresco paintings repre-

senting tlie heretics in the forms of dogs

and wolves, with human faces. Motiks

are drawn sprinkling holy water over

the town of Straubing, which favoured

the Reformation ;
and in consequence of

the exorcism, Luther is seen running

away from it in the shape of an unclean

spirit, riding on a hog with the Bible

under his arm, a sausage in one hand,

atid a beer-glass in the other.

(/.) Bogen
;
a village, and above it,

on the height, another jiilgrimage

church, containing a singularly con-

structed hollow image of the Virgin,

which, though of stone, is said to have

floated up the river, and to have stopped

here ! The church stands within the

enclosure of the ruined castle of Bo-

genburg, originally a robber-knight’s

stronghold, until its owner, converted

from his evil ways by the miraculous

arrival of the image, bestowed all his

property on the Convent of Altaich.

The image was a source of great wealth

to the monks, in consequence of the

gifts poured in by innumerable hosts

of pilgrims, among whom were 3 Ger-

man Emperors.

(1.) Metten, also a Benedictine abbey,

was founded by Charlemagne in com-

pliance with the request of a holy her-

-RATisBON TO PASSAU. [Sect. X.

mit, named Hutto, whom he found
here employed in cutting wood, and
who excited the monarch’s astonishment
by hanging up his hatchet to a sunbeam

!

A few miles up the valley which opens
out behind Metten, stands the castle of
Eck, a feudal stronghold, almost unal-
tered after the lapse of 6 centuries.

The lowest vault of the donjon keep was
opened a few years back, and displayed
to view the horrors of a prison of the

middle ages. The floor was covered
with mutilated fragments of human
skeletons, and in a corner upon a
mouldering chair sat a human figure,

which, on being approached, fell into

dust.

(r/.) The only eminence which oc-

curs on the right bank of the Danube,
for many miles, is the Natternberg, an
isolated hill nearly opposite Metten.
According to the tradition, it was
dropped there by the devil, who, having

a grudge against the inhabitants of the

neighbouring village

—

(/) Deggendorf, on account of their

piety, determined to punish them by
drowning them in their own Danube.
With this object in view, he was at the

trouble of fetching a mountain out of

Italy, intending to dam up the river

with it, but while he was flying tlirough

the air, within a short distance of his

destination, the sound of the Ave chant-

ed by the monks reached his ears ; a
panic seized him, his burthen dropped
from his arms, and, falling on the right

side of the river, instead of in the mid-
dle of it, now forms the hill of Nattern-

berg. The castle on its summit was
destroyed by the Swedes. The Church
of Deggendorf possesses miraculous

wafers, which were stolen, according to

a tradition common in many parts of

Europe, by the Jews, and treated by
them with sacrilegious indignity. Each
insult, it is said, was accompanied by
the miraculous appearance of a child,

who thwarted the designs of the scorn-

ers : when the wafers were pricked with

thorns, they spouted forth blood
; when,

after baking them, the infidels tried to

eat them, they were transformed into the

figure of a child, and stuck in their
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accursed throats, and when thrown into

a well, a radiant glory settled on the

water, and betrayed the secret. What-
ever was the foundation of the story,

it caused the massacre of all the Jews

in Deggeiidorf, with the confiscation of

their goods
;
a measure which satiated

at the same time the avarice and the

prejudices of their Christian murder-
ers. This event took place 1337. The
story of the wafers is represented in a

series of 24 paintings on the walls of

the church
;
the wafers became an ob-

ject of pilgrimage, which annually drew
thousands of devotees to the spot, un-
der the sanction of the Pope (1489),
who promised a general absolution to

all who repaired hither. An agreeable

excursion may be made from Deggen-
dorf N. to Rusel, famed for its beauti-

ful view over the valley of the Danube,
and for its trout, which may be obtained
in perfection at the little inn on the

high road leading by Regen into Bo-
hemia.

(>/.) A little below the Natternberg,
the rapid- rolling green Isar falls into

the Danube. The distant spire of
Plaltling*, a village atid post station

on its left bank, about 5 miles from the

Danube, is barely visible above the

alder and willow trees.

(/.) Neider Altaich, a village with a
Benedictine monastery.

+ (rt.) Osterhofeii, a village through
which the high road passes, on an emi-
nence about lialf a mile from the river.

Behind it stands a Nunnery, built on
the s|K)t where a victory was gained
over the Avars on Easter (Oster) day.

(f.) VVinzer Castle was destroyed by
the wild Pandours in the service of
Maria Theresa, commanded by Baron
Treiik, 17 JO.

(/.) Hofkircheti. The owners of this

castle, in the middle ages, the Counts
ofOrtenburg, were robber-knights, whose
practices resemble those of modern

• Pott Rond.
3i l*UttUog. Outside tlic villaj'o, the Isar

is crossed hv a Ion;; wooden bridge, and tlie
chateuu of Moos, belonging to Count Prcisiiig,
is passed on the leR,

t 2 Usterhofen.

wreckers, since they laid claim to
“ Grundruhr,” that is, the right of seiz-

ing every vessel which rati ashore or

even touched ground in the part of the

Danube which traversed their domain.
This was by no means a rare occur-

rence, since, not satisfied with the chance
which the difficult navigation of this

part of the river aflbrded them, these

high-born robbers made a practice of

attacking the vessels and driving them
ashore.

(/.) Hildegardsberg

,

one of the most
picturesque castles on the Danube, and,
according to the legend, the dwelling of

St. Hildegard, was also reduced to

ruin by the Pandours, 1740.

[rt.] Near the village Kinzing, the

granite composing the Bohmer Wald
mountains crosses the river and hems
in both banks

;
and the plain, which has

occupied the right bank of the Danube
all the way from Ratisbon, gives place

to hills, which continue and increase in

height and in tlie beauty of their

scenery, nearly as far as Aichach, in

Austiia.

(rf.) Vilshofen\.— Intis: Post,

clean and comfortable, capable of ac-
commodating a large party. D. J.

—

Ochs
;

tolerable. A small town,
prettily situated, with two gate-

towers, anil two bridges over the
Danube and over the Vils, which here
falls into the Danube. The Hospital
here was founded by one Tuschl, who,
having discovered the infidelity of his

wife, caused her to be walled up, and
passed the rest of his days in single un-
blessedness, adopting* this doggerel
motto :

—

Two dogs at one lione,

I Tuschl live alone.

Hence to Passau there is scarcely a
village or castle worth noting. The

1 2 Vilshofen. Tlie direct Vienna road pro-
ceed from this to Furstenzcll, 2i miles, and
Scharding. 2 miles, where it falls into Route
132, and leaves Passau entirely on one side.

Those who are not pressed for time, however,
would do well to go at all events iVom Vils-

hofen to Passau, instead of taking the direct
road to Scharding. I'he road is very good,
though hilly, from Passau to Scharding, and
the scenery charming the whole way.
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hills, which gradually close upon the

river, are not high enough to give a

character of grandeur to the scenery,

and the Danube is beset with rocks and
gravel beds, over which its confined

current boils and rushes. The houses

of the peasantry are of wood, with over-

hanging roofs, like the Swiss. Oppo-
site (rt.) Saiidbach a dangerous rapid

called Gehukelt, caused, according to

the legend, by the devil throwing stones

at the Crusaders under Frederick Bar-

barossa in order to stop them, and
thwart their holy purpose, has been re-

cently nearly removed by the Bavarian
Cfovernment blasting the rocks in the bed
of tlie river which were the cause of it.

(rt.) The road is partly cut through

rocks - at the side of the river. A co-

lossal stone lion is here erected, to com-
memorate its construction, during the

reign of Maximilian Joseph. At la.st,

Fort

(/.) Oherhaus, on the commanding
heights above Passau, comes in sight,

and soon after Passau itself. The left

bank is studded with country-houses,

gardens, and orchards.

Passau*.—bins ; Hirsch (Post); Dev
Mohr, tolerable

;
Schwarzer Adler in

the Innstadt, comfortable and moderate
—H.P.; but none of the inns are good.

Passau, once the capital of an eccle-

siastical principality, extending 24

square miles, with 60,000 itihabilants,

and a yearly revenue of 400,000 11.,

PASSAU.

• 21 Passau.

[Sect. X.

was governed by bishops down to the
peace of Luneville, but is now a fron-
tier town of Bavaria. It has a popula-
tion of 10,.500 inhabitants. It stands
at the junction of the rivers Inn and Ilz

with the Danube, and consists of Passau
Proper, built in the shape of a triangle,

on an eminence which occupies the

promontory between the Danube and
Inn ; of the Innstadt suburb on the right

bank of the Inn
;
of theAngersuburb and

the Fort Oberhaus, between the Danube
and the Ilz

; and of the Ilzstadt suburb
on the left bank of the Ilz. The river

Inn, at the point of junction, is both
wider and has had a longer course
than the Danube

;
but the direction

wliich the united rivers follow after

their union is not that of the Inn, but
of the Danube

;
that stream moreover,

though contracted here to a width of

200 metres (650 ft.), is very deep (7
metres=22| ft.). For tliese reasons

it justly retains its name to the Black
Sea, and swallows up tliat of its rival.

All fliree rivers are here crossed by
bridges. The buildings of the town,

rising one above another, have a grand
appearance from without

;
but within

there is little worth notice in them. The
principal are the Dom, a modern build-

ing of the 17th century, in the Italian

style, distinguished by a bell-shaped

cupola
;
the choir alone is a remnant

of the noble Gothic edifice erected be-

tween 1407 and 1450, which was de-

stroyed by fire 1662 ;
the Church ofSt.

Michael's; and the Jesuits’ College, a

vast building of the same age, now
converted into a school, by the side of

the Inn : the Bishop’s Palace, and
houses of the canons (now government
buildings), in the principal square

;
and

the Post-Office, opposite the Dom, a
building historically remarkable, be-

cause the Treaty of Passau was signed

in it, 1552, between Maurice of Saxony
and Ferdinand King of the Romans.
This treaty, extorted, it will be remem-
bered, from Charles V., gave toleration

to the Protestant religion, and freedom

to the Elector of Saxony and tlie laind-

grave of Hesse.

Passau is at present most remarkable
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for its situation, one of the most striking

in the whole course of the Danube, at

the meeting of two mighty waters. Shut

in by high mountains and beetling pre-

cipices, it cannot fail to make an im-

pression on the lover of the picturesque.

The scene can be best surveyed either

from the Castle of Oberhaus, or from
the Pilgrimage Church of Maria Hilf.

A bridge, resting on piers of granite,

leads across the Danube to the Fortress

of Oberhaus, which was built by the

Bishops of Passau at different times, to

overawe the citizens, and serve as a

place of refuge to themselves in the

hour of danger. On more than one

occasion, during feuds with the town's-

people, the Bishops'cannou played upon
the houses below. It is occupied by a

small garrison, and is still a place of

considerable strength, owing to its po-

sition on the summit of the escarped

precipices which form the left bank of

the Danube, and command the passage

of that river and of the Inn. Napo-
leon, sensible of its importance, sur-

rounded it with 8 detached forts, which
have long since disappeared. A long
flight of steps leads from the extremity

of the bridge inthe .Anger suburb, round
the hill, to the back of the fortress

;
and

there is a carriage roarl along the river

side under the cliffs, which, at the

point where they touch the Ilz, are

bored through with a Tunnel, cut in the

granite rock, to allow the road to pass.

The hank of the river is lined with
piles of wood floated down the Ilz in

spring from the forests of the Bbhmer
Wald. Beyond this is the old Castle
of Niederliaus, connected by strong
walls with the fortress above. The mo-

I merit the tunnel is passed, Passau is

I excluded from view, and the quiet little

j

suburb of Ilzstadt, lying at the foot

i of the hill Ijeyond the dark Ilz, ap-

j

pears.

The tower of Fort Oberhaus, on
which the fire-watch 39) is stationed,
commands the most extensive view;
but strangers are not admitted to it with-
out a special order from the comman-
dant. Tliey are usually conducted to
the windows of the garrison hospital.

from which the junction of all three

rivers is seen, but not to much gi eater

advantage than from the outside of the

fortress.— D. J. The Ilz falls into the

Danube close under the walls, and is

distinguished by the intense blackness

of its waters. About 2 miles up the

Ilz is the village and Castle of Hals,

situated on a neck or promontory, formed

by an extraordinary bend of the river,

which on one side of Hals runs in one

direction, and in an exactly opposite

direction on the other. Immediately
above Hals is another promontory, on

which stands Reschenstein castle, so

that the double curve made by the

river nearly resembles the figure 8. In

I a wood at the foot of the Reschenstein,

a subterranean canal opens out, which
has been bored quite through the isth-

mus to convey the floating wood from
the weir on the opposite side, by which
it is collected. The view into this

valley from the heights behind the Fort

Oberhaus (it is not visible from the

fort itself), near the powder magazine,

is very singular.

The visitor may vary his return to

Passau by the zigzag “carriage road

leading down from the gate of the Ober-
haus, and may cross by a ferry-boat

to the

Hill of Maria Hilf (Mary of Suc-
cour), which rises behind the Innstadt,

on the right bank of the Inn, exactly

opposite to the Oberhaus,and commands
a view scarcely inferior to it. It re-

ceives its name from a church on the

summit, containing a miraculous image
of the Virgin, which annually attracts

thousands of pilgrims. It represents

the infant Saviour at the breast, while

from the other breast a stream of pure

water bursts forth from a metal spout,

to refresh the pious devotee ! The
church is approached by a covered

staircase, which the pilgrims ascend on
their knees, saying a paternoster on
each step; which, as there are 26 1, is

no short or easy task.

The Romans perceived at an early

period the military importance of the

position of Passau. They erected a
strong camp on the tongue of land be-
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tween the Inn and Danube, and gar-

risoned it with veteran Batavian troops,

giving it, from this circumstance, the

name of Batnva Castra.

At the beginning of the I7th century,

a student of Passau, named Christian

Elsenreiter, carried on a flourishing

trade in talismans, which he pretended

rendered the owner invulnerable. Tliey

consisted of strips of paper, inscribed

with fanciful characters, and with the

words, “ Teufel hilf mir, Leib und
Seel’ geb’ ich dir.” The charm worked
by swallowing the paper—after which
the party was secure from sword or

bullet
;

but if he died within 24 hours,

the Kvil one took possession of liim, body
and soul. So strong was the belief in

this “ Passauer Kunst,” as it was called,

that scarcely a German soldier engaged

in the Thirty Years’ War without pro-

viding himself with such a charm.

Passau must not he left witliout some
mention of its women, whose beauty is

indeed remarkable. In tliis respect

they certainly ought to take precedence

of the females of Linz in Austria, not-

withstanding their charms are vaunted

in almost every book of travels.

The scenery of the Danube below

Passau is distinguished by great gran-

deur, and the voyage (Route 196) to

Linz is easily made in 6 or 8 hours by
the Steamer, or in 1 day by a private

boat, which may be hired here for 9

florins.

Eilwagett daily to Ratisbon
;
once or

twice a week to Linz
;
twice a week to

Munich.

ROUTE 181.

RATISBON TO MUNICH, BY LANDSHUT.

16J Germ, miles =r TflJEng. miles;

a distance rather too great for one day’s

journey with post horses, as it occupies

about 14 hours. There is a tolerable

half-way house at Landshut. Eilwa-

gen daily. The country is uninteresting

as far ofi Landshut.

2 Eglofsheim. The handsome chii-

teau here belongs to Baron de Cetto,

long ambassador in England. The

[Sect. X.

King of Bavaria has caused a new road
to be constructed direct from hence to

Valhalla, p. 107, of which a fine view
is obtained.

In the course of this stage the river

Labor is crossed, and near it the battle-

field of Eckmuhl is passed, where the

French gained, in 1809, a decisive vic-

tory over the Austrians, and Davoust,
their leader, was rewarded for his suc-

cessful generalship with the title of
Duke of Eckmuhl by his master Na-
poleon.

2 Buchhausen.
2 Ergolsbach. A long, tedious stage :

the road winds grievously, and the tall

tower of Landshut is visible nearly from
the commencement. Towards the end
of it the road approaches the Isar, which
here spreads out into many arms.

2^ Landshvt—Inns

:

Post, clean, but

bad smell of stable
;
— Kronpriuz,

very good.—L. M. E. Agreeably situ-

ated on the Isar, which is here crossed

by two bridges. The town has a very

picturesque character, from the antique

architecture of its buildings, and the

number of its towers
;

the most con-

spicuous of them being that of St. Mar-
tin's Church, 450 ft. high. “ The prin-

cipal street is very long, very wide, and
lined with lofty old houses, many of

them having pointed gables, and re-

taining their original ornaments.”—R.
The old castle of Trausnitz (or trau es

nicht, trust it not), overlooking the

town from the height on which it stands,

was the prison of Frederic of Austria,

for 3 years, during which he was con-

fined by Lewis the Bavarian
;
and the

residence, in the 13th century, of the

Bavarian Dukes, many of whom are

buried in the vaults under the Church

of St. James, in the suppressed nunnery

of Seligenthal, on the opposite bank of

the Isar.

There is a more modern Chateau

(Schloss) in the middle of the town, and

an antique Rathhaus.

Landshut has lost in liveliness and
prosperity since 1826, wiien its uni-

versity was transferred to Munich : its

population at present falls below 9000.

We pursue our journey along the right
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bank of the Isar, which, though it comes

down with tremendous volume, a per-

fect inundation, at the season when the

snow melts, is half dried up in summer,

leaving bare vast unsiglitly gravel beds.

“ Before reacliiug Moosburg the Alps

appear, but become more distinct after

leaving it, showing a fine dark ridge,

and behind it a second ridge covered

with snow.”— L. M. The Isar is crossed

by a bridge.

2^ Moosburg (a new inn). Inn :

Post, small but decent
;
a small town

of 1600 inhabitants. The Stiftskirche

of St. Castulus deserves notice : it is a

Rom;uiesque building in the form of a

Basilica; the rich but somewhat clumsy
portal was added after 1146.

Freysing

—

Inn: Pflug (Plough)

—on the left bank of the Isar : 3500
inhabitants. The crypt under tlie Ca-
thedral is of great antiquity and sin-

gular architecture : the pillars have
monsters crawling up their shafts.

Freysing was originally the see of a
long line of prince-bishops, who built

the Palace for their residence.

Outside the town, close to the road,

is a monument to a Count of Abens-
berg, killed 1455, in a combat with

Duke Christopher of Bavaria.

2^ Garching, a small village and
post-house. \\'. of Garching lies the

Palace of Schleisheim (p. 58).

IJ Munich, p. 34.

ROUTE 182.

MUNICH TO LINZ, BY SCIIARDINO.

32 Germ, miles = 154 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen twice a week
;
but owing

to the long stoppages it makes on the

road, particularly at tlie Austrian fron-

tier custom-house, it takes 37 hours to

accomplish the jouniey.
2 Parsdorf.

2 Hohenlinden, a small village; in-

significant except for the battle fought
here Dec. 3, 1800, in which the French
under Moreau completely defeated tlie

Austrians under the Archduke John,
and took 10,000 prisoners and 100

cannon. The beautiful verses of

Campbell,

—

“ .\nd (lark as winter was the flow

Of Isar rolling rapidly,”

—

would lead one to suppose that the Isar

was in sight, or at least near the field,

whereas it is 20 miles distant. The
road traverses the field.

2 Haag.
3 Ampfing, a small village, near

which the Emperor Lewis the Bavarian

vanquished and took prisoner his rival,

Frederick the Handsome of Austria,

1322. The little church on the right of

the road was erected by the conqueror

in gratitude for his success. The river

Inn is crossed on the way to

3 Alt CEtting.

—

Inn, in the square,

not very good quarters, but capable of

furnishing an excellent dinner of fish.

This small town may be termed the

Bavarian Loretto (§ 83). It is one of

the most frequented places of pilgrim-

age in Europe, and thousands of devo-

tees repair hither annually to the shrine

of the Black Virgin, in the small church

which stands in the centre of the great

square. The building is covered ex-

ternally with votive paintings, represent-

ing various miracles supposed to have
been perfoimed by Our Lady of Alt

CEtting, and within, its walls are lined

with more costly ofl'erings of gold and
silver plate, arranged in glass cases,

consisting chiefly of models of limbs,

&c. upon which cures are thought to

have been wrought. Over the high

altar, in a circular recess, is placed the

figure of the Virgin and Child, the ob-

jects of tills adoration : the complexion
of both is black. The image, which
undoubtedly came from the East, is

covered with the most profuse and
costly decorations of gold, brocade, and
precious stones, also the gifts of ricli

and pious worshippers for 12 centuries

(since 696), during which tlie Virgin

has occupied her present abode, with

the exception of a short interval during

the Thirty Years’ War, when she was
removed to Salzburg with her treasures,

to protect them from the Swedes. The
hearts of many princes of Bavaria are

de^iosited in this sanctuary, and the
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names of the most distinguished pil-

grims, from Charlemagne and Otto of

Wittelsbach down to Pope Pius VI.,

are recorded on tablets of brass.

In the Parish Church, surmounted
by 2 steeples, on one side of the square.

General Tilly, the fierce champion of

the Roman Catholic cause during the

Thirty Years’ War, is buried. In 1814

the coffin was opened, and the skull

sawn in two, to gratify the curiosity of

some princely potentate who happened
to be passing through the town. A fee

of a few kreutzers to the verger (Mess-

ner) will obtain for all who are curious

in such things a sight of the moulder-

ing relics of the once redoubted and
ferocious warrior.

About a mile off is Neu CEtting, a

village of 1800 inhabitants, with a

bridge over the Inn.

3 Markll. Between this place and
Braunau the Salza falls into the Inn.

The.se two rivers divide the Bavarian

from the Austrian territory.

The Bavarian custom-house is at the

village of Simbach (§ 76), on the left

bank of the Inn
;
and on the right is

the first Austrian town

2 Braunau,— Inn : Traube
;

best.

“ Comfortable and reasonable :—trout

good.’’ Here passports (§ 86, 87) and

baggage are examined by the Imperial

officers. Braunau lias 2000 inhabitants,

and is partly surrounded by its ancient

wall and ditch, though they no longer

serve for its defence. In the Parish

Church is tlie tomb of one Steininger,

whose death was caused by the length

of his beard, which tripped up his

heels. A portrait of him and his beard

is seen on the gate leading to Salzburg.

Palm of Nuremberg, the bookseller,

who was murdered by Napoleon for

publishing a pamphlet against him, is

buried in the same church. He was

seized by a party ofFrench gens-d’armes,

who crossed the frontier for the pur-

pose, and, being tried by a court-mar-

tial, was shot here.

Hence to Schilrding the road follows

the right bank of the Inn, coming in

sight of it now and then.

2 Allheim. There are two roads

[Sect. X.

hence to Linz; a. by .SchUrding.

3 Schilrding

2 Siegharding

2 Bayerbach

3 Efterding

3 Linz

3 Ried.— Inn ;

Hirsch

2 Nieder-Haag
4 Lambach
2 Weis
2 Neubau
2 Linz

{

Route 19.5 — the

Route of the Eil-

wagen from Mu-
nich and Nurem-
berg.

'll. By Lambach a
post road, Route
198. The shortest

way from Munich
to Vienna is by
Weis, turning off

( there to Enns,

and leaving Linz

on the left ; though

that town, from its

beautiful situation,

deserves to be

visited.
V

ROUTE 183.

MUNICH TO PASSAU.

22 Germ, miles = 106 Eng. miles.
'

described iiiRoute

182, p. 115. At

2 Parsdorf Ampfing the road

2 Huhenlinden ) to Passau branches

2 Haag v off to the left, from

3 Ampfing
j

that to Linz. A
I very bad cross road

[ conducts to

2 Neumarkt on the Rott.

2J Eggenfelden.

2 Pfnrrkirchen.

4 Vilshofen
1 Route 180, p. 111.

2^ Passau )

The Eilwagen from Munich to Pas-

sau goes by the way of Landshut

(Route 181), 9:J Germ, miles, to

2J Vilsbiburg; Post, clean and

very cheap, but small.

2 Neumarkt
;
thence as above, to

11 Passau. But tliis route is 3

Germ, miles = 14^ Eng. miles longer.

ROUTE 184.

MUNICH TO SALZBURG BY WASSER-
BURO.

17 Germ, miles = 82 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen twice a week, in 17 hours.
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There is a more interesting but cir-

cuitous road by Rosenheim. Route

18.5.

2^ Znrneding.

2^ Steiuhbring. The Alps of Tyrol

and Salzburg fill the southern horizon.

2^ 5Vasserburg. — Inn : Post ;

Weiases Lamm. A small and ancient

town, picturesquely situated in a dell,

nearly surrounded by the river Inn,

which bends round it in the form of a

horseshoe. The number of inhabitants

is 2300. Most of the houses are con-

structed on arches, and the most con-

spicuous and elevated edifice is the

castle, built by the Counts of Limburg.
On leaving Wasserburg, the road

crosses the Inn, and ascends a steep

hill, which forms its left bank.

2 Frabertsheim.

At Altenmarkt the Alz, which flows

out of the lake Chiemsee, is crossed.

2 Stein .—Inn ; Post. Near the vil-

lage are the remains of the Castle of the

robber-knight, named Hans von Stein ;

the dungeons and caves, cut in the

rock, in which he confined the travel-

lers whom he waylaid, and the peasants

whom he seized and compelled to labour
at these subterranean excavations, are

still visible. One is called Hungerhole,

because prisoners were put in to be
starved to death

; another is a deep pit

whose only entrance is from above.

The direct road from Stein passes on
the left the lakes of Tachen and

2 Waging.

1^ ScliOEirain. About 4 miles be-

yond this, the Austrian frontier is crossed

(§ 86, 87). The picturesque outline of
the UntersbergandStauffenberg moun-
tains appears in sight before reaching
2 Salzburg, Route 198.

The Eilwagen takes a more circuit-

ous route from Stein, longer by half a
German mile than the above, through

2 Trauiistein (p. 118), near the lake
called Cliiemsee. The Roman station
Artobriga, on the high road from .Salz-

burg to Augsburg, was in this neigh-
bourhood.

2 Teissendorf.—Inn : not promising
outside, but comfortable. Tlie road at

first lies through a pretty valley, and

afterwards commands fine views of the

.Salzburg chain of Alps. Freilassing

is the last place in Bavaria, and Saal-

brueh is the Austrian custom-house.

2^ Salzburg, Route 198.

ROUTE 185.

MUNICH TO SALZBURG, BY ROSENHEIM.

THE CHIEMSEE, REICHENIIALL, AND
BKRCHTESGADEN.

19J Germ, miles= 94 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen once a week.

This is a post-road ; and, though

longer by 10 miles than the preceding,

is infinitely to be preferred on account

of the beautiful scenery traversed by it.

The first 8 or 10 miles out of Munich
are alone flat and uninteresting. Near
Perlach, a pillar, surmounted by a bust

of King Otho, marks the spot where he

took leave of his father, the King of

Bavaria, on his way to assume the

crown of Greece. The verses on the

pedestal are from the royal pen.

3 Peiss. Near this a Roman high-

way crosses our road. Klein Helfen-

dorf is believed to be the Roman
Isunisca. At Gross Helfendorf St.

Emmeran was murdered.

3 Aibling (/n«

:

DuschlbrUu) was
the Roman Albianum. It is an ancient

town, overtopped by a castle on a
height. Here a road turns off to Inns-

bruck by Kuflstein. Route 229. Our
route follows the course of the Mang-
fall, a small stream which drains the

lake Tegernsee, and is subject to de-

structive inundations at particular sea-

sons. In the S. rises the colossal

mountain Wendelstein.

1^ Rosenheim. — Inn

:

Goldene
Traube

;
convenient sleeping quar-

ters, but the house middling and dear.— L. de S. A flourishing town of

about 2000 inhabitants, in one of the

most beautiful spots in Bavaria, situ-

ated near the junction of the Mangfall
and the Inn. No one should omit to

ascend to the Schlossgarlen, E. of the

town, to enjoy the exquisite view. Ro-
senheim is the seat of very extensive

salt-works, which produce annually

200,000 cwt. of salt. The brine is not
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obtained on the spot, but is conveyed
hither from Reichenhall (Route 229)
through an aqueduct, or line of iron
pipes, 42 miles long, constructed in
1810. The brine is pumped up by
powerful and ingenious hydraulic en-
gines, in order to surmount the inter-

vening mountains. After crossing the
Inn by a wooden bridge, the road be-
gins to ascend, and beyond the post
station,

3 Weisham, the Chiemsee, the largest

lake in Bavaria, opens out to view. It

is about 12 miles long and 9 broad.
It contains 3 islands : Herrnworth, on
which stands a monastery now seques-

trated
;
Frauenwbrlh, on which was a

nunnery
;
and Krautinsel, formerly a

kitchen garden for the monks and nuns.
The lake is famed for its fish, which
may be obtained in perfection at the

inn of Seebruck, a village through
wliich the road passes. The road skirts

the northern margin of the lake.

3 Traunstein (the Goldene Hirsch is

a very comfortable and well-conducted
inn) lies on the left bank of the Bava-
rian Traun, and has 3000 inhabitants,

the greater part of whom derive their

subsistence from the salt-works, which
are supplied with brine, like those at

Rosenheim, from Reichenhall, 21 miles

oil’. Abundance of wood for fuel is

furnished by the forests on the banks
of the Traun, and is floated down (he

stream to this spot.

3 Teissendorf, p. 117. There is a di-

rect road from hence to Salzburg, p. 117.

The following more circuitous route

jrroceeds from Traunstein by Siegs-

dorf. Near Imzell, half way, is the

great reservoir of the brine pumped up
out of the valley of the Saal from Rei-

chenhall, and distributed thence to

Traunstein and Rosenheim, because

wood for fuel, which is scarce at Rei-

chenhall, is obtained there in abun-
dance. The pipes of the aqueduct

are seen by the road side. At Nagling,

Weissbach, and Witernosselgrabe, are

the hydraulic machines constructed by
Reichenbach for pumping up the water.

The road is carried, for a considerable

distance, along the face of the rock.

with precipices above and below it,

through scenery of great interest.

Before reaching Reichenhall, our
road falls into that leading from .Salz-

burg to Innsbruck (Route 229), and
passes in sight of a small lake, the
Thumsee, the old castle Karlstein, and
the church of St. Pancras, to

2 Reichenhall. Inn; Post; good.—Described in Route 229.
Leaving Reichenhall for Berchtes-

gaden, the road passes, on the right, the
Convent of St. Zeno, and traverses the
Pass of the Hallthurm (Salt-tower)

;
on

the left rises the bare precipitous wall
of the Untersberg mountain. The hy-
draulic machines which convey a por-

tion of the brine from Berchtesgaden to

Reichenhall raise it at once 1218 ft.

2 Berchtesgaden, Route 199.

ROUTE 186.

MUNICH TO innsbuu'ck, bv the lake
OP STAREMBERG AND PARTENKIRCH.

20JGerm. miles = 98J Eng. miles.

Eilwhgen 4 times a week, in about
26 hours.

Unter Sendling (Greber’s Inn), a
village scarcely beyond the outskirts of

Munich, is memorable for the bravery

displayed by a band of 5000 Bavarian

peasants, who, during the war of the

Spanish succession, in 1705, descended
from their native mountains, and at-

tacked the Austrian army, which at

that time occupied Bavaria. They
were literally cut to pieces, and van-

quished, after a stout resistance, with a

loss of 3000 slain. A fresco painting

outside the church commemorates the

event. The principal figure represents

Balthasar Meyr the gigantic black-

smith, of Kochel, who had on the day
previous slain 19 of the enemy witli

Ins own hand, and now, seeing that all

was lost, collected 37 mountaineers,

and followed by them and attended

by Ills two sons, devoted himself to

certain death. He wields in liis hand

a spiked club or morning star, with

which he long kept his foes at bay,

until overpowered by two Hungarian

horsemen.
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Beyond Sendling, on ihe right of the

road, lies Furstenried, a n>yal chateau,

no longer inhabited. The road runs

through the royal deer-park attached to

it. From the height of Buchhof the

first view is obtained of the lake

3 Staremberg or Staniberg {Inn:

Post, where the guests may feed on

the lake trout, and a fish called Ren-

chen) is a village at the N. end of the

lake of Staremberg, called also IVurrn-

see. a beautiful sheet of water about 16

miles long and 5 broad. Its banks

are highly picturesque, scattered over

with villas, villages, castles, churches,

and convents
;
and in the middle is an

island. On the E. shore stands Berg,

a hunting lodge of the King of Bava-

ria, with a pleasing look-out and agree-

able garden. Possenheim is the seat

of Prince Max. An obscure tradition

relates that Charlemagne was born and
brought up in a mill on the shores

of the Staremberger See.

The road skirts the W. shore of the

lake, gradually ascending the hills

which border it. From the summit of

the Hirschberg, a little off the road,

a fine view may be obtained of another

lake to the W., called Ammersee. On
the N. of it rises the monastery of An-
dechs, on the Holy Hill, so called from
the relics preserved in the church (§ 83).

This part of Bavaria, between the

river Lech and Isar, used to be called

the Priest’s Comer (Pfafl'enwinkel),

from the number and splendour of the

religious establishments—abbeys, prio-

ries, convents
;
of which it possessed

more than 12, situated within the dis-

tance of a day's journey from each
other.

3 Weilheim, (Post : a tolerable inn,)

a small town of 3000 inhabitants, on
the Amroer.

Through a pleasing country, between
the lakes Riegsee aiid Stafl’elsee, the

traveller comes to

Muniau {Inn: Post; clean, but
complaint of incivility), a small vil-

lage standing on a hill, in front of an
amphitheatre of mountains. A great
part of it was burned down a few years
ago, and has been rebuilt in an im-

proved style. Its inhabitants make
pretty oraamentsof feathers. At Oberau,
where there are gypsum quarries, a road
branches oil’ on the right into the Am-
mergau, jrassing the convent Ettal,

founded by the Emperor Lewis the

Bavarian on his return from his coro-

nation at Rome. It was suppressed

1 803, atid is now a brewery
;
the exist-

ing buildings date from 1744. Its

church with its venerable arches is still

handsome. It lies about 2 miles W.
of our road, at the head of the Vale of

the Ammer, famed for its picturesque

beauties, and for the toys of wood,
ivory, &c., made by its industrious in-

habitants, which are exported to Eng-
land and Holland. The castle of

Werdenfels is passed on the right in

api)roaching

3 Partenkirch ( Inn : Post, clean

and comfortable; during the bath sea-

son it is difficult to obtain rooms with-

out ordering them beforehand), an old

town, known to the Romans as Parthe-

num. The situation is romantic, shut

in by high mountains, amongst which
the Zugspitz rises most conspicuous to

the W. About two miles oft' is the

sulphurous spi'ing of Kanitz, with
Baths, which causes Partenkirch to

be much frequented in summer by the

Munich people.

2^ Mitteuwald, {Bin

:

Post, tole-

rable,) a village consisting of very old

houses curiously painted outside, situ-

ated at a short distance from the Aus-
trian frontier, which is marked to the

E. by the dark and abrupt precipice of
the Karwendel. The village lies upon
the Isar, here crossed by a wooden
bridge, in so elevated a region that its

agricultural produce would barely
support its 1700 inhabitants 3 months
in the year. In order to obtain the ne-
cessaries of life, the men employ them-
selves in making violins, guitars, and
wooden toys and utensils

;
while the

women knit silk purses. The manufac-
ture of musical instruments is very
prosperous, and alone su|)i)orts about
100 families. A violin may be pur-
chased here for 15 or 20 tlurins.

This road over the Alps is of great
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antiquity. It was first constructed by
the Romans

;
and the commerce of

Italy passed by this line, during the

middle ages, to Augsburg and Munich.
The pass was formerly commanded by
the fort Scharnitz (Scarbia of the Ro-
mans), the first place in Tyrol

;
it was

called also Porta Claudia, because

built by the Archduchess Claudia
Medici, as a defence against the

Swedes in the Thirty Years’ War. It was
afterwards strengthened to resist the

French, and surrounded by a ditch

filled from the Isar. In 1805 Ney, at

the head of the united French and Ba-
varian army, forced an entrance into

Tyrol by capturing this fortress, which
was bravely defended by a garrison of

700 Austrians, under the command of

an English officer named Swinburne.

Ney, after two repulses, at length suc-

ceeded, by detaching a force round the

side valley of the Leutasch, in turning

the position and taking it in the rear.

Swinburne made a bold sortie, but was

overpowered and made prisoner. Ney
is said to have lost 1800 men, but the

Austrians were not spared. The con-

querors spent 12,000 llorins in blowing

up this fortress and the fort on the

l.,eutasch, so that at present scarce a

trace of them is to be discerned. The
Isar here issues out of a side valley

to the E. of the road. Its source is in

tlie mountain called Heisenkopf.

2A Seefeld. Jii/i

;

Post.

The road hereabouts attainsits highest

elevation, and the scenery the height of

grandeur. A bituminous slate, mixed
with a dark limestone (Stinkstein), is

quarried in the Reiter Joch, to the E. of

Seefeld, on account of the abundance of

bitumen (stone-oil, or mineral pitch)

contained in it. This is obtained from

the stone by exposing it, broken into

small pieces, and enclosed in crucibles,

to the heat of a furnace for 10 or

12 hours; after which the liquid pitch

distils and is drawn off. In the bitu-

minous slate of Seefeld numerous fossil

remains of fishes with scales, &c. are

found in a very perfect state of preser-

vation. An almost uninterrupted de-

scent, very steep, but conducted in

windings, passes the picturesque castle

of Fragenstcin, frequently occupied as

a hunting-lodge by the Emperor Maxi-
milian, and leads down to the valley of
the Inn, a glorious view of which opens
out shortly before reaching

2 fuNSMUCK. }
212.

ROUTE 187.

MUNICH TO INNSBRUCK, BY BENEDICT-
beuern and the lakes of KOCHEL
AND WALCHEN.

20| Germ, miles = 93J Eng. miles.

A post road, separating from the pre-

ceding route at Sendling, and proceed-
ing up the left bank of the Isar. This is

a most interesting route, but it should
not be attempted late in the season.

Tlie first part is fiat and tame through
Bayerbrunn, where there are ruins of
an old castle, and, by the convent of

Schbftlarn, now turned into a lodging-

house, to

4 Wolfrathshausen .—Inn : Post; in-

different and dear.—J.P.O. A pretty

village, at the junction of the Loisach

with the Isar, about 3 miles E. of the

Lake of .Staremberg. (See p. 119.)

4 Benedietbeuern .—Inns : Post ;

—

tlie Lion, a mile before reaching this, is

good : a capital fish, Renchen, and old

Burgundy, may be obtained here. This i

once wealthy and celebrated Monastery

was founded 740, but had been rejieat-

edly destroyed before the actual build'

ing was raised. A manufactory of flint !

and crown glass, originally established

by Fraunhofer the optician, now oc-

cupies the building. Stained gl.ass for

windows is also made here, under tlie

superintendence of Mr. Franks, who
has equalled the most beautiful produc-

tions of the 15th century in this branch

of art.

Further on lies the picturesijue Ko-
chelsee, a lake about 3 mites long,

shaped like a horseshoe; it abounds

in fish, and its scenery has been com-
pared with that of Loch Katrine. On
the E. rise the precipices of the Bene-

dictenwand, from whose summit half t,

of Suabia and of Bavaria, with its nu-

merous lakes, may be surveyed. It is
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most conveniently ascended from the

village of Kocliel. The inn at Kochel

is miserable. On the shore of the lake

is the priory of Schleedorf. The steep

height of the Kesselberg, over which
the road passes, commands a view of

another romantic lake, the

3 JValcbensee or H'atlersee (from the

Latin Lacus ^'allensis), with a village

of the same name, and scarcely another

human habitation. It lies 564 ft.

higher than the Kochelsee, and has an
air of deep solitude

;
the wild over-

hanging mountains around it being

clothed, from top to bottom, with dark

unbroken forest. Tlie road winds
along its W. margin till it reaches

the Post-house of Wallersee, a good
sleeping-place, and clean, but very

small. There is capital fishing in the

lake, and it produces one of the best

fresh-water fishes which are eaten,

called Renchen.

Still mounting higher, the road re-

joins the Isar, now reduced to a moun-
tain torrent, and a little farther on falls

into tlie preceding route, by
3 Mitlenwald.

2iSeefeld.
2 Zirl.

2 In.n'subuck.
\ Route 212.

ROUTE 188.

MUNICH TO INNSBRUCK, RV TEGERNSEE,
THE BATHS OF KREUTH, AND THE
ACHENSEE.

Uf^ Germ, miles = 9.3^ Eng. miles,
con^uently shorter than the two pre-

ceding routes; and it surpasse.s them in

the beauty of its scenery. It is a post-
road the whole way, but in 1843
only 2 pair of horses were kept at
Achenthal. Eilwilgen to Tegernsee
and Kreuth 3 or 4 times a week dur-
ing summer. The first two stages
lie over the monotonous Imt well-cul-
tivated plain of Havaria, and possess
little interest for the traveller. The old
Roman road from .Salzburg to Augs-
burg crosses our route.

2^ Sauerlacli.—Beyond this is seen
a Roman rampart, extending from Zcl-

I

lerwald to the Mangfall, and called

,

the Devil’s Dyke.
2 Holzkirchen.— Inns: Post;

Obere Briiu (Brewhouse). Towards
the end of the stage, the Bavarian Alps
rise into view, with increasing grandeur
at every step. Beyond Gmund the road
comes upon the borders of the Lake of
Tegernsee, and winds along its E. shore
as far as

2| Tegernsee.—Inn : Der Traiteur
Hof; affording good accommodation,
but the charges have been raised of
late.

The Palace of Tegernsee, standing
on the E. margin of the lake, sur-
rounded by a village of about 99
houses, was originally a rich Benedic-
tine convent, the foundation of which
dates from the 8th century. The
long line of abbots who governed it

extends back for more than 1000 years.
Hie existing edifice, though compara-
tively modern, was originally fortified

to resist an enemy, and is still in part
surrounded by a ditch, 'fhe convent
w^ sequestered in 1803, and the late
King of Bavaria, Maximilian .Toseph,
struck with the beauty of the spot,
converted it into his summer residence,
and left it, at his death, as a jointure

j

house for his queen. Within, it is

elegantly fitted up, the cells of the
monks being converted into excellent
and cheerful apartments; but the paint-
ings or other works of art it contains

j

are not remarkable. Its chief recoin-

I

niendation is its situation, and the plea-
sant walks around and through the
larch wood, up the hill behind it, com-

!

maiiding a view over the whole lake.
I The Alpine scenery at the .S. extrein-

\

ity of the Tegernsee is exceedingly

I

grand.

I

The little chaiiel of St. Quirinus, on
the W. shore of the lake, marks the spot
where a source of naphtha or petroleum
rises. It is called St. Quirinus’ oil.

About 4 miles K. of Tegernsee, and
separated from it by a low ridge of
hills, lies the smaller hut still more
beautiful lake of Schleiersee. The car-
riage road to it is by Mieshach, a coil-

siderable detour
;
but there is a foot-

o
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path direct. There is an inn at the N.

end of tlie lake, and the island in tlie

middle bears a ruin called the Hunger-

tower, from a tradition that a certain

knight, on his return from the Holy
Wars, finding that his wife had been

faitldess, shut her up within, to starve

to death.

The distance from Tegernsee to

Kreuth is about 10 miles
;

tlie road

is most interesting. After quitting

the shores of the lake, you enter an

agreeable wooded valley, and are soon

hemmed in by mountains, from the

side of which beautiful marbles are

obtained. A little on the left of the

road are

2 Kreuth Baths (Inn: Post, also

a Bath-house, clean and moderate).

One of the most fashionahle and
frequented Bavarian watering-places,

often visited in summer by the Royal
family. The scattered group of build-

ings, consisting of baths, boarding-

houses, assembly-room, &c. occupy

a truly romantic situation, on a beau-

tifully-green upland lawn, at the foot

of high and forest-clad mountains,

which recede only far enough to leave

the above-mentioned space of meadow-
land, about ^ a mile square. From
its retirement and solitude, it has re-

ceived the name of the AVild Bath.

Its sulphureous Waters, though long

known, have only gained celebrity

since 1822, by the patronage of the late

King of Bavaria. Most of the build-

ings aie of recent construction, and

during the season (.June and July)

they are generally so thronged (chiefly

with Munichers), that it is difficult

to obtain accommodation without be-

sjieaking it beforehand. Kreuth not

only affords the usual remedies of water

to drink, and of mineral, vapour, and

douche baths, but is also celebrated

for its goat's whey (Molkenkur), and

infusion of medicinal herbs, gathered on

the neighbouring Alps (Krituterkur)
;

both of which are found efficacious

in certain complaints ;
their merits will

be explained by the physician resident

oh the spot. The goats are driven every

morning to the portico of theassembly-

BATHS ACHENTHAU. [ScCt. X.

rooms to be milked. There is a daily

table-d’hote here during the season
;

and, besides the large Bath-house, seve-

ral private lodging-houses on the op-
posite side of the river afford accom-
modation to strangers. At every turn

some friendly finger-post points out an
agreeable walk through the woods and
up the mountains, which will afford

health and variety to the invalid, and
recreation to the robust traveller, for

several days.

One of the most interesting points

among the mountains above Kreuth
is the Btauberg. It is a mountain wall,

dividing the AVeisachthal from the

Achenthal
;
its summit is a ridge nearly

3 miles long, in some parts hardly 3 ft.

wide. The view is most comprehen-
sive, extending equally over the moun-
tains of Tyrol, more than 300 of whose
rocky peaks, it is said, may be counted
from it, and over the plains of Bavaria,

including the Isar and the Inn, which
a])pcar like two waving lines of silver,

and even as far as Munich, which
shows itself as a black spot in the

farthest distance. Another good point

of view over the course of the Isar is

from the K'ouigsalp, an eminence a

little to the S.W. of the Baths.

About 10 miles ofl', within the Ty-
rolese frontier, is the Kaiser's Klause,

a gigantic dam with floodgates, built

across the bed of a mountain stream

to retain its waters until a sufficient

quantity is collected to carry down a

vast miiss of trees, cut from the neigh-

bouring forests, and thrown into the

torrent. Its situation in a narrow pass

is very romantic. The usual time of

visiting it is when the floodgates are

opened, a spectacle which many per-

sons repair from the baths to witness

(§ 111 ).

The road from Kreuth into Tyrol is

an almost continued ascent for about

6 miles. The Bavarian custom-house

is at Glasshiitte or Stuben, the Aus-

trian (§ 86, 87) at Kaiserswache, in

the narrow defile of the jmss of Achen,

which is chiefly inhabited by charcoal

burners.

3 Achenthal, a village of scattered
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houses, nearly 1^ mile long, is about

18 miles distiuit from Schwatz, and 24

from Tegernsee. Near the church is a

clean rustic Inn (Post), where trout

may be liad in perfection. Boats may

be hired here to convey carriages as

well as jKTsseugers over the lake ^chen-

see, which is about 6 miles long
;
but

the voyage is not to be recommended

when the wind is high or unfavourable.

The winding carriage road to Schwatz,

along its E. margin, untler the colossal

precipices of the Gamsjoch, for about

2 miles, is a mere shelf cut in the rock,

and the number of projecting promon-

tories prevent all view ahead. It has

lately been enlarged so that even heavy

carriages can pass along it, and pass

one another without ditliculty, though

in several places the rock overhangs the

way.
The scenery of the lake is in the

highest degree romantic ;
hemmed in

at the one end by precipices, and over-

looked by mountains clothed in per-

petual snow. Its fisheries belong to a

convent at Schwatz, and a few of the

brothers reside during summer at Bu-
chau, near its S. extremity, where boats

may be hired to cross the lake in going

from Schwatz to Achenthal. The sur-

face of the Achensee sank suddenly

nearly 4 feet at the time of the earth-

quake of Lisbon, and did not recover

its ordinary level for 24 hours after.

On quitting the lake, the road descends

througli a narrow defile to the village

of .Ten bach, in the valley of the Inn,

which gradually opens out to view,

terminated l)y the glaciers of Stubey.
At Jeiibach (a tolerable inn) there is a
considerable iron foundry, supplied

with ore from Schwader, on the op-

posite side of the river Inn. Horses are

kept here to assist in dragging carriages

up the steep ascent to Achensee on the

way from Schwatz. Tlie tarill’ for 2
horses from Achenthal to Schwatz is 4

fl. .30 kr. Bav.—C. D.
Our road is now carried past the

Castle of Tratzberg along the left bank
ot the Inn, as far as the Benedictine
convent of Viecht, beyond which it

crosses the river by a wooden bridge to

BURG TO WURZBURG. 12,3

3J Schwatz. — Inn : Post
;
—dear.

See lloute 229.

2 Volders.

2 Innsbruck, lloute 212.

ROUTE 189.

AUGSBURG TO WUnZBURG, BV NORDLINGEN
AND DINKELSBUHL.

2C Germ, miles = 125 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen 3 times a week. Augs-
burg is in Route 165. The road de-

scends the valley of tlie Lech, on the

W. bank of the river, to

2^ Meitingen.

2^ Donauvvoith, p. 99.

The romantic and fertile valley of

the Ries opens out near the miserable

town of

2 Haarburg, chiefly inhabited by
Jews. An old aasl/e looks down upon
it from above

;
its chapel contains some

curious monuments, and it commands
a fine view.

2, Nordlingen (Inns: Golden Ox,
new, and apparently best; Krone; Post),

an ancient walled town, still encircled

by towers, containing 6500 inhabitants,

the capital of the fruitful Riesdale.

The Cathedral, a handsome Gothic
edifice, peculiarly interesting from
having escaped the modernizing from
which so many old churches have suf-

fered, contains a sacraments hauslein of

stone, a taper spire of I'retwork 50 feet

high, resembling those of Ulm and
Nuremberg, a carved stone pulpit, and
several curious monuments and paint-

ings, but is especially distinguished by
its tower, 345 feet high. 'I'he llathhaus

is ornamented with fresco paintings of
the battle of Nordlingen, gained by
the Austrians and Bavarians over the

.Swedes, commanded by Bernard of
Weimar and Count Horn, in 1634.
The gallant veteran Horn had opposed
the action, because the Imperialists

were stronger than the Swedes by 5000
men. He was overruled

;
but the bold

and impetuous charge.s which he re

peatedly led again.st the enemy would
have gained the day, but for the steadi-

ness of the Spanish troops in the Em-
peror's service. Horn and 4000 of his

o 2
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men, with the artillery, were taken,

and 8000 were slain. This victory

was as important in its consequences to

the Imperialists as tliat of Liitzen had
been to the Swedes.

Vast quantities of carpets are manu-
factured here, and Nordlingen is also

famed for geese, and trades largely in

their feathers.

The road now traverses the domains

of the house of CEttingen-Wallerstein.

The Chateau of the Prince is situated

in the village of Wallerstein, and near

it are the ruins of a castle, the more
ancient residence of the family from

which it gets its name.
2 Freindingen.

2 Dinkelsbuhl is another venerable

walled town, anciently a free city of

the em])ire (see Route 151).

Feuchtwangen. — hms

;

Hirsch
;

—Schwan (see Route 154).

4 Rothenhurg. An ancient town, in

a beautiful situation, surrounded by

walls, towers, and a ditch, numbering

(1000 iuhahitants
;

built on the right

bank of tbe Tauber. It was originally

a free city of the empire, with a territory

of 12 square miles. The principal

Church was built in 1373-0, in the

pure pointed Gothic style, and deserves

inspection for its monuments, painted

glass, &c. The sculjiture of the high

altar of St. .Tames, enclosing paintings,

ranks among the most remarkable pro-

ductions of early German art (date

1400). Near this are tbe retired baths

of Rurgbernheim and Wildliad, by no

means places of fashionable resort at

present, but cheap.

3 Uflenheim.

24 Ochsenfurth, on the Main.

2’vVuhzburg. Route 107.

ROUTE 190.

AUGSBURG TO MILAN.

58J Germ, miles = 222 Eng. miles.

13J Wangen, as in Route 170; ta-

riff of Wtirtemberg.

14 Stauben, tariff of do.
;
no sleep-

ing place. See Route 212 for an ac-

count of

2 Bregentz, descent rapid
;
La Poste

dear and middling ;
Bavarian tariff.

34 Hohenems : liere the wagenmeister

expects a fee, which is not demanded
in Bavaria, but is universal in Switzer-

land and Italy.—Austrian tariff begins.

2 Feldkirchen
;
Golden Crown, mid-

dling. Route 212.

3 Balzers
;
Inn bad. (Tlie rest of

the Route is in Handbook for Swit-
zerland.)

34 Coire; a third horse for the first 3
miles, charged with a boy I fl. 24 kr.

—

Grisons tariff begins.

34 Tusis: Goldenen Adler tolerable,

and civil landlord. The ascent com-
mences at Reichenau, where the charge

of 1 fl. 18 kr. for each horse clears all

the barriers on this pass.

2 Andeer; Poste good : a third horse

from Tusis to the summit of the pass.

2 Splugen
;

Poste good
;

wooden
drags to be had here.

4 Campo Dolcino
;
no sleeping place.

Drag required almost all the way from

the summit to Chi4venna. Italian

spoken.

2 Chiavenna; Poste very good. Lom-
bard-Auslrian tariff begins

;
postilions

expect 4 zwanzigers a post. Road to

Milan level and good.

2 Riva; no sleeping place.

2 Colico ;
a small inn, but air un-

wholesome.

24 \'arenna; La Posta and Albergo

Reale, both dear and middling.

3 Lecco.

3 Caisaniga.

2 Monza.

I Handbook for

j
North Italy.

24 Milan; Croce di Malta, com
fortable.—J. D.
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§ 86. Passports.

Without the signature of an Austrian ambassador or minister on his pass-

port, no traveller is allowed to enter the Austrian dominions. No exception is

made to this rule, and it cannot be too strongly impressed upon the mind of tlie

traveller, as instances occur every year of Englishmen wlio, ignorant of this

regulation, have actually posted to the frontier, and have there lieen turned
back to seek the signature, first of their own Ambassador, and afterwards of

Ati Austrian minister, in the nearest capital in which sucli diplomatists reside, or

have been compelled to wait till their passports, sent by post, could be returned

•with the indispensable vis6s. It makes no difference if the passenger by the
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Eilwagen have paid the fare all the way to Vienna; he is either stoppe<lon the
fiontier town, however disagreeable it may be as a place of residence, or com-
jjelled to retrace his steps, however expensive and tiresome it may be, in order
to seek out the Austrian minister in person.

It is very desirable to have specified on the passport at the outset, all the different

provinces of the Austrian Empire which the traveller intends to visit, whether
Austria, Bohemia, Hungary, Tyrol, or Lombardy. Many persons are stopped
on the top of the Stelvio or elsewhere by a petty police-officer, because their

passports have been vis6 only for Tyrol or Lombardy, not for both.

§ f!7. AUSTIUAN FHONTIER AND CUSTOM-HOUSES.

A black and yellow stripe, the colours of Austria, on the toll-bar and cus-

tom-house door, and the double-headed black eagle with outspread wings
bearing two crowns and sceptres, mark the frontier of the Imperial and Royal
(Kaiserlicli-Kbniglich, K. K.) dominions. Tlie proceedings at an Austrian

custom-house are very methodical ;—nearly as follows. Tlie traveller, on
arriving, is addressed with great civility, is asked for his passport, and requested

to declare if he has any contraband articles. Those expressly forbidden, and
not admitted even on payment of duty, are playing-cards, almanacs, tobacco,

snutV, cigars, and sealed letters. If the stranger answers in the negative, his

passport is made out and delivered to him, and he will probably imagine that

the ordeal is past, and that he will be subject to no farther trouble. He is mis-

taken, however ; the official having sanded the ink of his countersign on the

passport, now turns to the luggage, causes each package to be opened, separately

and distinctly, and thoroughly searched. A bribe docs not avert this, though if

administered in the shape of a couple of Zwanzigers to the searcher, along with

the keys, it may make him slow to find anything contraband, and quick to

despatch the business. Travellersin private carriagesare (with some exceptions)

commonly dismissed exempt from any search

i

in all cases the custom-house

proceedings are distinguished by the utmost courtesy and politeness.

'rravelling carriages, wearing apparel, and trinkets or jewels for personal use,

pay no duty.

The strictest jirccaulions are used to prevent the introduction of tobacco, as it

is an Imperial monopoly. A small quantity of it, or of snuff, cigars, or tea,

under 5 lbs., may be passed on paying duty; but it must be declared at once, or

it will be forfeited. All books interdicted by the censure are at once confiscated ;

those about which a doubt exists are retained to be examined by the censor.

As a general rule, it is worth a traveller's while, on entering a new territory,

to give the douaniers a couple of francs or Zwanzigers, by which he will

obtain civility and despatch. It is unnecessary to fee the meir who revise

the passports, but the porter who carries them sonretimes expects a few

Kreutzers.

§ 88. AUSTRIAN MONEY.

In Tyrol and Salzburg, countries which were once under the dominion of

Bavaria, accounts are kept according to the Bavarian method—the florin=60kr.
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or 2^ Zwaiizigers; a Zwanziger contains 21 Bavai’ian Krcutzers j 3 Kreutzers

are equal to 1 penny. (§77.)

In the other German states of the Austrian dominions, there are two dilTerent

currencies : A. A good coinage, in which the florin or Gulden contains CO

Kreutzers, or 3 Zwanzigere, and each Zwanziger 20 kr., or about M. English.

This is called the Gulden Schwer, or Munz (heavy or good Gulden), and is

designated in accounts with the letters C. M., Conventions A/iinze.

B. A depreciated currency, called Schein or Papier-geld (make believe or

paper money). A Gulden Scbein==only 24 kr. of the heavy currency
;

it is

divided into 60 depreciated Kreutzers, 10 of which=4 heavy Kreutzers, and 5o

of which are contained in one Zwanziger.

Thus, while a heavy or Munz Gulden is worth 2s. English, a paper Gulden

is only worth lOd. of our money. This currency is designated by tire letters

W. W., ITiener iruhrung (Vienna value). The simplest mode of reducing

paper florins into good money is to multiply the sum by 2 and divide it by

5: e.y.

20 fl. W. W.
2

5) 40

8 fl. Conv. Munz.

And to reduce Miinz to Schein money
—multiply by 5 and divide by 2 : e. g.

8 fl. Conv. Munz.
5

2) 40

20 fl. W. W.

The copper money of the Schein currency is very puzzling
;
so that, whenever

it is possible, it is well to decline receiving it in exchange, and to ask instead

for Silber Munze. It is, however, hardly possible to escape being cheated by

waiters and shopkeepers, if the traveller will not give himself a little trouble to

understand this debased coinage. The annexed table, p. 129, will be useful to

refer to. He may' also remember that 3 bad Kreutzers, or 1 bad Groschen:=l^

good Kreutzer, so that 5 bad Groschen=exactly 6 good Kreutzers.

The Zwanziger (20 kr.) is the most convenient coin, and most easy to reckon

by
; and travellers will find it most convenient both to pay and to receive in

Zwanzigers. It is oidy necessary to bear in mind, that in Bavaria it contains

24 Kreutzers; in Austria, according to the good currency, it contains 20 kr.,

and according to the depreciated currency, 50 kr.

Accounts are generally made out in Schein Gulden and Kreutzers, and it

is possible that a dishonest innkeeper or tradesman might allow a stranger

to pay in good Gulden an account made out in Schein Gulden. It is there-

fore prudent to inquire, on receiving a bill, whether it is in Miinz or Schein

Gulden.

As accounts are kept in all these currencies in the South of Germany, the

Englishman will find, that the easiest way to avoid the perplexities of the

coinage, when lie has to settle a bill or make a purchase, is to request that

the Gulden should be reduced into Zwanzigers.
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AUSTRIAN COINS.

Gold. C. M. Fl. kr.

Imperial Ducat .... = 4 36 or 38— Sovereign .... = 13 20

Silver.

Imperial and Conventions Dollar . r= 2 0
— J Dollar or Gulden = 1 0— Zwanziger or Kopfstuck . 0 20— Silver Groschen — 0 3— Crown (Brabant or Kronthaler) = 2 12

Batik Notes .—The Austrian National Bank issues Notes of from 5 florins

to 1000 florins Miinze value, which are very convenient in a country where

gold is rarely met with. They pass current for their full value in tlie Aus-

trian Slates, except Lombardy.

PAPIER GELD.

1 Gulden Papier

therefore

1 Zwanziger, or 20 kr. Miinze

i Ditto, 10 —
i - 5 -

c. M. FI. kr.

= 0 24

50 kr. Papier.

25

Foreign coins reduced to Iheir value in Austrian good money (Miinz).

English £1 Sterling

— Shilling .— Penny
Frencli Napoleon
— Louis d’or— Franc

Prussian Dollar— Silber Groschen
Saxony Conventions Dollar of 32 Good Gro
— Reichsthaler of 24 Good Groschen
— Good Groschen .

Bavarian Gulden of 60 Kreutzers

— Kreutzer of 4 Bavarian Pfennings

— Ducat ....
— Schwerdt or Kron-thaler

C. M. Fl .kr.

9 54
= II 28

0 2 1 pfen.
— 7 48--50

8 55
0 22
1 25
0 2 3 pfen.

len = 2 0
— 1 30
= 0 3 3 pfen.
— 0 50

0 0 H pfen.

4 28
=- 2 12
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T.-VBLE for the Reduction of Paper Florins and Kreutzers (Wiener Wahrung) to

Conventions MUnz, or good Florins — 2«. English.

W. W.—Wiener Walirung. C. M.— Convention Money.

w w. c M. ' w.w.
1

c. M. \v. w. C.M. W.W. C.M. w. w. c. M. w. w. C. M.

fl. k. n. k. 11. k. 11. k. 11. k. 11. k. 11. k. 11. k. fl. k 11. k. 11. k. 11. k.

_ 1

7
1 2 30 1 _ 5 50 2 20 9 10 3 40 40 16

'

80 _ 32
— 1 — 2 35 1 2 5 55 2 22 9 15 3 42 41 16 24 81 — 32 24
— 4 — 2 40 1 4 6 — 2 24 9 20 3 44 42 16 48 82— 32 48
— 2 2 45 1 6 6 5 2 26 9 25 3 46 43 17 12 83 — 33 12
— 2i 1 2 50 1 8 6 10 2 28 9 30 3 18 44 17 36 84 — 33 36— 3 — 2 55 1 10 6 15 2 30 9 35 3 50 45 18 — 85 — 34—
— 4 n 3— 1 1-2 6 20 2 32 9 10 3 52 46 18 24 86 — 34 24— 6 2 5 1 14! 6 25 2 34 9 45 3 54 47 18 48 87 — 34 48— G — 21 3|10 1 16 6 30 2 36 9 50 3 56 48 19 12 88— 35 12— 7 — 21 3 15 1 181 6 35 2 38' 9 55 3 58 19 19 36 89— 35 36— 8 — 31 3 20 1 20 6 40 2 40 10 4 50 20 — 90 — 36— 9 3i 3 25 1

•22' 6 45 2 42 11 4 24 51 20 24 91 36 24— 10 — 4 3' 30 1 24 6 50 2 44 12 4 48 52 20 48 92 36 48— 15 6 3 35 1 26, 6 55 2 46 13 5 12 53 21 12 93 37 12_ 20 — 8 3|40 1 28, 7 — 2 48 14 5 36 54 21 36 94 37 36— 25 10 3 45 1 30 7 5 2 50 15 6 55 22 95 38
— 30 — 12 3 50 1 32I 7'10 2 52 16 6 24 56 22 24 96 38 24
-- 35 — 14 3 55 1 34' 7;i5 2 54 17 6 48 57 22 48, 97 38 18— 40 — 16 4 1 36 720 2 56 18 7 12 58 23 I2I 98 39 12— 45 — 18 4 5 1 H 7'25 2 58 19 7 36 59 23 36 99 39 36— 50 — 20 4 10 1 40 7,30 3 20 8 60 24 100 — 40— 55 — 22 4I15

1
4-21 7 35 3 2 21 8 24 61 24 24 200 80

1 — — 24 4 '-20
1 I4I 7 40 3 4 22— 8 48 62 24 48 300 120

1 5 — 26 4i25
1 46 7 45 3 6 23— 9 12 63 25 12 400 160

1 10 — 28 4 30 1 48, 7 50 3 8 24 — 9 36 64 25 36 500 200
1 15 — 30 41.35 1 50 755 3 10 25 10 65 26 600 240
1 20 — 32 4 40 1

52I 8— 3 12 26 10 24 66 26 24 700 280
1 •25 — 31 4 45 1 54' 8 5 3 14 27 10 48 67 26 48 800 320
T30 — 36 4 50 1 56 8 10 3 16 28 11 12 68 27 12 EOO 360
] 35 — 38 4 55 1 58| 8 15 3 I81 29 11 36 69 27 36 1000 400
1 10 — 40 5— 2 1 8 20 3 •20 30 12 70 28 2000 800
1 15 — 42 5 5 2 2 8 25 3 22 31 12 24 71 28 24 3000 1200
50 — 14 5 10 2 41 8 30 3 24 32 12 18 72 28 48 4000 1600

1 55 — 46 5 15 2 6 8.35 3 26 33— 13 12 73 29 12 5000 2000
2— — 18 5 20 2 8 8 40 3 28 34 13 36 71 29 36 6000 2100
2 5 — 50 5 25 2 10 8 45 3 30 .5 14 75 - 30 7000 2800
2 10 — 52 5 30 2 12 8 50 3 32 36 14 21 76 30 24 8000 3‘200
2 15 — 54 5 35 2 14 8 55 3 34 37 11 4H 77 30 48 9000 3600
2 20 — 56 5 10 2 16 9— 3 36| 38 15 12 78 31 12 10,000 1000
2 25 '58

1

5 45 2 18 9 5 3 38| 39 15 36 79 — 31 36 20,000 — 8000 —

o d
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§ 89. AUSTRIAN EILWAGEN OR MAIL COACHES.

In Austria, as in Prussia, the Coach-office and Post-office are managed by
the Government, and are generally under the same roof.

Upon the great roads and frequented thoroughfares, and on certain days of the

week, an unlimited number of passengers are taken
;

those who cannot be

received into theEilwagen itself (Hauptwagen) being forwarded in Beychaisen :

this is called vnbedingte Aufnahme. On other lines, where coaches travel

rarely, the places are often booked many days in advance.

The passport must be presented, properly vis6, before a place can be taken

in a public conveyance. At Vienna, and other large towns, in addition to the

signature on the passport, a pass ticket (Passii-schein) must be obtained at the

police-office, and is demanded of the stranger wlren he passes out of the gates.

Without this he will run the risk of being detained; it is usually given out

along with the passport, at the police-office.

The places in the Austrian Eilwagen are not numbered, but the passengers

are expected to cliange seats with one another, if it be required, from time to

time.

Passengers can only be taken up and set down at the office. They are

allowed to take 20 lbs. of Baggage free along with them, and to send 30 lbs.

in addition by tlie baggage-waggon (Brancard Wagen). All above that

weight is charged highly, and must be sent by the baggage-waggon. A fee

to the couducteur, and to the man who weiglis the baggage (which must be

sent to the office one hour before the coach starts), will often remove these

difficulties. Travellers who do not accompany their own baggage had better

send some one to see where it is stowed away, and whether in the right coach.

A clause of the post office regulations, which compels travellers to send all

wooden boxes by the postwageu, and allows them to take only leather trunks,

is sometimes enforced.

^ 90. sepauat-eilwagen.

The following regulation of the Austrian post-office is worthy of special

notice, as aflbrding travellers a great convenience at times.

Upon all the principal post-roads on which an Eilwagen travels, a party

amounting to 4 persons, or agreeing to pay the fare of 4, may engage an

Eilwagen to themselves, even on days when the regular Eilwagen does not

go at all. These are called Separat-Wagen. The expense is about 4 kr. jier

German mile, which is more than the fare by the ordinary Eilwagen, but

much less for 4 persons than posting, while it possesses most of the advantages

of that mode of travelling. In order to obtain such a conveyance, it is

necessary to apply at the office the day before it is wanted, and to pay tbe whole

fare beforehand.

The travellers have a clean carriage to themselves ;
they start on whatever

day and hour they choose. The relays of horses arc supplied as expeditiously
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as to the regular Eilwageii, and they have the privilege of stopping to sleep at

night, if tliey desire it. No extra charges are made, and the postilion's Triuk-

geld is included in the fare.

The average cost of travelling by the Eilwagen is 48 kr. per post, and by the

Separat-Wagen 56 kr. per post, for each person.

§ 91. POSTING. LAUFZETTEL.

Post-horses can he furnished only to persons provided with a permission from

tlie police (Erlaubniss schein), and at Vienna, with an order from the Staats

Kanzley
;

it is procured by merely presenting the traveller’s ordinary passport.

Caleches, and chariots (batardes or Schwemmer), conveying 3 persons with

1 trunk, require 2 horses; with 3 persons and 2 trunks, or 4 persons and 1 trunk,

3 horses are necessary
;
“ but whatever the regulations may be, in practice

4 persons in a caleche, with ordinary luggage, require only 2 horses.’’—C. D.

Four horses are attached to a Berlin or close carriage, and never more tlian

that number.

IVliere the postilion cannot drive from the box, a 3rd or 4th horse must

sometimes be taken for him to ride.

The Charges for Posting vary from year to year, being charged by the

authority of the Landgerichts, according to the price of corn and fodder.

They also dift'er in the various provinces of the empire, so that the traveller

ought to inquire about the rate of the tariff at the first post station of each

province which he enters. In 1838, each horse was charged, in Austria,

52 kr.
;
in Bohemia, 50 kr.

;
in 1839, 54 kr.

;
in 1842, 1 florin.

The stages into or out of Vienna are, by privilege of the postmaster,

charged double. Query, should the postboys also be paid double ?

The postilions Trinkgeld (die Taxe) has been fixed at 20 kr. or 1 Zwanziger

a horse, per post, in all the territories of Austria, except Gallicia, and there at

15 kr. The postilions are very well satisfied with from 56 kr. to 1 florin Miinze

per post, or one extra Zwanziger beyond the Taxe for 2 horses.

The IVagenmeister (ostler) is legally entitled to 2 kr. Miinz, per post, each

horse, and 8 kr. when the wheels are greased. “ It is customary to give him
10 kr. in the one case, and 20 in the other.”

A post-chaise or half-covered caleche costs 28 kr. a post.

Einspiinner.—In Salzburg and Tyrol the postmasters will readily furnish a

one-horse chaise to 1 or 2 persons, having a small quantity of baggage, at the

rate per post of 1 florin the horse, 15 kr. the open carriage (generally a sort of

cart without springs), or 31^ kr. a covered carriage, and 15 kr. the postilion.

The Austrian j/ost contains 2 German miles (= 7583 metres or 4000
Klaflers), and 4 Stunden or hours; it is equal to about 9f English miles.

The average rate of travelling is a post in 1 hour 30 minutes. The roads are

better, and the speed greater, than in Bavaria.

Laufzettel.—In tlie large towns of Austria, and indeed throughout the

.States of Germany, North and South, a traveller may bespeak horses in all
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the large towns, to be in readiness for him at every stage, along his whole
route, as far as the frontier. To make such an arrangement, it is only ne-

cessary for him to apply to the Extra post-ofRce from 12 to 24 hours before

the time of starting, to state in writing when he intends to set out, and what
route he proposes to follow. This order is called a Laufzettel (literally,

current ticket)
;

it costs little, hut is of infinite service to those who would
travel speedily. Tlie previous notice is required in order to prepare the

postmasters along the line. The traveller who avails himself of the Lauf-

zettcl m.ay stop to sleep or dine, or for any other purpose, and may order

beds and dinner for a certain number of persons
;

but must specify what
delays he intends to make, and at what hour he purposes to arrive at and to

set out from each station, when he applies for it. If the traveller be not

punctual, the horses are not kept in readiness longer than 0 hours at any
station.—W.
A Laufzettel can he obtained at most post-offices

;
it will secure the traveller

horses in perfect readiness at every station, and abridge the time lost in changing

from 20 to 5 minutes. Its utility is especially felt on roads of secondary im-

portance, where no more than 6 horses are usually kept at a post-house.

In some cases, before a Laufzettel can be obtained, one-half of the payment

must he deposited, which is forfeited in the event of the horses not being used.

On the roads traversed only once or twice a week, by a courier or Eilwagen,

it is necessary to bespeak it some days in advance.

“ It is an inestimable comfort in every way, for by specifying in it the places

at which you mean to sleep, and the accommodation which you require, you

find your rooms cleaned, the good people on the watch for you, aud half the

fatigue of travelling is avoided. It really answers every purpose formerly

attained by the expensive expedient of an amnt courier.''—D. J.

“ Another convenient regulation for the traveller is a Slumlen Pass (literally

Hour Pass), by which all posting expenses, including horses, postilions, tolls,

&c. can be prepaid, and the traveller is relieved from all trouble connected with

money until be reaches his destination. The postilions sometimes ask fur a

slight Triukgeld, but hardly expect it, and nothing is gained in speed by giving

it, as they are obliged, by the Stunden Pass, to perform the stage in a given

time. The postmasters ask for the paper at every stage, in order to mark on it

the time of arrival and departure. In order to obtain a Stunden Pass, the

traveller has only to apply at the post-office the day before bis departure, and

mention his route and destination. It is a great gain of time, trouble, and also

,of expense; for although a charge of 10 per cent, on the whole expenses is made

for it, the postilions are paid at the rate of the tariff, and the traveller is re-

lieved from their extortion, as well as that of the postmasters.’’—W. C. U. F.

§ 92. THE AUSTRIAN POI.IUE.

A discussion upon the political system of Austria would be quite out of

place in a work like this, but a few words may be appropriately introduced

respecting the Austrian Police, in as far as it is connected with foreigners travel-
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ling in the country. Were the English traveller to put imijlicit confidence in

all the exaggerated .accounts that have been written of that Argus-eyed monster

the Austrian police, he would perhaps, in the first instance, he deterred from

enteritig the coutitry at all
;
or if he did venture to penetrate as far as A ientia,

would be tortured with the suspicion of encoutitering a spy in every person

he met, and would not stir abroad without imagining himself dogged at

every step by a police agent. He would therefore be sitigularly' stirprised on

arriving at \'ienna at the rare appearance of the police, who are much less

frequently met with there than in the streets of London or Paris : indeed the

whole force required for Vienna, a city of 320,000 inhabitants, is only 600

men, and yet ofl'ences against property or the peace are of very rare occurrence.

The employment of secret agents of police is common to all the govertiments

of Europe with the happy exception of Great Britain. This system of

espionnage is not carried to a greater extent in despotic Austria than in revo-

lutionised France.

The English traveller, therefore, has only to lake care that his passport he

en regie (see p. 125), and he has no hindrance to fear from the Austrian police.

The same ofl'ences that would subject him to police interference in his own
country would of course be attended with similar consequences in Austria

;

and if he were to get up in a cofl’ee-room at ^'ienlla and abuse the Austrian

government, there is no doubt that he would find a gentleman from the police

waiting at his own door in readiness to conduct him to the frontier. But it is

equally certain that the police regulations are not more oppressive than in most

other continental countries, and the officers by whom they are administered

are invariably distinguished for the civility and politeness with which they

treat strangers, especially Englishmen, provided they themselves are treated

as gentlemen.

In decrying the illiberal system of another country, it is very possible to be

guilty of illiherality similar to that which we condemn. *• Though we blame
tlie despotic acts of the Continental police, let us not shut our eyes to the sub-
stantial good resulting from it : the regulations, though at first sight vexatious,

are not ill-judged, but framed with talent and foresight, and well adapted to

the country for which they are designed.” Nay, some of them might be ad-
vantageously transferred and adopted in other countries. The careful watch
which is kept over the public health is deserving of notice. Tlie large towns
are divided into districts, each of which is placed under the cave of able medi-
cal men, who are paid for attending upon the poor, and are bound to administer
to their wants; notice must be sent to them of every death which takes place,

and no interment can be performed until they have examined the body. Care-
ful superintendence is exercised over the markets, to prevent the sale of un-
wholesome food. Venders of drugs are prohibited by tlie severest penalties from
dis(iensing any of a poisonous nature without a written order of a known
physician.

“On arriving in an Austrian town, the stranger is compelled to make a rather
absurd return to the police on a paper presented to him at his inn, of his name.
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profession, birthplace, religion
;

if married, single, or widower,—motive
for travelling,—duration of stay,—place whence he comes, and whitlier he is

going.”—W.

§ 93. AUSTRIA, ITS INHABITANTS, AND BEAUTIES OF ITS SCENERY.

It has been the fate of Austria, hitherto, to have been described almost ex-

clusively by writers who have taken a prejudiced and one-sided view of her

government and institutions; and who have not even done justice to the beauties

of the counti y, the flourishing condition of her manufactures, the bravery and
loyal spirit of her inhabitants, and the hajipy condition of the majority of the

population. In stigmatising the government as the most tyrannical of despot-

isms, they have overlooked the fact, that the subjects living under it, especially

the lower orders, are the most contented and joyous in Europe, because actually

the best off in worldly matters, the least taxed or oppressed by fiscal burdens of

any kind. They have represented Austria as a land of darkness and ignorance,

as the Hoeotia of Europe,—forgetting that education is more widely extended

among the common people than in any other counti'y of Europe except Prussia

;

and this entirely by the government itself, for the Austrian rulers turned their

attention to this subject earlier than those of most other countries, and have

been ceaselessly employed for the last century in establishing schools through-

out their dominions. The Englishman may learn with surprise, and no little

shame, that the number of persons who can read, write, and understand the

elements of arithmetic, is beyond comparison greater in the hereditary states of

Austria than in his own enlightened country or in France.

In Austria Proper every child must go to school for a certain number of

years
;
even poverty is no excuse, since schools are provided in every parish

with such endowments as to enable those who cannot pay the very small sum

required, to obtain gratuitous instruction. No person can marry, or set up in

any trade, without producing a written certificate of attendance at school. Nu-

merous normal or pattern schools, in different parts of the country, furnish a

supply of teachers; that of Vienna alone sends out between 1600 and 1700

annually.

Though it is deemed sufficient that the great mass of the lower classes should

possess the mere rudiments of knowledge, or such good and practical information

as shall fit them for their station in life, without rendering them dissatisfied with

it, those among them whose talents or intended profession render further intel-

lectual acquirements desirable, are sent to grammar-schools, high-schools

(gymnasia), and universities, to complete their education
;
with the jirospect,

if they distinguish themselves, of afterwards being placed in one of the public

offices, and of certain promotion, if their talents and conduct attract the atten-

tion of their superiors, who are always on the look-out for rising merit, and

anxious to gain it over to the side of die government.

Within the last fifteen years schools have been established in every parish of

Venetian Lombardy, so that the despotic government of Austria is bestowing

upon its Italian subjects a boon denied them by all previous rulers. I'ublic
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instruction is also making progress in the more remote provinces, in Illyria,

Gallicia, and even in Boliemia and Hungary. Here indeed the number and

difference of race and language among the subjects of Austria interpose very

serious difficulties. Out of a population of nearly 34 millions, only 6 millions

are German
;

the rest are, Sclavonians (16,000,000), Hungarians (4,500,000),

Italians, Wallachians, Jews, Gipsies, &c.

Let the Englishman who enters Austria, however proud (and justly) he may

be of his own free country, nation, and institutions, reserve the pity which he

may be inclined to bestow upon the condition of the Austrians, because they

possess neither constitution, representation, free press, trial by jury, nor “ any

other of those elements which go to make up what is termed liberty.” Let him

ratlier observe the fortunate lot of the peasantry, their superiority in worldly

prosperity, perhaps even in moral advancement, over the same class in his own

country, the almost total absence of beggary, the rare occurrence of crime, and

remember the words of the poet

—

" How small, of all that human hearts endure,

The part which laws or kings can cause or cure.”

Good-humour, joviality, and a love of pleasure and tranquillity, are the dis-

tinguishing features of the Austrian national character. Under a government

which affords them such enjoyments they desire no change
;
and so far from

envying John Bull, they rather look with commiseration, not unmixed with

ridicule, upon some of those anomalies which they discover in English manners

and habits. “ England affords the Vienna joker endless materials for his wit,

which, to my cost, I have frequently experienced since I came here. For

instance, the burning of stacks of grain to better the condition of the people

;

the impressment of seamen to defend liberty our religious enthusiasm, and our

devotion to the spirit-bottle
;
our vaunted morals, and our thousands of crimi-

nals
;
and a hundred other things, were ready to be thrown in my teeth whenever

I began to hint about the Austrian censorship of the press, the severity and
prying secrecy of the police, or the insecurity of tlie post-office. So, you see,

our glorious constitution in church and state is not as yet altogether the envy
of tlie world and the admiration of surrounding nations.”

—

Strang's Germany.
Among the highland jieasantry of Austria, Tyrol, Styria, &c., the stranger,

provided he understand the language, and will mix with them on friendly and
familiar terms, meets with a kindness and simplicity of manners whicli leave a
most favourable impression behind. Their loyalty and devotion to their sove-

reign, their strong religious feeling, aud their total freedom from discontent and
murmuring, their dances and merry-makings, their substantial houses, their

well-supplied boards, their good clothes, and happy faces, contrast most agree-

ably with the condition of the peasantry in many other parts of Eurojie. The
old-fashioned politeness which prevails among this simple but kind-hearted
people is particularly agreeable. It is pleasant in a strange land to receive the

unsolicited greeting of every one that you meet. Who would not reply with
kindness to the Guten Tag I with which every peasant salutes you as you walk
along ? There are some cases, however, in which the politeness is rather bur-
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densome : for insfance, it is a misfortune to happen to sneeze in a large company

;

every hat is instantly doffed, and the sneezer is saluted from all sides with bows

and exclamations of “Your health !”

Nearly one-fourth of the surface of the Austrian dominions is occupied by

the Alps and their wide-spreading ramifications, commencing on the west at the

frontier of Switzerland with the Rhaetian range, and extending through the Noric,

Salzburg, Carnic, Styrian, and .lulian chains, east into Hungary and .Sclavonia,

and south into Dalmatia and the Littorale. Sir Humphry Davy declared

that he knew no country to be compared in beauty of scenery with these

Austrian Highlands. “ The variety of the scenery, the verdure of the

meadows and trees, the depths of the valleys and the altitudes of the mountains,

the clearness and gi'andeur of the rivers and lakes, give it, I think, a decided

superiority over Switzerland.” It is hardly possible to speak without enthusiasm

of the enchanting scenery of Salzburg and its neighbourhood
;
of the lake of

Kbnigsee, the Pass of Lueg, the secluded baths of Gastein, and the glaciers and

pyramidal j)cak of the Gross Glockner. Tlie vale of the Danube, from the

point where it enters Austria, below Passau to Vienna, is little if at all inferior

to the finest parts of the Rhine. A little to the east of Salzburg, between it and

Vienna, is tlie Salzkammergut, one of the most enchanting districts of lake and

mountain in Europe, whose very name is scarcely known to the English, and

yet it is not surpassed by anything in Switzerland.

A Fohtnight’s Tour through Salzburg and the Sai.zkammeiigut.

Days. Starting from Days. Startingfrom

1 Salzburg by St. Wolfgang to Ischl. 1 Linz, Traun Fall, Gmunden.

2 Ischl by Gmunden and back. 2 Ischl, ascent of Schaalherg.

3 VisitWirer’sStrub, ascend Sclmafberg. 3 VisitWirer's Sirub andSt.Wolfgang

4 Aussee—Visit Alt Aussee.

6 Ditto Griindel See, Tbplitz See, Kammer See.

6 Hallstadt, Strub Waterfall.

7 By Gosauzwang to Gosau, Vorder See, Hinter See, and back

to Gosau
;
or sliould Hinter See not be visited, on to Abtenau.

8 Abtenau, Golling, visit Oefen of an hour from road),

and liy most beautiful Pass of Lueg to Lendt.

9 To Gastein, passing magnificent Pass of the Klamm.

10 Visit Nassfeldt.

11 Back to Hallein.

12 Visit Salt-mines’, Berchtesgaden.

13 Kbnig See. Ober .See back to Salzburg.

N.B. Travellers should leave their carriages at Salzburg, as most of the roads

are only char roads.

The valleys of Tyrol abound in interest, and all that is worth notice in tliem is

mentioned in detail in the description of that country. (Sect. XII.) I'ienna,

the Imperial capital, is one of the most gay and dissipated, but at the same time
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most agreeable places of residence on tlie Continent; whether the sojourner

devote himself to pleasure, science, literature, or art. It yields to few cities in

architectural splendour and in the charms of its environs. Sti/ria and Cnrin-

thia are but a continuation of the romantic scenery of Austria and Tyrol
;
and

their mountains enclose, besides, inexhaustible mineral treasures of lead and

iron. The valleys of the Mur, the Enns, the Drave, 'and Save, especially the

Save, have each their own peculiar attractions. Carniola is a country of wou-

ilers
;

its limestone mountains are full of subterranean caverns, at the head of

which stands the Cave of Adelsherg, without doubt one of the world’s wonders,

and alone worthy of a journey to explore it. A little south of it is the flourish-

ing seaport Trieste, and lower down the interesting Roman remains of Pola, and

Diocletian’s Palace at .Spalatro.

Bohemia, that singular kettk-land, as the Germans call it, surrounded by a

nearly circular wall of mountain, with only one opening in it, through which

the Elbe finds its way out to the sea, draining by this sole outlet the whole

country, is picturesque only in the vicinity of its hilly borders. The Sudetic

mountains on the north, those of Glatz on the east, and the portions of the

Erzgebirge and Bohmerwald adjoining Toplitz and Carlsbad, are by no means

deficient in beauty. In the centre of tlie kettle stands Prague, tlie Czechian capital,

a city of almost oriental splendour, imposing from its situation and buildings,

and full of the most interesting historical associations.

Hungary includes about 15,000 square miles of uninterrupted plain; but

the northern and eastern portions, occupied by the Carpathian mountains and

the greater part of Transylvania, display features of real sublimity.

The Danube, after leaving Pest, rolls through the flat plain for nearly 300

miles, without meeting with any interruption to the monotonous flatness
;
and it

is only where it crosses the frontier of Hungary into VVallachia that it traverses

scenery of real grandeur.

The attention of the traveller in Hungary is more likely to be arrested by the

people who inhabit it, than by the mere outer surface. The Magyars, the

dominant race, are totally distinct in features and language from their neigh-

bours the Germans on one side, and the Sclaves on the other : their cradle is to

be sought in the far East, by the side of that of the Turcoman, perhaps in the

very heart of the Himalaya.

^ 94. SAI.T-MINES.

Tlie limestone mountains of Salzburg, Styria, Tyrol, Transylvania, and Ba-

varia abound in deposits of salt, which are enveloped in the strata of the moun-
tain, to use a homely phrase, like apples within the crust of a pudding. These
deposits are worked by mines at Hallein, Ischl, Hallstadt, Aussee, in Austria;

at Hall in Tyrol
;
at Maros Uj’var, Parayd, and elsewhere in Transylvania (where

the salt occurs in beds of pure rock-salt, which are quarried like marble)
;
and

at Berchtesgaden, in Bavaria. As these mines are sources of considerable re-

venue to all these countries, employing a great number of persons—as the manner
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of extracting the salt is nearly the same in all, and as it is moreover carious,

it is here described once for all.

The salt rarely occurs in the pure condition of rock-salt, or in large masses

capable of being quarried like stone, as is the case in the Cheshire mines, but is

dispersed in veins and threads, intermingled with bituminous clay, marl, and

gypsum, which are soft arid crumbling, and eetsily dissolved in water. In order

to obtain it, pits and galleries are cut through the solid limestone rock as far as

the softer beds containing the salt. Here a small chamber is excavated, wooden

pipes are laid down to it from above, and out of it
;
but those forming the outlet

below are stopped up with valves, capable of being opened and shut at pleasure.

This being done, a mountain stream of fresh water is introduced from above,

and is conducted in the pipes through the passages of the mine into the exca-

vated chamber, until it is quite full up to the ceiling. The water immediately

begins to attack the sides and roof, dissolving the salt which it imbibes, and dis-

integrating the clay and other matter to the depth of several inches, so that tliey

fall to the bottom of the pool.

The void thus occasioned in the chamber is filled up .with more fresh water,

more salt is washed out, and this process is repeated until the water is quite

saturated with salt, and converted into strong brine. The length of time required

to saturate it varies according to the abundance of salt in difierent mines; thus

at Hallein and Berchtesgaden .3 weeks suffice, in Aussee and Hallstadt 6 weeks,

at Ischl 12, and at Hall a whole year is necessary to convert the water to brine.

The })ipe in tlie bottom of the chamber is now opened, the mountain is as it were

tapped, the suit water is drawn off, and is conveyed in wooden pipes to the boil-

ing-liouses. The chamber, when drained, is found to have extended upwards

and sideways between 1 and 2 ft.
;
but, at the same time, its floor has been coir-

siderably raised by the fallen materials detached from the roof and sides, and de-

jjosited at the bottom. Previously to filling it anew with water, the stones and

rubbish are extracted, the mud and earth are beaten down firmly, and, as a fur-

ther precautioir to prevent the chamber leaking, its floor is covered with a layer

of tenacious clay, kneaded with wooden mallets, and carefully spread over it.

By tliis means each chamber is constantly ascending within the mountain, and

in process of time a lower chamber occupies the same level which the one above

it held some years before, though the thickness of solid matter between them is

not diminished. AVhen the chamber is properly prepared, the process of filling

it is commenced anew, and is continued until it becomes so large that there is

danger of the earth giving way
;

it is then abandoned. There are sometimes 30

or 40 of these excavations in one mine, situated one above the other, in diflerent

stories as it were
;
and the stranger, though told there is such a reservoir imme-

diately over his head, seeks in vain for the least Indication of it in the humidity

of the roof of the chamber in which he happens to be. hen two chambers

approach so near that the division between them threatens to giv'c way, it is

necessary to check their further horizontal extension, by puddling the sides

with clay, or even by building vast partition-walls or dykes. It sometimes, in-

deed, happens that the mountain is traversed by land-springs, which, secretly
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penetrating the strata, loosen it by degrees, and at last produce serious accidents.

^'ery injurious inundations sometimes take place wlien a chamber unexpectedly

reaches dangerous ground, where the water cannot be held within bounds. The

roof then gives way, or two or more chambers are thrown into one, by the rup-

ture of the partition, bringing destruction upon works and workmen.

The strata of the ceiling of one of these chambers are contorted and curled not

unlike marbled paper in appearance. In those mines which are shown to stran-

gers, one of the largest chambers is purposely kept half filled. On entering it

the visitor finds himself on a sudden upon the margin of a subterranean lake of

inky blackness, agreeing with the descriptions of that of the fabled Styx. The

walls of tlie cavern are illuminated, and each flickering faper is reflected back

in the unruffled surface of the water. He is ferried across in a flat boat by one

who would serve as no bad representative of Charon, and safely landed on the

opposite side to thread other passages and trace his way out to daylight. The

roofs of these chambers are entirely unsupported by props or pillars, and are not

arched, but quite flat : when, therefore, it is considered that the rock composing

them is often so soft as to crumble at the touch, how vast a superincumbent

weight of the mountain presses upon them, and tliat they are sometimes from

500 to 600 yards in circumference, it is wonderful that accidents are not more

frequent.

Permission to enter these mines is readily given by the managers, and visitors

are provided with guides and dresses. English travellers should on no account

omit to visit them. In some the mode of descent is novel, viz. by sliding

down inclined planes somewhat in the manner of the Montagues Russes. The
visitor, protected by a leather apron, seats himself on two sloping bars of wood,
and, as he descends, holds in his right hand, to regulate his course, a stout rope,

which, in slipping rapidly through his fingers, feels, in consequetice of the fric-

tion, like a bar of hot iron, in spite of the coarse gauntlet which is worn as a
protection. It has a singular appearance to the uninitiated to see the guide, who
precedes them to show the way, suddenly sinking into the earth as it were
beneath their feet, and to watch the taper which he carries gradually diminish-
ing and disappearing. If the visitor feel alarmed, he may place himself on
pick-a-back, as it were, to descend, resting his arms on the attendant before
him

;
but as the descent is neither difficult nor dangerous, this is rarely resorted

to. A succession of 3 or 4 of these descents (called Rollen) carries the visitor

deeper and deeper into the mountain, until he arrives at the bottom, or at one
of the excavated chambers mentioned above.

the salt-mines are almost invariably situated high up on the mountains,
and the salt-pans or evaporating houses in the valley at some distance below
them, the brine is conveyed in wooden pipes to the place where it is to be
boiled. If the forests are exhausted, and there is no supply of fuel to be pro-
cured near the mines, aqueducts and systems of pipes ai'e constructed many
miles in lengtli, with reservoirs at intervals to carry the brine to some spot where
wood may be procured in plenty, as it is less difficult and more economical to

transport the water than the fuel. These conduits sometimes extend thirty
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miles, and in one instance, in Bavaria, nearly sixty miles. They are carried

along the sides of precipices, through tunnels or canals cut iu the rocks, and
over deep ravines, supported upon piles or props. Near Reichenhall (see Routes

185 and 229), the water is actually transported over two ranges of mountains,

surmounting a height of more than 1500 feet by the aid of very powerful

and ingeniously contrived hydraulic pumps.

§ 95. SALT-WOnKS.

The salt-pans and method of evaporating the brine used in Austria are very

old-fashioned compared with the improved system adojited in England. The

word pan literally describes the species of tray which is employed
;

it is com-

posed of small plates of iron stoutly riveted together ; it is about one foot deep

and fifty or sixty in circumference, and is laid upon a number of pillars of

fire-proof brick about three feet high, like those of a Roman hypocaust, which

form the furnace, the space between the pillars being filled with fuel. The

billets of wood are skilfully thrown in at one end, and the current of air carries

the flame in a few minutes to the opposite extremity, causing it to spread out

like a fan among the pillars, distributing the heat equally to all parts. The

increase of temperature causes the thin iron pan to heave and twist, and it

would even curl up like a leaf in a candle, were it not kept down by numerous

wooden props wetlged in between it and the massive roof of the boiling-house.

Sometimes a hole is burned in the bottom, or a crack is produced
;
and as it is

not possible to put out the Are merely on account of it, a man is sent into the

pan to seek out tlie leak. This is a liazardous enterprise, os he runs the risk of

being nearly stifled by the vapour, and of being boiled alive if he lose his footing.

For this purpose he is shod with a pair of high pattens, not unlike two stools,

upon which he wades tlirough the boiling brine. Tlie fire is continued for a week

orfortniglit together, day and night, without interruption, the salt being removed

as fast as it crystallizes, and fresh brine introduced to supply the vacuity. At

the end of that time the fire is extinguished, and the pan is taken out and sub-

jected to a complete process of tinkering ;
the thick crust ot gypsum or calcareous

matter which adheres to its bottom atid sides is broken olT, and the faulty

])lates are replaced by new. It is calculated tliat 100 lbs. of saturated water

or brine produce 26 lbs. of salt.

§ 96. AUSTRIAN INNS AND COOKERY.

There are two reasons why something on the above important subject should

be said in this place: first, because Austria is universally allowed to lie the

land of good living, and dinner is a portion of the business of the day regarded

with more imitortance here than elsewhere ;
in proof of which it may be men-

tioned that tlie usual morning salutation is not, as witli otlier nations, ‘* How do

you do?” or “ Good moruing,”^but “ 1 wish you a good appetite,” and after 12

o'clock, the usual dinner hour, “I wish you a good digestion.’ The second

reason for the introduction of such a subject is, that the stranger visiting for the
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first time this remote part of the continent, and not much acquainted rfith

its manners and language, must necessarily stand in need of some information

to enable him to interpret an Austrian bill of fare, and to know what to expect

and what to ask for at inns.

The restaurateurs of Vienna, Prague, and Pest are not much less skilful

than those of Paris, and their cuisine nearly resembles the Parisian. Styrian

capons, Danube carp, and fogasch, a species of perch procured only from the

Plattensee in Hungary, are among the ]ieculiar delicacies to which the epicure

will direct his attention. Vienna is plentifully supjdied with game, and here,

as well as elsewhere in Austria, the puddings (Mehlspeisen) have attained the

summit of jrerfection. Our business is chiefly with the “cuisine sauvage,” and

the prospects of the traveller in remote districts, far away from cities, and in the

midst of the mountains. Dinner is always commenced with soup, us\ially

bread or egg soup, very tasteless. To this usually succeeds boiled beef, and

then the national dish, chicken fried in laid, and cut into jiieces called

gebackenes Huhn, or vulgarly, bock Hdh/il

;

it is on the whole not a bad disli,

and is, beyond doubt, the best mode of dressing a fresh-slaughtered fowl, as it

rarely happens that the animal is killed until the dinner or supper, of which it

is to form a part, is already ordered. The traveller may safely ask for this

dish when in a hurry. In Hungary the national dish is a fowl stewed with red

pepper, call paprika Hiihnl, which is also by no means an unsavoury dish. It is

necessary to warn the stranger against veal (Kalbsfleish), the constant recurrence

of which will almost bring him to loathe the sight of it. Sauerkraut, which is

cabbage cut into small pieces, laid in a cask between layers of salt, pressed down
by weights above, and thus pickled in its own juice for six or eight months, is

to be met with everywhere; but the English rarely succeed in accommodating
their palates to it. Even the epicure, however, may dine in content if the bill

of fare do but contain trout (Forellen), and there are very few seasons and
situations in which tliey are not to be met with among the mountains. It would
indeed be worth the trouble of a journey to a gourmand merely to eat the trout.

They are the fish bred in the cold snow-fed rivulets of the Alps, brought from
thence and prepared for the table in stews, perforated with holes, sunk in some
running stream. They are carefidly fed, and when required for the table make
but one leap from the cold water into the saucepan. They are brought to table
either fried, or simply boiled in water and vinegar (blaugesotten), which gives the
dark blue colour to tlieir coats beautifully spotted with red. When in good con-
dition, they have all the firmness of the white ofau egg. Tlie fish-tank, with which
every mountain inn in Austria is provided, often contains salmon, grayling,
caqi, or char; they are led with bullock’s liver cut in pieces, and are always in

better condition in the stew than when first taken : no one thinks of carrying or
sending dead fish for dinner. Cliamois venison (Gemslleiscli), and game of
various kinds, including black cock (Schildliahn), and sometimes cock-of-the
woods (Auerhahn), are by no means uncommon.

1 lie winef ol Austrian growth, chiefly the produce of vineyards around
\ ienna, arc for the most part sour and not good

;
those of llumjnry are far better.
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The Ofner is a very excellent red wine
;
Schomlaucr and Nessmiihlcr are good

white wines. Adelsberger (red) and Ruszter (white) wines are also good.

The Inns in large towns are pretty nearly alike in all parts of Germany
;
hut

those in the remote parts of Austria, among the mountains, display some pecu-

liarities worth notice. On arriving at the post-house or inn, the new comer

must not expect to he ushered in hy a trim waiter with napkin tucked under

his arm. He will most prohahly have to find his own way, under a low arch-

way, hy a passage which, though hoarded, serves for tlie ingress and egress

of horses and carriages, to the public room, or Gast-stuhe, which he will

perhaps have to share with the people of the village : unless, as sometimes

happens, there is an inner or better apartment for guests of distinction. It is

generally a low apartment, with vaulted roof, supported on massive buttresses

;

at the door he will find a little cup for holy water
;
not far off hangs a crucifix,

sometimes with a figure as large as life, and the walls are oniamented with

stags’ liorns, or a chamois’ head, prohahly trophies of the rifle of mine host.

The furnihire consists of heavy tables of nnpainted wood, which, when the house-

wife is tidy, are kept as clean and white as ivory. Several sleepy-looking

peasants will usually he seen seated on benches around them, half enveloped in

the smoke of their pipes, nodding over several huge beer-glasses with ]>ewter

lids. In the corner stands an unwieldy stove, the general point of attraction in

cold weather. If the stranger, in search of some member of the establishment,

extend his researches, he may perhaps find his way into the kitchen, in the

centre of which, below a gaping chimney, is a raised platform paved with stones

all scorched and black. Upon this culinary altar a wood fire is blazing, over it

hangs a caldron, while around it, if it be near noon, the usual dinner hour,

2 or .3 busy females will be assenddcd, each tending some department of cook-

ery, and too busy to notice the stranger. It is however to be hoped that by this

time the KeUnerinn (female waiter) will have made her appearance. She is a

bustling, active damsel (often the landlord's daughter), with ruddy cheeks, and

a good-humoured smile for everybody, very trimly dressed, and bearing about

her the symbols of her office, a bunch of keys on one side, and a large leathern

purse on the other. Through her active mediation, the traveller's wants (pro-

vided they are not extravagant) are soon attended to, and in half an hour the

trout and chamois are smoking on the board, and with the never-failing friendly

salutation of “ I wish you agood appetite,” he is invited to commence his repast.

Sometimes mine host himself appears and seats himself by the stranger’s side, as

it would be considered rude to leave him alone during dinner in this country

—

a piece of old-fashioned politeness which an Englishman, if not prepared for it,

might call impertinence. As he rises from table, the guest is probably wished

a “ good digestion and for the douceur of a 5 Kreutzer piece when settling his

bill, the KeUnerinn will smother his hand with kisses ;
for here the expression

“ I kiss your hand,” in return for a favour, is not confined to the word, but is

followed by the act, and as he leaves the house a hearty greeting of “ ghicklicht

Reiser from the whole household, will follow his departing steps, provided he

has conducted himself properly.
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The traveller cannot fail of being struck with the warm reception which he

meets with often at the little out-of-the-way inns in Austria and the Tyrol.

The hospitality which he receives resembles more the welcome of a friend

than the ordinary entertainment of a passing guest
;
there seems an anxious and

disinterested study on the part of the inmates to make the stranger comfortable,

and not to contrive how to get the most out of him, as in Switzerland.

Still there is no cringing nor obsequiousness, and the traveller must not return

the attempts made to please him with complaints or dissatisfaction, else there is

a chance of his being left supperless. He must, moreover, not entertain exag-

gerated expectations of an Austrian larder
;
and he should even he prepared to

put up with the inconveniences of a German bed (§ 28).

The bedroom, it is true, will often he found deficient in convenience, destined

for 10 or 15 tenants at one time, and the beds not always provided with clean

sheets, unless a little coaxing be employed to put the Kellnerinn into good-

humour, and thus obtain the concession of this point. As a general rule, how-

ever, the cleanliness of the inns of Tyrol, Austria, and parts of Styria, is most

praiseworthy, as will forcibly occur to the mind of the traveller as soon as he

crosses the frontier of Italy, and sighs with regret for the clean sheets which he

has left behind.

“ Even at the smallest and most out-of-the-way inns, one good room may
generally be found, where an English lady may make herself comfortable for

the night without fear of annoyances. Those who arrive after this is secured

will fare but badly. 1 should strongly recommend English travellers to take a

teakettle and teapot with them in the remoter provinces of Austria, or they

must never expect to get drinkable boiling water for their tea, as it is always

heated in a greasy stew-pan over a smoky wood fire. Every inn is provided

witli a Betwiirmer (Anglice, warming-pan).”—B.

In the course of repeated journeys in various parts of the continent, the writer

lias liad occasion to remark that he almost invariably met with the kindest

reception in those places where his countrymen were least known. Is not the

reason of this that the English carry their prejudices and habits about with them

everywhere, expecting, most unreasonably, to find abroad everything they are

accustomed to at home, instead of endeavouring to conform with the habits of

the country in which they are travelling ?
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ROUTES THROUGH AUSTRIA AND SALZBURG.

ROUTE 195.

PASSAU TO LINZ AND VIENNA.

38 (rPrin. miles

—

18.3 Eng. miles.

Passau is described at p. 1 1 2. The
journey hence to Linz takes up about
1 3 hours’ posting.

The first stage runs along the left or

Bavarian side of the Inn, as far as Neu-
haus, the station of the Bavarian custom-
house. where it crosses the river by a
bridge, and enters

2^ SchUrding.

—

Inns ; Post;— Gol-

denes Kreutz, not good. The frontier

town of Austria, on the right hank of

the Inn, with 3500 inhabitants. Passports

and baggage are here examined, § 86, 87.

2 Siegharding.

2 Bayerbach.

3 EfVerding, a clean town of 6000
inhaliitants, with a chateau of Count
Staremberg at one extremity.

The road now approaches the Danube,
and, for the last part of the stage, runs

by the water side, past the Convent of

VVilhering, and in sight of Ottensheim

on the opposite liank. See the follow-

ing Route, 196.

After passing some of the outworks

connected with tlie new fortifications,

the traveller enters

3 Linz.—///«* ; Goldenor Lowe, in

the Market-place ;
Stuck, or Canone,

in the Landstrasse, near the Post-office;

Goldner Adler, on the Danube
;
Gans,

not far from the Custom-house. There

are no tables d'hote;—dinners served il

lacarte. This town, of 25,000 inhabit-

ants, is the capital of Upper Austria,

and is beautifully situated on the right

hank of the Danube.
None of the public buildings here

deserve jiarticular notice. In the Ijund-

haus, a very large edifice, formerly a

Franciscan convent, the Estates or

Parliament of Upper Austiia meet

;

and in it are the government offices.

.Stephen Fadinger, the leader of the re-

bellious peasants, was killed (1626) by a

shot fired from one of its windows. The
existing edifice was modernised after a
fire in 1800. Adjoining it is the iWaser/m,

composed chiefly of objects of antiquity

and natural history found in the pro-

vince. In the Chvrch of Si. Matthias,

or of the Capuchins, General Montecu-
coli, the opponent of Turenne and the

Prince de Cond6, who died here 16t0,

is buried. The Hofburg or Schloss, a

large building on the height facing the

Danube, and overtopping the other

houses of the town, was built in 1800
on the place of the ancient palace of tlie

Austrian Dukes, which was destroyed

by fire at that time. The existing

edifice is converted info a prison and
penitentiary. The Great Market Place
is a fine square, which might be much
improved by throwing down the houses

on the side nearest the river. The
Trinity Column (DreifaltsgkeitssUule)

in the centre of it, singularly placed be-

tween figures of Jupiter and Neptune,

commemorates the escape of the town
from two threatened attacks of the

plague and the Turks. There is a
large government carjiet and cloth

manufactory here, ostahlished by Maria
Theresa

;
but an Englishman will find

it very inferior to similar establishments

in his own country.

Two liailroads (Tramways) meet at

Linz, near the wooden bridge over the

Danube, which unites the town to the

suburb Urfahr. One goes N. to Budweis
in Bohemia, 67 miles, and serves to con-

nect the Danube with the Moldau and
Elbe (Route 271). The other is carried

to Weis and Gmunden, in the Salzkam-

mergut (Route 203). No one should

quit thispart of Austria without making
an excursion to that most beautiful dis-

trict. A great deal of it may be seen in

3 days by the aid of the tramroad and
steamers, but it deserves as many weeks.

The beauty of the women of Linz is

the theme of almost all the guide-books.

Their panegyrics, however, arc likely to
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produce disappoiutmeiit in those who
put faith in them

;
and a visit to the

spot will convince the traveller that the

ladies here are not endowed with any

greater charms than their neighbours.

The women of the lower orders wear a

singular head-dress of gold gauze, not

unlike a helmet in shape.

There is a small Theatre liere
;
and

many gardens and taverns in the vicinity

are resorted to by the inhabitants as

places of recreation.

It remains to describe the^riucipal

attractions of Linz
;

which are, tlie

beauty of its situation, the fine views in

its vicinity, and its new Fortifications.

The best point of view is from the top

of the hill behind the town, near JUger-

meyer's Garden, accessible either by a

carriage road, or by a flight of stejjs and
a foot-path commencing a little above
the bridge. From the top of this hill

the town of Linz, the windings of the

Danube, and more than 20 of the

round towers which form the new forti-

fications, together with the Citadel and
Church on the Postlingberg on the oppo-

site side of the Danube, are seen to great

advantage. It is possible to approach
the brow of the hill, and see the Danube
beneath your feet forcing its way through
the narrow gorge which it passes before

reaching Linz. Hut the most striking

feature of the view is the mighty snow-
clad chain of the Salzburg and Styrian
Alps, which stretch along the S. horizon

as far as the eye can reach. Conspicu-
ous among these mountains is the

Traunttein, whose precipices overlook
the Traun Lake, one of the most beauti-

ful (among the many) scenes which the
district of the Salzkammergut (see

Uoute 203) presents. The traveller

niay rest assured that it will re|)ay

him well to turn aside from Linz and
visit it.

Near JUgermeyeFs tavern stands a
round tower of red sandstone, built by
Prince Maximilian, by way of exjjeri-

ment Ijelore the plan of the new fortifica-
tions vvas finally decided on. It has Ireeii

converted into a Jeemte College. Gen-
tlemen are admitted to see it. The view
from the top is said to be finer than from

Jagermeyer's. .attached to it, a church
has been built in the llyzantine style.

Atiother view is to be obtained from
the Postlingberg, mentioned above, the

highest eminence in the vicinity
; but

it is about 2 miles distant from Linz,

on the left bank of the river
;
and the

view, though more extensive, is not

so pleasing as that from JUgermeyer's.

The hill is surmounted by a pilgrim-

age church, which has recently been
surrounded by a group of towers in or-

der to form the citadel of the new for-

tifications. The sacred edifice ap-
pears singularly out of place in the
midst of bastions, covered-ways, case-

mates, artillery, and powder-magazines.
The Fortifications of Linz are con-

structed upon a new ])lan, im'ented bv
Prince Maximilian of Este; and exe-
cuted not only under his inspection,

but at his own cost and risk, and
not taken oft' his hands by the govern-
ment until 1838. Instead of building
a continuous wall, with bastions at in-

tervals, immediately round the town,
he has caused it to be surrounded by a
chain of isolated forts, 32 in number,
communicating with each other by a
covered-way, and placed at a distance
of 1, 2, or 3 miles from the town; none
being nearer than 1 mile ; 23 stand on
the right, and 9 on the left, bank of the
Danube. They are planted at regular
intervals in the plain, or along the slojies

and tops of the hills, in a circuit of 9
miles; the highest eminence, the Post-
lingberg, before mentioned, being sur-
rounded by a circlet of .') towers, to
form a citadel. Each tower is 30 ft.

high, and 108 ft. in diameter, but is

sunk into the ground, so tliat the roof
alone projects

;
they are surrounded hy

a deep ditch, and on the side away from
the town by a glacis. Each consists
of 3 stories; the lower serving as
store-house and )x)wder-magazine

;
the

middle one as lodging for troops
;
the

platform on the summit, which when
not used is covered by a temporary roof,

is mounted with 11 181b. guns, so ar-
ranged that they can be all brought to
bear upon any single point with the
greatest facility, and command the

II
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glacis by a cross-fire in every direction.

Ill the lower story there are 4 howitzers

(7-lb.) bearing upon the ditch, to frus-

trate any attempt to cross it. The
wliole system of towers may be regarded

as an intrenched camp : within which,

a large army might take up a position,

protected by the cannon of the forts

from the attack of an enemy. The ad-

vantages held nut by this mode of for-

tification are, that each individual fort

must be made the object of a separate

siege by an enemy, before it can be

taken, and tliat the expense of construc-

tion is trifling compared with the com-

mon metliod. For the present, the

wliole must be regarded as an- experi-

ment which has not yet been tried, and

there are not wanting officer's of ex]ie-

rience in engineering and fortification

who regard these works ns a farce. Un-
til these works were constructed, the

valley of the Danube was undefended

by a single fortress from the frontier of

France down to tlie walls of A’ieiina,

Ulni having been demolished in the

late war. The necessity of some bar-

rier of tbe kind was made manifest by

the two invasions of Napoleon, whose

armies twice reached A'ienna almost

without a check.

The commandant in Linz gives per-

mission to strangers, on sending their

names, to enter one of these towers.

!No. 1, which lies about mile out of

the town, close to the Vienna road, is

most conveniently visited. The inte-

rior resembles the decks ofa man- of-war,

except that the platforms are circular.

The apartments are about the same

height as the cabins on board ship, and

the guns are arranged nearly in the same

manner. Those of the upjier plat-

form move round in grooves upon a

pivot. Each tower is capable of con-

taining 150 to 200 men, with provisions

for that number.
A pleasant excursion may be made,

along the Bohemian railroad, to the

pretty white Church of St. Magtlaleiie,

whence there is a fine view. A char,

drawn by one horse, along the tramway,

will bring you to the place in 20

minutes-

[Sect. XI.

The Descent of the Danube, from Linz
to Vienna, is a most interesting voy-

age. See Routes 196 and 197, pp. 188,
191. By the introduction of Steam-

boats, the navigation of this portion of

the river is rendered much more easy

and agreeable than formerly. Steam-

ers stiirt down the river for Vienna, and
up the river to Passau and Ratisbon,

every day in summer.
An Eilwagen goes to Vienna and

Salzburg daily; to hlunich, Passau,

Ratisbon, and Budweis, twice a week.

Stage-coaches, drawn by horses, run
along the Railroads to Budweis in Bo-

hemia, and to Gmunden in the .Salz-

kammergut every day.

The falls of tlie Traun, the Lake of

Gmunden,and the Monastery of Krems-
miinster (about 15 miles from Linz),

may be visited on the way from Linz

to Salzburg. Route 198.

The journey from Linz to Vienna I

takes up about 22 hours in the Eilwa-
j

gen. St. Polten is usually the limit of

tlie first day's journey in travelling post.
j

The inn there is tolerable. About 2
j

miles out of Linz the railroad to Gmun-
;

den crosses the post-road, and a few '

yards beyond it one of the new towers
j

(No. 1) is passed. A few miles further
]

on, the river Traun is crossed by a
j

long wooden bridge, at the further ex-

tremity of whicli lies Ebersberg, the

scene of a severe engagement between

the French under Massena, and the

Austrians under Hiller, 1809. The

passage of the bridge was contested

with great slaughter; and for a long

time Hiller, witli only 35,000 men, suc-

ceeded in keeping in check the whole

French army. When the passage of

the bridge was at lengih forced, a des-

perate combat was kejit up in the vil-

lage from house to house; and marks

of shot and balls may still be seen on

the walls and signs of the inns. Nearly

12,000 men fell in the conflict. In go-

ing from Vienna to Salzburg, it is not

necessary to pass through Linz; the

direct road strikes olV from Ebersberg

to Weis by Kleinmunchen (Route 198),

leaving Linz on one side.
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Asteii, a village on the higli road to

Eiiiis, is only 2 miles distant from the

Monastery of St. Florian, the towers of

which may be seen rising above tlie

trees. This saint, eminent botli in Aus-

tria and Bavaria for the aid which be

is believed to give in extinguishing

fires, was born at Enns. His portrait

is constantly seen painted on the out-

side of houses, in the same situations as

the gilt emblems of the Phoenix, Globe,

and Uoyal Exchange Insurance-offices

in England. He is usually represented

in armour, in the act of pouring water

from a bucket upon a house on fire.

This monastery is one of the most

ancient foundations in Austr ia
;

Irut

the existing edifice, a very palace in

extent and in sjilendour of archi-

tecture, in the Italian style, was
erected in the reign of the Empe-
ror Charles ^'I. Beneath the hand-

some church attaclied to it is an an-

cient crypt, which passes for that in

which the early Christians of the neigh-

bouring district first met to worship.

The Hall, called Kaisersaat, is a hand-
some apartment adorned with frescoes.

The Library is still very rich, though
it has suft'ered serious sjroliations

;
it

contains 40,000 volumes; and the Pic-

ture Gallery is rather remarkable for

extent than excellence, the greatest part

of its contents being copies. The ec-

clesiastics of St. Florian are remark-
able not only for their learning, but for

their skill in agriculture, which has

conferred vast benefits on tlie surround-
ing district

;
tliey act either as professors

in numerous colleges, schools, and se-

minaries entrusted to their care, as

parish priests, in the livings which are

in the gift of the convent, or as sujrer-

intendents to their fanning establish-

ments. Not far from St. Florian's the

road jiasses the chateau of Tillysburg,

a square building with towers at the

4 corners, which was given ,by the Em-
peror Ferdinand H. to the renowned
General Tilly, who l)eheld his mansion
and estate from a distance one day, but
never took the trouble to visit it. It

now belongs to the Abbey of St. Florian.

3 Finns .—Inns : Adler, very good

(1S39)
;
the Krone, in the square, also

good. A town of 3000 inhabitants, on
the left bank of the river Enns, which
separates Upper from Lower Austria,

and enters the Danube a little below
the town. Enns stands on the site of

the Roman station Lauriacum (whose
name is preserved in the neighbouring

village of Lorch), which was the scene

of a cruel persecution of the Christians

by Galerius, a.d. 304. Among the

victims was Florian, a Christian tri-

bune, who was thrown into the Enns
from the bridge, with a millstone round
his neck. It is related, however, that,

by some miraculous interposition, the

stone assumed the buoyancy of cork,

and kept the Saint afloat long enough
to enable him to preach a sermon to

his persecutors! The expense of build-

ing the old walls of Enns was defrayed

out of part of Richard Coeur-de-Lion’s

ransom. The tall Tower in the market-
place was built by the Emperor Max-
imilian. On a height, overlooking the

river, stands the Chateau of Count
.Auersperg, to whom Enns belongs.

The road from Finns to Eisenerz by
Steyer, is described in Route 242.

A hilly stage leads to

2 Strengberg.—Inn ; Post, tolerable.

A village on an eminence.

This part of tlie road is not well laid

down
;

it makes many useless turns,

and ascends and descends heights which
might have been easily avoided alto-

gether. The country becomes more
interesting, and is enlivened during this

stage by views of the Danube on the
lelt, andof tlie Styrian .Alps on the right.

3 Amstetten. — Inn ; Post. The
road tliroughout this stage is level,

and runs fur some distance along the

left bank of the torrent Ips, and crosses

it before reaching

2f Kemmelbach.— Inn; Golden
Adler, good beds.

F'rom tlie height of Ording, over

which the road passes, a good view is

obtained of Mbllr, and of the ilouble

spires of the Pilgrimage Church of

Maria Taferl. Route 197.

3 Aiblk. or Melk.

—

Inns; Ochso

;

—Lamm, clean. A town of lUOO in-

n 2
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tiabilaiits, on tlie right bank of tlie

Danube, lying at the foot of the rock

on which, at the height of 180 feet

at)ove the river, stands the celebrated

Benedictine Moiastery, built between

1707 and 1736, by an architect from

St. Polten, named Jacob Prandauer.

It bears the appearance of a proud re-

gal palace, rather than that of the se-

cluded retreat of cloistered monks. It

occupies the site of an earlier build-

ing, which served as a palace to the

Babenberg Princes of Austria, some of

whom are buried beneath the church.

I'lie original foundation dates from tlie

10th century. The history of the spot

may however be traced to a still earlier

period : the Huns had a stronghold on

these heights, called by them Eisen-

burg (Iron Castle), which is mentioned

in the Niebelnngenlied under the name
Medilke. At tlie lime of Buonaparte's

invasion (1805— 1809) enormous con-

tributions were levied on the monks,

and their cellars supplied the French

army with 50,000 pints of wine for se-

veral days in succession. The greater

part of its revenues, confiscated by Buo-

naparte, have since been restored. Tlie

Church, gorgeous with gold and red

marble within, and celebrated for its

tine organ, is the part of the building of

which Molk may most justly be proud.

The Library of 20,600 volumes, and
1500 MSS., is in a truly magniHcent

apartment. The collection of Paintings

is extensive, and there are a number of

old German pictures in the Abbot's

house chapel. In the Treasury of the

church is a large wardrobe of richly-

worked mass robes—a crucifix con-

taining a fragment of the true Cross,

the gift of Mark grave Adalbert lire

Victorious, 1045, and a handsome gob-

let formed of wash-gold collected in

the Danube, 1600. Above all, the

views from its windows make it worlli

a traveller's wliile to halt here for a

few hours. There are 90 monks at-

tached to the monastery, the greater

jiart of wliom are employed at a dis-

tance fulfilling the duties of iirofessors

or ministers in universities, public

scliools, and country livings. Tlie re-

sidents. whose situations and duties

somewhat resemble tliose of the fellows

of a college at Oxford or Cambridge,
devote themselves to literary pursuits,

and are the instructors of a seminary
attached to the establishment, number-
ing 40 pupils.

The Parish Church of the town, built

1481, has some curious stone-work,

and contains several monuments.
The Styrian Alps bound the S. hori-

zon with an outline of great maguifl-

cence ; the CEtscher, the chief of the

chain, is conspicuous above the rest

:

they remain long in sight.

3;J-
St. Polten.

—

Inns: Lowe, good

;

—Hirsch. A town of 5000 inhabitants,

on the Trasen river. Its name is a
contraction of St. Hippolytus. The great

road to Mariazell (Route 215), here

turns to the S. On the left of the road

lies the Clnlteau I’ottenbrunn, sur-

rounded by a fosse.

2 Perschling.

2j Sieghardskirchen.

The chain of hills called Wienerwald,
stretching from the Styrian Alps to the

Danube, is crossed in tlie course of tliis

stage. The road is carried over tiie

steep ascent of the Riederberg. Tlie

postmasters on each side have the right

of attacliing leaders (Vorspann) as far

as the summit. At the foot of it lies

2 Burkersdorf, a considerable village,

distinguished by its handsome post-

house, which is not, however, an inn.

The road runs for a considerable dis-

tance along the right bank of the Wien,
an unruly torrent descending from tlie

Wienerwald, which gives its name to

the capital of Austria. On the right

of the road is seen the stone wall of the

Deer and tVild Boar Park o( the Im-
perial Palace of Sclibnb'runn : it is a -

wild and retired spot, forest trees alter-

nating with open glades, and contains

nearly 2000 head of wild swine : it is

a strictly private preserve of the Empe-
ror’s. On the left lies Hadersdorf, once

the estate of General Loudon, who is

buried in the park, beneath a monu-
ment of sandstone, tlie work of the

sculptor Zauner, erecled by his wife : —
“Non patria, non imperator. sect conjiix !"

was the inscription which she placed

upon it.
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At Maria Brunn there is a Pilgrim-

age Church, ami an Augustine Con-

vent, now converted into a Foresters'

School.

The village of Hiitteldorf is composed

either of villas and country-seats of the

Viennese, or of taverns and public gar-

dens, where the citizens entertain them- .

selves with music and dancing on holi-

days. On Sundays it is throngeil with '

thousands, and is in fact a sort of Rich-

mond to Vienna. !

little to the right of the road, be-
|

yond the village of Penzing, lies the ,

Imperial Palace of ScKonbntnn. (See I

p. 179.") Vienna is entered by the
i

-Mariahilf Lines. ^

2 ViENN.\ (in German, Wien). i

Inns—none unexceptionable on the
j

whole: those of the first cla,ss are—Erz-

herzog Carl (Archduke Charles), a fa-

shionable hotel, much frequented by the

English, and dear; butexcellentcuisine,

and in a centrical situation, near the The-

atres—thesource ofsome saving in coach-

hire. Charges, per diem : Room, from

1 fl. to 2 fl. 36 Miinz
;

coffee, 2-1 kr.

;

tea, 30 kr.
;
wax candle, 20 kr.

;
coach-

house, 8 kr.
;
cleaning carriage, 1 fl. to

2 fl.
;
cleaning boots and shoes, 6 kr.

;

— Kaiserinn von ffisterreich, good and
quiet;—.Stadt Ijondon, very good and

quiet, with an attempt at English accom-
modations, being provided with belks,

Ac. : it is situated near the office of the
!

Eilwigen; rooms, 1 fl. and upwards;
pair of wax-lights, 24 kr.

;
boots, 6 kr.

;

the bill is sent in every day to prevent i

mistakes, an excellent plan, and after

stopping a certain time the price of the

room is reduced. Schwan : a close-

ness and horrible stench pervade the

passages of the house
;

the cuisine,

however, is excellent, and a handsome
dining-room has been added

;
—Kaiser I

von (E.sterreich
;
suits bachelors well,

and the people are civil ;—Stadt Frank-
|

furt, Seiler Gasse, good, clean, and
|

comfortable, with excellent restaur-
'

ant ;—Goldenes Lamm, in the I>:opold-
stadt. The other inns are in narrow,

|

confined streets, this in an o[)en situa- .

tion
;

it is a large house, it ranks among

the best, and is free from smells, but is

noisy and rather remote.

Second-Class Inns : — Roraischer

Kaiser, on the Freyung, very fair:

—

Weisser Ross, Leopoldstadt : Goldne
Elite, Grosse .Schulen Gasse ;—Weisser

Wolf, Alte Fleischmarkt :

—

Charges,

room 40 kreutzers to 1 florin. Among
the Wines of the country Niissberger

is tolerable.

Ijodgings (Monatzimmer) are twice

as dear in the city as in the suburbs.

•A small room, tolerably furnished,

may be hired in the suburbs for 18 11.

a month. A suite of apartments in the

city costs from 180 to 250 fl. a m.onth,

and in the best situations, Mehlmarkt or

Graben, when well furnished, from

350 to 400 fl. a month.
Haiismeister .—As p,lmost every house

in Vienna is tenanted by more than

one family, the door is entrusted to the

care of a porter, called the Housemas-
ter. The doors are shut at 10 o'clock,

and all who enter after that hour pay
3 kr. to him ;

strangers will act wisely

in securing his civility by an extra fee.

Passports .—The passports of strangers,

delivered up on entering Vienita, are

forwarded to the Police Office, No. 564,

in the Spengler Gasse, close to St. Pe-
ter's church. A few years ago the own-
ers themselves were required to appear
personally within 24 hours after their ar-

rival. The official gentleman, who re-

ceived them in the p.articniar bureau set

apart for this service, is empowered to ask

ditl'erent questions, which were some-
times of a very searching and inquisi-

torial character; but, at present, an Eng-
lish gentleman is seldom asked any
other question beyond the time he in-

tends to remain, whence he comes and
whither he is going

;
indeed jiersonal

attendance is now dispensed with. Now
it will suffice to send a valet-de-place to

iisk for the permis de sejonr. .Should

the traveller, however, be subjected

to a severer cross-examination, it is

advisable to submit with as good

a grace as possible, however repug-
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iiaiit it may be to an Englishman’s
feelings. The stranger is then fur-

nished with a permission to reside

(Aufenthallsschein), which costs 2 11.,

for the time specified. As often, how-
ever. as that term expires, the permission

must be renewed by the police authori-

ties, who must also be infonned when
the stranger changes his place of resi-

dence.

The passport is retained in the custo-

dy of the police until the owner is pre-

pared to depart, when it is delivered to

him to be signed by his own minister

;

after which it receives the signature of

the local authorities. ^The signature of

the English minister is frequently dis-

pensed with at present.] In order, how-
ever, to enable him to prosecute his

journey, whether by Extrapost, Eilwa-

gen, or Lohnkutscher, he must jirovide

himself, at the Police-Office, with a

ticket called passirschein, which he

will receive along with his passport.

No one is allowed to leave Vienna, or

pass through tlie outer lines, without

exhibiting such a ticket. In order to

obtain post-horses, a written permission

must be got from the Office of Foreign

Affairs! (Staats Kanzley).

The registers kept at the Police-

Offices in Austria are so full and

complete, that the wliole history of an

individu.al, from the day of his birth,

his changes of abode, his journeys, in

fact, all Ins movements, may be ascer-

tained with the greatest precision. The
writer is aware of an instance of an

Italian lady recovering her son, who
had run away from home ten years be-

fore, and not only finding him out, but

ascertaining all that he had been about

in that'periftd. The time of arrival,

ilcparture, the residence, &c. of every

stranger, is carefully entered in the

books ;
and by reference to them the

traveller has the best means of gaining

information respecting friends whom he

may expect to meet.

The wages of a Valet-de-pluce vary

from 1 fl. 12 kr. to 1 fl. 48 kr.

The best haths are Diana-Bad, Leo-

poldstadt. Tlie swimminy-school, on the

Danube, near the Tabor Bridge, about

2 miles out of town, and half-a-mile

beyond that intended for the soldiers,

is also much frequented.

In all parts of the town are Fiacres

for hire. They are numbered
;
but as

the fares are not fixed by tarilf, it is re-

quisite always to make a bargain with

the driver beforehand. 30 kr. is tlie

ordinary fare to go from one part of the

town to another
;
and from the town

into the suburbs, 1 Gulden. It is cheap-

est to hire them for half-a-day. These
carriages are very good and clean, so

that it is usual to take them out of

town, to the neighbouring villages, or

even to make longer excursions into the

country in them, as fat as Baden. A.

coachman is well paid with 6 or 8 fl.

a day, providing for himself and horses.

It is not unusual to pay visits of cere-

mony in a flacre
;
but carriages of this

description are not permitted to enter

tlie courtyards of great mansions, but

must, set down outside the porte-cochere.

A still better class of hired carriages,

equivalent to our glass-coaches, and
called Stadl-lohnhutsche, may be hired

by the day, week, or month. They are

nearly equal to private carriages in
“ turn-out,” and are driven by coach-

men in livery. These have the privi-

lege of entrde, and are therefore used

by ladies and ]iersons who have not

carriages of their own. They are let

out at from i5 to 8 gn. per day, witli a

Trinkgeld to the coachman of from 48

kr. to 2 gn. .Tantschki, 401, Juden-

platz, lets out carriages and horses, and

may be recommended as a respectable

person.

An inferior sort of public carriage,

called Geseltschafts-ivagen, a kind of

omnibus, carries passengers at a very

moderate cost to the villages in the

neighbourhood of Vienniq such as

Schbnbrunn, Hietzing, Modling, Ba-

den, Grinzing, and Nussdorf. The

stations in the town from which they

set out, and the hours of starting, may
be learned at the inns, or by consult-

ing the calendar, where a list of these

carriages is printed.

The Post-Office, in the AVollzeile,

No. 807, is open from 8 a. si. till 4 p.m.
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Tlie Poste Uestdiife Bureau is open

from 10 to 1, and 2 to 4^, for letters

of tbe day. lA:tters from England ar-

rive on Monday, Tuesday, Tlmi'sday,

and Satunlay. An Englishman should

inquire for the English letters, as they

are arranged apart from the rest. As
the English pronunciation is hardly in-

telligible to a foreign ear, it is a good

plan to take a card ivith the name writ-

ten on it, to show to the postmaster.

The Restaurateurs in A’ienna are nu-

merous, and the cuisine excellent, not

inferior to the Parisian, nor so expen-

sive. A good dinner, including wine,

can scarcely be had for less than .9

Zwanzigers. Tliere are no tables-d’hote

at Vienna, dinner being served even at

the hotels, i la^carte (nach dem Speise-

zettel). The dinner hour with the citi-

zens is 12 or 1, witli tlie higher classes

as late as 4 or 5, but it is usual to dine

early, the Emperor himself setting the

fashion by dining between 1 and 2.

The principal restaurants are— 1,

Casino, a splendid establishment lately

ojrened in the Neumarkt. Tiie cuisine

is not excelled iu Paris. 1^40.— D. .1.

Here you can dine as late as G or 7.

2, Erzherzog Carl, 9G8, Karnthner
Stras.se

; 3, Der Schwan, in the same
street ; 4, Wilder Mann, 942, Kiimtli-

ner Strasse
; 5, Kaiscrinn von CEster-

reich, 900, Weihbourg Gasse
; 6, Stadt

Frankfurt, 1086, Seiler Gasse.
The houses in the suburbs are less

expensive; the best among them is the

Giddene Lamm, Prater Stnisse, 581.

A convenient practice, which saves

much exertion of the lungs, is in use in
^ ienna, and indeed throughout Ger-
many, namely, to strike your glass

when yon want the waiter, instead of
calling out to him from one end of the
room to the other.

Cafes.— The first cofTee-hou.se in

Euro{« was established at Vienna, in

1681, by one Koltschisky, a Polish spy
in the Turkish camp, who obtained
prmission to open one, as a reward for

ids services. The house still exists.

The cafes of Vienna are not deco-
rated with the same splendour as those
of Paris, though they are not less frc-
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quented. They are principally resorted

to in order to play at billiards, or to

enjoy the liberty of smoking, which is

not permitted in the streets of the city.

It happens, in consequence, that when
you enter one of the most frequented,

you find yourself enveloped in smoke,

and can scarcely see two yards before

you athwart the thick cloud. From
this it will be evident that they are not

resorted to by ladies. The coffee and
the ice (Gefrornes), however, are very

good
;
and those who are not kept at a

distance by the smoke, may find the

Austrian and other German newspajiers,

Galignani’s Messenger, and one or two

French journals. A cup of coffee, with-

out milk (schwarz), costs 8 kr.
;

coffee

with milk is called melange.

The best cafes are—Damn's, 278,

in the Kohlmarkt; Neuner, Planken-
gasse, 1063

;
here there is a comfortable

room apart, where no smoking is allow-

ed, and where ladies may take their

coffee or ice unmolested
;

Corti, in the

Joseph Platz, near the Palace. The
most agreeable and elegant cafes in

Vienna are those on the Volksgarten,

near the tem])le of Theseus, and on the

neighbouring bastion, which are also

visiftd by ladies. In summer time,

when the heat of the day is jiast, anil

the whole population of Vienna is

poured out from its narrow streets,

these cafes are frequented by crowds of

well-dressed persons of both sexes, with

rather a predominance of females. In-

numerable little tables are spread in

the open air, within hearing of an ex-

cellent band of music, and are occupied
by happy crowds sipping coffee and
ices, and enjoying the cool of the even-

ing. A more pleasing scene cannot be

imagined. Once or twice a week a con-

cert is performed by military bands in

the Volksgarten, and an entrance fee of

a few Kreutzers is then demanded.
At the cafGs in the Leopoldstadf,

near the Ferdinand's Bridge, many
Greeks and Turks are usually found,

in their national costume.
The Casino of the Nobles, Reiingasse,

139, founded 1837, is an establishment

on the plan of a London Club, includ-
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iiig the highest nobility, and one or two
of the first bankers. It contains library,

reading-room, and good cuisine.

The English newspapers and jour-

nals, such as the Chronicle, Times, Ga-
lignani, the Edinburgh and Quarterly

Reviews, Athenfeum, &c. are taken in

at the Kmtfmdnnische Verem^ or Com-
mercial Association, 1096, Spiegel

Gasse. Travellers can obtain a ticket

of admission from their bankers.

Shops.— The Grahen, Kohlmarkt,
KUriithner Strasse, and St. Stephen's

Platz, are the streets in which the best

shops are to he found. Most of them
arc distinguished by the signs which
they liang out, many of them painted,

not by the usual daubers, but by artists

of some pretensions
;
and each shop is

known rather by the sign than the name
of its owner.

Near the Stock am Eisen Cp. 159) is

a milliner's shop called the Schbne
Wienerinn, from a waxen puppet of a

young lady placed in the window,
which is nearly every day dressed out

in a new costume, and was originally

intended to serve ns a barometer of

fashion to the ladies of A’ienna. The
Lorbecrkrnnz is now one of the most
frequented magasins des modes.

Sil/t Slt/ffs form one of the chief ma-
nufactures of Vienna, and 4000 persons

are employed in the weaving of shawls.

The 'H'eisse Katze, on the Grahen, is a

good linendrajier's.

Bohemian Glass.— Rohrwerk, No.

571, in the Grahen, is a very respect-

able dealer in this commodity, and
appears to possess the newest and best

assortment.

The Lace made in Bohemia is good,

and may be had cheap here.

The Jewellery is good. Pretty gold

chains, similar to those called Madras
chains, are made here.

In the “Town of Baden,” No. 1141,

Grahen, a traveller will be able to pur-

chase many articles useful on a jour-

ney. as well as all sorts of (riidrets and
toys, such as are made in Vienna, of

mother-of-pearl, steel, &c. and which

are known by the term “ Galantarie-

waaren.”

Pl'6s.sl, 215, Feld Gasse, suburb
Wieden, is a celebrated and scientific

optician. He makes telescopes on a new
system, the flint and crown glasses being
s<“parated. His pocket telescopes,

inches long, magnifying 20 times, are

good travelling companions.
Messrs. Schaumburg, 775, Wollzeile,

near the Post-Office, and Mr. Gerold,

625, Stephen's Platz, are among the

principal booksellers in Vienna. They
keej) a large sup))ly of English and
French as well as German books.

Coachmakers' shops abound in the

Jligerzeile. Among the best are Braml-
meyer,Lorenze,and Plank. The carriages

made at 5'ienna are cheap, and tolera-

bly good, though inferior to the English.

A britzka costs about 750 II. : a second-

hand one may be had for 500 fl. ;
and

a .Styrian waggon, a sort of open car-

riage without springs, new, for the same
sum.
The most nourishing trade in Vienna

appears to be that of the pipe-maker,

from the number of persons who follow

it, and the skill and taste exercised in

the workmanship. The material princi-

pally employed is Meerschaum, which

is obtained in great perfection direct

from the Levant. It is found in Armenia.

Tlie Markets of Vienna are not un-

worthy ofnotice, being most abundantly

supplied, and yielding some delicacies

for the table not common elsewhere

—

among the fish, the Fogasth (Perea In-

ciopercaJ, caught in the Plattensee

;

Huchen, marked like a trout, but with-

out scales ;
Schill

;
and Sterling, a sort

(d‘ sturgeon. In the game-market ("/fT/rf-

pretmarkt) will be found wild-boar

and ])heasants from Bohemia, where

these birds are reared in myriads
;
cha-

mois from Styria ;
deer and wildfowl

!

from the borders of the Platten and

Neusiedler Lakes in Hungary
;

and

sometimes a bearer from the isles of the

Danube.
Theatres.—There are 5 theatres in

Vienna—2 in the town, and 3, corre-

sponding with our minor theatres, in the

suburbs. The performances begin usu-

ally at half-past 6 or 7 o’clock, and are

generally over soon after 9.
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1 . The or jBurff Theatre, attached

to the palace, is appropriated to the

pert'onnance of the regular drama, and

may be said to correspond witli the

Theatre Frantjais at Paris. The price

of a box in the first tier is 5 gn. Munz.
;

of a stall in the first or noble parterre,

corresponding with the orchestra seats

in an English theatre, and frequented

by ladies as well as gentlemen, 1 gn.

24 kr.
;
admission to the second par-

terre behind costs 30 kr. Servants in

livery (distinguished by figures in their

hats, and hence called nunieros) supply

the audience with ices (very good, at

12 kr. c. m.) and other refreshments

between the acts.

2. The Kiirnthner Thor Theatre—the

Opera-house of Vienna, close to the Ca-
rinthian Gate. Operas and ballets are

got up here in a very splendid style,

not surpassed by any theatre in Ger-

many, and the orchestra and singers are

usually of first-rate excellence. Prices:

a box in first or second tier, 8 11. ;
in

third tier, 5 fl.
;
stall in the pit, 1 fi. 24

kr., or 5s. Officers of the Imperial

Guards are admitted to the pit on pay-
ment of 4 kr. instead of 1 fl.

3. Theatre an der H ien, in the Wie-
deu suburb, tlie largest and most hand-
some house in Vienna, celebrated for

melo-dramasand spectacles. A box in

the first tier costs 5 gn. Munz.
;
a stall

in the first parterre, 48 kr.
;

ditto in se-

cond tier of boxes or second parterre,

3fi kr. Single places are not to be had
in the first tier of boxes, but there are
lock-up seats in the second, as in the pit.

4. Theatre in the LeopohUtadt, Pra-
ter Strasse, 511; known to the Vieniie.se

as the theatre “ Ileym Kasperl,’’ a cha-
racter in the Fairy Tales. This is the
true national theatre of Austria, “ the
favourite of the middling and lower
classes, little patronised, however, by
the government and the noliility. It is

devoted entirely to mirth and song ; but
the jokes and character of the pieces are
throughout Austrian.’’ It has, however,
much fallen ofT oP late years in its

actors and the pieces brought out in it.

The performances are intermixed with
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songs, like French vaudevilles
; but as

they are full of satirical allusions to the

manners and follies of Vienna, and are

written in the broadest Austrian dialect,

it requires some knowledge of the peo-

ple and language to enter fully into the

sjiirit of them, and enjoy tlie wit and
broad humour. A box in the first tier

costs 3 gn. 12 kr. Munz.
;
parterre, first

gallery, 24 kr.
;

stall in {larterre, 3ti

kr. Performances begin at 7 o’clock.

5. Tneatre in the Josephstadt, in the

ucharacter of its jjerformances may rank

between Nos. 3 and 4.

Among the amusements of V’ienna,

dancing and mitsic stand pre-eminent,

all clas.ses, high and low, being equally
devoted to them. In connexion with

this subject, it would be unpardonable
to pass over the name of Strauss, the

musician and violin-player, at present,

and for some years past, the favourite

of the Viennese public, and well known
over other parts of Europe for the waltzes

composed by him. He and his band of
40 musicians are eagerly engaged, and
at an enormous salary, by the proprie-

tors of the principal Dancing Saloons,

who also purchase his musical produc-
tions. His presence is alone sufficient

to ensure the attendance of a large com-
pany

;
and he is at present monopolised

by the landlords of the rooms called

Sperl, in the Leopoldstadt, of the Gol-
dene Birne, and by Dommayer at the

village of Hietzing, near Schbnbrunn.
Danchig Saloons, or Ball-Rooms,

Tanzsille.—These places of amusement,
though not ranked among fashionable

places of entertainment, deserve atten-

tion, because they exhibit to a stranger

the peculiarities of life in Vienna,
among certain classes of its inhabitants.

1’hey are more particularly frequented
on the Sunday evenings, by persons of
botli sexes, commonly by citizens and
tradesmen and their wives and families

seeking amusement.
A small admission fee is paid at the

doors. A hand of music, of first-rate

irerformers, is provided for tlie evening,

and forms the principal attraction,

since the largest company will almost

n 3
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invariably be found in tliose places

where the orchestra of the celebrated

waltz composers, S/raitss and Lnnner,

(lately dead) are engaged. A supper

forms a very essential part of these enter-

tainments. Adjoining the ball-room is

an extensive suite of apartments filled

with supper-tables, where refreshments

of all sorts may be procured. Dancing
usually begins about 10 o’clock, and is

canied on with the most indefatigable

steadiness for the whole night, and far

into the morning. The most splendid

of these saloons is that of the Goldene
Jlirne (Golden Pear), Landstrasse,

Haujitstvasse. 03 ;
Sperl in the Leopold-

stadt
;
and the Casino in the Neumarkt.

A great part of the company assembled

af the more respectable of these places

of amusement are carried thither in

(juest of innocent recreation. Ladies of

the upper classes, tliough they would
not dance themselves at these saloons,

often go as spectators, to walk through

them, and observe tlie scene.

From the affiches on the walls of

Vienna may be learned not oidy what

is going on at the theatres, but all the

other amusements of the capital and

environs. Tliey tell what excellent

music is to be found at Sperl’s or other

dancing saloons, what capihd dinners

are prepared at Hietzing, and what

splendid fireworks at Tivoli and

the Prater. These advertisements are

the invitations of landlords and tavern-

keepers to the public, to come and try

their excellent beer and hear their good

music.

The Capital of the Austrian domi-

nions, the Imperial city, Kaiserstadt,

as it is called in Germany, being the

residence of the Kmj)eror of Austria,

and the seat of the government, had

370,000 inhabitants in 1839. It is si-

tuated about 2 miles from the main

stream of the Danube, which contri-

butes littlo to the beauty of the city,

since otdy a small branch, which sen'es

the purpose of a canal, passes under

the walls, between the city and the

[Sect. XI.

suburb called Leopoldstadt. Vienna
receives its name from the Wien, a foul

and, in summer, an insignificant stream,
which unites itself with the above-
mentioned arm of the Danube.
On arriving at the outer fortifications,

or Lities, passports are demanded, and
are taken away from the traveller, who
is required to state where he intends to

reside. Inquiries are at the same time
made for contraband goods Q 87), and
articles liable to the town duty, such
as comestibles (E/w'fls mftarcsj, which,
by the regulations of the Municiiral
Custom-House, can only be introduced
on payment of a small tax, and the

baggage is generally searched by the

officers at the gate, and with a strict-

ness far exceeding that at the frontier,

which is very disagreeable. The lines

are low ranqjarts, thrown up originally

in 1703, to repel a threatened attack of

the Hungarians under Riikdtzi, the

Transylvanian.

31 Subiirhs (VorstUdte) encompass
the city on all sides, and greatly sur-

pass in extent the city itself, thoirgh

not older than 1684
;
those which ex-

isted previously having been destroyed

by, or on the apiiroach of, the Turks, at

the time of their last siege. After pass-

ing through the suburbs, the traveller

enters upon a wiile open space, covered

with grass, planted with trees, and tra-

versed by roads and walks in all direc-

tions. This is the Glacis, a broad band
encircling the city, and separating it

from the suburbs. It formed originally

part of the fortifications
;

it is trow a

walk for the inhabitants, and may be

regarded as the lungs of this great city.

Almost all the finest buildings of the

suburbs face towards the Glacis.—Be-

yond this Esplanade lies the city of

Vienna, still retaiinng the appearance

ofa fortified place, since it is surrounded

by a deep fosse and high walls : it is

entered by dark, cavern-like archways

running under the walls, which, with

their projecting l»astions, are usually

comprehended under the name Bastions

(Basteicn). They now serve only the

purposes of a public walk, and, on ac-
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count of the fine view they coniniaml,

are among tlie most frequented in A’i-

enna. By walking quick, the entire

circuit of these bastions may be made
in about 3 quarters of an liour, from

which a tolerable notion may be formed

of tlie extent of the city within them.

5'ienna and its suburbs may be com-
pared to a spider’s web in the arrange-

ment of the streets, as they all tend to

meet together in one point in the cen-

tre, near the Cathedral of St. Stephen’s,

and radiate thence to the bastions, and
across the Glacis, tlirough the suburbs

as far as the outer lines. Vienna dif-

fers from most other European capitals

in this respect, that the old part of the

town, and not the new, is the most
fashionable. Within the bastions lie

the Palaces of the Emperor, and some
of the principal nobility

;
the stately

dwellings of the Harrachs, Starem bergs,

Trautmannsdorfs, Festetics, &c. ;
the

Public Offices, the finest Churclies, and
most of the JIuseums and public col-

lections, together with the Colleges, the

Exchange, and the most splendid shops.

In the streets called the Herren Gasse,
Scheuken Gasse, and Wallner Gasse,

in the quarter called Schottenvieitel,

and tiie neighbourhood of the Imperial
Palace, are congregated the princely

abodes of .Vustrian, Bohemian, and
Hungarian nobility, jierhaps the most
wealthy in Europe after the Britislr.

Among these the palace of Prince Lich-
tenstein (Herren Gasse, 251) is most
conspicuous, from its enormous extent.

It occupies nearly the whole of one side

of the street, and contains a valuable
library, a theatre, and extensive stables.

The palace of Count Schonborn(Uenn-
gasse, 155) was built by Fischer of Er-
lach

; that of Esterhazy (Wallner-
strasse, 263) occupies the site of the
hunting-lodge of St. Leopold.
In the City the streets are narrow, the

houses lofty, and crowded together
;
the

Suburbs, laid out in wide streets, many
of them unpaved, are muddy in win-
ter and dusty in summer

; from which
circumstance, as well as tlie inconveni-
ent distance from the city to which they
are thrown by the intervening glacis.

they are scarcely approachable except
in a carriage. It is most agreeable to

ride through the Suburbs, and to walk
through the town

;
but the pedestrian,

who stops to gaze at the fine shops,

must take caie that he is not run over,

as they are unprovided with trottoirs,

and the toes of those who walk are in

constant peril from carriage-wheels,

the coachmen paying no respect to

pedestrians. There aie, however, some
very fine buildings and sumptuous pa-

laces in the suburbs, such as the resi~

deuce of Count Dietrichitein, opposite

the Josephinum, the new Mint, opposite

the Stubenthor, Prince Razumotlsky's
Palace, the Gerichfs GebUude, and die

Palaces of Prince Lichtenstein, Schwar-
zenberg, Metternich, &c.

The dwelling-houses in Vienna are

mostly of very lai'ge dimensions, and
it raiely happens that they ai'e entirely

occupied by one family.

There are many single edifices which,
from their vast size and the number of
families inhabiting them, would form a
small town. They are let out in stories,

or fiats
;
are approached by a common

stair, as is the case in the towns of
Scotland

;
and one fioor often contains

2 or 3 domiciles. One of the largest

buildings in the city is the Schotten Hof,
attached to the church of the Scotch
Benedictines, who were invited to settle

here by Henry I. of Austria, in 1158 ;

and thougli they were replaced after-

wards by German monks, the convent
is still named after them. It is pos-

sessed of great wealth, as a large part

of the suburbs stands on ground belong-
ing to it. Opposite this building is

another nearly as large, called the

Mblker Hof, belonging to the Monastery
ofMblk. The building called Tratt-

ner Hof, in the Graben, produces
60,000 Gulden of rent yearly, and is

inhabited by 400 persons. Tlie Bur-
ger .Spibd, formerly an hospital, now
converted into dwelling-houses and
lodgings, produces annually 170,000
Gulden. It has 10 courts, contains

212 dwellings, and 1200 inhabitants.

The Slahreinbergische Freihaus, how-
ever, in the suburb VVieden, is still
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larger; it is an estate in itself, and con-
tains 300 dwellings, 6 courts, 31 stair-

cases, and 2000 inhabitants.

There are in Vienna a great many
thoroughfares or passages (Durchhilu-
ser), leading through archways under
jirivate houses, and across court-yards

from one street to another. They en-

able the foot-passenger, who is ac-

quainted with them, to make consider-

able short-cuts, especially iri going

from St. Stephen’s to the Rotheii-

thurm Tlior, and the Leopoldstadt.

The most crowded streets, and those

in which the finest shops are to he

found, are the Kohlmarkt, the KUrn-

thner Strasse, the Grahen, and St.

Stephen’s Platz. in the city ;
and the

.liigerzeile, in the suliurh Leopoldstadt,

which is tlie great tlioroughfare lead-

ing to the Prater. The stream of popu-

lation perpetually passing and repass-

ing througli these streets, and pouring

in and out of tlie city gates, is not in-

ferior to that in the most crowded quar-

ters of London or Paris.

The numbers of the houses, in tlie

town and suburbs, do not commence
anew with every street, but are carried

on consecutively through the whole city

first, and then through each of the

suburbs.

There is no city in Kurope where a

stranger can amuse and occupy himself

better, or find himself so quickly at

home, as in the Austrian capital.

Among the iqiper classes of its gay,

open, friendly, and hospitable inhabi-

tants, he e.\periences none of that stift-

ncss and reserve that meet him in North

(iermany, and he is gratified and sur-

]irised when he stirs abroad by the com-

fortable condition and happy and con-

tented air of the lower orders. Feast-

ing, dancing, and amusements seem

the order of the day. Poverty scarcely

appears in any shape ;
and beggary, if

it exists, is at least kept in the back-

giound. “ In the public walks and

gardens, every one seems more merry

than another; and the individual who

can mingle with the crowds of pretty

faces that smile upon him in the Espla-

nade, or can gaze upon the fairy forms

[Sect. XI.

that flit through the brightly illumi-

nated Volksgarten, in the evening, and
who does not catch the spirit of uni-

versal happiness which ]rrevails, must
be a .Stoic indeed.”

—

Strang.

Vienna has been proclaimed by
many travellers the most dissolute capi-

tal in Europe
;
but, even in this respect,

there has been much exaggeration.

There is at least none of that open dis-

play of vice which disgraces the capi-

tals of France and England. The
streets may be traversed at all hours,
by day and night, without encounter-
ing disturbance or annoyance of any
kind. And yet the public police

are neither numerous nor obtrusive.

Breaches of the ]ieace are rare, cases

of drunkenness seldom occur, gaming-
houses are unknown, much to the credit

of the Government, and in contrast to

our own metropolis
;
yet a corps of 700

men constitute the whole force of the

guardians of the peace in the city and
suburbs.

As the defects of the Imperial city

have been magnified, so have its advan-
tages been too often passed over in silence.

Those who have heard Austria de-

scribed as the Bocolia of Europe, will

be surprised to learn that it contains a

numerous literary society, boasting the

distinguished names of Von Hammer
(now Baron Piirgstall), the orientalist

and historian
;

Grillparzer, the poet

and dramatist
;

Mailath, the his-

torian ; Caroline Pichler, the novel-

ist
;
Deinhardstein, Zedlitz, and other

poets; and Balhi, the statistician;

with many others, sufliciently nu-

merous to give a lone to the higher

circles of society. The upper classes,

indeed, are eminently accomplished ;

French, English, and Italian are so

commonly s])oken as almost to sujior-

sede the native German ;
which, by the

way, is at ^'ienna a very bai barons

patois.

In the patronage bestowed upon art

and science by persons of rank and

wealth, from the Emperor downwards,

and in the number of galleries and col-

lections, public and private, Vienna

yields to no capital in Eurojte.
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The following is but a brief descrip-

tion of the objects best worth the tra-

veller’s time and attention.

The principal Monuments in the

squares and public places of Vienna are

In the Joseph’s Platz, the colossal

equestrian statue of the Emperor .loseph

11. It was erected to his memory by

his nephew, the late Emperor Francis,

and is a creditable performance of the !

sculptor Zauner. On the pedestal is

the inscription “ Saluti public® vixit,

non din, sed totus.” In tlie Burg

Platz a monument will soon be raised

to the excellent Kaiser Franz, the father

of his people.

In the square called tlie Neumarkt

is a Fountain, around the basin of wliich

the artist has placed “ four naked

figures, representing the four principal

rivers of Austria pouring their waters

into the Danube, whose genii siUTOund

the pillar that rises in tlie centre.”

These statues are the work of an artist

of merit, Raphael Donner.

In the centre of the Grnben stands a

column in honour of the Trinity
;

the •

bas-reliefs alone are good, or worth
|

noticing in it.

The Churches open in the morning
with the dawn : they are shut at noon,

and not opened again till after dinner.

The Cathedral of St. Stephen's.

—

“ -All that is lofty, imposing, and sub-

lime in the Gothic style of architecture

is united in the cathedral.” Its length

from the principal gate (called Riesen

Thor) to the eastern extremity is 350
ft.

;
its greatest breadth 220 ft. The

existing building was completed 1480,
except the two small towers flanking

the grand \V. doorway, and the part of

the edifice contiguous to them, which
are the remains of a ]ireviou8 church,
built (1117) by Master Oclaviau
Falckner of Cracuw. They exhibit the

character of the Byzantine style of ar-

chitecture. The roof is covered with
coloured tiles, forming a colo.ssal mo-
saic of the Austrian Eagle. On the
outside of the building there is much
rich tracery, and some curious carvings
and monuments. The doorways are

beantiful specimensof Gothic ornament.

From the pulpit of stone, in an angle

of the building on the north side, St.

John Capistran preacheil a crusade

against the Turks in 1451. The gene-

ral character of the interior is dusky
and gloomy; but the height of the

choir, the size of the pillars, the abun-
dance of ricli sculpture, the glowing

tints of ancient painted glass, the beau-

tiful forms of tlie two rose or wheel

windows, all contribute to the imposing

effect of this splendid cathedral. On

I

the left hand under the organ, or what
I is called the organ foot, is carved the

portrait of Anton Pilgram, a sculptor

and architect of the church. The same
bust again appears underneath the

Pulpit, which is deserving of minute
observation, on account of its elegant

and elaborate carved work in stone, as

are also the stalls of the choir. At the

I east extremity of the south aisle is the

marble monument of the Emperor
Frederic III., ornamented with 240
figures and 40 coats of arms, carved by
a sculptor of Strasburg, Nicolas Lerch

(1467—1513). On a scroll twisted

around the sceptre in the hand of the

effigy, is seen Frederic'sdevice or motto,

the letters A.E. 1. O. U., supposed to

be the initials of the words Alles Er-
dreich 1st CEsterreich Unterthan

; or,

in Latin, .Austri® Est Imperare Orhis
Universi. The figures in relief around
the Sarcophagus represented the 8 reli-

gious establishments which he founded.

Near the W. end, on the right of

the grand doorway, is a side chapel,

calleil Kreu'tz-kapelle, in which the

hero Prince Eugene of Savoy is buried.

The Tower (begun 1359, by an archi-

tect named Wenzla of Klosterneuburg,

finished 1433, and completed by ano-
ther named Buchsbaum, after 74 years)

is a masterpiece of Gothic architecture,

diminishing gradually from its base to

its summit in regularly retreating

arches and bultres.ses ; it is 465 ft. high.

It is well worth while to ascend it on
account of the view. It is enleied from
a small house. No. 873, Stephen's Platz,

built against the south wall of the

church on the outside, where tickets

arc given out, which carry the visitor
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through without further payments.
Higli up, in the N. W. angle, is shown
the stone bench from which the Count
.Stahremberg, the brave governor of
Vienna, during the last siege by the

Turks, used to reconnoitre their camp,
as an inscription placed over the spot

bears witness. From this elevated post

he first descried, on the morning of

September 12, 1683, the Christian ban-
ner of John Sobieski unfurled upon
the Kahlenberg. The largest bell is

made of the 180 j)ieces of cannon taken

from the Turks after their repulse from
t!ie walls. It weighs 357^ cwt. The
view extends not only over the city and
suburbs, but across tlie Danube to the

Marchfeld and over Napoleon’s famous
battle-fields of Lobau, Wagrain, As-
perne, and Kssling.

“ Half way up the tower is the sta-

tion of the Fire-lValch for the city,

a well-regulated establishment. A
moderate-sized apartment, which also in-

cludes the works of the clock, is formed

within the tower, and furnished with

windows overlooking every part of the

city. Each window-sill has a provision

for fiistening a telescope, whose move-
ments are marked by the stand on which
it is placed, upon graduated circles

placed horizontally and vertically.

Registers have been constructed for each

window, so that the telescope having

been pointed to any object, and the cor-

responding horizontal and vertical num-
bers upon the graduated scale read off,

the name of the object, whether build-

ing or street, is ascertained by reference

to them. Thus the exact spot where a

fire may break out is ascertained, and
tlie intelligence is instantly conveyed to

tliose below by enclosing a ticket in-

scribed with the particulars in a hollow

brass ball, which is dropped down a

pipe leading to the bottom of the tower.

Thence it is transmitted to the fire-

offices."—F. H.

The clock in this tower strikes the

hour only ;
the quarters are struck by

the watchmen, who are posted day and

night aloft to give warning of fires, by

ringing a bell and displaying a flag,

and at night by holding out a light in

[Sect. XI.

the direction where the fire has broken
out. This magnificent spire had in-

clined to the N. more than 3 feet out of
the perpendicular, in consequence
either of injuries received during the
Turkish and French bombardments, or
perhaps from the shock of an earth-

quake. It has for this reason under-
gone a very careful repair. -About 60
ft. from the top have been taken down
and rebuilt, and the iron framework
supporting the stones, which exhibited
a sensible vibration, has been rendered
stable. It is remarkable, as showing
the calculation and forethought of the

original architect, that the buttress oj)-

posite to the side from which the pre-

vailing wind blows is thicker than any
of the others, to resist its efl’ects.

Vast Catacorrrfts extend entirely under
(he Cliurch, except where the founda-
tions of the steeple extend through them
to the ground beneath. They are filled

up to the roof with coffins, destitute of
monument or memorial of any kind,

and exhibit the hideous spectacle of a
charnel-house of the largest dimensions.

They have been recently closed, and the

public are very properly excluded from
so revolting a spaclacle. Separated
from this vast common sepulchre is the

Crypt, which served as a burial-plaoe

of the Imperial family from the 14th to

the 17th centuries; and even now the

curious ])iactice ]irevails of interring

their bowels in St. Steplien's, and their

hearts in the church of the Augustin.es,

although their bodies are deposited in

the vault of the church of the Cajui-

chins.

In going from St. Stephen's to the

KUrnthner Strasse, it is worth while to

notice a post which stands against the

wall of the house. No. 1079. It is said

to be the trunk of a tree, the only one

remaining of the Wiener Wald, a vast

forest, which in ancient days extended

to this spot, now the heart of the city.

It has been so completely bound round

by hoops of iron to preserve it, and so

many nails have been driven into it by

the wandering apprentices of Vienna,

when setting out on their travels, tliat

there is now no longer space for more

;
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aiiJ the trunk lias become, as it were,

“ a tree of iron,” so ns to give to the

adjacent parts of the street the name ot

Stock am Eisen Platz.

The Capuchin Church, in the Neu-

markt, is only remarkable for contain-

ing the burial Eault of the Imperial

family.

It is shown by torch-light, under the

guidance of a Capuchin brother. There

are in all nearly 70 metal cotRns. The
oldest is that of the Emperor Matthias,

1619; the most splendid are those of

Margaret of Spain, first wife of Leo-

{xild I., that of Joseph I., which is of

pure silver, and those of Maria Theresa,

her husband Francis, and her son,

Joseph II. In a comer, among the

regal and imjierial dead, is the simple

coffin of a Countess Fuchs, the governess

and instructress of Maria Theresa, who
showed her gratitude in admitting her

friend to the empty honours of sharing

a tomb with emperors. Every Friday,

for 13 years after the death of her hus-

band, did Maria Theresa descend into

this vault, to pray and weep by the side

of his remains. The most interesting

Sarcophagus is that of young Napoleon,

the Duke of Reichstadt. A simple

copper coffin, with a raised cross upon it,

and the words “ Napoleonis Galliai Im-
peratoris Filius,” &c. encloses his body.

Not far from his favourite grandson,

repose the remains of the late Emperor
Francis, who was much attached to

him while living, and desired not to be

separated from him after death. Three
of the late Emperor's wives are interred

here.

Church of the Augustiues.—The chief

ornament of this church is the beautiful

monument of the Archduchess Chris-

tina of Siaxe Teschen, by Canova, one
of his most successful works, “ A
jjyramid of greyish marble, 28 ft.

high, and connected by 2 broad
8te[», with a long and solid base,
is placed against the wall of the
church. In the centre of the pyramid
is an oj)ening, representing the entrance
of the funeral vault, and two mclati-
choly grou]»s are slowly ascending to-

wards it. The first consists of Virtue,

bearing the urn which contains the

ashes of the dece.osed, to be deposited

in the tomb
;
and by her side are twin

little girls, carrying torches to illumi-

nate the gloomy sepulchre. Behind
them. Benevolence ascends the steps,

supporting an old man, who seems
scarcely able to totter along, so rapidly

is he sinking beneath age, infirmity,

and grief. A child accompanies him,

folding its little hands, and hanging
down its head in infantine sorrow. On
the other side couches a melancholy
lion, and beside him reclines a de-

sponding genius. Over the door of the

vault is a medallion of the Archduchess,
held up by Happiness

;
and opposite,

a genius on the wing presents to her

the palm of triumph. “ The last two
figures, as well as the portrait, are only
in relief on the body of the pyramid,
all the others are round, and all are as

large as life. There is nothing strained

or affecte<l in the allegory. An air of

soft and tranquil melancholy pervades

the whole composition ; and the spec-

tator, without being very forcibly struck

at first, feels pensiveness and admira-
tion growing upon him. The figure of

the old man, whom Benevolence sup-
ports to the grave of his benefactress, is

exquisite
;

his limbs actually seem to

totter, and tlie muscles of his face to

quiver with agitation. The composi-
tion is a most elegant one, and pure
and chaste throughout.”

—

Russeli.

In the Todten Kapelle, on one side

of the aisle, are the tombs of the Em-
peror Leopold II.

; of the famous Aus-
trian General Daun, erected to his

memory by the Empress Maria The-
resa; ami of \’on Swieten, her phy-
sician, the individual to whom Austria
is indebted for the present system of

universal education. In the Loretto

Chapel are preserved the hearts of the

members of the Imperial family, in

silver urns.

Metastasio is buried in St. Michaers
Church, but the situation of bis tomb is

unknown. He was poet laureate to the

Emperor, and died in 1782.
The only church in the suburbs

worthy of notice is that of St. Carl,
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situated near the Renmveg, flanked on
each side by two lofty columns, wound
round with bas-reliefs representing

events in the life of San Carlo Borro-

ineo, which have somewhat the effect

of the minarets of a Turkish mosque.
It was built by the Emperor Charles
VI., in fulKlment of a vow made at a

time when the plague was ravaging

Vienna, from designs of Fischer of

Erlach (1737).
The Royal Imperial Palace. — Die

K. K. Burg, an ancient building, of

various ilates and irregular structure,

is not more imposing from its archi-

tecture, though more considerable in

extent, than the British Palace of St.

James's. It consists of 3 courts, or

quadrangles
;
that in the centre, called

Burg Plat?,; that on the left hand,

Schweitzer Hof, from the old Swiss

guards of the Palace, now replaced

by Austrians; that on the east, the

Amalien Hof.

The Schweitzer Hof (the oldest part)

dates from the year 1210, and contains

the apartments of the Imperial family.

They are shown during fixed hours

daily when the court is out of town;

and, though they may be inferior in

pomp and magnificenee to many royal

residences, demonstrate the unostenta-

tious tastes of the Austrian rulers, and

derive miicli interest from the simple

habits and amiable character of those

who inhabit them. In one room are

displayed a series of 61 stone landscapes

' (pietra dura) of exquisite Florentine

mosaic, so admirably executed in va.

rious coloured stones inlaid, that with-

out minute examination they would

pass for paintings. They are said to

have cost 400,000 Gulden. In the

dining-room are portraits of Catherine

of Uussia and of Frederick the Great.

The private cabinet of the late Emperor

Francis, “ the most beloved of mon-

archs, and the father of his people,” is

distinguished by the large plate-ghass

window in the second story, which,

during the Emperor’s lifetime, was

always filled with flowers. The citi-

zens of Vienna are fond of pointing out

all these particulars to strangers.

At the door of the Emperor’s cabinet

may be seen a notice, to the cflect that

all persons having business or occasion

to seek an interview with him, may
obtain admission by leaving their names
with his secretary a few days before-

hand. Availing themselves of this gra-

cious permiiision, the poorest peasant,

the most humble subject of the Emjre-

ror, from the most remote district of

his dominions, may obtain a private

audience, and find a patient listener to

his complaints, and, should they be

founded in justice, a most ready re-

dress of grievances. The present Em-
peror, imitating the example of his

worthy sire, admits his humbler sub-

jects to a public audience every Thurs-

day. No ceremonial is used, nor any
regulation enforced in regard to dress.

In this manner 300 petitions are some-

times presented to him in a morning.

On Wednesdays the Emperor gives

private audience to those who require

it, without any of his attendants being

present, to between 60 and 70 persons

;

and comes to town from Schonbrunn
for this purpose. His private Library

is extensive and well chosen. His pri-

vate garden is under tlie bastion, and

the conservatories contain many rich

plants. In a menagerie adjoining is a

small collection of animals, which are

shown by favour in his absence. On
Sunday, when the Emperor is in town,

a sort of levee is held at the palace

;

all well-dressed persons are admitted

as far us the ante-chamber, where they

may see a variety of court costumes,

the uniforms of the noble Hungarian

and Italian guards, &c.

Adjoining the palace, or forming

part of it, are the Imperial Library, the

Winter Riding School, the Jewel Oflice

(Schatzkammer), the Cabinets of Anti-

quities and Gems, ol Minerals, of Ec-

ology and Botany, and the Burg The-

atre.

A carriage road and public thorough-

fare beneath the centre of the palace

leads to the suburbs, through a grand

but somewhat heavy gateway calletl

the Burg Thor. It occupies the site of

the bastions destroyed in 1809 by the
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French, who originated, nnder Napo-
leon, this and several other improve-

ments and embellishments, one of

which was the conversion of the Glacis

into a promenade. In passing from the

palace to this gate, you have, on the

left hand, the private garden of the

Emperor
;
and on the right.

The Tolksgarten (people’s garden).

It was laid out and thrown open to the

^ublic by the late Emperor, and forms
one of the most frequented places of

summer resort in Vienna. It is pro-

vided with two handsome coft'ee-houses,

and contains, in a building copied with
slight variations from the Temple of
Theseus at Athens. Canova’s group of

Theseus killing a Centaur (? the Mino-
taur). This fine piece of sculpture was
bespoke by Ruonaparte to decorate the

arch of the Simplon at Milan
;

but,

falling into the hands of the Aush ians

after the war, was brought hither, and
placed in a building constructed ex-

pressly to contain it. The Catacombs
beneath the temple contain some curi-

ous fragments of antique scnljitiire,

&c., found at Caniuntum, Pelronell,

Aquileia, L.aibach, Stix-Neusiedel, and
other parts of the Austrian monarcliy.

The ImjKrial Library is a handsome
edifice, occupying one side of the
Joseph’s Platz, built for the Emperor
Charles VI. bv Fischer of Erlach.
The entrance is in the corner, on the
left hand of the square. It is shown
on week days to strangers

;
and the

reading-room is open to all who wish
to consult the books from 9 to 3, ex-
cept during the holidays, viz., a week
at Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide,
and in the month of August or Sep-
tember (?).

This remarkable library owes its

origin to the private collections of
l>ouks formed by the Emperor Frede-
rick III. (1-110), increased by succes-
sive acquisitions of hater Austrian sove-
reiipis, to 270,000 vols. and 16,070
MSS.

; iticluding the libraries of Count
t ugger of Augsburg, of Prince Eugeiie,
whose collection was both .select aiul
extensive, and of many others. It was
thrown open to the public by the Em-

peror Charles VI., whose statue occu-

pies the centre of the Grand Hall, a
truly magnificent apartment. Among
its curiosities may be mentioned a tab-

let of bronze, on which is engraved a

senatus consultum (Roman Act of

Parliament), prohibiting Bacchanalian

ceremonies, dated in the year of Rome
567, or B.C. 186. (Livy, xxxix. 8

—

18.) It was probably hung up in some
public place at Rome. The celebrated

Tabula Peutingeiana, a map of trie

Roman empire in tlie 4th century,

copied on parchment in the 13th cen-

tury. It receives its name from a citi-

zen of Augsburg, who sold it to Prince

Eugene. A part of it, containing Eng-
land, Spain, and a portion of Africa,

is wanting
;
but a fragment of this was

recently found in the binding of a book

in the library at Treves. A unique

MS. of the fifth decade of Livy, from

which that part of his history is printed;

it was brought from Scotland by St.

Suitbert. Charlemagne's psalm-book,

MS., in gold letters. Title-deeds, &c.,

of a convent at Ravenna, written on
papyrus: 5th century. A roll of Mex-
ican hieroglyphics, painted on deer-

skin, presented by Cortez to Charles V.
Several MSS. from the library of Mat-
thias Corvinus at Buda

;
among them

his prayer-book, with miniatures. Frag-

ments of a MS. of Genesis : silver

capitals, on parchment. Greek Testa-

ment of lire 1.3th century, collated by
Erasmus for his translation : a fact

attested by his own hand. A German
Bible, written for the Emperor Wen-
ceslaus, adorned with miniatures : 6

vols. A MS. Life of the Emperors
Frederick I. and Maximilian, with

wood-cuts by Hans Burgmayer. Many
MSS. of French Romance; that of
Gerard de Roussillon is decorateil with
exquisite illuminations. MS. of Sir

Tristram; 14th century: still more
beautiful. Tasso’s own MS. of the

Jerusalem Delivered. The library pos-

sesses the finest collection of Oriental

MSS., relating to Turkish and other

Eastern history, in Europe. It w.as

formed by the Baron von Hammer.
Among the typographical curiosities
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and boots pvinted in the 15th century
fcalled by the Geimans Incunabula),
amounting to 12,000, are, Apuleius;
Aulus Gellius

;
Epistles of St. Jerome,

and Caesar’s Commentaries
;

unique
copies, printed on vellum by Pannertz
at Rome, 1468-9; The Psalms, 1457;
Durandi Rationale, 1459; the Latin
Bible, 1462 : all on parchment

;
printed

by Fust and SchblTer at Mayence, &c.
&c.

In the collection of 6000 vols. of

music, several pieces composed by the

Emperors Ferdinand III., Leopold I.,

and Ctiarles VI., are preserved.

Attaclied to the library is tlie col-

lection of engravings, commenced by
Prince Eugene. It is one of the most
extensive and precious in Europe,
amounting to about 300,000 prints,

and includes many most rare speci-

mens and very fine impressions. There

are 4 vols. of the earliest artists, from

Finiguerra to M. Antonio, the latter

very rem.arkahle for their preservation
;

2 vols. of works of Andrea Mantegna,

and other old Italian masters
;
3 vols.

of Raphael
;

8 of the Caracci ; 9 of

Bartolozzi
;
the old German masters, in

5 vols.
;

Albert Diirer and Lucas of

Leyden, 1 vol. each. The collection is

also very rich in works of Rubens, Van
Dyk, Rembrandt (original etchings,

2 vols.) A Waterloo (a complete set).

T%e Archduke Charles's splendid

Palace, on the bastion, adjoining the

Emperor’s Palace, contains a library

and one of the finest collections in

Europe of Engravwgs and Drawings

formed by the late Duke of Saxe Tes-

chen, and much augmente<l by the

present owner, his] heir and son-in-law.

The engravings exceed 180,009, and

are preserved in 900 portfolios. Among
them is a unique and undoubted Fini-

guerra of the Virgin Mary on the

Throne.

Among the drawings by the old

masters (more than 15,000 in number),

the most interesting is Raphael’s own

sketch of the Transfiguration. It was

probably a study for the anatomy

;

since the figures, which occupy the

same situation as in the painting, are

all drawn naked
;

affording an inte-

resting proof of the pains-taking and
laborious exertions by which the greatest

painter that ever lived attained to his

eminence in art. A portrait of the

Emperor Maximilian, taken from the

life by A. Diirer, with an autograph

memorandum of the artist in the cor-

ner to that eft'ect
;

and the original

sketch, by A. Diirer, of the trium])h of

Maximilian, (?) which he painted in

fresco in the town-hall at Nuremberg,
are also worth notice. There are in all

36 specimens,' including many studies

of figures for the Last Judgment, by
Michael Angelo

;
20 bj" And. del

Sarto; 122 by Raphael; 132 by Alb.

Diirer. The collection is very well

arranged, and is liberally shown to

those who take an interest in such works

of art, on Mondays and Thursdays,

from 9 to 12.

Imperial Jewel 0^’ce(Schatzkammer)L
in the Schweitzer Hof. Tickets ar«,

obtained on application at the first

passage on the right hand in going from

the Joseph’s Platz into the Schweitzer

Hof. Admission is given from 9 to

12, on Friday and Saturday. Entrance

may generally be gained even without

tickets, by simply ringing the bell, and

administering 1 or 2 zwanzigers to the

porter who opens the door. The Schatz-

kammer and other collections deposited

in the Imperial Palace are closed in the

month of August and in winter.

The most remarkable curiosities ofy

this cabinet are, the Regalia of Charle-

magne, taken from his grave at Aix-la-

Chapelle, used at the coronation of the

German emperors for many centuries,

and formerly preserved at Nuremberg.

They consist of his crown, ornamented

with uncut stones, sceptre, orb. Dal-

matic, sword, and shoes. Along with

the regalia are presen'ed the sacred

relics, also produced at die coronation

of the German Emperor, such as the

holy spear and nails of the cross; a

tooth of John the Baptist
;
a piece of

the coat of St. John the Evangelist ; 3

links of the chains of Saints Peter, Paul,

and John
;
the arm-bone of St. Anne

;

a piece of the true cross
;
a portion of
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the table-cloth used at the Last Supper.

The Austrian regalia include the

crown and sceptre of Rodolph II., en-

‘richeil with many uncut precious gems,

and worn in former times by the em-
jjerors elect on their entrance into

Frankfurt. The crown, sceptre, and
robes, worn by Napoleon at his corona-

tion in Milan as King of Lombardy,
are also seen. As the crown was placed

on his liead, he uttered the memorable
words, “ Dieu me I’a donne,.—gare a

qui la touche.” It is remarkable that

the stones in it are all false, as though
it had been anticipated that it would
not be required more than once. This
treasury contains, besides, the following

objects of value and interest :—An al-

most invaluable collection of precious

stones. Pre-eminent among them is

the celebrated Florentine diamond, worn
and lost by Charles the Bold at the

battle of Granson, picked up by a Swiss
lanzknecht, and sold by him to a Ber-
nese merchant for 5 fl. The Emperor
Francis, as Grand Duke of Tuscany,
inherited the jewel, and caused it to be
removed from Florence hither. It

weighs 133 carats. There is another
diamond of great value, intended for

the button of a hat
; and an emerald

weighing 2980 carats, brought from the

Holy Land by a Duke of Austria. The
chains, collars, &c., belonging to the

dresses of tlie various Austrian orders,

viz.. Golden Fleece, Maria Theresa,

&c., worn by the Emperor, forming a
most splendid collection of brilliants,

and comprising specimens of topaz,

emerald, &c., unique in size and water.
Tlie priests’ mass robes, worn at the
foundation of the order of the Golden
Fleece by Philip the Good of Burgundy,
covered with embroidered figures of
saints in the style of art of the period,
and very well executed in the manner
of the school of Van Eyck, deserve at-
tentive examination : they are more
like pictures than specimens of em-
broidery. Philip the Good’s tankard
of E;istern serpentine, bearing the name
of Jehovah, with several heads of Christ
on the lid, and the figure of St. An-
drew, patron of the House of Burgundy.

I

I

I

i

A curious collection of costumes of the

loth century, belonging to persons of
distinction. A crucifix, carved by
Benvenuto Cellini. A lavoir of silver

by B. C. Specimens of ancient watches,

called, from their shape, and the place

where they were made, Nuremberg eggs.

Gold vases and basins of the most pre-

cious workmanship : one of them is

used in the baptism of the Imperial

family. The sabre of Tamerlane. The
swords of John Hunniades, Maximilian
L, Charles V., Francis I. of France.
The cradle of the King of Rome (young
Napoleon), of silver gilt, presented to

him by the citizens of Paris. A cu-
rious piece of clock-work, presented by
the Landgrave of Hesse to the Empress
Maiia Theresa. As often as the clock
sti-ikes, figures of the Emperor and
Empress and the Landgrave advance,
while Fame, by an ingenious contri-

vance, writes in golden letters a lauda-
tory inscription. Here may also be seen
the horoscope of Wallenstein, a circular

plate enamelled, with a lion in the cen-
tre, and some cabalistical figures, and
the signs of the zodiac around it.

The Imperial Riding Scliool (entrance
in the Joseph’s Platz) is a building re-

markable for its size, and for the archi-

tectural beauty of its interior, designed
by Fischer of Erlach. The roof is con-
sidered a masterpiece of carpentry.

Court fetes, on a grand scale, are some-
times celebrated in it

;
and concerts,

composed of between 800 and 900 mu-
sicians, have been given in it. The
hours for riding are from 10 to 12.

Some of the nobility, and even of the

princes, may not unfrequently be seen
here.

The Imperial Coach-House, under the
Library, contains the state carriages:
tliat used at the coronation at Milan,
Prague, &c., is beautifully painted on
the panels

;
it was made for Maria

Theresa, whose state sledge, in whicli
she used to drive upon the Danube, as

well as her sedan chair are shown here.

Between tlie Burg and tlie palace of

I

the Archduke Charles runs a long cor-

I

ridor called Augnsliner Gang, com-
municating with the bastion and the
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Augustine Churcli
;
in it are situated the

two following collections

:

The Cabinet of Antiquities (Antiken
Cabinet). Open Monday and Friday
at 10. Cards of admission must have
been previously requested. It contains

several very celebrated cameos and in-

taglios, which have been described by
the Abbe Eckhel. Among them the

-Apotheosis of Augustus is perhaps the

finest cameo in the world, remarkable

alike for beautiful workmanship, his-

torical interest (as the heads are por-

traits of the Emperor and his family),

and for its large size
;

only 2 larger

are known to exist. It cost the Emperor
Rudolph II. 12,000 ducats. Alexan-

der the Great and Roxalana, and a

head of Tiberius, are also very fine ;

and a Ilyzantine cameo, bearing on

one side the Creation, on the other the

Crucifixion, is curious. Here is like-

wise an enormous onyx, in. in dia-

meter, wliich formed part of the dowry
of Mary of Burgundy, wife of the Em-
peror M.aximilian; and a collection of

Baphomets, or talismans of the Tem-
j)!ars.

In another apartment is a collection

of modern gems, cameos, &c. Leda
and the Swan, by Henvenuto Cellini, is

the most distinguished of these. There

is also a female head, in which the artist

has taken advantage of appropriate co-

lours in the stone to represent the vari-

ous tints of the cheeks and hair; and a

necklace composed of 49 cameos, ex-

quisitely carved, willi Portraits of the

Sovereigns of Austria, from Rudolph of

Habshurg to Ferdinand III., &c.

The intaglios are either under glass

cases, or in drawei’S, which, being co-

vered with glass, may be examined

safely, and at the same time closely.

There is a good collection of Greek

Vases, 1200 in number, nearly half of

which belonged to Count Lamberg.

The Coins and Medals amount to

134,000. Among them are 25,000

Greek, 31,000 Roman, 3000 false me-

dals, 36,000 modern medals and coins

of various European states. Some of

the modern medals are of very large

size. A gold medal of 360 ducats

[Sect. XL

(Christian V. of Denmark, 1699); one

of 315 ducats (Sigismond III. of Po-
land, 1632) ;

a silver ducat of the Em-
peror Charles VI., weighing 6 lbs. ;

and an immense gold medallion of 2055
ducats, two-thirds gold, the rest sil-

ver, presented 1677 by John Wenceslaus
de Ramberg (a Bohemian alchemist) to

Leopold I., as a specimen of the gold

which he pretended to have produced
by his skill in alchemy, and by the aid

of the philosopher’s stone. On it is en-

graved the genealogy of the Austrian
family.

Cabinet of Minerals .—Entrance also

in the Augustiner Gang. Open on

Wednesday
, 1 0 to 1 ,

and Saturday, with

tickets. A very fine collection, far sur-

[)assing, in many departments, every

other cabinet in Europe ; and well ar-

ranged. Amongst the objects to be par-

ticularised are, the specimens of fossil

wood from Transylvania, particularly

one whicli has the appearance of a

bundle of white fibres. The stony mat-

ter (quartz) has occupied the pores of

the wood, which itself has entirely dis-

appeared, leaving an exact c.ast of the

sap-vessels, not thicker than hairs, and

knotted in appearance. A precious

Opal, the largest known, from Czerwe-

nitza, nearCasch.au, weighs 17 ounces.

Very choicespecimens of chrysolite from

Greeidand, wavellite from Brazil, Sty-

rian arragonite, and other rare minerals.

Tourmaline, including a crystal having

perfect terminations at both ends. Tin

ore from Schlackenwald, Bohemia. Cu-
bic crystals of magnetic iron ore from

Gulscn in Styria. Tellurium and gold

from Nagybanya and Vorospatak, the

richest gold mine in the Austrian state.s.

A fine collection of diamond crystal®,

some splendid specimens of emerald,

aud the most extensive and complete

assemblage existingof y4fJ'o5Ves.or stones

which have fallen from the sky in all

parts of the globe. One of the largest,

a mass 711bs. in weight, fell, 1751, near

Agram. The descent of it was actually

seen. Another fell at Tabor in 1753.

A portion of the great mass still nre-

served at Elnbogen, near Carlsbad.

There are several specimens of a shower
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which fell atStaiineii in Moravia, 1808,
j

and was witnessed by hundreds of per-

sons as they were going to church. The
|

fall of others even more ancient is satis-
j

factorily attested by legal documents,

and the testimony of witnesses taken
'

immediately after the event, preserved

in this cabinet. A geological collec- .

tion of considerable extent, and a series
|

of fossil remains, illustrate fn an inte-

resting way the geology of Austria. A
bouquet of flowers, made of precious

j

stones, for Maria Theresix, may be men-
tioned as another costly curiosity. These !

last objects are in the lecture-room.

Museum of Natural History.— Cabi-

net of Zoology ami Botany occupies the

left side of the Joseph s Platz, adjoin-

ing the library. Open Thursday with

tickets obtained from the porter,—

a

Zwanziger might perhaps serve as well.

It was founded by the Emperor
Francis I., and at his private exjjense.

To the student of natural history this t

collection, from its extent and the

choiceness of some of its specimens, '

must be peculiarly interesting : it is, be-
\

sides, well arranged and well named, i

according to the LiniiEean system
; but

|

even ordinary observers will find much
^

to interest them. In extent it far ex- ;

ceeds any in England, not excepting
the British Museum.
The colour of the lines round the

tickets marks the countries from which
the specimens come, viz., yellow, Asia;
blue, Africa; green. America; red,

Australia and the South Sea. The
European sjrecimens are plain

;
except

those of Austrian origin, marked with a
lilack line. The valuable Brazilian
Museum, also formed by the late Empe-
ror, who gent out men of science for the

purpose of making collections in all

branches of natural history, is now in-

corporated with the Imperial Museum.
Among the mammalia (which are

ill-sturt’ed} may be remarked the musk-
deer and her young; a young camel,
born in the .Schbnbrunn menagerie; a
roebuck, with diseased horns, which
have sprouted out in a very unusual
manner; the .\uerochs, or wild ljull,

once common in Europe, and still ex-

isting in Polish and Lithuanian forests
;

a horse, which died in the Emperor's
stables, 46 years old ;

another horse,

covered with woolly hair, like a poodle

;

a walrus, &c.

The Birds.—Perhaps no collection

in Europe, not excepting that of the

Jardin des Plantes, is so complete or

extensive in the onrithological depart-

ment. In some instances 7 or 8 speci-

mens are preserved of the same bird, in

order to sliow the changes of plumage
from youth to age, the difl’erence be-

tween male and female feathers, and the

transition which takes place from the

one into the other. Here are eagles

from various parts of the Austrian do-

minions
;
the white eagle (Falcoalbus),

shot near the fields of .Asperne and Ess-

ling, where these birds are numerous;
the Liimmergeyer, from the Alps; Vul-
tur fulvus, from Hungary

;
hooded fal-

cons, used in hawking in the time of the

Emperor Jo.seph II., with their hoods
and bells; the horned owl, from the

Wiener Wald
;

a monstrous goose

and a pigeon, each with four legs; an
iutei esting series of nests and eggs. The
other departments of natural history

—

amphibia, fishes, corals, mollusca, and
shells—are equally rich. Among the
fish, the tribe of salmon and sturgeon
from the Danube and other rivers of
Europe is very complete

;
the entozoa

(intestinal worms) are unrivalled. The
collection of comparative anatomy is

also very good. The insects are not in-

ferior; they are shut up in cabinets,

but are shown readily to students or

amateuis of this branch of science.

In Botanical collections and herba-
ria, gathered literally from all quarters
of the globe, this museum yields to

none, though this department is less ex-
posed to view. Men of science, and
students of natural history, will find
ready access to the collection at all

times, and most willing assistance, on
apjilying to the directors of the several

cabinets.

Thestudentof botany will find better

opportunities of following this pursuit
in Vienna than almost any other jiart

of the Continent, where the Botanic
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Gardens, both public and private—and
among the latter may be included those

of several members of the Imperial fa-

mily and of the nobility—are richly

furnished, carefully arranged, and libe-

rally opened to general inspection.

The Imperinl Arsenal.—Kaiserliches

Zeughaus, No. 140, Renngasse. Open
to the public Monday .and Thursday,
7— 10 and 1—5. To be seen by tickets,

delivered gratis at the Inspection’s Kans-
ley of the Imperial Foundry, Seelers-

stUtte, No. 958
;
a fee answers as well.

This is one of the richest and most ex-

tensive armouries in Europe.

The enormous chain, of 8000 links,

which the Turks threw across the Da-
nube, near Ofen, for the purpose of

interrupting the navigation of the river,

in 1529, is hung in festoons round the

walls of the court-yard within.

On the ground-door is kept a quan-

tity of cannon of various ages, countries,

and calibre : one piece, taken at Bel-

grade in 1717, is 24 ft. long, and projects

a ball weighing 124 lbs. Anothersmall

field-piece is called “die Amsel,” the

blackbird. In the up]jer rooms, 150,000

stand of arms arc tastefully arranged and

disposed in figures with much ingenuity,

so as to form decorations for the interior,

but at the same time to be ready for

immediate use. There is a great store

of ancient weapons of various dates
;

and, above all, a large collection of

suits of armour actually worn by illus-

trious persons, though some of the stories

told by the guide who shows this col-

lection must not be entirely relied on.

The suits of armour attributed to early

Austrian Princes are very fine ;
though

many of them, like those in the Tower,

certainly did not belong to the persons

to whom they are given. Tlie follow-

ing objects will he regarded with pecu-

liar interest :—The bufl’-coat, of elk-

skin, worn by the great Gustavus Adol-

phus at the battle of Liitzen, penetrated

by the bullet which caused his death.

General Montecuculi’s coat of mail.

The field-marshal's uniform of Prince

ISchwarzenberg. Marlborough's arms.

The balloon used l)y the French Mar-

shal Jourdan, to reconnoitre the Aus-

trian army, previously to tlie battle of
Fleurus. The keys of the city of Lyons.
A great number of standards taken by
the Austrians during the war; 100 are

French, of the days of the Revolution
;

many Polish and Prussian
; a flag car-

ried by the Italian Carbonari, with the

words “ Independenza o morte and
several French eagles; also a tree of
Liberty, with the red cap. Sobieski's

armour
;
the cap of Godfrey of Bouil-

lon (?) ; banners said to date from tlie

first crusade (?). Many trophies con-

quered from the Turks, as standards,

horse-tails, weapons, &c. The green

standard of Mahomet, captured in 1683,

in the memorable battle gained by
.lohn Sobieski, which broke up the siege

of Vienna.
The Toivn Arsenal.— Biirgerliches

Zeughaus, on the Hof, No. 332, is

shown Monday and Thursday, 9— ll,^,

and 3—5J^ ;
but, in winter, only in the

morning. It contains arms for 24,000
civic guards, and suits of armour of

various periods. Here are also preserved

an immense blood-red standard, taken

from the Turks in 1784, by Prince

Charles of Lorraine ;
the head of the

Vizir Kara Mustapha, with the cord

by which he was strangled on his re-

turn from his disastrous expedition to

Vienna
;
and his shirt, or shroud (Tod-

tenhemd), covered with Arabic inscrip-

tions, derived principally from the

Koran, which have been decipliered by

Baron Von Hammer. At the taking

of Belgrade, his body was disinterred,

his head sepai-ated from it, and trans-

ferred to Vienna. The colours taken

by the Archduke Charles, at Caldlero,

1805. The bust and uniform of Mar-
shal Loudon are also shown here.

The Belvedere Palace, No. 544, in the

Rennweg, w'as built by Prince Eugene

of Savoy, who resided in it during the

latter years of his life. It consists of

two buildings, the Upper and Lower

Belvedere, situated at the foot and at

the summit of a gentle eminence, the

intervening slope being occupied by a

fine public garden.

Tlie Lower Belvedere contains the

Amhras Collection of ancient armour.
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paintings, jewels, &c., so named from

the Castle of Ambras, in Tyrol, where

it was originally placed, and from

which it was removed at the time when
the Tyrol was ceded to Bavaria, in

1S06.

It is open to the public Tuesdays and

Fridays, 9—12 A.M., and from 2—

6

o'clock r.M., in summer; in winter from

9 to 2. It is shown daily to strangers,

who, on days not public, give a small

fee to the attendant ; a catalogue may
be purchased at the door. The Hall is

occupied by a Collection of Antique

Sculpture, removed from the Im-
perial Palace. The best things

among them are the SarcojAuffiis of the

Fugger Famihj, with bas-reliefs of

the Battle of the Amazons, and a

bronze statue of Hermes, found in

Carinthia, near MariaSaal, in theZoll-

feld : they are both of the best period

of Grecian an
;
and it is curious to find

that the Romans had transported such

works even to their remotest provinces.

Euterpe: the drapery is well executed.

A Torso of Cupid. Several Roman
helmets of bronze, in fine preservation,

which were dug up at Marburg, in

Styria. Among the terra-cottas a statue

of Pallas, half tlie size of life, in the

stiff early style of art, found in Sicily.

The Egyptian Museum, recently de-

posited under the same roof, contains,

besides papyri, mummies, tablets, &c.,

a curious figure of a sphynx, with 3

heads, of white marble, probably of the

time of the Ptolemies.

The Ambras Museum was formed in

the latter part of the 16th century (about
1-560), by Archduke Ferdinand 11.,

son of the Emperor Ferdinand I., who,
having a taste for art and antiquities,

obtained from his friends and contem-
porary Euroi>ean monarchs suits of

armour and other curiosities belonging
to them, or to the j>ersons of renown at-

tached to their courts and persons,
including most of the men of the
nth, 15th, and 16th centuries. To
many of them he wrote autograph let-

ters; which, together with the replies,

have been carefully preserved, atid

serve to prove the authenticity of this

the most interesting historical collection of
ancient armour in Europe. The Museum
occupies 7 apartments; three of these

are filled with ancient armour. The
most remarkable, out of 143 suits which
belonged to princes and great men,
appear to be

—

In the 1st Apartment, the helmet of

Francis I. of France
;
the armour of tlie

Emperor Maximilian, for man arid

horse, with the imperial arms embla-
zoned in full ; the bridal armour of the

Archduke Ferdinand
;
the steel armour

of Maurice, Elector of Saxony; ano-

ther suit of the Stadtholder, Maurice
Prince of Orange ; a Idack suit of Mat-
thias Lang, Archbishop of Salzburg

;

the suits of Don John of Austria, and
Philip II. of Spain.

2nd Apartment. On the walls on
the left, between the windows, 'rurkisli

spoils : the horse-tail standard and
quiver which belonged to the Grand
N’izir, Kara Mustapha, who was stran-

gled
;
the armour of Scanderbeg

;
the

battle-axe or tomahawk of Montezuma,
Emperor of Mexico; the standard of
Stephen Fadinger, the leader of the re-

bellious peasantry, 1526, brought from
Linz

;
the steel suit of Albert the Bear,

Elector of Brandeitburg, plaited like a
petticoat.

3rd Apartment. The suits used at

the tournament, with rests for the lance
attached to them, remarkable for their

enormous weight, are curious memorials
of aticient chivalry and the manners of
the middle ages.

The most superb suit in the collection
is that of Alexander Farnese, Duke of
Parma, with gilt bas-reliefs on a Idack
ground, very remarkable for the beauty
of its workmanship. Tlie arms ar-

ranged in the niches belonged, for the
most part, to celebrated Italian princes,
Visconti, Doria, Sforza, &c.

4th Apartment—is a gallery of cu-
rious old jiaintings, chielly jiortraits,

poor in execution, but valuable since
they are contemporary portraits, and
probably good resemblances, the greater

part having been taken at the request of
the founder of the collection.

The genealogical tree of Rudolph of
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Habsburg
;
a portrait of him taken from

bis monument at Speier, now destroyed
;

portraits of Maximilian I.
;
his Queen,

Mary of Burgundy
;

Philip II. of

Spain
;

Charles V.
;

his mother, .To-

hanna; his son, Don John of Austria;

Francis I.
;

Mary, Queen of Scots

;

Andrew Doria; Philippina Welser, the

beautiful wife of the founder of this

collection ;
Charles V. when a child,

with his two sisters, one of them holding

a doll. The 3 Imperial Brides of sove-

reigns of the House of Habsburg, whose

dowries were kingdoms, including what

are still some of the noblest provinces

of the empire, whose marriages gave

rise to these lines,

Bella gerant alii, to felix Austria nube
;

Nam qua? Mars aliis, dat tibi regna Venus.

The portraits of Eurojrean princes, 130

in number, extend I'rom Rudolph of

Habsburg to Queen Anne of England.

There are also 900 small portraits of

ilistinguished personages.

The 5th Apartment is a Museum of

natural objects and works of art. It

contains minerals, animals, &c.
;

the

head and horns of a stag, enclosed in

the trunk of a tree, and completely

overgrown by it, so that only the ex-

tremities of the antlers project; many
Uoman antiquities, dug up in Tyrol,

on the site of the ancient stations Vel-

didena (now Wiltau), and Mattrejium

(now Mattrey); among them, 2 frag-

ments in bronze, of an Agrarian law,

one of them dating as far back as 114

vears b. c., and an immense nail 2 ft.

long, and weighing 42 lbs., from the

Pantheon.

In the case marked II are some

admirable carvings in wood : the best

are the Rape of the Sabines, and a

battle-piece, by Collin, the artist who

sculptured Maximilian’s tomb at Inns-

bruck. These deserve minute exami-

nation. Here are kept the trappings

belonging to hawking in old times. A
collectioir of musical instruments used

in the middle ages, the very names of

some of which are now forgotten. A set

of toys made for the children of Francis

I. of Frairce and Eleanor of Austria.

The 6th Room contains a most daz
zling display of jewellery, trinkets,

cups cut out of precious stones, carv-

ings, plate of costly workmanship, and
enamels. At the head of its curiosi-

ties stands the celebrated salt-cellar

made by Benvenuto Cellini for Fran-
cis I., whose arms and initials it still

bears; an undoubted work of the artist,

who has thus described it in his life:

—

“ I had represented the sea and the

earth both in a sitting jjosfure, the legs

of one placed between those of the other,

as certain arms of the sea enter the land,

and certain necks of land jut out into

the sea. The manner in which I de-

signed them was as follows : I put a

trident into the right (? 1.) hand of the

figure that represented the sea, and in

the left (? rt.) a bark of exquisite work-

manship, which was to hold the salt;

under this figure were its four sea-

horses, the form of which in the breast

and fore feet resembled that of a horse,

and all the hind part from the middle

that of a fish. The fishes’ tails were

entwined with each other in a manner
very pleasing to the eye, and the whole

group was placed in a striking attitude.

This figure was surrounded by a variety

of fishes of difl'erent species, and other

sea animals. The undulation of the

water was properly exhibited, and like-

wise enamelled with its true colours.

The eartli I represented by a beautiful

female figure, holding a cornucopia in

her hand, entirely naked, like the other

male figure : in her left liand she held

a little temple, the architecture of the

Ionic order, and the workmanship very

nice : this w.as intended to put tire

pepper in. Under this female figure,

1 exhibited most of the fiuest animals

which the earth produces; and the rocks

I partly enamelled, and jiartly left in

gold. I tlien fixed the work on a base

of black ebony, of a proper thickness
;

and there I placed four golden figures

in more than mezzo-relievo; these were

intended to represent Night and Day ;

and there was one likewise for Evening,

and another for the Morning. There

were also four other figures of the four

principal Winds, of the same size, the
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workmanship and enamel of which

were elegant to the last degree. When
I showed the King this piece of work,

he burst into an exclamation of sur-

prise, and could never sufficiently ad-

mire it.” In the same apartment are

preserved— A necklace, formed of I

cameo portraits of the Austrian Em-
i

perors, from Rudolph to Ferdinand
j

111.; a portrait of Charles V., by

Tihan

;

another of Charles IX. of

France, hy Clouet. A most elaborately

ornamented suit of armour, which be-

longed to Charles V.
;
the hilt of one

of the daggers is attributed to Ben.

Cellini
;

the shield of iron is orna-

mented with a representation in relief

of a combat of wild beasts; the spurs

and the stirrujjs are the work of the

celebrated armourer Negroli of Milan
;

—a cross-bow, the stock of which is

inlaid with ivory, covered with etch-

ings and engravings by A. Durer, who
has inscrilied his well-known mono-
gram underneath.

In a separate apartment there is a

collection of dresses from various coun-
tries, now packed up. The most curi-

ous are those brought from the South
Sea by Captain Cook.

The Imperial Picture Gallery —
Gemalde Gallerie, in the Upper Belve-

dere, at the farther end of the gardens.

Tlie terrace in front commands one of

the most pleasing views of Vienna.
The entrance is at the back of the

building. The gallery is ojien Tues-
days and Fridays, from April 24 to

.Sept. 3(1, from 9 to 12, and 3 to 6;
but in winter, i.e. from Oct. 1 to April

23, from 9 to 2 oidy.

Artists will obtain a ready admit-
tance at all times, by application to the

director or custodes.

The pictures are arranged according
to schools. As you enter from the
staircase, upon the first floor of tlie

palace, the Italian are in the rooms oti

the right hand of the high marble hall

;

the Flemish and Dutch on the left.

A few of the most striking works are
here enumerated.

1st Room. Venetian School.— Paul
Veronete: (50) A Holy Family, with

Saints Catherine and Barbara— (33)
Catherine Cornaro, Queen of Cyprus

—

and many other fine portraits by him
and Tintoretto, particularly (38) the

Doge Nicolo da Ponte. Giorgione ; (6)
Three men in oriental costume, called

the Eastern Geometer. Palma the

Elder: (10) Portrait of Gaston de
Foix.

Ilwd Room. Venetian. — Titiati :

(19) The celebrated Ecce Homo
; a

' large picture, in which the artist has ^

introduced portraits of the Emperor
Charles V. in armour; of Sultan Soly-

man
;
of his friend Aretino, as Pilate

;

and of himself. This masterpiece

formed part of the collection of Charles

I. of England, sold by Oliver Crom-
well— (32) The Entombment— (36)
Danae—(39) The Virgin and Child ;

before her St. Jerome reading, St.

Stephen with a palm branch, and St.

Maurice with a lance, displays a noble-

ness of character— (45) A Holy Fa-
mily : St. .Tohn presenting fruit to the

Saviour—(62) The Woman taken in

Adultery. Many inimitable portraits,
'

particularly Nos. 37, 40 — (44) his

own portrait—(46) .Tohn Frederick,

Elector of Saxony—(51) The Emperor
Charles V. Porde/tone : (7) St’a. Jus- I

tina
;
one of the best works in the gal- )

lery : the expression of tbe Saint is

full of sweetness and innocence.

lllrd Room. Roman School.—Ra-
phael; (52) The A'irgin, Child, and
•St. John, in a meadow : with the date
MDvi. on the hem of the Virgin’s robe .

— (33) The Repose in Egypt—(51) J,.

A good copy of the picture called Spa-
*

simo di Sicilia. Salvator Rosa

:

(54,

56) Two battle pieces.

I\ III Room. Florentine School.—Fra
Bartolomeo; (17) Virgin and Child—
(29) The Presentation in the Temjde

;

with the date 1516 : a very fine picture,

upon whicli Rubens formed his style of
painting.— IVilhie, 365. Christophoro

Altori

:

(20) Judith with the lioad of

Holoferncs.

\ th Room. Bolognese School. Agost.
j

Caracci

;

(17) St. Francis receiving the t
five wounds, Francesco Francia : (}S) ’

.\ Holy Family, Guido Reni

;

(24)
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The Magdalen before a Crucifix.

Guercino ; (30) The Prodigal Son.

Vl/A Room. Bolognese and Lombard
1 Schools.—Arm. Caracci

:

(12) Christ

i and the Woman of Samaria: as well

j worth attentive examination as any pic-

ture in the gallery. Correggio: (19)
lo and the Cloud— (21) Ganymede.
Franceschini : (17) Charity. Pameg-
giano

:

(22) Portrait of Malatesta Ba-
glioni. Murillo : (27) St. John as a

/^child, with the lamb. And. Mantegna :

(42 to 48) Triumph of Julius Caisar.

—Cartoons of the same subjects as

those in Hampton Court by this master.

VII//« Room. Neapolitan and other

Schools.—Antonello di Messina : (60)
Angels weeping over the body of our

Saviour.

Flemish and Dutch Schools. On the

left of the Marble Hall.—1st Boom.

4 —Hoogstraeten

:

(9) A grizly- faced

/ old Jew looking out of a window.

One wall is nearly covered with por-

T traits by Rembrandt

:

(34) his Mother,

and (37) himself, are good.

Ilnd Room.—Landscapes by Rugs-

dael, Moucheron, Cuyp, Poussin, (30)

liackhugsen—(53) The Port of Amster-

dam

—

Hohbima, &c.

lllrd Room.

—

Fan Dyk: (2) The
Infant Saviour crowning St. Rosalia

:

one of the best and most justly cele-

V brated of the painter’s works— (30) St.

Francis in Ecstasy—and a number of

unrivalled portraits—(4 and 5) Prince

Rupert and his Brother when Children

—(10) An Officer, displays the highest

excellence—(21 )
Cliarles I. of Eng-

land (?)—(24) Countess of Solms

—

(28) A Jesuit.

IVth Room, entirely filled with

>4 works of Rubens : (1) St. Ignatius

Loyola casting out evil Spirits, a most

efVective picture : a foreshortened figure

of a Maniac on the ground is quite ex-

traordinary— (3) St. Francis Xavier

j
raising the dead and healing the sick

'yj among the Indians. These two pictures

J are scarcely surpassed, for impressive

effect, by any works of Rubens.—W

.

(8) St. Ambrose denying the Emperor

'I'heodosius admission into the Church at

J Milan on account of hisThessalian Mas-

sacre
;
“ touched upon by Van Dyk,

and the better for every touch,” says .Sir

Thomas Lawrence— (2) The Assump-
tion oftheVirgin— ( 1 1) His own Portrait

— (12) Sketch for the picture of St.

Francis Xavier, and (14) for that of St.

Ignatius—(15) Titian’s Mistress, acopy
by Rubens — (18) The Archduchess
Anne of Austria, wife of Louis XIII.

The next room, called the White o
Cabinet, is filled with flower and fruit

pieces. The Green Cabinet contains,

Gerard Dow

;

(20) Tlie Water Doctor

;

capital—(52) An old Woman with a
Flower-pot. G. Terburg : Alatly
writing. A. Fan der Felde: (87)
Landscape : Ruins of a Temple in the

background
;

in front. Cattle and
Water. Balthasar Denner : (101)
Head of an old Man, and (103) Head
of an old Woman ;

remarkable for the

microscopic minuteness with which •

every hair and wrinkle is made out.

Vth Room. Rubens: (6) The Re-
pentant Magdalen—(7) The Feast of

Venus—“ a very beautiful and highly

poetical conception.’’—(11) Portrait of

Helena Forman, his second wife, “ eii-

tering a bath, partially covered with a

brown cloak. One of his most exqui- '

site portraits, for the careful execution

and brilliancy of colouring”— (13)

Landscape in a Storm, with figures of

Baucis and Philemon. -

Vlth Room. Teniers: (3) APea-
sant’s Marriage— (16) The Village.'

Fete
;

figures of the painter and his '

family—(34) Interior of the Picture
;

Gallery of the Archduke Leopold at i

Brussels, of which Teniers was keeper.

The pictures here represented are for

the most part now in the Belvedere.

Many landscapes, interiors of alehouses,

&c., of great excellence—(51) Shooting

at the Popinjay in the Place du Sablon,

Brussels, 1652 ;
Teniers himself in the

foreground.

VHth Room. Scholars of Rubens ,

and Spanish School. Felasijtiez : (25)

Portrait of Philip IV. of Spain—(35.

36, 37) Portraits. Ant. More

:

Some
good portraits.

Second Floor—Right Hand.

1st Room.— The Old German School,
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from the earliest times, beginning with

Thomas von Mutina, IVurmser von

Strasburg, Theodoric of Prague

;

many
of them only curious as illustrative of

the history of art. Matthew Gr'unewald

:

(12) The Emiteror Maximilian; his

Wife, Mary of Burgundy
;

his Son,

Philip I.; and his Grandsons, diaries!

V. and Ferdinand II. Albert Diim-Jjfl

(13) Emperor Maximilian ; taken tl^j

year of his death—(15) The Martyr-

dom of the 10,000 Christians under
j

Sapor II., King of Persia; a picture of
i

extraordinary power, in which every
:

form of death and torture is represented.
[

In the centre stands Diirer with his
|

friend Pirkheimer. A paper in Diirer’s

hand bears his monogram and the date, '

bios—(18) The Holy Trinity, encircled i

by a crowd of Patriarchs, Saints, Mar-
tyrs, and Angels, in the act of adora-

tion
;
below, a Landscape, and Durer's

figure in one corner. There is a ma-
jesty and impressive dignity in the

countenance of the Deity, which no
painter who ever attempted a subject so

far above all painting has probably sur-

jiassed—(26, 28) The Virgin and Child
—(30) Portrait of a Patrician of Nu-

; remberg. Persons unacquainted with
r the paintings of Albert Diirer will be

•J
astonished at the superiority and mag-

J. nificence of his works preserved in this

f collection ; here alone can his great

powers be fully appreciated. Lucas
Cranach : (2.5) Portrait of Luther, and
(27) of Melancthon, (63) of Frederick
the Wise, Elector of Saxony. Hans
Holbein ; Many admirable portraits

—

(61) Jane .Seymour—J. Chambers,
Physician of Henry VIII.— (100) Eras-
mus—(S3) A capital Head of a Man.
Wohlgemuth : (17) An altar-piece with
4 Doors containing figures of .Saints.

I
Martin SrhcBn ; The Crucifixion. The
g^ief of the Virgin is depicted with per-
fect truth and pathos. The woman at
the side is al.so exquisitely painteil, in
a soft manner. On the doors are St.
A'eronica and the Magdalen.

Ilnd Room.— GUI Flemish School,
beginning with Fan Eucht Q. Matsos
—(44) A fine Head.

lllrd Room.

—

Ditto continued. Se-

veral ])aintings (landscapes) by Lucas
Fan Falkenberg, a rare and little known
master, deserve notice.

IVth Room.

—

Ditto.

The four corresponding rooms on the

left side of the staircase are filled with

modern works, and give a tolerable

notion of the jtresent state of art in

Austria, and of the new school of j)aint-

ing in Germany ; Schnorr’s picture of

Faust and Mephistophiles
;

Peter

Krafft's departure and return ofAustrian
soldiers ;

Gauerman's Landscapes de-
serve particular notice. Here also is

a curious representation of the House of
Commons in 1793, with Portraits of
Pitt and Fox.
On the Ground Floor, on two sides

of a grand hall, are suites of rooms
filled with Italian masters, with Flemish
and Dutch pictures, and with works of
modern artists. An enlargement of the

building is projected.

The Botanical Garden is also in the

Reunweggasse, on the same side as the

Unter Belvedere, but farther on.

The Picture Gallery of Prince Lich-
tenstein, in his uninhabited summer
palace in the Rossau, is most liberally

thrown open to the public every week-
day at any hour but that of dinner,
i. e. 12 to 3, on application at the por-
ter's lodge, jiaying a small fee to the

guardian of the gallery.

It consists of 1184 pictures, among
which are valuable specimens of almost
every school of art, and many of the
very first excellence. They are not
well arranged, and there is no printed
catalogue.

Franceschini

;

Itlany excellent paint-
ings by this artist, who resided long
with one of the Princes Lichtenstein.

Raphael: A Holy Family—Portrait of
Perugino. Titian: Francis 1. at Pavia—and one or two fine portraits. Cor-
reggio

:

Cnjiid asleep in the lap of
Venus, who is holding her finger to her
lip : a fine example of this nnisler.

InonariU) da Find: Christ l)caring the

Cross
; a ma8ler[)iece. Perugino : A

V irgin in Prayer. Fr.Frundu: Virgin
and Child with flowers. Cesare da
Seslo : Christ bearing the Cross.

I 2
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Guido

;

Infant Christ asleep on a Cross

;

an example of the painter’s best period
—A Nativity—The Magdalene holding
a green Vase—Charity. Andrea del

Sarto ; A Holy Family

—

Parmeggiano ;

A Holy Family

—

Perino della Faga ;

A Holy Family—The Marriage of St.

Catherine—A Female Saint; a very
fine picture. Caravaggio ; A woman
playing on the Lute. Giorgione: A
Female Head (said to be his wife) re-

garding the Picture of Lucretia. Do-
menichino: A Sibyl—A’enus and the

Graces. Rubens : A series of six pic-

tures representing the History of Decius,

cost 80,0000., valued at 6000 guineas.
“ Most striking, hold, vigorous, and ra-

piil : though wanting delicacy, they yet

have sucli freshness of tone us appears

to outshine all other masters.”—W.
Tlic Assumption ofthe Virgin—Hubens'

two Sons, “ standing together in a con-

fiding and graceful attitude. It is dif-

ficult to know whether most to admire
the life in the heads, the clearness and
force in the colouring, or the careful

execution and admirable empasto

it is one of the best and most finished

works of this great master
;

une-

qualled for the character of youth.

His Wife in a Mirror. Fan Dgk: Por-

trait of Wallenstein, full of the chaiac-

terof the man ;
admirable as a painting,

and highly interesting in an historical

point of' view—several other good por-

traits—A Dead Christ—A Holy Fa-

mily. Fan tier Heist

:

A very fine

picture of this rare master.

In the upper rooms are arranged the

works of the old German School, and a

very rich series they are. Albert Diirer:

Four Portraits of Austrian Princes.

Me. Poussin ; Virgin holding the infant

.Tesus by the Arm
;
St. John stooping to

kiss him : copied from a painting by

llaphael, in the Bridgewater Gallery.

Scltnegders : One room is entirely filled

with hunting pieces, game, fruit, &c., by

this painter. Two stag-hounds deserve

mention. IVouvermans: Robbers. G.

Dow : A Portrait of Himself, as large as

life. Hobbima

:

A Road through a W ood.

Tire collection of engravings belong-

ing to the Prince is also very line.

[Sect. XI.

Attached to this palace is a very beau-
tiful Garden, not much frequented by
the I'iennese, because it is out of the
way, and not in the most fashionable
part of the town. Within it are hot-
houses, and a winter garden under-
ground, well kept up, containing many
rare plants.

Quite at the opposite side of the

town from the Lichtenstein Palace, in

the ^'orsladt Mariahilf, Hauptstrasse,

No. 42, is the Esterhazy Summer Palace.
It is open every day both in the fore-

noon and afternoon to strangers and
foreigners.

The Esterhazy Picture Gallery in-

cludes no less than 60 examples of mas-
ters of the Spanish school, which are

rarely found in other collections out of

Spain. Many of them, it is true, are

not first rate.

Spanish School.— Bias del Prater

;

A Holy Family. Zurbaran: Head of

a young W''oman. A. Cano : (28) A
Nun—(31) St. .Tohn in Patmos. Mu-
rillo

:

The Virgin and Child distri-

buting Bread to the hlissionaries—The
Holy Family; the two children play-

ing in the foreground, the V irgin work-

ing, St. Joseph behind. Felasquez: Se-

veral Portraits— (6) A Man on horse-

back. J/oya ; His own Portrait. Ghir-

landeijo : Adoration of the Shepherds.

Raphael: Holy Virgin; Virgin, Infant

Jesus, and St. John—Another Holy Fa-

mily. Correggio: A Holy Family. L.

da Find: Two fine pictures. Baro-
chio : An Annunciation. Juan de Jua-

nes

:

Christ with the Cup and W’afer

;

half-length. Tintoretto: W^oman taken

in Adultery—Virgin and Child, with

two Saints in prayer. Sebastian del Pi-

ombo : Portrait of Cardinal Pole. Sal-

valor Rosa: Two Landscapes. Dome-

nichino: David with the head of Go-
liah; good. Rembrandt: Pilate wash-

ing ins Hands, and ordering Christ to

be brought forih
;
a most splendid spe-

cimen of this master, tlie figures as large

!is life—Two Monks at Study. Ru-

bens ; Two Holy Families—Hoad of an

Infant Cardinal — Mutius Scajvola.

FanDyk: Kcce Homo; a sketch. Te-

niers: Temptations of St. Anthony—

A
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Surgeon dressing a Wound. Claude;

Four fine Landscapes. Paul Potter:

Cattle pieces. Cuyp: A Landscape.

Poussin: The Serpent in the Wilder-

ness—The Finding of .Moses. Sir J.

Reynolds: Portrait of Admiral Hughes.

IVest; The Death of Wolfe; a sketch. Ch.

Fernet

;

The Duke of Orleans (Egalite)

in a red hunting coat on horseback.

'J’he Sculpture Gallery contains some
excellent woik.s of modern artists

;
of

Canova (bust of Napoleon), Thorwald-
sen, Schadow, Bartolini, and others.

The collection of Engravings exceeds

50,000 in number, atid ranks in excel-

lence third among those in Vienna;
and the drawings, by celebrated old

masters, amount to several thousands.

They are shown to persons interested in

this department of art tipon proper ap-

plication to the director.

Picture Gallery of Count Czeruin, No.

26.3, Wallnerstrasse, consists of more
than 300 pictures. The majority are of

the Dutch School. The clioicest paint-

ings are :—A Cattle Piece, with Pea-
sants near a Cottage, by Pmil Potter,

the pearl of this collection. Rem-
brandt’s Mother. G. Dow: A won-
derful efl'ect of Candlelight. Titian :

An .Angel appearing to an old man
kneeling. Holbein

;

Female Portrait

with hands crossed. Admission is rea-

dily granted.

The Picture Gallery of Count Schdn-
born, 155, Renngasse, open Monday,
M'edtiesday, and Friday, from 9 to 3.

—

Here is a remarkable picture by Rem-
brandt, the blinding of Sampson by the

Philistines. It is, however, a subject
too horrible for the pencil, but wonder-
fully treated as regards the effect of
light. The collection is not very large,

but contains some choice specimens
;
a

Head, by Carlo Dolce

:

Cattle Pieces,
by Cuyp, &c.
The Imp. elcrtdemy of Fine elrts (K.

K. Akadeinie der Hildenden KUnste),
Anna Gasse, No. 980, founded by Leo-
pold I. as a school of instruction in all
departments of art, contains a good col-
lection i)f pictures, including the cabi-
net which formerly belonged to Count
Larnberg, purchased from him for this
institution. It is shown on Saturday by

j

tickets on application. A sleeping Ve-
nus by Titian, several Claudes, Paul Pot-

ters, and Ruysdaets, and three pictures

by Murillo, are the choicest works. The
number of students in this academy va-
ries between 1000 and 1200, who are in-

structed gratuitously in all the branches

of art from its simpler elements up to

the most accomplished practice. There
is an annual exhibition of modern paint-

ings at the academy in the month of

April.

The Schonfeld Museum, belonging to

Baron Dietrich, 673, Becher Strasse,

contains a part of the famous collection

,
formed by the Emperor Rudolph II. at

Prague, and includes Wallenstein's Cru-
cifix (Vesperbild), said to be carved by
A. Durer

;
Adam and Eve, a unique

specimen of sculpture by DUrer

;

the

parabolic mirror of Regiomontanus
;
a

set of chessmen turned l>y the Emperor
Rudolph himself, and an original MS.
on parchment of the “ Biblia pauperum.”

Count Harrach has also a good cabi-

net of paintings. Mr. Arthaber has a
collection of modern paintings, includ-

ing the Bride's Toilette, by Wilkie.

The Public Institutions of all kinds
for the beneht of the people in Vienna
are endowed and supported on a very
enlarged and liberal scale. Few con-
tinental capitals can vie with it in the

numher and extent of its hospitals,

•schools, &c. The prisons, though less

numerous and extensive than elsewhere,
are well managed.

: The Polytechnic Institute, a handsome
structure facing the Glacis, on the left

^

in going towards the suburb called

I

Wieden, was established by the late

Emperor Francis in 1816, to afford in-

struction in the arts and practical sci-

ences, as well as in trade, commerce,

j

and manufactures, to 500 pupils. It is

I

an interesting and usel'ul establishment
for the encouragement of national in-

dustry, which deserves to be seen. It

J

has interesting collections— 1. Of the

j

best specimens of Au.striati arts and

j

manufacture.s. 2. A laboratory and
;
Cfdlection of philo.sophical instruments,

j

3. Models of buildings and machinery.
4. A library, &c. &c. The main ob-
jects of this institution—the promotion
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of national industry and the improve-
ment of Austrian manufactures—have
undoubtedly been attained through its

means. In the same building is a collec-

tion made by the Emperor {Kaiserlich

Technisches Cabmet'), consisting of speci-

mens of the productions of various ma-
nufactures in the various stages which
the different objects pass through

;
also

of machinery, steam-engines, and vari-

ous mechanical inventions.

The Normal School of St. Atwe, 980,
Anna Gasse, was established by Maria
Theresa as a pattern for all others in her

dominions. Persons interested in the

subject of National Education may here

obtain an insight into the system fol-

lowed in Austria and her dependent

slates. It may be a matter of surprise

to many to be informed, that the atten-

tion of the Austrian government was
turned to this important national sul)-

jeet nearly half a century before it re-

ceived any serious consideration from

that of England, and that the country

(especially the hereditary dominions of

the Austrian crown) has reaped import-

ant benelit from it, so that not only are

the lower orders far belter instructed

than they are in Great Britain, but a

person who cannot read, or one unin-

structed in the principles of religion, is

hardly to be met with even in the lowest

classes. Orphans, children of soliliers,

or of ])arents too poor to pay for their

schooling, are taught gratuitously.

The schoolmasters are supported by the

fees ]>aid by the scliolars; but out of

every 100 pupils the teacher is compel-

led to instruct 2H children of indigent

persons gratuitously, tlie government

providing them with school - books.

From a statistical report, recently drawn
up, of the state of education in Vienna,

it appears that one-tenth of the popu-

lation were attending schools.

The University was founded in 1237,

but was totally re-organised in the reign

of Maria Theresa, under the direction of

Von Swieten. It has, perhaps, a larger

number of students than any other in

Germany. The total number, in 18.30,

exceeded 2000. Tlie professors, nearly

80 in number, are all paid by govern-

ment, and are not permitted to demand

or receive any fees on their own account.

The Theological, .Surgical, and Vete-
rinary courses are delivered gratuit-

ously
;
but the student has to pay a fee

of 18 gn., about 1/. 11*. 6</., for at-

tendance on the lectures in Philosophy,

and 30 gn., about 21. 12*. 6d., for those

of Medicine and Jurisprudence. The
whole of this is exjiended in stipends to

indigent students, or in rewards to the

meritorious, and is divided amongst

them without reference to their religious

creeds, in sums varying from 50 to 150

gn. (dh 10*. to 13A 10*.) The Univer-

sity of Vienna is celebrated over the

Continent as a School of Medicine.

Besides the University there is another

medical institution liere, for the instnic-

tion of army surgeons, named after its

founder, the Emperor .Toseph 11., The

Josephinum. Itisrichly furnishedwilh

library and museums. I'he most re-

markable collection is an extensive se-

ries of anatomical preparations in wax,

exhibiting the diseases and conforma-

tions of the human frame, made by the

Chevalier Fontana of Florence, occu-

pying seven or eight rooms. It is shown

to the public (not to females), on Sa-

turdays, before 12: admittance is

granted at other I imes to medical men
and students. The building is situated

in the Alsergrund suburb, Wahringcr

Gasse, 221.

The General Hospital, Allgemeine

Krankenhaus, in the Alser Vorstadt,

108, is an enormous building, founded

by the Emperor Joseph II., containing

10 quadrangles. 111 sick chambers,

2200 beds. It receives annually 1 8,000

or 20,000 patients. Connected with it

is the Lying-in Hospital, Gebdranstalt,

to which women may be admitted in

the most secret manner, and, unseen by

any individual, will receive every me-

dical assistance and every care, and,

having recovered, may quit the house

perfectly undiscovered. The child is

either taken by the mother, or left to be

]>laced in the Foundling Hospital. The

child is not left at the door, as in France,

but is taken into tlie office and regis-

tered, and the mother receives a ticket,

by presenting which she may at any

time reclaim her oflspring; which is
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otlienvise, at a proper age, put to some
useful trade or made a soldier. In 1837,

16,912 children were supported in the

Foundling Hospital, 4226 of them hav-

ing been received in the course of that

year. In 1840 the number was 5349,

and in 1841 5052. Tlie mortality

among the children is very great.

There can be no doubt that the regu-

lations of this Institution, tlie ready fa-

cility of admission for mothers and in-

fants, and for the concealment of shame,

have a very demoralizing influence over

the female population. Females able

to pay a certain sum for their mainte-

nance, equal to 2s. 3d., Is. 5d., or even

6d. a-day, are admitted as j)ensioners.

The names are not asked, or, if required,

are delivered under seal, to be opened

only in the event of death, and those of

the first class are allowed to remain

masked or veiled, a privilege of which
few avail themselves. Their presence is

kept a profound secret
;
no one can aj)-

proach them; neither parents, friend, nor

ofiBcer of the law can enter within the

walls
;
no one has access to them but

the physician or nurse, and the fact of

their having been there is not allowed
to he proved in a court ofjustice. Those
who are not able to pay are obliged to

remain for two months, to serve as nurses.

The study and practice of Ophthalmic

Surgery has been carried to the highest

perfection in Vienna.
The Asylum for the Insane, Irrenan-

stalt, includes a tall circular tower, 5

stories high, devoted to incurable and
violent patients, and called Narren-
thurm. It is a fanciful edifice, not well

contrived. It is built round a court-

yard, and contains 250 beds. Each
story, as you ascend, is destined for a
more diseased state of mental malady
than the one lielow. The patients’ con-
dition is very wretched.
The Deaf and Dumb are instructed

and attended to, with almost paternal
care, in an Institution founded by
.Joseph II., 1779; the poor, gratui-
tously. They are not abandoned when
their education is finished, but are pro-
vided for in a suitable manner. Those
who have talents are placed in public

NA : PROMENADES.

offices, and are generally intrusted by
the government with ailaiis of state in

which secrecy is required. Cut ofl' from
the rest of the world by their natural

infirmities, they have less temptation or

inclination to betray matters confided

to their knowledge.

The writer of this notice visited, with

much gratification, the Hospital of the

Charitable Brothers (Spital der Barm-
herzigen Briidern), Leopoldstadt, No.

229. It is an institution deserving high

commendation, both on account of the

ordei’, cleanliness, and good manage-
ment observed in it, and for the libe-

rality of its plan, which throws it open
equally to the sick of all nations and
religions—Jews, Turks, and heretics.

The brothers are in the habit of solicit-

ing alms of strangers after their arrival

in Vienna, and invite them to ascertain

for themselves the character of the esta-

blishment by personal inspection.

Invaliden Hans, the Chelsea Hospital

of Vienna, outside of the Stuben Thor,

was established on its present footing by
Joseph II., for 800 old soldiers. In

the great hall are two large modern
pictures of the battles of Leipzig and
As))erne. The building is thrown open
to the public on the 14th of October,
the anniversary of the battle of Leipzig.

Strangers who are curious to see it are

admitted at all times.

The Palace of the noble Hungarian
Guard, at St. Ulrich's, outside the pa-

lace gate (Burg Thor), is a handsome
edifice, but deserves notice principally

on account of the corps for which it

serves as barracks. It consists of about

70 young men, of noble family in Hun-
gary, who here receive a military edu-
cation, and after a certain period of ser-

vice enter the army with the rank of

lieutenants. Their duties are to mount
guard in the chamher of the Emperor,
and to attend his person and the Impe-
rial family on all processions and other

state ceremonies, on which occasions

their gay scarlet hussar uniform.s, en-

riched with silver lace, the tiger-skin

|)elissc8 hanging from the shoulder, the

yellow boots, and the high fur cap (cal-

pack) surmounted by the herou's plume
,
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combined with the liandsome figures of

the youths themselves, and the beauty
of their grey horses, with green housings
and silver hridle.s, render the Hungarian
Guard the most brilliant “parade corps”

in Europe, and contribute not a little to

thepomp of all courtly shows in Vienna.

Promenades.—The Viennese neither

want the inclination nor the means of

amusing themselves in the open air.

The Bastions encircling the town, be-

fore mentioned (p. 154), form an agree-

able terrace-walk, commanding a plea-

sant view both towards the town and
suburbs. Those near the palace, com-
municating will) the Polksgarten, are

most frequented, and present a lively

scene in the afternoon and evening dur-

ing summer.
The morning promenade of the Vi-

ennese, from May to October, is out-

side of the Carolinen Thor, on the

IVasser Glacis, so called from a sort

of pump-room established on it, pro-

vided with the mineral waters of Eger,

Carlsbail, Toplitz, Marienbad, &c. A
fresh bottle is uncorked every 5 mi-

nutes
;
and the company, which usu-

ally numbeis among it the fashionables

of Vienna, are regaled with the lively

airs of an excellent band of music. A
coflee- house is built on the spot.

The P/'ivale Gardens attached to

the palaces of Prince Lichtenstein, in

the Rossau; of Prince Schwarzeidierg,

in the Uennweg, not far from the Bel-

vedere
;
and of Prince Rasumowsky,

in the suburb Landstrasse, according

to the liberal practice of the Continent,

are thrown open to the public. They

are prettily laid out, and afl'ord agree-

able walks. The garden of the Bel-

vedere, as before mentioned, commands
one of the best views of Vienna.

The Prater, the Hyde Park of Vi-

enna, consists of a series of low and

])artly wooded islands formed by arms

of the Danube, which separate from the

main trunk to rejoin it lower down.

The entrance to it is situated at the

extremity ofthestreet called Jiigerzeile.

Here there is an open circular space,

from which branch out six alleys or

avenues. Close to the first alley is the

Terminus of the Northern Railroad—
Kaiser Ferdinand’s Nordbahn—extend-

ing to Brunn. The second on the right

(Hauptallfie) is the most frequented,

and leads to the Panorama, the Circus,

and the Cofl'ee-houses, the resort of the

better classes, round which they sit

under the shade in the open air, and
take their tea or coffee. At the end of

this alley is a sort of pavilion, called

the Lusthaus, close to an arm of the

Danube, commanding pleasing pro-

spects througb the trees. This building

forms the boundary of “ tbe drive

carriages turn at this poitit
;
and in the

summer season they are often so nume-
roits as to form an irnbroken line from

St. Stephen's Place in the city up to

this pavilion.

Upon Easter Monday, the great day
for visiting the Prater, no less than

20,000 persons collect here ;
and all

the new eqitipages and liveries are their

displayed for the first time. It is the

Longchanqis of Vienna. Paris, how-
ever, can hardly match the splendour

of the Prater ;
and except in London,

such a display is probably nowhere to

be seen. If it is possible to move at a

quicker rate than a snail’s pace, then the

Prater is not full. It is like the Ring

in Hyde Park, with this difl’ereiice, that

the humble fiacre is admitted by the

side of the princely four-in-hand
;
and

not unfrequently the Emperor's ambling

coursers are stopped by the clumsy
hackney-coachman who has cut into

the line immediately before him. Thus,

amidst all the display of coats of arms,

with quarterings innumerable, ofcrowns

and coronets, scarlet and golil-laced li-

veries, Hungarian Heyduks or lacqueys

in dolmans (the hussar dress), belted

Bohemian JUgers, with swords at their

sides and streaming feathers in their

cocked hats, there is far less aristocratic

exclusiveness than in England.

He who confines himself to the drive,

however, has seen but half of the Prater,

and that not the most amusing or cha-

racteristic portion. A few steps behind

the coffee-houses, the Prater of the great

rvorld ends, and that of the common
people begins. It is called tbe Wirrstl
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Praler, probably from the quantity of

sausages ^Wurste) which are constantly

smoking and being consumed in it.

On Sundays and holidays it has all

the appearance of a great fair. As far

as the eye can reach, under the trees

and over the greensward, appears one

great encampment of suUlers’ booths

and huts. The smoke is constantly

ascending from these rustic kitchens,

while long rows of tables and benches,

never empty of guests or bare of beer

jugs and wine bottles, are spread under

the shade. Shows and theatres, moun-
tebanks, jugglers, Punchinellos, rope-

dancing, swings, and skittles, are the

allurements which entice the holiday

folks on every side. But in order to

form any tolerable notion of the scene,

the laughter, the joviality-, the songs,

and the dances, the perpetual strains of

music playing to the restless measure

of the waltz, must be taken into con-

sideration.

The third allee on the right, on ap-

proaching the Prater from the JUger-

zeile, leads directly to the Wiirstl Pra-

ter, and to the place where Jire-works

are exhibited four or five times a year.

Spectators are accommodated in an
amphitheatre erected opjiosite to tlie

spot where they are displayed, a Zwan-
ziger being paid for admission. The
report of a cannon gives the signal that

they are about to commence.
It is in the Prater that the joyous and

careless character of the Austrian lias

full scope for displaying itself. Here
pleasure is to be found for every class

;

aiifl it is agreeable and satisfactory to

observe the industrious and more hum-
ble orders of society amusing them-
selves side by side with their superiors.

It is a pleasant sight to see family par-

ties, ill a fine afternoon, pitch their tent

under the siireading trees, enjoy their

humble feast, drink, laugh, and sing,

while their children sport around them.
No churlish jkjI ice sergeant, with tyran-
nic cane, appears to warn them otV the
greensward

;
no portentous board, big

with steel trajis and spring guns, to

scare them with its threats.

As the Prater is nearly I miles long.

A : HISTORICAL FACTS.

I

it is possible to leave the busy crowd
' and the hum of men far behind, to

plunge into remote and tranquil thick-

ets, interspersed with fine trees, of an
age and size which would render them
worthy to be the patriarchs of a forest,

until the wanderer finds himself on the

borders of the Danube itself. Large
herds of deer roam about its lawns
and thickets, and are so tame that

they will take food from the haiid of

passengers. In the evening they are all

summoned to one spot near the Lus-
thaus, by the notes of the Jilger’s horn,

to be fed. A solitary beaver is some-
times seen here in the winter, having
made an excursion from some of the

neighbouring islands in the Danube,
which still serve as an asylum to this

animal, now fast disappearing from
Europe.

The y^vgarteti is another fine public
garden, in a formal style with straight

walks and lofty clipped hedges, but it

is very little frequented, except on the

1st of May. There is in the house be-

longing to it a Restaurateur. Adjoin-
ing it is the Hrigitten /itte, a meadow
which, on St. Bridget’s day (usually
the ,Sunday before or after tbe 13th of
July), is destined to receive tbe greater

part of the inhabitants of Vienna. A
species of fair is held on this occasion.

Historical Facts connected with Vienna,

Vienna is generally believed to oc-

cupy the site of the Roman station

Vindobona, remarkable as the spot
where the Emperor Marcus Aurelius
breathed his last. On the decline of
the Roman power, the province of Pan-
nonia, with its capital Vienna, was
overrun by barbarian hordes until the

end of the 8th century, when Charle-
magne drove back the Hungarians be-

yond the Raab, and established mark-
graves to rule over the district, which
then first received the name of Austria

(Oester-Reich), Eastern state, because
it formed the march or bonier of his

kingdom to the eastward. It was go-
verned by princes of the Babenberg
family, first as markgraves, afterwards

with the title of Dukes of .Austria,

1 3
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down to the middle of the 1 3th century,
when the line became extinct.

In the Erdberg, a suburb of Vienna,
situated at the S.E. angle, close to the
arm of the Danube, it is supposed that
our Richard Coeur-de-Lion was made
prisoner on his return from the Holy
Land, in 1192, by Leopold Duke of
Austria. Though now included within
the lines of Vienna, it was at that time
a petty village at some distance from it.

Since the days of the Emperor Maxi-
milian I., Vienna has been the habitual
residence of the Austrian Princes and
Emperors of Germany.

\ ienna withstood two sieges from the

Turks, in 1529 and 1683. It was re-

lieved from the first by the Emperor
Charles V., at the head of the army of

the empire; and on the latter occasion
by John .Sobieski, King of Poland, who
hastily gathered the chivalry of Europe
together under his banners, routed the

unbeliever's hosts beneath the walls,

and rescued the city wlien in its greatest

straits.

The Church of Maria Trost, in the

Mariahilf Vorstadt, was built in 1721,
on the spot wliere the Grand Vizier

Kara Mustapha’s tent was pitched

during the last siege, in 1683.

TheTurkenschanze, arampart thrown
up by the Turks, still remains near the

village of Wiiliring, between Vienna
and the Kahlenberg.

In 1619, Count Tburn, at the head

of the Protestant Hohemians, blockaded

the city. The Emperor Ferdinand II.,

who was within it at the time, main-

tained a stout resistance, persisting in

his intention to perish under the ruins

of his palace, which was already bat-

tered by the Bohemian cannon, rather

than surrender. The inhabitants of

Vienna, a large portion of whom were

at that time of the reformed faith, were
planning to deliver up the city, to de-

throne him, and to educate his children

as Protestants
;
and a deputation had

actually forced its way into the palace,

to propose these conditions, when the

sound oftrumpets announced the aivival

of succour. It was a corps of 500 horse,

commanded by DampieiTe, which en-

HISTORICAL FACTS. [SeCt. XI.

tering the city by the only gate not
watched by the enemy, raised the spirits

of the people
;
the students of the uni-

versity flew to arms, fresh succours ar-

rived, and Ferdinand was relieved when
on the verge of losing at once his capital

and crown.

Vienna was twice occupied by the

French under Buonaparte, in 1805 and
1809. The Congress of Vienna met here
from Nov. 3, 1814, to .luiie 9, 1815.

TABLE OF DAYS AND HOURS OF ADMIS-
SION TO THE PRINCIPAL COLLECTIONS,
ETC., IN VIENNA.

These hours are of course liable

to change
;

but accurate information
on this head is given in the ‘ Wiener
Zeitung,’ just after the advertisements

of the theatres.

Daily except Sundays. — Imperial
Library, 9— 2. Picture Gallery of

Prince Lichtenstein, forenoon and after-

noon, except between 12 and 2. Pic-
ture Galleries of Count Czernin, and of

Prince Esterhazy.

Sunday.—Th^ Palace Chapel (Hof
Kapelle), at 11 ;

attendeil by the Im-
perial family : the music is very line

indeed
;
the chapel is ordinary and small.

There is also good church music in

the Augustine Church. The English

church service is sometimes performed

at our ambassador’s. There are two
German Protestant churches in Vienna

;

the Lutheran chapel (Bethhaus der

Augsbilrgischeri Confession) is 1113,

Dorotheen Gasse; the Swiss chapel

(Bethhaus der Helvetischen Confession)

is next door, 1114.

Monday,—Imperial Arsenal, 8—10,

and 1—5. Civic Arsenal, 9—12, and
3—6. Archduke Charles's Collection

of Engravings and Drawings, 10—2.

Imperial Cabinet of Gems and Medals,

10—2.

Tuesday.-—Imperial Picture Gallery,

Ambras Museum, 9—12, and 3—6;
in winter, 9—2 only.

Wednesday.— Imperial Cabinet of

Minerals, 10— 1. Technisches Cabi-

net, 10— 1.

Thursday.—Imperial Cabinet of Na-

tural History, 9— 12; and between
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May and October also from 3— 6.

Imperial Arsenal, 8—10, and 1—5.

Civic Arsenal, 9— 12, and 3— 6.

Archduke Cliarles’s Cabinet of Prints

and Drawings, 10-2. Blind Institution.

Friday.—Imperial Cabinet of Gems
and Medals, 10—2. Treasury (Schatz-

kammer) in the Palace, 9— 12, with

tickets. Imperial Picture Gallery in

the Belvedere, .Ambras Museum, 9—12,

and 3—6; in winter, 9—2 only.

Saturday.—Imperial Schatzkammer
(Treasury), 9 — 12, a. m. (shut in

winter). Anatomical preparations in

wax at the Josephinum (females not

admitted), 9— 12, with tickets. Cabi-

net of Minerals, 9— 1. Polytechnic

Institute, 8— 1, the forenoon. Count
Lamberg’s Pictures in the Academy of

Arts, with a ticket. Jews’ Synagogue,

a small and neat building : the singing

very impressive and beautiful, but the

chorus almost overpowering.

The hour of dinner, 12— 2, is a
“ hora non " with the guardians of most
collections, and it is hopeless to try to

gain admittance till it is past.

Envirotts of Vienna.

SCHONURUNN AND HITZING.

Though the ground on which Vienna
stands, and the country around it, is

almost a flat, not much raised above
the level of the Uanube, yet this plain

is bounded, at the distance of a few
miles, by hills of considerable eleva-

tion, intersected by the most romantic
valleys, their sides covered with fine

woods, sprinkled over with chateaux and
villas, and ornamented everywhere by
the picturesrjue ruins of decayed castles,

the relics of feudal ages, and of the days
of the Faustrecht.

There is scarcely a village within ten
miles of the lines which does not serve
as a Richmond or .St. Cloud for the
Viennese; and on Sunday they are all

equally occupied by parties of pleasure.
No stranger should omit to visit the
Briild, the Kahlenberg, the Palace of
I.axeid)urg, and Baden.
A Railway passes by Schonbrunn,

and through Baden (Route 217), to
Glocknitz, at the foot of the Sem-
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mering. Numerous public convey-

ances of various kinds run in all direc-

tions from different parts of the city,

and several times a day to the more
frequented places. Besides fiacres,

wliicb may be taken into the country,

even as far as Baden, there are Gesell-

schaftswiigen, a kind of omnibus, which

start at regular' hours from fixed stations

iir the town, while for the poorer classes

there is a still humbler carriage called

Zeiselwiigen.

Schonbrtnm, the palace of the Em-
peror, and his usual summer residence,

situated about two miles from Vienna,

was begun as a hunting seat for the

Emperor Matthias, by Fischer of Er-

lach, and finished by Maria Theresa.

The interior is splendidly furnished, and
contains a number of portraits of the

ancestors of the Imperial family, few of

which are likely to an'est a traveller’s

attention, except those of Maria The-

resa, Joseph II., and Maria Antoinette.

The building, however, possesses some
historical interest, as having been in-

habited by Napoleon in 1809, when
the treaty of Schonbrunn was signed

here, and by his son, the Duke of

Reichstadt, who died here, at the age

of 21, in 1832, in the same apartment
in the left wing overlooking the garden,

and on the same bed, it is said, which
his father had occupied. This amiable
young prince, who according to the

statement of some writers lived the life

of a prisoner at the court of his grand-
father, was in truth the cherished fa-

vourite of the late Emperor, brought
up with every tenderness and care

;

and if he was the object of any unusual
watchfulness, it was merely with a view
of preventing his becoming the victim

of some mad scheme of carrying him
off to France, and without the least

restriction upon his personal liberty.

The gardens behind the palace are

laid out in straight walks, long avenues,

trimmed and clipped like hedges, to a
height of 50 or 60 feet, in the French

style, and ornamented with sUitues and
fountains. On a fine Sunday after-

noon they are thronged with haj)py

crowds of citizens and their families
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from Vienna. Stapps, the enthusiastic
German student who attempted the life

of Buonaparte in these gardens, was
shot here a few hours afterwards, and
buried on the spot. He disdained to

beg his life, or it would probably have
been spared. At the end of one of the

alleys is the Beautiful Fountain, Seltdne

Brvnnen, which gives its name to the

palace, ornamented with the statue of

a nymph.
The Ghriette, a temple, with a colon-

nade of pillars, on the high bank im-
mediately behind the palace, com-
mands a fine view of Vienna. The
spot seems better suited for a palace

than that on which Schbnbrunn ac-

tually stands.

One of the avenues branching oil' on
the rigid, as you enter tlie garden from

the ])alacp, leads to the llower-garden,

which has been laid out at great ex-

pense. It is, in fact, a botanical trea-

sury, where the most rare jdants are to

be found. The pahn-liotise is very rich,

and transports one apjiarently to the

midst of the tropics. The conserva-

tories and forcing-houses (14 in num-
ber) are extensive; an.d the collection

of equinoctial ))lants, es]iecially Brazil-

ian, is very fine. Close to the Botanic

Garden is the Menagerie, which, how-
ever, is not now kept up on the same
footing as formerly, and contains few

rare animals. In 1833 there were seve-

ral camels, originally brought from

Constantinople, and bears which had

been born on the spot; these animals

having been long naturalised here. The
accommodation for the animals is bet-

ter than in London; the bears are pro-

vided with a bath.

Outside Schbnbrunn Garden, a little

way beyond the Botanic Garden, is the

village of Jlitzing, composed chiefly of

villas and country houses, which on

Sundays is inundated with the niral-

ising citizens of Vienna. The Casino

of Dommeyer is a house of entertain-

ment, fitted up with the utmost magni-

ficence, combining restaurant, cafe, bil-

liard-tables. and a very sjdendid saloon

for dining and music. The admission

is comparatively high, and the rooms

[Sect. XI.

are frequented by persons of the upper
classes,—at times by Prince Metter-
nich, for instance, who has a villa op-
posite, and his family. It is the prac-
tice of j)arties to come and sup here,

listening to the attractive strains of
Strauss's band. Thursday and .Sunday
are the days when the house is usually
opened.

Immediately at the opposite extre-

mity of .Scbbnbrunn Garden, near Ober
Meidling, is Tivoli, a place of amuse-
ment similar to its namesake at Paris,

which, besides a garden illuminated at

night, and a supper and a dancing sa-

loon, has also a Russian mountain
(Rutschbahn). It was intended to be
the V'auxhall of Vienna, but of late has

much fallen off, and is no longer fre-

quented as at first.

I.AXENHUBG.

The Palace of Laxenburg was the fa-

vourite residence and retreat in summer
of the late Emperor Francis. It is within

a short drive (1 post, about 9 miles) of

^ ienna, and forms one of the mostagree-

able excursions from the metropolis.

.4. long uninterrupted avenue of trees

connects it with the Palace of Schbn-

brunn. Those who choose to spend a

day there will find a tolerable restau-

rant close to the jmlace. The gardens

are open daily to visitors. The cha-

teau of the Emperor is shown to stran-

gers, but it is small, and not worth en-

tering.

The pleasure-grounds, or park, are

beautifully laid out. They are planted

with shrubberies and fine trees, and in-

terspersed with sheets of water
;
but they

have, perhaps, more than enough of

rustic bridges, Grecian temples, Chi-

nese pavilions, and Swiss cottages.

A guide is generally to be met with

at the entrance, who will conduct you

through the labyrinth of walks, taking

care that you miss in your progress no

one object wdiich he considers curious.

To make a selection only from these, it

may be enough to mention the (Ritter

Grnft) Knight’s Tomb, which is a copy

of the tomb of Rudolph of Habsburg,

formerly at Spires (Hand-Book lor N.
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Germanv), tlie Farm (Sleyerei), and

the Knight's Castle, called also Pran-

ensburg. This is a modern antique

castle in the centre of a lake, built in

the fashion of a feudal fortress of the

middle ages, and approached by means

of a flying bridge, upon which visitors

are ferried across. Though there are

parts of the interior which remind one

more of a Dutch toy-shop than a ba-

ronial stronghold—for instance, a mi-

niature dungeon, and a puppet prisoner

of wood—still it possesses much that is

really ancient and authentic, such as

antique Gothic furniture, rich carvings

in wood and stone, painted glass, costly

cabinets, derived from old castles now
ruined, or convents long since sup-

pressed. It may be looked upon as a

museum of antiquities of the middle
ages

;
and its curiosities cannot he

viewed without much interest. It con-

tains a Gothic Chapel, built by Duke
Leopold the Glorious, about 1220, at

Kloster Neuburg, and removed hither

1799. Here are preserved the symbols
of the Holy Sacrament displayed to

Maximilian 1. when in his last mo-
ments, as it was supposed, on the clilV of

the Martinswand, whence he was res-

cued in the manner detailed iuRte. 212.

In the Armoury may be seen the very

splendid suit of the Emperor Charles V.
The helmet, admirably worked, is co-

vered with bas-reliefs, representing the

siege of Troy. The armour of a Mexi-
can emperor; flails and other rude im-
dements used in the Peasants' Kelrel-

ion ; the armour of their leader, .Ste-

phen Fadinger. .Several full suits of

armour for ladies and children. The
Emperor Maximilian’s armour. The
hat worn in several engagements by
Charles V. Many Turkish trophies, as

horse-tail standards, turbans, &c.
The sitting-room of the ladies of the

court is hung round with the mantles of
the Knights of the Golden Fleece, worn
at the esUiblishment of the Order; an-
other extremely elegant room is sur-

rounded by marble statues of the most
celebrated Emperors of Germ.my.

In one of the apartments of the
ground-fljor is represented a procession

of Knights going to the tournament in

the time of Maximilian I., taken from
good authorities, such as old MSS.,
paintings, &c. of the period. The Em-
peror is accompanied by many knights

in full armour, and by heralds, and is

followed by the priest, the surgeon, and
the Toiltenwagen, or hearse, to carry oil'

those who might unfortunately be killed

in the encounter. In a turret-chamber
are portraits of Philip II. of Spain, his

son Don Carlos, and his queen Isabel.

From the top of the Donjon Tower
a fine view is obtained. In the middle
story of it is the Chamber of Torture,

said to be a fac-simile of the Justice

Chamber actually existing in an old
castle somewhere in the Italian Tyrol.
In the centre is a circular table, in-

scribed along its edge with the words
“ Discite justitiam moniti, et non tem-
nere divos,” around which the judges or

inquisitors sat. Above the table is a
pulley fastened in thereof, to which the

prisoner was attached by the arms or

legs, and racked to extort confession.

Not far from the castle are the Lists

(Turnier Platz) where tournamenls are
sometimes held, in imitation of the prac-
tice of chivalry, by the young nobles
and members of the Imperial family.
The Lists are also copied from an an-
cient example still existing, attached
to some castle within the Austrian do-
minions.

A jiretty Temple has been erected on
a small island in honour of the Em-
press. It contains a Roman Mosaic
found at Salzburg.

MODI.ING AND THE 13IUKL, AND ROAD
THENCE TO UADEN.

The railroad intended to go to Raab
and Trieste {ITien- Jiaaber Eisenbahn')

|>asscs close to Modling and Schbn-
l)mnn, and by Railen. (See Route
217.) Trains G or 8 times a-day, and
more freciuently on Sundays and holi-

days. Terminus beyond the Palace of
the Belvedere.

On issuing out of ^'ienna. at a short

distance beyond the Matzleinsilorfer

Lines, the Richtplatz (i)lace of execu-
tion) is passed, marked by two stones.
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in which the gallows is set up. Capital
executions are very rare here.

The moment the lines are jiassed, the

road enters upon a bare and open coun-
try : corn-fields almost touch the outer

walls of Vienna. There are no hedges
to divide them, and but a few houses are

seen, with the exception of one or two
taverns, manufactories, brick-kilns, and
the like; in short, the transilion from
populous streets into ttie open unorna-

mentcd country is immediate. About 1^
mile from the lines, on the Wienerberg,

close to the post-road, stands the Spitt-

nerin am Kreutz, a Gothic cross, erected

by Crispin Pollitzer, 1547, and orna-

mented by him with statues of Crispi-

nus and Crispianns, whence the com-
mon people called it Spinr/s-Kreiitz,

and afterwards Spinnerin Kreutz
;
it was

repaired at the expense of the town-

cuuncil, 1599, and tlien received the 4

existing statues. There is a popular

tradition, that it got its name from a

fair damsel, who vowed, when her lover

set out for the Holy Land, to sit and spin

here till he returned. The view of

Vienna from it is one of the best the en-

virons afford. The only defect in it is

the concealment of tlie Danube. About
4 miles further on the road is crossed

by the avenue leading from Schbn-
brunn to Laxenburg.
At the village of Neudorf we turn to

the right out of the Gratz road, and in

about ^ mile more reach

Mddling, a village of 2700 inhabit-

ants, lying at the foot of the hills, at the

entrance of the delightful valley of the

Uriel, about 9 miles from Vienna. The
Hirsch is a very middling, second-rate

inn, but the best. There is a Railroad

Station at Mbdling.

The sides of the hills, and the plain

itself around the village, are almost en-

tirely occupied by vineyards, which

produce a poor wine.

The Parish Church of St. Othmar
contains a crypt, orsubteiTanean chapel,

built in the 13th century. This church

once belonged to the Knights Templars.

At the abolition of the order, 40 of

them, according to tradition, were mur-

dered here in one hour.

The valley of the Briel and the sur-

rounding heights belong to Prince John
Lichtenstein

;
and the pleasure-grounds

attached to this chateau, into which
the public are most liberally admitted,

form the great attraction of Mbdling.
Behind the church of Mbdling run
foot-paths leading up to an old castle,

of which a ruined tower remains. It

was the family residence (^Stammhaus)
of the Babenberg Markgraves of Austria.
W inding walks proceed from this round
the shoulder of the hill, through planta-

tions of trees, within view of a most
pleasing landscape, extending as far as

Vienna, and along the course of tlie

Danube, “ like a silver girdle,’’ wind-
ing through the plain. After passing

several imitations of old ruins, which
seem rather unnecessary in a spot sur-

rounded by so many real remains of

feudal antiquity, the path conducts
to the Schloss Lichtenstein, a modem
chateau, inhabited in summer by the

family, and containing nothing worth

notice. Close to it, however, is the

Alte Schloss, one of the most ancient

baronial strongholds in Austria, and
the cradle of the family of Lichtenstein,

destroyed by the Turks in one of their

invasions of this country. The recent

repairs have not been altogether in con-

formity with the original plan and
character of the building

;
for instance,

the present entrance has been broken

through a chamber which was formerly

a dungeon. Here, as in many other old

castles, is shown the chamber of torture,

with rings and staples in its walls, and
a trap-door in its floor, the instruments

and apparatus of tyranny or justice, but

more commonly of the former, in days

of yore.

In summer time these old halls are

devoted to the service of a tavern-keeper

and restaurateur from Vienna, and par-

ties of pleasure are entertained by him.

The spot is much frequented, from the

beauty of the views it commands, in-

cluding the ruins of four or five old

castles, all devastated by tiie Turks

;

and on account of the agreeable walks

in all directions round about.

Those who do not like to walk up the
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hill to this point from Mbtlling may
proceed hitlier by the level carriage-

road, which traverses the bottom of the

valley, between picturesque rocks of

limestone, overgrown with underwood,

through the village of A'order Briel,

&c., past the Teufels Miihle, a mill

once believed to be haunted. The
pleasure-grounds belonging to Prince

Lichtenstein extend over the left side

of tlie valley of the Briel
;
and on the

summit of one of the hills stands a

Doric building, called the Temple of

Fame, erected by Prince John Lichten-

stein, to the memory of five hussars of

his regiment, who saved his life, but

fell in defending him, at the battle of

Asperne : it commands even a more ex-

tensive prospect than the heights near

Schloss Lichtenstein.

A day may be very agreeably spent

in wanilering about the beautiful valley

of the Briel, and visiting the various

points of view in these grounds. Das
Weisse Kreutz, at Hinter Briel, is said

to be a good inn.

Baden may be reached from Mbdling
by the railway, or by the following de-

lightful route :—A carriage- road up the

valley of the Briel leads by Gaden to

Heiligen Kreutz, the oldest Cistercian

abbey in Austria, founded by St. Leo-
pold, 1 136, an easy ride of 3 hours from
\’ienna. The nave and \V. end of the

Church, the Dormitory, the crypt (Fiir-

stengnift), containing the tombs of the

old Babenberg princes, and among
them that of Frederick the Warlike,
sadly mutilated by the Turks, and the

profusely ornamented cloisters, having a
side chapel rich in {minted glass, repre-

senting St. Leopold and his family, are
for the most part as old as the original

foundation, and deserve to be viewed.
In the Treasury is preserved the Kreutz
Partikel, or fragment of the Holy Cross
brought from Palestine (1182) by Leo-
[)old VI. of Austria, the foe of Kichard
C<Eur-de-Lion, which gave rise to the
foundation of this monastery of Holy-
rood. There is a theological seminary
attached to the convent, and the puj)ils

are instructed by the monks. 'I’lie

road continues from Heiligen Kreutz,
j

through the pleasant valley of Sattel-

bach and St. Helen, at the extremity of
which lies Baden, passing alternately

between hills richly wooded, and
rocks starting u{) into bare, grey pre-

cipices
;

at one time through narrow
contracted passes of the valley, at an-

other across meadows of exquisite ver-

dure, occupying the holm land on the

margin of the rivulet. The variety and
beauty of the scenery render this a

truly agreeable ride.

BADEN. HELENENTHAL. THE
SCHNEEBERG.

The Raab railroad (see p. 181, and
Route 247) now conveys {rassengers to

Baden in one hour from Vienna : a
fiacre may be hired for the day’s excur-
sion, to return in the evening, for 6 or

8 Gulden Munz.
The most agreeable, though the

longest, road to Baden is that by Mbd-
ling, Heiligen Kreutz, and the Vale of
Helen (p. 183). The direct post route

lies along the post road to Gratz as far

as Neudorf. — Inn: Post. About 3
miles beyond Neudorf, near the village

of Guntramsdorf, we turn aside to the

right, and reach, in about 4 miles more,
Baden.—Inns : Stadt Wien

;
good.

Schwan
;

Adler; Rbmischer Kaiser;

Hirsch, very dear. The best restau-

rants for dining are at the Englische
Kbchinn, the Cassino, the Redouten
Saab The principal boarding-house is

the Sauerhof.

Baden is famous for good bread, es-

pecially for a sort of roll called Kipfel.

A large dairy supplies the guests with
the most delicious fresh milk for their

coliee.

Baden, a town of 4500 inhabitants,

on the Schwiichat, lies in the midst of
vineyards, at the foot of the Styrian
Al{)s, about 14 miles from Vienmi. It

was known to the Romans by the name
of Therma; Cetias. Created and sup-
|)orted by the celebrity of its mineral
waters, it consists almost entirely of
lodging-houses, pensions, and baths.

During the life of the late Km{)eror,

while the Court was at Baden, the con-

course of {jeople was so great, that it
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Avas prudent to bespeak apartments be-
forehand. It is now comparatively
deserted in consequence of the dislike

the present Emperor has taken to it

since an attempt was made by a mad-
man to assassinate him. Still on Sun-
days and holidays from 10,000 to

12,000 strangers sometimes assemble
here from Vienna.
The stranger may spend an agreeable

day here : he may breakfast at the farm
of Doppeldorf, famous for its milk;
—visit one or other of the public baths

(the Sauerhof, for instance) to see tlie

mode of bathing ;—the chhteau and
grounds of Weilhurg;— e.xplore the

ruined castles and winding footpaths in

the Valley of HelSn, and join the morn-
ing and evening promenades. Havirjg

done this, he will have exhausted the

chief sights of Baden
;
and need not

tarry longer, unless the society'of friends,

the use of the batlis, or the beauty of

the country, induce him to remain.

Fiacres abound here, and are very use-

ful, since tlie pretty scenery and the

Valley of Helen are a long way from

the inns.

The Emperor, the Archduke Charles,

and many of tlie nobility, have palaces

here. Public balls are given in the

Redoute, in the Chiosk, an assembly-

room built ill the Turkish style, and
Casino; and, during the season, perform-

ances take place in the Theatre here.

“ The warm springs, loaded with

sulphur, and strongly impregnated with

carbonic acid gas, issue from beneath

a low eminence of limestone, which

some years ago was only bare rock,

but is now clothed with artificial groves,

and hewn out into romantic walks.

Not a few who, though in perfect health,

take a strange pleasure in being in such

a crowd, use the bath together, males

and females mixed promiscuously, and

sit, or move slowly about, for an hour

or two, up to the neck in the steaming

water. The ladies enter and depart by

one side, and the gentlemen by another
;

but in the bath itself there is no sepa-

ration : nay, politeness requires that a

gentleman, when he sees a lady moving,

or attempting to move, alone, shall oiler

himself as her supporter during the
aquatic promenade. There is no silence

ordulness; everything is talk and joke.

There is a gallery above, for the conve-
nience of those who choose to be only
spectators of the motley crowd

;
but it

is impossible to hold out long against
the heat.”

—

Russell.

The waters of Baden have a tempe-
rature of from 27° to 30° Reaumur.
They are most eflicacious in certain

diseases of the skin, and cases of gout
and rheumatism : they resemble in their

effects those of Aix-la-Chapelle, but
are less powerful. The springs are

very numerous, and are almost exclu-
sively used for bathing. The Ur-
sprung, or principal spring, rises at the

foot of the Calvarienberg. The best

and most elegant Baths are those of
the Sauerhof, the Frauenbad, and the

Carolinenbad, They are for the most
part what are called Society Baths (Ge-
sellschafts, or Voll Bader), in which
ladies and gentlemen bathe together,

attired in ample white dressing-gowns :

the Herzogsbad is large enough to ac-

commodate 150 persons at once. The
balconies around the bath render it

accessible for those who do not bathe,

and are usually filled with friends of

the bathers, with whom an uninter-

rupted conversation is kept up. The
hours for bathing are from 4 to 10 in

the morning. Private baths may also

be had at all hours of the day.

The principal promenade is the Park,

or Theresiengarten. It is the usual

place of resort in the forenoon, and af-

fords the attraction of a good band of

music. After dinner, about 3 o’clock,

everybody, whether sick or sound, re-

pairs to the Helenen Thai (Valley of

Helen), about a mile out of the town
;

a charming spot, though its beauties

have, perhaps, been a little exaggerated.

Its scenery has been compared to that of

Matlock.

On entering the valley', on the left

is perceived the handsome modern pa-

lace of the Archduke Charles, called

Schloss Weilhurg, in which the amiable

veteran usually passes the summer

:

it is surrounded by beautiful gardens.
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Above it, within the grounds, stands

tlie ruined castle of Rauheneck, which

has been made accessible by paths and

strong ladders; and farther oft', another,

smaller castle, Scharfeneck. The op-

f

iosite (right) side of the valley is simi-

arly guarded by an old ruin, called

Rauhenstein, the owners of which were

robber-knights, whose boldness rose to

such a pitch that they did not scruple

to stop and rob, on the high road, the

carriage of the Empress of Maximi-
lian I.,—a piece ofaudacity which led

to the destruction of their stronghold.

The bottom of the valley, and the bor-

ders of the stream of the .Schwtlchat,

which flows through it, are planted with

shady avenues, and intersected with

walks, along which a motley crowd, com-
posed of all classes, from the Imperial

family to humble artisans and peasants,

nobles, fashionables, and bourgeoisie

intermixed, make their promenade

;

while the refreshments of coffee and
ices are afl'orded by numerous little

cafes. The ScliwUchat is here traversed

by a sfiecies of dam (Recben), by which
the timber floated down from the forests

which cover the mountains near its

sources is collected (§ 111).

The woody sides of the valley are

intersected in all directions by paths,

so that the pedestrian who seeks retire-

ment may wander pleasantly for hours
among the heights, where the hum of
the busy crowds below will only reach
his ear by fits and starts. The old
ruined hill-forts above mentioned are
most excellent points of view.
A rock, calleil the Urtelstein, which

formerly barred all progress up the
vale of Helen, has been perforated by
a tunnel, and a capital smooth mac-
adamised road has been carried through
it. It leads to the convent of Heiligen
Kreutz (p. 1S.3), a distance of 8 miles,
and thence through the Uriel to Mdd-
ling, and to many other pleasing ex-
cursions, which visitors to Raden usu-
ally explore.

1 he castle of Mcrkcnstein, the family
seat of Prince Ilietrichstein, forms a
pleasant excursion from Raden, from
which it is distant about 8 miles. The

road passes Voslau, Gainfahren, and
Hadelhof. The ruins are highly pic-

turesque, and are carefully preserved :

the deep dungeon is very remarkable,

and the Thiergarten (Park) is worth
notice. There is probably a short foot-

way over the hills to Merkenslein.

A longer excursion, but most in-

teresting, may be made to the top of

the Schneeberg. “ Ry taking the Raab
railway you are in the midst of scenery

not to be surpassed in Rritain, in

hours from A’ienna.” — W. L. (See

Route 247.)

NUSSDORF. THE LEOPOl.DSBERG AND
KAHLENBERG. KLOSTER NEUBURG.
GREIFENSTEIN.

The wooded heights, called Wiener
Wald, on the N.VV\ of Vienna, include

some charming scenery, and command
most extensive views of the city and
the Danube. No one should visit Vi-
enna without exploring these heights

and recesses. The best point of view,
upon the whole, is the Leopoldsberg.
Those who are pressed for time may
content themselves with scaling it, and
then return, which will not take up
more than 3 or 4 hours. The entire

excursion, however, deserves a day to

be devoted to it, and it will assuredly
be gratifying. Quitting Vienna by the

Nussdorf lines, where hackney-coaches

,

and omnibuses(Stellwiigen) may always
' be found, we proceed along a road,

neither good nor interesting, bordered
by shabby houses to Nussdorf (I/i/is ;

the Rose ;—das Kafl’eehaus, a tavern a(

the water side, much frequented), a
small village of 2000 inhabitants, at

the mouth of the small arm of the

Danube which flows past the walls of
Vienna, and divides the city from the
suburb of Leopoldstadt, forming the
island upon which it and the Prater
stand. It is navigable for barges, whicb
convey principally wood and wine from
the U|)pcr Danube to the city. Nuss-
dorf is about 1^ mile from the summit
of the I.eopoldsberg. Reyond Nussdorf
the road ap|)roachcs the Danube, and
continues by the side of it for a con-
siderable distance, passing between it
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and the base of the Leopoldsberg. Tliey

wbo intend to ascend the hill may stop

at the little village of Kablenberger
Dbrfl, where they will find a steep and
stony foot-path striking directly up-
wards. Those who are not good climbers

may find a more gradual but circuitous

way.
The Leopoldsberg, 824 ft. high, is the

last eminence of the chain of the Wiener
Wald (Mons Cetius), which, branch-

ing off from the Alps of Styria, and
embracing one side of the plain on
which Vienna stands, stretches out like

a cape or promontory, and descends

abruptly towards the Danube. On a
projecting ledge, about half-way up
the hill, a wooden summer-house, called

the Belvedere, has been erected, over-

hanging the river. It commands a very

line and most extensive view. The
towers of Pressburg, 40 miles off, and
even the foremost eminences of the

more distant Carpathians, are discern-

ible, it is said, in clear weather. Vi-
enna is seen to great advantage. The
majestic spire of St. Stephen’s, rising

against the sky, is a beautiful object

;

but the striking feature of the view is

the Danube, the monarch of Eurojtean

rivers, which even here is larger than

any in Britain, and rolls its rapid and
mighty stream at your feet, hurrying

along vast floats of wood and heavy-

laden barges on its broad bosom. A
little below Nussdorf it is split into

various small streams by a number of

wooded islands, and is crossed by the

wooden bridges over which runs the

high road from Vienna to Prague. Its

windings may be traced for a short dis-

tance: it is then partly concealed by

the dense mass of foliage which covers

the islands, and only ajipears here and

there, in flashes or sheets, among the

forests, wherever a bend in its course

exposes a reach to view. The battles

of Asperne, Essling, and Wagram were

fought among or near these islands.

The vast expanse of the river above

Nussdorf, and the rapidity with which

its current swee])S onward, are very

striking ;
but it is very shallow, and,

being spread out over so wide a surface.

-KLOSTER NEUBBRG. [ScCt. XI.

often leaves bare large unsightly hanks
of gravel. Looking across the river, the

Railways to Brunn and Stockerau ap-
pear

;
while up the stream, the town and

monastery of Kloster Neuburg are seen
to advantage : and nearer, on the oppo-
site side of the river, is the Hill of
Bisamberg, which produces one of tlie

best Austrian wines. The Leopoldsberg
receives its name from the Austrian
Markgrave, who built a castle on its

summit, which has now disappeared.

A small church and rude tavern oc-

cupy its site.

Those who desire a continuation of

the same prospect may ascend the loftier

top of the adjoining Kohlenberg

;

but
though the view be more extensive, it

can hardly be considered more striking

than that from the Leopoldsberg. It was
on the slopes of the Kahlenberg that

John Sobieski encamped with the army
of brave Poles, whom he led to succour
Vienna from the Turks. On the morn-
ing of the 12th Sept. 1684, the Chris-

tian banners were descried from the

walls of the slraitened city, floating on

these heights. That very day the Turks
were attacked and routed.

The inhabitants of Vienna repair in

flocks to the Kahlenberg on Sundays,

and ascend its heights in order to enjoy

the ]>rospect and the fresh air. The
building on the summit was originally

a convent, founded by Ferdinand II.,

suppressed by Joseph II., afterwards a

summer residence of the Prince de

Ligne, wbo died and is buried here.

Mozart composed a part of the Zau-
berflbte in the inn (Casino). The Leo-

poldsberg and Kahlenberg now belong

to Prince Lichtenstein. A footpath

leads along the shoulder of the hill and

among the vineyards down to Kloster

Neuburg. By the high road at the side

of the Danube the distance is about 3

miles.

Kloster Neuburg is a dull, lifeless

town, of 3800 inhabitants, about 9 miles

from Vienna. Its large Augustine

monastery is one of the richest and

oldest in Austria; the existing edifice

was commenced uj)on a scale of great

magnificence in 1730, by the Emperor
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Charles who intended to occupy a

part of it as his own residence, but it

includes portions of an earlier date. It

has the appearance of being half ruined,

though only half finished ; but a small

portion of the building, including the

library and staircase, has recently been

resumed and completed.

Before the church is a Gothic pillar,

richly decorated, called the everlasting

light, because a lamp was burned be-

fore it for many ages : it was erected in

1381, in remembrance ofa great plague.

The Gothic Church is injurefl internally

by being covered with stucco, and is not

worth notice in itself. It however con-

tains the relics (bones) of St. Leopold,

preserved in a monument adorned with

enamel
; also the veil of the Markgravine

Agnes, his wife, which was carried away
by the wind one day as she stood

with him, on the top of the Leopolds-

berg, meditating on the site of a mo-
nastery which she was bent on found-
ing. The veil long defied all search

;

until, some time after, it was discovered

on the spot where Kloster Neuburg now
stands, which was regarded as being

thus miraculously pointed out for the

erection of the monastery. Leopold of
Austria lived 1 100, and was made a
saint by Pope Innocent VIIL, 1485.

The ducal bonnet of the Regents of

Austria, with which the Emjjeror is

crowned oti his accession, is preserved

here, since it was entrusted to the care

of the convent by the Emjjeror Maxi-
milian : it was removed to Vienna by
Joseph II., but restored by his succes-

sor, I..eopold II., 1790. On the sum-
mit of one of the towers is a copy of it,

of gigantic dimensions, made of copper.
Other curiosities are : a cup made out
of gold found in the gravel of the

‘

Danube
;
the Altar of Verdun, covered

with several hundred metal plates, etch-
ed in the style called niello, with sub-
jects from the Bible. They are, per- '

haps, the earliest specimens of the art '

of engraving known, having been ex-
ecuted for Prior Werner, between 11G8
and 1186, or 150 years before the time
of Finiguerra. The convent Library is

very considerable, containing 2.5,000

vols. and 400 MS.S., together with a
cabinet of old German paintings, me-
dals, natural history

;
and in the Ti-ea-

sury are preserved the plate and jewels

belonging to the monastery. In the

extensive cellars belonging to the con-

vent is kept and sold the wine of Klos-

ter Neuburg, the produce of vineyards

belonging to the monastery, which con-

stitute its chief wealth and source of

revenue. Kloster Neuburg is the station

of the corps of pontonniers, whose flo-

tilla for the service of the Danube is

kept here.

About 4 miles beyond Kloster Neu-
! burg is the picturesque ruined Castle of

Greifenstein, planted on the summit of

a sandstone rock. It is well worth vi-

siting, although the story of its having

been the prison of Richard Coeur-de-

Lion is utterly without foundation.

Near the door of the Donjon-keep is the

mark of a claw imprinted deep in the

rock, it is said, by a griffin (whence the

name. Griffin-stone). The walls of the

tower are 5 ft. thick : in the floor is a

trap-door, and beneath it adismal vault,

inclosing a cage of timber, in which
prisoners were once confined. The view
from this tower of the forest-clad banks
of the Danube, and its feudal castlesat

intervals overlooking it, is striking.

The pedestrian has no occasion to re-

turn from the Kahlenberg by Nussdorf

;

he may vary his route back to Vienna
by proceeding along the ridge of the

Kobenzelberg, through the shady wood
called Krapfenwiildchen, to the village

of Griuzing, whence there is a carriage-

road and numerous conveyances to Vi-
enna

;
or, instead of pa.ssing through

Grinzing, he may proceed on to Him-
mel (Heaven), a height laid out in

beautiful gardens and pleasure-grounds,

which commands one of the finest views

near Vienna.

DOBNIIACH.

Another interesting point for ascend-

ing the Wiener Wald hills is Dornbach,
about 3 miles W. of Vienna. The road

thither jiasses the valley orilernals,whose

Church and Calvary are resorted to as

a place of pilgrimage by the inhabitants
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of Vienna during Lent, and on tlie 24th
of August, the anniversary (Kirchweih)
of the foundation of the churcti.

It occupies about f of an hour to

drive from Vienna to the village of

Dornbach {Inn ; Kaiserinn von CEster-

reich), in which the villa of Prince
Schwarzenberg, originally the property

of the Austrian General Lacy, is situ-

ated. The beautiful park, 6 miles in

circuit, extends behind the house a dis-

tance of 2 or 3 miles: it is liberally

thrown open to the public, and is acces-

sible for carriages. It occupies a nook
or recess in the midst of the Wiener
Wald hills, whose slopes are clad with

beecli-wooil, traversed in all directions

by shady paths. In one of the groves

is the tomb of Lacy and bis nephew
Brown. In another spot is a small me-
nagerie and aviary, and beyond it, at

the very extremity of the grounds, from

the top of the hill called the Aussicht^a

line vierv is obtained along the back-

bone of the Kobcnzelberg ridge, of the

winding Danube, of part of Vienna,

and, on the left, of the vineyards of

Weidling. It is, however, secondary

in beauty to the prospect from tbe Leo-

poldsberg. Ilcfreshments may be had

on the top of this hill.

The inhabitants of Vienna pride

themselves much on their rural retreats

in the numerous villages around that

city ; but, to the eye of an Englishman,

they a))pcar to dill'er little from town

houses. 'I’hey are almost invariably

built in a row, close to the road or

street, without a hedge or garden to

shelter them from the intolerable dust

or remove them from the noise.

ROUTE 196.

THE DANUBE (c) PASSAU TO LINZ.

Preliminary information respect-

ing the voyage down the Danube will

be found in Routes 175 and 180. Pas-

sau is described in p. 112.

Steam-boats ply up and down the Da-

nube, between Ratisbon and Linz, every

day in summer. (See p. 107.) The

fare from Passau to Linz is 5 11. 4 kr. in

the first place, and 3 fi. 2 kr. in the se-

cond. The voyage descending takes up
4 hours

; in ascending 8 or 9.

Steam-navigation has of late some-
what changed the aspect of the banks of

the Danube since the following beau-

tiful lines were written :

—

** Adieu the woods and water’s side,

Imperial Danube’s rich domain I

Adieu the grotto, wild and wide,
Tlie rocks abrupt, and grassy plain \

For pallid Autumn once again
Hath swell’d each torrent of the hill;

Her clouds collect, her shadows sail.

And watery winds that sweep the vale

Grow loud and louder still.

Yes, I have loved thy wild abode.
Unknown, unplough’d, untrodden shore;

Where scarce the w’oodman finds a road.

And scarce the fisher plies an oar;

For man’s neglect I love thee more;
That art nor avarice intrude

To tame thy torrent’s thunder-shock.

Or prune thy vintage of the rock.

Magnificently rude.

Unheeded spreads thy blossom’d bud
Its milky bosom to the bee

;

Unheeded falls along the llocd

Tliy desolate and aged tree.

Forsaken scene I how like to thee

The fate of unbefriended worth

;

Dike thine her fruit dishonour’d falls

;

Like thee, in solitude she calls

A thousand treasures forth.”
Campbei.l.

[Passau, in Route 180.]

Tiie light bunk of tbe Danube from

the Inn (CEniis) to Mons Cetius (tbe

Kalilcnberg) formed the boundary-line

of the Roman province Noricum liipense,

also called “ Supercilium Istri,” the

brow of the Danube
;
tbe ojiposite bank

is styled by Tacitus, Frons Germania!.

There is not a more lovely scene in

the whole course of the Danube than

that which the traveller looks back upon

after quitting the quay at Passau, and

passing the sharp angle of the promon-

tory in front of which the Inn and

Danube meet. The two noble vistas

formed by the Inn and Danube, up

which the view extends to a consider-

able distance, divide tbe town itself into

three clusters of buildings. On the left

rises the double - towered church of

Mariahilf, and on tbe right the feudal

towers and straggling battlements of the

fortress Oberhaus sweep down the rock

to the junction of the D.anubeand black
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Ilz. For nearly 2 miles the left bank

is lined with piles of trunks of trees,

which have been floated down the Ilz

from the Bohemian mountains, and are

collected here in readiness to be trans-

ported to Vienna. The first bend of

the river that hides Passau from view

presents an extraordinary change of

scene
;

in an instant you are transported

into the midst of a silent solitude far

removed to all appearance from the

city’s busy hum, and surrounded on all

sides by steep mountains clad with

dark woods. The river spreads itself

out into the dimensions of a lake. With-

in a well-wooded amphitheatre of hills,

which so close it in on all sides, that for

some time it appears uncertain in which

direction it is destined to find exit.

Here and there sequestered ravines, with

cottages or small villages nestling in the

mouth of them, are disclosed to view.

Below Passau the right bank of the

Danube is Austrian, the left Bavarian,

as far as Engelhardzell.

The first building that attracts no-

tice, after losing sight of Passau, is

(W.) The castle of Krempenstein,

peering out of a fir forest on the sum-
mit of a rock. It belonged to the Bi-

shops of Passau, who levied tolls from

it on all vessels. It is also sometimes
called Das Schneiderschlossel, from a
story attached to it of a poor tailor,

who, in attempting to throw the car-

cass of a goat from the walls, lost his

balance, and fell into the river along
with it.

(/.) Hafnerzell, or Oberzell, a Bava-
rian village, near which, at Griesbach,

black-lead (Graphite) is found. This !

mineral is intermixed with clay to form
j

crucibles, which are largely manufac- i

tured here and sent to all parts of the i

world. They owe to the black-lead the

power of resisting great heat. Tlie china
manufactories of Vienna and Munich
are supplied with porcelain clay from
this neighbourhood. “ For nearly 30
miles below Passau the Danube runs
between lofty hills of the most romantic
appearance. Tliey are clothed to the
top with dark Cimbrian pine, and
ruined castles make their frequent ap-

pearance in the midst of these forests.

The course of the river is most tortuous,

and very frequently the stern of the

vessel is directed to the opposite point

of the compass from that towards which
it had pointed a fevv minutes before.

The beauty of this pass is unequalled,

excepting, perhaps, that of the Hudson
through the highlands in the state of

New York.”—L. S. o

(rt.) Fichteustein was the castle of

the robber- counts of Wasserburg.
Below Grunau a reef of rocks in the

bed of the river produces a rapid
;

anil

one of them, called the Joachimstein, or

Jochenstein, rising out of the midst of
the stream, bears the arms of Bavaria on
one side, and of Austria on the other.

The exact boundary between the two
countries is marked by a line or ave-
nue cut through the forest, and running
up a hill on the left bank, under the

Tower of Ried, and nearly opposite

(ft.') Engelhardzell.

—

l7in : Hirsch,

a pothouse, sorry accommodation, and
chiefly resorted to by bargemen. This
is the station of the .Austrian custom-
house, where passports 87) and bag-
gage (§ 86) are strictly examined. The
steam -boats are quickly despatched.
The Cistercian convent attached to the

church called Angelorum Celia, in the

middle ages, is now converted into a
chhteau of the Prince Wrede. Cretin-
ism and Goitre are very prevalent on
the banks of the river in this neighbour-
hood, and many pitiful objects present
themselves to thetraveller, seeking alms.

1 he valley of the Danube becomes
rather wider immediately below Engel-
hardzell

; its banks are thickly wooded
and picturesque.

(/.) liana Iliedl, a white castle, still

inhabited, at the entrance of a pretty
Swiss-looking valley, with a villaire

below.

(/.) Before you arc out of sight of it,

Marsbach, another castle, consisting of
a tower, with a modern house near it,

appears in view.

(/.) The square tower of the ruined

castle of Hayenbach, or Kirschbaum,
stands on the neck of a remarkable

Jiromontory formed by a bond of the
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Danube so abrupt that its waters flow

in exactly opposite directions on the

two sides of it. The river scours round
the base of this point of rock with pro-

digious rapidity, and with a roar like

that of a cataract.

(rt.) Opposite the point of this pro -

montory is the Mill of Schlilgen, from

which a footpath runs to Aschach,

avoiding the windings of the river, and
not one quarter of the distance by water.

On turning round this corner the river,

contracted to nearly lialf its previous

width, enters a majestic defile, shut in

by wooded mountains almost precipi-

tous, and varying between 600 ft. and

1000 ft. in height. The sinuosities of

its course are so complicated, that with-

in the space of 12 or 15 miles it flows

towards all four points of the compa-ss.

The current, increased in force by being

pent up, boils and rages over the rocks,

forming rapids and whirlpools. Planch6

says of this spot—“ For upwards of an

hour we glided through scenes increas-

ing in sublimity, and calling forth ex-

clamations of wonder and delight. The
romantic, I may say awful, beauty of

this defile surpasses description.” He
also gives it a preference over the grand-

est views up the Rhine, an opinion

which may i)e liable to be disputed,

since there is certainly considerable

monotony in the wild solitudes and

dark unvarying fir woods of the gorge

of the Danube below Passau. The

castles also are at long intervals apart,

and far less picturesque than those on

the Rhine.

(/.) The only level space in this ra-

vine large enough to allow room for a

village is at the influx of the streams of

the great and little Miihl or Michl, be-

tween which stands Ober and Unter

MUhl. The great Miihl is crossed at

its mouth by a Rechen (§ 111), or

grating of wood, to collect the timber

floated down it from the vast Bohemian

forests situated around its head-waters,

and belonging to Prince Schwarzen-

berg. The width of the Danube is

bere contracted to 76 ft.

(/.) The CaslU of Nevlmus, a vast

edifice, high up on the hill side, with

an advanced tower lower down, called

the Zollthurm, was the seat of the

Counts of Schaumberg, a family so

powerful at one time as to make war
upon the Dukes of Austria. Like other

robber-knights of the 13th and 14th

centuries, they exacted heavy dues
from all the vessels that passed their

stronghold, and in the event of resist-

ance made no scruple to sink them.
During the invasion of the Turks, in

1526, the castle served as an asylum
to the women and children of the sur-

rounding district.

The defile ceases a little beyond
Neuhaus, and the banks subside into a

plain, disclosing to view a distant pros-

pect of the Alps of Salzburg.

(?•<.) Aschach, a village with a cha-

teau belonging to Count Harrach. Dur-
ing the Peasants’ rebellion, which broke

out in this neighbourhood in 1626, it

was the head-quarters of the rebels, who
endeavoured to close tire passage of the

Danube by a chain 600 ft. long, every

link of which weighed 20 lbs., which

they compelled the town of Steyer to

furnish them with. A Bavarian flotilla,

however, bringing provisions to the im-

perial garrison at Linz, succeeded with-

out difficulty in breaking through the

impediment.

(?/.) Behind Aschach rise the ruins

of the Castle of Schaumberg, cradle of

the ancient family of that name, which

once owned the whole valley of the

Danube, from Passau nearly to this

spot. They were also the Lords of

Neuhaus.

(/.) Landshaag.

Below this commences an Archipela-

go of islands. Tlie channel of the river

between them is constantly changed

by moving banks of sand and gravel,

so that the navigation hereabouts is in-

tricate in the extreme.

{rt.) Eflerding, a village on the post

road (Route 195), about IJ mile from

the river. 3000 of the rebellious pea-

sants were slain here by Pappenheim.

with their leader the batter Fadinger,

whose body was afterwards torn from

the grave and bung on a gallows by the

Imperial General Herberstorf.
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(/.) Otteiislieim, a village nearly op-

posite

Cr/.) Tlie Hernarditie Convent of

Wilhering, built for the most part since

the fire in 1733, also on the post road.

The Danube now appears to cut

through a chain of mountains which

descend to the water’s edge in nearly

vertical cliffs. The approach to Linz is

announced, even before the town itself

appears in view, by the round towers of

the fortification, and by two stout loop-

holed walls of masonry descending the

steep bank on both sides, and serving

to defend this approach to the town.

(/.) The citadel and church on the

summit of the Postlingberg are conspi-

cuous above all other objects, and from

a considerable ilistance. Soon alter the

wooden bridge appears in sight, Linz

itself, with the castle on a high rock

overlooking the river, and

(/.) The suburb of Urfabr.

(r/.) Linz is described in Route 195.

ROUTE 197.

THE D.'INUBE (d). LINZ TO VIENNA.

For preliminary information,

see Routes 175 and 180.

Steam-boats every day, (descending

in 9 hours, ascending in 18 or 20,)

—

between Linz and Vienna, call at Grein,

Vps, Pochlarn, Mblk, and Stein. Fares,

1st Cabin 10 fl. Miinz
;

2nd, 6 II.

10 kr. In ascending, the fare is re-

duced to 7 11., and 4 (1. 40 kr. The
transport of carriages from Nussdorf,

the halting-place of tlie steamers on the

Danube to Vienna, is included in the

fare paid for them.

The scenery of this part of the Dan-
ube is highly interesting, especially in

the neighbourhood of the celebrated

Strudel and Wirliel, at Mblk, and at

Diirrenstein.

The first part of the voyage from
Linz is dull, the banks of the river

being flat, and for some distance scarcely
any place of note or interest is passed.

The Danulie is divided by willow-clad
islands and beds of bare gravel into so

many arms, that none but a skilful

boatman can choose the right course.

(1.) Steyereck exhibits an instance

of the changes wliich the bed of the

Danube constantly undergoes. This

village once stood on the river bank
;

but it is now left at a distance of l^J^

mile from the water-side, and the

branch which formerly passed it is now
sanded up. The castle of Weissenwolf,

above the village, alone is visible from

the water.

(rt.) Nearly opposite it the river

Traun pours its beryl-green waters into

the Danube, and flows onwards for a

considerable distance without inter-

mingling with the muddy flood of the

main river. Zizelau, at its mouth, is

the port for the salt-vessels from Gmun-
den, Hallstadt, &c. About 8 miles up

the Traun lies Ebersberg (p. 146).

(rt.) The Monastery of St. Florian

and the square chateau of Tillysburg,

with its four corner turrets, may be dis-

cerned above the trees in the distance.

(Route 195, p. 147). On an island in

the middle of the stream is planted the

Castle of Sjiielberg, near a dangerous

rapid called Sauriissel. Its owners,

robber-knights, profited by its situation

to attack all vessels just as the crews

were occupied with the dangers of the

navigation.

(1.) Mauthhausen, a village and salt

depot, opposite the mouth of the river

Enns, is distinguished by a lofty tower

called Pragstein, rising from a rock

above the river. The town was burned
by the Em peror Barbarossa, because its

inhabitants exacted toll from the pil-

grims who passed down the Danube on
their way to join the third Crusade.

(rt.) The high tower of the town of

Enns is visilde for a considerable d istance

(p. 147.) One of the stations of the Ro-
man fleet appointed to watch and guard
the Danube, was Lauriacum, at the

mouth of the Enns. Tliis river divides

Upper from Lower Austria. The fall

of tlie Danube from this to the frontier

of Hungary amounts to 348 ft., or 10

ft. in a German mile.

(rt.) The Castle of Nieder Wallsee,

with its tall square tower, attached to

a modern chateau and massive round

keep, is the first object of interest which
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presents itself at the river side. It

stands on a rock, round which the

current roars and rushes with great im-
petuosity. It once belonged to Field-

Marshal Daun, the antagonist of Fre-

derick the Great, sometimes called the

Austrian Fabius.

Below this the river, after making
a sudden bend, again approaches the

mountains near Ardegger, and enters a
very picturesque defile, in the midst of

which lies the poor village of

^1.) Grein, surmounted by the castle

of Greinberg, both belonging to the

Duke of Saxe-Coburg. Below Grein
the river bursts through the granitic

chain of hills, and a rapid called Grei-

ner Schwall is passed. From this the

gorge rapidly contracts, till the river

bed is but a quarter of its former width,

and the mountains on each side gradu-

ally become higher, until, in the im-
mediate vicinity of the Strudel and
Wirbel, the grandest objects in the

composition of a landscape are con-

centrated. Forests feathering down
from the mountain-tops to the water's-

edge, dark and gloomy in summer, in

autumn enlivened with tinges of yellow,

red, and russet brown
;
three or four

picturesque castles in view at once
;

and a river, at one moment dark and
deep, at another white and foaming

over rocks
;

so that this spot yields to

no other scene in the whole course of

the Danube, except the famous pass

between Orsova and the Iron Gate on

the borders of Hungary and Wallachia

(Route 281).

About mile below Grein, the

pent-up river is met by a rocky islanil,

called W briber Insel, consisting of a

projecting pinnacle of granite, sur-

mounted by a crucifix. Its precipices

are chafed by the roaring and rushing

tide, which it divides into tryo arms
;

that on the right (Hossgang) is too shal-

low to allow passage to any but small

boats ;
that on the left is traversed at its

mouth by a reef of small rocks, forming

the rapid called Stbudel, over which

the river boils and tosses like the waves

of the sea. The length of the rapid is

80 ft., in which space the river falls

more than 3.1 ft. Over this lies the
passage for boats : caught by the eddy,
they (lash manfully down the slight fall,

creaking at every plank, and are left for

a while to struggle with the waves, the

use of side oars being suspended, and
recourse had to the rudder alone.

(!.) The castle of Werfenstein,

whose tall keep tower almost seems
to overhang the river, and close be-

side it

(7.)— the village of .Struden, are

passed with such rapidity, that the eye
has no time to rest on them

;
and im-

mediately another rock, the Hausstein,

rises into view out of the middle of the

river, crowned also by an old tower.

Scarcely has the water begun to sub-
side, and the boat, having cleared the

Strudel, to glide smoothly along, than
(out of Scylla into Charybdisj the ed-

dies of tlie WiKDEL (whirlpool) begin
to act perceptibly upon it, and to draw
it towards the above-mentioned Haus-
stein. The appearance of the water at

this spot is very singular
;

it seems to

be rushing in every possible direction

—upwards and against the stream,

across the stream, and in numerous lit-

tle circles, while one vast whirlpool in

the midst forms a funnel or hollow in

the water 20 ft. or 30 ft. broad, and 3 ft.

or 4 ft. deep in the centre, round which
the water whirls and boils in a circle.

On approaching this spot the boatmen
ply the oar vigorously, to keep their

vessels clear of the vortex. No sooner

is it passed than a little boat nuts ofT

from the left bank, near the village of

St. Nicholas, bearing on its prow the

image of the Virgin, and inscribed with

the words, “ for your preservation,” and

rowed by one who carries an alms-box,

into which most persons drop a trifle.

Since the improvements made in the

bed of the Danube, in the reign of

Maria Theresa, by blasting the rocks,

&c., there is no risk in this passage of

the Strudel and Wirbel, with common
attention on the jiart of the boatmen.

They are still in tlie practice, however,

of muttering a prayer as they approach

the spot ;
and crucifixes, according to

the custom of Roman Catholic countries,
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are planted on the rocks, where, if the

danger is now small, yet in former

times many accidents have happened

and lives have been lost. The time

occupied in the descent does not ex-

ceed 10 minutes
;
and the excitement

produced by the dashing course of the

boat as it shoots the rapids, and the

grandeur of the surrounding scenery,

cause one to regret its celerity. Tlie

steam-boat, steered by a skilful helms-

man, clears the rapids with great alert-

ness.

The phenomenon of the whirlpool

was accounted for by ancient geogra-

phers, and among them by Sebastian

Munster, in a manner which will ap-

pear absurd in tlie present day. They
imagined a bottomless hole in the bed
of the river, which swallowed up every-

thing thrown into it. Another theory

supposed that the waters of the Danube
here found a subterranean passage into

the Lake of Neusiedel, some hundred
miles oil’ in Hungary. The simple

cause of the ^'ortex is the abrupt bend
and contracted channel of the Danube
above the spot, and the sudden obstruc-

tion presented to its pent-up current by
the Worth Island, but principally by
the Hausstein, almost immediately after

it has turned the corner. In 1787,
when the waters of tlie Danube rose so

high as to cover this rock, the whirlpool

disappeared entirely. Not fewer than
5 castles lined this dangerous part of
the river, within a few hundred yards
of each other, and were once occupied
by robber-knights, and fresh-water

wreckers, attracted by a position so

advantageous to their trade. .Several

of these were destroyed by Rudolph of
Habsburg : many dismal legends are
connected with them. A tower which
stood on the I..angestcin has been
haunted since the 1 1th century by the
IJlack Monk !

The ravine continues for a consider-
able distance, and the river Hows
through it with a deep and steady
current

—

near the round tower of .Sar-
iningstein, where are the gr.anife quar-
ries of Ireystein, from which V ienna is

supplied with paving-stone. At length

the hills begin to sink and recede, and
a more open country appears in view,

near the Castle of

(/.) Bbsenbeug, a favourite summer
retreat of the late Emperor Francis. A
castle has stood here from very ancient

times, but, excepting a part of the foun-

dations, tlie existing edifice is not older

than 1617. It has a pretty garden.

Bosenbeug owes its name to a danger-

ous bend (bose Beug) of the river,

which commences below Ips. A barge-

owner and builder of Bbsenbeug is in

the habit of despatching yearly up the

stream to Ratisbon 350 barges, and 850
with 25 rafts down to Vienna and Festh

;

he employs 250 bargemen and 115
horses.

(rt.) Opposite to it is the village of
Ips (Forts Isidis of the Romans?), sur-

rounded with old walls and high towers
;

and, lower down, the river Ips joins the

Danube. The two towers of the Church

of Maria Tuferl here apjiear in sight,

though, owing to tiie sinuosities of the

river, it takes an hour's rowing to reach
the foot of the heights on which they
stand.

(rl.) Siiusensteiu (Roaring-rock),
ruins of a Cistercian Abbey, burned
by the French in 1809.

(/.) The village of Marbach, and
above it, on the top of the hill, the Pil-

grimage Church of Maria Tuferl (^Marj'

of the little table). It receives its name
from a miracle-working image of the
Virgin, originally attached to an old
oak, beneath whose branches the pea-
santry of the surrounding country, after

offering up their prayers for a good har-
vest, used once a year to feast at a stone
table (Taferl). In the course of years,

when the oak tree had'fallen into decay,
a peasant took it info his heiul to cut
down the unsightly trunk

;
but the first

blow of his axe, though aimed at the
tree, struck his foot. On looking up
he saw, for the first time, the image

;

and becoming peidtent for his wanton
act, was, by the interjjosition of the
image, miraculously cured of the
wound he had inflicted on himself. Its

reputation has continued ever since,

K
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and the church is at present frequented
every year, in the month of September,
by pilgrims from all parts, varying in

numberfrom .lO.OOO to 130,000. 83.)
The summit of the high hill, “ the

eartli o’ergazing mountain,” on wliich

the church stands, is indeed calculated
to excite feelings of devotion in the

breast, as the eye wanders over the en-

chanting prospect commanded from
thence. In the foreground, the mighty
river, rich fields of corn, vineyards, and
gardens; and in the distance, the snowy
range of Styrian and Salzburg Aljjs, the

.Schneeberg, CEtscher, Priel, and Dach-
stein, raising their white peaks against

the southern horizon.

(rt.) Outlet of the river Krlaf, wliich

floats down much timber from the

forests of Mariazell and the Styrian

mountains.

(rt.) Pochlarn, and (/.) Little Pbch-
lani—two villages.

(/.) AVeideneck, a ruined castle, dis-

tinguished by its two tall batflemented

towers, planted on a bare granite rock,

out of which it seems to grow, washed

by the Danube.

(/.) Lubcreck, a chfl.tedu of the Em-
peror.

(rt.) The palace-like Convent of
Moi.k, situated about half-way between

Linz and Vienna, is described at p. 147.

Its appearance from the river is stately

and mugnilicent in the extreme.

IJeloiv this the valley of the Danube
again contracts, and the river is bound-

ed by lofty and precipitous hills. Vine-

yards are sometimes planted on the

slopes, but their produce is vinegar, not

wine.

(rt.) The Convent and ruined castle

of Schdnbijhel, on the top of a rock, are

the first objects of interest below Molk

;

then appear, on right and left, the vil-

lages of Great and Small Aggsbach.

(rt.) The Castk ofJggstein, perched

on a high conical rock above the village

of Klein Aggsbach, is truly a robber’s

nest, and one of the most picturesque

feudal ruins on the Danube. It is

reached by asteep winding path through

3 gates, defended by ditches, and ori-

ginally approached by drawbridges.

It consists of 3 separate courts. The
upper and older castle is of very great
antiquity, dating from the days of the
llabenberg dukes of Austria (illh and
12lh centuries); the lower fortress bears
the date 1426. Tradition relates that

this fastness belonged to a knightly
marauder, named Schreckenwald, who
wins in the habit of precipitating his

prisoners, through a trap-door, into an
abyss beneath, called by him, in irony,

the bed of roses.” A worthy follower

I

of this tyrant, in the possession of the
castle, was Hadmar von Kuenring,who
with his brother plied the profession of
robbery so successfully and cruelly, that

they became the terror of the sui-round-

ing counti-y, and gained the nickname
of ** the Hounds.’’ They at length ven-
tured to beard the young Duke of Aus-
tria, Frederick II., and carried oil' his

great seal and treasury into one of their

strongholds, of which they possessed 10,

nicknamed by them their 10 fingers.

I

Housed by this, the Duke collected his

I

followers, and captured by assault one
. castle after another, excepting Diirren-

I

stein and Aggstein, which for some
time bade defiance to all assaults to

lake them. They were at last mastered

by a merchant, named Rudiger, a pro-

t6gti and confidant of the Duke, who,

being obliged to pass their castle with

a richly-freighted ve.ssel, concealed

among the cargo 30 stalwart men-at--

arms, selected for their strength and
courage. As soon as the barge was dis-

cerned from the watch-tower ofAggstein,

the dreaded alarm-horn was blown from

the battlements, and the bell on die high-

est tower repeated the intelligence of

booty. Hadmar put oil' with his follow-

ers to pillage it as usual, but no sooner

did he set foot on board than he was

seized by his ambushed foes, bound,

and carried oil' as prisoner to the Em-
peror. Aggstein is said to have been

for a short time the prison of Richard
Coeur-de-Lion, and with some probabi-

lity, since it, as well us Durrenstein,

belonged to Hadmar, his jailer. Ex-
cepting the Devil’s Wall, a natural

dyke projecting above the other rocks

on both sides of the river, and
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(/.) the extensive ruins of the castle

of Spitz, there is nothing worth notice

till we reach

(/.) the Castle of Dorrenstein, the

prison of Hichard Cceur-(le-Lion, now

reduced to a mass of shattered masonry,

except the square donjon-keep, and se-

veral long lines of battlemented walls,

stretching down from the top of the hill

to the water s edge, which have escaped

demolition, it stands on the highest

ridge of a hill, fissured with clefts,

bristling with pointed pinnacles of gra-

nite, and so destitute of vegetation, that

it is difficult to distinguish the ruins

from the rock which supports them,

until the dark fir-woods, rising up be-

hind, give relief to the building. This

grand but desolate spot receives pecu-

liar interest from its connexion with

Richard, who is believed to have been

imprisoned here for 15 months, in 1192,

by the treacherous and vindictive Leo-

pold of Austria. The story is not found-

ed on tradition alone, since it is recorded

by the chroniclers that he was delivered

over to the custody of Hadmar of Kuen-
ring, at Tyernstein (the old form of

spelling Durrenstein), and was guarded
by him with the utmost strictness.

Whether this was also the scene of the

faithful Rlondel's successful minstrelsy

cannot be determined
;
but it is more

likely tliat the incident of the trouba-

dour's serenade occurred at Trifels, the

prison to which Richard was afterwards

removetl. (See Handbook, N. Ger-
MANv, Route 104.) A chamber hewn
in the rock is pointed out us his actual

jdace of confinement, but for this there

is no authority
; the re.al dungeon is

probably destroyed. The castle was
reduced to ruins by the Swedes, who
first fortified it, and afterwards, in 1645,
blew it up. At the foot of the rock

stands the small village of Durrenstein,

still surrounded by p irtly ruined walls,

and entered by antique gateways. The
Parish Church contains an elaborately
carved TaVjernacle

;
here also is pre-

served a list of a small body of the
townslolk, who, in 1741, repulsed a
large force of French and Uavarians,
by means of a number of water-pii^es,

cut down and painted to look like can-

non, which they planted on tlie walls,

assisted in their operations by a drum,
which was vigorously beaten to make
the enemy imagine the place wasst.rongl

y

garrisoned. The Austrians and Rus-
sians, under Kutusow, were defeated

here by the French, under Mortier, in

1805, after a severe conflict, in which
the Austrian general (Schmidt) was
killed. The ruins of the Nunnery of
St. Clara are very picturesque. In the

midst of them an inn has been built,

which is said to ati'ord good accom-
modation.

Durrenstein stands on the extremity

of a long promontory, or chain of hills,

beyond wliich the Danube traverses an

uninteresting plain nearly as far as

Vienna. The remainder of the voy-

age to Vienna is somewhat disagree-

able.

(r/.) Mautern (the Roman Muti-
num) is connected by a wooden bridge

dating from 1 445, the only one between

Linz and Vienna, with

(4.) Stein.— Inn : Zum Elepbanten,

one of the best country-inns on the

Danube. Stein is a town of 4000 in-

habitants, consisting of one long street.

The Clmrch of the Minorites, now turned

into a Salt-Magazine, and much in-

jured, is a fine Gothic building. The
Rathhaus and several houses of the

town, especially that numbered 191,

are decorated with frescoes by a native

artist called Kremser Schmidt, from
having been born near Krems. His

works are common in the churches of

Austria, and deserve attention. About
a mile oft’, on the same side of the river,

is Krems, with a population of 5000,
famous for mustard and gunpowder.
Outside the walls is a monument to

General .Schmidt, mentioned above.

These three small towns were taken
by the Hungarians, under Matthias

Corvinus, in 1486 ; and in 1615, by
the .Swedish General Torstenson : they

possess nothing of interest to the

.
passing traveller. On a bill to the

N. of Krems is a convent of I'iarisls,

the church of which is remarkable
for its Gothic architecture—and for

K 2
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an ancient altar in the crypt. The
valley of the Krems is exceedingly pic-

turesque; and the ruins of Rehberg,

Senftenberg, and Hartenstein add to

the romantic beauties of the neighbour-

liood, but nothing of this is seen from

the river.

Between Krems and Stein is a soli-

tary building, once a monastery, now a

military hospital, called Und, which

has given rise to a riddle :
“ Krems and

(Und) Stein are three places.’’

()•/.) The Benedictine Convent of

Gottweih, another mighty monument of

ancestral piety, occupies with its vast

quadrangle the entire summit of a hill

700 feet high, about 4 miles from the

Danube; and fine views of it are ob-

tained from the river. A road leads to

it from Mautern. Jt was fomided 1072,

but the present building dates from

1719. Bencatl) the modern church is

an older one, built in the 14th century.

Its library of40,000 vols. and collection

of Archives are second oidy to those of

Mblk in extent and value. The stair-

case is most 8])lendid, and several

aitartments are decorated with leather

hangings and tapestry.

The river now spreads out over the

flat land. It is divided by many
islands, and all beauty disappears from

its banks.

(;•<.) Tulin. The Drei ICdnigs-

/tapelle, now converted into a warehouse,

is a very remarkable example of early

Gothic (Romanesque) architecture. It

was built 1011, by the Emperor Henry

II. ;
it is circular in shape, and is the

most beautiful monument of tliat style

in Austria. In tlie plain around this

small town John Sobieski, at the head

of 12,000 brave Poles, formed a junc-

tion with tlie Prince of Lorraine, and

set out hence, with an army 70.000

strong, to rescue Vienna and the Em-
peror Leopold from the Turks, in

1683.

(rt.) The Castle of Greifenstein

slightly relieves the uniformity of the

landscape. It is said, but without

foundation, to have been one of King

Richard’s prisons. A further account

of this and all other jilaces of interest

on this bank of the Danube as far as

Vienna, is given at p. 187.

(f.) Nearly opposite Greifenstein,

but at a considerable distance, is Stocke -

rau. A Railway runs thence to Vienna.

(/.) Bisamberg, a hill producing one
of the best of the, generally speaking,'

bad wines of Austria, rises nearly oppo-
site the monastery of

(W.) Ktosterneuhwfl, p. 186. It lies

at the base of the Kahlenberg, the last

of the chain of the Wiener Wald hills.

(rt.) Nussdorf is a small village

under the same hills, at the entrance of

a branch channel of the Danube which

flows ]iast the walls of Vienna. The
main stream runs at a distance of about

1^ mile from the city. The passports of

t ravellers are usually taken from them
here. The steam-hont stops at Nussdorf

and disembarks its passengers, who must

proceed into the city, a distance of about

3^ miles, in a fiacre or other carriage,

which may be hired on the spot for 5

or 6 Zwanzigers. Passengers by the

steamers are entitled to have their car-

riages conveyeil to Vienna by the Com-
pany free of other expense than what

they have paid for their transport. The
baggage of travellers is examined here.

At the outer lines or barriers leading

into the suburbs of Vienna, 2 miles off,

baggage is also liable to be searched by

the oflicers of the municipal police. In

addition to the articles prohibited on

the frontier, edibles are here subjected

to a tax. Nussdorf and the road to

Vienna are described in page 185.

(^87.) Seep. 154.

(rt.) Vienna, in p. 149.

ROUTE 198.

SALZBURG TO VIENNA.

44 Germ, miles = 212 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen daily.

Salzburg.—Inns: Erzherzog Carl,

jiity;—Goldcnes Schifl’ ;—Drei Allir-

ten (Three Allies).

Salzburg (Juvavia of the Romans),

a town of 11,190 inhabitants (without

military), is situated on the Salza, at

the base of two precipitous heights of
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breccia. Through these the river seems

to have forced its way; it rushes past

the town with the speed of a torrent

;

and its stream is generally discoloured

by the rains and snows of the neigh-

bouring Alps, from which it is fed.

The height on the left hank is crowned
by the castle, proudly overlooking the

town; that on the right is named after

a Capuchin convent which stands on its

summit. Wilkie says of Salzburg, “ it

is Edinburgh Castle and the Old I'own
brought within the clitls of the Tros-

chachs, and watered by a river like the

Tay.” The town itself has a gloomy
air ; its streets appear vacant, and grass

grows in many of them. It is to its

situation that Salzburg owes its chief

attractions. It is impossible to give in

a verbal description any satisfactory

idea of the romantic beauties of the sur-

rounding district : it is hardly possible

to exaggerate them. Salzburg is al-

lowed by common consent to be the

most beautiful spot in Germany
;
and

many travellers will not hesitate to

prefer the scenery of the surrounding
mountains, lakes, and valleys, to the

finest parts of Switzerland. It is half
encircled by the chain of Noric or Salz-

burg Aljjs, which here first sink down
into the plain, and open out their arms
to allow the Salza to {)ass out and join
the Danube. The transition from
mountain to plain

;
the various hilly

ridges rising tier above tier, till they
are overtopped by some snow-clad giant
of the main chain of the Alps

;
the

river winding through rich fields, green
meadows, and gardens dotted with villas
and cottages; the contrast offered by
darkly wooded slopes, bare, abrupt
precipices, and shattered mountain-
crests, with the ))icturesque town and
castle for a foreground ;—these all con-
tribute towards the charms and variety
of the surrounding scenery, which can-
not fail to afford the lover of nature
fresh enjoyment for many days in suc-
cession.

1 he Cattle, or Hohensalzburg, an irre-
gular feudal citadel, on the summit of
a rock commanding the town and sur-
rounding country, was founded in the

11th century. It was, during the un-

quiet period of the middle ages, the re-

sidence of the Archbishops, and in after

times served them as a place of refuge,

enabling them, from its strength, to bi(l

defiance to foreign foes or the rebel-

lious assaults of their own subjects.

The Archbishops of Salzburg anciently

combined with their ecclesiastical rank

the dignity of princes of the German
empire. They were temporal sove-

reigns of a territory including a popu-
lation of 200,000 souls, from which
they derived a revenue exceeding a mil-

lion of florins. They thus possessed great

political influence in Germ.auy, main-
tained standing armies, and tliey not un-

frequently exchanged the mitre and cro-

sier for helmet and sword, and repaired

in person to the wars. During the war
of the Peasants, 1520-25, the Bishop,

Matthias Lang, was besieged in the

castle by the rebels
;
but thanks to the

skill in gunnery of a monk, who acted

on this occasion as chief engineer, their

attacks were repulsed, and asevere bom-
bardment, which was opened from the

fortress on the town below, soon reduced
it to submission.

Strangers must obtain permission from
the commandant in the town to enable
them to enter the castle. It has been
long since dismantled, an(T now serves

only as a barrack. Tlie apartments of
the archbishop are unfurnished

; a few
of them show remains of rich decora-

tions, similar in style to those seen in

the Elizabethan edifices of England.
In one of the lower chambers an Arch-
bishop of Salzburg was imprisoned
for having taken to himself a wife!

In a square tower at the extreme angle

of the castle is shown the Torture Cham-
ber, The rack by which the unfortu-

nate prisoner was raised to the roof, and
then allowed to fall, with weights of
150 lbs. attached to his feet (see Uatis-

bon, p. 77), aTid the fatal oubliette, or

trap-door, leading to a lower and more
terrible dungeon, still remain. It is not

improhable that the poor Protestants

were often the victims of this ill-omened

chamber, since the Archbishops in the

18th century were merciless pei'seculors
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of their subjects who had adopted the
Reformed doctrines, and who were at

length, in 1727-33, driven away like a
flock of sheep, to the number of 30,000,
from their native land. The view from
the u])per galleries of the castle, and
from the balcony called the Gerichts-

/hui-m, is very tine, but is perhaps sur-

passed by that from the

Mwichsherg, a continuation of the

ridge on which the castle stands, sur-

rounded on three sides by escarped walls

of rock, and approachable otdy by stairs

and winding paths. The platform or

table.-land on its summit is laid out in

fields and- pleasure-grounds; and at

every step through the openings of the

trees the most exquisite prospect ex-

])ands to view over mountain and val-

ley. This natural rampart of rock has

been pierced through by a tuTinel or

archway, called Dns Netie Thor. It

was constructed by Archbishop Sig-

mund, whose bust is placed above the

entrance, with the motto, “ Te saxa

loquuntur. " It is 415 11. long, 22 ft.

broad, and 39 ft. high. It is driven

through the sandstone breccia (Nagel-

flub), of which the hill is partly com-
posed

;
and it was finished 1767.

Near this is the Stmimer Riding-School

of the archbishops, with three galleries

for spectators hewn out of the solid

rock
;
and not far off, their stable (Mar-

stall), built 1607, by Archbishop Wolf
Dietrich for 130 horses, now a cavalry

barrack. The houses of the quarter of

the town nearest to the Mouchsberg arc

built close under tbe cliffs, winch, from

a peculiarity of the structure of the

rock, are liable to precipitate large

miisses from their sides. In 1669, a

church, convent, and 13 houses were

overwhelmed by a landslip; and 300

persons, most of whom had re]iaired to

the spot to render assistance on the 6rst

alarm, were buried alive by the fall of

a second and larger mass of rock.

After the destruction of the Roman
Juvavia by the Huns and Vandals, a

holy hermit, named St. Rupert, repaired

hither, and, struck by the beauties of a

spot enriched with every charm that

Nature can bestow, built a church on

[Sect. XI.

the Mbnchsberg, and assembled a few
religious brethren, who preached Christ-

ianity and introduced civilization into

the district. Such was the origin of the

ecclesiastical domain of Salzburg
;
and

St. Rupert was the first bishop. He
died 623. His cell, cut in the rock,

and now enclosed within St. Giles's

Chapel (AEgidius Kapelle), is still

pointed out in the singular Cemetery at

the back of St. Peter's Church, which is

besides remarkable for the number of
ancient and quaint monuments it con-
tiiins, some of them being as old as the

14th century. In the church itself a
monument in bad taste has been erected

to Michael Haydn, brother of the com-
poser of the ‘ Creation,’ who died at

Vienna in 1806, whence his head was
sent to be interred at Salzburg. Within
the church is also the tomb of St. Rujtert,

who founded the vast Benedictine Abbey

attached to it, one of the oldest monas-
tic establishments of Germany. Its

library still contains many typogra-

phical treasures and 36,000 volumes.

Among the treasures of this church are

several ancient works of art—as a Cro-
zier (Pastoral) richly decorated, dating

from 1087, and an old silver cup (Ci-

borium), dating from the time when the

sacrament was delivered in both kinds

to the laity.

Mozart was born, 1756, in the third

story of a house still standing (No. 225),

opposite the University Church, which

was built by Fiseber of Erlacb. A mo-
numental statue of Mozart in bronze,

by Schwanthaler of Munich, has heenset

up in the centre of the Michael's Platz.

A curious discovery of Roman remains.

Mosaic jiavements, &c., w.as made, in

digging the foundation for the pedestal,

consi<lerably below the present surface

of the ground.

The Cathedral is a vast and imposing

edifice in the Italian style, and of great

architectural merit. It was built by

Solari of Como (others say Camozzi)

1664— 1668. .Adjoining it is the.4rcA-

bishop’s Palace, an extensive edifice,

partly converted iuto public offices at

])resent. A lively peal of chimes sounils

from its tower three times a day. lu
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the square (Vontiiig the cathedral is a

very elegant Fountain of marble from

the Uiitersberg, 45 ft. high, the hand-

somest in Europe N. of tlie Alps. The
sliell, the horses, and Atlases are each

of a single stone ; it was made in 1688.

On the opposite side of the river the

Archbishops had another palace, called

Mirabel, erected by Archbishops Wolf
Dietrich and Marc Sittich, now belong-

ing to the Emperor. It is a handsome
modem edifice, but not otherwise re-

markable.

In the street leading from the bridge,

in the corner house. No. 397, the cele-

brated empiric Theophrastus Paracel-

sus, the pretended discoverer of the

elixir vitae and of the philosopher's

stone, lived, and died 1541. His por-

trait is painted on the wall, and his grave
and tombstone ate pointed out in the

neighbouring Churchyard of St. Sebas-

tian, which, like that of St. Peter, has
been for ages the burial-place of the

citizens, and contains many curious

monuments. Tlie authenticity of the

grave is doubtful
;
but nevertheless it

was resorted to during the time of the

Cholera by women and old men, who
said prayers over it, in order to secure
the protection of its inmate !

The view from the convent terrace,

on the brow of the Capuzinerberg
(about 10 minutes’ walk from this

churchyard), or from the summer-house
(about halfan hour’s walk beyond the

convent higher up the hill), is nearly as
striking os that from the Mbnchsherg.
It extends over the town and castle to

the colossal masses of the Uiitersberg

(6200 ft.) and Hohe Gold (8000 ft.),

embracing the windings of the .Salza,

almost from the point where it issues
out of the mountain-pass of Lueg, down
to its entrance into llavaria.

Environs.-^T\\tt numerous points of
view already enumerated will be found
by no means to have exhausted the al-
most endless variety of picturesque
lieauty which the neighbourhood af-
fords. Among tlie s|)Ols in the immc-
di.ate vicinity which the traveller
ought to visit, Aigen perhaps deserves
the preference. It Is a chhteau and

park of Prince Schwarzenherg, nearly
4 miles distant, at the foot of the Gais-
berg, a mountain about 4000 ft. high,

which may be ascended from this in

two hours. Seven difl'erent lakes, se-

veral ranges of grand mountains, and a
large expanse of the plains of Bavaria
and Austria, are visible from its sum-
mit. One of the prince’s gardeners act.s

as guide to strangers, in pointing out

the most beautiful scenes and prospects

in the park. The gardens deserve the

praise bestowed upon them, but owe
their peculiar charms to nature. A
carriage to go and return costs 2 good
Gulden.

Another pleasing view is obtained
from the pilgrimage church of Maria
Plain, about 3 miles from Salzburg, in

an opposite direction.

A visit to the Salt-Mines of Hallein,

8 miles distant on the road to Bad Gas-
tein, passing the chateau of Hollbrunn,

where the view from the Mount should
be seen (Route 200), is highly interest-

ing, and ought not to be omitted.

Still more gratifying to the lover of
picturesque beauties is the excursion
to Bei'chtesgaden and the Kbnigssee
(Royal Lake), Route 199. It will oc-
cupy one long day of 16 liours to visit

them and return to Salzburg to sleep;
or they may be visited on tlie way from
Salzburg to Munich, Route 185: at

any rate the stranger should not leave
them unseen.

Eilwugen from Salzburg daily to

Munich, Innsbruck, Linz, and Vienna.
A Postwagen twice a week to Laibach
and Trieste.

I’ravellers going from Salzburg to

Vienna, not pressed for time, should
not take the following direct road to

Linz, hut should in preference go by
way of Ischl, the romantic Salzkam-
mergut, and the Falls of the Traun.
(Route 203.) The actual distance is

very nearly the same both ways, hut
amidst such romantic scenery there i.s

every temptation to tarry and make ex-
cursions; at all events this little tour
cannot fail of afl'ording the highest gra-
tification. In going from Salzburg to
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Linz the traveller may perform the lat-

ter part of tlie journey between Lam-
bach and Linz by the tramroad.
The mass of the Capucin hill inter-

poses between the road and the town
of Salzburg, concealing it from view
almost immediately after quitting its

precincts.

About 7 miles from Salzburg, on the

left of the road, lies the lake Wallersee,

of no great beauty or extent. On its

borders stand the Convent of Seekir-

chen, whereSt. Rupert established him-
self before he founded Salzburg, the

chateau of Sieghardtstein, and the castle

of .Seehurg.

3 Neuniarkt.

3 Frankcnmarkt. A cross road leads

from this to the Attersce, the largest,

but by no means the most beautiful, of

the Salzburg lakes.

3 Vocklahruck.— Inn; Post, tole-

rably good. A village on the Vockla,

a river abounding in grayling.

4 miles .S. of Schwanstadt, another

village througli which the road passes,

near a place called Roitham, are situ-

ated the beautiful Falls of the Traun,

by the side of the tramroad leading

into tlie .Salzkammergut (Route 203).

They are well worth visiting. The
brewer's inn (heym Br'ilu) at Schwan-

stadt is clean, but humtde. The high

road to Linz runs by the side of the

Agger, another angling stream, whicli

joins the Traun, near

3 Lambacli.

—

Inns: a large and

comfortable Inn at the Railroad Sta-

tion, nearly a mile beyond the village;

.Schwarze Rbssel, not very good. A
village of 1300 inhabitants, mentioned

in records as early as the 8th century.

Above it, on an eminence overlooking

the Ti-ann, rises the stately Benedictine

Monastery, founded in the 11th cen-

tury, and celebrated for the rich Li-

brary and the collection of Engravings

it contains. There are also some old

German paintings. In the church are

9 altar-pieces by Sandrart. About a

mile from Lambacli, on the opposite

side of the Traun, is the singular Church

of Buura, dedicated to the Trinity, and

in consequence built in the shape of a

triangle, with 3 fronts, 3 towers, 3 doors,

3 windows. 3 altars, decorated with
Sicilian marble of 3 colours, having 3
organs, 3 sacristies. It cost 333,333 flo-

rins, and was finished in 1725. The post

road from A'ienna to the Sahkammer-
gut, and the Falls of the Traun about
7 miles distant, turns off at Lambach.
(Route 203.) The mountains of tliat

highly picturesque district, occupying
the horizon to the S., form a magnifi-

cent feature in all the views from the

high road. The Traunstein, the most
conspicuous among tliem, is said to

form by its outline a horizontal profile

of the face of Louis XVI. looking up-
wards. The tramroad from Linz to

Gmunden passes through Lambach,
where it crosses the Traun and VVels.

Our road runs side by side with the

tramroad nearly all the way to Linz,

and for some distance along the left

bank of the Traun. It passes the cha-

teau of Liclitenegg, and soon after enters

a suburb of

2 Weis.

—

Inn: Der Greif (the Grif-

fin), which is decorated with the coats

of arms and the names of the most dis-

tinguished travellers who have put up
in it. Weis (the Roman Ovilabis) is

an ancient town of 4200 inhabitants.

The Emperor Maximilian I. died

(1519) in the Old Castle (^Burg), a.nd

Prince Charles of Lorraine, one of the

generals who rescued Vienna from the

Turks, also breatlied his last in it

(1690). The Parish Church and the

Itathhaus are ancient edifices. About
18 miles ,S.W. of Weis is the vast con-

vent of Kremsmiinster

:

the building

was erected in the 18lh century, though

its foundation dates back to the 8th

century. Its Library contains 50,t)00

volumes, and some very ancient and

curious MSS. Its Observatory, built

1749, 8 stories higli, contains, in the

lower apartments, collections of paint-

ings, antiquities, &c. I'he fish-pre-

serves, consisting of 5 tanks, decoratetl

with a colonnade and with statues, de-

serve notice. The country beyond

Weis loses all beauty
;

the next stage

lies over the monotonous but well-cul-

tivated common of Weis, Malser Heide.
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2 Neubau .—Inn :
“ Post, excellent;

the emperor stops here on his way to

Ischl. ’—L. S.

2 Linz.—(.See Route 195.)

The direct road from Weis to Vi-

enna leaves Linz on the N., and pro-

ceeds from Neubau, by

1^ Kleinmunchen — (/n«: Post,

homely)—and Ebelsberg, at once to

2 Enns; saving I5 German miles;

hut Linz is well worth visiting on ac-

count of its agreeable situation on the

Danube.
23 Vienna.—The rest of the road

is described in Route 195.

ROUTE 199.

SALZBURG TO BEBCHTESGADEN AND TUE
KONIGSSEE.

The distance to Berchtesgaden is

15 miles (charged 1^ post), and to the

borders of the King’s Lake, 3 miles fur-

ther. This agreeable excursion may
lie compressed into one day by starting

early. A hired caleche with 2 horses

costs 7 ft., tolls and driver included, to

go and return. Travellers should sti-

pulate beforehand that the carriage

shall take them as far as the lake, and
there await their return. As Berchtes-

gaden belongs to Bavaria, a pass-ticket

must be obtained from the Police at

Salzburg beforehand. This strip of

territory projects like a peninsula into

the -Austriati dominions, and was re-

served for the King of Bavaria, by the

Congress of Vienna, much to the in-

convenience of the Emperor, chiefly as

a hunting-ground for the amusement of

the Bavari,an princes. The road from
Salzburg passes through agreeable

scenery, first winding round the base

of the Unter berg, a motintain 0200
feet high, in whose mysterious caverns,

according to popular Isdief, ttie Em-
peror Barbarossa and his mailed knights
are shut up till the Day of Judgment.
There are many other singular tradi-

tions of spirits and treasures attached
to the Lntersbcrg. The vulture (LUm-
mergeyer) not unfreqnently mtikes its

nest on its summit, and the cock of the

wood roosts in its forests. Beautiful

red and white marble is obtained from

quarries at its base, and has been ex-

tensively employed in the new buildings

at Munich.
A narrow defile, called “ The Pass

of the Overhanging Rock,” through

which the small river Albe forces its

way, between the base of the Unters-

berg and the Hohe Gbhl, leads into the

territory of Berchtesgaden. A rock by
the roadside bears the inscription, “ Pax
intrantibus, et habitantibus.”

A little further on is an old watch-
tower, serving as the Bavarian Custom-
house, and beyond it, after passing the

village Schellenberg, the valley opens

out, and the gigantic Watzman (8250
ft.) is seen raising his snow-clad and
double-horned head above the village

of Berchtesgaden. One mile short of

Berchtesgaden, on the Salzburg road,

a path strikes off to Golling (R. 200),
crossing the mountains by the pass of

the Stossleld (?) : 3 or 4 hours are re-

quired to reach the top.

3. Berchtesgaden.— Inii

:

Neuhaus,
“ Newly furnished, cleanly, and com-
fortable, 1840. Tlie other inn is mon-
strously dear.”—J. P. Y. Berchtesga-
den is a small village of 600 inhabit-

ants, in a situation so charming that

the lover of the picturesque may readily
be induced to remain here a day or
two. It and the surrounding district,

extending 15 miles (9000 inhabitants),

originally belonged to an ecclesiastical

foundation, dating from the 13th cen-
tury, and was governed by a prior, who
enjoyed the dignity of a prince of the

empire. Only one -sixteenth part of
this territory is fit for agricultural pur-
poses, the rest is rock and forest, and so

mountainous that it is said to be as
high as it is broad. It now belongs to

tbe King of Bavaria, who spends a few
weeks here every year, in the months of
September and October, in his rhdieau
outside the village, to enjoy the sport

of chamois hunting, as the surroumling
Alps are the favourite resort of these

animals. Three old churches still re-

main as relics of its former priestly

rulers, but are in nowise remarkable.

K 3
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Indeed, the only motive for stopping
here (beside that of obtaining refresh-

ment) is a visit to tlie salt-mines, situ-

ated about a mile out of the village,

close to the high road, on the right bank
of the Salza. The deposit of salt is

supposed to be a continuation of that of

Hallein (p. 203). The mine, though
not so extensive, is more accessible than

it, and is often visited-by ladies. The
salt is here found in larger masses (in

the state of rock-salt) than at Hallein

;

and the blasting of it with gunpowder is

one of the exhibitions shown tostiungers,

who are previously placed so as to abide
the explosion in safety. A long gallery

lineil with wood (about to be replaced

by one lined with masonry) leads into

a cliamber, or hall, quarried out of the

mountain, SO ft. deep. Once or twice

during the residence of the court here,

the mine is splendidly illuminated, and
its excavated chambers are then seen to

the greatest advantage. Owing to the

scar city of wood in this neighbourhood,

a small jrart only of the brine is boiled

on the spot, the rest is conveyed to

lleichenhall (Route 229) iit pipes,

chielly of irotr. The hiidratilic engines

(.Soolen Leitungs Maschiiten), by which
the water is pura)red up over the inter-

vening heights, are very curious. They,

as well as the mines, can be seen by a

permission from the oflice of the salt-

mines (Salinen Oberamt), which the

landlord of the inn will procure for

strangers. N. II, Those who stop here

to visit the mines will scarcely have

time to explore the Kbnigssee and re-

turn to Salzburg the same day. The

salt-mines form almost the onl^ riches

of the district, and aflbrd subsistence

to a part of the population. A great

number of the peasantry also maintain

themselves hy a peculiar manufacture of

toys, of wood, bone, and ivory, known

in various parts of Europe as Rerchtes-

gadeu ware. Specimens of their handi-

work may be seen or purchased at

Wallner’s warehouse (Holzwaaren Nie-

derlage).

The Lake Konigs- or Bahtiioi.o-

maus-See, is 4 miles beyond Rerchtes-

gaden. The road thither terminates on

its margin, close to a small inn, where
carriages may put up, and where boats

or canoes, made out of a single tree,

and rowed generally by women, may
be hired to convey parties to the other

end of the lake, a distance of six miles,

which usually takes up two hours.

The charges are fixed by a printed
tarifl’.

The scenery of this lake is wonder-
fully grand and impressive, by reason
of the great height of the mountains
which wall it in on all sides, rising per-
pendicularly from its margin, so as to

leave no foreland at their base, and
scarcely even a landing-place. The
water is of the deepest green, and appears
almost black under the shadows of the

mountains, clad with dark forests of fir.

The distant bells of the cattle feeding
on the Alpine meadows are alone heard
in this solitude, whose precipices and
snow-caj)])ed ridges are the peculiar

haunt of the eagle and chamois. During
the royal hunting-matches 40 or 50
chamois are often collected together by
a circle of peasants, who encomjjass

the woods fur this purpose, and drive

the animals into the water, where they

are shot by the sportsmen from boats.

This lake may be termed the King
of llavaria's Virginia-water. St. Bar-

tholomii, about 1 hour's row up the

lake, on a tongue of land on the right

hand, consists of a Pilgrimage Chapel
and the Jagdscliloss, or hunting-seat of

the king, which will also furnish tra-

vellers with refreshments, including,

among other delicacies, chamois veni-

son and the salmon trout (Salblinge)

of the lake. The walls are decorated

with portraits of enormous fish, from

20 to 30 lb. weight, which have been

caught here. “ Strangers are allowed

to pass the night here upon hag, if tliey

choose; but a. judicious application to

the landlady will procure, as a very

special favour, a bed in one of the

Royal Apartments, for the comfort of

which, however, little can be said.”

Three miles behind this house is the

Ice-chapel, or glacier, in reality nothing

but a drifted heap of snow, which re-

mains unmeltcd even in summer, at
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the bottom of a wild and confined gleii

in the base of tlie Watzman, to be

readied only by a long savi fatiguing

footpath. Instead of visiting it, the

traveller will be better repaid by rowing

to the head of the lake (about mile

beyond the Jagdschloss), and crossing

a neck of land of a mile) to the

Obersee, a miniature lake 2 miles in

diameter, inclosed by vertical precipices

of bare limestone rock— a savage but

magnificent scene. There is a difficult

jiath from the Konigssee to Bad Gasteiii,

by tlie Steiuernemeer, described in

Route 205.

A footpath leads from Berchtesgaden

to Hallein, and a post-road to Reichen-

hall (Route 229), by either of which
the return to Salzburg may be varied

at the expense of a slight detour. “ The
road from Berchtesgaden to Reichenhall

is, if possible, more beautiful than the

scenery at Berchtesgaden itself. The
view of the town, as tlie road winds
above it by a steep ascent, is charming

;

and as it skirts along the base of the

Uiitersberg new .‘klpiiie scenery is dis-

closed."’—D. J.

Berchtesgaden may be visited en route

from Salzburg to Munich or Inns-

bruck :—thus, by setting out early, you
may reach

Berchtesgaden by . . . 9 a.m.

Konigssee 10 —
See the Lake and back to B. 1 p.m.

Dinner, &o 2 —
See the Mines .... 4 —
Reach Reichenhall, posting 8 —

ROUTE 200.

SALZBURG TO BAD GASTEIN, BY HALLEIN
AND WEBPEN.

16^ Germ. miles=79^ Eng. miles;
a journey of about 1C hours with post

horses. The only good inns on the way
are at W'erfen and Golling.

Eilwagen twice a week in summer,
and Fahrpost 3 times a week, in about
14 hours. The whole road lies amidst
scenery of the most romantic character.
On leaving Salzburg it ascends the left

bank of the Salza, passing at a distance
of about 3 miles the chateau of Holl-
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brunn, built by an archbishop of Salz-

burg, now the property of the emperor

;

its artificial gardens and water-works

have little attractions amidst the wilder

beauties of nature; but the view from

the mount should cause the traveller

to halt here.

2 Hallein—(Inn: Post; not good) ;

an ancient dirty-looking town of 5000
inhabitants, on the left bank of the

Salza, blackened with smoke, and usu-
ally enveloped in clouds of steam aris-

ing from the salt-pans. It lies at the

foot of the mountain called Durrenberg,
within which are situated the celebrated

salt-mines. 94.) The Durrenberg,
a hill 1200 ft. high, is bored through
by 8 horizontal levels or galleries, each
communicating with those above and
below it by shafts cut at angles of 45
degrees. On each level a certain

number of chambers are excavated in

the part of the mountain containing the

salt, which is extracted, and dissolved

by filling these chambers with fresh

water. They have been worked for

more than 600 years, and still produce
300,000 centners of salt annually. Per-
mission to enter them is easily obtained
from the manager at his office in the

town (Saliuen Verwaltung) or at the

post. They can be visited without risk

even by ladies
;

are clean arid free

from moisture. The entrance to the

mine is behind the town, near the top
of the Durrenberg : a steep road leads
to it, and it takes nearly of an hour
to walk thither, and much longer to

di'ive, though a chaise can be obtained
in the town by those who require it.

At the house of the head miner in the

village, near the pilgrimage church,
whose steeple commands a magnificent
view, strangers are provided with a suit

of miner’s clothes to draw over their

own dress, including a thick leather
apron fastened on behind, to sit upon,
a stifivned cap to resist a blow on the
head in the low galleries, and a stout

glove for the right hand. Even ladies

(for the enterprise of travellers of the
fair sex frequently induces them to

visit these mines) must submit to

equip themselves in male attire, with
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the above-named accessories. Thus
prepared, with a miner for a guide, and
carrying lights, they enter a long tunnel

in the side of the hill, boarded and lined

with masonry. At the end of tliis gal-

lery is the tirst shaft
;
a dark pit or

well, of which tlie bottom cannot be

discovered. It is not perpendicular,

but slanting, and the descent is not by
ladders, but by a sort of inclined plane,

consisting of two smooth poles placed

obliquely, side by side, about a foot

apart. The guide seats himself across

these, with one leg on each pole, taking

in his right hand a rope fastened above,

and serving as a balustrade. He main-

tains himself in his place by grasping

firm bold of this, and when all is ad-

justed he causes himself to descend

gradually by loosening his hold, and

allowing the rope to slip through his

hand. I'he visitors imitate the pro-

ceedings of the guide and follow him

in the descent; ladies are recommended

to support themselves by resting their

hanils on the guide’s shoulders, in an

attitude nearly resembling that called

pick-a-back. When the whole party

are properly placed, one behind the

other, the leader launches himself, and

the train descends : the speed of the

descent may be checked by holding

back, and increased by leaning for-

wards. The first of these shafts, 300 ft.

dee]), is traversed in a minute and a

half. After passing 3 or 4 such galle-

ries and slotting descents, a large cham-

ber is reached half filled with water,

which is gradually being converted into

britie by dissolving the salt dislrilaited

in its sides and roof. This is lighted

up for visitors, atid they are ferried

across it in a boat (§ 94). The great

convenience in visiting this mitie is,

that there is no need of ascending to

get out of it. Near the bottom is a

horizontal passage one-third of a mile

long, hewn in the solid rock, which is

traversed by the visitors seated on a

wooden horse drawn and pushed along

by the miners at a quick pace. The

first appearance of daylight is like a

star at the end of a gallery, and in a

few minutes after the traveller finds

himself in the open air. at the foot of

the mountain, close to the town. Be-
tween 2 and 3 hours are occupied in

exploring the mine. The novelty of

this expedition renders it very amusing.

So great is the extent of the galleries

and passages of the mine, that a week,

it is said, would be rcquireil to traverse

them from end to end. They extend

some way beyond tbe Bavarian fron-

tier, the right of working them being

guaranteed to Austria by the Treaty of

Vienna. Visitors to the mine usually

pay their guide 3 Zwanzigers for each

person
;
this includes dresses, lights, &c.

The brine is conducted in wooden
pipes out of the chambers in the mine

to the evaporaling-lwiises in the town

below. Whole forests are consumed

for fuel, being floated down the moun-
tain strean)8 and torrents into (he Salza,

and collected here by means of a sort

of grating or sieve thrown across the

river. 111.)

There is a cross-road over the moun-
tain from Hallein to Berchtesgaden (6
miles). The Austrian Custom-house

is at Sebopfrub
;
the Bavarian at Zill.

Still ascending the valley of the

Salza, which gradually narrows, con-

tracted by the colossal mass of the

Hohe Gobi mountain, we reach

2 Golling .—Inn ; Post
;
good. A

singular village of about 80 houses,

with projecting gables; surmounted by

ail old castle and a most singular

churchyard in terraces on the rock.

About 2 miles from the village, on tlie

opposite side of the Salza, is the Hater

fall of the Schwarzhach. This stream

(said to be an outlet of the Konigssee ?)

pours itselfout of the moutli ofa cavern,

in .the thickly-wooded flanks of the

Hohe Gobi, and descends in two shoots a

height of 300 ft., passing behind a singu-

lar natural bridge formed by projecting

masses of rock, through which the water

seems to have worn its way. It is a very

jnetty fall, and may be visited in 1^

hour. A drive of 20 minutes in a char,

then a walk of 6 to the bottom of the fall,

and 30 minutes more to the cavern. To
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go ami return requires only an hour :

'

no guide is needed.
|

Uerchtesgadeu may be reached in

5 hours from Gulling, by a patli over
|

the mountains, passing the Schwarzbach

fall. The view from the top of the

pass is very beautiful. From this the I

traveller may descend at once upon the
|

Konigssee without passing through

Berchtesgaden. 1

A rough char-road leads from Golling

up the valley of the Laramer, past Ab-
j

tenau, to Hallstadt, in the Salzkam-
|

mergut. (Route 204.)
[

Between Golling and Werfen the

road traverses the romantic Pass Lueg,

the gale of the Pongau, as the jtart of

the valley of the .Sidza above this is

called. The defile is so contracted by
|

the precipices of the Gold on one side,
;

and of the Tannen Gebirge on the other,

as to leave barely room for the road by
the side of the river. In one place

the precipices advance so far as to cut

off the road altogether, and it is there-

fore continued by a shelf or bridge of

planks. Near this spot is a rocky ledge,

about 30 ft. above the road, occupied

by a small fort, which, with a single

gun, completely commanded the pas-

sage of the valley. A handful of

Tyrolese, indeed, in 1809, during the

struggle for independence, under the

command of Haspinger the Capuciu,
kept it in spite of a host of French and
Bavarian foes; and the pass of Lueg
was the scene of more than one bloody
struggle. The Austrian government
has recently put this defile into a more

j

complete state of defence, by construct-

ing a fort on one side of the Salza and
a loopholed wall with embrasures for

musketry on the other, so as to render i

the Pass impregnable.
I

About 2 miles from Golling, near
the mouth of the defile, a finger-

l)Ost on the right of the road points
to the Oefen (Caldrons), a singular I

contacted gorge of the Salza, where
;

the river bed has been encumbered, and ^

partly filled up. by an ebuulement, or 1

fall ot rock, from the precipices above, '

so that the rapid and coidined river
itself has been irregularly bridged over

and nearly concealed from view. The
path is skilfully carried down by slopes

and flights of steps, winding among the

gigantic fragments in such a manner
as to afford now and then a peep

far down into the here subterranean

stream.—J. P. O. Beneath this natural

bridge, the water may be seen here and
there boiling and writhing in the depths

below. The drift-wood floated down
the .Salza is often arrested by these im-
pediments, and left adhering to the

rocks. The mode of releasing it is by
letting down a wood-cutter by a rope

into the abyss, armed with a hatchet;

an adventurous and perilous exploit.

It is a scene of savage grandeur, on no
account to be missed by the passing

traveller, and well worth the delay of

^ an hour, which will suffice to walk
down the hill from the high road to

view it.

At the upper extremity of Pass Lueg
rises the Castle o( Hohenwerfen, the feu-

dal stronghold of the Arclibishops of

.Salzburg in ancient times, which served

them as a hunting-seat and as a state

prison, and is now converted into a bar-

rack. It stands on the summit of an
eminence several hundred feet above tlie

Salza, and immediately in front of the
gigantic precipices of the Tannen Ge-
birge. Within its dungeons many Pro-
testants were immured at the beginning
of the last century, victims of the in-

tolerance of the prelates of Salzburg.
Uiesbach, in his travels, mentions a poor
smith of Hiiltau who was buried alive,

as it were, for live years in a dungeon
like a draw-well. Some of these dun-
geons still remain, but are no longer
used

; and one of the towers in which
the torture was inflicted is still called
lieckthurm, Uack-tower.

3 Werfen.

—

Inn; Post; clean and
cheap : here trout and chamois may be
had. In the Parish Church is a curious
monument, with a marble efligy of
Christoplier von Kuenburg in armour.

Outside of Werfen tlie road splits

—

the right-hand branch goes to G.astein
;

the left crossing the .Salza, leads by
the lladsladter Tauern (Honfe213) to

Klagenfui th and Laibach. The valley
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of the Salza expands considerably, and
the river is thrice crossed, before reach-

ing

.3 St. Johann.

—

Inns

:

Post
;
Bey Ho-

fer. A large village, with a population

of 800. At a little country alehouse,

in tlie village of Schwartzach, through

which the road passes, the leaders of the

Protestant peasants met in 1729, and
bouiifl themselves by an oath to aban-

don their country and their homes rather

than their faith. These primitive moun-
taineers had already endured hitter per-

secutions from their ecclesiastical rulers,

and they beheld a fresh storm gathering,

which soon burst upon them. Their

conversion was attempted by a host of

priests, who were let loose over the land

to pry into the secrets of every house

and cottage, whose exhortations were

enforced by an army of soldiers, and a

dragonnade on a small scale. But vio-

lence and persuasion were alike unavail-

ing, either to induce them to apostatize

or to rise in revolt; and they were at

length driven in a body from their Fa-

therland, and to the number of 30,000

sought an asylum in Prussia, Wiirtem-

berg, and even in North America, where

colonies of them, distinguished by their

industrious liabits, are still to be found.

The patriarchs of the valleys met at the

inn of Schwartzach, not for the purpose

of rebelling against tlieir rulers, but to

cement a linn union among themselves,

and to strengthen their adherence to

their faith. As they took the oath ne-

ver to forsake their principles, each of

them swallowed a morsel of salt from

the salt-cellar placed on the table be-

fore them, a ceremony originating either

in some allusion to the name of the

counti-y, or perhaps with reference to

the text from the Bible, “Ye are the

salt of the earth,” intended to make the

covenant more binding, from which it

is known as the Salz-bnnd. The table

at which they sat is still preserved, and

is painted with a rude representation of

the meeting. The banishment of the

Protestants was accompanied by acts of

atrocity and cruelty sufficient to consign

to infamy the name of Archbishop Fir-

mian, who perpetrated it at the instiga-

tion of his advisers the Jesuits. Their
worst act was the separation of parents
from their children, nearly 1000 having
been stolen and kept back from their

fathers and mothers, to be educated in
the Romish faith. This expulsion was
as impolitic as it was wicked, since by
it Salzburg lost the most industrious
par t of its population, many of its val-

leys were left uninhabited, and the

worthless colonists who liave succeeded
them, collected from other countries to

till up the gap, appear almost an infe-

rior race. To this cause must chiefly

be attributed the poverty and filth of
the lower orders, who display a marked
inferiority, on the territory of Salzburg,

to the thriving and contented peasantry

of the hereditary provinces of the Aus-
trian crown.

The natives of the vale of the Salza
are miserably afflicted with goitres.

The river Ache issues out of the val-

ley of Gastein, forming several cascades

before it reaches the Salza, close to the

village of

2 Lendt .—Inn : Post
;

tolerable.

—

This village contains smelting-furnaces,

at which the gold and silver from the

mines of Gastein, Uauris, and Bockstein

are purified. It is nearly 4 hours’ drive

from Lendt to Bad Gastein. Our road

here turns out of the valley of the Salza,

or Pongan (Route 202), mounts up a

steep ascent requiring extra horses, and
enters the narrow defile of the Ache,

one of those remarkable chasms that

have cleft the slate mountains from top

to bottom, so as to allow the waters of a

higher valley free passage into a lower

one. This part of the road is called the

Die Klamme. The rocky rent is so pre-

cipitous on both sides, that the road is

partly constructed of trunks of trees at-

tached by clam])s and beams inserted

in mortises to the face of the clifl’, after

the manner of a shelf against a wall

;

but it is perfectly secure, and defended

by wooden parapets. The scenery of

the Pass of Klamme may bear coni])a-

rison with some of the finest Swiss de-

files. Near the upper extremity art?

remains of a gateway which, in ancient

times, was strongly guarded, and com-
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pletely closed up the passage in or out

of the \'alley of Gastein. Ueyond it

the alley of Gastein opens out in its

full breadth, disclosing a barrier of

snow-clad mountains at its upper ex-

tremity. After passing the small vil-

lage of Gastein, we reach

3 Hof Gastein. Moser's inn is good:
it is furnished with baths supplied from

the hot-springs of Bad Gastein, the wa-
ter being conducted hither in wooden
pipes from theSpital Quelle, a distance

of 6 miles, losing only 12“ Fahr. of

heat in its passage. 2 fl. 42 kr. is

charged per week for a private bath,

and 1 fl. 50 kr. for the use of the public

bath. The hours of bathing are, 4— 10

A.M. and 3—8 r.M.

Hof Gastein, the principal place in

the valley, was anciently the residence

of the proprietors of the gold-mines
;

for, previous to the discovery of Ame-
rica, the Gasteiner Thai might be called

a European Potosi, from the abundant
[

supply which it furnished of the pre- '

cious metals. Among the smoky wood-
en houses which now compose the

greater part of its habitations, rise seve-

ral antique edifices of stone, which bear
testimony to the wealth of their ancient

owners. One of the finest belonged to

the family H'eitmoser, whose founder
began the world as a poor miner, and
ended with a fortune of l^j million flo-

rins : he was a favourite of the Empe-
ror Maximilian, whose purse he often

replenislied. In tlie church and church-
yard ore the family monuments of many
of these wealthy miners, dating from
the 1.5lh century, and displaying very
considerable jrerfection in art. The
wealth of the gold-mines has long since
been drained

;
few are now worth work-

ing, and the glaciers have descended
and covered many of the adits : the ori-

ginal miners, also, being chiefly Protest-
ants, were proscribed andexpelh d fi-om
the valley of which they had been the
Irenefactors. During the days of its

prosperity it was the seat of a consider-
able carrying Iraile with Italy, over the
High Alps

;
and the ruins of extensive

warehouses iit the market-place still

attest its former commercial import-

ance. A ride of about 1^ hour, chiefly

up hill, leads to Gastein. In crossing
the valley bej'ond Hof Gastein a fine

view is obtained of the mountains at its

head, which hem it in, and render it a
cul-de-sac, approachable for carriages

only by the Klam Strasse : the most
conspicuous is the Gemskofl.
The village and Wildbath, as it is

called, consists of less than 30 houses of
wood, and 5 or 6 of stone, including
a Villa belonging to the Archduke
.lohn, scattered irregularly over a steep

slope occupying the centre of the valley,

inclosed on both sides by wooded
heights. In the midst of the houses
the torrent Ache descends, in a succes-
sion of leaps, nearly 300 ft., rushing
and tumbling, and forming a line cata-
ract in the very centre of the village.

Gastein lies 3000 ft. above the level of
the sea, and 1600 ft. above Salzburg.
Its situation is highly romantic, but its

chief attractions are the almost endless
mountain excursions, each possessing
some peculiar interest amidst scenery
so varied, which render Gastein an
agreeable place of sojourn.

A stone bridge thrown over the fall,

and so near to it as to be enveloped in
perpetual spray, leads to the principal
inn.

1^ IVtldbad-Gastein,—Inus: Strau-
binger's, a new and handsome hotel of
stone, in the place of the old wooden
house. The family have kept the inn
here for 3 centuries. There is a table-
d hote at 12 o clock (!), for 36 kr. a
head, which, in spite of the primitive
hour, is attended by all classes, from
the Archduke to the peasant. Those who
prefer diinng in private, however, can
have their meals sent to their rooms ; beds
from 211. to 5 fl.aweek; but all charges
are fixed hy tariff. Moser's inn, a rustic
huilding, commands a fine view of the
waterfall, and is comfortable, but has
no table-d hote. Almost all tlie build-
ings are boarding or Lodging-houses

:

one of (hem is called the Schluss, be-
cause built by an archbishop of Salz-
burg; it is provided with baths. Belle-
vue, tolerable.

'I'he MineralSprings of Gastein were,
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it is said, known to the Romans. Their
reputation was revived by tlie celebrated

quack Theophrastus Paracelsus
;
they

have since been visited by the chief so-

vereigns of southern Europe, and are

still frequented by persons of all classes

from far and near, including the

noblesse of Austria, Hungary, and even

Russia, in such numbers, that, during
the height of the season (.July to Au-
gust), it is advisable for those who tra-

vel in parlies to write beforehand to the

Bade Director, to secure rooms at Strau-

binger's or elsewhere, since the whole
place docs not alTord more than about

‘iOO bed-rooms. The six hot-springs

rise out of granite rocks at the foot of

the Graukogel
;
one of them bursts out

in the bed of the Ache, in the middle of

the cataract
;
and they yield in the 24

hours 100,000 cubic feet of water. From
these sources the baths are sujjplied;

the principal are those in the Scliloss,

lined with stone, and those at Straubin-

ger's, including, besides jirivate baths,

the Furstenbad, for persons of the upper

classes, and Capuciner Hud, for inferior

persons ;
each capable of holding from

15 to 20 bathers at once. Straubinger's

baths are not very comfortable, being

little better than wooden tubs in wooden
sheds

;
but to such the visitors at Gas-

tein accustom themselves. The weekly

charges at the Schloss are, for a private

bath, 2 n. 45kr. or a Kronthaler, and

for a public bath 1 (1. At Straubinger’s

something less.

The waters at the fountain-head have

a tem]ierature of 115° to 120“ Fahren-

heit = 38“ Reauin., but arc allowed to

cool down to 96° F. before being used.

Chemists are at a loss to decide whence

these waters derive their virtue, since a

pint contains but 2 or 3 grains of saline

sulistances, the principal ingredients

being Glauber salt and carbonate of

lime dissolved in it, and the water is

perfectly pure, tasteless, and without

smell. It is indeed used for all culi-

nary purposes, and is often drunk in

preference to spring water by the people

living on the spot.

“ "I'lieir operation is said to be gene-

rally exciting, by their stimulating

[Sect. XL
effects on tlie vascular system or on
the skin, where they not unfrequently
cause an eruption. They are chiefly

recommended in nervous affections of
an atonic character, derangement of the

general health, paralysis, gout, rheu-

matism,” &c. &c.

—

Lee. The hours of

bathing are from 5—10 a.m. and 3—

6

F.M. A shaft has been sunk through
the solid rock above the Spitalquelle, to

allow tlie steam to ascend, which is

conducted into a building purposely
erected over it, and serves to supply
P’apour Baths, applicable either to the

whole body, or to individual parts or

members. There are besides douche-
baths.

Tlie interval between the morning
and evening bath is occupied in walks
along the terraces and steep paths

cut in the sides of the valley, or

among Prince Schwarzenberg’s pleasure-

grounds; in dining; and in more dis-

tant excursions on foot or horseback.

Carriages may be hired at the inns,

and a horse costs from 2 to 3 fl. a day.

The Flugkopf is ascended on ac-

count of its extensive view.

Excursions are sometimes made to

the GoU-Minea. The way to them lies

through the village of Bbekstein, ^ an
hour’s walk, where the ore is washed
and purified. The mine of Rathliaus-

berg, whence it is obtained, is situated

far higher than this village, at an ele-

vation of nearly 6000 ft. above it, and
is covered with snow for 10 months of

the year. It takes two hours to walk
up to it. A shorter but somewhat
perilous mode of reaching it is by
means of a car, in which wood and ore

are let up and down, attached to a rope

750 fathoms long, which is wound up
by a windlass attached to a water-wheel

above. Those who try this conveyance

lay themselves down at the bottom of

the car, and are rapidly drawn up to the

top. These mines were known to the

Romans, and were in later times pro-

fitably worked by the \'enetians, wbo
constructed paved roads for beasts of

burthen across the .Alps to tliem, which

still in part exist. At present their

produce is reduced to little importance.
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Two rather difficult Alpine passes

lead from the heads of tlie valley of

Gastein into Carinthia. 1. The Mal-

nitzer Tauern (Route 201), through the

picturesque Alpine valley of Nassfeld,

goes to Ober ^ illach. Travellers on

liorseback or on foot, aided by a good

guide, may by tiiis i)ass reach A’enice

in 3^ or 4 days from Gastein. 2. The

Pass of Rauris, or Heiligenblut (Route

214), leading to the village of Heiligen-

blut, at the foot of the Gross Glockner,

the grandest and most elevated Alp in

the chain of Noric Alps. The sublime

scenery about Heiligenblut, and the

glacier at the foot of the Glockner, ren-

der it well worth a visit.

ROUTE 201.

BAD GASTEIN TO OBER VH.t.ACH, BY
THE PASS OF MALLNITZ.

Tliis is a hridle-road, presenting no
difficulties to the pedestrian, and a
guide need not be taken except to carry

the baggage, more especially at the high

rate of 10 Zwanzigers, which is the

usual demand. “ Time required to walk,

including stoppages, 8 hours 50 mi-
nutes.”—J. P. Y. It will be prudent

to take provisions.

1^ Bockstein (see p. 208). The inn-

keeper generally keeps horses or mules
for the journey. Quitting Bockstein, the

path ascends by the side of the Ache,
jjasaing near the gold-works, and the

inclined plane by which wood is carried

in cars up to the mine. It then tra-

verses a rocky defile called Wilde Gra-
ben, down whose precipitous sides a
number of cascades cast themselves

headlong; one of them is called the

Scbleier Fall, from its resemblance to a
veil of gauze spread over the rock.
Nine miles above Bockstein is the ele-

vated Alpine valley called Nassfeld,
hemmeil in by glaciers which feed so
many torrents and trickling streamlets
as to give the valley its name, i. e.

Wetfield. Among them the Ache takes
its rise. The rocks are spread over
with the filaments of the violet-scented

moss, Byssus jolithus. The meadows
around furnish pasturage to 300 horses,

400 cattle, and 4000 sheep, and the

shepherds dwell in a hamlet of 20 huts.

2 Nassfeld (Chalets). There is a
chalet here in which it is possible to

sleep, as those who intend to cross the

glaciers direct to Heiligenblut must ne-

cessarily do ;
the accommodation is of

the most humble kind. The ascent

proceeds through a steep ravine to the

Tauern, which is named either Nassfeld

or Mallnitz, by the inhabitants of the

respective valleys on the two opposite

sides of the pass.

2 The summit of the pass is marked
by a cross

;
the crest of the mountain

rises 100 ft. higher on the left of the

path, and commands an extensive view
of the Gross Glockner and its glaciers

—

and southward of the Alps, which form
the boundary of Italy. Immediately
beyond the Col, on the S. side, a sub-
stantial Tauernhuus, or shelter, has re-

cently been built, where the common
refreshments of bread, cheese, and wine,

and beds, may be procured in summer :

but the owner lives alone, and some-
times descends into the valley. The
descent is rapid, traversing the Man-
hard Alp, and through a charming val-

ley, to

2 Mallnitz (decent inn).

1^ Ober Villach. The inn afl'ords

civility and clean beds: the landlord
will furnish a carriage to Spital. Here
we enter the Mold Thai, one of the
prettiest valleys in Carinthia.—Route
244.

This pass is much frequented in win-
ter by smugglers. The course they
take is by a ridge called the .Schein-

bretkopf, which they surmount in 4
hours' hard climbing. As soon as they
reach the opposite declivity, they seat

themselves on a board, provided for

that purpose, and in this rude sledge
dash down the snow-covered precipice
with such rapidity as to traverse in 10
to 15 minutes a distance which would
take them several hours to ascend : so

rapid is their course that, in their own
words, a father could not recognise his

own sun were he to pass close to him.
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ROUTE 202.

GASTEIN TO SALZBURG, BY ZELL AM
SEE AND THE PINZGAU.

The distance is about 85 or 90 (V)

Englisli miles. Between Lendt and
Lofer it is a cross-road, but very good,

and post horses may be procured. The
distances in this part of the route are

given in Stuudeu, of ‘2^ English miles.

Hof Gastein, 1 . « . nnn
4il^ndt, }

Asm Route 200.

The Pongau, or valley of the Salza,

above Lendt is a narrow and pictur-

esque defile as far as

2,f Taxenbacli.

—

Inn: Beym Tax
Wirih, good. Here the Pinzgau be-

gins. (Route 230.) About an hour's

walk from Taxenbacli is a curious

waterfall, formed by a stream flowing

from the Rauris. It is approached by

2 galleries, cut through the solid rock.

The waterfall is nothing; the situation

and the way to it very romantic, and the

manner in which the stream has evi-

dently cut down its bed, at least from 3

difl'erent points, with very great inter-

vals of height, is most curious. The
galleries are low

;
they were levels made

to an old gold-mine of the Weitmosers,

long since abandoned (see p. 207), but

about to be resumed.

The road ascends the vale of the

Salza no further than

3 Bruck {Inn: bey Meyer), a village

at the angle between the Unter and

Mitter Pinzgau, just below the morass

called Zeller Moos, through which the

waters of the lake of Zell dribble into

the Salza. On a projection between the

two valleys rises the castle of Fisch-

horn
;

it commands a fine view.

Owing to the height of the bed of

the Salza above that of the Zell, the

district around their confluence is a

great morass, constantly subject to inun-

dation and exhaling destructive mias-

mata. The marsh originates at the

lower extremity of the lake of Zell, at

whose upper end lies the village of

1^ Zell (called Zell am See, to dis-

tinguish it from Zell in the Ziller

Tlial). Its situation upon an eminence.

[Sect. xr.

which raises it above the deadly marshes
on the borders of the lake, in view of
the snow-tipped Alps to the S., is ro-

mantic in a high degree. The castle of

Kaprun, 3 miles oft', is one of the oldest

in this country.

4 Saalfelden {Inn ; Auerwirth, J. P.
O.). A village of 1100 inhab., in the

Middle Pinzgau. On the neighbour-
ing heights stand the ruined castles of

Rolhenberg, Grub, Formach, Dorfheim,
and Lichtenberg, with its chapel and
hermitage hewn in the rock. The
Gross Glockner is a grand object in the

view to the S. from this neighbourhood.

A romantic and wild glen, 8 miles

long, called Pinzgauer Holilweg, is tra-

versed by the road between Saalfelden

and Weissbach.

3f Frohnwies, a single house.—

A

good inn, but dear; bed-rooms very

good. ^ Stunde farther is the pretty

hamlet and church of Weissbach, where

a carriage road to Berchtesgaden (6

Stunden) turns off to the E. It is about

^ an hour's walk along it to an extra-

ordinary ravine called the Seissenberger

IHam. “ A linger-post by the road side,

on the 1. of the road, points out the way
to it with the words ‘ Gehe und
Staune this tempted me to diverge.

I descended a stair-case to a gallery of

wood, wliich has been carried through

the windings of the clift’ a few feet above

the water, until it ends in front of a

small waterfall. 1 was very well re-

paid.”—M.
“ It is a most curious scene, but one

which it is almost impossible to describe.

The torretit has worn down its bed to a

depth of 30 or 40 ft., but that in the

most tortuous and irregular manner

;

sometimes turning off almost at right

angles, where it has met witlr a portion

of red Salzburg marble, or other ‘piece

de resistance,’ in the midst of the softer

limestone, and, in some, hollowing out

by its eddies basins so legular and so

defined us to resemble a well in minia-

ture. The gallery was made by- the

managers of the salt-works at Reichen-

hall, to enable tlieir woodmen to extri-

cate the drift-timber caught in the in-

tricacies of the passage.”—J. P. O.
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“ A fine pass leads from this up the

Weissbach Thai, and over the moun-
tains called Hirschbichl to Berchtes-

gadeii, coiniiiaiidiiig from its top a mag-
nificent range of limestone mountains,

perfectly barren, and cut into number-

less peaks, scarcely second to those of

Gosau. At the top of the pass is the

Austrian custom-house. The descent

ou the Bavarian side is by a good road,

leading past the small lake called

Hiuter See.”—M.
The lower portion of the Hohlweg is

very beautiful; smooth lawns with plum-
trees cover the bottom of the valley, and
wooded mountains rise on either side.

Lofer.

—

I/in : Beym Hackelwith

;

Beym Briiuer. Ou the post road from

Innsbruck to Salzburg. (Route 229.)

5t Germ. m. Salzburg, (p. 196.)

ROUTE 203.

THE SALZK.SMMEHGUT LINZ (oit LAM-
bach) to ischl and aussee, by the
FALLS OF THE TKAUN, AND THE
LAKES OF GMUNDEN, H.A.LLSTADT, AND
AUSSEE.

Few of the English travellers who
annually visit Salzburg and Linz, or

wlio merely pass rapidly along the liigh

road connecting these places with Vi-

enna, are aware that tliey have skirted

and turned their backs upon one of the

most picturesque districts in Europe.
The Salzkammergut, or crown lands

belonging to the Emperor, containing

the salt-mines,* is the country alluded

to. It is the S.W. angle of the province

of Upper Austria; it is wedged in be-

tween the frontier of Salzburg and Sty-
ria, and is traversed through its whole
extent by the river Traun. Sir Hum-
phry Davy thus speaks of it:—‘‘If!
were disposed to indulge in minute
picturesque descriptions, I might oc-

cupy hours with details of the various
characters of the eiiclianting scenery in

this neighbourhood. The vales have
that pastoral beauty and constant ver-

* Kammergut, i. e. chamtier property,
crown land, wtiose rr-venues go to tlie l-Jm-

peror, not to tlie public treasury.

dure which is so familiar to us in Eng-
land, with similar inclosures and hedge-

rows, and fruit and forest trees. Above
are noble hills planted with beeches

and oaks
;
mountains bound the view

—

here covered with pines and larches,

there raising their marble crests capped

with eternal snows above the clouds.’’

And again :
—“ I know no country more

beautiful. The variety of the scenery,

the verdure of the meadows and trees,

the depths of the valleys, the altitude of

the mountains, the clearness and gran-

deur of the rivers and lakes, give it, I

think, a decided superiority over Swit-

zerland, and the people are far more
agreeable. * # « They are distin-

guished by their love of their country,

their devotion to the sovereign, the

warmth and purity of their faith, their

honesty, and (with very few exceptions)

I may say, their great civility and cour-

tesy to strangers.” They are a happy
and joyous race, taking great delight in

music and dancing, and the men, like

all the Austrian mountaineers, are ex-

pert marksmen.
The chief picturesque beauty of the

Salzkammergut lies in its numerous
lakes, forming a chain strung together

as it were by the Traun, the main artery

of the district, passing through them in

succession. They are commonly bor-

dered with lofty mountains, whose pre-

cipices, rising abruptly from tlie very

water's edge, without tlie smalle-t ledge

or foreland, impart an extremely sub-
lime character to these Alp-locked re-

servoirs. The lakes of Gmunden (or

Traunsee) and of Hallstadt, on tlie

whole, display these beauties in their

fullest extent. The Falls of the Traun
resemble those of the Rhine at .Scliafl-

hauseii, though they are much inferior to

them. The district is too elevated and
mountainous to grow much corn

;
its

chief produce is wood from its forests,

cattle from its tine Alpine pastures,

and, above all, sail, from which it re-

ceives its name. The mines of Ischl.

Hallstadt, and Aussee (J 91), all furnish

vast supplies of this valuable mineral.

hchl, celebrated for its baths, and much
resorted to in consequence in summer
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by the Austi-ians, from the Emperor
and. higlier nobles down to the Bour-
geois of Vienna, is the chief place in

the Salzkammergut, and the best head-
quarters for those wlio would taiTy or

explore the country at their leisure,

from its centrical situation and the ac-

commodation it aflbi'ds. It lies upon
tlie high road from Salzburg to Gratz
orlo Vienna, through Styria. (Route

210.) The liigh post road from Mu-
nich and Salzburg to Linz and Vienna
(Route 193) runs but 15 miles north of
the Traun lake, and 7 from the falls of

tlie Trauti. The country is seen to great-

est advantage by those who approach it

from the north, tun\ing out of the Vi-
enna road at Lambach or Schwanstadt;
since they have the Alps constantly

before them, and the scenery becomes
wilder and grander every step they ad-

vance further into their recesses. They
need no other guide than the Traun :

if they thread the lovely valleys tra-

versed by it, and cross the live lakes,

which serve as it passes through them
to purify and augment its beryl-coloured

waters, they will at length reach, high

up among the mountains, the cradle of

the infant stream, a contracted basin of

black water, owing its hue not to im-
purity, but depth, fed by snows and
glaciers. (Route 210.)

4 or 5 days will suffice for this ex-

cursion, but more may be agreeably

spent in it. The pedestrian or horse-

man may enter the Salzkammergut by

the mountain road leading from Golling

to Hallstadt by Abtenau. (Routes 200

and 204.)

To sum up in a few words the attrac-

tions which the Salzkammergut holds

out to various classes of travellers—the

lover of nature will derive endless grati-

fication from the splendour and variety

of its scenery
;
the artist may fill his

portfolios
;
the invalid may restore his

broken health in the brine-baths (said

to be nearly as good as sea-baths) and

salt-steam of Ischl ; and if he desire

society, he will find during the season

the best that S. Germany allbrds. The
sportsman will not want ample em-

ployment for his fishing-rods. Tire

TRAUN ^'ALLS. [ScCt. XI,

rivers and lakes swarm with trout, &c.,

and permission to fish in them may l>e

purchased for a few florins. Chamois,
though rare, are still to bj met with
near the glaciers, and on the highest
mountains. The gourmand should re-

pair hither, were it only to enjoy the
delicate mountain trout in full perfec-
tion.

From Lambach (Route 198) to Ischl

is called 8^ Germ, miles = 41 Eng.
miles

;
from Ischl to Aussee Germ.

miles=17 Eng. miles.

There is a Railrsmd (tram) up the

valley of the I'rauu from Linz as far as

Gmunden, traversed daily by coaches

drawn by 2 horses, fastened tandem
fashion, at the rate of 6 or 7 miles an
hour. A special carriage fora ]>arty may
l)e hired for 7 fl.

;
and those who wish to

see the Falls of the Traun (J mile distant

from the railway) are placed in a separa t e

carriage, and allowed to stop, without

any extra charge being made. Private

carriages are taken on trucks. Trains go
to Gmunden in 7 or 8 hours, and twice

a day to Lambach, within 7 miles of the

Falls of the Traun. The tramroad and
post road cease on the margin of the lake

of Gmunden, over which travellers are

conveyed in a. steamer to Ebensee, where
Stcllvvagen (omnibuses) are ready to

carry them to Ischl. 7'hus from Linz

to Ischl is an easy day’s journey.

From Linz to Lambach see Route 1 98.

Lambach station, where there is a
good new inn near the railway.

Tlie railroad conveys a great many
passengers, but its principal use is in

the transport of salt, of which nearly

3000 tons are brought down by it

yearly to the Danube.
On leaving Lambach the road passes

the church on the Banra, p. 200, and,

crossing the Traun, continues along its

right bank as far as Gmunden. At the

village of Roitham, 7 miles from Lim-
bach, are the

Falls of the Traun .
—“ It is a cataract

which, when the river is full, may be

almost compared to that of Schall-

hausen for magnitude, and possesses the
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same peculiar characters of grandeur in

the precipitous rush of its awful and

overpowering waters, and of beauty in

the tints of its streams and foam, and

in the forms of tlie rocks over which it

falls, and the cliffs and woods by whicli

it is overhung. Though not so elevated

as tlie cascade of Tend, nor so large as

that of Schaffhausen, yet, from its per-

fect clearness, and the harmony of the

surrounding objects, it ranks high as

to picturesque effect among the water-

falls of Europe; and tlie wonderful

transparency of its jiale green water

gives it a peculiar charm in my eyes.’'

—Davy.
It sliould be viewed from the bridge,

from the opposite bank, and from the

rocks below the bridge. Its height is

42 ft. By the side of it, along the

right bank, a curious wooden Canal, or

aqueduct, 12.l0 ft. long, partly cut in

the rock, partly supported by props,

has been constructed to allow the salt

barges to ascend and descend the Traun
without interruption from the cataract.

They descend from Graunden at a fixed

hour in the morning, usually between
10 and 11, when the sluice-gate at the

upper end of the canal is opened to allow

a jiart of the stream to pass through it.

The vessels, carried swiftly along by
the suction of the falls, are, by skilful

steering, swept past them at a distance

of only a few feet from the verge of the

watery abyss, from which they are sepa-

rated by the trunk of a tree, supported
Iretween two rocks to form a balustrade,

and they immediately enter the canal.

Their descent along this aquatic in-

clined plane, where the depth of water
is only sufficient to prevent the bottom
grazing, is made in one minute, so

rapidly that the eye can scarcely fol-

low the boat. The force of the stream
and the slope of the aqueduct combine
to accelerate its speed. The vessels re-

turn empty, and are drawn up the canal
by 10 or 12 horses at full gallop. .Since

the completion of the tramroad the salt

is transported almost exclusively by it,

and barges are little used htlnw Gmnn-
den.

.Sir Humphry Davy, in his pleasant

little book, the ‘ Consolations in Tra-
vel,’ describes with all the vividness

of reality his escape from drowning,

when carried over the fall by the acci-

dental breaking of a rope to which his

boat was attached. The adventure,

however, is believed to be purely ima-
ginary, and not founded on any real

occurrence.

The road from the falls lies amidst
agreeable scenery, jiassing through fir

woods and neat villages, with occasional

peeps of the green river on the right.

The tall mountain, Traunstein, is a
conspicuous object in front; on its crest

a resemblance to the profile of Louis
XVI. may be discovered. At length

the valley opens out, and the lake and
town of Gm unden appear in sight. The
Traun is crossed by a bridge a little

below its exit from the lake, close to

the large sluices erected to confine and
husband its waters. These are opened
only for a few hours daily, to allow
the passage of the salt barges, which are

carried along by the flood over rocky
impediments, of such a nature that if

the lake was not thus pent up, they

would, in dry weather, entirely obstruct

the navigation of the Traun. Similar-

sluices will be found at the outlets of
almost all the mountain lakes of the

Salzkammergut.
3 Gmunden .—Inn : Das Goldene

Schiff, good
;

it commands a delightful

view of the lake; its fish dinners are to

be commended.—Der Stern.

This little town of 3200 inhabitants
occupies a most romantic situation at
the N. extremity of the lake called
Trannsee, or Gmundeneisee. Its neat
white houses, with green doors and
window- blinds, and the gardens in

front of many of them, look quite Eng-
lish. Ill front, the lake, which washes
the foundations of the houses, expands
its broad green surface. It is inclosed
near its lower end with undulatiiig hills,

dotted with houses and villages scat-
tered among the trees. Its upjier ex-
tremity, hemmed in by tall jirecipices

and black fir woods, overtopped in iheir

turn by the serrated ridges and snowy
jicaks of the Dachstein and other Salz-
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burg Alps, is of a move majestic and
gloomy character. In the middle dis-

tance, but appearing close at hand from
his great height, rises the gigantic

Trauiistein. It has the appearance of a

mountain split from top to bottom, and
turned with its cleft side towards the

lake, so as to present to it a precipitous

wall of rock of nearly 3000 ft. There

is something so majestic in its liigh and
weather-beaten surface and angular out-

line, that one is never tired of gazing on
it. About a mile to the VV. of Gmun-
(len, perched on a little island about .'>0

yards from the shore, is the picturesque

castle of Ori, with which a story, ex-

actly similar to that of Hero and Lean-

der, is connected.

After having sufficiently admired
the view, there is little to be seen in

Gmunden except the Model Cabinet, in

the Salzoberamt (upper office of salt-

works), a collection of models of the

mines, evaporating-houses, pans — in

fact, of all the machinery employed in

procuring and preparing salt, collecting

wood for fuel, and other purposes.

Travellers who intend afterwards to

visit the mines, &c., will find an in-

spection of this collection the readiest

mode of acquiring an insight into the

various processes employed. (§ 94, 95.)

The Cahwienberg behind the town

commands an extensive view of the

lake. A green hillock or tumulus, at

I’insdorf, near the water-side, is pointed

out as the grave of the misguided pea-

sants who, having risen in rebellion,

in 1626, were slaughtered here, to the

number of 4000, by the troops of Count

Pappenheim and his lieutenant Her-

bersdorf. (.See p. 190.)

The post road is interrupted by the

Lake of Gmunden, since the precipices

at its upjrer end have hitherto pre-

vented the construction of a road of any

kind. It is in contemplation, however,

to form galleries along them by blast-

ing the rock.

A Steam-boat, established by an Eng-

lishman, and commanded by a Scotch

captain, now navigates the lake of

Gmunden, from the month of May to

October, plying 4 or 5 times a day be-

LAKE OF GMUNDEN. [SeCt. XI,

tween Gmunden and Ebensee, where
carriages are in waiting to convey pas-
sengers on to Ischl. The distance
across the lake is about 9 miles, counted
as 1^ water- post, and the passage occu-
pies about an hour. The steamer takes

carriages, at a charge of 411.; it will

hold 3, and when more offer for trans-

port, they are put into llat-bottomed
barges and towed by the steamer.

The scenery of the lake increases in

grandeur towards its S. extremity, and
the green slopes are soon exchanged
for mountains and precipices. The
Traunsteiii scums, from its c(dossal pro-
portions, impending over the water from
the E. On the VV. shore are the vil-

lages of Altiniinster, in the church of
which are some ancient monuments, and
the tomb of Herbersdorf, who defeated

the rebel peasantry
;
and of Traunkir-

chen, where the Jesuits had at one time
establislied themselves in a nunnery
founded by King Ottocar. At a dis-

tance, Traunkirclien stems to lie at the

end of the lake; but it is found, on a

nearer approach, to stand on a project-

ing cape, after doubling which Gmun-
den is hid from view, and the traveller

linds himself, as it were, in a different

lake, more wild and grand than that

which he has left behind. The rocky

barriers inclosing it rise straight from

the verge of the water, and where the

])recipice ends the slopes are covered

with forests, which have for centuries

furnished fuel to the salt-works. At
length the village of

3 Ebensee and Langbath (J/m
Post; not good; dear) — for, though
double in name, they are but the jrarts

of one village on the two sides of the

Traun—appears in view. It is sur-

rounded by vast stacks of timber, the

produce of the neighbouring forest,

brought down by the torrents when
swollen, and sometimes precipitated from
the summits of the surrounding preci-

pices into the lake, and here ccdlected

to serve as fuel. Before reaching the

landing-place the boat crosses a boom
extended from shore to shore, to collect

together all the stray logs, and prevent

their being lost. Ebensee is the 6rst
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place within the Salzkaniinergut pro-

perly 60 called. The principal biiild-

inga in the village are the evaporating

houies, the largest in the distr ict (§ 95),

and therefore worth seeing, though their

construction is very clumsy compared
with the salt-pans used in England.

There are no mines on the spot
;
the

brine is brought from Hallsfadt and
Ischl, a distance of about 24 miles, in

wooden pipes, visible by the road-side

in many places. To preserve a regular

desceirt, they are carried in niches along

the mountain-sides
;
and wherever a

glen or valley intervenes, they traverse

it on an aqueduct. Tlie Kranabeth-

sattel, a mountain on the W. of Eben-
see, commanding, it is said, one of the

best views of the district, may be as-

cended in 4 hours from hei\ce. The
writer cannot say if the prospect repays
the trouble, not having tried it.

At the mouth of almost all the tri-

butaries of the Traun wooden gratings

(Ilecheu, ^ 111) are erected to arrest

the floating timber transported by them.
An agreeable ride up the valley of

the Traun brings the traveller to

2| Itchl.—hms : Post
;

unusually
dirty

:
great complaints of incivility,

&c. ;—Kreutz; very indifl'erent and ex-

tortionate. It is to be hoped fliat

a new inn will be established soon.

The existing ones are wretchedly bad
;—.Stbger’s ;—Kreutzbergir’s. Almost

all the houses in the place are let as

lodgings, and the price of a room varies

from 30 kr. to 60 kr. per diem.
A few years have converted tlie pretty

but previously undistinguished market-
town of Ischl (2000 inhabitants), at tlie

junction of the Ischl with the Traun,
into a fashionable watering-place. Its

origin does not date farther back than
1 S22 ;

but the beauties of its situation

and environs^ combined with the novel
nature of its baths, have attracted hosts
of visitors from Vienna and other parts
of Austria

; among whom are usually
numbered many of the Iloliemian, Aus-
trian, and Hungarian noblesse, forming
a very agreeable society. In addition
to this the Imperial family are now
constant visitors during tlie season, and

add of course greatly to the popularity

of Ischl. Its white houses are spread

over a small green plain on both sides

of the Traun, surrounded by mountains
rising in the form of an amphitheatre,

and flanking the mouths of 6 or 6 dif-

ferent valleys wliich radiate as it were
from this central point. The lover of

seclusion may bury himself in the soli-

tude of mountain paths, amidst dark fo-

rests, and inky lakes. Those who prefer

society will find at Ischl parties of plea-

sure to fill up every day
;
and balls,

concerts, and even a theatre, to occupy
the night. In 1840 a very handsome
Cassinu, including ball and billiard

rooms, was opened.—D. J.

The baths are situated in a separate

building, with a Grecian portico, bear-

ing the inscription, “ In sale et in sole

omnia consistunt.” One side of it is

appropriated to gentlemen, the other to

ladies. Common hot or cold baths

may be had if required
; but those

most in request are supplied wilh the

mother liquor (Soolenbiider) drawn oft’

from the salt-pans after a large portion

of salt has been extracted from the

brine. It is a strong solution of chloride

of sodium and some other salts. Im-
mersion in it produces purgative effects,

and is attended with a tingling and
general irritation of the skin. It is

usually diluted, according to the tenor

of the doctor’s prescription, with com-
mon water, or is mixed with that of a
sulphurous spring rising in the vicinity,

as the nature of the patient’s complaint
may render expedient.

Vapour-baths of a very peculiar de-

scription are prepared here. They con-
sist of wooden closets attached to the
roof- tree of the eva])orating house,

I

placed immediately over the salt-pan,

so as to receive the steam as it ascends

I

from the boiling brine. Those who
will not submit to be shut up in one
of these closets may take a modified
hath in an open gallery overlooking the

pans, in which they may walk for an
hour or two at a time. It is found of

utility to invalids in many complaints,

especially in atVections of the chest, to

,

inliale the vapours impregnated with
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the various volatile particles disen-

gaged from the brine while boiling.

Mud-baths (Schlammbiider) are made
from tlie slime (Laist) brought from
the chambers or reservoirs in the salt-

mine. A warm bath of fresh water

costs 14 kr.
;
a mud-bath 36 kr.

Chairs, carried in tlie manner of

sedans by two bearers, convey invalids

to and from the baths
;
and ladies often

employ them to make excursions among
the mountains.

The narrow valley in which Ischl

stands, shut in by high mountains, is

highly distinguished by its picturesque

beauty. The neighbouring woods and
the lower slojies have, within a few

years, been rendered accessible even for

invalids by walks extending in all di-

rections, and converting them, as it

were, into pleasure-grounds. 3'bey

are provided with commodious seats,

temples, and summer-houses, wherever

the ground presents a good point of

view. They usually bear the Christian

name of some lady of rank or beauty

who has visited the spot. Thus we
find Hedwig’s Ilalcony, named from

Princess Lubomirsky
;
Countess Sophy’s

(Potocki’s) Repose; Theresa’s Rower;
Marianne’s Joy, &c. On the banks

of the Ischl, about ^ mile above the

town, a neat stone well-house (Maria

Louisen Quelle) has been built.—D. J.

1’be Schmalnauer Garden, behind the

Ischl, is prettily situated, and is much
visited. Excellent coffee is to be had

here. One of the best views of Ischl is

from the church on the top of the Cal-

varienberg.

Excursions.

Ischl, lying as it does in the centre of

the Salzkammergut, is excellent bead-

quarters for the tourist, and its neigh-

bourhood furnishes an almost endless

variety of excursions. The following

is only a brief enumeration of some of

them :

—

a Ihc Lake ofHallstadt (p. 217), one

day:—proceeding in a carriage to Sleg

or Gosaumill (1 hour), in a boat to

Hallstadt ( 1 ^ hour)—On foot to the Salt-

Mine—visit the waterfall, cross the lake

to the Hirschbrunnen, the Kessel, and
Obertraun—return by Steg to Ischl.

b The beautiful Gosau Lakes—(page

219) one day, provided you start at 5

or 6, by Steg, Gosauzwang—to the

Vorder See in a carriage hours. To
the Hintcr See, a laborious walk of 4

hours. The scenery of these 2 lakes is

superb. Take provisions.

c The Wolfgang Lake on the road to

Salzburg—(p. 315) one day, stopping

on the way to see VVirers waterfall, the

Schwarzen See, and Wirers Strub, a
digression which takes up 3 hours. To
St. Wolfgang (1^ hour from Ischl),

cross the lake to the echo point—return

to Ischl.

d Ascent of the Schaffberg, 4 hours

from St. Wolfgang. Few probably

will take the trouble to pass a night on

this mountain to see the sun rise, as

the guide-books recommend
;
but the

traveller should on no account omit this

ascent, as the summit commands a

most remarkable and extensive view,

including 8 lakes, &c.

e Aussee, in Styria, 4J hours in car-

riage, on the road to Gratz, and the lakes

of Grundel, and of Aussee.—Sleep at

Aussee
;
next day visit the Toplitz

—

and Kammer (See Route 240.) Third

day return to Ischl.

f To the Gmunden See and Fails of
the Traun (p. 213), by carriage and

steam-boat.

Tlie [lostmaster at Ischl charges 7 fl.

for a light carriage to go to Ebensee,

and wait there to bring back, but far

better carriages may be got in the town

for 5 II. The Falls of the Traun may
be visited in one day, or in 10 or 11

hours going and returning, thus

—

G. Mis. H. u.

Ischl to Ebensee ... 2 1 40

Steam- boat to Gmunden .2 10
To the Falls and back .3 4 0

Dinner at Gmunden . . 0 1 30

Steam-boat back to Ebensee 2 10
Ischl 2 1 40

From Ischl to Linz on the Danube is

a short day’s journey.

g The ^U-Mine lies about 3 miles

S.E. of Ischl. Notice of an intended
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visit must previously be given at the

Bergwesamt (oflSce for managing the

mines) in Ischl. During the season the

mine is often illuminated for the grati-

fication of the guests, who form parties to

explore it on these occasions. An il-

lumination costs about 5 gn. miin.

The road to it lies across the Traun,

through the village of Perneck, where

the carriage road ceases, and the rest of

the ascent must be made on foot. At
the Berghaus, miners’ dresses are pro-

vided for the visitors of both sexes
;
for

ladies often take part in these expedi-

tions. The mine consists of 12 stories

or galleries driven horizontally into the

bowels of the mountain, one above the

other. The entrance is by the middle
gallery, named after the Empress Maria
Louisa. Ladies can be wheeled along
it in cars, but must descend when they

come to the end of it by a slide (Rutsch)
formed of two jioles, as at Hallein (p.
204 ; ^ 94). The salt is here distri-

buted through the rock in veins and
small lum)» mixed with clay and earth,

exhibiting neither the white crystalline

surface nor the glittering apjiearance

which most jrersons areled to expect. The
curious process by which it is extracted

is explained, J94, and Route 200.

h The large dam of masonry, and
sluice-gates, called Chorinsky’s Klause,

erected across the Weissenbach torrent,

to float down timber into the Traun, is

about 7 miles oft’. The best time for

visiting it is when the sluice is hurst

open (wird gesprengt), which usually
happens once a week, and is announced
Ireforehaiid at Ischl. (The use of the
dam is explained, § Hl.)_ I’he road
to it runs along the right hank of the
Traun as far as Lauft'en, where it crosses

the river, and ascends the valley of the
Weissenbach.

l»chl to llatUtadt,

There is a good carriage-road from
Ischl to the borders of the Lake of Hall-
stadt. The distance from Ischl up the
Ireautiful valley of the Traun to .Steg,

at the N. extremity of the Hallstadt-
ersee. is about 10 miles, passing along
the right hank of the Traun, through

Lauft’en (Inn: the Brewhouse), a vil-

lage of 400 inhabitants, with an ancient
Gothic church. The river here makes
a smaller leap of 18 ft., which, like the
greater fall below Gmunden, is avoided
by a canal constructed on one side, so

as to allow the salt-barges to pass up
and down. The road up the valley
of the Weissenbach to the Chorinzky
Klause turns off here, crossing the Traun
by a bridge. The mouth of the Weis-
senbach is closed by a large grating
(Rechen) to collect the wood floated

down it.

Goisern, another village on the road,
is inhabited by Protestants, who are
very numerous hereabouts, amount-
ing to 5000 in the surrounding dis-
trict. Beyond Goisern the road di-
vides

; the left branch is the post road
to Aussee and Gratz (Route 240) ; the
right branch, a cro.ss-road, leads, in
about 3 miles, to Steg, a group of
houses with an inn, close to the outlet
of the Traun from the Lake of Hall-
stadt, which is confined by sluice-gates
similar to those at Gmunden. Thirteen
streams running into tliis lake are pro-
vided with similar sluices at their
mouths, opened only once a day in the
dry season, to allow the salt-boats to
start, and to furnish them with enough
water to carry them along to the end of
their day’s voyage, over the rocks and
shallows of the Traun. Any one can
take a passage in these boats to Ischl
or Ebensee. They go down at the
rate ot about 10 miles an hour; and
the rapid locomotion is not dis-
agreeable. Boats are provided at Steg
and at the Gosau saw-mill, about 1^
mile further, to convey passengers to
the village of Hallstadt, about 1 hour’s
voyage. A boat with two rowers costs
liZ wanziger.

The scenery of the Lake of Hallstadt
is ol a more wild and gloomy character
than that of the Traunsee, and less

enlivened by human habitations. It

reaches the height of sublimily at its

u])per or .S. end, where the mountains
rise so precipitously I'roni the water’s
edge as not to leave room for any road.
The valley of Gosau, opening out outlie

L
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W., is traversed by an aqueduct called

Gosauzwa?iff, which conveys the brine
from the salt-mine of Hallstadt to the

boiling-houses at Ischl and Ebensee.
The central piers are 130 ft. high, and the

pipes form part of an uninterrupted con-
duit nearly 21 miles long, which has
already been mentioned, near Ebensee

(p. 214), and may be traced along the

face of the precipices, by the side of

the lake, nearly as far as Hallstadt.

The scenery of the higher part of the

valley of Gosau (about 14 miles from
this aqueduct), in the vicinity of its

two beautiful small lakes, at the foot

of the glacier of the Dachstein, is truly

magnificent. A description will be

found of it in Route 204.

Hallstadt. — Inns ; Daubler’s is a
tolerable country-inn

;
Stadeler's Inn is

good and cheap
;
Heuschober’s. The

situation of this little village (1035 in-

habitants, 700 of whom are Protestants)

is very singular. At a distance its houses

appear fastened on to the side of the

mountain, like swallows’ nests against

a wall. The mountain is almost pre-

cipitous; and there is so little space be-

tween it and the water, that the build-

ings are either raised upon piers in and
over the water, or are piled in tiers one

al)Ove the other, so that the chimney of

one house is on a level with the thresh-

old of another, and the communication
between them is kej)t up by steps, in-

stead of streets and lanes. A small

rivulet descends in a fall from the

heights above into the midst of the

village, wliich at a distance seems to

stand under a perpetual shower-bath.

Horses arc useless on the spot; and the

communication with the rest of the

world is kept up by boats, excepting

one or two diflicult mountain -paths

leading into adjoining valleys. There

is a regular foot path along the shoulder

of the hills, above the lake from Hall-

stadt to the Gosauzwang. The church

is remarkable for its antiquity, having

been consecrated 1320
;
for its Gothic

portal
;
and for a singular altarpiece of

wood richly carved.

liitdolph's Tower, a consjiicuous object

in approaching Hallstadt, perched on a

projecting rock 1080 ft. above the town,

I

was erected by the Emperor Albert in

1284, to defend the salt-mine against

the troops of the Archbishop of Salz-
burg, who laid claim to it. On one oc-
casion a considerable force, despatched

I

by the Prelate over the mountains to

j

attack it, were defeated on this spot

with great slaughter. The tower is

now the residence of the manager of
the mines. The ascent to it is a con-
tinuous stair, and takes up ^ an hour :

500 ft. higher is the entrance to the salt-

mine. A description of it would oidy
be a repetition of what has been said of

the Ischl mine (p. 216 and § 94). The
Alpine limestone, in which the deposit

of salt is situated, contains fossils highly

interesting to the geologist. The highest

level of this mine is 4000 ft above the

sea.

Several of the mountains which shut

in the southern end of the lake rise

above the height of perpetual snow.

From the 17lh of Nov. to 2nd of Feb.

the inliabitants of Hallstadt never see

the sun above their tops. Tliere is a
waterfall called the Sirub, about 3 miles

Irom Hallstadt; it is really worth visit-

ing, and the walk to it very beautiful.

Ladies who cannot walk so far may be

carried very commodiously by men
upon an open chair. It is 240 ft. high.
“

'I’he Hirschbrunn and Kessel, 1^ mile

hence, near the S. extremity of the

Hallstiidter See, appear even more in-

teresting : the first consists of scatterefl

blocks of stone, from among which
water springs up

;
the latter is a kind

of basin iu the rock, generally nearly

filled w’ith water, and said to be un-

fathomable. Both exhibit the pheno-

menon of water rising suddenly and
with great noise at a certaui hour,

generally between 2 and 3 p.m. during

the summer monihs.”—E. .1. V.

The following is the direct way from

Hallstadt to Aussee, a distance of about

9 miles. 'I'he lake must be crossed in

a boat to Obertraun, a village of 400

inhabitants, about half a mile from the

shore of tlie lake, and near the entrance

of the Traun into it. Here a rude

char-i-bano may be hired for 2 or 3
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Zwanzigers to Aussee. The road is

excellent, excepting the first IJ mile,

where the ascent is very steep ; it pene-

trates a long ravine, at the bottom of

which on the left ruslies the Traun.

The village of Aussee is situated just

within the frontier of Styria, and is

therefore more properly described in

Route 240. Those who travel with

their own carriage in going from Aussee

to Hallstadt may send it round to Steg

to wait for them.

ROUTE 204.

THE LAKE OF HAIXSTADT TO GOLLING

AND SALZBURG, BY GOSAU, ABTENAU,
AND THE PASS GESCHUTT.

The distance direct from the Gosau-
zwang to Golling is about 26 or 28 miles;

but it is at least 12 miles additional to

make the detour to the upper end of the

valley of Gosau and back. The road is

practicable for chars only. It is in parts

corduroy, or constructed entirely of

stems of trees laid side by side. Much
com is conveyed by it into the Salz-

karamergut, which, from its great ele-

vation and rocky surface, produces little

itself. The road quits the lake of Hall-

stadt at the Gosauzwang, and ascends by
the side of a small rivulet through a nar-

row and picturesque glen, whose sides

offer sections of great interest to the geo-

logist. This, at length, opens out, and
discloses, on the left, the verdant valley

and village of Gosau, backed by the

pinnacles and glaciers of the Thorstein

or Dachstein, the boundary-stone, as it

were, between .Styria, .Salzburg, and
Austria

;
“ a gorgeous serrated barrier of

alpine limestone, the highest pinnacles

ofwhich reach the elevation of more than
10,000 ft. above the sea.”

—

Murchison.
Tlie whole mountain seems an assem-
blage of sharp aiguilles bedded in snow
and ice. The road to Abtenau only
crosses the mouth of the valley, leaving
the village at some distance on the left;

but the beauties of the Gosauthal ren-
der it deserving of lieing explored to its

upjK-T extremity.

It takes about 2^ hours’ walking from
the Gosauzwang to reach the village of

Gosau, or the part of it near the church
;

for its habitations are widely scattered

up and down the valley over a space

nearly 3 miles in length. The bin, im-
proved under a new landlord, is now
tolerable, and not dear. Travellers

usually leave their carriages at the

smith’s : whence it is a walk of 1 hour

to the Vorder See. The population of

tlie valley amounts to 1300, chiefly

Protestants, who have preserved their

faith and their own pastors for ages, sur-

rounded by Catholics, and in spite of

persecution and the efforts of the Je-

suits, from which neither their remote
situation nor their poverty and insigni-

ficance protected them. They are now
tolerated by the Austrian government,

and possess a place of worship near the

church. They are a contented though

poor community, little favoured by
nature, since their valley is buried by
snow four or five mouths of the year,

but at other times yields good pasture

for cattle. A quarry of whetstones af-

fords a small fund of gain to some
;
the

rest are woodcutters, or boatmen navi-

gating the salt-barges on tire Traun.
After a walk of about 4 miles up the

valley, from the church, the latter half

of the distance through a fir-wood, the

traveller finds himself on the borders of

a beautiful lake called the Vordersee,

surrounded by a foreground of dark
firs, and closed up by the Thorstein,

rising in all its majesty behind, sur-

rounded by minor jteaks, and with gla-

ciers hanging from its sides. The walk
hither will certainly not be regretted.

The enthusiast in grand scenery will

mount still higher to a second lake, the

Hinter See, 1300 ft. above Gosau, a

laborious walk of 2 hours,—well repaid

by the view up into the glaciers of the

Dachstein. Some persons sleep in the

hut aliove this lake, and ascend the gla-

cier in the morning to see the sun rise,

being provided with fuel and other

comforts by tlie smith, who acts as guide,

and sends tliem forward some hours

before to await tlie traveller's arrival.

The view from the Zvviselberg, a
wooded height 600 or 800 ft. above the

valley, is very fine, and the ascent is easy.

L 2
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To the zeal and activity of English
geologists (Murchison and Sedgwick)
we owe the discovery of a series of de-
posits in the valley of Gosau, marking
a complete passage from the chalk into
strata of the tertiary class, a link in tlte

geological series of rocks as yet unknown
in ILngland, and rare in other parts of
Europe. Specimens of fossils from the
rocks and quarries about Gosau would
be much esteemed by the geologist, as
they may serve to clear up some points

regarding the age and character of its

strata not yet satisfactorily determined.
The ilistance from Gosau to Abtenau

is about 12 miles. The lirst part of the

road after quitting the vale of Gosau
ascends the gorge called Pass Gescliiilt,

tiie sides of which towards its lower
extremity arc covered with dense pine-

forests. The summit of the pass is not

very high. Beyond it is the village of
RuSsbach

;
and about 6 miles further is

Abtenau, a prosperous little hamlet,
with a small inn, Zum Ochsen, not

good. Tliis quiet pastoral valley occu-
pies an elevation at whicli little corn
will grow. It is carpeted with verdant
meadows, and the hills around are

thickly clothed with lir-woods, which
furnish the greater part of the fuel re-

quired for the salt-works at Hallein.

Char roads lead hence in S hours to

Radstadt, in 6 to Huttau, and to Gel-
ling in 3, down the picturesque valley

of the Rammer.
By taking a foot-path a little longer

than the char roa<l, the Bichelfall, a

cascade formed by a small tributary of

the Lanimer, may be visited. It is

1^ hour's walk from Abtenau, and 3

from Golling. Like all the other tor-

rents of this forest-clad district, it is

used to float down the timber cut ou the

mountains through which it passes.

The wood that adheres to the rock, and
sticks by the way in passing the fall, is

set at liberty by a woodman, armed
with an axe, suspended by a rope from

the height above:—a perilous trade.

(Jill.) The path also passes some
curious cavities formed by the fall of

masses of rock, similar and perhaps

equal to the Oefen (p. 20.')).

The valley of the Lammer is pictur-
esque and very solitary

; few houses
are passed between Abtenau and Gol-
ling, between which place and the
Oefen, on the road from Salzburg to

Gastein (Route 200), our path falls into
the valley of the Salza.

The pedestrian inay cross the moun-
tains to Berchtesgaden, either from
Werfen in 7 hours, or from Golling in 5.

ROUTE 205.

BERCIITESSADKN TO BAD GASTEIN BY
THE STEINEBNE MEER AND SAALFEL-
DEN.

Berchtesgaden and Kbnigssee are de-
scribed in Route 199.

“ The walk to Saalfelden, which
should be attempted only by those ac-

customed to mountains, can be accom-
plished in 10 hours by a stout walker,

exclusive of stops and of 1^ hour's row
on the Kbnigssee

;
consequently there

is no necessity for passing a very un-
comfortable night at San Bartolomll, as

the guides may probably urge him to

do. [It will, however, prove a very

hard day's work to most iiedestrians.]

“ Berchtesgaden to the lower end of

the Kbnigssee, a full hour's walk : 1

hour's row to San Bartolom'a, where
there is a fVatlfahrtscapel/e, or chapel

to which pilgrimages are made, and a
hunting-seat of the King of Bavaria

(mentioned in Route 199). Hence ij-

an hour’s row to the opening of a valley

on the right, where, after landing, a

steep path leads through highly pictur-

esque scenery to Fvnden See, 3J hours’

smart walking: this is a poor mountain
tarn already very elevated, with some
huts, inhabited in summer, on its margin.

As far as this is a path by which the

cattle are driven up in summer and

back again in autumn, but farther there

is scarcely a track, and unless the guide

from Berchtesgaden he perfectly ac-

quainted with the country, and unless

there be no chance of a fog, it would be

indispensable to obtain the guidance of

a shepherd from Fundensce, the passage

of the Steinerne Meer (or slony ocean)
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being one of tlie most desolate in the

Alps. The guide whom I procured

was no other than a sturdy shepherdess

from the Senuhiitten of Fundensee, who,

with an iron-shod pole and perfectly

naSed feet, managed to advance with

wonderful rapidity across the cutting

limestone rocks, which constitute for

many miles the native furniture of this

wild spot, upon which, however, a con-

siderable number of sheep graze in

summer, although to all appearance it

scarcely produces a single blade of

grass. After hours of laborious

walking from Fundensee, the summit
of the ridge called Weissbachscharte is

attained, and a view, surpassed in deso-

late grandeur by very few which 1 am
acquainted with, is presented on look-

ing back across the whole extent of the

stony sea, unbroken by a single tree or

trace of verdure, bounded by rocky

summits in all directions equally bar-

ren. and having for a back ground the

noble peak of the Watzmann. The
viewforwardi is hardly less striking by
contrast : the vale of Saalfelden and of

the Weissbach lie stretched below the

spectator, who has immediately before

him an exceedingly steep descent partly

clothed with wood
;

in the distance ap-

pears the whole range of Alps beyond
the Pinzgau. After an exceedingly

rugged descent of an hour, the first

chalet is reached, near which is a fine

spring, whicli is mentioned, because in

crossing the Steinerne Meer not a drop of

water occurs. From this point a some-
what better path leads to Saalfelden in

hours. (See Route 202.)
“ From Saalfelden to Lend the road

by Zell am See (see Route 202) may
be taken

;
but a much shorter and pro-

bably more interesting one ascends by
the Urselauer-bach and descends the

Diententhal. This is not a carriage-

road, but the way may be still farther

shortened by foot-travellers, by quitting

the road about an hour’s walk above
the village of Aim, and crossing the

ridge directly into the Diententlial, a

narrow valley, which however opens
considerably as it approaches the Pinz-
gau, and affords some good views.

From .Saalfelden to Lend is 6 hours'

walk; to Hof Gastein 3 hours; hence
to Bad Gastein 1^ hour’s fullj^’’

—

Pr. F.
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TYROL AND VORARLBERG.
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ROUTES.
ROUTE PAGE
212. Bregenz on the Lake of Con-

stance to Innsbruck, by the

jirtberg . . . 237
213. Landek to Meran and Bot-

zen, liythe Pass of Finsler-

munz .... 246

214. Milan to Innsbrack by the

Pass of the Stelvio . . 252
215. Innsbruck to the Oetzthal,

and over the Timbler Joch

to Meran, and up the Fen-

der Thai to Latsch . . 260
216. Meran througli the Passeger-

fhal, by the Jaufen, to

Stertzing . . . 263

217. Innsbruck to Botzen and
Verona, by the Pass of the

Brenner . . . 264

218. Rovercdo to Riva on the

Lago di Garda . .273
219. Trent to Riva . . 274

220. Valleys of Non and Sole . 275

221. The Val Fiemme (Fliemser-

thal) and the Val Fassa . 277

222. Trent to Venice by the Val

Sugana . . . 279

223. Brixen to Villach by the

Pusiertluil . . . 283

ROUTE PAGE
224. Briinecken to Heiligenblut,

l)y Antbolz, the Valley of
Tefereggen, and the Kalser-

thal .... 285
224 A. St. Jacob’s to Hciligengeist

by the Ochsenlente Panern 287
225. Bruriecken to Zell in Ziller-

thal, by the Valley of Tau-

fers and the Krimmler Tau-

ern .... 287
226. Lienz in the Pusterthal to

Mittersill in Pinzgau, by
the Isl Thai and H'lndisch

Mattrey . . . 289

227. Brunecken to Botzen by the

Valleys of Gader (Enne-

berg) and Groden (Grod-

nerthal) . . . 2S9
228. Innsbruck to Venice by the

Pass of Ampezzo . . 294

229. Salzburg to Innsbruck . 297

230. Innsbruck to Gastein by the

Zillerthal and Gerlos Pass 302

231. .Sondrio in the Valteliiie

through the Val Camonica

by the Lakes of Iseo and
Idro, to Recoaro and Bel-

luno’* .... 305

§ 100. MONEY.

The coins of Austria and Bavaria are current in Tyrol; but the Bavarian

mode of reckoning (the standard of 24 Florins to the Mark of silver, A'ierund-

• Most of tlie Routes in this ami tlie preceding Section have been translatoil into

German, and inserted in tlie 2nd edition of Leewalds Tyrol, 1838.
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znraiizig Gulden Fuss), according to which the Zwanziger contains 24 kr., and

the Florin is made up of 2^ Zwanzigers, is in general use, except at the Post,

Eilwagen, and other government offices, where payment must be made in

Oliinz (.4 Zwanzigers to the Florin) : with these exceptions, the Austrian Florin

of 3 Zwanzigers passes in Tyrol for 1 fl. 12 kr. (pp. 2 and 127.)

Gold.
Austrian or Dutch Ducat . .

Aust. fl. Bav. fl.
Zwanzigers or

Aust. lire.

4 36 kr.

13 20

7 35

5 24 kr.

16 0

9 6

13 50 cents.

40 0

22 75
1

Napoleon
.Silver.

Species or Saxon Dollar and 1

New Scudo . . . J

^ Do. or Florin ....
Bavarian or Brabant Thaler .

2 0

1 0

2 12

2 24

1 12

2 42

6 0

3 0
6 60

At Botzen and in Southern Tyrol what is called Abttsivwiihrung obtains
;

by this standard the Zwanziger is worth 25 kr., and the Kronthaler 211. 28 kr.

§ 101. POSTING.—EINSPAN.N. STELI.WAGEN.

The posting Tariff in Tyrol is 1 11. MUnz= 1 fl. 12 kr. (= 3 Zwanzigers) for

each horse, per post
; and 20 kr. Miinz, or 1 Zwanziger, per post to the Postilion,

who is usually paid at the rate of 3 or 3^ Zwanzigers per post for 2 horses.

A post carriage costs 1^ Zwanziger= 36 kr. Bar., per post.

“ Travelling in the Tyrol, Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola, the pe-

destrian will frequently be disposed to pass through the less interesting scenery

more expeditiously by hiring the carriages of the country. Posting is through-

out cheap, and it is important to know that the single traveller can in many
places procure, at the regular post stations, one-horse vehicles (Eimpanniger

If'iigenJ, supplied with equal promptitude as in ordinary posting. The expense

of such travelling for one post (or 9^ English miles) is nearly the following :

—

1 horse, 1 11. ; open carriage, 15 kr.
;
postilion, say 25 kr. : total 1 11. 40 kr. per

post.”—C. M.
“This is equal to 3s, 4d. English, or almost 4tl, a mile. In many places,

however, this accommodation is not to be obtained, even where it is legally

exigible, everything depending on the good-will of tlie postmaster; and indeed
it is often matter of the greatest difficulty to obtain horses at all on the more
unfrequented roads.

“ It is generally practicable, however, to obtain a private Einspilnnig at the

posting rates, though, of course, with the uncertainty of obtaining relays. The
carriages used for this purpose are generally long wooden carts, with the single

seat suspended by straps across the centre
;

or, in the south, this is replaced by
a sort of tem|K)rary straw mattress, raised behinil, upon which the traveller and
his conductor lie stretched side by side, whilst the carriage is jolted at a pretty
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rapid trot by a tolerable horse, generally attached to one side of the pole. It is

well to be aware, however, that in the remote countries of which we now speak.
It is all but impossible, at the season of agricultural activity, to obtain either

horses, guides, or any assistance whatever, in travelling. Post-EinspUnnigs may
he had in a great part of the southern Tyrol, and especially in the road from
Brixen towards Villach.” Also in the Innlhal.Wipfthal, Pusterthal, and VinUch-
gau, but it entirely depends on the option of the postmaster to allow it.—Pr. F.

Besides Eilwagen 89), on all the great roads a sort of omnibus called

Stellwagm runs between all the principal towns of Tyrol
;
though very slow, it is

very convenient for getting over a dull and dusty high-road, and it is very

cheap. It is very difficult to procure horses or mules for making excursions in

Tyrol, a want which seriously affects the comfort of ladies desiring to make
excursions oil' the high roads. The posting distances in Tyrol according to the

postmasters’ reckoning, very often exceed greatly the real measured distances;

and the ]>osts of the post-book in many cases do not amount (as in the reef

of Germany) to 2 German miles.

^ 102. GUIDES—HINTS ON PEDESTRIANISM.

“ In the Eastern Alps it is often almost impossible to procure either a guide

or porter in the agriculturally busy season
;
and in the Southern and Western

Alps, if more numerous, they are proportionally inferior in character. The
traveller who is content to ride on a mule may often be less embarrassed than

he who prefers the far more independent mode of travelling on foot. There

are few if any regular guides acquainted with a large tract of country, and

willing to remain with the traveller for several days together. The best men to

emjdoy for the purpose are Chamois-hunters
;
on the Italian frontier, many men

who have been engaged in smuggling are well acquainted with the mountain-

passes, and, if Germans, are generally trustworthy. But where the office of a

guideor porter is not professional, it is sometimes a matter of the greatest difficulty

to obtain the services of a man capable of going through a reasonable day’s work

with a knapsack on his back. The most useful guide is one who, to a general

knowledge of a country, and especially its local dialects, adds great personal

activity and good-humour. No one who has not fairly tried it can be fully

aware of the great additional fatigue occasioned by carrying even a small

package ;
and whilst on this account we dissuade him from habitually carrying

his own knapsack, the fact points out at the same time the reason why few men

are inclined to follow an active pedestrian for several days with a burden of

even the most [moderate description. Where 2 or 3 pedestrians join, it will be

far best to take a sumpter mule. The solitary traveller will find a weight o^

even 20 lbs. often complained of, and impatiently borne for 2 or 3 days. The

knapsack should therefore be restricted to the dimensions of 14—12—4 inches,

which, with a small macintosh cloak or a Scotch plaid (by for the most con-

venient Alpine companion, acting on occasion ns great coat or blanket), will

attain when packed nearly the weight stated. As mentioned in the Swiss Hand-

book, the Swiss guides cheerfully carry a half more. It is a mistaken idea that
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the greatest independence is secured by having no guide. A pedestrian loaded

with 20 lbs. 6uds that it requires a very strong stimulus to turn him ^ a mile out

of his road—whilst he makes light of climbing an eminence, whether to sketch

or to geologize, if he can send his guide before him, and rejoin his portmanteau

without returning to the spot he quitted. In cases of indisposition too, to pro-

ceed with a load would be impossible. Very often, however, the traveller who

finds means by public conveyances, or through the runners of the Post-Office

(private opportunities are always to be viewed with suspicion), to forward his

pacquet, will best consult his independence and enjoyment by proceeding alone.

There is nothing so harassing as an unsympathising companion amidst grand

scenery, who, perhaps, is willing to construe into superciliousness the traveller’s

love for silence and solitude; in such cases the guide may advantageously be

sent on to the next village to order dinner. The traveller will be most inde-

jiendent, if, failing to obtain a steady, active, trustworthy guide as a companion

for some weeks, (and if such a one be secured, his ignorance of parts of the

journey should be made no objection, since in points of difficulty a local guide

may be procured
;
and this is even the best economy, since a guide taken from

day to day must have every return journey paid)—he trusts to being able him-

self to carry his knajjsack when a guide cannot easily be procured
;
and by

holding this out as an alternative, he may generally avoid imposition.

“In addition to what has been said on the habits of the pedestrian, may be

added, that few persons can walk steadily before breakfast, the providing of

which also loses time ; it is therefore advised that the traveller in all cases eat

liefore starting, however early (and the earlier the better) : that about 12 o’clock

lie stop and dine, which is the hour at which in remote places something can

generally be procured, and after a stop of 2 hours at least, that he proceed to

the second division of his day's work, which ought to be the shortest : an

evening meal more or less solid, accordir.g to his habits, concludes the day. In

a great many cases the forenoon halt may be made in the open air (in which

case his guide will expect to share his cold provisions—in all other cases it is

liest to let him provide for himself). Few recollections are more delightful than

the hours of repose spent under an Alpine sky in Alpine solitudes.”—Pr. F.

“ It may be thought superfluous to make any remarks on the subject of per-

sonal safety, with reference to the civilised countries (as they are generally con-

sidered) which the Hand-book describes : and we mean to suggest only such

indirect precautions as some experience would lead most persons to ado])t. As
however, these works may induce those who have not been much from home
to visit some remote countries, where the character of the peasantry justly does

not stand very high, it is possible that these hints may not be without tlieir use.

Persons of any habits of oliservation will rarely fail to detect the character of

mauvais sujets,’ which sometimes attaches to inhabitants of certain districts,

villages, or single houses : indeed, he is perhaps likely too easily to yield to bad
appearances; Vmt since he very often cannot alter his line of route, or even pro.

long his day s journey beyond the point proposed, he may fail in availing him-
self of this discovery. It is the solitary traveller who is most likely to find hiiu-

I. 3
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self in a disagi'eeable position
;
and should he be fortunate enough to engage a

trusty guide, it is the best security he can desire. The following precepts for

keeping the mind at ease on such occasions (for this, after all, is of most import-

ance) are chiefly of a negative kind : 1. Do not carry fire-arms : they are trou-

blesome ;—breed suspicion, even suggest evil
;
and at last are more likely to

convert robbery into mmder than to prevent it. 2. Whatever be the length

of your day’s journey, start betimes in the morning ; in all but the longest sum-

mer days, with the sun. By dividing your day as already suggested, you will

reach your destination between 5 and 7 in the evening; never sufl’er yourself to

he benighted
;

it is always unjileasant. An evening stroll after refresliment is

an e.'ccellent way of fixing the features of a locality on your memory, instead of

arriving, like many travellers, in the dark, and starting off in feverish haste

next morning after having overslept yourself. 3. Let your appearance, as your

manners, be studiedly simple
;
the traveller must often carry a considerable

sum of money. He who cannot realize the ‘ vacuus coram latrone viator,’ should

at least act os if he could. 4. Be frank and unhesitating in your address, care-

fully avoiding answering impertinent questions, or gratifying unreasonable

curiosity, especially as to your route, where you have the slightest suspicion.

Manifest on all occasions a readiness to conform yourself to the circumstances

in which you are placed, asking as little assistance as you can
;
doing so far as

possible like those around you, and treating them as equals; such a manifesta-

tion at once of independence and politeness seldom fails to make a favourable

impression on a rude people. 5. Carefully, and as a rule (as much for comfort

as anything else), avoid joining company with wanderers on the road, who often

(with no bad motive) jjress themselves into your society. 6. In going to re-

mote places, provide yourself with small coin beforehand.”—Pr. F.

§ 103. A TOUR OF TYROL. SKELETON ROUTES.

The following objects are allowed by the universal assent of those acquainted

with Tyrol to be the most deserving a traveller’s attention. The upper valley

of the Inn (Oberinnthal) from Finstermiinz to Innsbruck
;
the vale of the Etsch

at Meran : the valley of the Oetz and the glaciers at its upper extremity
;
the

Pass of the Stelvio (!!!); the valley of the Adige above Trent; the valleys of

Non and Sole ;
the N. extremity of the Lago di Garda

;
the valleys of Fassa,

Grodeu, and Gader, containing those extraordinary dolomite mountains; the

vale of Heiligenblut, within the verge of Carinthia, at the S. base of the Gross

Glockner.

It is extremely difficult to sketch a plan suited to the taste and time of every

traveller, which shall include all the remarkable objects, and not carry him

twice over the same ground. To explore all the beauties of Tyrol is only prac-

ticable for the pedestrian, since many of tire most interesting scenes are only

accessible on foot.

Map of Tyrol.—Anich’s is good, but somewhat antiquated. The Austrian

government have published one from their trigonometrical survey. A very

detailed and tolerably exact Map of Tyrol has been engraved by Woerl of
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Carlsruhe. It is published at Freiburg, and forms part of a very extensive

Atlas of Germany and Switzerland. The roads and paths are printed in red

ink.

Pedesirian Tourfor Six Weeks or Two Months.

*»* The fieures are the numbers of the Routes in which each place is described.

* Carriage-roads.

From Innsbruck.

Excursion to Schonberg and Ambras
pi 7).

* Zirl and the Martinswand (212).
* Umhausen (215).

Oetzthal and excursion to the Gla-

ciers.

t Timbler Joch.

Hofer's House (216).

Meran (213).
* (Visit to the Finstermiinz and back tc

Prad.)
* Pass of Stelvio (211).
* Bormio.

f Pass of the Tonal (220).

Cles in the Val di Sole.
* Val di Non.
* Trent (217).
* Riva on the Lago di Garda (218).
* Roveredo (217).

Paths difficult or dangerous.

* Trent again, and
* Botzen.

Castelruth (227).
Grodnerthal.

Gaderthal.

Brunecken in the Pusterthal (223).

Antholz (224).

Tefereggenthal.

Wiudisch Mattrey.

f Pass of St. Ruprecht.

f Heiligenblut (244).

Rauriser Tauern.

Bad Gastein in Salzburg (200).

Werfen and Pass Lueg.

Abtenau and Gosau (204).

Lake of Hallstadt (203).
Aussee and its Lakes (240).

Ischl (203).
* Gmunden and I>ake.

* Falls of the Traun.
* Salzburg (198).

2nd Pedestrian Tour, from Salzburg to Botzen.

Salzburg.

Gastein.

Heiligenblut.

Winklern in the Mohl-
thal.

Iselsberg.

Lienz.

Wiudisch Mattrey.
Virgen.

Defereggen.

Griess Thai.

Brunecken.
Taufers.

Zillerthal.

Dux.
Werberg.
Innsbruck.

Selrain.

Kuhethay.
Oetzthal.

Passeyer.

Meran.
Ulten.

Nons and Sulz-berg.

Judicaria.

Conditio.

Val di Ivcdro.

Riva—Lago di Garda.

Torbole—Nago.
Monte Baldo.
Avio.

Ala.

Vallarsa.

Terragnolo.

Lavarone.
Sette Commune.
Val di Sella.

Borgo di Val Sugana,
Fliems—Fassa and Seis-

ser Alps.

Kastelruth—Botzen.

3rd Pedestrian Tour, of Seventeen Days, in Western Tyrol,laking the SteHwiigen on
the great road.

1 Innsbruck to Pfan'enhoferi, Silz,
Oetz.

2 Umhausen, Lengenfeld Sblden.

3 Fend, over tlie Glacier to Unser
Frau.

4 Kartliaus, Latsch, St. Martell.
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5 Sulden Glacier, Sulden.

6 Trafoi, the Stelvio, Bormio.
7 Sta. Caterina—Como dei Tre Sig-

nori, Pejo.

8 Pellizano, Val di Sole, Cles

—

9 Mezzo Lombardo, Lavis, Trent.

10 At Trent.

11 Roveredo (by Stellwagen) to Riva
(on foot, 5 hours).

Carriage Route

From Munich by
Tegernsee

|

Kreuth A very interesting jour-

Achensee > ney of 2 days (Route
Schwatz 1 188).

Innsbruck I

Or if the traveller wishes to include

Salzburg, by the longer Route
(185) of

Rosenheim.
Traunstein.

Berchtesgaden (19).

Salzburg (198).

Ischl and Hallstadt (210, 243).

Aussee.

Lietzen.

Radstadt (243).

Bad Gastein (200).

Wcrfen.
Salzburg.

Reichenhall (229).

Pass Strub.

Schwatz.
Innsbruck (212).

Brenner (217).

Excursion on foot up the Groden Thai

and through Castelruth (227) to

Botzen (217).

South of Botzen, the valley of the

[Sect. XII.

12 Desenzano and back, by steamer.

13 Riva to Trent.

14 Botzen (by Stellwagen).

15 Meran (by Stellwagen), St. Leon-

hard's (on foot).

16 Over the Jaulfen (to top of Jauflfen-

spitz), Stertzing.

17 Trent (by Stellwagen) or back to

Innsbruck.—E. B.

through Tyrol.

Adige presents some fine sqpnery.

Trent is an interesting old town,
and the beauties of the vale of Non,
and of the N. end of the Lago di

Garda, may be partly explored in

a carriage
;
but in this case the

traveller must retrace his steps

back to Botzen. From Botzen to

Meran (213).

Prad (214).
Excursion over the Stelvio, as far as

Bormio and back, on no account

to be omitted. To vary the route

on the return, mules may be taken

from Santa Maria down the MUn-
sterthal.

Pass of Finstermunz (213).

Landek (212).
Imst.

Excursion on foot up the Oetzthal

and back (215).

The tour may be terminated either

from

1 Landek over the Arlberg to the Lake
of Constance (212),

2 from Imst through Fiissen to Augs-
burg (177), or

3 from Zirl by Mittenwald to Munich
(186).

Second Carriage Tour in Tyrol.

From Munich.
Rosenheim.
Kufi'stein.

Schwatz.

Innsbruck.

Landek.
Finstermilnz.

Stelvio and back.

Meran.
Botzen.

Trent.

Lago di Garda and back.

Val Sugana.
Bassano.

Belluno.

Pass of Ampezzo.
„ . I or Lienz,
Brixen, ‘

Brenner,

Innsbruck,

.Spital,

Radstadter Tauern,

Salzburg.
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§ 104 . ALPINE VOCABULARY.

Ach—brook or torrent.

Alp, or Aim, rarely if ever means the mountain itself, but the pastures upon its sides,

covered by the snow for a greater part of the year, and gradually laid bare as far as tile

extreme verge of vegetation, as the season advances.

Bach, brook ;

—

Berg, mountain \—Burg, castle.

Buchel, or Buhel, knoll or swelling rise.

Femer, glacier (S»-iss, Gletscher; Styrian, Kies).

Ham, the sharp peak of a mountain, so called from its resemblance to the horn of an

animal.
Joch (French, Col

;
in Styria and Carinthia, Tauern), a depression in a mountain-ridge

affording a convenient passage for a path or road.

Kessel (kettle), a deep circular valley, shut in by hills.

Klamme, a cleft in the mountains; a' ravine through which a river drains off.

Koget, Kofel, Kopf, the cone-like or sugar-loaf summit of a mountain.

Loch, hole, or cavern, or gorge in tlie mountain.
See, lake.

aiguille, point, mountain peak.
Stock, a vast mountain-mass.
Tauern, mountain-ridges ;

hill-roads or paths, in opposition to valley-roads. It signifies

in Tyrol and Salzburg the neck or saddle shaped depression over which a road passes.

Thai, valley.

IVald, forest.

fVand, wall, precipice.

§ 105 . SKETCH OF TYROL AND ITS INHABITANTS.

The main chain of the Alps, the great granitic back-bone or frame-work of

Europe, runs entirely through Tyrol from W. to E. It is flanked both on its

N. and S. slopes with a zone of slate rocks, which are in turn overlapped by a

calcareous zone
;
but as a general rule the central granite overtops the flanking

ridges. It forms several knots or groups of mountains, and sends off several

secondary chains N. and S. within the boundaries of the land, which hence is

composed of little else but mountains. Thus the nature of its surface renders

Tyrol a great natural rock fortress, approached only by narrow defiles or passes,

easily commanded and held by a handful of men against an army
;
hence the

country has bid defiance equally to foreign invasion and modern innovation.

To this cause its inhabitants owe their primitive manners and their freedom

for though long subject to the Austrian crown, it is by inheritance, not by

conquest; and Tyrol enjoys privileges denied to other parts of the dominions

of the Emperor.

It is traversed by two principal valleys
;
that of the Inn in the N. of the central

chain, that of the Adige to the S. of it : to wliich may be added the long trough

between the mountains, formed by the union of the Pusterthal and Eisack

valley. To them is confined almost exclusively all the really fertile land

capable of producing com and wine
;
but the total produce of the former falls

far beneath the wants of the inhabitants.

The arable land makes up only one-sixth of the whole country
;
the rest is

either pasturage or absolutely sterile—barren rocks, snow, and ice. Thus a

single valley exhibits all the stages and varieties of climate between tliat of Italy

and that of .Spitzbergen, and at its ujiper extremity an arctic winter often reigns

for eight out of the twelve months. The traveller who passes along tlie post-

road at the bottom of the great valleys is apt to fancy that the heights wliich he
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sees above him are on the verge of vegetation, or at least of human liabitation.

Let him, however, ascend the sides of the main valley, and he will find others

opening before him teeming with population, thickly spread with villages,

hamlets, and churches, with other mountains soaring above them. This is the

case throughout Tyrol—every upland valley, however rough its climate or

niggard its soil, seems peopled to the utmost. The denseness of the population

drives away many thousands yearly to seek subsistence elsewhere as pedlars or

servants, and enforces on those who remain habits of most laborious industry.

On entering Tyrol from Switzerland, it is probable that the first sight of its

scenery may disappoint the traveller, but in its inhabitants he cannot fail to

perceive a change for tlie better. Self-interest, obsequiousness, and the desire

for gain, no longer prominently distinguish the people in their intercourse with

strangers. The more noble character of the Tyrolese is as marked as his open

countenance and upright carriage. It is not, however, on high-roads or beaten

paths tliat lie is seen to greatest advantage
;

let the traveller penetrate into

remote valleys of the German Tyrol, and ascend to the higli jiastures, he will

there find poverty free from selfishness, and laborious perseverance without

discontent. Every inch of ground that presents a slope towards the sun, or is

capable of irrigation, is brouglit under tillage, though earth and manure must

often be carried up to it several miles on the peasants’ backs. For the sake of

an armful of hay tlie shepherd will not unfrequently endanger his neck in

climbing up precipices to grassy ledges, which he can reach only by the aid of

crampons on his feet.

Tlie strong religious feeling of the people is very remarkable
;
but who can

live among the high Alps and not be impressed more than elsewhere with the

dependence of man upon the Ruler of the elements ? The pine riven by the

lightning, the cottage burned by it, the winter's avalanche remaining through

the heat of tlie summer unmelted in tlie depths of the valley, the line of desola-

tion it has caused in its course, marked by tlie prostrate forest with the stumps

only standing like straw in a stubble-field, the hamlet buried by the land-slip

or swept away by the mountain torrent, are objects of every-day occurrence.

The mountaineer, like the sailor and mirier, is constantly exposed to risk
; but

in full confidence of protection he lies down to sleep by the side of the stream,

which ere morning may sweep away all traces of his dwelling, and sets out to

cross the mountain-pass where a breath may bring down an avalanche. As soon

as the vesper bell has tolled in the evening, every liouseliold collects together

for the performauce of family prayer. The stranger who happens to jrass

through a village at that hour will perceive from every casement tlie low

murmur of many voices, led by the deeper tones of the house-father, and fol-

lowed by the responses of the rest. To this devotional feeling may be attri-

buted the constant occurrence of the crucifix on tlie road-side, in every part of

the Tyrol, and it is never passed without a reverential bow. Upon more remote

paths, leading from one valley into another, crosses are set up in the place of

guide-posts, and it has often happened that the benighted wayfarer, in the midst

of storm and daikuess, has recovered his road or has been saved from destruc-
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tion by tlie sight of the cross revealed by a flash of lightning
;
so that the symbol

of his faith has become the landmark of his journey. The uncertainty of life

among the mountains is marked by the almost innumerable memorials of peril

(Miirtyrle) planted by the side of the road in all parts of the country. They

consist of little boards bearing a cross, or perhaps the figure of the Virgin or of

a saint, and record some fatal accident from causes similar to those above enu-

merated, together with the name of the sufferer, and an entreaty to all who pass

to recite a “ pater noster” for the good of his soul.

With the fear of God the Tyrolese unites attachment to his sovereign
;
and

the Imperial Government had hitherto treated them with the indulgence to

which their fidelity and sufferings in the cause of their monarch entitled them
;

—confirming their privileges—exempting them, to a certain extent, from the

conscription, and, regarding the counti-y as of importance in a military rather

than a financial point of view, exempting them from burdensome taxes. It isj

tlierefore, to be regretted that cause of dissatisfaction has been given to these

hitherto loyal mountaineers, who justly dwell upon the sacrifice they so nobly

made during the war, by the imposition of some petty duties on the necessaries

of life, and by the quartering in a foreign province of a part of the fine regiment

of Jagers, the only one which Tyrol has hitherto furnished, and which, originally,

was never sent out of the country. It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the

eagerness with which the Tyrolese has taken up arms on every occasion to de-

fend his own fatherland, the life of a soldier is in the highest degree distasteful

to him. There can be little doubt that nothing but financial necessities can have

driven the government to adopt an altered policy towards Tyrol, or to increase

its burdens of taxation, which after all are light in comparison with those of

most other countries. The assembly of the Estates, or Parliament of Tyrol,

is the only one of the kind in the Austrian dominions in which deputies from

the peasants are admitted along with the nobles, clergy, and burghers of the

towns. These convocations can be traced back to very ancient times. In

1323 they were assembled at Botzen.

. § 106. RIFLE-SHOOTING—ATHLETIC EXERCISES.

Rifle-shooting is a favourite pastime in all parts of Austria, but nowhere
to tlie same extent as in Tyrol, wliose inhabitants may be called the Ken-
tuckians of Eurojie, bred to the use of the weapon from their boyhood, and
]>riding themselves above measure in the skilful exercise of it, and in accuracy
of aim. They furnish an admirable corps of sharp-shooters. The Tyrolese
rifle (Biichse or Btichsel) is a heavy, clumsy instrument, but is nevertheless

prized by its owner (who has probably inherited it from his ancestors) above the
lighter and more elegant arms made in France or England. The trigger is so
delicate as almost to be set ofl' by a gust of wind. There is scarcely a village
in Austria, Tyrol, Styria, or Bohemia, without its shooting-ground (Schiess
Stiitte), where the peasants meet to practise on Sundays and holidays. At
stated times every year matches are made, and tlie marksmen of one village,

parish, or valley, meet to contend for a prize with another. Sucli trials of skill

are worth the traveller s attention
; the common distance is I'rom 250 to 300
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paces, and a good shot will hit the bull’s-eye three times out of five. The
victor is carried home in triumph, with flags, music, and garlands, by his own
people, and receives as a trophy the target, which is hung up in front of his house,

where five or six similar memorials of skill are often seen suspended at once.

At the great shooting-match held at Innsbruck in the autumn of 1839, 400
riflemen, the representatives of all parts of Tyrol, contended for tlie prize,

amounting to 6400 Guldens, about £600. They fired at a distance of 150

paces, not being allowed a rest for the rifle, at a target 2 ft. in diameter, and

there was not a single shot that did not strike it.

It may readily be imagined how formidable an arm the rifle becomes in the

hand of such expert marksmen
;
and when the hardy habits of the people and

the mountainous nature of the country are taken into consideration, the success

of the Tyrolese in their memorable struggles for independence, in the face of

overwhelming numhers, disciplined troops, and skilful generals, may be under-

stood without difficulty. They needed little tactics or drilling for the warfare

they waged—by day, sawdust thrown into the head-waters of the rivers con-

veyed the signal of the intended rising in a few hours to all quarters of the com-

])ass—and by night the beacon-fires from a hundred mountain tops sent forth

the inhabitants of as many diflerent valleys to the place of rendezvous. The

rising was universal : none but infants, aged, and infirm stayed at home
;
even

females in some instances hurried to take part in the contest, and to aid their

husbands and brothers. The bands thus suddenly summoned together dispersed,

when an emergency required, with all the rapidity of a summer shower
;
and,

from their knowledge of every path and mountain, pursuit was hopeless. Again,

when a stand was to be made, they had the choice of their own ground, and a

whole division of disciplined troops was often kept at bay by half-a-dozen am-

bushed foes. The same men often fought two bodies of French, in two dift’erent

valleys, in the course of one day. It was theirambuscades which, morethan any

other manoeuvre, foiled and daunted their assailants. Obtaining from their spies

intelligence of the time and direction in which the army of French and Ba-

varians were about to pass, they occupied tlie sides of some defile where the

beetling mountains seemed to overhang the road. Here collecting a vast mass

of large stones and rocks, they bound them fast on the verge of the precipice,

and waited until the serried ranks of the enemy were entangled in the depths

below. Upon a given signal the ropes were cut, and the loosened mass bursting

with a crash down the precipice, increasing in velocity at every’ bound, over-

whelmed and beat down hundreds of terrified enemies, burying them beneath

a cataract of rocks. Upon such occasions, when dismay was at its height

among the ranks of the invaders, the riflemen, perched unseen among rocks and

trees, and far out of reach of harm, took deadly aim, and committed fearful

havoc, especially among the officers. Even within the walls of a fortified town,

the French oflicers were not safe from these uneiTing marksmen. It is a well-

authenticated fact, that many men were picked off in the streets of Uotzen by

peasants concealed among the vineyards on the hills above (he town, at a distance

from which it would be deemed hardly possible to take aim. After one of

tliose bloody contests whicli took jdace near Innsbruck a body of Bavarians,
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several thousand strong, laid down their arms to a very inferior force of Tyrolese,

perfectly inadequate to escort them to a place of safety. As tliere was no prison

near at hand large enough to hold them, the mode resorted to to prevent their

escape was, to place them in a hollow among the mountains, and to post sentries

on tlie heights around with loaded rifles and open cartouch-boxes, and under

orders to bring down the first who attempted to stir. The terror of the rifle

alone kept the prisoners together until reinforcements arrived.*^

The dangers and excitement of the chace of the chamois have a peculiar charm

for the Tyrolese, and afford him abundant opportunity for the exercise of his

skill as a marksman. The game, however, is become so scarce, even on the

highest mountains, as hardly to afford exclusive occupation and maintenance

to an individual.

They also take particular delight in gymnastic exercises of all kinds. A
Sunday afternoon, or a fete-day, usually terminates in a wrestling-match,

which, in some parts of the country, is coupled with a species of pugilistic

encounter called Ringen or Robeln, not unlike an American gouging-match*

Almost every Tyrolese peasant wears a very thick ring of silver or iron on the

little finger of the right hand, and a fist so armed inflicts cruel wounds. Such

savage combats not unfrequently terminated in the loss of an eye, ear, or nose,

* As allusions will repeatedly occur, iu the following Routes through the Tyrol, to the
glorious struggle of its inhabitants, who five times in the course of one year cleared the
country from one end to the other of its invaders, the following dates may be useful for

reference.

1805. Dec. Tyrol jnelded up by the Treaty of Pressburg to the hated rule of Bavaria.
1808. An insurrection organised towards the latter end of the year.
1809. April. Austria declares war against France. Tyrolese rise in the Pusterthal, and

drive the Bavarians out of that valley. 2000 ^*rench made prisoners at Botzen.
April 10. Spechbacher drives the Bavarians out of Hall.—11. Innsbruck taken by the

Tyrolese.
12 . French and Bavarians under Wrede descend from the Brenner to Innsbruck, are

defeated, and surrender to General Cnastelar.
22 . Surrender of Trent, and expulsion of the French from every place in Tyrol but

KufTstein.
May 13. Chastelar, the Austrian general, defeated at Wdrgl.

19. Bavarians re-enter Innsbruck; burn Scbwatz; Austrians retire.
20 to 25. Second rising of the Tyrolese.
29. Victory of B»*rg Ael gained by the Tyrolese under Hofer, Spechbacher, Has-

pinger, and Teimer.
31. Second entry of the Tyrolese into Innsbruck.
July. In consequence of the armistice of Znaym, the Austrian troops withdraw

from Tyrol. Tyrolese, left to themselves, appoint Hofer leader.
31. Duke of Danzig enters Innsbruck at the heatl of a French army.

Aug. A— 11. Desperate contests along the Brenner
;
battle of the Sterzingermoos.

10 . Duke of Danzig defeated in attempting to cross the Brenner.
13. Great battle of the Isel Berg; trie Duke of Danzig at the head of 25,000 men

defeated, and driven out of Innsbruck, by 18,000 Tyrolese
; followed by the eva-

cuation of Tyrol by the French.
15. Hofer's triumphal entry into Innsbruck.

Sept. Money sent to the Tyrolese, and a golden chain to Hofer by the Emperor.
Oct. 16. Spechbacher worsted at Si alek.

25. French again in possession of Innsbruck.
Nov. Peace of Schdnbrunn. Tyrolese ordered to lay down their arms; they disobey,

believing the document to be a forgery. Hostilities continue to the end of
Deceml>cr. Tyrolese finally put down, their leaders dispersed, and lorced to
conceal themselves.

1810. Jan. 20. Hofer made prisoner in a ch&let on the mountains.
Feb. 10. Hofer shot at Mantua.
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such acts of violence not being considered unfair or contrary to the laws of the

sport. These combats are, however, limited to remote districts, and have been of

late put down for the most part by the interference of the magistrates. The athlete

who has been successful in a boxing-match transfers the cock's feather from his

opponent's hat to his own
;
three feathers mark the champion of a valley or

parish, and it not unfrequently happens that the champions of two neighbouring

valleys are pitted together. The old men are umpires, and take a pleasure in

stimulating the combatants.

§ 107 . MUSIC AND DANCING.

The darling passion of the .Austrian mountaineers is for music and the

dance. They appear born with a taste for music : a violin or a guitar is a part

of the furniture of every cottage, and not unfrequently a piano. Each valley

has its own peculiar airs, full of sweetness and melody, similar to those which

the Tyrolese Minstrels made so popular in England a few years ago, and whicii

were nothing more than the ordinary songs (Jodeln) of the shepherds and dairy-

maids on tlie mountains, which they carol forth with a peculiar intonation of

the voice within the throat, making the echoes ring with their wild notes.

Tlie talent of improvising is not uncommon among the peasants of Tyrol and

Styria : their verses, it may be supposed, have little claim to polish or harmony

;

they generally assume the form of a dialogue, the verses of one being taken up

and answered by another. They are mostly satirical, and the chief merit of

the composer seems to consist in a quickness in repartee, one party striving by

jests to render the other ridiculous. Sometimes the verses assume the more

tender sha]ie of a lover's address to his mistress, and his eloquence and skill are

exerted in attempting to soften her heart, her wit being directed to repel liis

ardour and laugli at his passion.

In some parts of Tyrol the peasants compose entire plays (Bauern Komodien),

of which they themselves are the actors. The music is commonly composed or

arranged by tlie village schoolmaster. The theatre is a space fenced with

planks adjoining the inn
;
the stage a raised platform in the open air within it.

The subjects are usually taken from the well-known legend of a saint, or from

some incident in Holy Writ, and, in this respect, they are not unlike the ancient

“ Mysteries and Moralities,'’ the first theatrical performances known in Eng-

land. Their pretensions to plot and elegant versification are very humble.

The performers, in some instances, are girls, who represent botli the male and

female characters. It is in the villages around Innsbruck that these plays are

most in fashion,—the traveller will be amused by such a homely effort of the

tragic muse.

No fete-day, holiday, or marriage passes off without a rustic ball: such

entertainments afford the traveller insight into the manners and customs of the

people, and an opportunity of observing the varieties of costume, &c. 1 liose,

however, who have formed their notions of a Tyrolese dance from a ballet at

the Opera will be much disappointed. They will find the dancers assembled

in the close low room of an inn, or in a hay- barn, crammed so full that it
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would appear impossible to stir, much less dance, among the throng, —
yet no sooner does the music strike up, than the whole is in a whirl,—no

jostling nor confusion occur, and the time of the waltz is kept with most

unerring precision. Instead of the elegant costume of the theatre, with its

short petticoats and flying ribands, they will find the lasses decked out in

pointed hats, or round fur or woollen caps, or in handkerchiefs tied under their

chin, and with waists reaching up nearly to their necks. The men often wear

Hessian boots, which they strike together with great clatter by way of beating

time, every now and then uttering a shrill cry, like fighting-cocks, and leaping

round in the air in the manner of the Highland fling.

The enthusiasm, almost approaching to frenzy, with which the dance is kept

up, in spite of the heat and crowd, from noon till night, is truly surprising.

The partners often seize each other by the shoulders, in an attitude not unlike

hugging :—they do not always follow the same monotonous revolution, but at

one time the man steps round his partner
;
at another, lifting her arm high in

the air, he twirls her round on her heel with a rapidity that makes her appear

to spin, and then quickly re-uniting, they resume their circular evolutions

with an agility and perseverance truly marvellous.

^ 108. HUSBANDRY ALPINE PASTURES CATTLE.

Tyrol, from the elevation of a great part of its surface above the level at

which com grows, is necessarily a pastoral country
;
the wealth of its inhabit-

ants lies in cattle, which furnish milk and cheese, their principal food.

Scanty crops of buckwheat, rye, and oats are cultivated as high as the climate

will allow in the secondary valleys
;
but in consequence of the vicissitudes of

temperature, the crop, when cut, is not allowed to remain on the ground, but

is either conveyed at once under roof, or, if made into sheaves, is stuck upon
light wooden staves, with branching arms, the uppermost sheaf being spread as

a roof over those below. A line of these stakes looks at a distance like an
army of giants.

The natural meadows which clothe the mountain-sides furnish, even up to

the verge of perpetual snows, a short thin herbage of the most nutritious kind,

very palatable to the cattle. In the early spring, when the cows are first driven

out of the stalls in which they have passed the winter, they are confined to the

lower part of the valley
;
but as fast as the lower meadows are exhausted, and

the snow disappears under the influence of the summer sun from the higher

pastures, they are driven upwards. The very highest Alps or pastures which
they reach late in the summer remain buried under the snow the whole year
round, excepting eight or ten weeks

;
and by the end of September, at which

time the cattle have exhausted them and are driven home, in most years they
have resumed their wintry clothing. The meadows producing the thickest

grass are set ajiart for a hay-crop, which, when cut, is hung up to dry on racks

consisting of horizontal poles, supported between two ujiright posts, and covered
with a narrow roof to turn aside the rain. It is then stored in isolated barns or

ch&lets, and is dealt out as wanted with the strictest economy. In order to save

it as much as possible, the cattle are sometimes fed on stalks of maize sprinkled
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with salt, or upon the leaves of the ash, which are stripped from the tree for this
purpose.

The real life of the cowherd of the Alps differs widely from the beau-ideal
of poetry and romance; for six or eight months he is banished from the haunts
of men, above the clouds, occupying a wretched chalet, perhaps half-buried in
the ground, to prevent its being carried away by avalanches. He must be con.
stantly on the alert to prevent his charge from straggling or falling over the
precipice, and must be prepared to protect them now and then from the bear
and wolf.

After such arduous labours and anxious care it can easily be understood
that the day on which the cattle return home from the Alps is one of rejoicing

both to the master and cowherd, provided the supply of butler and cheese be
large, the herd healthy, and no casualties have diminished its numbers. Their
return usually takes place about Michaelmas, on St. Matthew’s day. AVreaths

of (lowers, ribands, and bells are sent up the mountains beforehand to decorate

the animals, which make their entry marshalled in regular procession. At
their head marches the pride of tlie herd (the most distinguished for size and
beauty), who has invariably proved her right to the precedence by combats

with the rest; wbich the herdsman rather promotes than checks, knowing that

they will conduce to future tranquillity as soon as the matter is once settled.

The victor is entitled to wear the largest wreath, and to bear the most sonorous

bell attached to her neck by an ornamented belt
;
and she shows by her stately

gait that she is fully aware of the dignity. From time to time she gazes round

to observe that none break the rank
;

and should some heedless bull-calf

venture to press forward out of his place, he is speedily reminded of his proper

position by a poke in the side from the horns of the indignant leader. The

rest of the herd are provided according to their pretensions with trappings and

bells; and the din and uproar which prevails in a town, caused by the clatter

of metal, intermingled with the shouts of herdsmen and the lowing of cattle,

when the herds of different proprietors enter at the same time, is not unlike one

of those unmusical concerts which the French call a Charivari ;—sucli tinklings

are anything but drowsy. Behind the cattle walks the herdsman or Senner, in

all the pride of a dirty shirt which he has not changed during the period of his

mountain sojourn, but in other respects decked out in his best, with a bunch of

gay flowers, and a sprig of rosemary in his hat. He drags after him a thick

thong of leather 16 or 20 feet long, which, ever and anon, by a violent exertion

of muscular force, he wields above his head, and cracks like a whip, but with

a report as loud as a pistol, much to the edification of the spectators, and to the

terror of all stragglers and loiterers in the herd. The farmer or proprietor

brings up the rear, riding in a neat small cart laden with rich butter and

cheese.
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ROUTES THROUGH TYROL AND VORARLBERG.

ROUTE 212.

BREGENZ, ON THE LAKE OF CONSTANCE,

TO INNSBRUCK, BY THE PASS OF THE
ARLBERG.

27i Germaji mile3=about 130 Eng-
lish miles.—D. J.

Eilwagen twice a week, communi-
cating at Landek with a branch coach

to Botzen and Verona. (Routes 213,

217.) With post-horses it is 1^ day's

journey to Landek, and 1 day more
to Innsbruck. Tbe distance from Feld-

kirch to Innsbruck was performed, in

lS-10, with post-horses (laufzettel), in

12 hours.—D. J.

The Pass of the Arlberg is interest-

ing, but is not one of the most striking

entrances into Tyrol : it is free from
snow, usually at the end of May, for 5
months in the year. There is much
traffic over it of heavy waggons, carry-

ing merchandise between Venice and
Trieste on the one side, and Switzerland
on the other.

Bregenz .—Inns ; Weisses Kreutz, re-

markably clean and comfortable, but

German only spoken
;

service good
;

Goldener Adler (Post). Bregenz, the

chief town of the Vorarlberg, or coun-
try In front (i. e. to the W.) of the Arl-
berg, has a population of 2300 souls,

and is prettily situated on the slope of
a hill at tbe E. extremity of the Lake
of Constance. As a frontier town of
Austria (§ 86, 87), placed between the
territories of Bavaria and Switzerland,
it is a place of considerable traffic. It

exports a great number of ready-made
wooden houses, constructed and fitted

by the industrious Tyrolese in the re-

mote valleys and forests, and brought
hither in pieces. It also supplies the
vineyards on the shores of the lake with
vine-poles.

Bregenz is believed to Ire the Bregan-
tium of .Strabo and Ptolemy. Near
this Tiljerius and Drusus Nero fought
the ^ indelici, having previously car-
ried a Roman army across the I>ake

from Gaul, in a fleet constructed on its

shores, probably the first that ever navi-

gated its waters.

The Gebhardsbei'g, the hill behind the

town, surmounted by a church, contain-

ing an image of Grace (Gnadenbild,

§ 83), commands the most beautiful

view of any spot on the shores of the

Lake of Constance ; it embraces the

snow-capped peaks of the Arlberg, on
the E.

;
the glaciers of Appenzell, and

the peak of the Sentis, on the S.
;
and the

whole expanse of the lake to Constance,
and beyond it the range of the .Tura.

A family named Aberer, in Bregenz,

possesses some of the earliest works of

Angelica Kauffmann, who was born near
this, at a village called Schwarzach, or

Sebwarzberg, not I'ar from Dornbirn,
through which our road passes.

Steam-boats navigate the Lake of
Constance, between Lindau and Ror-
schach and Constance—one of them
touches at Bregenz.—P. 103. Thus the

journey from Bregenz to London may
be performed by water, with the excep-
tion of about 40 miles.

In going by land from Bregenz to

Lindau, the Austrian custom-house is

reached at the Bregenzerkl arise, where
there was once a fort, which command-
ed the pass out of Suabia into Tyrol.

Dornbirn, on the road to Feldkirch,
though only avillage of widely-scatter-
ed houses, has 6600 inhabitants—more
than either of the three towns of the

\ orarlberg. The women And employ-
ment in embroidering muslin

;
the men

are carpenters, who make the wooden
houses before alluded to

;
some cotton

is also spun here.

2^ Hohenems {Inn ; Post, fair), a
town of 3000 inhabitants. Near it rise

two castles
;
one of them is still iidia-

bited. It is the only place in Tyrol
where the .lews are to be found in con-
siderable numbers.

Near Gbtzis are the ruins of two
castles of the Montfort family, who an-
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ciently held vast possessions in this

country. During the French war the

pass of Feldkirch, though strongly de-
fended by the Austrians, was carried

twice
;
by Massena in 1799, and by

Molitor in 1800.

2 Feldkirch.— Inn: Krone (Post).

A small, but active manufacturing town,
of 1600 inhabitants, on a stream called

the 111, which sets in motion the ma-
chinery of three cotton-mills, numerous
oil-mills, smithies, &c., altogether not

less than 40 water-wheels.

The Old Castle, called Schattenberg,

was built by the counts of Montfort,

and by collecting settlers around it

gave rise to the town
;

it is now a bar-

rack. The oldest street is the Neustadt.

One of the oldest buildings is the Hos-
jiital, called Pfrundnerhmis, 1218. The
Parish Church is Gothic, and was built

1746 : the pulpit is of iron. There is a

post road uj) the right bank of the Rhine,

from Feldkirch to Coire, traversed

once a week by a diligence. (Rte. 190.)

The road, which has hitherto run
nearly N. and S., parallel with the

Rhine, now makes a sudden turn di-

rectly E., up the valley of the 111, here

called Wallgau
;

its scenery, every-

where picturesque, becomes particular-

ly so as it contracts in width near

3 Bludenz (Inns ; Post
;
Krone), a

town of 1900 inhabitants, with a castle

on a hill. A little beyond this, oppo-

site the Nunnery of St. Peter, the Ptil-

lej/ of Montafun opens out on the right

(S.E.) It is literally dotted over

with human habitations, and contains

2088 families, in 2028 houses. It

is remarkable for its bright verdure,

and for the immense number of cherry-

trees, from whose fruit the natives ex-

tract Kirschwasser, a large quantity of

which is annually exported. Its inha-

bitants, being too numerous to find sub-

sistence on the spot, migrate? annup.lly

to neighbouring countries in search of

employment
;

but, like afl'ectionate

children, always return to end their

days in the spot that gave them birth.

The young women quit their homes at

the beginning of winter, with a spin-

ning-wheel on their backs, and repair

to Appenzell and St. Gall, to help the
Swiss to spin their flax. The princi|ml
place of the valley is Schruns, 12 miles
from Bludenz. At St. Peter's our road
quits the side of the 111, and begins to

ascend the valley of the Alfenz, or
Klosterthal.

2 Dalaas.

—

Imi

;

Post
; a new house,

good. The Ailberg, or Adlersberg
(Eagle’s Mount), now comes in view.
This stage is a continued but gradual
ascent towards its base. The village

Klosterli is passed, whence the valley
is called Klosterthal.

2 Stuben (Inn : Post), a poor vil-

lage at the foot of the Arlberg, composed
almost entirely of low inns, frequented

by carters. Two additional post-horses

must be taken for this stage, to sur-

mount the ascent, which usually occu-
])ies 24 hours. The carriage-road over

the mountain, first made by the Em-
peror Joseph II., has been greatly im-
proved since 1835 ;

but after heavy
rains it is not always safe, as masses of

stone and earth glide down the moun-
tain sides upon it. The hospice on the

summit was rebuilt in 1836, to shelter

travellers from the Alpine snows. Its

original founder was a poor foundling,

who, having been adopted by a neigh-

bouring farmer, served him as cowherd,

and on Sundays followed him to church
bearing his sword. The sight of many
dead persons who had perished in the

snow of the Arlberg, whose eyes and
bodies the birds had eaten, affected the

lad so deeply, that he “ began, with the

help of God and of .St. Christopher,’’ as

he has himself recorded, “and with 'no

other pecuniary means than 15 Gulden,

the earnings of 10 yeare’ service, to de-

vote himself exclusively to the preser-

vation ofwayfarers ;
and saved, the very

tirst winter, 7 men's lives, with these

blessed alms. Henry Findelkind, for

so was he called, appears henceforth

to have devoted himself to this charit-

able object, and to have spent his life,

and all the money he earned, upon it.

Before his death, he had saved no less

than 50 lives. He traversed Europe to

obtain alms to carry on this good work ;

and enrolled, among the brotherhood
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of the hospice of St. Christopher, the

names of many princes and nobles.

About 100 yards from the summit of

the road, and close to the 14 mile-stone

from Innsbruck, is the boundary lie-

tweeii Vorarlberg and Tyrol, marked by

two pillars.—D. J. The highest point

of the road is 6200 ft. above the sea.

The snow lies here in winter 20 feet

deep, until the beginning of July, and
generally returns before the end of Sep-

tember. The E. side of the Arlberg is

more steep than the W. The mountains

are thickly clad with fir, which gives

them a somewhat melancholy aspect, and
is characteristic of the scenery of 'I'yrol.

2 St. Anthon—a post-house on the

slope, where the traveller meets with

civility, but the accommodation is not

very good. The valley leading from
the Arlberg to Landek is called Stan-

zerthal, and id watered by the Rosanna

;

it is highly romantic and wild, clothed

with forests of dark fir, and varied with

villages and old castles towards its

lower end.

2 Flirsch—(//in : Post—may be re-

commended). The scenery of the lower
[lart of the valley is even finer than the

upper. The picturesque castle of Wiss-
l/erg, approached by a covered bridge,

guards the mouth of the side valley,

through which the Trisanna Hows from
the S.W. A little further on a charm-
ing prospect expands to view, over the

romantic Ober Innthal, which our road
enters at

2 Landek

—

{hint: Post; Adler).

—

This is a village of 1000 inhabitants,

prettily situated, on the rt. bank of (he
Inn, with tlie castle of Landek tower-
ing above it on the E., and that of
Sclirofenstein on the N. Three roads
meet here—from Milan, by the ro-

mantic jiass of Finstermiinz (Route 210)
and the wonderful road over the Stelvio
(Route 214); from Innsbruck; and
from Ilregenz.

EilwUyen 3 times a week to Bregenz,
Innsbruck, and Botzen.
A Stellwagen 2 or 3 times a week to

Innsbruck; it is a tolerably good con-
veyance. and the fare is only 2 il.

.-V little above the town, on tlie battle-

field of Flies, many brave Tyrolese fell

in defending their country from the

Bavarians, in 1703.

The Inn is crossed close to the nun-
nery of Zams, founded in 1826, where
twelve Sisters of Charity, the first of the

order established in Austria, devote

themselves to attend to an hospital.

The Castle of Kronburg, rising on
the top of a conical rock, on the oppo-
site side of the Inn, is a conspicuous
and ])icturesque object, resembling the

Drachenfels in its position.

Near Mils the road mounts up the

face of a steep precipice washed by the

Inn at its base. This was the scene of one
of the ambuscades of the Tyrolese during
the late war

;
who, awaiting the enemy

from above, as soon as they reached
this dangerous spot, overwhelmed them
by rolling from above trunks of trees,

and vast masses of rock, which, when
once set in motion down this inclined

plane, swept everything before them.
3 Imst

—

{htn: Post, dirty :)—a town
of 3000 inhab., about 3 miles from the

river Inn. It was entirely destroyed

by fire in 1822, with the exception of
14 houses, but has since been rebuilt.

The conflagration broke out in the

middle of the day, but a violent scirocco

blowing at the time, rendered ineffec-

tual all efforts to protect the wooden
houses from the flames. 'I’here is an
English paper manufactory here.

The Calvarienber;/ is very well worth
ascending, from the picturesqueness of
the views obtained trom the different

stations. The summit is crowned by
the Heilige Grab Kapelle (Chapel of
the Holy Sepulchre).

Cnnary-birdt were at one time bred
here in great numbers, and exported on
the backs of men to the remotest corners
ol Europe, into England and Russia,
and even to Turkey and Egypt. Tlio
agents entrusted by the breeders with
the sale ol the birds returned after 6 or 8
months, sometimes with 20,000 or 30.000
Guldens to be divided among the asso-

ciates. This branch of industry is now
very much fallen off, though nurseries

ol canary-birds are slill found in some
of the houses.
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The beautiful valley of Oetzthal,

which descends from the S. into the

valley of the Inn, is conveniently visited

from Imst : the road up it, though ex-
ceedingly rough, is passable for cars as

far as Umhausen. Route 215.

There are 2 roads from Imst to Inns-

bruck : (a) the Lower Road, which is

also the shorter and more level, by the

right bank of the Inn, now provided

with post-horses; and also followed by
the Eilwagen. It proceeds through

Haimingen, where a char-road turns

ofl’into the Wild Oetzthal (Route 115)
to

2^ Silz, a large village with a com-
fortable country inn, the Sfeinbock. A
mile from Silz is the feudal Castle of
Petersberg, jrerclied on a wooded rock

commanding (he road. It was the

birth-place of Margaret Maultasch, the

Princess who brought Tyrol as a dowry
to the house of Austria. Her cradle,

long preserved liere, has disappeared.

The building is deserted and given over

to the bats, and evidently regarded as

an incumbrance by its owner. It is an

interesting old fortress even in its de-

cay, with donjon-keep, dungeons, and

oubliettes. At a short distance from

the main building stands a single tower,

with no entrance except near the sum-

mit. This is called the tower of refuge,

in which the owner of the castle found

a final retreat for himself and his trea-

sures, when unable any longer to hold

out the ca.stle against his enemies. It

must have been approached either

by ladders, or by a slight wooden

bridge extending from the castle walls

to it.

The Cistercian Convent of Stambs

was founded 1271, by the mother of the

ill-starred Conradin, the last scion of the

house of Hohenstaufen, with the money
which she had collected for his ransom.

There is a tradition, which wants

foundation, tliat she even succeeded in

obtaining his body from Naples, and

that it was interred here. The Church,

rebuilt in 1615, contains an altar of

carved wood, representing (he genea-

logical tree of our Saviour, of the time

of Charles IV., and the altar-piece re-

presenting the Coronation of the Virgin,

on a gold ground, executed by Abbot
Grusit between 1369 and 1389. In the

subterranean sepulchral chapel are tlie

tombs of 12 Counts of Gbrz and Tyrol,
of Frederick of the Empty Purse, and
his son, and of Bianca Maria Sforza,

Maximilian's second wife. Here is

shown a tine bas-relief by Collin, the

artist of Maximilian's tomb at Inns-

bruck. That Emperor received here,

in 1497, the Turkisli ambassador of the
Sultan Bajazet, who sent to demand the

hand of Maximilian’s sister Kunigunde
in marriage

;
promising to become a

convert to Christianity.

The road crosses the Inn on the stage

between Stambs and

If Tells, where the two roads unite,

(b) The Upper and Hilly Road keeps

to the high ground up the vale of Gurgl
at a considerable distance from the Inn,

being separated from it by a picturesque

pointed mountain, called Tshcliurgan

or Imster Spitz.

2 Nossereit— (/«« ; Post, tolerable)

—on the road from Augsburg byFiissen

(Route 177).

2 Ober Miemingen. The road again

reaches the borders of the Inn near

1^ Telfs

—

Inn; Post. The fresco

paintings in St. Peter's Church are by
Zoller, a Tyrolese artist, born at Telfs

(1740). Large stacks of wood, intended

for fuel in the Salt-works of Hall, are

piled up by the water-side.

2 Zirl— (/««, Post; L'owe). A
small village picturesquely situated un-

der the Castle of Fragenstein, and the

precipice called Martinswand, at the

point where the post-road from Munich
by Seefeld (Routes 186, 187) enters the

Vale of the Inn. The Solstein, the

highest summit in (he neighbourhood of

Innsbruck, 9106 Paris feet above the

sea-level, is often ascended on account

of the view, which extends into the val-

leys of the Inn anil Isar far over the

Bavarian plain. Zirl is the hesistarting

place for this excursion.

The Martinswand is a gigantic but-

tress of the Solstein, descending in an

abrupt precipice, 1770 feet high, to the

margin of the Inn, so as barely to leave
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space for the high road between it and

the river. This jutting promontory,

distant about half a mile from Zirl,

divides the Upper from the Lower
Innthal. The Tyrolese found it well

calculated for a military post during

the late war, and fortified it strongly,

keeping possession of the heights, and
undermining the road. In a pre-

vious war (1703), Count Arco, the

Bavarian General, was shot at the foot

of the Martiuswand by a Tyrolese

rifleman, who had jjlaced himself in

ambush to kill the Elector of Bavaria

as he passed along the road, but, misled

by the greater splendour of the Count's

dress, who rode beside his master, hit

him instead. The Martiuswand, how-
ever, owes its chief celebrity to an ad-

venture of the Emperor Maximilian.

That enthusiastic sportsman, led away
on one occasion in pursuit of a chamois
among the rocks above, by ill-luck

missed his footing, and, rolling head-

long to the verge of the precipice, was
just able to arrest himself, when on the

brink of destruction, by clinging with

his head downwards to a ledge of rock,

in a spot where he could neither move
up nor down, and where to all appear-

ance no one could approach him. He
was perceived from below in this peril-

ous position, and as his death was
deemed inevitable, prayers were offered

up at the foot of the rock by the Abbot
of Wilten, as though for a person in

articulo mortis. The Emperor finding

his strength failing him, had given

himself up for lost, and recommended
his soul to Heaven, when a loud hallou

near at hand arrested his attention. A
bold and intrepid hunter, named Zips,
who had been driven to the mountains
to avoid imprisonment for poaching,
had, without knowing what had hap-
pened, also been drawn to the spot, in

clambering after a chamois. Surprised
to find a human being thus sus[iendcd
between earth and sky, he uttered the
cry which attracted Maximilian's atten-
tion. Finding the perilous nature of
the case, he was in a few minutes at the
Emperor's side, and binding on his feet

his own crampons, and extending to

him his sinewy arm, he succeeded with

difficulty in guiding him up the face of

the precipice along ledges where to ap-

pearance even the chamois could not

have found footing, and thus rescued

him from a situation of such hopeless

peril, that the common people even now
attribute his escape to the miraculous

interposition of an angel. The spot

where this occurred, now hollowed out

into a cave in the face of the rock, is

marked by a crucifix, which, though 18

feet high, is so far above the post road

that it is barely visible from thence.

It is now rendered accessible by a steep

and rather difficult path, and may be
reached in about ^ an hour's walk from
Zirl. The cave is 750 feet above

the river, and the precipice is so

vertical that a plumb-line might be

dropped from it into the high road

below. It is traditionally stated that

Maximilian rewarded the huntsman
with the title of Count Hollauer von
Hohenfelsen, in token of his gratitude,

and in reference to the exclamation
uttered by him which had sounded so

welcome to the Emperor’s ears by an-

nouncing that relief was at hand. From
the Emperor’s pension list, still in exist-

ence, it appears that a sum of 16 florins

was annually paid to one Zips of Zirl.

It is about 8 miles from the foot of
the Martinswaud to

2 Innsbbuck. — Inns : Goldene
Sonne—improved : comfortable for fa-

milies or single men, but attendance

defective
;
room 1 fl., dinner pint of

wine) 1 fl., breakfast 24 kr. Goldener
•\dler, an old-fashioned house in which
Hofer lived

;
dirty, but civil people and

reasonable charges
;

good bachelors’

quarters. Table-d’hote, at 12, 54kr.

;

company of a very mixed kind. 2nd
Class Inns

:

Golden Lion, clean and
well kept, but homely

;
Hose, good.

Innsbruck (CEni Pons), the capital

of Tyrol, and place of assemblage for

the I’yrolese Estates, has 13,000 inhabit-

ants. It lies on the banks of tlie Inn,

near its junction with the Sill, in a
situation of beauty sucli as few cities in

Europe can boast of. It is placed in

the middle of a valley, whose sides are

M
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formed by mountains from 6000 to 8000
feet high; so lofty that, though they

are several miles distant, their tops

seem to overhang the town, whence it

has been said that “ the wolves, prowl-

ing about the mountain-tops, look down
into the streets.” When the present

Emperor visited Innsbruck, in 1838,

the people wrote his name in bonfires

upon the sides of the mountains—

a

novel illumination, extending over a

space of 4 or 5 miles.

The Inn is here crossed by a wooden
h-itlqe, which gave rise to tlie name of

Innsbruck. The view from it is glo-

rious
;
and on and about it took jdace

one of the severest actions of the war of

independence, in wlii(di tlie peasants

under Hofer succeeded in completely

repulsing the French. Many of the

houses are built in the Italian fashion,

with arcades beneath them occupied

by shops.

Among the public buildings, that

which possesses most interest is the

Franciscan or Court Church (Hoi’

Kirche), containing the Tomb of tlie

Emperor Maximilian I., one of the

most splendid monuments in Kurope,

and unique of its kind. It is singular

that he for whom it was intended, and

who commenced it in his lifetime, is

not interred witliin it after all, but lies

at Wienerisch-Neustadt, in Austria. It

was comjileted by his grandson, Ferdi-

nand I. A high marble sarcopliagus

in the centre of the church supports the

kneeling figure of Maximilian, his face

turned towards the .altar, while on each

side of the aisles stands a row of tall

bronze figures, 28 in number, represent-

ing some of “ the worthies” of Europe,

but principally the most distinguished

personages, male and female, of the

House of Austria. There is something

imposing in the first sight of these metal

effigies of the great of former days
;

they are of colossal size, skilfully exe-

cuted, and the elaborate workmanship

of the armour and dresses gives them an

additional interest, .as careful types of

the costume of the 16th century. They

were cast' by Tyrolese artists named

Godl (1529) and Lendenstrauch

(1570) : others say Lbffler. They re-

present the following personages, placed
in the following order, beginning on
the right hand as you enter the church :— 1. Clovis, King of France

; 2. Philip
I. of Spain, son of Maximilian

;
3. Ilu-

dolph of Habsburg, founder of the

Austrian dynasty
;

4. Albert the Wise
;

5. Theodoric, King of the Ostrogoths

;

6. Ernest the Iron-hearted, Duke of
Styria

;
7. Theobert, Duke of Bur-

gundy
;

8. Arthur, King of England ;

9. Sigismund, Count of Tyrol; 10.

Bianca Maria Sforza, second wife of
Maximilian; 11. Margaret, his daugh-
ter ; 12. Cymburgis, wife of No. 6;
13. Charles the Bold, Duke of Bur-
gundy

;
14. His father, Philip the

Good. Continuing on the opjwsite

side of the church are :—15. Joanna,

wife of Philip I., mother of Charles A'.;

16. Ferdinand the Catholic, King of
Aragon, her father; 17. Cunigunda,
sister of Maximilian

;
18. Eleonora of

Portugal, mother of Maximilian; 19.

Mary of Burgundy, his first wife
;
20.

Elizabeth, wife of Albert II.
; 21. God-

frey of Bouillon
;
22. Albert 1., Duke

of Austria
;

23. Frederic with the

Empty Purse, who gilt the golden roof;

24. Leopold the Pious, who fell at

Sempach
;

25. Hudolph, Count of

Habsburg, grandfather of No. 3 ; 26.

St. Leopold; 27. Frederic III., Maxi-
milian’s father; 28. Albert II. The
sarcophagus itself is inclosed with an
iron railing : its sides are oniamented
with 24 bas-reliefs, or rather pictures in

relief, carved in Carrara marble, with a

beauty and minuteness of workmanship
not surpassed by tliat of an ancient ca-

meo. They are probably unique of

their kind. . They are protected by

screens, but the guardian of the church

will remove these for a small fee ; and

no one should omit to see these peculiar

specimens of sculpture. They are, with

the exception of four, tlie work of a very

eminent artist, Collin of Mechlin, and

represent the principal public and do-

mestic events of the life of Maximilian,

his successful battles and sieges, his

marriages, treaties, interviews witli so-

vereigns, &c. Each subject is num-
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bered ; 9, 10, 11, and 12 are certainly

the artist's most successful efl’orts, while

those numbered from 21 to 21 are by

difl'erent and far inferior hands. They
exhibit a skill in composition and in

grouping of figures worthy of a first-

rate painter, and are distinguished by

the most minute and elaborate finish.

Many of the heads are portraits; the

likeness of Maximilian is preserved

wherever it occurs, and however dis-

tant. The rules of perspective are

carefully observed; and even the cha-

racters of the difl’erent nations are most

cleverly maintained. As nearly con-

temporary representations of the splen-

dour of the Imperial court, of the war-

like array of the troops of those times,

and as faithful delineations of costume,

they possess a high historical value.

The following is a list of the subjects :

1. Maximilian's marriage with Mary
of Burgundy (in this subject even the

pictures on the walls of the church are

most elaborately made out)
;

2. Battle

of Guinegatte—Maximilian in person

is storming a French battery ; 3. Cap-
ture of Arras, the female sutler in the

foreground is an admirable figure
;

4.

Coronation as King of the Romans at

Aix-la-Chapelle ; 5. Battle with the

Venetians at Calliano, 1487 ;
6. Entry

into Vienna
; 7. Capture of Stuhlweis-

senhurg in 1490 ;
8. Return of his

daughter Margaret from France
;

9.

Victory over the Turks in Croatia
;

10.

Alliance between Maximilian, Pope
Alexander VI., the Republic of Venice,
and Duke of Milan, against Charles
VIII. of France; 11. Louis Sforza in-

vested with the duchy of Milan
;

12.

Marriage of Maximilian's son Philip

with .Ioanna of Aragon; 13. Defeat
of the Bohemians, 1504, near Ratisbon ;

14. Siege of Kufl'stein—the Emperor
himself points a cannon against the

walls; 15. .Submission of Duke
Charles of Gueldres, 1.505; 16. The
I>;ague of Cambray

; 17. Siege of
Padua by the Imj)erialist8

;
18. Re-es-

tahlishment of Maximilian Sforza as
Duke of Milan; 19. Second battle of
Guinegatte (here Henry VIII. is intro-

duced leading on the English men-at-

arms)
;

20. Meeting of Henry and
Maximilian at the siege of Terouaniie,

on which occasion Maximilian served as

a private in the ranks under the English

King; 21 . Battle of Vicenza ; 22. Attack

on the Venetian camp at Merano
;

23.

Treaty of marriage of Maximilian’s

grandson Ferdinand ; 24. Defence of

Verona against the French and Vene-
tians. In some instances the artist has

used a licence in introducing Maxi-
milian upon occasions when he was
not present.

An ascent of a few steps on the

right as you enter the church leads

to the Silver Chapel, so called from
the image of the Virgin, and an altar-

piece in bas-relief—both of solid sil-

ver—which it contains. It was built

by Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria,

as a mausoleum for himself and his

wife, the famed Philippina Welser,
the most beautiful woman of her time,

with whom he lived happily for 30
years. As she was the daughter of a
simple citizen of Augsburg, the alli-

ance was regarded iby the Emperor
Ferdinand, the Archduke’s father, as

degrading, and it was not until 8 years
after his marriage that she succeeded
in procuring access to her father-in-

law
;

when, throwing herself on her

knees, she so moved him by her tears

and beauty, that he ‘acknowledged her
as his daughter, and made her 2 sons

Markgraves. The armour of the Arch-
duke is placed aloft on a bracket, while
his effigy, in white marble, reclines upon
the tomb

;
at the back of which are 4

marble bas-reliefs by the same Collin,

and equally masterly productions of
art. They represent remarkable events

in which Ferdinand was present: 1.

The Captnre of the Elector of Saxony
by Charles V. at the battle of Miild-
berg; ‘2. Ferdinand appointed Stadt-
holder of Bohemia; 3. Besieging
.Siegeth, 1550

;
4. Leading the cavalry

against the Turkish forces of the .Sidlan

Soliman. Philippina has a separate

monument, an altar tomb bearing a re-

cumbent figure in marble, and decorated

with allegorical bas-reliefs, represent-

ing works of charity and mercy, with
M 2
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Innsbruck in the back-ground. Upon
a ledge against the wall between these

two tombs are arranged 23 small
bronze statues of saints, all of royal or

noble lineage, chiefly allied to the Habs-
burg family, but including 2 English

saints, St. Jodok and St. Richard.

These statues properly belong to the

tomb of Maximilian
;

they are tine

works of art.

On the left hand of the entrance of

(lie church \a\he grave of Hofer ! whose
body was brought hither in 1 S23 from
Mantua, where he was shot in 1810.

A stat ue of him, by Professor Scballer,

a Tyrolese artist, and formed of Tyrol-

ese white marble from Schlanders near

Meran, was erected to his memory in

1831 by the late Emperor. He is

properly represented in his native cos-

tumes, with his rifle slung over his

slioulder, and an unfurled banner in one

hand. Here is also a monument to the

Tyrolese who fell in defence of their

fa(her-land.

In this Church, Christina, Queen of

Sweden, went through the ceremonial

of admission into the Roman Catholic

faith in 1655.

Close to the church is the Palace,

a very extensive building, butnot worth

entering, built for Maria Theresa, 1770,

on the site of the older palace of the

Emperor Maximilian, only one tower

of which remains. In the court-yard

is an equestrian statue of Leopold V.

Tlie Gardens attached to the Palace

running along the side of the Inn are

an agreeable promenade
;

the capital

band of the Tyrolese Jilgers plays here

in the summer evenings.

The University, located in a build-

ing, originally a Jesuit’s college, was

re-established here in 1826. Instruc-

tion is entirely gratuitous, and there are

exhibitions for students to the amount
of 12,000 (Is. yearly. Within the Uni-

versity is the Museum, called Ferdinan-

deim

;

it is worth visiting, because

sti'ictly national, and devoted to the

productions of Tyrol, both in art and

natural history. The Picture Gallery

may be passed over without much de-

lay, with the exception of some works

[Sect. XII.

which deserve notice as the productions
of Tyrolese artists

; but in the furthest

room are preserved some interesting

relics of Hofer, which he wore at the

time of his death. His sword and hat,

his braces, and a medal of .St. Mi-
chael (perhaps the decoration of

some religious fraternity) which he
carried round his neck, and the last

letter which he wrote. Here is also

a bust and a portrait of him, said to

be a good resemblance, and speci-

mens of the pieces of money coined

by him during the time he held the

government of Tyrol.

Another division of this museum is

devoted to (he natural productions of

Tyrol. The minerals and fossils are

interesting to the scientific. Here
are fine specimens of gold from the

Zillerthal. A suite of quicksilver ores

from Idria. Fossils from the Seefeld

slate, malachite from Schwatz, apatite

(Spargelstein) from the Zillerthal,

Fassaite, and many other 'minerals

from the Val Fassa. The Herbarium
devoted to tbe rich Flora of Tyrol is

very complete.

Specimens of the produce and ma-
nufactures of Tyrol are placed in

other apartments. Among them are

samples of the salt and models of salt-

mines of Hall, and of silk from Rove-

redo. The carved wood-work from the

Grbdner Thai, whose inhabitants are

almost entirely employed in this rude

branch of art, exlilbits much skill.

Iron ware, cutlery, tools, and imple-

ments of steel are derived from the Stu-

bey Thai, whose inhabitants are almost

all smiths. In the Library is preserved

the letter written by Lord Bathurst to

Hofer and the Tyrolese, which accom-

panied a gift of £30,000 from the Eng-

lish government, to assist these bold de-

fenders of tlieir country in their me-

morable struggle against Buonaparte.

Unluckily it was not sent until tire

contest was ended in 1810.

In the Capudiin Church is the cell

of Maximilian II., Archduke of Aus-

tria (previously Bishop of Strasburg), in

which he spent a fortnight of every year

in penitential exercises: he is buried
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in the richly decorated Jacob's Kirche

under a splendid monument, though

far inferior to that of his namesake.

There is a picture by Lucas Cranach in

this Church, a Madonna, presented by

the Elector of Saxony, John George, to

one of the Dukes of Tyrol, and dedi-

cated to this Church by Ferdinand

Carl, Count of Tyrol. It is believed

by the common people to possess mira-

culous powers

!

The Old Palace (Alte Burg) was
the residence of the Counts of Tyrol,

and of several German Emperors. Here

Charles V. was residing, 1532, sick at

heart, and suffering from gout, when
Maurice of Saxony, with a body of

troops, burst so unexpectedly into Ty-
rol, fiiat he had nearly taken the Em-
peror in his bed. Charles was com-
pelled to esca[)e on a litter over the

mountains to Villach, in the dai-kness

of night, and in the face of the tempest,

along with liis unfortunate prisoner the

Elector of Saxony.
The Golden Roof (^Goldene Dach') is

a sort of oriel window covered with a
roof of gilt copper, which projects in

front of the Furstenburg, the former
residence of the Counts of Tyrol, now
the Kanzleigebitude. The tradition

runs, that Frederick, Count of Tyrol,
called in ridicule “ empty purse,” in

order to show how ill-founded was the
nickname, spent 30,000 ducats in this

piece of extravagance, which probably
rendered the sobriquet even more appro-
priate than Ijefore.

The Neustadt is a very hanilsome
street, in which are situated the Post-
Office (Letters arrive from England and
the W. of Euroj)e, via Bregeiiz, Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday), and
the f^ndhaus, where the Estates or Par-
liament of Tyrol meet. At the ex-
tremity is a Triumphal Arch, built by
Maria Theresa

; a heavy and ungaiidy
structure, serving as entrance to tlie

town on the side of Italy.
In the large public Cemetery (Gottcs-

acker) attached to the Spital Church,
IS the tomb of Collin the sculptor: his
grave is ornamented with a line bas-
relief by himself, representing the rais-

ing of Lazarus
;
the monument of Ho-

hensauer is decorated with 2 bas-reliefs,

also by Collin
;

the grave of Baron
Hormayer, the German patriot and
author, is in this place.

Travellers will have an opportunity

of ascertaining the skill of the Tyrolese

with the rifle, at the Schiesstadt (shoot-

ing-house) on the slope of the Berg Isel,

having a garden in a lovely situation
;

or in that on the 1. bank of the river,

On certain daj-s the good marksmen
repair hither and hold shooting-matches,

in which much skill is shown 106).

A market-day at Innsbruck is al-

ways worth seeing, on account of the

variety of picturesque costumes dis-

played by the inhabitants of the difter-

ent valleys who then repair hither.

Travellers proceeding S. should get

rid of all Austrian paper money- here :

it is only taken at a serious discount in

Italy.

In a corner shop of the street c.alled

Neustadt, opposite the grand guard-
house, many ingenious articles of Ty-
rolese manufacture, carvings in wood,
in chamois horn, &c., may be found,
which are not elsewhere easy to procure,
and will serve as characteristic sou-
venirs of Tyrol.

The most pleasing excursions round
Innsbruck are by JVilten and Berg Isel

to Sclwnberg, the first post station in

Route 217, most romantically situated,

with a view scarcely to be surpassed
for beauty

;
it should be visited from

Innsbruck by persons who do not intend
to traverse the whole pass

;
tliey may-

take the road on the left side of the

Sill in going, and that on the right by-

I’atsch in returning, or vice versa.

Schloss Ambras, between Innsbruck
and Hall, is described in Route 22!l.

Two roads lead to it from Innsbruck,
tlie upper jiassing the fall of the Sill,

and the lower nearer the Inn, wbicli

may be followed in returning. A little

to the right of the path before reaching
the castle is the Tummcl I’latz, where
jousts and tilting-matches were held by
the knights iti former times. In 1799.
when the castle was turned into a mili-

tary hospital, this spot was made the
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burial ground; aud it is said that more
tlian 80U0 men, carried off by an epi-

demic disease which then raged, were
buried here. The spot has become a
place of pilgrimage ever since, and the

trees around are covered with votive

offerings, in the shape of rags.

The Marliiiswatid, on the road to

Landek (see page 241).

Tlie Castle of IVeiernburg, on a mo-
derate height on the left bank of the

Inn, about ^ an hour’s walk from Inns-

bruck, was a hunting-seat and the fa-

vourite residence of the Kmperor Maxi-
milian, where he received an embassy
of the proud senators of Venice in a

very disrespectful attitude. The speech

which he made is still preserved in the

castle.

The heights round the town funiish

delightful prospects over the valley of

the Inn, and may be ascended with as

much gratification and far less trouble

and risk than the excursion up the Sol-

stein, which the guide-books recom-
mend, and which takes 9 hours’ walking

to accomjdisb on foot. One of the

most pleasing views is from behind the

church in the suburb on tbe left bank

of the Inn.

But by far the finest view near Inns-

bruck is tliat from the Patscher Kofel.

A walk of 3 hours conducts to a beau-

tiful spring called the Heiliges Wasser,

two-thirds of the way to the top, where

there is a small inn. There is also a

carriage-road thus far, by Vil, Igels,

and Patsch. The view from this part

of the mountain is fine. Those who
have time for only one excursion from

Innsbruck should choose that to Hei-

liges Wasser in jjreference to any other,

except perhaps that to Schonberg. 3

hours' more walking is required to arrive

on the summit, which commands a per-

fect panorama of the valleys of Oetz

and Stubey, whose grandest features

are their magnificent glaciers.

Bauern Comodien (peasants’ come-

dies), a curious species of dramatic

performance, may be witnessed in the

villages around Innsbruck and in this

part of Tyrol. They resemble the

ancient mysteries which formed the

earliest and most primitive theatrical

performances in England. The subjects

are usually from Sacred Writ or Sacred
Legends, such as St. Genevieve, a true

picture of Resignation and the Virtue

of .Joseph in Egypt ;
the actors as well

as the writers are the peasants them-
selves. As compositions, it may be

supposed their productions are not very

distinguished
;
there is no limit to the

length of their lines, provided they

i-hyme at the end. They are sometimes
indeed extempore effusions. The play-

ers of the villages of Pradl and Buch-
senhausen are the most skilful, and all

tbe parts are there filled by girls. The
performances usually commence in the

afternoon at 2. (§ 107.)

Eilwiigen go from Innsbruck daily

to Salzburg and Vienna
;
daily to Mu-

nich ; 3 times a week to Verona by

Botzeri over the Brenner; to Bregenz

twice a week
;
to Milan over the Stelvio,

and to Augsburg by Reutte, o»ce a week.

Stellwiigen—a sort of omnibus—go

daily to Hall—several times a week to

Landek and Meran— to Botzen and

Verona.

ROUTE 213.

LANDEK TO MERAN AND BOTZEN, BY

THE FINSTERMUNZ PASS.

21 Germ, miles =101 Eng. miles.

An excellent road, traversed by an

Eilwagen once or twice a week, and by

Stellwagen three or four times a week.

The Inns are not good. The scenery is

splendid, and the Finstermiinz is one of

the grandest deliles in Tyrol. Above

Landek the upper valley of the Inn is

contracted to a sp.ace little moir than

merely sufficient for the bed of the

river; the rocks rise steeply on both

sides, and the road is not unfrequently

excavated in them above the roaring

tide of the river. The Inn is twice

crossed by ingeniously - constructed

wooden bridges before reaching (he vil-

lage of Prutz, situated on a low marshy

plain, at tlie entrance of the Kaunscr

Thai, which terminates at a distance of

20 or 30 miles from its mouth in the
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vast glacier of Gebatsch, whose extent

has been estimated at 60 miles long and

30 broad. A charming view of the

valley of the Inn is presented at the spot

where the river makes a sharp bend, and

the road approaching close to it is pro-

tected by a statue of .St. John Nepo-

muck. One of the most memorable

exploits of the Tyrolese during the cam-

paign of 1809 took place near the second

bridge, called Pontlatzer Briicke ;

—

“ The fate of a division of 10,000

men belonging to the French and Ba-

varian ai'my, which entered the Upper

Innthal, or Valley of the Inn, will ex-

plain in part the means by which the

victories of the Tyrolese were obtained.

The invading troops advanced in a long

column up a road bordered on the one

side by the river Inn, then a deep and
rapid torrent, where cliB's of immense
height overhang both road and river.

The vanguard was permitted to advance

unopposed as far as Prutz, the object of

their expedition. The rest of the army
were therefore induced to trust them-
selves still deeper in this tremendous
pass, where the precipices, becoming
more and more narrow as they advanced,

seemed about to close above their heads.

No sound but of the screaming of the

eagles disturbed from their eyries, and
the roar of the river, reached the ears of

the soldier, and on the precipices, partly

envelo])ed in a hazy mist, no human
forms showed themselves. At length

the voice of a man was heard, calling

across the ravine, ‘Shall we begin 1
’

‘ No! ’ was returned in an authoritative

tone of voice, by one who, like the first

speaker, seemed the inhabitant of some
upper region. The Bavarian detach-
ment halted, and sent to the general for

orders, when presently was hearil the

terrible signal, ‘ In the name of the
Holy Trinity cut all loose.’ Huge
rocks, and trunks of trees, long pre-
pared and laid in heaps for the purpose,
began now to descend rapidly in every
direction, while the deadly fire of the
1 yrolesc, who never throw away a shot,
oj>enerl from every bush, crag, or corner
ot rock, which couhl aflbril the shooter
cover. As this dreadful attack was
made on the whole line at once, two-

thirds of the enemy were instantly

destroyed
;

while the Tyrolese, rush-

ing from their shelter, with swords,

spears, axes, scythes, clubs, and all other

rustic instruments which could be con-

verted into weapons, beat down and
routed the shattered remainder. As the

vanguard, which had reached Prutz,

was obliged to surrender, very few of

the ten thousand invaders are com-
puted to have extricated themselves

from the fatal pass.”

—

Scofl.

2 Hied—a small but clean town,

with a comfortable inn. The magni-

ficent glaciers of the Kaunsertbal, ex-

tending nearly from the Inn to the

Adige, appear at the extremity of the

valley on the left. A new line has been

chalked out for the road between Hied

and Finstermlinz to run along the right

bank of the Inn—avoiding many ups

and downs, and dangerous spots tra-

versed by the other road : however con-

venient, it would, if completed, deprive

the traveller of much grand scenery.

2 Pfunds (Jnn execrable) consists

of two groups of houses, se]>arated by
the Inn

;
that on the left bank traversed

by the road, is called Stuben
;

its

Church is very ancient, and contains a
remarkable altar-piece of carved wood,

in the Gothic form, containing various

subjects from the New Testament. Perk-

toldi’s Inn is the best. Immediately
above Stuben the valley of the Inn be-

gins to contract, and the towering

mountains to close over head into a

grand defile, while the smaller streams

pour into the Inn through similar rents

or gorges in miniature. Here begins

the Pass of Finsterm'unz, a crack or

cleft in the mountains, 2800 feet above
the sea, through which the Inn forces its

way out of the Engadine (belonging to

.Switzerland) into Tyrol. The river is

literally jammed in between lofty pre-

cipices, whicb, at the lower extremity
of the defile, are spanned by a narrow
bridge. Close to it is a group of anti-

quated dilapidated buildings, consisting

of a tower and gateway, uniler which
the road passes, a hostelry of very hum-
ble pretensions, and a chapel. At this,

]

the narrowe.st jiart of the gorge, the pre-

I
cipices almost meet over head and be-
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low, the slate rocks are worn away and
scooped out, evidently by the force of
water, but at a height far above the pre-

sentlevel ofthe river. Indeed, on viewing
this sublime scene, it is difficult to form
any other opinion of its origin than that

of supposing the waters of the upper
valley of the Engadine to have burst

through the opposing mountains, and
thus forced a passage for themselves.

At one spot, where the cliffs overhang
their base, the road is carried under a
gallery, roofed with solid timbers to pro-

tect it from falling fragments of rock.

The river rushes and roars along the

base of a precipice many fathoms below

tlie carriage-way. The Finstermunz
“ yields in grandeur to the Via Mala
alone” of all the defiles in tlie Alps.

So precipitous are the sides of the fis-

sure that the road, after a short space,

quits the side of tlie Inn, and turns to

tlie left through a minor but not less sub-

lime glen, which leads to Nauters. The
angle of the road, above the junction of

the torrent Waldstehbach with the Inn,

is tlie most magnificent point of view in

the whole defile. Near this, at the nar-

rowest part of the defile, the pass has

been fortified by a wall, bored with

loop-holesformusketry, extending down
to the road. The Austrian goveniment,

regarding this as one of the portals into

Tyrol, has recently expanded this slight

work into a stupendous fortification,

which will entirely command the pass.

There is a small and difficult foot-way

along the left bank of the Inn, chiefly

traversed by smugglers, from the bridge

of Finstermunz to Schleins in the Enga-

diiie. Those who travel in vehicles of

any sort must go round by Nauters, in

order to pass from Tyrol into Switzer-

land, or vice versd. (See Swiss Hand-

book.) A steep and continued ascent

leads out of the pass to

2 Nauters, or Nauders.

—

Lins

:

Post;

Halbe Mond, a clean but old-fashioned

house ;
not very good

;
dinner, wine,

bed, and breakfast cost 1 fl. 21 kr. A
small village of 1400 inhab., distant

about a mile from the pass of Finster-

miliiz, and 3 from the Swiss frontier.

The low ridge which separates Tyrol

from Switzerland still bears the remains

of a fort thrown up during the war, and
commands a beautiful view of the Enga-
dine, or higher valley of the Inn, and of
the town of Martinsbruck.
The pass from Nauters to Male,

called the Rescheu Slieideck, is the

lowest carriage-road over the main
Alps, being only 4500 feet above the

sea-level
;

yet it crosses the great

chain, which here sinks into this re-

markable depression.

Shortly after passing the castle of

Naudersburg our road reaches the sum-
mit level of the plain, dividing the

waters which fall into the Inn from the

tributaries of tlie Adriatic. Before

reaching Reschen, a small streamlet,

descending from a valley on the left

(E.), crosses the road
;

this is the in-

fant Adige or Etsch, which accompanies
our road from lienee to Botzen. It tra-

verses in succession three small lakes

—

the Griine. Graue, and Heideror Weisse

See, which are also reservoirs contri-

buting to swell its current. The road

is carried upon a stone causeway through
the midst of one of them, thus avoiding

a considerable circuit.

The Orteler Spitz, the giant of the

Rhsetian Alps, the highest mountain in

Austria, now appears in view for some
distance. F'roni no other point can the

grandeur of his height and outline be

better appreciated. The village of Bur-

geis lies upon the road; near it are seen

the Benedictine Monasteries of Marien-

berg, and the Castle of Fiirstenburg,

built by the Bishops of Coire.

The heath of Mals (Malser Heide),

extending from the High Bridge over

the Adige to the gates of Mals, was

the scene of a victory gained by 8000

Swiss, from the Grisons, over double

the number of troops of the Emperor

Maximilian, in 1499. This was the

last effort of the House of Austria to

regain its .Swiss possessions lost after

the battles of Morgarten and Sempach.

3^ Mals.— {Inns; Post— Hirsch.)

A road strikes off from this to the W.,

by Glunis,* an ancient walled town

{Inn ; Sonne), to Taufers (the frontier

• Below Glums a channel of masonry has

been formed to serve as a bed to the Adige.
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town of Austria, where passports are

examined), on the frontier of the Ori-

sons, up the Swiss valley of Sta. Maria

(MUiister Thai), where the liomausch

language is spoken, to the village of

Santa Maria, hours’ walk from

Mals, situated at the foot of the pass

of the same name, leading to Bormio.

It is 1000 feet lower than the summit

of the Stelvio. Before that road was

constructed it was the direct line of

communication between Tyrol and the

^ alteline, and is still practicable for

mules, at times when the Stelvio is im-

passable. At Sta. Maria, the principal

place of the Munster Thai, and 3 hours'

walk from the summit of the Pass of

Sta. Maria, there is but an humble
inn. The inhabitants, nearly divided

Iretween the Protestant and Catholic

faith, frequent the same church, at dif-

ferent hours.—See Route 214, p. 258.

After passing Schluderns, at Spondi-

nig, a group of hovels about 3 miles

from Mals, the road to the Stelvio

(Route 214) branches off from that

to Botzen, crossing the Adige by a long

narrow bridge, and proceeds to Prad.

Travellers who do not intend to pass

into Italy by the Stelvio will be well

rewarded for ascending to the summit
of this extraordinary pass, which is tra-

versed by tlie loftiest road in Eurojie,

and even for descending as far as the

galleries on the opposite side, and the

baths of Bormio. It would take them
2 days to do this

;
or they may make

their way by mule and foot-patlis, not

very diSicult, into the Italian valleys

of Camonica, of Iseo and Idro (Route
231)—all abounding in beauty, and
then re-enter Tyrol by the Lago di Gar-
da. “ Tlie road between Prad and Mals
is good ; the Adige is here a small

stream with a wide bed, and runs
through a country much more resem-
bling the Valteline than Switzerland—
but the villages are well built, neat,

and white, and they have projecting
roofs like those in Switzerland. Like
that country, also, the flat plain is al-

ways either meadow or quite neglected,
while the sides of the bills are carefully
cultivated. There is the same abun-

dance of churches as in the Valteline,

besides 3 or 4 castles, the chief of which
is Lichtenberg. The mountains are

very lofty and covered with snow. The
whole view is not surpassed by any-

thing in Switzerland.”—M. E. There

is an almost uninterrupted descent i'rom

Nauders to Meran.
2 Eyers .—Inn : Post.

At Schlanders {In/i

;

Bruch-W irths-

haus) vines first make their appear-

ance ; and on the opposite side of the

Adige are quarries of a pure white

marble, well adapted for statuary, and
already employed by the sculptors of

Munich in preference to that of Carrara.

The building now converted into the

Landgericht at Schlanders was original-

ly a Convent of the Teutonic Knights

I’he upper part of the Vale of the

Adige, from its source to Botzen, is

called the Fintsrhgau, from its ancient

inhabitants the Vennonetes. It is much
deformed at first by the rocky debris

of torrents, which strew the low land

with rubbish, and afterwai'ds by nume-
rous unwholesome swamps caused by
the floods of the river; indeed, excepting
the view of the Orteler, the post station,

Latsch, and the Castle of Castelbell*

(recently destroyed by fire), a little be-

low it, there are no pjoints of interest.

The Adige itself, for a considerable dis-

tance, descends a succession of rapids

almost deserving the name of a cataract.

The road crosses the Adige to reach

2^ Latsch.— Post (Weisse-Ross)
;

Hirsch— both tolerable.— C. D. In

the Spital Kirche are curious old fres-

co paintings, unfortunately retouched.

The peasants of Latsch are famed as

composers and actors of dramatic pieces,

Bauern Kombdien
;
one Peter Baas is a

voluminous author in this line. (^ 107,

p. 216.) “Those who would fully en-

joy the grand scenery of the Orteler and
its adjacent peaks, should make an ex-

cursion from Latsch, up the pretty val-

ley of St. Martell, to the village (2J
hours), which is surrounded by banging

pastures and fine fir woods. There is

• or whicli liioclUMlon gives a pi'otly view

I
in his " Pusses of the .Alps.”

M 3
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an Inn near the Church, but better ac-

commodation would probably be found
at the Baths. Ascending hence trees

gradually disappear, and the path leads,

by bare masses of mica-slate, to the

Sulden Ferner, From the extremity of

this glacier the view, looking down up-
on the Orteler, is admirable. Distances

from St. Martell to the top of the Col
hours, whence by a rapid descent to

Sulden (3J hours), where the Inu is

miserable, but a bed and supper may
be procured at the Curb's house. From
Sulden there is a path down the valley,

overhung by the Orteler, to Trafoi

hours.’'—K. B.

The mountains on the left of our road

are extremely barren, and have a deso-

late appearance. The entrance of the

gorge of the Schnalser Thai (Route

215), wliicli opens on the left, is hid

from view in consequence of an im-

provement made in the line of the post-

road, but it is worth the trouble to as-

cend to it on foot, and penetrate for a

short distance into this grand and

gloomy scene.

All the charms of picturesque beauty,

however, are concentrated about Meran.

The valley here puts on the luxuriance

of a garden, enlivened by numberless

villages, churches, and feudal castles.

On either side rise wooded and vine-

clad slopes, with peaked inounlains and

bare precipices impending over them.

Above Meran, to tlie N. of the road,

among other castellated strongholds,

rises the Castle of Tyrol (Teriolis),

wliich gives its name to the country,

and was the earliest residence of its

princes, down to 13fi3, when Tyrol was

united to Austria. It is partly in ruins,

but, as it belongs to the Kmperor, will

probably be preserved from further de-

cay
;
and a relation of Hofer, himself

one of the warriors of 1809, at present

resides in it to take care of it.

The Portals of the Chapel and the

Vorhall of marble are decorated with

singular sculptures, said to be as old

as the 1 1th century. According to one

authority they tell a story, taken from

the Heldenbuch, of the exploits of Kai-

ser Ottuit, and Hugdietrich, in slaying

the dragon’s brood on the mountains of

Trent, a fable emblematic of the victory

of Christianity over Paganism
;
Baron

von Hammer has explained them to be
Gnostic symbols. The greatest induce-

ment for visiting Schloss Tyrol is the

exquisite view which it commands.
The Vale of the Adige makes a remark-
able bend near Meran, turning from its

previous direction of IV. and E. almost
due S. The castle stands nearly in the

angle, so that you see from it up the

valley towards the Orteler, downwards
in the direction of Botzen, and behind
into the valley of Passeyer. It is a de-

tour of only a mile or two (o visit the

castle in going to or coming from Me-
ran. It is accessible only on foot. At
its foot lies

4 Meran.—Inn : Post, well situated,

but fallen off—now very dear.—L. de
S. Goldener AdlerjWeisses Kreutz. An
excellent red wine is made at Meran.

This ancient town, of 2321 inhabit-

ants, stands on the Passeyer - bach,

which descends from the Passeyer Thai,

about ^ mile above the jmiction of

that torrent with the Adige. It is thus

placed at the junction of 3 valleys, in

one of the most beautiful spots in all

Tyrol. It was the ancient capital of

the country before Innsbruck, when its

Counts possessed little more thair tlie

valley of the Viutscligau from Botzen

to the Inn, and a part of the Engadine.

Tlieir territory fell to the House of

Austria, when the last of the line,

Margaret Maultasch (Pocket-mouthed

Meg), died, she having married an

Austrian prince. The upper part of

the Viutscligau is still called by its in-

habitants “ the mother country,” or

das Liindl (the little land). Meran
nearly occupies the site of a Human
station called Maja, whose name is

preserved in that of the neighbouring

village Ober-Mais. It was destroyed

about A.D. 800, by the fall of a moun-
tain (the Naiferberg), and by an irrup-

tion of the stream of the Passeyer. This

stony avalanche is still perceptible—it

appears to have pushed the stre.am of

the Passeyer out of its original course.

Remains of buildings, coins, from tlie
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time of Drusus, 9 b. c., to Justinian,

A. D. 526, and bones are constantly

tunied up in the fields and vine-

yards.

The Parish Church, built 1335, con-

tains one or two monuments
;

its tower

is the highest in Tyrol.

The Spital Kirche is an elegaiit Gothic

building of 1483.

The Kelkramt, a very ancient edifice

in the Laubengasse, was the residence

of the Counts of Tyrol when they visited

Meran. It now belongs to the Prince

Taxis. In the Old Chapel at the back

of it, the Tyrolese heiress, Margaret

Maultasch, was married to Louis the

Brandenburger
;
and this event is re-

presented in very curious fresco paint-

ings on the walls of the Sacristy, the

work of an artist named Christ’r of

Meran. There is a Nunnery here of

the order called English Ladies, who
employ themselves in female educa-
tion

; a Capucin Convent and a Gym-
nasium, with about 120 students. Me-
ran consists of two principal streets

;

the longest is called Laubengasse, from
the Arcades miming under the houses

on both sides. The town is very hot

in summer, when many of its inhabit-

ants tly away u}> the mountains to

their villas and castles. It has sufi'ered

severely from the ungovernable irrup-

tions of the Passeyer- bach, which have
nearly destroyed it seven times within

the records of history. A dyke of mas-
sive masonry has been constructed by
the side of the stream, to protect the

town from further injury. This wall,

planted with jroplars, serves as a terrace,

and is a favourite promenade, called

Die Mauer.
From the bridge over the Passeyer

nearly 20 different castles may be
counted. The most interesting are

Sckloss Tyrol, already described, p.

250, about 4 miles ofl', and near it

ZewAurg, whose chapel portals are curi-

ously ornamented
;
the keys are kept

in Meran. Ldwenberg is one of the
largest, containing 60 chambers, and
surrounded by terraces and sloping
vineyards. It originally belonged to

the Counts Fuchs, as well as the neigh-

bouring fort Jauffenburg. Sclionna, at

the entrance of the Passeyer Thai, has

more the character of a feudal strong-

hold, and is better preserved. It still

retains its gates and drawbridge, its

armoury and dungeons, and is now a
boarding-house at 4 zwanzigers a day.
The most elevated castle in the valley

is Fragsburg (Trifagium), which looks

proudly down from its rocky perch

upon two other castles— Katzenstein

and Neuberg, and upon the village of

Freiberg at their feet; it is also perfect,

just as it was in the middle ages, and
inhabited. The approach to it is long
and steep.

There are one or two small and pri-

mitive baths near Meran, whither its

inhabitants, and many persons from
the Italian Tyrol, retire in summer to

avoid the heat. Such are Egart on the

Toll, above 4 miles off, near Partschins,

where there is a new bath-house
;
also

Lana, at the entrance of the Ultenthal.

Hofer's house, in the Passeyer valley,

is about 12 miles from Meran. (Route
216.) Stellwagen to Botzen, twice a
day, 48 kr., tolerably comfortable in

coupe.

The wealth of the inhabitants of the

I

A intschgau lies in their orchards and
vineyards, which cover the lower part
of the valley all the way to Botzen with
the richest drapery of verdure. The
vines are in this country trained upon
tiellis-work, and sometimes overshadow
the road with their elegant festoons.

On the way to Botzen a part of the

low ground is occupied by marsh
;

tlie

scenery, however, is still most beauti-
ful, enlivened with picturesque castles

too numerous to mention in detail, ex-
cepting those of Lowenberg, and Bran-
deis near V ilpian

;
Maultasch, tlie

favourite residence of Margaret, men-
tioned above

;
Greifenstein, stuck like

an eagle's nest on an almost inacces-
sible point of rock

; Hoch-Eppan; and
Sigmundskrone, within a short distance

of Botzen. The best vineyards in Tyrol
occupy the slopes on the left liand in

going from TerlAu to Botzen. The low
ground at the bottom of the valley is

very unhealthy, being mostly mai-sh-
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laud, teeming with malaria—produc-
tive of fevers, leeches, and reeds.

3J Botzen.—{Inn: H. del’Europe.)
—See Route 217.

ROUTE 214.

THE PASS OF THE STELVIO (STILFSER
OR WORMSER - JOCH), FROM MILAN,
TO INNSBRUCK.

About 290 Eng. miles.

17 Italian posts, and 32 Germ, miles
= about 277 Eng. miles. (?)

As far as Santa Maria the distances

are calculated in Austio-Italian posts,

which are nearly 2 English miles shorter

than the German
;
from Santa Maria to

Innsbruck, in German miles.

The distances on the ascent and de-

scent of the pass are not to be measured
strictly by the posts, or German miles

set down in the post-book. Many of

the post-houses, especially on the pass

itself, are ill-supplied with horses, and
travellers have often to wait for them.

An Kilwagen goes once a week.

The journey may be performed with

3 post-horses—by the aid of a Lauf-

zettel—in 48 hours, exclusive of stop-

pages. From Bormio to the summit
on the Italian side, and from Prad to

the summit on the Tyrolese side, f^or-

spann (leaders) must be taken. The
carriage should be provided with lights,

in case of passing through the Galleries

in the dusk of the evening. The best

halting places for the night are Varenna,

Bormio Baths, Mals, and Landek.

Charges for Posting in Lombardy :

—

Lire. Centess.

For 2 horses per post . 6 32

Postilion’s Trinkgeld 1 72
Stable-keeper . . 0 30

Total per post . 8 34

A Lira and Zwanziger are of the

same value, but at Milan the latter is

worth 3 Soldi (3 Kreutzers) more. From

2^ to 3 lire is the sum usually given

to the postilion for 2 horses per post.

The postilions drive from the saddle,

and the postmaster does not add an

extra horse in consequence, as in Ger-

many.

Tliis very remarkable road, the highest
in Europe practicable for carriages,
being 8850 ft. above the sea level, and
2300 ft., or nearly half a mile perpen-
dicular, above the Simplon, and 1000 ft.

above the Great St. Bernard, was con-
structed by the Austrian Government,
in order to open an additional line of
communication between Vienna and
the centre of Lombardy, and was com-
pleted in 1824. It was planned by the
chief engineer, Donegani, and executed
under the inspection of the engineer
Domenici, by the contractor Talachini,
at an expense of nearly 3 millions of
florins, or about 290,100/. Whether
we consider the boldness of the design,

the difficulties of its execution from the
great height and exposure to storms
and avalanches, or the grandeur of the

scenery through which it passes, the

route of the Slelvio is the most remark-
able in Europe. The galleries cut for
miles through the solid rock, along the

margin of the Lake of Como—those

higher up built of massive masonry,
strong enough to resist the fall of ava-

lanches— the long causeways carried

over morasses— the bridges thrown
across torrents—the long succession of

zigzag terraces, carried up with so gra-

dual a slope, that an English mail-

coach might trot up on one side, and
scarce requii e to lock a wheel on the

other
;

which, neveiiheless, scale and
surmount one of (he highest ridges in

the Alps—these are works which, with-

out exaggeration, deserve to be called

stupendous. But the works and agen-

cies of nature, with which they come
ill contact, reduce them to comparative

insignificance. This road, upon which
so much labour and treasure has been

expended, is liable to be blocked up,

and rendered impassable for wheel car-

riages for weeks together during the

winter months, by snow. Every spring,

when the snow disappears, the ravages

of the winter’s storm and avalanche are

disclosed to view — wooden galleries

broken tbrough, large tracts of the road

swept away, others overwhelmed with

rubbish and fragments of rock—injuries

annually occurring; to be rejiaired only
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at a vast expense (11,000 florins a year),

ami after a lajise of considerable time.

From June to the beginning of October

the j)assage is generally secure from all

risk, except immediately after a fall of

snow : under such circumstances it is

prudent to wait 24 hours. The road

may be passed in slulges, even in the

depth of winter, and the passage of the

mail is never interrupted.

The most interesting scenes on the

route are the shores of the Como Lake,

and its excavated galleries
;
the gorge

of S|K)udalunga ;
the splendid view of

the range of the Orteler Spitz, with its

snowy glaciers, seen from the highest

point of the jiass, and the glaciers on

the Tyrolese side, which the traveller

rolling along in his carriage first looks

down upon, and then approaches near

enough to throw a stone upon them

—

a prospect which no other Alpine car-

riage-road presents.

A Railroad is opened between Milan
and Monza. The post-road quits Milan
hy the Porta Nuova, and runs for 2
miles by the side of the Naviglio della

Martesana, which extends from Milan
to the Adda, passing through Gorgon-
zola. On the left an avenue branches

oil’ to the royal palace of Monza.
lj[^ Monza—(7«ns ; Falcone—not

very good
;

Angelo). — A town of

16,389 inhabitants
;
many of them are

dyers. It was anciently celebrated as

the residence of the Lombard kings of

Italy. The Cathedral of St. John w^
founded 595 a.d., by Theodolinda, the

celebrated Lombard Queen, but was
rebuilt in the 14th century. Its W.
facade of striped marble, with round
and pointed arches mixed, and a porch
supported on detached pillars of verde
antique, with a marble bas-relief of
the baptism of Christ above it, sur-
mounted by a beautiful circular win-
dow, is very striking. The chapel of
tlie Holy Nail is painted with subjects
from the history of the I.<ombard Kings,
painted by Trotto, 1444, and above
the arch of the Queen’s Chapel, Theo-
dolinda, with the princes of her king-
dom, adoring John the baptist. In a
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chapel on the riglit of the high altar

(as you face it) is deposited the cele-

brated Iron Crown of the Lombard
Kings. It is a broad fillet of gold,

within which runs a thin circlet or hoop
of iron, formed of one of the nails of the

Holy Cross beaten out : from this it

derives its name. It was brought from
the Holy Land by the Empress Helena;
and 34 kings have been crowned with

it, including Charles V., who sent for

it to Bologna for the purpose, and the

Emperor Napoleon, who placed it on
his own head with tlie memorable words,
“ Dieu me I’a donne, gare a qui la

touche !
” It is kept within the upper

limb of a large cross, within two plates

of crystal, and is placed above the

altar. Strangers are commonly told

that, in order to obtain a sight of the

real crown, they must procure a per-

mission from Milan
;

the writer, in

1 837, found that a fee of 5 fr. was all

that was required to gain an order

from the Archipretre on the spot. Nor
did he consider that he was repaid, as

after 5 keys had been used to open its

depository, and the cross containing it

had been brought down from its niche

by two vergers robed for the occasion,

and in the presence of a priest sum-
moned for the puipose, the crown ap-
peared to be suspended in such a man-
ner within the cross that very little of
it was visible

;
so tliat the curious tra-

veller had better dispense with the fuss,

ceremony, and delay attending on this

exhibition, and content himself with
the sight of the model of it, kept in the

Treasury of the Church. Though
many things were lost by the journey
which its curiosities made to Paris, this

is still a most interesting museum of
antiquities of the middle ages. Here
are preserved the toilet of Queen Theo-
dolinda, including her fan, her cup of

sapphire (N.b. ascertained to be blue
glass), her comb (like a currycomb), a
singular group of a hen and chickens
in solid silver. Several sets of ivory
tablets (Diptycha), very ancient, pro-
bably of the Lower Empire, judging
from the carvings. One serves as a
binding to a MS. written in gold let-
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ters on a purple paper, formed, it is

said, of a preparation of glue;—also

the gradual, or list of relics,sent by St.

Gregory to Queen Theodolinda, written

on papyrus, a venerable relic, 12 centu-
ries old. Besides these, there are many
goblets, crucifixes, and articles of
church plate of considerable value.

In the left transept is the sarcopha-

gus or tomb of Queen Theodolinda
;

in

the right is a stone bas-relief of the

coronation of the Emperor Otho III.,

dating from the 13th century.

Santa Maria in Strata, a pointed

Gothic Church, built of brick in 1357,
has some interest for the architect.

The Palazzo Communate, a venerable

edifice on arches, is said to have heen

)art of the Emperor Barharossa’s pa-

ace, and residence of the Lombard
kings.

Monza is more fully described in

Handbook fob Nohtu Italy.

The Palace of the Viceroy, about J a

mile on the W. of the town, is a large

and not very imposing white-washed

edifice, chiefly remarkable on account

of the beautiful Pleasure Grounds and
Park, and the well-stocked Gardens

attached to it. The conservatories are

large and well filled with rare exotics.

The road to Lecco runs outside the

park wall, which is 10 miles in cir-

cumference. The country is like a

vast orchard, the fruit-trees interspersed,

and interlaced with vines, beneath

which grow corn and maize. Villas

are numerous on all sides.

1 Carseniga. Beyond this the road

descends into the valley of the Adda,

which it reaches at Olginati. A new
and improved line, shorter than the old,

skirting the base of the hill of Brianza,

has recently been constructed. 'I'he

Adda expands from time to time, so as

to bear tlie appearance of a string of

lakes. It is crossed by a bridge erected

in the 14th century, immediately be-

fore you enter

1^ Lecco.—bins

:

Croce di Malta

deserves no recommendation. The
Post is still worse.—L. S.

Lecco seems only remarkable for its

beautiful situation (well described at

[Sect. XII.

the outset of the ‘ Promessi .Sposi

near the outlet of the Adda from the

branch of the Lake of Como, called

Lago di Lecco, surmounted by moun-
tains of a very bold and striking out-
line. The serrated ridge on the E. is

well-named It Resegone' (great saw).
The population of Lecco amounts to

5000 souls, and is rapidly on the in-

crease
;
there are manufactures of iron

and cotton-twist in the town.
At Lecco, the road of the Stelvio

properly begins. The E. shore of the

Como Lake is so very precipitous,

bounded by clifl’s sinking vertically

into the water, that there was no road

along it more deserving of that name
than a goatherd’s path, until this was
completed in 1831-32. A level and
well-kept macadamised post-road now
runs by the water-side, formed partly

by cutting a shelf out of the rock,

partly by building up a terrace of

masonry, and, in places where the

rocks project very far into the lake,

by boring galleries or tunnels through
them. Three galleries, through which
the road passes beyond tlie little vil-

lage of Olcio, measure many hundred
feet. The views over the lake are of

the most enchanting beauty, increasing

towards the upper end. The clear

sunny sky of Italy, the placid lake,

the olive and odorous citron-groves,

and the trellised vine-bowers along its

shore, contrast strikingly with the

bleak region of bare rock and everlast-

ing snow which the traveller is about
to traverse. Bellagio, at the N. extre-

mity of the promontory which divides

the Lake of Lecco from the Como
branch, is universally allowed to be the

finest point of view ; close to it stand

the beautiful villas Serbelloni and
Melzi. Nearly abreast of it, a cascade,

called Fiume Latte, descends from the

summit of the rocks above our road.

It issues out of a cavern in the face of

the precipice ;
and, seen from Bellagio,

it is a beautiful object, but is dry ge-

nerally in autumn.

IJ Varenna — (/«n: Post, good;

Albergo Ileale, good; both are most
beautifully situated, and would form
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a delightful resting-place for a few

days. It is ^ an hour's row across the

lake to the beautiful promontory of

Bellaggio, and on the shore beyond is the
j

Villa Soramariva, containing Thor-
j

waldsen's Triumph of Alexander—to

which a most interesting excursion may
be made.

About 5 mile N. of Varenna are

more excavated galleries, nearly a quar-

ter of a mile long. Further on is Bel-

lano, a village at the mouth of a stream

called Pioverna, issuing out through a

narrow ravine, celebrated for its pic-

turesqueuess, into which a waterfall

descends, called Orrido di Nesso ; but

its beauty has been much impaired by
the fall of a large mass of rock, which
has also tendered it less accessible.

Dendo stands on the margin of the lake,

opposite the Talsassina, which runs

S.E. This valley was the cradle of the

Counts Thum and Taxis, the first Post-

masters in Europe.

If Cohco—An unhealthy village, on
account of malaria; near the N. extre-

mity of the lake, at the foot of the Monte
Legnone, which rises 7444 feet above
the lake. Colico has a port for boats,

which may be engaged here to convey
travellers to Como, Lecco, or across

the lake. The steam-boat, however,
from Como ascends daily, except Sun-
days, to the upper end of the lake,

touching at Domaso, the town opposite,

between 12 and 1 o'clock, uidess the

water of the lake be too low to admit it,

which happens in summer. It will
cross over to Colico to embark or dis-

embark a carriage. Carriages should
by no means be entrusted to the unsafe
flat-bottomed row-boats on the lake.
It traverses the lake in 5 hours to Como,
where an omnibus is waiting to carry
passengers on to .Milan the same night.
A little way beyond Colico, in the

midst of the marshy plain formed by
the deposits of tlie Adda, the road to
Chiavenna (Germ. Cleven) and the
nplugen branches off, continuing north-
wards by the side of the lake of Uiva.
(See Handbook poii Switzeulxnd.)

At Colico, the route of the Stelvio
quits the lake. It traverses on a raised

causeway the flat alluvial ti-act formed
by the deposit of the Adda in the course

of ages—and still partly in the state of

a morass—the whole evidently an en-

croachment on the lake: and, turning

to the E., enters the Valteline [Val
Tellina; Germ. Veltliu], or valley of

the Adda. It passes on the left the

1 ruined hill-fort, Fuentes, built by the

Spaniards, while Lords of the Milanese,

1603, to intimidate the Canton of the

Grisons. This fort was the head-quar-

ters of the Jesuits and missionaries

;

sent forth to convert the Protestants of

the Valteline; whose efl'orts, not con-

fined to persuasion, led to the perse-

cution, expatriation, and massacre of

so many of its unfortunate inhabitants.

The Roman Catholics of the valley, by
whom this lesser St. Bartholomew’s
was perpetrated, June 20, 1620, though
Swiss subjects, were protected by the

Spaniards, and thus escaped punish-

ment. The plain over which the fort

once domineered, and in which it

is the most conspicuous object, still

goes by the name Piano di Spagna.
The lower end of the Valteline is as

dreary a district as can be imagined

;

the bottom of the valley is a vast swamp,
formed by deposits of the water of the

Adda, which, having spent all its

strength in ravaging the upper part of
the valley, stagnates in the lower part,

owing to the absence ofa declivity suf-

ficient to carry oflf its waters into the

lake. Tliis morass produces nothing
but reeds and rank grass, and exhales
the most deadly miasmata. 'I'he sal-

low complexions and goitred necks of
its wretched inhabitants are sure indi-

cations of the poisonous nature of the
atmosphere. From 1512 to 1797, with
some interruption, the Valteline, with
the territory of Bormio and Chiavenna,
belonged to the Swiss republic of the

Grisons
;

it was then added to the

kingdom of Italy
; and at the Congress

of Vienna was united to Lombardy.
It has always been regarded as an im-
portant possession by the jrrinces of the

house of Austria, as afl'ording a direct

communication between tlieir lieredi-

tnry states and their Italian possessions.
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The traveller should hurry across this

region with all convenient speed, and
on no account halt to sleep at Colico.

I5 Morbegno—Inn : Post, good; but
dirty, 1839. The name of this place
is said to be derived from morbo, disease.

It however occupies an elevated posi-

tion, and, from the drainage of the

surrounding marshes, is not now un-
healthy.

There is a mule road from this direct

to Chiavenna, crossing the Adda at

Ponte di Ganda, and another to Ber-

gamo up the Val Bitto, by the Ospizio
di S. Marco, through the village of

Olino in Val Brembana.

H Sondi'io — Imi

:

Post, miserably
dirty, and shamefully exorbitant charges

(20 Zwanzigers asked for a best bed-
room and a servant's room). Though
the^capital of the Valteline, Sundrio is

but a small town of 3784 inhabitants.

It stands at the picturesque opening of
the Val Malenco, on the Malero, near
its junction with the Adda. [A cross-

road, called Strada dei Zapelli, leads

S. over the Adda, by Aprica, into the

Val Camonica.] (Route 231.)
Mailonna di Tirana—(/«« : Made-

leine
;

very good and clean, and in a
beautiful situation)—a small village,

named from a church of the A’irgin,

also called 11 Santuario, lies at the

mouth of the valley of Puschiavo. A
road, partly practicable for cars, leads

up it to the foot of the pass of the Ber-

nina, and into the Engadine. The lake

of Puschiavo, only five miles above

Madonna, is exceedingly beautiful,

and its trout delicious. The Swiss

frontier is only 1 mile from Madonna.
See Handbook for Switzerland.

2J Tirana — Inn; Post— a small

town of 2700 inhabitants, which has

suflered severe devastations at various

times from the inundations of the Adda.
Indeed, it appears quite evident to all

but the inhabitants, that a town has no
business on the spot where they have

set theirs down, since it is in perpetual

danger of being swept away. A fearful

tempest in August, 1834, completely

destroyed a dyke of massive masonry,

constructed along the river side, which

-TIRANO BORMIO. [ScCt. XII.

proved quite insufficient to resist the
torrent or protect the houses liehind it.

In the winter of 1807 an ^boulement
of earth and stones, or land-slip, fell

from the side of a mountain above
Tirano (Monte Massuccio), on the
right bank of the Adda, into the bed
of the river, so as completely to dam
up the stream. The waters rose to a
great height, overflowed the surround-
ing villages and fields, forming a lake
many acres in extent, which lasted 1

1

days, and then burst, carrying devas-
tation down the valley, and upon the
unfortunate town of Tirano. The lake
thus formed, extended up the valley
as far as Tuva : at Louvere the water
stood six feet deep, and injured the

walls and foundations of the houses so

much, that to this day many of them
require to be supported on props. Near
this, 11 spires may be counted at one
time, so numerous are the villages and
churches in this part of the valley.

1J Balladoi-e. Capital bread and cheese

(strachino) may be obtained at the post-

house. Good beds also; and though
the resources of the inn are limited, all

that is offered is good of its kind. Five
miles higher up, the narrow and pic-

turesque defile of La Sena divides the

Valteline from the territory of Bormio.
It was closed in ancient times by a
strong wall and gate over the road,

which was shut at night, thus prevent-

ing all passage up or down the valley,

whence it was called the lock.

1^ Bormio. (German, Worms).

—

(Inns; La Posta, exceeding dirty, and
bail in other respects

;
Das Lamm.)

The Baths, two miles higher up the val-

ley, are far better quarters than either

;

^ postextra is charged for driving thither,

but it is an excellent house for night

quarters. The wine called Cassella,

the best in the Valteline, may be had
all the way from this to Milan.

Bormio is a poor half-ruined town

of scarcely 1000 -inhabitants, burn^
by the French in 1799 : it formerly en-

joyed considerable prosiierity from the

transit of merchandise between Venice

and the Grisous. It will probably be

benefited by the new road. Very pure
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—pass of the stelvio—bormio.

and delicious honey may be procured

here packed in boxes.

“ Through the whole of (he Valte-

line, the language and people are quite

Italian, as is the appearance of the

country. As far as Bolladore it is

extremely rich. The plain is covered

with crops of Indian corn, millet, &c.,

intersected with rows of mulberry and
other fruit and timber trees : the lower

parts of the hills are clothetl with vine-

yards or with forests of chestnut, and
the whole scattered with numerous vil-

lages and innumerable churches. The
churches are in good repair, and are or-

namental, but the villages have by no
means a flourishing appearance. In Bor-

mio, with about 300 houses, there are

9 churches. There are higli mountains
on each side of the valley of the Adda,
and at Bolladore the scenery becomes
decidedly alpine, with no variety but
rocks, pines, and snow. The district is

appropriately termed ‘ II freddo paese.’

Bormio, though the ascent to it is

scarcely perceptible, lies very high,

3^91 feet above the sea, and is sur-

rounded by snowy mountains. Only
the hardier species of grain come to

maturity here, and the winter usually
Ijegins early in October.”—M. E.

Four valleys open out at Bormio : the

Val Furba, through which the Fredolfo
flows from the .S.K. There is a path
up it from Bormio by the baths of Sta.

Caterina (2^ hours), over the Corno dei

Tre Signori to Pejo (8 hours) in the Val
di Noce. (R. 220.) The Val Pcde-
nos, Viola, or Dentro, from the W.;
the Val Fraele (Vallis Ferrea), from
the N.W., up which a circuitous mule-
road runs past St. Giacomo to St. Ma-
ria in the -Miinster-Thal, as well as a
shorter path striking across the Passo
dei Pastori. The 4th valley is that of
the Adda, called Brauglio or Umbrail,
which our road ascends.
From Bormio on the Italian side of

the Pass to Prad, on the Tyrolese side,
is a journey of 8 hours, though the dis-
tance is not more that* 35 Hng. miles.
The summit may be reached in 3^ or 1

hours on foot from the Baths of Bormio,
and the descent thence to Prad takes

4:^. The ascent begins almost imme-
diately behind Bormio. “ The road is

excellent and well contrived to over-

come the steepness of the mountain
;

every advantage is taken of the ground,

and in places where the ascent cannot

be avoided, it is surmounted by nume-
rous zigzags, to the sharp turnings of

which both the postilions and horses

seem well accustomed. There are many
galleries, partly cut in the rock, but
mostly arched with very strong ma-
sonry to resist avalanches and great slips

of earth, and still more numerous
wooden galleries to keep smaller stones

and rubbish oft' the road.”—M. E.

About 2 miles above Bormio, below
the road, on the left, are the Baths of

Bormio, supplied by hot saline sul-

phureous springs, having a temperature

of28“aTid 38“ Reaumur, and a bathing-

house on the summit of a rock over-

looking the Adda, containing 60 apart-

ments, and 12 marble baths finished in

1835, affording much better accommo-
dation than the inns at Bormio. They
are frequented in .Tidy and August, but
by September most of the guests are

flown. Nearly abreast of these baths

the road crosses a bridge over a deep
chasm, and traverses the first gallery,

called dei Bagni : an obelisk of rock
40 feet high is left standing beside it.

The view looking back over the Val Pe-
denos and Monte Columbano is grand
and wild, but that in ascending is still

more wild and dreary. The road runs
along the edge of a tremendous preci-

pice. Oil the left is the opening of the

Val Fraele, which was nearly stripped of

its forests to furnish timber for the con-
struction of the road

;
a difficult path

leads up it in 10 or 12 hours to Sta.

Maria. A singular cascade is now seen

bursting from a cavern in the face of
the opposite jirecipice, and descending
in one shoot 50 feet. This is the Source

of the Adda. The road here makes a
sudden turn to the right, entering the

deep and savage gorge called Wormser
I.iOch. Its sides are rocky jirecijiices,

nearly vertical, and (hat along which
the road is carried is in jilaces worn
smooth by the wintry avalanches which
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slide down it from the heights above.
AVherever an avalanche is known to

fall, the new road is skilfully protected
from injury by tunnels cut through the

rock, or by galleries of solid masonry
built over it, with sloping roofs so as

to turn off the falling masses of snow
or rock, which roll harmlessly over the

traveller's head into the abyss below.
There are 7 of tliese galleries on this

side of the pass, and Mr. Brockedon has
calculated that they measure together
222G ft. Those of masonry are 13 ft.

wide and the same high
;
the thickness

of the walls varies from 4 to 6 ft., and
that of the arched roof from 2 to 3 ft.

Near the lower end of this gorge is

the 1st Cantonniera, or house oi refuge,

called Piatta Martina, a building of

solid masonry, with cart -house and
stables below, and bed-rooms and kit-

chen above. There are live of these es-

tablishments in tlifl'erent parts of the

road, forming inns of a very humble
class, but not unwelcome places of shel-

ter in stormy weather. Three other

smaller houses, called Case dei Rot-
teri, are built at intervals by the road-

side, to serve as dwellings for the can-

tonniers, or workmen employed on the

road, whose duty it is to clear away the

snow, to rejrair all damage causetl by it,

and to render assistance to travellers.

Spondalunga (the long wall) is the

second house of refuge. Though put

down as the first stage from Uorinio, it

is no longer supplied with horses.

The 7 galleries under which the road

is carried have a striking apjiearance

from this, resembling a long battery

with embrasures pierced for cannon.

The road emerges from the gorge by 1

0

zigzag terraces, to the jdain of tlie

Brauglio, and passes a deserted liospice

and a small chapel near a lake.

1^ Santa Maria, the 4th cantonniera,

close to the Swiss frontier. A large Inn

is building here. The old post-house,

containing 4 bed-rooms with 20 beds,

was a wretched sleeping-place. Ad-
joining it is the Custom-house, where

passports are examined.

A mule-path, called the Pass of
Santa Maria, leads from these build-

[Sect. XII.

ings in 2J hours, through interesting

scenery, down to the Swiss village of
Santa Maria in the Orisons (see p. 249).
This was the great thoroughfare from
Tyrol and Switzerland into the Valte-
line before the Stelvio road was made.
The Austrian government wished to

purchase the Pass of Santa Maria, in

order to carry their road through it, but
the legislative assembly of the Orisons
refused to accede to the proposal, and
the Austrian engineers were in conse-

quence compelled to conduct I heir road
over heights previously scaled by none
but the goatherd and chamois-hunter.

It takes between 4 and 5 hours to

ascend fi'om Bormio to Santa Maria,

which is still 1000 ft., or 1 hour below
the summit of the pass. For some dis-

tance, the road looks down into the

Munster Thai on the left. All verdure

now ceases
;
a few scanty mosses alone

tinge the bare and shattered slate rocks.

The remainder of the ascent is never

altogether free from snow, which some-
times remains in the month of July
heaped up to a height of six or eight

feet on each side of the road.

On the summit of the Pass, at a

height of 9272 ft. above the level of the

sea, and nearly 800 above the line of

perpetual snow, stands another solitary

bouse of refuge one story high, inhabited

by an inspector of the road. It is the

highest permanent habitation in the

European continent. The frontier-line

separating Lombardy from Tyrol is

marked by an obelisk. The view from

this point, of the Orteler Spitz, the third

of European mountains in height,

14,400 ft. above the sea-level, seen

from top to bottom surrounded by sub-

ordinate peaks clad in snow and with

glaciers streaming from his sides, is in-

conceivably grand.* Tlie portion of

the road from Bormio to the summit
was completed within four years

;
but

tlie works could only be carried on for

* A very striking view of this glorious

scene is given by Brockedon. in his “ I’ssses

of tlie Alps,” a work to wliich travellers will

be glad to be referred, as containing the

most accurate, and in some instances tlie

mly, representations which exist of the grand

scenery of this and other Alpine Basses.
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about four months each year. In order

to protect the road, it is here covered

with 8 or 10 wooden galleries, consisting

of a solid roof of timber extending half

over it, and sloping at such an angle as

to prevent the snow lodging, and assist

in turning it on one side. The Tyro-
lese side of the pass is far steeper than

the Italian, and nearly 60 zigzags or

tourniquets (giravolte) are constructed

between the summit and Gomagoi, in

order to preserve a gradual descent. By
this means the slope never exceeds 10
metres in 100, and the post-horses can
trot down with only one wheel locked.

A post-house originally built among
these tuniings called ‘ Bey den Wan-
deln ’ was destroyed in 1826 by an
avalanche, and has not since been re-

built. It was constructed with the ut-

most solidity in order to resist the weight
of any snow which might fall upon it.

The event proved the impossibility of
any human structure withstanding so

fearful an engine of nature, as the house
was crushed to atoms, and the post-

master found dead, with a rock upon
bis breast which ten men could not
move. His two hostlers, who were in

the stable at the time, were saved almost
by a miracle. Had the building been
constructed with a sloping roof so as to

assist the descent of the avalanche, in-

stead of opposing its progress, it might
have escaped.

Franzenshohe, 5th cantonniera. Here
the traveller looks down upon the vast
and picturesque Madatsch glacier, de-
scending from the side of the Orteler
into a gulf many thousand feet beneath
him. 1 he road descends nearly to a
level with it at the 6lh cantonniera,
called A1 Bosco, from the fir trees
which first appear in its vicinity. The
glacier is but a short walk from this
house: by the side of the ice stands a
little ])ilgrimage chapel. The Ma-
datsch .Spitz is a singular pointed black
mass of ruck, rising out of a sea of solid
ice.

The village of Trafoi is seen in the
depths below, long before the traveller
reaches it

j and as he threads the sinuous
terraces backwards and forwards, he
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appears to be hovering over its pigmy
houses.

85 Trafoi—(/«« ; Post, homely

—

cleaner than the Italian inns, and pro-

vided with stoves and fire-place
; it

contains 8 beds. Good bread is not to

be had here : travellers intending to

stop here for the night should bring

some with them). Trafoi is a small

hamlet of half a dozen huts, 7 hours’

drive from Bormio, and 3 from Prad.

A solitary path across the meadows
leads from Trafoi to a little chapel,

containing an image of the Virgin,

which is the object of frequent pilgrim-

age. The building stands at the very

base of the Orteler, whose snowy sum-
mits and tall precipices impend over it.

From the foot of the neighbouring cliff

3 fountains burst, and give the valley

its name—‘‘Ad tres Fontes.” A little

above the house of the priest is a level

track, called the Bears’ Playground
(Biirenboden), from the frequent appear-

ance of these animals, who breed in the

forests, and often commit depredations

on the herds.

The scenery of this valley the whole
way from the summit to Prad is not

surpassed in any part of the alpine

chain. The Orteler, the giant of the

Rhmtian Alps, 14,400 ft. above the sea-

level, is seen at intervals
;
and below

the toll-house of Gomagoi, a second
glacier, the Sulden Fenier, appears in

view. It is said to have made at one
time a considerable encroachment upon
the valley, but to be gradually retiring

since 1823 (seep. 250). Below Trafoi

the road reaches the level of the stream
and follows its banks, shifting from side

to side as far as Prad. Upon a height

on the left is seen the village of Stilfs or

Stelvio, whence this pass and valley are

named. Its houses look like swallows’

nests attached to the face of the rock :

it numbers 850 iidiabitants.

2 Prad—A small village at the foot

of the j)as3, with a very ancient Church
on a hillock. The Inn is very homely,
and ill supplied

;
there is a better at

the next station, Mals. Two miles

below Prad, at the bridge of Spandinig,

our route falls into the Vinlschgau, or
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yaleof the Adige, and into the road lead-
ing E. to Botzen and N. to Innsbruck.
From Prad to Eyers on the way to
Meran (Route 213) is 4 a post, or 1

German mile. The pedestrian bound
for Innsbruck, or tbe Finstermiinz, may
take a more direct and agreeable road
from Prad to Mals by Agums and
Lichtenberg.

Time occupied in walking up the
Stelvio from Prad to Trafoi, 2 hours

;

Cantonniera del Bosco, 1 hour
; Fran-

zenshbhe, ^hour; Summit, labour:
(5 hours in all.)

“ Time in a carriage v/\i\i jjost horses,
from Mals to Bormio Baths, 12 or 13
hours.'* On the 28fh August, 1839,
there was a heavy snow-storm

;
the snow

lodged to a thickness of 4 inches on the
roof of the carriage.—L. S. o.

24^ Innsbruck, p. 241.

ROUTE 215.

THE OETZTHAL, FROM INNSBRUCK TO
MERAN, BY THE TIMBl.EH JOCU.

The valley of the Oetz (Oe(zthal), one
of the tributaries of the Inn, running in

a direction N. and S. for a distance of

nearly 50 miles, includes some of the

most romantic scenes in Tyrol, at its

upper extremity, which is shut in by the

most extensi ve gl aci ers i n thewhole chain
of Tyrolese alps. The road up it, though
extremely narrow, steep, and rough, is

passable for light chars a little way above
Umhausen, which village is usually

chosen as sleeping quarters, since it con-

tains a good inn. Those who intend to

explore the glaciers, or to cross them,

should on no account proceed without

an experienced guide, as the passage

is both intricate and difficult. The
scenery below Umhausen difl'ers little

from that of other Tyrolese valleys
;
and

as the upper part can only be explored

on foot, none but hardy pedestrians will

be repaid for ascending the Oetzthal.

The Oetzthal is approached from Inns-

bruck by the lower post road (Route

212) by Zirl,Telfs, where the river Inn
is crossed, and Stambs (see p. 240).

At Haimitigen (where there is an inn

much frequented by carters) we turn

-INNSBRUCK TO MERAN. [S. XII.

out of the high road to Imst, and soon
reach the entrance of the Oetzthal,
about 25 miles from Innsbruck. The
Oetzthal at its lower extremity abounds
with all the luxurious productions of
the Innthal. The staple product from
Oetz to Sblden is flax, which is sent
over the Timbler Joch into Passeyer
to be woven into linen. The upper
extremities of the valley abound in
excellent pasturage, on which large
herds of cattle are bred. The higher
you ascend the poorer are both soil and
inhabitants. It is stated that dancing
and music, so passionately followed in

other parts of Tyrol, are banished from
this valley as incorrect.

The following are the names of the

villages, and the distances, according to

the hours taken in walking, by one
whose usual pace is 4 m. an hour on
an ordinary road. From Selz to Oetz

(2^), which gives its name to the valley

—a clean inn (bey Cassel) ; Dumpfen,

(4), where there is a bell-foundry, also

on the left hank : the scenery near this

is very grand
;

numberless cascades

fall from the jirecipices on all sides.

Umhausen (2). A village of 930
inhabitants, about 10 hours’ walk from
Innsbruck. It has a good inn. The
landlord is well acquainted with the

valley, and will jirovide travellers with

a guide for the upper part. On the

E. of Umhausen rises the precipice of

Engelswand, so called from the tradi-

tion of the only child of the lord of

Castle Hirschberg having been carried

off in the sight of its parents by an
enormous vulture, and while they were

wringing their hands in despair, having

been rescued from its talons by an

angel. About 2 miles S. E. of Um-
hausen is the very pretty waterfall

called Grosse Sluiben (Staub dust). It

is formed by the Hairlachbach dashing

over the wall of precipice which bounds
the valley, and “ is well worth seeing :

by standing on the ledge above it, the

rainbow formed in the spray may be

seen in the morning.
“ For about 9 or 10 miles above Um-

hausen the valley is accessible to light

carriages ; beyond this there is nothing
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but a cart-road as far as Sblden, and it

is very rongli, narrow, and steep in

places.”— J. P. Y. For an hour after

leaving Umhausen there is no cultiva-

tion, and the scenery is of the most

savage character
;
the valley then opens

out into a tine tract of meadow-land,

with a most picturesque view, having in

the background the village of Lengen-

feld.

Lengenfeld (3). A pretty village,

with a church, conspicuous from its

green painted spire. It has “ a toler-

able inn, where provision of bread and
meat should be laid in, as they are

not to be had between this and the

Vintschgau. A good guide may be

engaged here. The road hence to Sbl-

den—(3 hours = 9 or 10 miles). Inn
wretched—is very bad, often the mere
bed of the torrent. Beyond Sblden it

grows more and more difficult, from
the rolled stones with which the patli

is covered, and the steep and slippery

hill-sides along which it passes.”—E.B.
Above Hube the valley contracts, and
continues, with little exception, a mag-
niScent ravine, with merely room for

the passage of the stream and the road,

until it opens a little at Sblden. Soon
after leaving Sblden the valley con-
tracts again, the cart-road ceases, and
a good foot-path goes along one of the

grandest and most precipitous ravines

I ever saw. From the number of
crosses and painted tablets which beset

the path 104), memorials of acci-

dents that have happened to wayfarers
from falling rocks and avalanches, it

is at times a dangerous path. It is

very little more than 3 m. (IJ hour’s
walk) from Sblden to Zwieselstein.

f7) Here the main trunk of the Oetz-
thal divides into two branches, the
Gurgel Thai—and the Fender Thai.

The Guryel TAa/, running nearly due
S., contains a small scattered village of
cowherds’ huts, witli a church on an
eminence. It is about 4 hours’ walk
above Sblden. The valley terinitiates

in extensive glaciers, one of which, the
I.angthaler Ferner, advanced suddenly
in 1717, until it reached a rock on the
opposite side, dammed up the water
running from the glaciers, and formed

. TIMELER JOCn.

a lake 1600 paces long and thirty

fathoms deep. The inhabitants were

terrified with the prospect of inundation,

but at the end of tlie month of June it

burst, and the water ran off in 18 hours

without doing much harm. In the

October following the gap closed, and
a still larger lake was formed, which
spread terror through the whole Oetz-

thal. The priest of Sblden said mass
on a stone table in the midst of the

glacier every Saturday, to avert the

calamity, and a commission was de-

spatched from Innsbruck, but no active

measures were adopted. On the 16th

July, the lake, being full, again burst,

eating away the ice gradually till it

had entirely run it. Similar accumu-
lations and outbreaks have occurred
from time to time ever since, and the

lake exists at present. Obergurgel is a
wretched hamlet of 7 houses, without
an inn. An ascent of 9 miles lead}

from this to the great Oetzfhal glacjer,

or Ferner. A difficult and devibus
path over 5 miles of glacier leads under
the E. shoulder of the Hoch-Wildspitz
to Plan, and thence to Meran.

About two miles from Zwieselstein a
small side valley opens out on the E.,

up which a steep and difficult mule-
path leads over the Pass of the Timbler
Joch to Meran, a distance of 30 miles.
It is a 7 hours’ walk from Sblden, over
the Col, to Moos—the path is not alto-

gether free from danger. The patriot

Hofer took refuge in a miserable chMet,
close to the glaciers, on the borders of
this path. Here, betrayed by some
traitorous friend, he was taken prisoner
by the French, who sent 1000 men to

seize him, and lead him away to

Mantua, to be shot. It is about 9
miles to the top of the Timbler .loch.

The path then follows the Moosbach
through Schbnau, Babenstein, and
Moos_(8), where it turns E. to S. Leon-
hards (p. 264).

THE FENDER THAL BOLDEN TO KAIIT-

IIAUSE AND LATSCII.

The rt. hand, or S. W. branch of the

valley, above Zwieselstein, is much
longer than the other ("about 16 miles),

and for more interesting
;

it is called

. THE OETZTHAL
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Fender-Thal
;
incloses the most sublime

scenery, and the admirer of the beau-
ties of alpine nature, in all its grandeur,
will be well rewarded for exploring it.

“From Zwieselstein, by Heiligenkreutz,

to Fend, there is a tolerable footpath,

tlirough grand scenery, and places

where man’s industry is striving with
Nature to the utmost. We saw a great

number of instances of rye, barley, and
liay growing upon artificial terraces,

like the vines on the banks of the

Rhine. The distance is about 1 1 miles,

called ‘ 4 hours ’ by the inhabitants.

The view of Fend, with its back-
ground of snowy mountains, is very

gr.and. Those who go to Fend must
take provisions with them

;
for, thougli

the people at the inn had coffee, milk,

and wine, they could give us nothing

whatever to eat, not even bread : and if

we had not Ijappened to take a little of

tliis last with us, we must have re-

turned immediately to Zwieselstein to

avoid starvation. Bread may sometimes

be had at the Curd's.” Fend is a mi-
serable assemblage of 5 or C huts, 6000
feet above the sea, in the near neigh-

bourhood of the glaciers. Here the

valley again splits, divided by the

Thalleis .Spitz.

2 m. from Fend, up the W. branch,

is the Uofnerhof, called by the inhabit-

ants Hoffen, consisting of two buildings

of considerable solidity, which served as

an asylum to Frederick of the Empty
Purse, after he had escaped from Con-
stance under the ban of the Emperor.

They long enjoyed in consequence the

privileges ofa sanctuary for accused per-

sons, which have been confirmed by suc-

cessive rulers of Tyrol. Even now the

buildings are tax-free. They lie on

the highest meadow-land, on the verge

of the snow-line ;
above is an utter

wilderness. About 4 miles above the

Rofnerhof is the great yernagtferner, or

glacier. There is no path to mark the

way to the glacier, but the right side of

the valley is usually taken. The valley

is walled in by glaciers, which, though

known by dillereut names, ^ the

Gebatschferner, Hoohjochferner, and
Hochvernagtferner, are in fact only

branches of one vast tract of everlasting

[Sect. XII.

ice, the most extensive in Tyrol, and
hardly surpassed even in .Switzerland.

“ After leaving Roflen there is a good
foot-path for about 20 minutes, when
you arrive at two chalets used for

storing hay
;
immediately after passing

them, the path, though not very plain,
turns abruptly to the right, crosses a
ravine witli a small sti-eam running
through it, and ascends the mountain
by a steep winding path, which dis-

appears after passing a very low chalet
Care must be taken not to follow a
path which goes from the two chalets

along the side of the Oetsbach, which
will lead into difficulty and danger.
After an ascent of 1^ hour from the

two chalets (the general course of the

path lying at an angle of 40 to 45
degrees from the stream of the Oets-

bach) a point is reached upon the

shoulder of the mountain, from which
there is an extensive and magniOcent
view of glaciers and snowy peaks. The
nearest glacier is a short distance below,

to the right of this point; but it was
not sufficiently tempting to induce

us to descend to it. If the mountain
on the right hand were ascended (a

laborious task, 1 fancy), the view
would be inlinitely finer. As you ad-

vance up the Oetzthal, the people ap-

pear more rude and stupid than in the

other valleys of Tyrol. The women
all the way up tlie valley wear on their

heads the uncouth aft'air which is so

like a grenadier's cap. We were told

there is a path from Sblden to the head
of the .Stubay Thai. It takes about

12 hours to reach Neustift, the first

village at which tliere is an inn. The
patli goes over the glacier, the jMissage

of which occupies
1J hour. There is a

greater variety of beautiful, picturesque,

and grimd scenery in tlie Oetzthal than

in any other of the Tyrolese valleys.”

—J. P. Y.
The upper part of tlie valley of Fend

was once occupied by a periodical lake,

caused, in 1600, by the sudden increase

of the Vernagtferner, which stretcheti

quite across the valley, and on several

occasions bursting the barrier of ice

during the hot season of the year, pro-

duced catastrojihes similar to tliat in
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the \-alley of the Draiise (see Swiss

Hand-book), and carried desolation

down the valley : it disappeared in

1771, but it is not improbable it may
again collect and again burst, whenever

its icy dam is weakened by heat so as

to give way. Some of the highest peaks

in Tyrol impend over the head of this

valley—as the Rofner-, Thalleis-, and

Plattei-, Kogels (9700 ft.), and above all

the Wildspitz, the rival of the Orteler

itself, rising between the Hochjoch and
•Hochvemagt, to a height of 11,600 ft.

They are vertebra), as it were, of the

great Alpine backbone of Europe, and
owe their picturesque forms to their

being composed of granite.

FESn TO LATSCH BY THE HOCHJOCH-
FERNER AND SCHNALLS.

“ From Fend to Unser Frau (7 hours)

the ]>ath leads straight across an im-

mense glacier, with heaps of stones, and
crosses upon them for guide-posts. The
views in every direction are most ex-

tensive
;

the IVi/Jspitz is seen rising

like a gigantic marble obelisk out of a

vast field of ice, and the whole scenery

has every grand feature which can
belong to the high Alps. No part of

tliis route is more than ordinarily dan-

gerous, with a guide, and no unusual
precautions need be taken. The de-

scent to Unser Frau, in the valley of

Schnalls, is steep
;
a hed may be had at

the inn here, Bey Untere Whrth. Tlie

walk from Karthaus ( 1) to Latsch (3J
hrs.—in the Viutschgau, Route 213), is

extremely interesting : for some dis-

tance you follow the stream, which runs
through a thickly-wooded ravine

;
then

ascending to the right, you jjass by the

ruins of an old castle, which commands
a line view of the Schiialzer Thai, and
skirting the steep slojje of the Vintsch-
gau, descend under trellis-work itito

that rich and charming valley.”—Ed.B.

ROUTE 216.

THE VAI.I.EY OF PASSEYER, FROM ME-
RAN TO STERTZINO, BY THE PASS OF
THE JAUFFF.N.

This Steep and stony valley is acces-

THAL AND JAUFFEN PASS. 263

sible only by a mule-path, and the dis-

tance is about 30 miles. The scenery

is not very striking, and the low ground
is disfigured near Meran by marshes

and by rubbish and gravel scattered

over it. The bridle-path over the

Jaulfen was originally the line of com-
munication between the valleys of the

Adige and Inn until the Kuntersweg

was constructed. (Route 217.)

The road quitting Meran by the Pas-

seyer Thor skirts along the hill slope on
the E. bank of the Passeyer, below the

Castle of Schona, by the side of the

aqueduct supplied from the Passeyer,

hy means of which the fields and vine-

yards hereabouts are irrigated. The
round church of St. George, above the

village of Schona, is a building of

great antiquity. The Spronzerthal, on
the opposite bank of the Passeyer, rvas

the place of refuge for the inhabitants of

the plain I'rom their French invaders.

At the first considerable village (10
miles), St. Martin’s, the road crosses

the stream
;
and two miles farther (3J

hours' walk from Meran), at a spot by
the side of the river, called Am Sand
(on the gravel bank or beach), is the

house of Hofei’, from which he got tlie

name of Sandwirth, or Innkeeper on
the Sand. It is still the village inn, as

it was in his lifetime, witli the sign

of the Crown
;
having since his death

been kept by his widow. It contains

a few relics of him, such as bis tar-

gets, the chain of honour which the

Emperor sent him after his triumphant
entrance into Innsbruck, the coat of

arms granted to the family, rvlien it

was ennobled for Holer’s sake, &c.
He dealt in llax and in cattle

;
and

his qualifications as a leader are said

to have been rather the respectability

of his character and his extensive con-
nexions in all parts of Tyrol, than
any military capacity or fitness for

command. Indeed, it is notorious,

that his rashness on some occasions,

aTid his weakness and indecision on
others, were highly injurious to himself
and the cause he espoused. He gained
a certain reputation among liis coun-
trymen by his ready but homely elo-
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queiice, and their esteem by his attach-

ment to his country, his honesty, and
his piety. When placed by events at

the head of the Government of Tyrol,

he occupied the Palace (Burg) at Inns-

bruck, but lost none of his simplicity of

manners in consequence of his good for-

tune
;
neither altering his peasant’s dress

nor increasing his expenses. He did not

cost the country, during the six weeks
he was in command, more than 500
florins,— i. e. not 20 shillings a-day.

He was naturally of a good-natured

and kind disposition, and no act of

wanton cruelty has been attributed to

him during his whole career. When
Napoleon had gained possession of the

Tyrol, by overwhelming numbers, Ho-
fer took refuge in a miserable chalet

near the glaciers, not far from the Tim-
bler .Toch (p. 261), and near the source

of the Achen, about 12 miles from his

home. Here he was supplied with the

necessaries of life by a few faithful

friends, who also kept watch to fore-

warn him of the approach of an enemy.

At length, a price having been set upon

his head, a Tyrolese was found base

enough to betray him : he was con-

ducted in irons to Mantua, and there

shot by order of Buonaparte. His

family were ennobled and pensioned by

the Emperor of Austria; but with the

exception of one son, who lives in Aus-

tria, upon property granted to him by

the Emperor, his children died

early : his wife followed them to the

grave in 1836.

St. Leonhards, the principal place in

tlie valley of the Passeyer, is about 12

miles from Meran, and 18 from Sterz-

ing. “ It is beautifully situated in the

midst of rich and well-watered pastures,

with many fine walnut and chesnut

trees. The views towards the moun-
tains are good, and there is an excellent

inn.”—E. B. The churchyard, con-

verted into a fortified post by the

French, was taken from them by storm

by the peasants. Above it rises the

ruined Castle Juuffenburg. Here the

valley divides into two branches, that

on the W. leads by the Jauffen Pass

(the scene of a furious combat between

the Passeyerers under Hofer and the
French, in 1809), to Sterzing, on the
Brenner road (Route 217), a walk of 6
hours. A horse may be hired in St.
Leonhards for 2 florins 42 kr. up to the
summit of the pass (3 hours), a steep
ascent nearly all the way. It is all

occupied by pasture. From the Jauffen
Spitz, which lies on the right, there is a
wide prospect over the chain of Alps
E. of the Brenner.

The main trunk of the valley turns
due W. a little above St. Leonhards,
and continues in that direction as far

as Moos (2 hours). There the valley
divides, but the path to the Timbler
Joch takes the right-hand branch to

Uabenstein, the last village; near it the

bed of a dried-up lake is passed: it

burst near the end of the last century',

and laid waste the entire valley as far

as Meran. Near it there is a small and
humble inn. A steep ascent succeeds,

and the traveller may reach Solden iit

the Oetzthal after a walk of 7 hours
from Moos (Route 215).

ROUTE 217.

INNSBRUCK TO BOTZEN, TRENT, AND
VERONA, BY THE BRENNER PASS.

42J Germ. miles= 204^ Eng. miles.

Innsbruck to Botzen 16 Germ, miles.

Eilwagen daily in 36 hours. Stell-

wagen daily, very slow, in 3 days, for

7 fls. Miinz. With post-horses it fakes

15 hours from Innsbruck to Brixen, 15
thence to Trent, and 12 from Trent to

Verona.

“ Vidcre Rhorti Bella sub Alpibus
Drusum gerentem.”

“ Drusus, Genaunos implacidum genus
lirennosque veloces, ct arces

Alpibus impositas tremendis
Dejecit acer plus vice Simplici.”

Horace.

I'he pass of the Brenner was proba-

bly the road taken by Drusus in the

expedition commemorated in these lines

of Horace, and it still retains the name
of one of the nations conquered by him.

The traveller will further be reminded

of tliese lines by the long chain of cas-
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lellated forts which crown the heights

beneath which the road passes, and

which, thougti not older than the mid-

dle ages, doubtless occupy the sites of

the hill-forts so foraiidable in tlie eyes

of the Roman ])oet. These castles are

usually so jjlaced as to be visible from

one another, or they are provided with

isolated watch-towers, from which a

signal of fire by night or smoke by day

could easily be discerned. Ry means

of this primitive line of telegraphs, in-

telligence of foreign invasion was

quickly conveyed from one end of the

great valleys to the other.

The Brenner is one of the lowest

carriage roads over the main chain of

the Alps; it is one of the least interest-

ing in point of scenery. The road it-

self is not so well made, or kept up, as

the higher and more important passes.

The .S. portion of the vale of the Adige,

below Botzen, is tedious in its scenery,

so lliat this is by no means the most

striking approach to Italy.

A little beyond the triumphal arch

raised in honour of Maria Theresa, at

the extremity of theNeustadt, the prin-

cipal street of Innsbruck, lies the suburb

of Wilten, occupying the site of the

important Roman station Valdidena.

The Abbey is of very ancient founda-

tion, but is not otherwise remarkable.

According to the popular legend it

owes its origin to the Giant Haimon,

one of the heroes of the Niebelungenlied,

who, on his return from the battle of

the Rosengarten at Worms, encountered

here another giant and slew him. This

will account for the 2 figures of giants

at the entrance of the Church. Close

behind it rises a gently-swelling liill,

as it were the footstool of the Alps

which tower liehind. Tliis is the lierg

Itel, famous as the scene of three me-
morable victories gained by the Tyrol-
ese Y'casants under Hofer and Sijech-

bacher, in 1809, over the regular armies
of France and Bavaria. Many of those

who fell in these actions rest in the

churchyard of Wilten. A new road is in

progress from Innsbruck to Schonberg,
on so easy an acclivity, that horses may
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trot down it without locking the wheel

of the carriage, it ascends along the

banks of the Sill, being partly cut in

the rock.

2 Schonberg, on a ridge separating

the vale of the Sill from that of Stubey.

The view from the post-house is one of

the most admirable in the Tyrol. The
wliole valley of Stubey expands to view

on the rt. (W.), its verdant meadows
and dark woods contiasting strongly

with the pure white of the snowy peaks

which close in its upper extremity. Its

inhabitants, an industrious race, are

smiths and workers in iron, which is

obtained from mines in the vicinity.

The chief places in it are Telfs and
Fulpmes. A more extended prospect

over it is obtained from the village of

Mattrey (Mattreium), which the road

reaches after many windings. The as-

cent continues up the valley of the Sill

or Wippthal, to

2 Steinach—(Inn

:

Post
;
good and

clean ;—at another inn, the Steinhock,

the bed and chamber in which Hofer

slept, April 13, 1809, the day before

the battle of Berg Isel, is preserved).

Above this tlie valley of the Sill is very

contracted : the road crosses frequently

from one side to the other. From Sta-

flasch a path leads by Schmirn over the

mountains to Hinter Dux, at the head
of the Zillerthal (Route 230). After

passing a small lake which feeds the

river Sill, and is said to produce fine

trout, tlie summit of the pass is reached
at the post-house of the

2 Brenner, 4700 feet above the sea-

level, situated on a desolate spot, shut

in by heights. Behind the post-house

a little stream dashes down in a pretty

cascade
;

it is the infant Eisack, which,
running S., joins the Adige and Hows
into the Adriatic. On the ojiposite side

of the road is another cascade, formed
by the .Sill, here a mere torrent, which
pours its tributary waters into the Inn,

and through it into the Black Sea.

Thus the little ridge, on which the post-

house stands, is the edge of two dif-

ferent ocean basins.

The southern descent is soon reached

;

N
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the road traverses a narrow glen, wa-
tered by the Eisack, and follows that
stre.am as far as its confluence with the
Adige at Botzen.

The first village passed is Gossensass,
above which stands the old Robbers’
Nest liaspensteiii, and a little lower
down another castle called Strass-
berg.

2 Sterzing.

—

Inns

:

Post
;
— Krone

;

both good and clean, and not dear, but
they are homely—only 2nd class inns.—.1. B. 1842. Sterzing, a very ancient
town, of 2000 inhabitants, standing on
thesite ofthe Homan station Vipetenum,
rose to importance and wealth in the
middle ages, owing to the rich mines
of silver, lead, and copper in its neigh-

bourhood. Many of the ornamented
houses in the long street of Sterzing

were built by the miners, and bear tes-

timony to their wealth. That of the

Jbchel family, now belonging to Herr
von .Stolz, in a side street, deserves es-

pecial notice. The Parish Church, at

a little distance outside of the town,
was built by contributions of the most
wealthy miners, in the Gothic style, in

the latter half of the 15th century. It

contains many of their monuments and
some curious old pictures

;
but has

been injudiciously modernized in part.

Though the mines have ceased to be

productive, Sterzing, with its 2000 in-

habitants, derives considerable prospe-

rity from the constant traflic of goods
and travellers ))assing through it. Hence
the great nund)er of inns. Oats is the

only grain that flourishes here, 3030 ft.

above the level of the sea. There is a

mule-path from this into the Passeyer

Thai, over the Jatiffen ,—Route 216.

The hamlet of Kalchach, which it

passes, was Holer’s head-quarters dur-

ing the campaign of 1809. The castles

of Sprechenstein and Reifenstein are

passed.

The descent lies across the Sterzinger

Moos—a marshy flat, and another scene

of valorous opposition to the French

army by the bold peasiuitry ol' Tyrol

in defence of their native mountains.

A small chapel by the road-side marks

the spot where the French, under Jou-
bert, retreated in 1797 ; it bears these
rude rhymes :

—

Nur bis daber and nicht weiter,
Kamen die feindliehen Reiter.— 1797.

The profound gorge near Mauls was
chosen for one of those deadly anil suc-
cessful ambuscades (§ 106) which the
Tyrolese frequently practised against
their Gallic invaders

; overwhelming
them by hurling masses of rock, wood,
and earth, from the heights above upon
the dense ranks marching below. By
such an exploit the Duke of Danzig
was here completely defeated in 1809.
At Mauls (where there is a good

cheap little inn, Bey Nagele) the .Ster-

zinger Moos terminates. It seems at
one time to have been occupied by a
lake which has drained off through the
narrow ravine that follows. The castle

of Welfenstein, above it, was the key of
the pass in the middle ages. In the

depth of the gorge is a solitary inn
called, in the Sack.

2 Mittewald .—Inn ; Post
;

good.
The Eisack is crossed between Oberau
and Unterau, after which the gorge ex-

pands into the wide plain of Brixen,

and the road into the Pusterlhal turns

oil’ on the left, crossing the river by the

Ladritscher Brucke. The entire defile

from Mauls to this bridge was on seve-

ral occasions most obstinately defended
by the Tyrolese against their foreign

invaders, in the campaigns of 1797 and
1809. In the latter year, Lefevre, Duke
of Danzig, burning to avenge the dis-

grace which had attended ]jreceding

generals, and vowing to reduce all Ty-
rol to obedience, pushed forward a large

force of French and Saxons across the

Brenner into this contracted gorge.

Here, however, he was confronterl by
the Capucin Hospinger at the head of

the Ijiindsturm. The unexpected at-

tack, and the terrible and unerring fire

opening from every bush, and crag, and
cleft, upon his troops, threw them into

inextricable confusion. The advanced
guard of Saxons had taken post in

Oberau
;
but being sejiaraled from the
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maiu body, after a desperate resistance,

were made prisoners to tlie number of

300. In the meantime Spechbacher,

from the Punleiter Steg, and Hofer,

from the JauO’en, falling upon the rear

of the disordered ti-oops, converted the

defeat into overthrow, and their retreat

into a hasty flight. Cannon, arms, and
ammunition were abandoned, and the

boastful Lefevre, flying across the Bren-

ner, was the first to convey to Innsbruck

intelligence of his own failure.

At the point where the road to the

Pusterthal turns ofl’ from our route, the

Austrian government has constructed a

Fortress on a very large scale, to com-
mand the passage E. to Carinthia, S. to

Brixen and Verona, and N. to Inns-

bruck. Its walls are of solid granite,

rising from artificial escarpments
;
the

road is carried through it. It is called

Friinzensveste, and mounts 137 cannon
in covered embrasures. Its position,

on a depression or neck between the

valleys of the Eisack and Rienz, equal-

ly commanding both, is most fortunate.

Pedestrian travellers in search of

picturesque scenery, and not pressed

for time, would do well to ascend the

Pusterthal for a short distance, through
the defile of the Muhlbacher Klause, to

Brunecken (Route 223), and thence, to

thread the Gader and Grodner valleys

fRoute 227), to Botzen. This detour
is only ])racticable on foot, or on mules,

but is likely to prove gratifying. The
shortest road from Innsbruck to Venice,
by the Pass of Ampezzo, leads through

|

the Pusterthal as far as Niederndorf.
(Route 228.)
The ^oup of houses, with a modem

church in the midst, on the left bank
of the Eisack, is Neustift, the richest

monastery in Tyrol. The Troubadour
Oswald von VVolkcnstein is buried in
it. The Rienz, flowing cut of the Pus-
terthal, joins the Eisack at

2 Brixen — [Italian, Bressanone]
Inn : Elephant, clean and good ;

“ but
dear and uncivil.”—J. P. O. This is a
dirty and inanimate town of 3200 in-
habitants, with several churches and
the Palace of the Archbishop. The
Dam, a large modem church, is richly

decorated in its interior with Tyrolese
marbles. The cloisters on the aide of
it are of a very early period, and con-
tain ancient frescoes and a great num-
ber of curious monuments. Adjoin-
ing them stands the Church of St. John,

saiil to have been the old Cathedral.

In it the after-council was held, which
in 1080 elected Guibert, Archbishop
of Ravenna, Pope, in opposition to

Gregory VII. There are many Con-
vents in the town, three Nunneries, one
of English ladles, another of the order

of St. Clara, and a Priests’ Seminary.
Brixen, named from the Brixentes, a
people who, according to Pliny, came
from Etruria, became in the fourth

century the see of an archbishop, whose
territory and power increased greatly in

the course of centuries. His domains,
which included a population of 26,000
souls, were united to Tyrol in 1 802.

A post-waggon runs from Brixen to

Trieste, by Villach and Laibach.
The valley hereabouts is picturescjue,

and its vegetation luxuriant; vines

begin to flourish around Brixen.

At the extremity of a contraction of

the vale of the Eisack, called “ In der
Klamme,” lies Klausen (Clausus

—

Inn :

Gans), a little town of a single street,

squeezed in between the river and the

mountain, and aflbrding room for only
one carriage to pass. The Capucin
Convent, outside of the town, was
founded by the Queen of Charles II.

of Spain, at the request of her Con-
fessor Gabriel Pontil'eser, a native of
Klausen, 1701. The foundress con-
verted the house in which Father Ga-
briel was born into a cha|)el, adjoining

the Convent, and enriched it with mass
robes, and other treasures, still preserved

in the Sacristy. In the church of St.

Andrew (in Klausen) is the tomb of

Baron von Zingenberg, a Turk who
was taken prisoner at the siege of Ofen,
1686, was converted to Christianity,

and became a field-marshal in the ser-

vice of the Emperor.
Above tlie town, on a singular pro-

jecting precipice of rock 700 feet high,

isolated on the 3 sides, stands the nun-

nery of Seben, on the site of a temple of

N 2
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Isis, it is said. At tlie time of the

French invasion, one of the nuns threw

herself from the top of the rock which
overhangs the road, as the only means
of preserving her vow unbroken. Tlie

view from this rock is very striking.

The French invaders tried hard to

get possession of the heights of Velturns

and Latzfons, an important position,

commanding the defile above Klausen;

but the inhabitants of these two valleys,

women as well as men, opposed every

assault with such vigour, that the place

was ahandoned. At

1^ Klausen, a patli, crossing the

Eisack by a bridge, leads into the pic-

turesque vale of Grbden (Grbdner Thai),

(lloute 227.)

Op))osite the old Post-house of Koll-

man on the 1. bank of the Eisack rises

the ])icturesque castle of Trostburg

(Trost, confidence or security), at the

entrance of tlie Grbdnerthal. It is one

of the most perfect castles in Tyrol, and

still inhabited. Small as it looks, it

would hold .'500 men in the lower apart-

ments. A very sleep paved road leads

up to it, and a path goes from it to

Castelruth (Route 227) in about 2

hours.

From Kollman, to within 3 miles

of llotzen, the road traver.ses a narrow

defile by the side of the Eisack, closed

in by cliffs of jiorphyry on hoth

sides
;

it is called Kuntersweg, from a

citizen of llotzen, who constructed it in

1314. Previously all the traffic to-

wards the Ilrenner had been carried

first over Castelruth and Vbls, and af-

terwards by way of Meran, and the

mule-path over the Jaufl'en. At times,

after rain, large masses of the over-

hanging rock detach themselves and

fall upon the road
;

but accidents are

of rare occurrence.

2. Azwang:

—

Inns: Post, clean

looking and pleasantly situated. L. deS.

2 miles below Deutschen, at Steg, there

is a bridge over the Eisack, and a path

which is the nearest way from Botzen

to Vbls, and the Grbdnerthal, whose

beautiful scenery is described in Route

227.
After threading this grand but

VERONA.—BOTZEN. [ScCt. XII.

gloomy pass for a few more miles, the

Eisack is crossed
;
the mountains gra-

dually se))arate, and the beautiful val-

ley of the Adige expands to view,
with the spire of Botzen in the centre,

and the castle of Eppan rising above
the town. The forms of the porphyry
mountainsaround are part icularlygrand.

The singular horns of some of the

dolomite mountains on the E. of the

vale of the Eisack may be discerned

from the road. The valley about
Botzen is the picture of luxuriant vege-

tation, being literally draped with vines,

here trained over wooden trellis, be-

neath which the yellow-bellied pump-
kins lie basking in the sun.

The pedestrian may vary most
agreeably his route from Kollman to

Botzen, by taking the circuitous path

0 ver the mountains by Castelrulh and
Vbls at the foot of theSchlern mountain
(Route 227), traversing the most beau-

tiful scenery in the whole valley of

the Eisack. Another path across the

mountain, on the right bank of the

Eisack, leads by St. Verena, Lengmoos,
and the rock pyramids of Ober llotzen,

in the valley called Ritten, to Botzen, a

7 hours’ walk.

2 Botzen— [Hal. Bolsano]

—

Inns:

Kaiser Krone, including a theatre and

ball-room
;
good, “ but high charges,

especially for rooms.” H. P.—Mezzo
Luna (Mondschein), fair, and not dear.

This is one of the most flourishing com-
mercial towns in the Tyrol, highly fa-

voured by its position at the junction

of the roads from Switzerland, Ger-

many, and Italy, which render it a sta-

ple place for the trade of the three

countries, and a great thoroughfare for

the transit of goods. Its population is

8572. It is situated at the junction of

the Talfer with the Eisack, which pour

their united waters into the Adige, 2

miles below the town. A strong dyke

of masonry, nearly 2 miles long, and

in parts 24 feet thick, is raised to pro-

tect it from the irruptions of the Talfer-

bach, a turbulent mountiiin-torrent,

which commits at times most serious

devastations, and would ciury away

half the town if not kept under restraint.
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Many of the streets are bordered with

arcades, running under the houses

;

and streams of pure water are con-

ducted in little canals through the

principal thoroughfares. The Parish

Church, or Dom, a Gothic building of

the 14th century, with an elegant little

spire (1525}, and a curiously carved

pulpit within—and the New Cemetery,

on the side of the river, surrounded by
arcades, are worth notice. The Frati-

ciscan Convent, at the N. end of tlie

town, is said to have been originally

the house of the Knights Templars, and
indeed dis)ilays rather a castellated

than a conventual style of architecture.

The market-day at Botzen (Wednes-
day and .Saturday) is a very singular

sight, from the great variety and pictu-

resqueness of the costumes in tliis part

of Tyrol. Four considerable Fairs are

held here annually. Though we are

still in Germany, the approach to Italy

here becomes perceptible;— in the

falling oft' of cleanliness, in the use of the
Italian language—which now begins to

Ije spoken—in the southern vegetation,

and in the change in the climate.

Most of the inhabitants retire to the

mountains in summer to avoid the heat,

and enjoy what is called the “ Sommer
Frische.”

The country near Botzen produces
the tig, lemon, pomegranate, and mul-
berry. Wine of very gooil quality is

made in the surrounding vineyards
;

those called Terlan and Siebeneichen,
I.eyfer, Leytacher, and Rentscher are
good sorts. Good views of the valley
are obtained from the Mount Calvary,
above the town of Botzen, or from the
Has.sclberg. There are agreeable walks
in the immediate vicinity of Botzen,
but here, and throughout the lower part
of the valley of the Adige, the dusty
and stony roads and fields are hemmed
in by high stone walls.
At a little distance off lie several in-

teresting objects.— In the angle formed
by the bend of the Adige, about 3 miles
below Botzen, rises the Castle of Siy-
montlskron, so named from the Arch-
duke Sigismund of Austria, who built
it. It is very conspicuous from its po-

sition on a projecting promontory
;
one

tower alone, now used as a powder-ma-
gazine, is perfect. The ruins show that

it must liave been one of the most ex-

tensive castles in Tyrol. It commands
an admirable view of the dolomite

peaks beyond tlie Kisack and Adige.

Schtoss Ih/nglstein, a very picturesque

old Castle, 3 miles N. of Botzen, in the

valley of the Talfer, contains some very

curious fresco paintings, probably of

the I4th or 15th century. The sub-

jects are from the favourite romances
of that period, the Niebelungenlied,

Heldeidmch, and the story of Arthur
and the Knights of the Round Table.

It is recorded that the Emperor Maxi-
milian caused them to be repaired.

The village of Oberbotzen, situated

in the highly picturesque valley of the

Ritten, is selected as the summer resi-

dence of the Botzeners on account of its

elevated situation. Hither they repair

to enjoy fresh air (Sommer Frische),

and the hills are scattered over with

their villas and cottages.

In the same valley, a few miles

higher up, and about 10 miles from
Botzen, are the Earth Pyramids of
Lengmoos, masses of porphyritic con-
glomerate rock, the softer parts of which
have been worn away by the weather,

and washed out by rain, while conical

fragments, being protected above by a
large stone or fir-tree serving as a roof,

have assumed the ajipearance of pillars

surmounted by their capitals; they

sometimes take a globular form, like

piles of cannon-balls. There are an
enormous number of them. Now and
then, the corroding torrent undermines
one of them, which being deprived of
support falls and is swept down the

stream. They vary in height from 30
to 60 feet, and at a distance seen among
the trees have the appearance of a
ruined temple.

There is a difficult bridle-path from
Kaltern, over the Monte Mendola, into

the valley of Non, (Route 220.)
Eitwagen daily to Innsbruck and

^’erona
;

to Meran and Bregenz twice

a week.
Stellwagen twice a day to Jleran,
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and in other directions. Travellers go-
ing N. from Botzen will find the road
by Meran and the Finstertniinz (Route
247) far more interesting than the

Brenner, hut the Inns are wretched.
[The Pedestrian intending to de-

scend the valley of the Adige to Trent
should not follow the post-road, but
take in preference the cross-road run-
ning under the base of Sigmondskron,
through the valley of Kaltern, which
runs S. parallel with that of the Adige,
but separated from it by an isolated

mountain. On the way he will pass

the commanding ruins of the castle of

Hoch Eppan, the owners of which, in

the 11th century, formidable rivals of

the counts of I'yrol, looked down from
their donjon-keep upon .36 castles,

chiefly held by feudal retainers of their

own. They engaged in a deadly feud

with the Bishop of Trent, and from
thence may be dated the decay of the

family, which became extinct in 1300.

The road then passes through the vil-

lages of St. Michael and Kaltern (the

centre of a considerable wine-trade),

and skirting along the W. shore of a

small lake, leads by Kartasch and Kort-

wig to the river Adige at Salurn. This

route is about 9 miles longer than the

post-road, but fur more agreeable, and
easily accomplished in one day.]

The Kisack runs by the side of the

post-road for a short distance out of

Botzen, then turns to the W. to join the

Adige [Germ. Ktsch
;
Lat. Athesis].

The flat plain forming the bottom of

the valley (Thal-sohle) is productive of

maize, mulbenies for silk-worms, and
miasmata

;
indeed, the fevers produced

by the latter are so fatal as to gain the

name of Leiferer Tod, from the village

of Leifers—the point whence pilgrims

ascend out of the vale of the Adige, to

visit the celebrated shrine of our Lady
of the Weissenstein. At

2 Branzoll the Adige first becomes
navigable fur rafts. The porphyry

mountains, which line the valley from

Botzen, give place to limestone at

2 Nenmarkt [Ital. Egna]— {Inn :

all'.4.ngiolo, or Alhergo Reale, tolera-

ble dining-place, but dear)—an un-

[Sect. XII.

healthy village, of IlOO inhab., com-
municating, by a bridge over the -A.dige,

with Kaltern. A road runs E. from
this into the very interesting Fleimser
Thai (Route 221), ascending the Tro-
denthal, and passing through Trodena,

Montan, over the Zislonberg to Dajano,

and Cavalese, the chief place in Fleims.

The Church of St. Florian, by the

road-side, below Neumarkt, deserr'es

notice from its antiquity. The heat dur-

ing summer in the valley of the Adige
is almost intolerable

;
and, owing to the

evaporation from the marshes, the dis-

trict is most unwholesome. To avoid

the fevers, the inhabitants of German
descent fly away to the mountains.

From this cause the Italian population

and language are encroaching, and gra-

dually driving out the German. Al-

most all the common labourers are

Italians, who, from their constitutional

temperament and moderate habits, are

better able to stand the climate.

2 Salurn (Inn; Krone; dirty, but

civil) is surmounted by a most pic-

turesque Castle in ruins, which once

commatidcd the passage up the Adige,

and is still an important military post.

Below Salurn the limestone mountains

contract the valley into a defile, callerl

Die Schanze. forming a strong military

post in time of war. General .Toubert

avoided it in 1797, by conducting the

French army up the Fleimser Thai,

round to Neumarkt. The valley of Non,

the most beautiful and interesting in S.

Tyrol (Route 220), now opens out on

the right bank of tlie Adige, which re-

ceives its tributary the Non opposite the

village and convent San Michele.

2 Lavis [German, Nevis], (no good

inn), a small town completely Italian

in its character, standing on the danger-

ous and turbulent torrent the Avisio,

which here Hows out of the valley of

Fleims and Fossa, to join the Adige.

The interesting road up this valley is

described in Route 221. From I.jivis

it ascends the Monte Corona, whence a

fine view is obtained.

Between walls of vineyards which

line the road, and prevent an extended

view, the cupola of the cathedral being
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alone visible before reaching Trent, the

tiaveller enters the Porta San Martino.

2 Tuent.— [German, Trient—Ital.

Trento.]—/«ns ; All’ Europa (^Post), in

the Coutrada Lunga, the principal

street, best, and very clean
;
Alla Rosa,

in Coutrada Tedesca, also clean
;
both

dear.

Trent, (he most important and pros-

perous city ill Tyrol, is beautifully

situated on the 1. bank of (he Adige.

Its numerous towers and spires, sur-

mounted by the stately Dom, its mar-
ble palaces and its ruined castles all

included within a circle of embattled

walls, have from a distance a very im-

jjosing aspect. It was the Tridentuni

of the Homans, a place of great anti-

quity, and rose to high importance and
prosperity under the rule of its prince

Irishops, irom the time that the emperor

Conrad the .Salic bestowed upon them
and their successors the temporal rule

over the valley of the Adige and the

surroundiug district.

It still continues the see of the Prince

Bishop, the chief place of a circle

(Kreisstadt), and contains 13,000 in-

habitants. It is nearly 5 miles in cir-

cumference.

The finest building, and the chief of

its l.'i churches, is the Dom, or Cathe-

dral (dedicated to St. Vigilius), en-

tirely of marble, begun 1048, in the

round Gothic or Romanesque style,

but still unfinished externally, excejit

tlie front facing the square. The jiart

behind the high altar is Gothic, the rest

modernised. The liigh altar itself

stands isolated beneath the cupola,
under a circlet of marble, wliich is

supported by colossal columns. The
objects worth notice are, an Adam and
Eve of white marble, and a crucifix in

one of the side cliapels, also the tomb
of the Venetian General .Sanscvcrino,
who was slain by the Trentines at Cal-
liaiio. The church is at present under-
going repairs.

The great Square, in which the Dom
stands, is ornamented with a marble
fountain.

The Church of Su7ita ^[aria Mag-
giore, a modernised edifice of red mar-
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ble, with a high tower, has an historical

interest, because the ecclesiastical con-

gress, called the Council of Trent, met
within its walls, from 1515 to 1563.

A curious painting of the assembly,

containing portraits of the members—

7

cardinals, 3 patriarchs, 33 archbisliops,

235 bishops, 7 abbots, 7 generals of

orders, 146 professors of theology—is

shown in it. The organ is a remarkably

fine instrument, and is richly decorated

externally with bas-reliefs. The pulpit,

of Carrara marble, is finely carved.

The Castle Buon Consiglio was the

Episcopal stronghold during the middle
ages, but is now falling to ruin

;
it is

an edifice of enormous extent. There
is another episcopal castle, also in ruins,

outside the town, on the banks of the

Adige, called Palazzo degli Alberi,

The palaces Gollas and Tabarclli are

remarkable for their architecture.

The chief produce of the district

around Trent is wine and silk. The
rearing of the silk-worm furnishes occu-

pation to a large part of the population,

and the lower part of the valley is co-

vered with mulberry-trees,among which
the fig-tree and pomegranate begin also

to flourish. The festival of St. Vigilius,

the patron saint of 'I’rent (the 26th of

June), collects an immense number of

people within the walls of the town,

which in consequence presents a scene

of considerable interest at that time.

There is a direct road from Trent to

Venice, by the Val Sugana (Route

222) ;
it is highly picturesque, and

those who do not intend to follow it

will be well repaid for making an ex-

cursion from Trent to Pergine and the

Lake of Caldonazzo. They may re-

turn by Vigolo and Val Sorda, an ex-

cursion of 4 hours.

Another road runs W. from Trent,

througli the A'al .Sarca to the Lago di

Garda. (Route 219.)
A few miles below Trent, the valley

of tlie Adige, licre called Val laigarina

(Litger Tlial), contracts, and forms the

narrow pass of Galliano, so called from

a village situated in the jaws of it, at

the junction of the Val I’olgerea. Here

the Venetians were defeated 1 187, and
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fbeir leader, Sanseverino, slain by tbe I

troops of tbe Archduke Sigismund,
who built the church of the village in

gratitude for the victory. Galliano,

being an important military post, was
also stoutly contested in the campaigns
of 1797 and 1S09. On the rock above

stands the ruined castle of Beseno,

while, on the right hand, the Gastello

della Pietra overhangs the road.

A little lower down upon the moun-
tain-side, on the opposite bank of the

Adige, are the ruins of CasUlbarco, the

stronghold of a once powerful family,

who held almost all the castles in Val

Lagarina. It was captured by the

Venetians, and converted by them into

a frontier fortress, from which they re-

]>eatedly sallied toattack their Austrian

neighbours.

3^ Roveredo—[German, Rovereith]

—{Inn : Post—or Cavalletto, best).

—

A nourishing town, of 76 1 4 inhabitants,

on the 1. bank of the Adige, belonged

to the Venetians down to 1509, when it

was taken by theKmperor Maximilian.

It is remarkable as tbe centre and seat

of the silk-trade of Tyrol. Silk was

an object of trade here iis far hack as

1200
;
tbe m.anufacture fell into tbe

hands of enterprising settlers from

Venice and Nuremberg, and has gone

on increasing and improving down to

the present time. There are 27 Filande

(mills where tbe silk is nnwound from

the cocoon) in the town and neighbour-

hood, giving employment to 2300 per-

sons, the principal being the Filanda

Bettini, in which the machinery is

moved by steam
;
12,000 lbs. of silk

are produced annually. There are

also 36 spinning-mills (FiVatoWe), the

largest of which belongs to Signor

Tacchi, moved by the stream of the

Leno, manufacturing yearly 173,000

lbs. of silk thread, ainl giving employ-

ment to 343 men and 820 women.

The laws and regnlations lietween

manufacturers and silk-spinners are

6xed by a printed code, authorised by

the government, and ailapted for every

possible contingency.

Tbe most remarkable building is the

Castle (called Castel .lunk), built on a

[Sect. XII.

rock to the left of the town, so as to

command the road and the valley, and
originally the residence of the Venetian
Governor, now Town Council Office.

Its tower has the appearance of a light-

house more than a fortidcation.

The principal Church, San Marco,
was built in the l-5th century. The
Church of San Tomaso, now turned
into a warehouse, is said to have been
in existence in 1300, in which case it

may deserve the attention of the archi-

tect.

A road goes hence to Riva, the

port at the N. end of the lAigo di Garda,
and a beautiful spot. (Route 218.)

In the Castle of Lizzana, which
stands by the roatl-side, about 2^ miles

S. of Roveredo, Dante, when exiled

from Florence, and living at the court

of the Scaligers, was some time enter-

tained as a guest by the Lord of Castel-

barco, its owner. It must have been

during the time of his residence here

that he observed and fixed in his me-
mory tbiit singular sc6ne of desolation

called Slovino di San Marco, which is

traversed by the road near the village

,Siin Marco. It is, as its name implies,

an avalanche of stone, occasioned by

the fall of a vast mass of the mountain,

which has strewn the valley as far as

.Serravalle with wreck and ruins of

rock, of which some fragments are of

enormous size. A town is saiil to have

been overwhelmed by the 6boulement

which took place in 845. This ruin

is thus alluded to by Dante, in his de-

scription of the vestibule of hell, in the

following verses :

—

Qual e quella ruina, che nel fianco

Di qua da Trento, 1' Adice percossc,

O per tremuoto, o per sostegno manco
Che da cima del Monfc, onde si mosse

A1 piano, e si la roccia di.scosccsa,

Ch’ alcuna via darebbe a chi su fosse.

InfcrnOi XII. 4. 10.

2 Ala {Inn : Couronne. Post, good

and clean), a town of .3700 inhabitants,

who are chielly weavers of velvet and

silk, here a nourishing manufacture.

Avis and Borghetto are the last

pl.aces in Tyrol.
_ . - ,

2i Peri is the first station in Italy
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that is in the Austrian province of

A'enefo Loin hardy.

The valley of the Adige is partly

separated from the Lago di Garda by

the range of the Monte Baldo. On the

opposite side of tlie Adige, near IncafB,

is the singular convent and church of

Madonna della Corona, built in a cave

in tlie precipitous face of a rock, ap-

proachable from below by steps cut in

the rock, and from above by ropes 130

metres long. Incaffi was the residence

of the physician and poet Fracastorio.

The Adige bursts through a narrow

defile above Volargne, flanked by pre-

cipices of limestone, rising like walls

on both sides, and leaving no room for

the road, which has been jiartly cut

through them. A fort, now dismantled,

formerly defended this entrance into

the Venetian States. On the opposite

side of the river is Rivoli, where Na-
poleon gained one of his earliest vic-

tories. The French set up a monu-
ment on the Held, which was after-

wariU destroyed. The olive first ap-
pears near

2^ Volargne. Beyond this opens out

the great plain of Lombardy, in the

midst of which, on the margin of tlie

Adige, lies

3 Verona — {Inns: Due Torri

;

—Torre di Londra;—Parigi). — See
Handbook fob Nobth Italy.

ROUTE 218.

ROVEBEDO TO BIVA ON THE LAGO DI

GARDA.

3 German miles=l l^ English miles.

A 4 hours' drive, though a tulerahle

carriage road ; it crosses the Adige by
a ferry 3 miles below Roveredo at Fa-
vorita, jiasses Mori, and in 4 miles
more reaches the pretty little pellucid
iMhe of I^ppio, dotted with islands and
bounded by rocks

;
beyond which

the dre.ary heights of Nago are ascend-
ed. Their slope is steep only on the
side of lliva. Here a line view is ob-
tained of the lake of Garda, with Tor-
Ijole on its margin

;
the Monte Baldo

rising on the left, and the river Sarca

descending the valley from the right.

Torbole is a poor fishing-village, but

beautifully situated
;
between it and

Riva the road is carried by the water-

side, and crosses the river Sarca, which
here pours itself into the Lake.

3 Riva—Inn: II Sole; by no means
bad, and the view from its windows
behind atones for some defects ; a room
costs 2 zwanzigers, dinner 3 zwanzigers.

N.B. Riva is not a post-station; tra-

vellers arriving by steamer with their

own carriage must send to Roveredo
(two posts, at a cost of 2 florins) for

horses.

Riva (4960 inhabitants) looks well

at a distance
; within, its streets are

dirty and dilapidated, and contrast

singularly with their fine names
; as

Contrada delle Nereide, La Florida.
Its situation is one of the most exqui-
site beauty, on the N.W. extremity of
the Lago di Garda, hemmed in by
precipices surrounded by high moun-
tains, and in a climate permitting the
growth of orange and citron groves,
olives, myrtles, vines, and pome-
granates. Above the town, on the S.,

stands the Castle La Rocca, built by
the Scaligers, now a prison. The
Church of the Inviolata, in the neigh-
bourhood, is said to contain a picture
by Guercino, and two by Palma.
The Lago di Garda (Lacus Benacus

of the ancients) is about 50 miles long

;

the upper jiart alone belongs to Tyrol.
A steam-boat jiasses 3 times a week (not
on Sunday) between Desenzano at its

S extremity, and Riva; returning the
alternate days. On certain days it

stops short ot Riva; inquiry should be
made beforehand on this head.

“ The Lago di Garda unites the ut-
most soltness (at its lower extremity)
with features of desolate grandeur at
the N. end, and this fine and rare
union is not surpassed by any lake I

am acquainted with.”

—

Inglis.

It is subject now, as in the lime of
Virgil (Fluctibuset fremitu jissurgena,
Bcnace, inariiio), to tremendous tem-
pests, which the clumsy llat-bollomed
boats of the country are quite incapable
of withstanding.

N 3
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W.* About 2 miles S. of Riva, near
j

Ponal, is the waterfall of the Ledro,

a stream issuing out of a small lake.

It may be reached by boat from Riva,
and visitors may be carried up to tlie

top of the waterfall on the backs of asses.

The E. shore of the lake is occupied

by the gigantic and imposing range of

the IMonte Ualdo. It is inferior in the

rich luxuriance of its orange groves

and vineyards to the W. bank, which
is scattered over with numerous villas.

The citron groves are roofed over in

winter to protect them from the frost,

and the white pillars which support

the coveringof plank have a singular ap-

pearance rising among the green foliage.

W. Limone; here the French em-
barked Hofer a ])risoner, on his way to

Mantua, where he was shot.

E.* The village of Malsesina, sur-

mounted by a castellated fort, built by

the Venetians, several stories high,

rising on a rock above the water, and

very picturesque.

VV. Campione, a village surmounted

by the Church of Maria di Monte
Castello. S. of this place the moun-
tains recede from the water, leaving a

strand or level strip covered with the

richest southern vegetation, and so

thickly strewed with houses, churches,

&c., that it looks like one long village.

The names of those pissed in succes-

sion are Garguano ; Bogliaco, with

a beautiful villa, of Count Petrini
;

Toscolano, with many jiaper-niills
;

Maderno, the largest village as yet seen.

E. Torri, with a well-preserved

castle, deliglitl’ul gardens, and quarries

of red and yellow marble, with which

many of the buildings of A'erona have

been decorated.

W . Salo, a town of 4500 inhabitants,

with three churches, situated at the ex-

tremity of a small bay is the most

beautiful spot on the lake (see p. 307).

E. St. Vigilio, delightfully situated

at the extremity of a jiromontory

sheltered from the cold wind. Here is

a Palazzo built by San Micheli, and

splendid gardens ornamented with an-

cient Italian sculpture.

* W. WesFsliore. E. East shore.

E. Garda, a village which gives its

name to the lake. Here is a hermitage
of Camaldolensian monks, in which
Count Algarotti wrote some of his

works.

FI. Bardolino, a village with battle-

mented walls and towers.

E. At Lazise, the steamer brings-to,

every other day, alternating with De-
senzano, to let out passengers going to

Verona.

At the S. end of the lake is the beau-

tiful promontory of Sermione, “ Penin-

sularum Sirmio, insularumque ocelle
”

of Catullus, the extremity of which is

occupied by a picturesque crenelated

castle, of the time of the Scaligeri,

Lords of ^’erona. The ruins of Catullus'

Villa, “ A'enusta Sirmio,” are pointed

out near it. The spot is overgrown with

weeds, and abounds in snakes.

Desenzano — Inn, Vittoria, on the

Lake, with a fine garden
;

— Posta

Vecchia, Meyers Inn. A village of

5000 inhabitants.

See H.vnduook for North Italy.

ROUTE 219.

TRENT TO RIVA ON THE LAGO DI

GARDA.

This is a mountain-road impassable

for any carriages but country chars

;

the distance is about 26 miles—the

scenery very beautiful. Places of re-

freshment or accommodation are hardly

to be met with on the way, so that the

traveller must prepare himself accord-

ingly.

The Adige is crossed at Trent, and

beyond Piave di Castello the road tra-

verses a glen, leading past Cadine,

Baselga, Bezzeno (eight miles) to Ma-
senzo on the lake of Toblina. At
Pietra Murata it comes upon the Sarca,

and follows the course of that stream

thence to Arco. a small town of up-

wards of 2000 inhabitants, ebiefiy sup-

))orted by the culture of tlie silkworm.

It is beautifully situated
;

its castle,

built 1175, belonged to the Count of

Arco, a title still existing in Bavaria.

The Sarca rises at the foot of the

glaciers separating the ^'al di Non
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from that called Giudecarii; it falls

into the lake of Garda, and on issuing;

out at its further extremity, changes

its name to Mincio, 'N’irgil's paternal

stream

.

Arco is only 3 miles N. of

Hiva, p. 273.

A Veiocil'ero (omnibus) goes from

Trent to Male twice a week.

ROUTE 220.

THE VALLEYS OP NON AND SOLE.

LAVIS TO BOBMIO AND EDOLO.

Distances in hours walking ; Lavis to

•—Mezzo Lombardo 2—Cles 4—Du-
naro 5— Pelizzano 2— Pejo 2^— Sta.

Caterina, 8—Bormio 2J.
'I'hese two valleys (in German called

Nonsberg and Sulzberg-Thlller — the

Naunia of Pliny) are among the most
picturesque of Southern Tyrol. Not-
withstanding the two distinct names,
they are properly only one valley, the

^ al di Sole being the upper part, run-
ning nearly W. to E., the 'I'al di Non
the lower, running almost due S., and
the two being traversed by the Nos, or

Noce, one of the tributaries of the
Adige, flowing into that river at San
Jliclieli, on the way from the Brenner,

p. 270. The Germans have justly

called the valley Nons-4er^ (kill), for

it more resembles a chain of mountains
and ravines than a valley. Its for-

tunate situation, sheltered from wind,
and exprtsed to tlie rays of a genial sun,
allows cultivation to be carried to the
summit of the hills which border it;

while the very great number of villages
and castles, some in ruins, many still

inhabited by the families of the old
noblesse of the district, of which they
were originally the cradles, give to it a
peculiar character, and one of high
interest. The chief production of tlie

valley is silk, which is obtained of a
mcMt excellent quality

;
the vineyards,

which cover a great part of the hills,
proiluce a moderately good wine, not
fit for eximrtation. The population is

so dense, that the men are comjKjlled
to seek employment at a distance, in
towns, and in other countries, for eight

\

or nine months of the year, while a
great portion of the hard labour of cul-

tivating fields and vineyards is left, in

their absence, to the women. The
Naunes (Genauni?), the ancient inha-

bitants of the valley, are mentioned by
Horace and Pliny as one of the con-

quered Alpine tribes who followed the

triumph of Augustus. At present, both

in dress and language, the people are

Italian rather than German. In former

times the valleys had an ill name for

robberies and murders, but a strong

gendarmerie is now stationed in them,
and the traveller may explore them
from end to end with the most perfect

security. Many of the inhabitants of

Trent have country-seats in the valley,

and pass the seasons of the Villeggia-

tura here, avoiding the intense heat of
the town. The Baths of Rabbi, in the

Val di Sole, are very generally resorted

to in summer. The roads are almost
everywhere practicable for light cars,

though very inconvenient on account
of the ups and downs. It is mrrch
better to travel on muleback, and mule
and guide may be hired for 2 11. 30 kr.

a day.

These valleys are accessible from
the N. by paths practicable only at

certairr seasons, arrd dilBcult at all

times, over the Mont Tonal, out of the

Val Camonica; from the N. E., or
from the town of Botzen, over the Mett-
dola (Mendel)

;
from the N., or from

the town of Meratr, over the Garnpen,
or Monte Pallade

;
arrd lastly, on the

S. E., the side from which the valley
is trsually entered, by a macadamised
carriage- road, betweerr 3'rent and Sii-

Ittrn, where the Val di Non opens orrt

into the valley of the Adige. Air ex-
celleirt carriage-road ascends the left

bank of the Noce, as far as Cles and
Fondo. Travellers coming from Hotzen
and the N. must cross the Adige by a
bridge a little below the Delile of .Sa-

Inrn (p. 270) to Derrlschmetz (Meta
'I'erttonica), during the rule of the

Lombards in Italy, the last jrosl of lire

Gerntans, whence its name. It is a
village of 1100 inhabitanl.s, on the E,
bank of the Noce ; its houses are scat-
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tered at the base of a tremendous pre-

cipice, in the face of wliich is a vast

cavern, in which the Castle ofKronmetz
once stood, before the invention of

powder, an almost impregnable strong-

hold, afterwards converted into an

Hermitage under the name Romitorio

dt Sail Gotthardo, and now the asylum
of bats and foxes. Below it stands the

more commodious dwelling of the

Lords of Kronmetz, the Castle of

Deutschmetz, the highest building in

the village. The road passes from this

across the Noce by a bridge to Wiilsch-

metz (Mezzo Lombardo or Meta Lon-

gobardica), as its name implies, the

first station of the Lombards (a tole-

rable Inn). These two villages, though

so near, preserve to this day not only

the name, but also the character of tlie

two nations perfectly distinct. Tlie

Italian village, one of the most popu-

lous in Tyrol, having 221G inhabitants,

is distinguished from its neighbour by

its liltliy and slovenly houses. Above
it on the mountain stands the old

Church of St. Peter, and a little to the

W. of it the Castle of IViilschmetz, com-

manding the entrance of Nonsthal, and

still inhabited. The German language

has long since disappeared, and Italian

is si)oken in both villages.

Travellers coming from Trent turn

out of the Brenner road a little above

Lavis, at al Nave, where they cross

the Adige by a ferry, and proceed di-

rect to Willschmetz.

The Pass of liochetta, beyond this,

a gorge through which the Noce pene-

trates, is considered by some little

inferior to the Finstermunz, p. 247,

On a projecting rock at the upper ex-

tremity of it, is perched the watch-

tower of II Visione. Beyond this the

valley opens out, and a rich prospect

of vineyards and cultivated fields, of

castles and villages, appears. On the

right bank of the Noce the follow-

ing villages and castles, are passed

in succession :—Spur village and de-

serted castle on a rock
;

castles of Bel-

fort, Bellasio, and Corona, in a cave

in the face of the rock, inaccessible on

all sides, and long since in ruins. Be-

OF NON AND SOLE. [ScCt. XII.

fore reaching the village of Denno the
road to Fondo separates from that to

Cles, and crosses over to the left bank
of the Noce. The ascent to Denno is

steep; it possesses a poor inn. Nearly
opposite is the Castle of Thun {Caste'l-

thwi), the most splendid edifice in the

valley, situated on a steep eminence,
and surrounded by woods and planta-

tions. It was founded 1 194, and is

the cradle of the family of Thun, one
of the most noble and ancient in Tyrol.
It contains a collection of pictures,

books, and works of art, and is still in-

habited. Beyond it the road traverses

the villages Flavon and Tueno, passing

on the right the chateau of Nano, built

by Palladio, and formerly the residence

of the bishops of Trent, but since de-

serted. After surmounting the height

of 'I'ueno, the view is most pleasing.

The valley is divided in the centre by
the deep chasm tlirough which rushes

the Noce
;
and on its left bank appears

an equal number of villages and castles,

separated from each other by minor
gulfs, and interspersed with vine-clad

slopes and chesnut groves.

Cles, though the chief place of the

valley, is a poor village, with a miser-

able dirty inn, called Aquila Imjieriale.

It lies about 9 miles above Rochetta,

and 18 miles from ,S. Michel on the

Adige, at the junction of the Novella

with the Noce. Much silk and hemp
are cultivated at Cles. Near it stands

the castle of the barons of Cles. The
view from the hill (Poggio), called

Doss di Pez, includes great part of the

valley, but is inferior to that from the

village of Revo, a little farther oil',

whence the three valleys of Non, Sole,

and Novella are seen at once. 4 or

5 miles from Cles, on the opposite side

of the valley, at the top of a precipitous

promontory, washed by one of the tri-

butaries of the Noce, stands the Sanc-

tuary of St. Romedio, a singular chapel

and hermitage, resembling a castle on

the top of a rock, inaccessible on all

sides but one. where it is a|)proached by

steps, through 5 chapels in succe.ssion,

the 5th or upper one being the small

dark chaiiel of St. Romedius. Exist-
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ing records prove that the building has

been the object of resort as far back ns

1135. It is much frequented by pil-

grims.

Tlie road proceeds, in a direction

nearly due north, along the right bank
of the Novella from Cles, by Revft,

Cloz, and Arz, to Castelfondo, or Fondo,
where the carriage-road ceases, but
where mules may be hired for Botzen
or Meran. The path to Meran crosses

the crest of the Gampen. or Monte Pa-
lade, N. of Fondi>, passing the church
of Unsere liebe Frau in Wald (Our
Lady in the Wood) to Prissian and
Tisens on the oi>posite slope of the

mountain, and descends thence into

the vale of the Adige, near the newly-
built chateau of Brandis. The ruined
castle near it fell down about 40 years

ago, and an entire family were crushed
to death beneath the ruins. At Lana
we reach the carriage-road leading to

Botzen or Meran. Route 213. The
path from Fondo to Botzen, over the

Mendal (Mendola), is far more diffi-

cult than the Gampen. At the sum-
mit of the pass the view into the vale

of the .Adige is magnificent.

Val di Sole, or Sulzberg.

The Val di Sole commences imme-
diately above Cles, at an abrupt bend
of the river Noce. Its course is in a
direction from AV. to K., or rather from
.S.E. to N.W., while below Cles the
course of the stream of the Noce is

nearly due S.

The climate of this upper valley is

rougiier, and its scenery wilder and
less pleasing, than that of the Val di
Non. The chief place is Male. From
Magri^ a side road ascends, N. the
Val di Rabbi to

The Baths of Rabhi—(4 inns—the
most frequented bear the names .Al

Fonle and 11 Palazzo) — about C
miles up, frequented on account of
the chalybeate waters by the Tren-
tines, and also by the Tyrolese, who
repair hither liy a mule-path, out of
the Vald’Ulten over the Gleckberg.
About 9 miles above Male the main
valley divides into 2 branches. The

Val Pejo runs N. and then S.W. to the

sources of the Noce, passing the Baths

of Pejo (where a bed may be had),

resorted to on account of its chalybeate

springs by invalids from Brescia and
the Valteline, and provided with inns.

The valley terminates in the mountain
called Corno del Tre Signo?-i (Drei-

herrnspitz), because situated on the

frontiers of what were once 3 distinct

sovereignties; the Val Camonica be-

longed to Venice, Bormio to Switzer-

land, and Val di Sole to Austria.

There is a path over the Corno dei Tre
Signori to Bormio in the Valteline

(Route 214), following the Noce to its

source, crossing one of the boldly pro-

jecting and serrated glaciers which
stretch down towards the vale-head, and
thence descending through some large

woods. At Sta. Caterina (8 hours
from Pejo) there are mineral waters and
a decent-looking Inn. Thence to Bor-
mio is 2f hours.

The S. branch of the valley, called

Val Vermiglio, extends S.W. for a dis-

tance of 10 miles, as far as the Monte
Tonale. The last village is Vermiglio,
with 1300 inhabitants. A steep path
leads over the pass to Ponte di Legno
and Edolo, in the Val Camonica
(Route 213). On the summit of the

Pass is a solitary house of refuge, and
a chapel dedicated to St. Bartholomew.
In 1509, during the war between Aus-
tria and Venice, the Venetians made
an inroad over the Pass into the Val
di Sole, and committed serious depre-
dations. Bloody combats took place
in its neighbourhood in 1799 and 1809,
between the 'I'yrolese and French.
'I’liese two passes are practicable on
foot, but difiicult.

ROUTE 221.

THE.ST TO nnUNECKEN, THROUGH THE
FI.EIMSER AND FASSA THAI,.

“ There is a road, j)racticable for

liglit.car-, through the whole of tlie Val
di Fassa, as far as Vigo; after which a
rougli road fit forthe horses of tlie coun-
try leads into the Grbdner Thai, and
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another branches off from it to Cas-
telruth.”

The valley of the Avisio, one of the
longest secondary valleys in Tyrol (20
Stunden, or neaidy 60 miles), though
jjerfectly continuous, is divided by
name into 3 parts. The lower valley

(7 Stunden long) is called Cembra
(Germ. Zimmers); the middle (8 Stun-
den), from Val Floriana to Moena, is

the Val Fiemme (Germ. Fleimser
Thai) : and the portion above it is the

Fassa valley (Germ. Evas). The name
Fleimser Thai, however, is frequently

applied to the whole.
“ At Lavis, an hour N. from Trent,

the Fleimser Thai opens on the E.,

but is little known or frequented,

owing to the extreme inaccessibility

of its banks throughout the course of

many miles. The upper and more
fertile part of the valley being con-

nected with the great road atNeumarkt
by a rough and steep cross-road, which
penetrates the chain.

“ From Lavis to Cavalese the dis-

tance must be nearly 40 miles, adapted

only for walking
;
and the length of

the way is harassingly increased by the

prodigious number of watercourses

which have been worn in the precipit-

ous ])orpbyritic rocks, which compel
the traveller either to descend to their

bottom ami rise again, or to follow a

long scrambling path which, going

nearly to their source, returns witliin a

short distance to the point from which

he started. Yet this ravine,so unfitted

for communication, is studded with

numerous villages, many of them

highly picturesque and primitive. The

lower jiart abounds in fertile pasture,

well covered with chesnuts, vines, and

maize. As we advance, corn replaces

these, and finally the country becomes

chiefly pastoral.

“ At Cembra, a village of 1170 in-

habitants, three hours’ walk from Lavis,

is the oidy tolerable inn before Ca-

valese ;
indeed the only place where

it would he possible to sleep. The
people of Cembra are said to be de-

scendants of the Civibri, whence the

name.

Gavriano.

2^ Cavalese—(Inn: I'Uva, good)

—

the chief place in the Fleimser Thai,
has 1440 inhab. Its ancient Gothic
church, standing isolated on a height,

with a marble portal, decorated with
curious bas-reliefs, is worth notice.

Predazzo—(Inn ; Giacomeli’s).

Near this are mines of copper, lead,

and iron, and quarries of fine marble.
Beyond this there is nothing but a path
practicable for mules.

2 Moena, is situated at the mouth
of the side valley of Pellegrino, at the

extremity of which is a pass leading

into the A^'enetian territory, by which
much timber is transported in winter

over the snow across the mountains, out

of the Tyrolese valleys, and floated

down by the streams on the Italian

side to Trieste and A'enice. A large

quantity of wood is also floated down
the Avisio to Lavis and Trent.

The Fassa Thai, above Moena, is re-

markable for the singular peaks and
precipices of dolomiie which make their

appearance in it. Tliey form a most
striking contrast to all other mountains
—in their dazzling whiteness, in their

barren sterility, in their steepness, in

the innumerable cracks and clefts which
traverse their gigantic walls, all running

in a vertical direction, and above all,

in their sharp peaks and tooth-like

ridges, rising many thousand feet into

the air, which present the most pictu-

resque outline. Sometimes they take

the appearance of towers and obelisks,

divided from one another by cracks

some thousand feet deep; at others the

points are so numerous and slender,

that they put one in mind of a bundle

of bayonets or sword-blades. Alto-

gether, they impart an air of novelty

and sublime grandeur to the scene,

which can only be appreciated by those

who have viewed it. The dolomite ex-

tends far beyond the Fassa Thai into

the valleys of Grdden and Gader, and

thence between the Pustcrthal and
Italy.

The vale of Fassa is also remarkafile

for the number and variety of rare

minerals founil in its basalt and green-
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stone rocks
;
such as gehleiiite, augite,

fassaite, vesuvian, stilbite, aiialcime,

prelmite, chabasite, docholite, &c.

If Vigo (/«« ; Rizzi's, capital quar-

ters) is the chief place in the Fassa

Thai, the upper extremity of which

terminates in the glaciers of the giant

^larmolatta, 10,S00 feet high (see page

293) ; but before reaching il, two side

roads branch oft' at Campodell (a dirty

inn), one to Castelruth, and the other

to the valleys of Griklen and Gader, the

latter very steep (Route 227). “ After

sleeping at ^'^go, the traveller may ex-

amine the neighbourhood, reach Cam-
podello. If hour, and proceed to Ca-
uazea, half an hour more : the scenery

extremely fine
;

thence several paths

lead into the Gaderthal. Tiie traveller

may easily take the longest, and yet

reach San Leonhard, where there is a

clean though remote inn (Evangelista s),

early in the evening. In the course of

this walk an easy ])ath leads from Ca-
nazea close to the magnificent mountain
of Langkofel, which eventually leads

into the Grodner Thai; but by leaving

this road, before reaching the village of

Plaun, a second Col being crossed, the

traveller enters the Gader Thai at Col-
fosca (Route 227), after having seen all

the finest scenery which adorns these

ramified valleys, and likewise the points

of greatest geological interest.

“ From Colfosca to San Leotdiard the

distance is an hour and a half; and it

r«|uires nearly six hours’ walking to

reach Brunecken, during which the

scenery has comparatively a monoton-
ous character.'’

ROUTE 222.

• TRENT TO VENICE, BV THE VAI,

SUGANA.

U Ger. miles=120.f Eng. miles.
A post-road running through wild

and pleasing scenery, far sujierior to any
on the route from Trent to \ erona. It

is the most direct way from Botzen to
A enice, 30 miles nearer than by \'erona. ^

It takes about 12 hours, with post-horses,
logo from Trent to Bassano

; a good
walker would require If day.

The steep and continued ascent lead-

ing out of the vale of the Adige com-
mands fine views of it, and of the towers

of Trent. Leaders are required to heavy
carriages for a part of this stage. The
road runs by the side of the deep ravine

of the Fersina, past Civezzano, near

which rises an old castle, to

2 Pergine (Germ. Persen),—a pretty

town, with a Custle, in the midst of

\

charming scenery. Beyond it the river

' Brenta takes i(s rise in the two small
I picturesque lakes of Caldonazzo and
Levico, on the right of the road. The
upiier part of the valley through which
it Hows, and our road descends, is called

Val Sugana, and it presents features of

ex ti'eme interest. The post-road between
Pergine and Levico, being carried

through a defile flanked by heights

which conceal all view, will convey but
a very limited notion of the beauties

which surround the cradle of the Brenta.

Those who are not pressed for time, and
can either ride or walk, should choose

in preference a cross road which runs by
Costasabina. along the W. margin of
the Lake of Caldonazzo, through the ex-
tensive chesuut-woods of Castagne,which
overshadow it, through Calceranica, to

the Village of Caldonazzo at the lower
end of the Lake. Hence the road con-
tinues across the valley into the post-

road at Levico, a village of 3670 inha-
bitants.

3 Borgo di Val Sugana — [Ger.
Borchen] {Inn; Aquila d'Oro, civility

and reasonable charges, but sadly dirty

house, 1839), the principal place in

the valley, has 3000 inhabitants, most
of whom are occupied and enriched by
the culture of silk. It occujhes the

i
a\le o( /iurgum Ausugii, a military sta-

tion on the great road made by the

Romans to connect tlie shores of the

Adriatic with the colony of Tridentum.
•Among the castles with which this part

of tlie valley abounds, that of Borgo,
whicli belonged to the Counts of Tel-
vana, is the most conspicuous.

Grigno is on the boundary of Tyrol,

ami in the province of A'enice. Near
this the vale of Tesino opens out from
tlie N. It is inhabited by a race who
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follow the profession of pedlars, and
wander all over the world with rude
pictures of Saints, &c. for sale. This
trade began in the middle of the last

century
; and though it has now much

fallen olT, the inhabitants of this ob-
scure valley still maintain agents in

some of the principal cities of Europe,
as far as Stockholm and Tobolsk, and
have even despatched emissaries into

America. It is remarkable, tliat though
driven from the spot which gave them
birth, by its extreme sterility, which
denies them the means of subsistence in

it, the children of the valley yet regard
it with so much affection, that time and
distance cannot efface it from their me-
mory

;
and they never fail to return

with the earnings of years of toil to

spend them, and end their days by the

banks of tlie Tesino. Tlie Brenta,

wliich has hitherto (lowed E., 7iow turns

S. In ascending the valley, this stage

is charged 2 posts instead of IJ.

3J- Primolano.—Napoleon here sur-

prised and defeated the Austrian van-
guard in the memorable campaign of

179G. There is a good post-road from
this to Feltre and Belliuio.

[From Primolano, or Borgo, an ex-

cursion may be made to the Selte Com-
mi/iii, or seven German parishes, or

communities, inhabiting a mountainous
ilistrict .S. of the Alps, surrounded by
an Italian jiopnlation, and yet keeping

themselves distinct in manners, lan-

guage, and dress. It is by no means
clear when they migrated to this spot,

or whence they came hither
;
some say

they are descendants of tlie Cimbri, de-

feated by Marius near Verona
;
accord-

ing to otliers, they are a remnant of the

Alemanni, whom Clovis vanquished

near Cologne on the Rhine, a. d. 49G,

and who obtained an asylum in Italy

from Theodoric. Their language is an

obsolete dialect of German, said to re-

semble that of theNiebelungenlied, and

to be allied to the old Danish or Frisian

tongue : in many of the words no simi-

larity can be traced to any other Euro-

pean language. The jieople are for the

most part breeders of and dealers in

cattle, which they carry to Bassano to

sell. The chief town is Asiago, con-
taining a population of 4GOO souls.]

Between Primolano and Cismone the
Brenta ffaverses the magnificent defile

of Cova/o, and the road is carried
through it at a considerable height
above the river, with precipices above
and below it. Where the rocks are
highest and wildest a singular cave may
be discerned in the face of the cliff,

100 feet above the road. A fort capa-
ble of containing 500 men was con-
structed within it, provided with a
chapel and port-holes for cannon pierced
in the rock. It was taken from the

Venetians by the Emperor Maximilian
in 1509, and was tlienceforth held by
Austria, though within the territory of
Venice. It completely commanded
the passage of the valley: it has no
visible approach from above or below

:

it was supplied with water from a spring

within it, and its powder-magazine was
cut out of the rock. It is thus describ-

ed by the author of “ Vathek,” who
passed it in 1 780 :

—

“ Tlie pass is rocky and tremendous,
guarded by the fortress of Covalo, in

possession of the Flmpress Queen, and
only tit, one should think, to be in-

habited by her eagles. There is no
attaining this exalted hold but by the

means of a cord let down many
fathoms by the soldiers, who live in

dens and caverns, which serve also as

arsenals and magazines fur powder

;

whose mysteries I declined prying into,

their approach being a little too aerial

for my earthly frame. A black vapour
tinging their entrance completed the

romance of the prospect, which 1 never

shall forget.

“ For two or three leagues it con-

tinued much in the same style
;

cliffs

nearly perpendicular on both sides, and

the Brenta foaming and thundering

below. Beyond, the rocks began to

be mantled with vines and g.ardcns.

Here and there a cottage, shaded with

mulberries, made its aj)pear,ance ; and

we often discovered on the hanks of

the river ranges of while buildings,

with courts and awnings, beneath

which numbers of women and chil-
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(Iren were employed in mamifactur-

iiijj silk. As we advanced, the stream

gradually widened, and the rocks re-

ceded, woods were more frequent, and
cottages thicker strewn. About five

in the evening we left the country of

crags and precipices, of mists and
cataracts, and were entering the fer-

tile territory of the Rassanese. It was
now I beheld groves of olives, and
vines clustering the summits of the

tallest elms
;

pomegranates in every

garden, and vases of citron and orange

before almost every door. The soft-

ness and transparency of the air soon

told me I was arrived in happier cli-

mates
;
and I felt sensations of joy

and novelty run through my veins,

upon beholding this smiling land of

groves and verdure stretched out be-

fore me. A few glowing vapours, I

can hardly call them clouds, rested

upon the extremities of the landscape,

and through their medium the sun
cast an oblique and dewy ray. Pea-
sants were returning home from the

cultivated hillocks and corn fields,

singing as they went, and calling to

each other over the fields; whilst the

women were milking goats before the

wickets of the cottage, and preparing
their country fare.”

At Cisraone, where the Vanoi enters

the Ilrenta, Napoleon halted the night
before he routed the Austrians at Bas-
sano, 1796, and was glad to content
himself with half a private soldier's

ration of bread for supper.

A few miles below the pretty town
of Vastagna, famous for its manufacture
of broad-brimmed hats, the hills subside,
and the traveller enters the plain of the
Vicentine.

i BasKi/io.— (^Inns ; San Antonio;

—

La Luna; not good—in the suburb.)
Bassano is a walled town of 12,000
inhabitants, prettily situated on the
Brenta, here crossed by a covered
wooden bridge which replaces one built
by lerracino, a native of the place,
but blown up by the P'rench. Palladio
had previously constructed a bridge
here, swept away by an inundation
of the Brenta in 1718. The painter

Giacomo da Ponte was born here, and
named Bassano, after his native place.

Many of the 25 churches contain spe-

cimens of his works. In the Duomo is

a St. Stephen, with a number of heads

— it has lost its richness
;
and a Pre-

sentation, with Purgatory below—

a

good specimen. In San Giuseppe is a
Nativity, with boy angels—not very

remarkable.

In the Church of San Falentino—
The Saint blessing several persons, one
of Bassano’s very best works.

In the Municipalitd several speci-

mens of Bassano—A Flight into Egypt,

in his first manner
;

Paradise
;

St.

Martin dividing his cloak with the

beggar
;

St. John—all good. There
are numerous works here by the 4
other members of the Bassano family,

which are not worth enumerating. The
Castle in the centre of the town, built

by Ezzelino the Tyrant, who was born

at the village of Romano, not far from
this, is now occupied by the Archbishop.

The Palace of the Podesta contains fres-

coes and statues.

The Villa liezzonica, near the town,
is celebrated for its exquisite views,

extending as far as the Euganean hills,

and over those of the Sette Com-
inuni.

In 1796 Napoleon, in this neighbour-
hood, surprised and annihilated the

Austrian army under Wurmser, four

days after the battle of Roveredo

;

having made a forced march hither

from Trent, 60 miles, in the short

space of two days. He afterwards be-

stowed the title of Duke of Bassano on
his minister Maret.

Pussagno, the birth-place of Ca-
nova, is only a two hours’ drive from
Bassano, by a rough and hilly road.

'I'his little village, whose name would
probably never have been heard but
for the great sculptor who drew breath
in it, and who.se father was a common
mason there, is prettily situated at the

foot of the Asolan hills. With the

intention of bestowing some jierma-

nent benefit on his birlh-jilace, Canova
began, during his lifetime, a magnifi-

cent church in the form of an antique
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temple, combining the peristyle of the

Partlienon with the cupola of the Pan-
theon. It contains an altar-piece

painted by himself, but possessing no
merit, and a bronze bas-relief of a
Pieta, or entombment of our Saviour,

a very fine work, and the last thing

which he modelled
;

also a statue of

Religion. He is buried within the

building. He left by liis will money
to complete this edifice, and to con-

struct a magnijicent bridge of a single

arch (110 ft. span) over the river, so as

to render Possagno more accessible

to visitors. The munificence of Ca-
nova, thus left to Possagno, becomes a
perpetual legacy and source of profit,

from the inllux of strangers re-sorting

to the spot, whom he and his works
have attracted. Canova’s house, called

II Palazzo, is pointed out, and a Mu-
seum (Museo Canoviano) has been
erected, since 1834, by his brother the

llishop of Mindoto, and contains casts

and models of his works.

There are post-roads from Bassano

direct to Vicenza and Padua. Our
route lies through Kezzonico, Mora,
Godego, and Villarasso, to

3 Castelfranco, an ancient town of

3800 inhahitants, in a very flat plain,

surrounded by walls and many towers.

It was the birth-place of Giorgione,

whose house (now that of the Hainale

family) still exists, forming part of the

N. wall, but it has nothing of former

days about it. A Madonna and Child,

with S. Liberale in armour (said to be

the painter), and St. Francis below, a

small picture, an excellent production

of his pencil, decorates the principal

church. Behind the altar is a fine

painting by Ponchini, the Descent of

Christ into Limbo. In the Sacristy

is a fresco of Justice, by P. Veronese.

The villa Soranzo, outside the town, is

a line building, by San Micheli.

3^ Treviso—(Inns; Post, Aquila

—

good
;
4 Corone)— Tarvisium, situated

on the Sile, a tributary of the Piave, in

a fertile plain, was originally capital

of the Trevisan Mark, and is still the

chief town of the province, and the

residence of a bishop : by the last

census its population amounted to

18,600 souls. It possesses flourishing

manufactures of cloth, paper, &c. The
old Cathedral of St. Peter (Duomo'), with
five cupolas, is a fine building, though
unfinished. Here is a chapel, nobly
painted by Pordenone, in fresco, but
nearly ruined. The altar picture, an
Annunciation of the Virgin, by Titian,

is indiflerent
;
there are two Paris Bor-

dones, of slight merit, in this church.

A picture by Domenici, a Trevisan

artist, representing a procession of the

authorities of the town, is curious.

The Gothic Church of San Nicolo con-

tains paintings by G. Bellini and Paris

Bordone, and a famous picture by Fra
Marco Pensabene, generally, but erro-

neously, attributed to Sebastian del

Piombo. “ A very noble perform-

ance; the Madotina very grand, and

with a dignified expression.” The
Town-house and Theatre are fine build-

ings.

In the Monte di Pietk there is a very

fine Giorgione— the Entombment of

Christ, said by some to be his last

work, and even finished by Titian. It

is very grand in invention. The Villa

Manfrini has extensive gardens.

The Railway from Padua to Venice

is carried on a long bridge across the

Lagunes, and now connects 'N’enice

with the mainland.

3 Mestre.— (Inns : avoid the inns,

both are imposing.)— Carriages may
be left here : the innkeepers charge

1 franc a day for standing-room.

See Handbook fok Nobth Italy.

2 Venice.—Inns : Albergo dell’ Eu-

rope, near St. Mark’s Place, excellent

and reasonable—it has a table d’hote

;

Albergo Ueale, Ripa de Schiavoni;

Leone Biancho—complaints of, under

its new master. See Handbook for

Northern Italy.

There are few sights more striking

than the first view of Venice, rising in

a dark, blue line of towers and domes

out of the sea; on a nearer approach

the small detached islands look like

groups of houses floating in trays on

the water.
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ROUTE 223.

BBIXEN TO VILLACll BY THE PUSTER-

THAL.

30 Gerin. mile3=144 Eng. miles.

A post-waggon goes once a week.

The valley of the Rienz, or Pusterthal,

though not in itself very interesting,

contains within its secondary or tribu-

tary valleys, entering it from the N.

and S., some very fine scenery. It is

traversed by a post-road, very good,

except from Brixen to Unter Vintel
;

it

is the highway into Carinthia, and to

Venice by the branch-road recently

opened over the Pass of Ampezzo (Route

228), which aflbrds the most direct

communication from Innsbruck or

Munich to Venice.

The inliabitatits of the lower Puster-

thal are of a more serious turn of mind
than the Tyrolese in general, and the

somhre and ugly costume corresponds

with this character. The women wear
a misshapen woollen cap, and draw
over their legs thick woollen stockings,

which leave a bit of the ankle and knee
bare : many of them are very pretty,

however.

The traveller entering the Pusterthal

from the Brenner crosses the river

Kisack, a little below Mittenwald, by
the I^adritscherbriicke, a single arch
thrown over a deep abyss. In coming
from Brixen the Eisack is crossed lower
down at Neustift. The country from
Ncustift to Niederndorf is far inferior

in interest and sublimity to other parts

of Tyrol. The Rienz joins the Eisack
at Brixen.

At the entrance of the Pusterthal,
and at the bottom of a deep glen, called

Muhlbacher Klause, lies the village of
Muhlbach. (/«« : .Sonne, good and
cheap.) A mile beyond it is a ruined
fort, through which the road pa.s.ses

under an archway. It was in former
times the key of the passage u]) and
down the valley, and in tlie war of
itide|)endence was a keenly contested
post, Ijeing easily converted into a
strong military position. The French
attempteil to blow up the old fort, willi

only partial success, owing to the

strength of its walls.

2 Unter Vintel. Inn; Post, good
and clean, but dear.

The road is carried under the hill

which bears the Convent Surmenberg,

originally occupied by the Roman sta-

tion Litamum.
From the village of St. Lorenzen a

path strikes S. into the valley of Gader,
and thence to the Grbdnerthal, whose
very interesting scenery is described in

Route 227.

3 Brunecken. Inn

:

Post, good and
clean.— The principal place in the

valley, though it has only 1800 in-

habitants : it is prettily situated, at the

foot of a castellated eminence, squeezed

in as it were between it and the Rienz.

The cnstle built by the Bishop of Brixen
is now a prison. The view from it is

fine. It was at Brunecken that Charles
V., after his hasty flight from Innsbruck
over the Brenner, to avoid falling into

the hands of Maurice of Saxony, first

ventured to rest.

Up tlie Ahrenthal, or vale of Taufers,

runs a footjjath leading over the high
Alps by the pass of the Krimmler
Tauern into the valley of the Salza,

p. 2S7, a distance of about 36 miles.

(Route 225.)
About 7 miles from Brunecken the

valley of Antholz opens out on the N. ;

a few miles up it lie the baths of An-
tholz. Behind them a path crosses the

mountains to St. Jacob’s in the vale of
Tefereggen, and hence to the foot of
the Gross Glockner. (Route 224.)

3 Niederndorf— hm : Post, best,

clean, comfortable, and reasonable,

1839— a neat little village of 1000
inhabitants. A little beyond this the

Rienz is crossed for the last time. At
Tbblach the new road to Venice by tlie

Pass of Ampezzo (Route 228), turning
out of our road to the right, follows the
course of that river .S. nearly to its

source in the Croppa Rozza, one of the

picture,sque chain of Alps wbicli wall
in the Pusterthal on the .S. The point

of separation of the roads is marked by
a colossal cross. The mountain barrier

over which this road is carried jiresents
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some very jjicturesque features. It is

well worth the traveller’s while to turn

aside and explore the remarkable scenery

of this Pass as far as Cortina.

The plain of Tbblach, a considerable

tract of elevated table-land, forms the

watershed between the Adriatic and
the Black Sea. On its E. slope, near

the villake Innicken (800 inhabitants),

the Drave (Germ. Drau), which flows

into tlie latter, takes its rise, and accom-
panies our road for the rest of the way.
Innicken nearly occupies the site of the

Roman slatioti Aguntium, as is proved
by antiquities. Inscriptions, &c. found
here. It contains a very remarkable
Munster, built 1281. It has a vesti-

bule for Neopliytes, a chapel under the

higli altar, a baptistery, and a music
gallery. The elegant ]iortals are fur-

nished will) figures of monsters. In a
silver shrine above the altar of the

Stiftskirche repose tlie relics of St. Can-
didus—a gift of Pope Hadrian.

3 .Sillian—(/«ns ; Post, the best in

the Pusterthal, clean and well kept,

obliging host; Neuwirth) — a village

of 1200 inhabitants.

2 Mittewald on the Drave,—Inn ;

Post, good. The Drave, here a furious

torrent, works its way through a narrow

cleft, called the Klause. The road

barely finds room at its side : it is partly

cut through the rock, partly raised on

terraces of masonry. This jiass was

twice defended by the Tyrolese in 1809.

In August the French General Unsca

lost 700 men in attempting to open a

communication between Italy and the

Pusterthal. Later in tlie same year he

passed without opposition, but his rear-

guard under Broussier was not so for-

tunate. As he drew near, a small band

of sharpshooters from the Pusterthal

appeared on the heights ;
the ground

was covered with snow nearly to the

height of a man, and while the French

were floundering through it, in vain

trying to force their way, tlie Tyrolese

by the aid of snow-shoes climbed up

and down with the greatest ease, sin-

gling out their enemies, who stood com-

pletely exposed in the depths below to

their unerring rifles. A’ery few were

disabled among the French, so sure

was the aim of the peasants’ rifles

—

every shot told in a death-wound. No
village occurs before reaching

2 Lienz

—

Inns

;

Die Rosa (Post),

very good
;
Beym Fischwirth. The

town of Lienz, the last in Tyrol, has

2000 inhabitants. It occupies one of

the most charming situations in all

Tyrol, at the junction of the Isl with

the Drave. It is named after a Roman
station Loncium, which stood on the

high road leading over the Monte
Croce from Aquileia to ^'aldidena,

near Innsbruck. In the ancient Gothic

Bathhaus called Liebhurg, built in the

16th century, the Counts of Gorz,

the ancient lords of this district, fre-

quently resided. There are two convents

here
;
one for nuns of the Dominican

order.

The new road by Ampezzo has di-

verted much traffic away from Lienz,

greatly to its injury.

N. of Lienz the valley of Tefereggen,

through which the Isl descends, opens

out into the Pusterthal. Up it runs

a path to Windisch Mattrey, a distance

of IS miles (see Route 221).

The peculiar feature of the upper

portions of the Pusterthal, and the

noble valley of the Drave, is the range

of mountains forming the partition-wall

between Tyrol and Italy, which raise

their inaccessible precipices and fantas-

tic pinnacles above the intervening

heights. In the times of the Romans,

one of the most frequented roads over

the Carnic Alps led from Lienz (Len-

tium) southwards, down the lovely vale

of Zelia (Gail), over the Monte Croce

Pass, to Timao and Paluzza, and

thence to the village of Zuglio (Juliuin

Carnicum), afterwards along the banks

of the Bute, past Trecessimo, and by

the right side of the Torre to Aquileia

on the Adriatic. Aquileia is almost in

ruins, and this road leading to it, having

fallen into disuse and decay, is now

barely to be traced in many places.

The Monte Croce, however, is still

passable for mules ;
but it is very stony.

At Zuglio remains of Roman buildings

and inscriptions arc still to be met with

;
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three Latin inscriptions also are visible

on tlie rocks near tlie summit.

The most interesting excursion which

can be made from Lienz is that to Heil-

igenhlut and the Gross Giockner, the

highest mountain in the Noric Alps.

A foot-ijath leads from Lienz, in

hours, over the Iselsberg, a low lateral

ridge forming the boundary between

Tyrol and Carinthia, by the village of

Iselsberg, and the Pampenegg, a solitary

house, to Winklern (See Route 244),

in |the Mohlthal, at the extremity of

which, about 16 miles higher up, lies

Heiligenblut. It is reckoned a walk

of 15 hours from Lienz to Gastein this

way, over the Heiligeubluter Taueni.

Among the picturesque mountains

in the vicinity of Lienz, tlie most con-

spicuous are, the Gaimberg on the N.

or sunny side of the valley, richly cul-

tivated from its base to its summit, and
the Ilauhkofel on the S. or shady side,

a vast obelisk of bare limestone rising

out of a forest of black firs. The two

form a remarkable contrast.

Nikolsdorf, about 8 miles from

Lienz, is the last place in Tyrol: tbe

frontier of Illyria is crossed before

reaching

2^ Ober Drauburg,—a small village,

overlooked by an old castle. There is

apatli from this village into the vale of

the Gail.

2 Greifenburg. 'Inn : Post, abomin-

able
;
there is a better inn.

The Ilrave becomes navigable at

Greifenburg, not more than 20 miles

from its source.
“ An agreeable excursion may be

made as follows :

—

“ Leaving the Valley of the Drave
at Greifenburg, an agreeable walk over

the hills to the right leads the traveller

in 2 hours to Oberdorf, situated on tbe

little lake called tlie VVeissen-See,

where a wretched sort of canoe may be
obtained, in which the traveller is pad-
died in about three hours to the cast

and more interesting end of the lake
;

whence a very agreeable path leail-

ing through the Stockenboyer Thai,
abounding in iron forges, at one of
which is a decent country inn, fully

3 hours' walk from the Lake, enables

the traveller to regain the ^'alley of

the Drave at Paternion. In the Stock-

enboyer Thai exists a quicksilver

mine."

3 Sachsenburg,—a village with iron

forges, situated in a narrow defile of

the mountains. There are 3 ruined

castles near it. The Mold river enters

the Drave a little to the W. of Lindorf.

The traveller coming from A’illach and
wishing to visit the beautiful scenery

of Heiligenblut and the Gross Glockner

turns out of the valley of the Drave,

up the Mohlthal. See Routes 201

and 244.

2 Spital

2 Paternion

3 Villach

described in

Route 243.

ROUTE 224.

BRUNECKEN TO HEILIGENBLUT, BY
ANTIIOLZ, THE VALLEY OF TEFEREG-
GEN, AND THE KALSERTHAL.

At Nieder Rasen, about 8 miles above

Brunecken (Route 223), the vale of

Antholz opens out from the N. into the

Pusterthal. A cross road, practicable

only for cars, traverses it on the

rt. bank of the stream nearly up to the

Col, for about 5 miles without any
considerable rise of ground. It passes

on the rt., about 4 miles from tiie mouth
of the valley, a mineral bath, supplied

by an alkalo-chalybeate spring, with a
homely inn attached to it. In 1820
a mass of rock fell from the mountain
and crushed a portion of the bath-house,

causing at the same time the death of a
gentleman of Botzen. About 2 miles

further is the village of Antholz, with

370 inhabitants; and 3 miles further,

Gassen, another village, whence it is a
walk of between 3 and 4 hours into the

valley of Tefereggen. The valley does

not penetrate into the central chain of

the Alps, but terminates in a minor
ridge, sejiarating it from the Tefereggen

or Dcfcreggen Thai. Over this runs

the foot-path, along the edge of a beau-

tiful small lake, embosomed in forests,

tbrough highly picturesque scenery

resemblhig, according to Latrobe, the
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Klonthal in Canton Glarus. The sum-
mit of the Pass is about 15 miles from
Nieder Rasen. The descent lies through

the valley of Staller Aljj. St. .Tacob's,

the highest village in the Tefereggen

Thai having an inn, is about 7 miles

below the summit of the Col, or pass,

and about 22 miles from Antholz.

.St. Jacob's.

—

Inn

;

the Elder Basslers

is the best, and it is tolerable, consider-

ing the situation. A path runs from
this up the valley to its head, and over

the snow mountains into the vale of

Taufers. The next village (2J hours) is

.St. \'eit, and 2 hours’ walk lower down
Hopfgarten, the chief place in the valley,

with 900 inhabitants and a tolerable

inn. This remote valley, though nar-

row in parts, is picturesque throughout,

and below .St.Jacob’s is well cultivated.

It is shut in at its upper end by moun-
tains of great elevation, with snowy
summits and glaciers,—one, called the

Putsch, is quite inaccessible. The in-

habitants are distinguished from their

neighbours by the stiangeness of their

costumes, a coarse dress woven from

the undyed wool of the black and brown

sheep of the district.

“ I was more than once brought to a

halt in the forest by the motions of an

animal which 1 judged from size and
colour to be nothing more or less than a

bear rampant
;
but which j)rovcd to be

a fellow-creature at his ordinary avo-

cations.”— Lalrohe.

Below Hoj)fgarten, the vale of 2’e-

fereggen terminates in that of the Isl

(Route 226).

The lower part of the valley, below

Hopfgarten, is by far the most in-

teresting, and presents a fine gloomy

scene of alpine devastation. The tor-

rent (lows in a very deep and com-

pressed bed. Most of the male inha-

bitants of Tefereggen adopt the pro-

fession of pedlars
;
they purchase car-

pets, table clotlis, gloves, &c. (none of

which articles are made in the valley),

and wander all over Europe to dispose

of them, concealing under an assumed

character of simplicity a good deal of

sharpness. Their greatest happiness is

to return home with their gains and

spend it in their native valley. In 1703,
a great part of the population having
become Protestants, emigrated along
with the Salzburgers (see Route 200).
The direct path to Heiligenblut

crosses the valley of the Isl, and
ascends the Kaiser Thai, which, open-
ing almost directly opj)osite, stretches

in a N. E. direction to the base of the

Gross Glockner : it will well repay the

pedestrian for the trouble of the ascent.

Another and more circuitous way is to

ascend the Islthal to Windisch Mat-
trey (Route 226), whence there is a
path over a low pass called Mattreyer
Jbchl into the upper Kaiser Thai, a dis-

tance of 2 hours. The iuu at Windisch
Mattrey is good.

The mouth of the valley of Kals is

contracted, the foot-path (there is not
even a cart-road) runs up the rt. bank
of the stream through the scattered

village of Peischlach. It continues for

2 hours through most tiresome scenery,

when the valley exjrands, and it crosses

to the 1. hank. The Kaiser Thai is here

well cultivated, and rather populous.

Here is situated Grossdorf, the principal

village, l)ut without an inn
;

it lies on
the rt. hank of the stream, while the

church of St. Rupert occupies a knoll

on the 1. bank. From this the path to

Windisch Mattrey runs E. over the

Mattreyer Jochl. The valley termi-

nates in the fiank of the Gross Glock-
ner, peeps of which are obtained at

intervals. The path to Heiligenblut

turns E. from Kals (where there is a
most wretched inn) up the Bergcrthal.

It is 1.^ hour’s walk thence to the top of

the Col, and 4 hours’ thence to lleili-

genblut, crossing a lofty and wild al-

pine ridge, a shoulder of the Gross

Glockner. The jjath is sometimes diffi-

cult
;
one slippery ledge covered with

broken slate is called the Katzensteig.

The path is carried down tlie Paster-

zenthal into the M’ohlthal. From it is

seen the glacier by which the Glockner

is ascended, and the SalmshUtte. (.See

Route 241, containing also the descrip-

tion of Heiligenblut.)
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ROUTE 224 A.

ST. Jacob's to heiligengeist by the
OCUSENLEUTE TAUERN.

“After leaving St. Jacob's (p.2S6) the

character of the valley becomes wilder,

and cultivation soon ceases. The 1.

bank of the river is kept for IJ hour,

when the road to Antholz and Bru-

necken crosses it by a bridge, and im-

mediately begins to ascend. The path

over the Tauem continues on the 1.

bank for 1^ hour, and then tlie stream

is crossed. At the first bridge the valley

turns considerably to the right, and
keeps this direction for 2 hours. The
road so far is undulating, but the ascent

very gradual : at this point there is a

little climbing; and immediately after

the valley divides into two branches,

the left of which is taken. Just within

its entrance lie 12 to 15 houses, called

Jackbausen, inhabited in summer fur

the pastures (Alpen) around them. For

about an hour above this the road goes

with undulatory but gradual ascent up
the valley, which takes an almost semi-

circular direction to the right, leaving

on the left a fine piece of glacier on a
mountain called tlie Fleischbach. Soon
after passing a small chalet the regular

path ceases
;
the ascent commences and

occupies about 1^ hour. There is no
difficulty except close to the top, where
the path is over some loose and crum-
bling slate. We were 7 hours in reach-

ing the summit, out of which we rested

^ an hour on the way. The scenery,

for the first five or six hours, without be-

ing very remarkable, is a fine mountain
pass, with some grand views at intervals.

The view from the Tauern, which I take
to be altout 9000 feet above the sea, is

most glorious and sublime. Looking
to the west, is seen the barrier of snow-
clad mountains which lie at the head
of the Zillerthal. On the rt. hand is

the ‘mighty Drei Herm Spitz;’ but
great fiart of the bulk is hidden by an
intervening jxjint. The view to the
south is scarcely inferior, where the
Patsch (second Old y to the Glockner in

height) shows his untrodden snow above

the immense glacier of the Fleischbach.

Close to the Tauern the valley termi-

nates, being cut oft’ by a barrier of

granite thrown up across it like a wall,

with the clay slate resting upon it on

each side. On the western side of tlie

Tauern is a glacier of considerable ex-

tent, the surface of which lies at such
an angle that it cannot be crossed witli-

out crampons, or unless the snow is

lying to some thickness upon it. There

was little snow upon it when we passed,

and, being unprovided with crampons,

we were obliged to go round the head

of the glacier over the crumbling slate,

a path that was certainly unpleasant,

if not dangerous. The nature of the

road hereabouts renders it absedutely

necessary to take a guide over the

Tauern. The descent into the Ahrnthal

occupies about 1^ hour; and near tlie

bottom a copper mine is passed. (See

p. 2S8.) The route takes about 8^
hours to do it comfortably, exclusive

of stoppages.”

ROUTE 225.

BUUNECKEN TO ZELL IN ZILLERTHAI.,

BV THE VALLEY OF TAUFERS AND THE
KRIMMLEB TAUERN.

Tlie valley of Taufers, the most con-
siderable side valley of the Pusterthal,

is about 35 miles long. It runs iieaily

due N. from Bruiiecken. It opens out

beyond the village of St. George. It is

traversed for a considerable distance by
a cart road. The first village of im-
portance is Gais (1:^ hour's walk), on
the 1. bank of tlie stream of the Alirn.

Its church is a building of the 9th or

10th century. On tlie mountains 8. E.

of Gais stands the Castle Kehlburg,
wliich anciently belonged to the liishops

of Brixen. At Gais the road crosses to

the rt. bank of tlie Alirn
;
^an liour fur-

ther are the ruins of Scldoss Neuliaus.

(^ hour), Uttenlieim—a village of

521 inhabitants, witli a castellated man-
sion, called Stock, at tlie furtlier end of

it, and above the road on tlie 1. a

ruined fort. Crossing tlie Muldwahler-
bach, a stream which descends I'rom

the W., we reach in 1 hour
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Taufers, the chief place in the valley.

The Inn stands a good mile away from
the main group of cottages (Muhlen)
near the church, at the foot of the pre-

cipitous Pursteimvand. Three valleys

open out in the immediate vicinity of

Taufers ; on the W. that of Muhlwald;
on the E. the Rainthal

;
and N. the

main valley, which above Taufers tabes

the name of Ahrnthal, from the torrent

which traverses it. Opposite Taufers
stand the Bath and Inn of Winhel, so

called because it stands in the “ angle
between the Ahrnhach and Hainhach :

it is said to aflbrd good accommodation.
At the entrance of the A'ale of Ahrn
stands the ruined Castle of Taufers,

once the key of the passage into it,

which was closed by a wall drawn
across. It is still ])artly inhabited

;
it

commands a line view, and is an in-

teresting sjiecimen of a feudal fortress,

strongly ilefended and diflicult of

access.

Above this, the Ahrnthal inclines a

little to the N. AV.; the path passes

Luttach, with 770 inhabitants, and the

coj)j)er smelting-houses of Arzbach.

2 hours. 7'he parish church of

Ahm
;

here the valley bends to the

N. E.

IJ^hour. .St. .Jacob and
St. Peter Auf den Kofel are jiassed

in succession.

.St. A’alenline im Prettau, 4 miles

above this. Tlie little church of the

Holy Ghost (Heiligen Geist) was built

in 1455, to atlord a house of prayer to

travellers crossing the Tauern, and a

consecrated burial-ground for those

who perished on the passage. The
little Inn here, though humble, is not

to be despised by the tired pedestrian.

Near Heiligengeist a very had path

strikes E. over a secondary ridge into

the head of the Iselthal, called Umbal,
and reaches, after a walk of 10 or 11

hours, Pregarten
;

in 1 hour more A'ir-

gen, 6 miles below which is AVindisch

Mattrey. (See Route 227.)

Not far from Heiligengeist are consi-

derable Copper Mines. About 200 men
are employed in them. The cojipcr is

found in the state of native metal, but

a considerable quantity is obtained by
steeping old iron in the water draining
from (he mine, which, being strongly
impregnated with the metal, speedily
incrusts the iron with copper vitriol.

This is scraped otf, and smelted with
far le.ss trouble or expenditure of fuel

than the ore. After long exposure the
iron is dissolved and copper takes its

place. A guide over the Krimmler
Tauern may be hired at Heiligengeist

;

one of the numerous cheesemongers,
who are constantly transporting cheese
between the two valleys, will serve

;

but a bargain should be struck with
liim beforehand. The path threads the

valley to its furthest extremity, where
the Ahridrach has its source at the base
of the mighty Drei Herrn Spitz (Three
Masters’ Peak), so called because the

domains of the Counts of Tyrol and
Gbrz anciently marched with tliose of
the Archbp. of Salzburg at this spot

“ Half an hour after leaving the Inn
at Heiligengeist, and on the 1. hand side

as you go up the valley, the ascent of the

Krimmler Tauern commences. The
])ath is tolerably well marked, but might
easily be missed in foggy weather. The
ascent occupies 1 ^ hour, exclusive of a
rest of 10 minutes at the Herzog Brun-
nen, where there is most delicious

water, .lust before reaching the summit,
where it is marked with posts, by taking

a path to the left, which costs about 10

minutes, 3’ou are enabled to avoid the

glacier on the other side of the Tauern,
which, though very small, can only be

crossed with crampons on the feet. The
view is very line, and enriched by a

peep down into the fertile A'ale of

Taufers. The Patsch shows his tower-

ing head to the S. E.
;
and we looked

down upon the vast glaciers of (he

Drei Herrn Spitz, glistening in the

morning sun. The descent occupies

2 hours; about f liour from the top

is a Birring of excellent water, on (he

1. side of the Bach, into which it im-

mediately runs. Just before the valley

is reached, there is a view from amongst

the blasted and fallen pine trees, em-

bracing the largest glacier of the Drei

Herrn Spitz, which for savage grandeur
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I have never seen surpassed. Here the

road turns abruptly to the left, and
proceeds down the Achenthal through

wild and picturesque scenery, passing

two or three cascades of the Achen and
its tributaries; one of which, the Ram-
bach, makes a lieautiful picture, having

a mountain with very pointed summits

and fine glaciers appearing behind as a

background. After 2 hours’ quiet walk-

ing, the eminence above the falls is

reached, from which there is a fine view

of the valley below. From this point

it takes about 2 hours to visit and
admire the falls, and reach the Inn at

Krimml. A pedestrian will find no
difficulties on either side of theTauern

;

indeed, we saw traces of horses having

recently passed over it, hut I would he
sorry to cross it on any legs but my own.

The whole journey may be accom-
plished easily in 8 hours, exclusive of

stoppages.’’—J. P. Y.
The Krimmler H'oeser/atl is described

in Route 2.30. From this a path runs W.
over the Gerlos to Zell in Zillerthal.

ROUTE 226.

LIENZ IN THE PUSTEKTHAL, TO MITTEB-
8II.L IN PINZGAU BY THE ISLTHAL AND
WINDISCH MATTBEV.

The vale of the Isl runs in a nearly

N. W. direction from Lienz; its en-

trance, about 2 miles from the town, is

a contracted gorge. The pathway along
the 1. bank of the Isl is crossed at in-

tervals by timber-courses (§111), down
which the stems of trees are hurled from
the heights above. 3'he principal vil-

lages passed are Aineth and .St. Johann.
Upon the advance of the French, under
General Rusca, in the fatal year 1809,
from the K. upon Lienz, the entire jio-

pulation of that town tied for refuge
into the innermost recesses of the
Islthal, where they found a friendly
rece])tion from its inhabitants. A de-
tachment of 200 French, sent into the
valley by Rusca, were attacked, routed,
and expelled, in the month of Decem-
ber, by a handful of |ieasarits, collected
and headed by the Innkeeper of Aineth.
He was, however, made prisoner by a

much larger force in the spring, and
without more ado hung over his own
door. A little above St. Johann, the

valley of Tefereggeti, with the village

of Hopfgarten, opens on the K., and
that of Kals, up which runs a path to

Heiligenblut(see Route 221), on the W.
Our path continues nearly due N. to

Windisch Mattrey. Two miles before

reaching it we pass the mouth of the

Virgenthal, out of which the Isl issues.

It is populous, but not interesting.

Windisch Mattrey (5 hours’ walk
from Lienz)

;
Ranter’s Inn is very

comfortable. This is the chief village

in the valley; it is prettily situated,

overlooked by 3 old castles, 2 of which,

Zollheim and Weissenstein, are still

habitable. A path goes over the Maf-
treyer Jochl in 2 hours to Kals on the

way to Heiligenblut. (Route 2’24.)

Directly up the valley, N. of Windisch
Mattrey, runs our path into the Pinz-

gau, following the valley for 3 hours,

as far as Tauernhaus—a hovel of an
inti, where bread, milk, and a guide
may be found. “ Hence an ascent not
difficult, but easily mistaken in foggy
weather, leads to the \'elber Tauern,
where the path crosses snow, and almost
immediately descends abruptly on the

N. side, through a wild series of rocky
acenes, where it might be easily lost

during fog or snow. No habitation

occurs for some distance. About ^
way down is a remarkable semicircular
precipice, which seems completely to

close the passage. At the N. foot of

the pass, about 4 or 5 hours’ walk from
the Tauertdiaus, already mentioned,
are 2 similar inns: the best is called

iScheswind, where tolerable accommo-
dation might he obtained.”

Mittersill (A hour)—Route 230 (p.

305).

ROUTE 227.

BKUNECKEN IN PUSTEHTIIAL TO UOTZEN,
TIIUOUQII THE QADEHTHAI, (eNNE-
UElto) AND UKODNEUTIIAI..

No pedestrian in Tyrol should omit
to visit the Gader and Grbdner ^’lll-

leys. Two circumstances give a pe-

0
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culiar interest to them—the singularly

romantic features produced in their

scenery, by tlie presence of those pecu-
liar and majestic mountains of dolo-

mite rock, described below, and tlie

language of its inhabitants, which is

neither Italian nor German, but a

dialect resembling the Romansch of

(he Engadine (see Swiss Hand-Book),
and derived from the Latin, in the

same way tliat Spanish, French, and
Italian are derived from it. Its exist-

ence is accounted for by the fact, tliat

the Romans after the conquest of Rhai-

tia planted colonies in many of the

valleys, and established fortified posts

at the mouth of (hem, wliicli protected

the inhabitants for many ages from
barbarian inroads, and prevented their

intermixing witli any other people than

the native Rhaetians, whom they found

in the country when they first occupied

it. Such were the stations Sublabio,

at the mouth of the Grodner Thai,

Ennaand Tridentum, near the entrance

of the Fassathal, Ausugum, in Val Su-

gana, and Litamum at the mouth of

the Enneberg, all of which communi-
cating with one another through the

]

heart of the mountains, and over nu-

merous passes and cols with the sta-

tions at the source of the Piave in

Italy, converted this part of Rhmtia

into a vast stronghold of the Roman
colonists.

The valley of Gader opens out of
j

the Pustcrthal, nearly due S. from St.
(

Lorenzen (p. 283). Opposite its en-

trance, on a commanding height, rises
j

the Nunnery of Sonnenburg, whose i

abbess was proprietress of a large jiart
i

of the valley. The Roman station
;

Litamum, mentioned above, stood as it
‘

were in the jaws of the Gaderthal, so

as to command the passage into it, near

the modern village Pllaurenz.

A few miles up, the valley of Enne-

berg, properly so called (for the name

is sometimes applied to the whole

Gaderthal), is seen opening out on (he E.

The principal and highest village in it

is St. Vigil) protected from falling
j

rocks and avalanches by a primeval
i

fir-forest above it.

Passing the mouth of this valley, at

whose extremity several dolomite peaks
appear in view, the path ascends the

left bank of the Gader, to Welschellen.
Then, crossing to the right bank, it

traverses in many windings the Pleis-

berg, running at the edge of a gulf
many hundred fathoms deep, at the

bottom of which the torrent forces its

way. Far below, a tongue of land
scarce accessible for a goat stretches

itself into the Gader. It bears on it a
cottage, and is called Klein Venedig
(Little Venice). Opposite the Pleis-

walde, the side valley of Untermoi
opens out from the W.; up it lies the

shortest way from the Pusterthal to

Brixen, a footpath traversing the valley

of Llisen.

Returning to the main valley, the

villages passed in succession are, Pico-

lein, opposite which, on a peninsula

formed by the Gader, stands Thurn on

the site of a pre-existing village, buried

by a mountain-slide from the Krista-

borg. Bones of men, &c. are still often

dug up here.

Next comes Preromanz (Pratum Ro-
manum), at the mouth of the Vale of

Campil, on the W. Two miles farther

the Wengen Thai opens on the E.,

whose iidiabitants are the most indus-

trious and opulent in the district.

After crossing the Wengerbach, the

Gaderthal contracts into the gorge of

Pontalg, and above it the village Abtei,

or La Badia, from which the inhabit-

ants of the district are sometimes called

Badioles, is reached. It and its church

of St. Leonhard, near which there is a

fair inn, are built on a slope formed

of fragments which have slipped from

the Kreutzkofel. This mountain has

already strewn the valley with wreck,

and gives cause for apprehending some

feai-ful catastrophe to the village at no

distant period. Below the Kreutzkofel

stands the little pilgrimage Church

(§ 83) of the Holy Cross, annually re-

sorted to by multitudes of devotees.

Here the traveller obtains a view of

the dolomite mountains which extend

through the valleys of Gader, Grbdcn,

and Fussa, and form the S. woll of
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separation for some distance between
j

tbe Pusterthal and Italy. They are

unlike any other mountains, and are to

be seen nowhere else among the Alps.

They arrest the attention by the sin-

gularity and picturesqueness of their

forms, by their sharp peaks or liorns,

sometimes rising up in pinnacles and
j

obelisks, at others extending in seriated

ridges, teethed like the jaw of an alli-

gator; now fencing in the valley with

an escarjied precipice many thousand
j

feet high, and often cleft with numer-
ous fissures all running nearly verti-

|

cally. They are perfectly barren, des-
j

titute of vegetation of any sort, and
j

usually of a light yellow or whitish

colour. Von Iluch, who first visited
j

and described these valleys, considers

these rocks to have been originally

compact stratified limestone, thrown
np into a vertical position by the erup-

tion of igneous rocks of porphyry from
lielow, and that its structure was altered

by the vapour of magnesia evolved by
the porphyry at the time of eruption,

which penetrated the mass of the lime-

stone, giving it the present crystalline

structure of dolomite. The rock, when
fresh fractured, has much the appear-

ance of loaf-sugar.

Above Abtei the path divides. On
the £. runs a branch to Buchsenstein,

and thence the Sources of the Piave,

the country of Titian, may be reached
by a difficult jiath. On one of these

remote passes leading into Italy, called

Colle di Sta. Luzia, one of the side

valleys of the Gader Thai, up which a
path runs into Italy, it is recorded that

Titian executed a fresco painting on
the wall of the church, in gratitude to

the pastor, who had received him into

his house during a journey in the midst
of winter. The painting was a repre-

sentation of Death with his scythe,

surrounded by emblems of eartidy glory
and vanity

; but it has been ignorantly
l>aiuted over, and scarce a trace of it

now remains.

The rt. hand, or W. branch, of the
path, ascends from Abtey in the direc-
tion of the Grbdner Thai. At a little

distance may be perceived the ruins of

an avalanche of rocks, which fell in

18'21, and by damming up the waters

of the Gader overwhelmed in 24 hours

the little village of Muda, giving rise

to a lake called Sompunter See, large

enough to be crossed by a boat, and
still existing. 3 miles from Abtey lies

Stem, situated in the W. and narrower

of the two arms into which the valley

here divides.

The highest village in the valley is

Colfusg (Colfosco)
;

behind it is a

ridge of no great elevation, forming
the head of the valley, covered with

pastures, and in autumn enamelled with

flowers, over which the path runs. At
the end of 6 miles it reaches, on the

opposite descent, a solitary house, serv-

ing as an inn of the very humblest
class, called Plana, or Ploon, the high-

est habitation in the Grodnerlh'd (Gar-
dena), which stretches in a direction

nearly E. and W. to Kollman on the

Eisack, a distance of about 18 miles.

The rough climate and barren soil of

the valley incapacitate it from fur-

nishing food to support its very nume-
rous population of 4600 souls. Shut
out from agricultural labour, they
have been driven to seek some other

branch to employ themselves and gain
their bread, and from this circum-
stance the majority of the inhabitants
of this valley are carvers in wood. The
crucifixes planted by the road-side in

every corner of Tyrol, the figures of
animals of unpainted wood which fill

the toy-shops of London, Paris, and
other European capitals, are made here,

j

They are cut out of the soft wood of the

I

Siberian pine {Pinus cembra—Zirbel-

nmskiej'er), a tree of slow growth, found
in very lofty situations, and now be-
come rare, owing to the improvidence
of the peasants in cutting down the
forests, without sowing or planting
others to succeed them. This branch
of industry is not older than the be-
giniung of the hist century; at present
every cottage is a worksho]), and on
etitering it, its occujiants, male and
female, will be found seated round a
talile, each with a jiiece of wood in the

I
hand, which by the aid of 3t) different

o 2
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sorts of tools is converted into a
poodle, or a lion, or a man. In 1821
the late Emperor Francis established a
school of design in the valley, fur-

nished with good models for tlie work-
men to copy. A young man, a native

of the valley, instructed at the Aca-
demy of Fine Arts at ^'ienna, was
placed at the head of it. Groden has

not, however, produced many deserv-

ing the name of artists; the most skil-

ful carvers are the family Vinazer, in

.St. Ulrich. A good workman may
earn as much as 2 11. a day

;
children

get from 6 to 12 kr. The value of the

toys and woodwork exported annually
amounts to about 4400/. Agency
houses for the sale of the wares are

established in Madrid, Barcelona, Lis-

bon, Nuremberg, Petersburg, and even

in Philadelphia.

A certain number of the sons of the

valley are sent out to distant lands, to

dispose of its commodities, as agents,

&c., but generally return hither when
tliey have amassed a little money, and
end their days on the spot. Hence the

Grddnerlhal is thickly scattered over

witli handsome villages. The working
of coarse bobbin-net employs a great

number of females in the valley; it is

disposed of in dillerent parts of Ger-

many, frequently by the young women,
who trudge forth with a pack on their

back and a stout stick in their hand,

and generally by care, perseverance,

and saving amass a little sum in the

trade of pedlars sufficient to render them

comfortable for life. Notwithstanding

tlieir wandering profession, they enjoy

an unblemished reputation for honesty,

tliscretion, and modesty, and generally

choose a husband among the lads of

tlieir own valley.

The Grbdnerthal, like Enneberg, has

a dialect of its own, the one slightly dif-

fering from the other, but both nearly

allied to the Romausch of the Grisons,

so that the natives of tliese three dis-

tricts can easily understand one ano-

ther. It is evidently a corruption of

the Latin. The villages passed in suc-

cession in descending the valley from

Plana are

[Sect. XII.

Santa Maria, or Wolkenstein. Above
it (on an isolated eminence) stand the

ruins of the Cattle of IVolkenstein. St.

Christina (Sanct Christein) has a rural

inn, not far off, on an isolated emi-
nence—the Chateau of Fischburg, built

by the owner of the Wolkenstein Castle,

in the beginning of the 17fh century,

but now a farmhouse.

A gigantic peak or sugar-loaf of do-

lomite impends over this part of the

valley, shooting up its precipitous crags

out of the swelling slopes of the hills

which form the side of the valley. It

is called Lang Kofel, and is a highly

picturesque object from whatever point

it is seen.

St. Antoni.

St. Ulrich (a good inn), the prin-

cipal village in Grbclen, 3492 feet

above the level of the Mediterranean.

In the church there is a Madonna by

Canova.
Below this the Groden rivulet forces

its way through a defile, towards Koll-

man, where it enters the Eisack : the

foot-path accompanies it, and emerges

upon the great Brenner road (p. 268),

beneath the picturesque castle of Trost-

burg. For travellers bound direct to

Botzen this would be a considerable

d6tour, as this route describes nearly a

right angle. There is a path out of the

Grodnerthal, from St. Ulrich by Puf-

fels, and across the mountains, which

enters the vale of the Eisack lower

down
;
and this they had better follow.

It passes the hamlet of Rungatisch, the

solitary church of St. Michael, and the

small town of Castelruth, where there

is a clean inn, anil thence by Vbls

(also a good inn) descends a steep

mountain to Steg on the banks of tlie

Eisack, about 9 miles above Botzen.

The view from the last heiglit down

upon the vales of the Eisack and Adige

is very fine
;
and the white and pictu-

resque dolomite peaks of tlie Hohe

Schlern remain long in sight on the left,

until the path dives into the deep val-

ley of the Eisack.

The latter part of this route may lie

varied by going round by the mineral

Baths of liatzes, picturesquely situ-
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LANO KOFEL,

A Dolomite Mouotain in the Grodnerlhal.

ated under the peaks of the Schlern

Mountain. The bath-house is capable

of receiving 50 or 60 persons, but

affords only homely accommodations.
Indeed, the invalids of Tyrol must pos-

sess the strength and energy of conva-
lescent and healthy individuals in other

countries to be able to reach the spot

by the difficult paths which alone give

access to it, and to endure the cold
temperature of so elevated a region.

There is a chalybeate and a sulphureous
spring at Uatzes. The Baths are distant

5 hours’ walk from Botzen, 1^ hour
from Castelmth.

Ratzes and Castelmth stand at op-
posite extremities of the Alpine pasture
called Seiser Alp, the property of the
town of Castelmth, and the most ex-
tensive in Tyrol, nearly 50 miles in

circumference. It produces the sweet-
est hay and many rare plants, feeds
vast hwds of cattle, and is scattered
over with chalets (Sennhiitten), where

the herdsmen and dairy-maids live in

the summer, and where butter and

cheese are made (§ 108).

The road from Ratzes to Vols passes

close under the white peak of the

Schlern to the village of Seis, and

thence to Vbls.

If the traveller, instead of descend-

ing the Grbden valley from Ploon,

leave it on the right, he crosses an-

other easy ridge covered with verdant

meadows, which separates it from the

Val Fassa. At the summit-level he

enjoys a glorious prospect on his left

of Mount Marmolatta (10.800 feet)

and its glaciers, and then following a

narrow path, the course of which i.s

marked by a line of devotional cru-

cifixes to the summit, he descends by

a most abru])t and steep path into the

1
valley of Fassa, directly u])on the vil-

lage of Campodell, where the inn is a

sorry one, and dirty. Here again there

is a choice of two roads, either to de-
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scend the valley of Fassa, which both
to the mineralogist, from the variety of

rare and beautiful minerals found in it,

and to the geologist, on account of the

remarkable phenomena presented in its

rocks, is one of the most interesting spots

in Europe. In this case he passes Pre-

dazzo, and enters the valley of the

Adige at Lavis below Trent. (Routes

217, 221.)

The second course from Campodell
is to cross another mountain- ridge to

Castclruth, a walk of about 4 hours

through scenery of great variety and
beauty, the most prominent features of

which are produced by the dolomitic

mountains.

At the village of Castelruth is an

excellent, clean inn. A chapel on a hill

near at hand contains the S/trine of St.

Kummeriiifz, and a statue of her having

a beard, which, by a miracle, is con-

stantly growing. As the name of this

saint is not common, and as the men-
tion of a beard as an appendage to a

female sounds somewhat strange, we
will give a sketch of her history.

This saint was by profession a

dancer, a figurante,—a sort of Taglioni

of the middle ages. She was unrivalled

among her contemporaries in skill in

her art, as well as in beauty of person.

The latter gift, however, instead of

being an advantage, became a source

of peril and anxiety to her, as her

charms drew about her many admirers,

noble and rich, to wliose arts the par-

ticular character of the lady’s j.rofes-

sion, above all otliers, exposed her to

l)ecome a victim. Her virtue was sub-

jected to sore trials; but by dint of

j)enance, mortification, and prayer (for

she was very pious), she long succeeded

in resisting all temptation. At length

so sensible did she become of the ex-

treme danger of her situation, and the

weakness of good resolutions, that she

prayed to Heaven that her beauty might

be taken away from her, as the sole

means of relieving her from further

temptations. Her prayer was heard,

and the boon granted in a very origi-

nal manner. All at once a beard began

to grow I'rom her chin
;
not that soft,

3S OF AMPEZZO. [SeCt. XII.

downy excrescence which in a southeni

beauty acts merely as a foil to the

charms of tlie wearer, but stout, bond

Jlde bristles, surmounted by a pair of

curling mustachios! At the sight of

them, horror and disgust seized her

tormenting admirers, and they, with

one accord, ceased their addresses to

one whose chin, in its present condition,

would have qualified her for a sapeur

in a regiment of grenadiers. She
passed the remainder of her days un-

molested, in bearded holiness; and the

miracle wrought in her behalf is per-

petuated to this day, in the constantly

increasing heard which decorates the

chin of her statue at Castelruth.

A char-road leads from Castelruth

to Kollman, and to Deutschen in the

valley of the Eisack upon the Brenner

road. (Route 217.)

ROUTE 228.

INNSBRUCK TO VENICE, BY THE NEW
ROAD THROUGH BRUNECKEN, AND
OVER THE PASS 01' AMPEZZO.

47 Germ, miles = 226 Eng. miles.

This is the last new carriage-road

constructed over the Alps; it was com-

pleted by the Austrian government in

1832-3. It is important in a commer-

cial point of view, being the nearest

line of communication between Bavaria

and the Tyrol on the one hand, and the

seaiiorts Trieste and Venice on the other.

The comparative distances from Inns-

bruck to Venice are, by ^erona, 62

Germ, miles; by the Val Sugana, 54 ;

and by this route, only 49. At several

of the post stations on this route only

4 horses are kept, so that parties requir-

ing more are liable to he detained.

“This road, like others recently ex-

ecuted by the Austrian government, is

excellent and commodious. As a work

of engineering it probably is not in-

ferior to any Alpine road; it is most

ingeniously lilanncd and admirably ex-

ecuted.” In point of scenery it is emi-

nently beautiful—one of the finest be-

tween Italy and Tyrol. It is worth
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while to explore it as far as Cortina, if

the traveller does not propose crossing

the entire jjass.

2 Schbnberg,

2 Steinacb,

2 Brenner,

2 Sterzing (Z/i/i ; Krone,

good and clean.)

2 Mittewald (/««; Post, good and

clean). Here the road turns to the E. up

the valley of the Rienz, or Pustertlial.

2i Unterviutl—Post, well kept,

but dear.

3 Brunecken {Inns : Star, very

good
;
Sonne, road very hilly and

badly made. There is an extremely

clean country Inn at Welsburg, the

Golden Lion).

3 Niederndorf Post very

good—Schwarzer Adler).

At Tbblach the new road turns off to

the S., crossing the Rienz, and running

by the side of it enters a narrow ravine,

in the midst of which lies the small

lake of Tbblach, skirted by the road
upon an artificial causeway.

Another small lake called Diirren

See then succeeds, and after passing

it the road turning suddenly to the W,
begins to mount upwards.

2 Hbllenstein or Landro (Inn : Post,

tolerable; 1839, bad). To Sillian, the

next post station in going from Landro
towards Lienz, the distance is 3^ Germ,
miles (p. 284).

The scenery around this spot is of
the highest magnificence

;
the lofty

and peaked mountains are encircled by
black, solemn forests of pine, leaving
exposed their remarkable shattered and
jagged summits. A continuous but not !

abrupt ascent, following the course of
one of the head-waters of the Rienz,

|

leads out of the Pustertlial and up to

the summit of the pass. The ascent is
[

so easy that extra horses are not re-
!

(juired. The solitary taveni, called
Ospitale, was originally built by some
lienevolent persons as a Hospice to
shelter wayworn travellers.

Beyond this the engineer has car-
ried the mad round an opposing ridge,
crowned by the ruins of the Castle of
BeuteUtein (Potestagno), which in for-

Same as

Route217.
I

mer days entirely commanded this ap-

proach to Tyrol. The Emperor Max-
imilian took it from the Venetians along

with the Valley of Ampezzo. The
road then descends into a narrow ravine,

at whose bottom rushes the Boite : it

winds along the face of a precipice,

about 200 feet high, which has been

blasted with jiowder nearly its whole
height, in order to gain a narrow ledge

for the road to run upon.

A wall of masonry has in some
places been carried up from below to

furnish full room for the road, and the

space between it and the rock has been

filled with i-ubbish, forming a solid

foundation of sufficient breadth to sup-

port the road. Lofty and darkly-wooded
mountains tower above this ravine,

which forms the upper part of the Vale

of Ampezzo, and they give it a gloomy
character.

2^ Cortina, or Contina— ( Inns :

Post, clean and good
;
zum Schwartz-

en Alder, clean, and the host ho-

nest, which cannot often be said after

entering Italy
;
Due Sprade, good). This

is the principal village in the Vale of

Ampezzo, from which the road receives

its name. All the beauty of the pass

may be seen by coming as far as Cor-
tina. The last Tyrolese villages are

Zuel—where a small toll of 3 kr. for

each draught horse is paid—and Acqua-
buona. We now enter Italy, and the

Austrian province of Venice. Between
the villages of St. Vito and Borka the

road runs at a considerable elevation

above the river, along the side of ;i

mountain, from which a vast fragment
was detached about 20 years ago : it

buried beneath it the villages of Mar-
ceana and Taulen, on the op|)osite side

of the valley, destroying more than 100
human beings. The traveller traces in

the glen beneath him the vast accumu-
lation of shattered fragments and rub-

bish which caused this devastation, and
which for some time damme<l up the

stream into a lake behind it, until it

burst a passage through for itself.

3-^ Venas. Inn detestable, and im-

posing jjeople. Below tliis the torrent

Vallesina rushes out of a deep gorge to
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join the Bo'ite. The houses pf the vil-

lage of ^'allesina are seen at a consider-

able depth below the road.

Our road, ascending slightly, now-

turns away from the Bo’ite into the val-

ley of the Piave, which it reaches at

Valle di Cadore, leaving about 2 miles

on the E. Piave di Cadore, the birth-

place of Titian (1477), a small town
of 500 inhabitants, high up among the

mountains, surrounded by forests, with

a Castle, destroyed by thePrc-nch, 1796,

and now in ruins, finely placed on a

rocky eminence. The house in which
Titian was born is still shown, but it has

been modernised, and converted into a

common cottage. “ The family of Ve-
cellio still exists here. In their house

is a room painted in fresco, certainly

not by Titian, but perhaps by his scho-

lars. The only genuine Titian here is

a Madonna, with St. Andrew and St.

Tiziano attendant (said to be Titian),

in the house of (il Canone) Dr. Tad-
deo Jacobi. It was never finished. In

the church at Zoppi, 13 miles ofl', 5

of which must be traversed on foot up
the mountain, Is a painting said to have

been by Titian, but if his, now ruined

by retouching, and not worth visiting.

The only tolerable figure in it is that of

St. Jerome. There is a small picture

at Domegge, in the church Della Salute,

of a Madonna entlironed with boy an-

gels below, proved by documents to

have been painted for a standard to be

carried in religious procession by Ti-

tian ; whose hand, however, is scarcely

to be traced in its present miserable

state.”—E. Travellers not pressed for

time, and wishing to visit Titian’s birth-

place, may find a field-path thither, and

may regain the high road by another

lower down.
In the character of the magnificent

scenery of the Frioulian mountains

around Cadore may be discovered the

type of the landscapes and backgrounds

of many of Titi.an’s pictures.

The road follows the right bank of

the Piave, descending first through a

narrow defile, where previously human
foot had never trod, and where a passage

has been hewn and blasted out of the

solid rock for a depth of 40, 50, or even
more feet. It is then carried by zigzags

past Sotto Gastello, to

2 Perarollo (/«», fair), a small vil-

lage at the junction of the Bo'ite with
the Piave. A wooden bridge is there

thrown over the Boite, whose course the

road has followed nearly from its source

in the Alps to Cadore. The scenery

around is wild and dreary. The road

continues its course for a considerable

distance, excavated in the rock, or sup-

ported on terraces, and defended by high

walls of masonry. The Piave, confined

within narrow rocks, runs through an

almost uninterrupted ravine for many
miles. The mountains are bare, and
riven at their summits, and present a

fine bold outline. The district has the

air of a complete solitude : few human
habitations appear—nothing but a soli-

tary saw-mill ; and below it, at Ospi-

tale, a few scattered houses collected

round a timber grating (Hechen—
§ 111): where the trees floated down
from the neighbouring forests are col-

lected and sawn into planks. At
last the valley opens out in the vicin-

ity of

3^ Longarone, a small village in a

stony and barren situation. Inn

:

Posta,

Post, dirty and charges high
;
Leone

d'Oro.

3 Germ, miles from Santa Croce and

Longarone, to the E., lies Beiluno {Inns :

Due Torre, good; Leone Bianco, very

good), capital of the province of the

same name, situated at the junction of

the Ardo with the Piave, whose gravelly

bed is sometimes ^ a mile broad and

nearly bare in summer, with just water

enough to float down timber rafts, with

cargoes of turpentine, pitch, &c., from

the mountains. It contains a popula-

tion of 9731 souls. The Cathedral is

the finest of the 14 churches. In the

Church of St. Stephen is the Adoration

of the Magi, believed to have been

printed by Polidori, but designed by

Titian. The town is supplied with

water by an aqueduct 6 miles long.

The road from Longarone runs along

the right bank of the Piave, as far as

Capo di Ponte, where the river is crossed
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by a bold wooden bridge, of a single

arch. 90 feet above it. Tlie winged

Lion of St. Mark, and the date 1606,

indicate that the Venetians had con-

structed a bridge here, of which tlie

existing buttresses are probably part.

The road for those coming from the S.

to Belluno—whose towers are visible in

the distance—turns oil' here, accompa-

nying the Piave in its course. Our
route ascends a moderate ridge, and on

the opposite side skirts the margin of a

beautiful little Lake, on which lies

3 Santa Croce, a small village, with

a miserable \xm. Travellers should on no

account stop here. (3^ G. M. charged

in going to Longarone.)

A gloomy pass, formed by the approx-

imation of the rocks on both sides of

the torrent (formerly traversed by a

wall extending from side to side, and
allowing a passage for the road under

a fortified gateway), leads into the

small and dirty town of Sarravalle, and
no doubt gave it its name. It is a town

of 53-50 inhah., at the foot of the range

of hills which descend in aS.VV. di-

rection from the Alps, and divide the

upper from the lower valley of the

Piave
;
above it rises an old fortress.

Here the new road, properly speaking,

terminates; the continuation of the route

to Venice being of much older con-

struction : it is kept in excellent order,

as, indeed, are all the roads in the

Austrian provinces of Italy.

2 Cenada

—

(Inns

:

Rosa, best, clean
and good

;
Post, good), a town of 4450

iiihab.
; on the E. of it rises the castle

of St. Martino.

Numerous hill-forts in ruins, cha]jels,

and calvaries, decorate the sides of the

valley
; but the hills subside, in the

neighbourhood of

2 Conegliatio, into the plains of the
Piave. Here there is an excellent hotel
at the Post. “ There are frescoes by
Portlenone, now almost obliterated, on
the oiitsi'le of several private houses.
In the IJuomo is an altar-piece by
Cima, Init cracked, blackened, and
ruined.”— E.
“In going_ from Cenada to .Santa

Croce, from Perarollo to Venas, and

from .Sterzing to Brenner, persons tra-

velling post are obliged to take an extra

horse."—G.
2 Spressiano, 1 Described in Route
2 Treviso, ) 250, and p. 282.

3 Mestre, 1 See Handbook for
2 Venice, / North Italy.

ROUTE 229.

SALZBURG TO INNSBRUCK.

23;^ German miles = 113 English
miles. Eilwagen 3 times a week.
“The journey may be performed

with post horses, aided by a Laiifzeltel

(§ 91), in 17J hours (? 22 German
miles)

;
but the more general rate over

is less than 6 miles an hour. Reichen-
hall, Waidringen, St. Johann, or Rat-
tenberg, are good halting-places for the
night.

“ The best division of the journey
for those who travel post is at St.

Johann, where the post ati'ords bettei

accommodation than those at either

of the other towns after leaving
Unken.'’—G.

This pass into Tyrol displays some
very fine scenery, especially between
Unken and Waidringen.
The traveller who follows this route

turns his back upon the plains at Salz-
burg, and skirting on the left the ma-
jestic Untersberg, ascends the valley of
the Saal, whose sides ap|)roach nearer
together, and increase in height, at al-

most every step, so that within a few
miles he finds himself encompassed by
the mountains.

A small strip of Bavarian territory,

which extends E. as far as Berchtes-
gaden, now crosses our route. It is not
more than 10 miles broad. Travellers
should not omit to request the Austrian
custom-house officers on the frontier to

plumb their baggage, otherwise their

boxes will probably be searched, and
an hour s delay caused on the ojiposite

frontier. A small fee will in.snre this

being done ; the seals .are removed at

Unken. The Austrian custom-house
on this side is at Max Gian, or Wal-
sersberg ?

o 3
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About i mile before reaching Reich-
enhall, the road passes the secularised

Convent of St. Zeno, near which a road
turns off to Berchtesgaden, a delightful

detour in going to or from Salzburg,

and a most interesting and romantic

road (Routes 185 and 199). On the

right are now seen the vast|evaporating-

houses in which the brine is jirepared

for boiling.

2 Reichenhall.—Inns : Post, very

good and moderate
;
Beym Goldencn

Bowen BiUu. A flourishing Bavarian

town of 3000 inhabitants, on the right

bank of the Saul ;
it was almost entirely

destroyed by a conflagration in 1834.

The aftix to its name of hall will pre-

pare the reader to learn that it is cele-

brated for its extensive sa//-works, from

which the inhabitants chiefly derive

employment and prosperity. The new
buildings, oflices, &c. belonging to the

salt-works are handsome and substan-

tial. The salt-springs burst forth about

50 feet below the surface of the ground :

a sjjacious shaft has been sunk down to

them, and they are approucheil by a

flight of stone steps, over which a

build ing, called Brunnenhatis, is erected.

The brine is pumped up to the surface

by machinery. The springs amount to

18 in number: a few of them are so

strongly saturated as to be fit for

boiling at once, the others are conveyed

to the long evaporating-houses outside

the town, near the Salzburg road.

These are filled with stacks of thorn-

faggots (whence the German name,

Dorngradirhduser)
;
and the salt water

being pumped up to the roof, is allowed

to trickle through the faggots, thereby

exposing it to the air, which dries up

J
of the watery particles, while the salt

remains behind.
“ A water-wheel raises the weak

brine to the top of the houses, one

57 ft., the other 77 ft. high, where it

is distributed along a trough furnished

with spouts alternately on the one

side and the other, to discharge it over

the thorn-stack, which is 6 ft. wide at

top and 7 ft. at bottom. It takes J
ail hour to trickle to the bottom, and,

according to the dryness of the atmo-

sphere, is raised from 5 to 20 per cent,

in saltness.”—J. P. O.
Much fuel is thus spared, as the water

is not boiled until it is brought to the
state of strong brine. The strongest and
most abundant spring, called the

Gnaden, or Edel-quelle, having 24 per
cent, of salt, issues from a calcareous

breccia, and is perhaps unequalled in

copiousness by any other brine-spring

in the world, giving 3300 cubic feet of

water in 24 hours. It furnishes about
200,000 cwt. of salt annually. The
water of the lowest spring is pumped up
by a stream of fresh water rising a short

distance from the salt-spring, which is

prevented, by an ingenious arrange-

ment, from mixing with the brine, and
is afterwards carried olT into the Saal

through a subterraneous vaulted canal,

7089 feet long, running under the town,

and passable by boats. The boiling-

houses, ill which the salt is made, are

constructed on a far more scientific and
effective principle than those at the

Hall, and elsewhere in Austria. Close

to the town the river is traversed by one

of those wooden grates (Rechen) which
serve to collect the timber cut on the

neighbouring mountains, and floated

down by tributary streams into the

Saal. (See ^ 94, 95, 111.) The store

of wood laid up for fuel, &c. in the

yards is immense.

The greatest curiosity about Heichen-

hall is the Hydraulic machinery by
which the salt water is pumped up to

the top of a mountain nearly 1600 feet

high. More than 2 centuries ago the

forests in this neighbourhood were al-

ready so far exhausted as to be unequal

to furnish fuel for boiling more than a

very small part of the brine supplied by

the springs; it was therefore determined

to convey the brine to other places,

where wood w;is still abundant. The
plan was carried into execution by

means of a series of pipes, through

which the brine was first conveyed to

Traunstein
;
but many years afterwards,

as the supply increased, the conduits

were prolonged to Rosenheim, both

these spots l>eing surroundeil by forests.

Within a few years, Rcichenhall has
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been connected by a similar line of

pipes witli Berchtesgaden, where the

brine produced by dissolving masses of

rock-sjilt is much stronger than tlie

Reichenhall springs, and is mixed with

a part of them to bring them to the state

fit for boiling. The total length of this

singular aqueduct, from Berchtesgaden,

through Reichenhall, to Traunsteiii, is

about 00 miles.

As many high mountains and deep

valleys intervene between these places,

the water is raised to the required height

by means of pumijs of a very ingenious

construction, made by a mechanist

named Reichenbach. One of these

engines alone, by a single eflbrt, raises

the water a height of 1 200 feet
;
and at

intervals, on the ascent, are large reser-

voirs, from which it is elevated still

further, until, after 14 diflerent propul-

sions, it attains the summit level of its

channel. The pipes to hold the brine

are made of cast-iron, in order to with-

stand the great pressure
;
while a series

of wooden pipes convey fresh water

down the mountain to turn the ma-
chinery. Botli tlie pipes and the en-

gine-houses are seen by the road-side,

on the ascent leading out of Reichen-
hall to Innsbruck. They are highly

deserving of inspection by all persons

who take an interest in machinery. At
Reichenhall the road enters upon most
romantic scenery—scarcely surpassed

in any of the Alps.

Two tremendous hills occur on the

stage to Unken. On quitting Reichen-
hall we commence the first very steep

ascent of the mountain called Gschaid,
passing the fine ruined Castle of Karl-
stein, once the key of the pass, leaving
on tlie right the road to Traunsteiii and
Munich (Route IS.*)), and enter a nar-
row ravine, called Stem Pass, present-
ing decidedly the finest scenery on this

road. At Melech, the last place in

Bavaria, where a contest fatal to the
Tyrolese, under Spechbacher, took place
in 1S09, is the custom-home, beyond
which lies the Austrian village of
2^ Unhen— (^/nns : Post

;
W^eisse

I.amiu : both clean)—consisting id’ a
post-house and 20 others, situated at

the bottom of a dell. During the con-

test for the Pass Strub, in 1805, this

village was burned.

In coming from Innsbruck, the bag-

gage of travellers is plumbed, and their

passports examined at Unken by the

.Austrians. The AusUians have a cus-

tom-house at Walserberg, and the Ba-
varians at Melech.

Near Lofer the valley contracts, ami
the scenery becomes wild ami grand.

There is a road from Lofer to Gastein

by the beautiful Pinzgauer Hohlweg,
Saalfelden, and Zell-am-See. (Route
202.)

Beyond Lofer the road quits the siile

of the Saal, and continually mounting
enters the narrow and romantic defile

called Pass Stnib, which forms the

portal of Tyrol on this side: a stone

pillar, 4 feet high, marks the boundary,

and a decayed archway, flanked by a

tower, formerly closed the passage u|)

and down. This defile was heroically

defended by the Tyrolese in 1806 :

but there is scarcely a glen in all the

land of which the same may not be

said,

“ Qiue caret ora cruore nostro ?”

Three attacks of the Bavarians were
repulsed by a mere handful of peasants,

who, though at length comiielled to

retire, left 1500 of the enemy dead on
the field, having lost 170 themselves.

The pass was again defended in 1809,

with most unequal force, against the

army of the Duke of Danzig and Ge-
neral Wrede.

The fine scenery extends, with little

interruption, as far as

2^ Waidringen. (/««; Post.)

2 tit. Johann (/h/i ; Post, very good j,

about ^ way between Salzburg and
Innsbruck. The village is prettily si-

tuated at the junclion of 4 valleys. A
carriage-road has been made hence into

the Pinzgau at Mittersill (Route 250 J,

by Kitzbiiliel and the Pass Thnro.
.About 2 miles S. from this, in the val-

ley of the Gross-Ache, on the way to

Kitzbiihel, is the abamloneil mine of

liohrerbuhel, which, between the years

1510 and 1030, yielded almost incrv-
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dible treasures of silver and copper.
It is remarkable for having the deepest
shaft of any mine in the world, except
Monkwearmouth— extending for 500
fathoms into the bowels of the moun-
tain. “ From St. Johann to Worgl the

road is a gentle ascent
;
from St. Johann

to Elmau the road ascends gently
;
from

Elmau to the Inn it descends
;
thence

to Innsbruck it is nearly level.”

—

D. .1.

2 Elmau. (Post, a new inn.)

2 Soil—(Post-house). A prettily-

situated village : near it is the old
castle of Ittern. The road descends
into the valley of the Inn, shortly before

reaching

2 Worgl (Post, good—R. F. S.),

and continues by the side of it all the

way to Innsbruck. Near this are the

coal mines of Haring, which supply the

salt-works at Hall with fuel.

[From Worgl a road runs hy the

side of the Inn to Munich, by Rosen-

heim (Route 1R5, 7 German miles

from M orgl), pjissing Kujfstein, a fron-

tier fortress, the only one which re-

mained in the hands of the French at

the end of the campaign of 1809. This

stronghold, pictures(|uely situated on
the top of a rock above the Inn, with a

small town at its base, has only one

steep approach
;

stores and provisions

are conveyed into it by pulleys and
cranes.]

Near Kundl, about J way to Ratten-

bcrg, stands the solitary and very an-

cient Church of Si. Ijtonhard, originally

founded in 1019, hy theEm]jeror Henry

II. The pillars supporting its roof are

decorated with figures of monsters,

double lions, and dragons. The ]>ulpit

is beautifully carved. The existing

edifice is, probably, not older than

1500.

2 Rattenberg, a town of 1000 inha-

bitants, having silver and copper mines

and smelting-houses, and surmounted

by an old castle. There are more sil-

ver and cojjper mines, with smelting-

houses, at the next following village,

Brixlegg. The valley of the Inn from

hence to Innsbruck exhibits the most

noble and romantic mountain-scenery.

The view terminates, in fine weather,
with the Glaciers of the Brenner, Stu-
bey, and Oetzthal. The road passes
the picturesque castles of Matzen,
Lichtwer, and Kropfsberg.

The village of Strass is situated at
the mouth of the picturesque Z illerthal,

a valley which deserves to be visited

;

it is described in Route 230.

2i Schwatz—Inn ; Post
;

kept by
Anthony Rainer, one of the Tyrolese
Minstrels; rather dear; fallen off.

Schwatz is situated on the right bank
of the Inn, and has 4491 inhabitants.

It was almost entirely burned to the

ground in the campaign of 1809, by the

Bavarians, who committed the most
wanton atrocities and cruelties; the

slaughterofmen and theshame ofwomen
are the acts which these plunderers and
incendiaries have to answer for, and,

though now rebuilt, it has suffered in

its prosperity from this disaster. Its

celebrated silver-mines, which in the

15th century were worked by the Fug-
gers of Augsburg, in partnership with

the Emperor Maximilimi, and atforded

them an annual income of 200,000 fls.

as their share of the profits, are now
either exhausted or so fallen oil’ as to

be nearly abandoned. The iron and
copper mines, however, are still pro-

ductive. The smelting of the ore, the

manufacture of vitriol, and several other

trades and manufactures, as woollen

stufl’s, hafs, &c., give employment to

its industrious population. Many of

the adits of the mines open at the road-

side, and on either hand vast heaps of

rubbish and scoria are piled. The
beautiful Gothic P/arrkirche, on the

right of the road, was built in 1502

;

it has two choirs, and two high altars,

one set apart, according to tradition,

for the miners. The roof has been most

tastelessly modernised and defaced with

stucco-work. The monument of the

smelting-master, Ilans Dreylwg, de-

signed by Colin of Mechlin, and cast

in bronze hy IJjfiler, 1578, deserves

minute examination as a work of art,

of great excellence. Another bronze

bas-relief to the memory of a young

man of the Fugger family, is also a
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work of merit. In the cloisters adjoin-

ing the FrancUcan Church are some

curious fresco paintings, as old as the

building itself, which was founded

1507-14; unfortunately, they have been

injured by re-touching.

The Miinzthurm, or Mint, a singular

and picturesque tower, rises above the

other buildings. Not far from Schwatz

stands the ruined castle Ffriindsberg,

the cradle of the family which produced

the renowned commander and Knight

George, the conqueror of Francis I. at

Pavia.

The interesting road from Munich to

Innsbruck, by the Achenthal (Route

188), crosses the Inn by a bridge at

Schwatz.

2 ^'olders.

—

Inn : Post, seems good.

The road changes from the right to the

left bank of the Inn before reaching

Hall (/n« ; Krone), an ancient and
well-smoked town of 4400 inhabitants,

6 miles from Innsbruck, at the foot of

the Salzberg, a mountain distinguished

for its bare white precipices destitute

of wood. It evidently derives its name
from the Greek oAj—salt, and is chiefly

remarkable for its salt-mines and pans,

belonging to the Austrian government.
The evaporating-houses and cabinet of

models of the mining-works are shown
to strangers on application to the official

manager (§ 9 1, 95).

The Salt-Mine is situated more than
5000 feet above the sea-level, at the ex-

tremity of a wild and narrow ravine,

hemmed in by limestone cliffs, called

Hallthul, about 8 miles N. of Hall.
It is approached by a carriage-road,
“ extremely steep, so that 4 horses are
required to drag up a caleche. The
descent is attended with some danger,
owing to the roughness and steepness of
the road and the total absence of all

fence. It is useful to have a man or
two at the sides of the carriage to keep
it steady.’ —C. D. On the whole,
neither the mine nor the approach to it

possesses interest sufficient to compen-
sate for the detour. The road passes
the ruined church of Sta. Magdalene,
once attached to a Numiery, beyond
which is seen the house of the superin-

tendent of the mines. The salt is ob-

tained in the form of brine by a pro-

cess similar to that in use at Halleiri

(Route 200). The brine is conducted
from the mine to the salt-pans in Hall

in wooden pipes. Reservoirs are con-

structed at short intervals to receive it

and prevent the bursting of the pipes

from the vast pressure which such a

column of water would cause if unin-

terrupted. Strangers desirous of seeing

the mines had belter apply for an order

at the office in Hall. An-ived on the

spot, they are provided with miners’

clothes, lights, and a guide at the Ver-

waltungs Gebitude. The entrance

through the gallery, called Maximil-
ian’s'Stollen, is low and inconvenient,

but opens out into numerous large

chambers. The quantity of salt pro-

duced has fallen off' of late years since

the demand from Switzerland has di-

minished
;
and Tyrol and the lower

Engadine alone draw their supplies

from hence. At one time the annual
produce of the mines was 264,000
centners, and nearly 700 men were em-
ployed at the mines and pans

;
at pre-

sent the quantity gained and the number
of labourers is reduced by one-third.

There is one object in Hall which
those who respect the memory of a hero
and a patriot, however humble, will
not leave unvisited

;
it is the Grave of

Spechbacher, the bravest and most skil-

ful and prudent leader of the Tyrolese
in their struggle for indeyrendeuce.
He was the companion of Hofer, and
died here in 1820. His grave is a
small marble monument bearing an
urn, attached to the outer wall of the

Parish Church, on the righi of the west
entrance. Hall and its vicinity were
the scene of the hero’s most memorable
exydoits; thrice did he gain possession

of the bridge of the Inn, which formed
the key of the Bavarian and French
j)osition, in the course of the year 1809.
On the evening of the lllh of April,

the whole male poynilalion of the lower
Inntlial rose en masse under Syrech-

bacher’s command
;
watcli-lires, fed by

the women and children, blazed through
the night from every height. The Ba-
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varians, fearing an assault upon the
bridge, strengthened that post to the
utmost

; but in the meanwhile Spech-
bacher at the head of a chosen band of
peasants crept round to the other side of
the town, awaiting the dawn in am-
bush. As soon as the garrison, sus-
jiecting no attack on this side, opened
the gates in the morning, Spechbacher's
party rushed forward, seized tlie gates,

disarmed and made prisoners of the

guard, and gained possession of the

town with the loss of only 2 men.
There is a cross-road to Innsbruck

along I lie right bank of the Inn, pass-

ing Schloss Ambras, an ancient castle,

once the residence of the Archdukes of

Austria, built in the 13lh century
;
but

still in a perfect state of preservation,

though now dismantled and convertecl

into a barrack. The collections which
it contained have been transported to

Vienna, and the Tyrolese sorrowfully

assert that the only treasure now left

them in Ambras is a corps of Croats.

A few suits of armour, one or two old

pictures, and some Homan mile-stones

found in Tyrol, still remain. These,

however, are not of sufficient interest to

attract peo|ile to the spot apart from
the view which is gained from its

battlements, embracing the grand
scenery of the valley of the Inn, with

innumerable villages, and the two large

towns of Innsbruck and Hall.

The walk hither from Innsbruck,

however, is very delightful, and the

old castle is by no means destitute of

historical interest, since it was the

abode of the fair Philippina Welser,

who, though a daughter of a simple

burgher of Augsburg, became Arch-
duchess of Austria. The youthful

Ferdinand, at the age of 19, fell in love

with her at Augsburg, during the sitting

of the Diet; two years after they were

secretly married, and lived happily to-

gether for 31 years.

It was from a high window of the

castle that Wallenstein, their a page of

the Markgraf of Ilurgau, and a Pro-

testant, fell to the ground without hurt-

ing himself; an esaipe which is said to

have laid the foundation of the belief

in his mind that he was horn for some-
thing great; itseems to have given a se-
rious turn to his thoughts and habits of
life.

The Tummel Platz, behind the castle,

is so called because the lists stood there
in which tournaments were held; near
it are the graves of one or two knights
killed in such sportive encounters.

2 Innsbruck (Route 212).

ROUTE 230.

INNSBRUCK TO GASTEIN OB SALZBURG,
BY THE ZILLERTUAL, THE GERLOS
PASS, AND THE PINZQAU.

From Innshruck to Schwatz, see the
preceding Route.
The Eillertlial and the Pinzgau or

vale of the Salza are traversed by char-
roads

; and at any of the villages along
this part of the route a rough jolting

one-horse car (Einspann) may be hired

to the next town or village.

The ascent and descent of the Ger-
los, separating these two valleys, over

which there is no char-road, might he

passed on horseback, but is better suited

for walking. By crossing the pass be-

tween Zell and Krimml on foot, and
making the rest of the journey in a
char, the Inn near the Krimmler water-

fall (where the traveller ought certainly

to stop the first night) may lie reached

in 17 hours from Strass. Taxenbach
may be reached the second night.

The village of Strass, 6 miles from
Schwatz, on the post-road from Inns-

bruck to Salzburg, stands in the mouth
of the valley of the Ziller (ceUr, swift).

High up on the steep face of the moun-
tain, forming the right wall of the val-

ley, is seen the chapel and hermitage

of Brettfall. At Strass a roail, prac-

ticable for light cars as far as Zell,

turns out of the valley of the Inn, and

ascends the Zillerthal. The first vil-

lage on the way up the valley is Schlit-

ters
;
beyond it is

1 Fiigen, the most populous place in

the valley, about 4 miles from Strass.

It is the native place of the Rainer

family, the Tyrolese Minstrels who
visited England a few years ago: tliey
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are again settled here, enriclied with

tlie little fortunes which they gained

for themselves amongst us. Two of the

brothers are married, and turned inn-

keepers. They are always happy to see

English travellers, and are particularly

attentive to them. The accommoda-
tion of their houses is better than what

remote Tyrolese inns usually allbrd.

The chief building is the Chateau of

Count Dbiihof, originally built by the

Fugger family in the latter part of the

15th century, but modernised. The
Hackllhurm, the feudal residence of

the lords of Hackl, is a tower 4 stories

high, still inhabited. It wasoriguially

5 or 6 stories high. The Church con-

tains some carvings by native artists.

There is a neeiUe manufactory in the

village, belonging to Count Donhof.
The next village worth mentioning

is Ried

—

(I/in ; Das Neue Haus)

—

whose inhabitants are for the most part

pedlars, who carry gloves, chamois
leather, and other articles for sale all

over the Continent. The land in this

parish is incapable of supporting by
agricultural laljour the number of in-

habitants, who are therefore driven to

seek their maintenance from foreign

lauds. The torrent called Kiederbacli

is a most dangerous neighbour, and
every now and then commits serious

devastations by its inundations
;

it is the

plague of tire valley. In 1781, swollen
by rain, it deserted its usual bed, and
burst a passage through a forest, tear-

ing up by the roots the strongest trees,

and bore down with a tremendous flood

directly u|X)U the cliurch. Tlie poor
people, who had fled into it for safety,

crowded together in the steeple, the
water rose as high as the windows, and
tlie fall of the building, with the de-
struction of all within it, was momen-
tarily expected, when fortunately the
fury of the tempest aliated. Tlie Church
is decorated with frescoes by Tyrolese
artists.

4 Zell.

—

{Inn: UeymBrau; at the
Brewery.) Zell is the principal place
in the valley : it has about 1078 inha-
bitants. At the distance of a mile, in

. the hill of Haiiizenberg, are Gold-Mines,

which still produce that precious me-
tal, though in small quantities. The
stamping-mills and the process of amal-
gamation are curious.

Until within a few years the work-

ing of the mines has been attended with

almost constant loss : at present, owing
to the discovery of more productive

veins, and the introduction of improve-

ments in the machinery and process

of e.xtracting the gold, as much as

72 marks of pure metal are obtained

annually. About 20 miners are em-
ployed, with 3 superior officers.

At Zell the path over the Gerlos di-

verges to the E., ascending the Hain-
zeuberg, while tlie main trunk of the

valley extends due S. as far as the vil-

lage Mayrhofen, beautifully situated,

and having a good inn (Neuhaus).
[Above this the valley divides into 4
branches—that on the E. is the prolon-

gation of the Zillerthal, and runs up
to the Krimler Tauern

;
the 2nd is called

Thai Stillupe
;

the 3rd Zemzerthal
;

and the 4th or W. branch, Duxerthal.
The last is the most interesting for its

scenery. The way to it lies through
Finkenberg, which may be reached by
a romantic path called Teufelssteg,

carried with great boldness along the
rock, 96 feet above the torrent. There
is a more direct but less romantic road
than this. The Duxerthal stretches for

about 16 or 18 miles beyond Zell into
the heart of the Alps. The principal
village is Lanersbach, with a miserable
inn. The last hamlet is called Hinter
Dux. The scenery hereabouts is very
grand; the valley is terminated by gla-
ciers, one of which is called the “ Fro-
zen Wall,” die gefrorne Wand.]
The peculiarities of the Tyrolese cha-

racter are more strongly developed in

the Zillerthal than perhaps any other
part of the country. Nowhere is a more
merry set to be found—passionately
fond of dancing and singing, they are
also particularly distinguished for

their skill in extemiiorising verses,

chiclly of a satirical cast. The traveller

desirous of studying manners should
endeavour to be present at a marriage
festival or a wake (Kirchweih) in the
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Zillerthal
;
he will undoubtedly be

'

amused and gratified. The Kircliweih ;

at Zell is resorted to by hundreds of i

peasants from all the adjoining valleys. \

The inhabitants of the Zillerthal are

a handsome and industrious race : the

men tall and well formed, and a few of

the women pretty, though generally in-

clined to coarseness. The valley is a

pastoral one: the wealth of its inhabit-

ants lies in herds of cattle : those who
are not occupied in tending them, or

in making butter and cheese, emigrate
temporarily as pedlars, purchasing
gloves of chamois leather at Hied,

Schwatz, and Innsbruck, which they
sell in all parts of Europe. 16,000
dozen pairs of gloves are disposed of in

this manner in a year. The costumes
both of men and women are very pic-

turesque.

A large portion of the inhahitants of

the Zillerthal had been secretly con-

verted to Protestantism, solely by the

perusal of the Bible, which had been
widely circulated amongst them.—
Through the influence of the Romish
priesthood these poor people were sub-

jected to the most dire persecutions,

being denied the sacraments of the

church, the rights of baptism, marriage,

or Christian burial, for a long series of

years, until, in 1837, an edict of the

estates or parliament of Tyrol com-
|

pelled between 400 and 500 to sell their

property and quit their native land for

ever. The King of Prussia, with true

Christian benevolence, has provided an

asylum for these exiles on account of

their religio.'i at Sclimiedeberg, in

Silesia.

The ascent of the Pass of the Gerlos

commences with the Hainzenberg, im-

mediately behind Zell
;
and the path

continues to mount upwards all the

way from Zell to the village of Gerlos

(14 miles)—a miserable collection of

hovels, situated in an unhealthy marsh.

It has a new inn, which is tolerable (the

old was very bad)
;
but it is better to

push on to Kriminl. The summit of

the Pass, 3718 feet above the sea-level,

along which runs the boundary of Ty-
rol and Salzburg, is entirely covered

with vast forests of fir and larch, whose
dark solitudes are rarely traversed by
any but woodmen. The first inn in

the Pinzgau, or valley of the .Salza, into
which we now descend, is at Ronach.
It is not much better than that at Ger-
los, but at least its situation is not un-
wholesome.

It is far better to vary the route from
Gerlos into the Pinzgau, by making a
short d6tour to the Waterfall of the

Krimtnl, on the right hand of the path
over the Plattenburg, from which there

is an interesting view commanding the

fall. This cataract, perhaps the finest

in the Austrian dominions, is formed
by the stream of the Ache, which de-

scends in three leaps from a very con-
siderable height. The two lower falls

are much broken by rocks, and it is

difficult to get a good view of them.
The upper fall is considered by some
the finest of all. The Inn close at hand
afibrds far better accommodation than
any in the Pinzgau. The valley of

Krimml, in which it issitnated, isaside

valley of the Pinzgau. The Krimml,
a small stream traversing it, falls

into the Salza, about 4 miles lower

down. [Up the valley of Krimml runs

a mule path, very steep, difficult, and
out of order, which conducts, in 15

hours, over the Krimmter Tauern, to

Rrunecken in the Pnsterthal, a distance

of about 45 miles. See Route 225.]

A char road begins at Ronach, and
continues all the way down the valley

of the Salza, which, near its upper

extremity, does not afford scenery or

objects of very rem.arkable interest.

The mountain called the .Sulzbacher

V’enediger appears in sight on the right,

and lower down, on passing another

valley, the glacier called Habacher

Ries, the largest in the Pinzgau, is

discovered.

Wald, a small village on our route,

and on the left side of the .S.alza, is 5

miles from the Krimml Waterfall. In

front of the church are two stones, be-

tween which the peasants squeeze them-

selves as a cure for the rlieumatism !

Below Wald (7 hours from the Gerlos)

is Neukirchen
;
4 hours below it is
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•Mittersill. Tlie inn at the Brewery

is the best—large, but ill-managed.

\ very interesting but difficult path

leads from Mittersill over the high Alps

toWindisch Mattrey ( Route 226); and
a carriage road runs N. over Pass 'I’hurn,

by Kitzbiihel (8 Stunden), to St. Jo-

hann, in Route 229. (2 Stunden, the

latter p-art very hilly.)

Below Mittersill the Pinzgau is very
|

dreary, a large space in it being occu-
pied by marshes, extending for 18

miles. The whole of the lower ground
is indeed a desert and highly insalu-

brious swamp, on which nothing flou-

rishes but rank grass, reeds, and frogs,

which are caught in large quantities in

spring, and sent to the market at Salz-

burg. The bed of the river has been
raised by the deposit of mud and gravel

which it brings down, in many places
six feet higher than the ground on
either side of it, and its waters can only
be restrained by embankments. The
opening of the valley of Zell-am-See to

the N. (Route 202), near the village

and castle of Fischhorn, with the lake
and town behind, is a pleasing relief to

this dreariness. Near this the glaciers

of the Gross Glockner appear in sight

at tlie end of the vista formed by the

secondary valleys running southward
out of the Pinzgau.

6^ Bruck, a village with a good inn,

(.See Route 202), at the junction of the

Zillerbach with the Salza. A strong
dyke has been made to defend the val-
ley from inundations of the river, and
the sluggish stream which comes from
the Zillerfhal is conducted into the
.Salza by a canal. The waters of the
•Salza are at times several feet higher
than those in the canal. Opposite
Bruck the vale of the Fuscherthal
stretches .S. into the great chain of the
Noric Alps. 2J .Stunden up it is the
village of Fusch, 3^ more to the Fusch-
erbad (St. Wolfgang), and nearer to
the vale head lie the Ferleiten and Kil-
perthal, which are said to be well worth
exploring.

3 3 axenbach.—(The/nohere, B(!ym
Tax V\ irth, is better than any higher
up the valley.) (.See p. 210.) Here

SONDRIO TO RECOARO.

the Pinzgau terminates, and the lower
valley of the Salza, called the Pongau,
begins below Taxenbach. For several

miles it contracts itself into a narrow
detile, and the scenery becomes much
more picturesque.

[To the S. of Taxenbach the side

valley of Rauris opens into that of the

Salza. It is celebrated for its gold-

I

mines. It takes 3 hours to reach Geis-

bach, or Rauris, the principal place in

the valley, from which there is a moun-
tain-path leading to the right up the

Seidlwinkel valley, over the Rauris, or

Heiligenblut Tauern, 8058 feet above
the sea, to Heiligenblut, in Carinthia.

(Route 244). It takes 1^ hour from
Rauris to Worth; 1^ thence to the

Tauern-house, a solitary chalet : 3
hours more of steep ascent lead to the

Hochthor, the summit of the Pass
;
and

the descent from it to Heiligenblut oc-

cupies 5 hours. In 1797 an Austrian
general effected a passage of this moun-
tain, in the month of March, with 4000
men, horses, and baggage, and lost only
80 men in all from casualties, 'fhe short-

est way from the Pinzgau to Gastein is

by a footpath commencing near the

village of Embach, along the Rauris
Thai : but those who follow it lose the

splendid scenery of the Klammstreisse.]

2^ Lendt lies at the entrance of tlie

Klammstrasse, which is the post-road
to Bad Gastein from Salzburg.

—

(Route 200.)

ROUTE 231.

FROM SONDRIO, IN THE VALTEUNE,
THHOUGll VAL CAMONICA, BY THE
LAKES OF ISEO AND IDRO, TO
RECOARO AND BELLUNO.

“ From Morbegno, in the Valteline,
where the l-*ost-house is a good inn, a
bridle-road crosses tlie mountains into
the \ al Hrembana. Tliis road I have
not pissed, and mention it only because
on a former occasion I saw some beau-
tiful scenery at the opening of the val-

ley immediately behind Bcrgiimo, in

the neighbourhood of Sedrina and
Zogno.

“ From Sondrio I engaged horses to
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take myself and baggage to Edolo, in

the Val Camonica. The horses were
attached to a rough cart as far as Tres-

cenda, where there is nothing by way
of inn but a small and dirty cabaret

;

there is a better-looking inn at St.

Giacomo. The road towards the Pass
of Aprica crosses the Adda immediately
opposite Trescenda; it is a mere horse-

path—at the time of my passage par-

tially inundated by a deluge of rain.

Reaching the foot of the mountains, the

path turns to the left across a crazy
bridge as far as T41 Motta, then rises

above the valley, and returns westward
along the side of the mountain with

awkward precipices
;

tlien again east-

ward to Aprica, a village of hovels.

Stampa's Inn is but a ]ioor place, but
he appeared civil and honest. From
hence the descent to Edolo is practic-

able for A cart or car. From Trescenda
to Edolo, I should say it was 5 or 6
hours’ ride. It is in contemplation to

continue the carriage road to the Val-
teline. Near the village of Corteno
the scenery is picturesque, but the vil-

lage dirty—most of the houses have
holes above tlie doorways instead of

chimneys. There are many iron-works

hereabouts. The road do« ii to Edolo
is a very tolerable car-road (probably
kept up on account of the iron-works),

except through the villages, where the

pavement is execrable. I passed a

small spring by the road side impreg-

nated with carbonic acid and iron, pro-

bably not in sufficient quantity to be

valuable, but atlbrding a very refresh-

ing draught.
“ Eihlo is prettily situated in a gorge

of the mountains, with 2 bridges over

the Oglio, which here thunders over the

rocks”*. Near the bridge the ‘ Two
Moors,’ kept by Vincente, is a good
and clean inn— the people civil and
honest. There are beautiful walks either

towards Mu, on the opposite side of the

river, or following its course ujtwards

towards Incudine. Beyond this, as far

as Ponte di Legno, the scenery is com-
paratively tame, except where occa-

sional peeps are obtained of the snowy
ridge of the Avio and Aviolo, through
rents in the lateral mountains. Two
gigantic peaks of this range rise imme-
diately eastward of Edolo. At Ponte
di Legno I was told tliat the carriage

road continues as far as the summit of
Mount Tonale, the frontiers of Tyrol.

From Ponte di Legno to Fosine it is 4
hours, thence to the Batlis of Pejo 2
hours. From Male to Trent, aVelocifero

twice a week.
“ Immediately below Edolo tbe nar-

row valley is full of Turkish corn
;
the

forms of the mountains during the de-

scent of the valley very line. The situ-

ation of Edolo is doubtless elevated

;

the air in the heat of summer is not

bppressive there
;
yet I do not recollect

any very marked or considerable de-

scent at any one point. The inn at

Capo di Ponte not inviting externally

—the scenery is striking
; a ruined cas-

tle crowns a promontory opposite the

town on the other side of the river,and

the abrupt heights of Monte Vaccio are

a magniticent object.

“ Hreno is a highly picturesque and
curious old town : it stands on a moun-
tain mass which here blocks up the

valley, leaving little more than space

ibr the river. The inn, the Pellegrino,

kept by Malfei, good. The town stands

in a cleft in tbe rock surmounted by a
castle.

“ Civitate, very picturesque on all

sides. The road skirling the Oglio is

now quite flat, tbe alluvial plain ab-

ruptly terminated by limestone clifl's.

The geological aspect of the country is

here striking; two huge masses of dark-

coloured porphyry rise in the centre of

the valley, one on each side of the river,

the limestone mountains towering above

them
;
probably the constitution of the

country is analogous to that described

by Von Buch with regard to Lake Lu-

gano and the southern Tyrol. Here-

about I saw a gypsum rock almost as

hard as alabaster.

“Approach to Lovere, very pictur-

esque. Inn, the Canon d'Oro, appa-

rently the dilapidated palazzo of some

noble. The people coarse in a marked* Several iron-works here and above Erlolo.
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degree, but I cannot accuse them either

of incivility or dishonesty. Lovere

was long the residence of Lady Mary
Wortley Montague. Count Tadini's

gallery and museum may be visited,

hut the monument by Canova in the

family chapel is the principal object of

interest. At Lovere 1 was told that a

steam- boat was to start on the lake in

October, 1839. A new road, which

will enable a traveller from Iseo to

reach Lovere and the Val Camonica by
land, is in progress, passing by Pisogne;

at present it extends only to Marone*.
“ From Brescia a new road over the

hills, commanding at one point a beau-

tiful view over the lake of Garda, and
even to the Euganean hills, descends

into the valley of the Cbiese at Barghi,

passing Preseglie, from whence it is

about -1 miles up the valley to Vestone.

The stream is transparent, the valley

tranquil and beautiful, but 1 have an
idea tliat some of the irdiabitants are

mauvuis sujels. Travellers should be-

ware of Lecchi, innkeeper, near the

gate of \’estone. There is another inn

further on, the Tre Spade, which I

would recommend in preference, and
where lodged the Commissario di Po-
lizia, to whom I was obliged to have
recourse for the adjustment of my bill.

N.B. Better not to travel by night here-

about. 4 miles further up the valley,

passing the village of Lavenone (pictur-

esque), o|)<“ns the Lake of Idro, which
is much more elevated than the lakes

of Iseo and Garda
;
the scenery is there-

fore different, and more like Switzer-
land. At the gorge, immediately be-
fore 0{)ening on the lake, the Chiese
tumbles in foam through rocks of rod

argillaceous schist. To the right a
road crosses a bridge to the village of
idro; the main road continues along
the western margin of the lake towards
the Tyrol, and is (as I was told) prac-
ticable for carriages as far as Pieve di
Buono. The village of Anfo is a clus-

• ** Not having explored the eastern bank
by land. I believe Lovere to be by far the
most beautiful spot on the lake. Harnico
is more interesting than Iseo, but its scenery
is not striking.”

ter of very picturesque old houses, with

many overshot-raills. The fortress is

not seen from the village, as it stands

beyond a projecting mass of rock. Be-

yond Pieve di Buono travellers going

to Trent must hire mules, or one may
drive to Storo, and thence take mules

for Ponale (very picturesque), and by

boat to Riva. There is said to be a

carriage road after passing Rocca d’Anfo

to Bagolino.
“ The road down the valley of the

Chiese, through the pretty villages of

Barghfi, Sabbio, and Vobarno, is ex-

cellent
;
soon after this the road to Salo

quits that to Brescia, and turning ab-

ruptly to the left, the traveller finds

himself not in a valley, but on the ridge

of a steep hill, with the lake of Garda
and the town of Salo below him. The
scenery during the descent is lovely.

At Salo there is a recently built inn,

the Ganibero.
“ From Salo a carriage-road ascends

the lake as far as Gargnano, where a

traveller may take the steam-boat to

Riva
;
but the high walls of the vine-

yards among which it passes interfere

with the enjoyment of the scenery.

(See Route 218.)
“ From Verona to Montebello is

about 4 hours. The inn at Montebello

is indifferent
;
there are perhaps better

quarters to be met with at the inn called

Torre de Confini, from whence an ex-

cursion may be made to Ronca, famous
for its tertiary fossils. The road turns

off' to the left to Recoaro, tlirough Mon-
tecchio, Castel Gomberto, and Val-
dagno.

“ With regard to the natural curio-

sities of the Lessine Hills, the Verona
Guide-Book seems to give pretty full

information.
“ liecoaro is a place where an agree-

able stay may be made, and all splen-

did comforts obtained. The inns are

numerous and excellent, particularly

the Fonte, kept by the brothers Gior-

getti
;
most of the inmates meet at the

table-d'h6te about one o’clock, but

dinners are supplied in private at the

same hour at a small extra expense.

There are Libraries, poiiies, donkeys,

ft
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in short all the accessories of a fashion-

able watering-place. Tlie scenery is

splendid
;
the bottom of the valley and

mountains east of the Agno are com-
posed of mica schist, and the whole
overtopped and encircled by the dolo-
mitic walls of Jura limestone, which
here form the boundary of the Tyrol.
The Monte Spitze, immediately above
the fountain on the south, presents in

itself a nearly complete section of the

secondary strata to the Jura limestone
inclusive.

“ The acidulous waters are no doubt
as salutary as they are pleasant : for a
full account of their infallibility in the

cure of every possible disease see Dr.
Binsi’s Guide to Becoaro.

“ For the best account of the Geology
of the district of ^’icenza, see Masas-
chini's Saggio Geologico. This book
will be the best guide to the visitor to

Schio, unless indeed he has an intro-

duction to M. Pasini. An endeavour
should be made also to see tiie collec-

tion of the Fratelli Harettoni. From
llecoaro to Schio by the mountain, on

horseback, is only 3 hours; Schio is

on the direct road from Iloveredo to

Vicenza. Inn at Schio, the Stella,

good, and honest people.
“ In a palace at Tiene there are

frescoes, now much injured, by P.

Veronese. Marostica is picturesque.

Inns at Bassano, the St. Antonio and
the Luna. (Uoute 222.) At Fener,

in the valley of the Piave, is a very

tolerable inn kept by one Maragoni,

formerly a private in the English army.

The road quits the defile of the Piave,

and approaches the town of Feltre.

Inns ; the Vapore; Aquilad'Oro
;
good.

“ The road to Belluno crosses a gentle

eminence in the valley (which emi-

nence here divides the basin of the

Brenta from that of the Piave), and
soon rejoins the latter river. The
valley is wide, the mountains on the

north being much more picturesque in

their forms than those to the south.

About 5 miles after crossing the Cor-

devole, Belluno is seen crowning a

promontory, round the foot of which

Hows the Piave. {Inns; theDueTorri;

[Sect. XIT.

Leone d’Oro, very good. Route 228.)
The country is here composed of tertiary

green-sand and sandstone dee])ly in-

dented by the torrents and rivers. East
of the city the Ardo flows through a
deep ravine into the Piave, so that

Belluno is flanked on two sides by a
jaecipitous hill. The green-sand in

itself forms a beautifully varied and
picturesque country, even indepen-
dently of the loftier mountains which
are seen beyond; in short, the neigh-

bourhood of Belluno, especially north

of the town, is very beautiful. -An

excursion may be made northward
towards Bolzano (a small mountain
hamlet) to see Colontola, a spot said to

have been sketched by Titian, and in-

troduced into one of his pictures. It

lies below the road in the hollow of the

Ardo, iind is nothing but a mill and a

few houses
;
but the combination of

scenery is extremely fine. This ex-

cursion may be made in a char, but
not very conveniently.

“ A new road has been made from
Belluno to Agordo, striking across the

hills in a direct line to Mas
;
about

Mas the tertiary sand is covered by the

fall of the neighbouring calcareous

mountains.
“ Belluno is the country of 31. Ca-

tullo, the geologist, and of the present

Pope. At the college may be seen the

commencement of a collection of the

natural productions of the neighbour-

hood.
“ A new and more direct road is

made from Belluno to Treviso, passing

through the hills to the W. of Ceneda.
“ Supposing the traveller, on leaving

Belluno, to be proceeding to Ceneda
(Route 228), along the lake of Santa

Croce, he cannot fail to notice the fact

of the alteration of the course of the

Piave. From the fluviatile pebbles

and sand seen between Ceneda and

Uderzo, as well ns from concretionary

rocks of aqueous origin occurring in

the district of Cadore far above the

present level of the river, it appears

certain that the river formerly flowed

on a higher level by Ceneda to the

plain. The same has been observed
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by Fortis and Broccbi as to the channels

of the Astico, the Brenta, and the Tiber.

It is said that the Adice formerly flowed

into the Po ;
the bed of the Castagnaro

was formerly that of the river Tartaro,

usurped during a great flood by the

Adige, which at one period is said to

have bathed the walls of Este, and
entered the sea by the bed of the Bac-
chilione and the port of Brondolo. It

is a curious fact that what appears to

have been the ancient bed of the Adice
is still found along the country by
Moiitagnone, Este, and Conselve.

“ In the case of the Piave, it is to

the fall of Mount Socchero, according

to M. Catullo, that the alteration is

due. This I was not able quite to un-
derstand

;
tlie eboulement from Monte

Pinhe, at the southern extremity of the

lake of Santa Croce, seemed to me to

be the only insurmountable obstacle to

the passage of waters to the plain in

that direction. However this may be,

the alteration of the course of the river

is a fact of which there are historical

memorials. Near the lake of Santa
Croce is a village called La Secca,

and in the 8th century the Doge Pao-
luccio Anapesta made a treaty with

Luitprand by which he obtained an
extension of territory— ‘ dalla Piave
maggiore sino al luogo suo vecchio il

quale si chiama Piave secca.’— (See

Catullo's Terreni Diluviali e Post-

diluviali delle Provincii Veneti.)
“ Near the head of the lake of Santa

Croce, the marble ruins which fall

from Monte Pinli6 afl'ord secondary
fossils, attributed, I believe, to the cre-

taceous period.
“ The Lago Morto has neither feeder

nor any visible outlet.”—R. M.
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For Passports, Money, Ti'avelling, 8fc., see § 86 to § 92, Section XI,

In many of the Styrian inns the traveller must “ look sharp ” to secure for

himself the privilege of clean sheets.

In Carinthia, Carniola, Istria, &c., accounts are kept in good money (J 88)

—copper money is not taken.

A good map of Styria has been published from the Austrian Trigonometrical

Survey. There is an excellent map of Carniola, by Loschau
;
Vienna, 1832.

German, Stcyermarh. f Kdmthen. t Krais.
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Tbe Posting Tax in Styria is 50 kr., and in Cariritliia 52 kr., per horse and

per post; but it varies from year to yeiir. § 91.

§ 110. TBAVELLING IN CARNIOLA.

“ Carniola is, generally speaking, not well adapted for pedestrian excursions;

tbe objects of interest are too scattered; even tlie hilly country is, with few ex-

ceptions, unpicturesque, and the dirty habits, suspicious and disagreeable man-

ners. and barbarous language of the people (Sclavonian), diminish the pleasure

which its natural objects of interest might atlbrd. Goldsmith knew well both

the people and the country, where

‘ Tlie rude Carintliian boor

Against the houseless stranger shuts the door.’

“The Inns are generally comfortless, the people disobliging; and one feature

which strikes the traveller more than any other, and is, as far as 1 know, unex-

ampled in Europe, is the extraordinary precautions taken against house-break-

ing, by the invariable use of strong iron stanchions in the smallest windows of

the most trifling cottages, whilst iron shutters and bars are common even in

small villages. Highway robbery, though less frequent than fonnerly, is by no

means unknown, and military posts are established for the protection of travel-

lers on the great road from Vienna to Trieste. The use of ardent spirits

(Slivovitz) is fearfully universal.

“ The great exception in favour of the picturesque is the upper part of the

Valley of the Save (Route 251), and the incomparably beautiful and grand

scenery of the side valleys tunning up from it into the heart of the Terghu and

Manhardt mountains.''

The chain of the Julian Alps, extending in a direction from N.W. to S. E.,

through Carniola and Istria, is remarkable for the immense number of caverns

which occur in it. There are, it is said, more than 1000 between the Isonzo

and the frontier of Bosnia. It is one of the peculiarities of the limestone of

which these mountains consist, to disintegrate in places and to be cleft by As-

sures, so that in parts they may be said to be hollow. Large lakes are formed

within them, and streams flow through them, following a molc-like course,

engulfltig themselves in gaping caverns, and reappearing above ground at inter-

vals, before they finally terminate in the sea or in some great river. The want

of moisture on the surface, occasioned by the fundamental rock not being

water-tight, and the rain passing off through cracks, gives to the greater portion

of this district a character of the most repulsive barrenness, except in the valleys.

It is in all respects a desolate and howling wilderness : the mountains are

literally stripped naked, void of even the simplest kind of vegetation, presenting

a bare surface of grey limestone fissured or shattered into splintry fragments,

and sometimes indented with bowl-shaped iiollows. The Julian Alps cross the

line of route between Laibach and Trieste, and the traveller traverses the dis-

trict called the Kartt with eyes aching from the reflection of the sun on the

white rocks, to relieve which he looks in vain for a spot of verdure.
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§ 111 . THE FOREST RIESEN KLAUSEN RECHEN.

The Forests of Tyrol and Styria, by their magnitude and number, form one

of the distinguishing features of those countries, when compared with Switzer-

land. They cover the middle region of the Alps, and encroach more upon the

verge of the cultivated fields, which occupy the lower part of the valleys, than

in Switzerland.

The character of the Forests of the Austrian Alps has been drawn hy the

masterly pen of the author of Vathek :

—

“ There seemed no end to these forests, except where little irregular spots of

herbage, fed by cattle, intervened. Whenever we gained an eminence, it was

only to discover more ranges of dark wood, variegated with meadows and glit-

tering streams. White clover, and a profusion of sweet-scented flowers, clothe

tlieir banks
;
above waves the mountain-ash, glowing with scarlet berries

;
and

l)eyond, rise hills, and rocks, and mountains, piled upon one another, and
fringed with fir to their topmost acclivities. Perhaps the Norwegian forests

alone equal these in grandeur and extent. Those which cover the Swiss High-

lands rarely convey such vast ideas. There the woods climb only half-way up
their ascents, which then are circumscribed by snows

;
here no boundaries are

set to their progress; and the mountains, from their bases to their summits, dis-

play rich, unbroken masses of vegetation.”

It might at first he supposed that these vast storehpuses of timber, from their

extreme remoteness and the difficulty of access, would hardly be of any value

to man, and that the trees would be allowed to flourish and rot, undisturbed by

the axe, on the spot where nature sowed them. This is hy no means the case

:

there are many remote districts of the Austrian Alps where timber is the sole

produce, where the people draw their subsistence entirely from the forest; and I

human ingenuity has contrived means by which the stately stem of the Tyrolese
I

larch, which has grown to maturity close to the glaciers of the Orfeler Spitz, is

transported to the arsenal of Venice or the port of Trieste, while that which has

flourished near the fountain-head of the Salza may be found in Ihe course of a

few months from the time when it has quitted its native forests serving as a mast

to some vessel of war or merchandise on the Black Sea.

There can be no difficulty in the transport of the timber growing on the

borders of a navigable river
;
but it is a different thing when it grows at the

distance of many miles from any stream capable of floating a log. or where the

streams flow in a direction opposite to that in which the wood is to be carried.

The first of these obstacles is overcome by means of slides (called Riesen),

semicircular troughs formed of six or eight fir-trees jdaced side by side, and

smoothed by stripping off' the bark, and extending sometimes a length of many

miles. They are constructed so as to preserve a gradual descent, are not always

straight, but are made to curve round the shoulders of the mountains, being at

times carried in tunnels through projecting rocks, and at others conducted over

ravines and depressions on the tops of tall stems, like the piers of a bridge,

until they terminate on the borders of some stream capable of carrying them

onwards. The great slide of Alpnach was constructed in the same manner
;

it.
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however, did not succeed, and has long since been destroyed. The Austrian

forests are everywhere traversed by these contrivances, which form, in fact, a

rude railroad for the timber. Let the traveller take heed in passing these slides

after snow or rain has fallen. The wood-cutter waits for such favouratjle oppor-

tunities, when the ground is slippery, and the rivers are high, to launch forth the

timber, which has been cut many weeks before. The logs descend with the

rapidity of an arrow, and it would be certain destruction to encounter one in its

course : so great is the force they acquire, that if by chance a log strikes against

any impediment in the sides of the slide, it is tossed out by the shock, and either

snapped in two like wax or shivered to splinters.

The streams which traverse a forest district are often so shallow and so much
impeded by rocks, that even after rain they would be insufficient to can-y for-

ward the wood. In such cases a strong dam or lock (Klause) is built across

the stream, at a paint where its banks are narrowest, usually at the mouth of a

gorge, and the waters are pent up by sluice-gates until they have risen so as to

form an artificial lake. In this sheet of water the logs from the surrounding

forests are collected. At a given signal the sluice-gates are opened, and the

pent-up waters force their way down the valley, bearing along the wood with

which they are freighted, until they reach a larger stream capable of floating

them on its surface without artificial aid.

A few only of the finest trunks are formed into rafts, and transported down
the Danube into the Black Sea or into the Adriatic for ship-building. The
greater part ofthe wood is consumed in the country where it grows, for fuel, for

supplying the salt-pans and mines, or is converted into charcoal for the smelting

and forging of iron. But it constantly happens that a ridge of high mountains

intervenes between the forests and the salt-works or furnaces
;
and that the

timber grows near to streams flowing in a contrary direction to the point where
it is wanted. Under such circumstances, the trees, instead of being thrown

down from the height, must be carried up the ascent, which is of course much
more difficult. The transport is then effected by means of a vast inclined plane

(called Holzaufzug, wood-elevator), extending from the bottom ofthe valley to

the summit of the neare.st cliff or height overhanging it. A number of waggons
are constructed to run up and down it in a sort of railroad; when loaded they
are attached by ropes to a species of windlass, communicating with a water-
wheel, which is put in motion by turning on it the stream of a mountain-torrent.
By this means they are raised to the top of a precipice many hundred feet high,
and are then transported down the o|)posite side in the usual manner.
The business of the woodman (Holzknecht) affords occupation for a great

nuinlrer of persons. They set out early in spring in gangs; and repairing to the
spot where the wood is most abundant and of the finest growth, they Imild
themselves rude huts, of logs and branches, and begin lustily to ply the axe.
The trees are then sorted into stems suited for masts or ship buililing, wliich are
merely lopped, and into wood lit for fuel, which is cut into logs, split and
dried

;
the whole is then heaped up in stacks. As soon as the winter lias

fairly set in, and the snow has fallen deep, so as to fill up the hollows in the
mountains, the wood-cutter puts the cramp-irons upon his feet, and cither by

p
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the aid of oxen or upon a liand-sleclge conveys the wood to the borders of some
neighbouring precipice, or to the side of one of the slides above mentioned. Tiie

snow is partially removed from the trougli of the slides, and a few logs are

thrown down to smooth it and make the passage clear. Water is also poured
down it, which, speedily freezing, covers it with a sheet of ice, and serves to

diminish greatly the friction and to assist the rapidity of the descent. The
logs are then discharged, and descend with the quickness of lightning into the

dejith below, passing in a few minutes over a distance of several miles. The
effect of such a discharge is much heightened when tlie Riese, or slide, termi.

nates on the brow of a precipice overlooking a lake. The mountains around

re-echo with a report like that of thunder : vast trees, hurled forth with the ease

of a bundle of sticks, clear half the width of the lake in their leap, and descend-

ing with a splash into its waters, ruffle the surface far and wide, and strew it as

it were with the fragments of a wreck. Tlie duties of the woodman do not end

when he has thus discharged the wood
;
many logs and stems are arrested in

their progress by projecting masses of rock or tufts of bushes, and may be seen

adheiiiig to the sides of the ravine or precipice, looking at a distance like straws

scattered over the hill-side. The woodman must disengage these, and see

them fairly and prosperously on their way : at times, where the timber falls

from a great height, the hardy woodman is let down by a cord, axe in hand, in

the face of a precipice or cataract, to clear away all obstructions. In like man-

ner be must push oft' and set afloat the timber which runs aground or is stranded

in the bed of the river.

For the pur])ose of collecting the swimming wood (Schwemmholz) a species

of barrier or grating of wood (Rechen) is erected across the rivers at the entrance

of the great valleys, or in the neighbourhood of the salt-j)ans and charcoal fur-

naces. It is here arrested and sorted according to its quality, by the persons to

whom it belongs. Difl’erent proprietors distinguish the wood belonging to each

of them by cutting the logs of a particular length, so th.it even when several

owners discharge their timber into the river at the same time, it is easily sorted

and a])propriated. A tax of a certain sum upon every stack of wood is paid for

the use of the river and the services of the woodmen.

In some of the remote forests, trees of huge dimensions may be met with, giants

of the vegetable creation : a larch which stood near Matsch, in the Vintschgau,

was called the King of the Larches, and seven men could scarcely surround its

trunk with outstretched arms. A fir (Pinus picea), growing on the Martinsberg,

in the forest district of Zirl, measured 5 feet in diameter at 9 feet from the

ground, and at a height of between 90 and 95 feet from the ground still retained

a diameter of between 8 and 9 inches. The Siberian pine, called by naturalists

Pinus cemhra (Zirbelnusskiefer), which grows only on the limits of vegetation,

on the borders of glaciers and everlasting snow, is much prized in Tyrol, as well

as in Switzerland, for the facility with which it is cut into figures, bowls, spoons,

and other utensils and toys; it is out of this wood that the inhabitants of the

Gr’odnerthal carve the crucifixes, &c. which are so abundantly dispersed

through Tyrol ;
and the pretty toys of Berchtesgaden are of the same materi.al.
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ROUTES THROUGH STYRIA, CARINTHIA, &c.

ROUTE 240.

S.^LZBURG TO GRATZ, BV ISCHL, AUSSEE,

AND LEOBEN.

38 Germ, miles= 183 Eng. miles. A
post-waggon goes twice a week. From
Salzburg to Ischl is a journey of 7 hours.

There is no good inn before reaching

Ischl. The road begins to ascend the

hills at Guiggl, and continues hilly for

the next four or five stages.

2 Hof. Between Hof and St. Gilgen

an extra horse is added and charged for.

Beyond Hof the road skirts the lake of
j

Fuschl, and passes within two miles
|

of another lake, the Mondsee (Lunse
^

lacus).
I

There is another more circuitous, but
at the’same time more picturesque road

from Salzburg to St. Gilgen, by Mond-
see (3^ Germ, miles), a neat little town,

witli several decent-looking GasthUuser
i

(Goldener Lowe; Goldene Krone), si-

tuated at the extremity of the Mondsee,

a beautiful lake partly shut in by high

precipices. Here is a large suppressed

convent, now belonging to the Prince
Wrede. The road runs along the mar-
gin of the lake, and commands the

most exquisite views : on quitting it,

we ascend a long steep pass; then skirt-

ing the pretty lonely Krotten See, de-
scend upon St. Gilgen (2 G. miles).

2 St. Gilgen, St. Giles (“The Post
is tolerably clean.”—L. S. o.), is a small
village at the W. extremity of the lake
of Aber, or of St. Wolfgang. On the
opjKisite side of it stands the village of
St. Wolfgang, whose very curious Go-
thic Church (date 1481) contains the
shrine of .St. Wolfgang, the object of
a very celebrated pilgrimage, and a i

very remarkable altar-piece, elaborately
carved in wood, by an artist named
Michael Pacher, in 1481. It consists '

of a scries of subjects, carved in high
|

relief, associated with paintings, the
j

central portion representing the 3 Kings
;

of Cologne, the \ irgin blessed by the I

Heavenly Father, with the statues of St.

Wolfgang and St. Rupert at the sides,

as large as life, surmounted by pin-

nacles and foliage, and by figures of the

Saviour between Mary and St. John,

accompanied by the Archangel Michael
and other saints. The wings are painted

with subjects from the Legend of St.

Wolfgang, on a gold ground, in the

style of VVohlgerauth
;
altogether it is

a great curiosity. There is a singular

chapel built on a pinnacle of rock pro-

truding into the church through the

pavement. In front of the church is an

ancient bronze fountain : within the

church is preserved St. Wolfgang’s
hatchet. The Emperor Leopold took

refuge in the parsonage while Vienna
was besieged by the Turks, 1683.

The scenery of the lake of St. Wolf-
gang is very beautiful

;
boats may be

hired to row to the head of it. “There
is excellent fishing in the lake, and
sportsmen often stop here to enjoy that

amusement."’ It is worth while to

cross to the head of tlie lake to the Echo
point, and to walk thence to Falken-
etein. Between St. Wolfgang and Ischl

a highly interesting excursion may be
made on foot, in 3 horns, to Wirers
Strub and the Schwarzensee, thus de-
scribed by a traveller in 1838 :

—“ Left
Ischl in a light caleche at 10 o’clock,

taking a guide with us. Reached the

Branntweinhaus 1 1, 20 minutes
; here

quitted the carriage, and sent it round
to Schwarzeid)ad to wait. Ascend tlie

mountains by a steep but good path to

IVirers IVasserfall—very pretty. Then
continue your ascent past the Klause,
partly by the path formed by the wood-
cutters to slide down the timber tliey

have felled (^ 1 1 1), to the Schwarzensee,
which I readied at 12, 10 min., a spot
of very striking and lonely grandeur.
Another route now ofl’ers itself in a path
across the mountains to Ausser-Weis-
senbach, a walk of four hours, whither
a carriage may be sent from Ischl with

p 2
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provisions to meet you : from the ap-
peararice of the.mnuiitaiiis, it must be
very wild. Instead of tins I quitted

the shores of the lake, takin:^ a path to

the left, through a magnificent chasm
in the mountain, which is of limestone,

and down which tumbles the splendid

cascade called ll'irers Stritb. The path

lies along the hare side of the rock, with

a precipice of several hundred feet both

above and below
;
one portion of it de-

scending the face of the precipice by
440 steps, which with the path must
have cost much labour to construct.

The view through the gorge, of distant

summits, is magnificent and constantly

varying. The whole is extremely fine,

and I should have hcen very sorry to

have niisse<l it. They profess to con-

vey ladies along this path in an open

chair; hut it must he very fatiguing to

the hearer, and only practicable in dry

summer weather. I found the path so

slippery from wet, that in many places

such a conveyance would he hardly

safe or practicable. I reachtal Schwarz-

enbad at 1 o’clock, and found the car-

riage waiting. Half an hour’s drive

then brought us to the pretty village of

St. Wolfgang.”—W.
The Svhnjfberg, a mountain .'5628 ft.

above the sea-level, may he ascended

in 3 hours from St. Wolfgang. It is

an excellent (loint to see the sun rise,

and commands the best panoramic view

of the Salzkammergnt, its bristling

mountains and its numerous azure lakes

deep sunk in the setting of its verdant

valleys. “ The path is good as far as

a group of 8 or 9 Alpine huts, about |
mile below the summit. For those

who ascend on account of the sun-rise,

there is now a wooden house of 3 rooms

on the top, which would afford a night’s

accommodation, at least ns good as the

huts below, besides saving the rough

ascent to the top before sunrise. The

view is extremely well worth seeing
;

it

has many points of similarity to that

from the llighi, though inferior to it.”

—W. G. W.
By the side of the river Ischl, through

interesting jiark-like scenery, we pro-

ceed to

3 /scbb—(/nn ; Post, good.) Ischl

(described in Route 203) is the most
central point for making excursions
through that exquisitely l^autiful dis-

trict the Snizkummergut.
Beyond the village Goisem (p. 217)

the post-road to Aussee separates from
the road to Hallstadt; and, proceeding
through St. Agatha, ascends the very
steep hill called Potschen, near the

summit of which, 3234 ft. above the

sea-level, a pillar marks the boundary
of Salzburg and .Styria. It commands
a fine view of the Alps and glaciers of
the Thorstein at the S. end of the beau-
tiful lake of Hallstadt (Route 203),
part of which is also visible. Travel-

lers may visit it on their way to Aussee,

making thus a dfitour of one day
;
but

they must send round their carriage by
the post-road, since that from the lake

of Hallstadt to Aussee is very bad, and
only practicable for chars.

3^ Avssee .

—

/whs ; the best is the

Post, or Archduke Franz Karl—com-
fortable for a family.— D. .1. Sir

Humphry Davy lived Chez Hackl while

pursuing his favourite sport of angling

in the neighbouring lakes and rivers.

Most delicious fish may be had here
;

char, trout, grayling, carp, &c. are pre-

served alive in the little tanks which

line the Traun, and through which the

river constantly passes. It will take

one or two days to explore thoroughly

the scenery in this neighbourhood.

Aussee, a village of 1120 inhabit-

ants, supported almost entirely by its

salt-works and mines, is situated at

the junction of 3 streams, issuing out

of the neighbouring lakes of Aussee

and Grundel, which by their union

form the river Traun. It has the a]i-

pearance of a great timber-yard, from

the number and size of the piles of

wood collected here after being floated

down by the above streams from the

neighbouring forests to furnish fuel for

the salt-pans. These, as well as the

mine, may l>e seen by permission from

the managers. (J 91, 95.)

The mine is about four miles off, in

the direction of Alt .\ussee. The road

to it traverses a narrow valley, by the
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side of tlie Traun, and leaves the vil-

l.ige of Alt Aussee a little on the right.

The mine is divided into 11 levels, or

stories, driven into the mountain
;
the

highest is 2700 ft. above the sea, and

nearly 500 above Alt Aussee. -At the

fifth gallery, called Moosherg, visitors

are ailinitted, and provided with dresses

at the Berghans, where a plan of the

mine, and specimens of its various pro-

ducts, may be seen. The process of

obtaining the salt is similar to that

used at Ischl, Hallstadt, See., and the

brine is conducted in wooden pipes to

Aussee to be boiled. A large quantity

of rock-salt (2000 to 3000 cwt.) is ob-

tained annually, in addition to the

brine. Accidents sometimes occur

here from tlie bursting of the exca-

vated chambers, caused by the nume-
rous springs traversing the interior of

the mountain, which penetrate and
loosen the partition walls dividing the

different chambers. Some of the

chambers have attained very large

dimensions
; one is cajrable of holding

360,000 Eimers of brine, but it is

rarely used, from a fear of its walls

and roof giving way. Veins of pure
Glauber-salt occur in this mine.

The lake of Alt-Aussee, near tlie

vill age, about 3 miles from Aussee, is

well seen in ascending to the mine
;

it

has a grand and gloomy air. Arid
and bare precipices of limestone skirt

it on all sides; those on the VV., form-
ing the wall of separation between
Styria and Austria, are called the Dead
Mountains (Uas todte Gebirg). One of
the heail-waters of the Traun issues out
of this lake.

Another feeder of the Traun descends
from the Grundel See^ a long and nar-
row lake in the midst of scenery of great
licauty, but resembling that of the lake
of Gmunden.
A char-road leads for about 3 miles

along the hanks of the Grundel 'I'raun,
as far as the spot where it jiours itself
out of the lake, where a boat may he
hired to row to the other end, a distance
of between 1 and 5 miles. Tlie outlet
of tlie lake is closed by flood-gates,
ojiened at times to float down timber to

I

I

!

!

I

I

Aussee. The verdant shores of the lake

are slightly sprinkled with small fish-

ing hamlets and huts. The fish of this

and the neighhouring streams and lakes

are abundant and delicious, and would
aftord an angler much sport. Permis-

sion to fish might be jmrehased for a

few florins from the renters of the water.

'I'lie char (Sulbling) here and in the

Aussee lake are very fine : they are sent

to Vienna potted.

A belt of wooded land, about 1^
mile wide (20 minutes’ walk), at the

upper end of the Grundel See, sepa-

rates it from the Toplitz See, another

reservoir and feeder of the Traun. A
fishing canoe may be found on it, with
no one to man it, so that the traveller

should take with him his boatman
from the Grundel See. Tlie sides of

this lake are gigantic precipices, with-

out an inch between them and the water,

so that it is impossible to land except
at the farther end. It is only a mile
long, and is a scene of the most com-
plete solitude— not a human habitation

in sight—scarce a sound, save the

trickling of the streamlets falling over
the dills into the lake. Farther on
still is another similar lake, the Kam-
mer See, only 300 ft. long : in this the

Traun takes its rise.

About 9 miles from Aussee, to the

E. of the lake of Grundel, and nearly
2500 ft. above it, is the valley and
summer piistnre of Klam, remarkable
for the extraordinary features of the

rocks surrounding it
;
and interesting

for its geological phenomena, ‘‘ ob-
viously of the same kind with those of
the vale of Gosau (Route 20-1). The
face of the Grossherg, a mountain of
secondary limestone, which shuts out
the valley of Klam (rom the Grundel
See, is singularly scooped out into

grooves and furrows, which, wherever
the surface is nearly vertical, are

straight, semicircular, and deeply en-

graven
;
hut where the limestone sweejis

down in a slope, they are wiih'r and
shallower, and increase in number,
branching out from each main trunk

like gigantic arms, with exjjanded and
pendent fingers. No drawing or de-
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scription can convey more than a faint
idea of the extraordinary contortions
and dislocations of the rocks which
surround the little upland valley of
Klam.”

—

Murchison and Sedgwick.

The next station on the high road,

after leaving Aussee, is

2 Mitterndorf—(Inn ; Post, very
bad). The road winds under the base
of the Grimming, a picturesque moun-
tain on the right of the road, until it

enters, through a very striking pass, the

broad vale of the Enns.
A post-road ascends the left bank of

the Enns to Radstadt, where it falls

into Route 243
;

it also leads to Rad
Gasfein.

2 Steinach

—

(Inn: Post, small and
dirty). That river winds through a
Jiicturesque and fertile district, and
the landscape is enlivened by castles

in ruins and inhabited ch&teaux

;

Friedstein, Tratenfels, and Wolken-
sfein, perched on the summit of a red

rock, are the most remarkable among
them.

2 Lietzen

—

(Inns: Post; and an-

other, tolerable looking)—a consider-

able village, from which roads branch

oft" to Windiscligarsten, to the Monastery

of Mmont, and the romantic pass Ge-
s’Juse (Route 241).

After crossing the Enns our route

leaves that river, and ascends the vale

of the Palte, the entrance of which is

commanded by the grand castle of

Strechau
;

the view from it is very

line. It belongs to the abbey of Ad-
mont. The Rottenmanner Tauern,

at the highest elevation reached by

the road, is 5000 feet above the sea

level.

2 Rottenmann

—

(Inn ; Post, toler-

able sleeping-quarters for a family, but

eatables bad—D. .T., and rather dear)

—

a small town of 819 iidiabitanfs. At
Trieben there are large iron-forges be-

longing to the monks of Admont, and

beyond
2 Geishorn—at the next station

3 Kahlwang on the Lising-bach

—

(Imt : Post)— they possess copper-

mines. There are extensive forests

near this. Through Mautern we reach

3 Timmersdorf.
2 Leoben—(Inns : Golden Adler

;

Kaiser v. CEsterreich, in the great

square)—a town of 2052 inhabitants,

on the right bank of the Mur.
The treaty of the peace of Leoben

was signed in Eggenwald’s garden,

1797. A road goes from this to Vor-
dernberg and Eisenerz (Route 242).
Coal-mines have been worked for

nearly a century at Munzenberg in

this neighbourhood. The road along
the banks of the Mur is very pictu-

resque.

2 Rruck on the Mur is described

along with the rest of the road to

7^ Gratz, in Route 247.

ROUTE 241.

LIETZEN TO THE MONASTERY OF AD-
MONT, AND TO EISENERZ BY THE
PASS GESAUSE.

Although this is no post-road, an
arrangement can be made wilti the

postmasters at Lietzen or Hieflau to

convey carriages to Admont. The
Pass GesUuse, between Admont and
Hieflau, is oidy accessible in a country

car ; the carriage-road (not a good one)

goes round by Weng, Buchau, and Sr.

Gallen.

From Lietzen to Admont is nearly

12 miles, a 2^ hours' drive along the

left bank of the Enns, which is crossed

to reach the village of

Admont (Inn

:

Beym BrUu, best
;
Hep-

flinger’s). The Benedictine Monasterj-
“ Ad Montes,” founded here in the

1 1 th century, gave rise to the village,

whose population amounts to about

900. The surrounding district belongs

chiefly to the monastery, and the pea-

santry for the most part depend on it

for employment or charity. The soil

is poor, and the |)eople apjiear wretched,

being sadly afflicted by goitre and cre-

tinism. Through the efforts of the

monks, however, their condition is said

to be improving. The property of the

convent, though considerable, lias been

so much reduced by the exactions of

the French during the war, and by the

mismanagement of a former abbot, tliat
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it is now under administration for the

benefit of tlie creditors. The vale of

the Enns, on wliose right bank the

stately ediBce rises, is picturesque, but

not very fertile; owing its cultivation

to the industry of the monks, who, in

the course of ages, have redeemed much
land around them from a state of wil-

derness. It is shut in by high moun-
tains, the last refuge of witches and
cobolds, who still haunt them, in the

belief of the Styrian peasantry. The
Monastery, or Stift, is an ecclesiastical

establishment, somewhat resembling a

college, supporting 90 brothers, part of

whom are professors, giving instructions

to the younger members not only in

divinity, but in practical science, hus-

bandry, and other arts calculatetl to be

useful to their poor parishioners in these

remote districts, whenever tliey are ap-

pointed parish priests. Tlie edifice

itself, though unfinished, is of great

extent, containing 6 courts and 300
apartments. It is not older tlian the

17th century, but has a decayed and
deserted appearance. The finest apart-

ment is the Library, sjilendidly deco-
\

rated, containing 20,000 volumes, in-

cluding many early printed works and
rare MSS. The Museum is cliiefly oc-

cupied with specimens of the various

natural productions of Styria : here are I

many rare varieties of minerals, honis I

of the Steinbock, now extinct in this
I

district, &c. liesides lierbaria, there is !

a botanical collection of woods, each
specimen being ingeniously funned into

the shape of a hook, within which the
leal, flower, seed, &c. of the tree are
preserved, whilst the bark forms the
l»ack of the volume. The Church is a
large and rather hatidstrme building, in

the Italian style, erected 1627, with a
j

fine organ, many paintings, and carved
|

bas-reliefs. Bishop Gebhard of Salz-
burg, the founder of Admont (1071),
is buried within it, beneath a marble
monument. Attached to the convent
are gardens and fish-)x>nds, with sepa-
rate reservoirs for trout, grayling, char,
and other species, covered and kept
under lock and key.

The oidy road practicable for car-

riages from Admont to Eisenerz makes
a circuit by St. Gallen, a village of

500 inhabitants, containing 30 iron-

forges, near which is the Castle Gallen-

stein, built as a strong-hold by the

Abbots of Admont, to defend the ap-

proaches to their valley, in a very pic-

turesque situation. It proceeds thence

to Reiflling, near Altenmarkt, 16 miles

from Admont, where it falls into Route
242. From Admont to Altenmarkt is

a drive of 3J hours. Thence to Hieflau

is about 6 or 7 miles.

The way through Pass Gesiiuse is

about 9 miles shorter, and far more in-

teresting, but is only practicable on
foot or in very light cars. About 4

miles below Admont the Enns enters

this magnificent defile, which extends

without inteiTuption to Hieflau, 14

miles, 6 hours’ drive from Admont. Its

name Gesiiuse comes from the noise of

the river dashing over rocks in its bed,

which occasion a succession of falls or

rapids.

Its scenery is of a very grand charac-

ter; high precipices close in the river

on both sides. They are thickly wooded
near the base, but above rise in bare
walls and serrated ridges, here and there

cleft by chasms, and by the openings
of side valleys admitting to view still

Ingher and equally shattered and barren

peaks of limestone. The Glen of
Johnsbach, passed on the right hand in

descending, is a scene of great gran-
deur.

One or two solitary houses are passed
on the way : the path runs for the must
part under the shade of dark forests of
fir, file only production of this wild part
of Styria, where the woodman is con-
stantly at work felling timber, which lie

hurls from the mountain-brow into the

river below, or discharges by means of
timber slides, exanqiles of which are

seen in this valley (§ 111). 'I’he Kims
is crossed repeatedly by rude bridges,

which are very often swejit away by
iiiuiidations, before it reaches

Hieflau, a |)08t- 8tatioii on the road to

Stcyer and Eisenerz (Route 212).
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ROUTE 212.

LINZ TO GRATZ BY STEYER AND
EISENERZ.

Germ, miles =171 Eng. miles.

This is a very bad jiDSt-road, but it

runs through a highly picturesque
country. It is called the Iron road
(Eisenstrasse), from the staple product
of Styria, the manufacture of which
employs almost exclusively the popula-
tion of the district through which it

jiasses. Forges, furnaces, tilt-hammers,

piles of wood, and heaps of charcoal

are seen at every step in this dwelling-

place of the Cyclops.

From Linz to

3 Enns, our way runs along the great

A'ienna post-road (Route 195). It here

turns S., up the valley of the Enns,
passing Kleink, the summer residence

of tlie Bishop of Linz, and thence pro-

ceeding to

3 .Steyer—(/«« ; Goldene Krone)

—

an industrious town, prettily situated

at the junction of the Steyer with the

Enns, with near 10,000 inhabitants,

chielly smiths, cutlers, and workers in

iron and steel. It merits tlie name of

the Austrian Sheffield, from the excel-

lence which these manufactures liave

attained. There is an Imperial manu-
factory of fire-arms, and one of Man-
chester goods here. The old town lies

between the two riveis, and is connected

liy two bridges, witli its suburbs Enus-

dorf and Steyerdorf. The Castle of

Steyer, belonging to Count Lamberg,

on the right bank of the river, occupy-

ing the site of the still older Traun-

gauerburg, rises on a height behind the

town, and tlie Jesuits’ College (now se-

questrated) on a similar height above

Steyerdorf. The tower of the Pai-ish

Church was built, 1443, on the model

of that of St. Stephen’s, Vienna, and

by one of its architects, Hans Buchs-

baum. The church contains painted

glass, and a bronze font with reliefs,

1569. The Dominican Convent has

been converted into a manufactory.

The Old and New Rathhaus also merit

notice.

3 Losenstein, a village with an old

church, and a castle in ruins. It num-
bers among its inhabitants more than

100 master nail-makers, many of whom
have 7 ajiprentices.

3 Weyer is also the seat of manufac-
tures of iron and steel.

The whole of tlie next stage lies

amidst scenery of the most romantic
beauty. The stream of the Frenzbach
on the right of the Enns, and that of the

Laussa on the left, divide Austria from
Styria.

3 Altenmarkt—(/«« ; Hirsch, clean

and comfortable.—J. P. O.).—A cross-

road goes from this to the monastery of

Admoiit (Route 241). The Styrian

Salza, a stream rising near Mariazell,

pours itself into the Enns from the E.

at Reillling; a large grating (6 HI)
(Rechen), 2000 feet long, is erected

across its mouth, to arrest the floating

timber. There is a similar one near

3 Hieflau, across the Enns : the wood
collected by it is here converted into

charcoal, to supply the smelting-fur-

naces of Eisenerz. This village is ro-

mantically situated near the mouth of

Pass Gesiiuse, through which the Enns
forces a passage (p. 31 9). Stiegmayer's

Inn, near Hieflau, is the best, but not

good, and dirty. The road here quits

the Enns altogether, and ascends by the

side of the Erz-brook. Behind the

castle of Leopoldstein,on the left of the

road, lies a beautiful small lake, Leo-

poldsteiner See.

3 Eisenerz—(^Inns

:

Konig v. Sachsen,

.Schaffer’s;—Zum Ochsen)—a small

and ancient town of dirty and unpre-

possessing appearance; with 1590 in-

hab., chielly supported by the mines

and furnaces. It lies at the foot of

the Erzberg (ore mountain), which is

covered with forests of fir. The Church

of Si. Oswald was built in 1279, it is

said, by Rudolph of Habsburg; but

the Emperor Maximilian gave it the

present grotto-like aspect. There are

3 Furuaces(hauts fourneaux) belonging

to government here, in which the pro-

duce of the mine is smelled. The

ore and metal are convoyed from this to

Hieflau, a distance of 14 miles, by a
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railway, supported near its upper ex-

tremity upon lofty piers of masonry.

Permission to visit the mine may be

obtained at the Kanzley (office of the

mine), in the town, where plans and

sections of it, and specimens of the ore,

may be seen. The Mine lies about

2 miles S. of Eisenerz
;
and the moun-

tain in which it is situated has been

worked for more than 1000 years. It

is 2840 feet high, and nearly 5 miles

in circumference at its base. It is

literally a mountain of iron, the greater

(lortion of its mass being ore of a quality

so rich [Spath and Brauneisenstein of

the Germans
;
the English sparry iron

or carbonate of iron], that instead of

extracting it by pits and shafts—the

usual process of mining, formerly

adopted here also—the rock is actually

quarried from the top and sides of the

mountain in open day, and conveyed
to the smelting-house, with no other

preparation tlian that of being broken

small. As the shortest way of trans-

porting the ore to the furnace at the

foot of the mountain, it is tlirown down
the old perpendicular shafts, and con-

veyed thence in waggons along the

horizontal galleries; and this is the

only use which they now serve. Beauti-

ful arragonite [Eisenbluthe, or Flos

ferri], of the purest white, in tlie form
of branching coral, is found lining the

inside of several small grottoes in the

interior of the mountain. It occurs
nowhere else in equal perfection. A
tine view is obtained from the Gloriette,

a summer-house halfway up the moun-
tain, near the second shaft (Stolle), ap-
proached by a zigzag path.

The iron of Styria is not only e.x-

tensively used on the Continent, but
is sent in large quantities to America,
lliis is chielly due to the chemical
advantages given to it by nature over
most of the irons of Europe, including
even tlie Swedisli and the English. The
combinations which nature makes may
indeed sometimes be imitated by art,

but seldom so ellectually, and not often
without an expense which gives a pre-
ponderating advantage in commerce to
such places as Styria, where an im-

portant part of the work is ready done.

Although the English beat the Styrians

hollow in the process of relining iron,

in making some kinds of steel, and
especially in the manufacture of tools

and all kinds of cutlery, still they are

not able to compete with the Styrians

in the markets of Europe, in conse-

quence of the native excellence of the

material found in the mines of V'ordern-

berg.

“ There is a tradition of very long

standing amongst the miners here,

which speaks to this point. When the

barbarians from the regions north of

the Danube drove the Romans from
this province of Styria, then called

Noricum, the Genius of the Mountains,
willing to do the new inhabitants a
favour, appeared to the conquerors,

and said, ‘ Take your choice: will you
have gold-mines for a year?—silver for

twenty years?—or iron for ever?’ The
wise ancestors of the Styrians, who had
just begun to learn the true relative

value of the precious metals, by ascer-

taining, practically, that their rude
swords were an overmatch for all the

wealth of the Romans, at once decided

to accept iron for ever."— Captain
Hall.

It was probably from this quarter

of Flurope that the Romans derived
the “ Noricos enses," mentioned by
Horace.

An iron cross, 24 feet high, cast at

Mariazell, has been erected by the

archduke Jolm on the summit of the

Erzberg, 4570 feet above the sea-level.

At the foot of the cross a painting by
Schnorr has been placed.

The excursion hence to Wildalpen

j

and Mariazell (Route 240) is recom-
mended on account of the extreme
beauty of the scenery amidst which the

path runs.

A very long and steep ascent must
be surmounted in going from Eisenerz

to 4’ordernberg. A branch road loads

direct from the mine into the ])ost-

road, which winds round the K. side of
the Erzberg, and crosses the ridge of
the Frebichl, whence there is a con-

tinued descent to Vordernberg.

i> 3
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The Erzberg is divided between a

company of private individuals in Vor-
demberg, who own two-fiftlis of it, and
the Austrian government, which is the

almost exclusive proprietor of the re-

maining three-fifths on the side of Eise-

nerz. The mines and furnaces to-

getlier give employment to 5300 men,
and produce annually 2SO,000 cwt. of

iron.

3 Vordernberg—(No good Inti).

—

This little village lies at the S. side

of the liill of Prebichl : it has 1600
inhabilants, and 14 iron-funiaces.

—

The cliief ironmaster and proprietor of

the mines is the Archduke John, who
has a quiet unpretending mansion here,

and a furnace constructed on the most

approved principles, in the manage-
ment of which he takes an active stiare,

sparing neither pains nor expense in

improving the methods of manufactur-

ing tlie staple of Styria—iron
;
and thus

renders himself the benefactor of his

country.

It is ])roposed to construct a railroad

from this to the mines on this side of

the Erzberg, for tlie conveyance of the

ore to the furnace.

Tile road descending the valley from

Vordernberg passes the village Tro-

fayach {Inn : Zum Eebzeltem), and tlie

castle Freyenstcin (on the right) ;
then

crossing the Mur, enters

2 Leohen ; see p. 31 8-337.

2 Ilruck on the Mur, i in Route

7^ Gratz. j 247.

ROUTE 243.

SALZBURG TO LAIBACH BY THE PASS

OF THE BADSTADTER TAUERN AND
KLAGENFUETH.

Germ, miles = 228| Eng. m.

This road abounds in fine scenery

;

it crosses 3 chains of Alps. A post-

waggon travels it once a-week.

From Salzburg to

7 Werfen is already described, p.

203-5. About a mile beyond Werfen

our road branches oil' to the left from

that leading to Gastein, crosses the

Salza, and after surmounting a steep

ascent, nearly 2 miles long, by the

side of the gorge of the Frelz, reaches

2^ Hiittau

—

{Inn: Post, tolerable)—
a scattered village of 30 or 40 houses,

and an ironplate-work, situated in the

pretty valley called Fritzthal. At the

beginning of the last century its in-

habitants were almost exclusively Pro-
testants, and on that account were ex-

pelled from their country by the Arch-
bishop of Salzburg.

2 Radstadt—{Inn ; Post, dirty)—is

an ancient town of 900 inhabitants,

still surrounded by walls, situated at

the upper extremity of the valley of

the Enns. That river rises about 14

miles oil', in the Flachau, an Alpine

valley in which one of the most con-

siderable iron-furnaces in Salzburg is

situated.

A post-road descends the valley of

the Enns to Lietzen (Route 240), by
Scliladming (3 G. M.); Grobming
(Golden Adler, one good room), (2
G. M.); and Sleinach (24 G. M.): it

also leads to Aussee and Ischl.

There is a cross-road from Radstadt

to Gastein, 2^ German miles shorterthan

the d6iour by Werfen
;
but it is not at

all times passable for carriages. Our
route does but cross the vale of the

Enns, and immediately begins to ascend

the mountains on its right bank, to the

village of

2 Untertauem, at the foot of tlie

Tauem Pass. Beyond this the road

becomes steeper
;
additional horses are

attached by the postmaster to the car-

riage. After threading for about 6

miles a gloomy defile called the Kessel,

the roar of the torrent Tauemache,

which traverses it, is heard. It de-

scends in a fine fall from a height of

200 feet, only a short distance otf the

road, and may be approached by a

path which a finger-post jioints out.

After this, the road quits the side of

the Tauemache, and at lengtli, after

a long ascent, reaches the summit of

the pass, near the Tauernhaus, a kind

of hospice or inn,4800 Paris feet above

the sea-level, for the entertainment of

travellers. Hard by is a chapel and a

burial-ground, surrounded by high
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walls to keep out the wolves. Many
of its tenants are unfortunate wayfarers

who have been lost in the snow. The
scene is one of complete desolation.

The spot is overlooked by snowy peaks

rising from 1000 to 2000 feet above the

road. This pass was made or at least

used by the Romans, as is proved

by ancient mile-stones found upon it

:

one was dug up on the very top of the

Tauem.
4 Tweng lies at the south side of

the Radstadter Tauem, in the Lungau
valley. A little farther on is the small

town of Mautenidorf : its old castle is

surmounted by a tower 140 feet high.

A herb called Speik (? Spikenard,

yaieriana celtica), gathered on the

neighbouring Alps, is exported hence
in large quantities to the Levant,

where it is esteemed on account of its

aromatic qualities, and, after being

dried, is mixed with tobacco for

smoking. It is here used by the pea-

sants to drive away vermin.
3 St. Michael—{Inn : rather dirty

and small)—in the vale of the Mur.
The next stage is occupied by the

ascent and descent of tlie Katzberg,
which forms the boundary between
Austria and Carinthia. An extra horse

is put on for 2 stages, in ascending the

mountains between SL Michael and
Remiweg, and Gmund and Spital.

The road is good.

3 Rennweg. This and the follow-
ing stations lie upon the central granitic

liackbone or axis of the Alps.
2 Gmund—(fn/j ; Post, large and

good, 14 rooms)—a village with a
chateau of Count Ixidron.

The elevated district through which
the road has j>assed for a considerable
distance, shut m by high ridges of slate

and granite, produces but little corn,
owing to the roughness of its climate
mid the poverty of its soil. The black
lorests of Hr descend very low into tlie

valleys, and give an air of gloom to the
district. It, however, abounds in valu-
able metals, especially in iron, and a
large portion of the population seems
^ttBaged in the labour of smelting and
forging it. The road is studded with

forges, black with smoke, and the noise

ofthe hammer falling in regular strokes,

accompanied by the roar of the blast-

furnace, are almost tlie only sounds

which break the solitude.

3 Spital—{Inn : Post, a dirty village

inn, with only one good room
;
the lisli

is good). A small village on the 1. bank

of the Drave, near the confluence of the

Siser, containing a handsome chateau

of Prince Porcia. Three miles ofl’ is the

Millstadter See, a very pretty lake.

The road to Innsbruck and Brixeii

by the Pustherthal ascends the vale of

the Drave from Spital (Route 223),

and another road to Heiligenblut anti

Gastein (Routes 201, 244) branches ofl'

here and ascends the Mbhlthal.

2 Paternion, a poor village. {Inn ;

Post, to be studiously avoided.)

The vale ol‘ the Drave, on ajiproach-

ing Villach, is fertile and well culti-

vated.

3 Villach. {Inn : Post, tolerable

country inn, an enormous house.) A
town of 2400 inhabitants, on the Drave,

a little above its junction with the Gail.

The Parish Church, a building of the

15th century, contains numerous monu-
ments, including the handsome ceno-
taph of Dietrichstein, the faithful friend

of the Emperor Maximilian I.
;

the

tombs of six of the Khevenh\iller fa-

mily, including that ofGeorge K., 1580,
interesting as specimens of knightly
costume

;
the sculpture tolerable. The

octagonal font, decorated with heads of

the apostles, dates I'rom the 14th cen-

tury
; it and the pulpit are of white

marble.

Villach possesses little worth notice,

and the same may be said of the neigh-
bouring lake of Ossiach, which is far

from picturesque. The convent on its

shore is now a stud-house.

The Turks were defeated by the chi-

valry of Carinthia under Khevenhuller,
and their l^asha slain, in the neigh-
bourhood of Villach, 1192.
The plains of Carinthia were, during

the 14th and 15th centuries, the theatre

of frequent campaigns of tlie Turks.
Their empire was then at its height, or

rather, still on the increase, and the in-
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cursions and forays of their wild liordes,

like the waves of an advancing tide, on
eacti succeeding inroad overleaped the
limits of their previous incursions. At
each assault they penetrated deeper into

the fertile jirovinces of the Austrian
dominions. Their last and most fearful

attack was made in 1492. The country
wherever they trod was desolated'with

lire and sword
;
thousands of its inha-

bitants were carried away iis slaves,

and many more were butchered with
liorrid accompanimenis of cruelty.

One of the lirst elVcctual checks
which tlie Turks received was at the

battle of A’illacli. 'J'he Emperor Maxi-
milian sent an army to the aid of Ca-
rinthia, whose nobles and knights for

generations had been bred to a sort of

hereditary hostility against the Turks.

The host of Mussulman marauders,

who greatly outnurahered their o])po-

nents, was met near Villach as they

were retreating, bearing with them booty

of all sorts and a great many prisoners,

and a terrible battle commenced.
During tlie confusion of the onset, the

greater jiart of the male captives ma-
naged to set themselves free, and lent

good aid to the Christian cause. The
victory declared against the Turks

;

10,000 of them were left dead on the

held, 7000 were made prisoners, and

their leader shot : 7000 Christians also

fell. Tlie mound heajied over the re-

mains of the slain still exists near the

town of Villach, serving to mark both

tlie spot where they fell and the num-
ber of the dead.

It sounds somewhat strange at the

present day to liear of the horrors of

Asiatic warfare in the very heart of

Europe ;
but at the period alluded to

the very name of Turk created a panic

in the farthest corners of Europe, and

even the Pope himself trembled in the

A'^atican.

About 10 miles W. from Villach, at

the bottom of a narrow valley ap-

proached by a good road, are the lead-

mines of BUibery, lire most extensive

and productive in the Austrian domi-

nions. They arc situated in the forma-

(.ion called Alpine limestone, and their

annual produce amounts to 34,000 or

35,000 cwt. of lead. The adjoining vil-

lage contains 3800 inhabitants, chiefly

miners, and Protestants: it is provided

with 8 stamping-mills, 19 wash-houses,

and 21 smelting houses.

The Dobratsch Mountain, or A'illach

Alp, may be ascended in about 6 hours

from Bleiberg. Its summit bears 2
pilgrimage chapels 83), and com-
mands a most extensive view

;
over-

looking the valleys of the Drave and
Gail, the lakes of Ossiach, Werth, and
Miihlstadt, and bounded on the south

by ihe range of Carnic Alps. A land-

slip from the side of the Dobratsch,

which occuned in 1345, buried 16 vil-

lages in the Gailthal under its ruins.

A most interesting excursion may be

made from Villach to the source of the

Save, along the side-road to Laibach

(Route 251).

Three great roads, to Vienna, Inns-

bruck, and A'enice, meet at Villach,

rendering it a IVequented tlioroughfare

for goods and passengers. The great

road from Vienna to Venice, by Pon-

telia and Udine (Route 250), branches

oil' to the south at Villach.

The high road from A'illach to

Klagenfurth continues along the val-

ley of the Drave, but at some distance

from the river. At the post-station

Welden it reaches the margin of the

lake called Wbrthersee, and contuiues

along it nearly as far as

3 Klagenfurth— {Inns : Post
;
—

Sterne ;—Sonne ;—Hirsch).-—This an-

cient town was once tlie capital of

Carinthia : it is situated on tlie Gian,

a small stream, and is connected with

the Wbrthersee by a ciuial. Its jxi-

pulatioii is 12,490. Its fortifications,

destroyed by Ihe French in 1809, have

given place to an agreeable promenade.

The Estates of Caiinthia hold tlieir

meetings in the Lanithaus, an ancient

building, finished 1391. The Hall of

Assembly is decorated with tlie arms

of the Carinthian noblesse. The old

Castle (Burg) is an interesting edifice.

The Bishop of Gurk resides here in a

hanihsome Palace, containing collec-

tions of paintings, minerals, &c., at-
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tacbed to which is a park thrown open

to the public. The new market-place

is ornamented (?) with a rude figure of

a dragon and a statue ot Maria The-

resa.

The language of the common people

here is a Sclavic dialect, called

Krainerisch (Cariiiolan).

A good post road leads directly east

from Klagenfurth to Marburg, along

the right bank of the Drave (Route

That to I-aibach here turns to

the south across the fertile, but in

places unhealtliy, valley of the Drave,

which is richly covered with crops of

wheat and maize, and, passing the cha-

teau of Hollensteiu, it traverses the

Drave before reaching

2 Kirschentheuer, a small village at

the foot of the Loibel, with a tolerable

iiui, the Post. The Alpine road over

the crest of the Loibel was constructed

in the reign of tlie Emperor Charles

VI., 1725. It occupies about 7 hours

to traverse the mountain to the next

post station. Extra horses must be

taken up to the summit, and the dis-

tance is charged as 2 German miles ^
1 post. Along the top of the ridge

runs the frontier-line of Carinthia and
Camiola. At the highest point, 4298
feet above the sea-level, a tuimel or pas-

sage, 156 yards long, was originally

cut in the mountain, to allow the road
to pass

;
but the roof having given way,

tlie road is now o|ien to day. The
piers of an arch alone remain. The
•S. slope of the mountain is steeper

tlian tliat on tlie N.; and although the

road is carried down numerous zigzag
terraces, it is not so gradual as in the

more recently constructed Alpine roads,

so tliat the ascent is laborious, and the

descent requires careful driving. To
obviate this inconvenience, it has been
pro]K)sed to drive a gallery or tunnel,
4000 feet long, directly through the
mountain, several hundred feet below
the present summit-level, and to carry
the road through it. Gigantic chalky-
looking precipices of limestone, quite
bare excepting at their base, where they
are screened by fir-woods, hem in the
gloomy valley. The surrounding peaks

are still the haunts of wolves, which do
much damage to the flocks feeding on
the Alpine pastures. In spite of the pro-

tection of St. Wolfgang, to whom the

peasant of Carniola entrusts his cattle,

30 or 40 sheep are sometimes destroyed

by them in one parish during a win-

ter, and many more, besides horses and
cows, are worried and wounded by these

ravenous persecutors.

4 Neumarktl, a prosperous village at

tlie foot of the Loibel. Its inhabitants

are supported either by superintending

the transit of goods over the pass or by
the manufacture of iron-ware.

Before reaching Nagles, the side-

road to Villach by \'eldes and the

beautiful vale of the Save (Route 251)
falls into our route.

2 Krainburg (/«K close to the bridge,

good;— Post, not so);—a small town
of 1712 inhabitants, is built upon a
rock above the Save, and contains an
old castle.

3^ Laibach. (Route 248.)

ROUTE 244.

EXCURSION THROUGH THE MOHLTUAI,
TO THE GROSS-GLOCKNER AND HEILI-

GENBLUT, FROM LIENZ AND SACHSEN-
BUHG IN THE PUSTERTH AL, AN D FROM
BAD GASTEIN OVER THE TAUEHN.

The distances are computed in hours,

according to the jate of walking at

about 4 miles an hour.

The scenery of the valley of the Mbhl,
on the S. side of the Gross Glockner, is

allowed by all who have seen it to be
surpassed in grandeur by few spots in

the Alps. Tlie course of the Mbhl
and the direction of its valley are ex-

ceedingly sinuous. It runs fiist nearly

due S. from the Gross Glockner; at

Winklern it bends a little to the E.
;

beyond Stall it turns N.E., nearly at

right angles to its Ibrtner course, as far

as Olier Villach, where it makes an
equally abrupt turn S.E. Heiligen-

bliit, situated nearly at the extremity
of it. deserves to be tailed the Austrian

(Jhamouni, from the height of the

mountains around it, and the extent of

their glaciers: it has, however, thi.i
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difference—that it is rarely visited by
travellers, and cannot afford the same
luxuries, though there is tolerable ac-

commodation at the little iim there.

a A traveller approaching the Gross
Glockncr/ro»i the IV. from Brixen and
Brunecken along the Vale of tire Drave,

will quit the post-road at Lienz (p.

285), where the postmaster will furnish

him with a guide to Winklern. Tlie

])ath runs in a N. E. direction i'rom

Lienz, across tlie Iselsberg, a low
lateral ridge separating Tyrol from
Carinthia. It passes the village of

Iselsberg, and a solitary house called

Pampenegg. The summit of this pass

commands a delightful view of Lienz

and the valley of tlie Drave. The path

descending thence into the valley oi’ the

Mbhl, reaches the village of

2^ Winklern, on its left bank. Here

there is a comlbrtable inn, kept by a

wealthy fanner, who is a chevalier

:

here a char or horse may be hired to

Heiligenblut, about 16 miles higher up
the valley.

b Persons coming from Villach or

from the E., if tliey wish to visit the

Gross Glockner, must turn out of tlie

liost-road up the Drave Thai at Sach-

senburg (p. 285). A road practicable

for cliars runs up tlie Mbhltlial all the

way from Sachsenburg to Heiligenblut.

This is one of the prettiest valleys in

Carinthia, fertile and well cultivated :

the villages have a neat appearance.

The road passes in succession the vil-

lages Mohlbruken, near the junction of

the Mbhl with the Drave, Stallhofen at

the foot of the ruins of Unter Falken-

stein, in about 13 miles to

3 Ober Villach, where the path to

Bad Gastein, described in Route 201,

falls into the Mbhltlial.

“ The woods in Carinthia are gene-

rally composed of a kind of spruce fir,

of a rather diminutive size, remarkably

taper, with short branches, which give?

a very peculiar character to the land-

scape.”

Near Fragent, a remarkably destruc-

tive torrent, laying waste a vast extent

of land with its gravelly deposits, enters

the Mbhl.

3 Stall. (Basinger’s Inn.) About 3
hours’ walk above Stall is Winklern,
whence the jiath already described runs
to Lienz hours' walk). In going
from Stall to Heiligenblut it is not ne-
cessary to pass through Winklern, as a
shorter road crosses to the left bank of
the stream, by which Dollach may be
reached in 5 hours from Stall.

The situation of Winklern is very
beautiful, and the scenery all the way
up to Heiligenblut is most pleasing.

About 8 miles above Winklern is

Dollach, a poor village of 90 bouses,

8 miles from Heiligenblut, with an
inn which is passable, but not to be
recommended as sleeping-quarters. Be-
yond Dollach the Mbhl is crossed, and
shortly after two very fine peaks called

Hauern Kbpfe appear
;
the valley tlien

narrows considerably, and when the

Mbhl is again crossed, tlie waterfall

called Jtmfgernsprung

,

formed by a tri-

butary stream, is seen on the left.

Bockhagen, a pretty village with a
graceful spire, is next seen, and from
a bridge crossing a torrent here, the

first glimpse of the Gross Glockner is

obtained
;

the Spitz or conical sum-
mit alone appears. A little below Heili-

genblut the Mold forms a considerable

cascade, forcing its way through a bar-

rier of rock, which at one time probably

dammed up its waters behind it into a
lake. On ascending the next hill be-

yond Bockhagen, a small path on tlie

left leads to a seat whence a good view

may be had of the Fall of Mbhl. On
reaching the summit of this hill tlie

Glockner rises to view in all its glory.

The traveller is struck in his progress

up the valley with the number of wa-

ter mills; every little stream is made
to turn a wheel, sometimes horizontal

;

in one instance 16 mills were counted

on the course of one rivulet. Heili-

genblut, distinguished by its large

church, is now close at hand
;

it may
be reached in 5 hours from Winklern,

including one of rest.

c It is a long and difficult day's

journey from Bad Gastein to Hei-

ligenblut by the liauriser Tauern, and
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guides should be taken across the

Tauern. (See p. 305.) A patli leads

from the Baths of Gastein over the

Pfannelscharte and the Kuhwegalpe,
and across the ridge which separates

the vale of Gastein from that of Kauris,

the next secondary valley descending

from the Alps on the W. It goes to

the village of Geisbach, where the of-

fice of the Rauris gold-mines is situ-

ated, and thence to Worth, the last

place on the Salzburg side of the Alps.

At the upper end of the Hauris valley

(three hours’ walk from Wbrtli) is a

solitary chalet, called Tauernhaus, be-

hind which the steep ascent commences,
over Helds of ice, in sight of the shat-

tered fragments fallen from the Brenn-
kogel. The Ferleiten is described as

one of the most magnificent and stu-

pendous scenes in the whole grange of
the .Salzburg Alps. It takes 2^ hours
to reach the Hoch Thor

;
a depression

in the Rauriser Tauern, marked by a
wooden cross, from which a fine view
is obtained. This is the summit of the

pass, 8058 feet above the sea-level. To
descend thence to Heiligenblut occu-
pies 2-J hours : the Gross Glockner is

not seen till the lower part of the de-
scent is reached.*

2 Heiligenblut—(Anton Pickler’s
Inn is very tolerable for persons not
difficult to please).—This Alpine vil-

lage, the highest in the Austrian do-
minions, being 5000 feet above the
level of the sea, lies at the foot of the
Glockner and of the Rauriser Tauern

;

it consists of a group of scattered cot-
tages most picturesquely situated on an
elevated contraction of the Glen, which
probably once caused the formation of
a lake. It derives its name from a
phial of the “ hohj blood ’ of our Saviour,
l>reught from Constantinople by St.
Briccius, atid still preserved here in
the l)eautiful Gothic Churchy half-way
up the mountain, built in the 13th cen-
tury. It contains n carved altar-piece,
and a Gothic shrine, or sanctuary, of

• More definite infonnation respcclinir tlie
Rauriser Tauern is desired.—Ed.

stone, 30 feet high, covered over with
ex-votos, dating from 1496, in which
the precious phial of blood is depo-
sited. It is worth while to ascend to

the pilgrimage Church approached by
stations, on the height above, on ac-

count of the view of the valley. I'his,

however, is still better seen from a hill

behind the Calvarienberg, perhaps 3500
feet above the village. An excursion
should be made from Heiligenbl ut to the

Pasterze Glacier, one of the finest and
largest in the Austrian dominions, be-

ing 12 miles long. It descends from
the flanks of the Gross Glockner, and
at its foot the Mohl takes its rise. It

requires 2 hours’ hard walking up tlie

valley to reach the point where it is

first seen
;
the path is practicable for a

horse, but not for a car. At Johann’s
hut, 1 hour further, a more extended
prospect is'obtained of the ice and snow
of this magnificent Glacier, which may
compare with any in Switzerland. From
this sjiot the Glacier may be crossed
to the foot of the Glockner. The Cas-
cade of the Leiterbach, seen on the way
to the Glacier, is tlie finest in the valley,

and very remarkable. The Gross Glock-
ner presents from every part of the vil-

lage and neighbouring eminences a
noble spectacle. “ Higher, more im-
posing, and wider-spread glaciers I have
seen

;
but I do not recollect one*that

can compare with it in elegance of
form. It is the sharpest pyramid, seen
from this side, that it is possible to ima-
gine ; and though lines of pointed rocks
obtrude themselves through the snow
and ice even to the summit, they rather

add to the general effect than detract
from it. The middle portion of the
mountain s]ireads out in a waste of
snow, jagged with precipices, and dis-

plays several roundish peaks. ”

—

Jm-
trobe.

The Gross Glockner receives i(s

name from a fancied resemblance in its

highest peak to a bell (Glocke) : it is

tbe most lofty summit of the chain of
Noric Alps, rising to an elevation of

12,776 feet above the sen. It is tbe

corner-stone of tbe Ibrce jirovinces of
Tyrol, Salzburg, and Carinthia, whose
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boundary -lilies meet upon it. The
summit, though it appears single from
Heiligenblut, is in reality bifurcated :

it is composed of granite (?), overlap-

ped near its base by micaceous and
clay slate. Heiligenblut is 4 hours’

walk from the base of the mountain, the

ascent of which is most conveniently

made from it. It is a work of dilli-

culty and danger, requiring three days.

Guides are indispensable, at least one to

each stranger. They may he engaged
in the village at the rate of four florins

a day. Alp-poles, ropes, hatchets, or

pick axes, to cut steps in the snow,
gauze for the eyes, and crampons for

the feet, should be provided; and it

would not be amiss to send on a guide
before to report upon the state of the

glaciers, and to dispatch otliers in

advance with provisions to the in-

tended night-quwters. The usual course

adopted by those who make the ascent

is, to follow the Mold upwards for

about three miles, into the vale of Pas-

terze, past the Gosnetz waterfall, where

the climbing commences. They direct

their stejis towards the Sennhntte (cha-

let) am Trog (2 hours’ walk), and
info the doll of the Leiter, a narrow

gorge. The way along it, at a spot

called Kalzensteig (cat’s path), is a steep

slope, scattered over with loose frag-

ments of sliding slate, on the verge of

a precipice, at whose base, varying be-

tween 60 and 240 feet below, rushes

the Lciterbach
;
but its difficulties have

been exaggerated. The Ochsenhutte

(2 hours further) is the highest human
habitation. Two hours' more walking

brings you to the Salmshutte, a stone

tut, built by a bishop of Gurk to shel-

ter travellers, who usually pass the

night here. It lies above the highest

pasturages and chalets, close to the gla-

ciers, in a desert covered over with

shattered rocks fallen from the moun-
tain above. By starting early next

morning, the summit may be reached

about noon, and the hut will again

serve as sleeping-quarters at night, on

the return. Between it and the top the

traveller passes over a moraine, and

across the glacier, to the Scharle, a very

steep gorge, filled with snow, ice, and
rocks, to the Huhenwarte, a hut buried

under the snow more than twenty years

ago, from which the eye gazes down
into the vale of the Inn on one side,

and of the Drave on the other. This is

2 hours’ w'alk from the Salmshutte.

Another hour to the Adlersruhe (eagle's

rest\ a hut built, like the preceding,

by the bishop of Gnrk, to afford shelter

from sudden storms. It is’only 2 hours

distant from the jjeak of the Lesser

Glockner, one of the bifurcations men-
tioned above, separated from the high-

est peak by a chasm 60 feet wide,

generally filled with snow, across which
lies a hazardous path, the passage of

which is attended with much risk, un-

less the snow be very firm and hard to

bear the weight. The view from the

smaller peak is at the same time as fine

as that from the larger
;

the most inter-

esting feature of it is the range of the

Tauern .4ili)s and their glaciers E., and
those of the Noric and Uhartian chain

W., as far as the Orteles. It extends N.

as i'ar as the Bavarian plains and the

Bohmerwald hills, and S. over the

Alps of Frioul to the Adriatic. The
summit of the Glockner has been re-

peatedly reached since the beginning of

the present century ;
but it is an enter-

prise which few will consider worth the

risk and trouble.

The path from Heiligenblu! to Wind-
isch Matirey is described in Routes

224, 226.

ROUTE 245.

VIENNA TO MAIMAZELL AND ORUCK ON
THE MUR.

Vienna to Mariazell, 17 Germ, miles
— 82 Eng. m. Jlariazell to Bruck,

8 Germ. m. = 38^ Eng. m. The

Raab Railway- has opened a more

speedy access from Vienna to lilaria-

zell (see Route 247). Inns occur al-

most every 2 miles.

This is a post road
;
very hilly, and in

places not very good.

'rhero is a shorter and more pic-

turesque road by M'odling, or Baden,

and Heiligenkreutz, about 80 m. long

(p. 333 and 183).
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Described in

Route 195,

p. 118.

2 BurkersdorP,

2 Siegliartskirchen,

2^ Perschliiig,

2 St. Pblteii,

Here the road to Mariazell turns S.

out of the post-road to Linz, and passes

Wilhelnisburg, a nourishing little vil-

lage. At Traiseu our road is joined

by the cross-road mentioned above from

Haiufeld and Heiligenkreutz.

4 Miiiktl. A little beyond this is

Lilienfeld, a Cistercian Abbey, one of

the wealthiest and oldest in Austi'ia,

charmingly situated in the vale of the

Traisen. The pilgrims are entertained

within its walls with a long benediction

and a small plate of thin soup. It

was founded 1202, but for the most
part destroyed by fire 1810, and oidy

jjartly rebuilt. It includes 13 large

courts. The Church is modernised ex-

ternally, except its noble Gothic portal.

The interior preserves its Gothic cha-

racter; its roof is supported by 30 large

and 12 smaller piers, with richly orna-

mented capitals. The cloisters are an-
cient, and richly ornamented with 710
marble pillars. The fine Chapter-house,
great Dormitory, and Chapel of .St. Se-
bastian have been allowed to go to

decay since the fire, which is much to

be regretted. The Church contains the

marble sarcophagus of the founder,
I>;opold I'll., and tlie tombs of Cym-
burgis of Masovia, wife of Kniest Iron-

side, Duke of .Styria, and of Margaret,
Queen of Ottokar of Boliemia. I'he

country round about is most pic-

turesrpie.

2 Tyniitz.— Post, very dear and
dirty—J. P. O. Tyniitz is a village
of 1700 inhabitants. The parish church
of St. .Martin boasts of possessing among
its relics one of the thorns of the crown
which was placed on our .Saviour's licad.

After jiassing Tyniitz the road be-
comes a succession of ascents and de-
scents, many of which are very steep.
.\t the foot of the Josephsberg addi-
tional horses ( P'ors/ian/i) are kept ready
to be attached to carriages, as well as
sadille-liorses to carry up fiedesiriaiis.
The .Seeberg is tremendously steep, and
the road infamous. A new and excel-

lent road has been constructed over the

Annaberg, and is carried up the steep

slope in zigzags of so gradual an ascent,

that additional horses are no longer re-

quired. From this to Mariazell tlie

road is very bad.

At the foot of the hill of Annaberg
stands the chapel of the Seven Spring.s,

with the inscription “ Trinket alle

daraus;” a seasonable and refreshing

invitation to tire tired pilgrim.

2 Annaberg stands on the top of the

steepest hill, 2934 feet above the sea,

and m the most romantic situation

which this line of road presents. It

consists of a church and 30 houses, the

principal of which is the post-house.

The view from it is very line : the snow-
clad mountain seen on the S.VV. is the

Oetscher (6000 feet). After passing

the Joachimsberg the road descends
into the valley of the Lasing, where is

situated VVienerbriickel, a hamlet close

to the bridge. A sign-post by the road-

side points out the path to the waterfall

of the Lasing, 2 hours' drive hi a char.

The sluice-master, if visitors will pay
3 G. W. W., will cause the sluices

which feed the fall to be raised up for

the beiielit of spectators ! Beyond
Wienerbriickel the ascent of the Jo-
sephsberg commences. A new line has
been made, with 12 or 11 zigzags, and
is tolerably easy : the opposite descent
requires improvement. It takes an hour
to surmount the ascent. From the lop

there is a very extensive view. At Mit-
terbach the road crosses the boundary
of Styria. The Protestants have a place
of worship here.

3 Mariazell—(^Inns

:

Post, best si-

tuation;— Goldeiie Kreufz, tolerably

comfortable, .1. P. O.
;
— Weiiitraube

(Grapes);— Goldeiie Krone,— are the
best out of the 38 inns, but are not very
good). It is better to avoid stopping
here, and rather to jiroceed 3 miles fur-

ther to the Iron Foundry, where there

is an excellent inn.

Mariazell, the Loretto of Austria, a
most celebrated place of jiilgriiiiage, is

situated in the midst of the Slyriaii

mountains, near a small stream culled
the Suiza

; it has 9U0 inliabiluiits.
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“ It would not be worth visiting were
it not for the celebrity which it has

acquired as a place of pilgrimage, and
the residence of a holy influence, which
till this day is working more frequent,

and astonishing, and undeniable mira-

cles, than even Prince Hohenlohe. The
town is small and mean-looking

; it

consists, in fact, principally of inns and
ale-houses, to accommodate the per-

petual influx of visitors, which never

ceases all the year round, except when
snow has rendered the mountains im-
passable. The immense size of the

beds in these hostelries shows at once
to how many inconveniences the pions

are willing to submit. The pilgrims,

however, who can ]iretend to the luxury
of a bed are few in number. Above
all, during the time that the annual
procession from Vienna is on the spot,

it is not jiossible that the greater part

of the crowd can be able to find lodg-

ings
;
and, though there were accom-

modation, no small portion of them are

too poor to pay for it. These from ne-

cessity, and many others from less jus-

tifiable motives, spend tlie night in the

neighbouring woods, both sexes inter-

mingled
;
and, till morning dawns, they

continue drinking and singing songs,

which are anything but hymns of de-

votion. Figliting used to be tlie order

of the night, so long as tlie ]irocession

from Gratz (whicli likewise is always

a numerous one) performed its pilgrim-

age at the same time with that from

Vienna. It was found necessary to put

a stop to this public scandal, by order-

ing the pilgrimages to take place at

difl’erent times.”

—

K?issel.

About 80 difl'erent processions of pil-

grims proceed annually to Mariazell

from difl’erent places in the Austrian

dominions, between the beginning of

May and the end of September. The
Vienna procession arrives on the 2nd

of July; that from Gratz on the I2th

of August
;
and the total number of

pilgrims who visit the spot in one year

is about 100,000 (§ 83} ; in 1842 the

number was 18,5.'54.

The principal and most conspicuous

building is the Church, the largest and

[Sect. XIII.

handsomest in Styria. The central

tower, and tlie portion between it and
the W. end, are alone ancient, dating
probably from 1363, and built by
Lewis I., King of Hungary, after a vic-

torj’- gained by him over the Turks.
The beautiful portal is ornamented with
representations of the history of the

foundation of the church, and of the
holy image it contains; while in the

'centre is a very ancient bas-relief, in

marble, of the Crucifixion. The rest

of the edifice is in the Italian style.

1 he Shrine of the p’irgin is a richly or-

namented small chapel in the centre of
the gloomy church. The story of the

image deposited in it is, that apriestofthe

convent of St. Lambert, sent in the 11th
century into this valley to administer to

the spiritual wants of the unenlightened

inhabitants, built himself a rude cell

(Zell), in which he deposited a very
holy image of the Virgin, which he had
broughtwith him. In the latter part of

the 12th century a Markgraf Henry of

Moravia, being, as well as his wife, much
troubled with the gout, was warned
in a dream, that if he would repair to

the image of Manj in the cell, he would
be cured of his maladies by intercession

of the Virgin. These promises were

completely accomplislied, and, in gra-

titude for the cure, he built over the

image the small stone chapel which now
slands in the middle of the church, in

place of the original wooden cell. The
image, said to be 700 years old, is of

lime-tree wood painted black, about 18

inches high, and rudely carved to re-

present the Virgin. She is seated in a
chair, holding the infant Saviour in her

arms, clothed in the costliest stuffs, and

glittering with jewels and gems, true or

false. The lamps, the altar, and other

decorations are of solid silver, the gifts

of pious devotees. The railing in front,

of the same precious material, was pre-

sented, as is attested by the inscription

upon it, by the Emperor Ix?opold,

“ Virgini Cellensi, pro filio Josepho sibi

a Deo procurato,” and was afterwards

enlarged by Maria Theresa.

Behind the chapel rises an insulated

pillar, surmounted by a stone image of
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the Virgin, round which and the chapel

the pilgrims, male and female, shuffle

along on their knees, in the direction

of the sun.

An extensive trade in relics, rosaries,

and such holy objects, which have been

in contact with the image, is carried on

in a number of booths near the church.

The town lias been 6 times utterly

destroyed by fire, and the church has

not escaped in these calamities, the last

of whicli occurred in 1827, when only

20 houses were saved out of 111, The
roof and towers of the church were con-

sumed, the bells melted, and nothing

left but the walls. The holy image was
rescued, and placed temporarily in St,

Sigmmid's chapel, out of the town.

The subscriptions which were in conse-

quence raised, and the sale of votive

ofleriugs out of the treasury, in a very
short time furnished funds sufficient to

restore it to its original splendour. The
Treasury is still overloaded with riches,

the votive oft'erings of pilgrims,—im-
jierial, regal, noble, and ignoble—for

many centuries
;

nor do similar gifts

cease to pour in at present
;
every year

adds to their number and to the sup-
posed miracles of the statue. It con-
tains some valuable gifts of jewellery,

&c.
;
a topaz, 5 or 6 inches in diameter,

given by Joseph II.
; a diamond cross,

by M. Theresa
;
a necklace of pearls,

{

)resented by the present Empress,
laving a clasp made out of the bullet
fired at the Emperor by a madman

;
a

silver altar; the sword, spurs, atid stir-

rups of T,.ouis I., with his bridal robes.

The Styrian trout, from the moun-
tain stream.s, are a great delicacy : they
may lie liad in perfection at Mariazell.

Excursions .—The road across the
mountains to Eisenerz, by Wildalpen
(Route 216), is one of the most interest-
ing in .Styria.

About 2 miles from Mariazell is the
HolMufzug (wood-elevator), a sort of
inclined plane, along which wood is

raised in waggons by means of a wind-
lass attached to a water-wheel, out of a
deep valley, to the summit of a moun-
tain. The machinery which elevates
the loaded waggons lowers, at the same

time, the empty ones. The perpendi-

cular height to which the wood is car-

ried exceeds 350 feet. The streams on
the opposite side of the mountain run
into the Danube, and the wood, being

thrown into one of them, is carried down
by it into that river, where it is col-

lected, formed into rafts, and floated

onward to Vienna or the Black Sea

(§ 111 ).

The road from Mariazell to Seewisen
is very bad. After leaving Mariazell

it crosses the Salza, and passes St. Sig-

mund's chapel, originally built in the

fashion of a fortress, surrounded with
high walls, to withstand the attacks of

the Turks, who in the 15th century fre-

quently penetrated into these remote
valleys. It was destroyed by the Hun-
garians under Matthias Corvinus.

About 3 miles farther on are the

Imperial Iro/i-works and Cannon-
foundry, the largest establishment of the

kind in Austria, in a very beautil’ul

situation. The largest cannon, boilers,

and cylinders for steam-engines, as well

as articles of a minuter descriiition, are

made here. The fuel employed is char-

coal. They are supplied with ore from
mines 6 or 8 miles oft", in the Gollrath :

400 men are employed here, whose ha-

bitations form a village of themselves.

Persons wishing to visit Brandhof must
obtain an order at the iron-works. The
Inn here has an unpromising exterior,

but is extremely comfortable and very
moderate.

One hour's drive from the Gusswerk
is the small village of VVegscheid, wliere

Vorsjiann are in readiness to drag car-

riages over the hills of Niederalpel and
Seeberg, which commence some way
farther on. Under the precipices of
Seelierg is the iron-mine of Gollrath.

A little more than half-way up, but
before you come to the steejiest part of
the ascent, stands Brandhof, the small
Gothic (verging on Cockney) cottage

of the patriot Archduke John, with a
farmyard and offices attached to it, and
a garden containing a choice collection

of Alpine jilanis. It lies close to the

road, and is 3400 feet above the sea.

During the absence of tlie Archduke,
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a written order is requisite to obtain

admission. Brandhof is a neat little

Styrian Ferme ornee, fitted up in a
style which bespeaks the moderation

and taste of tlie worthy owner. Tlie

neat octagon Gothic chapel in tlie

centre has a tabeniacle for holding

the host (Sacramertls Hduslein), and is

beautifully carved out of cedar-wood
from Mount Lebanon ;—an Arabic do-

cument, presented along with it by the

Patriarch of Antioch, vouches for its

authenticity. Below the altar is the

burial-vault which the Archduke has

huilt for himself. On the right and
left of the entrance are oratories richly

oniamented with carved oak, and above
them are two pictures by Schiiorr. The
central hall is decorated with statues

of Ferdinand of Tyrol, Charles II. of

Styria, the Emperor Maximilian 1.,

Francis I., and Maria Theresa.

Tlie Jiigerzimmer (hunting-chamber)

is appropriated to objects relating to

the cliase
;

the jiainted windows are

decorated with scenes of Alpine life.

Here are portraits of the late Emperor
P'rancis, ‘‘ der beste Herr,” of the Arch-

duke John himself, of the Emperor
Maximilian, “ the noblest shot,” and
of Holer, “ tlie truest shot below the

last is placed an object of peculiar in-

terest, Ho/er's own rijle. Tlie hall and
this room are hung round with arms,

horns of red deer, ibex, and chamois,

hunting trophies, apparatus for the

chase, &c.

It is truly delightful to hear in what a

tone of alfectionate regard and respect

his humbler neighbours concur in speak-

ing of the owner of this Alpine abode.

The Archduke John's patriotism con-

sists in having spent his life in un-

ceasing endeavours to benefit and ele-

vate his country in wealth and intel-

ligence. During the war he bravely,

though not always successfully, headed

the bold mountaineers of Austria and

Tyrol, who strove to free their country

from the yoke of France. In peace

he has been constantly engaged in pro-

moting science, the arts, and the manu-

factures of Styria. He now gives his

attention particularly to the manufac-

[Sect. XIII.

tures of iron, the staple of Styria ; he
has himself an experimental foundry
at Vordemberg, where he resides |iart

of the year
;
and he has been instru-

mental in introducing into his own
country the improved methods used in

others. He has founded at his own
cost, and supported by his own couii-

tenance and exertions, a most useful

institution for the encouragement of

science and manufactures at Gratz

—

the Johanneum (see p. 338). Tliough
brother of the late emperor, he takes

but little pleasure in the pomp of a
court ; on the contrary, his lil'e and
habits are distinguished by the utmost
simplicity, and he only rejxiirs to

^'ienna when his presence is absolutely

required. The greater part of his time

is spent among his favourite Styrians

;

and he may be seen walking about,

dressed in the picturesque but homely
costume of the Styrian peasantry. In-

stead of seeking a match among the

princely families of Europe, he married

some year's ago a fair Styrian damsel,

the daughter ofthe postmaster at Aussee,

with whom he became acquainted in

the course of one of his mountain jour-

neys; for he has personally explored

almost every corner of the Austrian

highlands, either on scientific expedi-

tions or in pursuit of the chamois

;

and the union has proved as jrerfectly

happy as that of an ancestor of the

Archduke with the fair but humbly-
born Philippina, the daughter of the

burgher of Augsburg. He is truly the

benefactor of his country, watching over

the wants and the advancement of the

jjeople with an almost fatherly care.

His elforts have especially been directed

towards Improving the condition of the

very often poverty-stricken pea-sant of

the Styrian valleys. He has established

several agricultural associations, which

have had the efl’ect of improving the

cultivation of the proviitce, and of re-

lieving the poor fai'mer and peasants

from the pressure of sudden misfortune.

The tidings of disaster fnmi tire devas-

tating outbreak of fire or the inunda-

tions of the torrent, from the failure ot

crops or the danger of the loss of cattle
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fi-om drought—all casualties of daily

occurrence in this part ofthe world—are

never listened to unheeded, nor fail of

obtaining assistance and commiseration

from him. Does not this good man's

life entitle him justly to the name of

patriot in its truest sense?

When the traveller has surmounted

the Seeherg. a beautiful view opens.

4 Seeweisen—(/«« : Post
;
clean beds

a!nl fair charges, but faulty in other

respects.)—A village beautifully si-

tuated in one of the most charming
Alpine valleys, at the foot of the

Aflenzer .Staritzer. It is named from

a lake drained by the Archduke. The
road is not very good; it makes a long

detour and ascent to pass through the

little town of Aflenz (where there is a

good Inn on the left-hand side of the

street). Beyond this the narrow and
highly picturesque valley of Thorl, in

which are several iron-forges, and the

ruins of the Castle ofSchachenstein, are

passed. It was built by an abbot of

St. Lambert in 1465, to protect pil-

grims bound to Mariazell from the

knightly highwaymen or moss-troopers

who infested the road at tliat period.

Beyond it the road crosses the Murz
river and enters the high-road from
Vienna to Gratz near Kapfenberg.

4 Bhuck on the Mur. (See

Route 2-17.)

ROUTE 245 a.

BADEN TO MARIAZEI.I..

bout 68 English miles. Thedi.stanccs

below are calculated in English miles.

Tills is a good road, though unpro-
vided with post-houses; a voiturier's

horses and carriage may be hired at

Baden for 12 or 13 fl. Miinz, exclusive
of 1 H. trinkgeld to the driver. The
journey to Marktl may lie made in 10
hours, including the time required to

bait the horses. The way lies up the
valley of Helen to

7 Heiligenkreutz, see p. 183.
6 .AHand.

4^ Altenmarkt.

1-^ Kaiinlierg (
f/i/i, Goldener Hirsch).

6 Hainfeld.

5 St. Veit, Schwarzer Ochs, the

largest place on the road.

The country is very pretty. The
comfortable houses of the peasantry,

their orchards and gardens, and the

high state of cultivation in which the

land is kept, are sure and pleasing

tokens of prosperity and happiness.

3 Marktl—on the post-road from

Vienna to Mariazell (Route 215). The
scenery from St. Veit to Lilienfeld is

lovely.

Mariazell, see p. 329.
“ The following is, I believe, the

shortest route from Mariazell to Vienna.

A tolerable road leads by Terz to

Egidi, which may be driven over in

3:^ hours
;
and another hour will take

tlie traveller to Hohenberg.
“ A wretched and hilly road, almost

impassable for carriages, leads in 2J
hours' (walking) to Rohr, where there

is a clean inn. Thence an indifferent

road to Gutenstein may he driven over

in hours. Inn at Gutenstein good,

afld from thence the Schneeherg may be

visited (p. 336). Potfenstein, 2J hours'

drive. Inns bad.
“ Baden, 2 hours. Inn, Goldener

Lowe (p. 183). Thence to Vienna,

^ hour by railway."

ROUTE 216.

MARIAZELL TO EISENERZ BV WILD-
ALPEN.

This is a very romantic route, and one
of the most interesting excursions which
the neiglibourhood of Mariazell affords.

The road is practicable for a carriage

of the country, and not bad, except a
short cut begimiing an hour from the

Gusswerk, ending liour before Wcich-
selhoden

;
requiring 1 hour to pass, and

dangerously narrow in p.arts. It takes

nearly 5 hours to drive to Wildalpen,
and the same to return, exclusive of
stoppages. A carriage with 2 horses

from the Gusswerk costs 3 11. c. m., .and

1 II. trinkgeld. It quits the hi^h-ro.ad

to liruck ( Route 244) at

"Vhe Imperial Iron Fotmdrg, (p. 331,)
K. K. Gusswerk (3 m.). where there is

an admirable Inn, at which the traveller
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should by all means stop, in preference

to putting up in any inferior one at

Mariazell. Then turning to the W.,
it traverses the picturesque vale of the

Salza. It ascends a high hill, com-
manding an exquisite view from the

top, and then enters by a very steep

descent into the M'eichselboden, a narrow

ravine shut in by rocks and precipices,

which, from their height, their unin-

terrupted vertical sides, and the wild

and savage solitude of the scene which
they inclose, give a character to this

gorge which all who have seen it con-

cur in describing as stupeirdous and
imposing. The vast forests on the

neighbouring mountains furnish the

iron-works with fuel, and tire valley

also contains some line pasturage. The
village Weichselboden (Inn, bad), 13

m. from the iron-works (or 1 1 by the

short cut from Greith by Dimara?), is

inhabited by woodmen. Above Weich-
selboden a new sluice A/awse (§ 111)

has been formed of large blocks of lime-

stoire squared
;
a considerable work. A

gallery cut through the rock is so narrow

and low that an English carriage would
scarcely get through.

In no part of the Alpine chain is

game more abundant than on tlie

mountains around. In the valley, or

rather natural amphitheatre, shut in

by precipices, S. E. of Weichselboden,

called the Iling, herds of chamois,

amounting to 160 and 200 head, are

often met with. The blackcock {Tetrao

tetrix, Schildhahn), which furnishes

the feathers for the Styrian JUgers’

hat, is very abundant. The King

is a preserve of the 'Archduke John,

in which no one is allowed to shoot

without special permission. It is about

^ an hour's walk from Weichsel-

boden, at! the extremity of a wooded
valley, called Die Hblle, in which lies

a hunting-lodge of the Archduke's.

About a mile beyond Weichselboden

the valley is all but closed by two

enormous rocks, which approach so

near that a Klause (§111), (dam), is

erected between them. The path is

here cut through the rock, after which

it frequently shifts from one side of the

Salza river to the other, wherever it can
find space to run, traversing a most ro-

mantic valley until it reaches

H'Vdalpen ( 12 m . ; 2J hours’ drive from
W eichselboden). Inn, very good for this

part ofthe country, and cheap. Another
scattered village. Here are many iron-

forges, tlie hammers of which are moved
by a wild brook which rushes down
from the mountains in numerous falls.

Near Wildalpen is the picturesque

valley of the Seven Lakes.

[Pedestrians may reach Eisenerz by
a short cut from this, over the moun-
tains, in 6 hours. The path is at first

steep, and rurrs through a narrow ravine,

by the side of the Wildalpen Bach.

The summit is marked by a cross, but

there is no view from it, till, on pro-

ceeding some way down by a path cut

in the rock, the vale of Seeau and the

lake of Leopoldstein burst into sight.

The path leaves the lake on the right,

and turning to the left, round the

shoulder of a hill, descends into the

valley of Eisenerz.]

The char road continues from Wild-
alpeu along the valley of the Salza,

which is still very beautiful, though no

longer so wild as higher up. Its banks

are composed of rocks of sandstone and
conglomerate, which have been worn

away into singular shapes by the river.

A short distance above
Palfau (9 m.), where there is a most

miserable cabaret, the road divides into

two branches : that which follows the

right bank leads to Heifling
;
that on

the left, which we follow, to Hieflau.

After a mile or two we leave the banks

of the Salza, and begin to ascend. On
surmounting the height, the traveller

beholds at his feet the beautiful valley of

Lainbach. About 3 miles fartlier on lies

Hieflau (13 m. from Palfau), on the

post-road to

2.^ Eisenerz. (See Route 242.)

ROUTE 2^17.

VIENNA TO GRATZ (bAILWAV).

26 Germ, miles = 122 Eng. m.

Eilwagen thiily, in 25 hours : with

post horses, and Laufzettel, it takes 23 I
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hours : a Lohnkutscher takes 3 days,

stopping each night.

A Railroad (Wien-Raaber Risen-

halm) has been finisiied as far as

Glocknitz, at the foot of tlie Sem-
mering Alp. 45 Eng. m. It is pro-

posed to continue it to Gratz. although

it is not ‘yet explained how the moun-
tains are to be passed. The rich Greek

merchant Sina furnished a large part

of the funds. Trains, 3 or 4 times, and
on Sundays 8 or 10 times, to Baden.
Only certain Trains take carriages.

Tliere are 3 classes of carriages. Tl)e

Terminus, in Vienna, a handsome
building, is just beyond the Belvidere

Palace. At a short distance it crosses

the high-road, and then runs S. nearly

parallel with it. The stations are,

—

HetzendorfStation, near Schoiibrunn,

p. 179.

Berchtolsdorf Station.

Modling Station. Here conveyances
are in waiting to go to the Briel, p. 181.

Baden Station, p. 183. Omnibuses
ply between the town and the railway.

Gunzelsdorf Station.

W'ienerisch Neustadt Station. A line

is projected from this to Raab, by Oeden-
burg and the Neusiedler See ; but its

construction seems doubtful.

St. Egiden Station.

Neunkirchen Station.

Glocknitz Station.

This great southern road quits
% ieniia by the Matzleindorf Lines,

(p. 181,) and passes tlie Gothic cross

called Spinnerinn am Kreutz, near
which one of the best views of Vienna
is obtained. The road is cut obliquely
by the long chestnut avenue extending
from the palace of Schoiibrunn to tliat

of I.axenburg, and about 3 miles far-

ther a roail brandies off on the riglit to
the beautiful village of Modling.

2 Nnulorf. (3 miles charged.) A
few miles farther on, tlie road is carried
over the catuU running from Vienna to
Neustailt, and lietween Guntramsdorf
and 1 raiskirchen a second road branches
oft’ on the right to Badkn (p. 183).

2^ fjiinselsdorf. The road traverses
a barren district called the Steinfeld :

TO GRATZ (railway).

at Solenau there is a large spinning-

factory. Tlieresietifeld was founded

by M. Theresa, who planted a colony

of Tyrolese here, to bring the soil into

cultivation. On the left of the road,

before entering Neustadt, is a beautiful

Gothic Cross, erected 1384.

2 Neustadt, or H’ienensch-Neustadt.

—

(Inns

:

Kreutz, in the suburb
;

Hirsch,

in the town.)—This town, which, from

its proverbial loyalty to the Austrian

Princes, received the epithet “ ever

faithful,” numbers about 10,800 inha-

bitants. In 1834 a tremendous confla-

gration, rendered more terrible by a

high wind, and a previous drought

which had dried up the springs, and
rendered the wooden roofs of the houses

as inflammable as tinder, reduced to

ashes 570 houses, leaving only 14

standing. Several public buildings,

and among them the Town-house and
the manufactory of fire-arms, perished

in the flames.

Neustadt contains a Military Aca-
demy, the only one for the preparatory

instruction of officers of the line, in the

Austrian dominions. The pupils, 468
in number, are lodged and educated

giatuitously
; J of them are appointed

by the Provincial Estates, the rest by
the Emperor. The academy is situated

in the old Ducal Castle, whicl) contains

a beautiful Gothic Chapel of St. George,

built in 1460, rich in painted windows
;

date 1479. The Emperor Maximilian,
for whom the splendid mausoleum at

Innsbruck was designed, is buried un-
der the altar, and at his feet his faithful

friend and counsellor Dietrichstein.

In the Neu Kloster Kirche is the ad-
mirably carved marble monument of

Eleonora of Portugal, wife of the Em-
peror Frederick IV.

Outside the S. wall of tlie tower of the

Parish Church (which is not wortli enter-

ing), the Hungarian rebels, Zriny and
Frangipani, who conspired to transfer

the crown of Hungary from the Emperor
to the Sultan, were buried, after being

executed as traitors, in 1671. Tlie

inscription over their grave is curious.

The canal from Neustadt to Vienna,
40 miles long, the existence of various
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manufactories in tlie town, and the

converging roads to Oedenburg in

Hungary (Route 286), and to Gratz,

4'rieste, and Venice, are the sources of

tlie prosperity of the town. Neustadt is

not more than ^ a mile distant from
the frontier of Hungary, and a consider-

able quantity of coals from mines near

Oedenburg, and of wood from the Ba-
kony Wald, is brought hither to be

conveyed to Wenna by the canal which
was made by the Emperor Joseph II.

At the Ciisth of Feistritz, between

Neustadt and Asspang, a few miles on
the east of our road, tlie owner, Baron
Dietrich, has a very curious collection

of ancient armour, including, perhaps,

the only specimen existing of the Iron

Flrgin (Eiseine .Jungfrau)
;
a horrible

instrument of torture, containing con-

cealed jioniards, which was made to

open and clasp the unfortunate victim

subjected to its embrace. It was brought

from Nuremberg. Here is also a suit

of Got/, von Berlichiiigen, and one of

the Knight Eppclein von Gailingen,

who escaped out of Nuremberg by leap-

ing from the walls.

A straight road conducts to

2 Neiaikircheti on the Schwarza, (Inn :

Hirsch.) The Landscape gradually

discloses many beauties as the moun-
tains arc ajiproached. The chateau of

Glocknitz was once a Benedictine

Abbey. The Railway at present (1843)
terminates at Glocknitz

;
thence, or ra-

ther from Schottwien, “ a delightful

excursion may be made by driving to

the Schneeberg in one of the light car-

riages of the country as far as Adlitz-

grahen, walking thence through scenery

perfectly Swiss in character, and of

great picturesqueness, among snowy
mountains, in 3 hours, to Reichena

(Weissnix’s Inn, capital), agreeably si-

tuated at the foot of the Schneeberg,

which may be ascended in 7 or 8 hours.

The Hbllenthal, a deep valley of wild

and grand scenery, with high craggy

mountains on either side, clothed with

firs, may be exjilored from this in a

carriage.
’—W. L. From Glocknitz

the Gratz road runs through very

beautiful scenery the whole way to

Miirzzuschlag. The entrance to

Schottwien is particularly striking,

and the views of the mountains and
distant champagne country, on ascend-
ing the Semmering, are magnificent."
—D. J. A little before reaching
Schottwien the ijiteresting ruins of the

Castk of Klamm, built in the 11th cen-
tury, and now the property of Prince
Lichtenstein, appear in sight. It is a
pleasant walk up to it (2 hours).

3 Schotlwien—(/ans ; Lamm, com-
fortable

;
Weissnix's, very good, com-

fortable sleeping-quarters.—W. L.) is

situated in a narrow defile at the foot of
the Semmering mountain, which forms
the partition-wall between Austria and
Styria. It is a pleasant drive of 1^
hour from this to the Adlitz-Gruft, a
very romantic defile on the W. of

.Schottwien, among limestone cliflTs and
fir-woods. At one spot the road is

formed by bridging the river, not mere-
ly across, but parallel with its course.

Immediately outside of the gate a
new and improved line of road begins

to ascend the Pass of .Sommering, and
is carried upwards, jiartly by zigzags,

to a height of 3125 ft. above the sea.

On the summit-level of the old road is

a stone monument to commemorate its

construction in 1728, by the Emperor
Charles A’l. Travellers, on approaching

the foot of the mountain on either side,

are compelled to take an additional

pair of horses (which cost 1 fl. 15 kr.),

and sometimes 4 horses, to drag them
up.

3 Milrzzuschltig—(/nn ; Adler, to-

lerable cuisine and steeping accommo-
dation

;
a good half-way house— 13J^

Germ. miles=62 Eng. miles from
Vienna.—D. J.) a village prettily situ-

ated on the Miirz, at the S. base of the

Semmering. The road hence to Gratz,

down the valleys of the Miirz and Mur,
is most varied and charming.

[An interesting road leads hence to

Mariazell (Route 245), ascending the

vale of the Mnrz
;
passing Neuberg, with

a convent founded 1327; Murzsteg, 3

hours’ drive—^ an hour's walk from

which is the grand waterfall of the Tod-

ten Weib
;
Niederlal jiel. and Wegseheid.
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The distance is about 33 miles, and the

postmaster at MUrzzuschlag will sup-

ply horses.]

2 Krieghch. — Jiiit :— j

The road

Post, small, and not good, ^continues to

2 Murzhofen. J
descend the

valley of the Miirz, wliich is very pic-

turesque, and an places varied by old

castles, churches, and villages.

At Kapfenberg there is an ancient

castle on (he top of a conical rock, and

near the road a motlem chateau of

Count Stubenberg. At the point where

the Murz falls into the river Mur stands

2 Bnick an der ^Jur (Inns ; Schwarz-

er Adler, good
;

Strauss
;

Goldener
Hirsch), a town of 1400 inhabitants,

having a large square in its centre, and
commanded by the castle Landskron.

The great road to A’enice by Klagen-
furth (Route 250} here separates from
our route

;
another road leads from

hence to Eisenerz Route 245).

The road to Gratz crosses the Mur
by a wooden bridge, and proceeds un-
der high mountains along its right bank,
and past the castle of Rareneck to

2^ liblheklein, a village with a new
post-house at the foot of the Drachen-
tauern. On the opposite side of the

Mur, high up in the rocks, is the bone-

cave of Mycknitz, in which numerous
fossil remains of extinct animals have
been found. At Frohnleiten, a small
market-town, the river is crossed by a
bridge

; the castle of Pfannberg, ap-
proached by a long avenue, is seen on
the right hand, and farther on is the

rock-built castle of Rabenstein, on the

left of the Mur.
2 Peggnu.—{Inn

;

opposite the Post.)

At Feistritz, on the opposite side of the

Mur, are mines of lead and silver
;
the

ores are smelted and se[>arated on the
spot. On a wooded hill in the distance
is seen tlie pilgrimage church of Strass-

engel, a Gothic building, said to have
been constructed by the architect of the
steeple of St. Stephen’s at \'ienna. About
2 miles from Gradwein lies the ancient
Cistercian Abbey Rein, founded 1128.
A narrow defile, shut in by high

rocks partly wooded, intervenes between
Ptggau and Gratz. A lofty clifl' which

overhangs the stream goes by the name
of the Maiden’s Leap (Junfernsprung),

from a po))ular tradition of a beautiful

girl, the daughter of the lord of the ad-

joining ruined castle of Gosting, who, be-

ing beloved by hvo friends, to prevent

dissension between them, refrained from

declaring her preferetice for one or

other
;
but the course which she pur-

sued had a different result from that

which she had hoped. The rival sui-

tors became deadliest foes—met, and
fought—one of them was mortally

wounded, and he was the maiden’s

choice, who, on hearing the result of

the combat, threw herself from the pre-

cipice. I'he castle of G'osting bade
defiance to the Turks, who laid siege to

it when they invaded this country : it

is a favourite place of resort with the

people of Gratz. The view from it is

very fine, and it is surrounded by
woods affording shady walks. Here
the defile ends, and the hills which
bound the valley of the Mur, diverging

from the river, give place to a beauti-

ful and fertile plain, about five miles

broad, and 18 or 20 long, in the centre

of which rise the town and castle-hill of

Gratz.

3 Gratz.—(Iims : Stadt Trieste, in

the Jacomini suburb, near the Post-
office, best situation, but not very good,
and dear; Wilder Mann

; Ungarische
Krone.) Gratz (in Sclavonic, Niemetz-
ki-Grad) is the capital of Styria, the

seat of a University, the residence of
the bishop of Seckau, and the place of
meeting of the Styrian Estates : it has
a population of 40,000, and is situated

on tlie river Mur. 4'he beauty of its

situation is much and justly vaunted
by its inhabitants

; but in this point it

must yield tlie palm to Salzburg and
Innsbruck. In order to enjoy the view
the traveller ought to ascend the Schloss-

berg, a hill rising up in the centre of
the town, formerly occupied by the
citadel, which was destroyed by the
French in 1800, after a siege of 7 days,
so that a few walla and towers alone
remain. The hill is now converted into

a place of public recreation, by the
construction of pleasant walks up to the
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from whence, and especially from
file station of the Fire-watch (5 39), an
agreeable jianorama is presented of the

town and surrounding country. The
Mur, whose course may be followed by
tlie eye to a considerable distance, often

inundates its banks, causing great de-

vastation. In 1827 almost e.very bridge

in its whole course was carried away
or injured

;
those at Gratz have been

repeatedly destroyed by it, and the

Murvorstadt laid under water : the in-

roads of the stream have undermined
many of the buildings on its hanks.

The churches are not very remark-

able : the Gothic Dom (145(1) is the

principal. Near it is the Mausoleum of
the Kmpcror Ferdi»o?id 11., Duke of Sty.

riu, a neglected chapel in the Italian

style. In a vault beneath it, which
contains the monument of* his father

Charles and mother, surmounted by
their marble efhgies, lie the remains of

this relentless iiersecutor of the Pro-

testants—who hunted them like wild

beasts through the mountains of Styria,

and burned more than 10,000 Pro-

testant books within the town, and who
aided and abetted in the murder of his

successful champion Wallenstein. Op-

J

iosite this chapel is the Convict, the

argest building in Gratz—originally a

Jesuits’ college, now a jrublic school.

'J'he Jesuits have been re-established

at Gratz, and are permitted to take 40

novices.

Tlie liuri/, or palace of the Styrian

Dukes, under the .Schlossberg, contains

nothing remarkable. The Parish

Church, distinguished by the highest

tower in the town, has an altar-piece

by Tintoretto C?).

The Kstates, or Parliament of Styria,

meet in the Landhaus, a very ancient

edifice, in which the ducal hat of Styria

is preserved, worn by the Emperor of

Austria when he receives the allegiance

of the Styrians. One wing is an Afr-

senal, filled from top to bottom with

many thousand suits of old rusty ar-

mour, with which, in ancient times, the

quota of troops maintained by the city

was eqnipjied.

Gratz possesses, since 1812, a very

[Sect. XIII.

praiseworthy and interesting institution,

called the Johanneum, from its founder,
the patriotic and enlightened Archduke
John. Its object is the encouragement
of the arts, sciences, and manufactures
of .Styria, by the formation of collec-

tions of its various natural and artificial

productions, liy a Library, and by gra-

tuitous lectures delivered by professors

attached to the establishment. The
Museum of Natural History \s already
veiy rich. The specimens of minerals

especially deserve notice, for their

beauty and e.\cellent arrangement.
Here may be seen in perfection the iron-

ores of Eisenerz, which furnish the

staple article of Styria, from the time
of the Homans, by whom the “ Noric
swords ” were highly prized, down to

the present day
;

beautiful arragonite,

peculiar to Eisenerz; lead-ores from
Bleiberg; the molybdates are unri-

valled specimens
;

gypsum and salt

from the mines of Aiissee
;
virgin gold

from the Mur, near Radkersberg; la-

zulite from the Pishbach -Alp ; fossil

bones of bears from the cave of Miknitz;

other fossils from the coal-formation of

Schonegg, near Eibeswald, &c. &c.

The zoology of Styria includes a Sly-

rian bear, which stands 6^ feet high, shot

on theSchwanberg Alp, some bears’ cubs

a month old, and other wild animals.

A Botanical Garden is also attached

to the museum.
The collection of articles manufac-

tured in Styria is extensive, curious,

and well calculated to give strangers an
insight into the resources of the country.

There is also an excellent Beading-room,-

where more than one hundred journals

of dillerent states ofEurope are taken in,

and Englishmen are liberally admitted.

Gratz is the native place of the Em-
peror Ferdinand II., who was born in

the Burg, and of the learned Orientalist

Von Hammer, now raised to the title of

Baron Purgstall, and present owner of

Schloss Hainfeld.

The Post ami Eilwagen office is in

the Jacomini suburb.

There is a handsome new Theairehciv

.

The town of Gratz, like Vienna, is

summnded by high ramparts, no longer
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of use as fortifications, but serving, to-

getlier with tlie glacis wliich separates

them from the suburb, as an agreeable

promenade for the inhabitants.

More distant excursions are to the

Castle of Giisting, on the road to A ienna

(p. 337), about 3 miles oil’. At an

equal distance, but in a different direc-

tion, lies tlie modem chateau o( Eggen-

berg. It lias one line saloon, some
fresco jiaintings of no great worth, and

a small monumental tablet by Canova
in the chapel : its situation is agreeable.

Gratz is said to be the cheapest town
in the Austrian empire, and therefore

in Europe
;
and on this account has a

recommendation for persons of limited

means, who understand German. A
man may live comfortably and respect-

ably for 400 11. (40/.) a-year
;
and a

family- may be provided with every

requisite, and such comforts as the cus-

toms of the country render attainable,

for 1000 or 1200 11.

The best Styrian wines are the Brand-
ner, Lutenburger, Franilinger, and
Picherer. Styria is famed for turkeys
and capons.

Eilwagen daily to Trieste and to

Vienna. Twice a week to Salzburg, by
Brack, Leoben, Aussee, and Ischl.

Fiacres and Lohnkutscher may be
hired in the town

;
and conveyances of

various kinds are abundant, owing to

the great thoroughfare on the high road
lietween A'ienna and Trieste.

ROUTE 218.

CRATZ TO TRIESTE, WITH EXCURSIONS
To THE QUICKSILVER MINES OP lURIA,
THE LAKE OP ZIRKNITZ, AND THE
CAVE OP ADELSUEKO.

44^ Germ, miles= 212 Eng. miles.
Eilwagen daily in 38 hours. Posting

in 19J hours from Gratz to Laibach,
sleeping 1st night at Mabrburg(lnn in-
different)

; 2nd, at Cilly : or in 2 days,
sleeping at Gonowitz, 10 or 12 hours
from Laibach, and 12 from Gratz. At
Laibach and Loitsch the Inns are good.

2 Kalsdorf. 'I bp ruined castle Ober
Wildon, on the right bank of the Mur,
on the summit of a rock rising more

than 600 "feet above the plain, is cele-

brated for the astronomical observations

made in it by Tycho Brahe, who lived

here for some time.

2 Lebring. On the right of the road

lies Leibnitz, supposed to be the Roman
station Mareola, where many antiquities

are found; and near it is the chateau of

the Bishop of Seckau, on a wooded hill.

2 Strass. The road, which has hi-

therto followed the right hank of the

Mur, now crosses it twice, and quits it

altogether at Ehrenhausen, from which
place it flows into Hungary to join the

Diave at Legrad, passing Radkersberg,

where a tolerable wine is grown. A
range of steep hills, called Platschherg,

wild in its scenery, separates the valley

of the Mur from that of the Drave. A
new road is constructed to avoid the

Platschherg altogether.

3 Mahrburg—(^Inn : Hirsch)—a very

dull town, although the 2nd in Styria;

it has 5000 inhabitants, and lies on the

left hank of the Drave (German Drau,
Latin Dravus), under the Bacherge-
birge. The inhabitants of the lower
orders are chiefly VV^ends, a Sclavonian
race distinct from the Germans. The
women wear an ugly white cloth round
their heads, allowing the ends to fall

behind their back. The Archduke
John has a vineyard and villa a few
miles out of the town. A road strikes

off in a W. direction from Mahrhurg to

Klagenfurth.— (Route 253.)
3 VVindisch-Feistritz

—

(Inn: Sonne)
—a poor village with a chateau of
Count Attems.

About 15 miles from Feistritz, or 20
E. of Cilly, lies Rohilsch, a watering-
place of considerable repute, from its

mineral (acidulous) sjirings and baths.

400,000 bottles of the water are ex-
ported annually. Tolerable accommo-
dation may be found on the spot, which
lies close to the Hungarian frontier.

2 Gonowitz—(Inn opposite the Post,

middling).—The road surmounts ano-
ther chain of hills, forming the partition

wall between the valley of the Drave and
the water -shed of the Save, to reach

3 Cillg—{Inn

:

there is a tolerable one,

not the Goldener Stein)—a very ancient

Q 2
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to^vn on the Sann, with 1700 inhabit-
ants. It was founded by the Emperor
Claudius, and named Claudia Celleia.

Many Roman remains have been found
here, and some inscri))tions, &c. are
built into the town walls. The Gothic
chapel attaclicd to the parish church is

worth notice.

Near the town are the ruins of the
lull-fort Oher-Cilhj, the residence of
the Counts of Cilly, an ancient and
jrowerful baronial family, to whom all

Carinthia once belonged. The Emperor
Frederick III. took refuge in it, 1450.

Tlie wine-growers of Raim and other

places on the lower Save, near Hun-
gary, bring hither their produce for

sale. Having disposed of it, they fasten

together their empty casks so as to form
a sort of raft, on which they embark
to return home, trusting to the rapidity

of the current to carry them along.

The Zulsbach, a irrountain situated

between Styria and Carinthia, on whose
top rests jieqrctual snow, is seen soon

after leaving Cilly. The postmasters

now begin to speak Italian, as well as

German.
'I'lirough a fertile country in sight of

the chfiteau Neu-Cilly, to

2 St. Peter, 1 two poor villages.

2 Franz, f Franz is the last place

in Styria : the boundary is marked by
a ruined arch at the foot of the Tra-

janaberg.

2 St. Oswald

—

(Inn: Post)— the

first village in Carniola (Krain).

2 Podpetsch. The Save (G. Sau),

the third river in magnitude of the

Austrian dominions, which lower down
forms the boundary between tliem and
Turkey, is crossed a few miles N. of

3 Laibach (Italian Lubiana)—Inns ;

—Sladt Wien, close to the Post, ca-

])ital;—Wilder Mann—Sir Humphry
Davy spent many months in 1817 and
1827 at Detella's inn. Excellent cray-

fish may be had here.

Laibach (Aiimona of the Romans)
is the chief town of Carniola, and has

13,000 inhabitants, garrison included.

The river on which it stands is also

called Laibach. The town is grouped

round the castle-hill: the castle is con-

verted into a state prison and house of
correction. The view from it, over the
valley to the distant mountains, the
Loibel and the Terglou, is fine.

The Congress held at Laibach in

1820-21 has given the place a Eu-
ropean celebrity

;
but in the town

itself there is scarcely anything worth
notice : the churches and public build-
ings are by no means remarkable. In
the market-place is a pillar inscribed,
“ In honour of the Virgin Vanquisher
of the Moon” (Mondbezwingerinn), in

allusion to a miracle said to have been
performed during one of the Turkish
invasions by her statue, which, when
the inhabitants were dispirited, and
without a general, placed itself at the

head of them, inspired with courage,

and led them on to victory over the

infidel followers of the Crescent
Prince Anersberg's Palace contains the

Landes-Museum—filled with collec-

tions of native origin. A handsome
Casino and Coffee-hovse is built in the

square, and a military band plays in

front of it thrice a week.

The town is agreeably situated :

there are many pleasant rides and
walks in its neighbourhood, and it has

become more healthy since the vast

mora.sses in its vicinity have been sub-

jected to the process of drainage. They
formerly extended nearly as far as

Ober Laibach, and in winter were the

resort of countless myriads of wild-fowl

of various species, who seemed to make
this their halting-place on their mi-
grations from Europe to Africa. Owing
to the system of drainage which has

been in progress for some years past, a

large portion of marsh is already con-

verted into cultivable and productive

ground. To assist in this design, a

canal has been cut through the town

to carry ofl' the superfluous water of

the river. A post-waggon goes once a

week from this to Salzburg, in three

days and nights. (Route 243.)

A singular tradition exists that Lai-

bach was founded by .lason and the

Argonauts, who, being pursued by the

Colchians after the seizure of the

Golden Fleece, across the Black Sea
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and up the Danube and Save, landed

here and built a town called Naupac-

tus ! Then, leaving their vessels, they

are represented to have gone overland

lo the Adriatic, where they again em-

barked for their homes.

Tliose who have time should walk from

Laibach to the ChateauofRosenbach

:

go-

ing along the top of the wooded ridge

opposite the town. The scenery will

he found very beautiful. A light open

carriage may be hired of the postmaster

at Laibach for excursions in Carniola,

at 2 fl. per diem.
“ The three sights of Carniola, viz.,

Idria, Zirknitz, and Adelsberg, may
he thus combined. Laibach to Ober
Laibach, hours’ drive. There,

through the civil attention of the post-

master, I was able to hire an excellent

country carriage and horse, to take me
to Idria, remain all the afternoon, and
return next moniing to the great road

at Loitsch, for 4 florins, ^’ery good
driving over a very rough road brought

me to Idria in 4^ hours. A succession

of steep hills, the distance being charged

as 2^ posts. The way is in some places

picturesque, the descent upon Idria

strikingly so. A short afternoon is suf-

ficient for the sight of the place. I

spent hour in the mine. From Idria

is a carriage road to Krainburg (2
posts), and another recently constructed,

by V^'ippach to G'orz. The last is in-

teresting, and afl’ords a very agreeable

variety in the journey to Adelsberg.

Near Wippach a considerable river

bursts suddeidy from 7 or 8 cojiious

springs at the foot of a mountain, form-
ing a n.avigable stream before flowing

20 yards, but again disappearing under
the hills at the distance of a few miles.
I returned to the great road at Loitsch,
4 hours drive. Thence to Planina,
hour's drive.

‘‘ Zirkintz is 1^ hour’s drive from
Planina. A couple of hours will serve
to explore the lake. The inn at Zirk-
nitz IS kept by a very respectaljle per-
son, and is said to be good. Two

drive leads to Adelslierg from
Zirknitz, by an indifl'erent road

;
but I

returned to Planina, slept, and took

the same car to Adelsberg next day,

1,;^
hour's drive. The cavern may be

fully seen in 2^ hours from Adelsberg

and back.
“ The traveller should, if possible,

time his visit so (if he mean to return

by Griitz or Vienna) as to take up the

diligence at Adelsberg on the day when
there is an unlimited issue of tickets,

and places are accordingly certain
;

this is called Unbedingte Aufnahme^

and occurs but once a week. There

are many chances against getting an

accidental place with the daily courier.
“ Supposing the traveller to reach

Adelsberg from Idria by 'Wippach (and

probably he might manage to visit

Schloss Lueg, well worth seeing, on

his way), he would of course take Zirk-

nitz on his return to Laibach, and
would thus avoid much repetition.”

—

P. F.

Loschau’s excellent map of Carniola
may be had at Laibach.

3 Ober Laibach is a village of 1350
inhabitants, on the Laibach, which
here becomes navigable, although ii

rises only about two miles from this,

having issued out a full-grown and
ready-made river from the foot of the

Uakonitzberg. It is, however, sus-

pected that this is not its first appear-

ance, but that, after the manner of the

streams of this district, it pursues a
subterranean course, and is connected,

if it be not identical with, two other

streams, the Unz and the Poik, which
also suddenly dive into the mountains.
The celebrated Quicksilver-mines of

Idria are about 20 miles on the W. of

Ober Laibach. The road to them is

hilly and bad, so that the traveller had
better hire a char here, and send on his

own carriage (if he has one) to meet
him at Loitsch, the next post-station.

The road is not very interesting until

Idria comes in sight. It is situated in

the depths of a basin-shaped valley, on
a stream which runs into the sea neat

Gbrz, hemmed in by wooded moun-
tains, down which roads are carried in

zigzags, in order to render the town
accessible I'or vehicles.

Idria—(/«« ; Schwarzer Adler, espe-
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cially bad and dirty. There is another,
but query if any better.)—About 600
out of the 4200 inhabitants of this town
are employed about the Qi/icisilver-

Mines, though not more than 400
are actually miners. They are en-

rolled in a corps like soldiers; and the

stranger, on arriving here, is usually
waited on by a corporal, who will pro-

cure him admission to the mines,
.should he wish to visit them. A large

building, called Schloss, in the centre

of the town, contains the offices and
residences of the managers and clerks

of the mines
;
and close to it is the en-

trance, where suits of miners’ clothes

are provided for strangers, to protect

their ordinary dress from dirt. Mr.
Uiissel recommends travellers to leave

their watches and other gold ornaments
.above ground, lest lliey .should be in-

jured by the quicksilver—a precaution

quite unnecessary
;
since the short time

a visitor passes in the mines is quite in-

adequate to producq any had ell'ect,

either on himself nr the property ho
carries about him. To the labourers,

who are entirely occupied in tlie mine.s,

the atmosphere is indeed highly dele-

terious : most of them have an un-
healthy look, and they are said to be

short-lived. They work 8 hours a day,

and earn about 17 kr. daily wages, from
which the value of the ginqiowder

which they use is deducted. They not

unfreqnently become salivated, but

when ill, an allowance of 13 kr. a day
is made to them by the government,

with medicine gratis. A tax is laid

upon the wine consumed on the spot,

to deter the men from the use of

it, as it is highly injurious. In the

lower galleries, where there is most

danger of salivation, from the abun-
dance of volatile mercury, the men are

prevented working longer than 2 hours

in a fortnight. All the miners are free,

and are provided for by the government
when disabled from work. The stories

of criminals condemned, for political

or other offences, to labour in these

mines, and to end their days in tliem

after they have once descended, with-

out ever seeing the light of the sun, are

pure fiction—though still repeated in

modern English books. The mine is

tolerably clean
;
most of the passages

are vaulted with masonry
;
the descent

is easy, by stone steps, and free from
danger. Before descending, the miner
never fails to sprinkle himself with
holy-water at the little chapel con-
structed within the mine. The mine
is worked by 5 horizontal galleries

(Felder), in tiers, one below the other
;

with vertical shafts, through which the

ore is drawn up in boxes. The greatest

depth attained is about 140 fathoms.
The rock in which the quicksilver oc-

curs is the Jura limestone (oolite): the

most abundant deposit occurs in a
black slaty stratum, abounding in fos-

sils. It is found in the state of cinna-

bar (sulphuret), sometimes holding 70
per cent, of ore, and of native or vir-

gin quicksilver, and, in the latter state,

may be seen distributed in glittering

drops through the slate. A rich vein

is accompanied by a remarkable in-

crease of warmth
;

and when it is

remembered that mercury is slightly

volatile, even at the ordinary tem-
perature of the air, and that the thermo-

meter, in parts of the mine, rises to

86“ Fahrenheit—the injurious efi'ects of

hreatliing such an atmosphere, upon
those who work in it, can be fully ap-

preciated. After tlie great fire of 1S03,

which I'aged in the mine for several

weeks together, the fumes ofsublimated

mercury penetrated every part of it.

Tlie mines of Idria are the richest of

this metal in Europe, after those of

Almaden in Spain. From these two
mines the whole world receives its sup-

ply of quicksilver
;
and as tlie house of

Rothscliild have jmrehased a lease of

both, they enjoy a monopoly, and limit

the supply, fixing their own price, which

has an injurious effect on the production

of the precious metals, quicksilver being

essential in the process ofamalgamation.

A bout 150 tons ofmercury are produced

annually. The chief consumption is in

the gold and silver mines of America,

whitliertheore issentin cast-iron bottles:

the rest is sent to Vienna in bags of skin

steeped in alum. Visitors may make
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iise of one of the ore-boxes to return to

daylight, a privilege not allowed to the

common workmen, but they are ex-

posed to the dirt and the droppings from

the water-wheel whicli draws them up.

The process of wasliing, breaking,

and smelting the ore, when brought out

of the mine, is curious, and is also

shown to stnuigers. The ore which is

not rich enough to be smelted at once,

is conveyed to the stamping-mill, re-

duced to small fragments by iron-shod

beams of wood raised by a water-wheel,

and, mixed with the dust from the floor

of the mine, is laid on a succession of

movable trays, over which a cunent of

water is allowed to pass. Tlie stream

in its passage clears away the mud and
stony particles; while a jerk, commu-
nicated to the tray by machinery,
drives back the metal to the upper end,

where it settles and is collected.

The furnaces are situated at the dis-

tance of a mile below the town, and
are chiefly used in winter, when the

sulphureous vapours are less noxious to

the inhabitants
; and the poisonous

deposit from the smoke, which, if it

settled on the herbage, would be highly
deleterious to the cattle, falls upon the

snow, and does no injury, being washed
away when the snow melts.

The roasting house is a large build-

ing, divided into 13 compartments, 40
feet high, closed above, but communi-
cating with each other by little holes

in the partition-walls. The central di-

vision is the furnace, which is vaulted,
and has walls much thicker than the
rest, to bear the heat. Within it are
three stages of stout iron bars, one
above the other. These may be called
gridirons, for on them the ore, sorted
and purified in the washing-houses, is

laid t<i be roasted, either in lumps, or,

if small, in large earthenware saucers,
aiid the space between them is filh-d

with wood. The fire being lighted
below, is drawn upwards by the draft,
and in a short time all three stories are
in a blaze. The efl’ect of applying
heat to the ore is to drive ofl’ the mer-
cury in the state of vapour, and thus
one ot the heaviest of metals is divided

QUICKSILVER- MINES.

into such minute particles as to float in

the air. The smoke arising from the

furnace can find its way out only by

the holes in the side-walls into the next

chamber. That again is closed on all

sides except towards the chamber be-

yond, so that the smoke is compelled to

find its way from one into the other,

till, after traversing six ditl'erent divi-

sions, it is allowed to escape into the

open air. Tiiese six chambers are, in

fact, nothing more or less than a vsist

horizontal chimney, contrived to en-

tangle the smoke, and detain it until it

has left behind all the mercury which
had risen with it. For this purpose the

chambers are kept closed for three days,

until they have cooled. As long as

the smoke retains its heat, the mercury
continues in the state of vapour, and
therefore, in the chambers nearest the

fire, little or no mercury is depo-

sited; but as soon as it reaches the

more distant chambers, and begins to

cool, it flags on its wings, clings, mixed
with soot, in increasing quantities, to

the walls of eacli succeeding chamber,
and falls to the floor in the shape of

small glittering globules. The floor is

soon covered with a heap of soot, from
which the metal disengages itself, and
runs off by its own weight through
gutters into reservoirs prepared for it.

The smoke, eased of its burden, is then

permitted to go its way. The walls

and roof are scraped to detach the ore

adhering to them, and the soot and the

floor raked for the same purjjose.

The process of manufacturing cinna-
bar may also be seen.

The environs of Idria seem pleasing.

As this place is not a post-station, the

horses which brought the travel ler must
lake liim on.

The post-road to Trieste may be
regained by following another route,

leading from Idria direct to Loitsch, a
drive of 4 hours.

The road from Ober Laibach to

Trieste is carried over the wooded lull

of Itirnbaum, an interesting stage, lo

2 Loitsch — Inn : Sladt Trieste

(Post), a very good country inn, com-
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fortable, and very moderate charges;

capital sleeping-qiiarters. A convey-
ance may be liired here to Idria and
back (an excursion of 12 hours) for

5 fl.
;
12 hours should be allowed for the

journey from Loitsch to Trieste, includ-

ing 2^ at Adelsberg, to see the cave.

2 Planina—(/nn : Schwarzer Adler,

good)—a village of 1000 inhabitants.

No one should omit to visit the Grot of

Kleinliausel, within J a mile of the

inn. Out of it a river, supposed to be
the Poik, which buries itself in the

Adelsberg Cave, re-appears. The grot

has been explored for 3 miles; the

outer cavern is as lofty and grand as

that of Adelsberg. The approach is

rough, and, when the stream is full,

impracticable for ladies. The Castle of

Lueg (p. 347) is about 9 miles from this.

Another river emerges in the same
manner, and as suddenly disappears at

the cave of St. Kanzian, near Selivitz

;

and beyond it, about 8 miles K. of

Planina, is the I^ike of Zirhiitz (Lacus

Lugeus of Strabo), a sheet of water

about 4 miles long and between 2 and

3 wide, surrounded by numerous vil-

lages, chapels, castles, and containing

five small islands. It is not remark-

able for its picturesquencss, but for the

singular phenomenon of its disappear-

ance at times for several weeks, or even

months, during which the peasants

make hay, or even sow and reap a

small crop of buck-wheat in its de-

serted bed, in places where they have

before thrown their nets for fisli. It

seldom happens, however, that the lake

remains long enough empty to admit of

this—indeed, sometimes for .1 or 6 years

together the waters have not retired at

all. Generally speaking, they drain

off in the latter end of August, and re-

turn, if the season be wet, in 5 or 6

weeks, before even the coarse grass has

been cut. It takes between 20 and 25

days to empty the lake. The return of

the waters is sudden and unexpected,

and its basin is refilled sometimes in

24 hours. The explanation of the phe-

nomenon is, that though the lake has

no outlet above ground, yet the lime-

stone which forms its bed is perforated

with a vast number of caves and As-

sures, many of which are visible. They
are natural funnel-shaped holes, some
of them 50 feet deep, known to the

peasantry by particular names, as Kotta
(kettle), Betscheck (cask), Reitie

(sieve). These communicate with ca-

verns and subterranean reservoirs, pe-

netrating the interior of the surrounding
mountains, especially that of Invomig
on the S., through which the wafers are

replenished or drawn off. There are 12

of these openings which discharge water

as well as draw it off, and 28 which
draw it oA’ only. Through the former

of these the water pours in after rainy

weather in vast volumes, as from a

spout; 2 of them especially in the In-

vornig mountain, called Braaja Jama
and Sucha Dulza, discharge more water

than all the rest, and the rush is so quick
that Ashermen who happen to be within

them at the time are obliged to fly

before it. The clefls and Assures

through which the wafer drains from

the interior of the mountain into these

two main channels, are visible in their

sides and roof. AVhen the waters have

reached the caves of Velka Karlanza

and Malka Karlanza, they generally

cease to rise, ns these are sufficient, ex-

cept in very wet seasons, to discharge

tliem, and to preserve tlie surface of the

lake at a Axed level. The streams dis-

charged through them re-appear in the

valley of St. Kanzian, and, after sinking

once more, Anally join the Unz above

Plaiiina.

In the year 1834 the lake was

drained in the month of January, and
remained perfectly dry till the end of

February, 1835, a circumstance with-

out parallel since the time that any

records of its history have been kept,

and which certainly had not occurred

for centuries. Even the small pools,

which commonly remain, serving as the

retreat for a small quantity of Ash, dis-

appeared entirely. While tlie lake

remained in this state, the oriAces, both

for the inlet and outlet of tlie water,

were cleared out, and stones, mud,

trunks of trees, and Ashermen’s boats,

which had been drawn into them by
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the force of the water, were extracted.

These measures will, it is expected, fa-

cilitate the retreat of tlie water, and
produce greater regularity in its depar-

ture, 80 that in future a part of its bed

may be subjected to cultivation every

year. Owing to the scarcity of water

in the surrounding districts, the borders

of this lake become the resort of im-
mense flocks of water-fowl at certain

seasons, when they aflbrd mi*ch amuse-
ment to the sportsman. In the spring

and winter the lake is like any other

piece of water, and is hardly wortli

visiting. After a dry season the waters

begin to diminish in June; the fish,

endeavouring to retreat with them, are

then captured in large quantities,—the

orifices through which the water has

escajed are laid bare,—a rank vegeta-

tion grows up round the margin, or, as

before observed, a scanty crop of millet,

&c., is sown by the peasants. When the

rains begin to fall heavily, and the snows
to melt, the lake again claims its own.

There is a path direct from the lake

to Adelsberg.

A very hilly stage and desolate

country intervenes between Planina
and

2 AdeMtrg—/«« ; Osteria Grande
—not very good. The inn at Cerno-
sitz (Ritter Spomen) is cleaner and
better. The cavern known by tlie name
of the Grotto of Adelsberg, though little

visital by English travellers, is de-
cidedly the most magnificent, and pro-
bably tlie most extensive, in Europe.
Those of Derbyshire are insignificant in

comparison. It has been explored to
a distance of between 3 and 4 miles
from the entrance. It is probable,
however, that tliis is not the end of
these vast hollows, but that many other
passages and chambers exist which liave
not yet lieen examined. The cave is

placed under the care of an officer in
the village, who appoints guides to con-
duct strangers through it. * The fee
is 1 fl. per head, or 30 krs. for each
^ide (3 are generally sent), and 30 krs.
for each traveller's admission. Some-
what additional is paid for lights (AVr-

zen)

;

an illumination adds much to

the splendour of the scene. It is very

advisable to order extra lights, as for a

I

small additional expense you have
great advantage in showing oil’ the ca-

vern to advantage. The cave is easily

accessible, and without risk, even by
ladies, but they should protect them-
selves with cloaks and thick shoes against

the chill and abundant moisture, and
muddy paths. 2 hours will suffice to

explore it, if you go no farther than the

Hall of the Curtains. If ladies are of

the party, this will suffice. To pene-
trate to the extremity, at least 3 hours
will be necessary.

The entrance is about a mile from
the village, in the face of a cliff, below
a ruined castle. At this point the river

Poik, after winding through the plain,

disajipears beneath the mountain, sink-

ing into the rock, below a natural pent-

house, formed by the slope of the lime-
stone strata. The entrance for visitors

is a small bole above this, closed by an
iron gate leading into a long low gal-

i lery. At the distance of 180 yards
1 from the mouth a noise of rushing wa-
ters is heard, and the Poik may be
seen, by the light of the taper, strug-

gling along at a considerable depth be-

low, and on a sudden, a vast hall, 100
feet high, and more than 300 feet long,

called the Dom, is entered. The river

having dived under the wall of rock
on the outside, here re-appears for

a short space, and is then lost in the

,

bowels of the mountain. It is believed
to be identical with the Unz, which
bursts forth at Planina; planks of
wood, thrown into the stream of the
cavern, appear there, it is said, after 10
or 12 hours.

The Dom was the only part of the
cavern known down to 1819, when a
labourer, working in the cave, acci-
dentally broke through a screen of sta-

lactite, and discovered that this was
“ but the vestibule of the most magni-
ficent of all the temples which Nature
has built for herself in the region of the
night. ’ Rude steps cut in the rock lead
down the sloping sides of this chamber to

tlie level of the river, which is crossed

U 3
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by a wooden bridge
;
anil ibe opposite

wall is scaled by means of a similar

flight of steps. Here the visitor enters i

the newly-discovered part of the cavern,

consisting of a range of chambers, va-

rying in size, but by far the most inte-

resting, from the variety, beautiful

purity, and quantity of their stalactites.

Sometimes uniting witli the stalagmite

below, they form a jiillar worthy to

support a cathedral
;

at others a crop of

minute spicula rises from the floor

;

now a cluster of slender columns re-

minds one of the tracery of a Gothic
chapel, or of the twinings and interla-

cing of the ascending and descending

branches of the banyan-tree. The fan-

tastic shapes of some masses liave given

rise to various names applied by tlie

guides, according to the likeness which
they imagine they can truce in them to

real objects, such as the throne, the

pulpit, the butcher's shop, the two hearts,

the hell, which resounds almost like

metal, and the curtain (Vorhang), a

very singular mass, about an inch thick,

spreading out to an e.ictent of several

square yards, perfectly resembling a

piece of drapery, and beautifully trans-

parent. The stalactical matter pervades

almost every part of the cavern
;

it

paves the floor, hangs in jiendants from

the roof, coats and plasters the wall,

cements together fallen masses of rock,

forms screens, partitions, and pillars.

The only sound in the remote cham-
bers is produced by the fall of the drops

of water charged with lime, which will

be found on examination to tip each

pendant mass, forming an ascending

spire, or stalagmite, on the spot where

it descends. One of the long suite of

chambers, larger than the rest, and with

a more even floor, is converted once a

year (in Mayor .lune) into a ball-room.

On that occasion the peasant lads and
lasses assemble from miles around, and

the gloomy vaults re-echo with sounds

of mirth and music. The compart-

ment of the cavern called Mount Cal-

vary, from a heap of fallen rocks in its

centre, encrusted and partly cemented

together by stalactitic matter, is parti-

cularly remarkable for its vast height

and the fantastic variety of its concre-
tions.

Visitors are expected to abstain from
breaking the stalactites or blackening
them with their lights, and all right-

minded persons will assuredly not in-

fringe the order.
“ The guides will not usually take

travellers quite to the end, unless ex-

pres.sly desired. When above half-way
they stop|»d, and said, people rarely

went further
;
but they ought to go on,

as at the extremity is a chamber differ-

ing from the rest, in having its floor

alone covered with stalagmites, which
are here more imposing than in other

parts. From the point where the road
ends, at tlie furthest extremity which I

reached, to the mouth, I was 40 minutes

walking at a rapid pace, so 1 con-

cluded it is 2 miles long at Ic.ast. The
guides told me they had themselves

penetrated just as far again. Several

Protei are kept in a stream, within the

cavern, to show to strangers, but they

are not found in it, nor do they breed

here.’’—C. D.
About 3 miles from Adelsberg is

another cave, the Magdalenen Groite,

“ entered through one of the funnel-

shaped hollows which abound in the

limestone of this district. It is one

continued descent at an angle of nearly

40 degrees
;

it is of great breadth, and
supported by a great number of mas-
sive stalactitic columns. At the bot-

tom runs a slow and sluggish river, in

which that singular animal the Proteus

^nguinus, for which this cave is re-

markable, exists.’’—(Hamilton's Asia

Minor.)—In appearance it is between
a fish and a lizard

;
it is of a flesh

colour, and its respiratory organs com-
bine both internal lungs and gills, so

as to enable it to breathe above or be-

low the water. The gills, placed on

each side of the head as in a fish, are

of a bright red colour, resembling

small branches of coral. It has no
eyes, but small points in the place of

them. It has been mrely found at

Sittich, about 30 miles ofT. near I-ai-

hach
;
and it is reported to exist in

Sicily, but it is known in no other part
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of Europe. Specimens of the Proteus 1

may geuerally Lie purchased at the inn
|

at Adelsberg. The only means of

preserving it is by keeping it in water,

which should be taken from a river,

and should be rejieatedly changed, pro-

tectiugtbe animal from the light, which
is very hurtful to it, and maintaining an

equal temperature about it.

About half-way between Adelsberg
and Prewald a road turns on the rt.

(W.) to the singular Custle of Ltteg

^Prejana), about 8 miles \V. of Adels-

lierg : it is placed in the highest of

three caverns, out of which its cham-
bers are partly excavated, and is acces-

sible only by a flight of stejis cut in

the rock, by ladders of wood, and by
drawbridges over gulfs and cha.sms.

The rock is honeycombed with holes

and perforations : caverns alternate

with buildings, and at its base the river

disa])pears in a yawning gulf; it is

altogether a mysterious spot. “ \\’ere

a stone thrown from the summit of the

mountain, it would fall perpendicu-
larly to the bottom, passing by the

castle without touching it. From the

base of the rock, and even from the

valley upon which it looks, the castle

is not to lie perceived
;

it is only visible

from tile adjacent heights, and even
these are at too great a distance to en-
able any artillery that might be placed
upon them to reach the fortress. A
road cut out of the solid rock meander-
ing in every direction, and often wind-
ing back upon itself, leads to the gate.

’

1 he lower cave cannot be entered on
account of the Poik

; that in the mhldle
,

is approached by wooden bridges, and
|

extends 1800 feet into the rock.
It takes about 0 hours to go from

Adelsberg to Trieste.

2 Prewald, a miserable village.
3 .Siessiiia.

Near this commences that desolate
tract called the Karst (Carso). It is

}

a table-land of Imre limestone rock, be-
lieved by geologists to corresjHind in
age with the clialk, separating t'.arniola
fnim the coast-land or I.ittorale. The
Surface of the rock is hollowed out into
curious funnel-sliaped cavities, caused

probably by the subsidence of the ca-

vernous limestone beneath. As though

the ground were not cheerless enough in

its barrenness, it is the Held wliich that

tremendous wind the Bora (Uoreas?)

scourges with all its fury. No vehicle

can stand against it : the heavy-laden

waggons which frequent this road dare

not stir while it lasts, without being

liable to be overturned by the irre-

sistible violence of its blasts.

It is after traversing this dreary

tract, that at a distance of about live

miles from Trieste, a few steps beyond
the custom-house at Optschina, the

traveller finds himself suddenly on the

brow of the high land, with the most
enchanting view spread out liefore him
of the Adriatic Sea, nearly to Venice,

of the plain of Italy, with Aquileia and
Grado on the W., and on tlie FI. of a
series of projecting head-lands, which
stretch out into the sea, one beyond tbe

other, nearly to Capo d'lstria. The
horizon is bounded by the Aljjs of

Frioul and the mountains of istria;

and close at band, beneath his feet,

lies Trieste, with its mole and harbour

crowded with shipping. A complete

change takes place in the vegetation

;

the slope of the hill is covered with all

the rich fruits and plants of the south
;

vineyards, figs, chesnuls, and olives, in

full luxuriance. The road is skillully

can-ied up the face of the hill in giixdual

sweeps, and is partly cut out of the

rock. In coming from Trieste the

ascent takes up 1^ hour, and baggage
is subject to very strict and trouble-

some examination at the Douane oit

the top, erected at the boundaries of the

Triestine territory. Travellers going

from Trieste miiy have their baggage
examined there, before starting, and
all the pack ages sealed (plomb6); which
will save them from a second search

on the road.

2^ Tkiestk.— Inns : Principe Met-
ternich, on the Quay, an immense esta-

blishment, the best, butd€*ar;—Locanda
Grande, in the Piazza Grande, close to

the harbour and the clock lower;

—

Aquila Nera, civil landlord. A good

I

dinner in private may be had fur 4
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Zwanzigers per head
;
the table d’hote

costs 1 fl.

Trieste (Tergeste of the Romans),
the chief town of the Austrian Litto-

rale, or coast-land of Illyria, and the

most flourishing and important sea-

port of the Austrian dominions, is situ-

ated at the N.E. extremity of the

Adriatic, at the bottom of a gulf named
after the town. It oives its prosperity

to the Emperor Charles VI., who in

1719 made it afree port, and to Maria
Theresa, who fostered it with her pa-
tronage. Its population at that time
was about 4000 ; it has gradually in-

creased to upwards of 60,000 (75,551
in 1839) ;

it has completely supplanted

Venice, and it may be said to engross

the entire trade of the Adriatic. It is

indeed to Southern, what Hamburg is

to Northern Germany, and is daily

advancing in trade, wealth, and popu-
lation. The value of imports for 1831
was estimated at 4 millions sterling,

and that of exports at 2 millions. In

1839, 12,657 vessels entered the port,

and 1 1,699 cleared out. The liarbour

is formed by a pier {Mold) of solid

masonry, 60 ft. wide, stretching from
the extremity of the town along a reef

of lialf. sunken rocks about 2200 ft.

into the sea. At its extremity is a fort

and a lighthouse. There is not space

within it for more than 40 or 50 vessels

of large tonnage. The Mote is a plea-

sant walk.

The inhabitants of Trieste are a mot-

ley race, derived from all parts of the

world : some of the richest merchants

are Greeks, Jews, and English. Among
the town’s-people may be found Ger-

mans, Americans, Italians, Greeks,

Jews, Armenians, &c. ; the sailors and
Hsherinen near the quays are chiefly

Dalmatians. The original inhabitants

are Italians; the country-people who
frequent the markets Sclavonians of

Illyrian origin. The Italian is the

prevailing language, and is used in the

courts of justice
;

but all the other

tongues are spoken : in the public

offices German is used ; by the ])ea-

santry a Sclavonian dialect. The streets

of Trieste were formerly remarkable

[Sect. XIII.

for the variety and strangeness of the
costume which they presented

;
but

these are fast disappearing, owing to

the quantity of British goods poured
into tile free port.

The Attstadt, old town, occupies the
slope of the hill, which is surmounted
by the castle. It forms about one-
fourth of the whole, and is distinguished
by its narrow streets, few of which are

accessible to carriages of any kind, and
its black walls.

The Duomo, or Cathedral of San
Giusto, on the hill near the castle, is

remarkable for its antiquity, having
been founded in the 5th century : it

is constructed in the round or Byzan-
tine style, not unlike St. Mark’s at

Venice, and contains similar mosaics,

of considerable splendour, lining the

domes and cones or apsides in its in-

terior. Its general character, however,
is much injured by additions and al-

terations made in the 14 th century.

Its tower is said to stand on the founda-
tion of a temple of Jupiter; many
Roman inscriptions and some carvings

are built into the walls. Winklemann,
the antiquary, is buried in the adjoin-

ing cemetery
;
he was murdered in an

inn here by an Italian, whose cupidity

lie had excited by showing the gold
medal he had received at Vienna as a
reward for his learned researches. The
assassin, having failed in an attempt to

strangle him, despatched him with a
knife.

The Piazzetta di Ricardo, a small

square or court, receives its name, it is

said, from Richard Coeur-de-Lion, who,
according to an obscure tradition, was
confined here after landing at Aquileia,

on his return from the Holy Land. The
building called Arco di Ricardo ap-

])ears to be a triumphal arch, either of

Roman origin, or, as some believe,

erected in honour of Charlemagne. The
tale, it must be confessed, is of dubious

origin and authority.

Between the old and new town nms
the Corso, the principal thoroughfare,

including the best shops imd caRs, and
communicating with the two squares.

Piazza Grande and Borsenplatz.
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The New Town, consisting of broad

streets and handsome white houses,

occupies tlie level space near the har-

bour. Part of its streets and quays

are founded on groimd gained from

the sea or from a salt-marsh. A broad

Canal runs up from the water through

the quarter named after the Empress,

Theresienstadt
;
and by means of it

vessels of large burden can be unloaded

almost at the merchants’ doors. At its

extremity stands the modern church of
St. Anthony, built 1830, by the archi-

tect of the Burg Thor at Vienna

—

Nobile.

The Exchange, the finest building

in Trieste, stands in a square (Bbr-

senplatz), in the centre of which is a
fountain and statue of the Emperor
Leopold I. It contains the merchants’

hall, and above it the Casino Club.
At the Casino Tedeseo the Times and
Galignani may be seen—the keeper of

the Hotel will introduce travellers.

The building contains a fine concert and
ball room.

Trieste has two Theatres—one near
the harbour and Bourse

;
the other, in

the form of an amphitheatre, named
after its proprietor (Theatro Mauro-
uer), stands in the Franzen's Vorstadt

(Francis's suburb). The performances
are chiefly Italian. Outside of the

town, on the sea-shore, is the New La-
zaretto, one of the largest and best ar-

ranged in Europe. It has a separate

harbour, in which 60 vessels can jrer-

form quarantine at once; it contains
lodgings for 200 persons, and is sur-

rounded by a wall 24 feet high.

The Greeks are very numerous here,

and some of the wealthiest merchants
are of this nation. The houses of Car-
ciotti, whose sole property, when he
first landed at Trieste, consisted of a
bag of cotton, which he had improved
into a princely fortune before he died,
leaving a palace extending to 3 streets—those of Griot and of Chiozza, are
the most splendid private buildings in
the town. The Greeks have 2 fine
churches here, in which their service
is performed with great sj)lendour. The l

Greek Church at the end of the great
|

canal is the handsomest religious edi-

fice here.

The English settled here are numer-
ous enough to have a chapel for their

own church service, in the Contrada

del Fontanone, which is attended by
about 140 persons, including sailors.

Service begins at 10. The British

Consul-General to the Austrian states

resides here.

The trade of Trieste is jjrincipally

with the Levant, Greece (with which
country Austria concluded an advan-

tageous treaty, 1835), Egypt (where

three-fifths of all vessels sail under the

Austrian flag), England, and Brazil.

Steam - boats and numerous sailing

{rackets keep up the communication
with Venice. The steamers of the Aus-
trian Lloyd's Company run several times

a moirth to Ancona, Corfu, Patras,

Athens, Syra, Smyrna, and Constanti-

nople : they also ply regularly along

the coastof Dalmatia to Zara, Spalatro,

Sebenico, Ragusa, and Cattaro. Con-
suls and agents for more than 30 dif-

ferent states reside here. The interests

of commerce are protected by an ex-

cellent institution, a Tribunal of Com-
merce, in which causes relating to mer-
cairtile affair's are judged according to

an appi'opriate code of lav/s, without

any of the delay iirseparable from ordi-

nary law courts, and which are so in-

corisisterrt with the exigencies and irr-

terests of commerce. There is an ex-

cellent School of Navigation here. The
soap manufactory of M. Chiozza is the

largest in the Austriarr dominions.

The market of Trieste is well sup-

{rlied with the various fish of the Medi-
terranean

;
among them the tunny (at

certain seasons) is pre-eminent
;

also

oysters from Servola, and a jrarticular

8{)ecies of shell-fish (Plroladamia) called

Dattoli di mare, are coirsidered a deli-

cacy. The wiire Prosecco, grown on
the Karst, has some repute, but Cyprus
wine is ini])orted very cheap, liosoglio

of the best quality is manufactured
along this {)art of the coast of the

Adriatic
; Maraschino di Zara is the

best that is made : it is extracted ex-

clusively from {)each kernels
;
and the
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Renuine quality is scarcely to be got in

the shops liere, or without ordering it

from Zara. “ The real Albanian Ca-
potes are to be purcliased here. A
native of Joanniiia makes tliem. They
will keep out any rain, and are very
warm. Tlie best cost from 2.3 to 28
good Gulden.”

St. Anthony's Swine,—“ In many
towns of Italy a custom till lately

prevailed of suffering swine, goats,

poultry, and other animals to run about
tlie streets seeking food, to the great

annoyance of passengers. On my ar-

rival here, I frequently observed two
pigs pass under mj' window, picking

up, as it appeared to me, not a very

decent livelihood, and I could not help

mentioning it to my landlady ns an
intolerable nuisance. ‘ Oh,’ said she,

‘ Sana animali della fraternita di Sant'

Antonio!' Being unwilling to appear

ignorant, or to shock her prejudices,

1 forbore asking an explanation, and
only observed that the unclean beasts,

though in other respects in good con-

dition, were both mutilated, each of

them having one ear cut off, and the

other slit :
‘ Dev esser cost ’ (It must be

so), quoth she.

*• 1 have since discovered that these

were privileged animals. In the an-

cient statutes of the city, some of which

are now abrogated, I find the following :

“ ‘ It shall also be lawful for 2 pigs

of the fraternity of St. Anthony to

wander in the city, they having one

ear cut off and the other slit. But

when they shall have procreated, tlie

superior or stewards of the said frater-

nity shall provide that all the young

ones, except two only, be, within the

month next ensuing, sold or sent out

of the city, under a penalty of 50

livres. And if the said 2 pigs do any

damage, the stewards shall be bound

to make it good, and the party com-

plaining shall be believed on his oath,

both as to the nature of the damage

and its extent. And to every judge of

tlie city it shall be lawful to hear and

determine all such causes in a sum-

mary way, after one sole citation of the

stewards.
’ ”

[Sect. XIII.

The climate is very variable, subject
to the most abrupt alternations from in-
tense heat to piercing cold, owing to

the prevalence of two winds equally
opposite in character, and equally in-

tolerable—the hot and oppressive Sci-
rocco (Greco-Levante), from the S.K.,
and the cold and cutting Bora (Greco),
or N. E. The former is said to have
the effect of driving the lish into the
harbour. The Bora is described as so
powerful that one may lean against it

and be upheld by it : it not unfrequeutly
blows people into the canal.

There is a great want of shade here

;

a small grove of trees called the Bos-
chetto is almost the oidy spot where it

is to be found.—It serves as a prome-
nade to the inhabitants, and is truly

a channing spot sloping down to the

sea, over which its 'I'errace walks com-
mand fine views.—There is a good view
of the indented shore of the Adriatic
from the avenue called Passeggio St.

Andi-ea, behind the town to the E.
The traveller not brought hither by

business will probably not find much
to arrest his attention in Trieste. But
it lies at a short distance from several

points of the highest interest. I’enice

is within 8 or 10 hours’ steam of this.

Steamers go thither 3 times a week ;

the fare is about 10 florins. The coast-

road thither is tedious, and the country
unhealthy at seasons.

Pola, with its very perfect Roman
remains (Route 249), forms an agree-

able excursion, by land or water, for

three or four days. Farther off lie

Zara; Spalatro, with the colossal re-

mains of Diocletian's palace
;
and the

Bocca di Cattaro, in Dalmatia, the

southernmost province of the Austrian

empire, where the palm liegins to flou-

rish. Its inhabitants(Morlachians, Hay-
dukes, &c.) during their long servitude

to Venice remained in a half-savage

state, and still exhibit a very peculiar

character. The Cave of Adelsherg (page

345), should the traveller not have

seen it already, and not intend to jiass

along the road to Vienna, should l>»

made the object of an express journey,

as it is certainly the finest cavern in
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Europe. It may easily be reached in

7 hours from Trieste, and the whole

excursion accomplished in a day and a

half.

There is another very beautiful cav-

ern, about 10 miles from Trieste, near

Corneale, called Vileriza. A guide

with a light may be procured at the

village. The entrance is in the middle

of a field, and the descent is perpen-

dicular, and in parts difficult, it not

dangerous. It is between SOO and 900

feet deep ;
the stalactites are fine, whiter

than at Adelsberg, and of vast size.

Excellent carriages and horses may
be hired for these excursions from the

Vetturino Napo/eone.

Eilu'agen to Vienna daily. A rail-

way is talked of.

Steamers to Venice 3 times a-week,

in 8 or 10 hours: fare, 8 florins. When
the railroad from Venice to Milan is

finished, the distance from Trieste to

Milan will be performed in 22 hours.

Steamers of the Austrian Lloyd's

Company, to Venice every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday.—To Ancona
on the 1st, 8th, I6th, and 24th of every

month.—To Dalmatia on the 5th ami
20th of every month.—To Constantino-

ple on the 1st and 16th of every month.
—FromVenice to Trieste every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday.—From An-
cona to Trieste on the 2nd, 10th, 1.5th,

and 26th of every month.—From Cat-
taro to Trieste on the 11th and 26th
of every month.—From Constantinople
to Trieste on the 5th and 26th of every
month.

Tlie vessels from Trieste to Dalma-
tia touch at Lussino, Zara, Sebenico,
Spalatro, Lesina, Curzola, Kagusa, and
Cattaro. In the months of November,
December, .lanuary, and February there

is otdy one departure, namely, on the
5th. (Koute 256.)

The vessels from Trieste to Constan-
tinople perform the voyage in 12 days,
touching at Ancona, Corfu, Patras, Pi-
neus (Athens), Syra, and Smynm, at
each of which ports they make a stay
of about 6 hours.

A Steamer leaves from Conslantinoide
on the 15th or 20th of every month for

Bairout, touching at Smyrna, Rhodes,

and Cyprus, and returns to Constanti-

nople on the 18th day.

On the voyage from Greece and the

Ionian Islands to Trieste the quarantine

is reduced to 7 days, counting from
the day of leaving Cori'u, the vessel

being accompanied by an Austrian

Health-officer
;

therefore passengers

have only 36 to 48 hours' quarantine to

Trieste, which the Company allows to

be performed on board, thus obviating

the expense and inconveniences of land-

ing at the Lazaret.

This company originally ran steam-
ers from Syra to Alexandria

;
this line

has been abandoned, but is likely to be

resumed.

ROUTE 249.

TRIESTE TO POLA.

The distance bg sea is about 80 miles,

and a small vessel may be hired for

12 or 15 ducats to go and return. The
voyage, with a favourable wind, may
be accomplished in one day

;
but the

Adriatic is proverbial for its perverse

winds and dangerous coast, and its

sailors are neither so skilful nor daring
as the English. Thus the vessel may
be detained a week, instead of a day,
upon the voyage. During the summer,
however, a S/eaOT-ioat makes the voyage
occasionally from Trieste. lig land,

the distance by the new road is 76
miles

;
by Portole, 72 miles. “ Avoid

sleeping at Portole, wliere the inn is

very bad."—W. C. R. F.

'I'lie journey through Istria by land
is very interesting. The country is

quite safe, although the people are

rough and wild.

The road from Trieste coasts along
the bay of Mnzzia, through Zaule, to

2^ Capo d’lstria—(/«», at the bot-

tom of the main street, near the sea, good

:

1838) ;—a town of 6000 inhat)itant.s,

occupying a nearly circular island at

a short distance from the sliore, and
connected with it by a stone causeway,
built by the French to replace a wooden
bridge which existed previously. The
buildings of the town have completely
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the Venetian character, arising from its

long dependence on tliat republic. The
most remarkable are the Duomo (Ca-
thedral) and the Palazzo Publico, of an
irregular and singular Gothic, founded
on the site of a temple of Cybele—for

Capo d’Istria is said to be' the ancient

jEgida. The chief manufacture is that

of salt, made by enclosing the shallow

inlet between the island and the shore

witli wooden partitions, witliin which
the sea-water is evaporated. All the

salt made is purchased by the govern-
ment from the proprietors of the pans,

salt being an article of imperial mono-
poly.

Portole, a collection of miserable
hovels perched on an eminence.

Montona. In the vicinity of this

village are vast oak -forests, which once
furnished oak timber for sliip-building

to the Austrian and British navies
;
most

of the larger trees, however, have been

felled, and little care is taken in re-

j)lacing them with fresli plantations. At
Montona a road strikes ofl' W. to Pa-

renzo, a town on the coast possessing a

remarkable Church, built about 512, in

the Byzantine style, with 3 a]ises and a

fore-court surrounded by colonnades.

It is an early and unaltered example of

the basilica. There is a plain octa-

gonal Baptistery adjoining.

2^ Pisino (German, Mitterburg)

—

lu7i

:

Pocusta’s is the best; clean, com-
fortable, and reasonable. This is a

flourishing town of 2300 inhabitants,

and is the head of a circle. It is ro-

mantically situated upon and around a

bluff rock of limestone, surmounted by
a castle. Into a cavern at its base the

river Fluva, flowing at a great depth

below, pours itself, and flows under the

town. Tlie grotto may be penetrated for

a considerable distance in dry weather.

Here the post-road ceases, but the

postmaster will funiish a pair of horses

to Pola (30 miles), to go and remain

one day there, and to return on the 3rd

day, for 15 florins.

At Gemino a road sti-ikes off from the

left to Rovigno, a seaport town of

10,000 inhabitants, with a double har-

bour. Our road passes through SunVin-

cente, a small village witlr a castle, and

[Sect. XIII.

4^ Dignano, a town of 3800 inhabit-

ants (Inn wretched), in the vicinity of
which is produced an excellent wine,
called, from the perfume of roses which
it exhales. Vino de’ Rose. About 5
miles from Dignano and 7 from Pola
is Peroi, a small village inhabited by a
Greek colony, who still retain the lan-

guage and picturesque costume of their

country.

It is about 12 miles from Digtiauo to

1^ Pola. A comfortable small Inn
—1842.

The traditionary history of this town
sets forth that it was founded by the

Colchians, who were despatched in pur-
suit of .lason and the Golden Fleece.

It was destroyed by Caesar on account
of its adherence to the cause of Pom-
pey; but rebuilt by Augustus at the

request of his daughter, and named
after her Pie/as Julia. In the days of

Septimius Severns it possessed a popu-
lation of 30,000, and its port was the

station of one of the divisions of the

Roman fleet : it is now a poor, mured,
artd deserted town, with scarce 900 in-

habitartts, exposed to the pestilential

malaria during the latter part of sum-
mer and iir airtumn. It possesses, how-
ever, spleirdid remains of antiquity in a

very perfect state
;
which are with pro-

bability assigned to the era of Augrrstus,

and attest its ancierrt wealth and im-
portairce. Its situation also, at the

bottom of a small bay, almost larrd-

locked, called Porto delle Rose, varied

with rtumerous greetr islands, forming

a secure harbour, is exquisitely beau-

tiful. It is thus described by Sir

Humphry Davy:—“We entered the

harbour in a felucca, os the suu was
setting, and I know no scene more
splendid than the rhnphitheatre seen

from the sea in this liglit. It appears

not as a building in ruin, but like a

newly-erected work
;
and tlie reflection

of the colours of its brilliant marbles

and beautiful form, seen upon the calm
surface of the waters, gave to it a double

effect—that of a glorious production of

art and a magnificent picture. But the

splendid exterior of tlie amphitheatre

was not in harmony with the bare and

naked walls of the interior
;
there were
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none of those durable and grand seats

of marble, such as adorn the amphi-

theatre of \'erona.’’

Jt differs from most others, in having

4 angular constructions, like towers,

projecting from its circumference
;
these

are believed to have contained stair-

cases, by which the women could as-

cend to the upper circles. Some of the

stone benches have been lately disco-

vered
;

the space for a single seat is

marked on them with a line, and it ap-

pears that only about 14J inches was
allowed to each person. Some seats

bear initials, probably of their owners.

The amphitheatre was cajxible (pro-

bably) of containing 27,000 spectators.

Its architecture is Tuscan. Its shape is

oval
;

it is 366 feet long, 292 broad,

75 high.

Within the town are, the Temple of
Auguitus and Roma, a small but very
elegant Corinthian edifice, in very per-

fect preservation. A Temple of Diana,
less perfect, having been inclosed within
the palace of the Venetian governor of
the town, and defaced at one end by a
Gotliic front. The Porta Aurea is an
elegant triumphal arch, of tlie Corinth-
ian order, dating from the best period of
Roman art, erected by Salvia Posthuma,
to her husband the Tribune Sergius
Lepidus, on his return from a successful
campaign. Till very lately this fine

monument was partly concealed by tlie

town walls : the Austrian government
have caused it, and the other remains,
to be cleared of the encumbrances which
surrounded them, and to be repaired so
as to stop further dilapidations. It is,

however, in a very dilapidated state

(1638), requiring to be propped up by
wood. It is reported that the govern-
ment intend to take it down and re-
build it

The Oithedral is an interesting ancient
edifice in the form of a liasilica, but
having pointed horse-shoe arches, and
includes many Roman fragments, co-
lumns, &c. The Church on the Island
Sta. Catarina is a very ancient and
simple Byzantine structure, surmounted
by a dome.

Tlie modem market-place was pro-

bably tlie ancient Forum : there are

many Roman fragments about it, built

into tlie walls. A melancholy silence

and air of desolation prevail in and
about the town.

No one should quit Pola without

seeing it from the water.

Pola is likely to attain fresh impor-

tance should the Austrian government
realise its intention to make it a naval

station and port of war. Its harbour
is botli safe and commodious—having
water for the largest three-deckers

nearly close in-shore, and room enough
for the whole British navy. It is also

easily accessible, which is not the case

with Venice. Fortifications for its de-

fence have already been erected on the

heights around, and on the island of

Scoglio Grande, which command the

entrance. The construction of roads

and the drainage of the surrounding
laud have also been commenced

;
anil

it is proposed to form a dock-yard near

the upper end of the harbour, below tlie

rock wliich bore a castle of the A’ene-

tiaus, and, before them, of the Romans.

ROUTE 250.

VIENNA TO VENICE, BY JUDENDUKG,
KLAGENFURTH, PONTEBA, UDINE,
AND TREVISO.

87 Germ, miles = 419 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen—2 or 3 a week, in 4 days

and 3 nights, to Venice.

From Vienna to

20 Bruck on the Mur, described at

p. 337.

2 Leoben—(//in; Beym Kaiscrwirth,

in file great square), a town of 2300
inliabitaiits, famous for a treaty of peace

signed in it between Buonaparte and
the Austrians, in 1797; see p. 318.

About 2 miles out of Leoben is Goss,

the palace of the Bishop of Leoben, an-

ciently a Benedictine convent: it has a
fine cliurch. In Leoben, the road to

Aussee, Ischl, and Salzburg (Route

210), sejiarates from tlie route to Italy.

21 Kraubeth.

—

Inn

:

Post.

2 Knittelfeld, an old town having a

population of 1100 inbabilants. [8
miles to the N. E. is Seckaii, whence
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the Bishop of Gratz receives his title.

In the church of the convent is the

monument of Duke Charles II. of

Styria, and the tombs of many prelates

of Seckau.] The surrounding plain,

the largest in Styria, is called the Eichs-

leld. Tile road runs across it to

2 Jvdenburg.—(/nn : Blauer Adler),

an old and gloomy town of 1600 inha-

bitants, on the right bank of the Mur,
still surrounded by walls. It contains

a Gymnnsium, transferred hither from

Admont in 1S20, but conducted by the

brothers of that monastery. The old

Difcal CnsUe is converted into a barrack,

and the Franciscan convent into an inn.

.Indenburg occupies the site ofa Roman
colony, Idunum, and was in the middle

ages a staple place for the commerce of

Italy and the East, of which no trace is

now left behind. In early times many
.lews were settled here, but every indi-

vidual of that devoted race was mur-
dered here by the Christians in a terrible

massacre that took place on Christmas-

night, 1312. The town was almost

wholly burned in 1S07. The view from

the Calvary is very pleasing.

3 Unzmarkt (/»« ; Hirsch, very fair),

a village belonging to Prince Schwarz-

enberg. On the opposite bank of the

Mur is the ruined Castle of Frauen

-

burg. The scenery hence to Frlesach

increases in beauty
;
many ruins and

clikteaux are passed in succession. Be-

yond Scheilling, where there is a fine

large habitable castle of Prince Schw.arz-

enberg, the road begins to ascend out

of the valley of the Mur, and, crossing

the crest of the Styrian Alps, arrives at

3 Neumarkt (no tolerable inn), a

walled hamlet, with a castle. Near

this is the Benedictine monastery of

.St. Lambrecht, once suppressed, but

recently restored. Close to the road

are the cold mineral -baths, “ in the

wilderness” (in der Kinode).

The Castle of Durrenstein guards

the mouth of the picturesque valley of

the Olcza ;
it stands on the frontier-line

dividing Styria from Carinthia. It is

not improbable that this may have been

the prison of Richard Coeur-de-Lion ;

—

he was arrested near Friesach.

[Sect. XIII.

2 Friesach (Inn: Post), a curious
old town of 1200 inhabitants, delight-

fully situated on the Mettnitz, in a fer-

tile valley thickly covered with villages,

castles in ruins, and modem chateaux,

and surpassed in picturesqueness by
few in the Austrian dominions. The
parish church is a Gothic building of

the 1.5th century. Adjoining it is a

singular and far more ancient ciretdar

church, or rotunda, with a subterranean

crypt, very curious. The Dominican
church is also very ancient. There is a
curious octagon fountain in the square,

dating from 1563 : it was brought from

the Castle of TUnzenberg. The Castle

of Lavant, on the Petersberg near the

town, deserves a visit. Opposite to it

are the ruins of the Firgilsberg. At
Pockstein, or Zwischenwasscr, the sum-
mer residence of the Prince Bishop of

Gurk, near the junction of the Mettnitz

with the river Gurk, our road descends

into the plain
;
near this, in the Castle

of Treibach, are the iron-works of

Count Egger, the most extensive in

Carinthia.

4 St. Veit (Markhofer's Inn), the an-

cient residence and capital of the dukes

of Carinthia down to 151S, is situated

on the Gian, and has 1500 inhabitants.

Its walls are converted into walks. In

the square is a fountain of white mar-

ble, dug up in the Zollfeld between

this .and Klagcnfurth, and believed to

be a Roman work. St. Veit is the

entrepot for the raw iron of Carinthia,

which is exported in large quantities

hence into Italy.

The surrounding district abounds in

old castles, the family-seats of the Ca-

rinthian chivalry. The most interesting

among them is the imposing and well-

preserved hill-fort of Hohen-Ostemntz,

about 5 miles off, belonging to the

noble race of Kheveidmller, tamers of

the Turk, in ohlen times. It is iKrched

on a pointed rock 900 ft. high, and is

approached by a very steep ascent

through I I lurreted gateways, and over

3 drawbridges, Thec/i<ipr/, containing

many monuments, the armoury, and

the tilt-yard, arc still in perfect pre-

sen'ation, and well worth notice.
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The road to Klagenfiirth passes over

the Zollfeld, a wide and partly marshy

plain. Upon it are situated the pil-

grimage church (6 8.3) of Maria Saal,

conspicuous from its two towers
;
the

Castle of Toltschach, probably built

on the site of some Roman station
;
and

the Castle of Tiinzenburg, in which the

Emperor Maximilian I. was born, 1459.

Close to the road, on the left hand,

inclosed within an iron railing, stands

the ancient Herzogstuhl (duke's chair),

a platform of masonry, bearing Scla-

vonic inscriptions, about 6 feet high,

with two seats upon it. It was an old

custom that every duke of Carinthia,

on his accession, should here be invested

with the fief of this land by a peasant,

promising, at the same time, to respect

the rights and privileges of his subjects.

The peasant was seated on one side of

the double chair facing the E., the duke
in the other facing the \V. The pea-
sant then ofl’ered him a fat and a lean

ox; the duke took the lean, after which
he received from the peasant a gentle

box on the ear. This usage was kept
up for many ages down to the year
1414. The Zollfeld appears literally

to teem with Roman remains, inscrip-

tions, coins, &c. The chapel of Bran-
telhof is built almost entirely of carved
stones. Here, probably, stood the Fh-
ftirm Sotvense of the Romans, the Celtic
Virunum, and in later times Carenla,
capital of Carinthia, down to the 11th
century. The chapel of St. Anthony,
to the right of the road, about half-way
from .St. \ eit, is a monument composed

|

of Roman relics, derived from the an-
cient Sain, which was destroyed by
Attila. Tlie Helenenberg deserves to
be visited on account of the beautiful
Cothic chapel of St. Helen, with an
ancient and curious altar-piece. Near
tins was found the bronze statue of
Antinous, now at Vienna.
The view, looking over the fertile

valley of the Drave, which now liegins
to open out to view, is very rich and
varied, bounded on the .S. by the grand
range of the mountains of Carniola,
amongst which the Faiihl (Route 24.'{)
IS consjiicuous. Klagenfiirth itself is

355

situated at the E. extremity of the Lake
of Worth.

Klagertfurth— (^Inns : Goldener
Sterne;—.Sonne;—Hirsch, Post). (See

Route 243.)

The road runs along the shores of

the WbrtherSee, which is picturesque,

to

3 ^'elden. The Post is a half-ruined

castle.

2^ Filtach—(Inn : Post). (See also

Route 243.)

At Villach our Route turns S., leav-

ing on the right the road to the Puster-

thal (Route 223), and crosses the river

Gail. At Riegersdorf, a very interest-

ing road to Villach (Route 251), pa-ss-

ing near the source of the Save, turns

oft' to the east.

2^ Arnoldstein, a village with a sup-

pressed Benedictine convent on the

right bank of the Gail. The road now
traverses for 20 miles the narrow and
barren Canalthal, shut in by high lime-

stone mountains. It passes several iron-

forges at Maglern and Goggau.
2 Tarvis, a town of 1260 inhabitants,

on the Gailitz rivulet. Nine miles

from Sail'nitz is the much- frequented

pilgrimage church of Maria Luschari,

or tl^e holy mountain.
The road follows the course of the

Fella to Malborghetto and Lusnitz, and
threads a narrow gorge under the fort

Thulawar, which was nobly defended
against the French in 1809.

3 Pontebba (German, Pontafcl),—

•

{Inn; Post). The river Fela here se-

I

parates the Au.strian province of Illyria

from that of Venice, and the village

of Pontafel from the Italian Pontebba.
The tower upon the stone bridge marks
the exact frontier, and it is said that the

population on the two sides of the

stream are completely distinguished

from each other both in language and
manners; those to the N. of it being
Germans, those to the S. Italians. Pon-
tebha lies in a narrow p.oss (Chiusii),

between high mountains, which may
be said to form the gate of Italy, and
in old times was strongly fortified by
the Venetians. The ruins of the fort,

or stronghold, built by them, are seen
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overlooking the pass. “ The country
for the first two stages in going from
Pontebba southwards is most barren

and desolate.”

3 Resciuta—(Jwn ; miserable) ;—at

the opening of the vale of Resica.

At Portis the road falls in with the

Tagliamento, and follows its course as

far as Ospidaletto. [From Tolmezzo,
situated about 6 miles higher up on
the Tagliamento, runs a mountain-road
made by the Romans, which crosses

into the Gailthal by the pass of Monte
Croce, and leads into the Tyrol and
Pusterthal.] See p. 284.

Venzone, a walled village of 3400
inhabitants, is supported by the culture

of the silk-worm. Tlie dead bodies in

the church here are preserved naturally,

in the condition of mummies.
3 Ospidaletto. Thence to Gemona,

a walled town with a very beautiful

church, in the Romanesque or Byzan-
tine style. A cross-road running from
this direct to Codroipo, and leaving

Udine on the E., is nine miles shorter

than the post-road.

2J Col/allo, a village with an old

castle of the Counts of Collalto.

The traveller has now left the hills

behind him, and finds himself in the

midst of the flat plains of Frioul, which

are rich in cultivation, and covered with

an exuberance of maize, vines, corn,

olives, and mulberries, but barren in a

picturesque point of view.

2^ Udine—{Inn

:

La Croce di Malta,

very good) ;—an ancient and venerable

town of 17,000 inhabitants, formerly

capital of Friuli, and once a place of

considerable importance. It is still

surrounded by its ancient walls ;
in

the midst is the old town, also walled,

and surrounded by a fosse filled with

water
;

the centre or nucleus of tlie

whole is formed by the castk on a

height, traditionally said to be an arti-

ficial mound raised by Attila, that he

miglit see from it the conflagration of

Aquileia. Whatever truth there be in

this, certain it is that it is almost the

only eminence in the plain, over whicli

it commands a most extensive prosjject.

Udine presents in its buildings so many

VENICE—UDINE. [Scct. XUI.

features of resemblance to the mother
city, to whose rule it was so long sub-
jected, as to merit the name of a I'enice

in miniature : it has its Grand Place,

its Hotel de Ville, a fine building on
arches, in imitation of the Doge's Palace,
the Two Columns, the Winged Lion of

St. Mark, and the Campanile with two
figures to strike the hours. The Cathe-

dral, Duomo, dedicated to the Beata
Virglne Annunziata, in the Byzantine
style of architecture, is the most inter-

esting building in the town, though
partly modernised. “ Within are much
costly marble and some remarkable
carvings in wood and stone; some
curious pictures by Amaltheo, and some
small works of Pordenone before the

altar and in the sacristy
;
also an altar-

piece by Pellegrino di San Daniello, in

a dry manner, but grand and serious.’’

—E. The Campa7iile dates from the

12th century. In the Bishop's Palace

is a ceiling painted by Giovanni di

Udine. His house still exists, and is

remarkable from being adorned with-

out and within with stucco ornaments,

probably cast by himself.

In a small church here are 4 pictur-

esque bassi-rllievi, the figures nearly

life size, the ground and background

in perspective carved in marble.

The Castle on the height is now used

as a prison. The view hence over the

plains of Frioul is very fine. The

Campo Santo, or cemetery of Udine, is

one of the most remarkable in Europe,

and deserves a visit.

Many excursions likely to aflbrd

interest to the lover of art interested in

the works of the Frioulian school of

painting, still to be met with in churches,

&c., as well as to the admirer of the

picturesque, might be made in the

neighbourhood of Udine, to Cividale,

S. Daniello, Gemona (very beautiful),

&c. &c.

It has been proved by olrservation

that the quantity of rain which falls in

the district round Udine exceeds that

in any other part of Euroi>e, and nearly

equals tliat of the most rainy climates

within the torrid zone. The average

annual fall during 10 years at Tol-
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mezzo, about 15 miles from Udine,

where tlie quantity is greatest, has been

78 inches. At Udine, Saule, and Ce-

nada, it varies from 55 to 66 inches

annually. At Tolmezzo, in 1801, it

exceeded 105 inches, and in 1803, 141

inches.

—

Balbi.

12 miles E. of Udine is Cividale, the

ancient Forum Julii, interesting from

its numerous Roman antiquities. Re-

cent excavations have brought to light

funeral urns, containing human ashes,

bas-reliefs, inscriptions, a temple, and,

above all, a vast edifice decorated with

mosaics, supposed to have been tlie

public granary. Tlie Duomo, or Col-

legiate Church, with the residence of the

patriarch, founded 750, is a remarkable

Gothic structure. It has a singular

ancient portal, flanked with twisted

columns of various stones, and contains

a curious font, adorned with scriptural

figures and mottoes of the 5th century.

The Archives include some most valu-

able ancient M.SS.

The post road from Udine proceeds

along an avenue of planes and poplars

to Campo Formio, a small village only

remarkable for the Treaty between

Napoleon and the Emperor of Austria,

signed here October, 1797; a treaty

which may be considered as the death-

warrant of the Republic of Venice.

The mean house in which the meeting
of plenipotentiaries was held is pointed
out.

3^ Codroipo (Inn; Imperatore), a
town of 2850 inhabitants, with a wooden
bridge 3382 feet long across the Tagli-
amento. The lied of the river is a mile
broad

; it is a sea of stones, showing
the variableness of the stream, which
even when swollen is insufficient to

cover the whole of the space, though it

constantly changes from one side to the
other.

3^ Pordenone (Inn ; I^a Posta, good)
is supposed to be the Portus Naonis of
the Romans

; it is a town of 4000 in-

habitants. There is a large paper-mill
here, moved by the stream of the Non-
cello. The chief church contains a St.
Christopher, by Pordenone, who was
bom here.

2 Sacile (Inn ; Post), a town of 3700
inhabitants, on the Livenza

;
it retains

traces of ancient grandeur, and is still

surrounded by a wall and ditch. The
Palace of the Podesta is a considerable

building. A battle was fought here

in 1809 between the Austrians and
French.

3 Conegliano (Inn

:

Post, good),

conspicuous at a distance from the ex-

tensive castle on the height above it, is

entered by a triumphal arch, erected in

honour of the late Emperor Francis.

This town is the birth-place of the

painter Baptista Cima. Here the new
road by the Pass of Ampezzo to Inns-

bruck (Route 228) falls into our route.

Beyond this the road crosses the Piave
by a wooden bridge of 31 arches, and
proceeds through an ugly, uncultivated

waste to

2 Spresiano.

The approach to Treviso is pleasing;

the broad and well-kept road is lined

with villas.

2 Treviso.— Inns ; Post
;

Aquila
;

Albergo Reale, very good. (See Route
222, p. 282.)

3 Mestre. (See Handbook fob
North Italy.)

3 Venice. (.See Handbook for
North Italy.)

ROUTE 251.

VILLACH TO LAIBACH, THROUGH THE
VALLEY OF THE SAVE

;
AND EXCUR-

SIONS TO THE SOURCES OF THE SAVE.

The length of the post-road is 14

Germ. miles=67^ Eng. miles.

The valley of the Save (Germ. Sau)
along which it runs, abounds in the

finest scenery, very little explored. It

is thus mentioned by Sir Humphry
Davy :

—“ VVe remained for many days
in those two magnificent valleys which
aft'ord the sources of the .Save, where
that glorious and abundant river rises,

as it were, in the very bosom of beauty,
leaping from its subterraneous reservoirs

in tlie snowy mountains of Terglou
and Mannhardt in thundering cataracts

amongst dill's and woods into the ]iure

and deep cerulean lakes of Wocliaiu
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and Wurzen, and pursuing its course

amidst pastoral meadows, so ornamented
with plants and trees as to look the

garden of nature.”

The whole way from Villach, by
Wurzen, to Astling forms a delightful

walk
;
the latter part is really grand.

From Astling to Laibach there is little

of interest.

It is in the secondary valleys running
southwards up into the heart of the

'J'erglou from the valley of the Wurzen-
Save, that the most magniticent scenery

is to be found.

The language of this district is a
Sclavonic dialect, called Krainerisch

(Carniolan)
;

hut the innkeepers will

be found generally to speak German.
You leave Villach by the A'enice

road, and follow it as far as Riegers-

dorf (p. 355), previously crossing the

Gail. At that jrlace you turn to the

left, and ascend the steep Wurzenberg,
one of the mountains forming the

boundary between the valleys of the

Drave and Save. Its summit com-
mands an extensive view over the vale

of the Gail and the Alps of Ciirinthia :

Villach is seen at its foot, the Ossiacher

See beyond it, and the mountains of

IJleiberg on the left.

3 Wurzen (7n« ; Post, tolerably

comfortable, people obliging; but is

inferior to the inn at Veldes). It was
tile favourite quarters of Sir H. Davy.
This village deserves to be made a

halting-place for every lover of roman-

tic scenery. The excursions into the

valleys running S. from that of the Save

towards the Terglou and Mannhardt
mountains, will amply repay those who
undertake them. About 2 miles above

Wurzen is the pond considered to be

the source of the Save ; the water may
be seen bubbling up from the bottom,

but a little rivulet runs into it, which

springs out ol' the grass a few hundred

yards higher up. Opposite the pond,

the valley of Poanitza opens out; it

deserves a visit, as it contains grand

rocky scenes, precipices on both sides,

and the bottom covered with wood.

Still more interesting is the valley of

Jeserza, a little to the S.W. of W urzeu.

[Sect. XIII.

and discharging its waters, not into the

Save, but into the Gail. It presents

astonishing scenes of vast precipices,

and should be traced quite to its further

extremity, where there is a passage into

Italy, descending upon the Pass of Pre-
dial (Route 254). Near the entrance

of this valley is the beautiful little

wooded Lake of ki eissenfels. It takes

4 hours to walk from Wurzen to the

end of the valley atid return to this

lake, which is not more than a mile
across, just large enough to serve as a
mirror to the huge Mannhardt mountain
at the end of the valley. Sir H. Davy
used to fish in it, and dine on its

margin. In the latter proceeding others

will do well to imitate him
;

for, if the

mountain be clear of clouds, this is

certainly one of the most striking scenes

to be found among the Aljis. The
return from the lake should be varied

by passing (through a scene of most
romantic beauty) to the village of

Weissenfels, and thence, by the high

road, back to Wurzen—a walk of 4

hours. Weissenfels is situated a little

way on the W. slope of the ridge divi-

ding the valley of the Save from that

of the Gaililz. A very trifling eleva-

tion separates the two valleys.

Behind Kronau (a village on the

post-road, about 3 miles below Wur-
zen) a path turns off to the right, up
the mountains, to the valley of the Jsonzo,

by the pass of Kronau, amidst scenery

of the boldest character. The precipices,

especially about half-way up the moun-
tain, are even flner than those of the

Mannhardt. The felling of the forest

makes the upper part of tlie pass look

bare. The summit of the jtass is 3^
hours from Wurzen. A very steep and

bad descent leads down the Italian side

of the mountain to the village of Trenta

(1^ houi), in the valley of the Isonzo.

From Trent a to the source of the Isonzo

is a severe 1^ hour’s walk, and scarcely

worth the while, as it is merely a deep

funnel, or woll-shaix:d hollow, in the

mountain, out of which the water rises.

The scenery all this way, and for 3

hours further, is of singular magnifi-

cence and beauty, the grandest of all
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being about an hour below Trenta,

where the peaks of the Terglou appear

at the end of a valley diverging to (lie

left. The last 3 liours to Pless or Flitsch

(6 hours Iroin Trenta) are very dreary.

The whole distance may be about 36

miles. It is necessary to take a guide,

and to carry provisions, as there is no

inn by the way ;
but good milk may

be got at Trenta. Leschneg’s inn at

Pless is good, clean, and reasonable.

Pless is on the high road from Gorz to

Villach (Route 254). The pedestrian

may return to Wurzen. by Tarvis,

whence it is an agreeable walk of 3

hours, by Weissenfels, to Wurzen.

The Terglou, a grand limestone

mountain to the S. of the Vale of the

Save, forms the boundary-wall of Italy.

He is the giant of the Julian Alps, and
is the grandest feature in the mountain
landscape, from whatever ])oint he is

seen. He is readily recognised by his

three sugar-loaf peaks, the highest of

which, the Mali Terglou, is 9300 feet

above the sea. Its N. side is clothed

in glaciers, which are wanting on the S.

The chief interest of the valley of the

M’urzen-Save consists in the wonderful
view it commands of the Terglou,

through the valleys running S. out of

it. Just opposite Langenfels, such a
vkta opens out, terminating in the

rugged precipices of this magnificent

mountain. From the road this view is

even more striking than that behind
Kronau.

3 Assling. There is a foot|)ath from
this direct to Veldes—the carriage-road

makes a wide circuit to reach that

place.

2 .Safnitz, or Ottok. Here the tra-

veller should turn aside to visit the
lovely little lake of Veldes.
A good carriage road turns oft' from

Radmansdorf, a village on the left bunk
ol the S.ive, 3 miles from Ottok, to

1 he Luke of 4'irWes, which is 6 miles
further.

Petraii s Inn, on its margin, opposite
the village and castle, is very good,
and commands a tine view. The Ca»tle
of the Bishops of llrixen, finely placed

on a precipice overlooking the village

and lake of Veldes, deserves to be

visited. It commands an enchanting

prospect of this exquisite small moun-
tain-basin, with its wooded island, and
Church of Maria am &e, perched upon
a rock in the middle of it, and down
the valley of the lower Save. The lake,

supplied, it is supposed, chiefly from
subterraneous sources, is of remarkable
purity, and empties itself into the Save.

Its banks, clothed in wood, are in the

highest degree picturesque.

The valley of the Wochaiiier-Save
may be visited from Veldes—as it

takes 13 hours to go to the source and
return, dinner may be ordered at Feist-

ritz in going.—but the scenery of this

branch of the river is so very inferior to

other spots in the neighbourhood, and
especially to the valley of the VVurzen-

Save, that most travellers would con-

sider the time misspent. It is 15 miles
from Veldes to Feistritz, 5 miles further

to the foot of the VV'ochain-See, where
the car is lel't to wait the traveller's

return, and he is paddled across the

lake in a boat. It is a walk of 5 miles
from the lake to the source of the Save,
at the extremity of the valley. It

bursts out of the rock in a cascade,

which will not bear comparison with
any of the finer Swiss waterfalls. The
scenery in no part of the valley is of a
very high order

;
between Veldes and

Feistritz the valley is very contracted
and monotonous

;
the view from the

fall is line, but there is a great want of
wood. The Wochain lake is gloomy
without being imposing, and very little

is seen of the higher mountains from
any part of the road. The brilliant

green colour of the Save, peculiar, it is

believed, to this river, and its perfect

transparency, are certainly very re-

markable; the foiTns of the bridges also

are picturesque.

The ascent of the Terglou (Triglav,
three peaks) begins at Mitterndorf, a
village situated on its lower slope, but
it is a work of much difficulty and
gome danger. It was achieved in 1822
by Captain Uosio, an ollicer engaged
in the trigonometrical survey of these
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mountains. According to measure-

ment, the highest peak is 9067 Vienna
feet above the sea.

The post-road to Laibach may be

regained near Radmansflorf, on the left

bank of the Save, about 6 miles from
Veldes. The Wurzen and Wochainer-
Save unite a little above this. Tiie

valley of the united rivers is broad

;

the mountains on each side, though not

high, are covered with rich woods up
to the top, and are speckled over with

little white churches having brown
spires. Altogether the scenery is very

pleasing. The villages are clean
;
the

houses chiefly of stone, with small

grated windows, and round arched

doorways, sometimes handsome. There

is evident prosperity in the valley, and

poverty scarcely exists in it.

3 Kraiiiburg— (avoid the Post;

Mayorinn’s Inn, close to the bridge, is

clean and comfortable).

34 fMibach. (Route 248.)

The above improved account of this

very interesting and little-explored

route is derived from the oldiging com-
munication of an English gentleman

(C. D.) who explored it in 1838.

ROUTE 252.

GRATZ TO KORMEND IN IIUNGARV, BY

SCHLOSS HAINl'ELD AND_TI1E PASS OP

ST. GOTllARD.

The distance to Kormend cannot be

less than 78 miles.

After quitting Gratz, the road tra-

verses the village of St. Leonhard, and

then commences the ascent of the Schil-

lingsdorlerberg, which takes 3 hours to

surmount. It commands a delightful

view towards Gratz on the one hand,

and on the other into the valley of the

Raab and its tributaries. The travel-

ler reaches that stream at

3 Gleisdorf, and thence continues

along its banks. The course of the

Raab is indicated by a line of willows

and alders, and its fertilising ell'ects

are visible in the broad richly-culti-

vated tract which fills the bottom of

the valley on both sides.

“ The most direct road to Kormend is

[Sect. XIII.

from Gleisdorf to (2^) Hz, Jiin

:

Post,

very comfortable and cheap. .Schloss

Riegersburg may be conveniently vi-

sited from hence, being only 2 hours’

drive.”—H. P.
3 Feldbach is a small village of 600

inhabitants, surrounded with walls, and
entered by tun-eted gateways. About
5 miles off the road to the S. is the an-
cient castle of Gleichenberg, beauti-

fully situated on a rock inaccessible on
three sides, and in the midst of forests,

belonging to the Trautmannsdorffamily,
and still inhabited. At its foot is the

mineial-spring of Klausen, the water of
which is one of the strongest chaly-

beates known, stronger than that of Spa,

and equal to that of Pyrmont. It is

strongly impregnated with carbonic

acid. There are neither baths nor
lodging-houses on the sjiot.

6 miles N.E. of Gleichenberg is the

very remarkable feudal fortress, or hill-

fort, Riegersburg, rising on the summit
of a mass of volcanic conglomerate,

400 feet above the level of the Raab, a
conspicuous object from far and near.

A winding road cut in the rock leads

througli 7 distinct gateways into tlie

upper castle. The outer and lower

gate is defended by walls and bastions

;

tlie 5th is the main entrance, and is

ornamented witli coats of arms and
other can'ings. The 6tli is reached by
a covered bridge thrown over a deep

fosse cut in tlie rock
; a similar abyss

separates it from the 7th. This Gothic
Acropolis was almost the only Stj’rian

castle which bade defiance to tlie

I'urks
;

indeed, it is recorded tliat

Turkish prisoners were compelled to

work on its fortifications.

“ It resembles Ediiiburgli Castle

wonderfully, tliough it stands rather

higher above the plain—if plain it can

be called, which plain is none—for a
more waving, rolled-about country I

never before looked over than that

whicli surrounds Riegersburg, and ex-

tends to the foot of the Rhiclian Alps.

It may be added, that a more richly-

wooded, and at the same time indus-

triously cultivated, and lietter peopled

country could not be seen
;
for wherever
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the plough does not move, the ground

is clad with trees, so that scarcely a

nook is left unoccupied, except where

rich green jjatches of meadow -land in

the valleys, or sunny knolls on the sides

of tlie hills, are kept apart for the nu-

merous cattle to graze upon.
“ The interior of the castle possessed

a very dillerent and more melancholy

kind of interest. The scenery about

Riegersburg is as young and fresh and
vigorous as ever, revelling in eternal

successions of beauty—while the gi-

gantic castle, many parts of which are

cut out of the living rock, or built of

huge masses of stone, hound togetlier

with liars of iron, and all destined ‘ to

last for ever,’ according to man’s vain

boast, is silently hut rapidly yielding

before Time’s scythe : the effect of

whose touch, I think, is often more evi-

dent upon such strongholds than it is

upon those which possess less of what
is termed durability. The most me-
lancholy thing of all in such places is

the cold air of desolation which reigns

in tlie empty halls, the total want of

use for the magniti cent apartments, and
the mixture of splendour and shabbi-

ness, of past wealth and present po-
verty, which implies that the abode
has changed from high hands to low
ones. In the principal room stood the

state- bed of the ancient lords of the

castle; but the tattered satin curtains,

the tarnished gold of the heavy fringes,

and the worm-eaten posts and crumb-
ling cornices, gave token of its long
neglect. The ceiling appeared to be
the only part of the room which ‘ de-
cay’s effacing lingers’ had not yet
reached. It was formed of very costly

inlaid work, consisting of some dark-
coloured wood, probably ebony, on a
white ground of box or beech, so ex-
tremely rich in appearance, that it

looked more like the work of a fancy
^hlc in a lady's boudoir tlian the ctll-
ing of a castle chamber.

“ In passing from one old room to
another, we had to skirt along by a
series of narrow galleries, some of them
quite desolate and abandoned, while
otlters liad been converted to vulgar

modem uses. On coming out of the

grand banqueting-room to pass into the

hall or withdrawing-room, we had to

go along one of these galleries; and, in

doing so, were obliged to thread our

way through piles of Indian corn, stacks

of firewood, and ranges of washing-

tubs, and to duck our heads under cords

covered with linen hung up to dry.

Next minute we found ourselves in the

midst of family pictures, huge coats of

arms, carved in oak, gilded cornices,

fresco-painted walls and ceilings, and
enormous folding-doors covered with

works in relief, and reaching, like the

ornamental entrance to some Gothic
churches, nearly to the top of the wall.

Anon, on making our exit by one of

these solemn portals, instead of finding

ourselves in a grand court or lobby, or

splendid staircase, in character with

the magnificent suite of apartments we
had passed through, we had enough to

do not to break our noses in scrambling
down a steep, awkward, darkish sort of
back stair, the poor remains of some
vanished wing of the Castle.”

—

Capt.

Hall's Schloss Hainfeld. The chapel

contains the burial-vault of the Purg-
stall family, and an altar-piece by
Kraft.

At Feldbach the road crosses the
Raab, and soon alter the four pointed
turrets of Schloss Hainfell, now cele-

brated from Captain Basil Hall’s vo-

lume, appear in sight. It is at present

the property of M. von Hammer, the

distinguished orientalist, the old and
tried friend of the late Countess Purg-
stall (who bequeathed it to him), as

well as of her husband and son. M.
von Hammer has since been honoured
by the Emperor with tlie title of Baron
Purgstall.

Fehring. A few miles beyond thio

the frontier of Hungary is crossed.

3 St. Gotihard, a village of ROO
inhabitants, at the conlluence of li;i'

Raal) and Feistrilz, famous fur a ;,l j-

rious victory gained over the Turks ni

1661, by Montecucoli. 'I'lio Cliris-

tians were posted on the left bank of
the Raab, opposite the Cistercian con-
vent of St. Gotihard. The little village

U'
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of Moggersdoi'f was tlie centre of the

fight. The Turks forded the Raab at a

place where it makes a great bend

;

where its stream is not more than 10
or 15 paces broad. The German troops

in tlie centre were put to flight by the

first onset of the Turks
;
but the balance

was restored by the Frencli troops under
the Duke de Feuillade. The Vizir

Koprili, on seeing them advance, in-

quired, “ Who are tliese girls?”—al-

luding to their powdered perukes. Their

steady and tremendous charge soon

taught him his mistake, and the Janis-

saries scattered before them remem-
bered for many a day tlieir fearful cry,

“yf//o«s/ Allans! Tue ! Tut!" The
brunt of tlie battle was borne by the

Janissaries and Sphaliis, the chosen

troops of the Ottoman army; and upon
tiiem fell the chief loss. 10,000 of the

flower of their army fell on the banks

of the Raab, or were made prisoners.

Nothing but the skill and valour of

Montecucoli, and tlie determined intre-

jiidity of the German and French troops

under him, could have resisteil tlieir

attacks, as one reinforcement after ano-

ther forced the jiassage of the river and
endeavoured to drive the Christians

from tlie strong post they occupied.

Among tlie slain were the Pacha of

Ruda and the son of the Khan of Grim
Tartary. A small cliai>el, still stand-

ing, was built on tlie field to comme-
morate the victory.

6 Kbrmend.

ROUTE 203.

GKATZ TO KLAGENFURTH BY EIBES-

WALD.

The distance is about 80 miles Eng-
lish ;

the road is not supplied witli post

horses, and heavy carriages must go
round by Mahrburg.
A description is already given in

Route 248 of tlie first part of tliis rood,

from Gratz to

2 Kalsdorf and MTldon, where our

road turns aside from the Mur, and
traverses several minor valleys, through

which the Sulm and other tributaries

of the Mur force their way to that river.

“ The rocks forming their sides, though
tertiary, have yielded to the elements,
and been carved and worn down by
torrents, so as to rival in their miniature
outline the serrated peaks of the higher
Alps. On this account the wine-hills
and woodlands by the side of the deep
ravines, through which the streams
escape into the Mur, present a succes-
sion of objects of endless complication
and beauty, and the loveliness of the

country is reflected in the moral aspect

of the inhabitants.”

—

Murvhison,
2 Prbding.—Near this, in the di-

rection of Waldschach, the Sausaler
wine is grown.

1^ St. Florian, a village of 400 inha-

bitants.

1 Lundsberg. — Its ruined castle,

once the property of the Archbishop of

Salzburg, commands a fine view.

1 Schwanberg on the Sulm, a village

of 600 inhabitants, at the foot of the

Schwanberg Alps.

1 Eibeswald, a village of 500 inha-

bitants, near which a mine of brown
Goal (lignite) is worked, and much iron

is manufactured.

1 Mtlhrenberg, a station on the post-

road from Mahrburg to Klageiifurth,

six German miles distant from the

former j)loce. It is situated on the

right bank of the Drave. The valley

is here fertile and well cultivated,

teeming with life and industry, and
scattered over with iron-forges and
charcoal-burners' huts. The village of

Unter-Drauburg is within the frontier

of Carinthia. At Lovamunde the val-

ley of the Lavant opens out into that

of the Drave. A road runs up it to

Judenburg, tlirough a district distin-

guished for its picturesqueness, fertility,

and active industry. A few miles

from its mouth- is the Monastery of -St.

Paul, containing in the vaults of the

church the remains of some of the most

ancient members of the Habsburg fa-

mily, removed hither from St. Ulaize

in the Black Forest, 1809, to preserve

them from the French.

2^ Eis.

2^ ^'blkermRrkt, a town of 1000

inhabitants. The valley of the Drave
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now becomes more 0|>en, and the scenery

monotonous. The river Gurk is crossed

liy a long bridge, a few miles before

reaching

3^ Klagenfurfh (Route 24.3).

ROUTE 254.

TRIESTE TO VILLACH BY GORZ, THE VALE
OP THE ISONZO, AND THE PASS OF

PHEDIEL.

“ A beautiful road, which is little

knoivn, through the country of Frioul.

A part of it is not post, but tlie road is

throughout excellent. The best way
is to hire horses at Trieste.”

The road scales the heights behind

Trieste (p. 347), and at Optschina quits

the 3'ienna road and turns W. through

Prosecco, famed for its wine, even in the

time of the Romans, across the bairen

Karst. Here and there a small village

appears, which by the laborious in-

dustry of the peasants is suiTounded
by a few trees, and marked by a small

]>atch of verdure, forming an oasis in

the desert. Such an one is the little

town of Diiino, beyond
24 Santa Croce. Duino has a castle

washed by tbe sea, consisting of a mo-
dem chateau, and of an old feudal min
on a detached rock.

Near .San Giovanni the sources of
the Timao (the classic I'imavus) burst

out of the foot of a bare rock from
under tlie road in a vast volume, and
form at once a river, which after a
course of a mile enters the Adriatic :

_
“ fcmtem siiperare Timavi

;

Unde per ora novem, vasto cum murmure
montia,

It mare proruptum, et pelago premit arva
•onanti.” Viroil.

The number of sources is variously
stated : a recent traveller mentions 4

;

•Strabo speaks of 7 ;
Virgil of 9. It is

believed that these sources are the outlet
ot a river which buries itself in the
mountain at St. Canzian.

2 Monfalcone—Inn : Leone d’ Oro
a town of 1250 inhabitants, on a hill

overlooking tlie Adriatic, with a re-
markalde old Hill-Fort. 12 miles \V.

of this lies Aquileia, in the days of the

Romans one of the most Important pro-

vincial cities, as well as one of the

strongest frontier fortresses, and the

chief bulwark of Italy on its N.W.
frontier. Augustus often resided here,

and its population was then estimated

at 100,000 souls. It was the seat of

the commerce carried on between Italy

and the N. and E. of Europe : it sup-

plied the inhabitants of Illyria and
Pannonia with corn, wine, and oil, in

exchange for slaves and cattle, and was
the base of all the military operations

undertaken by the Romans in those

provinces. It was taken and reduced to

ashes by Attila, a. d. 452, whose fero-

city was excited by the stubborn resist-

ance it made to his arms, and who caused

it, in consequence, to he sacked, burnt,

and razed. It has never since reared

its head. It contains at present only

147 houses and 1450 inhabitants. The
marshes which surround it render its

climate pestilential. The Duomo, built

1019-42, is a splendid architectural

monument of the middle ages; histori-

cally remarkable as the metropolitan

church of the patriarch of Aquileia,

whose throne of stone, in which he was
installed on his accession to the See, is

still preseived behind the high altar.

The ancient crypt is very curious.

Among the remains of antiquity are the

fragments of the Palace of the Patriarch

Poppo, who built the Cathedral, and a
detached tower of freestone. The Ro-
man remains in this neighbourhood
are most abundant : excavations are

constantly carried on, and a local

Museum has been filled with their re-

sults.

The road turns N. from Monfalcone,
up the valley of the Isonzo (Sontiusj,

whose waters are distinguished at times
by the almost milky whiteness of their

tint, to

3 Grirz (Goritzia)—Inn ; Tie Co-
rone. An archiepiscopal town, of

9000 inhabitants, possessing manufac-
torijp of silk, &c. In the upper or old

town stanfis the Castle of tlie Counts of

Gilrz. The Calheilral is a line building.

I'he linrrack in the great square, at the

R 2
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foot of the castle rock, was originally a
Jesuits’ college.

Charles X., the ex-king of France,
(lied here (1836), in the Castle of Gra-
fenbnrg, and is buried in the Chapel of

the Convent of Castagnovizza, on the

height above the town.

Near Gorz is the celebrated Monte
Santo, surmounted by a pilgrimage

church, founded in 1444, and com-
manding a magnificent view.

Here the post-road ceases
; the re-

mainder of the route continues along

tlie vale of tlie Isonzo. The following

are the places passed, and their approxi-

mate distances from one another, in Eng-
lish miles :—Canale (15) ;

Tolmein (in

whose castle Dante, while guest of

Pagano delle Torre, patriarch of

Aquileia, wrote some of his poems)

;

Caporette (21) ;
Karfreit.

Flitsch, or Pless (12) (Leschneg’s

Jnn is good), a village near a defile

called Cliiusa di Pless, commanded by

an Old Castle, or Fort, which was de-

fended by an Austrian oflicer Hermann,
and a handful of heroes, against the

French in 1809, with the most remark

-

aide bravery. When summoned to

surrender, he replied, “he was resolved

to die for his country,’’ and he kept his

word. When his small garrison were

so thinned as to be unable to defend

the works, he sallied out with the re-

mainder, and was cut to jjieces along

with them. It is a most delightful

walk of 11 hours (36 miles), from

Flitsch to the source of the Isonzo and

over the mountains to Wurzen. The
scenery is of the highest order of beauty.

(See Route 251.') The surrounding

district is so barren that the inhabitants

are freed from all taxes. After passing

the dismantled Fortress, the road tra-

verses the Pass of Prediel, the scenery

of which is very fine, especially on the

N. side. The small lake of Raibl lies

below the road on the left, and the vast

crags of the Mannhardt rise above it

on the right. The village of Raibl lies

at the foot of the pass : near it there are

lead-mines. It has a good and c'lean

mountain Inn.

Tarvis (18), on the high road from

Vienna to Venice (Route 250), is al-

ready out of the higher mountains. It

is a pleasant walk of 3 hours from Tar-
vis by Weissenfels to Wurzen. (Route
251.)

Villach, p. 323.

ROUTE 256.

TOUR OF DALMATIA. CATTARO TO
TRIESTE BV RAGUSA, SPALATRO,
(DIOCLETIAN’S PALACE,) SEBENICO,
AND ZARA.

“ Steamers go from Trieste to Cat-
taro on the 5th and 20th of every month
from March to October, and return

from Cattaro on the 11th and 26th.

In the winter, from November to Febru-

ary, they only go once a month
;
from

Trieste on the 5th, and from Cattaro

on the 1 4th. They perform the voyage
almost entirely by day, stopping at the

difl’erent ports by night and also part of

each day : tlie voyage occupies five

days.
“ I entered Dalmatia from Albania,

performing a short quarantine at Castel

I.astua, a village upon the sea-shore, in

the midst of remarkably fine scenery.

The first town in Dalmatia is Bitdua :

it is a very small town, strongly forti-

fied by the Venetians. It stood a siege

from the Turks in 1686. The scenery

is its only attraction.

“ 3 or 4 hours by a good horse-road

brought me to

“ Cattaro : here there is nothing de-

serving the name of an hotel
;
the inn

(I believe the only one) is very small

and miserable, but the people civil,

and they procured me a decent private

lodging. It is a small fortified town,

situated in magnificent scenery, at tlie

extremity of the deep winding gulf,

which is enclosed by almost perpen-

dicular mountains, giving it quite tlie

ap]iearancc of a lake. The white

houses and villages scattered along the

shores, among trees and vineyards, add

a softer beauty to the sterner fea-

tures of the rocky mountains behind.

The nature of the country prevents any

use of carriages, and neither streets nor
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roads are constructed for carriage traffic.

Travellers by laud hence to Uagusa
must go on horseback. On a project-

ing rock upon the face of the mountain

immediately beliind tlie town, stands

the castle, a strong fortification, and
rendered nearly inaccessible by the pre-

cipitousness of tlie rock it stands upon.

The frontier of Montenegro is here very

close ;
tlie Austrians are now construct-

ing a road to it directly from Cattaro

;

this road is carried by numberless zig-

zags up the very precipitous mountain
side, and is a surprising piece of en-

gineering.

At Cattaro 1 embarked in the Aus-
trian steamer; we started at midnight,

and in about 5 hours reached Ragusa,
where the steamer remained till mid-
day. The coast hereabouts consists

generally of stony and barren moun-
tains, not of great heiglit and with little

vegetation. Ilagusa, once an inde-

pendent republic, is a larger and better

built town than Cattaro
;

its streets are
narrow, except one fine broad one
through the middle of the town; at tlie

end of this street are one or two hand-
some public buildings in the Venetian
style : it is built partly upon a sort of
peninsula with a small harbour on each
side. It is strongly fortified, but is

commanded by a mountain imme-
diately behind it, on the top of which
a strong fortress has been erected. J

ascended this height for the view, but
did not think it repaid the trouble.

Proceeding northward the coast con-
tinues generally of the same rocky,
Iiarren, and uninteresting character as

tiefore. The island of Meleda (the an-
cient Melita, and, according to Bryant’s
untenable theory, the scene of St. Paul's
shipwreck) is of the same character,
and reminded me of the islands in the
Archipelago. Approaching the island
of Corzola, the coast becomes a little

more picturesque from the increase of
vegetation along jiart of the peninsula
of .Sabioncello. In the evening tlie

steamer arrived at Corzo/n, and lay
there in jxirt the whole night. It is a
most wretched little town, u{ion the
island of the same name. The second

morning the steamer proceeded to the

island and town of Lessina, where the

only object of interest appeared to be a
building in the Venetian style facing

tlie harbour. The same afternoon the

steamer reached Spalatro, and remained

there that night and part of the next

day, allowing ample time to see the an-

tiquities. It is a larger and more busy-

looking town than the former : the

streets are generally narrow and crooked.

On its fortifications tlie Venetian lion is

conspicuous in many places.

“ The ruins of the vast Palace of Dio-

cletian, though by far the greater part has

disappeared, are still sufficient to prove

that its size and magnificence were not

overstated in the ancient accounts of it

It contained 2 temples and a great

number of other buildings, and occu-
pied a very large part of the site of the

present town. The first part of it seen

i'rom the sea is a long piece of the front

immediately facing the harbour
;

it only

apjiears now as a line of half columns
and arches running along the upper
stories of a row of houses upon the quay :

it was originally part of a kind of ar-

cade or portico, running all along this

side of the palace. Upon entering the

town and coming round behind these

houses, one arrives at an open parallel-

ogram, which is said to have been the

fore-court of the palace; it is still sur-

rounded on 3 sides by its ancient por-

tico, consisting of large granite columns
supporting arches. The errd appears to

have been the portico of the chief eit-

trarrce to the palace, and behind it are

the remains of a circular building, pro-

bably the vestibulrrm of the palace.

Oit one side of this piazza a flight of
steps leads up to the temple of Jirpiter,

now fire Calhedral. The steps pass

uitder an arch, uixm which is brrilt the

modern tower. The temple remaitjs

nearly entire
;

it is octagonal and sur-

rounded by a peristyle, which rises to

about half the height of the body of the

building. Internally it is vaulted with

a kind of dome, and has some ancient
granite columns remaining. The
columns of the jierislyle are also gra-

nite. The style of the temple rrnd of the
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portico round the piazza is Coriutliiaii,

though not by any means in all its pu-
rity, bemg of a late and debased period.

On tlie opposite side of tire piazza

to the temple of Jupiter stood the

temple of Qisculapius, now consecrated

to St. John Baptist. Its walR remain

;

it is smaller than tlie former, and
square. Among the closely built

houses and narrow streets several other

pieces of the palace may be seen, such

as columns, doorways, arches, windows,
and pieces of wall, hut all more or less

concealed among the houses.
“ A few vestiges may he seen of the

magnificent ancient town of Salona,

which stood at tlie head of the hay or

inlet from the north, behind Spalatro
;

the most remarkable remains are some
arches of an aqueduct, which extended

from Salona to Spalatro.
“ In theenvironsof Spalatroolives and

vineyards are a good deal cultivated.
“ On the third day the steam-hoat

proceeded in 5 hours toSebenico. Itlles

williin an irregular gulf or basin of

some size, at the mouth of the river

Kerka, the entrance to which from the

sea is by a narrow winding channel,

strongly defended by fortifications.

Tliis gulf forms a very secure and com-
modious harbour. The only object I

could find in the town to notice was
the Cathedral, in the Piazza, a rather

handsome building. The surrounding

country appeai-ed very stony and bar-

ren ;
from the irregulaiity and varied

outline of the hills and the sea-shore,

it would be beautiful did it not lack

the essential ornament of wood.
“ About 4 or 5 hours distant from

Sebenico are tlie falls of the Kerka,

above Scardona
;

I was told they were

extremely fine earlier in the year, hut

at that season (August), almost witli-

out water.

“The dress of the male peasants

hereabouts is jiicturesque, consisting of

a small red skull-cap flattened at (he

top, a close-fitting jacket ornamented

witii braiding, &c. of various colours,

and sometimes another jacket hung

upon one shoulder in Hussar fashion,

tight blue pantaloons, and a sandal
laced up the ankle, and they generally

wear very long pig-tails plaited together

all down their backs.
“ The fourth day the steamer left

Sebenico and went on to Znra ; it is

the capital of Dalmatia, and the resi-

dence of the chief authorities. It is a
larger and more busy-looking town
than the rest, and the best built of them
all. Its fortifications (of Venetian
construction) are very strong, and to-

gether with its situation (surrounded
by water) render it a place of great

strength, which has been suflBciently

proved in the great sieges it has under-

gone. In diflerent parts of the town
are 2 ancient Corinthian columns
standing quite isolated. 2 or 3 of the

churches are handsome. On the ford-

fications there are very agreeable walks
laid out with trees, and interspersed

with cafes and summer-houses. Zara
is very celebrated for its Maraschino,

of which it exports large quantities.

“From Zara the steamers usually go

to the island of Luss'mo, and thence

direct to Trieste, but tlie vessel in

which I came, went, for some unusual
reason, to Fiume, omitting Lussino, of

which I can tlierefore say nothing.

The most interesting way of ending this

voyage would lie to land at Lussino,

and thence go in a boat to the main-
land, in order to visit the very interest-

ing ruins at Pola.

“The native language of Dalmatia
is Illyric, but Italian is universally

spoken, having become familiar to them
from their connection with Venice. In

the Southern jrnrt of the country, about

Cattaro, Ragusa, &c., I observed the

people universally wore arms, which I

was told was allowed by the Austrian

government us a necessary jirotection

against the incursions of their semi-bar-

barous neigiibours.

“The Botanist would be interested

with the account of the King of Sax-

ony's visit to Dalmatia a few years

since : it is one small volume, and
chiefly devoted to the hotanical pro-

ductions of the country,"—W. G. W.
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ROUTES THROUGH BOHEMIA, MORAVIA, &c.

ROUTE 259.

DRESDEN TO CARLSBAD BV NIEDER
PORCHHEIM, ANNABERG, AND JOA-

CHIMSTHAL.

16^^ Germ, miles= 78 Eng. miles.

This is the nearest way from Dresden to

Carlshad As far as

4 Freyberg is described in Route
90, Handbook for North Gennany.
Thence a hilly road, through an open
bleak country abounding in mines,

leads to the solitary post-house ("bad) of

2^ Nieder Forchheim. “ We were
15 hours on Ihe road from Forchheim
to Carlshad. The hills are unusually
steep, long, and numerous. We found
the ])osfmasters uncivil and extortion-

ate in an unusual degree. The scenery

of this part of the Erzgebirge is striking

and very singular. The forests and
open districts lie in very large masses,

and the apparenlly dense population is

contained in towns and villages which,

as they lie for the most part olf the road,

and are walled and destitute of trees in

their vicinity, have a singular isolated

look.’’

“ The postmaster at Forchheim re-

fused, and we found not unreasonably,

to take a caleche containing 3 persons

with fewer than 4 horses. The stage

occupied nearly 6 hours, as it consists

entirely of long and steep ascents and
descents. The scenery is fine and the

road good, the material being white

quartz."—V. On the way you pass

Wolkenstein, a town overhanging the

picturesque banks of the Zschopau,

and nearer to Annaberg, Wiesenbad, a

bath-house prettily situated on the slope

of a high hill, which would probably

prove a comfortable resting-place for

travellers.

3^ Amiaberg. Inn : W ilder Mann,
tolerable. A town of 4500 inhabitants,

the last in Saxony, and the post of tlie

.Saxon Custom-house. The road runs

more than ^ the stage through the

Saxon territory. The Austrian Custom-

house is at Weippart. Persons tra-

velling in their own carriage to the

Baths are seldom molested by it.

From this place Florins and Kreutzers

take the place of Thalers and Groschen.
The road ascends to the solitary post-

house

2 Schlossel.—The road continues

mounting, till about the middle of this

stage it crosses the ridge of the Sonnen-
wirbel, one of the loftiest summits of
the Erzgebirge range, which separates

Saxony from Bohemia. The view is

magnificent from the top, extending as

far as the Saxon Swizerland and Ries-

engebirge on the N., S. along the vaUey
of the Eger, and E. towards Prague.

A long descent, by a well-engineered

road commanding beautiful views,

leads into

2 Joachimsthal— {Inn; Stadt Dres-

den). A sfrange-looking town of 4000
inhabitants, situated in the midst of

a magnificent pass, and formerly of

greater importance than at present,

owing to its mines of silver and cobalt.

“ Here is tlie oldest silver-mine in Eu-
rope, and the first that was endowed
with mining laws: it is 300 fatlioms

deep
;
instead of 800 miners only 400

are now employed. The first silver

Dollars (Thalers; literally valley-

pieces) were coined there, the name
being only a contraction of the word
Joachimsthaler. Goitres and cretinism

are lamentably prevalent here. Much
coarse lace is made in tliis mountainous
district.”—W. The road still descends

through the gorge until the plain is

reached on which stands Schlagen-

werth. The CMteau here belonging to

the Grand-Duke of Tuscany was de-

stroyed by fire some years ago. Its

gardens are a source of attraction to the

visiters’ at Carlsbad, who drive over in

the summer afternoons, and dine or

take coflee in them.

2^ Carlsbad—Route 260.

From information obligingly

furnished by two correspondents.

—

W. and V.
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ROUTE 260.

EGER TO FRANZENSBRUNN AND
CARLSBAD.

6 German miles=29 Eng. miles.

From Eger to Baireuth and Bam-
berg is described in Route 170.

Eger— (Inns : Sonne, best ;—Z wei

Prinzen). Eger, once a irontier for-

tress, is no longer a place of either

strength or importance; its walls are

partly pulled down, and its population

does not exceed 9465 souls. It stands

on a rock on the right bank of the river

Eger. In the centre is a large market-

place, in which are situated the two

inns, and the Ratkhaus, in which are

shown a dubious portrait of Wallen-

stein, some other vile daubs represent-

ing his death, and one of the halberts

(there are others in other places) with

which his assassins are said to have

inflicted his death-wound. At the E.

end of the market-place is the Burgo-

master's House, in which Wallenstein

was assassinated in 1634. It is now,

as it was then, the residence of the

chief magistrate of the town, who per-

mits his bedroom, the scene of the

murder, to be shown to strangers. It

is the apartment over the entrance,

and it has been somewhat modernised,

but the door at the back of the house,

by which the assassins, Butler, Deve-
reux, and 6 dragoons, entered, the

wooden stair by which they mounted,
the gallery along which they crept, and
the low door of his bedroom which
they burst open, after murdering his

attendant, are still pointed out. Wal-
lenstein had just retired to bed, after

dismissing his astrologer, who, it is

said, hatl warned him tliat his stars at

that moment Iroded untoward fortune.

Awakened by the noise on the outside,

he arose from liis couch in his shirt,

just as Devereux burst open the door,
exclaiming “ Thou must die.’’ At
these words Wallenstein calmly, and
without a groan or any signs of fear,

oj^ned his arms and received a blow
ot the halbert, which in an instant
stretched him lifeless on the floor.

Very little doubt is now entertained

that Wallensteui was guiltless of the

treason attributed to him, and that he

had entered into no agreement witli

France or Sweden at the time when
his death was decided on by the Em-
peror. No proofs of the existence of a
conspiracy or of his guilt were elicited

from the nuiperous persons implicated

with him. His accusers were the per-

sons who profited by his downfall, and
inlierited his estates; and the master

whom he had twice saved from the

brink of ruin was privy to his murder
and vainly attempted to ease a troubled

conscience by ordering 3000 masses to

be said for his soul

!

The Imperial Castle (Burg), or Ci-

tadel, situated in an angle of the fortifi-

cations on a rock above the river, in

I'ormer times the residence of kuigs and
emperors, is now dismantled and in

ruins. Within it stands a singular

black square tower, built of massive
blocks of volcanic tuff (from the Kam-
merbiihel), regarded by some as a con-

struction of the Romans (?). The Double

Chapel is a very interesting specimen of

architecture. The lower story, which
was in existence 1213, is supported by
granite pillars with ancient capitals

;

the upper story rests on 4 slender

marble columns, with pointed arches

and singularly carved capitals bearing

Gnostic and other symbols. It was
probably designed for persons of rank,

who through the octagonal opeumg in

the floor could hear the service per-

formed in the lower chapel witlrout

being seen.

In the castle-hall adjoining, now
reduced to bare walls, the 4 friends

of Wallenstein, who accompanied him
to Eger-, were murdered previous to the

attack made upon him. Here they
were invited to sup with Gordon, a
.Scotchman, the governor of the castle,

who, with Butler, the commander of

Wallenstein’s escort, Leslie, and some
others, exclusively Irish and Scotch,
had previoirsly swoni on their drawn
swords to put them to death. It was
agreed that cold steel alone should be
employed, lest the report of fire-arms
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should alarm Wallenstein and the

people in the town. As soon as the

good cheer and full goblets began to

tell upon tile unsuspecting guests,

Leslie, having previously ordered the

draw-bridge to be raised, and having
received into his custody all the keys,

gave the preconcerted signal, and the

room was tilled with armed men. Tlie

doomed victims started up from table,

jicrceiving the ti'eachery
;
two of them,

Kinsky and Illo, were quickly cut

down; Tcrska seized his sword and
made a desperate resistance

;
the fourth

escaped into the kitchen, but was there

butchered after a struggle. After this

bloody deed the actors received abso-

lution in the chapel. In consequence

of the jieqietiation of this crime ivithin

its walls, the castle gained the reputa-

tion of being haunted, and for this

cause was allowed to fall into (l,ecay

and never after inhabited.

An avenue less than 3 miles Iprig,

passing on the left the conical liill

called Kammerblihel, an extinct vol-

cano, and in sight of the church of

Maria Culm on the right, conducts

from Kger to tlie watering-place of

Franzetisbrunu, or Fra/izensbad—
(/»7fs ; Kaiser von ffisterreich ; Deut-

sches Haus; — Siichsisches Haus
;
—

Grossfurstin von llussland). There is

a daily table-d'hote at the Kurhaus
and in the .Siichsische Haus ;

but most
of the guests prefer dining in their own
lodgings,

Franzensbad, situated in a hollow,

among low, and rather bare, round-

backed hills, may be said to be a vil-

lage created by ite mineral-springs, con-

sisting of 4 rectangular streets, the

chief of which, the Kaiserstiasse, in-

cludes some handsome houses, and is

lined with double avenues of chesnut

trees, beneath whose shade, in front of

the houses, it is customary to breakfast

in the o))en air. Franzensbrunn is far

less fashionable, and therefore less fre-

quented and lively, tlian Carlsbail and

Toplitz; yet its waters are deservedly

esteemed very efficacious, and were at

one time taken as an after-cure (Nach-

kur) to a couise of those of Carlsbad.

On entering Franzensbrunn from
Eger, the irregular temple of the Franz-

ensquelle is seen on the left, with a
long colonnade, closed on one side so

as to render it an agreeable promenade,
slieltered from wind, rain, or sun, ex-

tending from it to the Kurhaua, in

which the visitors assemble in the morn-
ing, and balls and concerts are given

during the season. On the right is the

Salzquelle, the packing-house in which
the water is bottled, and the Gas-bath.

There are 4 cold mineral-springs

here. 1st, the FranzenArunn, situated

on the outskirts of the town, on the side

nearest to Eger, under a circular- temple

;

its alkalo-saline-chalybcate water is sent

to all parts of the world, under the

name of Eger water; nearly 200,000
bottles are exported annually. It is

clear and sparkling, and is drunk at

table mixed with wine or milk and
sugar. 2nd, the Louisenquelle lesevnblea

it in its qualities, and is used fur battl-

ing—a bath costs 14 krs. Itssediment

is employed for mud-b;itlis. 3rd, tlie

Kaite Spnidel, so called from its leaji-

ing up like a fountain, accompanied
by considerable noise, caused by the

escape of a large quantity of gas along

with tlie water; it also supplies baths

(30 kr.). 4th, the New Well, or Sah~
quelle, dillers in its qualities from the

Franzensbrunn, inasmuch as it contains

less carbonic gas and iron, its chief in-

gredients being the salts of soda ; it

serves exclusively for drinking, and is

more aperient in its action than the

others. 5th, IViesenqiielle,

The waters of the Franzensbrunn and
the Salzquelle are chiefly resorted to

for drinking, and as many as 10 glasses

are not an uncommon allowance to one

patient.

There is music every moniing in

front of the Well, and the band of the

regiment in garrison at Eger comes

hidier at times.

Many of the houses arc supplied with

baths, but the chief and best establish-

ment of tlie kind is Loimans Bndhaus,

suiiplied with water from 3 of the

springs, and jirovided also with douche

and niiid-bulhs. The water is heated
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for the batlis to a temperature of 90^ to

98° Fahrenheit.

The Mud-Baths.—Fraiizensbrunn lies

ill the midst of a great peat-bog tiearly

2 miles long, and in some places 10

feet tJiick
;

it is composed of decayed
vegetable matter, including trunks of

trees, intermixed with black earth, tlie

whole teeming and breathmg,as it were,

with gas. Tlie black peat earth is dug
out, carefully sifted, and dissolved in

tubs, by the admixture ol' water from
the mineral-springs, to the consistence

of mud. The mixture, black as ink,

is then heated, by causing steam to pass

through it, to a tempei-ature of about
SO® Fahi-enheit, in which state the pa-

tient is immersed in it. It exhales an
odour of sulphur and vinegar, and im-
parts tile same to the skin. These mud-
baths are a powerful remedy, and dan-
gerous unless judiciously applied

;
but

in certain cases of paralysis, &c. they
are said to be most ehicacious, and to

]ierform cufes when oidinai-y warm
baths have been tried in vain.

Gas-Baths.—In addition to the 4
springs mentioned above, there is a oth,

called Badebruim, less remarkable for

the water than for the gas which it dis-

cliarges in enormous jets to the extent
of 5760 cubic feet in tlie 24 hours. It

consists of carbonic acid gas, with a
slight intermixture of sulphuretted hy-
drogen, and is considered a specilic

against scrofulous complaints and dis-

orders of the skin. Since 1826 baths
have lieen built over this source.

Though Franzensbrunn is surrounded
by avenues, must of the trees are young,
and there is, on the whole, a want of
shade. The visitors at the baths have
licence to shoot. Tlie jirincipal excur-
sions in the neighbourhood are to tlie

Kammerhuhel, an extinct volcano con-
sisting of a conical heap of scoriae with
basalt hi columns, thrown up from be-
neath the mica slate. The geological
pheiKimcna connected with it have been
described by Gothe. In order to as-
certain its composition, a shaft, many
fathoms deep, has been driven into it.

Its top commands a line view, but a
still finer may lie obtained from the

church of Sb Anne, or from the hill of
Griinhergl The old castles of Seeberg
and Liebenstein are interesting in them-
selves, and the narrow valleys they

command very picturesque. A more
distant excuMion may be made to

Alexandersbad, within the Bavarian
frontier (Route 170), or to the monas-
tery of Waldsassen.

Eilwagen from Eger to Carlsbad and
Prague 5 times a week, in 16 hours.

A tolerable post-road leads from Eger
to Carlsbad ; the batlis of Franzensbad
are seen on the lel't in the distance.

The old road passed through Zwoda,
and near the convent and chapel of
Maria Culm, which in ancient times
served as the resort of a band of robbers

and murderers, who, by disguising

themselves as knights and ecclesiastics,

remained long undiscovered, until, in

1363, a peasant girl, having concealed
herself by chance in the chapel, was
witness to their foul deeds, and, like

Morgiana in the “ Forty Thieves,” dis-

closed the secret. The bones of the
victims whom they had murdered are
still shown in the vaults below, as a
piuof of the tradition. A German play
has been founded on the story.

3 Falkenau, a town of 1850 inhabit-
ants, near which are coal-mines. Out-
side the town a large inn (Kaiser von
CEsterreich) has been built by Count
Nnstitz, near his own chateau. The
counb y now becomes more pleasing and
varied. After passing on the left, at Alt-
sattel,some extensive chemical and alum
works, the road reaches the picturesque
banks of the Eger, and is conducted
along a terrace cut in tlie side of the hill

above it. A beautiful chain suspension-
bridge carries it at once from one side
of the valley to the other (avoiding the
ups and downs of the former road), into
the picturesque old town of Elnbogen,
so called from the remarkidile elhow-
like liend which the river Eger makes
round die rooky promontoi-y on which
it stands. It oonlains 2000 German
inhabitants. It was formerly entered

by only one narrow portal, and a wicket
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gate for foot passengers. The new ap-
proach from the liridge has been made
by pulling down houses. The old
Castle, one of the most ancient fortresses

in Bohemia, and frequently the resi-

dence of its kings, is now a prison. In
the Rathhuus is preserved a large mass
of meteoric iron, called by the common
people the enchanted Burggraf, which
weighed originally, till large pieces

were broken from it, 192 lbs. There
is an excellent china-manufactory here.

The view from (he Carlsbad road of the

town and castle, and of the winding
Eger, is very striking: Zwoda and the

old road are seen in the plain below on
tlie left.

Our road quits the side of the Eger,

and follows the course of the Teple, a
little above tlie junction of those 2
streams.

3 Carlshad — (/»Hs ; .— Goldene
Schild, kept by the widow of Count
Bolza, who was originally cook in the

establishment of which she is now the

mistress; Paradies ;—Prince Wilhelm
von Preussen). During the height of the

season both board and lodging are very

expensive for Germany. 'J'he Inns are

almost all bad : the best course for

English families to pursue, when about

to take up their residence here, is to

write to S. Harrison, an Englishman who
has setup an excellent restaurant, called

the English Coffee-House. He is a resjject-

able person, in whom contideiice may
be placed, and will secure apartments

for them without making any charge.
“ 'I'he greater part of the 500 houses

which conipose the town are destined

for the accommodation of visitors to the

baths. 'J'he proprietors live in tlie ground-

floors, and arc in general civil and atten-

tive. Those in the rows called Alte and

Neue W iese, and in the Market-pjlace,

are in much request, and are among the

most expensive. The Kbnig von Eng-

land, Stadt London, and Englisches

Haus, are good lodging-houses, being

situated on an airy eminence above the

town, which those only who have stout

legs can conveniently surmount. The

usual price for a suite of 5 or 6 good

rooms is from 70 to 100 florins; but
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not in the Alte W iese, the most fashion-

able -situation.”—J. F. S.

The principal Restaurants are the

Stadt Paris, the Goldene Schild, Har-
rison’s English Cofl'ee-House, the Three
Pheasants

; and, out of the town, the

Post-hof, and Freundschafts .Saal. The
cuisine is everywhere subjected to me-
dical regulations : unwholesome dishes,

likely to counteract the efl'ects of the

waters, are forbidden. The usual

dinner-hour is from 1 to 3, and the

charge 1 florin a head, without wine or

beer. In the Goldene Schild, Stadt
Paris, Bohmischer Saal, and Three
Pheasants, one can also dine a la carte.

Carlsbad, the most aristocratic wa-
tering-place in Europe, has a singular

rather than a romantic situation, at the

bottom of a valley, on the margin of

tlu? small stream of the Teple (from

Teplo, wai'tn'), which flows through it,

but adds little beauty to the scene,

since its scanty waters are almost drieil

up in summer, when it is little better

than a large drain. The sides of the

valley, though wooded and traversed

by numerous and well-kept foot-patlis,

are in places precipitous, and approach

so near the river, that the rock is cut

away to make room for the houses, or

they are built in tiers one above tlie

other. From the top of these heights

the spectator looks down directly into

the town, the ground-jflan of which, in

consequence of its buildiugs following

the abrupt sinuosities of the Teple,

might be represented by an S or Z.
Near the centre of it, by the river-side,

a cloud is seen constantly ascending

:

this is the vapour of the principal

mineral-spring, the hottest in Europe,

except the Geysers in Iceland, called

SpruJel, from the manner in which the

stream of boiling water, imjiellcd by

the expansive force of tlie steam below,

spirts up into the air in jets 4 or 5 feet

high, like a fountain or miniature

Geyser. Besides its medicinal qualities,

the Sprudel is what is vulgarly called

a petrifying spring, that is, it has the

power of holding in a state of solution

a large quantity of lime, with which it

encrusts every object that comes in
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contact with it. These deposits of

calcareous matter, or limestone, have

accumulated iu the course of ages to

such an extent, that the rocks around

the sources, and not only the entire

Ired of the Teple, but also the sides of

the valley, for a considerable distance,

are completely covered with a thick

crust, upon which a great part of the

town is built. Beneath this crust are

large cavities and hollows, in which

the waters are constantly boiling, in-

termixed with vast quantities of vapour,

so that it is not an inappropriate com-
parison to say that Carlsbad stands on

the lid of a vast kettle, covering an

enormous reservoir of boiling water,

the extent of which has never been as-

certained, though attempts were made
to explore it in 1713 and 1727, after a
rupture of the boiler, and poles 30 fa-

thoms long were thrust in without

reaching the bottom or lateral bounda-
ries. As the lid of a common kettle

would burst if fastened down without
any outlet, so would the Carlsbad
kettle explode if free passage were not

given to the vapour and hot water. On
this account several large holes are

bored through the rock in different

parts of the town
;
but, owing to the

encrusting properties of the water, it is

constantly Ailing up these oriHces, by
which the danger of an e.xplosion is

greatly increased; and, in order to

guard against such an occurrence, these

outlets for the water and vapour are

cleared out and re- bored regularly four

times a year. Accidents have neverthe-

less happened at times from the obstruc-
tion of these safety-valves, by which the

vault has been burst, a miniature earth-

quake produced, and much damage
done to the town : the last eruption of
this kind took place in 1809, when the

.Sprudel ceased to How, and a new
Bj)ring burst out in another place. This
aqueous volcano is now battened down
under a covering of masonry, and the
stories are firmly bound together by iron
clamps. These stones and long planks
placed over the thermal cauldron, an-
swer the purpose of a cuirass against
the large masses of ice floated down

the stream in spring, after a thaw or

inundation, which are liable to break

through the crust like battering-rams.

The healing of ruptures in the stone,

when they do take place, is always
slow and troublesome, as well as ex-

pensive.

The Sprudel has a temperature of

59° Reaumur=165° Fahrenheit, and
is the hottest spring. Its water boils

eggs hard, and is employed by the

townspeople to scald their poultry and
pigs. Its principal chemical ingredi-

ents, which are the same as to quantity,

quality, and proportion in all the other

springs, are, sulphate of soda (Glauber
salt), carbonate of soda, and common
salt. Berzelius in 1822 found in the

Carlsbad water 12 different ingredi-

ents : bromine and potash have since

been discovered. The Sprudel is en-
closed within a covered colonnade, ex-
tending for several hundred feet along
the right bank of the Teple, and serv-

ing as a sheltered walk for the drinkers

in bad weather. Adjoining the colon-

nade is a pretty garden, and the es-

tablishment containing the Sprudel,
mud, and douche baths. Several wo-
men are stationed round the spring,

who, as the invalids approach with
their beakers, insert them in the socket
at the end of a pole, and plunge them
into the boiling and bursting fountain,

which Alls the air for a considerable
space around with its dense vapour.
The water is so hot that beginners run
a risk of burning their mouths. The
Carlsbad salts are derived from this

spring, by evaporating the water, which
is principally done in the winter sea-

son : they are sold as a purgative medi-
cine. It has been calculated that the
water annually flowing from the Spru-
del contains 746,885 lbs. of carbonate
of soda, and 1,132,900 lbs. of Glauber
salt. The quantity of water flowing in

one day from the springs is estimated
at 2,000,000 gallons, two-thirds of
which are funiished by the Sprudel ami
Hygeia alone.

There are several other siirings, with
similar colonnades, by the left side of
the Teple

;
tliat called Middbruunen is
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more frequented than even the Sprudel

;

being gratuitously supposed to possess

greater purgative qualities, and being
less hot (138^ Fahrenheit) : it is that

which is principally drunk; but it is

also used for batliing, and very hand-
some Baths are supplied from it. Next
to it is tire Neitbmnnen (50° R. = 147°

F.), also a faslrionable and much-used
spring, a little above it

;
and the

Theresienbrurmeti (43° R..= 132° F.),

also much resorted to,, and surrounded
by a garden and by pleasant walks.

Still farther down the sti'eam. are the

Bernhurilsitninneii, the Spitalbrimnen,

and the SMossbrumim, but little used.

In March, 1(838, a new fountain

burst forth in the market-place, liaving

a temperature of 46° R., and ydeldhig

three times as much water as the Muhl-
brumien, to which it is likely to become
a formidable rival.

The BatbSf. whicli gave to Carlsbad
its liret celebrity, and even its name
(Charles’ Bath), form two principal

estal)l ishments— tlie Miihlbdder and
Sprudelbdder. Some private houses

in tJie Sprudelgasse have also baths.

Bathing, indeed, has of late come into

vogue witli the physicians, and baths of

all kinds have in consequence been con-

structed. apour - Baths have been

erected over the Hygeienquelle, on the

right bank of the Tejjle. The apjiara-

tus is adajjted either for the immersion

of tlie wliole body or only of parts of the

person
;

it is also ai ranged for the ap-

plication of the stream of vapour in

the form ol‘ a douche
;
and remar kable

etlects have been jwoduced by it, in

combinatioir witlr the internal use of

tjie waters, in removing deeply-seated

diseases, sucli as tic-douloureux. Mud-
Baths are made witlr tire naturally-

heated water of the Sprudel. Gas-

Baths^ on the plart of tirosc at Marien-

bad (p. 377), were established in 1838

oir the Durotheeiuiv, between the town
and the Posthof : experience must de-

termine their eflicaciousrtess.

The waters are considered highly

efficacious irt the retrtoval of clrrorric

complaints irr the liver and kidneys

;

but, accordirrg to the resident physi-
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cians, they cure most diseases whicir
resist other modes of cure. N umerorrs
gouty and gravelly patiertts resort to

Carlsbad, arrd getrerally experience re-

lief. On the other hand, these waters
prove ittvariably hurtful in acute febrile

diseases, in pulmonary complaints, in

dropsies when far advanced, and par-

ticularly so in aneurisms.
The waters rise out of a sort of

grairitic breccia ; the Sprudel, which
no doubt is situated iir the same rock,

bursts out through a crust of its own
creating, as before observed

;
through

the rents and fissiues of this covering
great quantities of carbonic gas are

evolved. The petrifyiirg qualities of

its waters are exlribited in the various

objects coated over by exposure to it,

which are sold to visitors near the

wells. The Sprudel sinter which it

fieposits sometimes assumes the form
of j)ea-stoue, or roe-stone, composed of
a number of globular masses, and is

very pietty when polished. It is as

hard as marble, and is cut into various

ornamental articles, like our Derbyshire
spar.

According to popular tradition, not

founded on any historical document,,

the waters of Carlsbad are believed to

have been discovered or first brought
into notice by the emperor Charles IV.,

who, while huntiug in the ueighbour-

hood, was attracted to the spot by the

cries of a hound that had fallen mto
the hot Sprudel in pursuing a stag. At
the time wlien this occurred the em-

ror was sufl’erhjg from the wounds
had received at the battle of Crecy,

probably from the cloth-yard shafts of

the English archers : he was easily per-

suaded by his physician, Peter Bauer,

to try tl>e efl’ect of the waters, and was
ill a short time cured by tlie use of tliem.

It is certain that Charles graiite*! im-

portant privileges to Carlsbad hi 1370,

that he resided liere at times, and that

he gave his name to the town.

The invalids rejiair to the springs

from five to nine in the morning; those

who have the greatest munlier of ciqis

of water jirescribed to them (eiglit is

not an uncommon numher, but many
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patients exceed it greatly) arrive first;

lire cups are emptied by degrees, as the

water cools, and while lire patient is

pacing up and down the covered colon-

nade (sometimes called Trampel Baude)

to the sound of soft music, a band being

stationed in the ueighbourbood of the

well. They are replenished at intervals

of about a quarter of an hour.

From 10 a.m. to 6 p.u. the springs

are totally deserted, and run to waste

;

in the evening a few patients drink two

or three cups.

The hills which hem in the narrow

valley of the Teple are traversed in all

directions by shady walks, amply pro-

vided with seats and summer-houses,
generally named after some lady of

distinction who has honoured Carlsbad

with her presence. They command
from their summits interesting views of

the town. The best points are the Hir-

scfuiitprung, the cliff which overhangs

the town on the left bank. In 1711
Peter the Great rode up to the summit
on an unsaddled but harnessed cart-

horse, and carved on a cross at the top

the letters M. S. P. I. (Manu sua Peter

Imperator). The spot has since been

rendered accessible, inclosed, and or-

namented with flower-beds, and an in-

scribed tablet of black marble erected,

bearing the names of all the members
of the Russian Im]ierial family who
have visited Carlsbad. A still more
elevated height, called Drei Kreutzberg,

on the right bank, completely overlooks
the Hirscbensprung, and the whole val-
ley of the Teple to its junction with the

Eger, and tlience extends across the

plain to the .Saxon Erzgebirge (Metalli-
ferous mountains). Another height is

surmounted by a temple erected by the

late Lord Findlater. Donkeys may be
found in abundance, to sjxire the infirm
the trouble of walking.

Walking and living in the open air
being an essential jiart of the regimen,
visitors may he seen at all hours out of
doors, even seated at breakfast on the
Alte M iese, by llu; banks of the Teple,
&c. Many also repair to the coffee-
houses called Post Hof and Freund-

I

I

I

I

scliafts Saal, between 1 and 2 miles
outside the town, on the Marienbad
road, to drink cofl'ee, sip ice, and listen

to a concert of music. Balls and con-
certs are given at the Saxon and Bohe-
mian saloons, as well as at the Posthof
and Freundschafts Saal. Newspapers,
including Galiguani's Messenger, will

be found at the Reading-rooms above
the Muhlbi-umien Bad, where there is

also a billiard-table. Public gaming is

strictly prohibited here, and in every
other part of the Austrian dominions.

There are some good shops in the Alte
Wiese, the Market-place, and other

parts of the town, and a great number
of itinerant houtiquiers occupy during
the season the booths by the side of the

Teple. The Bohemian Glass, of all

shapes and colours, as well as the ele-

gant travelling cassettes, are among the

most seducing articles. Large quanti-
ties of pewter ware are brought hither

from Schlaggenwald, and fine pottery

and china from manufactories near
Carlsbad. The China or earthenware
cups used by the water-drinkers vary
in beauty and price, but all contain 6
ounces

;
some of them are furnished

with dials to assist those who have t(i

drink a large number of goblets. A
series of geological specimens of the
rocks around Carlsbad, made to ac-
company a geological account of the
district by the poet Gbthe, may be
purchased here.

A Commissary, delegated by the Go-
vernment at Prague, is entrusted with
the inspection of the place : strangers

must apply to him for passports, as well
as in any disinite that may arise be-

tween them and the inhabitants, in

short in all cases where the interference

of justice is required.

Carlsbad is usually most frequented
between the 15th June and the 15th
August, though jratients begin to repair

hither as early as the end of April, and
some remain to the latter end of Sep-
tember. 'I'he greatest number of visitors

hitherto known was in the season of
l*i31, when they amounted to 0105 : the

average is about 5000. No name is
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inserted in the printed list of visitors

(called Kur-Lxst) unless the party re-

mains at least 5 days, after which he is

required to pay the Kur-taxe of 4 Uorins

—the only charge levied on those who
take a course of the waters. It is laid

out in keeping up and improving the

walks, baths, temples, colonnades, and
other buildings connected with the

springs. The damsels at the wells al-

ways receive a small but well-merited

douceur from visitors on their departure.

The number of permanent inhabitants

is about 3000. The houses are not

known by the streets in whicli they are

situated, or by numbers, so much as by
their tignts—every house bears on it a
sign, usually translated into French for

the benefit of foreigners. Tliey are

derived from birds, beasts, and fishes,

of all varieties of colours and numbers

;

many royal and princely personages

contribute tlieir titles to the catalogue;

the map of Europe has been ransacked,

and all the great cities are represented

by houses bearing their names. In the

market-))lace is a statue of Karl IV.,

after whom the town is named. Here

the Post-office is situated
;
and near

at liand is a tall tower, on whose top

trumpeters are stationed during the

season to announce tlie arrival of stran-

gers. Tlie nature and extent of tlie

salute bestowed upon tliem depends

upon the character of their equipages

:

thus tlie carriage with four or six post-

horses is welcomed with a full flourish

of four trumpets, while tlie humble
voiturier is announced by a simple solo.

The performers usually repair next day

to the traveller’s quarters to request

a douceur, and are amply paid by a

Zwanziger or two. Tlie performances

at the Theatre begin at 4 and end at 6.

MM. Bernard Gotti & Son (Deutsches

Haus) transact banking business.

The principal Physicians here are Dr.

Meissner and Dr. De Carro
;
the latter

studied in a Scotch university, and

speaks English perfectly.

tilwuyen to Prague, Dresden, and

Toplitz, daily during the season
;

to

Eger and to Hof 4 or 5 times a week.

ROUTE 261.

CARLSBAD TO MARIENBAD AND EGER.

To Marienbad 5 Germ. miles=24
Eng. miles.

A post-road, tolerably good, consider-
ing that it is not macadamized, and is

constructed by the forced labour of the
peasants, but very hilly. Indeed, the

whole journey consists in the surmoimt-
ing of two very high ridges which in-

tervene between tlie two watering-places.

We ascend the valley of the Teple,
passing the coflee-houses called Post Hof
and Freundschafts Saal, and the village

of Hammer, where the china cups from
which the Sprudel water is drunk are

made; beyond which we quit the Teple,

and mount up the hills, where the road
traverses a wild open country. It

again descends to the Teple, and soon
after reaches

2^ Petschau,—a dirty village and
old castle, belonging to the Duke of
Beaufort.

After continuing for about a mile
further through the valley, the road
again ascends a steep and very long hill,

called Griineburg, the highest point of

which is readied at the village Ein-
siedel. After descending for some dis-

tance through a dense forest, it at

lengtli emerges above the baths of

2^ Marienbad—{Inns ; Stadl Wei-
mar ;—Klinger’s hotel

;
those who in-

tend to stop at this house should make
their bargain beforehand

;
— Baron

Brussicks). Excellent apartments are

to be had in private houses. Marien-
bad is a watering-place of compara-
tively recent origin

;
it lias rapidly

risen out of the forest, which covered

the spot where it stands not long ago,

into very considerable reputation,

through the valuable qualities of its

mineral-waters. It consists of about

50 or 60 buildings, chiefly lodging-

houses, arranged in a crescent on the

slope of the wood-clad hills, which

surround the spot on all sides but one.

The ground wliicli it occupies is lite-

rally a clearance made in the great

Bohemian forest since 1810; and all
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around may be seen stumps of trees cut

down, but not rooted up, just as in the

back-woods of America. Within the

crescent of liouses stands a splendid

Kursaal, Promenade, ot j^ssembly-room,

aud the Pump-room, and covered por-

tico of the Kreutzbrunnen, a colonnade
for shops, occupied by itinerant traders

during the season, a church, and a
theatre. The lower portion of the val-

ley is tastefully laid out in pleasure-

grounds, in the midst of which most
of the mineral-springs are situated,

inclosed within elegant buildings in

the form of temples, &c. Marienbad
has the advantage of possessing two
different kinds of mineral-springs—two
saline purgative, viz., the Kreulzbrun-
nm, which is sometimes warmed before

drinking, and is said then to resemble
in taste veal broth : this is more used
than any other, and 350,000 bottles of
the water are exported and the Fer-
dinandsbi unnen, about a mile distant,

containing less salt and more carbonic
acid than the preceding; it is also ex-
ported. These waters are considered
admirable remedies against bilious
complaints. Three of the springs are
chalybeate—the Carolinenbrunneti, sur-
rounded by a circular Corinthian
temple

—

Ambrosiusbruiinen, covered by
a Gothic canopy—and Marienbrunnen ;

the last supplies the old baths; the
two former are introduced into the
New lialh-home

;

the water is heated
or mixed with hot water for warm
bat/u. The enormous quantities of
carbonic acid gas evolved by the Ma-
rienbrunnen, and by the peat-bog ad-
joining, have giveii rise to the esta-

blishment of Gas Baths, where, by a
culiar apparatus, a stream of gas can
applied to any jjart of the body af-

fected with disease. When the whole
I»rson is subjected to the gas, the pa-
tient enters a sort of box, provided with
a lid, through which bis head projects :

the gas is admitted from below in
pipes, and care is taken to prevent his
breathing it, which would be iniurious
or fatal.

Mud-baths (Schlammbiider), con-
•isting of tubs filled with the bog

earth, finely sifted and moistened with

mineral-water, in which the whole per-

son or a single limb can be immersed,

are also provided here, and ai’e coming
mucli into vogue.

Another spring, situated in the midst

of the forest, and thence called Wald-
brunnen, has lately been discovered.

Eilwagen every day during the season

to Dresden by Carlsbad.

Marienbad has few of the gaieties of

Carlsbad or T6{ditz : to be sure it has

a theatre, and balls and concerts are

sometimes given in the course of the

season
;
but visitors who repair hither

will find the chief attractions of the

place, beyond the relief which its

waters are likely to aft’ord, to lie in

its quiet solitude and pretty situa-

tion.

Paths have beeir cut in the forest

around the baths, to afford exercise for

the visitors. The Jagerbaus is a fa-

vourite spot. More distant excursions

(for which a carriage and pair may be
hired for 6 florins a-day) are made to

the Convent of Topi, 6 miles otf. It

consists of a handsome building and
Church, within which are two Cor-
reggios on each side of the altar (?),

and a picture by Parmeggiano (or a
pupil of his). The Library is good.
It still possesses very large revenues.

Marienbad and the estate on which it

is situated belong to Stift Tbpl ; the

brotherhood (Premonstratensers) are

very civil to strangers. Even more in-

teresting is a visit to Prince Metternich's

Chateau at Konigswart, about 5 miles
from Marienbad, on the road to Eger;
shown 3 times a-week. The estate be-

longing to it is well cultivated, and
contains several villages, and establish-

ments for breeding cattle, in the im-
jtrovement of which the prince has
shown a laudable zeal, forming experi-

mental farms, and introducing iVom
other countries a better system of agri-

culture. 'I'be bouse, originally an old-

fashioned chateau, whicli bad been in

the possession of the family since l(il8,

hiis been converted into a handsome
edifice by additions and improve-
ments

;
it lies in a sheltered hollow in
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the midst of very pretty pleasure-

grounds. Within it is neatly, rather

than splendidly, furnished. Among a

large collection of family portraits are

those of three electors of Treves and
Mayence, ancestors of the prince

;
of

his second and his third wife, of whom
it is difficult to say which is the most
lovely

;
of his father-in-law, prince

Kaunitz, the former premier of Austria

;

and of liimself, at the age of thirty.

There are also portraits of Pius VII.,

of Napoleon at Elba, of his sister, &c.

In the neat modern chapel of the castle

is an altar, formed out of the maiffile of

the church of St. Paul at Rome, which
was burned a few. years ago, and be-

neath it are the relics of some holy

martyr, dug out of the catacombs

—

both presented by the pojre, Gregory

XVT., to the prince. One wing of the

clihteau is occupied by a very curious

Museum, principally formed by a vir-

tuoso named Hubs, originally the public

executioner—the headsman of Eger

—now dead :
purchased from him by

I lie prince. His name and history were

first made known by Gbthe in one of

his miscellaneous writings. The col-

lection of Coins is very extensive and

complete
;
that of Mines-als includes all

tlie products of Bohemia in tliis depart-

ment. Among them are interesting

specimens of the deposits of the hot-

spring at Carlsbad—at first porous, in

time becoming compact, and sometimes

assuming the hardness of marble and

the shape of an agglomeration of peas.

Here are also specimens of the pme
white quartz, which is employed, when

pounded, in the manufacture of the

celebrated Bohemian glass, instead of

sand, which is used elsewhere. A line

specimen of the native gold from the

Ural mountains was the gift of the

emperor Nicholas. A collection of

glasses belonging to the Metternich

family, many of them several centuries

old, refer to a curious practice prevail-

ing in some pai ts of Germany, of blow-

ing a glass when a title of nobility is

conferred, in order that the health of

him who is 'thus eiuiobled may be

pledged out of it. The glasses in-

crease in size with the augmentation of
the rank : tlius, the glass of the baron
is only a large tumbler, while tliat of

the prince (made for the present prince’s

father, who first obtained that title) is

three feet high ! A good many histori-

cal relics are preserved in this museum,
such as Napoleon’s wash-hand basin

from Elba
;

the rings of Matthias <

Corvinus and John Sobieski ; flails,

scythes, and other rude weapons of the

Bohemian peasants in the Hussite wars.

In a glass case is deposited the court

dress-sword of Louis XIV. ; it is

flanked on eitlier side by a large broad

blade, apparently very sharji. These

are the two official swords of the late

beadsman of Eger—one was made at

Sohlingen, the other at Ratisbon. The
museum is shown only on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 2 to 6.

The gardens around the chftteau are

very pretty
;
on a hUl behind, the prince

has recently erected an obelisk in me-
mory of his master, tlie late Emperor
Francis.

There is an inn near the chateau for

tlie accommodation of visitors.

A new post-road has been commenced
from Marienbad direct to Tirschenreuth,

on tlie way to Ratisbon and Muuich.

(See Route 179.)

The road to Eger^ a 3 hours’ drive,

passes through the village of

% Unter Sandau.— Papier m&che
snull- boxes are made here. The road

rmis through forests to

2 Eger. Fage 369.

ROUTE 262.

DRESDEN TO TOPUTZ.

8^ Germ, miles = 40J Eng. m.

Eilwagen daily insummer, in 7 hours

;

tlie road is good. It takes as long to

post..

Dresden is described in- Route 87,

“ Hand-book for North Germany.'’

The passport must have an Austrian

signature (j S6) before entering Bohe-

mia. The first stage lies along the flat

and sandy bonk of the Elbe, as far as

2 Puna (/««.' Weisse Ross; beds
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good and clean, landlord civil, his trout

and butter excellent)—a town of 5500

inhabitants, overlooked by tlie castle

of Soimenstein, now converted into a

lunatic asylum. From Pima to Tbp-

litz occupies 6 hoiu-s. The postmaster

will try to make travellers take extra

horses this stage, which lies over the

lower slope of the Erzgebirge, whose

summit is surmounted in the following

Stage. A fine view is soon obtained of

the Saxon Switzerland, the castle of

Konigstein, &c., on the E. The road

passes the retired mineral-bath of Berg-

giesshubel. At Hollendorf, about one

mile further, is the Saxon custom-house

30); and about a mile beyond it,

after crossing tlie frontier of Bohemia,

the Austrian custom-house 87) and
pass{)ort-ofl5ce (§ 86) are reached at the

entrance of

3 Peterswald {Inn

:

Post), a very

long village
;
its single street of cottages

being so scattered, that tlie custom-
house at the one end is nearly 2 miles

distant from the post-house at the other.

The Austrian authorities on this frontier

are most civil in their reception of fo-

reigners, especially those going to the

Baths
;
frequently neither opening pack-

ages nor even asking questions.

The road is conducted by gradual

sweeps up the long ascent of NoUen-
dorf. The panorama from the summit,
near the little church, is extensive and
very fine. Hills and mountains rise

on all sides like waves, one overtopping

tlie other ; on the E. ap|)ear the Lu-
satian hills, and those which bound the

vale of tlie Elbe
;
on the \V. range the

Erzgebirge mountains; and to the .S.,

acioss the vale, rises the bold pyramidal-
volcanic group of the Milleschauer.

“ The Nollendorf Pass will ever be
memorable in history for the decisive

battle of Kulm fought at its foot, on
the 30th August, 1813, lietween the

French, commanded by Vandamme,
and the allied forces under Count Col-
loredo Mansfeld. The former had been
detached by Buonaiiorte, with nearly
40,000 men, previous to the battle be-
fore Dresden, with orders to cross the
Elbe to the rear of the grand allied

army, and take up a position on the

heights beyond Peterswalde, so as to

intercept that communication with Bo-
hemia, but with a strict interdiction

against his descending to the plain.

Vandamme, however, knowing the small

force there was to oppose him in Tbp-
litz, and conceiving that by a bold
stroke he might gain that pivot of the

allied operations, and intercept the line

of their retreat, disregarded his master's

orders, and on the morning of the 29th

August descended, and vigorously at-

tacked Comit Osterman, who had been

left with about 8000 men, chiefly Rus-
sian guards, to preserve the communi-
cations, when the grand allied army
advanced on Dresden. Osterman had
baiely time to post his handful of men
across the plain, in the rear of the small

village of Priesten, his left covered by
the wooded heights, while his right,

composed wholly of cavalry, towards

the village of Kanvitz, was, as it were,

en air, having but an insignificant

—

easily turned—marshy tract, in the dis-

tance, when Vandamme made his at-

tack. Yet though Ostermaii's j)osition

was an open plain overlooked and com-
manded by a range of heights occupied
by his enemy—though that truly brave
warrior had his left arm broken by a
cannon-shot early in the day—though
both villages were soon reduced to

ashes by a foe outnumbering bis own
force more tlian fourfold,—he did not

for a moment quit his glorious post,

nor did his furious enemy gain one
inch of ground, during the whole day
of incessant attacks by successive fresli

forces. The only aid to this invincible

band, on this long liard-fougbt day,

was given at tlie last effort of tlie

French, near night-fall, when the Arch-
duke .lohn’s regiment of dragoons, form-
ing the advance of the allied column
which had retreated from Dresden with
the King of Prussia, by the Zinnewalde
and Eicbewalde Pass, was despatcheil

to Ostermaii's Bujiport by the King,

immediately on his arrival at Toplitz.

The men or horses of this regiment had
scarcely tasted a mouthful of food or

rested for three days, yet they marched
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with alacrity, and were in time to share

with their brave Russian allies in com-
pletely repulsing Vandamme's last at-

tempt, and in obliging him to seek his

bivouac in his rear, near Kulm. Dur-
ing the night Count Colloredo arrived

from Theresienstadt, with the Austrian

force he had collected, and, conjointly

with the Russian and other troops that

also joined him on the morning of the

30th early, attacked Vandamme, driv-

ing him successively from all his po-

sitions, with immense loss. At this

critical moment the Prussian corps of

Kleist, which was retiring from the re-

])ulse before Dresden, down the Nollen-

dorf Pass, in total ignorance of the

proximity of sucli a foe, most oppor-

tunely met Vandamme Hying in con-

fused masses, midway, and, by barring

the only retreat, completed the ruin of

the French corps d arm <'e. Vandamme,
his ollicersand men, with all tlieir can-

non, baggage, and materiel, fell into the

hands of the allies—a few thousand

men excejtted, wlio, by throwing away
their arms, escaped separately through

the woods, across the mountain, and
thus regained, as destitutes, their sink-

ing master's head-quarters at Dres-

den.”

The Prussian, Austrian, and Russian

sovereigns have each erected a monu-
ment on the field. The Prussian, of

cast-iron, bears the inscription, “ A
grateful king and country lioiiour the

heroes who fell.” That of Austria is

dedicated to the memory of the Prince

Colloredo Mansfeld, the Austrian com-

mander, who was wounded in the battle.

They stand close to the road, and are

placed under the guardianship of a

veteran who fought in the battle. The

foundation of the Russian monument
was laid by the emperor Nicholas, in

the centre of the field of battle, near

Priesten : it is an obelisk, surmounted

by a figure of Fame, with a lion repos-

ing at its base.

Arbesau.— Carriages ascending

the mountain from the side of Toplitz

are generally obliged to take leaders

;

about an hour is occupied in mounting

from Arbesau to the summit. The

[Sect. XIV.

shortest way from Dresden to Prague
is to leave Toplitz on the right, and to

proceed from Arbesau at once to Aussig
and Lobosiz (Route 2fi4). The chapel

of Culm, on the top of a conical hill,

marks the position of Vandamme dur-

ing the battle.

The pilgrimage church 83) of

Maria Schein, built by the Jesuits in

1706, is seen on the right.

Passing under the height of the

Schlossberg, the traveller soon reaches

2 Toplitz, orTEPi.iz

—

(Inns; Prince

de Digne, good and well situated ;

—

Post, tolerable, and convenient for per-

sons who do not intend to slay be-

yond 2 or 3 days;—Neubad, very good
rooms ;—Das Deutsche Haus ;—Kbmg
von Preussen

;
Stadt London, good,

clean, and not dear, but rather close

situation. The charges for rooms in-

crease in the height of the season in pro-

portion to the demand for them : tlius,

prices in florins

—

May.
front back

1st floor 4 3 a week each room.

2nd floor 5 3^ „ „

June.

1st floor 6 4^ „ „
2nd floor 7^ 4 „ „

July.

1st floor 6 4^ „ „
2nd floor 8 40 5 20 „ „

The Herrnhans is a handsome lodg-

ing-house, belonging to Prince Clary,

and provided with baths. The road

from Toplitz to its suburb Sch'onau is

lined with handsome hotels and board-

ing-houses.

Toplitz, renowned above every other

German Spa for its baths, is pleasiuitly

situated on a small stream, the .Saubach

(Pig’s Rivulet), in a valley between

the F.rzgebirge and Mittelgebirge : it

has 2750 inhabitants, and 400 houses,

sixty of which are inns; and there is

hardly a house in the town which is

not a lodging-house.

There is not much worth notice in

the town itself. The princi]ml building

is tbe Palace of Prince Clary (.\ld-

ringer), a Bohemian nobleman, to whom
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a great part of Toplitz belongs, as well

as seventy villages besides, situated on

his estates in the surrounding country.

Tlie park and gardens, situated behind

the chateau, are deservedly the prin-

cipal places of resort, being the most

agreeable spot either in or about Tdp-
litz. They abound in tall groves of

forest-trees and long alleys, which aflord

a cool shade in the height of summer,
and are varied with lawns and fine

sheets of water. Within their circuit

lies the Theatre, attached to one wing
of the jjalace, and the Garten Sna/, a

handsome building, serving the diflerent

purposes of reading, dining, and ball

room—as the newspapers may be found

here in the morning, a tal)le-d'li6te,

under the direction of a skilful restau-

rateur, at one o’clock, and dancing is

carried on in the evening. Public
balls take ])lace generally on Sunday
and Wednesday, after the theatre is

over.

The hot-springs of Toplitz, seventeen
in number, rise out of the sienitic por-

phyry composing the mass of the Erz-

gebirge (ore-mountains), within a space
of about a mile and a half. "rhey

hjelong to the class of alkalo - saline

springs, and do . not dill'er from one
another except in temirerature. They
are almost exclusively used for baths :

the spring called Gartenquelle, however,
is drunk. It is considered efficacious

in complaints of the eyes, but is not
much resorted to.

Jiaths.—The principal and warmest
spring, Hauptqiielle or Ursprung, rises

in the town, under the building called
Stadtbad: it has a temperature of 39 5°

Ueaumur=120° Fahrenheit, and sup-
l)lies what are called the Htadibdder,
and in conjunction with another spring
rising near it, called Frauenbadquelle,
the F'uretenbad (Prince's hath; in an
adjoining building. In the neighbour-
ing village, or suburb, of Schb/iau, also
comp<«ed almost exclusively of lodg-
ing-houses, and nearly united to Top-
litz, are the Stembad, Svhlunqenbad, and
Schuefeibad, supplied by springs of
their own, varying between 31° ami
20° Reaumur in warmth.

The Steinbad-house includes three

public baths, for the gratuitous use of

the lower classes
;
one for men, another

for the wives and daughters of the

artisans, and a third for the female

peasantry and maid-servants. They
are vaulted, and situated in the lower

part of the building. There are besides

very comfortable private baths (special

Bader) in the house, supplied directly

from the source. I’he bath-houses in

the suburbs have also both public and
private baths of a lower temperature

than those in the town. The total

number of private baths amounts to

between eighty and ninety, which,
when Toplitz is full, are in requisition

from four in the morning until late in

the evening, and are sometimes be-

spoken beforehand for every day in

the week and every hour in the day.

Each bathing establishment is placed
under the superintendence of a Bad-
meister and his wife, and at the entrance

bangs a table (Vormerkungsprotokoll,
or Baderegister), where the hours at

which every bath is engaged are noted
down. No jierson is allowetl to occupy
a bath for longer than ^ of an hour :

he bad better, therefore, take care to be
punctual, so as not to lose bis turn.

It is quite ready for him as the clock
strikes, and at the three-quarters a bell

rings, to warn him to dress, and admit
the attendant to clean out the bath for

the person who is to follow him. A
bath for one hour costs from 1 2 to 20
kreutzers. The peculiarity of these

baths is, that they are taken exceed-
' ingly hot, so that although the water is

I

jireviously cooled down to 90° or 95°
Fahrenheit, the patient may be said to

!

he almost parboiled. The water, though
I it appears green in the bath, is jierfectly

! colourless, and, if protected from the
atmosphere, remains for days without
leaving any deposit. It contains car-
bonate of soda and carbonate of iron,

and it has great virtue in restoring per-
sons alllictcd with gout, rbeninalism,
still joiirls, or crippled linilrs, whicli to

a certain extent it ])robably owes to its

I

high temperature. It is recorded lliat,

I

during the earthquake at Lisbon, in
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17!)5, the waters of Toplitz ceased to

flow for a short time, and afterwards
returned blood-red in colour.

The usual daily routine at Toplitz

during the season is as follows : The
morning is occupied with the business

of bathing
;
at 1 1 the baud plays at the

Garten .Saal, and the avenues behind
the palace, both shady and open, m-e

tlironged with company. One o'clock
is the usual dinner-hour. There is a
table-d’hote at the Garten Saal, and at

one or two hotels; in the rest dinner is

served a la carte. The afternoon may
be spent in excursions

;
at 6 the com-

pany assemble in the theatre, which is

good, as long as the Ilerlin company
remain here. After the play there is

frequently a ball. Public gaming is

not allowed here, nor in any other part

of the Austrian dominions
;
and in this

respect the government aft’ords a most
creditable contrast to tliose of Nassau,
Baden, and Bavaria.

Toplitz is decidedly one of the most
fashionable watering-])laces of Germany,
frequented not only by the nobility of

Prussia, Russia, and Austria, but by
the Sovereigns of those countries, and
by the Uukes, Princes, &c. of smaller

states, as well as by the members of

most of the Royal and Imperial families

in Europe. This was more especially

the case during the lifetime of the late

King of Prussia, who repaired thither

regularly during the season, and gave

imi)ortance to the place by his visits.

On several occasions Toplitz has been

the scene of a diplomatic congress.

Such a one was held m 1813, and
again in 1835.

The montlis of July and August
may be regarded as the season, but

visitors may be found in the preced-

ing and following months when the

weather is fine. In 1834 the number
of visitors who spent more than a week
here was 5400. The total number of

strangers was 15,000.

There is a laj'ge colony of Jews here,

who are settled in a quarter by them-

selves, in a back street, which seems

the emporium of mgs and old cloflies.

The scenery around Toplitz is pleos-
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ing without any features of beauty
sutKcient to render it very striking. A
good near view of the town and vallev
may be obtained from the Sckieie-haitt

(Shooting-house), behind Prince Clary's
garden. One of the amusements of the
place consists in firing with a rifle or
cross-bow at a popinjay on the top of a
high pole.

It is the practice of the visitors to

repair on different days of the week to

different spots in the neighbourhood,
which are then more especially pre-

pai-ed for their reception. A caleche
with two horses may be hired at the

cheap rate of 1 fl. 36 krs. for half a
day

;
but there is no fixed tariff, and

the charge increases with the demand.
Tlie Schtossberff, about an hour and

a half's walk from the bath, commands
a delightful prospect. 1 1 is surmounted
by the shattered ruins of the Castle of
Dobrawska Hora, built in the 13th
century. In 1616 it, as well as Top-
litz, belonged to Kinsky, Wallenstein's

brother-in-law, but at his death was
bestowed on the Aldringer family. It

was destroyed in the 30 Years’ War.
The Park of Doppelbtirg exhibits

wild woodland scenery. It is usual U>

repair hither on Monday or Friday,

in the evening, to see tlie wild boars

fed.

Cu/m and its battle-field on the way
to Dresden (p. 379), and Dtt.r, the

Castle of Wallenstein, on the road to

Carlsbad (Route 266), will also form
agreeable excursions for an afternoon.

Tlie MiHescIvtuer-berg, the most ele-

vated of the minor range of hills called

Millelgebirge, is often visited on ac-

count of the fine view from its top. 1

1

is about 10 miles off to the summit,

nearly 3000 ft. above the sea - level,

where there is a small inn, consisting

of a number of huts, in wliich dinners

and even beds may be obtnined. Ladies

can be carried up in a Tragsessel. The
view extends to the Schneekoppe in

Silesia, along the Erzgebirge in Sax-

ony, and over a jiart of the course of

tlie Elbe and Eger. The mountain may
be visited on the way into Saxony pro-

ceeding from it to I.iobosilz, thence by
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boat down the Elbe in 2^ hours to

Aussig (see Route 263).

Teischai, on the Elbe, is more dis-

tant (4J hours' drive), but is a point

of great interest. The most agreeable

route from Toplits to Dresden is by the

Elbe (Route 263); but the carriage-

road ceases at Tetschen, and the journey

thence to Schandau can only be per-

formed in a boat or on foot.

Eilwagen go in summer twice a week

from Toplit* to Prague ; daily to Dres-

den and Carlsbad. Steamers on the

Elbe to Dresden.

ROUTE 263.

Descent of the Elbe.

PRAGUE AND TOPLITZ TO DRESDEN, BY

AUSSIG AND THE SAXON SWITZERLAND.

A very small but neat Steamer, re-

sembling those on the Thames above

London-bridge, navigates the Elbe from
Dresden to within 20 miles of Prague

;

omnibuses convey passengers over the

intermediate distance. The steamer

does not take carriages.

The Elbe becomes navigable near

Leitmeritz, at the point where it is

joined by the river Eger, but its scenery,

though pleasing, is not very interesting

until it reaches Aussig. The only spot

worth notice between these trvo places

j

is (rt.) Scbreckenstein, the picturesque

I ruins of a castle perched on the top of a
( rock which projects so far into the river

I

as to occasion a slight rapid, in the

midst of a wild deHIe through which
< the Elbe forces its way.

A good road leads from Toplitz
t throuf^ Arbesau (2 miles) to

(It.) Aussig— 1 German mile—
( about 14 miles from Toplitz (Inns ;

I Goldener Engel ; Goldene Krone)
;
a

' small town of 1700 inhabitants, at the
‘ junction of the Rila and the Elbe,
' nearly opposite the Schreckenstein, which
' deserves a visit on account of its fine

view. Aussig was laid waste during
' the Hussite war, after the defeat of the

threes of the Emperor Sigismund by
' John Zisca: it was the birth-place of

the painter Raphael Mengs.
From Aussig to Tetschen, 3^ hours

in a boat, no place of importance is

passed—the valley of the Elbe opens

out a little.

(It.) Ffriesnitz Castle.

(it.) Pomeritz.

(It.) Ranstock.

(rt.) Matschen, or Jungfersprung, a

precipitous obelisk of rock.

(rt.) Tetschen

—

(Inns; Badhaus, on

the left bank of the Elbe, comfortable
;

Goldene Krone)— a flourishing little

town of 2000 inhabitants, in one of the

most romantic situations which the

banks of the Elbe afford. It lies at

the foot of the tall rock on which stands

the Castle of Tetschen, the seat of Count
Thun, to whom the village and adjoin-

ing domain, including 18,000 inhabit-

ants, belong. It was begun 1668, and
finished 1788, and contains a fine

library, armoury, &c. Its Garden is

celebrated, and should by all means be

visited. The road hence to Hemis-
kretschen is very bad, therefore a boat

is to be preferred. There is a good road

from Tetschen to Toplitz, by Arbesau.

Aussig. Boats may be hired here

according to the charges fixed by a
tariff. Carriages can be embarked at

Tetschen ;—the voyage to Dresden takes

up 4 hours.

(It.) On the opposite bank of the

river are the baths called Josephsbad
and the Inn.

Below Tetschen “the Elbe is pent
up between bold cliffs and huge natural

battlements of rock, clothed in rich

foliage wherever it is possible for a tree

to hang, and broken by smooth plots of

verdure leading away into romantic
dells. It has all the variety of our
own Wye, on almost the scale of the

majestic Rhine.”

—

Reeoe.

(rt.) Laube :— from this spot the

Belvedere, a fine point of view, may
be reached.

(It.) Niedergrund, a small hamlet,
picturesquely scattered at the foot of

the rocks, is the station of the Austrian
custom-house. (J 87.)

(rt.) Hemiskrctschen, the last Bohe-
mian village, is situated at the mouth
of the valley called Kamiiitzgrund.

Travellers have here the choice cither
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of landing and making, with a guide,

on foot the usual tour through the

Saxon Switzei'land, visiting the Pre-

bischthor, a singular natural arch

—

Great Winterberg Hill, celebrated for

its view— Kuhstall, another natural

gate or cavern
;
and so proceeding to

Scliandau {Inns: Sichsische Schweilz
;

Forsthaus), a delightful excursion to

be made on foot, or by ladies in sedan-

chairs [Hand-Hook for N. Germany,
Route 88] : or of descending the Elbe
at once to Schandau, and tlience to

Dresden.

ROUTE 264.

TOPMTZ TO PRAGUE, BY LOBOSITZ AND
WELTBUS.

12 Germ, miles = 57f Eng. m. A
journey of 10^ liours' posting.

Tlie first stage to Lobositzis entirely

taken u]) with the ascent and descent of

the Bohemian Mittelgebirge (central

mountains), of which the Milleschauer

is the highest (see p. 382). The road

then descends into the marsliy plain in

which the Eger joins the Elbe.

The direct line from Dresden to

Prague would be from Peterswalde or

Arbesau to Aussig and Lobositz, leav-

ing Tbiditz on one side
;
but the road

from Arbesau to Aussig is not yet

hnished. (Route 262.)

3 Lobositz—(Inns: Goldener Lowe;
Schwartzes Ross), a town of 1200 in-

habit., on the left baidc of the Elbe, at

the foot of hills covered with vineyards.

Here the Austrians under Marshal

Brown were defeated by Frederick the

Great, 1756.

A bridge leads over the Elbe to the

town of Leitmeritz, on the opposite

bank ;
its houses are seen rising one

over another against the slope of the

hill. The chief buildings are the Bi-

shop's Palace and the Jesuits' College.

One of the churches has a tower shaped

like a cup, the symbol of those fierce

religious contests respecting the use of

the cup in the sacrament, which deso-

lated Bohemia in tlie 15th century.

Much of the Bohemian ghissis polished

here. The surrounding district is one

[Sect. XIV.

of abundant fertility, and is laid out in

corn-fields, vinej'ards, hop-grounds,

and orchards. The best Bohemian
wines, the Melnicker and Czernosecker,

are produced in the circle of Leitmeritz.

—Large quantities of fruit were for-

merly exported from this neighbour-

hood to all parts of Germany, and even

to St. Petersburg, to the extent, it is

said, of 60,000 hundreil weight annu-
ally

;
but the Prussian custom-house

union has now deprived the Bohemians
of this profitable outlet to their pro-

duce.

Our road remains upon the 1. bank
of the Elbe, and crosses the Eger by a

flying bridge, after traversing the inter-

minable gates and bridges of the for-

tress of Theresienstadt. There are

strong outworks on the 1. bank. There-

sienstadt, built 1780-87, in the reign

of the Emperor .Joseph 11., in the midst

of morasses, at the junction of the Eger
with the Elbe, is a place of great

strength, constructed on the most ap-

proved principles of milihiry science,

never yet captured by an enemy
;
and

the country around can be laid under
water by means of sluices, to render

tlie approach to it more difficult. Al-

most all the houses in the town are

occupied by tlie military. In spite of

the richness of the country, tlie people

and their habitations have a most
wretched appearance.

2 Doxan. The river Moldau is

crossed by a ferry, in order to reach

the village of

3 Weltrus, attached to which are

tlie chateau and park of Count Chotek,

jirettily laid out on an island in the

Moldau, and intersected by running

streams. The Moldau falls into the

Elbe about 12 m. below Weltrus, at

Melnik, “ The town of hops,’' and also

of wines, the best produced on the Elbe,

which is no great praise.

2 iidibsko. Soon after le.Tviiig the

post you have a fine distant view of

Prague. The road jwsses a large Hos-

pital at the foot of the Ziskai)erg(p.

398). Passports are taken at the gates.

2 Prague. (Route 265.)

—TOPLITZ TO PRAGUE.
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ROUTE 265.

TOPLITZ TO PnAGUE, BY BILIN AND
T.AUN.

12 Germ. m. = 57f English m.
Eiluxigen twice a week. 10^ hours’

journey posting.

The road from Toplitz ascends the

hill called VVacholderberg, passes the i

chateau and garden of Krzemusch,
j

near which is a remarkable precipice
j

of basaltic lava called Teufelsmauer,
i

1100 ft. high, to Bilin, a town of 2500 :

inhabitants, prettily situated in the vale '

of the Bila. It is remarkable for its
i

mineral-springs (alkaline), which con-
|

tain a larger quantity of carbonate of i

soda tlian any other spring in Germany.
|

The place is not much resorted to,
j

though it is provided with an inn and
baths : but the water is bottled, and

’

exported in large quantities. About a

mile and a half from the town rises

the very singular isolated basaltic rock

(more properly clinkstone, including

fragments of gneiss), called Borzenberg,

or Biliner Stein: it remains long in

sight.

2 Mireschowitz. A few miles on

tlie W. of the road lie tlie mineral-

springs of Seidchutz and Sed/ilz, both

of which yield a bitter mineral water;

the latter bearing no resemblance to

the agreeable draught produced from
Sedlitz powders, but very tiauseous to

the taste. They both owe their medi-
cinal properties to the presence of Ep-
som and Glauber salts in large quan-
tities, which render them powerful
purgatives. The water is not drunk on
the spot, as the villages are both mise-

rable })laces, and the country around
the wells is very desolate; but it is

evaporated, and exported in the form of
salts, which are extensively used in

medicine. Near Meronitz there are

mines of garnet. The German lan-
guage, though still spoken for several
miles within the frontier, gives way as

you descend into Bohemia to the
Cheskian, one of the 11 di.alects of the
great Sclavonic language, which is

spoken by more than one-third of the

inhabitants of E. Europe.

2 Laun, a town of 2000 inhabitants,

on the Eger, which annually overflows

the surrounding country
;

hence the

necessity of the length of its bridge.

The town is still surrounded by old

walls.

2 Jungfern Teinitz.

2 Schlan— (/;i« ; Post; comfort-

able)—a curious old dilapidated town
of 3576 inhabitants. Moreau died

here of the wounds received in the

battle of Dresden, 1813. His body was
embalmed at Prague, and thence trans-

ferred to St. Petersburg for burial.

Here the road from Carlsbad to Prague
(Route 267) falls into this route.

A small iron tram-road, which it is

proposed to prolong to Pilsen, is crossed

before reaching

2 Strzedokluk, a solitary post-house,

and no inn.

About three miles from Prague the

road passes near the Hhite Hill, where,

in 1620, the Imperialists, under Ru-
quoy and I’illy, gained the memorable
battle which decided the fate of Pro-
testantism in Bohemia, and the loss of

which drove Frederick, son-in-law of

James I. of England, from his throne,

atid transferred his dominions to his op-
ponent, Ferdinand II. A pilgrimage
-church was erected by the conqueror on
the spot to commemorate the event.

Near to Prague the large convent of
' St. Margaret is passed.

I The custom-house officers stationed

j

at the gates of Prague sometimes

I

search the baggage of travellers, as at

the entrance of Vienna, for contraband
;
articles (^ 87), including comes-

I tibles.

I

2 Prague (German Prag). Inns .-

I

Schwarzes Ross (Black Horse)—best

;

j

restaurant and attendance bad
;

Drei
Linden (Tliree Lime-Trees)

;
tat)le-

j

d hote at 1^36kr.
;
both these inns on

the Graben, neither first-rate
;

Blaue
I
.Stern (Blue .Star), close to the Graben,
good. 2nd class Inn, Zum Bad, in

I
the Kleinseite near the bridge; clean

;

' landlord civil.—R.

\

Prague, the capit.il of Bohemia, with

s
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a population of aliout 119,000 inha-

bitants, and measuring 12 miles in cir-

cumference, is situated nearly in the

centre of that country, on tlie river

Moldau, which divides the quartere

called Altstadt and Neustadt on its

right bank, from the Kleinseite (small

side), and Hradschin on its left. The
remarkable buildings and other objects

of Prague may be most conveniently

enumerated according to the quarters

of the town in which they are situated.

We will commence with

The AUstudl, as its name imports,

the oldest part of the town. It is the

quarter of trade and business
;
and in

its narrow streets are situated some of

the best and most showy shops.

'J'he massy Bridge over the Moldau,
connecting the Altstadt with the Klein-

seite, begun in the reign of the Emperor
Charles IV., 1358, tinished 15117, is

celebrated os the longest in Germany
;

it measures 1790 German ft,, and is

ornamented on each side with 28 statues

of saints. The eighth on the right, in

going from the Altstadt, is a well-exe-

cuted bronze statue of Nt. John NepomuA,

who, according to the Po])ish legend,

was thrown from the bridge into the

river and drowned ( 1383), by orders of

King WenceslauB, because be refused

to betray the secrets confided to him
by the queen in the holy rite of con-

fession. 'I'he spot whence he was cast

iido the river is still marked by a cross

with five stars on tlie para- *

]jet, in imitation of the *-!-*

miraculous flames which *—|—

*

three days after he was

drowned were seen flickering over the

place where his body lay under the

water, 'fhey continued unextinguished

until curiosity was excited, the river

dragged, and the body recovered. The
honourof being enrolled in tlie calendar

was deferred for centuries after his

death. It was not till 1729 that St.

.lohn was received among the saints,

and his body encased in the gorgeous

silver shrine placed in the cathedral.

From the circumstances of his death,

this saint has become the jiatron of

bridges in all Catholic countries, and

[Sect. XIV.

his statue usually occupies elsewhere
the same situation as at Prague.
The view of Prague as seen from the

bridge (as well as from one or two
other points to be mentioned presently)

surpasses in its grandeur and imposing
character the appearance of almost any
other city in Germany.

Prague stands in a basin-shaped
valley, cut in two by the Moldau, sur-

rounded on all sides by rocks or emi-
nences, ujion whose slopes the buildings

of the town rise tier above tier as they

recede from the water’s edge. There is

something of Asiatic splendour in the

as]iect and form of the domes, turrets,

and spires, which rise up almost with-

out number on all sides. But the object

which rivets the eye at once is the im-
posingmass of the Hradschin, the palace

of the Bohemian kings, running along
the crest of an eminence, and overtop-

))ing all intermediate buildings. It is

backed by the heights of the Laurenzi

Berg, where the pagan Bohemians are

said to have celebrated, in ancient

times, the rites of their fire-worship.

Those who converted them to Chris-

tianity, perceiving the difficulty of ba-

nishing altogether the former heathenish

associations connected with the spot,

substituted in their jdace the more holy

fires which consumed the martyr St.

Laurence, whose church is built there.

On the other side of the river, looking

uj) the stream, are the black jweeijnees

and fortifications of the citadel of

H^ysscehrad (i.e. the Acropolis), whence
the fabled Queen Libussa, the founder

of Prague, used to precipitate her lovers

into the river as soon as she grew tired

of them. Behind the towers of the

Altstadt rises Ziska’s Hill, which was
fortified by the blind Hussite chief

whose name it bears
;
and serves to re-

call the recollection of those religious

troubles in wliich Prague suflered so

gi-ievously.

Tlie old IVnfch-lou'er, at the end of

the bridge next the Altstadt, alone pre-

served that )>art of the town from falling

into theliands of the .Swedes during the

Tliirty Years' War, 1648. They had

already mastered the Kleinseite, and.
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their attack being quite unexpected,

the bridge-gate was so ill-guarded, that

tliey had nearly surprised it, when a

Jesuit, rushing out of the college close

to the bridge, let down the portcullis in

haste, and with the aid of only three

soldiers defended the post until the citi-

zens and students of the university came
up to support them. The .Swedes were

tlius defeated in attempting to carry the

gate by a coup de main, and no suc-

ceeding assault met with greater success,

though they besieged and bombarded
the gate for 14 weeks. This is the rea-

son why the ornaments on its outer side

are so completely defaced.

An Iron Suspension-Bridge has been

constructed by a company, and not by

government, over tlie Moldau, above tlie

stone bridge : the centre rests on the

island.

Close to the bridge is the vast pile of

the CUmentinum, which extends into

several streets. It now contains the

Seminary for the education of between
200 and 300 pupils, under the super-

intendence of the Archbishop, and the

faculties of theology and philosophy

belonging to the university. Its mag-
nificent halls, in the richest style of

Italian architecture, serve as lecture-

rooms. It also includes a Library of

100,000 volumes, particularly rich in

Bohemian literature, and 3700 manu-
scripts : among them Autograph Theses
of John Huss

;
a Hussite Liturgy (Can-

zionale) most richly illuminated
;
the

paintings are illustrations partly of the

Bible, partly of the life of Huss
;

it was
executed at the cost of the guilds of
Prague. In one of its pages occur 3
miniatures of Wickliffe striking the

light, Huss blowing the flame, and Lu-
ther holding the blazing torch ; liere is

a copy of Zisca’s military ordinances,
various other collections, and an obser-
vatory, with Tycho Brahe’s sextant.
Within the circuit of the Clcmentinum
are the churches of St. Clement and
St. Salvator, two chapels, the residences
of many professors, and several public
offices.

It was originally built in IC.'iJ as
a convent and seminary for the Jesuits,

by Ferdinand 111. His namesake, Fer-

dinand L, first introduced this order

into Bohemia for the purpose of putting

a stop to heresy in his dominions; but

so unpopular were they, that for many
years after tlieir arrival they were recom-

mended not to show themsel ves in public.

The University, os Carolinum, though

not interesting as a building, is remark-

able as the fii’st great public school

established in Germany. It was founded

by the Emperor Charles IV., on the

model of that of Paris, in 1348: the

existing edifice dates from 1715. The
fame of the teachers of the university,

and the privileges granted to scholars,

soon attracted hither students from all

parts of Europe, who were divided into

four nations: the Bohemians, including

Moravians and Hungarians; the Bava-
rians, or Austrians, Franconians, and
Suabians

; the Poles and Russians
;
and

the Saxons, including Danes and
Swedes. The university was composed
of eight separate colleges, similar to

those of Oxford or Cambridge, one of

which was the Carolinum. By the ori-

ginal constitution of the university,

each nation had an equal vote. A
measure proposed in 1409 by John
Huss, for abridging the privileges of the

foreigners and transferring the jrrepon-

derance from them to the Bohemians,
occasioned the secession in one week of

23,000 students, who dispersed them-
selves over Europe, and became the

founders of the universities of Leipzig,

Heidelberg, and Cracow. The number
of seceders appears almost incredible,

but the entire body of students is esti-

mated by writers of the period at 10,000.

From henceforth the Carolinum became
the school of those new opinions in re-

ligion promulgated by Huss and Jerome
of Prague, which gradually separated
the Bohemians from the Romish church.
Hu.ss himself was rector of the uni-

versity, and here first taught tho.se doc-
trines which he derived from the Eng-
lish reformer Wicklifl'e. Indeed aclose
intercourse was ke]>t up between the

two nations at that period. Richard II.

was married to a Bohemian princess,
“ the good queen Anne,” sister of Weii-

s2
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zel Englishmen studied in the

university of Prague : they transplanted

into Germany the writings of Wicklift'e,

and his translation of the Bible; thus
first kindling the spark of truth which,
after smouldering for a century, at

length hurst forth in the Reformation
of Luther.

During the Hussite troubles, a period
highly unfavourable to learning, the

university was repeatedly the scene of

bloody strife; but it still maintained an
iinpoitant influence in Bohemia, as the

rallying-point of the Protestants, the

seat of the Utraquist doctrines, and the

sanctuary of the Cheskian latrguage.

After the fatal battle of the White Hill,

however, its privileges and faculty of

theology were transferred to the Jesuits'

college of the Clementinurn, the Pro-
testant faith abolished, and the Caroli-

nuin converted into a school of medicine
and law. At present the university is

ill good repute : in 1828 there were more
than U500 students here.

The Alte Rnthham (old Town-hall),

in the square called the Grosse Ring,

an irregular quaint Gothic edifice, was
lately palled down, except the tower,

which is probably as old as tire year

1400, and it is now being rebuilt. It

is to be hoped that the fine oaken roof

of the council-room and the little chajiel,

with a projecting oriel window, have

not been removed in the reconshuction

of the building, which was in a very

dilapidated condition. On its front it

bore the following inscription :

—

“ Hocc domus edit, amat, punit, conservat,

lionorat,

Neqiiitiam, pacem, crimina, jura, probes.”

In a dungeon beneath the building,

(Ailed Schpinka, the Emperor Wenzel
IV. was confined for 15 weeks, in 1403.

Here the Corporation of Prague held

their deliberations and banquets. Here

also grand entertainments were given to

the Austrian rulers of Bohemia when
they visited their capital. The Rath-

liaiis and the irregular square in which

it stands, are also historically remark-

able for file deeds of violence and blood

that have taken place in them. Here,

in eai'ly time, tournaments were held :

HHAUS THE RING. [ScCt. XIV.

in one of which John of Luxemburg,
the blind King of Bohemia, who was
killed at the battle of Cressy, was un-
horsed and severely wounded.

In 1420 the Hussites having, by the
tolling of the storm-bell, assembled
here, proceeded in marching array to
the different churches of the town in

succession, plundering, destroying, and
setting lire to all that fell in their way.
Through the blind zeal or cupidity of
these fanatics, the ornaments and sculp-
ture of all the ecclesiastical edifices

were mutilated
; church-plate, robes,

&c. carried off, the fresco paintings on
the walls defaced, and the painted glass

shattered by these lathless destroyers.

This will account for the small number
of ancient churches at present existing

in Prague, and for the defective state

of the few that do remain.
In 1483 the mob of the town, in-

cluding many of the burghers, being
dissatisfied with their magistrates, broke
into the Rathhaus : they threw the bur-
gomaster out of the window first of all,

and then, at the instigation of the riot-

ers below, who cried out “ Heave them
over,'' and jiointed their spears upwards
to receive them, five other members
of the senate were ejected after what is

termed “ the Bohemian fashion." In
1484 the Utraquist Bishop, Augustine,
administered the sacrament in both
kinds publicly to the people assembled
on this spot.

After the battle of the White Hill,

in 1621, in which the cause of Roman-
ism triumphed over that of Protest-

antism, the leaders of the party who
had supported the Elector Frederic V.
were executed on a scaffold, in front of
the Rathhaus, to the number of 27, in-

cluding 8 great officers and nobles, 14

councillors, aud several magistrates, to-

gether with a host of inferior persons, to

appease the vengeance of Ferdinand.

The heads and hands of those of noble

birth among the sufferers were stuck up
on the gate-tower of the bridge.

A few years afterwards (1633), a
similar bloody execution took place of

11 officers of noble rank, and many
more of inferior quality, who had been
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tried by a court-niartial, at the sugges-
|

tion of Wallenstein, for their cowardice

in running away at the battle of LUt-

zen. Tlie nobles had tlie privilege of

dying by the sword or cord : the rest

were hung, and beheaded with the axe.

Opposite the Rafhhaus is the Thein-

kircht, a Gothic cliurch, distinguished

by its two tall towers witli taper roofs,

and four small turrets at the angles,

built in 1407, at the expense of the Ger-

man merchants residing in Prague. In

1458 the Estates of Bohemia, assembled

in this church, unanimously elected

George Podlebrad King of Bohemia.

Here the doctrines of Huss were long

preached by the prelate, John of Roky-
zan, whose body, buried under the high

altar, was afterwards torn up and
burned, in 1622. The prayers are said

here at present in the Bohemian tongue.

This church contains the grave of Tycho

Brahe, the celebrated astronomer, who
settled in Prague at the invitation of

the Emperor Rudolph II., and died

here. An effigy of him, in armour,
rudely carved in relief on a slab of red

marble, is placed, by way of monu-
ment, against the last pillar on the right

band nearest the altar. It bears his

motto, “ Esse potius quam haberi ”

—

To be, rather than to be esteemed. A
colossal crucifix, coloured, is a remark-
able specimen of early German sculp-

ture of the 14th century.

The heads of the Protestant leaders,

which had been stuck upon the bridge
gate after the battle of the White Hill,

were taken down when the Protestants

again entered the town, 1631, and bu-
ried here. There are two curious paint-

ings, by masters of the early Bohemian
School, an Ecce Homo, and a Virgin
and Child, in this church. There are

scarcely any good pictures in the

churches of Prague.
John Huss is said to have lived in

the Bethlehem Platz, No. 257, a cor-
ner house, opposite to which originally
stood the church in which he preached.
Near that church is held a species of
rag fair, or market of old clothes and
other things, called Tandel Markt, the
principal dealers being the Jews. It is

an amusing and lively scene, and well

deserves to be visited.

The very large Theatre is situated in

this quarter of the town, between the

Ritterstrasse and Konigstrasse : the mu-
sical performances, operas, &c., are

perfect.

Judenstadt (Jews’-town), One por-

tion of the old town is appropriated to

the Jews, though they are not confined

to it now, as in former times, since the

richer Jews have houses in the better

parts of the town, nor is it locked up at

8 o'clock in the evening, the gates be-

ing removed. The Jews’ quarter, si-

tuated upon the low banks of the Mol-
dau, close to the river, is a labyrinth of

narrow dirty streets and low houses,

swarming with population like an ant-

hill. One house contains sometimes
eight or ten families, and the entire

number of Jewish inhabitants is esti-

mated at nearly 8000. There are many
fabulous traditions about the early date
of this colony of Hebrews, such as its

having existed before the destruction of
Jerusalem, and that the Jews, estab-

lished themselves here in Pagan times
as slave- dealers, who bought and sold
the captives taken in the wars of the

barbarians. There is little doubt that

these people were congregated here from
the foundation of Prague—that this is

one of the oldest, if not the oldest, He-
brew settlement in Europe. The chief
Synagogue is at least as ancient as the
latter part of the 12th century. In
1290 the Jews were almost extermi-
minated by the fanaticism of the igno-
rant populace, stirred up by rumours
of their having insulted the Host—

a

prevalent accusation—which caused an
almost universal massacre of them
throughout Germany. Indeed the his-

tory of the .Tews in Prague Is a dark
chapter in that of Christianity. It is

one uninterrupted narrative of tyranny,
extortion, and blood, on the one side,
and of long-sulfering on the otlier. Till
the end of the last century, Charles IV.,
Rudolf 11., and .loseph II. appear the
only rulers who held out any protection
to this devoted race.

The effect of such treatment was to
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separate them completely from their

fellow-townsmen. The Jews of Prague
have preserved more strictly than in

most other parts of Europe their ancient

manners and customs. They have even
retained their own institutions. Be-
sides 5 synagogues and several schools,

tliey have magistrates and a town-hall

of their own, in which they manage the

allairs of the community
;
and these

privileges have been confirmed to them
by the later Austrian sovereigns, espe-

cially by Joseph II.

The Old Jewish Ihirial- Ground (Alte

Friedhof) is a truly singular spot. It

is a vast inclosure in the middle of the

Jewish city, piled up with the dead of

centuries. It is now no longer used,

as it will hold no more, and is crammed
with grave-stones. The last person was
interred about 100 years ago. The
oldest memorials which remain are co-

eval with the most ancient structures in

Prague, and date, it is believed, from

the 12th century. The monuments uie

generally slabs of rough sandstone, co-

vered with Hebrew ciiaracters deeply

cut in
;
those of the Rabbins, or of the

more wealthy, are built in the form of

houses, with sloping roofs. Many bear

the symbols of the tribes to which the

dead belonged—thus a pitcher marks

Levi, the joined hands the descendants

of Aaron. Upon tlie top of them, and

on every projecting ledge, little hea])S

of stones are piled. These have been

jduced there by the friends of tlie dead

in tlicir visits to the graves—a practice

whicli is considered even now a token

of respect to ancestors whom the living

know only by name. Among the al-

most countless tombstones, some frac-

ture<l, others awry, as though about to

fall, and all weather-beaten and moss-

grown, rise a number of decrepit el-

der trees, with wrinkled and twisted

branches, which give the appearance of

a tangled wilderness to this great grave-

vard. In a sort of vestry-house within

the inclosure the burial ceremonies are

jierforraed over the dead. They are re-

presented in a series of pictures arountl

one of the rooms. Grave-clothes are

kept in readiness licre
;
and as soon as

a corpse is brought in, be it of the rich

or poor, it is set out in the same simple
livery—those who are wealthy are no
finer decorated, and the same plain cof-

fin of rough boards is provided for all.

The oldest synagogue is remarkable
for its antiquity (though it is not, as

the Jews assert, 900 years old) and for

its filth. Tlie dust of ages remains here

undistvirbed—broom, soap, or white-

wash would be sacrilege
;
and, e.xcept

for indispensable repairs, no change lias

been made in the building for centuries.

It is a small apartment, supported on
pointed arches by three pillarsi, dingy
with age and smoke

;
and the light

which streams in through its narrow
Gothic windows cannot dissipate the

gloom within. In some of their festivals

the Jews burn lamps and torches for

days and nights without intermission
;

hence the smoky and gloomy walls

have exactly the hue of the background
of a picture by Rembrandt. The wo-
men are not allowed to enter these hal-

lowed precincts—they sit in a separate

division of the building, whicb com-
municates with the synagogue only by
several narrow loop-boles in the walls,

admitting neither of their seeing nor

being seen. The holy books of the law
occupy the place where the altar stands

in a church
;
they are inclosed in a fire-

proof cabinet of metal, and consist of

double rolls of parchment. The robes

and breastplates of the priests, and the

hangings lor this cabinet, embroidered

with pomegranates and hung with bells,

are curious, though very dingy in ap-

pearance. The old synagogue is now
used only on very solemn occasions,

there being another larger and modern.

It ap[)ears from statistical tables

drawn up by a physician of Prague,

that Jewish marriages are more produc-

tive than Christian—the average num-
ber of children in 10 years being with

the Jews 4^, with the Christians 3^.

They are also longer lived— 1 out of

2C dies annually among them, among
the Christians 1 in 22.

The New Town, Neiistadt, built by

the Emperor Ch.irles I V., 1318, entirely

encompasses the old town on the land
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side
;

it was originally separated from

it by walls, and by a ditch now filled

up, and existing only in the name of the

street called Graben, in which the two

principal hotels ore situated. It was

governed by a totally different munici-

pal constitution
;
and the inhabitants of

the two quiirters, so far from consider-

ing themselves fellow-citizens, were for

more than 100 years at variance, and
engaged in an almost continual feud.

It is neitiier so populous nor so bustling

as the old, and its streets are wider.

The Rathham, in the square called

Viehmarkt, was the scene of a similar

act of violence to that which took place

in the old town, on tire part of the Hus-
sites, who on two occasions ejected the

Magistrates from the windows. The
building was so completely altered by
repairs made in 1S06, that a comer
tower alone remains of the original

edifice of the 14th century.

In the same square stands the Mili-

tary Hospital, a magnificent and exten-

sive edifice, with a facade 024 ft. long,

erected by the Jesuits as a college, and
converted to its present use after the

suppression of the Order.

The Church of St. Emaus, or Hiero-

nymus, was founded in 1348
;

it has

been modernized, and is now much di-

lapidated, hut the cloisters have escaped
tire Hussite ravages, and display some
few traces of ancient frescoes, which
have Ijeen sadly defaced by subsequent
coatings. Near the altar are hung up
banners and arms taken at the battle of
the White Mountains.
The Rossmarkt, a fine wide street, or

oblong square, has in the centre an
equestrian statue of ,St. Wenzel, the an-
cient patron of Bohemia. On this saint's

day (28th .September) it is decorated
with green boughs and votive chaplets
of flowers, and surrounded by crowds
of devotees; on the eve of the festival

it is brilliantly illuminated. A sentinel
guards each side of it, and persons of all

ranks may be seen kneeling before it.

Many processions approach it from
neighbouring villages, headed by young
girls clad in white, fjearing garlands of
flowers, and singing the old Bohemian

Wallenstein’s palace. 391

hymns in honour of the martyr, in the

choruses of which the men and women
who follow join. A great part of the

night is devoted to this shrill but not
unmusical chanting. The Rossmarkt
leads up to the Bastions, which, now
no longer useful as defences, liave been
turned into a most agreeable promenade,
forming a long terrace planted with

trees, commanding a view over the town
on one side, and over the country, the

road to A'ienna, and the Ziskaberg, on
the other.

The Kleinseite (small side), on the

left bank of the Moldau, and at the foot

of the Hradschin, is now, as it has al-

ways been, tlie seat of fhe Bohemiatr
magnates, and contains some of their

most splendid palaces. Here reside the

families of Thun, Kolowrat, Lohkowitz,
Ledebour, and Sternberg. The most
interesting among their residences is

the Palace of Wallenstein (here called

Waldstein), birilt by the celebrated

Albert, Duke of Friedland, the general-

issimo of the Thirty Years War, at the

time when he was first dismissed the

Imperial service. The parts of the

building remaining nearly in their ori-

ginal condition are—an upper room,
covered with fresco paintings

;
the small

chapel adjoiidng
;
and on the ground-

floor a hath, and an open arcade looking
into a garden. These last are rather

fantastically decorated with grey phis-

ter-work, to imitate the stalactites of a
grotto. The oidy relics of the great
Wallenstein are, a had portrait, and the

favourite charger which bore him at

Liitzen, stuffed.

It is recorded, that in order to make
room for this residence 100 houses were
bought up and pulled down. Eye-
witnesses, who visited this palace in the
lifetime of its owner, have left behind
a surprising account of its splendour,
and of the entirely regal state main-
tained by Wallenstein liimself. The
most skilful artists of all countries were
summoned to decorate iiis mugnilicent
abode. In the great hall a fresco paint-

ing on the walls represented him in a
car drawn by four horses, crowned with
laurel, with a star over his liead, as the
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hero of a Rottian triumph. Other apart-

ments were decorated with allegorical

subjects
;
and one circular chamber is

still covered with mythological and as-

trological emblems, most probably from
his own designs. It is well known that

an Italian astrologer, named Seni, re-

sided in his house, that Wallenstein put
tlie most implicit belief in the science,

and paid tlie greatest respect to his inter-

pretation of the stars. Even the stables

were most profusely ornamented with

))recious marble
;
300 carriage and rid-

ing horses stood in them, and the ani-

mals were fed out of marble cribs. His

daily levee was crowded with anxious

visitors. In his ante-chamber 6 barons

and 6 knigbts were in constant attend-

ance; while his l)ody-gnard, consisting

of 50 armed soldiers, stood in the outer

room, all dressed in liis own uniform.

C sentinels continually patrolled on the

outside of the building, not only to keep

out all improper persons, but to )irevent

any noise or tumult reaching his ears,

for he had the greatest dislike for any

disturbance. Sixty pages of noble fa-

milies were educated in his house to

wait upon him
;
and parents of rank

contended for the honour of sending

their children to him. When he went

from home, 50 carriages, each drawn
by 4 or 6 horses, conveyed liimselfand

his suit
;
50 waggons carried his bag-

gage, furniture, and cooking apparatus
;

which were followed by 50 of the (inest

led horses. His fortune was enormous
;

and yet he was often, during war, at a

loss for a few thousand llorins, as in

those insecure times he could not reckon

witli any certainty on the payment of

his income. Besides his estates and

lordships in Bohemia and Moravia, the

dukedoms of Friedland and Mecklen-

burg. and the principalities of Glogau

anil Sagan belonged to him. He had

vast sums lying in the hanks of Am-
sterdam and Venice, so that his reve-

nues altogether exceeded six millions

of dollars.

Count Noslitz's Picture Gallery, not

far tVom the post-office, contains few

good paintings ;
among others, “ Christ

crowned with Thorns,” by D'urer

;

“ The Woman taken in Adultery,” by
L. Cranach; Holbeht, two admirable
portraits of his wife. Several good pic-

tures of the Dutch school : a “ Man in

Armour;” and a “ Woman reading a
Letter,” as large as life, by Cuyy ; a

landscape by S. Posa

;

several pieces

by the Bohemian Skreta.

The Churches in the Kleinseite are

not very remarkable; with the excep-

tion of the Church of St. Nicholas, the

largest and most prominent, built by
the Jesuits, 1628. “ It is a very mag-
nificent specimen of the style of archi-

tecture adopteil by that order, and is

equally distinguisheil for the splendour

of its exterior and the richness of its

internal embellisliments.”—W. N. S.

“It is wortli seeing.”—J. P. O.

It is worth while to ascend the

lieiglits of the Ijaurenziherg and of

Slrahow; first to see the Monastery of
Strahau’, whose Library, as an apart-

ment, has hardly its equal in Germany
for taste and splendour : it is lined

with polished walnut-wood, and richly

ornamented witli gilding. Its contents

are valuable, and amount to 50,000

volumes One of its curiosities is the

autograph of Tycho Bralifi. Here is

preserved a portrait of Ziska, the blind

leader of the Hussites. “ Although it

liAS been cruelly retouched, the mus-

cular features, and the gigantic hand

witli which he grasps the spiked mace,

jirobably preserve some likeness to the

person of the Bohemian Samson.”

—

Reeve. There is also an Adoration of

the Virgin and Child, the worshippers

consisting of 20 or 30 figures ;
with

portraits of the Emperor Max, a Pope,

several Bishops and Princes, and the

painter himself, by Albert D'urer. an

early and interesting work, |xiinled 1506,

probably at Venice, but much injured ;

and a portrait of Hagotsky, I’rince of

Transylvania.

The Promonstratensian monks, to

whom this convent belongs, are so

obliging as to admit strangers. The

church contains the tomb of St. Nor-

bert, founder of the Order ;
and that of

Count Paiqienheim, the Imjierial gene-

ral, killed at Lutzen, 1632.
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Secondly, the trouble of ascending

will be re|mid by tbe exquisite view

seen from the windows of the convent,

or from different points on the hill.

On the site of the convent there stood

an old watch-tower, which is the mean-
ing of the word Slrahow. It is now
encircled by the ancient turreted Walls

of the totem, which astonish tlie beholder

by their e.xtent. They were erected by
a wise arid beneficent monarch, the

Emperor Charles IV., to employ his

starving subjects in a season of famine,

and still go by the name of the Bread-
tcall. Though never very strong, the

fortifications could not be taken with-
out opening trenches.

The Hradschin (Hrad, in Bohemian,
means a steep hill). The palace of
Bohemian kings and emperors, for cen-
turies, is a vast and prominent pile,

more imposing from its extent and po-
sition, than from the beauty of its

architecture. It is said to be larger

than the palace at ATenna, and to

comprise 440 apartments ; some of
them splendid from their size and
decorations, as the Spanish Hall and the

Throne Hall. The modern palace con-
tains some family portraits, including
those of Maria Theresa and her son,

but nothing which deserves particular
description. The emperor's apartments
are in the third court, in the centre of
which is a fountain with a bronze sta-

tue of St. George and the Dragon 7 ft.

high, made in 1378. A part of the
building was for several years occupied
by the late Charles X. (ex-Kitig of
France) and the young Duke of Bor-
deaux. The existin ' building, though
begun by Ferdinand I., was not com-
pleted till 1756; but it is connected
with a fiagment of a still more ancient
palace on the N. side, built by Charles
IV., 13.53. Of this age are the grand
Gothic liall of I..adislas, in which the
Bohemian nobles swear allegiance to
their sovereign after his coronation

—

and 4 picturesque and Gothic-looking
towers, the last remaining of 32, whicli
have been destroyed by war, (ire, and
time. Those known by the names of
the Hlack or angular tower, and White

or round Tower, served as a state pri-

son. For the most part only criminals

of rank were confined in them
;
and

they were often executed at once, with-

out any form of trial, having first been

subjected to the torture. There is a

tradition that the Iron Maiden (Eiserne

Jungfrau) was the instrument employed

here. This was the figure of a female,

in the body of which sliarp instru-

ments were concealed, which .started

out on being touclied, and inflicted a

horrible death on the victim, who was

pressed into its arms. Close to the

White Tower is another, called Dali-

borka, which still remains in a perfect

condition to give an exact idea of the

horrors of a prison of the middle age.

The low and vaulted chambers are

rarely penetrated by tire rays of tbe

sun; the only furniture is bolts and
bars, and iron rings, which still remain
in the walls. In the floor of the en-

trance-room is an iron trap-door, with

a pulley and rope attached to the roof

above it. This was the ojdy entrance

into a still lower dungeon, 15 fathoms

deep, into which the criminal, sen-

tenced never again to see the sun, was
let down by a rope. This tower is

shown only by a special permission

from the Burggrafenamt in the same
building.

On the narrow terrace immediately
under tbe palace walls, two small stone

obelisks mark the spot where tiie nobles

Slawata and Martinitz, the two unpo-
pular members of the Imjierial govoni-
meut, with their creature and secretary

Fabricius, fell from a height of nearly
80 ft., when thrown out of the window
of the council-chamber by the armed
nobles and deputies in 1618. The ty-

rannical and intolerant edicts which
they had drawn up and issued in the

Emperor’s name, against the Buheniian
Protestants, gave rise to this summary
and unjustifiable mode of exclusion.
The actors in it excused themselves by
saying tlrat it was an ancient Boliemian
custom thus to treat intrusive enemies,
and only expressed their wonder that

their victims lia<l escaped with life, con
sidering the height from whicli they fell.

s 3
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The preservation of the Imperial

counsellors was attributed to their be-

ing received on a dunghill, which very

opportunely lay in the way to break
their fall, and they were immediately
picked up and put to bed by the Lady
Penelope Lobkowitz. Fabricius, who
was thrown out last, and who is said

to have begged pardon of his sujieriors

for incommoding them by falling upon
them, was afterwards raised to the peer-

age, as a reward for his services or suf-

terings, under the title of Graf Von
Hohenfall, which may be translated into

Knglish Count of Somerset. The two

stones are set up as votive tablets, in

consideration of the miraculous escape,

and bear the arms of the two nobles.

The windows of the green chamber, out

of which they were ejected, are still

pointed out.

“ This foolish exploit was rapidly

followed l)y events which gave it an
abiding jdace in history. It was the

tirst act of violence in the great struggle

of Thirty Years, and the war which

ended in 1618 with the unsuccessful

siege of Prague, was begun in 1618, on

the spots of ground still marked out by

these obelisks.”

—

Reeve,

The Cathedral or Do7ti, dedicated to

St. Fitiis, stands within the inclosure

of the Hradschin. Though rich in

Gothic ornament, it is deformed as an

editice by having been left incomplete,

and by the damage wliich it suffered

from Hussite ravages, and from even

more serious injuries inflicted by the

bombardment of Frederick the Great in

die Seven Years’ war. The King of Prus-

sia’s artilleiy were directed against it

as at a target ; it was hit by the first

sliot; 215 balls passed through the roof

alone, and in the end the church re-

ceived more than 1500. Notwithstand-

ing all this, it is a most interesting

building— a perfect museum of curiosi-

ties. Tiie building was commenced in

1344, in die reign of John of Luxem-
burg, by Matthias of Arras, and con-

tinued down to 1480 by Peter Arlieri

de Polonia.

The interior has been recently re-

paired and beautified, and a more ex-

tensive restoration is in progress
;
indeed

the completion of the edifice is contem-
plated (1843 1 R.). In t’ne centre, close

to the great W. door, is the Imperial

Matmleum, erected by Rudoliih II. as

a monument to himself and 13 other

princely persons, among whom are

King George Podiebrad, the Emperors
Charles IV., Wenzel IV., Maximilian
II., and Ferdinand I. It is executed in

white marble by the celebrated sculptor

Colhi of Mechlin. The effigies upon it,

and the carvings around, merit minute
inspection. There are two other mo-
numents in side-chapels, remarkable as

works of art : that of Bishop Wlasebin,

of Bohemian marble
;
and near it a

bronze figure, also recumbent, of Lu-
domilla Berka, Countess Thun, with

her two sons, on whose heads she is re-

presented as laying her hands. Its date

is 1558.

Ill the third chapel, on the left as you
enter, that of St. Anne, is deposited a

fragment of the seven- branched candle-

stick which stood in the Temple of Je-

rusalem (?). It was brought to Prague

by King Wladishms, in 1612, from

Milan, whither it had been conveyed,

according to report, from Rome. The
candelabrum passes by an aperture

through the altar, but only the part

beneath is ancient. Whatever truth

be attached to the story, it is evidently

of very early workmanship, probably

Greek or Byzantine.

On the same side of the church,

against a pillar, hangs a remarkable

head of Christ, said to have been copied

from an original in the Vatican, by
Thomas of Mutina (?). It is, at least,

a very curious and perfect specimen of

the style of art called Byzantine. Hirt

says it is the finest work of Byzantine

art he knows. On the frame are the

figures of the six patron saints of Bo-

hemia, by the same hand.

A little further on is a curious repre-

sentation of the city of Prague in tlie

17th century.

The best picture in the church is that

over the high altar. Si. Luke ])ainling

Ihe Virgin
;
formerly attributed to Hol-

bein, but ascertained to be by Bernard
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t'OH Or/ay, and the side-wings by Mi-
ckael Coxie, his jmpil. It was brought
from Mechliu by the Archduke Mat-
thias, who presented it to the church.

In front of the altar the emperors of

Austria are crowned kings of Bohemia.
At the back of the high altar, in the

Steniberg chapel, King Ottocar, who
was killed in battle, fighting against

Rudolph of Habsburg, is buried. The
walls of this and other chapels are

covered with oil-paintings, now sadly
defaced, and barely visible. Near this

is hung up one of the cannon-balls
which fell into the church during the

bombardment by Frederick the Great.

In the aisle, on the right of the altar,

is the chapel and shrine of Si. John
Nepitmuk, one of the most richly gifted

in the world
;
a costly accumulation of

plate, and ornaments of solid silver,

more remarkable for the material than
the workmanship ; therefore the best
way of estimating it is by the weight.
The entire weight of silver expended
on the shrine is said to amount to 37
cwt. The body of thesaintis contained
in a crystal cotbn, inclosed in one of
silver, and bonie aloft by angels nearly
as large as life, also of silver. The
candelabra which stand around, the
ever-burning lamps winch hang above,
are all of the same precious metal

; and
four angels, apparently floating in the
air, are said alone to contain 910 maiks
of silver.

These decorations were principally
executed about the year 1760; but
these are oidy a small part of the
wealth showered upon the saint in
votive tablets, plate, &c., of all kinds.
Below the cofhn are four bas-reliefs,

representing the story of his life and
death

;
in one he is seen undergoing

torture in the Hradscliin, to make him
disclose the (jueen g confession.

His death is fixed about the year
1381. He wag not canonised until
1729, 3.50 years after his death. His
tongue, wonderful to relate, remains to
this day as perfect as when it was cut
out of his head, and is inclosed in a
caM in the wall above the altar of St.
VV enzel s chapel, where it is revered us

a most precious relic! In the last cha-

pel but one is buried the unlucky Mar-
tinitz, who was thrown out of the win-

dow of the Hradscliin.

The last chapel is that of St. Wenzel,

patron saint of Bohemia. Its walls are

inlaid with Bohemian amethysts, jas-

pers, and chrysoprase, which serve as

borders to a series of remarkable an-

cient fresco paintings, executed by order

of the Emperor Charles IV. Those in

the lower row represent scenes from our

Saviour's life, evidently by the hand of

an able early master : they are attri-

buted to the artists Wurmser of Stras-

burg and Dietrich of Prague, and are

curious as specimens of the Bohemian
school of painting in the 14th century,

but are much retouched. The ujiper

paintings, representing the legend of

St. Wenzel, are of later date (1500),
and by an inferior hand. The remains

of the saint are interred in this gor-

geously-decorated sanctuary. Here are

preserved his armour and sword. The
brass ring on the door is looked on with

great veneration, as it is asserted that

the saint clung fast to it when he was
murdered by his brother in 936, in tlie

church of All-Bunzlau.

On the outside of the church, upon the

S. wall of tills chapel, is a mosaic repre-

senting Christ in glory, surrounded by
angels,with the six patron saints of Bo-
hemia below, and the Emperor Charles
IV. and his wife, who caused it to be

made : at the sides is the Last Judgment
(1371); it is bleached by the weather,

and only curious as aspecimeit of early

Bohemian ai t.

The Scluitzkammer of the Dom con-
tains the original plan upon which the

church was intended to have been built,

a quantity of church-plate, monstrances,

&c., and a collection of 368 muss-robes

for the priests, a very museum of an-
tique embroidery

;
one of them was

worked by Maria Theresa, another is

made out of her bridal dress, a third

out of the bridal dress of a Countess
Tschernin. The most remarkable is a
linen robe, embroidered with flowers

and figures, by the hands of the liohc-

mian (Jueen Anne, in the 1 1th century.
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the last scion of the royal line of
Przemysl. Here are also a number of
religious relics used at the coronation

of the Bohemian kings—as a fragment
of the cross, enclosing a bit of the

sponge which was placed on a hyssop,

and a thorn of the crown of thorns.

Adjoining the Hradschin are many
palaces of the Bohemian nobility, as

that of the Grand-Duke of Tuscany,
of Prince Schwarzenherg, of antique

Moorish - looking acchitecture, and
others. It is melancholy to see the

vast and splendid Palace of Count
Czernin, with its colonnades of 32 pil-

lars in front, its internal decorations of

marlde, sculpture, fresco-paintings, &c.,

abandoned by its owner, unfinished,

untenanted, except by beggai-s, and
falling to ruin. A few years ago it

was used as a cholera-hospital.

Opposite tlie Czernin Palace is the

[jorelto Chapel, an exact co[)y, within

and without, of the famous wandering
house of Loretto. “ The sculpture and
marlile-work of the exterior of the real

chapel are carefully luodelled in plas-

ter of Paris, ajiparently from casts
;
and

the interior, even to the black deity of

this extraordinary shrine, is exactly

imitated both in size and colour.”

—

W. M. T. The building was erected

at the expense of a princess of Lob-

kowitz. The treasury belonging to it

contains the embroidered garments of

the image, some embroidered with

straw to imitate gold
;

and a good

deal of church plate, which, if the

stones be real, must be of value. One
monstrance alone is said to contain

66fi(l brilliants.

Tlie Pavilion in the Thiergarten, out-

side of the palace-moat, is erroneously

called the Observatory of Tycho
Brah£, whereas it is a construction

of much later date. That eminent

astronomer, when invited by the Em-
peror Rudolph II., one of the most

di-stinguished [)atrons of art and science

in Europe, to settle in Prague, resided

in a house near the Loretto chapel, now

no longer remaining. There is in ex-

istence a curious petition of Tycho

Brahe to the Emperor, complaining

that the Capuchins disturbed him in

the night, and prevented his observa-

tions by continually tolling their bells.

In consequence of this the Emperor
commanded that in future the monks
should finish their prayers before the

stars rose. The Danish astronomer was
allowed a house near- the palace, and a

pension of 1000 fl., where he, together

with Kepler, prepared the tables called,

after their patron, Tabulse Rudol-
phinse.

The National Museum (Vaferliln-

dische, or Stiindische Sammlung), in

tlie palace of Count Sternberg, 57
Hradschin Platz, attached to the arch-

bishop’s palace, contains various col-

lections— 1st, of Antiquities, found

principally near Prague. Among them
is a bronze idol, a specimen of one of

the deities of the jiagaii Sclaves, re-

presenting a female (Ceres?) holding

ears of corn
;

a copper-plate, with a

similar effigy
;

bangles or bracelets,

and sickles, of bronze—all dug up in

the country. Also some relics of the

middle ages : a crucifix, iu the style of

Byzantine art; a spoon, such as was

used to administer the sacrament, in

both kinds, to the Utraquisis (it re-

sembles that in use in the Greek Church

in Russia, where the wine is received

mixed with bits of bread)
;
arms of the

Hussites, including a formidable wea-

pon used by Ziska’s troops, in the

shape of a flail, bound with iron and

bristling with spikes.

2ndly. A Picture Gallery, creditable

to those who have brought it together,

but really fatiguing from its extent,

and the difficulty of finding anything

worth looking at. It consists of at least

1400 paintings in sixteen apaitmcnts :

there are many copies, and others are

by inferior artists.

1’he best things are some works of

the old German and Dutch schools;

and, above all, several productions of

tlie School of Prague, executed by

Sclavonian artists, who studied at By-

zantium orKiew, in Russia. One paint-

ing of a Madonna and Child, with the

Emperor Charles IV., and his son

Wenzel, and several saints, by the very
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rare master Theodore of Prague, with

the date 1375, is worth notice, and but

little inferior to the contemporary pro-

ductions of Germany and Italy. Hana

BurgmayePs St. Henry and Cunigunda

is one of the most curious specimens.

3. The Library, thougli not very ex-

tensive, is well provided with works on

natural history, and is also rich in

collections relating to Bohemian his-

tory, and in books in the Bohemian

tongue. 1468 is the date of the ear-

liest book printed in Bohemia
;
1480 of

the first printed Bible. A folio Missal,

1360, is decorated with exquisite minia-

tures. There are many editions of

the Bible in the Bohemian language

:

indeed the Bohemians possessed no

less than seven translations of the

Scriptures previous to the publica-

tion of Lutlier's German translation.

But the greatest curiosities of all are

tlie autograph challenge affixed to the

gate of the University of Prague by

John Huss, offering to dispute with all

comers on the articles of his belief
;
and

an autograph letter of Ziska, signed

Jan Ziska, and proving that he adopted

the nickname.

4. The Muaeum of Natural Histoi-y

is almost entirely devoted to the pro-

ductions of Bohemia, which makes it

the more interesting to travellers. In

the zoology of the country it is very

complete. Among the quadrupeds is

a beaver caught oti an estate of Prince

Schwarzenherg, in the circle of Bun-
zlau.

The fossils are very numerous, and
include the collectioiis made by Count
Sternberg, and described by him in

the “ Flora der Vorwelt.” The gigan-
tic ferns, impressions of plants, &c.
brought from Durovain, the circle of

Pilsen, and from the great Bohemian
coal-field of .Swina, N.VV. of P'ague,
are extremely beautiful and perfect.

The remains of a mastodon weit found
on the l..aurenzil>erg ; the skull of a
hippopotamus was also dug up near
Prague. There is an extensive series

of meteoric stones which have fallen

in Bohemia, where such occurrences
seem frequent.

The Bastions which surround the

Kleinseite have within a few years been

tranformed into walks like those on the

opposite side of the town, and a new
carriage-road has been traced in zigzags

up the height leading to them and to

the gate called Sand Thor. Perhaps

the finest view of Pragjie is that ob-

tained from that part of those new
gardens (Neue Anlagen) called the

Bruska Bastion, a high promontory

stretching out over the Moldau. From
it the windings of the river, the bridge

and islands, the Strahow hill, and the

most ancient and picturesque part of

the Hradschin are seen to great advan-

tage.

The city, however, has so grand an
appearance from whatever side it is

seen, that most persons will not regret

to have one or two other stations

pointed out, from which they may see

it to advantage. Besides the Laurenzi-

berg before mentioned, there is a good
view from the citadel of the Wyssehrad,

at the S. extremity of the town, and on

the right bank of the Moldau. It is

fabled to have been the residence of an
Amazonian chief and priestess named
Libussa, who, being very capricious,

caused her favourites to be precipitated

from the top of the rock on which the

W yssehrad stands, as soon as she grew
tired of them

; so that the precipice

above the Moldau goes by the name of
Libussa’s bed. At length a young
peasant, named Przemysl, fettered the

affections of the fickle queen, and not
only escaped the fate of his predeces-

sors, but became master of Libussa and
her tribe, and founder of the line of
Czechian dukes of Bohemia. Such, at

least, is the tradition.

The two Islands in the Moldau, above
the bridge, are favourite places of resort

in summer; they are laid out in shady
walks, and have coffee-houses esta-

blished on them. On the Fiirber Jnsel

1 Dyer's Island), also called Sophien In-
sel, which is most frequented by the

liigher classes, a very handsome bathing

establishment, with a superb ball-room,

has been constructed. In the Shooter's

island, a club of marksmen hold their

I
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meetings. The isle called Gross Veiie-

dig is the Sunday resort of the lower
classes. Prague is provided with
dancing-saloons, similar to those of Vi-
enna.

I’liese are the principal things worth
notice within the walls of Prague.
Outside the town, within the distance

of a walk, are the following points of

interest :

—

The ’/Ashaherg, about half a mile
outside the walls of the New Town,
to tire K., is a hill of moderate height,

now cultivated, planted, and ]>artly in-

closed, commanding a good view of the

town. It receives its name from Jolin

Ziska, the blind chieftain of tiie Huss-

ites, who led out a liost of followers

from the city, and collected others from
various jjnrts of Hungary, on this spot,

to oppose the Emjreror Sigismund, the

betrayer of Hues, who had been burned
at Constance, in violation of the impe-
rial safe-coiulnct. Ziska entrenched

his army within fortifications of his

own contriving, consisting of stockades,

ramparts, and ditches, partly construct-

ed by the women and children, who
were summoned out of the town, and
laboured with enthusiasm under his

orders. He not only bid defiance to the

attacks of the Emijeror, at the head of

150,000 men, but at length, descend-

ing from behind his ramparts, defeated

him in a pitclied battle, under the walls

of Prague, 1430. Ziska was of noble

birth : his real name was John of

Troeznow
;
he was called Ziska, the

one-eyed," from liaving lost one eye in

battle. At the siege of Raab, not long

after the defeat of Sigismund, he was

deprived of the other; but this did not

prevent his discharging the duties of an

able general, and he was never defeated.

In a burial-ground at the foot of the

Ziskaberg lies General Scharnhorst, the

Prussian commander at Liitzen, who
died here of the wounds received at

that battle, 1813.

About three miles off, on the same

side of the town, is the scene of the

battle of Prague, gained by Frederick

the Great, in the .Seven Years' War, in

which his favourite general Schwerin

[Sect. XIV.

fell. A monument erected to his me-
mory is still standing in an ojren field.

The valley of Scharka, a tributary

rivulet running into the Moldau, near
the village of Podbaba, is a retired

glen, presenting samples of the most
romantic scenery.

Another agreeable excursion is to

Btibenz, or the Baumgarten, the Prater
of Prague, on the 1. bank of the

Moldau. half a mile from the Sand
Thor, much resorted to in summer, and
especially on Sunday evenings.

Tlie HAiile Billon the road to Saxony
is mentioned in page 385. The Castle

of Karlstein, the Windsor of the Bohe-
mian kings in former days, but now
abandoned and fallen to decoy, is de-

scribed in Route 2G8.

Miscellaneous Information.

The Post-office is situated in the

Karmelitergasse, Kleinseite, a long way
from the hotels, on the opposite side of

the river.

The office of the Eilu’agen is at the

Custom-house, in the large building at

the corner of Kbnigsplatz, close to the

Graben.
The best shops are in the Altstadt,

in tlie Eisengasse, Jesuitengasse, and

Grosse Ring.

The shops for the sale of Bohemian
glass are among the most showy. The
glass is cheaper and tlie selection better

than in Vienna. The best shop is at

No. 552, Grosse Ring. This very

beautiful manufacture is jiroduced in

the forests on the slopes of the Bohmer-
wald hills, in the S. W. of Bohemia,
in 1837 there were 75 glass-houses,

and 22 gi'inding and polishing mills,

employing 3500 families, in the whole

of Bohemia; but chiefly situated at

Ijiehenau, Adoljihshutte, Gablonz, Sil-

berheig, Georgenthal, and Defereck.

It is chiefly polished at I.,eitmcritz.

The rule of tlie road here, as at

Dresden, in crossing the hriilge, is,

always to take the footjiath on the right
’ hand; this prevents all jostling.

! There is a very good Theatre at

j

Prague, hardly inferior to that of

' Vienna. The ojK’ra is considered one
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of the best in Germany. Performances

are at times given in the Bohemian
language : these generally take place

early in the afternoon.

The music of the military hands,

which may constantly be heard in

public, is most admirable. The Bo-

hemians as a nation are perhaps the

best musicians in Germany. The
taste for music pervades all ranks

equally
;

it is hardly possible to enter

a peasant’s cottage without finding a

violin or some other musical instru-

ment, and at least one person in the

house capable of playing upon it.

The Festival of St. John Nepomuk is

celebrated every year on the 16tb of

May. On that day thousands of per-

sons assemble, not only from Bohemia,
but from all the surrounding countries,

on a pilgrimage to his shrine 83).

A temporary chapel is erected over

that part of the bridge where his statue

stands, and which is supposed to be

the scene of his martyrdom. Here
mass is ])etformed to so large a crowd
of devotees, that the bridge and every

avenue leading to it is choked up
;
all

passage is stojiped, and carriages are

interdicted by the police from attempt-

ing to cross, and must be ferried over
in boats, it is even a work of danger
to approach the chapel. Not lung ago
the numlrer of pilgrims in one year
amounted to 81,000, and 24 priests

were constantly employed for many
days in hearing confessions and dis

pensiiig the sacrament.

Chronolo/ical Table of remni'kable events

which hare occurred at Prague.

1348. The Emperor Charles IV.
founds here the first university in Ger-
many.

1 119. Hussite insurrection under
Eiska.

1420. Emperor Sigismund defeated
by him.

143S. The council of Basle con-
cedes the use of the sacrament cup to

|

the Hussites.

1011. Rudolph II. besieged in his
palace Ijy the Bohemians; is compelled

to abdicate in favour of bis brother

Matthias.

1618. Martinitz and Slavata thrown
out of the winilows of the Hradschin by
tbe Protestants.—Signal for the com-
mencement of the Thirty Years' War.

1620. The Protestants defeated on
the White Hill by the Imperialists

under Maximilian of Bavaria anil

Buquoi; Frederick V. driven from
the throne of Bohemia.

1632. Prague taken by the Elector

of Saxony, John George.
1648. Prague taken and plundered

by the Swedes.
1744. Prague besieged by Frederick

the Great.

1757. The Austrians under Charles
of Lorraine defeated by Frederick tire

Great.

Eilwiigen go from Prague dailg to

^ ienna
;
4 times a week to Carlsbad

;

dailg in summer to Toplitz and Dresden

;

once a weekio Eger, Nuremberg, llum-
berg, Reichenberg, Linz, Budweis, Pil-

sen, and Ratisboii.

A small Steamer, in summer, goes
from near Prague to Dresden. (See
Route 263).

ROUTE 266.

TOPLITZ TO CARLSBAD.

13j Germ, miles =65 Eng. miles.
In the season of the baths au Eil-

wagen daily.

N.B. A new road from Toplitz to

Kommotau and Kaaden, and thence
along the valley of the Eger, is in pro-
gress, which will shorten the distance
by 14^ miles.

The present road proceeds in view of
the Erzgebirge Hills to Dux (3 miles
from Toplitz), a village belonging to
Count \V aldbtein, the descendant of a
collateral branch of the celebrated
Duke ol kriedland. The Chateau con-
tains a line library, u museum, a col-
lection of armour, and one or two relics

ol the great Wallenstein, such us the
halbert wilb whicb bo was murdered, u
fragment of his skull, taken from his

grave, bis sword, portions of bis dress,

his embroidered shirt-collar, stained
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with the blood of his death-wound
;
and

2 portraits of him by Vaiidyk (?)—one
as a youth—the other when advanced
in life. Only a part of the existing
ch&teau is of his lime

;
but the bronze

basin in the fore-court was made out of
cannon taken by him. At the foot of
tlie Erzgebirge lies the Cistercian con-
vent Osrgg, one of the wealthiest in

Europe
; having 24 villages de|>endent

on it. It is also one of the oldest in

Bohemia, parts of the building dating
from 1I9B. It contains portraits of
Luther and Melancthon

; and near it is

a picturesque ruined castle called the
Iliesenburg,

Between Briix and Saatz lie the

mineral Springs of Pulliia, where a
bitter water, strongly impregnated with
Epsom and Glauber salts, is obtained

from pits sunk in the ground, which
are filled by the water percolating

through it. The water does notacquire
its mineral qualities until it has stood

several weeks. It is drunk by the na-

tives of the place instead of other water,

and is exported in large quantities

;

but no invalids resort to the spot,

Piillna being a miserable village, af-

fording no accommodation.
SaidschUtz and Sedlitz, also famed

for bitter waters, but diflering some-
what from those of Pullna, lie a little

to the E. of the road. Neither of them
are watering-places, but the water, or

its salts, are largely exported. The
country around is desolate, and bare

of trees
;

fresh water is scarce, the

springs being mostly impregnated with

salt.

21 Briix, a town of 2900 inhabitants,

who cliieliy live by the neighbouring

coal-mines, and by preparing salts from

tbe Sedlitz water. (See p. 3P5.) In

1820 two-thirds of the town, including

its Rathhaus and church, were destroyed

by fire. On a height above, the ruined

castle of Landswart is seated. The
country possesses little interest hence to

3 Saatz—(///«. Goldener Engel)

—

a miserable walled town of 6000 in-

habitants, on the light bank of the

Eger, over which a chain bridge is

thrown. The house in which St. John

of Nepomuk studied is shown here.

The hops of the surrounding district

are the best grown in Bohemia.
2 Podersam. Two miles oil' is the

beautiful park of Count Czerniu, at

Schonhof
; it is 9 miles in circuit.

At Lubenz we enter the high road
from Prague to Carlsbad.

2^ Liebkowitz 1 in Route
2 Buchau J 207.

2^ Carlsbad, page 372.
The new road, in proceeding from

BrUx to Kommatau, will pass near
Eisenberg, the seat of Prince Lobkowitz,
who, within a few years, has caused a
large lake on his estate, called Kumerer
See, to be entirely drained, by which
more than 5000 acres of the best arable
land have been gained, and a consider-

able tract redeemed from tbe condition

of an unhealthy morass.

Kommotau is a pretty town of 3725
iuhahitants, in a sheltered situation at

the foot of the Erzegebirge.

ROUTE 267.

fRAGUE TO CARLSBAD.

16^ Germ. miles=79^ Eng. m.
Eilwagen 4 times a-week in summer,

in 16 or 17 hours. With post-horses,

the journey may be performed in 12 or

14. There are no good sleeping quar-
ters between Prague and Carlsbad.

The first part of the road by
2 Strzedokluk

2 Scblan, post pretty

good

2^ Rentsch.

2 Horosedl, poor itm.

The road is uninteresting as far as

Horschowitz, where, quitting the mo-
notonous slate-formations, it enters the

granitic district, and the circle of Saatz,

where the German language is siwken.

4 Liebkowitz; Inn, tolerable.

2 Buchau, a little town under the

Castle Hartenstein or Hungerburg; a

robber stronghold destroyed by King
George Podiebrad in the 15th century.

The Castle Engelhaus, on the sum-
mit of a rock of porphyry, has an im-
posing appearance.

The view from the top of the steep

is the same as

Route 265.
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hill, near tlie Bergwirfhshaus, overlook-

ing the valley in which Carlsbad is

situated, is very remarkable. An ad-

mirably constructed road carried in zig-

zag down the face ofthe hill, and in order

to preserve a gradual descent conducted

past tlie town on a level with tlie roofs

of the houses, nearly ^ of a mile be-

yond it. leads, after an abrupt turn, by
the borders of the Teple into

2 Carlsbad, p. 372.

ROUTE 268.

PRAGUE TO RATISBON, BY PILSEN.

33^ Germ. miles=161^ Eng. m.
An Eilwagen once a-week

;
with

post-horses, it is a 3 days’ journey.

The only tolerable sleeping-quarters,

and those not very excellent, are Pilsen

(1st night), and VV’aldmlinchen (2nd
night). As the road is not much tra-

velled, it is prudent to write to those

two jilaces beforehand to secure accom-
modation.— M.
On quitting Prague the road passes,

on the rt., the White Hill, the scene of
the defeat of the army of “ the W inter

King,’’ in 1620 (page 385).
2 Duschiiik. A fine new bridge of

7 arches replaces a very inconvenient

and old one over the wide bed ofa moun-
tain torrent shortly before entering

2 Beraun, an old walled town of
2000 iiibabitants, on a stream of the

same name. At Tettnin, 2 miles from
Beraun, St. Ludmilla was murdered in

927, according to the Bohemian legend,
by Drahomira, the savage and Pagan
mother of .St. Wenceslans. 3 miles oil',

in the rocky and romantic valley of
the Lodinetz, stands the Cotivetit .'tiow

sequestraterl) atid Church of “ St. Iwan
under the rocks.” This saitit was a
Croatian prince who retired hither in

the 9th cetitury, and lived in a cave
which still exists. The marks of the
saitit’s ktices, attd of the devil's claws
(who came to tempt him), are pointed
out, deeply impressed in the rock.
This spot may be visited on the way to
or from Karlstein.

Near the village of Budtiian, 3 miles
from Beraun, to the E. of our road, in

the midst of a solitary valley, seated

on the summit of a rock, rises the regal

Castle of Karlstein, the most remark-

able feudal fortress in Bohemia. It was
built for the Emperor Charles IV., by

the architect Matthew of Arras, in 9

years, commencing with 1348, and was
enriched with treasures in every de-

partment of art, of which few now re-

main
;
some have been transferred to

Vienna, and to Lachsenburg. Karl-

stein was the residence of the Bohemian
kings

;
their wealth and their regalia

were preserved here
;
the burggraf, or

seneschal, was always of the noblest

race in the land ; no stranger or female

dared enter it, and even the Queen of

the founder resided in a neighbouring

tower, Karleck, while he remained
here. It suffered great injury in the

Thirty Years’ War, but is still in toler-

able preservation. The late Emperor
expended considerable sums in pro-

tecting it from total ruin. A Donjon
Tutver, 1‘21 ft. high, with walls 15 ft.

thick, overtops the whole edifice. In

the Kreutzkapelle the Bohemian crown
was preserved, within 4 iron doors fast-

ened by 1 9 locks. The walls of this cha-

pel are also inlaid with jasper, amethyst,
cornelian, &c., and ornamented, by
Theodore of Prague, with 130 portraits

of saints, whose relics were at one time
preserved here. The dungeons and
torture-chamber still remain below the

building. Tlie church of the Ascen-
sion of the Virgin contains fresco paint-

ings by Ifurmser of Utrasbvrg, which
however have suffered much from re-

touching. 1’belittle Chapel of St. Cathe-

rine, formed within the thickness ofthe
wall, 12 ft. by 6 ft., is also inlaid with
precious stones : the roof is gilt and
sprinkled with blue stars. It contains

the best preserved of all the paintings

in the castle; a Madonna and Child
with the Emperor Charles IV. and his

wife on their knees. Many of the
paintings which cover

, the walls of

Karlstein are in oil, and are jiarticularly

interesting in reference to the history of
art, as being among perhaps the earliest

examples in that style known.
1 Zditz. About 25 miles S. of Zditz
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are the silver and lead Mines of Przi-
bram—the most important in Bohemia :

the annual produce of silver is about
22,000 marks. A little on the left of

the road lies Horzowitz, a town of 2265
inhabitants, the birth-place of George
Podiehrad, and the chief place in the

domains of Count Wrbiia, which con-

tains (at Komorau and Ginez) the

principal iron -works in Bohemia.
Above the town is a celebrated Pil-

grimage Church, containing a mira-
culous image of the \'irgin.

The road now becomes uninteresting.

2 Czeihowitz.

2 Mauth. hm ; Post, where a to-

lerable lunch may be procured. Mauth
is a village of curious log-houses, each
with its /mrle cochere. The road jiasses

through a richly-wooded country by the

side of a small lake.

2 Uokitzan, a town of 2800 inhabit-

ants. Near this, at Kladrowa, there

are iron-mines, and northwards, at Rad-
nitz, coal-mines, remarkable for the

beauty and number of the vegetable im-

pressions preserved in the strata. (See

JiuckUtnd,^

2 Pilsen. (/«««; Schwarzer Adler

;

Kaiser von Oesterreich, Weisse Rose.

R.) The Gothic Church of St. Burtho-

lomew, in the s(piare, is believed to have

been built in 1292. The liathhuua .and

the Deutsches Hausare also Gothic build-

ings. The house occupied by Wallen-
stein, immediately before he went to

meet his death at Kger, and the arms

left behind by him and his followers,

are shown here. Pilsen is a town of

8800 inhabitants, with some tlourishing

manufactures. It endured a long siege

in the Thirty Years' War, and was

linally taken by Count Mansfeld.

2^ Staab, a village on the Radbusa,

by whose side the road continues for

several stages.

2 Stankau.

2 Bischof Teinitz, a town of 2088
inhabitants, belonging to Prince Traut-

mansdorf, who has a chateau and park

here. There are glass-works near this.

The country is thickly covered with

forests, and the scenery is striking.

2' Klenz lies on the slope of the Bbh-

[Sect. XIV.

merwald hills. Timber is the chief

produce of this district. An excellent

road has been constructed across these

mountains. It alVords a splendid

view over deep dark woods, composed
not of fir alone, but of beech, oak, and
birch intermixed. The Austrian cus-

tom-house is in the depths of a valley,

one side of which belongs to Bavaria.

The Bavarian frontier is passed at Ha-
selbach. Owing to the extensive con-

traband trade carried on across this

frontier, the custom-house regulations

are strict. (^ 30 & 89.)

2 Wald-Munchen (fn/i.-Post; small,

4 rooms oidy, but clean
;
fare indift'erent)

the first place in Bavaria, is pictur-

esquely situated in a wooded valley,

surrounded by the Bbhmerwald hills.

2 Rbtz. Already hoiB begin to be

cultivated, and the beer (§81) is abun-
dant and good.

Neukirchen. Hereabouts the

country becomes fiat and uninteresting.

2^ Nittenau, on the left bank of the

Regen. Long ascent to

1^ Kirn.

2^ Ratishon (Route 168).

ROUTE 269.

PRAGUE TO VIENNA, BY TABOR.

40 Germ, miles = 192 Eng. miles.

Eihvagen daily by this, or tlie follow-

ing route, in 36 hours : with post-horses,

10 hours to Tabor, 14 to Horn, and 9

hours to Vienna.

2 Jessenitz.

Dniespeck.

1;^ Beueschau.

2^- Woltitz.

2 Sudomiersitz. The post-road runs

on the outside of the town of

2 Tabor {Jnn

:

Trauhe, outside town

;

clean and good-.T.P.O.), a town of 4000

inhab., situated on a precipitous emi-

nence, surrounded on three sides by the

windings of the Luschnitz, remarkable

as the stronghold of the Hussites, wlio.

under the command of Wanezek and

Hromada. founded a town in 1420 on

this hill, which had been previously

called Hradisstie, and gave it the scrip-

tural name of Tabor. Tabor, however,
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is a Sclavonic word signifying enclo-

sure or camp. It became the citadel

of the Taborites, and a place of great

strength and importance in the Hussite

wars
;
Ziska himself having fortified it,

anticipating, it is said, in its outworks

the science of modern fortification. The
walls, in places double, and the towers

which he built, still in part exist around

the town, which preserves a character

of antiquity and much originality.

Its streets include several castellated

houses; in front of one of them, at the

corner of the Jiing, or market-place, is

an old balcony, called Ziska's pulpit,

from which, it is said, he used to address

his warlike followers. The Hathhaus is

the most ancient building, and in it is de-

posited his suit of chain-mail and some
arms. The head of the one-eyed hero

is seen carved in stone in front of the

church. The Gothic Church is worth

notice; but more remarkable is the

beautiful exterior of the Dechanats-
kirche of Klokot, also Gothic, on the

opposite side of the river, surrounded by
turrets or cupolas. The hill behind
Tabor is called Horeb and a pond, not

far oft', the Jordan.

2 Raudna. Here the road to Bud-
weis and Linz (R. 271) branches otf.

2^ Kardasch Rzeczitz.

In the castle-garden of Kamenitz
there is a lime-tree 400 years old.

Neuhaus dirty and bad),

the chief place of the domain of Count
Czernin

;
it hiis 2000 inhabitants, and

its buildings show some pretensions to

architectural elegance. The must con-
spicuous object is the Cattk, on the

height above the town. It was burned 50
years ago, and has never Ireen restored.

Itisone of the houses said to be haunted
bythe spectre oftheVVhite Lady.(p. 80.)
The high table-land which we iiave now
reached abounds in ponds or small
lakes : it forms the watershed between
the streams flowing into the German
Ocean by the Elbe, and those which
run to the Danube and Black Sea.

2 Neu Bistritz, the last town in Bo-
hemia.

2^ Heidenrcichstein.

2 W'aidhofen on the Thaya.

2 G'opfritz.

3 Horn (/nns; Post; Lamm, tolera-

ble), a town of nearly 5000 inhabitants,

belonging to Count Hoyos, and situated

in a fertile country. The Church of St.

Stephen is Gothic, and contains a cu-

rious pulpit and several monumental
stones of great antiquity.

3 miles S.W. of Horn is the Convent
Altenburg; and 3 miles further in the

Kampthal the Castle of Roseuburg, one

of the finest and best preserved feudal

strongholds in Austria. Attached to it

are the Lists for Jousts and tournaments,

153 paces long and 60 wide, with

double galleries or boxes for spectators,

quite perfect. The castle is entered by
a drawbridge ; the interior contains

many traces of ancient magnificence,

and in the last of its I courts a pretty'

Gothic chapel. Roseuburg was the

head-quarters of the Protestants in the

16th century, and an old song in the
“ Knaben Wunderhorn,” Es liegt ein

Schloss in CEsterreich, refers to it.

Between Horn and Maissau an ad-
ditional pair of horses must be taken
for the hill.

2 Maissau. The rest of the road is

uninteresting.

2 VVeikersdorf.

2f Stockerau. Here the Scottish

Saint Colman sull'ered martyrdom.
From Stockerau to Vienna a railroad

has been formed
;

it is a branch of the

great Ferdinand s Eisenbahn from \’ien-

na to Briinn and Olmutz. CRoute 275.)
The heights of the Kahleidterg now

ap[)ear in view on the opposite side of

the Danube. (Route 195, p. 186.)
2 Enzersdorf.

2 Vienna, p. 119.

ROUTE 270.

rUAGUE TO VIENNA, BY ZNAIM AND
IGl.AU.

41J Germ, miles = 200 Eng. miles.

About 10 miles longer than the ]>re-

ceding : it is a journey of almnt 37
hours with post-liorses, exclusive of
stoppages, or 30 hours with a Laufzct-
tel, including stoppages.
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The road skirts the liase of the Ziska-
berg, on issuing from the Ross Thor of

Prague, p. 39S.

2 Biechowitz.

2^ Bohmisch-Brod. The Hussite in-

surrection was put down by a victory

gained in 1334 over those savage fana-

tics by Meinhard of Neuhaus, at Lip-
pan, near this. Procopius the Greater
and the Less both fell here,—stones still

mark their graves.

IJ Plariian.

if KoHin on the Elbe, a town of
5753 inhabitants. In this neighbour-
hood was fought one of the most deci-

sive battles of the Seven Years’ War.
Marshal Dann, at the head of tlie allied

Austrian and .Saxon armies, liere de-
feateil Frederick the Great, June 18,

1757, and thereby rescued Austria from
the hands of the Prussians. Frederick

commanded Ids army from the windows
of a solitary inn (the Sun), which still

exists, and serves to mark the centre of

his position.

2.4 Czaslau (the inn tolerable), a

town of 3000 inhabitants. The blind

Hussite General Zi.ska was buried in

the churoli, distinguished by its high

tower. It is commonly asserted that

he bequeathed his skin to his followers,

to be tanned and stretched upon a drum,
in order that even while dead he might
inflict upon his enemies a portion of

that terror which his presence while

living had invariably caused them.

This story is believed to be a fable

—

he was buried with his skin on. Over
his grave was placed his ponderous

mace, which he had so oflen wielded

with terrible ell'ect in battle. During

the reign of Ferdinand II. his body was

torn from the grave, and his tomb de-

stroyed. Frederick of Prussia defeated

the Austrians at Czaslau, 1742.

Jenikau.

If Steinsdorf.

If Deutsch-Brod— (/nn : Goldener

Lowe—very clean, good sleeping-quar-

ters—12f hours’ travelling post from

Prague).—The town has 4000 inhabit-

ants. Ziska beat the Emperor Sigis-

mund here in 1422.

If Sleeken.

A short way before entering Iglau,
two granite obelisks mark the boundary
of Bohemia and the spot where the na-
tional deputies received their King Fer-
dinand 1. in 1527. The river Iglawa
divides Bohemia from Moravia.

If It//au—(Inn; Goldener Stem).
This ancient town has a population of

13,000 souls; many of them are wea-
vers of cloth, and carry on a flourishing

trade in that article. The Gothic
Church of St. James, and the burial-

ground, are the most remarkable objects.

By making a slight detour from this,

the traveller may visit Brunn, the capi-

tal of Moravia, on his way to Vienna.
(Route 275.) “The stages to Brunn are.

Regens 2—Maseritsch 2 (Inn : Gol-
dene Sterne)—Gross Bittesch 2 (Weis-
seii Lamm; Golden Kreutz;)—Schwarz-
kirchen 2—Brunn 3—road excellent,

but hilly
;
posting good.”—R.T.S.

2 Stannern.

2f Schelletau. The country is un-
interesting, and the villages poor.

2 Milhrisch-Budwcis .—Inn : clean

and good.

2 Frainersdorf.

2 Znaim

—

(Inns: Goldene Ochse ;

Drei Kronen; very good)—Ilf hours'

driving from Deutsch-Brod.

The Archduke Charles concluded
here an armistice with Napoleon after

the battle of Wagram. The popula-
tion of the town amounts to 6000. The
Castle on the height, the ancient resi-

dence of the princes of Moravia, is now
a military hospital. Near it is a cir-

cular Church, probably as old as 1180.

The Church of St. Nicholas is a hand-
some Gothic building. There is a

Gothic Cross (DenksUule), richly orna-

mented with carvings, and dating from

1404, which deserves notice. The
markets of Vienna are supplied with

vegetables from this neighbourhood. It

takes 8f hours from Znaim to Vienna,

posting.

The road passes on the right the con-

vent of Bruck, now converted into an

Imperial tobacco manufactory.

24 Jetzelsdorf, in Austria.

2f Hollabrunn

—

firms : Kaiser von

Qilsterrcioh
;
Post, filthy). The Church
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o/Schongrabeii, a beautiful edifice about

a mile out of the town, is supposed to

have been built by the Templars.

2 Mallebern.

1| Stockerau. This stage lies along

the left bank of the Danube, under the

vine-clad hill of Bisamberg, and insight

of Kloster Neuburg, p. 186.

2 Lang Enzersdorf.

The various arms of the Danube are

crossed by wooden bridges, and
2 Vienna (p. 149) is entered by the

Tabor lines.

ROUTE 271.

PRAGUE TO BUDWEIS AND LINZ.

33^ German miles=:145 Eng. miles.

From Prague to

13f Raudna is described in Rte. 269.

I Hobieslau.

1^ Wessely—(/nn ; Hirsch
;

dirty)
;

a town of 1883 inhabitants.

4 Budweis—{Inn

:

Goldene Sonne
;

good); the chief town of the circle of

Budweis on the river Moldau, has

nearly 7000 inhabitants, and some flou-

rishing cloth manufactories. Its Rath-

haus is a handsome building, and in the

centre of its large square is a fine foun-

tain. The district around Budweis,

including the head-water of the Moldau,
for the most part composes the vast do-

main of Prince Schwartzenberg. Schbss
Frauenierg is one of his seats ; it is an
ancient feudal fortress, by the side of

which he has lately built a magnificent,

modem Gothic castle
;

it commands a
fine view. Attached to it is a Park
containing 800 head of wild swine, 300
of which are sometimes killed at once
in the grand hunting-matches which
take place here. This part of Bohemia
abounds infah-pomls (Fischteiche); in

the district of Wittingau alone there are

270, one of which, that of Rosenberg
covers 1200 Joch. They are well
stocked with carp, tench, jack, and bar-

bel, and are very productive, the mar-
ket of Vienna being supplied from
hence.

A Railroad, or rather tramway, the
first work of the kind completetl in

Germany, is carried from Budweis to

Linz, and serves to connect the Moldau
and Elbe with the Danube. It was fi-

nished in 1832, by a joint-stock com-
pany, at an exjrense of 1,654,327 florins.

Carriages drawn by horses convey pas-

sengers in 15 hours, but they do not go

throughout the year, being stopped in

winter by the snow
;

it is badly made,

and much out of repair, it consists of a

single line doubled at certain distances

to allow 2 trains to pass. The railroad

is used chiefly for the transport of salt

from the Salzkammergut in Upper
Austria, and of merchandise. It is 12

miles longer than the post road, and
runs, for the greater part of the way, at

a very short distance from it. The sum-
mit level, 1038 ft. above Budweis, and
1452 ft. above Linz, is at Kirschbaum.
Neither time nor expense is saved by
travelling along it in your own carriage

to Linz. The stations are Lest, Weik-
ersdorf, and Oberndorf. The railroad

has been prolonged from Linz to Gmun-
den, which makes its entire length not

less than 110 miles.

About 16 miles S.W. of Budweis,
near,. Forbes, is Trocrnoio, where John
Ziska was born beneath an oak, in the

place of which a chapel dedicated to

St. John now stands.

Near Gratzen in the midst of the

forest are extensive glass-works (Glass-
liutten)

.

4 Kaplitz

—

{Inn: Goldene Kreutz).
6 miles W. of our road, 12 miles from
Budweis, on the Moldau, is Schloss

Krumm.au, another castle of Prince
Schwartzenberg, remarkable for its vast

extent, cnm]iosed of buildings of various

ages, enclosing 6 courts, or quadrangles
;

1 of them is a Tilt-yard still unaltered,

surrounded by galleries for spectators.

The castle is apjiroached by a draw-
bridge, and includes in its labyrinth of
halls and chambers a gallery of family
portraits, an arsenal filled with old arms,
a barrack in which Prince .Schwarlzen-
berg s life-guard of 40 men (Grenadiers)
is stationed, a mint in which the Prince
coins money, a theatre and riding-school,

and chapel
;
an .<4rc/iiee, occujiying 10

rooms filled with muniments, title-

deeds, &c.
;
and a deep subterranean
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dungeon (Verliess), hewn in the solid

rock. It was originally the residence

of the Rosenberg family, which became
extinct in 1611

;
one of whom, in 1402,

held the Emperor Wenzel a prisoner.

The situation of the Castle, on a high

precipitous rock, whose base is washed
by a sweeping bend of the Moldau, is

very striking. The gardens and ter-

races afford a pleasing view.

Very hilly road to

4 Ereistadt—(Inn ; Goldener Hirsch
;

tolerable, but exorbitant) — an old

walled town with 2165 inhabitants.

3 Weitersdorf.

Shortly hefoi'e reaching Freistadt the

road, entering Austria, winds for about

30 miles across a portion of the Bohm-
erwald range of hills, from the heighls

of which it passes down by a long and
steep descent into the valley of the

Danube.
3 Linz, p. 114.

ROUTE 272.

MAIIIENBAD TO VIENNA.

53 German miles = 255^ English

miles. Eilwagen twice a week.

At Kutten Plan is the seat of Count
Bercheim, a great landowner and
agriculturist. About I English mile

further is

2 Plan, a town of nearly 3000 in-

habitants.

2 Czernnschin. Nearly all the vil-

lage, that is to say, 68 houses, were

burned down in 1836.

2 Mies. The Postmaster here, Cap-

tain Von Strenowitz, served in the Pen-

insular War with untiring zeal and dis-

tinguislied gallantry. He takes great

pride in the testimonials he possesses to

his distinguished services, from the late

Duke of York, Duke of Wellington,

Lord Hill, &c, &c.

4 Pilsen (Inn: W’eisse Rose, homely,

but clean and civil).—This is the lirst

days sleeping-place. (See page 402.)

During all this next stage the ruined

castle of Reichenhard, on the left hand,

is a conspicuous object.

2 Wddstein. .lust before Nepomuk,

on the left, is the chateau of Count

Colloredo, called Griinenherg, being on
the summit of a wooded hill.

2J Nepomuk. The Church stands
on the site of the house in which the

celebrated St. John Nepomuk was born,

1323. It contains a silver statue of
him, and is the cause of a pilgrimage
on the 16th May.

3 Blattna. The Post, a new and
handsome house,’is, I hear, to be a Gast-

haus, and will doubtless afford good
accommodation. On the left, the Cha-
teau and pleasure-grounds of Baron
Hallebrand. About half-way between
Blattna and Pisek, on the left, the park
and preserves of Prince Lobkowitz.

3 Pisek means sand, and has refer-

ence to the situation of this town of

4445 inhabitants. It is surrounded by
water, and has an old castle.

2j Wodnian. About 15 miles from
this lies Hussinetz, the birtliplace of

.Tohn Huss.

4 Budweis—(See p. 405).—Second
day’s sleeping-place (see Route 271).
On the left as you enter Budweis is

seen Prince .Schwaitzenberg's Castle of

Fi'auenbttrg

,

one of the largest in Bo-
hemia, on an eminence overlooking the

Moldau.
3 Wirtinghau.

2^ Schwarzbach. Just before

Schrems, cross a bridge which forms

the frontier between Bohemia and
Austria.

2J Schrems. The cultivation and
general appearance of the country,

buildings, and people, much better than

in Bohemia, hut crowds of beggars.

2 Schwarzeuau.
2 Gbpfritz. Here we enter on

Route 269.

3 Horn. Post— might sleep here;

also the Lamm.
2^ Weissau

—

(Inn; Grilne Lust-

haus
;
homely, but clean and civil ;

—

an inscription over my chamber door

records the Emperor and Empress hav-

ing slept in it in 1832). This or Horn

is the tliird night's sleeping-place.

2 Weikcrsdorf.

2J Stockerau.
|

2 Enzersdorf. > p. 403 W.
2 Vienna. I
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ROUTE 275.

VIENNA TO IlRl’NN AND OLMUTZ.

284 Gemi. miles:=133 Eng. miles.

The journey may be performed with

post-horses to Briinn in 13 hours 20

minutes, and thence to Olmutz in 8

hours, exclusive of stoppages, by ob-

taining a Laufzettel 9l).

The Northern liailroad, or Kaiser

Ferdinand's Nord-Eisenbahn, is com-
pleted from Vienna to Briinn, and to

Olmiitz, and is intended to be continued

to Cracow and Bochuia, a distance of

276 miles, and thus to connect the Da-
nube with the Vistula. Even in its pre-

sent stage it is the first and greatest un-
dertaking of the sort completed in Ger-
many. Considerable gains are expect-

ed to accrue to the company from the

transport of cattle alone, 70,000 head
being formerly driven up to Vienna from
Gallicia, by a tedious and enervating

journey, occupying one month.
Trains go 2 or 3 times a day, taking

from 44 to 54 hours, to Briinn.—Pri-
vate carriages are conveyed.
The Tei-minus in Vienna is at the ex-

tremity of the first Alice of the Prater :

the railroad is carried over the two arms
of the Danube on 2 bridges, a little

below the Tabor bridge, by which the

high-road crosses them.
Florisdorf stat., a branch line runs

hence to Stockerau (3 Germ, miles,
R. 269) on the way to Prague.

Quilting the Danube the line enters
upon a dreary plain, well cultivated,
but without enclosures, and crosses the
blood-stained battle-field of
Deutsch-Wagram (stat.) to

Ganzersdorf (stat.), a village on the
Marchfeld ( 1 8 miles),where coaches are
in waiting to convey passengers to Pres-
burg : a branch railway tliither is talked
of. On the fertile plain of the March-
feld, Ottokar of Bohemia defeated the
Hiuigarians 1260, and was himself van-
quished, 1 278, by Rudolph of Habsburg.
The Brunn line enters the valley of

the Thaya, and ascends it by Anger;

—

Dumkrut;—Hohenau (stations), as far
as

Lundetiburg (stat., 51 miles, a new

Inn here), on the Thaya. Near this

is Eisgrub, a fine estate and park of
Prince Lichtenstein.

The railway is carried up the valley

of the Thaya first, and afterwards of

the Schwarza, until it reaches

Briinn station (92 Eng. miles from

Vienna).

The Silesian branch of the railroad

turns off at Lundetiburg.

The railroad is constructed of wood
;

the rails are partly English, partly

Aush ian ; the expense has been about

6000/. per mile on the part already

finished.

The post road crosses the Danube by
the Tabor bridge, and at Jedlersdorf

the road to Moravia separates from the

Bohemian, turning to the right.

2 Stammersdorf. The country for

several stages is very uninteresting.

2 Wolkersdorf. The late Emperor
resided here at the parsonage, 'during

the critical period of 1809, when the

French had possession of his capital.

The road ascends the Leithenhill, from
the top of which St. Stephen's tower
may be discerned in clear weather. A
picket of cavalry is stationed here to

patrol the roads and protect travellers.

2 Gaunersdorf.

2 Wilfersdorf. Prince Lichtenstein

has a chifeau here, and at this point

commence his enormous estates, which
extend almost without interruption to

the frontier of Silesia, a distance of

nearly 200 miles.

2 Poysdorf, the largest village which
has yet occurred on the route. Four
miles further on the left of the road the

picturesque ruined castle of Falkenstein
is passed. The hill on which it stands
produces a good wine.

2 Nikolsburg

—

{Inn : Goldene Rose)
—a town of 8000 inliahitants, about
one-third of them being Jews

;
it stands

close on the frontier of Moiavia, and
belongs to Prince Dietrichstein, whose
Castle on a rock rises high above the

dirty and narrow streets. The neigh-

bouring hill of Polau ]iroduces marble
and wine. The Thaya is crossed before

reaching

3 Pohrlitz, in a marshy district.
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2 Raygerti. The post-house stands
on tile outskirts of the town, which lies

on one side of the road
;

it possesses the

oldest Benedictine Monastery in Mora-
via, founded 1048, by Duke Bretislaw.

The Church is a fine building, and the

library rich. The railway here crosses

a lofty viaduct.

Previously to the battle of Austerlitz,

Napoleon, sagaciously ant icipating what
the movements of his opponents would
be, posted his reserve under Davoust
behind the convent, thus laying a snare

for them into which they afterwards

fell.

An avenue of limes leads into

2 Buunn (Brno, in Sclavonian, a
ferry)

—

Inns: Kaiser von CEsterreich;
“ New and well-fitted up, and close to

the railroad. The other inns are dirty.”

— II. F. S., 1840. Zum Eisenbahn.

—

J. F. S.

The capital of Moravia possesses a

population of 40,000 souls, including

3000 men of garrison. It is built

partly in a pretty valley, watered by tlie

streams of tlie Schwartza and Zwitta,

which here unite, partly on the slope of

two hills, the last members of a range

stretching from the N.W. coiner of Mo-
ravia, and here sinking down into the

plain. The most westerly of the two
bears the Castle of Spielberg, formerly

the citadel of Brunn, but since its for-

tifications were destroyed by the French,

converted into a prison, in which state

criminals, conspirators, and political

ofi'enders are confined. As the Prigione

of Silvio Pellico, who was shut up
within its walls for 8 years, it possesses

a melancholy interest. By the cle-

mency of the present Emperor, how-

ever, the tenants of its dungeons on

account of political oll’ences have all

been set free.

Mack the incapable, who surrendered

Ulm to the French, was confined here

for some time, but was at length re-

leased by the Emperor, who was con-

vinced that the disaster had arisen not

from treachery on his part, but incom-

petence. Treiik, the savage leader of

the Pandours, the wild vanguard of the

Austrian army in the War of Succes-

sion, ended his days here.

[Sect. XIV.

At the foot of the second hill, the

city and its extensive suburbs are

spread out, while its top is crowned by
the Cathedral of St. Peter, remarkable
for the height of its nave. The Bishop's

Palace near it, and the Plateau on the

summit of the hill, command a beauti-

ful view, extending for 6 German miles

over the plain of Moravia, as far as the

Carpathians. The slopes of this hill

are laid out as a public garden, called

Franzensberg. Within them a monu-
mental obelisk 61 feet high has been
erected, to commemorate the peace of

1815.

The most beautiful church is the

.Jucohskirche, built in the Gothic style

in 1215
;
-its tower is 276 feet high. It

contains the monument of field-marshal

Von Souches, the defender of Brunn in

the Thirty Years’ War. Baron Trenk
is buried in the Church of the Capucins.

The Diknsterial Gebdude, formerly one

of the richest Augustine convents in the

Austrian dominions, is now the seat of

the government of the province. The
Rittersaal, or hall of meeting of the

Moravian Estates, contains the plough
with which the Emperor Joseph II. (in

emulation of the Emperor of China)

turned a furrow with his own hands.

The liathhaus is a Gothic building

of the year 1511.

The Moravian National Museum
contains a library and some interesting

collections of the productions of the

country.

The largest building in Briinn is the

enormous barrack, inclosing seven dif-

ferent courts; it was originally a Je-

suits' College.

Brunn may be regarded as the first

manufacturing town in the empire—as

the Austrian Leeds; its cloths and
woollen stufl's are very celebrated. The
weaving and dyeing of them employ a

large jjart of its population, and have

raised the town to opulence : within a

few years, however, the cloth trade is

said to have fallen oft’. The stranger

will in vain seek here or elsewhere in

Moravia for the sect called Moravian

brethren : in fact they never existed

here in numbers.

In die vicinity of the village of
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Adamsthal, about 10 miles N.W. of

Bniim, are some very extraordinary

caverns of great extent.

In the suburb tlirough whicli the

Olmiitz road passes, on the right bank

of the Zwitta, stands the Zderad Siiiile,

the oldest monument in Moravia(1091).

Railroadfrom Lundenburg to Olniuiz.

The main stem of the Ferdinand's Eisen

liahn continues in a N.E. direction, on

nearly level ground, up the valley of

March to Gbding and Hradisch, and
thence in a straight line to Prerau,

where a branch goes oil’ on the 1. to

Olmiitz (16 miles.)

The post-road from Briinn to Olmiitz

lies over a fertile country, varied with

hills. Near

2 Posorsitz lies the fatal battle-Jield of
Austerlitz, or of the three Emperors

—

‘‘ Drei Kaiser Schlacht’’ (Dec. 2, 1806).

The little town of Austerlitz, whose
name would probably never have

emerged from obscurity but for this

event, lies on the S. of the road, about

12 miles from Bninn, and is concealed

from view by a low range of hills. It

belongs to Prince Kaunitz, and the

Austrian Minister of that name and
family is buried there, 'i'his may be

regartled as the greatest of Buonaparte's

victories : the forces of the Emperors of

Austria and Russia exceeded his own,
yet he took 20,000 prisoners, 40 pieces

of cannon, and standards almost with-

out number. French accounts of the

battle mention a lake in which 2'2.000

Russians were drowned
;

and, though
nothing of the sort exists in the sum-
mer, the marshy country is flooded in

the winter, and at the time of the

battle the water was frozen. Napo-
leon, seizing the moment when the

Russians were crossing the ice, turned
his artillery upon it, breaking it up,
and thus sending the hostile force to

jierdition.

The castles, of Eiclihorn, which be-

longed to the Templars, and of Pern-
stein, are worth visiting, being in excel-
lent preservation

;
they are lietween 15

and miles from Briinn. Three miles
beyond Posorsitz, at the village of Sla-
wikowitz, near Rausnitz, the Emperor

Joseph held the plough in 1769,—an
obelisk of cast-iron commemorates the

event, with the words “ Agriculturam,

humani generis nutricem, nobilitavit.”

2 Wischau.
3 Prossnitz, a town of 7000 inhabit-

ants, possessing many cloth factories.

3 Olmiitz— {I?tns: Schwarzer Adler;

—Schwan)—one of the strongest for-

tresses in the Austrian dominions,

situated on the March, or Morawa; it

has more than 10,560 inhabitants. It

was taken by the Swedes in the Thirty

Years’ War; but Frederick the Great

besieged it in vain, in 1758, for seven

weeks, and was then comjjelled to re-

treat by Loudon, who cut off his maga-
zines. Lafayette was confined a pri-

soner within it in 1794. By the aid

of a fellow-prisoner, named Bollman,
he managed to escape over the walls,

but having lost his way, was soon re-

taken.

A University was re-established here

in 1827. It occupies the highest spot

in the towy, and possesses a fine Li-

brary, containing 50,000 volumes and
many valuable early printed books.

An irreparable injury was inflicted on
Sclavonian literature by the loss of the

ancient library, carried away by the

.Swedish generals Torsteiison and Wran-
gel, when they took the town. This
valuable collection of books remained
till near the end of the last century at

Stralsund, packed up in readiness to be
conveyed to Sweden : since then all

traces of it are lost. The Bishop of 01-
mntz is the only Austrian prelate who
has the right of electing his own dean
and chapter.

The Cathedral is a modern building.

There is a crypt or lower vhnrch below
the choir. In the centre of the square
called Ober-Ring, detached from other

buildings, stands the handsome Rath-
hans

;

and a lofty pillar in honour of
the Holy 'I’rinity, adorned with bronze
statues by Donner, 114 ft. high, deco-
rates the same square.

There is a College of Nobles here.

Wallenstein was educated in it under

!

the Jesuits.

I

A branch line of railroad is in pro-

T
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gress from Olmiitz to Prague, about
lOS Eiig. m., of which 36 m. are

finislied as far as Hoheristadt.

ROUTE 276.

OLMUTZ TO CRACOW AND LEMBERG, By
PODGORZE AND WIELICZKA RAILWAY.

84 German miles =392 English miles.

Eilwageu 5 times a week from Ol-

miitz to Lemberg, communicating by a

branch coach with Cracow.
The journey was performed at the

following rate, exclusive of stoppages,

posting, and sending on the iMufzettel

before—a precaution by no means to be

omitted on this route.

Posts. Hrs Min.
Olmiitz to Freyburg 5 in 7 10

Freyburg to Bielitz 4 j 5 30
Rielitz to Cracow 6 8 20
Cracow to Lancut 124 15 30
Lancut to Radymno 3j 3 50
Radymno to Lemberg 8 8 45

The main stem of tlie Railway—
Kaiser Ferdinands Flisenbahn— alter

throwing off a branch to Olmiitz at

Prerau (p. 409), will be carried across

the llerzino, and up the valley to Weiss-

kirchen, where the deep cutting com-
mences in order to surmount the high

land separating Moravia from Austrian

Silesia, and the waters (lowing into the

Black Sea from those that run into the

Baltic.

'I'he railway then enters the Austrian

valley of the Oder, and will run parallel

with it as far as

Miihrisch Ostrau, whence a branch is

to communicate with Tro))pau. After

a short course parallel with the frontier

of Prussian Silesia, past Freystadt, it

will pass, without surmounting any

considerable acclivity, into the valley

of the Vistula, and will descend it by

Dwary to Podgorze and Cracow.

2j Ober Augezd. After passing Leip-

nick, a town of 6000 iiihab., where the

railroad line crosses tlie post-road, near

the ruined castle Helfenstein, the road

reaches

3 Weisskirnhen, with 5600 inhab. :

near it is the ruin of Swertoach and the

mountain slip (Bergfall) of Propast.

3 Neutitschen,a town of 7000 inhab.,

belonging to the Tlieresianum in Vienna.
Marshal Loudon died here, 1790.
The road tr averses a very pretty coun-

try, skirting the northern slope of the

Carpathian chain.

2 Freiberg.

2 Freideck, on the right bank of the

Ostrawitza, is the Hrsttown in Austrian
Silesia.

3 Teschen (/«« Brauner Hirscb),

chief town of the Dukedom of Teschen,
which now belongs to the Archduke
Charles, situated at the foot of the

Beskiden hills, oit the hanks of the

Olsa, contains with its suburbs more
than 6000 inhabitants. In 1779, a
treaty of peace was concluded here

which ended the war of the Bavarian
Succession. Above the town are the

picturesque ruins of a castle, destroyed

1644.

Aboirt 14 miles to the S.E. rises the

river Vistula (Weicbsel), in a morass;

at a short distance from its source it

descends a fall of 1 80 ft. A little be-

yond the next post-station.

2 Skotschau, the road crosses it by
a wooden bridge 500 paces long; for

though shrunk to a mere brook in sum-
mer, it occupies at times a wide bed.

3 Bielitz, on the left bank of the

Biala, which divides Silesia from Gal-
licia. Its 6000 inhabitants carry on
extensive clotli manufactures. It be-

longs to Prince Sulkowsky. A stone

bridge connects it with Biala in Gal-
licia.

The condition of the peasant does not

improve on crossing the border; the

houses are wretched, tlie inns hedge-

taverns, kept by filthy Jews, yet tlie

country is fertile and beautiful.

3 Kenty.
3 Wadowice. Between Wadowice

and Izdebnik is Calvaria, a Convent of

Bernardines, containing a miraculous

image of the Virgin, the cause of nu-

merous pilgrimages from the neighbour-

ing countries.

3 Izdebnik.

[Travellers going direct to Lemberg,

and not wishing to visit Cracow, pro-

ceed at once from this to Myslcnice,
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4 German miles, and Gdow, 3 German
miles.]

*2 Mogilany, a village with a castle

on a hill, commands a fine view of the

vale of the Vistula, of Cracow, with the

tumulus of Krak on the right, and the

mound of earth raised to Kosciusko's

memory on the left; on the right of the

road to Podgorze lie the remarkable
sulphur-mines of Swoszowitze and a
sulphur-bath.

2 Podgorze

—

(Inn: Goldener Hirsch)

—a flourishing manufacturing town of

2000 inhabitants, the last in the Aus-
trian dominions, situaterl on the right

bank of the V'istula, and connected by
a wooden bridge 145 ft. long, with Ka-
simierz, the Jews’ quarter of the city of

Cracow.

1 Cr.vcow* — (Krakau, German).
(Inns: La Rose Blanche, in the Stra-

ilom, clean and cheap, good table-

d'hote;— Hotel de Russie).

Cracow, at present the capital of a
small free state or republic, whose in-

dependence was established by the Con-
gress of Vienna, consisting of a small
portion of the ancient kingdom of Po-
land, and placed under the protection

of its neighbours, Russia, Austria, and
Prussia, is seated on the left bank of

the Vistula, and contains 37,330 inha-

bitants. The population at one time
amounted to 80,000, while it continued
the place of residence of the Sovereigns

of Poland, and tlie seat of one of the

most reputed universities in Europe,
the great national seminary of the

Poles. At a distance it shows itself

with splendour unimpaired, beauti-
fully situated, clustered with towers
and spires, and overtopped, like Prague,
by its regal palace. But it is as a
whitened sepulchre, lifeless, gloomv,
decayed, and ghastly within :

“ con-
sisting of palaces without inhabit-

ants, and itdiabitants without bread.”
Once the most populous and thriving
city of Poland, it is now abandoned
by trade and commercial prn.sj)crity,

and includes within its half-filled walls

* See Mr. Reeve's excellent description of
(.'racow in the ‘ .Metropolitan .Mag.' July, 1834.

perhaps the most squalid population in

Europe.
Though on the outskirts of the town

many of the buildings are deserted

and going to ruin, yet the number and
rich architecture of churches, palaces,

and convents still remaining, are strik-

ing memorials of former greatness.

The Royal Castle, called Zamek, is

situated upon a rock called W'^awel, at

whose base, Krak, the Polish Cadmus,
slew the dragon in a cave, which may
still be seen

;
“ like the city below, it is

in a state of living death, retaining in

part the outward form of its lietter days,

not yet unroofed or abandoned to the

owl or the weed, but desecrated and
despoiled.” It was founded by Casi-

mir the Great, in the 14th century, but
a very small portion of his building

alone remains, the rest is of the time of

Augustus II., who rebuilt it. Sigis-

mond III. was the last king who held
his court here, 1610. Down to 1794,
the regalia and the treasures of the

kings of Poland were kept in the vaults

below. It is now converted into a
barrack, and partly into a mendicity
hospital, but still displays much de-

cayed splendour in its interior decora-
tions. It commands a fine view of the

Carpathians.

The Cathedral, adjoining the jmlace
(built 1004— 110'2), the most interest-

ing object in Cracow—the Polish West-
minster Abbey, possesses externally
neither splendour nor regularity of ar-

chitecture; while within, the tiumerous
chapels surrounding it destroy all har-

mony of jwoporlion. It contains, how-
ever, greater treasures of the precious
metals, in costly gifts dedicated by
kings, nobles, and wealthy devotees to

its numerous shrines, than probably
any other church north of the Alps and
Pyrenees;—never yet having been sub-
jected to spoliation

;
and it also includes

j

the ashes of the most illustrious men
' that Poland has produced.

]
In the centre of the nave is the gor-

i geous Shrine of the Martyr St. Stanis-

j

las, Patron Saint of Poland
;
the coflin,

! supporteil on the shoulders of 4 angels,

;

and altar, are of solid silver, ns well as

T 2
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the candlesticks and statues surround-
ing them.

In front of the high altar the coro-

natioii of the Polish Kings took place

;

the chair in which they were enthroned

is still preserved.

Tlie 16 chapels around the church

contain the tombs of many Polish Kings
—Boleslaus, Casimir the Great, the

.Tagellons, Sigismond, Stephen Hathory,

Kc. Many of the older monuments hear

the recumbent effigies of the sovereigns

to whose memory they were erected, and
are decorated with rich carvings, among
which the white eagle, the armorial

bearings of Poland, is conspicuous. A
long line of Prelates of Cracow is also

interred here. Tlie Soltyk chapel con-

tains many precious relics of ancient

art; the roof is painted in fresco. Tlie

two altars are decorated with paintings :

one, representingihe legend ofSt. George

of Cappadocia, bears the dale 1467, and

is said to be by a Russian artist; the

other is of a later period, and probably

of the German school. Beneath these

altars are the tombs of .lean Albert and

Ladislas .lagellon, of red marble, richly

carved. A statue by Thorwaldsen, of

Count Wladimir Potocki, killed 1812

liefore Moscow, has recently been placed

in this church. A ponderous brazen

trap-door in the pavement of the church,

raised by a lever, admits the stranger

into the crypt beneath
;
within which

are deposited the remains of John So-

biesky, in a sarcophagus, bearing his

crown, sceptre, and sword;

—

oi Joseph

Poniatowski ;—and of ThadJeus Kos-

ciusko. whose body was brought hither

in 1817.

Of the remaining churches in Cra-

cow, now reduced from 76 to 46 in

number, the only ones deserving notice

are, that of St. Stanislas, called Skalka,

the oldest in this city; and that of St.

Mary's, an elegant Gothic edifice dating

from 1226, remarkable for its size, and

the decorations of its interior, sur-

mounted by two taper towers encircled

near the top with turrets.

1'lie University, one of the oldest

in Europe, founded by seceders from

Prague (p. 387), contains a statue of

Copernicus, who was professor here, by
Thorwaldsen.

The Great Cloth-hall (Tuchhaus-Su-
kiennice), in the midst of the principal

square, built 1340, by Casimir the

Great, bears witness to the former im-
portance of the trade of Cracow, by the

vast extent of its warehouses. The Se-
nate, who govern the affairs of' the free

city, under the direction of a president,

elected every three years, now hold their

meetings in it; and the lower story is

converted into a sort of bazaar, and oc-

cupied by shops.

The Bishop's Palace is a handsome
edifice, decorated (in 1816) with fres-

coes, representing the chief events in

Polish history. It contains a museum
of Sarmatian antiquities.

The space between the city (proper)

and the suburbs has been planted and
converted into a beautiful Garden with

agreeable walks, enlivened 3 times a

week by a military band. The ground
it occupies was once covered by fortifi-

cations.

The Schiesshaus, in the suburb IVes-

sola, is a place of jrublic resort much
frequented, and will aft'ord an oppor-

tunity for seeing some peculiarities of

Polish manners.

3 miles from Cracow, on the emi-

nence of Bronislawa, stands tlie colossal

mound of earth, 1 50 ft. high, raised as a

monument to Kosciusko, by the senate,

nobles, and people of Cracow, who
toiled themselves at the construction of

it. 4 years were occupied in raising

it : and parcels of earth, brought from

all the great battle-fields in which the

Poles have been engaged, were thrown

upon the heap. The summit com-
mands a good view, and hence may be

discerned the more ancient harrows of

Krak and \’anda, dating from a period

anterior to recorded history.

Conveyances.—There are daily con-

veyances from Cracow to Breslau ami

Warsaw (excellent^ ; an Eilwagen

several times a week to Brunn and

Vienna.

The principal sight in the vicinity of

Cracow is the Salt-Mine of Hleliczkn.

In order to reach it, the Vistula is again
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crossed to Podgorze. You then pass

the large eaitheii tumulus mentioned

before, traditionally said to be the tomb
of Cracus, the founder of Cracow.

2 The Austrian tow'n of Wieliczka,

6 miles from Cracow, contains more
than 5000 inhabitants, and is only

remarkable for its salt-mines, probably

the most extensive and productive in

the whole world. They were dis-

covered 1250, and began to be worked
soon after. The excavations com-
menced beneath the town, which is

entirely undermined by them
;

and
they extend from E. to W. more than

9590 ft.
;
and from N. to S. 3600 ft.

Their depth is 1220 ft., and their

annual produce averages 700,000 Aus-
trian centners. Permission to see the

mines is freely granted on application

to the directors, who appoint a guide to

attend on strangers. The time occu-

pied in exploring the mines thoroughly

is about 4 or 5 hours. There is no
danger in the descent. Altliough visi-

tors are forbidden to give fees to the

miners, it is usual to pay 1 or 2 Zwan-
zigers to the guide, who furnishes cloaks

and accompanies strangers down the

stairs into the interior of the mine.
“ The town of Wieliczka is plea-

santly diversified with slight hills, but
its ]K)sition has nothing of the pic-

turesque aspect of the salt-works near

Salzburg or in the Vallais. Several

shafts in different j)arts of the town
descend into the excavations which
have been made in the salt-rock.

Down the princijial of these shafts it

was my fate to descend
;
and having

put on a kind of white surplice, and
hired a certain number of boys to carry

iron lamps, I took my place witli the

guides in a kind of swing, suspended
from a capstern, and we were all let

down 34 fathoms, hanging like a bunch
of grapes from a single rope. Tliis

descent brought us to the 1st story, or

Jield of the works, where considerable
iiumliersof men were engaged in pack-
ing and pounding the salt in l)arrels,

whence it is raised up the great shaft.

e walked for some distance along
die wide galleries, which are perfectly

dry and airy, till we arrived at various

lialls or chambere excavated in the salt.

1 had been assured that I should find

the air so impregnated with saline

particles, as to give a strong taste of

salt to the lips and tongue, but I did

not perceive this to be the case. My
guides lit their broom torches, which
threw a transient glare over the im-

mense caverns
;

the hewn vaults and
the dark irregular walls glittered with

the crystals imbedded here and there

in the compact mass
;

and the vast

obscure, thus fitfully illuminated, gave

one the gloomy impression of a temple
dedicated to the infernal deities. W'e
crossed a salt-lake, which fills the bot-

tom of one of these halls on the second
field, in a broad flat-bottomed boat, and
beyond it we found the workmen con-

tinuing the labour of excavation. Some
of the galleries through which we passed

are a thousand paces in length, and
several of the chambers are from 80 to

100 ft. in height. It was an appalling

reflection, that these prodigious perfora-

tions, descending 136 fathoms into the

earth, and extending, in a vast laby-
rinth, 4 stories deep, over a tract as

large as a huge city, have been effected

for the sole purpose of seasoning human
I'ood

;
that man has hence eaten the

earth, obeying it would seem an in-

stinctive rather than an artificial want,
since it appears to be common to all

mankind
;
and the mineral substance

thus profusely consumed has a sacred
character in all the more primitive
forms of religion.

“ The salt-rock of Wieliczka is per-
fectly compact; no natural chasms
have ever been found in the mass

;

and tile salt is mixed with no kind of
extraneous substance, except the soil

and clay in the jiarts nearer to the sur-
face. The halls and passages, which
have been gradually excavated in the
course of nine hundred years, during
which the mines are known to have
been worked, are all named after dis-

tinguished personages, and many of
them are adorned with obelisks and
columns left standing by the work-
men. The chapel is a chamber of
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moderate size, scooped out in n more
i

regular Gothic form, ornamented with

various statues and a huge ci-ucifix, all

of the same material. One of the

statues, composed of a single trans-

parent salt-crystal, represents Sigis-

mund Augustus of Poland, as large as

life, tliough the emblems of his regality

have slightly delloresced since his reign.

Another statue, which I took for Lot’s

wife, proved to be St. Cunegunda, once

duchess of the country, and still pa-

troness of the mines, which the tradi-

tion says were discovered in the course

of a very vigilant search made for the

wedding-ring of that princess. Mass
is celebrated once a-year in this sub-

terranean chapel, in the presence of all

the miners—and that is on the festival

of St. Cunegunda.
“ The miners are a fine race of men

;

their labour is healthy, and it is not
|

true lhatany of them live under ground
—they seldom remain below more than

eight hours at a time. The imple-

ments they use to detach large frag-

ments of the rock from tlie mass are of

the simplest kind
;
and the mines are

worked at the present day just as they

were in the ninth century, with the ex-

ception of the gunpowder occasionally

used in blasting. The whole nature of

the works has, in fact, little analogy

with the science of mining
;

and it

would be more correct to term them

salt-cpiarries than salt-mines.

“ Tlie whole administration is now a

monopoly in tlie hands of the Austrian

government. The salt is i-aised at an

expense of about 10 Kreutzers {id.)

]ier quintal; it is sold to the ordinary

])urchaser on the spot, at the prices of

3 11. 45 kreutz., and 8 11. 30 kreutz.

(about eleven shillings) per quintal,
j

By an arrangement made with the

Russian and Prussian governments at

the Congress of Vienna, salt is sold to

them at a price which enables them to

make exorbitant profits, by revendiug

it to their subjects a little dearer than

it is sold in Austria. The monopoly
j

is enforced in Gallicia with the utmost
;

rigour: and severe punishments arc in-
j

fiicted on the peasants who should veu-
'
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i
ture to use even the drippings of salt-

water drained from the mines; the

slightest trace of salt in the country is

immediately seized by the authorities

for the imperial monopoly. Of course
the quantity of salt raised is regulated

entirely by the demand : it now varies

from 700,000 to a million quintals

annually. The wages of the men who
work at the excavations, and who are

paid by task-work, vary from forty

Kreutzers to one florin per diem (16rf.

to 2s.); the pay of the men otherwise

employed about the mines is only 16
kr. (G^d.).

“ Accidents very rarely happen
;
and

when they do, they are generally caused
by an unforeseen approach to some neg-

lected part of the works, where water

has accumulated in the lapse of cen-

turies. Since the Austrians have been

I

in possession of the mines, many of the

salt-pillars, which had been left by the

miners to support the cavities, have

been hewn away, and immense piles of

wood have beeti substituted. It is

iqjprehended that this change may be

attended with disastrous consequences

at some future time, though the wood
becomes exceedingly durable from its

beitig impregnated with salt. In 1833

the crust gave way in one part, and a

bouse in the town descended gently itito

tlie depths below. But the extent and
apparent solidity of the jmssages give an

air of great security to the immense
labyrinth ;

and fortunately the idea of

being earthed scarcely crossed my
mind. It might seem hard to be

drowned as well as buried alive ; but

in the middle of the lowest field to

which I peuetmted, I bad the satisfac-

tion of learning from the guides that

[

the lake we had crossed half an hour

before was just over our heads. A
fortnight would scarcely suflice to ex-

plore the whole extent of tlie excava-

tions, but I was perfectly satisfied with

a journey of two hours. The monoto-

nous immensity of tlie subterranean

vaults, the broad darkness all around.

!
just rendered visible by our passing

I

torches, and the stony silence—so in-

- finitely more deep than the stillest hour
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of a summer's niglit—only broken by

the picking beard at intervals, or tlie

rough explosion of tlie blasting powder,

weighed heavily on the imagination.

I took my place again with 'great plea-

sure in the swing which raised me to

my native surface
;

and I joyfully

opened my eyes and mouth to quail'

with rare appetite a draught of light

and air.”

—

Reeve.

The rock containing the salt is sup-

posed to be of tertiary formation, but

as tliis fact is not correctly ascertained,

visitors may serve the cause of geolo-

gical science by collecting specimens

on the spot of the fossils found em-
bedded in the rock in connexion with

the salt.

The annual production and con-

sumption of salt are stated to be—for

Prussia 600,000 tons, sent by way of

Dwaryj 2,300,000 for Austria, exclu-
sive of Gallicia; and 1,015,000 for

Hungary, sent by Wadowice.
A very extensive Bathing Establish-

ment, supplied with brine, douche, and
vapour baths, has recently been erected

here, which already in 1839 was much
resorted to.

2 Gdow. A miserable Polish village

on the Kaba. Here the road from
IVieliczka and Cracow joins the direct

road from Lemberg to Vienna, p. 411.

2^ Uochnia, a town of 5300 iniia-

bitants, with considerable salt-mines,

inferior to those of Wieliczka, but de-

rived, it is supposed, from the same
enormous deposit. The houses are

mostly of wood.
2 lirzesko. A Jews’ village.

2 Woynicz. The highest summits
of the Tatra momitains may be dis-

cerned from this.

2 Tarnow, a town of 2500 inhabit-

ants, half Jews, belonging to Prince
Sangusko, whose chateau lies in the

neighbourhood. Tlie Cathedral con-
tains the very curious Monuments of
the families of Ostrog and Tamowsky :

they are of marble, richly adorned with
statues and bas-reliefs of battles, &c.,
and reach up to the roof of the Church,
a height of 60 or 70 II.

3 Pilsno.

2 Dembice. Here is a chateau of

Prince Radzivil.

3 Gora-Kopcezyka.
3 Rzeszou, a town of 5000 inha-

bitants.

2 Lancut (Landsbut), a town of

about 2000 inhabitants, one-third of

them Jews—much linen is made here.

3 Przeworsk.

2 Jaroslau — (7/in ; that kept by
Johann Schetz is tolerably clean).

The town belongs to Prince Czarto-

rysky
;

it is prettily situated, has 3372
inhabitants

;
two-thirds are Jews. It

lies on the San, a navigable stream.

2 Radymnol.
3 Przemys, an old town with 4000

inhabitants, on the San, here crossed by
a bridge 500 ft. long. It is still sur-

rounded by the ancient walls, and con-

tains 16 Churches, most of them Gothic.

It is the See of a Roman Catholic and
of a Greek Bishop. It is a flourishing

place. Without the walls is a ruined

Castle.

The villages of the Rusniacks, a
Sclavonic tribe who inhabit this part of

Gallicia, are miserable in the extreme

;

their wretched huts are twisted reeds

plastered with mud.
2 Szehynie.

2 Moseiska. 2500 inhabitants.

2 Sadowa— Wisznia. 2200 inha-
bitants.

3 Grodek, a town of 4000 inhabit-

ants, situated between 2 small lakes.

2 Bartutow.

2 Lembei'g (in Polish, Lwow
;
Latin,

Leopolis)— [Inns: Hotel de Russie,

and Hotel de I’Europe, both in the sub-
urbs; Wolf's Restaurant and Coll'ee-

liouse). Lemberg is the capital of the

Austrian portion of Poland (Gallicia),

and has more than 56,000 inhabitants,

nearly 20,000 of whom are Jews, ex-
cluding military.

It is tlie scat of 3 archbisho[)s.

Catholic, Armenian, and Greek. It

contains 14 Roman Catholic Churches,
a Greek and Armenian Calliedral, a
Protestant Chapel (Belhhans), and 2
Synagogues, besides several Catholic
and Greek Convents. The town itself
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is small, but it is equalled in extent by
each of its four suburbs

;
and in tliem

are situated the finest houses.

In the market-place in the centre of

the city stands the Rathhaus. finished

1835.

The Dominican Church, in imitation

of that of St. Carlo in A'ienna, contains

a monument by ThorwaUlsen, to the

Countess Dunin-llorowska.

In the Cracow suburb is situated

the Church and Palace of the Armenian
Archbishop, a handsome pile of build-

ing. The performance of the Arme-
nian church service may here be seen.

The principal Jews' Synagogue, in the

quarter of tlie town exclusively appro-

priated to them, is tlie most splendid in

the Austrian dominions.

The University, re-opened in 1817, is

attended by more than 1000 students.

There is a public Library particu-

larly rich in Polisli literature, and a

Museum is in the course of formation,

which is especially to be devoted to the

national productions.

The fortifications of the town have

been razed and turned into walks. On
the N. rises the Sandberg, on whose

summit stands the ohl ruined castle of

Lbwenhurg, commanding a fine view

of the town.

Lemberg is the place of greatest

trade in Gallicia, though it is chiefly

limited to carrying and commission

business; and it is almost entirely in

the hanils of the Jews. Important fairs

are held at stated periods; the most

considerable is that called Drei Kbiiigs

Messe, which lasts six weeks from Jan-

uary 11th. During this period, which

is called Contractszeit, a great con-

course of Christian and Jewish mer-

chants and traders assemble, and much
commission business, &c. is transacted.

(Route 277.)
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ROUTE 277.

rnAGUE TO BRUNN, BY ZWITTAC.

31 Germ. m.= 141 Eng. m.
Eilwagen daily in 36 liours, making

a long detour fiy Kbniggratz {"Route

S3), reaching Brunu in time for the

train to Vienna. This is a much fre-

quented road, especially since the form-
ation of the railway from Briinn to

Vienna renders it one of the quickest
approaches to the Austrian capital

;

a great part of it however is bad and
illlaid.

N.B.—The branch railway fiom 01-
mutz, already carried as far as Hohen-
stadt, is much nearer to Prague than the

Brunn Line (p. 410).
I’he post-road from Prague by Neu

Collin to

10 Czaslau is the same as Route 270.

It here turns 1. out of the Vienna road

to

4 Chrudim, a town of 5625 iiibab.,

ha-s a very ancient church.

4 Hohenmauth, a town of 4568 inh

,

many of them cloth-weavers.

2 Leutoinischl, a town of 5816 inh.,

under the protection of Count Wald-
stein, has a large .Schloss. The frontier

of Moravia is crossed before entering

2^ Zwittau, an old walled town and
Bishop's See, has 3000 inhab.

;
has

considerable manufactures of cloth and
linen. A branch Eilwagen runs from

Zwittau to Olmiitz, on the way to Aus-
trian Gallicia (Route 276).

2 Brisau, in the deep valley of the

Zwitta.

2 Goldenbrlinn ;
3 m. to the 1. lies

Boskowitz, remarkable for its castle oti

a height, and its parish church, dating

from 1202.

2^ Liperwka— only the post-house

stands on the road
;
the town lies on

the right of it.

2 BiiiiNN, in Route 275.
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§ 115. Passports.

In all that relates to custom-houses and passpqrts, Hungary is regarded at

Vienna less as a province of Austria than as a foreign country. Travellers are

therefore sometimes compelled to apply, some days before they intend to set

out from Vienna, at the police-office, for permission to enter Hungary
;
and

having obtaineil this, it is in some cases necessary to have their passports coun-

tersigned at the Hungarian Chancery (Ungarische Hofkanzlei), Vordere Sclien-

kenstrasse, though of late this strictness is much relaxed, and the formality may
now probably be dispensed with— 1842. Once arrived within the frontier of

Hungary, the traveller no-longer requires his passport until he reaches the Mili-

tary Frontier (Route 284), where it will be again called for. “ He should,

however, always have it with him; for the magistrates of the town may some-
times demand it mider the plea that they have orders to arrest certain Poles or

other foreigners.”—P.

The Austrian Custom-house is particularly strict in hindering the introduc-

tion of Hungarian tobacco. Travellers are allowed only 2 oz. duty free; all

above that must pay a tax of 2 ff. per lb., and is considered at tlie same time
contraband, and liable to confiscation, with a fine of 16 fl. per lb. if tlie owner
be not provided with a permit (Grenzbollete, or Tabaks-pass), which is to lie

obtained at the place where the tobacco was purchased, to enable him to carry

it over the Austrian frontier.

Money the same as in Austria. 88.)

• German, Ungnm. See I’agct's ‘ Hungary,' an excellent work.

T 3
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§ 116. TRAVELLING. POSTING. BAUERN POST.—VORSPANN.

There are Postwttgeii between Hermannstadt, Klausenburg, and Pest, and also

Diligences 3 times a week between Pest and Klausenburg.

As there are only two Eilwagen in Hungary, viz., those between Vienna and
Presburg, and Vienna and Pest, the ordinary mode of travelling by land is

posting.

The Posting charges, according to tariff, are,

—

With the e.\tra Trinkgeld for the postboy, and 6 kr, to the ostler, the expense

per post must be calculated at 3 11. at /east.

Between Vienna and Pest there is a separate posting establishment set on foot

by Peasants who drive their own horses, thencfe called Post. It is one-

third cheaper, and at least twice as expeditious as the ordinary post; but the

traveller must have his own carriage, as post-caleches ai-e not provided by the

peasants. “ Tlie pace at which these men take on a light Vienna carriage is

perfectly wonderful, especially when the length of some of then' stages is con-

sidered. Tlie last stage between Vienna and Pest cannot be less tlian 10 miles,

and, with a short pause of about a quarter of an hour to water, they do it for

the most part at full gallop, and with tlie same horses, in 4 hours. It is glorious

to see the wild-looking driver, his long black hair floating in the wind, as he

turns round to ask your admiration when his 4 little clean-boned nags are

rattling over hill and hollow at a pace which, for the first time since he left home,

shakes an Englishman’s blood into quicker circulation.”

—

Paget.

The cost of 4 horses, which will take 4 persons, is 2 fl. a post, everything

included. The journey from Pest to Fientia may be performed in 20 to 22

hours with 4 horses, as follows

:

For 2 horses, pier post . . . . .

grease-money .....
post-caldche ......
jiostilion (but he is not satisfied with double)

c. M. (1. kr.

. 1 40

8

2.1

18

Total 2 31

Cost in Conv. MSnz.

G. Miles. Horses. Trinkgeld to driver

From Pest (Buda) to

Neudorf

.Szony . .

Gbuyo (grease the wheels)

Otemeney (Hochstrass)

4

6

n. kt. 11 . kr.

10 9 .

6 40

5 40

5 40 .

4 20 . 0 20 / I
9 20 . 1 20 O

Schweehat .... 6 .

Vienna Austrian post, with regular post-liorses.

9 0.10

* In coming fVom Vienna, Bancrn horses are first met with at Parendorf.
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Tlie Bauern Post is said to be extending to other routes ia Hungary, and to

be especially well organized between Pest and Trieste, by Kauiscka, Warasdin,

and Agram.

Vorspann.

As a part of the Hungarian system, by which the peasant is compelled to

give a certain number of days of forced labour in the year to his lord, he is also

obliged by law to furnish the officers of the county and of the crown with post-

horses on demand, to carry them from one part of the country to the other, on

payment. To all others it is illegal. This species of posting is called Vor-

spann, and it exists in all parts of Hungary and Transylvania. In order to enjoy

this privilege, which was originally intended only for Hungarian nobles, military

and civil officers, but which is also at times given to strangers, through the inte-

rest of Hungarian friends, to whom they are well known, an order for Vorspann,

called Assignation, must be obtained. Such orders are issued from Vienna, by

the Vice-gespaun of each county, equivalent to our Sheriff., On arriving at a

post-station in a town or village, the traveller so provided drives to the Stadt-

liaus, and delivers his Assignation to the Stadtrichter, who, on sight of it, is

bound to furnish him with horses on.—N. B. The stranger must take care not

to leave it behind him, as on it his progress depends. The inhabitants of the

village (jjeasants) either take it in turns to furnish horses, or pay others to keep

horses constantly ready for them. During harvest-time perpetual delays will

occur, even to those who travel with an order for Vorspann, owing to the diffi-

culty of getting the horses from the fields, and the unwillingness of the peasants

to quit their work. Fewer than 4 horses are seldom given to a carriage, often

6 : yet the charge is not more than one-third the expense of posting; 4 horses

for 1 post of 2 Germ, miles cost usually 1 fl. Miinz. If a traveller be gene-

rous, or even conscientious, he generally gives a Trinkgeld, equal to the price of

the Vorspann
;
a small Trinkgeld is also given to the Pandour or Heyduk. The

horses are generally small, often mere ponies, and in miserable condition
;
but

at times they carry the traveller at full gallop over the wide Pusztas, or com-

mons, at the rate of 8 miles an hour. Let the traveller in Hungary, however,

never be in a hurry : it will only occasion loss of temper
;
he that is in haste,

will find it of no avail, and he will be soon taught patience and resignation,

not only at the door of the Hungarian post-house, but everywhere else in the

country : it is contrary to the national character to do anything quickly, or in

less than treble the time it would take elsewhere. The Hungarians themselves

find a remedy for the evil in the constant and severe application of the stick to

the shoulders of the driver—a measure which generally produces the required

eOect. Strangers, however, should lie cautious in resorting to this alternative,

as from tlieir hands it will scarcely be submitted to with tliesame equanimity.
“ It is a great mistake ever to quit a post-road in Hungary, as it is impossible

to calculate the difficulties you may meet with when forced to take peasants’

horses without the autliority of a Vorspann. Tliis does not apply to the Bauern

post between ^ ieuna and Pest.’’— H. P. On the great post-roads travelling is

comparatively easy.
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§ 117. INNS.—REQUISITES FOR TRAVELLING IN HUNGARY. MAP.
“ The Hungarian inns, i. e. such as one meets with out of the great towns, are,

on the wliole, the worst I have found in Europe. They are generally of one
story, planted in the midst of a court-yard ankle-deep in muil, with an arcade
running round them

;
broken steps and uneven pavement lead up to them.

Landlord and waiter are seldom at hand to receive a traveller when he presents

himself
;

tlie attendance is slow and bad : but these are trifles. I am not over

nice, hut I must confess, the public dining-room, with its tobacco fumes, dogs,

the practice of spitting to excess, and not unfrequently the horrid smell of garlic,

and, what is worse, the total absence of all attempt to purify the ajiartment.

filled me with disgust. But you are no better olf in the bed-rooms : they are

equally bespitten, and as seldom cleaned. The spider nestles for ever in the

corners, and his tapestry is the only drapery which adorns the bare walls. As
for the beds, 1 shudder to think of them. With all the discomforts of those of

Germany they have this in addition, that they are usually filthy. The sheets

are sewn on to the coverlid, and how often they serve it is impossible to say.

A bell is almost unknown, even in the chief towns. Ifyou want anything, y-ou

must open your window or door, and call out to the waiter. You need not

expect an answer
;
but go down stairs, and you will find him in the passage

curling his mustachios.

“ Housewifery, however, is but little understood, even in private families and

among the upper classes. A Vienna lady, settled in Pest, tells me it is with

the greatest difficulty she can get Hungarian servants to work at all : one Ger-

man will do as much ns three; and they are most intractable from their idle-

ness and unconquerable filtby habits.

“ A great proportion of tbe inns are kept by Germans, as the Hungarian con-

siders it degrading and servile, generally speaking, to perform the duties of a

landlord. From this cause, ns well as from the great number of German colo-

nists (Schwaben, as they are called) settled in all parts of the country, and

forming by far the most industrious portion of the community, the German

language is generally understood at inns throughout Hungary ;
but a servant

who speaks Hungarian (Magyar) and Sclavonic, would be very useful, and

almost indispensable, for an Englishman, especially if he does not siieak Ger-

man." Few of the inns afford more than 2 or 3 rooms for the use of travel-

lers; it is therefore inconvenient to travel in a large party. We have usually

found the interiors tolerably clean.”—P. 18-12.

“ A stout travelling carriage is absolutely necessary. Except on one or two

roads. Hungary affords no post-chaises or caleches
;
nothing but common carls,

Leiterwagen. A tolerable carriage, new or second-hand, adapted to the roads of

the country (which for the most part are no roads at all, only ruts), may be pur-

chased at Pest. A carriage of the country is better than any other, because, if

it happen to break down, it is possible to find a workman able to mend it; but

to expect them to repair anything better than their own clumsy manufacture, is

quite out of the question.’’—N.B. A carriage is of no use at Constantinople,

though it is indispensable in travelling by land across Hungary.
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Leather sheets are desirable, and sleeping In a carriage is often preferable

to a bed. No Hungarian gentleman thinks of travelling without his sheets,

pillow, pillow-case, aud leather sheets. Mattresses are required by those about

to penetrate from Hungary into the far east. Mosquito curtains will be

found of the greatest service to tliose who descend the Danube, and who value

skin, sleep, or comfort, since myriads of those venomous insects are engendered

on the marshy shores of the river. The portmanteau should be waterproof, or

provided with a tarpaulin. '

Professor Schedius’ new map of Hungary, in 9 sheets, is very correct, and

will prove useful to the traveller.

Fowls are always to be had by waiting half an hour
;
in other respects the

larders of the country iims are very badly provided : therefore let the traveller

furnish a basket with cold meat, &c., and take several bottles of good wine from

Pest, or whatever other starting-point he may set out from. The favourite aud

national dish is chicken, seasoned with red pepper (capsicums), called Paprica

Hindi
;
the same hot seasoning is applied to other viands, and the taste for it

marks the Eastern origin and descent of the Magyars. A block-tin tea-kettle,

and some tea, will often repay the trouble of carriage. Pistols may be of use,

as Hungary is one of the few countries of Europe where robbers still exist, indi-

vidually and in bands, but only in certain districts. In travelling with Vor-

spann, take plenty of stout rope ;
the wretched tackle with which the horses are

fastened is always breaking. An extra splinter-bar, however rude, will be re-

quired now and then.

“ The climate of Hungary is very variable
;
the hottest days are succeeded by

very cold nights, and the traveller will not repent if he provide himself with that

portion of the national costume called a Bunda, before he sets out on a journey.

Tliis is a cloak of sheep-skin, with tlie hair turned inwards, and the leather or-

namented with rude embroidery and strips of gaudy colours. The Magyar
peasant rarely abatidons it summer and winter

;
it seems to serve him at once

for coat, bed, and house. A Bunda of the better sort, lined with black wool,

may be purchased for 30 or 40 fl.”

A medicine-chest, or at least a supply of quinine and calomel pills, will he
taken hy every person, when informed of the dangerous fevers, agues, &c. bred
in the pestilential marshes at the mouth of the Danube (see Route 284).
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ROUTES THROUGH HUNGARY.

THE DANUBE, BELOW
VIENNA.

DANUBE STEAM-COMPANY.

The scheme of navigating the Danube
by steam-boats owes its origin to two
Englisti ship-builders, named Andrews
and Pritchard, established at Venice,

who, in 1828, commenced the under-

taking unaided by others, and obtained

an exclusive privilege, for 3 years, of

running steam-vessels on that river. It

is extremely probable that the attempt

would have proved unsuccessful, and
that, sharing the usual discouragements

which attend strangers in a foreign

country, they would have been com-
pelled to abandon their plan, liad it not

received the encouragement of two en-

lightened noblemen, Baron Puthon and

Count Sz^chenyi. The former, in con-

junction with several bankers of Vienna,

formed a company in 1830; and the

Count Szdehenyi, soon after, perceiving

the importance of such an enterprise to

his country, took an active share in pro-

moting the design
;
and to his talents,

patriotic zeal, and ceaseless activity

must, in the main, be attributed its

rapid progress and present success.

The Austrian government has also

sanctioned the undertaking with con-

siderable liberality, by granting it a

charter, conferring the exclusive privi-

lege of navigating the Danube, and all

other Austrian rivers, for a period of 15

years, which has since been extended

to 25.

The company numbers among its

patrons and shareholders the late and

present Em])cror, the Archdukes, the

Palatine of Hungary, Prince Milosch,

Prince Metternich, and the chief noble-

men of Hungary and Austria. The

shares are at a considerable premium,

and the speculation, as a whole, has

been eminently successful. The line

of communication between Vienna and

the mouth of the Danube is now kept

up by a chain of 20 Steam-boats, be-
sides 7 sea -steamers navigating the
Black Sea and Hellespont to Constan-
tinople, Trebizond, and Smyrna, and
tug-boats, which tow up 30,000 or

40,000 Servian swine annually.
The Danube (Duna, in Hungarian) is

the natural outlet for the produce of

Moldavia, Wallachia, Servia, Hungary,
and a large part of the Austrian domi-
nions, into the Black Sea; and the

newly - established steam - navigation
opens a direct communication between
central Europe and the East, and may
possibly be the means of bringing back
a large portion of the commerce of the

world into its old channels across our
continent, which it followed before the

discovery of the Cape of Good Hojre.

No less than 17 navigable tributaries

fall into the Danube between Passau
and Bassova, and the chief of these

within the territory of Hungary. Hi-

therto the navigation of this main ar-

tery of Europe has been almost exclu-

sively downward, and, with little or no
aid from sails or oars, accomplished by
Hat- bottomed barges or rafts (see Route

175), constructed in the very rudest

manner, because they were to be broken

up as timber at the end of the voyage.

Number of trips made by the steam-

ers jier month and time occupieil on
||

the voyage;— |

yienna to Pest, daily in summer,
|

setting out in the afternoon, stopping for I

the night at Presburg, starting early the I

next morning to Pest, in 13 hours. In 5

the height of summer they go from Vi-
*

enna to Pest without stopping.
]

Pest to Semliti and Drenkova, twice 'P

a-week

.

Pest to Mohacs, and Eszck on the t

Drave, once a-week, when the Drave is f

high enough. I

P'ieiina to Constantinople, six times a A
month, without stoppages, viz.—three f
times a month from Skela Gladova to f

Gallatz and tlie mouth of the Danube, ^
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ill 13 days; and three times a month

from Kladusnitza to Czernavoda, and

thence by land to Kustandji on the

Black Sea, in 11 days, exclusive of

stoppages from accidental delays of the

steamer. Under favourable circum-

stances the voyage up may be made in

15 or 16 days, exclusive of a quarantine

of 10 days at Orsova.

The days of departure of the steamers

on these two lines are announced in the

Company's printed lists. Those who
wish to stop at Pest or elsewhere, on

their way to Constantinople, must start

a day or two earlier. It is very desir-

able to catch the steamer, which stops at

Czemavoda, and there deposits its pas-

sengers. who are conveyed overland to

Kustandji on the Black Sea, instead of

going round by Gallatz, as 2 or 3 days
are saved on the voyage, and the portion

of the course of the Danube which is

must monotonous, and most dangerous
from the marth fever prevalent near the

mouth of the river, is avoided.

The portion of the river between
Drenhova and Skela Gladuva being im-
practicable for steamers, on account of

the rapidity of the current, passengers

are conveyed from the one point to the

other in row-boats, touching at Orsova
by the way.
The total distance from ^'ienna to

Constantinople, by Gallatz, is about
1571 Eng. miles. Theyare, 1st cabin,
is 125 11. ;

2nd cabin, 85 11. It is much
less in returning up the river.

A printed table of the days and hours
of departure of the steamers during the

season is issued from the Company's
Ojfue, No. 582, Bauernmarkt, Vienna,
and the departures and arrivals of the

steamers are so arranged that passengers
shall lie forwarded from one end of the

line to the other with as little interrup-

tion as possible. Strictly speaking, it

should be said that such was the inten-

tion of the Company, for disappoint-
ments still occur, and the managers sub-
ject themselves to complaints of want of
punctuality and breach of engagements.
Perfect organization, however, is not to
be exj.ected at once in such an under-
taking, but may come by degrees. The
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voyage even now (1842) cannot be per-

formed without a considerable sacrifice

of comfort. Let travellers also be pre-

pared beforehand for the chance of de-

lays and stoppages by the way. The
sandbanks of the Danube are so nume-
rous and intricate, that it is no uncom-
mon occurrence for a steamer to stick

upon one for 8 or 10 hours, until it can
be lightened by the entire removal of

the cargo. The punctual arrival of the

steam-boats at Moldova, Orsova, and
Galacz, cannot always be relied on, so

that the traveller may thereby be de-

tained for several days at these places.

From Drenkova to Skela Gladova tlie

river has hitherto been impassable for

steamers, owing to Rocks and Rapids;
but it is proposed by the Company to

build small steamers drawing only 2 ft.

water, with engines so powerful as to

overcome all these rapids except the

Iron Gate. This interruption occasions

no other inconvenience to travellers be-

sides that of transferring them and their

baggage to a small boat or to a can-iage.

It ought especially to be observed,

that the steamers above Orsova ply
more frequently than those below that

place, and it is only on the alternate

voyages that the steamers of the Upper
Danube correspond with those of the

Lower. Travellers must, therefore, take
care to ascertain at the Office in V'ienna
and Pest, before they embark, that they
will be forwarded without interruption,

otherwise they may chance to be delayed
a week at Orsova or Galacz. The up-
ward voyage against the stream should
be avoided.

The Danube rises, in consequence of
the melting of the snows, from the be-
ginning of June to the middle of July,
and does nut begin to sink until the

middle of August. These “ freshets
”

are highly favourable to the naviga-
tion, us the water then covers many
of tlie impediments existing at low
water. The captains and pilots have
extended greatly their knowledge of

tlie river; but notwilhstunding, it is

still not an uncommon thing for the

vessels to run aground in August and
September.
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Statement of an average passage

Time.
Hours.

Vienna to

Presburg 3
Pest 13

Mohacs 13
Semlin 22
Drenkova 8
Orsova 8

Gallalz 48
Constan-

tinople 60

Days.
Eng.
miles.

1st )

2ndj
3rd)

4th or 5 th >

6thJ
7th to 10th

12tli to 14th

182

450

46
582

17th 315

toN. B. The steamers are obliged
lie-to in the dark

;
but during the long

days of summer, and in clear moon-
light nights, they contitiue the voyage,
which at such thvourable seasons is

sliortenocl by 2 or 3 days.

Another Itinerary of the Voyage down
the Danube, performed in 1837.

11 .

12 .

13.

August
7. Started from Vienna (Lusthaus in

the Prater) at 5 a.m.— readied
Pest 8h. 30m. p.m.

8 & 9. Remained at Pest.

10. From Pest at 4 a.m.—at Mohacs
7h. 30m. P.M.

From Mohacs at 1 a.m.—at Sem-
lin 9 P.M.

From Semlin at 7 a.m.

—

at Dren-
kova 8 p.m.

From Drenkova at 5h. 20m. a.m.

in an 8-oared cutter—at Alt Orsova
12h. 20m.
Remained at Orsova.

Quitted Orsova at 5 a. m. in a

boat tilled with merchandise

—

arrived at Skela Gladova at 7

A.M.

16. Started at 1 a.m., continued all

day and night.

Arrived at Giurgevo at 5h. 30m.,

and remained till 1 1 a.m.
;

then

drojiped down the river to take in

coals, started at 2 p.m., and con-

tinued our route all night.

Reached Gallacz at 12h. 20m. p.m.

19 & 20. Delayed at Gallacz, waiting

for steamer.

21. Left Gallacz at 2 a.m.—at noon

entered Black Sea.

14.

15.

17 -

18.

22. Off Varna early in the morning
took in coals.

23. Progress retarded by an accident
in the engine, but at 5 made the
Mouth of the Bosphorus, and at
8 cast anchor off Constantinople,

completing the voyage in ten days,
or in fourteen days including ne-
cessary stoppages.

A. D.

During the autumn, when the even-
ings close in rapidly, and the morning
mists lie heavily on the waters, the
day’s voyage is proportionately short-

ened
, as the steamers cannot set out in

the morning until the vapours have
cleared away. Thus the entire voyage
may at times be lengthened out.

Accommodations on board the Steamers,

—Provisions are not included in the

fare, but there is a very tolerable re-

staurant on board, and the dinner-

hour is 12 o'clock. The sleeping

accommodation is not good, fleas are

very numerous
;

there is a small
ladies’ cabin, generally very crowd-
ed

;
and round the gentlemen's cabin

is a sofa or divan, serving instead

of beds
;

but in summer time it

often happens that there is not room
for lialf the passengers, and the re-

mainder must therefore sleep on the

floor or on deck. The decks of the

steamers are often crowded with mer-
chandise, and the convenience of pas-

sengers is sacrificed to the accommo-
dation of goods, inasmuch as tliey have
barely room to stir. Two or tliree

other inconveniences must be men-
tioned. The mosquitoes, gnats, &c.
are excruciating, especially in the

lower part of the river
;
and to escape

this plague it may be prudent to lake

a mosquito net. The marshy land at

the mouth of the Danube is most un-

healthy at certain seasons, teeming with

fever and ague, which tliose even who
merely pass up and down witliout

stopping do not always escape. The
greatest risk is avoided by lliose who
cross from Czernavoda to Kustandji

by land, see above, p. 423. Between

Pest and Orsova, and between Orsova
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and Constantinople, the passengers

must sleep on board. The want of an

inn at Moldova and Drenkova is a

serious evil.

The Hungarians almost 8ur])ass the

Americans in the tilthy habit of spit-

ting, which is not always confined to

the deck. Count Szechenyi, in a series

of essays published in an Hungarian
newspaper, has represented in befitting

terms of reproof this odious prac-

tice of his countrymen. It is to be

hoped that the lashing sarcasms of

the Magyar Bickerstatl'e will assist in

reforming the manners of an otherwise

gentlemanly race of people.

ROUTE 281.

THE DANUBE (e). VIENNA TO PKES-

BUBO.*

Presburg may be reached by the

Briinn railroad, going from Vienna
to G'insenidorf (Route 27.5), a village

on the Marchfeld, 16 miles distant,

where coaches are in waiting to for-

ward passengers.

The Steamers go every day in sum-
mer. They start from the Lusthaus in

the Prater, nearly an hour’s drive

miles) from the centre of Vienna. The
voyage occupies 3 hours to Presburg,

and about 10 more thence to Pest.

* Post Road: ^'ienna to Presburg,

along the right bank of the Danube,
lOA Germ, miles = 40 Eng. miles.

Eilwagen every day in 7 or 8 hours.

In 1836 a traveller performed the jour-

ney in 7 hours in a light carriage witli

2 horses, hired from Janschki, which
cost 12 gn. = 24s. The railway from
^ ienna to Raab, by Oedenburg, has
stopped at Wieuerisch Neustadt (R.
247).

The road quits Vienna at theMarxer
lines.

The first part of the journey is over a
monotonous plain, in summer dried up
into a desert

;
the road is traversed by

heavy fruit-waggons laden with the pro-
I duce of Hungary, and by herds of dun-

culoured cattle, with wide-spreading

i

horns, which stir up the dust in

i
clouds.
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Twice a-week the vessels descend in

1 day from Vienna to Pest. It takes

34 hours to ascend from Pest to Pres-

burg, and 1 3 from Presburg to Vienna.

Owing to the rapidity of the current,

and the intricacy and number of shoals

in this part of the coiuse of the Danube,
its navigation by steam-boats is diffi-

cult.

(/.) The left bank of the Danube,
from the hill of Bisamberg to the

moutli of the March, and from the

margin of the river to the foot of the

Hohenleitha Gebirge, is an uninter-

rupted plain called the Mardifeld—
monotonous and destitute of pictu-

resque beauty, but historically inter-

esting as the scene of that victory,

gained by Rudolph of Habsburg over

Ottakar of Bohemia, which laid the

foundation of the Austrian empire, and
as the field on which were fought in

recent times the battles of Asperne,

Essling, and Wagram.
(/•/.) Immediately beyond the walls

of Vienna lies the village of Semmer-
ing. The common near it was, in

former times, the jilace of reception of

Turkish ambassadors. It is now the

scene of annual horse-races. The large

powder-magazine, called Neugebiiude,

once an Imperial villa, is said to stand

on the spot which the tent of Sultan
Solyman covered, during the first siege

of Vienna in 1529.

The Danube is here split into nume-
rous arms or branches, and vessels

steer their course through narrow chan-
nels between willow-wooded islands

and high sandbanks, with contracted

prospects and scenery totally devoid
of interest. It may be possible, through

gaps in the trees, and the openings

between the isles, to obtain a glimpse
of

(/.) the villages of Asperne and Ess-

ling, the scene of a memorable engage-

ment in 1809, when the Austrians, un-

der the Archduke Charles, gained a

temporary but important advantage
over Napoleon. Asperne was reduced

to ruins during the battle, but no traces

now remain of it, save the marks of

cannon shot in the walls of the church-
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yard. The French army elTected a

passage from the right to the left bank
of the Danube, by a bridge of boats

thrown across from

(;/.) the village of Ebersdorf to the

Island of Loban, one of the largest in

this part of the river; it is passed on
the left in descending. While the

battle was still raging, the Austrians

contrived to destroy the bridge be-

tween the Lobau and Ebersdorf, by
means of fire-ships floated down the

Danube, and thus compelled the French

Emperor to fall back upon tlie island,

wliere his army remained cooped up
for several weeks, in a situation immi-
nently hazardous. His foes, however,

were unable to take advantage of their

success; and Napoleon, gathering up
his forces for a fresh eilbrt, re-crossed

to the left bank of the Danube, lower

down than before, and gained the de-

cisive victory of Wagram, a village to

the N. of Asperne. Traces of the

works of Napoleon's fortified camp on

the island still remain
;
they were com-

pleted in a month : 3 solid bridges

connected the island with the right

bank—a 4th ran all across the islands

from shoie to shore, 240 fathoms lung,

protected by piles against shocks of the

river, or fire-ships, and fortified at its

N. extremity by a tile clu pout, a. com-
plete fortress with wet ditches, armed

with 80 pieces of cannon. To coun-

teract these jjreparations, and prevent

the French issuing from this point,

the Austrians threw troops across the

Marchfeld, from Enzersdorf to Ess-

ling. But Napoleon’s preparations

were but a pretence to conceal his

real design. Hidden behind the island

of Lobau, he had in readiness the ma-

terials for 3 other bridges
;
by the aid

of these, under cover of 120 pieces of

artillery, he threw his army hastily

across at a point where the Austrians

did not expect it, ell'ecling the pas-

sage of the river with the whole of his

force i« a single night

;

so that on the

morning of the 5th ol July, 1809, the

Archduke Charles found the left flank

of his position turned, the entrenched

works, which had cost C weeks to con-

struct, taken in reverse, and all his

plans frustrated. The forces crowded
together by Napoleon, on this narrow
island, 2J miles long and 1^ broad,

amounted to 150,000 foot, 30,000 horse,

and 700 pieces of cannon, concentrated

from all quarters of Europe.
(rt.) Schwiichat,* in the distance.

(/.) Gross Flnzersdorf, ditto.

(»7.) Fischamend,-|' a village named,
it is said, from an iron fsh, 11 feet

long, attached to the end of the gate

tower, by way of a weathercock. The
name of the streamlet, however, which
here falls into the Danube is Fischa

;

a better derivation. (Schwarze Rossel,

a tolerable village inn.)

(>7.) Regelsbrunn.j

(rt.) Petronell, a small village, be-

lieved to occupy the site of the Roman
Carmintum destroyed by Attila. A
chapel, in the Romanesque style of

Gothic, attached to the parish church,

is by some believed to have been built

* Schwiichat, a village of 2000 in-

habitants, more than a mile from the

Danube, is the first post-station. A
stone monument outside the village

marks the spot where the Emperor

Leopold (the meanest of Austria’s mo-

narchs) met John Sobiesky after he had

raised the siege of Vieiina, and driven

back the Turks, in 1683. Leopold,

who was a stickler for etiquette, in-

quired in what manner he was to re-

ceive the Polish hero. “ With open

arms,” answered Lorraine, in refer-

ence to the greatness of the obligation

which Sobiesky bad conferred on him.

Leopold, however, thought otherwise;

studiously punctilious as to the forma-

lities to be observed between himself,

as emjjeror and an elective monarch,

he displayed no feelings of gratitude

towards his deliverer, even if he felt

any. They met on horseback, they

descended at a given signal, aiul

Sobiesky was greeted with a cold em-

brace. An interview so formal was

necessarily short.

f 2 Fischaincnd.

;[
2 Regelsbrunn.
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by Cbarlemague
;
others attribute it to

tlie Templars, who had a palace here.

A mile south of Petronell is the He'ukn-
thor, the ruins of a triumphal arch

erected by Augustus to commemorate
the conquest of Pannonia (Hungary) by

Tiberius.

Here begins a very singidar rampart,

extending as far as the lake of Neusiedel,

and defended, at intervals, by redoubts.

Its origin is not precisely known, but
it is believed to have been thrown up
by tbe Romans, and it was employed
by the Austrian army in 1683 as a
defence against Turkish invasion.

(rt.) Deutsch-Altenburg. A village

of 900 inhabitants, with a handsome
modern chateau. The warm springs

here were known to the Romans under
the name Aquae Pannonicae. On an
eminence outside the town stands the

curious Gothic Church of St. John, and
in the churchyard is a circular chapel of

much greater antiquity. Near this and
by the road-side is a tumulus 60 feet

high
;
the time and cause of its con-

struction are wrapped in complete mys-
tery.

(r/.) Hainburg,* a town of 4000 in-

habitants, 1000 of whom find employ-
ment in the Imperial Tobacco Manufac-
tory established here. Tobacco is a
goveniment monopoly in Austria, and
the cultivation of it is prohibited in the

Austrian states, excepting Hungary,
whence the supply is derived, as well
as the introduction of it, except through
the government channels. Tlie town is

entered by two antique castellated gate-
ways, ]danted at the two extremities of
tlie princijial street.

(/) The Castle of Thelien is built on
a high rock at whose feet the river

March unites its waters with the Da-
nube, forming the boundary between
Hungary and Austria. It was reduced
to its present state of ruin by the
French.

The solitary slender tower perched
on the summit of a pointed rock is

called the A'u/i’s Tower, from a tradition
tliat the mistress of one of the lords of

this castle, having been immured in a

convent, was carried off by her lover to

bis abode. Those, however, who of-

fended the majesty of the Church by
such a sacrilege were not allowed to go
unpunished. The castle was besieged

by a large force, and the lovers seeing

that it was equally vain to hope for

mercy or to find escape, retreated to the

tower, and, locked in each other’s arms,

threw themselves from its summit into

the Danube. A passage has been cut

through the rock below the castle at the

water’s side.

{rt.') Wolfsthal, about 3 miles from
Hainburg, and 1 from the river, is the

Custom-house station between Austria

and Hungary. Tobacco cannot be in-

troduced from Hungary without a per-

mission from the authorities at Pest.

There is a Boat Bridge over the Danube
at

(/) PttESBURG f (Hungarian, Posony

;

Latin, Posonium).

—

{Inns ; Goldeiie

Sonne
;
Drei Linden

;
Griiner Baum.

—

“ None good, all dear.”) Presburg, a
town of more than 41,000 inhabitants,

is the seat of the Diet and place of

coronation of the King of Hungary, and
was at one time considered the capital

of Hungary, after Buda, the ancient
capital, fell into the hands of the Otto-
mans in 1536. The town, though
pleasantly situated on the Danube, has
neither tine buildings nor objects of art

and antiquity to atbact a stranger. It

is even destitute of prominent national

peculiarities in its aspect, or that of
its inhabitants, to distinguish it from
an Austrian town, so that the traveller

must not exj;ect to gain an insight into

Hungarian manners by penetrating only
thus far into the land.

The most conspicuous edifice is the
Royal Palace on the top of the hill

above the town. It is, however, but a

t Post Road. During the latter

part of the stage, the road is raised on a
causeway, above the reach of the inun-
dations to which the Danube is at times

subject.

2 PaESBuita.
* 2 Hainburg.
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mere shell, snrmoMiited by 4 tnwer^ at

the angles. Its foundation is very an-
cient; it was enlarged in 1766, and
destroyed by fire in 1811, since which
it has not been repaired. It is said to

have been set on fire by the soldiers of
an Italian regiment stationed here, to

put an end to the labour they incurred

in carrying their wood and water up
the hill. Tlie walk up to it will be
well repaid by the very extensive view.

It was here that Maria Theresa, at

the commencement of her reign, 1741,
when attacked by enemies on all sides,

threatened even in her capital, and de-

serted by all her allies except Great
Britain, received the deputation of

the Hungarian Estates. Clad in deep
mourning, in the Hungarian garb, with

the crown of St. Stephen on her head
and girt with his sword, both objects

regarded by the Hungarians as scarcely

less than sacred, she laid before them,

in a Latin speech, the disastrous situa-

tion of her affairs, and the dangers which
threatened her kingdom

;
and, throwing

herself on the fidelity of her Hungarian
subjects, demanded their assistance.

The recital of the wrongs of an injured

and youthful Queen, then in the prime

of her beauty, produced such an effect

on the Magyar chivalry, that in an

instant every sword was drawn from its

scabbard, as with tlie imi)ulse of one

mind, and amidst the cry, “ Moriamur
pro 7'ege nostro Maria 'fheresa!” they

swore to assert her rights, and to shed

the last drop of their blood in her de-

fence.

The Queen had previously main-

tained a firm and calm deportment

;

but, affected by this outbreak of loyalty,

she burst into tears. The Hungarians,

excited to frenzy by this display of sen-

sibility, repaired to the iliet, voted

liberal supplies to carry on the war, and
summoned tlie wild tribes from the re-

motest corners of Hungary, from the

borders of the Save, Drave, and Theiss,

Croats, Pandours, and Tolpacks, to

rally round her standard, and carry ter-

ror to the furthest extremity of the Con-

tinent. This was the last occasion in

which the “ insurrection,” or rising of

the Hungarian nobles in arms, was pro-

ductive of any great or decisive eflect.

The Hull of the Diet—Lamlhaus, is

an unpretending modern edifice, in the

Michael’s Strasse, distinguished by the

plainness usual in a methodist meeting,

both in exterior and interior. The two
Chambers, of Magnates or Peers form-
ing the Upper House, and of Deputies

or Lower House, meet in simply fur-

nished apartments, provided with agreen

table in the cenhe, and seats around for

members, who speak from their places,

and not from a tribune. In the inter-

vals between the sessions of the diet, the

second chamber is used as a concert-

room, and the bench of legislators is

tilled by a row of fiddlers. The assem-

bly, however, which meets here is one

of the oldest parliaments in Europe,
numbering at least 7 centuries.

The members of the diet still attend

in the national costume, consisting of a
fur cap, an Attila or short frock-coat, a
mantle or loose coat, worn usually as a

cloak and lined with fur, and tight

pantaloons and boots. Tliey all wear

a sword. The ilebates are no longer

carried on in Latin, the Magyar tongue

having since 1835 been substituted in

its place, by a decree of the diet passed

that year.

The Kings of Hungary are crowned
in the Cathedrul, an ancient Gothic

structure, 1074. The crown is brought

from Ofenfor this purpose, attended by
its guardians and body-guard, and is

exhibited to the people in this church

for three days together. Over the high

altar is a fine statue (in lead) of St,

Martin on horseback, in tlie Hungarian

costume, by Raphael Donner. Tiie

Chapel of ‘St. John Eleemosynarius,

built by an Esterhazy, is lined with

marble, and contains the body of the

saint in a silver shrine.

On the left bunk of the Danube, near

the place where the steamers stop, is an

artificial mound, about 12 or 14 feet

high, called K'dnigsberg, to which every

new King of Hung.ary repairs on liorse-

back after his coronation, and from its

summit makes the sign of the cross in

the air with the sword of St. Stephen,
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wiiicb he waves in turn towards the

four points of the compass, in token of

his intention to protect the land on

all sides.

Count Appony has recently removed

hither from Vienna his extensive and
valuable Library.

There are more than 7000 Jews here.

They are restricted to the quarter on

the slope of the Castle Hill, or Schloss-

lierg.

The treaty of Presburg was signed

here in 1805, between Uuonajrarte and
the Emperor of Austria, who thereby

ceded Venice to the French, and Tyrol
to the Bavarians.

The view from the esplanade in front

of the castle, over the vast jdain of

Hungary, intersected by the Danube,
which is split into numerous branches
immediately below the town, is very

striking.

The undulating hills around the

town are covered with vineyards. Tlie

l)e3t wine grown here is the St. George's

Ausbruch.
On the opposite side of the Danube,

tiear the bridge, is a public ganlen,

which is much frequented in summer
evenings.
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Sleamert daily. The descent may be
he made in 13 or 14 hours, the ascent
requires 31. When the river is very
low, the vessels do not mount higher
than Gbnyb.

Immediately below Presburg the
Danul)e, as if relieved from all restraint,

spreads out its waters over a wide extent
of Country, intersecting the broad plain
with its numerous arms, each in itself a
river, which are lost to view amidst the
dark forests which clothe its banks and
islands. The banks of the Danube are
here flat and uninteresting, unvaried by
townsor villages; for the fearful inunda-
tions occurring almost every spring drive
the people to tix their habitations on the
^'8^' ground. Embankments have been
made to contrcd its vagaries, at consi-
derable expense

;
the river is still shal-
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low, but not quite so rapid. Between
Presburg and Komorn the Danube
throws out two large branches, which
form two islands, the Greater and Lesser

.Schutt
;
the former is about 44 miles

long and 20 broad, and contains good
corn land. The main trunk of the river

flows between the islands, and receives

the two branches at Komorn, where
the river again flows in an undivided
channel.

(;7.) The river Raab enters the Da-
nube about 13 miles above this junc-

tion
;
quite out of sight lies the town of

Raab. It was in the plain of Raab that

the Hungarian Insurrection or undis-

ciplined levee en masse of the nobles was
scattered at the first onset by the veteran

troops of Napoleon.

(/V.) Gonyo (pronounced Ghennee).
Intt, tolerable for Hungary. A small
town, and the first post-station after

Raab, on the high road to Pest, which
here runs along the right bank of the

river. When the Danube is low, the

steam-boat takes up and discharges its

cargo and passengers here, instead of
ascending to Vienna.

(rt.) On an eminence near Acs is

the splendid Benedictine Abbey of
Martinsberg.

The scenery is very monotonous—on
each side a low bare sandbank, with
now and then a tuft of willows, a vil-

lage, and a fleet ol' water-mills, stretch-

ing obliquely in long lines from the

shore into the middle of the river.

They consist of a water-wheel suspend-
ed between two boats, moored in the

line of the current, one of them serving
as a dwelling for the miller. Almost
tlie only use to which this mighty river

has hitherto been turned appears to be
to move these mills, whicli are most
numerous below Presburg, occurring
every 5 or ti miles. The first ])lace of
any consequence is

(/.) Komorn (Hung. Komarom).

—

(Inns; Gruncr Baum
;
Weisses Rbssel.)

A town of 17,338 inhabitants, almost
exclusively Hungarians, and a strong

fort res.s, situated at the south extremity
of the island of Schuft.and at tlie point

of land above the junction of tlie rivers
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AVaag and Danube. It was founded
by Matthias Corviuus. In 1783 its de-

fences suffered great injury from an
earthquake, and had already fallen into,

decay, when, in 1805, they were rebuilt,

and the capabilities of the place for de-

fence greatly increased. It is a matter

of boast with its inhabitants that it was
never taken by an enemy, perhaps be-

cause it has never been fried by any
very severe assault.

A figure of a female is pointed nut in

one of the streets, with the inscription,

supposed to be addressed to an enemy,
“ Kom-morn” (come to-morrow), a play

upon the name of the place. 'I'he Km-
]>eror Francis deposited his valuables

liere while A'ienna was in the hands of

the French.

The works have recently heen aug-

mented and strengthened by two tetes

dll pout on the left bank of the AA'aag

ami the right of the Danube. The town

itself will be included within the de-

fences, and a wet fosse will be drawn

between the two rivers.

Tlie ramparts of the fortress extend

along the margin of the Danube to the

end of the promontory, at which the

AVaag joins it. The town lies about

half-a-mile to the westward. There is

a bridge of boats here.

(;7.) Dotis, a town.

(rt.) A chain of low hills now ap-

proaches the river, and relieves the land-

scape from its previous monotonous

flatness. The slopes are planted with

vineyards, one of which, Neszmiihl,

produces one of the best Hungarian

wines. It belongs to the Counts Zichy

and Esterhazy. The Emperor Albert

II. died here in 1439.

(/.) The mouth of the river Gran.

(t'l.') Gran (Hung. Estergom ;
Lat.

Strigonium) is a town of 11,700 inha-

bitants, and is the See of the Primate of

all Hungary, said to be (he richest in

Europe
;
the revenue being estimated

at £80,000 or £100,000 per annum.

The Cathedral, the Palace of the Arch-

bishop, and the houses of the Chapter,

occupy a commanding position, over-

looking the town and river, on the sum-

mit of a high and precipitous rock, the
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site of an ancient fortress, now removed
except a few walls. The Cathedral, the

most splendid modern building in

Hungary, was commenced by the late

Prince-primate Rudnay, in 1821, and,
after being carried on at great cost at

his own expense, was left unfinished at

his death. Owing to the magnificent

scale on which it was planned, and the

enormous debts contracted in its com-
mencement, it is to be feared it may
long continue incomplete. In 1836 the

scaffolding was not removed. It is an
Italian edifice, surmounted by a dome,
and faced with .a handsome portico of

38 pillars. I'he interior is lined with

polished red marble, and sujiported bj’

54 columns. The dome is 82 feet in

diameter. The altar-piece, by Hess, a

Hungarian artist, represents the Baptism
of .St. .Stephen, the first Christian king

of Hungary, who founded the arch-

bishopric of Gran in 1001. The side-

chapel on the left is the sole existing

fragment of an ancient church, built

1507, on a hill at some distance, which
was (lestroyed by the Turks. This cha-

pel was removed thence, stone by stone,

to its present position. Under the

church is the jadmate's burial-vault.

Gran is believed by some to be the Ilre-

getium of Ptolemy
;

it was the birtb-

jilace of .St. Stephen, long the residence

of the Hungarian monarchs, and the

finest city in Hungary, until annihilated

by the repeated attacks of the Turks.

After remaining for 70 years in their

hands, it was finally stirrendered to the

Christian army, under Sobiesky and

lA)rraine, in 1683.

(/.) Parkany is connected with Gran

by a flying bridge.

The outline of the poqthyry moun-
tains between which the Danube now
runs in a contracted channel, is very

picturesque; they are a continuation of

the chain which bounds the romantic

vale of the Gran.

(r/.) Domes.—Ruins of an ancient

priory, which depended on the see of

Gran.
(rt.') yissrgrad (I/atin, Arx alta).—

A cluster of towei-s and batlleitsented

walls on the summit of a precipitous
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hill, connected by a straggling wall

with an isolated lower 6 stories high, at

the water- side, are all that remain of

the favourite residence of the Sovereigns

of Hungary. It has been the scene of

many remarkable events in her history.

The tall tower at the water-side was the

prison of King Solomon, when contined

by his cousin, Ladislaus, at the end of

the 11th century, and is named after

him. Within this castle, Felician

Zach, spurred on by the thirst of ven-

geance for the wrongs his daughter

Clara had endured from Casimir of

Poland, the Queen’s brother, attempted

to assassinate the royal family, and was
cut to pieces on the spot. Kings
Charles 1. and II. of Hungary both

died here, and within tliese walls Sigis-

rnund was detained in captivity by his

turbulent Magnates. A' issegrad attained

the height of its splendour in the reign

of Matthias Corvinus, who laid out vast

sums in embellishing it, and in convert-

ing the barren rocks around into gardens
and pleasure-grounds. In his days it

deserved to be styled the Hungarian
M’indsor. The Papal Legate who
visited him here calls it an earthly

paradise. The magnificence of this

palatial stronghold has long since dis-

appeared
;
the Turks under Sultan So-

lyman, 1529, captured and de.spoiled

it, and Christian and infidel, in succes-

sive sieges, have since equally contri-

buted to its destruction. TheEmireror
Leopold caused its fortifications to be
razed. Its tall donjon still rears itself

aloft, a picturesque and conspicuous
object. The cistern for holding water
remains, but not entire, and the cham-
l)er where the Hungarian regalia were
kept is still pointed out.

Below (/.) the village of Marbs, the
hills on the left bank subside and re-

cede
; and the Danube, which has

hitherto flowed from W. to K., here
makes a sudden Irend, and runs for

nearly .300 miles due -S. At this point
the river divides into two arms, encir-
cling the island St. Andri, a flat tract
nearly M miles long. In the angle
former! by the bend of the river, on the
left-hand bank, stands

(/.) fiai/zen (Vaez). An Episcopal

town, with a population of 11,300. It

is divided into 3 quarters : one exclu-

sively occupied by Catholics, in which
Jews are not allowed to enter, except

during fair time: another ajipropriated

to Raitzen
;
and the third chiefly inha-

bited by Protestants. It belongs partly

to the bishop, partly to the chapter. The
chief building is the Cathedral, conspi-

cuous at a distance from its dome and
portico; it was built by the Cardinal
Migazzi, 1777, who also erected the

splendid Episcopal Palace, Some cu-
rious Roman antiquities found here are

built into the bishop's garden wall.

Waitzen is one of the oldest settlements

of the Magyars in Hungary. A treaty

of peace was signed here, 1535, between
the Emperor Ferdinand and John Za-
polya.

Except when the river is very low,

the steamer takes the rt. hand branch,

and leaves Waitzen far on the left.

(rt.') Alt Ofen, though now merely a
poor village, existed long previously to

Buda, or Ofen itself, having been known
to the Romans under the name Aquin-
cum. Remains of several Roman buihl-

ings, such as a bath (Laconicum and
Calidarium) near the Floriansplatz,

foundations of an amphitheatre, ca-

pable of holding 8000 persons, within
which 28 houses now stand, and an
aqueduct about l:j mile on the road to

St. Eudree, which still conducts water
to turn the wheels of a powder-mill,
&c., exist here. After the expulsion of
the Romans, Attila erected here his iron

throne. The building-yard ofthe steam-
company is at Alt Ofen.
The approach to the Hungarian ca-

pital is proclaimed by the number of
rafts and barges moored to the banks,
by the long files of clacking water-
mills, and by tlie rocky citadel of
Buda, crowned by the Palatine's Pa-
lace, and backed by the still more lofty

height of the Blocksberg.

The Capital of Hungary is composed
of two jiarts containing together more
than 120,000 inhabitants; liuda, the

old town, on the rt. bank of the Da-
nube, the residence of the Palatine, and
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seat of Government; and Pest, on the
It. bank, the modern and rising town.
They are connected together by a bridge
of boats, nearly 1200 ft. long, near
which, on the 1. bank, the steamers are

moored.

(/.) Pest.— Inm

;

Kbniginn von
England, alarge new inn on the Danube,
in a fine situation ;—Tiger, also one of

the largest in Europe: both first-rate,

and recently established. .Tugerhorn

(Hunter’s Horn), Kleinebriicke Gasse;

near the river.—Palatine, Waitzener-
gasse

;
worthy of recommendation and

cheap.—Kbnig von Ungarn. There is

a very good restaurant attached to the

.lilgerhorn, but there is one still better

on the ground-floor of the National Cas-
sino, where dinners are served a ta carte.

The restaurateur of that establishment

keeps no less than 85 sorts of Hungarian
wines in his cellars.

The water at Pest is undrinkable:

llohitscher Sauer- Wasser, so called

from an alkaline spring near Gratz,

winch fumishes it, is used as a substi-

tute for Seltzer water.

Pest, though one of the oldest towns

in Hungary, was a place of slight con-

sequence until the reigns of Maria
Theresa and Joseph II.; its previous

history is little more than a series of

misfortunes, as it was 5 times taken hy
the I'urks, and only rescued from their

hands in 1686, by the Prince of Lor-

raine and Duke of Baden. Since th.at

time it has risen rapidly into prosperity

and importance. It is now the finest,

most populous and commercial city of

Hungary, the seat of manufactures and
improvements, and is constantly in-

cre.^sing in extent and prosperity.

In March, 1838, a fearful Ltundation,

caused by the sudden swelling of the

Danube and the stoppage of the ice a

little below the town, laid a large paj't

of Pest under water, and destroyed or

seriously injured 3800 houses—chiefly

habitations of the lower orders, which

being for the most part of mud, were

readily swept away. Tlie streets and

squares were converted into torrents and

lakes of water 12 ft. deep. The Quai

and city suffered little, but the Joseph-

stadt and Franzstadt, built, it is said,

on the old bed of the Danube, were
almost entirely overthrown. Hundreds
of houses were undermined, and a
greater number of jioorer mud hovels
dissolved and melted away, while the
sewers under the streets were blown up
by the combined pressure of air and
water from within. This catastrophe

was attended by much misery and
serious loss of life, but has led the way
to important puldic improvements, since
the hovels destroyed have been replaced
by tasteful and substantial rows of
houses.

Pest presents a complete contrast to

the antique, irregular, and rock-built

town of Buda opposite: it stands upon
a flat; its streets are wide and regular,

many of fhem crossing each other at rt.

angles. Along the water-side nnis a
wide Quai, which would be highly

ornamental if terraced, or even ]>aved

;

at |iresent, the greater part of it is no
l)etter tlian a ploughed field, half mud,
half dung. This, however, may be

overlooked, considering that a few years

back the ground which it occupies was
nothing but a rush-covered marsh. Let

ns rather turn our attention to the row
of really handsome buildings, nearly

14 mile long, with which it is lined.

They are high and brilliantly' white-

washed, and though tiie outline is a
little monotonous, the efl'ect is generally

good. The portico near the centre be-

longs to the Theatre and liedoute, a new
building, and not in the best taste.

The corner house at the upper end of

the Quai, also with a portico, is the

National Cassino, an admirable insti-

tution, estalrlished u]ion the plan of a

London Club, and most liberally

thrown open to strangers, who are

allowed free access to and use of it

during their stay, on their luimcs being

entered in a book by one of the mem-
bers. English tnivellers indeeil, through

the kindness of the committee, are even

brought in without a formal introduc-

tion. It is to be hoped that this confi-

dence will not be abused. Englishmen

will find great resources in its lihr.ary

and reading-rooms, in which Galig-
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nani's Messenger, the Times, Athe-

naeum, Edinburgh and Quarterly Re-

views are taken in, besides the best

Continental Journals, French, German,
&c. The establishment, which was set

on foot chielly at the instigation of

Count Szechenyi, and his accomplished
and amiable friend Mr. 'J’assner, includes

ball and billiard rooms, and members
can have their meals sent up to them by
the restaurateur on the ground floor.

One part of the building is appro-

priated to a Casino for the tradesmen
(KaufmUnnischer Casino), which is

also well arranged, but not fitted up
with equal elegance. An apartment on
the ground floor serves as a sort of Ex-
change, or Borsenhalle.

The Henn-, M'aitzen-, Gross-Briick-

eii, and Dorotheen-gassen, are the Re-
gent and Bond streets of Pest, and may
vie, in the show of their shops and the

elaborately painted signs, with those of
A'ienna. These, and the streets leading

to the bridge, concentrate the chief

current ofjx)pulation. The other streets

and squares are remarkable for little

except their size and width. The scenes
presented by the streets give the stran-

ger a mixed impression of splendour
and semi-barbarism : magnificent equi-

pages, glittering with liveried Trabants,
and Heiducks decked with Turkish
scimitars, behind the carriages, encoun-
tering a troop of wild horses fresh

caught from the Puszta, or a herd of
laun-coloured, long-horned bufl'aloes,

with savage herdsmen in sheep-skins.
There are few fine public buildings

;

but one edifice, remarkable for its enor-
mous dimensions, deserves notice : it is

the Neugebiiucle, a. barrack and artillery

depot, jrrobablythe largest in the world.
Jt is 4 stories high, and consists of a
central court, nearly equal to the area
of Belgrave .Square, with entrances at

the angles, a small part of which are

taken ofl'. It was built by the Krn-
jreror .loseph, 1786, for what purpose
was never exactly explained. The
Hungarians bint darkly at the extent
of the under-ground apartments, which
they say are far too numermis to be of
use as cellars, and they conclude, from

the chains and rings with which these

dungeons were provided, that it was
the Emperor’s design to have provided

accommodation in them for a large

portion of the Hungarian nobility.

Pest is the seat of the oirly Hungarian
University, originally planted at Tyr-
nau by Cardinal Pazman, its founder,

but removed to Buda, and newly en-

dowed by Maria Theresa, 1780, and
transferred to Pest by Joseph II., 1784.

The students ai-e about 1500 in number,
and the instruction is entirely gratui-

tous. Attached to the University is a
Library of 10,000 vols., an Observatory

on the Blocksberg, a Botanic Garden,

a printing-press, also in Buda, and a
Museum.

The Churches are few in number in

proportion to the population, and not

distinguished in an architectm-al point

of view. Service is performed in them
to suit the wants of the followers of the

numerous religious persuasions info

which the inhabitants of Hungary are

divided, according to the United or

Catholic Greek, the Original or Sepa-

ratist Greek, the Roman, Lutheran, and
Calvinistic Rituals, and in the Ger-
man, Hungarian, Sclavonic, and Greek
languages. There are also several

synagogires.

In addition to the large Theatre near

the Danube, a New National Theatre,

ajipropriated solely to Hungarian per-

formances, has been bnilt. It is an
elegant and appropriate edifice; the

architect is Mr. Zitferbarth, who has

also built some very tasteful private

houses in other ]jarts of the town.

The National Musettm owes its origin

to the munificence of Count Francis
Szechenyi (father of the present pa-

triotic Count), who, in 1802, laid the

foundation of it by the gift of his

valuable Library and uniiiue collection

of Hungarian coins. A’arious other

nobles have contributed from time to

time money and presents
;
u piece of

ground Itas also been given to build a
IMuseum. The building, on a very
grand sty leand scale, was commenced in

1838, and is now far advanced, with the

aid of grants of money from the Diet.

u
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The Library is particularly rich in

all that relates to Hungarian history

and literature, in MSS., records, and
printed books. The coins and medals
of Hungary commence with the reign

of St. Stephen. Among the modem
medals are several curious ones struck
by Count Tbkoly, leader of the Pro-
testants, bearing his head, side by side

with that of his ally the Turkish Pa-
cha

;
tliere are others of Francis Ra-

kotzy. The antiquities comprehend a
vast, ill-arranged collection of pottery,

bronzes, weapons, and implements, in-

scriptions and sculptures, almost ex-

clusively Roman, wliich have been
dug up in various parts of Hungary
and Transylvania, and are oidy inte-

resting as relics of the settlements of

that great nation in this country.

There are also S()me historical relics

of persons celebrated in the Hungarian
annals : such as Rakotzy's, Prince of

Transylvania, sword and battle-axe;

Stephen Rathory's armour; the Mar-
shal's stall' of Niklas Palfy

;
the saddle

of Lewis II., brought from Mohacs;
Matthias Corvinus's goblet.

The collections of Natural History

are coidined almost entirely to the

native productions of Hungary, partly

arranged according to the counties

from which they are derived. Hungary
is particularly rich in minerals: coal,

that great source of national wealth, is

dug at Fiiiifkirchen— it is of the kind

called brown coal
;
but excellent bitu-

minous coal is fouiMl at Orovilza in the

Banat. Rock-salt comes from County
Marmaros and Transylvania, where

enormous mines are worked in 6 dif-

ferent places; gold from Kremnilz
;

wash-gold from various places on the

Danube, and from the rivers of Tran-

sylvania; there is a mass here from

Orovitza, weighing 8 ounces
;

silver

from Selmecz
;
very fine specimens of

native tellurium from Nagyag
;
brown

iron-ore from Gbm'or.

The ft'Ssil remains are highly inte-

resting. There are many perfect skulls

and other bones of rliinoceros from the

bed of the Theiss, in which an immense

deposit of such relics of a former world

seems to exist
; mammoth bones from

the Banat and the Danube near Pres-
burg

; mastodon tusks, &c., from Te-
mesvar; cave-bones of bears, hyenas,

&c., from County Bihar.

Four fairs are held at Pest annu-
ally; and while they last, it is calcu-

lated that 20,000 strangers and 14,000
waggons pass the outer lines. 8000
large baizes uidoad at the quay in the

course or^the year : the principal trade

lies in wines, raw hides, honey, wax,
and a vile spirit, called Slivovitz, made
from plums.

Pest is the seat of the chief judicial

tribunals of Hungary : they are called

the tConigliche Tafel (Royal Table or

Court, Curia Regia), and Septemviral

Tafel, so termed because originally

composed of 7 members, but now ex-

tended to the Palatine, 4 prelates,

9 magnates, and 7 nobles. It is the

supreme court of appeal in the king-

dom.
In the County Hall—Comitats Hans,

— Farmegye Haza, — which is now
being rebuilt on a much extended scale,

the triennial meetings for the election

of the magistrates of the county, called

Restauration, is held.

Several newspapers are printed here

in the Hungarian language; the prin-

cipal is the .lelenkor (Present Age):
it has a circulation of 4000. The prin-

cijial bookseller is Hartleben, who keeps

a slock of French and Knglish books,

as well as German and Hungarian.

Schedius’ great map of Hungary is

published by him.

Excellent Hungarian tobacco may
bo purchased at the shop bearing the

sign of the Magnate.

The best Wines of the country may
be bought of the “ Society for the

Encouragement of Hungarian Wines,’'

where all that is sold is, at least, genuine.

The red wines bear carriage, but none

of the while, except Ausbruch. The

sweet wines of Tokay and Menesch

(nearly as good as Tokay) are apt to

turn sour if transported when new.

Schiller is one of tiie best
;
sweet and

nutty, with a dash of bitter, not unlike

Sherry
;

it is grown at Carlovilz, by
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Sclavonians

—

Tokay, sweet and fruity-

flavour, is cultivated by Magyars

—

Oeileiiberger and Raster are grown by
Germans; and Menescher, by Walla-
chians.

Thereare several stands of Fiacres here

and in Ofen. As the fares are not fixed,

a bargain must be struck before hand.

The Field of Bukos [Rdkos Mezd),
is a plain, a short distance out of town,

memorable in Hungarian history, be-

cause the Diet, the great national as-

sembly of the Magyars, was anciently

held on it, in the open air. On these

occasions the deputies repaired hither

on horseback, the magnates armed to

the teeth, and the chief ecclesiastics in

their sacerdotal robes, with mitre and
crosier, each attended by a large re-

tinue of vassals, so that the multitude
assembled was sometimes swelled to

100,000 men, who dwelt in tents while
the deliberations lasted. The first as-

sembly of the kind held here was in

1298, remarkable as the first instance

in which the gentry took a part in the

legislature; the most important, per-

haps, was that of 14.58, when Matthias
Hunyady was elected King. Horse-
races now take place annually on the

Kakos. They are supported and en-

couraged by the nobles, many of whom
have acquired a taste for such matters

from a residence iti England, whence
they procure thorough-bred horses, who
run for a cup, with their jockeys and
trainers. There is also a s.veejwfakes

for native horses ridden by peasants in

their usual costume, with wide trowsers,

broad-brimmed hats, and without sad-
dles. Some years ago Lord Derby’s
stag -hounds were bought by Count
K-iroly, who hunts them in the winter,

in the neighliourhood of Pest. The
Hungarian sportsmen turn out in the

most correct style, with red coats,

buckskiiLS, and toj)-l)Oots.

(r/.) Huoa (called Oven, or Slove,

by the Germans, on account of its hot
springs), the old c<apital of Hungary,
has a population of .10.000, and is con-
nected by a bridye of boats, moored
across the Danube, here 1108 ft. wjile,

rather wider than the Thames at Lon-
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don, and 27 ft. deep. It is distin-

guished by its rushing rapidity, and
by the clear green colour of its waters.

It is usually covered with ice from

December to March
;
during the inter-

vening months the bridge is taken

away, and the communication between

the two banks, for carriages and foot

passengers, is kept up across the ice, as

soon as it becomes solid. There are

intervals however of many days, pre-

vious to its setting, and after it has

broken up, when the river is covered

with floating masses, and can only be

crossed, with great risk, in ferry-boats,

which take advantage of the intervals

between the ice to push across. Occa-
sionally the boatmen even leap upon a

moving iceberg, and dragging their boat

after them, launch it on the opposite

side. It sometimes happens that 100
lives are lost in the river in one winter.

The breaking up of this icy covering

is a moment of great anxiety to the

inhabitants of the borders of the river,

especially to those of the towns. If, at

the commencement of spring, the snow
melts, and rains come down gradually,

the river rises at the same rate, the ice

slips gently off by a few yards at a
time, and all is well. If, on the con-

trary, the thaw be sudden, the water

comes down in a body, bursts through

the ice with an explosion like artillery,

tossing up vast masses into the air, and
forcing icebergs many tons in weight

ashore, and into the streets of Pest.

The rupture is often so sudden that

persons are caught upon the middle of

tlie ice, and have not time to reach the

b.'ink. The most calamitous inunda-
tions, such as tliat of 1838, mentioned
above, ensue when the ice in the higher

part of the river breaks up before it

begins to stir lower down. When this

is apprehended, watchmen are posted

all along its banks, on every eminence,
who gave notice of any movement by
liring alarm-guns all along the line.

At such times a park of Hying artillery

is called out at Pest, to discharge vol-

leys into the solid ice, and tlius hasten

its departure, and open an outlet for

the rising water.

n 2
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The Hungarian Diet having at length
decreed (after a severe oj>position from
interested parties) that a permanent
bridge be substituted for that of boats,

a very beautiful and substantial Iron
Snspensio?!- Bridge is now in progress,

the piers just rising above the water,

under tlie superintendence and from
the designs of Mr. Tierney Clerk, who
built that at Hammersmith, near Lon-
don. It will be 1227 ft. long, 39 ft.

wide, and will take (5 or 7 years to

com])lete. The cofl'erdam for laying

the Ibund.ations of the piers is of vast

solidity, to resist the ice. The advan-
tages of such a work to the inhabitants

may be estimated from the above-men-
tioned facts. Hut the mere convenience

of a permanent bridge is nothing in

comparison with the national and politi-

cal importance of the principle ac-

knowledged by the Diet when they

decided on its construction. The
stranger arriving at Pest is surprised

to observe that he and all other per-

sons who have a good coat on their

backs are allowed to pass the bridge

toll-free, while those who, from their

costume, appear to belong to the class

of peasants, of the poorer and lower

orders, and especially beggars in rags,

are compelled to pay. The traveller,

should be not have been previously in-

formed, will inquire the reason; he is

told—•“ The nobleman in every part of

Hungary is free from tolls, tax, and
impost, of what kind soever. This is

the Hungarian constitution!” This

monstrous anomaly, indeed, is not only

the law of the land, but is esteemed by

the Hungarians a fundamental principle

of freedom.'—The whole direct taxes

of Hungary are thus wrung I'rom the

hard earnings of the peasant
;

while

the Magnate, with his millions of acres,

and millions of florins revenue, does

not directly contribute a single Krcut-

zer. The excuse oflered by the de-

fenders of the system is, that the petisant

has a right in the land in consequence

of his paying taxes, and that the tax is

a part of the rent jraid to government,

instead of to the lord.

Hence the importance of the law

which has j)assed the Diet, not only
that the bridge shall be built, but that

persons of all classes, noble and ignoble,

shall pay toll in crossing it.

The upper town of Ofen, called the

Fortress (Festung), is situated proudly
on the summit of a commanding rock :

it has the air of a feudal citadel, though,

after braving twenty sieges in the course

of three centuries, from Christian and
Mabomedan, the original fortress has

disajipeared, except a few walls and
bastions. The most conspicuous build-

ings now on the rock are the modern
Palace of the Palatine, in the Italian

style, and a mutilated Gothic church,

which, for more than a century, was
converted by the Turks into a mosque,

and bore on its tower the crescent, in-

stead of the cross. Along the base of

the rock, on the naiTow strip between

the Danube and it, runs a girdle of

houses, low, small, and irregular, form-

ing the suburb called Wasserstadt, pro-

longed up the right bank into the

suburb Landstrasse, through which the

high road to Vienna runs. The belt

of houses extends behind the castle

rock, and they sweep up the slopes

of another and a still higher hill called

the Blocksberg, which is quite preci-

pitous on the side of the Danube, and
forms a line background to the view.

A fanciful resemblance may be traced

between the Hungarian capital and
Edinburgh

;
the new town being re-

presented by Pest, the Castle-hill by
the fortress of Ofen, while the dark

Blocksberg occujries somewhat the ]JOsi-

tion of Arthur’s Seat. It only remains

to complete the comparison by imagin-

ing a wide river, like the Danube,
flowing through the gulley called Nortli

Loch, and separating the Old Town
from the New.

Besides the winding Ciirriage-road up
to the fortress, there are several long

flights of steps up the face of the rock,

by winch foot passengers may have

access to it from the river. Within, it

a|ipears solitary and lifeless in com-

])arison with Pest. It includes the

Palace of the Palatine, or ^'iceroy of

Hungary, built in the reign of Charles
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VI., on the site where the palace of

Matthias Corvlnus stood. In the chapel

in the left wing are preserved the Hun-
garian Crown and Regalia, including

the sceptre, sword, and mantle of St.

Stephen, objects of sucli veneration and
jealous care, that the removal of them
to Vienna, by Joseph II., tended more
than any one other act to alienate from

liim the hearts of his Hungarian sub-

jects. It led them to suspect him of

the design to destroy the independence

of Hungary. They are preserved as tlie

palladium of the state, and the fate of

the kingdom was anciently believed to

hang upon the possession of them.

They are watched over by a body-guard
of veteran Hungarian grenadiers, and
carefully locked up within an iron

chest, the two keys of which are con-

tided to the two guardians of the crown
of the empire (Reichs Krou-hiitern),

officers of trust, of high rank and birth,

and they are allowed to be seen only

three days before the coronation of the

sovereign. The circlet or brow- band
of the crown was sent by the Greek
Kmiieror, Michael Ducas, to King
Geysa I., from Byzantium. The two
archeil ribs of gold crossing each other

above it, belonged to a crown, super-

stitiously supposed to have been fabri-

cated by angels, which was given to

St. Stephen (a.d. 1000), on the esta-

blishment of Christianity in Hungary,
by Pope .Sylvester II. It is thence
called “ The Holy and Apostolical

Crown." When removed to Presburg
for a coronation, it is packed in an iron

c.ase, sealeil with the royal seal, and
guardeil night and day. The Parish
Church is the oldest in Ofen, built

probably in the 13th century : it has
sutl’ered sorely from the Turks, who
converted it first into a mosque, and
afterwards into a stable, and is hardly
worth notice. The view from the ter-

race Irehind it, overlooking the river, is

tine. 'I'he 20th of August, the festival

of .St. .Stephen, is celebrated with grand
religious ceremonies anil jtrocessions

;

and the right hand of the Saint, still

quite perfect, is then exhibited in this

church ! Adjoining the church are the

Government Offices, Treasury, &c. The
solitude of the spot is complete

;
there

is nothing to disturb it, unless it be the

clanking of the chains of the miserable

convicts brought out from the dark
dungeons under the bastions to clean

the streets. In this quarter of the town
are the palaces of Count Teleki, Prince
Batthyany, and of Count Sandor, son-

in-law ofPrince Metlernich, well known
in England for his exploits at Melton
Mowbray some years ago. The ter-

race formed by the bastion at the back
of the fortress is an agreeable walk. It

commands a view of the suburb called

Taban or Rdtzenstadt, consisting of long

rows of hovels piled in tiers upon the

slopes of the Blocksberg. This dirty

quarter of the town was formerly en-

tirely occupied by Rhtzen (a name
given to the Servians), a proscribed

pariah caste of Sclavonic origin, who
emigrated into Hungary in the 15th

century, from Servia, and are even
now treated with great contemjtt and
scorn. The Hungarian writers speak
of them as “ Colluvies Rasciauorum.’'
They have spread themselves over every
])art of Hungary and Transylvaiua.
The name is a corruption of Tliracen,

Thracians—their language a debiised

dialect of the Greek. The Ratzen-
stadt was totally destroyed by fire in

1810.

The hills around Ofen are covered
with vineyards, producing the good
Hungarian red wine, called Ofener

:

the kinds named Adelsberger and
Turk's blood may be recommended.
The view from the summit of the

Blocksberg, near the spot where the

Observatory is birilt, is by far the most
extensive and interesting the neighbour-
hood atl'ords. To the H. and S. the

eye wanders over a v;rst plain, barely
interru|)ted by the very distant outline

of the Matra hills.

Turkish Biilhs.—“ From the foot of
the Blocksberg, and other hills against

which the town of Ofen abuts, stream
lorth copious springs of hot sulphu-
reous water, which were highly apjrre-

cialcd by the two bath-loving nations,

who in turn kejit possession of Ofen at
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conquerors—the Romans and the Turks.

No less than 3 public Turkish baths

remain to this day, in so perfect a state

as slill to he used by the common
people. The largest and best ])i eserved

is situated near the bridge, under the

Rlocksbcrg : its Saracenic architecture

and a Turkish inscription, still visible

outside, near the entrance, sufficiently

mark its founders. On opening the

low door, I was met by such a cloud of

steam, and so disagreeable an odour of

sulpliur, that 1 was in doubt at first

wlielher to enter. The apartment was
also so dark that I could not see a foot

before me, and as 1 knew there must
be water near, and that a single step

might idunge me into the middle of it,

my hesitation to advance increased.

My conductor, however, better accus-

tomed to tlie place, led me to a spot,

where, in a few minutes, my eyes, be-

coming accustomed to the gloom, be-

gan to discern objects athwart the

darkness. I found myself in a spacious

circular vault or dome, supported by K

massive columns, surrounding a basin

of water so hot, that tlie vapour rising

from it filled the whole interior, and
fell in clrops from the ceiling. The
dim light, |)arlially admitted through

one or two very small windows, was

barely able to penetrate this dense at-

mosphere. It was therefore only by

ilegrecs that 1 discovered in the midst

of the basin a crowd of bathers, male
and female, of the very lowest order,

promiscuously intermingled—the for-

mer stalk naked, except a slight vest-

ment round the loins, the women in

not much ampler garb, but partially

covered by their long tresses falling

about them. Others were squatting on

the floor, at the water side, depositing

their filthy rags previously to enjoying

this cheap luxury : and not a few,

stretched at full length upon the stone

benches along the walls, were taking a

vapour-bath. The scene was curious,

but very disgusting; and Isoon retired

with a copious deposit of steam upon
my face and clothes.” There are pri-

vate baths attached to these establish-

ments, to which respectable peojile re-

sort. The temperature of the water is

about 118° Fahrenheit.

Anotherofthese baths, called Kaisers-

had, about 1^ mile above the bridge,

adjoins an old Twkishfort, built at the

water side, with 4 round towers sur-

mounted by conical roofs : it is now
converted into a corn-mill. On the

hill, about 50 yards behind it, and in

the midst of the vineyards, stands the

tomb of a Turkish Santoii (the Sheikh
Gul Baba). It is a small octagonal

building with a circular dome. Nearly
two centuries have elapsed since the

Mussulman saint breathed his last in

this land, which then belonged to a

people of his own race and faith, and
yet Ids memory is still cherished by their

descendants
;
and now and then(in May)

a pious dervise repairs to the bank of

the Danube, from the far East, upon a

pilgritnage to his neglected shrine. The
key of the tomb is kept by the Burg-
meister in the Schloss.

Buda was taken by Sultan .Solyman

the Magnilicent in 1541, who intro-

duced into it a garrison of 12,000 Ja-

idssaries, secured the person of the in-

fant sovereign, John .Sigismund Za-
polya, and made himself master of the

entire course of the Danube from Enara
to Belgrade, thus reducing Hungary
within the Raab and Theiss to the con-

dition of a Turkish province. Buda
continued the seat of the Turkish power

for more than a century (144 years)
;

it contained more than 20 mosques,

which, with their minarets, were de-

stroyed by the Christians. It was the

residence of a Vizir, who had several

Pachas under him, and down to the end

of the 17th century two-thirds of Hun-
gary belonged to the Turks. In 1686,

it was recovered by the ,-\uslrians under

the Prince of Lorraine and the Mark-

grave of Baden.

A Railroad is projected from Buda

to Vienna, through Raab.

Diligences go from Buda to Vienna

daily in about 30 hours.

With jieasanls’ horses (Bauern Post,

§ 116) the journey may be made in 19

or 20 liours, far more expeditiously

than with ordinary post-horses.
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The office of the Steamboat Compuni/

is in Pest, on tlie Quai above the bridge.

The quickest mode of going from Pest

to Vienna is by land. (Route 282.)

ROUTE 284.

THE DANUBE (o). PEST TO THE BLACK
SEA, AND TO CONSTANTINOPLE.

Steatnboats go regularly in summer
twice a week from Pest to Dreiikova;

the descent may be accomplished in

2^ days in summer : it sometimes takes

up 4. From Drenkova to Orsova is an
8 hours’ journey by land, or in a small

row-boat, and from Orsova toSkela Gla-
dova is 3 hours more, the river not

being there practicable for steamboats.

Travellers going to Constantinople

should ascertain at Pest when the

steamer runs by Czemavoda, and take

their passage by it in preference to that

by Galacz (see p. 423).

Immediately below Pest the Danube
takes leave of the hills, and enters that

vast plain which extends from the Car-
IKithlan mountains on the N. to the

mountains of Sclavonia and Servia on
the S., including the basins of the Da-
nube and 'I'heiss, and extending £. to

Debreczin, Grosswardein, and Temes-
var. It may be termed a European
Pampa, being probably the largest plain

in this quarter of the world; and though
in places sandy, and marshy near the

river, it contains vast tracts of the

utmost fertility, endowed with the rich-

est soil, but thinly inhabited, not turned
to advantage by the population already
upon it, and chielly occupied by vast

wandering flocks of sheep. A land
journey across it is monotonous and
irksome in the extreme; and, though
the banks of the Danube for nearly
400 miles below Pest are destitute of
picturesrjue beauty, and aflbril few ob-
jects of interest, tlie ailvantages of the
steamboat conveyance over the hay-cart
(the only jmblic travelling vehicle or
substitute for a post-chaise in this part
of the world), or even a commodious
private carriage, are immense.

tor considerable distances scarcely

a human habitation occurs on the banks,

and the widely-scattered towns, though
dignified with that name, have, with
few exceptions, the appearance of vil-

lages, the houses being generally of

wood, or mud thatched with reeds.

They are long, low, narrow cottages with

the gables turned outwards, surrounded
by a garden iirclosed by fences of

wicker basket- work, and generally pro-

vided with a draw-well, from which
wafer is obtained by a bucket attached

to one end of a long lever balanced on
the top of an upright post. Owing to

the con.stant warswith the Turks, which
desolated Hungary for centuries, few of

the towns possess any ancient edifices.

As the buildings stand singly, with
gardens between them, and as the streets

(or rather roads, for they are rarely

paved) are very wide indeed, it is diffi-

cult to fancy oneself in the midst of a
populous town.

When the city of Buda-Pest (as the

Hungai'ian capital is sometimes called)

has disappeared from view behind the

mass of the Blocksberg, and the 5 long
lines of water-mills are jiassed, there is

nothing worth note on the river for a
considerable distance. Contracted with-
in a narrow channel at Pest, it expands
into several arms below the town, and
forms an island more than 20 miles
long. The Danube is on the whole an
intractable river, and presents many
difficulties to the navigation of large

vessels. By occupying a bed out of

all proportion with the volume of its

water, its course is often interrupted by
shallows, and owing to the rapidity of

its current it is constantly shifting the

sand and gravel banks Irom side to

side, so that the steersman who has
pa-ssed safely over a particular spot one
week, may run aground on it the next.

In one or two instances it has changed
its channel entirely, and when the

winter snows melt, it rises sometimes 12
ft. above the ordinary level, overflowing
the country on either side to a di.stance

of 3 or 4 miles. Owing to the flatness

of the plain which it traverses, these

inundations are not wholly drawn oil

by the shrinking of the river, but re-
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main, and stagnate in swamps, until

dried up by the evaporation of tlie sun's

rays. Thus it will be seen that hitherto

the Danube has been a scourge rather

than a blessing to the country tlirough

which it passes, or at least that none of

the advantages have been derived from
it which such a watercourse might be

capable of conferring. This, however,

may be attributed in a great degree to

the fault of those who dwell along its

banks, who have made no attempt to

regulate its course.

The establishment of the steam na-

vigation will doubtless lead to other

improvements; plans are already sug-

gested by which a circuit of many miles

might be saved, by cutting through

several of the narrow isthmuses, round
which the Danube winds, in compli-

cated sinuosities, between Pacs and
Tolna. One cut, already executed,

avoids a considerable bend, and has

been scoured out, and enlarged to 4

times the width and depth of the ori-

ginal excavation, by the mere force of

the current, since it was opened. An-
other, which is jmijected in combination

with the construction of a dam along

the right bank of the Danube, and a

slight alteration in the course of a tri-

butary stream, the .Sarvitz, would not

oidy straighten ami shorten the navi-

gable channel of the river, but would
rescue many thousand acres in the

neighbourhood of Tolna from the con-

dition of a morass, not only useless, but

pestiferous.

The only spot where effectual attempts

have as yet been made to restrain the

river, is Marienau, the property of the

Archduke Charles, the best managed
estate on the Danube, and one of the

few instances in Hungary where a race

of happy tenants live under a benevo-

lent and liberal landlord.

(W.) 3 miles below lluda is Promon-

torium, a village and estate belonging

to the Archduke Charles— originally to

Prince Eugene. The habitations in the

upirer part of the village are for the

most part subterranean, and excavated

out of the solid limestone rock, as well

as a very extensive cellar, formed to
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hold the wine produced in the neigh-

bouring vineyard.

The first town at which the steamboat
stops is

{rt.) Fbldvar : it has 9000 inhabit-

airts, and a very considerable sturgeon

fishery. It may not he known to every

otte that the English word Isinglass is

only a corruption of the German words
for sturgeon’s bladders—Hausenblase.

{rt.) Pacs. Here begin the swamps
and windings of the river. The E. bank
of the river, far beyond the eye’s reach,

is a desert and useless morass, which
might be redeemed, however, at com-
paratively small expense, by embank-
ments and canals, did not a want of

enterprise prevent the native proprietor,

and unjust laws deter foreign capitalists,

from the undertaking.

{rt.) Tolna (there is a tolerable Inn

here). An ancient town of 5000 inha-

bitants, chiefly Germans, belonging to

Count Festetics, who has a chateau here.

The surrounding district produces vast

quantities of tobacco of a very good

quality. The Turkish ambassador of

Sultan Solyman the Magnificent was

drowned here by King Lewis 11.; an

act of treachery which he expiated soon

after at the battle of Mobiles.

A good red wine is grown at Szex-

ard.

(/.I Baja, a town containing 14,000

inhabitants, and a palace of Prince

Grassalkovich.

{rt.) MohAcs, a town of 8300 inha-

bitants, where tlie steam-boats stop for

some hours to take in fuel, A species

of brown coal is obtained from mines

at Funfkirchen : it is of an inferior

quality, and requires to be mixed with

wood for use.

Mobiles is famous for the battle so

fatal to the independence of Hungary,

fought here in 1520, when the army

of Solyman the Magnificent, 200,000

strong, annihilated at one blow that

of I..ewi8 11., leaving 22,000 out of

30,000 Christians dead upon the field,

including two archbislio)is, six bishops,

and twenty-eight magnates, with the

flower of the Magyar chivalry. The

king himself was stifled in a swamj)
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near Ihe village Czetze, while attempt-

ing to escape. His death occasioned

a change of dynasty, and first opened

the throne of Hungary to a German
sovereign. The Hungarian forces were

summoned to attend their monarch
against the Turks, by sending round a
bloody sabre, which was passed from
hand to hand, from village to village,

by swift couriers, in the manner of the

Fiery Cross in the Highlands of Scot-

land, as a signal to rouse all who were
capable of bearing arms. The battle

of Moh.acs left Hungary for a century

and a half open to Ihe Ottomans, and
defenceless. Hut on the same spot, in

1686, the disgrace was retrieved, with

a loss of only 600 Christians, but by
the slaughter of 20,000 Turks, who re-

ceived so serious a repulse from the

•Austrians, commanded by Charles of
Lorraine and Prince Eugene, that the

hordes of the Crescent have never since

attempted the invasion of Hungary.

(/.) ,At Monostorseg, the canal of

Francis, which cotinects the Danube
with the Theiss, commences.

(/.) Apatin.—The Danube now rolls

over the spot where this village for-

merly stood, having earned away a
large part of it during an inundation.

About 10 miles lower down,
(r/.) The Drave (Germ. Drau

;
Latin,

Dravus) pours its vast tributary streams
into the Danube. Once a week a
steamer ascends it from Pest as far as

Eszek.

(r/.) The ruined castle of Erdbd
(Teufoburgum ?), with its massive
round towers, on a promontory, stands
within Sclavoiiia, which occupies the

right bank of the Danulx; hence to

Semlin. The right bank now presents

a slightly swelling outline, and rises

into eminences beyond Ihe town of

(rt.) Vukovar, with 6000 inhabitants,

at the mouth of the Vuka.
i"rt.) .Scharingrad, and below it Illok,

villages with ruined castles. Illok be-
longs to the Odescalchi family. The
castle of the prince commamls a fine

view of the Danube, here more than a
mile wide, and over a great extent of
the plain of Hungary. Homan re-

mains of a temple of Diana have been

found near this.

“ There is a perceptible alteration in

the course, as well as hues, of the Da-
nube, after its union with the Drave :

it flows henceforth of a darker colour,

and in a more collected volume, as

though it had given over its gambols

of overflowing, and intended to pro-

ceed in earnest to the sea. There is

also a change in the character of its

banks. The right-hand shore is fringed

by tliose dark, interminable, and almost

untrodden forests which cover a large

part of Sclavonia, furnishing mast to

innumerable herds of swine, and masts

and planks to the English navy. Oak
and such like timber-trees take the

place of weeds and willows, throwing a

sombre shade over the water. Upon
its surface bundles of reeds are seen

afloat : they are the rude buoys at-

tached to the sturgeon-fishers’ nets.

The increased velocity of the current

carried our steamer rapidly down * the

exulting and abounding river,’ and as

we passed along under its dark woods,

we scarce perceived any indication of

human habitation, save a log-hut, or

rude hovel of straw, set up by the

swineherd, and occurring only at wide
intervals. Now and then we passed a
full-grown forest-tree, undermined and
uprooted by the current, with its

lordly head half-sunk in the water,

awaiting the first rise of the river to

wash it away. There was something
very impressive in this utter solitude

in the heart of Europe. I could have
fancied myself in the American back-

woods
;
but I could not help looking

forward to the ])rospects of this Eu-
ropean Mississippi, and to Ihe changes
likely to be produced on its lianks

within the next half-century. The bor-

ders of tlie American river liave been
converted in less time from an untrod-
den wilderness into a hive of ))opnla-

tion and a centre of civilization. I liey

have become studded over with cities,

ranking in extent and mnnber of inha-

bitants above many European cajiilals.

•Sixteen centuries have passed away
since Ihe Danube was first readied liy

u 3
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the Roman legions, and less change or I

improvement has taken place in the

countries which it washes, in this part

of its course, during that long interval

of time, than has been eflected in the

above-named short period in America.
The reason for this is easily traced to

the dire depopulating wars with the

Turks, which converted Hungary for

centuries into one vast hattle-lield, and
taught its inhabitants to handle swords,

not ploughshares. Other causes, not

yet removed, are to be found in the

partial and tyrannical distinctiotis

made by tbe Hungarian laws between

noble and peasant. Hence springs the

rooted indolence which forms a chief

trait of the Hungariati national cha-

racter
;
and hence it is that the Da-

nube still Hows through marshes and
morasses, instead of fertile corn-land,

and that the rich alluvial soil on its

batiks bears reeds instead of wheat.

The Hungarian peas.ants seen now and
then upon the shore, with skin of swar-

thy hue, wild features, set oil' by un-

shorn beard and long mustachios, and

with shaggy mane-like locks hanging

down the back, might pass as good

counter-parts for American savages.

Their cloaks or rugs of rough sheep-

skin, looking somewhat like the thatch

of a roof thrown over the shoulders;

the scanty shirt of coarse sack-

cloth, soaked in lard to protect the

wearer from insects; and the broad

sombrero hat, turned up at the brim,

are nearly as uncouth in their aspect as

the scalp-locks, jiainted face, blanket,

and deer-skin of the American Osage.

I am not surprised at the inward up-

braidings and prudential scruples of

Mr, Quin, when he first went ashore in

this neighbourhood, as to the risk he

ran in trusting himself with no other

weapon than an umbrella, particularly

as the kind of spade used in tilling the

Helds might easily be mistaken for an

axe or other instrument of oH'ence; but

those who know anything of the coun-

try will tell him, that the men are wild

oidy in their looks, and that there is

less danger for person or property in

their company at the spot where he

landed, than in walking down Bond-
street.”

—

MS. Journal.

For the first time since leaving Pest,

the scenery of the Danube bears a really

pleasing aspect in approaching
(r.) Kamenitz—a village 2 miles

above

(»V.) Peterwartlein (Hung. PeteiT&r),

a rock-built fortress, celebrated in the

campaigns of Prince Eugene, who
gained a decisive victory over the

Turks, near there, in 1716. It has
been called the Ehrenbreitstein and
Gibraltar of the Danube, but hardly
deserves the comparison, as it wants the

towering and imposing elevation of

both, though built on a lofty escarped

rock. It presents to tbe water and land
side a very formidable face of walls,

bored with port-holes, and tier above
tier of green bastions,—“ turf-covered

cushions stuffed with earth, upon which
the god of war leans his elbow as he

looks down from his stronghold upon
the river and plain helow, which lie

entirely at his mercy.” In addition to

the visible defences, the ground is said

to be undermined for a considerable

distatice in several directiotis. The
fortress also serves as a stale-prison.

The town attached to the citadel is of

little importance ; is is said to contain

a population of 3000, and a garrison of

the same number, though capable of

holding one of 10,000 men. The Ar-

senal contains a few Turkish trophies,

arms, standards, &c. Tlie Franciscan

Church contains the tomhs of Laurence

Duke of Bosnia, and of John Capistriin,

the preacher of a Crusade against the

Turks. Peterwardein stands on the

extremity ofa promontory, formed by a

bend of the Danube, on the site, it is

supposed, of the Roman Acumincum
(named from acumen, point). Its pre-

sent name is traced to Peter the Hermit,

who marshalled on the spot the soldiers

of the first Crusade.

The Danube is here crossed by a

bridge of boats, 840 feet long, defended

by a l6te-du-])ont, at which the steam-

boat stops for about a quarter ofatt hour,

on the outskirts of the town of Nensalz,

which stands opposite Peterwardein.
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(/. )
Neusatz (Lat. Neoplauta; Hung.

Uj-Vi(16k). A modem town, called

into existence oidy in the reign of Maria
Theresa (1700). but already numbering
more than 21.000 inhabitants. It owes
its sudden increase jtartly to the num-
bers of German colonists who emigrated
hither from Belgrade in 1739, when that

place was given up to the Turks
;
but

chiefly to its advantageous situation on

the Danube, near the junction of three

great rivers, the Drave, Theiss, and
Save—a sufUcient source of its actual

commercial prosperity. There are in

this neighbourhood curious earthen em-
bankments, sometimes called Romer
Srhanze, but more correctly ascribed to

the Avari, extending from Neusatz on
the Danube to Csurog and the Theiss.

By inclosing the triangular tract of

ground between the two rivers, the Ro-
mans established a fortified camp to

defend their great military depot of

Sirmium on the Save from the attacks

of the barbarians.

Military Frontier.

Peterwardein and Neusatz are situ-

ated within the Austrian military fron-

tier, tbit long strip of territory inter-

vening iretween theAustiian dominions
and Turkey, and extending from the

Adriatic to the borders of Transylvania,

through Dalmatia, Croatia, Sclavonia,

and the Banat, a distance of nut less

than 600 miles. The whole of this line

of country has, since the ICih century,
been subjected to a military organiza-

tion. At that period long-continued
wars, arid frequent j>e8tilcnce and fa-

mine, had almost depo]ndated this truly

debateable ground along the Christian

and Turkish frontier, which, even in

time of jx^ace, was the ar<;tia of constant
conflicts between the Ottomans and
their almost equally savage Christian

neighbours, still thiidy scattered over
the border. It was a common exploit
for a horde of Tuiks to dash across the
frontier upon a border foray or raid, in

search of Christian heads and ears, on
delivery of which they were paid at a
fixed rate by their J'acha on their re-

turn. It is nut exactly known who first

suggested the felicitous idea of raising

up a living rampart to defend this here-

tofore unprofitable territory
;

but an
approach to military organization was
commenced by the Emperor Ferdinand

I., who granted a part of Croatia to

Catholic Croats and Ratzen (see p. 137),

to cultivate and defend. The system

has been gradually perfecterl by his

successors on the Austriati throne, par-

ticularly by Leopold I., who received

many more settlers. Charles II. of

Styria contributed materially to the

complete organization of the system.

The colonists thus introduced from
neighbouring provinces were first settled

upon the vacant lands, and the pre-

viously scattered population gradually

collected into towns and villages, and
these were connected together by long

lines of admirably-constructed roads.

The leading principle of the system
is that every male inhabitant of the

military frontier is a soldier, as well as

citizen or peasant; not merely that he
be ready to serve on occasions, but to

pass his whole life, from his 18th to his

COth year, in almost uninterrupted mi-
litary service. Reckoning the days
passed on duty, with those occupied in

going to and returning from his watch-
posts, which are often two days' journey
from his home, the borderer (Griinzer)

has not much more than one-third of

the year at his own disposal. His ser-

vice, however, is not without an equiva-

lent, and the burthen of it was besides

lightened, at the establishment of the

system, by the consideration that be

was not merely defending the state, but

at the same time protecting his own
homestead from his foes the Turks.

The Emperors, who, in consequence of

the destruction of the original land-
owners in the Turkish wars, soon be-

came proprietors of nearly the whole
frontier, bestowed on every border fa-

mily a piece of land or lief, to be held

as their own ]iroperty, to cultivate in

the intervals of duty, on condition of

their giving, instcail of rent, so many
days of military service; just a.s, in the

neighlimiring states of linngary, where
the nobles are the landlords, the jrea-
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Sants pay them by so miny days of
labour in the fields. The tenants of
the Emperor, however, though often
very poor, are better off than the most
part of the Hungarian peasants, although
the trades of soldier and ploughman do
not agree well together, and agriculture
is in a very backward state within the

military frontier. In order to promote
it as much as possible, an agricultural

officer is attached to each company.
That, however, which especially distin-

guishes the border provinces from Hun-
gary is the extent to which education is

diffused among them under the auspices
of tlie government, so that on an ave-
rage two-thirds of all the children are

taught in the public schools.

Every family receives, in proportion
to the number of its members, either

a whole fief, varying from 3fi to 50
acres in extent, a half, or a quarter fief,

and every fief is bound to maintain a
certain number of soldiers. The oldest

man of the family, unless incapacitated

by infirmity or some crime, exercises a
sort of ])atriarchal authority over the

memliers of it, who are bound to yield

him obedience. He is styled the Home-
father, and it is his duty to appoint the

men to their posts, to portion their tasks

in the fields, to look after the farm, to

take care of the house, and to provide
for the necessities of the family

;
while

his wife superintends the domestic eco-

nomy, and watches the females under
her, whose duty it is to prepare food

and clothing for the 50 or 80 members
composing the family, or House Co?n-

mvnion, as it is called. When a family

becomes rich or too numerous, some of

the members are allowed to sejjarate

from if, and are located upon unoccu-

pied land elsewhere.

Besides the iluty of a frontier-guard

in the neighbourhood of his own dwell-

ing, the native of these provinces is

obliged to serve for a stated period with

his regiment in garrisons or in remote

parts of the Austrian empire. He is

subjected to military discijiline, not

merely when on duty as a soldier, but

even in bis own house: in fact, the

whole government is a military rather

than a civil regulation. Thus the towns
and villages, in proportion to their size,

are subjected to the authority of colo-
nels, captains, and upper lieutenants.

Each of these officers is at the same
time magistrate and judge; he is in his

village what the captain of a man-of-
war is on board his ship.

The fear of Turkish aggression, which
gave rise to the defence of the boundary
line, has long since disappeared

; but
the Austrian government has many and
weighty reasons for continuing the sys-

tem in full force, beside (he ostensible

one of protecting Europe from inroads

of the )ilague, which has been certainly

restrained in its march westward by
this highly efficient cordon. It is

equally useful as a preventive service

to check smuggling, since an uninter-

rupted chain of posts, consisting of

guard-houses of wood or stone, and
sometimes huts of boughs, extends from

one end of the line to the other, at inter-

vals of 2 miles or less, stretching away
over the tops of the mountains, through
the depths ofthe valleys, and along the

swampy flats of the rivers. By flay a

sentinel is ever on the look-out
;

in the

night time a constant communication
is kept up between the posts by patrols

;

and during tbe continuance of the

plague, any person approaching the

line, and not stopping when challenged,

is shot without mercy. Each station-

house contains 6 or 8 men dressed in a

coarse brown uniform, but well armed.

Tbe daily duty at ordinary times, along
tlie line, requires 5000 men; if the

plague be raging in Turkey, the force is

augmented to 7000 or 8000
;
and if it is

known to be approaching, the number
of men is doubled, that is, raised to

one-third of the entire male population.

Tbe great political importance, how-
ever, of the military frontier consists

in its being able to furnish the .Austrian

government at a moment's notice, even

in time of peace, and at scarcely any

expense, with a standing army of 82,000 *

liighly disciplined trofqxs. In tlieevent

of foreign invasion, or any untoward

event in the heart of the Austrian do-

minions, this force, armed, equipped,
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and provisioned for 3 days, can be as-

sembled in the short s))ace of 12 hours.

An alarm, sounded by bells and shots,

or S])read by beacon-tires, is commurii-

cared in the course of a few hours to

the extremities of the line. These

troops may be reckoned among the most

trustworthy and eflScientin the Austrian

sert’ice, and their bravery has been well

proved. These provinces furnished

during the Tliirty Years’ and Seven

Years’ wars, those irresistible Pandours
and Croats, wliose very aspect when
they penetrated into the extreme W.
frontier of Germany, and into France,

spread terror and dismay. At the end of

the last war it was found that 40,000 wi-

dows of borderers, who had fallen in va-

rious campaigns, were left in the land.

The military provinces, though the

most remote of the Austrian empire,

are even more civilized than many
nearer home. They are governed by

a well-administered police—they are

well disposed to the Austrian govern-

ment—the prevailing language is Ger-

man, and they have no sympathies with

the Hungarians
;

so that their force,

though no longer necessary to restrain

the Turks from without, might, if oc-

casion required, be employed to over-

awe the discontented within the pale of

the monarchy. The total population in

1834 was 1,124,000, divided into 17 re-

giments of infantry and 1 of hussars, each

under the command of a colonel, the

whole being again grouped into 4 large

divisions, each under the control of a

general. There is, besides, an aquatic

battalion of 900 men, called Tschaikis-

ten (from the Turkish Tschaik, a boat),

who cruise up and down the Danube,
.Save, and Theiss, in small galleys,

provided with sails and oars, carrying

howitzers. The flotilla is furnished by
the district on the left bank of the

Danube, l>etween Neusatz and the

Theiss
;

their head-quarters are at 'I'it-

tel, on the Theiss.

The steamer takes 0 hours from
Peterwardein to Sernlin. The fortress

remains long in sight, as, from the ex-
cessive sinuosity of the Danube, the

vessel runs round 3 sides of the pro-

montory on which it is built. I’he

next place,

(rt.) Carlowitz, a town of 5500 in-

babitants, has given its name to the

treaty of peace signed here in 1699,

under the mediation of England and
Holland. It secured to Austria Hun-
gary and Sclavoniawhich for nearly 200
years had been occupied by the Turks,

and procured for her the important ac-

quisition of Transylvania, thus depriv-

ing the Sultan, at one stroke, of half his

European territory. Although Car-
lowitz is situated within the military

frontier, its inhabitants enjoy exemption
from duty, in order that they may
devote themselves to trade and manu-
factures, and that the community at

large may not suffer from a total ab-

sence of commercial industry. It is

termed a free community, and is go-

verned by civil magistrates. The most
conspicuous buildings are the Cathedral

and the Palace of the Greek Metropo-
litan Archbishop, the head of the pure
Greek church (nicht unirte, not united
with the Romanists) in the Austrian
dominions. They agree in their tenets

with the established church of Russia,

whose head is the Emperor, and with
that of Greece, under the Patriarch of
Constantinople. Carlowitz is the archi-

episcopal see, and the Greeks have a
theological college here. A good wine
is grown on the hUls behind the town,
around the Chapel of the Peace, which
stands on the site of the house where the

conferences were carried on with the

Turks in 1699. Near this very .spot,

the 'J'urks, 16 years afterwards, suffered

a severe defeat from Prince Eugene,
with a loss ofa Grand Vizir, 3(),()00

men, 50 standards, and 250 jiieces of
artillery, having themselves broken the
truce. The neighbourhood of Carlowitz
is rendered unhealthy by marshes; if

the river rises only 2 it. a large tract is

laid under water.

(/.) f)j)posite Slankamen, also cele-

brated for a victory gaine( 1, 1791, by
tlie Austrians, under the .Markgrave
bewis of Railen, which delivered Hun-
gary from the Turks, the River Theist
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(Tibiscus) enters the Danube. It is a
wide and deep river, navigable for

steamboats as far as I'okay. At Szege-
din it receives the Maros from Tran-
sylvania. Up to .Szegedin its borders

are marshy
; a steamer ascended thither

in 1834. It abounds in fish, and brings

with it a vast quantity of sand and mud,
which form swamps and sand-banks in

the Danube.
There is no place of importance until

the spires ofSemlin, and the minarets

of Belgrade, behind it, appear in sight.

(rt.) Sem/in.—Inns; Lowe, said to

be the best ;— BrUuhaus.

Semi in, the last Hungarian town
upon the right bank of the Danube, is

built on a tongue of land, behveen it

and the Save (Germ. Sau
;
Lat. .Savus),

which divides Austria from Servia, and
pours itself into the Danube between
the towns of Semliii and Belgrade.

Semlin has a motley population of 9200
inhabitants, consisting of Germans,
Greeks, Illyrians, Croats, Raitzen, Ser-

vians, Gipsies, and Jews. The town
itself makes but a mean appearance,

especially the quarter nearest the Da-
nulie, consisting of mud huts thatclicd

with reed, built on the slope of a hill

called Jiigankaherg. from the Gipsies,

its original inhabitants. The streets in

the better part of the town look empty
and melanclioly

;
they alone are paved

witi) rough stones, the rest are little

better than wide ditdies. through which

the water passes after rains, and sweeps

away tlie filth which in dry weatlier

chokes them up. The town is not for-

tified, but is surrounded by a stockade.

On the top of the Zigankaberg are re-

mains of the Castle oJ'Jahn Huvyadi/^ the

champion of Christendom in the 15th

century, and its deliverer from 'J'urkish

rule, who died here in 1455. It is the

mere truncated basement of a square

tower, with a round turret at each

angle ;
but its situation is commanding,

overlooking the junction of the Danube

and Save. The rock-bnilt fortress of

Belgrade, the scene of the Hungarian

hero’s most triumphant exploit, rises

proudly in the distance, with its towers

and minarets, and appears to look down

upon its Christian rival. The ruins
were formerly avoided from a belief
that they were the resort of ghouls, or
only approached by hardened treasure-

diggers, who have in vain underminetl
the foundations in search of gold. But
such superstitions are wearing off even
here, and the mud-built cottages of the
gipy town now stretch up to the very
ruins.

Semlin, from its position upon the

frontier of Austria and Servia, near the

junction of the Danube, .Save, and
Tlieiss, and upon the high road from
I'ienna to Constantinople, is a place
of considerable trade and passage. It

is the Quarantine Station for travellers

coming overland from Turkey, who are

compelled to pass 10 days, which are

augmented to 20 and 40 (according to

the violence or proximity of the plague),

in the Lazaretto (Contumalz) here. It

is a large piece of ground, fenced in by
high walls and stockades, inclosing a
number of cottages, each surrounded

by a separate palisade, and allotted to

a particular lodger, for the period of

his detention. The inmates are sup-

plied with meals by a restaurateur in

the town. Persons on the outside are

forbidden to hold direct communica-
tion with those within, but are allowed

to approach within a few yards of the

jialing, and may thus converse with

the detenus, and examine them shut

within their cages like wild beasts in a
menagerie.

Passengers by the steamboat coming
from Turkey perform quarantine lower

down the Danube, at Orsova or Gal-

latz.

The Save, the river of Hungary next

in importance to the Danube, wjis as-

cended by a small steamer in 1838,

which proceeded in 57 hours up the

Kulpa as far ns Sissek in Croatia, 300

miles. '1 he heavy barges, laden with

tobacco, require 30 days for this voyage.

The river may be said to be shrouded

in dense forests, and the chief imjjedi-

ment in its n.avigation is the fallen

trees, snags as they would be crdled in

America.

The distance across the Save to Bel-
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grade is 2 miles, but owing to the

quarantine extended between the two

countries, no one is allowed to cross

over from Semlin except he be ac-

companied by a health officer or guar-

dian, and he must return to Semlin

before sunset. If he bieaks tliese con-

ditions, or touches anything after land-

ing on the Servian batik, or allows

anything to touch him, he must go into

the lazaretto for 10 days on his return.

(rt.) Belgrade (Turkish, Bilgrad;

.Sclavoiiian, Beli-grad, i.e. white town;

Germ. Griechisch VVeissenburg
;
Hung.

Nandor). A magnificent hotel lias been

built by the Pritice of Servia, and fitted

up for the reception of travellers, at a

cost of 46,000/.

Belgrade was at one time considered

the capital of Servia, but Prince Milosch

chose Kragujewatz, in the centre of the

land, as his residence, and it is now the

seat of government. It has long been

celebrated as a frontier fortress of great

strength, and has repeatedly changed
hands in the wars between Christians

and Turks. Alternately the bulwark
of Hungary and Christendom, and the

advanced post of the invading infidel,

it has seen more varied fortunes than

perhajis any other fortress iti Europe.
Scarcely had Constantinople fallen, than

its conqueror, Mahomet II., hurtling

for the conquest of Hungary, laid siege

to Belgrade with an army of 200,000
men, a force so etiormous as to throw
all Eurojie into consternation. But
for the reputation of Hunniudes as a
general, and the enthusiasm of a monk,
John Capistraii, the latter in preaching
a crusade through Europe, and the

former in disciplining a multitude as

rude and iinmatiageable as that which
Peter the Hermit liad collected 3 cen-
turies before, Hungary had been lost.

The garrison of Belgrade, cut olT by a
furkish flotilla on the side of the
Daiiulie, and harassed from the land
by repeated as.sautts, was already on
the point of yielding, when a fleet of
boats containing the Christian army of
Crusaders under their two leaders bore
down the Danube to its relief. Hun-
niades, at tlie head of one division, was

the first to grapple and hoard the galley

of the Turkish Admiral, while Capis-
tran led on the rest, standing on the

prow of the foremost vessel and holding

high the crucifix. Excited to a pitch of

enthusiasm by the heroism of the one,

and the eloquence of the other, the

)irowess of the crusaders was irresis-

tible.—The Turkish blockade was de-

stroyed, their flotilla taken or dispersed,

and Befgrade, relieved with reinforce-

ments and provisions, and inspirited by
the presence and skill of Hunniades,
was able to resist and haffie the attacks

of the Sultan, who was at length com-
pelled to retreat with a loss of 30,000
men. It was taken by Solyman the

Magnificent, 1522, and remained in

the hands of the Sultans for a century

and a half, until the Elector Maxi-
milian of Bavaria recovered it, 1688.
In 1690 it again fell into their posses-

sion, but was restored bv the conquest
of Prince Eugene, in 1717, to Austria,

who yielded it up immediately at the

peace of Belgrade. The zigzag lines

thrown up by Prince Eugene are still

visible, e.xtending in a curve outside

the town from the Danube to the Save,
lined with a trench 20 ft. deep. It was
captured by Loudon, 1789, and in

1791 the Turks received it back. Such
have been its various fortunes down to

the beginning of the present century.

1

During the Servian insurrection, 1802,
it was taken by storm, and at present

belongs to Servia; but its fortress, along
with those of Semiadria and New Or-
sova, both on the Danube, are allowed
to remain in the hands of the Turks,
and to be garrisoned by the Sultan’s

troo(is. Servia (or Serbia) is acknow-
ledged by the Porte in the treaty of
Adriaiiople to be an independent state,

governed by princes of its own, with
free exercise of religion, and other jiri-

vileges, but paying an annual tribute

to the .Sultan. The sovereignty of the

principality was originally ve.sted in

the family of Prince Milosch
;
but re-

volutions on the side of the people, and
interventions on the part of the Great
Powers, render it doubtful whether they

or the son ofCzerny George will retain it.
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The form of government is constitution-

al, under the control of a chamber of

deputies, who meet at Kragujewatz.
'I'he population of Belgrade amounts

to T2,500, including 5000 Turks and
2000 .Tews

;
the latter of Spanish origin,

the descendants of those driven out of

Spain by the cruel edicts of Ferdinand

and Isabella.

It is divided into 3 quarters :—the

Servian, showing some few signs of im-

provement—the Turkish, a collection of

narrow lanes, contiguous to the fortress,

and l)y the side of the Danube—and

the Jewish.

The Fortress, standing immediately

above the junction of the two rivers

Danube and Save, and commanding
both with its guns, was constructed by

the Austrians, and still hears the Aus-

trian arms over the entrance. It is

perfectly fortified, cajiable of sweeping

all approaches witli its batteries, and

of resisting for a long time every attack

brought against it, were it kept in re-

])air; but it is allowed to fall into

decay, even the water-tanks being

ilestroyed. The Turkish garrison has

been augmented to 3000 men Within

it, in tlie Citadel, stands the Palace of

the I^acha, a quadrangular edifice of

wood and mini, said to be very like

a barn. In the Turkish quarter may
be seen the ruins of a palace built for

Prince Eugene, with barracks annexed.

It is distinguished, like every other

part of the town, for its tilth and dila-

pidated conditiou.0Belgi-ade, however,

is making progress in improvements;

the buildings now in construction be-

ing in good modern taste, and of such

extent, that what is now the exti'emity

of the Christian town will soon be the

centre. One of the most conspicuous

buildings from the river is the palace

(Konak) of Prince Milosch, in the Ser-

vian or upper town. He also built a

new Greek church and a barrack. Here

is shown the residence ofCzerny George,

the valiant captain who])receded Prince

Milosch as leailer of the Servians against

the Turks.

A political agent for Servia,a))pointed

by the British Government, resides here.

. BELGRADE. [ScCt. XV.

Belgrade is, on the whole, a dull
and lifeless town, with litlle trade, ex-
cept in swine, more than 200,000 of
which are exported annually from .Ser-

via into Hungary; vallonia, or the

acorn-cup, which is used for tanning
;

beeswax, tallow, and hides. Many of

its houses are in ruins, and almost all

of the meanest description. Jt still

possesses interest with travellers from
its displaying a completely Turkish
character

;
and, as standing on the bor-

ders of Christendom and Heathendom,
it is very frequently visited for a day
from Semlin. The following is the

account of a visit paid in 1R36, by a
p.arty, consisting of 2 gentlemen and a

lady:—‘‘We were rowed across the

Save in about 4 an hour, in the qua-
rantine boat, obligingly furnished to us

by the commandant, anil were escorted

by 3 quarantine officers, armed with

long staves, which they extended before

us and at each side, to guard us from

being touched, and to keep off all pol-

lution, as we walked along—a matter

of no little difficulty, as the Turks en-

joy excessively the fun of putting in-

quisitive strangers in contact with some-

thing which will cause them to incur

quarantine. The objects which prin-

cipally presented themselves to our

notice were the horrid filth of the streets,

littered from end to end with mud,
straw, and offal, so that it was difficult

to find a place to put down our feet.

Here and there herds of wild dogs

were seen prowling about, or lying

upon huge dungheajis. There are not

less, it is said, than 5000 of these ani-

mals in the town owned by no master.

We were first conducted to the Bazaar,

which we found to consist of many
rows of miserable wooden booths, open-

ed on one side by a falling shutter, so

as to disclose the owner sitting cross-

legged, engaged in the listless occupa-

tion of smoking. The contents of all

the sho]is together would not have

stocked half-.a-dozen in Vienna. The
cook-shops, in which kilrauds. and other

nauseous-looking oriental delicacies

preirarations of meat, fat, and garlic,

were ex])Osed for sale, which remind
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one of the .Arabian Nights, can scarcely

be viewed without disgust; and the

only things which we fancied were the

shawls, carjjets, and pipes, which we
were of course not permitted to pur-

chase, or even to touch. The streets

containing Turkish dwellings, through

widen we passed, consist of mere dead

walls, the windows being all turned

inwards to prevent the women staring

at the passers-by. We saw only six fe-

males in the course of our walk: they

were thickly enveloped, and wore long

tapering black veils, with two holes at

the top to allow their eyes to peep

through. The Fortress is the most
interesting part of tlie town, but it is

going to ruin fast
;
the long guns are

either dismounted or placed on car-

riages of the clumsiest construction.

Here the lady became an object of

curiosity to several idle Turks, splen-

didly dressed in the old costume. We
hoped to have been presented to the old

Pacha, and to have smoked a pipe and
drunk coffee with him, but he was too

unwell to receive us; but we saw his

son (a child), his horse, and dog, which
were all three very handsome. The
Serai is of planks, covered with coloured

plaster, a great part of which lias drop-

ped off, the windows are without glass,

and the roof is broken through. A party

of raw recruits, in the unbecoming,
tight-breeched, new uniform, were be-

ing drilled in the court-yard of the

palace. They were a most grotesque
and awkward squadron : they neither

carried their heads up nor their shoul-
ders square; but their bodies were bent
forward or twisted awry, and their

fingers were all distended. Every
movement which tliey executed at tlie

word of command wiis accompanied by
an exclamation of Tsrlie, somewhat be-

tween a sigh and a grunt, which had an
indescri bably 1 iid icrous effect when pro-
ceeding from a whole company of sol-

diers. We were allowed to enter a
mosfiue

;
but found nothing but plain,

whitewashed walls, a pulpit for the
reader of the Koran, and a well-car-
eted floor within, for worshipj)crs to

neel upon.”—The Imaura will admit

even an Infidel Giaour into the mosque,

for the sake of a few piastres. The
Turkish cemetery adjoining the mosque
is worth seeing.

Travellers intending to proceed over-

land from Belgrade to Constantinople

should provide themselves with a fir-

man from the Pacha, for which some
piastres are paid

;
also with bread,

brandy, tea, a kettle, a carpet to sleep

on, and a pair of wide Turkish trowsers

to ride in, as none of these articles are

to be met with on the road. They
should be prepared to rough it. Inns,

in the European acceptation of the

term, nowhere exist, the only accom-
modation to be procured at night is an
empty room, where they may lay their

carpet on the floor, and go to sleep.

As there are no carriage-roads, the

journey can only be performed on
horseback

;
the distance is about 750

miles, a ride of 8 to 12 days. The
Tatars do it in 7 days. Travellers

must engage at Belgrade a Titar cou-

rier, who for 20/. will feed them, and
provide them with 4 horses for the

journey, to be changed at each station,

t. e. one for the travellers, another for

the Tatar, one for the postilion, and a
surapter horse for the baggage. The
fidelity of the Titar guides may be re-

lied on, and there is no danger of rob-

bery by the way. See Handbook for
Travellers in the East.

Immediately opposite the mouth of

the Save is a large island, formed by
the silt brought dgwn by tliat river

since the beginning of the 17th cen-

tury, previous to which it did not exist.

It is coveretl with tall reeds, the haunts
of myriads of w ild-Ibwl, o.ver which an
eagle may now and then be seen soar-

ing. There are many herons here, and
the sportsman would find abundant ex-

ercise for his gun.

Except when the river is very low,

the steamer pisses close under the

walls of Belgrade, near a tower at the

water-side, from which criminals were
formerly cast into the Danube, after

being strangled.
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As you descend the Danube, it is

the fortress of Belgrade which is seen
from the river

; the town lies behind it.

The left or Hungarian bank, below
Belgrade, is studded at regular inter-

vals of one or two miles with the

watchposts
( Czardaes') of the troops of

the Military Frontier.—(See p. 444.

j

They are either square stone cottages

or huts of wood : sometimes, upon tlie

marshy flats on the margin of tlie river,

tliey are raised upon stilts as it were,

8 or 10 feet high, being built on high

posts, to protect them from inundations,

and to command a more extensive jiro-

spect from the open gallery running
round the toj).

(/.) 9 miles below Belgrade, the

river Temes falls into the Danube. A
little way above the junction lies the

military town of Pancsova, with 10,000

inhabitants. Hereabouts the Danube
exceeds a mile in breadth. The Ser-

vian chiefs and nobles (including Mi-
loscb) are great j)ig-dealers

;
and vast

numbers of swine are embarked near

this in boats of 2 stories of sties, hold-

ing from .^00 to 1000 pigs, which are

towed by steam to ^'ienna in a week
;

tlie fare per pig being about 10s.

(rt.) Semondria, a Turkish fortress,

in the form of a triangle, and flanked

on its 3 sides with 22 singular towers,

such as are attached to feudal castles,

in a very perfect state. It was erected,

1433, by a Servian jirince, George

Brankovics, but possesses no great

strength in referei^e to the modern art

of war. Near this may be seen a Turk-

ish burial-ground, planted with the fu-

nereal cypress.

(/.) Kubin.

(>•/.) Outlet of the Morava, a Ser-

vian river.

(rt.) About 3 miles S. of the Danube
lies Passarovilz, where a celebrated

treaty was signed (1715) betweenPrince

Eugene, who had previously defeated

the Turks under tlie walls of Belgrade,

and the Grand Vizier, by wliich Aus-

tria gained possession of the Banat of

Temeswar, and part of Wallachia and

Servia, including Belgrade itself.

(rt.) llama, a Servian fort, with the

ruins of an ancient Roman fort near it,

opposite to

(/.) Uj. Palenka, an Austrian for-

tified post, belonging to die Wallaclio-

lllyrian regiment. It communicates
with a stockaded redoubt upon the ad-
joining island in the middle of the

river. Hills now liegin to appear in

sight, approaching the Danube on both

sides.

(rt.) Basiasch, a station of the steam-

boat, not in the maps, as there is no
village and scarcely a house on tlie

spot, only a shed, from which coals

brought from Orovickza are taken on
board. The steamer stops here an hour
to receive them

;
they are shipped at

13s. the ton. About ^ a mile off is a
small old Greek church, and the priest's

house adjoining.

(/.) Alt Moldova is a military vil-

lage, laid out ill straight and very wide

streets, the houses separated from one

another by gardens. Like other vil-

lages on the frontier, it has a church, a

school-house, and a guard-house facing

the Danube. The border soldiers are

fine troops, and, though dressed in a
brown cloth peasant's jacket, which,

with their coarse linen under-garments,

is woven at home by their wives, in

tight breeches, boots or sandals, they

are well armed and disciplined, and
have a military bearing.

A good road runs from this to Neu
Moldova, situated within the Banat of
Temeswar, 6 miles, where there are sil-

ver and copper mines, and smelting fur-

naces, and thence to Weisskirchen.

The Banat is the granary of Austria,

consisting of 8000 square miles, of a

soil of the richest fertility, surp.rssing

the Carse of Gowrie or the Lotliians in

Scotland. It sends flour to Vienna for

the delicious white bread made there.

At Alt Moldova begins the excellent

road, recently con.structed .by the Hun-

garian government, along the left bank

of the Danube to Orsova.

From Moldova to Drcnkova is gene-

rally ]iracticable for steamers, but below

that place the voyage down has hitherto

been performed in barges rowed by men,

sometimes in a sailing cutter; but small
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steamers, adapted for this part of the

river, are understood to be in progress.

The voyage down takes up 7 or 8 hours.

Moldova lies at the foot of the moun-
tains, a spur of tlie Carpathians, which

for some distance have been seen on both

sides gradually ai>proaching the river,

and now appear to close all passage

downwards. On a nearer approach,

however, they are found to he cleft

through, by a narrow defile of lofty and
almost precipitous sides, through which

the river forces its way, but the channel,

as long as it lies within the gorge, is ob-

structed by various obstacles— but-

tresses, or reefs of rock, imperfectly re-

moved by the convulsion which divided

the vast mountain chain, and these form
the

Rapids of the Danube .—From the na-

ture and number of the impediments in

the bed of the Danube, added to the

velocity of the fall of the river, it seems
probable tliat the distance between

Dreiikova and .Skela (iladova—about
54 Eng. miles—will always continue

a portage ( to employ a word of common
use in Canada), unless the experiment
of building small steamers, with power-
ful engines, drawing only 2 ft. water,

should succeed in overcoming the cur-

rent. Between these two points the river

runs over G reefs of rock, stretching

across it like weirs or dams; tlie nar-

row and difficult channels through them
have sometimes no more than 18 inches

water, with a rush like the race of a
mill-stream; wliile the whirlpools and
currents produced below them .are even
more dilficult to overcome tlian the

reefs themselves.

In 1812, a small steamer passed both
up and down all the rapids except the
Iron Cate, the river being tolerably

high. Tlie native boatmen dasb heed-
lessly down them, shutting tlieir eyes
and saying their prayers, trusting to the
water to carry them over, and their rude
craft are not iinfrequently transfixed by
the sharp points of the rocks and sunk
orstrar.ded. Very small flat-hottomed
barges are with difficulty tracked up-
wards by men .and bullocks. Tlie at-
tempt to clear the channel of the river

by blasting may be said to have failed,

though a diving-bell was sent over from

England to remove the rocks lying only

18 inches below the surface ! The plan

of avoiding the principal rapids by ca-

nals cut in the banks at the side of

them is scarcely practicable, owing to

the hills on either side being solid rock,

and in many cases abrupt precipices,

descending vertically into the water.

Even could these natural obstacles pos-

sibly be overcome on the Servian bank,

opposite political interests and sanatory

regulations would interpose even greater

difficulties; since those who land on, or

even touch, the Servian shore, c.annot

return to the Hung,arian side without

passing a quarantine of 6 days. The
points where it is proposed to construct

these canals, all on the Servian side,

are— 1st, at Izlas, f of a mile long,

with 1 lock, and a fall of 8 ft. ; 2nd, 12

miles further down, a short canal of one

lock
;
3rd, at the Iron Gate, the most

formidable impediment, a canal 3 miles

long, with 2 locks, and a descent of 14

ft. These canals, if ever executed, must
be cut or blasted through the solid rock.

After all, with the excellent new car-

riage-road along the left bank, which
which was finished in 1837, travellers

sustain no other inconvenience than that

of twice transferring their baggage. For

merchandise, the portage and double

shipment is of more serious consiilera-

fion, but the rnad is so good and level

that the transport of goods in waggons
drawn by oxen will not be very ex-

pensive, though tedious.

There can be no doubt that these

rapids are a serious drawback to the

value of the Danube as a great artery

for commerce and tralfic, breaking, as

it were, the navigation into two. It is

not improbable that it was this division

which caused the ancients to distin-

guish the river by two names, Danubius
in its upper course, Ister in its lower.

Were it not for this im|)edinient an

army embarked at Vienna in 15 or 20
steamers might reach the Black Sea in

a week, and Constantinople in 12 or 14

days.
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“ In a few minutes from the time of
leaving Moldova the steamer enters

within the jaws of the defile, in the
mountains forming the boundary of
Hungary on this side. At one time,
probably before the creation of man, at

least previous to any human record,
they doubtlessly walled in a lake which
occupied the vast basin-shaped country
that now goes by that name, and is tra-

versed by the Danube. Tliis rampart
of hills must liave been burst through
by an earthquake, or some such con-
vulsion, or ])erhaps by the mere weight
and pressure of the body of water be-
hind it, which thus forced for itself an
outlet to the Rlack ,Sea. The moun-
tain-tops on each side, iri which num-
berless eagles have fixed their eyries,

loomed heavily through the moniing
mist as we entered the portal of this

gorge, which commences about 7 miles
below Moldova. The river here at

once loses three-forirths of its breadth,
and, besides being thus suddenly pent
up, is interrupted by rocks, one of which,
called liabncaj, projects out of the water
l.fi or 20 ft., and has somewhat the form
of the horn on the nose of a rhinoceros.

The name, I am told, signifies in

Servian ‘ repent,’ and is derived from a
story of a jealous husband having ex-
posed his wife u))on this rock to do
penance. This .and other rocks below
the surface produce .an eddy, which is

the first of the impediments to the iiavi-

g.ation to be encountered in this pass.

Exactly at this spot,where the boatman’s
erplexities commenced, the robber-

nights of old times fixed their sh'ong-

holds. Thus on the left bank a ruined

tower is seen perched on a pinimcle of

rock overlooking the river, and opposite

to it the larger and most picturesque

feudal castle of Golumbaez, consisting

of a cluster of 9 towers connected by
battlemented walls. It crowns the

summit of an almost inaccessible pre-

cipice, at whose foot crouches a wretched
village. It rests on foundations be-

lieved to be Roman, part of it the work
of the Turks, and the to]miost tower

was, according to tradition, the prison

of the Greek Empress Helena. In olden

times these strongholds, frowiung de-
fiance from opposite banks of the Da-
nube, held the keys of the pass. The
cliffs on e.ach side are of barren and
arid limestone, but varied at intervals

by a picturesque covering of brush-

wood
;

they bear the appearance of

having once been united, and afterwards

forcibly separated. They abound in

caves or fissures
;
out of some of them

torrents issue in winter, others are mere
eylet-holes pierced through projecting

pinnacles .and buttresses, which, lifting

themselves aloft against the sky, allow

the light to stream through.

(I.) The largest of these, called the

Cavern of Go/wnbaez, entered by an
opening a little above the road, and not

far from these ruins, is believed by the

Wallachian and Servian peasants to

send forth from its recesses, at certain

times, in ^he form of a cloud of smoke,

a swarm ofgnats (Mord-miicken), which
fill the atmosphere and overspread the

entire IJanat for a distance of 40 or 50
miles, but especially abound on the

borders of the Danube, committing the

greatest ravages among the cattle. Ac-

cording to the popular belief, it was in

this cave that St. George slew the dra-

gon, whose putrilied carcass is said to

have given rise to this foul progeny.

Repeated attempts have in consequence

been made to wall up the mouth of the

cavern, but to no purpose—the jieasants

think tlie insects have other passages by

which they find their way out. There

is a better reason, viz., that they have

no connexion with the cave, except that

in frosty or wet weather they may take

refuge in it, and other recesses of the

rocks, where they are often found col-

lected in heaps. The cavern is simply

a horizontal hole piercing the mountain,

and nearly filled with water. An Eng-
lishman who entered it lately, after

wading through the water up to his

neck, was prevented by it from pene-

trating further than 50 feet from the

entrance. The gnats of Golumlmcz are

produced in the marshy and warm dis-

trict which environs the Danube, and

are most numerous after inundations of

the river. 'I'hey issue forth at the be-
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ginuing of the summer heats, and do

not disappear till the end of July. This

plague of Hies extends as far as Temes-

war. The insects, though not larger

than a common gnat, iiiUict so severe a

bite, that horses, oxen, and swine are

often killed by them in the course of a

few hours. They principally attack

the tender parts of the animals which

are free from hair—the eyes, ears, nos-

trils, and throat, down which they creep

in such numbers as to cause suffocation

from the swelling produced by a mul-
titude of bites. Even children left by

their mothers in the open air have been

killed by these insects. The insect is

known to naturalists as the Simulium

reptans, and is probably identical with

the Culex reptans of Lapland, described

by Linnaeus, and called F«ria infernalis.

The peasants living near the Danube,

on the approach of this scourge, seek to

protect the animals belonging to them
by lighting great fires of straw, dung,

and other matters calculated to burn
slowly and produce much smoke. The
cattle, knowing the protection the smoke
will alford them, eagerly rush towards

the heap, and lie down to leeward,

within the influences of the .smoke, to

shelter themselves from the insects’ per-

secution. At New Moldova the cattle,

sheep, and horses are kept in-dours by
day during the season of the fly, and
driven out only at night, being at the

same time anointed with pitch, &c. on
their nostrils and other tender parts, to

protect them.

The course of the New Road along
the left bank liecomes conspicuous at

the Uabacaj rock
;

it is a noble under-
taking, nut itd’erior in parts to some of

the great Alpine high-roads, such as the

Simplon and .Stelvio. The precipitous

nature of the rocks, in many places sink-

ing like a wall into the water, had pre-

viously iirevented the formation even of
a continuous footpath along this part of
the river bank

;
and this grand carriage-

road has been formed by excavating,
with the aid of gunpowder, a notch in

the face of the precipice, and, where the

banks slope down gradually, by su|)-

porting it upon a terrace of masonry.

carried over the water-courses on
bridges.

(r/.) Half-a-mile below Golumbacz
are the remains of a square Roman fort,

called Gradisca. There is a continued

chain of similar fortifications all the

way from this to Trajan's Bridge. They
were evidently designed to protect the

wonderful road which the Romans had
carried through this defile (described at

p. 456), traces of which may already

be seen at intervals along the right

bank, its direction being marked by the

mortice-holes in the rock.

The rushing of our boat’s keel through

the water was almost the oidy sound in

the rocky and wooded solitude through

which we passed. The only animate

objects we observed for a distance of

many miles were a flock of goats, near

a hut of boughs, the rude shelter of a

Servian herdsman, and a fishing- boat

manned by turbaned figures, one of

whom, leaning over the bow, was taking

in his sturgeon-lines, at the same time
impelling the boat slowly against the

stream by hauling in the rope. On the

left bank a party of 10 or 12 skin-clad

Wallachians, harnessed by a towing-

rope to two small punts, were slowly

dragging up a cargo of wool and wax,
to freight the steamer we had left. 1

was told that two Wallachs are equi-

valent to one horse at this work, but
that bipeds are preferred hereabouts,

owing to the difficulty quadrupeds have
in finding a footing, or of keeping their

legs with so furious a current to contend
against, and (before the new road was
made) in the absence of any path. 30
or 40 individuals are sometimes em-
ployed in towing a single barge up-
wards; and whole villages on this part

of the Danube are supported by this

employment, which will be transferred

to oxen and horses now that the new
road is finished.

Di-enhom, which, from the mention
of it in the advertisements of the sleain-

comijany, I had set down as at least a

village, turns out to be only a warehouse
for goods,aclnirch,aud a miserable gast-

haus, not affording tolerable accommo-
dation or provision to the traveller. It
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is likely to increase, however, as this is

the ordinary station of the steamer, ex-

cept when ttie water is too low to allow

it to descend thus far.

Passengers are generally embarked
here on hoard a cutter, with a small

covered cabin capable of holding about

25 persons. The cargo, carriages, and
heavy baggage are transferred to barges,

and follow at a slower rate. Travel-

lers should not quit the steamer without

securing a basket of provisions, wine,

&c. from the steward, as nothing in the

sha])e of refreshment, except maize

flour, and bread of the blackest hue and
hardest substance, or of accommoda-
tion, is to be procured between this

and Orsova.

The journey by land from Orsova to

Drenkova takes up 8 or 10 hours in a

jolting waggon, and, as there is no inn

at Drenkova, the traveller can onlylind

shelter on board the steamboat.

The surface of the Danuhe helow

Drenkova again becomes rutiled and

turbulent, dashing with great force into

eddies, and tossing up waves
;

in fact,

proclaiming the uneven nature of its

bed, whicli is further manifested by nu-

merous rocks raising tbemselves out of

the water. Kach of these is known to

the lioatman by a name. One of the

most formidable obstacles occurring a

short distance bdow Derzaska is the

Kerdaps, a wliirlpool caused by tlie

confitiemetit and sinuosities of tlie river

;

opposite to it, and equally to be avoided,

is a round-backed fragment called llou-

vali (Buffalo). These caused us no in-

convenience; but below it in tlie narrows

we saw a-liead of us several long tliin

lines of white breakers, stretching across

from side to side as regularly as though

they had been drawn with a rule.

These are caused by reefs of hard por-

phyry or grauwacke rock, crossing the

river obliquely like a dam, and called

Izlas, producing a fall of nearly 8 ft.

at high water, probably passable for a

steamer through a gap existing near the

left bank. The roaring of the water,

as it rushes over them, is heard at a

considerable distance, but not many
minutes elapsed before the draught of

the current had home us into the midst
of the tumult, where, surrounded by
breakers dashing upwards in ceaseless

activity, and by hollow boiling erldies,

the vessel might have fared ill had she

not been well piloted. The Izlas was
coolly and dexterously cleared

;
but

scarcely had we emerged from it, when
we approached another similar reef and
rapid, called Taktalia, It has tremen-

dous breakers and currents, but is oidy

formidable at low water, and may in

general be passed through a gap 4 ft.

dee]i and 72 broad, even in summer
and autumn without danger, but the

long continued drought of 1836 and
the preceding year reduced the water

in the Danube to an extent rarely

known, and as it was even now sinking

at the rate of an inch a day, the descent

of the second rapid was a serious under-

taking. The sail was lowered, the

rowers sent to the bow of the boat, and

we steered close under the Servian bank.

As we drew near, the captain's orders

to the steersman became less steady,

very frequent, and rather variable; at

last he exclaimed with some agitation,

“Where is the channel?” a question

at which 1 was not surprised, since my
eye could discern no opening whatever

in the line of foaming breakers. The
men were hastily ordered to their oars,

in order by their efforts to lift us up ns

much as possible over the ledge. Luck-

ily the keel did not even touch the

rocks, and in half a minute we had

doubled a singular promontory of

sandstone rock, called Greben, project-

ing far into the Danuhe, worn and po-

lished by the waves of centuries, and

were immediately in smooih water.

No sooner had we. turneil this comer

than we found the gorge we had jiasscd

hid from view, and our cutler gliding

along the surface of a lake-like basin,

into which the Danube, freed from its

streights, suddenly expands it.self, sur-

rounded on all sides by round-backed

wooded hills, delightfully lighlerl up

by the sun, which had In'en unable to

penc rale into the ravine above. The

rocky defile from Dienkova to the (Ire-

ben IS indicd grand; it was in it that
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Quin saw so many strange sights, which

1 could not re-(liscover. It is true the

rocks have a fantastic appearance, pro-

jecting forward like walls, or the side

scenes in a theatre, one behind another,

sometimes rising upwards in the form

of towers, battlements, and obelisks.

Near the rapids the sailors pointed out

one mass, which they calleil “ Turk,”

from some imaginary likeness^ It is in

this part of the river that the experi-

ment was made (1834), of rendering

the rapids passable for steamers by
blasting the rocks in the bed of the river.

Nearly 1000 men, chiefly miners, were

collected for this purpose : tliey were

placed under the orders of the Count
.Szechenyi, so that they did not want a

zealous and able director
;
and the ope-

rations were conducted by a skilful

engineer. There is no doubt, therefore,

that all was done that could be done to

etlect the object
;
but after many weeks

of incessant labour, and the expenditure

of a very large sum of money, only

1000 cubic feet of rock had been re-

moved. The vast extent of the reefs,

the oltstiuate hardness of tlie ruck, and
the excessive rapidity of the stream,

present far greater difficulties than were
antici[>ated

;
so great, indeed, that 1

doul)t whether they could be sur-

mounted even in England. In a

country so poor as Hungary, the enter-

prise may be regarded as almost hope-

less. It has been calculated lliat it

would occupy 1000 men more than 50
years incessantly, at a cost of many
millions of florins, to cut a passage 20
feet wide and 4 deep, with the proba-
bility that, after all, a steamer would be

less able than liefore to stem the rapidity

of the current, greatly increased by the

removal of the imjrediments, if it were
ever brought to completion.

.Soon after rounding the promontory
of (irelieii we passed, on the left bank,
the wretched village of Svinicza, where
is a miserable hovel of a cabaret. I

am toUl that if the government would
grant permission. Count .Szechenyi
would build an itin here and utOjsova,
at his own expense; but this has been
refused, much to the disadvantage of tra-

vellers, who, when the wind is contrary,

are often compelled to stop here for the

night. Within this lake-like basin,

which expands to a width of 5083 feet,

lies the island Poretz, on which a

church is planted
;
and a little further

on the Servian bank stands the town of

Milanovacz, founded by Prince Mi-
losch, and named after his son.

(1) Soon after rounding the point

crowned with the triple towered castle

of Triculii, (o which a Roman origin is

attributed, the dejile of Kazan appears

in sight, at the extremity of the hroad

expanse of the river which I have com-
pared to a lake. The white chalk-like

towering dill's of limestone tlaiiking the

entrance to it are conspicuous at a great

distance. They surpass in height any
precipices we have yet passed, and ex-

ceed in grandeur (in my opinion) any
delile on either Danube or Rhine ;* in

fact, the picturesque beauties of this

portion of the river make ample amends
for the previous dull monotony of its

flat banks. We stopped for a few
minutes at the small village of Pla-

visovicza, just above the narrows of
Kazan, consisting of a few wooden huts,

chiefly residences of the workmen em-
ployed in constructing the new road.

An officer of Engineers stationed here

in 1834, and favoured by the drought
of several successive years, which had
reduced the river lower than it was ever

known to sink before, has been enabied
to make a survey of the Danube from
Moldova to the Iron Gate, and to set

down the position and dimension not

only of all the large impeiliments, but
of every single rock in the beil of the’

river, with the depth of water on it.

Until the construction of the new
road, all communication along Ihe

'banks of the river ceased here; the cl ill's

I

are so abrupt and close to the water, as

j

not to allow room for a goat to climb.
Down to 1837, the only way of reach-

ing Orsova Iroin hence by laud, was by
taking a steep and tortuous road, which
here turns away from the D.inube, and
crosses two or three ri<lges of hills.

• See Ilering’s Hketclie.s of tlie l)iunit)o for

aa accurate and striking view of the spot.
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The new road, however, lias been boldly

carried through the delile, a passage

having been blasted for it in the lime-

stone by the river-side. As you pass

along this vast gallery, it has the appear-

ance of an overarching cavern, while

from the water it looks like a mere
groove, or the serpentine holes bored by
the teredo in a jiiece of wood. There

is an awful grandeur in this colossal

gorge
;

for a long distance the rocks

are so jjerpendiculiu- that a plumb-line

might be drop])ed from their brow at

once into the water below, and the ex-

treme height of the sides above the

water does not fall far short of 2000 ft.

The river is at tlie same time conti’acted

to its narrowest limits, about 200 yards

;

it seems as though you could throw a

stone across it : and when it is remem-
bered that the river has spread out to a

width of between 1^ and 2 miles, in

several places above, it is evident that

tlie rocky channel in this spot must at-

tain a great depth to contain so vast a

volume of water. It appears from

soundings to be 170 ft. deep here.

The impressive grandeur and inte-

rest of tlie scene was much increased to

my mind by the “ finger-marks on the

wall ’ ojiposite. For 17 centuries have

they been visible, and yet, as tliough

the world had stood still the while, it

was not till 1804 that the hint they

gave was followed up. 1 allude to the

long groove or ledges, and the line of

square holes beneath it, running along

the face of the abrupt wall of rock

which fomis the Servian bank, at the

height of 10 feet above the ordinary

•level, and just below the stain marking

the high-water level of the Danube.

These are the sockets in which beams

were inserted to support the Roman
road called Via Trajana, because con-

structed by Trajan, and they are vi-

sible, though not without interruptions,

from Babacaj below Skela Gladova,

but nowhere so conspicuous as here.

It doubtless served as a towing-path,

but was at the same time piissable for

men and beasts of burthen. To the

moderns, the art of constructing a road,

even along the precipices of the Da-

(g). VIA TRAJANA. [ScCt. XV.

nube, is easy with the aid ofgunpowder.
The ancients, though they here and
there cut away the rock by sheer labour
of hammer and chisel, so as to form a
narrow ledge from 2 to 6 feet wide, and
rounded off some of the projecting

atigles, could not depend entirely on
this slow and costly process, and had
therefore recourse to other means for

establishing a communication, more
economical, and equally efficient. They
put up a wooden shelf against the wall

of rock, resting the platform partly on
the ledge, and partly supporting it by
beams inserted into the sockets cut in

the rock, doubling the breadth of the

roadway by allowing the wood-work
to overhang the river. Then roofing it

over, they formed a covered gallery or

balcony, extending for nearly 50 miles,

above the rushing river, and constitut-

ing “ one of the greatest, because one

of the most useful, of Roman works.

Never did I more strongly feel the

greatness of that wonderful people, than

when, on sailing down the Danube, I

first observed the traces, and compre-

hended the object to which this work
was destined. Such were the modest

and useful intentions andactsof sixteen

centuries ago. Here was the evidence

of the accomplishment by the Romans,
although scarcely an indication of it

remains in Roman authors, of an enter-

prise which is now universally admitted

to be one of the most important for the

public welfare of Europe. In that

chiselling of the rocks of Servia, what
proofs are there not of commercial cir-

cidation and jtrosperity, and, conse-

quently, of the national well-being

aiid individual happiness of a former

period, which it is the fashion to regard

as sterile in useful fruits, because the

habits of our times lead us to imagine

that prosperity cannot exist without

clamour, or commerce or industry

without libraries of legislation

!

“ On looking at the two sides of the

river, 1 immediately saw that the

Servian was that on which the road

should have been constructed, even had

the Roman relics not been there, not

the facilities which the Roman work
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itself still continues to afford. The
plan of the Romans, tliat is, corridors

of wood, too, seemed the one best

adapted to the nature of the comitry,

covered with forests of oak. In fact,

it appeared to me that the Roman road

might here-established with great ease :

tlie rock having been cut away where-

ever it was called for, scarcely more
than the restoration of the wood-work
would have been necessary. Servia

would easily have supplied the timber;

the river would have transported it

;

every Servian wears a hatchet in his

belt, and tliey live under a system

similar to that which has left; so many
and so stupendous ruins of works des-

tined to public utility in Hindostan

and Spain .”— Quarterly Review. The
road was probably of use chiefly as a

military way to facilitate the passage

of troops, the borders of the Danube in

Trajan's time being far less habitable

than now. A coin was struck to com-
memorate its construction, bearing tlie

legend “ Via Trajana."

In the very jaws of the pass, a few

yards below Plavisovicza, the rock of

Kazan rises out of the middle of the

river, and creates an eddy or whirl-

pool. f of a mile lower down, on the

left bank, in tbe bluff escarpment of

the mountain Schukuru, is the cavern

of Pescabora, now commonly known
as Felerants Cave, from a brave Aus-
trian general, who, in 1692, had the

chief command in Transylvania, and
posted in it a garrison of about 400
men, by whom it was obstinately de-

fended for many weeks against a host

of Turks outnumbering them by many
times. In I72S it was again success-

fully occupied by Major von Stein.

The entrance to it is about 20 feet

above the road, but is almost concealed
from view by a rampart of miisonry,

looi)-holed, drawn across it. It is so

small that one must stoop to pass it;

close to it is another hole in tbe rock,
serving as a window, anti a port-hole
for a cannon. A single gun, aided by
musketry, completely commaiiils the

jtassage of the river at this iKtiiil. The
interior is sfacious, and is lighted by

an openhig at the side, but as a cave

it is not remarkable, and has no sta-

lactites.

(/.) At Duhova the channel of the

Danube is contracted to its smallest

breadtli, viz. 123 yards.

(/.) Near this stood another of the

Roman forts.

(r/.) Nearly at the termination of the

defile, just before the river begins again

to spread itself out, opposite OGradina,
the rocky wall of the precipice on the

right bank bears an inscription in honour

of Trajan, called Trajan's Tafel. The
tablet is supported by two winged
figures with a dolphin on each side,

and is surmounted by the Roman
eagle. It has been much defaced by

time, and the fires lighted under it by
Servian fishermen and shepherds

;
but

the followhigletters may be deciphered

:

IMP. CAESAR DIVI. NERVAE.
F. NERVA. TRAIANVS. AVG.
GERM. PONTIF. MAXIMVS.
TRIE. PO. XXX. It was probably

designed to commemorate Trajan’s first

Dacian campaign, a. d. 103, and the

construction of the wonderful road

along the Danube, which it surmounts.

The mountains of Wallachia now be-

gan to appear in the distance, and we
finished our agreeable voyage in the

cutter in 9 hours.

—

MS. Journ.

(/.) Alt Orsova. — Itins : Hirsch
;

Kaiser von CEsterreich, which furnishes

3 or 4 tolerable sleeping ajiiirtments :

bed, 23 kr.
;
dinner, 30 kr.

;
breakfast,

15 kr. There are other small inns in

the town.
“ Orsova is a military village, about

3 miles from the frontier, with 900
inhabitants, chiefly Wallachians, a
race distinct from both Hungarians
and Sclovacks ;—probably the earliest

occupants of Hungary, long before

these two races settled in it ; at jiresent

they form the majority of tbe inbabit-

ants in many provinces. They have a
more wild anil barbarous ap))ear.ince

than even the other races which inhabit

Hungary, and are clad in long shirts,

belted round the waist, and loose trow-

sers tied at the ankles, tbe rest of their

garments being exclusively of sheei>-

X
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skins. They wear high hairy caps,

like the end of a mop, and long cloaks

with the wool outside, reminding one

of a door-rug. Both in their costume
and physiognomy they hear a striking

resemblance to the Dacians represented

on Trajan's column, the inhabitants of

this country in the time of that Em-
peror. With their low foreheads, un-

shorn locks, and filthy persons, they

really look not much superior to the

animals whose skins they occupy ; at

least, sucli was my first impression as

I threarled my way tlirougli a crowd of

the lower sort, collected togetlier in the

antechamber of tlie inn, which re-echoed

with their wild cries, and was redolent

of the fumes of garlic and Scimapps,

which the host was dispensing to an

already half-inebriated party of them.

Tliese, however, were labourers of the

lowest grade. Tlie female Wallachs,

when young, are often very pretty
;
they

wear a peculiar costume, a sort of .apron,

dyed red and black, falling nearly to the

feet before and behind, the lower parts

of which consist of a long fringe of the

same colour, which dangles about their

ankles. They inclose their feet in high

Hessian boots of bright red leather, and

are generally occupied, in or out of

doors, in busily twirling the spindle.

Outside the town, by the water -side,

and near the ferry over the Danube,

stands the Parlatorium, a wooden shed

in which the market (Skela) is held

3 times a week. On account of the

quarantine regulations, the inhabitants

ofServiaaud Wallachia are prevented

coming in contact with the subjects

of Austria, and dare not cross the

frontier without an escort. The Aus-

trian (juarantine is 5 days for those who
come out of Wallachia, and 10 for

those from Servia, increased to 40 days

in time of plague; the Wallachians

again have a quarantine of 5 days

against the Servians, so that none of the

3 parties can intermix for the purpose

of buying or selling, nor can they touch

each other's goods. On this account

the building where the market is held

is divided by 3 partitions, breast high,

behind which the dealers of the three

nations are congregated. In an open
space in the centre is a table, by the

side of which the Austrian quarantine
officers take their stand, aided and sup-
ported by a gu,ard of ^oldiers with fire-

arms and fixed bayonets, to enforce

order and obedience. 'Whenever a bar-

gain is made, the money to be paid is

handed to one of the attendants, who
receives it in a long ladle, transfers it

to a basin of vinegar, and after washing
it passes it on to the opixisite side. The
goods to be purchased are jdaced within

sight, and are immersed in a tub of

water or fumigated when they happen
to change owners. It is an amusing
sight to see the process of bargaining

thus carried on by 3 p.arties at the dis-

tiince of several yards from each other,

atlendcd by the vociferation and gesti-

culation inseparable from such business.

When the bartering is transacted, the

Wallachians are escorted back to their

own territory, as they had previously

been in coming to the spot, by a guard

ofsoldiers, and the Servians re-cross the

river in their boats.

—

MS. Journal.

Any person wishing to make excur-

sions to the Turkish fortress of New Or-

sova, on an island about 2 miles lower

down, to the Iron Gate, or to Trajan’s

Bridge, must hake with him from Or-

sova an officer of quarantine and another

of customs, who are jiaid at tlie rate of

about 2 florins a day, and must return

before sunset. If the traveller ven-

tures to cross tlie frontier without a

guardian, he camiot return without jiass-

iiig 10 days' quarantine.

About a mile below Orsova, and just

within the Austrian frontier, is situated

the Lazaretto of Schupanek, an exten-

sive establishment, walled round, and

said to he tolerably comfortable. Pas-

sengers by the steamhoat from Turkey

are conveyed from Skela Gladova or

Cladosnitza, below the Iron Gate, where

the vessel stojis, 12 miles by land, or in

a boat along the Servian bank. On
crossing the Diuiube at the Servian

village Tekia, opjiosite Orsova, they

are received by a guiuil of soldiers,

who march them off' to the Lazaretto,

where a niinule list of every article
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composing their baggage, is made out.

The shortest duration ol' the quarantine

is 10 days : this term is increased while

the plague is raging in Turkey.

Travellers proceeding to Constanti-

nople are sometimes compelled to wait

at Orsova for the steamer, or until the

baggage and merchandise can be trans-

ferred from one steamer to the other.

Instead of remaining there, the best

mode of employing the time is to pay

a visit to the Baths of Mehadia, about

12 miles distant, where they will find

better accommodation than is to be met
with at Orsova. The road runs along

the right bank of a stream called the

Csenia, and passes, about half-wayj a

stone Aqueduct of 1 1 arches, more than

30 feet high, of Turkish origin, con-

structed to convey the mineral-waters

of Mehadia to Orsova.

The Baths of Mehadia were known
to the Romans under the name “ Ther-

mae Herculis,” and many' inscriptions

t>earing dedications to him, to Mercury,
and Venus, the deities of strength,

activity, and beauty, still preserved,

record the presence of that people on
the s])ot. It is a much-frequented
watering-place, and is visited by many
guests from Wallachia and Moldavia,
including lioyards. In 1836 the num-
ber of visitors was 680. It consists of

about a dozen lodging-houses, half

larrack, half inn, and of an hospital for

invalid soldiers, all belonging to the

government. The large House built by
the Kmjreror on the left hand is pro-

vided with assembly and billiard rooms,
and there is a ilaily table-d'hote during
the season. Mehadia, being on the mi-
litary frontier, is subjected to military

law. Officers arriving at the baths are

located at once, whilst others must put
up with inferior rooms, at very high
rent.

“There is no inn, properly so called.

.Strangers have rooms allotted them by
the Uittmeister or the Verwalter, who
seem to have a sort of monopoly, and con-
stantly exact enormous prices, such as

a ducat a day. Funnture must be hired.

A liestaurateuriuumhet provisions and
meals at {)rices fixed by government.

The wine is very bad
;

visitors had
better brwg a supply from Pest.”—F.

Dinner of 6 dishes, 42 kr.
;

of 4

dishes, 30 kr.
;
of 3, 14 kr.

(N.B. The beds swarm with insects.)

The Waters are sulphureous, as the

powerful odour of rotten eggs will

teach the stranger even at some dis-

tance off, and they issue in 22 dif-

ferent sources from the granite rock

which may be seen in the bed of the

river, fonning the basement of the lime-

stone mountains. The most frequented

baths are those of Caroline, 24o Reaum.;
of Lewis, 34° R.

;
and of Francis, 44° R.

= 131° Fahrenheit. A private bath costs

12 kr.
;
the open public bath, 6 kr. 3'he

efficacy and speedy action of the water,

especially' in cases of gout, are truly

wonderful ; the patient, after most pow-
erl'ul perspirations, seems to feel the evil

boiled out of him.

The situation of Mehadia is very ro-

mantic, at the bottom of a very deep
and narrow glen of limestone, clothed

with wood, except near the summit,
which is topped by bare white preci-

pices. The principal source, that of

Hercules, is situated higher up the val-

ley than the rest; it yields .5000 cubic
feet of water in an hour, and is a torrent

of hot water rather than aspring, nearly
2 feet in diameter, issuing out of a cave
or rent in the rock into the Cserna,
which flows warm some way below its

influx ; it is tasteless.

“ The Welters may be, as the doctors

vouch, a cure for an infiinty of human
ills, but to a healthy man a long re-

sidence hen; is aj)t to induce one as bad
as any in the list

—

ennui. In the morn-
ing it is de rigneur to parboil yourself
in the fetid waters, from which you
escape so exhausted, that leaning out of
the window, and watching your neigh-
bour enjoying the s.ime recreation, is

all you are capable of. At 1 the gen-
tlemen meet at the table-d'holc—the

ladies generally dine in their own
rooms, and consume a very indifferent

dinner. Till 6 the lime must he killed
;—a little quiet gambling is generally

transacted about this lime by such as

have a taste for it. Smoking was our
X 2
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great resource, especially after some
cosmopolite Turks liad established

themselves in one comer of the place

with a large stock of chibouks and
Latekioj for the edification of all Chris-

tians who loved good tobacco. At 6 the

beau inonde makes its appearance, and
the gipsy band strikes up its joyous
notes, and till 8 the promenade of Me-
hadia is gay with music .'ind beauty. A
bad German tlieatre, and an occasional

ball, add to the amusements of those

who like them.”

—

Pagel's Hungary.

A wine called Schiller Wein is pro-

duced near Mehadia.
Near the head of the glen, which is

traversed in all directions by paths, and
in summer is exceedingly close and
hot, is a Cave of no great size or interest,

which the common people say was
occupied 2 or 3 centuries ago, by a

robber knight named Hercules!

The sportsman would find consider-

able amusement in the forests around
the baths : bears are not uncommon
among the mountains.

Pasitengers are conveyed from Orsova

to Skela Gladova,or Cladosnitza, where

the next steam-boat lies, a distance of 10

or 12 miles, either by land in a cart, a

2^ or .3 hours' drive, or in a flat-bottomed

barge down the rapids of the Iron Gate,

when the river is high CTiough.

•About 2 miles below Orsova lies the

island-fortress New Orsova. belonging

to the 'I'urks, and the residence of a

Pacha. Time, neglect, and war have

reduced it to a heap of ruins, and its

Pacha is without a garrison. It com-

mands the navigation of the river, but

is commanded in turn from both banks,

so as only to be tenable by aid of its

bomb-proof casemates, which cover all

its defences. These, however, and its

position on an island not accessible to

the usual mode of military attack, ren-

der it a place of strength. It forms a

picturesque oliject at a distance, with

its white minarets rising i'rom among
pojilars and cypresses

;
but it does not

realize the agreeable promise on a closer

inspection, being almost deserted. Its

houses and fortifications, which were

built by the Austrians, are fallen to

decay, and tlie Turks who live in it are

miserably poor.

(/.) On a line with the fortress rises

the hill of Alliom, commanding an ex-

tensive view down the river as far as

the Iron Gate and Trajan's Bridge. At
its base, near the mill of Wodieza, is

the last Austrian watch-post, and a
small stream, the Bagna, which here

flows into the D.anube, forms the line of

separation between Austria and Walla-
chia (German, Wallachei). On the

opposite side of the brook is a Walla-
chian guard-house, and a tall pole

wound round witli straw, to be lighted

as a beacon to give an alarm. The con-

tiguous village of Werezerowa is a cha-

racteristic specimen of Wallachian vil-

lages, a miserable collection of wattled

hovels, partly plastered with clay, and
having chimneys of boards; some are

mere holes in the ground, from which
the roof alone emerges, and tlie occu-

pants complete Troglodytes. The In-

dian corn is dc))Osited in large wicker

baskets (rather than bams), raised upon
posts to preserve it from the rats and
from moisture. The adult inhabitants

are in rags, the children in absolute

nakedness.

(rt.) Fort Klizabeth, a strong mili-

tary outwork of the fortress of New Or-

sova, but commanded by a loop-holed

tower above it : the road passes through

the fort.

A little below this is the Iron Gate
(Turkish, Demir Kapi), the last and

most formidable impediment on the

Danube. It is a vast plateau of rock,

filling up nearly the whole breadtli of

the river, about 1400 yards wide, and

2000 yardslong, over which the Danube
rushes ns over an inclined plane, with 2

falls of 8 feet jierpendicular each, and

wild eddies between them, perceptible

to the eye within the length of about

an English mile
;

it is at low water all

but a cataract. The whole volume of

water seems writhing and twisting in

eddies and whirlpools, as it sweeps over

tlie slope, among the bristling rocks

which raise their sharp points above the

surface. Quin says “ When completely
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exposed to view by the depression of the

river, they look terrific, the gaping jaws

as it were of some infernal monster,” or

“ a vast harrow with the spikes upwards,

which tears the shallow stream into

countless adverse eddies.”—L. M.
Through the midst of the rocks runs a

very intricate and difficult channel,

tlureaded by experienced boatmen, when
the river is high, with craft drawing

little water
;
but even they not unfre-

quently sutler shipwreck in the midst,

from being unable to make the abrupt
turns requisite to avoid the rocks, while

swept on by the rapid current. Shal-

low barges are dragged slowly up the

stream along the Servian shore by 10 or

12 pair of oxen ; and it is on this side

that it has been proposed to cut a canal

—a feasible scheme, if political interests

and quarantine laws did not impede its

execution.

The name Iron Gate would lead one
to expect a narrow pass closed in by
mountains, but tbe reality does not cor-

respond with the name
;
for the banks

of the river, so far from being contract-

ed and precipitous, are here formed by
round-backed slate hills, sloping gra-

dually upwards, away from the water’s

edge. It is merely the translation of

the words by which the Turks, in their

fondness for metaphor, designate a spot

difficult to cross, which shuts as it were
the navigation of the river. The rocks

on each side, and in the bed of tbe river,

forming the Iron Gate, are a hard mi-
caceous slate, very stubborn to break or
blast, which would present very serious

oljstacles. should the project of cutting
a canal along tlie Serviari shore ever be
attempted. At the beginning of sum-
mer (in July) these rocks are nearly
covered, <md several steamers have been
transported down them at that season,

favoured by the height of the water.

.Strabo seems to indicate this ns the
point where the Danube ends, and the
Ister begins, as though the rapids formed
a break in the continuity of the river.

The Komans built a fort, still to be
traced, on the .Servian side, to guard
this i^age, and fortified strongly the
little island of llanul, lower down.

(ri) Near the Servian village called

.Sess, a little below the rapids, on a flat

plain or shelf of gromid on the right

bank, are traces of a canal begun by
Trajan, in order to continue the naviga-

tion by avoiding the rocks
;

the new
projected canal would follow partly

the same direction.

(1.) Skela Gladova, a Wallachian
village, a group of poor hovels, has be-

come a place of great activity since

the establishment of the steam com-
pany. Excepting the agent's office it

does not contain anything deserving the

name of a house, nor afford the slightest

accommodation to travellers, who, if

detained here, can sleep only on board

the steamer. Its inhabitants find al-

most constant employment in transport-

ing merchandise between the steam-boat
stations above and below the rapids, and
in consequence the number of hovels is

nearly trebled
;
and it can now muster

40 pair of oxen, instead of6, the original

number which it furnished previously.

The steamers which ply between Skela
Gladova and Gallatz are prevented by
quarantine regulations touching at the

towns on both banks, so that one set of
vessels coasts along the Wallachian,
and the other along the Turkish bank,
neither havingany communication with
the opposite shore. A quarantine of 14
days is established in Wallachia against
the Turks; so that, although that

country nominally belongs to them,
they are in fact excluded from it. It

is in reality a province of Russia, go-
verned by the Russian Consul at Uu-
charest.

()•/.) Nearly opposite .Skela Gladova
is the Servian village of Cladosnitza,
where the steamer of the Servian or
right bank lands and receives its juus-

sengers. The Turkish forire.ss Fetislani,

called by the IVallachians, Turkish
Gladova, stands on the site of the an-
cient Qigele

;
a picturesque white

minaret rises above its walls.

Passengers arriving from Gallafzare
conveyed from Gladova to Orsova in a
boat towed by bullocks, allended by a
military escort on the shore to prevent
their landing on the Servian side. The
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distance, 13 miles, occupies 8 weary
hours.

(/.) About 5 miles below Gladova
lies Tscheniitz, a smalltown consisting,

like Skela Gladova, of wattled houses
covered with mud, one or two only
having whitewashed walls

;
near it are

traces of a Roman encampment. 4
miles below .Skela Gladova is,

(/.) Sozoreny, the Roman Severinum,
probably the earliest Roman colony

planted on the further bank of the Da-
nube after the building of the briilge.

It is a strong rampart or wall of hrick

and gravel, measuring 420 ft. by 162 ft.

Near this also, on a conical mound,
stands a mutilated toxver, evidently Ro-
man, designed to defend the approacli

to the bridge. The fort was ]irobably

calculated to hold a garrison of 600 or

1000 men. About 250 yards lower

down, and about 18 miles from Orsova,

are the remains of Trajan's Bridge,

consisting of portions of abutments of

solid masonry on each bank, (lanked

with the foundations of towers, between

which a series of 13 truncated piers,

out of 20 whicli formed tlie original

complement, extend across the bed of

the river, part of them being visible

wlien the water is low, while their posi-

tion is generally evident from the ripples

which they cause on the surface of the

water. Some Roman arms and coins

were discovered near them in 1836.

There is at ijresent no stone bridge over

the Danube below Ratisbon
;

yet here,

where the river is 3 limes as broad, tlie

Emperor Trajan caused a bridge to be

built, which time, violence, and the

floods, and ice-shocks of 1600 winters,

have not been able to destroy. It was

built, A.D. 103, by the architect Apol-

lodorus of Damascus, who also erected

Trajan's Column at Rome, after the

defeat of the Dacian King Decehalus,

and it exceeded in length any stone

bridge ever built, as it measured nearly

3900 English ft. (?) (Marsigli, who
measured it, gives 2758 ft.) It was

constructed at the first spot below the

rapids, where the river has a gravelly

and not rocky bed, and wliere there is

an open siiace on both sides to allow

the marshalling of troops, and the erec-
tion of forts, remains of which exist on
either side, to defend the approaches to

it. The greatest depth of the river at
this point is 18 ft. The bridge was
constructed of such materials as the
neighbourhood afforded

;
the piers were

formed of rolled stones and pebbles,

thrown into a caisson or box, and then
filled in with mortar or Roman cement

;

they were faced with large bricks. The
height of the piers was probably 25 or

30 feet; the arches which they sup-
ported were of wood. This monument
is also remarkable in an historical point

of view, as it marks the culminating
point of Roman dominion, if not of

Roman greatness. I’rajan sent a colony
of 30,000 men into Dacia, and his

design was to unite, by means of this

bridge, the Trans- Danubiau conquests
of Rome with her possessions south of
the river, to connect them by a per-

manent highway, over which Roman
armies should be poured to conquer
fresh provinces as yet hardly known
even in name. By one of the first acts

of his successor, Adrian (a.d. 120), the

bridge was broken down, and, although

he retained possession of the province

in consequence of tlie number of Roman
citizens settled in it, the Roman soldier

never again crossed the Danube as con-
queror. For the first time since the

foundation of Rome, Terminus, the

stubborn god wlio refused to budge to

make way for .Tupiter himself in the

Capitol, here gave up his vantage-

ground and retired. Here the tide of
empire first turned, and never ceased

to recede until Rome had shrunk to

nothing. The Emperor Aurelian finally

withdrew the Roman legions from Da-
cia, abandoning it to the mercies of the

Barbarians. The Goths and Huns, in

their annual inroads, had already begun
to pass and rejjass tlie forh-esses and
military posts planted on the river to

guard and keep possession’ of the

country, hut now barely sufficient to

shelter the garrisons within them.

It is a singular fact that Dacia (the

modern Wallachia), though it was con-

quered so late, and though it remained
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comparatively a short time under the

sway of the Romans, should yet retain

the most unequivocal traces of them in

its lemguage. It has been calculated

that between one-third and one-half of

all the words are of Latin origin. The
Wallachian tongue has, therefore, just

claim to be considered the eldest

daughter of the Latin, since the Italian

and Romance languages, which are

also derived from it, were not formed
for many centuries after the Romans
had entirely evacuated their Dacian
conquests. The Wallachians call them-

selves Romouiu (Romans). Wallack
(from Vlach, Sclavish, a herdsman) is

the name by which they are known
only to other nations.

Travelling in IVallachia .—The usual
mode of travelluig in Wallachia is in

the common carts of the country, made
entirely of wood, without a particle of
iron, very light, on low wheels, easily

upset, and as easily righted. They
are about 3 ft. high, 4 ft. long, capable
of holding only one person, and, on
account of the rude jolting, are only to

be endured, by those unaccustomed to

them, when filled with hay to sit or lie

upon. They are easily repaired, and
can be changed at every post-house :

4 horses are always harnessed to them,
and they always go at full gallop,

driven by a rough peasant on the near

wheeler. The situation of a traveller

in rainy weather, seated close behind,

and on a level with the heels of 4 wild
horses, is not agreeable

;
in a few

minutes he becomes plastered over with
mud. Tlie charge of posting from any
part of the frontier of Wallachia to

Rucharest, the capital, is jiaid on ar-

riving there, and the expense thence to

the frontier must l>e deposited there in

advance l>efore setting out,

Ttie Danube l>etween Gladova and
Gallatz is thickly beset with sand-

banks, upon which the steamers con-
stantly run aground.

(r/.) The Turkish territory com-
mences on the K. bank of the Timok,
a smiill stream separating Servia from

Rulgaria, which enters the Danube
about 10 miles below Gladova. On

the plain, near the mouth of this river

tlie Romans formed a very extensive

camp, still visible
;
and along the vale

of the Timok runs their great paved
high road, connecting Trajan's Bridge

with Dyrrachium on the Adriatic.

(?•<.) Floreiitin, a ruined castle on a
rock, with a hamlet at its foot.

(f.) Kalafat, a rambling Wallachian
village of low huts.

The Danube now leaves the moun-
tains behind, though wooded hills and
luxuriant pasture down to the water

edge, covered with flocks and herds,

still enliven the landscape on the right

for a considerable distance lower down.
Its left bank becomes Hat, and unin-
teresting from this point, as far as the

sea, The river’s course, tliough no
longer troubled with rocks and rapids,

is intersected by numerous islands and
sandbanks, rendering navigation diffi-

cult.

(?•/.) IViddin (Turkish, Kikadova)

—

a sti’ong fortress of Rulgaria, mount-
ing 280 guns, and the largest Turkish
town on the Danube, containing more
than 20,000 inhabitants. It exhibits

an imposing appearance, at a distance,

from the number of its white minarets

(22) and mosques rising above the

houses, and shows signs of industry

and affluence within its walls, under
the just and judicious administration
of Hussein Pacha, who resides here.

It is the see of a Greek Archbishop.
Here the traveller from the W. will

probal)ly hear for the first time the

Muezzims call to prayer from the top
of tlie minarets. The Austrians bom-
barded the town from the island in

front of it, and took it, in 1689.
The Rulgarian sliore jiresents a pleas-

ing landscape, varied with swells, cul-
tivated fields, and ))lains, iqion which
vast herds and troo|)s of horses and buf-
faloes are seen grazing.

(W.) Rahova, considerable town, on
an eminence

;
near it is a castle, and

below, at the water-side, there are re-

mains of Roman baths.

(/.) Islas.

(r/.) More than 30 miles below
Widdin, lies Nicopol {Aicopolis), a
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walled town of 20,600 inhabitants,

once a place of strength, with a citadel

on a height above the river. It was
founded by the Romans. In 1396,

Sigismund, king of Hungary, was de-

feated here by Sultan Hajazet.

(/.) Opposite Nicopol, the Aluta
pours itself into the Danube : near this

are said to exist (?) remains of a second
Irridge over the Danulie, supposed by
some to be that which Trajan built. At
a ])lace called Gieli (/.) (Tslew), and
near tire mouth of the Aluta, are ruins

of 2 forts or tetes-du-pont. An old road

runs N. from tliis, parallel with the

Aluta, to the llotheidmrm Pass and into

Transylvania, and is called Trnjan's

road. At Turnul are remains of a ram-
])art, believed to have been constructed

by Trajan. Hereabouts the river is 2

miles broad, and scarce a human habi-

tation, save the quarantine-posts, occurs

for miles.

(rf.) Sistow, a commercial town of

21,000 inhabitants. A treaty of iieace

was concluded here between Austria

and the Porte, 1791

.

(/.') Simnitza.

(rf.') Rulzachuk, a fine-looking town,

surrounded by extensive and well-

planned fortifications, and provided

with a strong citadel, which offered a

stout resistance to the Russians. It is

one of the most important commercial

towns in Bulgaria, and contains a po-

pulation of 30,000 souls.

“ When 1 first beheld it at a distance

with its numerous mosques and mina-

rets shining in the sun, rising on a bold

promontory from the edge of the vast

expanse of waters formed by the Da-

nube, I felt confident that it was a

wealthy, populous, active, cleanly, and

handsome city—a city I should expe-

rience great gratification in examining.

Never was my imagination more de-

ceived : a more poverty-stricken, de-

serted, idle, filthy, ill-contrived town

does not, I believe, exist in Turkey.

The streets on each side iwesentmdy dead

wall, without even a window to relieve

their desolate appearance. The liouses

all face inwards, opening into a court-

yard, which isentered by agate."

—

Quin.

—SILISTRIA. [Sect. XV.

The Danube is about 3 miles broad
here.

The journey to Constantinople, a dis-

tance of 280 or 300 miles, can lie per-

formed by land on horseback, under
the escort of a Tatar, in 5 days. The
steamer occupies longer time, including

stoppages.

(l.) Giurgevo, in 'Wallachia, opposite

Rutzschuk. The steam-station is a
mere shed, about 3 m. distant from the

town of 18,000 inhabitants, who dwell
chiefly in mud-hovels

;
it is a staple

place for all goods ascending and de-

scending the Danube, and may be called

the port of Bucharest, from which it is

between 40 and 50 miles distant.

(rf.) Turtukai, a large village.

(1.) Ottenitza.

(rf.) Silistria (Turkish, Dristra), ca-

pital of Bidgaria, and one of the most
impiortant fortresses in Turkey. Though
its fortifications are not strong, it held

out, with a garrison of 12,000 Turks,

for nine months, against 50,000 Rus-

sians, in 1828-29. The town is still in

ruins. In its neighbourhood are re«

mains of fortifications, thrown up by
the Greek emperors to resist tlie bar-

barians.

(rt.) At Rassova, a Bulgarian village

—anciently A.Tiopolis, about 30 miles

below Silistria, the Danube, turned by

the approximating chain of the Balkan

mountains, makes a sudden bend from

R. to N., and when within 40 miles of

the Black Sea in a direct line, lenj^h-

ens out its course to at least 180 miles

before it disembogues itself.

(rf.) At the Bulgarian village of

Yenekewy, a little below Rassova. may
he seen a remarkable Roman construc-

tion, the Wall of Trajan, built by him,

from the right bank of the Danube to

the Black Sen, as a protection to Mn?sia

against the barbarians from the North.

It may still be distinctly traced all th.

way across the isthmtts, running along

the crests of the low hills and down the

intervening hollows, in a double, and in

some places a triple line, everywhere 8

or 10 ft. wide, with towers at inten'als.

It was 12 ft. high, provided with a

double ditcli, and, though now a mere
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grassy mound, was possibly once faced

with masonry.

(r/.) At Czernavoda, a Bulgarian

village, destitute of any accommoda-
tion, about 4 m. lower down, passengers

by the steamers which coast the Turk-

ish (rt.) bank of the Danube, bound
for Constantinople, are disembarked

once or Uvice a month, and are con-

veyed, in 7 hours, by light waggons
overland across the isthmus, not quite

40 m. wide, to Kustandji on the Black
Sea, an excellent arrangement, thus

avoiding a long detour of 200 m.
through the portion of the river where

malaria is most prevalent and fatal.

The steamer from Constantinople

touches at Kustandji to take them on
board. There is no regularly made
road

;
the way lies over an undulating

prairie country, often destitute of tree or

bush. Several swampy-looking pools

or lakes, formed by the stagnating

waters of the Karason river, occur, On
their banks flocks of beautiful white

pelicans may be seen preening them-
selves

;
while herds of buffaloes, and of

horses running wild, scamper over the

plain. Several Bulgarian villages, still

in ruins, attest the ravages of the last

Russian campaign. The neck of land
which has turned the Danube from its

direct course into the Black .Sea con-
sists of a ridge of hills, rising to a
height of 180 ft., an elevation sufficient

to prove that the river never could have
flowed in this rlirection. A careful

survey, made by Prussian engineers,

has proved the impracticability of cut-

ting a canal, as was at one time pro-

posed, across this isthmus, owing to the

height of the ground, which, being des-

titute of water to supply a canal, would
require to l)e cut through. There would
also be great difficulty in preventing
the c.anal-mouth from being sanded up
on the side of the Black Sea. It is

probable that a railroad may at some
distant time be constructed from Hir-
sova to Kustandji. This short cut dimi-
nishes the voyage from Vienna to Con-
stantinople more than 200 miles, and
avoids at once the Russian toll and the
dangerous bar at the mouth of the river.

Kustandji occupies tire site, and re-

tains, with slight alteration, the name oi

the Roman town Conslantina, founded

by Trajan. The modem town can

scarcely be said to exist at present,

having been demolished by the Rus-

sians, and contains only about 40 in-

habitants. It is finely situated on a

projecting promontory. The steam-

company have fitted up a house here,

but with scanty accommodation, for

passengers. The divans are usually

preferred to the beds for sleeping, on

account of the insects. The spot ex-

hibits extensive remains of Roman
constructions, marble blocks, columns,

carved friezes, capitals, &c. &c.
;
and

the ground is strewn with prepared ma-
sonry for a considerable distance. Two
massive moles, still partly uninjured,

stretch into the sea, and must have

formed a safe harbour when perfect.

The wall of Trajan terminates here.

(»•/.) Hirsova (anciently Carsium) is

situated at the mouth of a defile, be-

tween two eminences, one of which
bears the ruins of a Turkish castle.

The town was destroyed along with the

fort by the Russians, and is now only

a collection of 30 mud huts.

Here the river is so broad that the

opposite bank can scarcely be dis-

cerned : it is at times very rough in

stormy weather. Hereabouts it is split

into several channels, by numerous
islands, which continue nearly all the

way to Gallacz, and render the naviga-

tion intricate. Great numbers of peli-

cans occur among the islands in this

part of the river. The low ridge of

Dobrudsca, separating the Danube from
the Black Sea, is the favourite haunt of

eagles.

(/.) Brailu or Brailo W. (Turkish,
1 brail), a few years ago was a Turkish
fortress, with 400 or 500 iidiabitants.

It was thrice taken by the Russians,
in 1711, 1770, and 1828. It has now
risen to be a flourishing town of 25,000
inhabitants. Its fortifications have been
razed, and, devoting itself to industry

and commerce, it has become the port

of Wallachia. In 1830, 382 vessels

entered it. Its chief export is corn,

X 3
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which Wallachia produces in teeming
abundance. In former times Constan-
tinople drew its chief supplies of corn

from hence.

Corn warehouses of stone are about
to be consti’ucted, to replace those of

wood.

(/.) The river Szereth forms the

boundary between Wallachia and Mol-
davia.

(/.) Gallatz, or Gallacz. Anotlier

equally improving small town of 7500
inhabitants. It is the chief and only

port of Moldavia, situated on a small

projecting strip of land between the

Szereth and Pruth, between 70 and 80

miles from the mouth of the Danube.
It is a free port. In 1835, 200 vessels

entered it, 6 of which only were Bri-

tish. There is suflicient depth of water

alongside the quay for large vessels to

unload.

Passengers descending the Danube
are frequently compelled to await 3 or

4 days the arrival of the steamer from

Constantinople, “and nothing can be

more tedious and aimoying, in a most

miserable inn, with no one to converse

with.”

All persons arriving from Constan-

tinople at G'allacz must perform a qua-

rantine varying from 7 to 14 days;

after which they may take the steamer

of the 1. or Wallachian bank of the

Danube to Orsova, where they will be

subjected to a quarantine of 5 days.

The Lazaret here is unprovided with

beds or any other accommodation, and

is in a most unhealtliy situation, ex-

posed to fever from the poisonous mal-

aria, and to ravenous mosquitoes. The

English traveller should immediately

apj)ly to the British Vice-Co:isul, who
will aid him in these matters, and per-

haps obtain a remission of half the

term of quarantine.

The prosperity of Gallacz is only be-

ginning to produce any improvement

upon its actual condition. Its appear-

ance on a near approach is most unfa-

vourable : it has scaixely a house of

stone or above one story high
;
and a

detention of 2 or 3 days on such a spot

is a severe trial to the patience.

“ Picture to yourself, upon an emi-
nence, sloping rapidly to the water-
side, a confused cluster of wooden
huts, intersected by irregular streets,

unpaved—one alone being tioored with
logs of wood, beneatli which the wa-
tery mud squashes and spirts out as

you pass along. In fine weather the
dust is unendurable : after rain it is

converted into mud, through which
foot-passengers must wade knee-deep to

pass from one house to another. .All

manner of unwholesome smells issue

from the stagnant pools which at all

times collect beneath the logs. Ima-
gine these cabins, dark and sombre
within, and without filthy with mud,
surrounded with palisades, a sorry

caravansera by way of inn, with apart-

ments almost without furniture, and as

full of dust as the streets
;
not the least

appearance of any order, cleanliness, or

arrangement
;
a town constructed like

an encampment, and such an encamp-
ment as French soldiers would not put
up with a week together : such is

Gallatz, that is to say Old Gallatz, the

Turkish town—the aspect of which
made upon me the same unfavourable
impression that otlier Turkish towns on
the Danube had done. At a distance,

the mixture of habitations and verdure

seemed inviting and graceful—the view
of the interior destroyed the delusion.

Fortunately, by the side of Old
Turkish Gallatz a new town is rising,

which will date its origin, like Bra-

hilof, from the regeneration of the

Principalities. Upon the hill over-

looking the Danube, a few buildings

have already sprung up bearing a
European aspect, and giving promise of

what Gallatz is likely to be in future.

This hill commands a fine view of the

offset of the Balkan Chain, which di-

vides the Danube from the Black Sea,

and gives the river its northern direc-

tion. Un the left hand is the Uike
Bratets and the Pruth

;
on the right,

the line of the Danube and the plain

of Wallachia; and at its foot, the

Port." Travellers may proceed over-

land from Gallatz to Odessa—a rough

journey.
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Steamers from Gallatz to Constanti-

nople 3 times a month in summer, but

often irregular.

The average length of passage from

Gallacz is, to the Soulineh Mouth. 10^

h.
;

thence to Vania, 20 h.
;

lo Outer

Castles of Bos])honis, 19 h.
;

to Golden
Horn, 14 h.—total, 51 h.

Above Gallacz, and thence to the

sea, the jilague of mosquitoes falls with

all its severe inflictions upon the jaded

traveller. At certain seasons the ca-

bins of the steamers swarm with them

to such an extent that repeated fumi-

gations avail not to expel them
;
and

to sleep on deck would be attended

with a risk approaching a certainty of

catching the fever from malaria. The
pestilential air of the marshes at the

mouth of the Danube is most danger-

ous, not merely to those who reside on

the spot, but even to travellers passing

up and down the river in a steamer
;

and the efl'ects of the poison thus im-
bibed are very often not displayed till

several weeks after, and at a great

distance from the spot. The writer is

aware of an instance in which 8 persons

out of 13 caught the Danube ague in

this mariner, 3 of whom died of it. It

is very imprudent not to be provided
with quinine and calomel for this part

of the voyage. The worst seasons are

the spring and autumn.

(/.) About 6 miles below Gallacz the

Kiver Pruth, the present boundary of
the Turkish and Russian empires, falls

into the Danube. It is a little creek
scarce 50 feet across, spanned by a
single arch, but spreading out above this

neck into f.iike Hratich. Henceforth
the Riissi.an province of Hessarabia
forms the left bank of the river, and ex-
tends to 2 of the 3 inouthsof the Danube.
A line of huts made of sticks and reeds,
the posts of the Russian rordon sanitaire,

extenils along the low mud bunks.

(/.) lleni (Dimogetia) is tlie first

Russian town.

(rt.) Isakdja, a Turkish fortress.

The Russian armies, on setting out upon
their campaigns against the Turks, here
crossed the Danulie by tbrowing over it

a narrow bridge of boats.

(/.) Several lakes spread over the

country on the left bank
;
the largest is

called Julbug. To the east of it, on

the left bank of Kilia mouth of the

Danube, lies the Russian fortress Ismail

(I’urk., Smir), taken by storm from the

Turks by Suwarrow, who reduced it to

ashes after a dreadful massacre of tlie

inhabitants, 1789-90.

“ There was an end of Ismail, hapless

town

!

Far flash’d her burning towers o'er Da-
nube’s stream,

And redly ran her blushing waters down.
The horrid war-whoop and the shriller

scream
Rose still ; but fainter were the thunders

grown.
Of forty thousand, who had mann’d the

wall,

Some hundreds breathed—the rest were
silent all !”

—

Bi/run.

Its population is reduced to 8000 from

25,OO0, gild its commerce almost to

insignificance.

(rf.) Tuldjah, a Turco-Bulgarian
fort near the fork of the Delta of the

Danube, which here divides into 7 arms,

through which it passes into the Black
.Sea after a course of 1550 miles from
its source in the Black Forest, and
after receiving 30 navig.ible and 90
smaller rivers. Three only of the

mouths (Turkish, Bogasi) of the Da-
nube are of sufficient importance to

deserve particular mention. The most
northern, called Kilia, on which the

Genoese had a factory in ancient times,

is no longer practicable for vessels of

any size, from want of water. 2nd, the

middle mouth of .Sn/me, the oidy outlet

for large vessels to the Black Sea; its

left bank was yielded to the Rnssi.ans,

with the intermediate island, by a
treaty with the 'I'urks in 1817. A
Russian quarantine-station is now esta-

blished at its entrance, and the bar at
its month is covered with from 10 to 1’2

feet water. Tliis very important outlet
of the river is said to be gradually fill-

ing up by the vast deposits of mud
brought down by the Danube. From
the very slight descent of its beil for the
last 200 miles of its course, it does not
po.sscss sufficient strength of current to

carry the silt into the sea, nor to scour
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6ut its channel. There is thus some
danger, in a series of years, of this

mouth being sanded up, unless artificial

means are resorted to to clear it. The
3rd mouth of St George (Turk., Edri-
lis) belongs to the Turks, but is of no
value from its shallowness. By the
treaty of Adrianople Russia virtually

became mistress of the entrance to the

Danube, though the actual acquisition

of territory amounted only to a few
leagues of swamp. It extended her
frontier from the left bank of the Kilia

mouth to the left bank of the St.

George’s mouth, and compels the
Turks to leave their own bank of the

river uninhabited for 6 miles, thus

including in the dominions of the Czar
the only practical entrance to the river.

The treaty, on perusal at a distance

from the spot, looks fair ; it says, the

mouth of St. George sliall remain open
to vessels of war or merchant-sliips, both

Russian and Turkish in common;” but
Russian engineers had previously sur-

veyed and sounded all the moutlis, and
well knew tiiat the St. George's mouth
would not admit a vessel of any kind

drawings feet water. Pi-evious to 1829
the mouths of Soulineh and St. George
belonged exclusively to tiie Turks. The
cabinets of Europe, liaving to a certain

extent been overreached by Russian

diplomacy, must now be on the alert,

or tile vessels of all nations but tlie

Russians will be excluded from the

Danube. They must take care that the

quarantine station wli’kh the Russians

have erected at the Soulineh mouth do

not grow into a fort : it is the key

which would lock tlie river. They
must guard against the imposition of

heavy tolls and a burthensome quaran-

tine. By the commercial treaty con-

cluded with Austria in 1840, Russia is

bound to clear away the sand which
accumulates in the navigalde channel

;

and is entitled, in consideration of tliis

service, to levy a small toll. The
Russians are interdicted by treaties

from building pei’manent forts at the

mouth of the Danube, but tliey liave

gun-boats stationed at tlie fork of the

Delta and elsewliere along tlie river.

which, with their long guns, command
the channel and navigation far more
effectually than any fixed forts.

The Delta of the Danube is a vast
swampy flat, interspersed with lagoons
covered with bulrushes, the resort of
herds of wild buftaloes, and vast flocks

of gulls, pelicans, and wild fowl, at cer-

tain seasons. Tliis interminable plain
of waving grass and reeds is intersected

by numberless channels winding hither

and thither, so that the masts and sails

of vessels are seen on all sides of the

steamer, changing in position every
moment as the steamer threads the con-
volutions, appearing to the eye quite

close, while still far distant. The Rus-
sian guard-posts line the left bank all

the way at short intervals. Boats are

towed up by men on tlie shore.

An old Englisli traveller, whose nar-

rative is given by Purchas in liis ‘ Pil-

grimage,’ states, that in sailing past tlie

embouchure of tlie Danube he saw what
appeared black rocks, but which were,

in fact, only trees, weeds, and mud,
brought down by the river, “ of which
as they sailed they saw many, without
sight of land, seeming like high rocks

or low islands, wliich are only great

flats of osier quagmire, where infinite

heaps of trees do stick, and by their

weight, time, and multitudes, though
the boughs rot, the bodies, they say,

have made many of tliese osier flats

firm land.” The water appears dis-

coloured with mud as far as the eye can
reach, and continues fresh out at sea at a
distance of3 milesfrom the embouchure.

Tlie ancients have mentioned an
island at the mouth of the Danube
(Leuce, White Island, or the Isle of

Serpents), which was dedicated to

Achilles, and contained a temple dedi-

cated to liim. No modem traveller has

taken pains to explore the islands at tlie

moutli of tlie Danube in searcli of re-

mains of this temple. Some have sup-

posed that the town Kilia, on tlienortli-

ern arm of tlie Daiiulie, may be de-

rived from tlie ancient Achillea, and

occupy its site. Tlie difficulties of

settling tliis question are much increased

by tlie alteration tliat lias undoubtedly
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taken place, in the lapse of centuries,

in the outline of the coast near the

mouth of so great a river. It is not

improbable that the new land formed

by the deposits of the river may have

connected what was then an island far

out at sea with the continent.

The navigable channel of the Soii-

lineh mouth is not more than 80 yards

wide. Close to it is the Russian mili-

tary station and Lazaretto, surrounded

by a stockade—a few hovels in the

midst of the reeds. The spot is barely

habitable from its pestilential climate,

the frequency of fever and dysentery,

and the number of mosquitoes. Its po-

litical importance, however, will pre-

vent the Russians abandoning it.

Black Sea (Turk., Kara Denjiz.)

The steam-boat usually touches at

Farna (the ancient Odessus, a colony

from Miletus). It is the residence of

a Pacha, and, though but a poor town,

situated on a flat between the sea and a
lake, in a badly-sheltered bay, its for-

tress was strong enough to resist for some
time the Russians in 1828-29, until

delivered up by treachery. Its works
were dismantled in conformity with the

treaty of Adrianople, but have since

been replaced by new fortifications,

which, when completed, will render it

a very strong place. The Sultan has

procured guns from England.
The town remains still half ruined

and half peopled.

In 1441, the army of Hungarian and
Polish Crusaders, under the command
of VVladwIaus li'.. King of Poland, was
totally defeated here by the Turks, and
the King and Paj>al Nuncio left among
the slain. At tlie instigation of the

Pope Kiigenitis IV., who declared it

no crime to lireak faith with infidels,

the Cliristians liad broken a truce, and
so great was the confidence in success

entertained by the Polish chivalry, that

they vowed, as they went to battle, that

it the sky should fall they would up-
hold it with their lances. The Sultiiii

Amurath, who had hastily assembleil his

forces to meet the Christians, before he
went into Irattle held up the violated
treaty, and exclaimed, “ O Christ, it is

for thee to punish the perjurers who
have broken the treaty swoni in thy

name.” The town was besieged and
taken by the Russians in 1823, and

though the citadel itself held out, a

disgraceful capitulation was signed by

JuBsuf, Pacha of Seres. The Emperor
Nicholas sent 12 Turkish cannon cap-

tured here to Warsaw, to be cast into a

monument to King Wladislaus,

N.B,—The voyage up the Danube
against the stream, from Constantinople

to Vieraia, is by no means to be recom-

mended. The mosquitoes, the slow

progress, and the numerous delays,

render it very tiresome. It is however

sometimes accomplished, under favour-

able circumstances, in 16 days, includ-

ing quarantine.

CONSTANTINOPLE,

(See Handbook for Travellers in

THE East.)
Inn

:

James Missiries, H. d’Angle-

terre, is very comfortable
;
much civil-

ity
;
the landlady English. The Pen-

sions are— Madame Giuseppiid Bal-

biani
;
— Elkins, said to be the best

in October, 1838; — Signor Robolis.

Board and lodging per diem, 2 Spanish

dollars = 8s. Sd.
;

good. Lodgings

:

Leonardo Buzzurro, Madame Duval,
near the Austrian embassy.

Money.— In Turkey, 40 paras =
1 piastre; 117 piastres and a few paras

= 1/. It may be of use to recollect

the following in passing from the Aus-
trian dominions into Turkey.
The zwanziger of 20 kr. = 3 piastres

10 paras,

The gold ducat in Wallachia — 31^
piastres.

Ditto at Constantinople= 45 piastres.

Cold ducats and Spanish dollars are

the best coins to take out of Austria
into Turkey; the Spanish dollar =21
piastres 13 paras. Austrian ])aper

money is dillicult to change, and silver

money suffers a discount in Turkey.
“ There are two sets of Steamers at

Constantinople, .Smyrna, &c.—the Aus-
trian Lloyd's steamers, privileged by
governmenl, and the f rench steamers.

The former are chiefly commanded by
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Englishmen, and are decidedly tlie best
for Englishmen. They keep up a con-
stant communication between Trieste,

Caudia, Syria, Athens, Smyrna, and
Mytelene, and between Constantinople
and Trebizond. The French steamers
run between Constantinople, Smyrna,
Syria, Athens, Alexandria, Malta, and
Marseil les. There is a Uussian steamer
from Constantinople to Odessa, and an
Austrian one every 10 days to Saloni-
chi.”—O. 15.

ROUTE 285.

VIENNA TO WARASDIN, AGKAM, AND
CARI.STADT.

48^ German miles — 183 English
miles. It is a post-road all the way.
The Vienna and Raab Railway has

been as yet completed no farther than

Wienerisch Neustadt. (.See Route 247.)

It is pro])Osed to continue the line by
CEdenburg and the Neusiedler See.

2 Laxenburg, seep. 180.

3 Windpassing. The river Leitha

here separates Austria from Hungary.
2 Gross Hollein. 3 miles E. of this

is Eisemtadl, a town of 5400 inhab.,

containing the splendid Palace ofPrince

Eszterhazy, built by Prince Paul, Pala-

tine of Hungary, l083, but altered in

1805. The interior tastefully fitted up;
contains 200 chambers for guests, and 1

saloon callable of dining 1000 persons.

The service of guarding tlie palace is

performed by the Prince's own body-

guard of grenadiers. The park, lying

partly on the slope of the Leytha hills,

and overlooking the lake called Neu-
siedler See, is very beautiful and of

great extent. The gardens and hot-

houses are in character with the palace.

Tlie conservatory is one of tlie largest

in Europe, The botanical collections

are surpassed by few in Europe. In

the temple of Leopoldine is placed a

statue of the Princess Lichtenstein (an

Eszterhazy by birth), by Cutiova. Al-

most all the surrounding country be-

longs to the Eszterhazy.

2^ Qidenburg (.So]irony). Jims ;

Konig von Ungarn
;

Hirsch; Rose, not

recommended. A town of 12,(100 in-

habitants, mostly Germans. It is a
great mart for cattle—40,000 oxen and
160,000 pigs being sold here annually.
Much wine is grown on the neighbour-
ing hills. The wine of Rust, a small
town 8 miles N. of CEdenburg, de-
rived from the sloping hills on tlie E. of
the lake of Neusiedel, is one of the best

in Hungary. The Churches of the Be-
nedictines, built 1529, with the money
found in a Turkish military chest, which
was dug up by accident on the spot

where it had been buried, and the

Stadtpfarrkirche in the suburb (I 482),
are said to be interesting specimens of

Gothic architecture. The Roman sta-

tion Sopronium stood here, and many
antiquities are found on excavating.

About 3 miles E. of the town lies the

lake called AWsied/e;' See (LacusPieso),
a vast sheet of salt-w.alt r, more than 60
miles in circumference, overgrown with

weeds, and ending towards the S.E. in

(he morass called Hansag, larger than

the lake itself. At times it overllows

its banks 1000 feet
;
at others it sinks

below its ordinary level. Its greatest

de])th in the centre varies from 9 to 13

feet, but it is so shallow near its mar-
gin, that only tlie smallest boats can

navigate it. Considerable quantities of

salt crystallise on its shores in summer,
when the lake shrinks, and its water is

found, on analysis, to contain glauber

as well as common salt
;

yet fish, such

as carp, pike, &c., live in it. On the

S.E. border of the lake is Eszterhaz,

another vast chateau of Prince Eszter-

hazy, built 1760, long since deserted as

a residence I'or Eisenstadt, but now
undergoing restorations in the Louis

Quatorze style. Part of the furniture

brought from France belonged to Ma-
dame de Pompadour. The Prince's

racing stud is established here.

A little to the W. of the road to

Giins, lie the coal mines of Brennberg

;

they are regal jiroperty, and chiefly

su]>ply Vienna.

12 miles N.W. of ffidenburg lies

Porch!enstein, a castle of Prince Eszter-

hazy, seated on a precipitous rock, in

which the family treiisures, consisting

of vast quantities of precious stones,
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family portraits, relics, jewels, the

family jacket of pearls, in which the

prince has appeared at the coronation

of George IV. and Queen Victoria,

vases, candelabras, plate, &c., of gold

ami silver, all heirlooms, are deposited.

They are always guarded by a small

garrison of invalids from the Prince's

grenadiers. An ancient family statute,

dating I'rom the period of the Turkish

rule in Hungary, compels every head of

the house of Eszterhazy to augment this

treasure, and prevents his touching any
part of it, except to redeem an Eszter-

liazy from slavery. The treasury is

shown only by a written order from

the prince, and in the presence of the

-Archivar, who resides at Eisenstadt.

The castle contains, besides, 30 pieces

of artillery, suits of armour for several

hundred men, a remarkable collection

of ancient armour, including many
Turkish trophies, the standards of M.
Corvinus and Hethlen Gabor, and arms
fur an entire regiment, which the jirince

is bound to equip at his own cost.

The castle also serves as a prison for

the prince's malefactors, for he still

retains the jus yludii in his wide do-

mains—the right of potence and cachot.

Wardisdorf.

2 Giins (Koszeg).

A town of 6000 inhabitants, chiefly

Germans. In the centre stands an old

Cantle belonging to Prince Eszterhazy.

This little unimportant town has earned
for itself unfading fame, by its bold

resistance to -Sultan Solyman the Mag-
nificent, 1-532. The Turkish force which
he then led against Christendom greatly

outnumircred and sur|)assed in valour
all preceding armaments; his progress

through Hungary had been unimpeded,
when, most unexpectedly, it was ar-

rested before the obscure town of Giins.

Though badly fortified, and garrisoned
by otdy 800 men, the intrepidity of its

citizeiis, and the valour and skill of
their leader, Nicholas .lurissitz, resisted

every attack from the stu|)endou8 mul-
titude which encircled it. The Turks
showercfl down an uninterrupted fire

ujxrn it from all the neighbouring hills;

they even raised mounds on a level

with the highest buildings, on which
they planted artillery. Breach after

breach was effected, and one assault

after another made by the Mussulmans,

and baffled by the intrepid defenders.

After a siege of 28 days, in which

violence and bribery were equally tried

upon the governor and citizens, and
equally frustrated, the .Sultan was
obliged to retire; but the check which
he had so unexpectedly received not

only damped the ardour of his own
troops, but enabled the Emperor Charles

V. to assemble the forces of the German
empire, and rouse the whole of Europe
to resist the Mussulman enemy.

2^ Stein am Anger.

A town of 3843 inhabitants, whose
name (stone on the pasture) is derived

from the numerous remains of build-

ings found on the spot. They are relics

of the Roman Salaria, chief town of
Pannonia, founded by Claudius, A D. 48.

Septimius Severus was chosen emperor
here. A fragment of an arch of triumph
erected to Constantins Clilorus may
still be seen.

The principal modern buildings are

the Cathedral and the Bishop's resi-

dence. Bishoi) Quirlnus here suffered

martyrdom in the reign of Diocletian
;

and .St. Martin of Tours was born here,

on a spot still marked by a chapel.

Near the town is the singular Church of
Jak, believed to have been built by the

Templars, bearing mystic sculptures on
its portal and outer walls.

3J- Kormend, a town of 2825 inha-
bitants, on the Raul), beloitging to

Prince Bathyani. Near this is the

defile of .St. Gotthard, .and a few miles
beyond it is -Schloss Hainfehl (sec

Route 252) in Slyria.

2^ Ijf'rvo.

2 Backsa.

2 Also Lcndv.a. Cross (he river Mur.
2^ Czakatuni or Czaktornya, a small

town belonging to Count Fc'stetics,

situated on (lie large and fruitful plain
lying between the Mur ami Drave.
Here is an ancient castle of the dis-

tinguished family of Zriny, surrounded
by ditch and liastions, and once a
strong fortress.
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The Drave (Drau) is crossed before

entering

2 Warasdin (Varasd)— Itini Gol-
dener Adler)—a frontier to^yn of Cro-
atia, situated about 2 miles from the

right bank of the Drave ;
it has 9000

inhabitants, and is still surrounded by
old walls.

In the centre of the town stands a
castle of the middle ages, belonging
to Count Eh-dody. The neighbourhood
produces good wine.

2 Ostricza,

2 Bresnicza.

2 St. Ivan.

2 Popovecz.

2 Agram (Zagrab).— Inns.: Kaiser

von CEsterreich, good
;
Schwarzer Adler.

Capital of Croatia, residence of the

Ban, or Viceroy, and of the comman-
dant of the Croatian division of the mi-
litary frontier (see p. 44.3), has 17,000

inhabitants, and is situated about 2
miles N. of the river Save. Tlie Estates,

or Landtag of Croatia, assemble in

a building appropriated to their use,

Croatia is represented at the Hungarian

Diet by deputies, yet it is still in some
respects a distinct government. The
established religion is Romish, and no

other is tolerated. The most remark-

able edifice is the Palace of the Bishop,

which includes a fortified castle, and

the Cathedral, a Gothic building, and

is surrounded by beautiful gardens.

Agram possesses a University on a small

scale, or rather an Academy.
At Planina, 9 miles to tlie N., there

are coal-mines. 30 miles S.E. ofAgram,

at the junction of tlie Kulpa (Colapis)

with tlie Save, is the village of Alt-

Szizek, a ruined Roman town (ancient-

ly Siscia), abounding in fragments of

buildings, pillars, &c, A causeway of

masonry, constructed by the Romans,

still leads into it. The castle at the

junction of the rivers belonged to tlie

Bishop of Agram, and was stoutly de-

fended in l.'i92, by two of the Canons,

against Hassan Pacha, of Bosnia, and

an army of Turks.

The road crosses the Save by a long

bridge, and traverses an uninterrupted

plain.

2J Rakow Potok.
2 Jaszka.

3 Carlstadt (in Croatian, Carlovec),
a small town of more than 3000 inha-

bitants, on the Kulpa, including a for-

tress, not very strong, raised to resist

the Turks in 1579, and surmounted by
a baronial castle belongmg to Count
Nugent. Most of the houses are of

wood. The 3 roads to Fiume (Route

286), Segna, and Carlopago, and the

river Kulpa, which is navigable, facili-

tate tlie communication between Carl-

stadt and other parts of Hungary.

ROUTE 286.

CA11I.STADT TO FIUME, BY THE LOUISEN-
STRASSE.

18 Germ, miles= 86| Eng. miles.

This road was commenced in the

reign of the Emperor Joseph II., with

the object of facilitating the transport

of the produce of Hungary to the sea-

coast—a most important and useful

project
;
but from various causes it did

not meet with success, nor answer the

purpose intended.

In 1803, however, a joint-stock com-

imny was formed, by several Hungarian
Magnates and Nobles, to complete the

undertaking, by constructing in fact a

new line, named after the Archduchess
Maria Louisa, and finished in 1820.

Its works have been executed on a

very magnificent scale, and in a very

masterly manner, and it may now bear

comparison with any other of the passes

over the Alps. The expense of con-

structing it lias been enormous—2 mil-

lions of florins, and it is believed that

the traffic over it is not sufficient to re-

pay the vast outlay. This road lies

through a wild country, and among a

lawless people, many of the peasMitry

being smugglers and brigands. The
Austrian jiolice is less effective, and

the traveller's person and projicrty less

secure, than in any other jiart of the

empire.

The road quits the vale of the Kulixi

to cross a low riuige of hills, but de-

scends to tlie banks of the river, which

here makes a great bend, at
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2 Nitratich. The country is tolera-

bly fertile, and cultivated as far as

3 Szeverin, which lies on a steep hill,

overlooking the Kulpa river. The Castle

was built by the Frangipanis, and is

still inhabited. Beyond this the road

begins to ascend the Kapella moun-
tains, and enters upon a district wild

and barren in the extreme.

2^ Vuchinich-Szello.

2 Skrad, consisting of a post-house

and one or trvo other huts, on the side

of the mountain, in the midst of the

wilderness. The road constantly as-

cends to

2 Delnitza, a village of 1300 inhabit-

ants, with an Inn. Beyond Delnitza

the steepest part of the ascent begins

;

the road continues to wind over the

mountains for about 10 miles; and it

does not reach its highest level till it

has passed

2 Mersla-vodieza, a village lying on
the summit of the pass. It has glass-

houses, and there is an iron mine in the

neighbourhood. Here the descent be-

gins, and, after a few zigzags, a view
opens out of the bay of Fiume, almost
landlocked by the mountains of

Istria.

This part of the road lies over the

range of barren limestone mountains
called the Karst, which extends from
Carlstadt far into Camiola. The hills

of which it consists abound in ravines;

the surface is strewed over with shat-

tered fragments, and the rock itself is

everywhere penetrated by funnel-shaped
hollows like craters. The land is but
little cultivated, owing to the poverty
of the soil. It is in this district that

the fearful Bora wind rages with all its

fury
;
when at its height it carries every-

thing before it ofl' the road
; large

stones, carriages, and passengers, are

swept away by it over the precipice,

and the oidy safety is in lying down
flat by the side of the parapet.
The chain of the Monte Major, in

Istria, rises up in front of the traveller,

a conspicuous and highly picturesf|ue
featiye in the landscape.

2 Kameniak. The cistern and afjue-
duct constructed to furnish water at

this point on the road, cost 25,000 gn.

Here, and at Skerbutniak, strong high

parapet walls have been built to pro-

tect the road from the ti-emendous

blasts of the Bora, which at times

rushes with such violence through the

ravines, and over the exposed ridges of

the mountains, that it would overturn

the heaviest carriages without such pro-

tection.

In the immediate approach to Fiume
the scenery assumes the character of

great wildness. The road follows a

ravine, along which the Fiumara finds

its way, but so deep below that the

roar of its waters over the rocks scarce

reaches the ear of the traveller. At
length the road makes a bend through

a passage formed by blasting the rock,

a pillar-like fragment of which still

remains on the right. A terrace or

shelf has been excavated along the face

of the precipice, on the left bank, for

the passage of the road. This was the

most costly and ditlicult part of the

undertaking. The labourers who con-

structed it were suspended like spiders

from above by ropes, and several acci-

dents occurred.

This defile is called the Porta Hun-
garica, and as soon as the extremity of

it is reached, a most charming view
appears of the city of Fiume and the

castle ofTersat above it, On the left

of the road as you descend rises an old

Castle of the Frangipani, fitted up by
Count Nugent as a museum, whose
contents are scarce worth the trouble

of ascending to it.

2 Fiume (Illyrian, Reka). Inn, near

the post.

Fiume is the only sea-port of Hun-
gary

;
it is the capital of the Littorale,

and is beautiftdly situated, on the

shore of the Adriatic, at the mouth of

the Fiumara, with several pretty green

islands extending in front of it, and has

9000 inhabitants. It is divided into

the old town, built on tlie bill, and the

new town, which runs along the shore,

contrasting agreeably in its clean, wide,

and handsome streets, with the dirt and
confinement of the more ancient quar-
ter. In the old town there exists a line
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Roman arch, but so hemmed in by
hovels as to be difficult of access—other

fra^ents are dispersed about.

The Church of St. Feit is not unlike
that of Sta. Maria della Salute at

Venice.

The Casino is a handsome edifice,

containing, below, cofi'ee and ball,

rooms, and above, a Theatre.

The Promenade is in a fine situation.

Much Rosoglio is made here.

The harbour is only calculated to

admit small vessels
;

ships of heavy
burthen must anchor 3 miles out in the

bay. Fiume is a free iiort, yet its

commerce is not in a flourishing state,

but has been almost entirely swallowed

up by Trieste. Rags for making paper,

staves, and timber, are the principal

articles of export.

The number of ships annually enter-

ing the port is decreasing.

[Sect. XV.

At the mouth of the gorge of the
Fiumara, in a very romantic situation,

stands an extensive paper manufactory,
conducted by Messrs. Smith and Co.,
Englishmen, and employing 250 people.
The machinery is entirely Englisli : a
great part of the paper used in the
Levant is supplied from hence. A sugar
refinery, which formerly employed 1000
hands, has been discontinued from the
withdrawal of its privilege.

The Santa Casa, or Holy House of
the Virgin, stopped at Tersatto, a liill

above Fiume, on its way IVorn Nazareth
to Loretto—the spot is marked by a
column. A Franciscan convent and
church are planted on the neighbour-
ing mountain, which overlooks'a splen-
did landscape of sea and land

;
a long

flight of steps leads up to it. A fa-

vourite excursion from Fiume is to the
F illey of Dragha.

I

INDE.K.
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*,* In order to facilitate reference to tUe Routes, most of them are repeated in the Index

twice ; thus the road from
Vienna ' to Prague,

is also mentioned under the head

Prague X to Vienna.

Such reversed Routes are marked in the Index thus X, to distinguish them.

Aalen, 13
Aber S^, 315
Abtei Thai, 290
Ahtenau, 2^
Acheothal and See. 122
Adda, Vale of the, 255. Source of, 257
AdeUberg, Cave of, 345
Adincy source of, 24B. Vintschgau, 249.

Valley of, 273
Admont Monasteiy', 319
Aggstein Castle, 194
.\gram, 472
Ahmthal, 288
Aiblinjj, 117
Aichach, 105
Ala. 272
Alexandersl>ad, 87. Luchsburg, 88

X to Baireuth (footpath), 80
.\llgemeine Zeitung newspaper, 33
Alp, meaning of the word, 229
Alpine V'ocabulary, 229
Alt (Etting, 115. 'Fhe Black Virgin, ib.

Tilly’s Grave, 116
.\ltaich, 01>er, 1 *0

Alte Veate, near Ffirlh, 63
Altenburg, Deutsch, 427
All- Moldova, 450
Alt-Ofen, 431
Amberg, 106
Ambras Castle in Tyrol, 245, 302

Museum at Vifiina, 167
Ambraa, Hchloss, 302
Ammergau, 1 19

Ammers'e, 119
Ainpezzo, Pass of, and new road, 2D5
Ampflug, 115
Anuech.s, 119
Anual>erg, 329, 368
Ansbach. 89
.\ntliolz Vale, 285
Apatin. 441
Aprica, 306
Aquileia, 363

X to Uenz by the Santa Croce, 284
Arbesau, 383

Arco, 275
Arlberg Pass, 237, 238
Arnoldstein, 355
Art in Germany, 35
Aschach, 190
Aschaffenburg, 60
Asperue and Essling, 425
Attersee, 200
Augsburg, 30. Confession, 32

to Munich, 33
to Nuremberg, 90

• to Lindau, 102

Aussee, 316. Salt mines, ib. Lakes near, 317

Aussig, 383
Austerlitz, 409
Austria—Passports. 125. Frontier and Cus-

tom-house, 126. Money, ib. Papier-geld,

128. Eilwagen, 130. Separat-wagen, ib.

Posting, 131. Police, 132. Inhabitants and

beauties of scenery, 134. Education, ib.

Cookery and inns, 140. Routes in, 125

Babacaj, 451
Babenhausen, 103
Baden in Austria, 183
Bad-Oastein, 207. Baths, ib. Gold mines,

208
to Obor Villach, by the Mallnitz, 209
to Huiligeiiblut, by the Rauris, 326
to Zell am Sec and' Salzburg, 210

Bahlingen, 14
Baireuth, 85. Palace, Eremitage, Phantasic,

il).

to Alexaiidcrshad and Egor, 86
to Nuremberg, 95

Baldo Monte, 274
Bambcrtj^ 82. Ciitliedral, il). Palace, 83.

MichaeUberc, Katlihaus, AUoiibcrg, 83,84
to Baireuth, 85

X to Wilrzburg, 81
to Nuremberg and the Fraiicouinn

Switzerland, 91
Banat, 450
Barbarossa, Emperor, shut up in the Uuters-

berg, 201
.
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Bartholomaus See, 202
Basiasch, 450
Bassano, 231
Baths of—

Alexandersbad, 87
Bilin, 383
Booklet, 80
Boll, 9
Bormio, 257
Bruckenau, 80
CurUbad, 372—37G
Franzensba<l, 370
Gastein, 207
Hof-Gastcin, 207
Ischl, 215
Kannstiidt, 8
Kissiugcn, 78
Kreuth, 122
Maiienbad, 376
Mehadia, 459
Rabbi, 277
Ratzes. 292
Rippoldsaii, 12
Hohitsch. 339
Toplitz, 381
Wildlwd, 20

Baths, Turkish. 437
Bauero Komodiea in Tyrol, 234
Bauern Post, 418
Baura, Church of the Trinity, 200
Bavaria, 23. Passports, 24. Money, ib.

Posting and roads, ib. Tolls, 25. Inns, ib.

Beer, 26.- Objects of curiosity, ib. King
of, 35. Progress of art in, 28, 35. Wines
of, 61

Beavers, European, 54
Beer, Bavarian, 26
Belgrade, 447. A visit to, 448— to Constantinople, hints for the journey,

Belluno, 296, 308
Beiiedictiicucrn, 120
Bemuii, 401
Berchtesgaden, 201
Berneck, 87
Bernauer, Agnes, death of, 109
Berthier, Marslial, mode of his death, 83
Beskiden-hills, 410
Biclitz, 410
Bilin, 385
Bischof Teinitz, 402
Bleiberg lead mines, 324
Blenheim^ battle of, 98
Bludenz, 238
Bochnia, 413
Booklet Imths. 80
Bodensee, 16
Bogeiiburg, 110
Bohemia, 367. Routes in. ib. Inns, ib.

Bohemian inns, 367
BulimUch Brod, 404

Boisseree Gallery, 43
Boll, batlis of, 9
Bolzano, 268
Bora wind, 347
Borgo di Val Sugana, 2/9
Bormio, 256.^Baths, 257. Road of the Stelvio,

ib.

Botzen, 268.

Botzen to Trent and Verona, 270
1 to Innsbruck, 268
+ to Meran and Bregenz, 247

Brabant dollars. 2
Bruila. 465
Brandhof, 331
Bruunau, 116
Bregenz, 237

to Landek and Innsbruck, 237
Brenner, Pass of, 264
Breno, 306
Brenta, Vale of the. 279, 280
Breuta, Source of, 279
Bricl. 182

to Baden, 183
Bruven, 267

to Villach, by the Pusterthal, 283
Brockedon, his ‘ Passes of the Alps,’ 253
Bruckenau baths. 80
Brack on the Mur, 337
Bruueckun, 283

to Windisch Mattrey and Mittecsill, 286
to Heiligenblut, 286
to tlie Krimmler Tauera and Ziller-

thal. 287
to Butzon, by the Gadeiihul, 289
to Venice, by the Pass of Ampezzo, 294

BrUnn, 408. Spielberg, ib. 'fho Emperor
Joscpli's plough, ib.

to Olmutz and Cracow, 409
Brunn Railroad to Vienna, 407
BiTix, 400
BunA, 435. See Ofen.
Budweis, 405

Cai.uano, 271
Calw, 19

Campo Formic, 357
Camonica, Val, 306
Canal to unite the Danube with the Rhine,

63, 73. Described, 101

Canary birds, trade in, 239
Caiinstadt B^ths, 8
Canova’s birthplace, 281. Picture by him,

282. Monumentof the Archduchess Chris-
tina. 159. Statue of Theseus, 161

Cnpistran, John, 447
Capo d’lstria, 351
Carhithia, 310, 324. Ravaged by the Turks,
324

Cariiithia, Dukes of, chair of iuvestment, 355.

Singular ceremony connected with, ib.

Carlowitz, treaty of, 445

Cari.suai), 372 . Hot springs—the Spriidel.

il). Discovery of the waters, 374. Their
eflicacy, ib.

t tt> Eger, 369
to Toplitz, .'199

t to Prague, 400
to Marienhad and Egor, 376

Carlstadt, 472
Carlstciu Castle, 401

Cariiiolu, travelling in, 311. The Tliree

Sights of| 341

Castagnovizza, 364
Cnstelfrunco, 282
Custelruth, ^3
Cavalesu, 278
Caves in the Julian Alps, 311. Of Adclsl>erg.
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345. Of St. Magdalen, 34C. Rivers and
lake^, subterraneous, 311, 344

Caves of Mufjgendorf, 92. Of Adelsberg, 345

Cellini, Benvenuto, saltcellar, 168

Cembra, 278
Cenada, 297
Chiemsee Lake, 118

Cilly, 340
Cividale, 357
Civitate. 306
Cladosnitza, 461
Cladova, 461
Clcs, 276
Codroipo, 357
Colfiisco, 291
Colico, 255
Colin of Mechlin's sculpture, 168, 245
Columbacz, 452
Cornu, Lake, excavated road on its eastern

shore, 254
Conegliano, 297, 357
Constance, Lake of, 16

, Steamers on, ib.

Constantinople, inns at, 469
Cortina, 295
Covalo, Pass and Fort, 280
Cracow, 411. Castle, Cathedral, ib. Tombs

of Polish kings. University. Cloth hall.

Kosciusko's barrow. Salt-mines, 412
to Lemberg, 415

X to Olmutz and Vienna, 410
Czaslau, 404
Czernavoda, 465

Dachau, 34
Dachstein mountain, 219
Dalmatid, voyage of, 365
Danube (a), Clm lo Ratisbon, 96. Navi-

ation of, ib. Character of scenery, ib.

learners, rafts, barges. 97. Passage*boats
or Ordinari, ib. Wvate lx)ats, ib.— (n), Ratisbon to Passau, 106. Directions

for the voyage, 107— fc), Passau to Linz, 188— (d). Linz to Vienna, 191

R;ipid8 of the, 192, 193
(e), bc4ow Vienna, .Steam Navigation

Company, 422. Present state and pros-

pects of, ib. Time, distance, and cost of
the voyage to Constantinople. 423, 424— (r), Vienna to Presburg, 425

(Fj^Presburg to Pest, 4&. Watermills,
ib. The breaking up of the icc, 435

(o) Pest to the Black Sea, 430. Cha-
racter of the stream below Pest, ib. Pro-
bable improvement, 440. Quarantine on
the, at Semlin, 446. At Orsova, 458. At
Gallacz, 466

Rapid$ between Moldova and Orsova,
450. Failure of attempts to remove the
rocks, 451. New road by the river side,

451, 455. Descent from Moldova de-
scribed, 451. Roman road, 453, 456. Iron
Gate, 4f>0. Separation of Istcrand Danube,
461. Trajan 8 Bridge, 462. Below the
Iron Gate, ib. Sudden bend to the N.,
464. Gallatz, 466. Mouths of, 467. Delta,
468. Russian designs on, ib.

Danube ague, 467

Davyy Sir Humphrijy praises of the Austrian
Alps, 211. Accident at the Traun fall,

213
Defereggen, 285
Desenzano, 274
Devil’s Wall from the Danube to the Rhine,

90, 101
Diet, German, hall of meeting at Ratisbon,

and torture chamber, 76. Hungarian, 426
Dietfnrth, 91
Dignano, 352
Dillingen, 98
Dinkelsbuhl, 13, 124

Diocletian’s Palace at Spalatro, 365
Dobratsch, 324
DSllach, 326
Dolomite mountains of Tyrol, 278, 290
Domos, 430
Donaumuos, 100
Donaustauf, 107
Donauworth, 99
Dornbach, 187
Dornbirn, 237
Dotis, 430
Drave, source of the, 284. Mouth of the, 441
Drenkova, 453
Drei Herm Spitz, 288
Duino, 363
Dunkclboden, 109

Durer, Albert, born at Nuremberg, 65. For-
tifications planned by liim, 67. Paintings

by him, 68. His grave, 70. His own por-

trait, 68. His best works, nt Vienna, 171
Durrenstein on the Danube, 195
Durrenstein near Friesach, 354
Dutch toys made at Nuremberg, 71
Dux in Bohemia, Wallenstein’s chateau, 399
Dux in Tyrol, 303

Eberbach, 18

Ebersberg, 146
Ebrach Abbey, 82
Eckmiihl, battle of, 114
Edolo, 306
Education in Austria, 134
Elferding, 144
Eger, 369. Wallenstein’s death, ib. Eger

water, 370. The executioner of, 378
to Franzensbrunn, 369
to Carlsbad, 371
to Marienhad, 376

Egina marbles, 40
Egna, 270
Ehiiigen, 16
Khrenburg, 105
Eibeswald, 362
Kichstadt, 90
Einspann, 223
Kisack river, 270
Kisenerz, 320. Iron mountain, 321
Eiseustadt, 470
Kisenstrusse, 320
Elbe, Aussig to Dresden, 383
Klclungen, 98
Ellwangeu, 13
Elnl)Ogcn, 371
ICngelhardzcll. 189
Ennebcrg, 290
Eons, 147
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Enns to Steyer and Eisenerz, 320
, vale of the, 319. Pass GesausC) ib.

Enzersdorf, 403
Erdod, 44J
Erlangen University, 91
Erzgebirge, 368
Eszek, 441
Essling, 425
Esztci haz, 470
Esztcrliazy, Prince, his palace, 470. His fa-

mily treasure, ib. Palace in Vienna, 155
Eyers, 249

Falkenau, 371
Fassa Valley, 278. Minerals, ib. Dolomite

of, ib.

Feistritz Castle, 336
Feistritz on the Mur, 337—- on the Save, 359
Feldkirch, 238
Feltro, 303
Fend-thal, 262
Ferdinand’s Eiscnbahn, 407
Feiicht, 73
Feuchtwangen, 14
Fichtclgcbirge, 86, 89
Fiemme Val, 278
Finstermunz, Pass of, 247
Fischamcnd, 426
Fiumc, 473
Fleimser Thalj 278
Flitsch, 364
Florian, St., 147

Florins, Bavarian, value of foreign coins in, 2
Foldvar, 440
Forcheim, 91
Forchtcnstein, 470
Fortresses on a new system at Linz, 145. In

Tyrol. 267
Forum JuUi (Zuglio), 357
Franctmian Switzerland, 92, 95. Muggen-

dorf, 93. Uabeneck, ib. Rabenstein, ib.

.Sophienhohle, ib. Uicsenbuig, ib. Ad-
lerstein, 94

Franconian wines, 62
Frankfurt to Wlirzburg and Nuremberg, 59

Franzensbadf 3/0. Mud baths, 371. Gas
baths, ib.

Freudenstadt, 13

Froysing, 115
Fricdriclishall salt-works, 17
Friedriebshafen, 16

Pricsacb, 354
Friuli, 356
Frundsberg, Georg von, 102

Fuentes, Fort, 255
Fugen, 302
Furth, 63. Railroad, ib.

Fuscld Lake, 315
Fusseu, 104

Gadebthal, 290
OallacZf or Oallatx, 466
Gampen, 277
Garda Lake, 273. Steamboat on it, ib.

Village, 274
Gastein, 207. J3ad, ib.

Gilu8crsdorf» 407
Gdow, 415

Gebatschfemer, 262
Geisslingen, 10
Gemund, 13
Gerlos Pass, 304
Gesuuse Pass, 319
Ghibelline, origin of the name, 8, 13
Gilgen, St., 315
Giurgevo, 464
Glaciers beneath a carriage road, 259. Ad-
vance of, ib. Finest in Tyrol, ib.

Gladova, 461
Glockner Mountain, 327
Glocknitz, 336
Glurns, 248
GlyptotUek in Munich, 39
Gmunden, 213. Lake, ib.

Gmiinden on the Main, 81
Gnats, plague of, 452
Gold-mines of Gastein, 208. Of Rauris, 327.
Of the Zillertbal, 303

Coiling, 204. Waterfall, ib.

Gollratb, 331
Golumbaez, 452. Cavern and flies, ib.

Gonyo, 429
Goppingen, 9
Gorz, or Goritzia, 363
Gosau, 219. Its lakes, ib.

Gosnitz, waterfall, 328
Gdsweinstein, 94
Gotthard. St., battle of, 361
Gottweih, 196

Gutzis, 237
Gbtz von Berlicbingcn’s prison, 4. His

castle, 17. Hornberg, 18

Chan, splendid new cutbedral, 430
Granzers, 443
Gbatz, 337. Castle, ib. Emperor Ferdi-

nand’s tomb, 338. Johanneum, ib.

to Trieste,

% to Salzburg, by Aussce, 315
to Klogeufurth, 362
to Hungary, 360

Greifenbiirg, 285
Greifenstein, 187
Grein, 192
Orisons, Massacre in the, 255
Groduerthal, 291. Carvers in wood, ib.

Gross' Olochner, 327. Ascent of, 328
Grundcl See, 317
Guides among the Alps, 224
GUns, glorious defence of, 471
Gnrgel nml. 261
Gustavus Adolphus nt Nuremberg, 72. At-

tacks Wallenstein’s camp at Furth, 63

Hadebsdobf, 148
Haffuerzell, 189
Mainburg iu Hungary, 427
Haiiifcld, Schloss, 361
Hatmiugen, 260
Hall, sajt-mines, 301
I (Scljwabiscb), 13

Hullcin, siill mines, 203
Hallstadt, village, lake, mine, 213
Ilammelburg, 81

Hans Sachs, the cobbler, 69. His grave, 70

Hassflirth, 82
Heebingon, 14

Heidelberg to Stuttgart, 4
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Heilbronn, 4
to Stuttgart, 5
to Heil(feU)crg, down the Neckar, 17

Heiligenberg, 16
Heiligenblut, 327
Heiligengeist, 338
Heiligenkreutz, 183
Henn' the FoundUng, 238
Hernals, 187
Herreoaib, 21

Herzbrnck, 95
Hieflau, 320
Himmcl, 187

Hirschau. 96
Hirsova, 465
Hitzing, ISO
Hochstadt, 98
Hoch Appan, 270
Hofer*s grave, 244. Exploits, 233. His house

in the Passeyer, 263. His capture and
death, 264

Hot-Gastein, 207
Hohen-Asperg, 5
HohAems, 237
Hobenlieim Agricultural School, 8
Hohenlindea, 115
Hohen-Ostervs'itz Castle, 354
Hohenschwaugau, 104
Hohenstaufen Castle, 10
Hohcntwiel, 17

Hohenzollem Castle, 14
Hohlwcg, 210
Hollabrunu, 404
Hollenstein, 295
Holzschuher portrait, 68
Hopfgartcn, 2^
Hum, 403
Hornegg on the Neckar, 13
Horzowitz, 402
Hungarians support Maria Theresa, 428.

I^iDguage sul>stituted iu the Diet for Latin,
ib.

Hunoarv, 417. Passports, ib. Travelling,
418. Bauern Post, Vor^ann, 418, 419.
Inns, re<iui»ites for travidling, 420. Kings
crowned at Presburg, 427. Regalia, 437.
Wines, 429, 434. Tribunals, 434. Uakos
feld,435. New bridge at Ofen, ib. Towns
of, 440

Huoyady, John, castle of, 446
Huss, John, rector of Prague University,

387. His house, 389
Huttau, 322

Ibrail, 465
Idria, quicksilver mines, 342
Idro, Lake of, 307
Iglau, 404
Itlertisscn, 103
lllok, 441
Imst, 230. Camiry birds, ib.
• to the Oetztltal, 240
Ingolstailt, 100
Innsbruck, 241. Maximilian’s tomb, 242.

Philippina Welser’s, Iloferis tombs, 243,
244. Museum, 244. Capucin churcli, old*
palace, golden roof, 244, 245. Cemetery,
245. Environs, Schun)>erK, Weiernburg
Castle, 245, 246. PaUcher Kofel, 240

Innsbruck t to Bregenz, 237
j to Merau and Botzeu, 260

, by the Oetzthal, 260
to Botzen, Trent, and Verona, by the

Brenner Pass, 264— to Venice, by the Pass of Ampezzo (the
shortest road), 294

X to Salzburg, 302
Gastcin, by the Zillerthal, 302

Inventions perfected at Nuremberg, 71

Ips, 193
Iron gate on the Danube, 460
Iron, mountain of, 321
Isakdja, 467
Ischl baths, 215. Excursions, 216. Salt-

mine, ib.
• to Hallstadt, 217

to Aussee, 316
Iselberg, 265
Iselsberg, 285
Isinglass, 440
Islthal, 286
Ismail, 467
Isonzo, Vale of, 358, 3G3
Istria, 351
Islas rock in the Danube, 451, 454

Jaboslow, 415
Jason, the founder of Laibach, 340
Jauffen Pass, 264
Jaxtfeld, 17

Jaxthausen, 17
Jeserza, Vale of. 359
Joachimsthal, 368
Johanneum at Gratz, 338
Johann, St., 299
John, Archduke of Austria, his amiable and

benevolent character, 332. His residence
at Br.indhof, 331. His iron furnace, 322

Joseph II. at the plough, 408
Judenburg, 354
Julian Alps, 311

Kahlenbeko, 186
Kahlwang, 318
Kalserthal, 286
Kaltern, 270
Kampthal, 403
Kannstadt baths, 8
Karlsbad. 372
KarLtadt, 472

to Fiume, 472
Karlstein, palace of the Bohemian kinus, 401
Karst, 347
Kastelruth, 293
Kazan. 455
Kullinuuz, 103
Kellnerinii, 142
Kelhelm, JOl
Kempleri, 103
Kepler's grave at Rotisbon, 78
Kordaps, 454
Kilia mouth of the Danube, 467
Kissingen baths, VJ
Kilzingeii, 62
Kladova, 461
Klagen/urth, 324— to Vienna, 355

to Liiibach, 324
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Klain Alp, 317
Kliun Strasse, 206
Klansen, 267
Klenz, 402
Kloster Neuburg, 186
KniebiB, Pass of the, 12

Kocbel See, 120
KolUn on the Elbe, 404
Kollman, 268
Komora, 429
KCnigsberg near Presburg, 428
Konigswart, Castle and Musoum, 377
Konigssee, 202
Kormciul, 362, 471
Kosciusko's Torn)), 412. ^lonumentnl mounds

411
Kracow, 411. See Cracow.
Krainburg, 325. 360
Kremsmunster, 200
Krems, 195
Kreutli baths, 122
Krimmler Tauern Pass, 288
Kriinmier Waterfall, 304
Kronaii, 358
KunVtein, 300
Kulm, battle of, 379. Monuments, 380
Kulpa river, 473
Kummernitz, St., and her beard, 294
Kuntersweg, 268
Kustandji, 465

La Badia, 290
Lager Thai, 271
Lag^) di Garda, 273, 274, 307
Laibach, 340. Congress, ih. Tradition of
Jason, ib.— t to Salzburg, by Villach, 322

- by the Sauthal, 357
Lambach. 200, 212
Lancut, 415
Landek, 239

to Meran and Botzen, 246—— to Innsbruck, 239
Land 10

, 295
Lang KofeI,293
Landschaden, their 4 castles, 19
Landshiit, 114

Latoiir d’Auvergne killed, 99
Latsch, 249
Lauingen, 98
Laufzcttel, 131

Laun, 385
Lavant Tlial, 362
Lavis, 270
L^enburg, 180

Lccco, Lake of, 254
Leermoos, 105
Leifers, 270
Leitmeritz, 384
Lemhergf 415
Lengraoos, earth pyramids, 269
Lcudt, 206
Lcugenfeld, 261

Leoben, 318, 353
Leonburds, St., 264
Lenpoldsbcrg, 186

Lichtenstein, Prince, his picture gallery, 171.

llis estates, 407

Lichtenstein Castle, 15
Lieuz, 284

to Heiligenblut, 285, 325
to Windisch Mattrey, 289

Lietzen, 318
to Admont, 318

Lilienfeld, 329
Lindau, 102
—;

1 to Augsburg, 102
LinZf 144. Ilailroads, ib. View, 145. For*

tidcations, ib.— to Vienna, 146

J to Salzburg, 199
to Eisenerz and Gratz, 320

Lists for the Tournament preserved at Rosen-
burg, 403

Lithography invented, 56. Stones for, 99
Lizzana, 272
Lobau, 426
Lobositzj 384
Lofer, 299
Lohnkutscher, 3
Lohr, 81
Loibl Puss, 325. Wolves, ib.

Luitscli, 343
Longarone, 296
Loppio, Lake of, 273
Loreuzen, Sun, 283
Louisen Strasse, 472
Lovero, 306
Ludwigsburg, 5
Lucg Pass, 205
Lueg, Castle of, 347
Lundenburg, 407
Lundsberg, 363

Mack, General, the surrender of Ulm, 10
Mahrburg, 339
Mahrenberg, 362
Maja buried by an earthslip, 250
Malaria at the mouth of the Danube, 467
Mallnitz Puss, 209
Mals^in Tynd, battle of, 248
Malsesina, 274
Mannhardt, 358
Marbach, Schiller's birthplace, 5
Marchfeld, The, 425
Marco, San, Slovino, 272
Maria Culm, 371

St., 258
Taferl, 193

Mariazcll, 329. Shrine of the Black Virgin,

330
— to Baden, 333

- •— to Bruck, 331
— to Eisenerz, 333
Marienhad, 376
Marlborough's Victory at Blenheim, 98. His
German principality, 102

Marraolatta, 293
Mnrtell, St., 249
Mortinitz and Slawata thrown fVora a window

,
at Prague, 393

Martinswand, Emperor Maximilian's adven-
ture on the, 241

Martin's, St., 263
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Mauls, 2lU)

MaulLisch, 251

Maurice of ^nxnuy carries ihe I’ort of Klireu-

burjf. 105
Mautbhauseii, 191

Ma,rimilian, Emperor, his adveutiires on the

Martiuswaiu). 241. His mouument at

Inushruck, 242. His grave at Neustadt, 385
Meerscliaum, 152
Melmdia Baths, 459
Melaucthon’s birthplace, 14

Memmingen. 102
Mendal, 277
Mengen, 17

Meran, 250

% b) Laudck, 250
to Botzen 251

J to the Oetztlial, 263
to Stertzing. 263

Mercury mines at Idria, 342
Merireutlieim, 22
Mestre, 282, 357
Mettemich, Prince, chateau ut Koiiigswart,

377
Michael, St., 323
Milanovacz, 455
Militart/frontier o/ Austria, 443
Milleschaucr Berg, 382
Mindelheim. Marlborough’s piincipality, 102
Mittenwald, 119, 266
Mittersill, ^^5

X to Wiudisch Mattrey, 289
Mittemdorf, 318
Mittewald, 266

on the* Drave, 284
M.xlliDg. 182
Moena. 278
Mogilany, 4l 1

Moh^, 440. Battle of, ib.

Mohlthal. Ijeauties of, waterfalls, Ucc,, 325,

326
Moldova, 460
Alulky 147
Monfalcone. 363
Mootafiiu. Vale of, 238
Montelxillo, 307
Monte Croce Pass. 284
Montona, 352
Monza. 253. Iron crown, ib.

Moosburg, 115
M<JTlie:aio, 256
Morsbiirg, 16
Moskirch. 17
Mozan s birth]>lace, 198
Mud liaths of Praiizensbrunu, 3/i. OfMa-

rienbafl, 377
MuggendJrt-f, 92, 03
Mulilbacher Klaiise, 283
MryicH, 34. In the last century, ib. At
the present time, 33. Improvements in. ib.

Churches, 36. Royal Palace, 37. New
palace, 38. Hofgarlen, 39. Glyptothek,
lb. Pinacothek, 41—52 Library,
University, ib. Brazilian museum, ib
Public monuments, 51. Theatres, 5.5.

Museum, ib. Lith(»graphy, 56. Eiiglisli

garden, ib. Oetol>er festival, 57. Envi
rons r Nympheuburg, Schleisheim, 5H, 59.
Eilwageo, 59

Munich % Augsburg and Uln». 3l), 33
to Wurzburg, 89
to Linz, 1 15

to Passaii, 116

to Salzburg, by Wasserburg, 116

\yy Kosenlieim and
Cbicmsee, 117

to Innsbruck, by Benedictheueni

,

120

by Lake of Starem-
berg, 118

by Tegernsee and
Kreuth, 121

to Wurzburg, by Ndrdlingen, 110

J to Ratisbon.by Landshut, 114
Munster Thai, 249
Mur, Vale of the, 336, 338
Murzhofen, 337
Miirzzuschlag, 336
Mycknilz Cave, 337

Nasseiirit, 240
Nassfeld, 209
Natlemberg, 110
Nauders, 2^8
Neckar Steinaeh. its four castles, 19
Neckar, Vale of, above Stuttgart, 14. Voyage
down, from Heilbronu to Heidelberg, 1'*,

19

ThaiUingen, 14
Nepomuk, .Tohn thrown from tl»e bridge of
Prague, 386. His shrine, 395. His fes-

tival, 399
Nessclvvang, 103
Neszinfibl wine, 430
Neuburg, 99
Neuenburg, 21

Neuliaus. castle on the Danube, 190- Tow n
in Boliomia, 403

Neuraarkt, 270
Neusalz, 443
Neusicdel, Lake of, 470
Neustadt, 335
Neustift Convent, 267
Neiititschin, 410
New Or.HOva, 460
NiCO polls, 463
Niederndorf, 283
Nieder Forchheim, 368
Nikolsburg, 407
Nollendorf. 379
Non and Sole, Vale of, 275, 277
Nonshurg, 275
Nordl ingen, 123
NiJiiEMHEiio, 64. Artists of, ib. (’hurches.

65. St. Sebald’s shrine, ib. Rathlmiis.
66. Ancient government of, ib. Bnrg
graves of, 67. Imperial castle, ih.

(’Imrch(*s, 68. FouutainH, 69. Church of
St Lawrence, ih. Clmrehyunl of Si.

.lolm, 70. Manufacture of toys, 71. Rise
and fail of the c ty, ih. Imentious per
leeted at, ib Defended by Giistavus
Adolphus, and besieged by Wallenstein.
72. Eilwagcri, 73

to ILitisbon, 73—— X In Wurzburg and FnuiUfurL 59——— to Augslmig, 9o
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Nuremberg to Hambcrg ami the Francoaian
Switzerland, 91— to Baireuth, 95

Nussdorf, 185, 196
Nymphenburg, 53

Oberkircsh, 12
Oborau, 266
Obcr-Botzoii, 268
Ober-Laibacli, 341
Ober-Villach, 209— to Gastcin, 209, 326
October (estival at Munich, 57
(Edeiiburg, 470
Oetzthnlf 260. Glaciers, and scenerv, 261,
262

Ofkn or Buda, 435. Bridge of, ib. Fes-
tung, 436. Crown of Hungary, 437. Turk-
ish b iths, ib. Saiiton’s grave, 438

Olcii), 254
Olmuiz, 409. Lafayette im[>risoDud at, ib.
• to Cracow and Lemberg, 410
Ono-horso carriages, 223
Opferbaum, 78
Optscliiiiu, 317
Ordiuari on the Danube, 97
Orovic/.a, 450
Orsimi, 457
Orteler Spitz^ 248. Glorious view of, 258
Ottobeuerii, 98

Pacs, 440
Paget’s Hungary, 417
i^aleuku, 4.50

Pal fan, 334
Puncsova, 450
Papier-geld, 127. Table to reduce, 128
Puppenheim. 9i
Partmzo, 351
Partciikireh, 119
PassiiroviU, 450
PassaUy 112. Fort Oberhaus, 113. Maria

Ililf, ib.— to Linz ami Vienna, 144

, by the Danube (c.'), 188

Passeyer river, 250. Valley. 2b3
Passports, Bavarian, 24. Austrian, 125

Pasterze glacier, 327
Pateiiiion, 323
Pejo Baths, 277
Pellico. Silvio, his prison, 403

Perarollo, 296
Perglue, 279
pKST, 432. Inundation, ilj. Cassiuo, ib.

Barrack, 433. University, Churches, Na-
tional museum, ib. Judicial tribunals,

434. Rakosl'eld, 435. New bridge, ib.

to the Black Sea, 439

i to Presburg uud Vienna, 432
Poterswald, 379
Peterwardeiii, 442

Petronell, 426
Peutiuger Tabula, 156

Pfafleuwinkel, 28

Pfahlgruben, 90, 101

Pforzheim, 8

Plreuudsburg, Georg von, 97
ITunds, 247
Plmiit’isle, villa of, 80

Philippiua Welser, 30. Her tomb, 243. Her
residence at Ambras, 302

l^iaTc river, 296, 308
Piave di Cadore, 296
Pilgrimages, 28. Alt CEUiug, 115. Maria

Taferl, 193. Mariazell, 329
Piuacothek, 41
Pilsen, 402

to Prague, 401
Pilsno, 415
Pinzgau, 304
Pirna, 378
Pisiuo, 352
Planina, 344
Plauiau, 404
Plavisovicza, 455
Pless, 359, 364
Podersam, 400
J^odgorze, 411
Pola, 352. Its antinuities, ib. Harbour,

35ii

Police in Austria, 132
Poitou, St., 146
Poniraersfelden, 77
Pougau, 305
Pontafol, iQ-e
Poutebba,
Ponte di Leguo, 306
Porta Hungorica, 473
Possugnu, Cauovu’s birthplace, 281
Posoritz, 409
PoUenstein, 91 »

Poysdorf, 407
Prad, 259
Phaoue, 385. Bridge, 386. St.John Nepo*
muk, 386, 395. View of, 336. Clemen-
tinum, 387. University or Carolinum, ib.

llathhaus, 388. Theinkirche, 389. Jews’
Town, ib. Now Town, 390., llathhaus,
church of St. Emails, 391. llossmarkt, ib.

St. Wenzel, ib. Kleinseite, ib. Wallen-
stein's palace, lb. Count Nosiitz’s pictures,

392. JesuiU’ church, Strahow mouastery,
ib. Hradschin, 393. Palace, torture-tower,
ib. Ejection from the window's, ib. Ca-
thedral. 394. Tomb of Boliemian kings,
ib. Sliriue of John Nepomuk, 395- St.

Wenzel’s chapel, ib. Loretto ehauel, 396.
National Museum, ib. Bastions, 397. W^'s-
sehrad. ib. Islands in the Moldau, ib.

Ziskaberg, 398. Miscellaneous information,
ib. Theatre, ib. Chronological tabic,

399
to Budweis, 405

X to Toplitz l>\' Weltrus, 384

J by Laun, 385
to Carlsbad, 400
to Vienna, by Tabor, 402

by Znayin and Iglau, 403— to Pilsen aud Uatisbon, 401
Ihrator in Vienna, 176
Predazzu. 278
Pkksbuuo, 427. Maria Therosa's api>e<U,

428. Diet. ib. Coronation of Uio King,*
ib. Treaty of, 429. Wine, ib.

X to Viomia, 425
to Pest, 429

Prediel Pass, 364
Prowuld, .'M7
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i’rimolano, S80
Pmtestants in Salzburg, 206, 219. In tlie

Zillorthal. 304
Proteus Auguiims, 3-16

Prussia, King of, his visit to Toplitz, 382
Prussian Royal Family, cradle ol’ the, 14.

First appear in history as llurggraves of
Nuremberg, 67

Priitz. 246
Prutli river, 467
Przeraysl, 415
Pr/.ibram, silver-mines of, 402
Pullni—-Wells, 400
Pusteithal, 283

Qv.vrantine on the Danube, al Seiuliu, 446
At Orsova, 458, At Gallatz, 466

tjuicksilver-miue, 342

Haab River, 429
Rabbi baths, 277
HalM'ueck, 93
Uabenstein castle and cave, 93
Riidstadt, 322
Hadstadter Tauem, 322
Kvilhoads — Furth to Nuremberg, 63. Einz

to Gmuuden, 212. Linz to Rudweis, -iUo.

Vienna to Brunn, 407
Rain, 99
Rapids of the Danube, 451, 455
Rappenau,

4

Ra.-isova, 464
Ratisbon', 73, Cathedral, 74- Churches,

75, 76. Palace of Prince Tluirn and Taxis,
76. Rathhaus, Mectinu's of the Diet, tor-
ture-chamber, ib. Ileidu Platz, 78. Al-
Iw, ib.

to Eger and Carlsbad. 105
'to L.*indshut and Munich, 114

t to Pilseu and Prague, 401
to Passim, 106

KattenWrg, 300
Ratz4*n, a Sclavonic people, 437
Ratz**s hatlis, 292
Rauris, 305
Rauriser Tauem, 305, 32^)

Riiygern, 407
Recheii, 31

4

Kecoaro, 307
Rijgenshurrj or Ratislx)n, /3
Keichenhall, 298. Salt springs, ib. Brine-

a(|u<*ducts, ib.

Rennwcg, 323
Resclieii Scheiueck, 24iF
Reutlingen, 15
Reutte, 104
Reynolds, Sir .Tushua. Notes on the Diissel-
dorf Gallery now at Munich, 45, 51

Richard Ocur-de Lion's prisons, 195
Riefl, 217,:9f3

Riedlingen, 17
Riegersburg ca-»llc, 36l
Ries vale, 123
Rienz. Valley of the, 283
Riescn, 314
Rilht-sliooting in Tyrol, 231
Rippolds.'iU baths, 12
Ritten, vale of, 269
Riva, 273

Rivoli, 273
Rohitscli batlis, 339
Rokitzan, 402
Roman road along tlio Danube, 453, 456.

Bridge below Orsova, 462
Roman wall, 101
Romcdio, San, 2«6
Rosenheim, 117
Rosenburg Castle, 403
Rosenstein, royal villa, 7
Roihenburg on the Tauber, 121

RoUenmann, 318
Roveredo, 272

to Riva on Lago di Garda, 273
Rovigno. 352
Rusniack villages, 415
Russia, her designs on the mouth of the Da-

nube, 468
llutzsclmk, 464

Saalfelden, 210, 220
Saatz, 400
Sachseuburg, 285
Salo, 274, 307
Salt-mines, 137. Hallein, 203. Ischl, 216.

Hall, 301, Aussee, 316. Wieliczka, 412
Springs, 17, 79, 298
Works. 78. 139
Vapour baths at Ischl, 215

Saluru, 270
Salza, Vale of the, 304, 305
Salzbund. 206
Salzburg, 196. Beauties of its situatiou,

197. Bishops* castle, ib. Monchsberg,
198. Excursions to Aigcn, 199. Berch-
tesgaden, ib. Hallein, ib. Protestants in,

206
to Vienna, 199
to Bad Gastein, 203

, l)y Zell am See, 210
to Innsbruck, 297
to Gratz, by Ischl and Aussee, 315
to Laibach by the Pass of the lludstad-

terTauern 322
SALZKAMMEnOUT, 211, 220
Santa Maria— Pass from Tyrol into the

Orisons, 258
Sarca river, 273
Sauerlacli, 121
Sauerfirnut. 141

Save, Valley of the, 357* Sources of. 357,
359. Moutli of, 446. Steam navigutimi on,
ib.

Sclmtfbcrg, 316
Schardiug, 116, 144
Scharingrad, 441
Schariiitz, 120
Schellenberg, 99
Schiller’s birthplace, 5
Schlagenworth, 368
Schlan, 385
Schlanders, 249
Schieiersee, 121

Schleisheim gallery, 58
(
Schl<)««cl, 368

i
S<*lmeeberg, 1H5. 7136

Sehonherg, be.mtU'ul view of. 2(i '

SrliOrdiorii's picture uallerv , 82
Schtinbrunn. 179
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.Schottwicn, 33G

.'^Impanek, 458’

Schwabnch, 90
ScUwabisch Hall, 13
.Schwachat, 426
Sc'iiwartzach, 206
Sdnvatz, 300— to Kreutli and Miinich. 123
Schweinfurth, 81
Seben Nunnery, 267
Seckau, 353
Seefeld slate, 120
Seewiesen,
•Sedlitz waters, 385, 400
Seidschritz, 385, 400
Seissenberger Klam, 210
Scmeiidi'ia, 452
Semlin, 4-il), Quarantine, il»

.‘^emmering Pass, 336
Separnt-oilwagen, 130
Sorravalle, 29,

Survia, 44 <, 44H
Soite Commune, 280
Severinum, 462
Siegmaringen, 17
Siginondskron, 269, 270
SiliBtria, 464
Silliau, 284
Silz, 240
Simiilium reptans. 453
Sin'iheim, 4
Sinnione, 274
Sistow, 464
•Skeia Gladova, 461
Slaukamen. 445
Slovino di San Marco, 272
Snails, i)red and exported for the table. 10, 98
Sobioski, John. Nbirshals Ids army, 196.

Kelievcs Vienna from the Turks, i56, 186.

Cold reception from the Emperor, 426
SOldeii, 261
.Sole, Val di, 277
SolenUofen, lithographic stone-quarries and

fossils, 91
'

Somnunter See. 291
Sondrio, 256

to Kecoaro, 305
Soniu-niieig, 283, 290
Sossau, 109
Spalatru— Diocletian's Palace, 365
Spechbacher, 301
Speik, 323
•Spessart forest, 60, 81

Spielberg prison, 408
Spital, 323 \
Sprudel , at Carlsbad, 373
Stall, 326
Stamb’s Convent, 240
Stanzer Ti>al, 239
Stareinberg, 119
Stkamboats on the Danube. 96, 107, 188,

191,422. 424, 469
on the Elbe, 333
in the Mc<Utcrranean, 469
at Trieste, 349
from Trieste to tlie Levant aud Pola,

;i4‘J, 469
Steamboats on the Lake of Gmuiidcn, 214

on the I/ake of ConsUnce, 16

Stein wine, 62
Stein, 195

Stein am Anger, 471
Steinach, 265
Steinerno Meer, 221
Stellwagon, 224
Stelviuf Pass u/\ 252, 260
Sterzing, 266
Stever. 320
Steyereck, 191
Steyermark or Styria, 310
Stilfs. 259
Stilfser Joch, Pass of, 252
Stockenboyer Thai, 285
Stockerau, 403, 405
Stiass, 300, 302
Straubing, 109
Strub Pass, 299
Strudel and tVirhel^ 192, 193
Stul)on, 238
Slubey Thai, 265
Sturgeon llsliery, 440
STUTroAUT, 5. Palace, 6. Library an*' nin-

scum, 7. Garden, ib Tloseiistoin.ib So-

litude, 8. riohenheim, ib. Eilwagcn, ib.

Jto Heidelberg, 5
to Mannheim, 8
tto Carlsmho, 8
to Ulm, 9

Jto Strasburg, 12
to Nuremberg, 13
to Tiibingen and SchafTlmusen, 14
to Fi iedrichshafen, on the Lake of Con-

stance, Id

to Scliaffhanscn. 16

to \Vildl)ad, 19

Stvria, 310. Routes in, ib. Forests of,

3l2. Iron of, 320
Sugana, Val, 280 '

Suldeu Glacier, 250
Suliuch Month of the Danube, 467, 468
Siilzbach, 95
Siilzberg, 2<7
Szechonyi, Count, 422, 425, 455

Tabor, 402
Tarnow, 415
Tarvis, 355
Tauern, meaning ofthe word, 229
Taufer*thal, 287
Toxenbach, 210, 305
Tcliernovoda, 465
'refereggen Tlial, 286
Tegernsee, 121

Teuernitz, 462
Tells, 240
Teinach, 19, 21

Temes river, 450
Tepl, 377
Teplitz, 380
Tergluii Mountam, 359, 360
Tesino, Val, 2<9
Teschen, 410
'I’l^lsclien, 383
Tettiiamr, 15

TcUuiu, 401
Thebon. 427
1'tieiss river, 446
Thcodolinda, Queen, 263
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TheresienstaiU Fortress, 384
Throwing people out of window, a Bohemian
custom, 3S8, 391,393

Thunu, 276
Tilly, Count, his death, 99. His grave, 116

Timao, 303
Timavus, 363
Timber slides, 312
Timbler Joch Pass, 261

Timok, -163

Tirano, 256
Titian’s birth-place, 296. Paintings by, 291,

296, 308
Tobacco, Hungarian, 427
TOblach, 284, 295
Tokay Wine, 434
Tolmein, 364
Tolmezzo, 3^
Tolna, 440
Tonale, Pass of the, 277 , 306
Topi, 377
Toplitz, 380. Baths, 381. Environs, 382.

Culm, 379
to Dresden, 379

by water, 383
to Prague, by Bilin, 385—

, by Lobositz, 384
to Carlsbad, 399

Toplitzer See, 317
Torture-chamber, 66, 76

— under the Hall of the Diet, 76
Trafoi, 259
Tr^an’s road along the Danube, 456.

Tablet, 457. Bridge, 462. Wall, 464, 465
Traun, Mouth of the, 191. Its course, 212.

Falls, ib. Lake, 213
Traiiustein in Bavaria. 118. Salt-works, ib.

Trent, 271. Council of, ib.

to Bruncckeu. 277— to Verona , 272
to the Lago di Garda, 274—— to Vul di Non, 275. ^6—— to Venice by Val Sugana, 279
{ to Innsbruck, by the Brenner, 270

Treviso i 282
Trieste, 347. Free port, 348. Dom, ib.

Piazzetta di Ricardo, ib. Exchange, trade,

349. Tribumil of Commerce, ib. St. An-
tony’s swine, 330. Climate, ib. Steamers,
351— X Laibach and Gratz, 346— to Pola, 351

Tschaikisten, 445
Tschernitz, 462
Tubingen, 14

Tuchersfeld, 95
Turks, their inroads into Europe, 324— their dominion in Hungary, 439
——— baths at Ofen, Saint’s or San-

ton’s grave, 438
TuUlingen, 15
Tweng, 323
Tycho Brahe’s Observatoiy in Styrin, 339.

firave at Prague, 389
TyriiHz, 329
Tvam., 222. Money, U). Posting, Ein-

sp;imi, 2‘23. A tour ofTyrol, ‘226. Sketch
of the rountry and its inliabitanls, 229.
Religious feelings. *230. l/>yaltv, 23]

.

Rifle-shooting, ib. War of Independence,
232. Athletic exercises, 233. Music and
dancing, 234. Husbandry, Alpine pas-

tures, cuttle, 235. Routes in, 237. Castle

of, 250
Tyrolese marksmen, 231, 232
—^ — Minstrels, 302

ambuscades, 232, 247, 266, 284

Tyrol, Schloss, 230

Udine, 356
Ulm, 10. Cathedral, 11— J to Stuttgart, 9

to SchafTliausen, 16

to Augsburg, 30
Umhausen in the Oetzthal, 260

Uukeu, 299
Unzmarkt, 354
Uttenheim, 2»7

Vai. Camonica, 305
Val Lagaritia, 271
Val Sugana, 279
Valhalla on the Danube, 107

Valteline, 255, 257
Vaudamme, defeat of, 379
Vurenna, 254
Varna, 469
Veit, St., 354
Velber Tauern, 289
Veldes, 359
Veltlin, 255. Massacre, ib.

Venas, 295
Venice^ 282
Venzone, 356
Veterani’s cave, 457
Via Trajana. 456
Vienna, 149. Inns, ib. Hausraeister, ib.

Situation and name, ib. Passports, ib.

Baths, fiacres, 150. Post-office, ib. Res-
taurateurs, cafes, 151. Shops, 152. The-
atres, ib. Dancing saloons iuid music,
153. Amusements, 154. Lines, suburlis,

bastions, ib. Houses and streets, 155.

Public monuments, churches— St. Ste-

phen’s, 157. Stock am Eisen, 159. Capu-
cins, ib. Impiuial vault, ib. Augustiues,
Canova’s monument, ib. St. Carl, ib. Im-

i

>erial Palace, 160. Public audiences, ib.

Jurg Thor, ib. Volksgarten, ICI. Impe-
rial library, ib. Jewel oflice. Imperial re-

galia, 162. Anti({uities, 164. Minerals,
ib. Museum of natural history, 165.

Arsenal, 166. Town arsenal, ib. Belve-
dere paluce, ib. Authpiitics, 167. Ambras
museum, ib. Picture gallery, 169. Licli-

tcnstciii picture gallery, 17J. Pictures of
l*rince Eszterhazy, Count Czerniu, Schdn-
born, 172, 173. Polvtecliuic institute, 173.

Normal school of St. Anne, 174. Uni-
versity, ib. Josephiuum, ib. Hospital,
lunatic asylum, deaf and dumb, invalids,

174, 175. Noble Hungarian guard, 175.

Promenades, 176. The Prater, il>. Au-
garten, Brigitten Auo, 177. Ilishuy of

Vieniia, ili. T’able of days of admission to

the priiiei|>al collections. 17H. Environs
of Vienna, 179. IH8

Vienna h) Linz, 146, and Munich. 144



Vienna to Snlzbnrg, 190
to Mariazell, 328
to Gmtz, 334, and Trieste, 330
to Venice by .Tudenbnrg, Pontebbn,

Udiiip. 353
to Prcaburg and Post, 424, to Villach,

353
to Lai\>acli, 334

Veldes, 359
Vestone, 307
Vigo, 279
Villadi, 323

X to Lail)ach by the Save, 357
i to Salzburg, 322

Vilflbiburg, 116
Vilsliolen, 111

Vinlschgau, 249, 250
Virgin of Iron, 336
Vischer. Peter, the sculptor, 65
Vissegrud, 430
Vistula, source of, 410
Vocklubruck, 200
Vohburg, 100
Volders, 301
VTdkermarkt, 362
Volargtie, 273
Vorarlberg, 239
Vordeniberg, 322
Vorspann, 419
Vukovar, 441

Wadowice, 410
Waiblingen, 8, 13
NVaidring(»n, 299
Wailzen, 431
WaUdiensee, 12J

Waldmlinehen, 402
ff'allnahin, 457. Language, 463. Mode of

travelling in, ib.

Wallnchians, 457
fFallcnstein, a page at Ambras, 302. Siege
of Nuremberg, 72. Defends tlic Alte

j

Peste, 63. His assassination atKger, 360.
(Jhatenu ami relics of, at Dux, 309. Palace
in Pl ague, 391. l lis royal retinue, 392

Wallersee, 121 *

VValllmlla, 107
Walschmetz, 276
Warasdin, 472
VVasserburg, 117
Watering-places. See Baths.
Watebposts on the Danube, 450
Weichselboden, 334
Weideu, 106
Weinsberg, or Weibertreue Castle, 5
Weissen^tein, 82
Weisabachscharte, 221
Weissenburg, 90
Wcissenl'els Lake, 358
Weis, 200

Wcltenburg, 93
Weltrus, 384

;

Werfen, 205
Wessely, 405

I White Hill, battle of, .385
' Widdin,463

I

Wieland the poet, 14
I salt-miues. 412
Wicnerisclx Neustadl, 335

I Wien, or Vienna, 149

j
Wien river, l-:8

Wiesenhad, 368
Wirers Slrub, 316
Wildalpen, 334
Wildbad, baths of, 20

to Baden, 21

Wilfordiugen, 8
Wilfersdorf, -.07

Wilhering, 191

Wilten, 265
Wiiulisch Mattrey, 289

Bavarian, 61. Styrian,339. Bolieuiiaii.

384. Hungarian, 43-1, 436. 3'okay, ib.

Wiuklern, 326
Wippach, 311
Wittelsbach Castle, 105

Wochaiuer Save, 359
Wolfgang, Sr., Lake of, 315. Protector <»f

sheep, 325
Wolkersdorf, 407
Wiirgl, 300
Wimjifen, 17

Wun.^icdel, 87
Wurroser Joch, mad of, 252
Wurmser Loch, 257. Galleries. 258
WuKTEMBEUo. Moiiev, 1, 2. Posting, 3.

Barriers and roads, ib. Lohnkutschcr, ib.

Routes in, 4. Castle of, 9
Jf'urzbury, 61. Palace, Churches, ib. Cita-

del, University, 62
to Nuremberg, 62

X to Frankfurt, 59

to Kissingcii and Bruckeuau, 78

to Bamberg and Bairoulh, 81

[

to Muuicli by Ansbuch, 89

Wurzen Save, 359

Zei.i. am See, 210
Zell in Zillcr Thai, 303. Protestauts ex-

pel) e<l from, 304
ZillerTlml,:.02
Ziuzeuberg, Baron, a Turk, 267

Zirkuitz Lake, 344
Zirl,240
Ziska, John, 398. Portrait, 392. Tomb, 404

Zuaira, 404
ZoUlehl, 355. Antiquities, Herzogs Stiihl, ib.

Zopxii, 296
Zuglio, 284
Zwingeiiberg, 18
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THE

HANDBOOK ADYEBTISEB,

Printed for tlie convenience of the MA^'AGERS and Directors of

Steamboat, Kaiehoad, Diligence, and other Companies,— of Mer-

chants, Physicians, and other Professional IMen,— Directors of

Schools, Managers of Bathing Establishments, Shopkeepers,

&c., desiring to communicate Information of interest to Travellers,

which it is not consistent with the plan of the Handbooks to admit in

the body of these works.

N. B.—The Editor is not responsible for any statements made in

the Advertisements.

The “ HANDBOOK ADVERTISER ” will be Inserted in the

Handbooks for N. and S. Germany— Switzerland— France— Italy

—

Russia— Sweden, Denmark, Norway — Greece and Turkey, which

are issued between April and November.

Advertisements may be sent to Mr. Murray, 50. Albemarle Street

;

Mr. Charles Jugel, Frankfurt-on-the-Maine
;
not later than the end

of April.

Scale of Chargees.

For any Advertisement not exceeding 8 lines

For every line beyond 8 - .

A Column, or Haifa Page

An entire Page - - .

£ ». d.
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HANDBOOK ADVEETISER.

[London, May 1843,

MESSRS. J. & R. M‘CRACKEN,

7. Old Jewry, London,

Agents i)g nppomtmjnt to lilopal ^caljcmp,

AND

AGENTS GENEKALLT FOR THE RECEPTION AND SHIPMENT

OF WORKS OF ART, BAGGAGE, ETC.,

Return their sincere acknowledgments to the Nobility and Gentry for the

liberal Patronage hitherto conferred on them. They hope by the modera-
tion of their Charges, and their unremitting care in passing through the

custom-house. Property confided to them, to merit a continuance of the

favours they have heretofore enjoyed. Their Establishment comprises dry
AND SPACIOUS warehouses, where Works of Art and all descriptions of

Property can be kept during the Owner’s absence, at most moderate rates

of rent.

J. and R. M‘C. undertake to execute Commissions, for the purchase of

Pictures, Statuary in Marble and Alabaster, Bronzes, &c., being in direct

correspondence with Artists, Agents, and Bankers, throughout the Con-

tinent.

British Artists, resident abroad, having occasion to send home their

Works for exhibition, or to be passed by the Academy, will find it advan-

tageous to address them to the care of Messrs. J. and R. M‘C., whose Ap-

pointment enables them to offer every facility.

Parties favouring J. and B. M‘C. with Consignments are requested to be

particular in having the Bills of Lading sent to them DIRECT by Post,

and also to forward their Keys with the Packages, as all Goods MUST
BE EXAMINED immediately on arrival.

J. and R. M‘C. keep Lachrymse Christi and Marsala Wines of first

quality, and are the SOLE Agents in London to Messrs. S. Stock and Co.

Wine Merchants, of No. 8. Place Vendome, Paris.

Their principal Correspondents are—
At Calais Mr. D. Rignolle.

Boulogne S. M. « Mr. H. T. Wood.
_ r Mr. M. Chenue, Packer, Rue Croix Petits Champs, No. 2R,

PARIS
J Messrs. S. Stock & Co. Wine Merchants,;Place Vend6mc, No. 8.

Havre Mr. A. Chaumont.

Marseilles Messrs. J. D. Richardson & Co.

Nice Mr. Jossru Natta, British Consulate.

_ (“Messrs. Giuns & Co.
Genoa

J Mr. A. G. Barchi, British Vice-Consulate.

Milan Mr. G. B. Silva.

Cahiiara : Mr. Vincenzo Livy, Sculptor.

G>
O



Leghorn

.

Pisa

Florence

Bologna
CiVITA Vecchia

Naples

Palermo
Messina

Messrs. T. &L R. M'Cracken— A.gents.

"Messrs. G, H. Gower & Co.
Messrs. W. Macbean & Co.
Messrs. Peter Senn & Co.
Mr. Joseph Guano.
Mr. Henry Dunn.
Messrs. Giac». Micali & Figo., Sculptors in Alabaster and
Marble.

Messrs. Della Valle Brothers, Artists in Scagliola.

.Messrs. Henderson Brothers.
Mr. Ferd. Peverada, Albergo dell’Ussaro.
Messrs. Plowden & French.
Messrs. Kerrich & Mac Carthy.
Messrs. Emm*'. Fenzi & Co.

,
Mr. Gaeto. Bianchini, Mosaic Worker, No. 51 10. Canto de’ Nelli

;

^
presso la R. Cappella de’ Medici.

Mr. Luigi Piacenti.
Mr. Giaco. Salvetti.
Mr. J. Tough.
Fill. Pacetti, Picture Frame Makers, Via del Palagio.

Sig. Otto. Callaj.

r Messrs. Freeborn & Co.
> Mr. Carlo Trebbi.

) Mr. Luigi Branchini, at the English College.
(.Mr. Del Bosco, at Messrs. Torlonia & Co.

Mr. Flavio Perotti, British Vice-Consul.

Messrs. .Arata.

Messrs. Cotterell, Iggulden, & Co.

Messrs. Geo. Wood & Co.

Malta

Venice ....

Trieste ...

Ostend ....

Brussels

Rotterdam .

Cologne

Mayence .

Francport O. M.

Munich.,

Basle ..

Berne...

6-

Geneya
INTERLACKEN...

Grindelwalij .

Hamburg

Dresden

Athens .........

Messrs. Morrison, Pinkerton, & Co.

("Mr Ferdinand Dimech, No. 69. Strada Teatro, 7 Sculptor in Malta

j
XValletta j Stone.
Messrs. James Soler & Co. ditto.

I Mr. Emanuel Za.mmit
LMr.N. J. .\SPINALL.

V Messrs. Holme & Co.
( Fheres Schielin.

Mr. Joseph Cocossar.

Mr. F. A. Belleroche.

Mr. Jagou Rignolle, Hotel de I’Europe, Place Royale.
CThc British Consul.
)Mr. A. S. Pre-STON.
yMessrs. S. A. Levtno & Co.
CMessrs. Coo.uan, Bokn.s, & Phillippi.

C Mr. J. M. Farina, vis d vis la Place Jullers.

( Mr. Peter Joseph Cassinonb, Marcht- an Foin, No. 49.

Mr. Joseph Thuquet.
f Mr. F. Steigerwald, Glass Manufacturer.
J Mr. Pii. Jacob Bauer, Fils.
'l Madame Veuve J. H. Htiebel,
( Messrs. Bing Brothers & Co.

(Mr. J. M. DE Hermann, Printseller.

{ F. Steigerwald, Glass Manufacturer.
Messrs. Jean Phriswerk & Fils.

(Mr. Auguste Buesciie.

( Mr. Albert 'Frumpy.

Mr. B. Ritzchel, Grand Qual.

Mr. J. Wyder.
Mr. S. Rottraciier, Fils.

Messrs. SCIIAAR & Clauss.

( Messrs. T.. Meyer h Sons, Porcelain Manufacturers.
( Mr. G. F. Tiiode.

Mr. J. J. Bucherer.
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BONN ON THE RHINE.

MR. SCHMITZ,

PROPRlETOll OF THE STAR HOTEL,

Begs leave to recommend his Hotel to English Travellers. The apart-

ments are furnished throughout in the English style
;
the rooms are car-

peted, and the attendance, as well as the kitchen and the wine cellar, are

well provided.

The STAR HOTEL has been honoured hy the visits of the following

Members of the English Royal Family :—
1818. May. His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge and Suite.

1825. March and Sept. Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess
OF Claiience and Suite.

Her Majesty Queen Adelaide, accompanied by the Earl
and Countess of Eiinou, Earl and Countess of Den-
bigh, Earl and Countess Howe, &c.

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Gloucester and

Suite.

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge and
Suite.

His Royal Highness Prince George of Cambridge and

Suite.

His Royal Highness Prince Albert of Saxe Coburg
Gotha, accompanied by Prince Ernest of Saxe
Coburg Gotha and tlieir Suite.

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Cambridge, accom-

panied by the Princess Augusta of Cambridge and

their Suite.

Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent and Suite,

accompanied by his Serene Highness the Prince of

Leiningen.

Mr. Schmitz begs to add, that 'at no Hotel on the Ithine will be found more

moderate charges.

1834. July.

1836. Aug.

1837. July.

1839. Nov.

— Nov.

1840.

1841.

© •0
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SWtTZERLAN D.

CROWN HOTEL, SCHAFFHAUSEN.

A. AMMAN
Begs to assure the English Nobility and Gentry, that he feels grateful

for the kind support he and his father have received from them during
the last thirty years, and trusts by his continued attention, clean apart-

ments, good cuisine, and moderate charges, to merit their future ap-

probation. Private Carriages, and an Omnibus two or three times a day at

a very low price for the Falls, and to meet the Steam Boats, wiU be found
at the Hotel

FRAWKFORT S. Wl.

BING BROTHERS,

No. 212. Zeil, opposite the Hotel de Russie,

Beg respectfully to invite the Public to visit their Establishment, where
they Imve always on show, and for sale, a most extensive assortment of ar-
ticles in STAG’S HORN of their own manufacture, consisting of Brooches,
Earrings, Bracelets, Cameos, Inkstands, Presse-Papiers, and every descrip-
tion of article for the Writing and Work Table, besides Vases and other
ornamental objects too various to be here enumerated.

Messrs. Bing Brothers have also the finest Copies, both in Biscuit-china
and Bronze, of the Statue of Ariadne, the Chef-d’a3uvre of the Sculptor
Dannecker, of which the original is in the Museum of Monsieur de Beth-
mann at Frankfort s. M.

Messrs. Bing Brothers have likewise the Sole Depot in Frankfort s. M.
of the PORCEEAIN of I'hc lioyal Manufactory of Dresden; and at their
Establishment may be seen the most splendid assortment of Figures after
the Ancient Models, ornamented with Lace Work of the most extraordinary
fineness

; likewise Dinner, Dessert, and Tea Services
; Plates, Vases, Can-

delabras. Baskets, Paintings, &c. &c. in the Antitjue Style, decorated with
flowers in relief, and the finest paintings. Besides the above-named objects
they have_ a superb assortment of Clocks, Bronzes, Porcelain, and other
Fancy Objects, the productions of Germany, France, and England.

j

Their Agents in London are J. and R. M’Cracken, 7. Old Jewry.
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FRANKFORT ON THE MAIN.

MRS. M. DOCTOR,

FOURNISSEUR DE LA LEGATION DE FRANCE,
Street, Scunurgasse, L. 80.

A RICH and choice assortment of every article for Ladies’ Dress, French
Embroideries, Brussels and Valenciennes Lace, French Linen Handkerchiefs,
Mantillas, Stockings, Nouveautes, and Fancy Goods, Silks, French and
German Silk Velvet, &c. 8sc.

Any order for embroidering, sewing, and drawing of white and coloured
patterns executed at the shortest notice.

Mrs. D. visits Paris three times a year; and the additional advantage of
having her own manufactory there enables her to produce the most elegant
and newest fashions.

Eiiglish, Fi'encli, mul German spoken here.

FRA.»TKFORT O. DX.

Gy

The Warehouse of Sliawls, Silks, and other
fashionable Articles of Ladies* Apparel, of

JOSEPH PFAFF,
will be enlarged and removed at the end of
the year 1B43, to LitD. No. 195 and 190, Zbil,
at the corner of Catherine-School-Stueet.

BOHEMIAN FANCY GLASS AND
CRYSTAL WAREHOUSE

OF

P. A. TACCHI,
LATE

FRANCIS STEIGERWALD,
Zeil, D. No. 17,

FRAN-KFORT O. IVK.

Mr. P. a. TACCHI begs to acquaint the
Public that lie has become the Purchaser of
Mr. STEIGERWALD’s Establishment in

this Town, for the Sale of llohcininn Fancy
Cut Glass and Crystals. He will continue
to hold an Assortment of the newest and
most elegant Objects belonging to this

branch, and solicits, and will eiulcavmir to

merit, a continuance of the favours of the
Public, which the late well-known Firm en-
joyed in an eminent <legrco during a consider-
able number of years.

FRiiXfKFORT.

F R. B 6 H L E R,
Zeil, D. 26.,

"i^ext to the Post-Office,

Fancy and useful Articles in Stag’s Horn of
his own Manufactory. This Manufacture is

peculiar to Germany; the Material is wrought
up into every imaginable Object of use and
fancy ; such as, Arm-Chairs, Chairs, Tables,
Ladies’ Work-Tables, Lustres, Candelabras,
Candlesticks, P^erliolders, Screens, Lamps,
Watch-Stands, Trinket-Stands, SnuffBoxes,
Segar Cases, Segar- Holders, Pipes. Light
Boxes, Whips, Walking Sticks, Hunting
Whistles, Powder and Shot Flasks, Hunters'
and other Knives, Buttons, Writing Cases,
Ink-Stands, Paper Weights, Pen and Pencil-
Holders, Seals, and every other requisite for
the Writing Desk ; Tea Boxes, Card Cases,
and Whist Marquers. For Ladies* Toilet

:

Broaches, Earrings, Rings, Bracelets, Bodkin
Ciises, Sic. &c.
Great Assortt?ientqf Gertnanfanct/Aritc/es

for Ladies and Gentlemen, and of Paris
Timepieces, Bronzes, and Porcelain. Dep6t
of the veritable Eau de Cologne of Jean
Maria Farina, place Jolirrs, of Cologne,
also for Paris Gloves, Stocks, and Cravats of
superior quality ; Articles for the Toilet, es-

pecially a great variety of Ladies* and Gentle-
men’s Dressing Cases.
Agent for the Export of German Articles

to America.

6
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FRANKFORT O. M.

MANUFACTORY OF CANVASS FANCY WORKS,
AND

EMBROIDERIES OF ALL KINDS,

Wholesale and Retail.

AIRS. J. H. STIEBEL,

ZEXli, Xetter D. If. 211. FXBST FX.OOR,

Begs to recommend her Manufactory and Warehouse to the patronage of

the English Nobility and Gentry
;

it consists of a complete and extensive

assortment of all kinds of Chenilles, netting, embroidering, and sewing Silks.

Berlin and all other kinds of Lamb’s Wool and Worsted of the finest co-

lours and in the brightest shades ; Silk Thread and Cotton Canvass in white
and in colours.

Embroidering and Knitting Patterns of the newest Fashion from Berlin

and Vienna
;
Steel and Gold Beads

;
Purses of all kinds. Ornaments for

Purses, Rings for BeU-ropes, &c.

.•fpancg ®RorLs on Canbass anb ©mliroiUfn'es,

Begun for those I.adies who may wish to finish the Work themselves, and like-

wise Articles entirely finished in the newest Fashion, consisting of Carpets,
Chairs, Ottomans, Footstools, Armchairs, Screenes, Pincushions, Reticules,
Table Covers, Braces, Gentlemen’s Caps, Bell-ropes, Bellows, Slippers, and
everylVariety in the same line. Tambour frames and other Articles in this
Branch of Trade.

Mrs. STJEBEL having the assistance ofthe most skilful work-people is enabled
to recommend her Establishmentfor the Execution of every hind of Work, on
moderate Terms; and strict attention will be paid to all Orders with which
she may be honoured.

Her Agents for Great Britain are Messrs. J. & R. M'Cracken,
7. Old Jewry, London, Cu.stom House Agents, to whom she undertakes
to forward any Packages of Baggage, Works of Art, &c. &c., which English
Travellers may wish to send home.

All Kinds of Works arc taught loithout any Charge.

0 -
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FLORENCE.

G. BIANCHINI & SON,

MANUMCTUKERS OF TABLES, AND LADIES’ ORNAMENTS,
OF

FLOREWTIWE IKEOSAIC,
No. 5110. CANTO DE’ NELLI,

Near the Royal Chapel .of the Medici,

FXiORsircx:,

Invite the English Nobility and Gentry to visit their Establishment, where

may always he seen numerous Specimens of this celebrated and beautiful

Manufacture, in every description of Rare and Precious Stones. Orders for

Tables and other Ornaments executed to any Design.

Messrs. G, Bianchini §• Son's Agents in England are

MESSRS. J. & R. M'CRACKEN, 7. OLD JEWRY, LONDON.

XTAIiT .-Ronxz:.

ITALIAN LANGUAGE,
signor Armellini,

74. Via della Cbooe Rome,

Begs to inform the English Nobility and
Gentry, that his Terms for Instruction in

the Italian Language are Six Pauls a I.es.

son, at the Pupil’s Residence in any part

of Rome. (They are mentioned by mistake

in Handbook for Central Italy, p. 251., as

ten pauls.)

coBiiZiifTZ orr the bhiive.

DR. YONGE,

ENGLISH PHYSICIAN,

RESIDING AT COBLENTZ,

No. 409. Castor Puffer Stb.assb.

MAYENCE ON THE RHINE.

T. NACHAIANN AND SONS,

BAIVKERS.
The exchange OFFICE is vis-a-vis the TOYTN'-HALL.

ENGLISH IS SPOKEN HERE.

-©©
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EXCELiEITT TBAVEEEIKTC COOTPAWIOKr.

Just published, in One Volume, Demy Octavo, neatly bound in Cloth, price 1 3s.

HA\DY Ai\«Y:
^ Cale of JLifc.

BY SAMUEL LOVER, ESQ.
AUTHOR OF “ RORY o’mORE,” ETC.

WITH

twenty-four: CHARACTERISTIC ILLUSTRATIONS ON STEEL
BY.THE AUTHOR.

“ Who that can read would be without so entertaining a companion as

‘ Handy Andy ?
’ ”— Literary Gazette.

LONDON: FREDERICK LOVER, PATERNOSTER ROW.

MATEUTCE.

HESSIAN HOTEL.
This Hotel is situated close to the Rhine,

near the spot for the Landing and Departure

of the Passengers in the Steam Boats ; the

Terminus of the Railroad to Frankfort
and WiESBADE.s being but a few minutes’

walk from the House.

TRAVELLERS will meet with every

possible Accommodation and Comfort.

TABLE D’HOTE every Day at 1 o’clock.

DINNERS served at any Hour.

FRAI^KFORT O. 2VC.

MR. GEORGE SCHEPELER,
AT THE RoSSMARKT, FrANKPOKT O. M.,

Keeps a general Warehouse and Shop of Tea,
Coffee, Sugar, and all sorts of English,
French, Italian, Gcnnan, and Foreign Ar-
ticles and Groceries, inclusive of Tobacco,
Havana Segars, and all sorts of Rhenish,
French, and Spanish Wines and Lquors.

The greatest part of the English Residents
here are accustomed to apply ito the said
Warehouse for their Wants with great con.
lidence, finding themselves In every respect
perfectly contented there.

WILLIAM FRANK,
Saddler and Coacli« maker,

Grosse Sandgasse, K. 55,

AT

FRiLN-RFORT O. IVI.

IVIAYEXirCE.

G. FABER, BOOKSELLER,
C. 116-12, Ludwig-Street,

Coi'ner of Fust-Street, near the Theatre^

Begs to announce that he has constantly on
hand a large Assortment of French, En-
glish, German, and other Books, Travellers’
Guides, Maps, Prints, picturesque Views of
the most remarkable Places, as well as other
literary Works, Ancient and Modern, which
he takes this opportunity of offering to the
Public at the most reasonable Prices.

AZX- 1.A-CHAP SliXiZ:

.

F. A. MAYER,
Bookseller, 1069. Buciiel-Street,

AVar the first Bathing Houses,

To be found there the Newest Works in En-

f
lish, German, French, and other Languages

;

..atin, Greek, and Modern Classics ; Maps,
Post-Hooke, Panoramas, Engravings ; a rich
Collection of Music« and the best Graphical
and Medical Works on Atx-LA-CiiArELLB
and the .Spas of Germany, &c. Reading
Hoorn

; only there to be had, English (Times,
Globe, and Galignani’s Messenger), French
and Gcnnan Papers and Reviews. Circu-
lating Library, English, French, and German
Books. Agency of the General Steam Na-
vigation Company. Editor of the “ Gazette ”

of Aix-la-Chapelle. Any Information
given also on the .Steamers of the Rhine.
Book of Addresses for Gentlemen residing
in Town.

0
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Second Edition.

REVISED AND CONSIDERABLY ENLARGED, WITH ADDITIONAL
ENGRAVINGS OF PATTERNS, ETC., PRICE lOs. 6rf.

THE

HAND-BOOK OF NEEDLEWORK;
BEING

JEL COMPI.ETZ: GUIDE
TO

EVERT KIND OF DECORATIVE NEEDLEWORK, CROCHET,
KNITTING, AND NETTING,

WITH

A BRIEF HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF EACH ART.

BY

M I S S L A M B E J1 T,

(of New Burlington Strf.et.)

Contents.
CHAF.

I. Introduction.

II. Tapestry.

III. Materials in General.

IV. Wool.
V. Silk.

VI. Gold and Silver.

VII. Chenille, Braid, etc.

VIII. Canvas.
IX. Berlin Patterns.

X. Implements.

XI. Drawing Patterns for Em-
broidery, Braiding, etc.

XIL Framing Work.

CHAP.

XIII Embroidery.
XIV. Stitches.

XV. Canvas Work.
XVI. Braiding and Applique.
XVII. Bead Work.

XVIII. Crochet.

XIX. Knitting. ,

XX. Netting.

XXI. Needlework of the English
Queens and Princesses.

I XXII. Conclusion— “ The Praise

I

of the Needle.”

With One Hundred and Fifteen Engravings on Wood, of Patterns,

Implements, Sfc,

“ The most curious, complete, and erudite treatise on the Art of Needle-

work that has, probably, ever been compiled. The variety, fulness,

and systematic arrangement of the book, not to say one word about its

numerous engravings, and the remarkably elegant style in which it is

‘gotten up,’ demand unmixed applause.”

—

Atlas.

“ An eminently practical work
;
clear in its explanations, precise in its

directions, natural in its arrangement. The style is simple and easy j the

collateral information abundant. Its value is enhanced by historical

notices, which have been prepared with judgment and knowledge, and are

not disfigured by the slightest affectation.”— Polytechnic Review.

Xiondon : John IMCurray, Albemarle Street.

o
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1

DEOOKATIVE NEEDLEWORK.

MISS I.AMBZ:ilT,

3. NEW BURLINGTON STREET,

(three doors from regent street,)

X.ON'BON’.

FINISHED AND COMMENCED WORKS OF EVERT KIND, AND THE

CHOICEST MATERIALS.

i.x:£'s

Polyglott

Washing:

Books
for ladies.

Bitto
FOR GENTLEMEN.

English |r French,

English If Italian,

English If German,

i It. each.

Foreig'n

BETTER

PAPER,

Extra Large Size,

VERY THIN,

Is. per Quire,

18s. per Rm.

PASSPORTS,
Modnted upon Linen or Vellum, and inserted in MOROCCO or RUS-
SIA CASES, elegant or plain, with Coronet and Name, or Name only,
lettered thereon, at

JOHN LEE’S GUIDE DEPOT,
440. WEST STRARB,

TWO DOORS WEST OF LOWTHER ARCADE,

Where an EXTENSIVE collection of Guides, IIand-Books, Maps, Dic-
TioNARiEs in all Languages, and Interpreters useful for Travellers upon
the Continent or elsewhere, can be obtained, and also every Information
calculated to render a Summers Tour economical and interestin'^.O

G>
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FRANKFORT ON THE IVIAINE.

The Shop of the Tobacconist,

MR. GEORGE KREBS,
Zeil, opposite the Post Office and Hotel de Rhssie,

Is the largest Segar Shop in Frankfort.—There is a very great Selection

OF

CEKTUIWE OXiD HAVANA. SECARS Or EVERT
DESCRXFTXON, MANXEEA CHEROOTS,

&c. &c.

Besides this, Mr. KREBS deals in

TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, GROCERIES, FRENCH AND SPANISH

WINES AND LIQUORS.

HE SELLS AT MODERATE FIXED PRICES.

Mr. GEORGE KREBS is the AGENT in FRANKFORT for the

RHINE AND X.ONDON STEAIVI NAVIGATION,

BV THE STEAMEBS OF THE

EAGLE COMPANY, on the Upper Rhine, between Mayence,

Strasbourg, and B.isle :

DUSSELDORF COMPANY, on the Lower and Middle Rhine, between

Mayence, Cologne, and Rotterdam:

AND

TEE GENERAX, STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANT,

Between Rotterdam, Antwerp, Ostend, and London.

Passengers can book to any place on the Rhine and to London. Also
the fullest information will be given respecting the Arrivals and Departures

of the Steamers and other Conveyances in comnumicution with them.

0- 0
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Frankfort on tlie Blaine.

JEWELLERY.

ME. M. GOLDSCHMIDT
Has the honour to recommend his Jewel-
lery Warehodse to the notice of Travellers.

It is situated opposite the Russian Hotel,
D. 211. Zeil, aud contains at all times the

richest assortment of French, German, and
Geneva Jewellery. Mr. Goldschmidt has

also, during the summer, a second Shop,
richly assorted, at “WIESBADEN, No. 9. in

the Colonnade, near the Theatre.

French and Engliih spoken in both Shops.

COBXiElSrTZ.

MR. F. HOLSCHER,

j

Print and Sooli-seller,

I Begs leave to recommend his complete as-
sortment of VIEWS of the RHINE and

I the MOSELLE; PAN ORAMAS of CO-
;

BLENTZ, of TRIER and its Environs ;

I
designed by that well-known and eminent

;

Artist, Mr. Charle.s Bodmeu. Mr. F. II.

. flatters himself that these Works of Art

j

cannot fail to be highly interesting to all,

i
particularly to those meditating a Tour up

' the Rhine or MuscUc.

P. LAm^MANN,
SASBIiFR,

AT

Frankfort on the BTaine,

Zeil, Lit. H. No. 12.,

BUIX.SS, REPAIRS, 6. I.ETS
!

CARRIAGES.

The Town of Iiemherg.

FRANCIS FELLINGHAUER,
Kohlmakkt, No. 424. Vienna,

DEALER IN

ALL SORTS OF FANCY ARTICLES.

F. F. begs to recommend to the Nobility

and Gentry all sorts of Fancy Articles in

Bronze, Steel, Cast Iron, Mother of Pearl,

Ivory, and Granite Stone; Plated Goods;
Fancy Articles in Wood and Horn ;

Port-

folio.s, Visiting Card Cases, Cigar Cases, &c.

;

'1‘ravelling Dressing Cases, complete for

Ladies and Gentlemen ; Jewel Cases and
Watch Stands ; Rulers, Paper Knives, Seals,

and Paper Holders ; Tea Caddies and To-
bacco Cases ;

all sorts of Shooting and Tra-
velling necessaries ;

English Riding and
Driving Whips, and Sticks. He has also a
complete Assortment of Leather Fancy Ar-
ticles in the English and French style

;

genuine English and French Perfumery, all

sorts of Soaps, Pomatums, &c.; Clothes,
Hair, Tooth, and Nail Brushes.
F. F. undertakes all sorts of Commissions,

and the forwarding of Goods at home and
abroad at the lowest prices.

JOHN PALM,
Bookseller to His XVIajesty^

No. 19. Theatiner. Street,

Near the Golden Stagy

aiUlKTICK,

Begs to inform the English Gentlemen and
Ladies visiting this Capital, that his Esta-
blishment is constantly supplied with a large
Assortment of the newest English. German,
French, and Italian Publications ; Grammars,
Dictionaries, Road and Guide Books, Maps,
&c. Terms moderate. English spoken.

rRiiI^K.FOHT O. K,

THE SHOP OF

ALL SORTS OF THUNKS.

: KAULFUSS, PRAXDEL, & CO.
. Booksellers &. Publishers,

I
Kohlmarkt, II.'JO,

1 Ha« a large Collection of NEW and OI.D
I
BOOK.S in all I.angtiagc5

; .ill New I'ul)-

;

lication* aa «oon as published
; .also a large

I Afsortmentof Travelling Mans, lland-btxjks,
I Guide-books. Ike.

JOHN VAL CllEDE,
Catiiauinen Pforte K. No. 117. & 38,

One of the oldest in the Town, offers many

TOYS AlfD TRINBIETS
FOR TRKSENTS,

! as well English and Frenich ns German
j

manufactory. Here are b) bo had the bronze
copy of Ihc Ariadne of Danneckcr in dilfercnt
sizes; Genoa Silver Fllligran Articles;
Brunswick Paintings on Paper and Copper

;

Geneva Watclies, rich Gilt Table Sets,
Clocks, &c. ; Stag’s-horn Goods in great
variety, English Perfumeries, ^c. &c., at
reasonable Prices.
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CUSTOM HOUSE CHAMBERS,
Loiuer Thames Street, London.

Travellers who send Works of Art, or other valuable Property, to and
from London and the Continent, should consign them to the care of an
Agent at the Custom-House, in London, to prevent loss or damage. The
charge is the same -whether the Goods are so consigned or not.

Ulr. 3. r. CHlNN-ER-r, formerly of the Bill of Entry Office, Long
Room, Custom-House, is authorised by the Commissioners of Customs to act

as Agent for receiving and despatching Goods, and has given Bond for the

amount of 10001. for the safety of Property entrusted to him.— Those -who

address their Packages to him, should direct their Agents to send a Bill of
Lading, by post, -with instructions as to Insurance. Goods should he in-

sured in London : the expense is less, and the settlement in case of loss

more secure, than on Foreign Insurances.

77ie following are Mr. Chinneby’s principal Correspondents for receiving

and expediting Goods :—
Mavks Mr. T. Taylor.
Calais Messrs. P. Devot & Co.

Boulogne Messrs. Cary Frerbs & Co.
Paris
Bordeaux Mr. James Maguire.
Geneva Mr. B. B. Frbundler, Bue du Rhone.
Zurich Mr. G. H. Fasi.

Lucerne Messrs. Knorr & Son.
Lausanne Mr. Gaspard Ammann.

Berne Messrs. F. & K. Kupfer.
Basel Eiiinger & Co.
Nice Mr. P. Natta.
Genoa Mr. A. G. Barciii.

Marseilles Messrs. Richardson & Co.
Leghorn Messrs. Henderson Brothers.
Florence Mr. S. Lowe.
Rome Mr. W. Lowe.
Venice Messrs. Tatum & Mudie.
Naples Mr. J. S. Robertson, 47. Strnda Sta. Caterinaa Chiaja.

Vienna Messrs. Kohrmann & Co., Booksellers.

Munich Mr. G. Jacuuet, Bookseller.

Berlin MM. Burmeister Sc Strange, Booksellers.

Dresden Mr. J. Meyer, Mittlere Frauen Gasse.

Carlsbad Mr. Carl Knoll.
Carlsruhe and 7 Creuzbadbr, Bookseller.
Baden Baden J

Frankfort on Maine Mr. F. Bohler, Rye Zell D. No. 2B.

Ditto & Wiesbaden ... Mr. ,T. Val Credb, Catliarinen pforte K. No. 37 & 33.

Mayence Mr. Frederick Korn.
Codlentz Messrs. Deinhard & Jordan.
Mannheim Mr. A. Hellmann.
Cologne Mr. P. J. Casinonb.
Rotterdam Mr. A. S. Preston.
Hambro’ Mr. C. B. Arnold.
Brussels
Antwerp Mr. Breuuiony.
Aix LA CiiAPELLE Mr. Wergifosse, Banker.

Goods must be examined -when they arrive in London, therefore Packages

that are loc/ced should have the Keys attached.

O' 6
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BOOKS
roR

portmanteaux

OF

TRAVELLERS OIS" THE CONTINENT.

1. THE RURAL and DOMESTIC LIFE of GERMANY. By Wm. Howitt. 2Ij.

“ The descriptions of tlie peculiarities in the scenery and life are wonderfully exact. The
author, throughout his work, brings out the points of contrast, and on that account the
German gains more knowledge of England from this work than from many others devoted
to its description. The whole work is so superior to any similar work from the pen of an
Englishman, that the German who cares, anything about the opinions of the English must
be rejoiced at it.”— AUgemeine Zeitung, February 5. 1843.

2. NOTES of a TRAVELLER, on the Social and Political State of FRANCE,
PRUSSIA, SWITZERLAND, ITALY, and other parts of Europe. By S. Laing, Ifo.

3. MR. LAING’S TOUR in SWEDEN. 12s.

4. MR. LAING’S RESIDENCE in NORWAY. 14s.

5. GREECE AS A KINGDOM: a Statistical Description of that Country.
Strong, Bavarian Consul at Athens. L5s.

By F.

6. MUSIC and MANNERS in FRANCE and NORTH GERMANY. By H. F.
Chorley. U.Ils.6d.

7. MOUNTAINS and LAKES of SWITZERLAND. By Mrs. Bray. 3Is. 6d.

8. A GEOGRAPHICAL, STATISTICAL, and HISTORICAL DICTIONARY. By
J. R. M’Cclloch. 4/.

9. SIDNEY HALL’S NEW GENERAL LARGE LlBRARYj ATLAS of Fifty-
three coloured MAPS. Colombia folio, 9L 9s.

10. THE HISTORY of FRANCE. By E. E. Crowe. 18s.

11. LIVES of the MOST EMINENT FOREIGN STATESMEN. By G. P. R.
James. 30s.

12. The HISTORY of MARITIME and INLAND DISCOVERY. By D. W.
CootEY. 18s.

13. SIR EDWARD SEAWARD’S NARRATIVE of his SHIPWRECK. By Mt-ss
Jane Porter. 21s.

14. THE HISTORY of the NETHERLANDS. By T. C. Grattan. 6s. !

15. LIVES of the MOST EMINENT FRENCH WRITERS. By Mbs. Shelley. 12s.

of the MOST EMINENT LITERARY MEN of ITALY, SPAIN, andPORTUGAL. By Mrs. Shelley. 18s.

KNCYCLOP.ff;DIA of ARCHITECTURE. By J. Gwilt. 1000 Woodcuts,

18. An ENCYCLOPyEDIA of GEOGRAPHY. By H. Murray. 1100 Woodcuts. 3i.

19 A DIAMOND LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. A Guide to the Meaning,
Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin classical Words. By the Rev. J. E. Riddle. 4i.

20. MAUNDER’S TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE. 8s. Cd.

21. MAUNDER’S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY. 8s. Gd.

22. MAUNDER’S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURY. 10s.

Xiondon : Ziongman, Brown, Green, and Xiongmans.

0 0
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THE TRAVELLERS’ CCMPLETE AND PORTABLE EDITION

OF

LORD BYRON’S POETICAL WORKS.
IN ONE VOLUME,

Royal 8VO, 15s.

“ I twine
My hopes of being remember’d in my line,

With my hind’s language.”.
Childe Harold.

This Edition contains all tlie Poetical Works, together with the whole of
the Notes by

—

SiH Walter Scott,

Lord Jeffrey,
Profe.ssor Wilson,

Bishop ITeber,

J. G. Lockhart,
George Ellis,

Thomas Campbell,
Rev. H. H. Milman,
Thomas Moore, &c.

given in the various editions of 183.3. It is beautifully printed, from a new
type cast expressly for the occasion ; and is embellished with a splendid

Portrait of the Noble Poet, a View of Newstead Abbey engraved in the best

style, and a page of fac-similes of the Hand-writing of Lord Byron at dif-

ferent iieriods of his life.

For travellers and tourists, at home and abroad, this Companion will be

found in every way complete.

The Volume is very handsomely bound in strong durable cloth.

Price Fifteen Shillings.

%» “ Tlic reading whlcli Sir Humphrey D.ivy preferred, while at Ravenna, was Lord
Byron’s Poems, of which he procured a convenient travelling copy, in one volume. ”

—

Life qf Sir Humphrey Davy.

Also, uniform with the above,

LORD BYRON’S LIFE & PROSE WORKS,
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME,

With Portraits of Lord Byron at six different periods of his Life,

aiid a View of Newstead by Moonlight.

Royal 8vo, 205.

Travellers are cautioned against purchasing Foreign Editions of

English Works, as by recent Acts of Parliament, tlic importation of even

A Single Copv is prohibited, and will be seized at the Custom-house.

LONDON: JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET.
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JOHN MAEIA FARINA,

OPPOSITE THE JULICn’S PLACE,

COXiOGITE O. SHZTfE,

PCRVEXOR TO HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA, TO HIS MAJESTY

THE KING OF PRUSSIA, ETC.

OP

THE ONLY GENUINE EAU DE COLOGNE.

The frequency of mistakes, which are sometimes accidental, but for the

most part the result of deception practised by interested individuals, induces

me to request the attention of all English travellers to the foUo'wing state-

ment.
Since the first establishment of my house in 1706, there has never been

any partner in the business who did not bear the name of Fahina, nor has

the manufacture of a second and cheaper quality of Eau de Cologne ever

been attempted. Since 1827, however, several inhabitants of Cologne have
entered into engagements with Italians of the name of Farina, and, by
employing that name, have succeeded tc a very great extent in foisting an
inferior and spurious article upon the Public.

In the year 1836 a Mrs. Aldenbruck established a manufactory of Eau
de Cologne under the the firm of “ J. M. Farina,” at 2. Frederick WUhelin
Street

; and, in order to render the deception more complete, carried on
business for some time, under the firm and address of J. M. Farina, opposite

the Julich’s Place, No. 2. This imposition was speedily put a stop to by
the interference of the authorities ; but Mrs. Aldenbruck has since taken a
shop in the neighbourhood of my house, Unter Goldschmidt, No. 6., and
has now opened another in a small house near the Julich’s Place, No. 4.

I therefore beg to inform all strangers visiting Cologne that my Establish-
ment, which has existed since 1706, is exactly opposite the Julich’s Place,
forming the comer of the two streets, Unter Goldschmidt and Oben
Marspforten

; and, that it may be the more easily recognised, I have had the
Arms of England and Prussia put up in front of the house. By calling the
attention of the public to this notice, I hope to check that system of imposi-
tion which has been so long practised towards foreigners, by coachmen,
valets de place, and others who receive bribes from the vendors of the
many spurious compounds sold under my name.

J. ISl. FARINA.

My Custom-House Agents in London are

MESSRS. J. & R. M'CRACKEN, 7. OLD JEAVRY.
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PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL

STHATa NAVIGATION COIMEFANV.

Offices, No. 51. St. Mary Axe, London, and 57. High Street,

Southampton.

PRESENT ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMPANY.
Horse Horse

Tons. Power. Tons. Power.
Hindostan 520 Montrose
Bentinck 520 Iberia

Oriental '1.50 Liverpool (2)
Great Liverpool... 4G4 Pacha
Tagus
Royal Tar

306
260 Cairo 3

Steamers, on the Nile.

Braganza 260 Atfeh — Steam Tug, on Alexandria
Lady May Wood... 250 Canal.

STEAM TO XirSIA VIA ECTFT.

(Passengers are now booked tbrougli by the Company, including Transit

through Egypt, and every Expense from embarking at Southampton to

landing at Bombay, Ceylon, IMadras, or Calcutta.

Average lengtli of passage to Bombay - - - 35 days.

Ditto Calcutta - - - 45 days.)

England to Alexandria.— The ORIENTAL, Capt. J. Soy, 1673

tons and 450 horse power, and GREAT LIVERPOOL, Capt. A. M'Leod,

1540 tons itnd 464 horse power, start alternately from SOUTHAMPTON
on the 1st, .and from FALMOUTH with the Mails on the 2d of EVERY
MONTH, and arrive at ALEXANDRIA in about 15 days, including a

Stay of 6 Hours at Gibraltar, and of 24 Hours at Malta.

TRAirSIT THR01TGH EGYPT.
Alexandria to Cairo.— The Company have commodious Passage

Boats upon the Mahmoudie Canal towed by a POWERFUL STEAM
TUG ;

and on the NILE, the Iron Steamers CAIRO and LOTUS.

Cairo to Suez.— Passengers are conveyed by commodious Carriages

for 4 persons ;
also Saddle Horses, Donkies, and Sedans. Passengers should

apply to Mr. James Davidson, the Company’s Superintendant in Egypt,

and to Mr. H. Levick, Agent at Suez.

Suez to Bombay.— The Honorable East India Company’s Steamer

starts from Suez about the 22d of every Month as soon as the Pjissengcrs by

the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company’s Steamer to

Alexandria have arrived on board.

Rates or Passage fiiom England to Bombay, including Expense

OF Transit through Egypt.

For a Gentleman
For a Lady

- .£114 a».

- £l!iO Oj.

0 0
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SUEZ TO CEYEON, 1VXA.DRAS, AWD CA.ECUTTA.

The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company’s Steamer,

HINDOSTAN, 1800 tons, 520 horse power, will start from Suez on or

about 22d May, 22d September, and 22d ^December, 1843, and at in-

tervals of3 months afterwards ; and, in the intermediate^months. Government

Steamers will run on that line.

The BENTINCK, sister vessel to the HINDOSTAN, will leave South-

ampton on the 24th of August, 1843, for Calcutta, and will run alternately

with the Hindustan between Suez and Calcutta, touching at Ceylon and

Madras, leaving Calcutta on the 15th of December, 1843, on her first trip

for Suez.

Rates of Passage from England to Calcutta, including Expense
OF Transit through Egypt.

For a Gentlemen, lowest Rate - - . - .£143 0
For a Lady ditto - - - - 133 0

These Rates include Table, Vines, &c. ; also Cabin, Furniture, and Fittings, Bedding,
Linen, and Steward’s Fees.

Baggage should not exceed 300 lbs. each passenger, packed in trunks of
portable size and weight.

STEAIVX TO aXAETA, ZOiaXAir XSEANES, ZTAEY, &c.
To Malta by the ORIENTAL or GREAT LIVERPOOL, 1st of
every month. From Malta, steamers twice a month to Corfu, &c., and
three times a month to Civita Veechia, Naples, &c. This is hy far the
most economical and convenient mode of conveyance for families visiting

Italy.

STEAm TO VXCO, OPORTO, EXSBOST, CABXZ,
ANB CXBRAETAR.

One of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company’s Mail
contract Steamers from Southampton every Saturday at 4 p. »i.

; and from
Falmouth, with the Mails, on the Monday following. Passage to Lisbon,
5 days ; to Gibraltar, 8 days.

STEAM TO ATHENS, SMYRNA, CONSTANTXNOPEE,
AN1> TREBXZONl>.

Occasional trips, for which see Newspaper Advertisements. Expense of
the voyage'out and home, including handsome Table and all charges, ‘701.

Travellers in the East will find this a much more agreeable and expeditious
mode of returning to England than by the Danube, which, the vessels having
to navigate against the current, is very tedious.

N<4£.— Passengers who book to India, Malta, or tho Levant, may have the nrlvilece of
visiting, VITHOUT ADDITIONAL CHARGE, every Port in PENINSULA
or MEDITERRANEAN at which the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company's Steamers call.

o-

Bombay

Calcutta....
MAURA.S
Ceylon .......

Aden
Suez
Alexanduia

FOllElGN AGENTS.
.Maegregor, IJrownrigg, &

Co.
.1. K. Rngicdue.
C. Hidcn.
.T. Twynham.
.L. Thomas.
.11. Lcvick.
.Briggs & Co. (Agents),

James Davidson (Super-
intendent).

(’ONSTANTINOPLK..
Smyrna
Atiihnr
Malta

Gibraltar..
Cadi7,
Llhuon
Oporto
Vioo

Hanson & Co.
1*. Abbott.
.Green.& Dixon.
O. C. KdmomT (Superin-

tendent).
."W. J. Smith.
.Hijosde Pedro dc Zulucta.
.J. Vanzcller 8c Sons.
.A. Millf.k.
.Menendez 8c Barcena.

o
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LIST
OF THE

[STHAM BOATS
BETWEEN

ENGLAND AND THE CONTINENT,
BELONGING TO THE

«E\ERAl STEAM AAVKATWH COJIPAA’Y,
IN COIUiESPONDENCE WITH

The RHINE STEAMERS of the DUSSELDORF COMPANY for

the Lower ami Mihdie Rhine, and ithose of the BASLE EAGLE
COMPANY for tlie Upi'er Rhine, as far ns Basle, by which Conveyances
Passengers can book from London to any Place on the Rhine, or vice versa,

at tile reduced Fares mentioned hereunder.

Offices in LONDON, 69 . Lombard Street, 37 . Regent Circus,
Piccadilly, and 35 . Leadenhall Street, tvliere Berths can be
secured.

From and to the CUSTOM HOUSE or TOWER.
To Hamburg: (with Her Majesty’s Mails), every Wednesday and Saturday

morning early.

Returning every Tuesday and Friday night, according to

tide. Fares: — Chief Cabin, 4/.; Fore Cabin, S/.; Children

under JO Years of Age, half-price; 4- Wheel Carriages, 10/.;

2-AVheel, 6/. ; Horses, 7/. ; Dogs, 20s. each.

To Havre, once every Week.

From and to BRUNSWICK WHARF, BLACKWALL, LONDON.
To Rotterdam (with Her Majesty’s IMails) every Wednesday and Satur-

day morning at ^ before 10 o’clock.

Returning every Wednesday and Saturday morning.

To Antwerp, every Thursday, at 12 o’clock noon,

Returning every Sunday afternoon.

Fares to Rotterdam or .Antwerp : — Chief Cabin, 42s.
; Fore

Cabin, 32s. 6rf. ; Children under 10 Years of Age, half-price;

Coach, 6/. ;
Chariot, 51. ;

Caleche, 4/. ; 2-Wheel Carriages,

3/. ; Horses, 6/. ;
Dogs, 10s. each.

From and to LONDON BRIDGE AVHARF,
To Ostend, every Wednesday and Saturday morning.

Returning every Tuesday and Friday night, according to tide.

Fares;— Chief Cabin, 30s.; Fore Cabin, 25s.; Children

under 10 Years of Age, half-price; 4-Wheel Carriages, 4/. 4s. ;

2- Wheel, 2/. 2s.; Horses, AL 4s.
; Dog-s 5s. each.

(t:-
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General Steam XJavlg^ation Company— continued.

To Calais, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday mornings,

returning every Sunday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday

night, according to tide.

To Boulogne, every Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday morning, return-

ing every Monday, Thursday, and Saturday night, according to

tide. Fares to Calais or Boulogne : — Chief Cabin, 20s. ; Fore

Cabin, 15s.; Children under 10 Years of Age, half-price;

4-Wheel Carriages, 3/. ; 2-Wheel, 11. 10s. ; Horses, 21.
;
Dogs,

5s. each.

Also from BRIGHTON to

DIEPPE HAVRE
From and to Kingston Railway Wharf, From and to Kingston Railway Wharf,
-Shoreham Harbour, calling at Brighton Shoreham Harbour, every Tuesday and
Pier, weather permitting, every Wednes- Friday morning, returning every Sunday
day and Saturday morning, returning and Wednesday night, according to tide,

every Monday and Thursday night, ac-
cording to tide.

Fares: —’Chief Cabin, 20s.
;
Fore Cabin, 15s. ; Children under 10 Years

of Age, half-price
; 4-Wheel Carriages, 31. 3s. ; 2-Wheel 21. 2s. ; Horses,

21. 10s. ; Dogs, 5s. each.

HOME STATION.S. '

London and Edinburgh and Leith, from and to Brown’s Wharf, near
the West India Dock Tavern, Poplar, every Saturday evening, and every
alternate Wednesday at 10 in the evening.

From and to Down’s Wharf, East Smithfield.

Newcastle every Wednesday and Saturday, at 8 in the evening.

I
Sunderland every Tuesday at 7 in the evening.

1 Hull every Tuesday and Friday, at 8 in the morning.
Yarmouth every Saturday at 6 in the evening.
Ramsgate daily at 9 in the morning, from London Bridge Wharf.

RHINE STEAM NAVIGATION.
DUSSELDORF COMPANY.

From Rotterdam every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday morning,
at

J
past 6 o’clock, to Cologne, Bonn, Coblence, and Mayence.

From Diisseldorf, Cologne, Bonn, Coblence to Mayence daily.
From Mayence, Coblence, Bonn to Cologne and Dusseldorf daily.
Irom Mayence, Coblence, Bonn, Cologne, and Dusseldorf to Rotterdam,

every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday in 36 hours. N. B.
Monday and Ihursday’s departure are in immediate correspondence with
the General Steam Navigation Coraiiany’s Steam Ships from Rotterdam
to London, thereby performing the journey from Frankfurt or Mayence in
72 hours.

BASLE EAGLE COMPANY.
Mannheim, Knielingen (Carlsruhc), IlFetshcim (Baden-

Baden), and Xehl (Strasbourg), and vice versa daily,
troin Kehl (Strasbourg) to Basle, three times a week.

6
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General Steam TTavigation Company— continued.

The direct FARES from LONDON to the RHINE are the
FOI.LOWING, VIZ.

Via ROTTERDAM.

From LONDON
to the following

Places.

Out or Single
Journey.

Out and Home, or
Double Journey.

Out or Single Journey,
Exclusive of Land Conveyance.

Chief Chief Fore Chief Fore Chief Pore
Cabin. 2,Cabin. Cabin. Cabin. Cabin. Cabin. Cabin. Cabin.

L. t. d. 4 . d. L. t. d. L. $. d. L. s. J. L. t. d. L. 1. d. L. «. d.

Du6Bcldorf 2 16 6 1 18 11 4 10 0 3 0 0

Cologne 2 18 G 1 19 10 4 10 0 3 0 0

2 19 9 2 0 6 4 13 0 3 2 3 2 3 3 13 3 1 11 5 5 8

Neuweid - 3 3 11 2 2 4 5 1 0 3 7 6 2 8 1 15 2 I 16 2 6

Coblencc - 3 4 11 2 2 10 5 1 0 3 7 6 2 9 0 15 6 I 17 0 8 0

3 10 1 2 5 2 5 8 0 3 13 0 2 13 9 17 9 2 1 9 10 3

3 11 ] 2 5 9 5 8 0 3 13 0 2 15 3 18 5 2 3 2 10 11

Wiesbaden 3 11 9 2 6 4 5 10 0 3 13 G 2 IG 0 1 19 0 2 3 9 11 6

3 11 4 2 5 10 5 8 0 3 13 0 2 15 5 18 6 2 3 5 1 n 0

3 15 G 2 8 8 5 14 10 3 17 7 2 19 6 2 4 2 7 6 13 10

Knielingen 4 0 4 2 11 8 6 1 7 4 2 2 3 3 0 2 4 2 11 9 16 7

4 3 4 2 13 10 G 6 3 4 5 0 3 6 10 2 G 6 2 14 10 1 19 0

Kehl—Strasbourg 4 7 6 2 16 10 6 13 0 4 9 7 3 11 0 2 9 6 .2 19 0 2 2 0

Basle 4 15 G 3 2 6 7 7 6 6 1 8 3 19 0 2 15 3 13 7 0 2 7 0

Via ANTWERP, Via OSTEND,
and from Cologne, and from Cologne.

Children under Ten years of age, half-price. For Dogs half the price of Fore Cabin is

charged. On Carriages and Horses booked in London direct for the Khine, a considerable

reduction is also made.
. . . , . , j .

TICKETS, NOT TBaNSFF.BABLE, Serviceable for any period during the current year, for

the voyage OUT and HOME, are given via KOTTEKDAM, with a considerable reduction

on the return fare, and with the option to the Passengers of proceeding or returning by the

General Steam Navigation Company’s Steamers, via ANTWERP. or OSTEND free of

^'pMsenge *s' proceeding by Belgium, who may not have secured to themselves Tickets in

London for the Rhine, may obtain the same between Cologne and any place on the Rhine,

as far as KEHL (Strasbourg) and BASLE, of Mr. W. Middleton, Agent of the General

Steam Navigation Company, 92, Montagne de la Cour, Brussels.

Further information, and Monthly Bills specifying Fares and the days

and hours of the departures of the General Steam Navigation Company’s

Ships, as well as in regard to the Rhine, may be obtained by applying at

69. Lombard Street, 37. Regent Circus, and 35. Leadenhall Street, London,

and of the following AGENT S :

THE
Edinburgh...

Newcastle ..

Sunderland.
Brighton.....

Hull
Yarmouth ...

Hamburg ....

Rotterdam

.

Antwerp....
OSTBND
Gand
Liege

VIZ. OF

GENERAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY.
.Mr. R. W. Hamilton, 21 Wa-
terloo Place.

.Messrs. A. Parker & Co.

.Mr. Wm. French.

.Mr. P. Black, French Con-
sular Agent, 8 Castle Square.

.Mr. H. D. Pauling.

.Mr. Cherry.

.Mr. G. Delaval.
,.Mr. Wm. Smith, and Mr.

P. A. van Es.
.Mr. C. Brequigny.
.Mr. R. St. Amour.
..Mr. I. van Aken.
.Mr. Yates, Place Lambert.

Cologne ...Mr. I. SImonis, 2 Fredrfc
Wilhelm Street.

Calais ...Mr. V. Speiers.

Boulognb......Mr. W. Hughes, and lif. De«
lattrc.

Dieppe ...Mr. G. Chapman.
Havre ...Mr. P. Albrecht.

Bourn ...Mr. Clay Newton.
Paris ...Mr. Levy, 9 Bue de la Paix,

and
Brussrls.... ...Mr. William Middleton, 92

Montagne de la Cour, at

whose Office Travellers can

book and reouro Berths to

I.,ondon via Antwerp and
Ostend.
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General Steam TiTavig'ation Company— continued.

AGENTS OF THE DUSSELDORF COMPANY.
Rotterdam ...Mr. I. P. de Cock.
Emmerich Messrs. Salzmann & Co.
Dcsseldorf ..The Company’s Chief Office.

Aix-la-Chapelle, Mr. L. feohnen.
Cologne Mr. I. P. Hagen, 22 & 24

Thurraarkt, and on the
Rhine.

Bonn Mr. F. Burckart.
CoBLENCE Mr. Wirth.
Neuwied Mr. I. Ctesar.

Bjngen Mr. A. Fischer.

Biedehich..7jj^
F. Schott.

\\ lESBADEN. i
Mayence Dr. Strecker.

(“Mr. Thomas Fletcher,' at

Messrs. Gogel, Koch, & Co.

Mr. G. Krebs, Zeil, opposite

I_ the Post Office.

Mannheim Mr. A. Hclmann.

Frankfort

AGENTS OF THE BASLE EAGLE COMPANY.
Mayence Mr. Lorum.
Worms Mr. Goldmann.
Mannheim Mr. Reichard.
KNTELiNGEN...Mr. Emst Glock.

rMr. Heinrich Rosenfetd.
Cablsrche.v Messrs. I. Geisendorfer, .and

C Chadouet.
Ipfezheisi Mr. Holzer.
Baden-Baden, Mr. Soehnlein.
Kehl Mr. E. Glueckher.

STBASBUHG....Mr.
The Company’s Chief Office,

whose Booking Offices are

—

In the Hotel the “ Three
Kings.”

I
In the Hotel the “ Stork.”
Mr. Maehly-Lamy, Reposi-
tory, opposite the landing

. place.

Basle .

FOR ROTTERDAM!
AND

.\LL PLACES ON THE EHINE,

WELL-KNOWN, ELEGANT, AND POWERFUL STEAM-SHIP

BATAVIER,
D. DUNLOP, COMMANDER,

Leaves ST. KATHERINE’S WHARF, where Passengers walk on board, every Sunday
Morning, and Rotterdam for London every Tuesday.
This Vessel is Indirect communication with the Boats of the Netherlano Company,

which leave Rotterdam daily, one of which, the NETHEULANDKU, leaves on Tuesday
Morning expressly for the Passengers per Batavier, direct to Mannheim, and all inter-
mediate places, arriving there on Thursday.

Passage Money. First Cabin. Second Cabin. State Cabm. '

£ s. d. £ 8, d. £ .1. (1.

[ From London to Rotterdam 2 2 0 1 12 G 4 0 0
„ Cologne 2 IS G 1 19 10 4 0 0
n Coblentz 3 4 11 2 2 10 4 0 9
It Mayence 3 114 2 5 10 4 10 0

Mannheim 3 l.'i C 2 8 8 5 3 0
Shre^k 4 0 4 2 11 10 5 0 0

y« Strasburg 4 7 7 2 IG 10 6 19 G
” Basle - . . 5 0 2 3 5 1

The State Cabins on deck arc particularly airy and convenient for families. Passengers^ long as they please at any place, and resume their voyage when convenient,
rickets are given for the voyage out and home at a considerable reduction.
For further Particulars apply to Mr. W. May, 123. Fenchurch Street; Messrs. Hopman

and ScHBNK, 4. Vine Street, Mlnories
; Chaplin’s Office, Regent Circus ; or IIore’s Office,

18. Strand.

0- 0
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THE ENGLISH INSTITUTION,
MiHirKrHEIIVZ,

CONDUCTED BY DR. LO\^LL,
AUTHOR OF “ THE PRACTICAL GERMAN GRAMMAR,” “ E.XERCISES

IN GERMAN COMPOSITION,” ETC.

This Kstnyilishmont was founded in the year
1H36, under the especial patronage of 1-1. U.
n. the Grand Duchess Stephanie of Baden,
for the education of a limited number of
youths who, steadily pursuing the classical,
mathematical, and other studies preparatory

I

to the universities, the military colleges, &c.
acquire also a rapid and thorough knowledge
of the French .and German langimgcs

; these
are taught by masters resident in the insti-
tute and are const.antly spoken.
Dr. Lovell liaving lately ‘purchased exten-

sive and airy premises in the best part of the
tow’n, the Institute now presents many ad-
vantages, in addition to those which have in-
sured its success during tlie six years of its

existence. The dormitories are numerous
and healthily situated (each pupil having of
course, a separate bed) ; tlie school rooms
spacious, and a large pl.ay ground and a
garden adjoining the building.
The studies vary according to the future

destination ; of the pupil; but the gcncr.al
course of tuition comprises the Latin and
Greek classics,'ancient and modern history,
geography with mapping, the use of tlie

globes, philosophical re.^dings, .and the vari-
ous branches of the mathem.atics. The
vounger pupils are carefully instructed in
English orthograpliy and reading, the prin-
ciples of gr.immar, the ilrst rules of arith-
metic, andjthc outlines of history .and geo-
graphy ; and, while diligently applying
themselves to the German and French lan-
guages, their progress in these is gre.atly

facilitated by their being forced to use them
as a medium for conversation, and thus im-
printing on their memory by actual practice

,

the theorv acquired from their books. In
every study, the exertions of the teacher arc
directed to give the scholar 'a well grounded
knowledge ^ the rudiments qf it; for this

end no pains are spared, because without it

all efforts w'ould be futile.

The household is under the superintend-
ence of Mrs. Lovell, a German, .and ail

possible attention is paid to the health, com-
fort, and moral welfare of the pupils. The
religious instruction of the Englisn pupils is

entirely under the guidance of the director,

who, cautiously abstaining from introducing
it as a mere part of school study, is sedulously
engaged with instilling into the minds of his

charge, a due respect mr and a correct know-
ledge of the principles of the Christian
faith. Dr. Lovell will feel gratified by a re-

ference to the friends of any who have been,
or still are students in the Institute, as it

will fully satisfy the most scrupulous, upon
those and all other points.

Mannheim presents mai^ advantages for

the eduuition of youth. The town is quiet
and well regulated, and amply provided with
able masters for the various accomplish-
ments of music, drawing, dancing, &c. And

the excellence of the climate is sufficiently
attested by the perfect health enjoyed by
every one in the establishment. The com-
munication with England is easy and expe-
ditious, by means of the steam boats : these
leave London daily, and Hull twice per week
for Rotterdam, whence a line of boats con-
ducts to Mannheim. From London hither
the passage occupies about six days, the
return passage nearly four d.ays, and the ex-
pence either way, every thing included, is

about five pounds. For children under 10
years of a^e the fare is reduced one half, and
they may in perfect security be conflded to
the charge of the captain of the vessel that
leaves the English port.
THE TERMS, comprising the usual

studies, in a liberal English Education, to-
gether with the French and German Lan-
guages are
For boarders under 12 years 40 gs. per an.

... ... 15 ... 45

... above that age 50

Drawing, Dancing, .and Fencing, are each
3 guineas, and the Italian language and
Music eacli 6 guineas per annum extr.a.

The p.aymeuts are made quarterly in ad-
vance, and three months* notice is required
previous to the removal of a pupil. The
qu.arter begins with the time of entrance.
The vacation is .annu.ally one month, from
the 15th July: the boarders can either return
home or remain in the Institute during this
period. Every pupil should be provided
with a moderate stock of clothing, a knife
and fork, spoon and six towels.
The foliow'ing urc the books chiefly used

by the Englisli pupils in the school, besides
those in the French and. German languages.
For the elder class,~ Goldsmith’s Geogr.a-
phy ; a modern and .ancient Atlas ; Ellis’s

L.atin Exercises ; Bland's Hexameters and
Pentameters

;
Eton Latin Gr.ammar ; Bake-

wcll's Philosophical Conversations
; Paley’s

Moral Philosophy ; Hutton’s Arithmetic

;

Bridge’s Algebra ; Williams’ Symbolical
Euclid ; Graiius ad Parnassum

;
Kntick’s

Latin Dictionary
; a Greek Lexicon ; Cross-

man’s Questions, and a Bible and Prayer-
book. For the younger class ;— Goldsmith’s
History of England ; Carpenter’s Spelling-
book

;
Pinnock’s Catechism of the History

of Englandl; Reid’s Elements of Geography

;

a modern Atlas ; an Arithmetic ; Cross-
man’s Questions, and a Bible and Prayer-
book. Geography, history, mythology, and
the rudiments of arithmetic, are also studied

in French and German.
References mid all further information

may bo obtained of Frrdekick I.over, Pub-
lisher .and Advertising Agent, Aldinc Cham-
bers, Paternoster Row, London; Mbssks.
Galignani, Paris ; and of Dr. Lovell,
Mannheim.

March, 1843.
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2 MR. MURRAY’S HAND-BOOKS—co/Rire«c</.

HAND-BOOK OF THE HISTORY OF PAINTING—ITALY : from

the Age of Constantine the Great to the Present Time. Frorn the German of

Kugler. By a Lady j and Edited with Notes by C. L. Easti.ake, H.A. Post 8vo. 13s.

“ This Work is intended as a short and easily intelligible guide, pointing out to

the unlearned the leading styles of Art—and to serve as a preparation for a visit to

the collections of Painting on the Continent, and in our own Country."

HAND-BOOK FOR FRANCE—NORMANDY, BRITTANY, The
Rivers LOIRE, SEINE, RHONE, and GARONNE; The FRENCH ALPS,

DAUPHINE, PROVENCE, and the PYRENEES. With 5 Maps. Post 8vo. 12«.

HAND-BOOK FOR MODERN EGYPT AND THEBES. • By Sir

Gardner Wilkinson. With Maps. Nearly Ready.

HAND-BOOK FOR SPAIN, ANDALUSIA, GRANADA, &c. With
MapA Nearly Ready.

HAND-BOOK FOR ENGLAND AND WALES, Part I. : Inq^uding

the Lakes ok CUMBERLAND, YORKSHIRE, NORTH and SOUTH WALES,
DERBYSHIRE, the MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS, &o. Map. Post 8vo.

/n Preparation.

HAND-BOOK FOR LONDON ; A Complete Guide to Strangers,

alphabetically arranged, so as to facilitate reference. Post 8vo. Nearly Ready.

HAND-BOOK TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY; WINDSOR
|

CASTLE
;
HAMPTON COURT

;
DULWICIf GALLERY ;

SOANE’S MUSEUM

;

A.VD BARRY'S PICTURES, By Mrs. Jambso.v. 2 voIs. post 8vo. 18j.

HAND-BOOK FOR WINDSOR -AND ETON : A Guide to the
PALACE, PICTUREl-GALLERY, and GARDENS. By Edward Jessb, Esq.

Third Thousand. Fcap. 8vo,, 2s. 6d.

HAND-BOOK FOR HAMPTON COURT : A Guide to the PALACE,
PICTURE-GALLERY, GARDENS, &c. By Edwakd Jesse, Esq. I'ourlh Thou-

'

sand. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. Cil.

HAND-BOOK FOR WESTMINSTER ABBEY
;

its Art, Auchitec-
TUBE, AND Associations. By Petkb Ccnninoiiam, Esq. Second Thousand. Fcap. Bvo.

2s. M.

LONDON : .JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARF,E STJtEET.
PARIS, A. & W. GALIG.NANI & CO., and STASSIN U XAVIER.—LEIPZIG,

LONG.MANS.— FRANKFORT, .1 UGEL,—FLORENCE, iMOLlNI. -GENEVA.
BHID.-.MALTA, MUIR.




